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MIRPOWER
The Encyclopedia of World Air Power is the world's
most comprehensive encyclopedia on contemporary
nilitary aviation. Arranged alphabetically in three
sections, it has over six hundred entries on all military
aircraft in Service, their missile Systems and the air forces
that fly them.. The volume contains more than a thousand
illustrations and diagrams. and has a text of half a million
words compiled by a team of eighteen leading aviation
writers.

There is a pressing reguirement for a Single
comprehensive encyclopedia. An increasing number of
nations are acquirmg air forces and fighting wars with
them. Indeed, during the year and a half it has taken to
compile this volume over forty of the world's air forces
flying over a hundred different types of aircraft. have
been in action, both internally and externally.

Fortunately, the major powers have not been directly
mvolved, but they keep up a Potential of increasing
volume and complexity. Constantly patrolling. photo-
graphing and plotting. being at permanent combat
readiness and prepared to airlift vast armies to any part of
the globe. they fight an undeclared stand-off war
of their own

This increasing activity, complexity ane< weapon
proliferation makes up to date Information absolutely
vital to those involved and interested in the subject. and
this encyclopedia should be required reading for all
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International noses belonging to some of the German-assembled Tornado IDS aircraft on

the flight-lme at Manching, one of the three Tornado flight-test bases.



Western Europe
After a dangerous period of near-neglect, NATO is modernising its air defences.

Faced with ever-growing improvements in the Warsaw Pact air arms, the allies have
embarked on several major re-equipment programmes. Most have agreed to in-

crease defence spending by 3 per cent in real terms to offset recent inflation.

Two aircraft programmes dominate the European scene. Belgium, Denmark,
Norway and the Netherlands have chosen the General Dynamics F- 16 to replace

ageing F-104Gs and will build the type on European assembly lines. Bntain, Italy and
West Germany will re-equip in the early 1980s with the Panavia Tornado fighter-

bomber, an aircraft whose qualities are beginning to attract serious USAF interest.

Faced with the need to replace its delta-winged Mirage III fleet, France is pursuing

its traditional course of dogged independence. Dassault's technicians have re-

thought their delta-wing concept to produce the Mirage 2000 - Europe's only

serious rival to the F-16. Development of the larger twin-engined Mirage 4000 con-

tmues despite the lack of an obvious customer.
Bntain has at last decided that 70 interceptors hardly form a credible air defence

and will boost its present F-4 and Lightning force with additional Lightnings

withdrawn from reserve and armed Hawk trainers. In the longer term the Tornado
F. 2 interceptor will be deployed with the RAF from the mid-80s onwards.
Spam is likely to adopt either the F-16, F-18A, F-18L or Mirage 2000 as its next in-

terceptor, while in Austria the decision between Northrop's F-5E and the Saab-
Scania Viggen seems unlikely in the near future. The JA37 interceptor variant of

Viggen will give the Royal Swedish Air Force a first-rate air-defence fighter but

cancellation of the B3LA strike/trainer project has left a vital gap in Sweden's close-

support plans.

At the other end of Europe, Turkey is desperately short of modern aircraft; lack of

funds and the US arms embargo imposed after the 1974 invasion of Cyprus has left

Turkey heavily dependent on veteran types such as the F-100 and F- 102.

Austria 15 Italy 16

Belgium 11 Malta 17

Denmark 18 Netherlands

Finland 19 Norway 18

France 9 Portugal 8

Germany (West) 14 Spam 8

Great Bntain 11 Sweden 18

Greece 17 Switzerland

Ireland (Eire) 13 Turkey 17

14

15

Portugal

Forca Aerea Portuguesa: Although stabilis-

ing politically, Portugal still faces economic

problems and her armed forces are having to

forsake any extensive modernization. This is

particularly true of the air force, whose only

new purchase in recent months has been that

of some C-130s; six Northrop T-38As,

Portugal's first supersonic aircraft, have been

purchased from USAF Stocks. Front-line air

defence is the task of Escuadra 201 with 20

North American F-86F Sabres based on the

west coast at BA-5, Monte Real (FAP uses

base designations but recently has begun to

revert to squadron numbers). Farther south is

BA-6 Montijo, which hous'es a ground-attack

unit, No 301 Sqn, flying 18 ex-Lujtwaffe Fiat

G91R-4s of some 60 originally supplied, and

six two-seat G91T-3s (from the same source)

used for advanced training and conversion.

Also at Montijo is a maritime reconnaissance

unit, which until the end of 1977 was
operating four ex-Royal Netherlands Navy

Lockheed SP-2E Neptunes attached to

NATO. However, these machines have been

withdrawn from Service and a replacement is

urgently needed; surplus USN Lockheed P-3A

Orions have been mentioned. Until a decision

is made, the five Lockheed C-130Hs have been

tasked with providing SAR and fisherv protec-

tion. BA-6 houses two helicopter units flying

assault and transport duties, one equipped

with 24 Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIls and

the other with 12 SA. 330 Pumas, of which

four fly from BA-4, Lajes, in the Azores.

Long-range transport and government

flights are flown by 10 Douglas DC-6A Bs

operated from Lisbon, reinforced in 1978 bv

five C-130H Hercules of No 501 Sqn. With
the arrival of the Hercules, the DC-6s and the

smaller Nord Noratlas are due to be phased

out of service. Headquarters of the FAP
transport element is at BA-3, Trancos, and

types in use include 10 Noratlases of 30

originally acquired from French and German
Stocks, a few Douglas C-47s and the majority

of 24 CASA Aviocars ordered in 1974 and cur-

rently flying from three bases (BA-1 Sintra,

BA-3 Tancos and BA-4 Lajes).

A total of 32 Cessna/Reims F337s are in

service for liaison and light Communications

work, having been delivered between 1974

and 1976. Sixteen are equipped to FTB.337G
Milirole Standard for COIN duties and eight

operate in the photo-recce role. Less than a

handful of Dornier Do 27s are still flving, but

Like nearly all the world's air forces the Fort.a Aerea Portuguesa has relied on the military

DC 3 versions since World War II, now nearly all (with BA-1 and BA 3) have been replaced

by the Spanish built Casa C 212 Aviocar

the FAP North American T-6 inventory still

Stands at nearly 20 in service. Thirty licence-

built de Havilland Chipmunks are used for

primary tuition from BA-2 Ota, while about

15 Cessna T-37Cs flv in the basic training role

from BA-1 at Sintra. Advanced work is flown

on 11 Lockheed T-33As of No 103 Sqn at

BA-1 and at BA-5, Monte Real. Delivered to

the same base in 1977 were six ex-USAF Nor-

throp T-38As. Helicopter training is perform-

ed on about 10 Alouette 1 1

1

s at BA-3, Tancos.

Spain

Ejercito del Aire: Spain is divided into three

air regions: No 1 headquartered in Madrid, No
2 in Seville and No 3 in Zaragoza, with a

fourth region covering the Canaries. Within

these regions Air Defence Command operates

two squadrons (known as Escuadrones),

Noslll and 112 of the llth Wing (known as

Ala) at Manises, with 22 Dassault Mirage

IIIEEs and six IIIDE two-seaters; two
squadrons, Nos 121 and 122, form the 12th

Wing at Torrejön with 33 McDonnell
Douglas F-4CR(S) Phantoms of 36 delivered.

At Los Llanos in the south is No 14 Wing
with No 141 Sqn, equipped with 14 Mirage
Fl-CEs. A further nine ordered in January

1977 are expected to equip the planned No 142

Sqn of the same wing; 48 more Mirages are on
order comprising 42 Fl-CE interceptors and

six Fl-BE trainers. An operational conversion

group, Grupo 41, is attached to ADC at

Zaragoza and equipped with more than 20

Lockheed T-33As.

Tactical Air Command has been reorganised

and now comprises the 21st Wing based at

Moron, with No 211 Sqn flying nine Nor-

throp SF-5As, nine SRF-5As and SF-5Bs, and

No 214 Sqn with 23 Hispano HA. 220 Super

Saetas. Based in the Canary Islands at Gando
for air support and reconnaissance is the 46th

Wing, which is made up of four squadrons;

Nos 461 Sqn with 12 CASA Aviocars, 462

Sqn with some 15 HA.200D Saetas, 463 with

about 20 North American T-6Ds, and 464 Sqn

with nine SRF-5As, eight SF-5As and two SF-

5Bs flying in the tactical reconnaissance role.

At La Parra No 221 Sqn, with two of three

ex-USN Lockheed P-3A Orions delivered,

operates in the ASW role manned by Joint

EdA/Navy crews. Three more Orions were

delivered during 1979. Also attached to Tac-

tical Command is a liaison flight at Tablada

(Flight 407) with seven Cessna O-IE Bird

Dogs and 12 Dornier Do 27s.

Air Transport Command has withdrawn

from use its Douglas C-47s and C-54s and

now enjoys a more modern inventory. The

35th Wing at Getafe is composed of two
units: No 351 Sqn, re-equipping from 12

CASA Azor freighter/transports to nine

CASA 212s; and No 352, flying CASA 212

Aviocars. (A recent re-order for Aviocars is

understood to have taken total EdA procure-

ment of the type of 71 aircraft.)

At Villanubla is the 37th Wing, whose No
372 Sqn flies 12 De Havilland Canada

Caribous, while No 371 Sqn is expected to

receive some Aviocars. Autonomous within

the Command is No 301 Sqn, the Lockheed

C-130H Hercules unit based at Zaragoza,

which is equipped with four transport versions

and three KC-130H tankers for flight refuell-

ing of the F-4s. The 91st Group at Getafe has

No 911 Sqn with four Aviocars and eight

Azors, and No 912 Sqn with five Piper Aztec

Es and a Piper Navajo, 61 North American

8
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France

L'Armee de l'Air: France's nucleai strike

torce oi 30 Dassault Mirage IV Strategie

bombers ^ expected to remain in Service until

1985, when silo-based S-3 missiles will form

the country's Strategie deterrent until the year

2000. A total of 62 Mirage IV\ were originally

delivered to the .iir force, and the 33 aircrart

on call lor service equip mx squadrons in two
wings (91 and 94 Escadrts) dispersed among
some six bases. Twelve Mirage IVAs have

been converted for long-range reconnaissance

at both high and low level, Three tanket

squadrons support the bombers. each with

tour Boeing KC-135Fs, the 11 remaining air-

craft being based at lstres. These aircrart are

due to be re-engined with CFM56s
The Conventions] air torce has three main

commands, Air Derence, Tactical and Air

Transport, operating within tour air regions

(No 1 with headquarters at Metz. No 2 at

Paris, No 3 at Bordeaux and No 4 at Aix-en-

Provence). Approximately 500 combat aircraft

are in service, ot vvhich 345 are Dassault

Mirage Ills, 5s and FK, and there are another

1,000 transport ,md second-line types in the

inventorj .

Tactical Command, or Commandemenl
Amen Tactique, is divided into Ist and 2nd
CATac and controls seven squadrons of

Mirage HIE tighter-bombers with a combined
conventional nuclear attack role (2nd Wing at

Dijon with two squadrons and the Mirage

OCU with HIB C BEs; the 4th Wing at

Luxeuil with two squadrons; 13th Wing at

Colmar, which has three squadrons with

Mirage HIEs and the 5Fs relinquished by 3rd

Wing at Nancy, which is now a SEPECAT
Jaguar unit). The 33rd Wing at Strasbourg

Here seen without drop tanks, the Mirage IHR, together with the doppler-equipped IIIRD, equips the French Armee de l'Air's No 33 Tac

Recon Wing at Strasbourg.

comprises three squadrons with nearlv 50

Mirage IHR RDs and a few Lockheed RT-
33As. Jaguars continue to join the squadrons,

the 7th Wing at Nancv having three units,

the llth Wing at Toul-Rosieres three more,

and the 3rd Wing. also at Nancy, also three

squadrons.

In 1980, when the last of 200 Jaguars is

delivered to the air torce, a total of ten

squadrons in three wings will be operational.

In addition, the 92nd Wing at Bordeaux with

two Dassault Vautour squadrons, was dis-

banded to be replaced on 1 Januarv 19~9 bv a

Jaguar unit with 20 aircraft. North American

F-100D F Super Sabres and Dassault Mystere

IVAs previously flown bv the air force have

been flown to the UK for storage, having

been supplied and purchased through the US
Offshore Procurement programme. A Single

training unit. the 8th Wing at Cazaux, is

scheduled to continue flving Mystere IVs until

the arrival of Dassault-Breguet Dornier Alpha

Jets in 1982. The wing uses the aircraft in the

jet conversion and weapon-training roles.

Air Defence Command or Commandemenl

Air des Forces de Defense Aerienne (CAFDA).
has an intereeptor network linked to NATO's
'NADGE' chain and operating within the

Strida air defence svstem. To extend radar

ränge, a French AWACS is being developed.

based on the A300 Airbus and scheduled for

service in 1982. Six squadrons are now equip-

ped with Mirage Fls (two in the 5th Wing at

continued



France

Orange, two in the 12th Wing at Cambrai

and two in the 30th Wing at Reims) of a plan-

ned procurement of 231 aircraft for eight

squadrons in four wings; initial order was for

105 Fls followed by a further 63 aircraft of a

planned second batch of 109. At Creil, the

lOth Wing operates two squadrons of Mirage

IIlCs and is due to receive Fls from 1980, the

1978 defence budget having set aside funds for

33 Fls for this unit. A third squadron in the

three existing wings may be formed with the

later production aircraft.

Air Transport Command, or Commande-

ment du Transport Aerien Militaire (CoTAM),
comprises three squadrons of C.160 Transalls

totalling some 46 aircraft in the 61st Wing
with headquarters at Orleans, and four

squadrons of Nord Noratlas totalling nearly

120 aircraft (two squadrons in the 62nd Wing
at Reims and two squadrons in the 64th Wing
at Evreux). Discussions among Aerospatiale,

MBB and VFW-Fokker concerning the re-

opening of the Transall production line were

successfully concluded in 1977 and the first

machines off the new line are due in 1980 to

meet a French requirement for 25 aircraft to

replace the Noratlas.

For long-range VIP work, one squadron of

the 60th Wing at Roissy flies four McDonnell

Douglas DC-8Fs, while a second squadron at

Villacoublay operates a mixed fleet of

VIP/liaison types including an Aerospatiale

(Sud-Aviation) Caravelle, five Dassault

Falcons, two Aerospatiale Pumas and three

Cessna 411s. Nine Douglas DC-6A/Bs in a

squadron of the 64th Wing at Evreux have

recently been replaced by three ex-UTA
Caravelle HRs for flights between France and

her Pacific bases. The 65th Wing has two
squadrons flying short-range liaison duties

with Nord Fregates, Falcon 20s, Morane-

Saulnier Paris and Holste Broussards. Five

helicopter squadrons are concerned mainly

with liaison and SAR duties and have about 50

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette 11/ II Is and 10

Pumas. The training units will be steadily

modernized over the next few years with the

arrival of Alpha Jets, while twin conversion

continues on 34 Dassault Flamants recently

refurbished and expected to remain in Service

until at least 1980. Miscellaneous types include

eight Cessna 310Ns, two 310Ks and two
310Ls. A large Potez-Air Fouga Magister

training and liaison force totals some 300 air-

craft. Överseas, the air force has conducted

strike Operation with Jaguars, supported by

Transalls, against Polisario guerrillas from

bases in Senegal and Mauritania. Other Sup-

port elements operate from St Denis Reunion

in the West Indies and from Papeete in the

Pacific, mostly flying Alouette helicopters and

Noratlas transports. Based at Noumea is

ETOM 52 equipped with three Puma
helicopters for support work.

The first of four government-ordered pro-

totypes of the French air force Dassault

Mirage 2000 programme made its first flight

on 10 March 1978. The planned initial produc-

tion order is for 127 aircraft, with deliveries

due to begin in 1982. Total procurement is

likely to reach 250-300 aircraft, replacing the

present Mirage III force. Although specified as

a multi-role aircraft, the 2000 will have a bias

towards interception/air superiority but with

a ground-attack capability. A twin-jet Super

Mirage 4000 strike aircraft is under develop-

ment as a private venture by the Company, and

first flight was made early in 1979. Delivery of

the 200 Alpha Jet El trainers on order began

during 1979, replacing Mystere IVAs and

T-33As.

Aeronautique Navale: The French navy

maintains two 27,300-ton aircraft carriers,

Clemenceau and Fach, with a strike force of

several units. In the strike role there are two
squadrons, Flottilles HF and 17F, with 36

Dassault Etendard IVMs and based at Landi-

visiau and Hyeres respectively, and a recon-

naissance squadron, Flottille 16F, based at

Landivisiau, with 14 Etendard IVPs. For the

interceptor role there are 32 Vought F-8E(FN)

Crusaders in two squadrons based at Landi-

visiau, Flottilles 12F and 14F. A total of 71

Dassault Super Etendards are scjieduled to be

ordered to replace both the Etendards and the

Crusaders from 1978. The first production

Super Etendard flew in November 1977 and

the first unit to become operational was

deployed aboard Clemenceau in January 1979.

Carrier-based fixed-wing ASW work is per-

formed by two Breguet Alize squadrons, Flot-

tilles 4F and 6F, home-based at Lann-Bihoue

and Nimes-Garons respectively; a total of 46

aircraft remain on strength, of which 28 are

being modernised with new radar and ESM,
and are due for Service from 1980 until

1990 - 92 when the two carriers are due for

retirement. Flottille 32F Supplements the Alize

units aboard the carriers, being equipped with

10 Aerospatiale (Sud)- Super Frelon ASW heli-

copters and operating from Lanveoc-Poulmic.

Maritime Patrol Command encompasses the

shore-based MR units covering the Channel,

Atlantic and Mediterranean areas. Thirty-five

Breguet Atlantics equip four units (Flottilles

21F and 22F at Nimes-Garons and 23F and

24F at Lann-Bihoue) and 14 Lockheed SP-2H
Neptunes fly with Flottille 25F, also at Lann-

Bihoue. An updated Version of the Atlantic,

known as the M4 or 'Atlantic Nouvelle Genera-

tion' , is under development by Dassault-

Breguet for Service in early 1985. A total of 42

will be ordered. The 11,000-ton helicopter

carrier Jeanne d'Arc is used as an officer train-

ing ship but can be operated in the ASW role

with accommodation for some eight

helicopters. A second vessel of 18,000 tons has

been ordered, designated PH-75 and due for

Service in the 1980s. Helicopter-equipped units

include Flottille 34F based at Lanveoc-Poulmic,

flying Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIIs for

shipboard detachment, Flottille 31 F at St Man-
drier with ten Westland Lynx, Flottille 33F at

the same base with 16 HSS-ls replaced in 1979

by five Super Frelons; Escadrilles 22S and 23S

(Alouette III units) fly communication duties

and supply helicopters for planeguard work
aboard the carriers. The Aeronavale Lynx order

Stands at 26 aircraft for ASW and surface

strike, with deliveries beginning in October

1978 to replace ASW HSS-ls and Alouettes.

Second-line units include Escadrille 2S at

Lann-Bihoue, flying three Piper Navajos and

four Nord 262s of 21 supplied to the Service;

Escadrille 3S at Hyeres with four 262s and five

Navajo; Escadrille 20S at St Raphael, operating

as a flight-test wing mainly equipped with

helicopters; and Escadrille 12S, based in Papeete

with three specially modified Neptunes. Fif-

teen SOCATA Rallye 100s are used for train-

ing, together with some Alizes and Fouga

Zephyrs.

Five Dassault Falcon 10MERS are used for

radar training and fleet support at Landivisiau

and Hyeres, while nine Morane-Saulnier Paris

operate from the former base as high-speed

transports. Överseas, a number of units

operate various second-line types, including

Escadrille 9S with Neptunes, Douglas C-47s

and Douglas C-54s on New Caledonia and

some Alouette IIIs on Hao.

Aviation Legere de PArmee de Terre
(ALAT): Like many of the world's army
aviation formations, France's ALAT is almost

entirely helicopter-equipped and provides

Observation and liaison Services for army
ground forces. The force has, however, under-

gone a reorganisation from the traditional

Groupes d'Aviation Legere de Corps d'Armee

(Galca) and the GAL de Division (Galdiv) to

Regiments d'Helicopteres de Combat (RHC). Of
the planned total of six RHCs, all have formed
or are about to form. Each regiment has seven

escadrilles or squadrons, comprising two recon-

naissance units equipped with Aerospatiale

Gazelles, three anti-tank units equipped with

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIIs armed with

SS. 11s and later Gazelles with HOT and two
escadrilles de manoeuvre equipped with Aero-

spatiale Pumas.

Two of the regiments are being attached to

each of the French army's two army corps,

and the command of each regiment will be in-

tegrated with Corps headquarters. The remain-

ing two RHCs will be held in reserve. In addi-

tion, one Groupe d'Helicopteres Legeres (GHL)
composed of 30 Gazelles and Alouette I Is and

IIIs will be attached to each of the army Corps

for Utility work such as casevac, liaison and

AOP. Another GHL of 20 light helicopters is

attached to each of the six French military ter-

ritorial regions. ALAT's helicopter inventory

includes 140 Pumas, 220 Alouette IIs for the

LOH role and 84 Alouette IIIs, many equip-

ped with SS. 11 missiles for anti-tank duties. A
total of 170 Gazelles are being delivered, with

more than half in Service, replacing the

Alouette IIs. ALAT intends to retain the

SS.ll-armed Alouette III force in Service

alongside the HOT-armed Gazelles for the

foreseeable future. The first SA.341F/HOT
unit is the 3rd Regtr d'Heli based at Etain,

which formed in September 1978. A third-

generation anti-tank helicopter is being con-

sidered but nothing firm has yet been an-

nounced.

Fixed-wing Cessna O-ls and Holste Brous-

sards continue in Service at the ALAT basic

pilot training base of Dax in south-west

France, to give pupils their initial air ex-

perience. Trainees then proceed to Alouette IIs

and complete the course on Gazelles. Also in

use are a few Piper Super Cubs and Tri-Pacers.

Dassault- Breguet persuaded the French Aeronavale that it would be better to buy the Super Etendard than the previously developed and more capable Jaguar. After some

delays and a cut in numbers to 71 these aircraft entered Service in 1979.
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Belgium

Force Aerienne Beige: Bclgium's combat

units form pari of NATO's 2ud ATAF along

witli the British, Dutch and (icrman air forccs

bascd in Europe. In June 1975, tbe Bclgian

govemment announced thi choiee of the

General Dynamics F- 16 to rcplacc the FAB's

Starfighter force froni 197V; a total of 116 air-

craft (104 singlc-scat F-16As and 12 tw<> ieal

F-16Bs) are OD order. The first of 18 F- 16s was

delivered in January 1979 from the Sab-

cv'Fain-y produetion lines at Gosselies, to be

followed by 12 in 1980. 19 in 1981, 22 in

1982, 22 in 1983 and nine in 1984. The
Lockheed F-104 Starfighter force due for

replacement comprises the lOth Wing at

Kleine Brogel with two squadrons nr Smaldeel

(Nos 23 and 31) each with 18 P-104G* in the

fighter-boniber role; and the Ist Wmg at

Beauvechain with Nos 349 and 350 S(|ns,

again each flying 18 F-104Gs and operating in

the all-weather fighter-intereeptor role. The
first Unit to convert to the F-16 is No 349 Sqn,

which begun conversion in 1979. Two-seat

TF-104(ls are OD the strcngih of each Unit. A
total of 100 singlc-scat and 12 two-seat Star-

fighters were ongmallv delivered to tlie FAB,

but attrition has reduced these nunibers to a

total in-service figure of 81 aircraft.

The Dassault Mirage force consists of the

2nd Tactical Wing, with No 2 Sqn flying 18

Mirage 5BAs in the fighter-boniber role and

No 42 Sqn flviiig 18 tactical rc< oiiii.iiss.ukc

Mirage 5BRs from Florennes. The 3rd Tac-

tical Wing, bascd at Bierset, is made up of No
1 Sqn with Mirage 5BA fighter-bonibers and

No 8 Sqn with two-seat 5BDs, the latter

operating as an ()('U while ret.uning its com-

bat status. A total of 106 Mirages were

originally procured, consisting of 63 5BAs, 27

5BRs and 16 5BD conversion trainers, but

some 18 have been lost.

No 15 Transport and Communications

FB-01 of the Belgian Air Force, the hrst General Dynamics F 16 to be assembled in Europe, made its maiden fhght in December 1978 A
iwii seal F 16B, it was very dose to the final produetion Standard, and is camouflaged in hght grey

Wing at Melsbroek comprises tWO squadrons.

one of which, No 20 Sqn. is equipped with 12

Lockheed ( 130M Hercules tor beavy-lift and

tactical work The othei (.mir is No 21 Sqn.

equipped with 1 nuinbcr of diftcrcnt tvpcs and

fk inr liaii on, commui catii ins and VIP
il ii t ie- s

. Two ex-Sabena Boeing 727QCi have

replaced tOUI long-scrvuig Douglas DC-6B$;
six Swearingen Merhn 1 1

1

A-. and tWO Dassault

f.iK on 20i catei foi VII' and short-range

liaison, while three BAe (Hawkei Siddeley)

HS 748s fitted with large treight doors are

employed tor transport dutiei

Elementary training is flown on 33 SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260MBs at Goetscnhoven of 36

originally delivered between 1969 and 1971.

For basic training there are 40 Fouga

Magisters in Nos 7 and 9 Sqns at Brustem,

while advanced tuition is done on 12 Lockheed

T-33As of No 1 1 Sqn at the same base. A total

of 33 Dassault-Breguct Dornicr Alpha Jet IBs

are on order to replace the Magisters, with

deliveries schedulcd to begin early in 1979 and

end by April 1980. A SAR flight, based at

Coxyde and designated No 40 Sqn, flies five

Wcstland Sea King Mk 48s delivered in

December 1976, replacing 11 Sikorsky S-58s;

one of the Sea Kings has a VIP interior for use

by the Bclgian royal family.

Force Navale Beige: The Belgian Navy
operates one Sikorsky HSS-1 and three

Aerospatiale Alouette Ills on SAR and Sup-

port duties in dose co-operation with the Air

Force's No 40 Sqn at Coxyde.

Force Terrestre Beige: The Belgian Army
Air Corps flies almost 90 machines in four

squadrons for liaison and AOP duties. Based at

Brasschaat is the Light Aviation School (No 15

SqnJ, equipped with seven Bntten-Norman
Defenders and 24 Aerospatiale Alouette lls

(Artouste- and Astazou-powered) of a total of

66 in service. Nos 16, 17 and 18 Sqns are based

in Germany operating with NATO units, 16

Sqn flying Britten-Norman Defenders and 14

Alouette lls from Cologne, and Nos 17 and 18

Sqns having approximatelv 18 Alouettes bet-

ween them. The Defenders, based at

Brasschaat and with No 16 Sqn, are used in

the light transport, liaison and instrument

training roles. Six Piper Super Cubs remain in

the inventory for glider towing.

Gendarmerie: This small airborne arm of the

Belgian police has an official strength of eight

helicopters, comprising three Aerospatiale

SA. 330 Pumas and five Alouette lls, based at

Brasschaat and maintained by the Army Air

Corps.

Great Britain

Royal Air Force: Since 1977 a number of

steps have been taken to strengthen Britain's

air arm. The infusion has been badly needed

after nearly a decade of defence cuts which

have left the RAF with a considerably reduced

force operating in support of NATO and the

defence of Great Britain. A long-standing

requirement for a medium-Hft helicopter is to

be met with the announcement of an order for

33 Boeing CH-47 Chinooks. Costing $200

million, the aircraft are due for delivery begin-

ning in July 1980. In 1978 it was revealed that

a number of BAC VClO/Super VClOs would

continued

Two Harrier GR. 1s of the RAF over Belize dunng the crisis caused by the Claim on the territory by Guatemala. No other combat aircraft

could have provided such airpower in a distant region devoid of airfields or facihties.
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Great Britain

be converted into Strategie tankers to Supple-

ment the RAF's present force of Handley Page

Victor K.2s. The number due for conversion

Stands at five Standard aircraft and four Super

VClOs. BAe (HS) Hawk trainers continue to

arrive at RAF Valley and at RAF Brawdy,

while Westland Sea Kings have joined RAF
SAR units following initial deployment late in

1978.

Strike Command's No 1 (Bomber) Group

has six squadrons of HS (Avro) Vulcan B.2s

totalling 85 aircraft (9, 35, 44, 50, 101 and 617

Sqns plus 230 OCU) and flying chiefly in the

long-range low-level penetration role, and a

fleet of 24 Victor K.2 tankers flying with 55

and 57 Sqns and 232 OCU based at Marham.

Four Vulcan SR. 2s equip 27 Strategie Recon-

naissance Sqn at Scampton, and at Wyton 39

Sqn operates 17 BAC Canberra PR.9s in the

high-altitude reeconnaissance role alongside

the electronic surveillance unit, 51 Sqn, which

flies three BAe Nimrod R.ls and four

Canberra B.6s. Also at Wyton is the Elec-

tronics Warfare School, the joint-services-

operated 360 Sqn, with 17 ECM Canberra

T.17s, and 13 Sqn with 14 Canberra PR.7s

previously based in Malta until the withdrawal

of British forces from the island in 1978. The

Canberra training unit, 231 OCU, is currently

based at Marham alongside the special target-

facilities squadron, No 100, which operates

Canberra B.2s, E. 15s, T.19s and T.4s mainly

in the high-altitude role; the other target-

facilities unit is 7 Sqn, also Canberra-equipped

with B.2s, T.4s and TT. 18s and based at St

Mawgan. The BAe (HS) Buccaneer S.2A/2B

wing based at Honington has nearly 50 air-

craft equipping 12 and 208 Sqns, the former

equipped with Martel ASMs and currently

assigned the maritime strike role. The Buc-

caneer OCU, No 237, is also on the base and a

new unit, 216 Sqn, is due to form at Hon-

ington in early 1979, equipped with ex-RN
S.2Bs. These aircraft were formerly flown by

809 Sqn on Ark Royal and the new unit will

operate in the low-level strike role from

Lossiemouth. Both the Buccaneers and the

Vulcans will be replaced by 220 Panavia Tor-

nado GR.ls of 385 planned for procurement

starting in 1980. First base for Tornado will be

Cottesmore, which will house an international

OCU. The remaining 165 aircraft will be Tor-

nado F. 2s, planned to take over intereeptor

duties from the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phan-

toms and BAe (BAC) Lightnings in the 1980s.

One of the main weapons of the UK inter-

eeptor force in the future will be the advanced

Sky Flash air-to-air missile, produetion

examples of which are now being delivered.

Also operated within No 1 Group is Brize

Norton-based 115 Sqn, flying six BAe (HS)

Andover E.3s on calibration duties having

replaced Hawker Siddelev Argosies earlv

in 1978.

Air defence is the responsibility of 11

Group, Strike Command, with headquarters

at Bentley Priory. The BAC Lightmng and

McDonnell Douglas Phantom are currently

the mainstay of the force. At Binbrook, 5 and

11 Sqns have nearly 40 Lightning F.3/F.6/

T.5s, which are scheduled to remain opera-

tional until 1984 flying alongside the UK's
chief air-defence aircraft, the Phantom. This

intereeptor in its FGR.2 form equips 23, 29,

56 and 111 Sqns and 228 OCU at Coningsby,

Wattisham and Leuchars, while in its ex-naval

FG.l form it equips 43 Sqn at Leuchars in

Scotland. Early-warning radar coverage of the

UK is tied in the with the NATO Air Defence

Ground Environment System, which operates

in conjunetion with three main radar units at

Buchan, Boulmer and Neatishead. Missile pro-

tection is available at Leuchars by Rapier

SAMs of 27 Sqn, RAF Regiment, with a se-

cond unit to be formed for the protection of

Lossiemouth, while a Bloodhound 2 unit, 85

Sqn, has detachments at Bawdsey, North

Coates and West Raynham, with a fourth

base to be deeided. Also under 11 Group is the

early-warning Hawker Siddelev Shackleton

AEW.2 squadron, No 8, based at Lossie-

mouth with 12 aircraft. These are due for

replacement by 11 BAe Nimrod AEW.3s
ordered in March 1977 for delivery in 1982 in

preference to the Boeing E-3A AWACS after

prolonged discussion with other NATO coun-

tries which examined a Joint E-3A force. Eight

aircraft are expected to be converted from the

last produetion batch of Nimrods on the line

at Woodford and three aircraft will come from

the formerly Malta-based 203 Sqn, which has

been disbanded.

No 18 (Maritime) Group has reponsibility

for SAR and MR over the North Sea, Atlan-

tic, and home waters. Four squadrons (42,

120, 201 and 206 Sqns plus 236 OCU) with 35

Nimrod MR.ls (total 46) operate from St

Mawgan and Kinloss. A Nimrod updating

Programme is under way, Mk ls being con-

verted to Mk 2s by installation of Searchwater

radar, extra sensors and improved navigational

Systems. Four aircraft are assigned to protec-

ting North Sea oil and fishery interests.

Helicopter SAR detachments are based around

Britain from two squadrons equipped with

Westland Whirlwind HAR.lOs and Westland

Wessex HC. 2s. No 22 Sqn has five flights,

one each at Chivenor (A Fit), Leuchars (B

Fit), Valley (C Fit), Brawdy (D Fit) and

Manston (E Fit); 202 Sqn operates four flights,

one each at Boulmer (A Fit), Leconfield (B

Fit), Coltishall (C Fit) and Lossiemouth (D

Fit). To replace the Whirlwinds, additional

Wessex and 15 Westland Sea King HAR Mk
3s joined the two squadrons dunng 1979.

No 38 Group is the RAF's tactical dement
and provides offensive support for the army,

flying one squadron (No 1) and an OCU (No

233) of BAe Harrier GR. 3s at Wittering, and

a wing of three squadrons of SEPECAT
Jaguar GR.ls (6, 41 and 54 Sqns) based at

Coltishall. A total of 89 single- and 20 two-

seat Harriers were procured for the RAF, but

losses have taken these figures down to a total

of around 80 aircraft, sc in order to maintain

the RAF's Harrier strength 24 more GR. 3s

are on order. The Jaguar force comprises 163

single-and 37 two-seaters, delivery of which is

complete. The force is split into three units in

the UK and five in Germanv. Of the three

units at Coltishall assigned to the UK Mobile

Force, 41 Sqn is primarily a reconnaissance

squadron, its aircraft equipped with BAC-
built centreline reconnaissance pods, although

the unit has a secondary ground-attack

capability. At Odiham the 38 Group tactical

helicopter force is made up of 72 Sqn, with 20

Wessex HC. 2s, and 33 and 320 Sqns, which,

with 240 OCU, have a total of some 36

Aerospatiale/ Westland Puma HC.ls. A fur-

ther 22 Pumas are required by the service

and an order was officiallv placed early in

1979. The Chinooks are expected to replace

the Wessex HC. 2s in Germanv and the UK.
A detachment of six Harriers and some Puma
support helicopters is based in Belize following

the threat of invasion by Guatemala in July

1977.

In the long-range transport role and based at

Brize Norton are 11 VClOs of 10 Sqn. At

Lyneham is the Lockheed Hercules Ol wing,

comprising 24, 30, 47 and 70 Sqns and 242

OCU, and equipped with some 45 aircraft on

tactical and Strategie duties. The Hercules are

undergoing a reconditioning programme at a

cost of £25 million to maintain the force until

the late 1980s and 30 aircraft will reeeive a

15-ft (4.57-in) fuselage Stretch to increase their

capacity. Two Communications squadrons, 32

and 207 Sqn, fly Hunting Pembrokes, four

HS.125-400s and two -600s, 13 de Havilland

Devons and four Whirlwinds, while the

Queen's Flight at Benson has three Andover

CC.2s and* two Wessex HCC.4s; 12

Andovers remain in RAF service, both C.ls

and CC.2s. A Tactical Weapons Unit based at

Brawdy is equipping with Hawk T.l weapon
trainers and nearly 80 Hawker Hunter Mk
6As in three 'shadow' squadrons, 63, 79 and

234 Sqns. A second TWU has been established

at RAF Lossiemouth with the Hunters. This

is to relieve congestion at Brawdy as increas-

ing numbers of Hawks arrive.

RAF Germany's operational component is

under the control of NATO's 2nd Allied Tac-

tical Air Force and tasked with nuclear and

conventional strike, support, reconnaissance

and air defence. The Harrier force comprises

two units, 3 and 4 Sqns based at Gütersloh,

with aircraft from the former 20 Sqn increas-

ing the establishment of the two units to some

36 machines. Jaguar strike Operations centre

on Brüggen, with 14, 17, 20 and 31 Sqns; the

fifth Jaguar unit, 2 Sqn, flies tactical reecon-

This echelon was formed by one Jaguar GR.l from each of the five squadrons equipped

with these fme aircraft based in Germany: Nos 2 (nearest camera, Laarbruch), 14 (Brüggen),

17 (Brüggen), 20 (Brüggen) and 31 (Brüggen).

naissance from the main PR base at Laarbruch.

At the same base, 15 and 16 Sqns operate Buc-

caneer S.2s. Interception duties are performed

by 19 and 92 Sqns at Wildenrath flying Phan-

tom FGR.2s. Protecting the German bases are

Rapier and Bloodhound units; RAF Regiment

Rapier squadrons are 63 at Gütersloh, 16 at

Wildenrath, 26 at Laarbruch and 37 at Brüg-

gen. Three bases are covered by flights of

Bloodhounds of 25 Sqn. At Wildenrath, about

12 Pembroke C.ls _equip 60 Sqn providing

communication flights throughout the com-

mand, and at Gütersloh are 15 Wessex HC. 2s

of 18 Sqn divided into three flights assigned to

support I British Army Corps in Germany.

The Malta-based Canberra PR unit, 13 Sqn,

was moved to Wyton in 1978 when UK
forces left the island. In Hong Kong is 28 Sqn

with Wessex HC. 2 helicopters, recently based

at Kai Tak but now at Sek Kong; detachments

of Hunters operate from Gibraltar for training

purposes.

The training side of RAF Support Com-
mand has a strength of 180 BAC Jet Provost

T.3/T.5s, 131 BAe (SA) Bulldogs, 19 HS.

Dominies, 22 Hunters and 10 Aerospatiale/

Westland Gazelles, although losses have

reduced these numbers slightly. No 4 FTS

Valley operates 20 Hunters and some of the

175 Hawks on order. The 50 Hawker Siddeley

Gnat T.ls were retired from use in November

1978, their training work being taken over by

the Hawks. Navigation training is performed

by 6 FTS at Finningley on Dominies. A multi-

engined training squadron based at Leeming

uses eight Scottish Aviation Jetstreams, and at

CFS Shawbury helicopter tuition is performed

on the Gazelles. The Central Flying School is

now based at RAF Leeming with Jet Provosts

while 3 FTS, previously at Leeming and also

with Jet Provosts, has moved to RAF
Dishforth to prevent congestion at the former

base. No 2 FTS at Church Fenton conduets

primary flying grading on Bulldogs, while No
1 FTS at Linton-on-Ouse operates Jet Provosts

in the basic phase.

Fleet Air Arm: A total of 34 BAe Sea Harrier

FRS.ls are on order for Operation from the

anti-submarine cruisers HMS Invincible (19,500

tons), which was launched in May 1977, HMS
Illustrious, launched in December 1978, and

HMS Ark Royal. Deliveries of these aircraft

began in 1979, and the air arm plans to carry

one squadron of Sea Harriers and one of

Westland Sea Kings in each of the new
cruisers. The three units will be 800, 801 and

802 Sqns, with eight aircraft each. Shore base

will be RNAS Yeovilton, where 700H Inten-

sive Flying Trials Unit was formed in 1979.

HMS Ini'incible will be commissioned in 1980

with a seven-degree bow ramp following

successful Harrier trials on a 'ski-jump' at

RAE Bedford. HMS Hermes has been con-

verted to the ASW role and will operate 814

Sqn Sea Kings and a few Sea Harriers; she

retains a secondary commando role. HMS
Bulwark is to be restored to füll operational

Status as an ASW carrier, while the navy's

only strike carrier, HMS Ark Royal, was

retired from service in December 1978. The
McDonnell Douglas Phantom FG.ls of 892

Sqn and the BAe (HS) Buccaneer S.2s of 809

Sqn, previously part of Ark Royal' s air group,

have been transferred to the RAF and the

units disbanded. Also withdrawn from use is

the Westland Gannet AEW.3 unit, 849 Sqn,

home-based at Lossiemouth. The air group's

Westland Sea King HAST unit, 824 Sqn, is

now the small ships squadron for the type. A
Wessex HAS. 3 drawn from 737 Sqn is assign-

ed to each of the seven 'County' class guided-

missile destroyers and the two cruisers, HMS
Blake and Tiger, operate Sea Kings of 820 and

826 Sqns. The latter squadron was the first

unit to reeeive the HAS. 2 Version of the Sea

King late in 1977. Eight more Sea King

HAS. 2s were ordered and delivered in 1978,

bnnging the total RN orders for this type to

56 Mk ls and 21 Mk 2s. One Westland Wasp
HAST from 829 Sqn is assigned to each of the

'Leander', 'Amazon', 'Sheffield', 'Tribal' and

'Rothesay' class ships, making 40 flights in

total.

RNAS Yeovilton, shore HQ of the FAA,
has two squadrons and a training unit of Com-
mando/Wessex HU. 5s (845, 846 and 707

Sqns) in addition to the Fleet Requirement

and Air Direction Unit operated by Airwork

Services Ltd, which has BAC Canberra T.22s

and TT.18s and Hawker Hunter GA.lls. The

two Wessex units will each reeeive four new
Westland Sea King HU. 4s from the 15

ordered in 1978. Also at the base is the first

Westland Lynx Mk 2 squadron, No 702,

which was commissioned in January 1978.

This unit will supply flights to RN ships as

well as train Lynx aircrew; HMS Birmingham

has the first Lynx flight. A total of 88 SAR
and ASW Lynx are on order, with later air-

craft going to 'Leander' class and Type 42

ships. Other shore bases include Culdrose,

where 750 Sqn flies eight Sea Prince T.ls for

observer training. These were replaced during

1979 by the first of 16 BAe (SA) Jetstream

T.2s procured from the original RAF order.

At the same base is 705 Sqn, with Gazelle

HT.2 pilot training helicopters; 706 Sqn, with

10 Sea Kings; and 771 Sqn SAR School, with

Wessex ls. At Lee-on-Solent, 781 Sqn, the

navy's Communications unit, flies four de

Havilland Sea Herons and eight Sea Devons.

Portland acts as a training and shore base for

703 and 829 Sqns, with Wasps; 737 Sqn, with
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Wcsscx MAS >»;

quirementi unit,

ind 772 Sqn flect re-

with Wcssex HU. 5s.

Prestwick in Scotland housei thc Sca Kmg-
equipped 819 San. An air-cxpcriencc flight

or de Havilland Chipmunkl is based at

Roborough.

Army Air Corps: Army aviation is a Corps in

its own right within thc British army and has

a strength of about 38 fixcd-wing aircraft and

400 helicoptcrs. An AAC rcgiment conipriscs

two squadrons in cach army division, and each

squadron can operate as a numbcr of seif-

supporting flights. Aerospatiale' Wcstland

Gazelle deliveries continuc, with morc than

130 of the 158 on order alrcady in Service.

About half thc Gazelles will bc armed for thc

anti-tank role, the remainder being assigned to

liaison and communication. Each of thc four

army divisions in Germany will reeeive one

Gazelle LOH squadron and one TOW-armcd
Westland Lynx anti-tank squadron. All units

in Germany and thc UK prcviously flying

Bell/Wcstland Sioux have been rc-cquipped

with Gazelle. The Lynx Intensive Flying

Trials Unit was disbandcd in December 1978

at Middle Wallop and thc first squadron in

Germany, 654 Sqn at Minden, has now re-

ceived Lynx AH.ls with more Converting. A
total of 100 Lynx AH.ls arc on order to

rcplacc the AAC's 120 Wcstland Scouts, and

all thosc deploycd will bc equipped with Tow
missiles for thc anti-tank role.

The recent reorganisation of thc Corps has

seen an increase in thc numbcr of regiments in

Germany to five, with a corresponding reduc-

tion in thc UK-bascd force by one squadron.

No 1 Wing, based at Detmold in Germany
with BAOR, controls Nos 1, 2, 3. 4 and 9

Regiments. These regiments consist of thc

following squadrons: 651, 661, 652, 662, 653,

663, 654, 664, 659 and 669. No 2 Wing.
AAC, UK Land Forces, based at Wilton, con-

trols 5, 6, 7 and 8 Field Force cmbodying 655,

656, 657 and 658 Sqns, together with 7 Regi-

ment, No 8 Flight at Nethcravon. The
Gazelles operated in Hong Kong bv 11 Flight,

previously 656 Sqn, have been replaced hv

Scouts with thrce of these aircraft operating in

Brunei on detachment from Sek Kong, and

there is a Single Flight, No 16, based in

Cyprus flying thc cight remaining Acro-

spatiale (Sud) Alouette I Is. Units of DHC
Beavers and Gazelles are assigned to Northern

Ireland on four-month tours of anti-terronst

duties. About 14 Beavers and 24 de Havilland

Chipmunks continue in army servicc for a

variety of tasks including transport and train-

ing.

Pilot training is condueted at Middle

Wallop on Bristow-operated Bell 47Gs at the

basic stage, before moving to the advanced

stage and Gazelle AH.ls.
British Aerospace Hawk T.1 of the RAF Tactical Weapons Unit at Brawdylseen on a rocketmg mission off

Capable of carrymg 6,500 Ib (2948 kg) of weapons, the Hawk is a powerful tactical platform. By January 1980

the Welsh coast

the RAF had 160.

Ireland (Eire)

Irish Army Air Corps: The increased

pressure of border Operations and the ad-

vancing years of the equipment flown by the

IAAC have prompted a re-equipment Pro-

gramme which is now nearing completion. To
replace two remaining airworthy de Havilland

Vampire T.55s, six Aerospatiale Super

Magisters armed with 7.62-mm machine-guns

and underwing rocket launchers have been

delivered, the final two aircraft arriving in

November 1976. These aircraft are primarily

used for training. In the same month a Shorts

Skyvan was demonstrated to the corps in

response to a requirement for a de Havilland

Dove replacement and a maritime patrol air-

craft. Four aircraft would be required, but no

order has been fortheoming. Another type

currently under evaluatiop is the Beech King
Air 200, one of which has been leased for a

three-year period of trial Operations for

evaluating surveillance equipment on maritime

patrol duties.

The IAAC, headquartered at Casement
Aerodrome, Baldonnel, is mainly employed on

SAR, ambulance missions, border surveillance

and reconnaissance, survey work and limited

navaid checking. Three Doves, one equipped

with survey cameras, are still flying but are

about to be retired. Eight DHC Chipmunk
trainers have been replaced by 10 SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260WE Warriors, the first four

of which were delivered in March 1978. While

spares last, six of the retired Chipmunks will

be used for liaison staff flying. The helicopter

dement comprises eight Aerospatiale Alouette

IIIs of the Helicopter Rescue Service, which

are also used for army co-operation duties.

Seven of eight Cessna FR.172Hs with pro-

vision for underwing Stores patrol the borders,

flying from their base at Gormanston, County
Meath. The four surviving Provosts were
finally retired when the SF.260s arrived.

Most recent acquisition of the Irish Army Air Corps, ten SF.260WE Warriors provide

economical multi-role and weapons capability well matched to the service's domestic needs.

They are based mainly at the Casement HQ Airfield.
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Netherlands

Koninklijke Luchtmacht: The Royal

Netherlands Air Force forms part of NATO 's

2nd ATAF and has two main commands: Tac-

tical Air Command, Controlling all combat

elements, and Logistic and Training Com-
mand. A total of 120 Lockheed F-104G Star-

fighters and 18 two-seat TF-104Gs was
originally procured by the KLu, though attri-

tion has reduced the number in service to some
117 aircraft. Two interceptor squadrons, Nos
322 and 323 Sqns at Leeuwarden, operate

within the NADGE air-defence System with

18 F-104Gs each plus six reserves. Supplemen-

ting these is the USAF's 32nd TFS at

Soesterberg, flying 18 McDonnell Douglas

F-15 Eagles under Joint KLu/17th Air Force

control. Two nuclear and conventional strike

squadrons based at Volkel, Nos 311 and 312

Sqns, also fly F-104Gs. At the same base No
306 Sqn performs reconnaissance duties with

Starfighters. The General Dynamics F-16 is

replacing the F-104G force, the Netherlands

order currently standing at 80 F-16As and 22

two-seat F-16Bs. First deliveries were made

during 1979 to Nos 322 and 323 Sqns, with a

simultaneous change of role from interception

to strike.

A total of 75 Canadair-built Northrop NF-
5As and 30 NF-5Bs were delivered to the air

force between 1969 and 1972. They equip

three squadrons: Nos 314 at Eindhoven, 315
at Twenthe and 316 at Gilze Rijen; No 313

Sqn OCU training unit has two-seaters at

Twenthe. Transport duties are undertaken by

No 334 Sqn at Soesterberg, flying nine Fokker

F.27M Troopships and three Mk 100 Friend-

ships. Flown and operated by the air force on

behalf of the army for AOP and liaison are 72

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette III helicopters of

No 298 Sqn at Soesterberg and 299 Sqn at

Deelen. No 300 Sqn also operates from

Deelen, equipped with 30 MBB BO105Cs.
KLu aircrew training begins in Canada, with

students progressing from Beech Musketeers

to Canadair Tutors and CF-5Bs. Operational

jet conversion then takes place in Holland, us-

ing two-seat NF-5Bs and TF-104Gs.

Marine Luchtvaartdienst: The Royal

Netherlands Naval Air Service is a small, com-
pact maritime force of four squadrons, equip-

ped with long-range maritime aircraft and

helicopters. Seven Breguet SP-13H Atlantics,

of nine originally ordered in 1968, equip No
321 Sqn at Valkenburg. On the same base are

the 15 Lockheed SP-2H Neptunes of No 320

Sqn; both units are assigned to the ASW role.

A Neptune replacement has been decided in

favour of the Lockheed P-3C Orion, an order

for 13 aircraft being placed in December 1978.

A detachment of three Neptunes is based at

Standard tac-recon types of the KL (Royal Netherlands AF) are the RF-104G and

Dutch/Canadian NF-5 Freedom Fighter. These are NF-5As with recon pods.

Curacao in the southern Caribbean. Two
helicopter squadrons, Nos 7 Sqn and 860 Sqn

at De Kooy, complete the force. The former

unit has received six Westland UH-14A Lynx,

which have replaced seven Agusta AB 204s in

the SAR, VIP and ship-to-shore liaison role. A
further 10 SH-14B Lynx entered service in

1979 with uprated engines and the ability to

operate in the ASW role, equipped with dunk-

ing sonar for use from navy frigates. A further

eight SH-14Cs were ordered in January 1978

in a deal worth £11.5 million. They will have

MAD initially, with the possible later addition

of sonar equipment. Still in use with No 860

Sqn are 10 Westland AH-12A Wasps. Twelve
more Lynx are planned to replace the Wasps
after 1983. Naval air training is carried out by

the national training College for airline pilots

on Cessna 150s and Saab Safirs, followed by

the air force with F27s. Helicopter pilots train

at Deelen on KLu Aerospatiale Alouette IIIs.

Germany (West)

Luftwaffe: The air arm of the Federal

Republic of Germany is in the process of a

major re-equipment and modernization Pro-

gramme which is planned to continue until

the end of the 1970s. Fully committed to

NATO's 2nd and 4th Allied Tactical Air

Forces, the Luflwafje and Marineflieger current-

ly operate 600 aircraft, while the total strength

for all three Services is more than 2,100 air-

craft. Luftwaffe manpower remains slightly

above 100,000.

Main combat type now in full-scale service

is the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom, a

total of 260 F-4F/RF-4Es of 273 delivered

being in use. Equipping two fighter inter-

ceptor Geschwader are the F-4s flying with JG
71 at Wittmundhafen andJG 74 at Neuburg,

assigned to the 2nd ATAF and the 4th ATAF
respectively. Also flying F-4Fs are two fighter-

bomber Geschwader: JaboG 35 at Pferdsfeld in

the 4th ATAF, and JaboG 36 at Rheine-

Hopsten in the 2nd ATAF. Eighty-eight RF-

4Es equip two reconnaissance Geschwader, AG
51 at Bremgarten in the 4th ATAF and AG 52

at Leck in the 2nd ATAF. In February 1979

the second part of the re-equipment Pro-

gramme began with initial deliveries to the

Fürstenfeldbruck base of the first of 175

Dassault-Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jet 1A light

attack and tactical training aircraft. The first

production Alpha Jet for the Luflwafje made

its first flight on 12 April 1978. The type will

replace Fiat G.91s currently in service with

Waffenschule 50. The third and final phase saw

the first deliveries in 1979 of 324 Panavia Tor-

nadoes to the Luftwaffe and Marineflieger . Pre-

sent plans call for 212 Tornadoes to equip Luft-

waffe units JaboG 31, 32, 33 and 34, and 112

for MFG 1 and 2 of the navy.

The Lockheed TF/F-104G Starfighter force

of 430 aircraft is due to be replaced by Tor-

nadoes and the current Status of this type

Stands at four Geschwader. JaboG 31 at

Noervenich (2nd ATAF), JaboG 32 at

Lechfeld (4th ATAF), JaboG 33 at Buchel

(2nd ATAF) and JaboG 34 at Memmingen

Now gradually becoming an important type in the West's armoury, the Tornado IDS is far more effective than any other aircraft of its size.

This is No 13, a pre-production example, formating with speedbrakes open to kill speed.

(4th ATAF). The Starfighter OCU at Jever

flies Single and two-seaters. Of the 240 Fiat

G.91R/3s on Luftwafje charge, only about 100

remain fully operational. They fly in two at-

tack wings, leKG 41 at Husum and leKG 43

at Oldenburg, both in the 2nd ATAF. When
re-equipped with Alphajets, leKG 41 and 43

will be redesignated fighter-bomber units,

JaboG 41 and 43. About 55 two-seat G.91Ts
fly with WS 50 at Fürstenfeldbruck for en-

vironmental training. When re-equipped with

Alpha Jets the unit will be redesignated JaboG
49.

Two tactical transport wings — LTG 61 at

Landsberg and LTG 63 at Hohn — operate 76

C.160D Transalls, while the Transall OCU at

Wunsdorf has a further 14 of the type. A
special government and VIP flight based at

Köln-Wahn has four Boeing 707-320Cs, three

Lockheed JetStars and four HFB 320 Hansa

Jets. In April 1977 the first of three VFW
614s was delivered to the flight, the second

arriving in June and the third aircraft in July.

These replaced three Convair 440s. Based at

Ahlhorn is the Helicopter Transport Wing

HTG 64, flying 105 Bell UH-lDs. Every

Geschwader has assigned to it four Dornier

Skyservants for liaison and light transport

duties. Three Bell 212s have been delivered for

SAR work on Sardinia. Nine Hunting Pem-

brokes, three BAC Canberras, two Douglas

C-47s and five Nord Noratlas remain in service

on Communications and special duties. Four

Hansa Jets fly ECM sorties from Lechfeld. The

Piaggio P.149D still flies with the Air Cadets

Regiment in limited numbers for familiarisa-

tion flights. A replacement for these long-

serving aircraft is currently being sought,

types under consideration include the Beech

T-34C, Pilatus PC-7 and the RFB Fantrainer.

A total of 41 Northrop T-38s and 35 Cessna

T-37Bs are stationed permanently in the

United States for pilot training.

Marineflieger: The naval air arm of the

Bundeswehr is scheduled to update its combat

force of three fighter-bomber squadrons, cur-

rently flying 96 Lockheed F-104Gs, and its

reconnaissance squadron with 25 RF-104Gs,

with 112 Panavia Tornadoes from 1979. MFG

1 at Schleswig and MFG 2 at Eggebek are the

two Geschwader involved. At Nordholz, MFG
3 operates 18 Breguet Atlantics on MR and

ASW duties, and replacement of these aircraft

has been deferred. Instead Dornier is to update

them with modern equipment over the next

few years. For SAR duties, 21 Westland Sea

King Mk 41s equip MFG 5 at Kiel-Holtenau

with detachments at Borkum, Heligoland and

Sylt. Twenty Dornier Skyservants fly on Com-

munications and liaison with 2/MFG 5

together with 15 Sikorsky H-34G helicopters.

Heeresflieger: The army air corps provides

liaison, Communications and Observation

facilities for the Bundeswehr and operates about

550 helicopters. The German army is com-

posed of three corps, each having its own
Army Aviation Command. Each AAC has a

squadron of 10 Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette

IIs, a light transport regiment with two

Staffeln of 20 Bell UH-lDs each and a medium
transport regiment with two Staffeln of 16

Sikorsky CH-53Gs each. The main head-

quarters are at Munster in the north, Koblenz
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in the oentn and 'Hin in thc loutb. A hcli-

coptcr training centre ;i! Buikchurg is cquip-

pcd witli all threc majoi rotary wing types.

Dornicr-built Hell UM -

1

1 >s mmil.tr 195, and

iIh ir .in- 240 Alouette lls, including iboul 50

Alouette-Astazous. A total of 110 CH-53Gs,

buill by VFW-Fokker, arc im scrvicc with thc

three medium transport regiments, TR 15,

TR 25 and TR 35 A total ..I 227 Messer-

ichmitt-BSlkow-Blohm BO105M liaison and

eommunicationi helicopten arc planned to

replacc thc Alouettes, and an initial ordcr for

100 is iiow hcing nK-t by MBB, In answei to

thc ariny's l'AHl anti-tank hclicoptcr

requiremcnt, ordcrs havc hccn placcd fi>r 212

BO105Pscach arnicd with six HOT AK.Ms
Dclivcrics hcgan during September 1979, with

füll entry into scrvicc in 1980, when a regi-

ment of 56 l'AMTs will bc attathed tu cath

German army mrps and divided into flights <>f

seven aircraft, which will in turn bc attached

to brigades or divisions. In .inswcr td thc ar-

my's other requiremcnt (PAH-2, a spccialized

anti-tank hclicoptcr) a number uf companies

arc subniitting bids.

tt

The Föderal German Marineflieger is a maior Operator of ihe Westland Sea King, with 21 ol the Mk 41 species used for SAR (search and
by MFG 5 This umi has its headquarters at Kiel-Holtenau, with Sea King detachments at readmess at Sylt. Borkum and Heligoland

A fcw H 34Gs also remain on duty

Austria

Oesterreichische Luftstreitkräfte: The
Austrian Air Force is an integral part of the

Federal Army and has a total strength of some

150 aircraft. Thc main strength of thc OLk is

made up of 36 Saab 105Ö fighter-bombers,

most of which equip a Survcillancc Wing or

Uberwachungsgeschwader of Fliegerregimenter 11

and a Fighter-Bomber Wing or Jagdbomber

geschwader of Fliegerregitnenter III. Each of

these wings comprises two Squadrons or StüJ-

jeln, each with seven or cight aircraft, based at

Linz and Graz, one of the Jagdbomber-

geschwader Staffeln acting as a training unit. A
light transport squadron, or Fuuhßugektaffel,

of Fliegerregiment I, operates two Short Skyvan

3Ms on supply work and aerial survey from

Tulln, and at the end of 1976 it reeeived 12

Pilatus PC-6 Turbo-Porters for Operation on a

varictv of tasks including casevac, liaison and

communication. Also on thc strength of the

unit are seven Cessna O-IE Bird Dog AOP
aircraft and a single Saab Safir.

Because of the nature of the country,

helicopters play an important role and the

OLk has more than 60 in service, operating

under the command of Fliegerregimenl I at

Linz. The machines equip three units:

Hubxhraubergeschwader (Hclicoptcr Wing) I

with 13 Agusta AB 204As flying mainly in thc

training role but having a SAR comnntment,

and a second Staffel with 12 Bell OH-58Bs
delivered in 1975-76 for the AOP task;

Hubschraubergeschwader II with two Staffeln

flying 22 Aerospatiale Alouette llls on SAR
missions; Hubxhraubergeschwader III with 22

AB 204B Utility helicopters, which are being

replaced by 24 AB 212 twin-engined machines

during 1979 - 80; and also in tlm unit are two

Sikorsky S-65C-2 heaw-lift helicopters

delivered in 1970. Approxiniatelv 20 Saab 91D
Safirs equip Fliegerregiment II for basic pilot

training at Tulln; some of the AB 206As are

attached to the unit for helicopter training.

An announcement has been deterred on the

choiee of a new combat aircraft to rc-equip the

These two Skyvan 3Ms are the main transport capabihty of the small OL, the Austrian air

force They equip the Flachflugelstaffel (light transport squadron) together with

single-engmed types including 12 new Pilatus Porters

OLk's fighter-bomber units. A technical

evaluation report is currently with the defence

minister on the IAI Kfir C-2, Northrop F-5E

and the Saab Viggen, with the choiee likely to

fall on the F-5E, with procurement expected

in about 1980.

Switzerland

Swiss Air Force and Anti-Aircraft Com-
mand: This small country remains strongly

neutral and has an air force of some 300 com-
bat aircraft flying in a chiefly defensive role. A
part of the army, the Swiss AF and Air

Defence Corps has about 450,000 personnel,

of which a large percentage are part-time

militiamen. An efficient System of rock

shelters and associated runways is operated to

protect its aircraft and equipment in time of

war. The force currently incorporates all the

operational units into three regiments (Flieger-

regimenter), each consisting of between six and

eight squadrons, or Fliegerstaffeln, with an

establishment of some 18 aircraft each.

In 1979 the force phased into service the

first new combat aircraft for some years when
the initial batch of Northrop F-5E air-

superiority fighters joins the front-line

Surveillance Wing, which currently comprises

five squadrons, two with Hawker Hunters,

two with Dassault Mirages and the recon-

naissance unit with Mirages and de Havilland

Venoms. The F-5E was evaluated in 1974 and

an order for 72 aircraft was finally placed in

1976. Deliveries to the air force are under

way: 13 F-5Es and six two-seat F-5Fs have ar-

rived from Northrop, while the remaining 53

aircraft, all Es, are being assembled at the

Federal Aircraft Factorv, Emmen, from com-

ponents air-freighted from the USA. Four

squadrons are scheduled to equip with these

aircraft.

Just before selection of the F-5E and as an

interim measure, the air force purchased a fur-

ther 60 Hunters in 1974. These aircratt, Mk
58As and eight two-seat Mk 68s, together

with existing machines, brought the Swiss

Hunter inventory to 148. Armed with

Sidewinder missiles and Saab BT9K bombing

Computers, the Hunters equip nine squadrons

(Nos 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 18, 19 and 21 Sqns) in

the ground-attack role, with two units, Nos 1

and 11 Sqns, assigned to the Surveillance

Wing. Approximately 100 Venom F.

4

fighter-bombers of 250 originally in service

equip seven squadrons (Nos 2, 3, 6, 9, 13, 15

and 20 Sqns). A total of 36 Mirage I IIS in-

tereeptors and two two-seat IIIBS combat

trainers equip two squadrons, Nos 16 and 17

Sqns at Ammen and Payerne, integrated into

the Hughes Florida early-warning and air-

defence System. Entering service in 1966, the

57 Mirages procured included 16 IIIRS tactical

reconnaissance variants, and these fly in No 10

Sqn alongside eight camera-equipped Venoms.

A transport flight maintains three im-

maculate Junkers Ju 52/3m for both freight

and paratroop training use. Three Beech Twin
Bonanzas, six Dornier Do 27s, 11 Pilatus

Porters and 24 Turbo-Porters form the fixed-

Still the most numerous and important Swiss combat aircraft until delivery of all the F-5Es,

the Hunter equips Nos 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 18, 19 and 21 Staffeln in the ground-attack role.

Most, including this example, are of the Mk 58A type.

wing dement of seven light-aircraft squadrons

(Nos 1-7 Sqns) flying liaison, Communications

and SAR duties. Also assigned to these units

are 27 Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette II and 80

Alouette III helicopters. A target-towing de-

ment has 23 F & W C-3605 turboprop-

powered tugs introduced into service in the

early 1970s. Training duties are performed by

some 120 Pilatus P-2/P-3s for multi-role and

primary work respectively, with about 40 DH
Vampire Mk 6s and 35 Vampire T.55s. flying

in the advanced role. One regiment of 64 BAC
Bloodhound 2s provides anti-aircraft defence

alongside 19 light AA Battalions and 18

medium battalions equipped with 20-mm and

35-mm cannon respectively.
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Italy

Aeronautica Militare Italiano: One of the

original signatories of the North Atlantic

Treaty, Italy plays an important role in Allied

Forces Southern Europe, having some 19

squadrons assigned to 5th ATAF while retain-

ing a small number of units for national

defence. The current AMI force allocated to

NATO is made up chiefly of Lockheed Star-

fighters, the F-104S Version now predomi-

nating and having almost replaced the earlier

F-104G. A total of 205 Aeritalia-built F-104S

Starfighters were ordered and have been

delivered, and these equip three interceptor

wings or Stormi (the 4th Wing at Grosseto,

the 9th at Grazzanise and the 53rd at Cameri),

each with a squadron or Gruppo of 12 aircraft,

9, 10 and 21 Sqns respectively. Three furthei

wings have a strike/interceptor role with the

F-104S: the 5th Wing at Rimini-Miramare

with 23 and 102 Sqns, the 36th Wing at Gioia

del Colle with 12 and 156 Sqns, and the 5 Ist

Wing at Istrana (Treviso) with 22 and 155

Sqns. The 6th Wing at Ghedi, comprising 154

Sqn, flies F-104Gs in the bomber role, while

the 3rd Wing at Verona- Villafranca, with 28

and 132 Sqns, operates F-104Ss and some 30

RFT04Gs in the tactical reconnaissance role.

Twenty ex-AMI F-104Gs have been transfer-

red to the Turkish air force. The remainder of

the active Starfighter force is to be supple-

mented by the 100 Panavia Tornados on order,

which are expected to replace the F-104Gs in

the 6th Wing at Ghedi.

A fighter-bomber wing, the 8th at Cervia-

San Giorgio with 101 Sqn, operates the twin-

engined Aeritalia G.91Y, together with a fur-

ther squadron, No 13, attached to the 32nd

Wing at Brindisi. A total of 65 Ys were pur-

chased. The AMI's remaining Fiat G.91R
strike/reconnaissance dement comprises the

2nd Wing at Treviso-San Angelo with 14 and

103 Sqns. The official Italian aerobatic team,

Frecce Tricolori, operates G.91PANs in a dual

combat/demonstration role as 313 Sqn at

Rivolto. The team began to replace its ageing

G.91s with the new Aermacchi MB339 during

1979.

Transport duties are performed by the 46th

Brigade at Pisa, comprising 2 Sqn with 20

Fairchild C-119Gs, 50 Sqn with 13 Lockheed

C-130H Hercules and 98 Sqn with Aeritalia

G222s (15 aircraft). A total of 44 G 222s were

delivered to replace the C-119s. A SAR wing,

No 15 at Ciampino with 84 and 85

Sqns, is equipped with 12 Grumman HU-16A
Albatross in the former unit and seven Agusta

AB 47Js and 14 AB 204s in the latter. The
helicopters are being replaced by 20 Agusta-

built HH-3Fs, of which four have been

delivered. The 14th Wing at Pratica di Mare

near Rome is an ECM and radio calibration

unit formed from 8 and 71 Sqns, and equipped

with four Piaggio PD-808s, two Douglas

EC-47s, two G 222s, and some Beech C-45s

and Lockheed T-33As. Two squadrons, 92

and 306, form the 31st Wing, the former unit

being equipped solely with two Agusta-built

AS-61TS VIP helicopters and the latter

squadron flying two Douglas DC-9-30s, two

Douglas DC-6s and some PD-808s based at

Ciampino. A total of 25 PD-808s are in AMI
Service, plus a number of helicopters including

90 AB 47Js, 60 AB 204Bs and 60 AB 206s.

Training begins on SIAI-Marchetti SF.260s,

students graduating to MB326s in three

squadrons or Gruppi, Nos 212, 213 and 214, at

the basic training school at Lecce-Galatina.

Advanced work is performed on approx-

imately 100 G.91Ts of 201, 204 and 205 Sqns

at Foggia-Amendola, and 28 two-seat TF-

104Gs of 20 Sqn at Grosseto. Twenty
SF.260AMs have replaced the Piaggio P.148s

in 207 Sqn at Latina, and 100 of the new

MB339s are scheduled to replace the 130

MB326s over the next few years. Liaison

duties are performed by 51 Piaggio P.166Ms,

Pictured over Brindisi, its home town, the 32° Stormo (caccia-bombardien-ricogniton) comprises the 13° Gruppo CBR with the Aeritalia G
91Y, some of which are seen here, and the 632a Squadngha Collegamenti with the G 91T

44 SIAI-Marchetti SM.208Ms and some of the

PD-808s.

Three regional communication units are

divided as follows: 1 Region at Milan flying

Piaggio P.166Ms, North American T-6s,

SM.208Ms, AB 47Js and AB 204Bs; 2 Region

at Guidonia flying T-6s, P.166Ms, SM.208Ms,
and C-47s; 3 Region at Bari-Palese flying AB
204Bs and P.166Ms.

Marinavia: Primarily a helicopter-equipped

force, the Marinavia has an ASW dement of 24

Agusta-built SH-3D Sea Kings in two units

for deployment aboard Italian naval vessels.

These will also equip the projected 10,000-ton

helicopter carrier Garibaldi, ordered in 1977 for

delivery to the Italian navy in 1982; it will

carry 16 Sea Kings. Two further squadrons

have 30 Agusta AB 204ASs, the latter being

replaced by 48 AB 212ASW helicopters now
being delivered. Five Agusta A 106 torpedo-

carrying helicopters operate from 'Impavidp'

class ships.

For training/liaison duties, 12 AB 47G/Js

are flown. The fixed-wing units comprise 86

Sqn, 30th Wing, at Cagliari Elmas with

Breguet Atlantics, and 87 and 88 Sqns, 41st

Wing, at Catania, flying 18 Grumman S-2F

Trackers and the remainder of the 18 Breguet

Atlantics originally delivered to the Service.

These ASW units come under the command
of the navy but are on the air force estabhsh-

ment.

Aviazione Leggera dell'Esercito (ALE):

The army has a large helicopter force for

liaison, AOP and anti-tank duties. More than

400 machines comprise 100 AB 47G/Js, 50 AB
204Bs, 138 AB 205s, and 142 AB 206s ordered

This Agusta-built Sikorsky SH-3D is one of 24 (expected to be augmented) used in the

ASW role from ships of the Italian fleet, with home basmg at either La Spezia or Catania.

Italy is expected to participate in the replacement WG.34.

for light Observation duties. For heavy-lift

work 26 Meridionali-built Boeing CH-47C
Chinooks are being delivered, together with

five Agusta A 109 Hirundos for TOW missile

tests and an Option on a further 60. Fixed-

wing aircraft include some 110 Cessna O-lEs

and Piper Super Cubs, and more than half of

80 SIAI-Marchetti SM. 1019s on order to

replace the older types.
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Malta

Armed Force* of Malta: Headquart'
i

\t Patrick'l Barrat ks, Malta, tlns imall ail an

n

comprisei i helicoptei tlighl equipped with

four Ht-11 47Gs ortpinally donated by West

iny in 1971 and an Agusta AB 206

pretented by Libya in 1973 Dutiei include

general surveillancc, transport and anti-

imuggling patrols. The air arni's first fixed-

wing equipment, two or three ex-West Ger-

man Dornicr Do 27s, has been reeeived but

witli Malta's Isolation following the

witlidrawal <>f British forces in 1978, Libya has

stepped in as the country's main arms supplier.

Three Aerospatiale (Sud) Ills and a Super

Frelon have been donated for SAR duties from

Libyan air force Stocks.

Greece

Elliniki Aeroporia: The Hellcnic Air Fora

j organised into three main commands: Tac-

:ical Air, Training and Air Material. Within

;he 28t li Tactica! Air Command are six com-

sat wings [Pterighe), each with up to three

.quadrons (Mirc). No 110 Wing at Lanssa flies

itrike/reconnaissance duties, with 345 Sqn

iperatmg 18 LTV A-7H Corsail Hl, and 348

ind 349 Sqns each with 14 Northrop RF-5As.

\t Nea Ankhialos is No 111 Wing, wlmli ii

issigned day intereeptor duties with 337, 341

md 343 Sqns, each equipped with 15 Nor-

hrop F-5A/Bs. No 114 Wing is based at

ranagra and embraces two intereeptor squad-

ons, 336 and 342, equipped with 40 Dassault

vliragc FlCGs, delivery of which was com-

:>leted in 1977. A fürt her strikt' wing is No
115 at Souda Bay, comprising two unitJ with

\-7H Corsairs, 338 and 340 Sqns, while a

ighter-bomber wing, No 116, is based at

\raxos with ncarly 30 Lockheed F-104G/

rF-104Gs forming a single squadron, No 335.

\t Andravidha, No 117 Wing operates 18

vIcDomiell Douglas F-4E Phantoms in 339

>qn and a second Unit with a fürther 20 F-4Es.

-.ight RF-4Es cquip a reconnaissance unit and

18 niore F-4Es are being delivered to the

ollowing US government approval early in

i977, swelling the Greek Phantom mventorv

o 64 aircraft. The $259.2 million order for 60

.TV A-7Hs was completed in 1977 but a fur-

her order has been placed for five two-seat

FA-7H trainers plus one two-seater conver-

sion from an existing A-7H airframc; delivery

of these is expected to bc made in 1980. The
24 General Dynamics (Convair) F-102A

TP-102A| previously operated by No 114

Wing have been withdrawn from use, as have

the remaining Republic F-84F Thunder-
streaks. Also within TAC is 363 Sqn at Eleusis

equipped with eight ex-Norwegian (irumman
HU-16B Albatross amphibians and flown

under naval control for MR. ASW and SAR
duties.

Air Material Command comprises two
units, 355 and 356 Sqns, based at Eleusis and

operating three main typet. The heavv-lift and

troop-transport fleet has 12 Lockheed C-130H
Hercules, the last four having joined the fleet

in 1977; nearlv 40 ex-Luftwaffe Nord
Noratlas, with a fürt her 20 purchased from

Israel m 1976; and 30 Douglas C-47s. A single

( irumman Gulfstreara I is med U<r VIP fhghrs

Also based at Eleusis are three hehcopter unitv

357 Sqn with 10 Bell 47G$; 359 Sqn with 12

Sikorskv II 191) . and 362 Sqn with 14

Agusta AB 205s. In 1977, 35 Bell UH-1 Utili-

ty belicopters were delivered to Greece trora

the USA and are likelv to replace the older

types in Creek air force use. The air tone tnay

also to receive a small number of Boeing CH-
47C heaw-litt helicopters trom the USA.

Training Command has a National Air

Academy at Dhekeha, where students under-

go initial training OH 20 Cessna T-41Av Fol

basic jet Instruction, 361 Sqn at Eleusis has 18

Cessna T-37Bs, with advanced tuition flown

on 40 Rockwell T-2E Buikeves operated bv

160 Sqn at the lame base. The T-2Es are

replacing about 50 Lockheed T-33As used foi

some vears and acquired from cx-Lu

Stocks. A number or T-33AJ have been con-

verted bv Donner into target tugs

When qualified, pilots proeeed to the

squadrons tor operational conversion on to

combat types via the two-seater vanants,

which include nine Northrop F-5Bs and four

Though Greece was not an original customer for the F 104G Starfighter its Elliniki

Aeroporia has one fighter/bomber wing, No 116, equipped with the type Some have been
replaced by the A-7H, but still equip the wmg's No 335 Sqn

TF-104Gs. Eleven Canadair C.L-215 water

bombers are also m use

The ( ireek navy has a hehcopter force of

tour Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette 1 1 Is for

liaison and Communications duties, and is

reeeiving betwecn 12 and 16 AB. 212 ASWs in

an order announced in 1978. The army air

component operates tWO Rockwell Com-
mander 680s, 15 Piper L-21s and 25 Cessna

U-17s. Helicopters include five Bell 47Gs, 40

AB 204 205s and 10 Bell UH-lDs.
Relations between the United States and

Greece, somewhat strained in recent years

(ollowing the Cyprus debacle in 1974. warm-

ed considerably in Julv 1977 with the signing

of a new defence agreement between the two
counmes. The agreement guarantees Greece

S410 million-worth of military aid over four

years and in return allows the USA the use of

some Greek military installations. It is also

seen as an attempt to bolster the flagging

southern flank of NATO and the 6th Allied

Tactical Air Force, whose effectiveness has

caused concern within the Alliance following

the Greek-Turkish confrontation over Cvprus.

Although withdrawn from NATO, Greece

has indicated that in an emergency she would
support the alliance.

Turkey

rurk Hava Kuvvertleri: The Turkish air

force is divided into three main components
ander the overall direction of Air Forces Cen-
tral Command. The combat squadron operates

under the command of the First Tactical Air

Force, Eskisehir Air Division, and the Third

Tactical Air Force, Diyarbakir Air Division,

rhe third component is Training Command,
Izmir Air Division. From 12 air bases plus a

further 17 smaller bases used in emergencies,

the air force operates a total of 22 combat
iquadrons with more than 420 aircraft. Forty

Italian-built Aeritalia F-104S Starfighter multi-

role fighters equip two squadrons. The two
itrike squadrons fly 32 Lockheed F-104Gs and

four TF-104Gs, and 20 ex-Italian air force

F-104Gs were bought in 1976 to form a third

unit. Forty McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phan-

toms equip two squadrons, with delivery of a

further 32 Es and eight RF-4Es currently

under way. Two intereeptor squadrons

operate 35 ex-USAF General Dynamics (Con-
vair) F-102As and three TF-102As, and six

ground-attack squadrons have 125 Northrop
F-5As, 15 two-seat F-5Bs and seven ex-Libyan

F-5As. A reconnaissance force of two
squadrons has 36 RF-5As, and a further strike

element of five squadrons has a total of 80

North American F-100D/F Super Sabres.

Another 60 F-lOODs are in storage in central

Anatolia.

The main transport base is Kayseri. This

brauch Or the air force comes under genei.il

staff command. A total ot tour squadrons

operate seven Lockheed C-130E Hercules, 20

C.160 Transalls, 14 Douglas C-47s, three

C-54s, six Dornier Do 28s, and three Britten-

Norman Islanders for survey work. Three

BAC Viscounts are reported to have joined a

support squadron at Etimesgut. Helicopters

are used for liaison and support. and there are

some 40 Agusta AB 205 ^OSs in Service.

Training Command, with a main base at

Cigli in Izmir, has the following types in its

inventory: 23 Cessna T-37B Cs, 30 Lockheed

T-33As/and five Beech T-42s. No 123 Sqn at

Gumaovasi has 19 Cessna T-41Ds for basic

training. A small number of Cessna 421Cs

have been delivered to the Service, the first ar-

riving in 1977.

Turkev is a key member of NATO and her

air force operates as part of the 6th Allied Tac-

tical Air Force. In the view of many NATO
allies, Turkey's continuing dispute with

Greece seriously weakened the southern flank

of the alliance. With Greece now virtually a

member in name only, Turkey becomes even

more important to Europe. Thus the

American arms embargo, first imposed in 1975

after the Turkish invasion of Cyprus, was seen

in many quarters as a foolhardy venture which

was steadily undermining the USA's credibili-

ty within NATO. Before the lifting of the

ban, limited US arms supplies had been

granted to Turkey on a yearly basis. The coun-

try has since had to increase its defence spen-

ding, which has put serious strain on the

Turkish economy. Turkey is still keen to

establish its own aircraft industry (Tusas) and

late in 1977 plans were announced for the

licence manufacture of the Aermacchi

Seen on the flight line at Tunn-Caselle before delivery from Aeritalia, these F-104S

Starfighter all-weather mtereeptors are the most modern combat aircraft in the Turk Hava

Kuvvetlen. A total of 40 were purchased, equipping two squadrons.

M.B.339 light jet trainer. However, the agree-

ment does not appear to have gone very much
further and the formal signing has since been

postponed.

Turkish Army: The ground forces operate a

variety of types, both fixed-wing and rotary-

wing, divided into flights at divisional and

corps level. Helicopters include 140 AB
204/204s, 16 AB 206s and 20 Bell 47Gs. A
further 56 AB 205s are being delivered in two

batches of 28 aircraft each. Fixed-wing types

comprise nine Dornier Do' 28 light transports,

16 Do 27 liaison aircraft, 18 Cessna 421Bs,

five Beech Barons and seven Piper L-18 AOP
aircraft

.

Turkish Navy: In addition to eight ex-Dutch

navy Grumman S-2As delivered in 1971, this

Service has reeeived 12 S-2E Trackers and two

TS-2A trainers from the USA for ASW and

reconnaissance duties. Three AB 205s are used

for liaison work and 12 AB 212ASWs are in

Service, with a further six 212s on Option.
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Denmark

Flyvevaabnet: Assigned to NATO's Allied

Air Forces Northern Europe in a tactical role,

the Royal Danish Air Force has two main

operational commands, Air Tactical and Air

Material Command. Under the former

Organisation, known as Tacden (Tactical Air

Commander Denmark), a total of 51 Saab

35XD Drakens are allocated to No 725 Sqn at

Karup, with 20 F.35XD fighter-bombers and

three TF.35XD two-seaters; No 729 Sqn, at

the same base operates 20 RF.35XDs and

three TF.35XDs in a reconnaissance role.

Two squadrons of North American F-100D/F

Super Sabres (Nos 727 and 730 Sqns at

Skrydstrup) also fly in a tactical role with ap-

proximately 24 single-seaters and 14 two-seat

F-lOOFs; the majority were acquired from ex-

USAF Stocks and recently refurbished to ex-

tend their useful lives. To replace the Super

Sabres, Denmark has ordered GD F-16s: 46

F-16As and 12 two-seat F-16Bs, to equip No
727 Sqn in 1979, and No 730 Sqn in 1980.

A total of 47 Lockheed F-104G Starfighters

are in the RDAF inventory, including 15 ex-

Canadian AF CF-104Gs and seven two-seat

CF-104Ds. Two interceptor units operate

these machines, Nos 723 and 726 Sqns at

Aalborg, with some of the two-seat Ds
operating in the ECM role. At Vaerlose, No
721 Sqn forms the RDAF's transport dement,

operating eight Douglas C-47s and three

Lockheed C-130H Hercules which have

replaced five Douglas C-54s. At the same base,

No 722 Sqn has an SAR role for which it is

equipped with eight Sikorsky S-61As.

Detachments of these helicopters are also bas-

ed at Aalborg and Skrydstrup. It is expected

that the Service will order two more C-130Hs

and two Boeing 737s.

Training, which was previously performed

on 24 DHC Chipmunks (including five with

Station flights) at Avno, is now carried out on

21 of 32 Saab T-17 Supporters, the remaining

nine aircraft operating with the Danish Army.
After primary training on the T-17s, students

go to the United States for a course on USAF
Cessna T-41s, progressing to Cessna T-37s

and Northrop T-38s before returning to Den-

mark for conversion to the two-seat TF-
lOOFs, TF-104Gs and TF.35s.

The nine Supporters are replacing the

Danish Army's half-dozen KZ.VIIs and Piper

Super Cubs in the Observation role. The army

aviation dement has- recently been renamed

Army Flying Service and is headquartered at

Vandel.

An army helicopter dement flies 15 Hughes

500M LOHs delivered in 1971-1973. The
Danish Navy has a small air element equipped

with eight Aerospatiale Alouette IIIs for

liaison duties; they are maintained at Vaerlose

by the RDAF's No 722 Sqn. Late in 1977 the

Danish Navy ordered eight Westland Lynx
which were delivered in 1979. They will be

used from frigates and shore bases on recon-

naissance and fishery protection in Greenland,

the Faroes and the North Sea.

Unlike most European nations the SAR Sea Kings of the Flyvevaabnet (Royal Danish AF)

were built by Sikorsky. Eight equip No 722 Sqn at Vaerlose, with detached flights (usually of

two aircraft each) at Skyrdstrup and Aalborg.

Norway

Royal Norwegian Air Force: A member of

NATO, Norway has her forces assigned to

Allied Forces Northern Europe. The choice of

a Lockheed F-104 Starfighter and Northrop

F-5 replacement has been made in favour of

the General Dynamics F-16, and a contract

was signed last year for 60 F-16As and 12 two-

seat F-16Bs. Deliveries are due to begin in

1981. Current RNoAF combat strength com-

prises two fighter-bomber squadrons, Nos 336

Sqn at Rygge and 338 Sqn at Orland, each

with 16 F-6As, and a third unit, No 718 Sqn

at Sola, with 14 F-5Bs flying in the tactical

training role. Also in the fighter-bomber role

are 22 ex-Canadian CF-104D/G Starfighters

of No 334 Sqn at Bodo. At the same base No
331 Sqn, flying most of the 27 F-104Gs and

two TF-104Gs originally supplied in the

1960s, constitutes Norway's sole interceptor

and all-weather fighter squadron. A tactical

photo-reconnaissance squadron, No 717 at

Rygge, operates 13 RF-5As. A maritime

patrol unit, No 333 Sqn at Andoya, is equip-

ped with five Lockheed P-3B Orions. Three

more P-3s may be ordered in the near future.

One transport squadron, No 335 at Garder-

moen, operates six Lockheed C-130H
Hercules and two calibration and ECM-
equipped Dassault Falcon 20Cs. A second

unit, No 719 at Bodo, flies five DHC Twin
Otters and eight Bell UH-lBs on light

transport and Communications duties. Some
24 UH-lBs are divided between Nos 339 Sqn

at Bardufoss for army support and 720 Sqn at

Rygge flying SAR duties. Chief SAR
squadron is No 330, flying 10 Westland Sea

King Mk 43s delivered in 1972 and based at

Bodo, with two aircraft each at Banak, Orland

and Sola. The loss of one of the Sea Kings in

April 1977 has prompted an order for a

replacement. Six Westland Lynx, worth near-

ly £8 million, have been ordered for use from

Norwegian Coastguard vessels. They will be

uprated Lynx with deliveries planned to begin

in 1981.

Basic training is performed on Saab Safirs at

Vaernes and a further five ex-Swedish air force

aircraft have recently been acquired. AOP and

Standard SAR (search and rescue) helicopter of the Royal Norwegian AF is the Westland

Sea King 43, one of which is seen here. Ten are in use, with No 330 Sqn, based at Bodo as

HQ and with two Sea Kings normally detached to Sola, Banak and Orland.

liaison duties are flown by 40 Cessna O-IE
Bird Dogs and Piper L-18C Super Cubs crew-

ed by army pilots and maintained by air force

personnel.

Sweden

Flygvapen: This modern, efficient air arm is

supported by a strong Swedish aircraft in-

dustry and continues with a steady modernisa-

tion and standardisation programme. The pre-

sent Swedish air force has three main combat

types in service: the Viggen, Draken and Saab

-105, totalling just under 600 aircraft.

Current Swedish air force Organisation is

based on Flottiljer or Wings with two or three

squadrons of about 18 aircraft each. Saab Vig-

gens continue to join the service, replacing the

Saab Draken fleet, and the Viggen force is ex-

pected eventually to run to almost 400 aircraft.

Versions announced are the AJ37 all-weather

attack aircraft, replacing Saab Lansens; SK37
two-seat trainer; SF37 reconnaissance aircraft;

SH37 sea-surveillance and attack aircraft; and

the JA37 interceptor, scheduled to equip at

J35F 'Filip' of the Swedish Flygvapen, with a Hughes-developed weapon System including an advanced radar (made by Ericsson), IR

sensor (seen under the nose) and Swedish-made Falcon missiles.

least eight squadrons from this year onwards.

More than 100 of 180 SK/AJ/SF/SH Viggens

on order are now in service; 149 JA intercep-

tors are on order, and the first production air-

craft made its first flight in November 1977.

For attack and reconnaissance duties the

Swedish air force has the following wings: F6,

with two squadrons of AJ37 Viggens, recently

replacing A32 Lansens at Karlsborg; F7, with

two squadrons of AJ37 Viggens at Satenas;

Fll, flying in the reconnaissance role with one

squadron of S32C Lansens and one squadron

of S35E Drakens at Nyköping; and F15, with

one attack squadron of AJ37s and the Viggen

conversion unit flying SK37s at Soderhamn.
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Lanseni wen- phased out of service ai mon
Viggens an- dehvered.

For air defence 17 interceptoi squadrons

equipped with about 300 J35D/F Drakens arc

dcploycil througboul thc country witlnn mx

regional military distncts mcorporatcd into

thc Stril 60 air-dcfcntc lyttem. Thcy arc: Fl at

Vasteras, with (wo J35F squadrons; F4 at

Ostersund, with three |35I) squadrons; Flu at

Angclliolin, wiih three |3SI iquadrons; F12 at

Kalmar, with onc J35F squadron F13 at

Norrköping, with onc J35F squadron and a

reconnaissancc Unit with SH/SF37 Viggens;

F16 at Uppsala, with two J35/SK35

iquadrons, including tbe Draken OCU; F17

at Ronneby, with onc J35F squadron and an

SH37 squadron and an SH37 squadron; and

F21 at Lulca, with a rcconnaissaiuc squadron

of S35Es, a fightcr squadron flying J35I) ind

a light-attack squadron with Saab Sk60Cs. As

well as thc Single units m F13 and F17, SM37s

will also cquip onc squadron in F21. In addi-

tion, a transport squadron is attachcd to F7 at

Satenas, cquippcd with two Lockheed

C-130Es, onc C-130H and seven Douglas

C-47s. Anothcr um t flies two cx-SAS Sud

Caravcllcs on high-speed transport and VIP
duties from Mahnslatt with F13M Wing.

Training is undertaken by F5 at Ljungbvhcd

FTS with Scottisb Aviation SK-61 Bulldogs

for basic training, followcd by advaneed work

on SK-60s of thc sanic unit. Thc Air Force

College at Uppsala has SK-60s for tuition with

F20, while F18 at Stockholm flies Communica-

tions SK-60s plus some Safir liaison aircraft. A
total of 58 Bulldogs have been dclivcrcd, and

therc arc almost 150 Saab 105 (Sk60) tramers

and 20 attack versions. F13M at Mahnslatt has

3 squadron of 24 target-towing J32B Lansens,

including about 12 for ECM work, and a fcw

SK-60s.

Futurc defence plans announced in 1977

stated that thc number of medium attack

squadrons would remain at six, though thc 17

fighter units at present in Service will be

redueed to 10 by 1982 and to nme by 1987.

The eight reconnaissancc units will bc reducc

to six by 1982.

Royal Swcdish Navy: Thc helicopter force

operated by thc navy comprises two squadrons

equipped with 10 Boeing/Kawasaki 107s, 10

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouettc I Is and 10 Agusta

AB 206B Jet Rangers for ASW, minesweeping

and rescue duties. The navy is understood to

have taken over thc air force rescue work. in-

Now in the early Steges ol operational Service with Sweden's Flygvapen the Saab JA37 Viggen mtereeptor has outstanding all-round

Performance, advaneed Ericsson pulse doppler radar and Sky Flash medium ränge missiles Swedish AIM-9s are outboard

corporating into its fleet thc 10 ex-Fhgvapen
Bocmg-Vertol 107s and six AB 2()4Bs

Army Aviation Department: AOP duties

and Communications are the main roles of the

Armv air dement Tvpes operated include five

Dornier Do 27s, 12 Piper Super Cubs and 20

Bulldogs. Helicopters number 12 AB 204Bs,

40 AB 206As and six Alouette IIs.

Finland

lliiiavoim.ii Under the terms of the 1974

Treaty of Paris, the Finnish Air Force is

limited to a strength of 60 combat aircraft and

3,000 personnel. The air arm, which in 1978

celebrated its 60th anniversary, is currently

organised into three Air Defence Wings, each

assigned to one of the three air-defence areas

into which Finland is divided. The main Wing
bases are at Rovaniemi, Tampere and Kuopio-
Rissala, each with one front-line squadron

together with the necessary support elements.

Assigned the aerial defence of northern

Finland is the Lapland Wing, made up of No
11 Sqn at Rovaniemi flying 27 Saab Drakens
on all-weather fighter-bomber duties. The
Draken force is made up of 12 J35Ss assembled

by Valmet at Halli; -x ex-Swedish AF J35BS
aircraft originally leased to ihe Finns for train-

ing and subsequently purchased by them; and
a further nine low-houred ex-Swedish AF air-

craft comprising three two-seat S35C combat
trainers and six J35F intereeptors. Covering
southern Finland at Pori is the Satakunta

Wing with No 21 Sqn, equipped with armed
Fouga Magisters for advaneed and tactical

training, while at Kuopio-Rissala is the

Amongst the oldest supersonic aircraft in service anywhere are about 15 MiG-21F fighters of 31 Sqn of the K'erelia Wing of the

llmavoimat (Finnish AF), based normally at Kuopio-Rissala The totally different 'MiG-21bis' is now also in service

Karelia Wing, forming the defence of south-

east Finland. The main unit in the Wing is No
31 Sqn, which flies approximately 18 Soviet-

supplied Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21F day

fighters and a conversion fight with three sur-

viving MiG-21U two-seaters of four originally

supplied. A replacement for these ageing air-

craft led to an agreement with the Soviet

Union for the acquisition of 30 late-model

M\G-21bis. The first aircraft arrived in Oc-
tober 1978 and at least one two-seat model is

included in the order.

Some 50-60 Valmet-built Magisters are

still in service out of 80 originally acquired,

and late in 1976 it was announced that the

BAe (Hawker Siddeley) Hawk Lad been

selected to replace these aircraft after a long

evaluation of a number of tvpes. An initial

order for 50 was signed in December 1977 and

delivery of the first four aircraft (designated

Mk 51s) from the UK will begin in 1980, the

remaining 46 being assembled under licence by

Valmet; an eventual requirement exists for up

to 100 Hawks. Also selected in 1976 was the

indigenous Valmet Vinka to meet the air

force's primary trainer requirement. Formerly

known as the Leko-70, the Vinka began to

replace 25 Saab Safirs at the Central Flying

School, Kauhava, from April 1979, and a con-

tract for 30 aircraft was signed in 1977. In

return for the Hawk order, British Aerospace

is expected to assist overseas sales of the Vinka

when produetion gets under way.

Advanced construetion training is perform-

ed by No 31 Sqn on the two-seat MiG-21Us
and by No 11 Sqn on the two-seat Drakens

(three MiG-15UTIs having recently been

retired from service). A transport squadron at

Utti operates both fixed-wing and helicopter

types. Seven Douglas C-47s form the back-

bone of the unit, though a replacement for

these aircraft is being actively sought. The
two Ilyushin Il-28s used for some years for

target-towing have been recently retired. The
helicopter dement has six Mil Mi-8s, three

Mi-4s, one Agusta AB 206 JetRanger and one

Hughes 500C. Two Cessna 402s and five

Piper Cherokee Arrows have been leased by

the air force and are flown on liaison duties

from Tikkakoski.
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Eastern Europe
"Quantity rather than quality" has been the traditional approach to weapon pro-

curement followed by the Soviet Union and the rest of its Warsaw Pact allies.

Rather than attempt to match the sophistication of Western hardware, Soviet

designers concentrated on producing aircraft and weapons which could be mass-
produced in large numbers for Operation and maintenance by conscripts.

The 1970s has seen an ominous shift to a policy of "Quantity and quality" as air-

craft of the MiG-19/Su-7/Tu-16 vintage have been replaced by more modern types.

The Mach 3 Performance of Mikoyan's MiG-25 Foxbat may grab the newspaper
headlines, but this relatively specialized type would be of limited use in modern war.

Far more disturbing to NATO is the same design bureau'sMiG-23/27 Flogger — a

good match for NATO's Phantoms and Jaguars.

During the SALT II negotiations, the Tupolev Backfire remained an issue of con-

troversy. Independent Performance analyses tend to confirm the Soviet Claim that

Backfire is not a Strategie bomber but this news must come as cold comfort to the

NATO allies of Western Europe against whose homelands the Tupolev bomber is

presumably targeted.

If these programmes produced successful front-line aircraft, the same cannot be
said for the Sukhoi Su-19 Fencer projeet. Deployment of this Soviet "mini-F-111"

has been painfully slow and its appearance in East Germany is long overdue.

Reports of a "MiG-29" fighter in the F-16 class have appeared at regulär intervals

in the last few years but hardware has yet to appear. Soviet aircraft in the same class

as the US F-14, F-18 and A-10 have also been reported along with an improved two-
seat Foxbat but none have been operationally deployed so far.

Most Warsaw Pact air forces simply aeeept whatever combat aircraft are made
available by the Soviet Union, but Romania and Yugoslavia have collaborated on
the Alpha Jet-sized Orao. Progress has been slow, showing just how difficult it is to

switch from designing and building jet trainers to a fully-fledged combat type.

Albania and Yugoslavia follow independent defence and policies. Yugoslavian
military aircraft have been purchased from East and West, but Albania must be
wondering just where its next equipment will be Coming from, having broken off

relations with both the Soviet Union and China.
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Germany (East)

Luftstreitkräfte und Luftverteidigung

(LSK): A signatory of the Warsaw Pact, East

Germany fields a mainly tactical air force and is

the sole Pact country to rr.ake its force sub-

ordinate to the combined supreme command
controlled from the USSR. Soviet units based

in the country come under the command of

the 16th Air Ärmy and fly some 1,100 aircraft

comprising Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21s, -23s,

-25s, -27s, Sukhoi Su-17s, Mil Mi-8s and

Mi-24s. The LSK is divided into two air-

defence divisions: the Northern ADD with

two fighter wings and three AA missile

regiments; and the Southern ADD with four

fighter wings and two AA missile regiments

(each wing comprises three squadrons). There

is also a fighter training division.

All the intereeptor and fighter-bomber units

are now equipped with a total of some 280

MiG-21MFs/FLs, 80 Su-7s, and about 35

MiG-17s in a second-line role.

A few Ilyushin Il-28s remain in use for

miscellaneous duties, while a transport force

has 20 Il-14s, a similar number of Antonov
An-24s, two II- 18s, three Tupolev Tu-124s

and two Tu-134s, the last-mentioned types

being for VIP and governmental use.

Helicopters include about 80 Mi-4s and Mi-8s

flying in two wings and a single naval

helicopter wing. Trainers include Yakovlev

Yak-lls and Zlin 226s for primary work,

Czech Aero L-29s and MiG-15UTls for ad-

vanced training, and Su-7Us and MiG-21Us
for operational conversion.

Several of the Communist 'satellite countnes' still use the piston-engined, but large and

capable, Mi-4 transport helicopter, these examples belong to East Germany's LSK The

powerful Soviet helicopter force in East Germany is turbine-powered.

Poland

Polskie Wojska Lotnicze: With the largest

air force among the Warsaw Pact countries,

Poland has afmost 900 aircraft, supplemented

by a further 350 Soviet AF combat aircraft of

the 37th Air Army based within her borders.

Like other Pact air arms, the PWL has a

strong tactical role, for which i: operates

about 200 Sukhoi Su-7s in five regiments, 60

indigenously-buih Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-
17Fs (LIM-6) in one regiment and another

regiment with 50 variable-geometry Su-20s

replacing MiG-17s (approximately three

squadrons form a regiment in the PWL). The
intereeptor force consists of some 36

squadrons in 10 regiments flying about 300
MiG-21s integrated into an interceptor/missile

air-defence System. Some of the MiG-21 units

are assigned.the reconnaissance role. A few
Ilyushin Il-28s continue in Service for a variety

of miscellaneous duties. Weapon-training and

light-attack duties are carried out by a single-

seat Version of the Polish-developed WSK-
Mielec TS-11 Iskra. About 45 Antonov
An-12s, An-26s, Il-14s and An-2s equip

transport units, and a Communications and

VIP dement has two Tupolev Tu-134s and
about five Yakovlev Yak-40s. A helicopter

force numbering some 170 machines comprises

Mil Mi-2 gunships, Mi-4s and Mi-8s. Short-

range liaison is performed by indigenous

CNPSL-PZL-Warszawa Wilgas, and training

by TS-8s, TS-lls, MiG-21Us and Sukhoi Su-

7Us. A shore-based naval air arm has a regi-

ment of MiG-17Fs (LIM-6), some MiG-21s, a

few Il-28s and a number of Mi-2/4/8s.

While the Soviet 16th Air Army in East Germany deploys the formidable Su-19 the Polish

PWL has only the primitive and payload-restricted Su-7BM, shown here, and the directly

derived Su-20, which is less powerful than the Soviet Su-17 version.
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Czechoslovakia

Ceskoslovenske Letectvo: A member of the

Warsaw Pact, Czechoslovakia contributes a

mainly tactical air force to the Organisation,

whilc having a defensive force of considerable

strength. The air arm is made up of air

regiments, each having up to three squadrons,

and the interceptor force currcntly comprises

some 18 squadrons in six regiments, flying 170

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21s and 80 MiG-19s.

Twclve ground-support squadrons in four

regiments have 70 Sukhoi Su-7s and about 100

MiG-17s. Six reconnaissance squadrons in two
regiments operate some 80 MiG-21Rs for tac-

tical use. A recent acquisition is a squadron of

12 MiG-23 'Floggers' based at Pardubice. The
unit is likely to be expanded to regiment

strength in the near future. Approximately 50

transport aircraft are in service, mainly II-

yushin II- 1 4s with a few Antonov An-24s and

II- 1 8s plus a single Tupolev Tu-134 for VIP
use. Helicopters include some 100 Mil Mi-4s

and Mi-8s. The training fleet includes 150

Acro L-29s (with the new L-39 replacing

them), MiG-15UTls, Yakovlev Yak-lls, Zlin

326s and Il-28Us.

Now ready for retirement from operational Service, though still available as a fuel-hungry

tramer, the early Su-7B is still in wide use as a close-suppon and attack platform with the

CL This one is startmg the AL-7F engine.

Hungary
Hungarian Air Force: The imallesl of the

Warsaw Pact air arms, the Hungarian air force

is closely lupervised by the Soviel forces, and

elementi of the Soviel tactical air force are

based in the country, In the interceptor role,

two regiments with three squadrons each have

about 116 Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21s, itip-

ported by a ground-attack regimeni oi three

squadrons flying Sukhoi Su-?BMs A number
of MK i- 1 7\ are also oii strength, togethei

with some two-seat MiG-15UTI advanced

tramers and a few Aero L-29 Delfins. Primary

tuition is given on Zlin 42 traincrs. Transports

include Antonov An-2s, Ilyushin Il-14s,

An-24s and a few of the more modern An-26s;

two Tupolev Tu-134s operate in the

VIP government transport role. The
helicopter elements have about 15 Mil Mi-4s

and M - er wiih some Kamov
I

Romania
Fortele Aeriene ale Republicii Socialistc

Romania: A member of the Warsaw Pact,

Romania has an air arm which is small com-

pared with those of other states in the bloc.

Her modest aircraft manufacturing industrv is

involved in the Orao IAR.93 light attack air-

craft projeet in collabor.ition with S( )K( ) in

Yugoslavia (wluch has design leadership).

Sincc the prototype made its first flight in

1974, development has been slow and the tvpe

has yet to enter service; Romania has a re-

quirement for some 80 Oraos initiallv. The
present combat force comprises five intercep-

tor regiments encompassing some 16

squadrons with Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-19s,

more than 200 MiG-21s and a number of

MiG-17i, Two ground-attack regiments, of

three squadrons, each operated Sukhoi Su-7s

and Mid 17s Isso transport squadrons are

flying about 10 Antono« An-24s, two An-26s,

An-30. 30 Ilyushin Il-14s and four VIP Il-18s.

The helicopter force has 10 Mil Mi-4s, some
Mi-2s and 20 Mi-8s. About 47 Aerospatiale

(Sud) Alouette llls are armed for the anti-tank

role. Training is performed on 60 IAR-823s,

60 Aero L29 Delfins and 55 MiG-15UTIs;

operational conversion is flown on MiG-21Us
and Sukhoi Su-7Us. A number of Let L-200

Moros as are used for Communications duties.

Yugoslavia

>^i
Yugoslav Air Force: This progressive Com-
munist country has an air force flying equip-

ment from both East and West, although its

more modern combat aircraft have been sup-

plied by the Soviet Union. Eight interceptor

squadrons have about HO Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-21F/PF/Ms and fewer that 50 North

American F-86D/K Sabre all-weather fighters.

For ground attack, 12 squadrons have 150 in-

digenous Soko Jastrebs, 30 Kraguj and about

15 remaining Republic F-84G Thunderjets,

The new light strike tr.uner developed lointlv

with Romania and known as Orao (eagle)

seems likely to replace most of the

Yugoslavia's ground-attack fleet in the tuture,

once produetion gets under way. Two recon-

naissance squadrons have 15 Lockheed RT-
33As and some Galeb Jastrebs,

Two Gates Learjet 25Bs and a Boeing

727-200 are tor Presidential use. Four Douglas

DC-6Bs, 15 Douglas C-47s, 12 Antonov
An-12s and 13 Ilvushin II- 14s form the tixed-

wing transport torce together with an 11-18

and three Yakovlev Yak-40s for governmental

duties. Yugoslavia is reeeiving a number ot

An-26s from Russia to replace the fleet of

C-47s. Helicopters include 10 Westland

Whirlwinds, 18 Mil Mi-4s, 20 Aerospatiale

(Sud) Alouette llls. 12 Mi-8s, some Agusta

AB 205s and some oi the 132 licence-built

Aerospatiale Westland Gazelies currentlv on

order. For Utility duties a substantial number
of UTVA-66s are flown, and the training

elements have 60 Galebs. 30 UTVA-75s, 30
T-33As and some MiG-15UTIs. The Yugo-
slav navy operates Mi-8s in the transport

assault roles, licence-built Gazellcs and a few
Kamov Ka-25 co-axial helicopters for ASW
work,

Albania
Albanian People's Army Air Force: Rely-

ing on military equipment supplied by

Communist China, betöre relations between

the two countries ceased in mid-1978, the

Albanian Air Force has a total combat

strength of approximately 90 aircraft divided

into two squadrons with 24 Shenyang F-2s

(MiG-15s), two squadrons with 20 F-4s

(MiG-17s), two squadrons with 36 F-6s

(MiG-19s) and nearly 20 F-7s (MiG-21s). A
transport unit has three Ilyushin II- 14s and

some ten Antonov An-2s, plus nearly 30 Mil

Mi-4s in a further two squadrons. Trainers in-

clude Yakovlev Yak- 18s and Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-15UTIs.

Bulgaria

4
O

Bulgarian Air Force: The air force of

Bulgaria, a member of the Warsaw Pact, has a

total strength of some 22,000 men and 250

combat aircraft. Four squadrons form a regi-

ment with about 60 Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-21 intereeptors, and a further regiment

has three squadrons of MiG-19s totalling some

36 aircraft. For fighter-bomber duties two

regiments with six squadrons fly more than 70

MiG-17s, and a further MiG-17 equipped regi-

ment operates in the fighter-reconnaissance

role. A few Ilyushin Il-28s remain in use for

second-line duties. Transports number approx-

imately 30 and comprise Antonov An-2s,

An-24s, Il-14s, four Il-18s and at least one

Tupolev Tu-134. There are 40 Mil Mi-4

helicopters, and trainers include MiG-15UTIs
and Aero L-29 Delfins. The Bulgarian Navy
has about six Mi-4s and some Mi-2s.
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Soviet Military Aviation Forces: The heavy

build-up of Russian military forces continues

to cause concern in Western capitals. In

Africa, Soviet expansionism has seen the

Soviet air force demonstrate its massive

capability over long distances, amply high-

lighted by the supply of arms to Ethiopia in

1977 and Afghanistan in 1979. The new breed

of combat aircraft continues to replace older

types, and it is estimated that Russia is

manufacturing more than 1,000 advanced

combat aircraft annually, the majority being of

an offensive rather than defensive nature. New
aircraft are under development for Service in

the 1980s, and reports have mentioned a

smaller 'Foxbat'-type of ground-attack aircraft

with fighter potential and a pure tank-buster ä

la Fairchild A-10.

The Soviet air force is made up of five

separate major elements, each having a dif-

ferent role, command structure, and equip-

ment: Long Range Aviation (Aviatsiya

Dal'nevo Deistviya), Air Force of the Anti-

Aircraft Defence of the Homeland
(Istrebitel'naya Aviatsiya P-VO Strany), Frontal

Aviation (Frontovaya Aviatsiya), Air Transport

Aviation (Voenno-transportnaya Aviatsiya) and

Naval Aviation (Aviatsiya Voenrwmorskovo

Flota). The unit structure is based on divisions

each comprising three or more regiments,

which in turn consist of three squadrons each

with 12 aircraft.

Long Range Aviation is divided into three

groups, two in western Russia and one in the

east, operating about 700 aircraft. Most

modern type in Service and the one that has

caused much controversy in connection with

the Strategie Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) is

the variable-geometry Tupolev Tu-26 'Back-

fire-B' bomber. The Soviet Union has insisted

the 'Backfire' is a tactical aircraft and so ex-

empt from the SALT limitations, but in-

telligence sources have indicated that the air-

craft has an unrefuelled combat radius of some
3,750 miles (6035 km) and is capable of carry-

ing stand-off missiles, ending any doubt as to

its Strategie potential. The aircraft is believed

to equip at least one air force regiment, with

about 50 machines delivered. Production is

believed to be running at between one and

two aircraft a month. In addition there are

about 110 Tu-95 'Bears' and 35 Myasishchev

M-4 'Bison-Bs' and '-Cs' in the bombing role,

plus 45 'Bison-As' and a number of Tu-16
'Badgers' employed in a flight-refuelling role.

Approximately 140 Tu-22 'Blinders' and less

than 300 older Tu-16 'Badgers' operate in the

medium-range bomber role. These types are

scheduled to be replaced by 'Backfires',

possibly on a one-for-one basis. A tanker Ver-

sion of the Ilyushin 11-76 'Candid' transport is

being developed to replace the 'Bisons'. Stag-

ing points are available to the Strategie forces

in the Arctic, the Mediterranean and some
countries in Africa and the Far East.

Frontal Aviation is the Soviet Unions's tac-

tical air force and, with 5,500 aircraft plus a

further 3,000 second-line types, forms the

bulk of Russia's aviation arm. Close support,

interdiction and tactical strike are the main

roles of the FA, and this force is currently

undergoing a major re-equipment programme
with new types replacing older aircraft. One
of the most significant now in service is the

variable-geometry Sukhoi Su-19 'Fencer'

fighter-bomber, of which more than 250 are in

use, some based in East Germany. Another

variable-geometry aircraft now in use is the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 'Flogger', of

which there are two main versions in FA Ser-

vice: the single-seat -23S 'Flogger-B' fighter

Far larger than the MiG-21, the Su-11 is still an important supersonic all-weather

interceptor in the Soviet PVO, usually with an armament of two so-called 'Anab' AAMs, one
radar-homing and the other with IR homing Note |et blast deflectors, left

and the two-seat -23U 'Flogger-C' trainer. A
single-seat ground-attack Version is known as

'Flogger-D' and designated MiG-27; 'Flog-

ger' deliveries to the Soviet air force total

about 1,000+ machines. It is expected that

this type will eventually replace the 1,500 +

MiG-21s now in service. About 400 Su-7s re-

main in use but their gradual withdrawal is

under way, their place being taken by the

variable-geometry Su-17 'Fitter-C About
200 MiG-17F 'Frescos' are operated in the

ground-attack role and there are some Units

with MiG-25 'Foxbat-B' reconnaissance air-

craft; there are also about 170 Yakovlev

Yak-28 'Brewer-D' and '-E' reconnaissance

and ECM aircraft. Two regiments of Mil

Mi-24 'Hind' helicopters are operational in

East Germany, supported by a few hundred

Mi-8 'Hip' assault helicopters. Revealed in

1977 was a new gunship version of the Mi-24

armed assault transport known as 'Hind-D'

and equipped with a Gatling-type machine-

gun in a turret under a modified nose.

Air Defence Forces of the Homeland as well

as deploying numerous surface-to-air missiles,

operate an interceptor force of some 3,300 air-

craft, comprising about 1,000 Sukhoi Su-15

'Flagon-As', '-Ds' and '-Es', 1,500

MiG-23/25s, some 150 Tu-28P 'Fiddler' long-

range intereeptors, and some 700 Su-9/Su-ll

'Fishpots'. There are also some Yak-28s,

MiG-17s and a few Tu-22s, plus about 12

A frame from a Soviet Propaganda film showing dusk takeoff of a Tu-22 supersonic reconnaissance platform of the Soviet naval air force (AV-MF). The sub-type cannot. be Identified

but it is probably a so-called 'Blmder-C with extensive cameras and other sensors and comprehensive ECM Systems. Gross weight is 185,000 Ib (83,900 kg).
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Tu-126 'Moss' AWACS aircraft.

Milil.irv 'Ir.insport Aviation hu ahont

1,700 aircraft. There arc 8(X) Antonov An-12

'Cubt', plus .1 imallei numbei <>f An-26s,

An 24s, An 14s, llyushiu II 14s and II 18s

About 30 An-22 'Cock' arc in scrvicc for

hcavy-lift dutics; the ncw 11-76 four-jet

transport, whicli joincd the ATA in 1975,

continucs tci join the force in cver-incrcasing

nuinbcrs and is cxpcctcd tO replacc the flcet of

An-12s. A ncw light jet transport, designated

An-72, was revealed in 1977 and is being

jelivered to tbe yr force to replacc the

An-24/26 series. A numbei of types arc usctl

for Vll'/govcrnnicnt tasks, including 600 used

jy tbe Frontal Aviation. Rcliancc is placcd in

In iiiain on (he Mi-8 but largc nuinbcrs of

VIi-4s arc in usc for a variety of tasks. Othcr

:ypes include about 500 Mi-l/s, sonn- Mi-]0

ind Mi-12 hcavy-lift liclicoptcrs, and Mi-6s

ind Mi-24s. Nunicrotis liaison and COTO

minications aircraft arc in scrvicc, wlnlc train-

ng types include the Yak-18' 'Max' for

jrimary dutics, Acro L-29 'Mayas' for b.isit

vork (being rcplaccd by the ncw Acro L-39)

md Mi(!-15UTI 'Midgcts' for advaneed con-

,'crsion. Opcrational convcrsion is flown OD

wo-scat version of current combat types, m-

:luding Mi(;-21U, MiC-23U, MiG-25U, Su-

'U, Su-llU, Tu-22U and Yak-28U.

Naval Aviation li.is more tban 1,250 "i

:raft, mostly based ncar the nortliwcst and

Jlack Sca coasts and organised into tlirce

egiments each witb three squadrom ai eau h

)ase. The aircraft support four Soviel Fleets

he Baltic Red Banner Fleet, Northern Fleet,

ilack Sea Fleet and F.ir Ivist Fleet. For long*

ange reconnaissance, approximatcly 45 Tu-95

Bear-Ds' and 15 'Bear-Fs' arc operated with

50 Tu-16 "Badger-C*, '-D',
,

-F.', and '-Fs',

ome of whicli arc flown as tanker aircraft.

\bout 275 Tu-16 'Badger-Gs' arc used in the

triki role equipped with onc 'Kingtish', onc

Kipper' or two 'Kclt' ASMs, wlnlc ne.irlv 50

Fu-22s fly on stnke-rcconnaiss.iiHc, some
vith 'Kitchen' ASMs. A dkninishing numbei

Still the Standard shipboard ASW and missile

of 11-28 'Beagle' torpedo bombers, belicved to

im 20, arc still in scrvicc, together with

a few M-4 'Bison-B C$' lor long-rangc

survcillaiuc Also with the naval air command
is .i sin.ill numbei of Tu-125 'Moss' A\\'A( s

aircraft and the tust unit with about 50

'Backfire' bombers. Rcccntlv tr.mstcrrcd to

the N.ival Aviation forte werc some vjnable-

geometry Sukhoi Su-17
'

Fittcr-(
"'

fighter-

bombers, presumably tor dose-suppon dutics

in conjunetion with Manne ground clements
1 oaüsant e and Asw dutics

there arc 60 II 18 M.ivs' .ind about 100 Bencv

M-12 'Mail' amphibians. together with a

small numbei <>l elderly Be-6 'Madgc' flying-

boats for coastal patrol work As well as some

force, these Ka-25s are aboard the Moskva

200 tnisicllancoiis types for support duties,

there arc 250 M.-4, Mi-8 and Kamov Ka-25
'Hormone' belicopten, A ncw ASW version

of the Mi-8 code-named 'Haze' employs MAD
cquipment and features a boat-shape hüll.

Soviet Navy: Four 60.000-ton aircraft-

carners known as the 'Kiev' class are intend-

cd, with the tirst vcssel, named Kiev, rejoining

the Black Sea Fleet for Operations in the

Meditcrranean A second, named Minsk, is also

in scrvicc and the Khdrltw has still to be laun-

ched. The fourth, much larger ship, with

more aecommodation for aircraft, is under

construction Kiev larries about a dozen fixed-

wing VTOL combat aircraft attribAted to

Yakovlev and code-named 'Forger-A'. A two-
seat trainer version, 'Forger-B', is also in use,

and it is currently assumed that the other car-

ners will be equipped with these attack'recce

aircraft or -developed versions of them, as well

as Kamov Ka-25 ASW helicopters. Also in

Service are two anti-submarine helicopter

cruisers, the Moskva and Leningrad, each

capable of aecommodating up to 20 Ka-25
ASW helicopters 7 Ins type of helicopter has

largely replaced the older Mi-4s used on ship

and shore-based duties, a total of about 250 be-

ing in Service.

laxiing out for a night mission, this MiG-23S all-weather mtereeptor appears to be bright blue but is almost certainly a medium grey. The use of pictorial unit or individual, badges or

nsignia, such as on the nose of this aircraft, has in recent years been very rare except in the case of record-breaking or special trials aircraft.
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Mid East and North Africa
Two events have dominated the recent history of this area — the movement
towards peace between Israel and Egypt and the collapse of the monarchy in Iran.

Traditional hostility towards Israel has long been a unifying influence in the Arab

world, but during actual hostilities the armed forces of Egypt have played a key role.

Starved of spare parts and support for its Soviet-supplied Air Force, Egypt must
now look to the West for the new aircraft and weapons it needs to match the explo-

sion of military strength which has taken place in Libya. Saudi Arabian funding for

Egypt's F-5E deal has fallen through but the US is to supply about 30 F-4 Phantoms.

Syria, Iran and Libya remain favoured Soviet clients and the flow of advance
weaponry to these countries continues. Libya is already reported to have received

MiG-25 Foxbats and additional Tu-22 Blinders. All three nations have ordered

French weapons or aircraft to lessen dependence on a Single supplier.

New aircraft such as the F-15, E-2C Hawkeye and Kfir have greatly improved the

combat effectiveness of the Israeli Air Force - a process which will continue as the

F-16 and perhaps even the F-18 enter service.

Withdrawal of US technicians early in 1979 has badly hit the Iranian Air Force -
now renamed the Islamic Iranian Air Force. Without US support the F-14 Tomcat
fleet is effectively scrap metal and is being offered for sale. Iran should have no trou-

ble keeping the relatively simple F-5 operational and has been using F-4s against

Kurdish rebels. It remains to be seen for how long the Phantoms and helicopters can

be kept operational without outside help, however.
Faced with the fall of the Shah of Iran, Saudi Arabia is determined to build up its

own strength with US help without posing an obvious threat to its Israeli

neighbours. The depth of US commitment to Saudi Arabia was demonstrated early

in 1979 when USAF F-15s and E-3As were despatched on a Visit to the kingdom.

Algeria 24

Egypt 25
Iran 30

Iraq 28

Israel 29

Jordan 26

Kuwait 28

Lebanon 28

Libya 25

Morocco 24

Oman 27

Qatar 27

Saudi Arabia 26

South Yemen 27

Syria 28
Tunisia 24

United Arab Emirates 27

Yemen 27

Egypt

Israel^X^
Y_J/ »^-^r^Kuwait

Saudi Arabia \ j
United Arab Emirates

Morocco

Forces Armees Royales: The current FAR
inventory comprises two fighter-bomber

squadrons equipped with 15 Northrop F-5As

and three F-5Bs, and two further ground-

attack squadrons flying 24 Aerospatiale

(Fouga) Magisters. All four units are commit-

ted to the anti-guerrilla war. For transport and

supply duties, the FAR operates 12 Lockheed

C-130H Hercules, delivered in two batches of

six aircraft, the final one being delivered in

1977. These aircraft replace the fleet of 18

Fairchild C-119G Flying Boxcars originally

supplied by the US, Canada and Italy. There

are also six Beech King Air 100s used for staff

and liaison transport, together with 12 Holste

MH.1521M Broussards. A helicopter element

has 24 Agusta AB 205s delivered in 1970, at

least eight AB 206s, five AB 212s, four Kaman
HH-43B Huskies, four Aerospatiale (Sud)

Alouette IIs, four Bell 47Gs, six

Aerospatiale/Westland Gazelies and 40

Aerospatiale/Westland SA. 330 Pumas. Six

Meridionali-built Boeing CH-47C Chinooks

were ordered in 1978 for heavy-lift duties and

two further batches of six are likely to be

ordered later. The training force has been

modernized by the acquisition of 10 FFA
AS. 202 Bravo primary trainers, 12 Beech

T-34C-1 Turbo-Mentors for the basic role and

by the recent order for Dassault-

Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jets for advanced

work from 1980. Some of the 30 North

American T-6s supplied by France in the 1960s

remain in use, together with two Italian SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260Ms. A single Dornier Skyser-

vant is operated for the personal use of the

King. Still in storage are 12 Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-17s and two MiG-15UTIs.

A major re-equipment programme is cur-

rently under way, with the Moroccan defence

budget allocating funds for new aircraft and

Morocco enjoys an up-to-date airhft capability with 12 C-130H Hercules.

equipment. The country is involved in a war
in the Western Sahara against the Polisario

guerrilla movement, which is being supported

by Algeria and Libya. The conflict began

when the former Spanish Sahara was divided

up between Morocco and Mauritania. Among
the new aircraft ordered for the air force are 50

Dassault Mirage Fl-CH fighter-bombers,

with a further 25 on Option. Deliveries are

underway and some two-seat Fl-BH trainers

are understood to be included in the deal. Also

from France, a total of 24 Alpha Jet E
trainer/light strike aircraft have been ordered

for delivery in 1980, while for.airfield defence

Morocco has purchased a, number of

Thomson-CSF Crotale low-level SAM
Systems. A request for 24 Rockwell OV-10
Bronco COIN aircraft and some Bell

HueyCobra gunship helicopters from the USA
has been agreed.

Algeria

Force Aerienne Algerienne: Established in

1962 in the wake of the French withdrawal

from the country, the FAA has received

substantial aid from the Soviet Union and

Egypt, although in recent years Orders have

been placed with France and the USA. The
most recent purchase has been that of six

Beech T-34C Turbo-Mentors, to update the

training element, which currently operates

Aerospatiale Magisters. A defence agreement

exists with Libya.

The current Algerian inventory comprises a

wing of three interceptor squadrons with 70

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21Fs, three fighter-

bomber squadrons with 60 MiG-17Fs, and

two ground-attack squadrons flying 20 Sukhoi

Su-7BMs. A second-line unit has 20 MiG-15s,

while two bomber squadrons, of doubtful

operational Status, are equipped with 24

Ilyushin Il-28s. In 1971, 28 refurbished and

armed Magister trainers were supplied by

Aerospatiale for two squadrons, and at the

same time five Aerospatiale SA. 330 Pumas

were bought for assault duties. Other

helicopters include six Hughes 269 trainers, 40

Mil Mi-4s, four Mi-6s and about 12 Mi-8s.

Two transport squadrons fly four VIP II- 1 8s

,

eight Antonov An-12s and about six remain-

ing II- 14s, plus six Fokker F. 27s (five Mk 400s

and one Mk 600). One Beech King Air is

flown on navaid-calibration duties, while for

liaison and training work there are three Super

King Airs and three Queen Airs. An order for

two Fokker-VFM F. 28 Mk 3000Cs has been

placed on behalf of the Algerian Navy.

Tunisia

Tunisian Republican Air Force: The Tuni-

sian government has allowed to lapse the letter

of offer for 16 Northrop F-5E fighter-bombers

which it requested from the US Government

in 1976. As a result, the single Tunisian air

force combat squadron will continue to

operate the survivors of 12 North American

F-86F Sabres supplied by the USA in 1969 and

now employed chiefly in the training role. The
main strike potential in the Tunisian air force

is vested in eight Aermacchi M.B.326Bs
bought in 1965 and flying in a dual strike/

trainer squadron; supplementing these is a fur-

ther batch of eight single-seat M.B.326KTs
and four two-seat M.B.326LTs ordered in

1976. For basic training 12 SIAI-Marchetti

SF.260WTs received in 1974, have replaced a

similar number of Saab Safirs. Supplementing

these are six SF.260C trainers delivered in

1978. Other types in use include 12 North

American T-7s, three Dassault Flamant

transports, eight Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette

IIs, six Alouette IIIs and at least one

Aerospatiale/Westland SA. 330 Puma.
Eighteen AB 205s were ordered in 1979 but

no delivery date is known.
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Libya

Libyan Republic Air Force: Libya's long-

standing argumcnts Willi Egypt cruptcd in

|uly 1977 into a border conflict which saw

both sides conducting air Operations. El

Adern, liome base of a Mikoyan-Gurcvith

MiG-23 squadron and a Dassault-Brcguet

Mirage SDR unit, was attacked by Egyptian

aircraft, resulting in clainis by Egypt of at least

six aircraft destroyed on the ground. Libya

claimed a total of two Tupolev Tu-16s, six

Sukhoi Su-7/Su-22s, two MiG-21s and four

Mirages shot down when the clash ended.

Largc Stocks of Soviet-supplied military equip-

ment have becn reeeived by Libya over the

past few years, and many Russian advisers are

working in the country. In a substantial arms

deal signed betwecn the two countries, the

Libyan air force has been equipped with two

squadrons of Soviet MiG-23 intereeptors,

MiG-27 strikc aircraft and a fcw tWO-ieal

MiG-23Us totalling sonic 50 aircraft, a few

Tu- 16 bombers and a squadron of 12 Tu-22

'Blinders'. These last-mentioncd aircraft are

partially Soviet-crcwed. A Soviet air force unit

:stablishcd itsclf at a Libyan base early in 1977,

This Dassault Breguet Mirage F1-A

flying five rcconnaissance MiCi-25s over the

Mcditerrancan, having moved froin it s Syrian

base in 1976. A two-seat MiG-25U was lost in

the Mcditcrranean in November 1978. The
USSR has operated regulär long-range flights

from bases in the countrv f»r sotne years, and

the continuation of this aecord is closely hnked

with the supply of arms to the country.

Total Mirage dchvcrics to the LRAF COV«
60 Mirage 5D fighter-bombers in two squad-

rons and an OTU. 30 5DE intereeptors in two
further squadrons, 10 5DD traincrs and 10

5DR rcconnaissance aircraft. Joinmg this force

are 38 Mirage Fls (plus 50 on Option) compns-

mg 16 Fl-ADs, 16 Fl-EDs and six two-ieatei

Fl-BDl. The transport arm of two squadrons

rcmains largely Wcstcrn-cquipped, with cight

Lockheed C-130H Hercules, nine Douglas

C-47s, two Dassault-Brcguet Falcon 20s and a

: .ill weather E modeis for Libya

VIP Lockheed Jet-Star. A further eight

C-130Hs remain embargoed in America, and

despite Libyan requests there seems little

likelihood of their being delivered. The lack of

sparcs for the Hercules in LRAF service is

causing operational problems and a replace-

ment transport tvpc has been decided. Twenty
Tync-cngined Aentaha G222s have becn

ordered for deliverv in the earlv 1980s. Scem-

ingly unopposed bv the USA is the order cur-

rency being fulfillcd bv Mendionah in Italy

for eight Boeing-Vertol CH-47C Chinook

helicopters for the LRAF. A follow-on order

for a further cight has been reported with an

eventual total of 20 machines. The air force

currentlv operates seven of nine Aerospatiale

SA.321M Super Frelons for SAR and ASM
dutics. 12 Mil Mi-8s, three Bell 47Gs,

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette llls, and three

Alouette 11s, two AB 212s with a single

Agusta-built AS-61A-4 on order for VIP

duties. Twelve ex-French air force

Aerospatiale (Fouga) Magisters cquip the

training units, together with three Lockheed

T-33As and two Dassault-Breguet Mystere 20

Mirage radar traincrs. To update the training

elements about 17 Yugoslav Soko Galebs have

been delivered and negotiations have been con-

cluded with SIAI-Marchetti for 250
SF.260WL primary trainers; 20 have already

been delivered and the Italian Company is set-

ting up an assembly plant in Libya for SF.260

produetion.

The Libyan army has five AB 206 Jet-

Rangers, four Alouette llls and six AB 47Gs,

together with a few ex-Italian air force Cessna

O-ls for liaison dutics

Egypt

Arab Republic of Egypt Air Force: The
Egyptian Air Force currently operates much
Russian cquipment, but total numbers refleet

aircraft acquired and not necessarily those

operational. A bomber force has some 25

Tupoler Tu-16 'Badger-Gs', some armed with

AS-5 'Kelt' ASMs, and a similar number of

Ilyushin 11-28 light bombers. Fighter-bomber

units are equipped with about 120 Sukhoi

Su-7s, although some reports suggest a figure

nearer 80, and nearly 150 Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-17s, which also double in the low-lcvel

intereeptor role. To help maintain the MiGs,

China has provided spares and about 30

engines. Also in the strike role is a MiG-27
'Flogger-D' unit with 18 aircraft and some 48

Su-20 variable-geometry attack aircraft relin-

quished by the departing Russians. The border

clash in July 1977 between Egypt and Libya

resulted in claim and counter-claim, the

Libyans announcing the destruetion of two
Tu-16s, six Sukhois, two MiG-21s and four

Dassault Mirage llls; Egypt admitted losing

two Su-20s but claimed the destruetion of six

Libyan aircraft at El Adern during a strike.

Interception missions are flown by some
nine squadrons of the Air Defence Command
equipped with 108 MiG-21MFs integrated

into a Soviet-established air-defence System,

which includes SAMs and radars. There are

also about 150 MiG-21PFMs and about 100

MiG-21F attack aircraft; a few are equipped

for reconnaissance. An agreement exists

whereby UK companies are assisting the

Egyptians in overhauling the MiGs and fitting

them with Ferranti inertial navigation plat-

forms and Smiths weapon-aiming HUDs.
Supplementing the -21s are about 24 MiG-23
'Flogger-B' intereeptors, six two-seat MiG-
23U 'Flogger-C combat trainers, and 52

Mirage IIIEEs, 38 of which were originall)

ordered by Saudi Arabia for Operation b)

Egypt. A second batch of 14 Mirages wa
ordered in 1977. A few MiG-19s remain in ser

vice, but they are thought to have been

relegated to second-line Status.

Of the six Lockheed C-130 Hercules — four

C-130Hs and two EC-130Hs delivered in 1977

— one was lost in Cyprus during an abortive

commando raid and a further 14 have been

delivered to replace the 25 Antonov An-12s in

use. Other transports include 40 Ilyushin

II- 1 4s and a VIP flight equipped with a Boeing

707, Boeing 737 and a Dassault Falcon 20.

Helicopters are operated mamlv bv the armv

and navy and include a batch of Westland

Commando assault aircraft comprising five

Mk ls and 23 Mk 2s. including two VIP
machines. Four niore Commando 2Es were

delivered in 1979. From France, a further 12

Aerospatiale SA. 342 Gazelies have been re-

eeived to add to the 42 already in use, some
being equipped with HOT missiles for anti-

tank use and others flying in the light AOP
role. Russian type include 70 Mil Mi-8s,

many armed for assault work, 20 Mi-4s, and

about 12 Mi-6 heavv-lift helicopters.

The Egyptian Navy, as well as operating

some Gazelles, also has a squadron of six

Festland Sca King Mk 47s for ASW dutics

Six Fournicr RF4s are flown for AOP and

Elint sorties with the air force. Training is per-

formed on 100 Aero L-29 Delfins, although

some are used in the ground-attack role.

Other tvpes include about 50 two-seat MiG-
15UTIs. Su-7Us, MiG-21Us. Yakovlev

Yak- 11s, and some 11- 14s used for navigation

training. Of the 90 AI Kahira basic jet trainers

built, a few survivors continue in use, and

there are still 200 Gomhouria elementary

trainers in service. No replacement for these

tvpes has vet been selected. A number of

Polish (NPSL-PZL-Warszawa) Wilgas are also

in use for liaison duties.

A partial answer to Egypt's critical re-

equipment dilemma. following her severing of

links with the Soviet Union, was announced

in 1978 when the United States agreed to sup-

ply 42 Northrop F-5E fighter-bombers and

eight F-5Fs. President Sadat had requested up

to 250 F-5s, and a re-order at a later date seems

likclv Finance for the deal has come from

Saudi Arabia, herseif an F-5E Operator, and in

Julv 1977 it was announced that a five-year

development plan for Egypt's armed forces

would be paid for by Saudi money. Another

firm commitment was announced in January

1978 when a £50 million order for 250

Westland Lynx helicopters and Rolls-Royce

Gern engines was signed involving the

manufacture of both items in Egypt for a

number of Arab states. The first 20 Lynx will

be built in the UK and knocked-down com-

ponents will then be shipped out to Egypt for

assembly, with total self-sufficiency eventualis'

planned.

Long one of the world's largest users of Soviet equipment, the Egyptian AF appears still to be in receipt of such arms as witness this very

new MiG-21bis (the current model with a new airframe including a large dorsal spine)
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Jordan

Royal Jordanian Air Force: In the future

Jordanian air force expansion programme, the

front-line force will be increased to 176 fixed-

wing aircraft, the Northrop F-5 element will

be enlarged and the Lockheed F-104s will be

withdrawn and replaced by 36 Dassault

Mirage Fl interceptors. After protracted

negotiations, a US air-defence System was

ordered in 1976, involving Improved
HAWKs, Vulcan guns and Redeye AA infan-

try missiles. Following the transfer of ex-

Jordanian Hawker Hunters to Oman in 1975,

Iran undertook to supply Jordan with 36

F-5A/Bs as new F-5Es arrived in Iran from

America. The original order placed by Jordan

for F-5Es covered 30 aircraft, but this has been

increased to 44 F-5Es and two F-5Fs; yet

another repeat order has taken the figure to 57

Es and six Fs. No 17 Squadron at Prince

Hassan Air Base received the initial batch of 24

aircraft, and the others are understood to be

joining 1 and 2 Sqn at King Hussein Air Base,

Mafraq, which until recently have operated 30

F-5As for fighter-bomber duties. Four F-5Bs

have provided two-seat training for all three

squadrons. For interceptor work, F-5Es have

replaced 9 Sqns 18.F-104As and four two-seat

F-104Bs at Prince Hassan AB.
Based at King Abdullah Air Base, Amman,

is the modest transport force of four Lockheed

C-130B/H Hercules and four CASA
C212-light transports replacing four Douglas

C-47s; one of the C-212 Aviocars has an ex-

ecutive interior for government duties. Two
Rockwell 75A Sabreliners are likely to be

delivered for VIP use. A total of 15

Aerospatiale Alouette 1

1

Is (six IIIs, six 316Bs

and four 316C, although one has been lost) are

based at Amman and are being supplemented

by up to 12 Aerospatiale SA.342K Gazelies

ordered in 1978 and four Sikorsky S-76s ten-

tatively on order. At the Royal Jordanian Air

Academy in Amman, 12 Scottish Aviation

Bulldog elementary trainers are used for initial

flying training; these aircraft have recently

been transferred to the air force inventory.

Students move on for advanced training to 6

Sqn at Mafraq, which operates 12 ex-USAF
Cessna T-37Cs. At the personal disposal of

King Hussein are a Riley Dove and a Boeing

727.

Saudi Arabia

msm

Royal Saudi Air Force: The main intercep-

tor force in the RSAF is composed of BAC
Lightnings and Northrop F-5s. In September

1977, a further UK-Saudi defence contract

was signed. Worth £500 million, it assures

continuation of the long-standing agreement

which involves the servicing of the Lightnings

and Strikemasters and the training of Saudi na-

tional. A total of 31 BAC Lightning F. 53s

(32 delivered), two F. 54s, three F. 52s and five

two-seat F. 53s are operational with No 2 Sqn

at Tabuk in the north on intercept duties; No
6 Sqn has been disbanded following its move
from Khamis Mushayt. The remaining

Lightnings operate from Dharan at the OCU.
Based at Taif and Khamis are four fighter-

bomber squadrons including Nos 3 and 10,

equipped with 70 Northrop F.5Es. These air-

craft are equipped to carry Maverick guided

bombs under a contract with Northrop,

which also Services and trains Saudi nationals

on the aircraft. Two training units with a

secondary strike potential are Nos 9 and 11

Sqns at Riyadh, which forms part of the King

Faisal Air Academy. A total of 46 BAC
Strikemaster Mk 80/80As have been bought

by the RSAF; No 9 Sqn is a purely basic jet

training Unit, while No 11 Sqn operates in the

weapon training role. Dharan-based No 7 Sqn,

with 24 Northrop F-5F two-seat combat
trainers, acts as the F-5 OCU, and its compa-

nion unit, No 15 Sqn, flies 20 older F-5B

trainers, four of which have been transferred

to the Yemeni air force.

Two transport squadrons, Nos 4 and 16

Sqns, are based at Jeddah and equipped with

10 Lockheed C-130Es, 25 C-130Hs and four

KC-130H Hercules, the last for F-5 air refuell-

ing. Based at Taif are Nos 12 and 14 Sqns, fly-

ing 16 Agusta AB 206 JetRangers used for

helicopter training and 24 AB 205s on Raison,

SAR and airfield crash rescue duties. A
number of AB 212s have been recieved for

coastal SAR work. No 8 Sqn at Riyadh, as

part of the KFAA, is a primary training unit

with an establishment of 13 Reims-built

Cessna 172G/H/Ms. Forty CASA C-212

Aviocars have been ordered for light transport

work from the Indonesian production line.

For general rescue duties the Saudi govern-

ment has ordered six Kawasaki KV- 107s (a

further six are scheduled to follow) and the

RSAF is expected to benefit from the Egyp-

tian Lynx order when deliveries begin. Also in

use are two Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIIs

and a Royal Flight, alias 1 Sqn, equipped with

a single Boeing 707-320, two Lockheed

JetStars, an AB 206 and two Agusta-built

Sikorsky AS.61A-4 VIP helicopters delivered

in 1977. On order for King Khaled is a special-

ly equipped Boeing 747SP.

Future frontline combat re-equipment was

assured in May 1978 when the United States

Soon to be replaced by F-15 Eagles, the Lightning F. 53 has given good Service with the

RSAF. It is seen here armed with the Red Top missile.

Congress agreed to the sale of 60 McDonnell
Douglas F-15 Eagles to Saudi Arabia to replace

the force of BAC Lightnings currently in Ser-

vice. The F-15s are expected to be delivered

between 1981 and 1984 and comprise 45

F-15As and 15 two-seat F-15B combat

trainers. Saudi cash continues to finance not

only her own military purchases but those of

her Arab neighbours, and she was a major

stockholder in the Cairo-based Arab Military

Industries Organisation until the Egyptian-

Israeli accord of spring 1979 led to the sever-

ing of Saudi-Egyptian links.

It had been announced in 1977 that Saudi

Arabia would finance a five-year Egyptian

arms-purchasing programme, with no

repayments necessary; this was in addition to

the procurement some years ago of Westland

Sea Kings/Commandos and Dassault Mirages

for Egypt.

Seen over the rugged territory of Saudi Arabia, the Strikemaster 80 and 80A have proved to be extremely cost-etfective tactical aircraft, with the capability of sustamed

Operations in the harshest environments. The RSAF has 46 of these machmes, used mainly in training roles but with combat capability
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fernen

Yemen Arab Republic Air Force: In 1977

the US State Department approved the

transfer of four Nortlirop F-5B trainers front

Saudi Arabia to Yemen, a move highlighting

North Ycnten's closcr tics with the Western

world aftcr many years in the Soviet sphere of

influence. It was also suggested at the time of

the F-5B agreement that Saudi Arabia may
fund an order for 12 F-5F fightcr-bombers for

the Yemeni air force. This has now taken

place and in addition two Saudi AF C-130
Hercules have also been supplied. Present com-
bat inventory of the air arm comprises one
squadron with 12 Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-17s
flying in the fighter-bomber role, and a second

unit with 16 11-28 hght bombers. The
transport force is made up two Short Skyvan
3Ms and a few Douglas C-47s and Ilyushin

II- 14s. two AB 205s and some Mil Mi-4s.

South Yemen
Air Force of the South Yemen People's

Republic: Opcrating mostly Communis!
supplied aircraft, this air force has an mtereep-

tor squadron with 50 Mikoyan-Gurevich

Mi(i-21s, a bomber squadron with six Ilyushin

ll-28s, and a ground-attack unit with 40

Mi(»-17s. A transport squadron has four

II- 14s, thrce Antonov An-24s and a few

Douglas C-47s. About eight Mil Mi-8s and

some Mi-4\ are flying". and thrce MiG-14UTIs

are used for training. A small detachment of

Soviet 11-38 MR aircraft arrived at Aden in

November 1978.

)man

ultan of Oman's Air Force: Pormed with

ntisli assistance in 1958, this air arm has ix

aiicled rapidly since 1970 .is the country's

.otiomy has developed. Tlle 10ye.il Dhofai

•bellion ended in 1976, and much of the tat

cal transport capacity used over that penod

n.is since been directed into civil aid and

levelopment. The force continues to be man-
ned bv .t mixturc "i contracl personnel, secon-

ded RAF personnel jnd an increasing numbei
oi < >i 1 1 .i 1 1 1 nal

In 1974 an order worth somi L47 million

was placed with BA( tor Rapier low-level

SAMS. togethei with anothei order foi 12

sl im < AI laguar International itrike aircraft

made up oi 10 Single -scaters and tWO ttainers.

A further order was placed in 1976 tor an air-

defence radai and Communications System to

be integrated with the |aguars and Rapiers, it

is based on Mannm smhi radars and -i M
troposcattei Communications System Worth
1.25 million, this ordei has also been placed

with BAC I In Inst two |aguan were

delivered in March 1977 and the last aircraft of

the ordei has now been reeeived. Nc l

the Jaguar unit. mas reccivc another thrce

machines it finance is available. The aircraft

will compleinent rather than replace the

Hawkei Hunters ol N.. 6 Sqn ai th< s< »AI

Thumrayl main sinke base. ( )l the 31 ex-

|ordanian Huntei FGA.6s acquired in 1975,

onlv about 15 are operational at ans one time,

the remaindei being stored.

N«. 1 Sqn at SaLlah has 12 BAC Strike-

master Mk 82 82As operating in the ground-

attack and advanosd training roles. a turther

two art in reserve. Rve Strikemasters told to

Singapore were delivered al the beginning ol

1977. AK,, at Salalafa is No I Sqn, with 20

Agusta AB 205s. thrce AB 206s and five Bell

214B heavy-lift helicopters. Based at Seeb are

Sqn, with 15 Short Skyvan 3Ms; 4 Sqn,

with three BAC One-Eleven 475s; and 5 Sqn.

with seven Britten-Norman Defenders.

Dctachnieiits ot Skyvans and Defenders are

maintained at Salalah. The SOAF also has an

Initial Aircrew Training School, a Technical

Training School and a Flying Training School

at the ex-RAF airfield at Masirah.

Pilatus Turbo-Porters and a Single

Gates Learjet 25B an operated bv the Oman
Police Air Wing, two Swearingen Metros

were disposed ot at the end of 1977 and the

following year two DHC-5D Buffaloes were

ordered tor transport duties. The Royal Flight

has two FFA AS. 202 Bravos, an AB 212 and

two Bell 212s.

\bu Dhabi (see United Arab Emirates]

Dubai (see United Arab Emirates)

Jnited Arab Emirates

Inited Emirates Air Force: The air force of

be United Arab Emirates was formed by the

malgamation of the three air units of Abu
)habi (AD Air Force) and Dubai (Dubai

olice Air Wing and the Union Air Force),

even Gulf states make up the UAE federation

- Abu Dhabi, Amman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras

I-Khaimah, Sharjah and Umm al-Qaiwain —
nd all contribute to the funding of the air

jrce, which is headed by UAE President

Sheikh Zayed of Abu Dhabi. The UEAF has

its headquarters at Abu Dhabi but a Central

Air Force Base has been establised at Dubai

Airport, where a hangar, worshop and stores

complex have been built.

Pakistani air force personnel continue to

assist the air force in an advisory capacity

following the non-renewal of the Airwork ser-

vicing contract in 1974; they are mainly con-

cemed with the Dassault Mirage force.

At Abu Dhabi the UEAF has the nucleus of

its combat force, a intereeptor-strike wing of

some 32 French-supplied Mirages. The first of

these — 12 5AD strike fighters and two
5DAD combat trainers — arrived in 1974, but

further deliveries in 1976-77 have taken the

force to 26 Mirage 5ADs, three reconnaissance

5RADs and three 5DAD two-seaters flying in

two squadrons. A ground-attack squadron,

formed in 1970, operates eight BAe H.S.

Hunter FGA.76s and two T.77 trainers from

the base at Sharjah, and there are no plans at

present to withdraw this unit from Service.

The transport dement is also based at Abu
Dhabi and is cquipped with two Lockheed

C-130H Hercules delivered in 1975, three

DHC Caribous (a fourth was damaged beyond

repair in 1976), and four Britten-Norman

Islanders. Four DHC-5D Buffaloes joined the

force in 1978. The helicopter force has 10

Aerospatiale/Westland SA. 330 Pumas, seven

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette 1

1

Is and some

Agusta AB 205As, but this inventory is likely

to be increased in the future when Egyptian

Lynx deliveries begin, the UAE being one of

the reeipients of aircraft from the announced

produetion agreement between Egypt and the

UK. Also kept at the Abu Dhabi base is a

Piper Pawnee Brave crop-spraying aircraft

delivered in December 1975, and a Lake Buc-

caneer amphibian for the personal use of

Sheikh Kalifa.

Dubai's Central Air Force Base is also the

headquarters of the Police Air Wing, which

has a small counter-insurgency force equipped

with three armed single-seat Aermacchi

M.B.326KDs and a two-seat M.B.326LD and

a repeat order is being fulfilled for three more

Ks and another two-seat L. For STOL
transport duties, a single Aeritalia G222 was

delivered in December 1976, and a second air-

craft is on Option. Also flown by the police are

three Bell 206Bs and two Bell 205As, used for

Raison and Communications. There is also a

Cessna 182 for training and an SIAI-Marchetti

SF.260WD Warrior for armed training. The
three ex-Abu Dhabi AB 206Bs which formed

the basis of the Union Air Force in 1972 have

since been joined at Dubai by four Bell 205As

used for troop transport work, and three AB
212s.

üatar

)atar Emiri Air Force: The QEAF operates

small strike force of two Hawker Hunter
:GA^78s (a third aircraft was lost in 1977) and

single two-seat T.79 from its main base at

)oha on the Gulf. Flown and maintained by

Jritish personnel, the Hunters are used mainly

>n regulär coastal patrols. Two Westland

Whirlwind IIIs, supplied in 1968, are used for

transport duties alongside three Westland

Commando Mk 2As delivered in 1975. A
fourth Mk 2C Commando is used for govern-

ment and VIP transport. Three Westland

Lynx HC. 28 multi-role helicopters were

ordered in 1976 and these have been delivered

for Joint use with the Qatar Police. The Qatar

Police also operate two Aerospatiale/Westland

SA.341 Gazelles in a dual civil/military role.

Future procurement is reported to centre on

some Dassault Mirage Fls to replace the

Hunters.

This is half the strike force of the Qatar Emin Air Force, the third of whose Hunter

FGA.78s was shot down in 1977 British aircrew and ground staff predominate.
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Kuwait

Kuwait Air Force: To protect the oilfields of

this rieh Arab State, all three Kuwaiti armed

forces are being strengthened and new equip-

ment phased into Service. Kuwait has now
reeeived all the new aircraft it ordered during

1974 from the United States and France, and

older types are being withdrawn from use. For

strike duties there are two squadrons of

McDonnell Douglas Skyhawks (30 A-4KUs
and six two-seat TA-4KUs) based at one of

two new airfields construeted by Yugoslav

contractors to the south and west of the

KAF's current main fighter base at Kuwait.

Also delivered are 18 Dassault-Breguet Mirage

Fl CK strike-fighters and two Fl BK two-seat

combat trainers, which have replaced the

squadron of 10 BAC F. 53 Lightning inter-

ceptors and two T.67 two-seat trainers.

In Service is a ground-attack squadron of

nine BAC Mk 83 Strikemasters of 12 original-

ly acquired in 1969 and 1971. Five Hawker
Hunter T.67s complement these, but the four

single-seat FGA.57s have been retired from
use. To meet a pressing long-range transport

requirement, two McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-30 convertible passenger/cargo aircraft

have been bought and are in Service alongside

two Lockheed L-100-20s delivered in 1971.

The helicopter force has also expanded and

now operates 24 Aerospatiale/Westland

SA.342 Gazelle AOP and liaison aircraft in

two squadrons, one with an LOH role and the

other with an anti-tank role, for which the

Gazelles are equipped with HOT missiles.

Twelve Aerospatiale/Westland SA. 330 Pumas
are used for troop carrying in a third helicopter

squadron; two Agusta AB 206Bs and four AB
205s have been withdrawn from use and sold

overseas.

Iraqi Air Force: Over the past few years

Iraq has reeeived considerable supplies of arm:

from the Soviet Union and Iraqi bases havt

been regularly used by the Russian air force.

At the beginning of 1979 a mutual defence

agreement was signed between Iraq and Syria

and tension continues between the two Arab

states and Israel. However, talks were held in

1975 between Iraq and France, and further

negotiations in June 1977 are reported to have

included provisional agreement for the supply

of 36 Dassault Mirage Fls, made up of 32 EQ
intereeptors and four BQ trainers. Presumably

negotiated at the same time was an order for

10 Aerospatiale Super Frelon heavy-lift

helicopters, delivered late in 1977. Forty Aero-

spatiale SA.342L Gazelle light helicopters have

also been delivered.

Most modern type in the IAF's Support

Command inventory is the Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-23/27 'Flogger', with which two strike

squadrons are equipped with a total of 40 air-

craft, the -23 predominating. Other types in

service include more than 30 Hawker Hunter

FGA.9/FR.10s in three strike squadrons out

of 46 aircraft originally delivered, 30-plus

MiG-17s in three fighter-bomber units, 12

Tupolev Tu-22 'Blinders' delivered from 1973

and equipping one bomber squadron, and a

further unit with 10 Ilyushin Il-28s. Three

strike squadrons fly 50 Sukhoi Su-7Bs, and a

further two squadrons operate variable-

geometry Sukhoi Su-22s delivered in 1974. For

short-range COIN duties there are 16 BAC
Jet Provost T.52s out of 20 delivered in

Though it relies mainly upon France for modern fighters, the air force of Iraq is chiefly Soviet supported and has an essentially all-Russian

transport force in which are six of these An-12s. They will be supplemented by the much larger II-76T

1964-65.

Air Defence Command is made up of a

ground-based early-warning System tied in

with five squadrons of MiG-21PFMs, of

which two have the MiG-21MF version. A
mixed helicopter and transport force has seven

of 12 Westland Wessex 52s, four Mil Mi-ls,

35 Mi-4s, 36 Mi-8s (two in VIP layout), .40

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette I II s and a few

Mi-6s, while one de Havilland Heron flies

with 12 Antonov An-2s, six An-12s, 10

An-24s, at least two An-26s, 13 Il-14s and two
Tu-124s for VIP use. Iraqi Airways have taken

delivery of an 11-76 freighter, and presumably

military versions are on the way to the IAF if

not actually delivered. Trainers include

Yakovlev Yak-lls, Mig-15UTIs, Aero L-29s,

MiG-21Us and Hunter T.69s. The Aero L-39

is also in use for training and for secondary

ground-attack work; the type is flown by the

Air Force College at Tikret and a total of 24

are reportedly being delivered. For basic train-

ing the IAF has ordered 48 Swiss FFA Bravos

for use by the air force and the Iraqi Flying

Association. Two Britten-Norman Islanders

are in service for light transport duties, and

two Aerospatiale SA. 330 Pumas and a

Dassault Falcon 20 are used for VIP work. An
order for 48 Pilatus PC-7s has been placed for

basic training. Deliveries are likely to begin in

late 1980.

Syria

Syrian Arab Air Force: Despite orders for

second-line military aircraft from Western

manufacturers, Syria continues to field a

strong Soviet-supplied combat force, and the

Syrian air force is generally regarded as one of

the most efficient of the communist-backed

Arab air arms. Backbone of the fighter/inter-

ceptor units are some 250 Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-21PF/MF/bis equipping four regiments

each having three squadrons. Some of these

were used in 1979 in air battles over the

Lebanon against Israeli McDonnell Douglas

F-15s and a number were lost. There is also a

regiment of three squadrons equipped with

about 45 MiG-23/27 'Floggers', Syria being

one of four Arab states to be supplied with

these intereeptor/ground-attack aircraft.

Doubling in the low-altitude intereept/strike

role are some 50 MiG-17Fs, with a further 60

Sukhoi Su-7s and some Su-20 variable-

geometry strike aircraft equipping the ground-

attack elements. A small number of MiG-25
Foxbats have been acquired from Russia to

help combat Israeli F-15 ineursions into Syrian

airspace.

The transport force has eight Ilyushin

Il-14s, six Douglas C-47s, six Antonov
An-12s, four Il-18s, and two Piper Navajos for

survey and liaison work. At least nine Kamov
Ka-25s are used for coastal ASW patrols,

while as many as 50 Mil Mi-8s are used for

assault and transport duties together with a

lesser number of Mi-4s and Mi-6s. An order

for Italian helicopters (six Meridionali-built

Boeing CH-47C Chinooks, 12 Agusta SH-3D
Sea Kings and 18 AB 212s) still awaits confir-

mation, but the purchase of at least 16

Aerospatiale/Westland SA.342L Gazelles,

some armed with HOT missiles, took place in

1978. Trainers include Yakovlev Yak-lls,

Yak-18s, Aero L-29 Delfins, and 48 CASA
Flamingo basic trainers bought from Spain and

Germany. Operational conversion is perfor-

med on two-seat versions of the front-line

combat aircraft.

Lebanon

Force Aerienne Libanaise: The Lebanese air

force continues to have on strength the Single

squadron of 10 Dassault-Breguet Mirage IIIEL

intereeptors and one IIIBL trainer, purchased

in the late 1960s, although their utilisation is

thought to be low. Main operational type is

the Hawker Hunter: 17 F. 70s (including a

final batch of six ordered in 1975 to make up

for losses) and two T.66 two-seaters are in ser-

vice. A de Havilland Dove 6 undertakes

transport duties alongside a Rockwell Aero

Commander, four Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette

IIs, 13 Alouette IIIs and six Agusta AB 212s.

For basic training six BAe(SA) Bulldog 126s

have replaced 10 DHC Chipmunks, while ad-

vanced tuition is performed on eight Fouga

Super Magisters; three DH Vampire T.55s

used for some years have been withdrawn

from service.
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Israel

Israel Defence Force/Air Force: American

ärms supplies to Israel continuc, and following

recent US Congressional approvals will extend

to at least 1983. This timcscale allows for the

Jelivcry of 30 more McDonnell Douglas

F-15A/B Eagles to join the 25 already

receivcd. Approvcd at the same time was the

purchase of 75 General Dynamics F-16A/B

nterceptors to Balance arms supplies by the

USA to Egypt and Saudi Arabia. The first

IDF/AF Eagle squadron is opcrational and in-

:ludes four rcfurbishcd dcvelopment aircraft

delivered in Decembcr 1976, although the re-

naining machines arc ncw. Four Grumman
E-2C Hawkeyes worth $170 million have also

jeen received for electronic surveillance;

leliverics werc madc in July/August 1978,

ind the country holds an Option on two more.

The IDF/AF McDonnell Douglas Phantom
orce, in service since 1969, officially totals 204
:-4Es and 12 RF-4E reconnaissance aircraft in

iome seven strike/interceptor squadrons.

vlost of the F-4Es have been fitted with

eading-edge slots to improvc manoeuvra-

)ility. Included in the weaponry carried by the

'hantomi and IAI Kfirs is the indigenous Luz

lir-to-surface missile for use against AA sitcs.

vlore than 210 McDonnell Douglas A-4E/F/
-I-'N Skyhawks, plus some 24 two-seat TA-
lE/Hs, operate in the ground-attack role with

ix squadrons. Of the 72 Dassault Mirage

IICJs and five two-scat III BJ s originally sup-

>lied by France before the 1967 war, pcrhaps

>S many as 40 aircraft survive in threc inter-

eptor squadrons, but this number is being in-

reased by deliveries of the Kfir multi-role

lerivative of the Mirage with a J79 power-

>lant. Designed and built following France's

mbargo on the sale of Mirage 5s to Israel, the

(fir was officially revealed in 1975 and two
nain types are in use, one being the Standard

Cfir and the other the C-2 fitted with fore-

ilanes. Interim-Standard, Atar 9C-powered

-:a^-

Oespite receipt of the F-15 Eagle the F 4 Phantom is still the most important combat type in the Heyl Ha'Avir mventory.

aircraft knnwn as Neshers fought in the 1973

war, but carly problems with the J79 instal-

lation prevcnted the Kfirs entering service in

time for the conflict. A rcplacemcnt for the

Kfir, known as the Arve (Lion), is under

dcvelopment following a recommendation by

the Knesset earher in 1978.

For Elint and battlcficld reconnaissanic

dutics, the Israeli air torce has two Grumman
EV-1 Mohawks equipped with SLAR (side-

looking akborne radar) pods and delivered in

1976. The air force has been steadilv dispoting

of its older second-line French jet aircraft to a

number of South American air arms. Hon-

duras has purchased 12 Dassault Super

Mvstcrc B.2s in two batches, the aircraft being

modified bv Israel Aircraft Industries to take

American J52 engines in place Ol the original

French Atar 101s. Salvador has acquired 18

Dassault Ouragan fighter-bombers and six

Potez-Air Fouga Magister trainers Appmx-

imately 80 IAI-built Magisters continue to fly

in a dual strikc trainer role, and the postpone-

ment of a decision to replace them means that

the type il to undergo a modification Pro-

gramme to extend useful life.

Transport wings of the Israeli air force

operate 12 Lockheed C-130E. 12 C-130H Her-

cules and two KC-130H tankers; six Boeing

C-97s flving as two-point tankers, ECM air-

craft and transports; and 18 Douglas C-47s.

The Boeing 707 flect has expanded and now
totals some 10 aircraft, including five ex-

TWA machines converted by IAI to tanker

transports and some other change to com-
mand control aircraft. The IDF AF operates

about 130 helicopters: eight Aerospatiale

Super Frclons and 29 Sikonkj 5-65 < H-53Ds
for assault and transport, 45 Bell 205s (11 of

these have been delivered to Rhodesia), 20 Bell

206 JetRangers for liaison and 12 Bell 212s.

Late in 1978 the IAF DF ordered 30 Hughes

500M attack helicopters armed with TOW
anti-tank missiles. To ease spares and

maintenance problems, Israeli air force

technical teams have re-engined the Super

Frelons with American powerplants in place of

their Turbomeca turboshafts.

For short-range Utility and liaison work the

force flies 14 Dornier Do 28s, 35 Do 27s, 28

Cessna U206C Super Skvwagons and 16

Beech Queen Air 80s, together with eight to

10 Britten-Norman Islanders and one IAI

Westwind 1123 for VIP duties. Some 20 Piper

Super Cubs arc still used for primary training

and army liaison, and also on strength are two
Cessna T-41D trainers and a single Cessna

180. A number of Ryan 124-1 Firebee recon-

naissance drones and Northrop Chukar RPVs
arc in use with the air force. The Israeli navy

operates three 1124N Sea Scan versions of the

Westwind for MR and patrol duties, the air-

craft being flown by air force crews.

jtft^. >

Though its canards are not clearly visible, this flamboyantly demonstrated IAI Kfir is probably one of the Standard C2 production modeis, carrying what appear to be two Shafrir AAMs and

the largest size (1700-litre, 374 Imp gal) centrehne drop tank. Buildings in the background are hardened against air attack.
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Iran

Iranian Air Force: The current IAF strike-

interceptor force has 10 squadrons of McDon-
nell Douglas Phantoms based at Shiraz, Tabriz

and Tehran and equipped with 32 F-4Ds, 141

F-4Es and four RF-4Es, plus a further 12 RF-

4Es and 36 F-4Es delivered between May 1976

and July 1977. The 141 Northrop F-5Es

ordered some time ago are believed to have

been delivered to some eight fighter-bomber

squadrons based at Buskehr on the coast and at

Tabriz. They replace the original F-5A force

almost one-for-one. Redundant F-5As have

been transferred to other air forces including

those of Jordan, Greece, Pakistan and the

original South Vietnamese air force. In all, 117

F-5A/RF-5As and 22 F-5Bs were supplied to

the IAF. A batch of 28 two-seat F-5F combat

trainers was recently delivered to Iran.

For maritime reconnaissance six Lockheed

P-3F Orions have been delivered and are based

at Bandar Abbas. To support the F-4/F-

5/F-14 force, 13 Boeing 707-320C tanker/

transports are in Service, six equipped for

three-point refuelling. Three of an order for

nine ex-TWA Boeing 747s are being fitted

with air-refuelling equipment. The loss of a

747 in Spain and the resale to TWA of two
more have reduced the fleet to six but an order

was announced in 1977 for four 747Fs, thus

taking the fleet to 10 aircraft. The tactical

transport dement has 15 Lockheed C-130E

and 49 C-130H Hercules and 13 Fokker F.27

Mk 400M Troopships, including two for aerial

survey, and five F.27 Mk 600s, three of the

latter for VIP use. Four C-130s were being

converted for signal monitoring in connection

with the Ibex intelligence-gathering network

being installed along Iran's borders.

A helicopter dement larger than many of

the world's air arms has nearly 700 machines,

although not all are in Service; most will be

flown by the Iranian army. One order recently

The Islamic Iranian AF remains the only one outside the USAF to operate a military version of the 747. Believed to number 11 aircraft,

including four new 747-2J9Fs, some (but not this one) carry air-refuelling gear.

fulfilled was for 39 Bell 214C Utility

helicopters, worth $21.7 million, for SAR
duties with the air force; deliveries began in

December 1976 and were completed in

February 1978. Six more Bell 214As are on

order for government use at a cost of $4

million. In service are 10 Kaman HH-43F
Huskies, 45 Agusta AB 205s, five AB 212s

and 70 AB 206s. Two Italian Meridionali-built

Boeing CH-47C Chinooks are in use with the

air force, the remainder of these aircraft being

operated by the army. Also in use are two
Agusta-built Sikorsky S-61A-4 VIP heli-

copters. A major purchase which has been

cancelled due to the recent crisis was an order

for 350 Bell 214ST helicopters, the majority of

them to be assembled at a new factory at

Isfahan in Iran. Three Rockwell Aero Com-
mander 690s and four Dassault Falcon 20s are

used for liaison work, together with seven

DHC Beavers. A total of 49 Beech Bonanzas

(39 F.33Cs and 10 F.33As) are in service for

training.

The political crisis in Iran at the beginning

of 1979 resulted in the cancellation of many
outstanding arms Orders placed in the United

States and the UK. From America, Iran has

cancelled the purchase of 160 General

Dynamics F-16s, a second batch of 70 Grum-
man F-14s, 16 RF-4Es and seven Boeing E-3A
Sentry AWACS. Bell Helicopters have ceased

all work on its large contract for the local co-

production of 400 Bell 214s, while the cancel-

led British Orders mainly affect the Iranian

army and involve Rapier missile units and

Chieftain tanks.

The 80 Grumman F-14A Tomcats have all

been delivered and fly from two bases,

Khatami AFB at Isfahan where 50 are based,

and Shiraz farther south with the remaining

30 aircraft.

Iranian Navy: Like the other two Services,

the navy air arm was expanded considerably

during the mid-seventies and now operates 10

Agusta SH-3D Sea Kings for ASW work, plus

another batch on order and believed to total 10

machines. Six Sikorsky RH-53Ds are current-

ly being delivered. Other types in service in-

clude five Agusta AB 205s, 14 AB 206s, six

AB 212s, six Rockwell Shrike Commanders
for liaison, and two Fokker F.27 Mk 400Ms

and two Mk 600s for transport duties based at

Mehrabad.

Iranian Army: One of the largest users of

rotorcraft in the world, the army has procured

numbers of helicopters, mainly from Italy and

America. The largest type in use is the CH-
47C Chinook, 20 of which have been received

from Boeing and a further 20 from the Italian

licensee, Meridionali. Yet another order for

the type was announced in February 1977, this

time for 50 more Italian-built aircraft plus

spares and support worth about $425 million.

These aircraft will be used in the tactical

transport and assault roles. The Iranian army

has a formidable anti-tank force comprising

202 Bell AH-IJs, many equipped with TOW
missiles. For tactical and liaison duties, 287

Bell 214As have been delivered, the order com-

pletion date being February 1978.

The army also has a fixed-wing element

operating about 40 Cessna 185s, 10 Cessna

0-2s, six Cessna 310s, and two Fokker F.27

Friendships — one Mk 400M and one Mk 600

for transport and target-towing duties.

Though a formidable force on paper, the 200-odd Bell AH-1J SeaCobras of the Islamic Iranian Army Aviation are almost completely grounded through lack of spares and^skilled service.

support, though small numbers have taken part in parades and ceremonial fly-pasts. Many were delivered with TOW capability, complete with missiles.
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Africa
South Africa and Zimbabwe Rhodesia field the largest and mosl effe< tive aii Forces

n sub Saharan Africa Mosl Black African air arms have less than 50 combat air

:raft. Localised wars, nationallst guerilla movements and (oreign Intervention ex-

leditions add to the pattern of African politics, ensunng that the area is never far

rom tomorrow's newspaper headlines.

United Nations arms embargoes against South Africa and Zimbabwe (Rhodesia)

lave had relatively little effect SIAI Marchetti SF 260 piston-engincd sinke trainers

nd Agusta 205 helicopters reached Zimbabwe dunng 1979 and the largely French-

quipped South African air force seems to have little difficulty. As Zimbabwe,
lefore the recent ceasefire agreement, tackled the twin problems of making the m-
vitable transition to maionty rule while attempting to stem the flow of Nationalist

uerillas across its borders, air stnkes against guerilla bases in neighbounng nations

howed the difficulty many small air forces have in policing large areas of air Space.
Bntain, France, Italy and the Soviet Union have been maior suppliers of aircraft to

Jrica and the MiG 21 or Mirage has become a new Status Symbol among local air

rms. For the Soviet Union, open warfare between two nations equipped with
ioviet airciaft and nn'.'.ili.". um .1 have been '.ome-wli.it of an embarrassment but the

ecision fully to back Ethiopia resulted in defeat for Somalia dunng a campaign
/hich saw MiG 21s downed by SA 3 missiles.

Mali Republic 32Angola 35

lenin 32

lotswana 37

lameroun 35

)entral African Empire 33

:had 33

:ongo Republic 33

thiopia 34

iabon 35
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iuinea Republic 31
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enya 34

iberia 32
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t/lauritania

lauritania Islamic Air Force: A limited

lodemization programmc for this small air

rm began in 1975 in an effort to combat the

icreasing activities of the Polisario guerrillas.

litially a transport arm, the air force subse-

uently acquired a small attack and counter-

isurgency element in the form of six Britten-

lorman Defenders. Equipped with a füll

inge of underwing stores and gun-pods, these

rcraft were delivered in 1976-77, but two
ave been lost on Operations. A repeat order

for three Defenders was fulfilled last ycar to

make up for ittrition and to increase the size

of the force.

Two DHC-5D Buffal.H-s have been

delivered to expand tlie airhft capability <! r In-

air force. Operated jointly by the army and air

force are two Short Skyvan 3M transports bas-

ed at Nouakchott, along with two Holste

M Hl 52 IM Broussard liaison aircraft. Two
Douglas D('-4s and a Sud Caravcllc are used

for long-rangc flights and four Reims F337

Super Skymastcrs are flown on FAC, training

and COIN duties. An order for four niore

F337s is likely.

The versatile Defender has been found extremely useful by the Mauntania Islamic Defence

Force, whose aircraft have carried vanous weapons including the Swiss SURA 80mm rocket

in four five Her rows. Seven are currently in use

Senegal

II
Armee de l'Air du Senegal: As with many
ex-French colonies, Senegal has reeeived a

number of ex-Armee de l'Air aircraft and still

benefits from a training agreement with

France. In return French military Units have

been operating from bases in Senegal against

Polisario Front guerrillas in Mauritania, eight

SEPECAT Jaguar strike aircraft and some
transports being involved in December 1977;

more recently two squadrons of Jaguars have

been based at Dakar. The country's small air

arm has a personnel strength of some 200 and

is mainly concerned with internal policing,

transport and liaison work. Two ex-French

Fouga Magister jet trainers are in use

alongside six Douglas C-47s, four Holste

MH.1521M Broussards, two Aerospatiale

(Sud) Alouette Ils, one Aerospatiale/Westland

Gazelle and a Reims F337 COIN aircraft. A
single Boeing 707-200 is used for government

and VIP flights and is based at Dakar. At the

end of 1977 the first of six Fokker F27 Friend-

ships was delivered to the air force, the others

arriving in early 1979; the aircraft will operate

between the airfields of Dakar, Ziguinchor and

Tambacounda as well as other bases.

Buinea Republic
Force Aerienne de Guinea: This West
African republic, for many years under the in-

fluence of the Soviet Union, is moving steadily

into a more non-aligned position. Plans for a

Soviet naval base to be construeted near the

capital Conakry have been dropped, and for

some time the use of refuelling facilities for

Soviet long-range reconnaissance aircraft has

been withdrawn.' The air force, however, con-

tinues to operate the handful of Russian air-

craft which it has used for some years and at

present there have been no moves to procure

Western equipment. Eight Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-17F fighter-bombers form the sole com-

bat element in the force, of which only half

may be operational. Other types include four

Ilyushin II- 14s, four Antonov An-14s, two
Il-18s for VIP use, one Bell 47G and a training

element flying seven Yakovlev Yak-18s, a

couple of MiG-15UTIs and some Czech Aero

L-29 Delfins.

Sierra Leone
ierra Leone Defence Force: Formed in

973, this small air arm suffers from lack of

nance. It operates a single BO105C

helicopter. All other aircraft (four Saab

MFI-15 primary trainers and a Hughes 500

helicopter) have been sold.
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Liberia

Liberian Army/Air Reconnaissance Unit:

This airborne element of the 5,000-man

Liberian army was established only in the

mid-1970s. Largest type in use is the Douglas

C-47, of which there are two. Also operated

are a number of light aircraft including two

Cessna 172s, one Cessna 185 and one Cessna

207. A few Cessna 337s have also been pur-

chased.

Ivory Coast
Force Aerienne de Cöte d'Ivoire: The air

component of this ex-French colony operates

in support of the Ivory Coast army, flying

Raison and transport duties. However, the

acquisition of a small combat element was an-

nounced in 1977 in the form of six Dassault-

Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jets, with an Option

on a further six which has since been changed

to a firm order. The 12 aircraft are to be equip-

ped for a dual trainer/COIN role.

With headquarters at Abidjan, a govern-

ment flight uses one Dassault Falcon 20, one

Grumman Gulfstream II, one Fokker F27 Mk
600, two F. 28 Mk 1000s and one Rockwell

Aero Commander 500B. Currently in use are

three Douglas C-47s, a Fokker F27 Mk 400M,
three Reims F337s, three Aerospatiale SA. 330

Pumas, three Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette 1 1 Is

and two Alouette IIs. Two Reims-Cessna

150s provide basic training.

Mali Republic

Force Aerienne du Mali: This former

French colony has been courted by the Soviet

Union and was supplied with a token combat

force of five Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-17s and

one two-seat MiG-15UTI some years ago. For

transport duties there are two Mil Mi-4

helicopters, two Antonov An-2 light

transports, two Douglas C-47s and some

Yakovlev trainers.

Haute-Volta
Force Aerienne de Haute-Volta: Receiving

its independence from France in 1960, the

Upper Volta Republic currently flies a selec-

tion of second-line types supplied by FranGe.

The aircraft include two Douglas C-47s, three

Holste MH.1521M Broussards, a Rockwell

Aero Commander 500 and a Reims Super Sky-

master. Two Nord 262s are operated on VIP
and transport duties. A single HS. 748 was

delivered in September 1977 for transport and

supply work.

Ghana
Ghana Air Force: Established chiefly as a

transport and internal policing force, the GAF
recently underwent a re-equipment Pro-

gramme and now operates a variety of aircraft.

Eight Britten-Norman Islanders are used for

paratroop training, aerial survey and casevac

duties, six Shorts Skyvan 3Ms are based at

Takoradi and flown on tactical support, Com-

munications, coastal patrol and casualty

duties, and three Fokker F. 27 Mk 400Ms and

two F. 27 Mk 600s are operated on SAR and

general transport work. A single Fokker F. 28

Mk 3000 has replaced the HS. 125 jet for VIP
use. At Tamli in northern Ghana a squadron

of seven Aermacchi MB326Fs bought in 1965

constitutes the air force's sole jet combat

equipment. However, a repeat order for

MB326s was placed in 1976 and is understood

to total six single-seat KB aircraft; delivery of

these is complete. Thirteen BAe (SA) Bulldog

120s ordered in two batches provides basic

pilot training at Takoradi. A helicopter

squadron has four Aerospatiale Alouette 1

1

Is

and two Bell 212s, the latter used for VIP and

Communications.

Togo

Force Aerienne Togolaise: This small

African air arm, formed following in-

dependence from France in 1960, has expanded

over the past few years from being a purely

transport and supply force to one having a

modest strike potential. This attack capability

is based on three EMBRAER EMB-326GC
Xavante two-seat strike/trainers bought from

Brazil in 1.976, plus a further three delivered

late in 1978. In addition, five Dassault-

Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jets have been ordered

from France as a follow-on to five Aerospatiale

Magister jet trainers purchased in 1975. Two
DHC-5D Buffaloes from the reduced Zaire

order joined the transport force in 1976, other

types in use being two Douglas C-47s, two
Holste MH.1521M Broussards, two Reims

Super Skymasters and an Aerospatiale (Sud)

Alouette II helicopter. A single Lockheed

L-100-20 is on order. An Aerospatiale/

Westland SA. 330 Puma was delivered in 1975,

as was a single Fokker F28 Mk 1000 for VIP

duties.

Benin

Force Armee Populaire du Benin: Former-

ly known as Dahomey, this ex-French

dependency changed its name in 1976,

although there have been few reports of any

change in the country's armed forces. The
modest air arm acts as a supply and liaison

force; it has three Douglas C-47s, a single

Fokker F. 27-600 received in 1978, a

Cessna/Reims Super Skymaster and two or

three Max Holste MH.1521M Broussards.

There is also a Rockwell Aero Commander
500B for VIP use, a Bell 47G and an

Aerospatiale Alouette II — almost all supplied

from ex-French Stocks. An Aerospatiale Cor-

vette has been acquired for VIP duties.
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Nigeria

Federal Nigerian Air Force: One <>f the

more politically stablc Black African states,

Nigeria supports an air force that rt-tains a

non-aligned stance as far as equipment pur-

chases arc conccrncd. The front-finc combat

Clements fiele! Sovict-supplicd types, wliilc the

support and training units are distinctly biased

towards Western equipment. Late in 1975 an

official announcement revealed that the NAF
was undergoing a rc-equipment programme,

and tliis has given the force a niore modern

look. More than 20 Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiCJ-21s induding some two-seat Mi(l-21Us,

have been supplied by the Soviet Union and

these are based at Kano in the strike inter-

ceptor role. Soviet aircraft have been flown by

the NAF since the Biafran conflict, but it is

believed that no more than four llyushin 11-28

bombers and about 12 of 4 1 Mi(i-17s original-

lv reeeived are now airworthy.
I transport arm has six Lockheed

< 130H Hercules, two Pokkei F27 Mk 400s

and ,i smgle I 28 toi VII' government flights.

Light transport and supply duties arc flown by
20 Donner Do 281) Skyservants, which also

in the casevac and training rolei Pol

haison and Communications there are 15 Do
27s, two Piper Navajos and a Navajo Chief-

tain, wlule ihort-range SAR missions are

flown by four MBB B()-105Cs, six more of

which have been ordered out of a rcquiremcnt

tOI 20 I he helicoptet force has been expandcd
with the addition of more Aerospatiale

Westland SA. 330 Pumas to take the number
in Service tO 10, joüling three Wcstland
Wlnrlwiiids, 10 Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette

lls are in storage. Primarv training is perfor-

med on 20 ScOttish Aviation Bulldog 123s

delivered in 1973-74 plus a further batcii of 12

aircraft reeeived rccentlv. Advanced flvmg is

done on io Piaggio I' 149l)s, foui Mi(.-

15UTls, eighl Aero L-29 Delfini and a couplc

of Mit, 21IK To replace the L 29s, the NAI
has ordered 12 Dassault-Breguet- Dornier

Alpha Jets from the Donner productioD line

and these aircraft will have füll ground-attack

capabilitv. One of the users of the F27 Friendship .alled Troot

is two Mk 400 passenge! /cargo transports i

Chad
Escadrille Tchadienne: Under a re-

negotiated defence treaty with France signed

in 1976, the Chad government is reeeiving

French help in resisting guerrilla activity bv

the National Liberation Front in the north of

the country. Up to 1,000 French troops are

stated to be in Chad, and in April 1978 some

10 l'Armce de l'Air SEPECAT Jaguar fighter-

bombers, supported by Transall C-160
freighters, arrived in the capital, N'Djamena.

The small Chad air force benefits from French

"technical assistance' and currently operates

only four ex-FAF Douglas A-1D Skyraiders in

a ground-attack unit; at least one Skyraider

has been lost to rebel ground-fire. Transport

and supply duties are flown by three Douglas

DC-4s, nine Douglas C-47s, some Nord Nor-

atlas, and a single Aerospatiale Caravelle for

the use of the President. Four Aerospatiale

SA. 330 Puma helicopters are used for tactical

troop transport work while for liaison there

are about 10 Aerospatiale Alouette IIIs, two
Max Holste MH.1521M Broussards. four

Reims C337 Super Skymasters, and two
Pilatus Turbo-Porters delivered in 1976.

Central African Empire
Force Aerienne Centrafricaine: This ex-

French colony has been reeeiving aid from

Franc since becoming mdependent in 1960.

Current strength consists ol 10 Aermacchi

AL.60 light transports, an ex-Sterling

Aerospatiale Caravelle and a Dassault Falcon

20 for VIP use, three Douglas ( -4"s, an ex-

French AF Douglas DC-3, one Douglas

DC-4. six Max Holste MH.1521M
Broussards, an Aerospatiale Alouette II and a

fcw Sikorsk) H-34 helicopters. Two Socata

Rallve 235 light aircraft were delivered to the

i \\ in 1978 and may be under nulitary com-

mand.

Niger

Force Aerienne du Niger: Formerlv part oi

French West Africa, Niger still receives some
aid from France. Its 3ir arm currently operates

a vanetv of transport and liaison aircraft, in-

duding a single ex-French Aeropostale

Douglas C-54B, three ex-Luftwaffe Nord
Noratlas, two Douglas C-47s, a Rockwell

Aero Commander and two Reims Cessna

F337s. For government flights there is a single

Boeing 737. Two Lockheed C-130H Hercules

were ordered early in 1979, delivery being

made towards the end of the vear.

Sudan

Sudanese Air Force: A major shift in policy

by President Numeiry took place in 1978.

Following an attempted coup against the

President in 1971, allegedly with Soviet back-

ing, relations between Russia and the Sudan

deteriorated steadily üntil in May 1977 90

Soviet military advisers and some diplomatic

staff were expelled. Thus the country has

returned to the Western camp after nearly 10

years of Soviet dominance, a move undoubted-

lv helped bv the promise of Arab money, par-

ticularly from Saudi Arabia, and the will-

ingness of the USA to modernize the Sudanese

armed forces. Initially the United States was

reluctant to supply modern combat aircraft to

the Sudan air force, so France was approached

and Orders were placed for batches of fighters

and assault helicopters: more precisely, 14

Dassault Mirage 50 fighter-bombers and two
Mirage trainers, 10 Aerospatiale 'Westland

SA. 330 Puma troop-carrying helicopters.

Following these Orders, the USA announced

that it would after all be willing to seil

Northrop F-5Es to the Sudan and in February

1979 ten F-5Es and two F-5Fs were officially

ordered. In March 1978, the Sudan air force

reeeived the first of six Lockheed C-130H
Hercules (the l,500th of the type built)

ordered in April 1977, and the air force has

also reeeived four DHC-5D Buffaloes ordered

around the same time. The present Sudane ce

inventory comprises two combat squadrons,

one flving some 20 Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-
21PF intereeptors, and a fighter-bomber unit

flving 12 Chinese-built MiG-17Fs (Shenyang

F-4s). A transport squadron has six Antonov

An-12s, five An-24s and the C-130Hs. Ten

Mil Mi-8s are in use, but serviceability is

thought to be low. A COIN squadron has

three flyable BAC 145s of five supplied in the

late 1960s. while the eight Jet Provost T.52s

are reported to have been put into storage.

Miscellaneous types include a single DHC
Twin Otter Series 300 flown for survey work
and eight Pilatus Turbo-Porters for light

transport duties. A Beech King Air 90 is

operated by the Police A;r Wing, and 20 MBB
BO-105s are on oeder.
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Ethiopia

Ethiopian Air Force: Following some years

of conflict with the Eritrean Liberation Army,
the military government in Ethiopia found

itself involved in a full-scale war with

neighbouring Somalia in July 1977 over the

disputed Ogaden desert region. A massive

Soviet airlift of arms into Ethiopia followed

early defeats of the Ethiopian Army at the

hands of the Somalis. Influenced by Soviet and

Cuban personnel and a flood of equipment,

the Ogaden war reversed its course and ended

in March 1978 with a ceasefire and the

withdrawal of Somali troops from the area.

Ethiopian Air Force flying was limited in the

early stages of the war, but the advent of

Soviet-supplied Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21s,

believed to total some 50 in number and flown

by Cuban Air Force pilots, meant an increase

in EAF involvement. By September 1977, at

least 23 Somali MiGs were claimed as

destroyed by Ethiopia, and reports stated later

that both MiG-21s and 23s were being used

for ground-attack sorties. Before the arrival of

Soviet equipment, the EAF had an inventory

of western aircraft, acquired over a number of

years and mainly of American origin.

Four BAC Canberra B.52s were purchased

in 1969 and the two survivors, together with

about 12 Northrop F-5As, flew quite a

number of sorties during the war; two F-5Bs

are also on strength. A further fighter-bomber

unit has 11 North American F-86F Sabres of

doubtful operational Status, and a COIN unit

based at Dire-Dawa flies six North American

T-28Ds. For transport work there are 12

Douglas C-47s, 12 Fairchild jet-augmented

Packets, two Douglas C-54s, two de

Havilland Doves, and an Ilyushin 11-14

donated by Russia some years ago. Trainers

include 11 Lockheed T-28s. Five Aerospatiale

Alouette IIIs, one SA.330 Puma, two Mil

This F-5A is one of 12 operated by the Ethiopian AF in the war agamst rebel forces in the

Ogaden alongside a handful of other Western types and a much larger force of MiG-21 and
MiG-23 tactical aircraft supplied by the Soviet Union.

Mi-8s and six Augusta AB 204Bs form the

helicopter element.

The Ethiopian Army has a small support

force flying six Bell UH-IHs and four DHC
Otters. Three DHC Twin Otters were
delivered in 1977.

Somalia

Somalian Aeronautical Corps: In July 1977

the country became heavily involved in a war
with neighbouring Ethiopia over the disputed

Ogaden desert region. Initial Somali success

was followed by a total withdrawal after a

massive Russian airlift of supplies into

Ethiopia had turned the tide of the conflict. A
ceasefire was agreed in March 1978 and

although losses were inclined to be somewhat
exaggerated, 23 Somali MiGs were claimed as

destroyed by the Ethiopians. Paradoxically,

before the war Somalia had been a major reci-

pient of Soviet military and economic aid for

some years and extensive port facilities had

been built for the Soviet navy at Berbera and

Kismayo in the south, while Russian long-

range reconnaissance aircraft regularly

operated from Somali bases. However, with

the heavy Soviet involvement on the side of

Ethiopia, Somalia expelled all Soviet and

Cuban advisers from the country late in 1977

and today Somalia faces critical serviceability

problems in its armed forces, which are almost

wholly Soviet equipped. The air force is

reported to have received 25 Bell AH-1
HueyCobras and 70 Bell JetRangers from cap-

tured South Vietnamese Stocks via private

arms suppliers, but confirmation of this is still

awaited. Reports at the beginning of 1979

spoke of Somalia's tentative approach to the

Soviet Union following the lack of response of

western countries to Somalia's requests for

arms.

The front-line combat force before the war

comprised a squadron of 10 Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-21s, two squadrons of some 40 MiG-17s
and a bomber unit with 10 Ilyushin Il-28s bas-

ed at Mogadishu. Transports include three

Douglas C-47s, a Beech C-45, at least three

Antonov An-24s and An-26s, and three

An-2s. Eight Piaggio P.148s are used for

primary training, together with at least one

Cessna 150 Aerobat, plus 20 Yakovlev

Yak-lls and a couple of MiG-15UTI advanced

trainers. One helicopter squadron has Mil

Mi-4s, Mi-8s and some Agusta AB 204s. Two
Dornier Skyservants are flown by the Police

Air Wing for liaison and supply duties. Four

Aeritalia G.222s were, ordered late in 1979.

Kenya

Kenya Air Force: Delivered during 1978

was the order worth $75 million for 10 Nor-

throp F-5E fighter-bombers and two F-5F

combat trainers placed in 1977. A single

fighter-bomber squadron currently operates

five Hawker Hunter FGA.9s delivered in

1974, and an attack/trainer unit has five BAC
Mk 87 Strikemasters. To Supplement and

eventually replace the Strikemasters, the

Kenyan air force has ordered 12 British Aero-

space Hawk Mk 52s which are expected to be

equipped with weapon pylons for the dual

strike/trainer role. Joining the two transport

squadrons in 1978 were four DHC-5D Buf-

faloes, which operate alongside the existing

force of six DHC Caribous, 15 DHC Beavers,

one Rockwell Aero Commander 680F and a

Piper Navajo Chieftain. Also in use are six

Dornier Do 28 Skyservants for light STOL
transport duties. A training element is equip-

ped with 14 Scottish Aviation Bulldog 103s,

the second batch, comprising nine machines,

being delivered in 1977. Two Bell 47Gs and

three Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIs have

been joined by two Aerospatiale/Westland

SA.342K Gazelies for liaison duties and a

batch of six Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330

Pumas is in Service.

One of the numerous air forces to have bought the piston-engined STOL Dornier

Skyservant is that of Kenya, which has six backing up a motley force of de Havilland Canada

Beavers, Caribous and Buffaloes. France supplied Puma helicopters.

Uganda

Uganda Army Air Force: Since the destruc-

tion of half the Ugandan air force's combat

force in the July 1976 Israeli commando raid

on Entebbe, the Soviet Union has replaced the

11 MiGs lost, and the present Ugandan com-

bat element now comprises two squadrons,

one with 12 MiG-17Fs and the other with 10

MiG-21s. Supporting these units is a third

assigned the light strike role and flying eight

Israeli-supplied Fouga Magisters. For training

there are at least two MiG-15UTIs and five

Aero L-29 Delfins in the advanced role, while

for basic tuition there are five Piaggio P.149s;
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six primary FFA AS. 202 Bravos have been

received. A single Grumman Gulfstream II is

in use for VIP flights, while transport duties

are performed by the Police Air Wing, which

has a DHC Twin Otter and a DHC Caribou.

A helicopter element has six Agusta AB 205s

and four AB 206s plus a number attached to

the PAW. The Uganda army has about 10

Piper Super Cubs for liaison, training and

Spotting.

The effect of the 1979 invasion of Uganda
by Tanzanian and exile forces has had an

unspecified effect on Ugandan air strength,

except to reduce its already weakened position

by way of various ground losses.
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Among the heterogenous assortment of aircraft in the Uganda Army Air Force are at

least two Piper Aztecs used for liaison and VIP Communications, supplementing the

Gulfstream II favoured by the deposed former President.



Rwanda

Zaire

Rwanda Air Force: Tlns small African State,

originally admioiitered by Belgium, gained its

independence in 1962. Its modelt air arm has

undcrgone limited cxpansion over the past few
ycars. Tlircc 1 1 alian Acrualia AM.3C AOP
and liaison aircraft are in scrvice alongsidc two
Douglas C-47s for transport work, two
Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette llls and a Britten-

Norman Isländer Thrcc Fouga Magisters

were acquired from France in 1975 for jet

training, and in 1978 a Britten-Norman

Dcfender was received.

Force Aerienne Zairoise: Just over a year

after thc last invasion of the southern State of

Shaba by Katangesc mcrccnarics, a sccond in-

cursion occurcd in May 1978. President

Mobuto once again appealed for aid to help

combat the invasion, and France and Belgium
respondcd with paratroops. Defeat of the

mercenaries was swift but not before they had

attackcd a number of FAZ aircraft. These in-

clude at lcast six Aermacchi M.B.326
strike/trainers and two Acrospatiale/-

Westland SA. 330 Pumas.

The FAZ's Dassault Miragc forcc, for

which Orders were placed totalling 14 single-

scat 5M fightcr-bombcrs and three two-seat

5DM combat trainers, form part of the Com-
bat Wing based at Kamina. Rccent reports

have suggcsted that no more than half thc

number ordcred have becn dclivered due to

severe financial problems and at least five have

been lost in accidents. Two other squadrons of

the three-squadron Combat Wing are ground-

attack units equipped with about 10 surviving

M.B.326GBs detached to Kamina and Kin-

shasa. Two M.B.326GBs have been ordcred to

rcplace losses and a further six, this time

M.B.326K single-seat attack versions, are be-

ing delivered. Another unit has eight armed
North American T-6Gs; 20 Reims Milirolc

COIN aircraft have been received recently.

A tactical transport squadron has two DHC
Caribous and three DHC-5D Buffaloes, while

two further transport units operate seven

Lockheed C-130H Hercules, two Douglas

DC-6s, 10 Douglas C-47s, two Curtiss C-46s
and four Douglas C-54s. These units are nor-

mally based at Kinshasa and their equipment
serviceabihty is doubtful. A helicopter dement
has 15 Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIIs, seven

Bell 47Gs and seven SA.330 Pumas, plus a

single Super Frelon for the personal use of the

President. At Kinshasa there are about 12 of

16 Cessna 150 Acrobats originally delivered

for officer training. There are also 23 SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260MZs and some T-6s for basic

tuition. An order for a further ten SF.260s has

been mooted but nothing firm has been deci-

ded.

Congo Republic
Congo Air Force: This ex-French colony has

an air arm directed mainly at transport and

Communications work. Air force headquarters

are in Brazzaville. Aircraft have been supplied

by both France and the Soviel Union and in-

clude three Douglas C-47s, five Antonov
An-24s, a Fokkcr-VFW F. 28 Fellowship for

VIP use, five Ilyushin H- 1 4s. three Max Holste

MH.1521M Broussards and one Nord Frcgate.

Helicopters number three Aerospatiale

Alouette lls and an Alouette III.

Gabon

Force Aerienne Gabonaise: Formerly part

of French Equatori.il Africa, Gabon gained its

independence in 1960 along with many other

colonies, but it continues to maintain close ties

with France. Announced in 1975 was an order

for three Dassault Mirage 5Gs and two 5DGs,
for the country's first combat squadron, and

delivery of these has been made. Gabonais

crewt have undergone training in France. The
transport forcc is composed ol one Lockheed

L-100-20. an L-100-30 and an Advanced

C-130H, all being used chiefly for heavv

engineering work within the country. A
smglc VIP (iriimiiian Gulfstream II, two
NAMC YS-llAs for Joint civil milit.irv use

and a Dassault Falcon 20E also for VIP
government use are also on strength. Other

types include three Douglas C-47s, three Nord
262s, four Holste MH.1521M Broussards, one

Reims C337, four Aerospatiale SA. 330 Pumas
and four Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette III

helicopters.

Included in an order for six delta-wmg Mirage 5s from the Force Aerienne Gabonaise was
this dual-control 5DG on which Gabonese pilots trained in France before delivery. Only one

runway in the country is available to the Mirages

Cameroun

i

L'Armee de I'Air du Cameroun: Being an

ex-French colony, this country has received

aid from France since independence in 1960. In

more recent years, however, the Cameroun
Air Force has purchased equipment from other

countries, as evidenced by an order placed in

1976 with Lockheed for two C-130H Her-

cules, delivery of which was made the follow-

ing year. Two Hawker Siddeley HS 748s are

in Service, one of these being for Presidential

use and based at Douala. For internal counter-

insurgency work and training there are some

four ex-French AF Fouga Magisters, while the

transport arm is equipped with two DHC
Caribous, four C-47s, two Dornier Do28s, a

Beech Queen Air and seven Max Holste

MH.1521M Broussards. Helicopters include

an Aerospatiale SA.330 Puma for VIP use,

two Aerospatiale Alouette lls and an Alouette

HI.

Angola
Angolan Republic Air Force: This air arm,

known as FAPA, was established by the

Marxist MPLA government towards the end

of the civil war in 1976. Soviet assistance pro-

vided FAPA with the nucleus of a combat

dement in the form of some Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-21MFs, operated by Cuban-

trained Portuguese mercenaries and Cubans.

Twelve aircraft assembled at Luanda, Angola's

capital, are believed still to be operational. In

addition, eight MiG-17Fs were supplied,

together with three MiG-15UTI two-seat

trainers. The only other jet type in use is the

Fiat G.91R-4, three ex-Portuguese Air Force

examples of which were left behind when Por-

tugal yielded the country to the Angolans.

About 20 Aerospatiale Alouette IIIs from the

same source are used for liaison duties,

together with three Douglas C-47s. Six An-

tonov An-26 transports were delivered in 1977

but one was shot down in July that year by

guerrilla forces. A number of ex-Portuguese-

operated aircraft were left behind after the

withdrawal, including Dornier Do 27s, North

American T-6s and Portuguese OGMA-built
Austers, and some are believed to be in FAPA
Service. Two Pilatus PC-6 Turbo-Porters were

delivered in 1976. Although the western-

backed FNLA and Unita parties continue to

wage a guerrilla war against the MPLA, they

are not thought to have the benefit of air

power. Cuba continues to support Angola,

with Soviet and limited East German
assistance.
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Zambia
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Zambian Air Force: Known as Northern

Rhodesia before independence in 1964, Zam-
bia was initially helped to form an air arm by

the UK. More recently it has received both

Italian and East European aid. Zambia's com-

bat force totals 17 Aermacchi M.B.326B
strike/trainers' out of 20 originally ordered

with eight SIAI-Marchetti SF.260Ms capable

of flying in a COIN role but used mainly for

training. Three replacement M.B.326Bs have

been received to make up for losses. Four
Yugoslav Soko Jastreb light attack aircraft and

two Soko Galeb trainers are also on strength.

A transport unit has seven DHC-5D Buf-

falo STOL aircraft, 10 Douglas C-47s, five

DHC Caribous, 10 Dornier Do 28 Skyser-

vants and seven DHC Beavers. With the

transport unit at Lusaka is a VIP flight

operating one HS. 748 and two Yakovlev
Yak-40s. Still unconfirmed is the reported ac-

quisition ' of some six Mil Mi-6 heavy-lift

helicopters from Russia; they would comple-

ment 25 Agusta AB 205As, 17 Bell 47Gs, one
AB 212 and eight Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette

IIIs. For light attack and basic trainer duties,

the air force has 20 Saab MFI-17 Safaris

delivered in 1976-77. As part of an aid package

China has supplied Zambia with a batch of

Shenyang F-6 (MiG-19) fighters

Tanzania
Tanzanian People's Defence Force Air

Wing: The combat element of the Tanzanian

Air Wing is composed of three squadrons of

Chinese-supplied jets totalling 16 Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-21s (Shenyang F-8), eight

MiG-19s (Shenyang F-6) and 10 MiG-17Fs

(Shenyang F-4). Two MiG-15UTI trainers

were also supplied. The transport force has

shown the largest expansions in recent years,

with Orders being placed with British

Aerospace for three HS. 748s fitted with large

freight doors, and with de Havilland Canada
for four DHC-5D Buffaloes. The latter joined

the force in 1978 and operate alongside 12

DHC Caribous, a single Antonov An-2 and

six Cessna 310s (including two 310Qs). Five

Piper Cherokee 140s operate in the training

role and a Cherokee Six is also in service for

liaison. For VIP flights there is a civilian-

registered HS. 748. The helicopter element has

two Bell 47Gs and two Agusta AB 206s.

Madagascar

i
Armee de l'Air Madagascar: Previously

known as Malagasy, this island republic has

reverted to the name it used when it was a

French colony. A small transport air arm was

established by the French in the early 1960s

but the country has recently formed a combat

element with the help of North Korea, which

has supplied the air arm with eight Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-17 fighters. Other types in Ser-

vice total one Douglas C-53D, five C-47s, one

Piper Aztec D and a Britten-Norman

Defender operating alongside some aircraft

delivered more recently, comprising three

Reims Super Skymasters and four Cessna

172Ms for liaison and training respectively. A
helicopter component consists of one Bell

47G, one Aerospatiale Alouette II and two
Alouette IIIs.

Mozambique
Mozambique Air Arm: This ex-Portuguese

colony has housed guerrilla bases for Opera-

tions against neighbouring Zimbabwe. With
Soviet, Cuban and East European assistance it

is steadily building an armed force which will

incorporate an air arm. Two new air bases are

being built, one near the port of Nacala and

the other near Beira, and these are expected to

accommodate the 35 Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-21s delivered to the country early in

1978. It was reported that eight similar air-

craft had arrived at Nacala in March 1977, all

believed to have come from the Soviet Union.

Also originating from this source and received

in 1978 were three Mil Mi-8 helicopters. A

number of ex-Portuguese air force aircraft, in-

cluding some Nord Noratlas transports, are

also flying in the country.

Malawi
Malawi Air Wing: Operating in support of

the army and based at Blantyre is a small

transport and liaison force equipped with six

Dornier Do 28D-2 Skyservants, delivered in

1976 and 1978, and four Douglas C-47s. A
fürt her four Do 28s have been ordered for

delivery in 1980 and these will join a single

Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330L Puma and an

Alouette III bought from France.

Zimbabwe (Rhodesia)

Zimbabwe Air Force: Anti-guerrilla Opera-

tions went on apace before the recent ceasefire.

The Rhodesian air force has been involved in

counter-insurgency work within the country

on guerrilla bases in Mozambique, Botswana,

Angola and Zambia. The war has taken a con-

siderable toll of the country's resources, and

defence spending has increased by nearly 44

per cent to £200 million, about 26 per cent of

the total public spending. Still providing the

long-range bomber-reconnaissance element in

the air force is No 5 Sqn at Old Sarum,

Salisbury, with about eight BAC Canberras,

the survivors of 16 B.2s and three T.4s

originally delivered to Rhodesia in the 1960s.

The remaining aircraft have main-spar fatigue

problems and are being progressively stripped

to keep the others flying. Nos. 1 and 2 Sqns

are based at Thornhill with nine Hawker
Hunter FGA.9s and eight de Havilland Vam-

Despite considerable difficulties and shortages the Zimbabwe Air Force has managed to keep No

nine Hunter FGA.9s, continously operational. French DEFA ammunition is Standard.

Squadron, with nominal strength of
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re PB 9i retpeci ively; the latti i unil al o Sit

gilt Vampire T.55l tor ( KTJ-type work,

m.iMv it is assigned icmili.it

itics.

For obvioui reasoni, great itreu is laid on

10 light attack elementi in the Zimbabwe AF,

id the»e comprise No 4 'Bush' Sqn and 7

in, The formet operates ieven Aermacchi

L.60F5 Trojans of 12 originally supplii-d in

167 and usually uses them for reconnaissance

id FAC dutics; a sniall number of Cessna

}2s, and about 20 Cejina/Reimi 337

Skymasicrs (known in Rhodesia as the Lynx)

acquired via devious routes in 1976 and often

flown in combat armed with SNF.B rocketS.

No 7 Sqn is the s< >lc- helicoptei unit and took

the brunl of the Varel) and destrov' missions,

consequently suffering the heaviest loss rate in

the air force. Flying Aerospatiale (Sud)

Alouette Ills, of which therc are \onie 34 on

strength (some reports have stated 66 Alouet-

tes arc in use), the unit co-operates closely

with the arniy, particularly with elements

known as Fireforcc. For these COIN missions

the Alouettes act as troop transports as well as

gunships armed with 20-mm and 0.303-in

machine guns. Fireforce also uses the Douglas
C-47s of No 3 Sqn for parachuting troops and

supplies into difficult areas, and this squadron

is thought to have at leasteight aircraft on
strength as well as three Britlen-Norman

Islanders for light transport duties. Revealed

in 1978 was the acquisition from Israel of 11

Bell 205s currently employed on troop

transport and gunship duties and attached to

No 7 Sqn. Another new type in use is the

SIAI-Marchetti SF.260W Warrior. 22 of

which were reeeived via a ßelgian disu

.nid ordered '

Thornhill.

Basic training is performed on 13 BAC Pro-

I 52s of No 6 Sqn before pupils go to

South Africa for conversion on to the Atlas-

built Aermacchi M.B.326 Impala. These Im-

palas are believed to be owned by Rhodesia

but have not been flown outside South Afnca

and are operated under the auspices of the

SAAF

Botswana
Botswana Defence Force: With increasing

guerrilla activity alcmg the border with

Rhodesia. this snull countrv has estabhshed a

combined military unit for border patrol.

casevac, Communications and torward air con-

trol. Initial equipincnt for the airborne de-

ment of the BDF tonsists ot two of three

Britten-Norman Defenders procured. the third

aircraft having been lost on Operations in

1978. They are based at Gaberone Village and

have provision for Sura rockets, Skvshout and

extra fuel tankage. Three more Defenders

have been delivered, and to Supplement these

the Botswana government has reeeived two
Shorts Skvvan 3M Utility transports delivered

in 1979.

tauth Africa

outh African Air Force: The bau by many

juntries on arms to South Africa has been ex-

anded and endorsed by the UN, but the

ountry is almost completely selt-sufficient as

r as arms arc concerned. Aircraft licence pro-

uetion is firmly estabhshed, with the Atlas

ircraft Corporation currently building the

ngle-seat Aermacchi M.B.326K or Impala II

»ainst initial SAAF orders for 50 aircraft, pro-

uetion of the two-seat Impala I having been

mipleted with 151 built. Also being produ-

:d is the C.4M Kudu light transport, based

D the AL-60 with the AM.3C wing and

lilplane. Kudus are now in service with the

ight Aircraft C.ommand, and an initial order

>r 40 is being met. An even more important

ep by Atlas is the current assembly of

»assault Mirage Fl-AZ strike aircraft, with

/entual manufacture for a SAAF requirement

lat is expected to total some 100 aircraft. The
r force is currently committed to a total of 48

ls made up of 32 AZs and 16 CZs.

Strike Command, comprising five squad-

)ns, has its headquarters at Waterkloof,

'hich is also the SAAF's main Mirage Fl

ase. Having relinquished its Canadair Sabre

s, No 1 Sqn is now flying a number of Fl-AZ
round-attack aircraft. These share the airtield

nd support facilities with No 3 Sqn's 16

1-CZ intereeptors.

No 2 Sqn at Waterkloof fulfils both fighter-

omber and reconnaissance roles with a

>assault Mirage III complement of 16 IIICZs,

jur IIIRZs, four IIIR2Zs and three IIIBZs.

Jos 12 and 24 Sqns, also based at Waterkloof,

perate six BAC Canberra B(I).12s and three

'.4s and eight HS Buccaneer S.50s respective-

r in the strike role. To increase the effec-

veness of Strike Command, a new air base is

eing built at Hoedspruit in the northeast of

:ie country.

Maritime Command operates from D.F.

lalan Airport, Cape Town, with No 35

qn's seven Avro Shackleton MR. 3s flying

)ng-range MR duties. These long-serving

eterans are being re-sparred to extend their

ves for another few years. At Ysterplaat Air

tation, Cape Town, 27 Sqn operates 20

'iaggio P.166S Albatrosses for in-shore recon-

aissance and liaison duties, with No 25 Sqn

ying six Douglas C-47s in the fleet re-

uirements role. Eleven Westland Wasps
quip 22 Flight, serving aboard South African

iavy ships in the ASW and communication

oles.

South Africa 's seven Shackleton MR 3 ocean patrol aircraft have been rebuilt with new wmg spars to extend their operational life to an

estimated 30 years total, ending in the late 1980s. They equip No 35 Sqn at Daniel F Malan airport (named for a World War II ace fighter pilot

of the Battle of Bntain) at Cape Town Their chief mission is the maintainance of unimpeded sea traffic round the Cape of Good Hope, the

route taken by giant tankers between the Middle East and Europe

Air Transport Command at Waterkloof has

three squadrons. No 28 Sqn operates seven

Lockheed C-130B Hercules and nine C.160Z

Transalls from the Command HQ at Water-

kloof. No 44 Sqn at Zwartkop has five

Douglas DC-4s and 10 C-47s, while No 21

Sqn undertakes VIP duties with one Vickers

Viscount 781, four HS. 125s and five

Swearingen Merlin IVAs. The last were

delivered during 1975-76, and one is fitted out

as an ambulance aircraft. Two further Merlin

IVAs are civilian-registered for government

use. Light Aircraft Command has its head-

quarters at Zwartkop. From Lanseria No 41

Sqn operates 20 Aeritalia AM.3C Bosboks and

some Kudus. At Potechefstroom No 42 Sqn

has a further 20 Bosboks, and No 11 Sqn flies

20 Cessna 185s. There are some Cessna 185s at

Durban wfrkh are possibly operated by No 43

Sqn.

The helicopter dement of the SAAF flies

mostlv French types. The 20 tactical Pumas of

No 19 Sqn are divided into two flights at

Zwartkop and Durban. Fourteen Aerospatiale

Super Frelons for heavy lift and casevac duties

equip No 15 Sqn at Zwartkop and Bloem-

spruit. There are two squadrons of

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIIs; No 16 Sqn

with 20 aircraft at Ysterplaat and Port

Elizabeth, and No 17 Sqn with 10 aircraft at

Zwartkop. Unconfirmed reports say that up to

20 more Pumas and a similar number of

Alouettes were delivered to the helicopter

force in 1975.

Training Command has nearly 100 North

American Harvards at the Flying Training

School at Dunnottar, and 80 Impala I/IIs at

the FTS at Langebaanweg. There are three

Advanced Flying Schools: 86 AFS at Pieters-

berg with 12 ex-1 Sqn Sabre 6s, 16 Mirage

IIIEZs, 10 IIID2Zs and three IIIDZs; 86 AFS
at Bloemspruit with six C-47s; and 87 AFS has

moved from Ysterplaat to Bloemspruit with

10 Alouette IIIs. The Active Citizen Force has

almost changed over from Harvards to Im-

palas. The following units each have 15 air-

craft; Nos 4 Sqn at Lanseria having moved

from Waterkloof, 5 Sqn at Durban, 6 Sqn at

Port Elizabeth, 8 Sqn at Bloemspruit and 7

Sqn at Ysterplaat. The only remaining Har-

vard unit is No 40 Sqn at Dunnottar, with 10

aircraft.

There are 13 Air Commando squadrons

(101-112, plus 114 (Women's) ACS) under

the control of the SAAF and equipped with

civil light aircraft for use in emergencies.
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Asia and Australasia
Two decades ago Western thinking on Asia and South-East Asia was preoccupied

with the Domino Theory. This stated that as one nation became Communist, its

neighbour was likely to follow, in time taking with it its own neighbour and so on.

The reality has turned out to be less simple. China and the Soviet Union quarrelled in

1960, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia became Communist and guerillas now threaten

the stability of Thailand and Malaysia.

US support for South Vietnam and Cambodia was a spectacular failure. Socialist

unity proved another chimera as Communist waged war on Communist in yet

another round of South-East Asian war. The last five years has seen a Sino-Soviet-

Vietnamese power struggle begin with the Soviet-backed Vietnamese invading

China's ally Kampuchea (formerly Cambodia), then China in turn invading Vietnam.

Taiwan and South Korea are backed by the US, a commitment which is being

phased out with growing detente between China and the West. China's air force is

equipped by Soviet aircraft designs of mid to late 1950s origin. Even the F-6bis Fan-

tan fighter is heavily dependent on MiG-19 technology but newer Chinese designs

are on the drawing board and probably flying. North Korea and Vietnam are Soviet

equipped but the latter also operates captured US types such as the F-5, A-37 and
C-130.

Japan has produced its own planes but still relies on the US for advanced types

such as the F-15 and P-3C. Australia's chronic shortage of funds has forced a

stretchout of the Mirage IIIO's Service life until a successor can be chosen. India

finally selected Jaguar as its Deep Penetration Strike Aircraft, but allegations of

bribery over the deal contributed to the collapse of Mr Charan Singh's government.

Afghanistan 38

Australia 45

Bangladesh 40

Brunei 45

Burma 40

China 40

Hong Kong 43

India 39

Indonesia 44

Japan 41

Kampuchea 43

Korea (North) 41

Korea (South) 41

Laos 40

Malaysia 44

Mongolia 41

Nepal 39

New Zealand 46

Pakistan 38

Papua New Guinea 45

Philippines 43

Singapore 44

Sri Lanka 39

Taiwan 42

Thailand 43

Vietnam 43
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Afghanistan
Afghan Air Force: Following the Com-
munist coup in April 1978, Russian military

aid and assistance to Afghanistan has increased.

The air . force is wholly Russian-equipped

and currently operates a fighter element of

three squadrons of Mikoyan-Gurevich
MiG-21s with approximately 40 aircraft,

believed to be based at Pagram near Kabul. A
wing of four squadrons with 50 MiG-17s,

assigned the day interceptor role, operates

from Mazar-i-Sharif in the north of the coun-

try. Two further squadrons operate 24 Sukhoi

Su-7BMs, and another unit has 12 MiG-19s

remaining of some 18 supplied in 1965. Three

units are equipped with nearly 45 llyushin

Il-28s flying in the light bomber role.

Transports include two VIP Il-18Ds, 10

An-26s, 25 Il-14s and 10 Antonov An-2s. One
helicopter squadron flies 18 Mil Mi-4s and a

small number of Mi-8s from various bases.

Under Soviet guidance, training is performed

on two-seat MiG-15UTIs, MiG-2IUs and II-

28Us, with a batch of Aero L-39 Albatross ad-

vanced trainers received during 1978.

Pakistan

Pakistan Air Force: The PAF Dassault

Mirage force comprises four squadrons flying

in the strike, interception and reconnaissance

roles, equipped with 18 IIIEPs, five IIIDPs, 28

5PAs, and 13 IIIRPs including 10 delivered in

1977. Based at Masroor is No 7 Sqn, equipped

with 15 surviving Martin B-57Bs of 26

originally supplied by the USA; they are

operated mainly in the night attack role.

Seven interceptor squadrons, which also

double in the fighter-bomber role, have about

140 Chinese-supplied and built Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-19s (F-6s), some equipped with

American Sidewinder missiles; all are being

modified to accommodate British Martin-

Baker ejection seats. Three ex-French

Aeronavale Breguet Atlantics equip No 29 Sqn

for long-range patrol and ASW duties, flying

from a base near Karachi. A transport wing
comprises No 6 Sqn, which flies six Lockheed

C-130B Hercules, at least three C-130Es sup-

plied by Iran and a Single L-100 version, plus a

Fokker F27 Mk 200 and a Dassault Falcon 20.

Some Beech L-23s and a Rockwell Aero Com-
mander are used for Raison work. Basic train-

ing is performed on the 45 Saab Supporters-

which have replaced 30 North American T-6s;

30 Cessna T-37Cs and 12 Lockheed T-33As

cateT for advanced jet conversion before pilots

transfer to operational squadrons via five MiG-

Three F-6 fighters of the Pakistan Air Force. About 140 of these extremely useful multi-role aircraft remain in use, updated by Martin-Baker

seats, Ferranti nav/attack Systems and early series Sidewinder air-to-air missiles.

15UTI two-seat trainers. Helicopters include

10 Kaman HH-43B Huskies, 14 Aerospatiale

(Sud) Alouette IIIs, 12 Bell 47Gs and a Single

Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330 Puma for VIP
use.

Little further news emerged on progress

with the establishment of Pakistani Cessna

T-41D primary-trainer and Hughes 500

helicopter assembly lines, a plan which was

first announced in 1976. The PAF has a re-

quirement for these aircraft, and 60 a year of

the former and 60 a year of the latter were

planned. More tangible was the commission-

ing in 1978 of a Mirage 1 11/ 5 overhaul and

repair facility, forming part of the Pakistan

Aeronautical Complex, and situated at Kamra,

near Rawalpindi. As well as catering for PAF
Mirages, it is also expected to handle aircraft

operated by other nations, notably the Mirage

force flown by the United Arab Emirates and

currently maintained by the Pakistanis.

Pakistan Navy: Six Westland Sea King Mk
45s bought in 1975 have replaced Sikorsky

UH-19s in the ASW and SAR roles and are

now equipped with Exocet anti-shipping

missiles. Four Alouette IIIs are used for train-

ing and liaison duties.

Pakistan Army Aviation: The army

operates about 12 Soviet-supplied Mil Mi-8s

acquired in 1969, 20 Bell 47Gs and a similar

number of Alouette IIIs. In 1977 an order was

placed for 35 SA.330J Pumas for assault and

transport duties. About 50 Cessna O-ls are in

Service for fixed-wing AOP and liaison.
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slepal

Royal Nepal*»* Army: The Air Wing of

[Ins small, efficient, British-trained army has

iw" Short Skyvan 3Ms and threc DHC Twin
Otters for transport duties. The Royal Flight

uses onc of the Skyvans and an BAe H.S.748

Srs 2A delivered in 1975 Two Aerospatiale/

Westland SA. 330 Pumas are in lervicc, one

witli the Royal Flight and the other witli tlic

Air Wing.

ndia

ii

idian Air Force: Tlns large air arm has

mic 700 combat aircraft in 45 squadrons, A
cision on the IAF requiremeni for a Deep
.netration Stnkc Aircraft to Supplement and

'cntually rcplacc the noiie-too-successful

ikhoi Su-7 was made m 1978 m tavour Ol the

;PECAT Jaguar. The first 40 of an cventual

)0 commenced delivery in und- 1979, the re-

ainder being licence-built by Hindustall

eronautics. To Supplement the slow delivery

HAL Kiran trainers, an order for 50 l'olish

7.L TS- 1 1 Iskra jel trainers was coinpletcd

'tween Octobei 1975 and March 1976; spin-

ng and flameout problems with tlns type

ive yel to be tu!
l
v solved and have .iluadv

ist the Force about five aircraft. However,

ie IAF training-programme restrueturing has

oduced an embarrassing surplus ol Knaus,

id some ot these are now going into storage.

eliveries of the unarnicd Kiran Mk 1 are

implete and deliveries ol the Mk 1A began in

•78; Mk 2 development bcg.m in late 1979.

he serviccs's intereeptor force operates Soviel

juipment comprising 196 Hindustan-built

ikoy.in-Ciurcvicb MiG-21FLs, morc thaii 50

iviet-supphed examples, and some ol the 150

iG-21MFs now Coming off the HAI
sembly lines. These aircraft equip 11 units

cluding Nos 1, 3, 4, 8, 28, 29, 30, 45. 47

id 108 Sqns and an OTU flying MiC,-21U

70-seat trainers. Sonic 150 Hawker Siddeley

nat F.ls are in service with fiv,c squadrons

, 15, 18, 22 and 23 Sqns) and deliveries ot

e first of 100 improved Mk 2 Gnat, Aject,

ive begun to 9 Sqn. A two-seat traincr ver-

m of the Aject is under development, and

e prototype is due to fly in 1979, with pro-

iction deliveries to the IAF planned for 1981.

Four ground-attack squadrons (14, 20, 27

d 37 Sqns) fly approximately 130 Hawker
unter F.56/T.66s, and three further units

ve about 100 HAL HF-24 Marut Mk 1

rike aircraft, and a batch of 10 two-seat Mk
's; produetion of this type has now ceased.

f the 150 Su-7B fighter-bombers delivered by
e Soviet Union, some 130 remain in service

ith four squadrons (Nos 32, 101, 221 and

12), while 86 BAC Canberras (B|l].58s,

74s, B[I].12s and T.13s) fly with three

imber units (Nos 5, 16 and 35). A
lotographic reconnaissance squadron, No
16, flies 12 Canberra PR.7s.

The IAF transport force is urgently seeking

new tactical transport to replace older air-

aft in service, but despite favourable offers

»m Canada on the DHC Buffalo, no Orders

ve been placed yet. The present inventory is

ade up of a heavy dement of two units with
I Antonov An-12s (25 and 44 Sqns); three

edium transport units with 40 Fairchild

Though showing a complete absenca ot planning in their colour schemes, these HAL lype // (basically the MiG-21FL built under licence)

fighte: /bombers are tailored to the Indian AF's needs Since 1973 HAL has built the later Type 96 and MiG 21bis

C-119G jet-boosted Packe« (12. 19 and 4M

Sqns); and 11, 43 and 49 Sqns with 40

Douglas C-4~s STOI transport is provided

by 33 Sqn's 20 DHC Caribous (including five

ex-Ghanaian aircraft) and 41 and 59 Sqns' 24

DHC" Otters, although the latter type is being

phased out of service. One squadron. No 12,

ot HAL-built HS.748Ms is on strength, and

six morc 748s and one Tupolev Tu- 124 flv tor

a Headquarters VIP unit. A total of 71

HS. 748s are in IAF service. including a further

10 freighter versions being built; 10 morc
ordered recentlv will take the Indian inventory

to 81 aircraft. Some 200 helicopters include

fewer than 100 Mil Mi-4s flying with six

squadrons, although not all are operational

and only three units may actuallv be flying the

type; 35 Mi-8s equipping three units and 120

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette 111s, also in three

squadrons. Deliveries are under way of 100

licence-built Aerospatiale SA. 315 Cheetahs to

replace the 40-odd home-designed HAL
Krishak fixed-wing AOPs and 20 Auster

AOP.9s in a total of four liaison squadrons. A
few Alouette IIls also fly AOP duties. IAF
Training Command, with HQ at Bangalore,

requires some 130 Kirans, more than half of

which have been delivered to the service; near-

ly 50 Polish Iskras are also being used for ad-

vanced training at the Fighter Training Wing
at Hakimpet. Other types include nearly 70

HAL HT-2 primary trainers (scheduled to be

replaced from 1981-82 by the Hindustan

HPT-32 tränier, the prototype ot which hrsi

flew in Januarv 1977) flving from the EFS at

Bidar; two-seat Hunter T.66s equip an OCU
at Kalaikunda and there are Canberra T.13s,

MiG-21Us and Su-7L)s for operational conver-

sion at squadron level. Multi-engine training is

done on HS. 748s at Yelahanka, near

Bangalore, while seven HS. 748s are used for

navigation tuition.

Indian Navy: The navv operates the carrier

INS I 'tkranl (ex-RN HMS Hercules, bought in

1957), which can aecommodate 18 of 300

Sqn's 25 Hawker Siddeley Sea Hawks. A
replacement for these aircraft is long overdue

and, if the ever present credit problem can be

resolved, an initial order for six single-seat

BAe Sea Harriers and two trainer versions is to

be placed. An eventual total of 25 Sea Harriers

is envisaged. Vikrant, which is currently

undergoing a refit, carries four Breguet Alizes

and two Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette III plane-

guard helicopters from a total of 12 (310 Sqn)

and 10 (321 Sqn) aircraft respectively. The
navy planned to withdraw the Alizes in .1977

but is instead purchasing 12 refurbished ex-

Aeronavale examples to make good attrition

and increase the force to about 20 aircraft. A
squadron (331) of eight torpedo-armed

Alouettes is deployed aboard 'Leander' class

trigates. Two Westland Sea King Mk 42

squadrons, Nos 330 and 336 based at Cochin

Naval Air Base, are operational on ASW
duties with 12 aircraft; another three have

been ordered. For fixed-wing training there

are seven HAL Kirans, four de Havilland

Vampire T.55s and four Sea Hawks with 551

Sqn. Fifteen Kirans are required by the navy,

and deliveries continue slowly. No 550 Sqn at

Cochin flies two de Havilland Devons for

liaison work and five Britten-Norman

Islanders for training and Communications.

The Islanders, delivered in 1977, are being

modified for coastal-patrol duties with the ad-

dition of nose radar. Four Hughes 300s and

some Alouettes are used for training with 561

Sqn. Now under naval command is 312 Sqn, a

maritime reconnaissance unit based at Goa
which will continue to use five MR Lockheed

Super Constellations until 1981. Originally 6

Sqn IAF, the unit is supplemented by 315 Sqn

at Dabolim, which operates three Soviet

Ilyushin 11-38 'May' ASW aircraft delivered in

1977. A further three might be ordered in the

future. Another order from Russia is one for

five Kamov Ka-25 helicopters, which, it is

reported, are to operate from the two 'Kashin'

class destroyers due for delivery in 1978-79.

>ri Lanka

O"!
Sri Lanka Air Force: Five Soviet Mikoyan-
Gurevich MiG-17F fighter-bombers supplied

in 1971 form the equipment of Sri Lanka's on-

ly combat unit. A jet trainer squadron operates

eight BAe Jet Provost T.51s and a MiG-
15UTI. The transport force, which under-

takes tourist flying in addition to its military

tasks, is equipped with a Convair 440, five de

Havilland Daves, two DH Herons, two Riley

Herons, four Cessna Super Skymasters and

two ex-Air Ceylon Douglas DC-3s. The

helicopter fleet has recently been expanded

with the purchase of two Aerospatiale SA.365

Dauphin IIs from France, and these join two

Kamov Ka-26s, seven Bell JetRangers and six

Bell 47Gs. Training is done on nine DHC
Chipmunks and six Cessna 150s.
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Bangladesh
Bangladesh Defence Force (Air Wing):
Formerly East Pakistan, Bangladesh was

established in 1971. A number of countries

have provided military assistance to the armed

forces, two of the more recent being Britain,

which has a five-man officer team establishing

a staff College in Dacca; and China, which has

supplied 36 Shenyang F-6 (MiG-19S) day

fighters. These are based at Tezgaon and

Jessore with two squadrons. During an at-

tempted coup in 1977 four MiG-19s were

destroyed in ground fighting, together with a

number of Russian-supplied Mikoyan-
Gurevich MiG-21MF fighter-bombers. Of the

12 MiG-21s originally received, less than half

remain in Service. There are also two MiG-
21U two-seat trainers. Several An-26s and a

single An-24 constitute the fixed-wing

transport element, while helicopters number
four Aerospatiale Alouette IIIs, at least three

Mil Mi-8s and six Bell 212s. For training,

eight refurbished Magisters have been acquired

from Aerospatiale.

Burma

i
Union of Burma Air Force: Main task of

this small air arm continues to be internal

security and counter-insurgency work. Opera-

tions have been conducted for some years

against Communist guerillas in the north of

the country. Modern equipment remains

scarce in the UBAF, due to a relatively low an-

nual defence budget, which in 1977 totalled

$164 million. For strike duties there are some

six armed Lockheed AT-33As from more than

a dozen supplied by the USA in the late 1960s,

and 10 SIAI-Marchetti SF.260MBs, which

were delivered in 1976 and operate in the dual

strike/trainer role. For advanced training the

service has 12 Cessna T-37Cs and has received

the first batch of 16 Pilatus PC-7 Turbo-

Trainers, with a further 16 due for delivery in

1980.

Transport aircraft include some six Douglas

C-47s, one Fokker F. 27 Mk 100, four Pilatus

Turbo-Porters and three Porters. It is also

reported that the country has bought four ex-

Allegheny Airlines Fairchild Hiller F. 27s.

Helicopters include nine Kaman HH-43B

Huskies, 10 Kawasaki KV-107s, 13

Aerospatiale Alouette IIIs and 13 Kawasaki

(Bell) 47Gs, although not all are believed to be

serviceable. In 1975, 18 Bell UH-ls and at

least one Bell 205 were supplied to Burma, in-

itially for anti-narcotics patrols but now in-

tegrated into the UBAF for a variety of

military work. For fixed-wing liaison there are

about 10 Cessna 180s.

Laos
Air Force of the Liberation Army: Known
before the communist takeover in April 1975

as the Royal Lao Air Force, the AFLA is

believed still to be operating some US-supplied

equipment, although spares difficulties must

be limiting the effectiveness of the force. Late

in 1977, the air force received its first super -

sonic combat aircraft when 10 Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-21s arrived at Vientiane's Wat-
tay airport from the Soviet Union. American

aircraft remaining in the country after the

takeover included 63 North American T-28Ds

and 10 Douglas AC-47 gunships for attack

duties, four Cessna U-17As, one Rockwell

Aero Commander 500 and a single DHC
Beaver. The transport force has 18 Douglas

C-47s, 42 Sikorsky UH-34s and six

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette II/IIIs, the

helicopters being used for rescue and army

support work. Six Cessna T-41Ds are station-

ed at a pilot training school. In 1977 the Soviet

Union supplied the AFLA with a number of

second-line types including some Mil Mi-8

helicopters, Autonov An-24 trartsports and a

few An-2 liaison aircraft.

China (People's Republic of China)

Air Force of the People's Liberation

Army: Mainland China has the world's thifd

largest air force, with more than 4,500 aircraft

in its inventory. The force is organised into air

divisions, regiments and squadrons, three

squadrons making one regiment and three

regiments a division. Air defence districts pro-

tect the country, and the headquarters are in

Peking.

Recent US estimates put the current

AFPLA interceptor/fighter-bomber strength

at some 4,100 home-produced MiG-17s (Shen-

yang F-4) and MiG-19s (Shenyang F-6) and

only about 50 licence-built MiG-21F (Shen-

yang F-8) interceptors. Problems with the in-

digenous Shenyang F-9 design, which is based

on the MiG-19 but with side intakes and a

radar nose, have prevented large-scale produc-

tion and only a small number of aircraft are

believed to have been built. The supply and

licence production of the Rolls-Royce Spey

202 turbofan, for which an agreement was

signed in 1975, is thought to be intended for

the later F-12 design. Little is known about

this aircraft but it is understood to be single-

engined and likely to embody a number of

Western ideas and equipment. From France,

China has received 13 Aerospatiale Super

Frelon helicopters. Chinese interest in pur-

chasing Harriers was reaffirmed in January

1979, and an initial order for 100, with the

licence production of another 200, is a

reported future outcome of any agreement.

With the USA's recognition of China at the

beginning of 1979, defence equipment Orders

between the two countries are likely.

A long-range bomber force is composed of

60 Tu-16 Badgers, a few Tu-4 Bulls and about

300 11-28 Beagle light bombers. MR duties are

performed by Beriev Be-6s, while a substantial

transport arm has about 400 aircraft compris-

ing An-2s, Li-2s, Il-14s and Il-18s. In an

emergency the civil aviation fleet of airliners,

which includes ten Boeing 707-320s, 38 HS
Tridents, five Viscounts and five Il-62s, could

be used. Helicopters total some 300 Mi-4s, and

the training fleet comprises Yak 11s, Yak 18s

and MiG-15UTIs.

Navy: Approximately 100 torpedo-carrying

Il-28s are operated together with some 400

MiG-15/17/19 fighter-bombers integrated in-

to the air force air-defence System. About 50

Mi-4s are also on strength.

Though widely considered obsolete by the mid-1960s, the MiG-19 was a süperb basic design with extremely low wing-loading and plenty of thrust and gun power. From it the Chinese

derived'this F-6, a tactical fighter subjected to progressive improvement, and the redesigned and much heavier Fantan, which the West calls F-6bis.
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Mongolia

Air Force of the Mongolian People's

Republic: Ovcr thc past year there has bccn

no known cxpansion of the air force of this

Soviel satellite. One ground-attack squadron

operates 10 Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15s in

support of the army, and a transport force

numbering somc 30 aircraft flies Antonov
An-2s, An-24s and Ilyushin ll-14s. Ten Mil

Mi-1 and Mi-4 hehcopters are operated, plus a

fcw Yakovlev Yak-11 and -18 trainers.

Korea (North)

Korean People's Army Air Force: The
combat strength of the KPAAF was increased

in 1977 with additional Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-21s supplied by the Soviet Union. There

are currently ninc units with about 170 air-

craft forming the front-line force, and there is

an additional interceptor elemcnt with some
50 MiG-19s. The establishment of a MiG-21
assembly line in the country was reported

nearly three years ago, components being sup-

plied in knocked-down form by the Soviet

Union.

A large ground-attack force of more than a

dozen squadrons operates about 350 MiG-17s
and more than 30 Sukhoi Su-7s. A strike force

has 70 Ilyushin Il-28s. About 40 transports in-

clude AntODOV Ati-2s, Ilyushin II- 1 4s , two
11 1 Ms and a Tupolev Tu-154B for VIP duties.

A helicoptei elemcnt totals about 20 Mil Mt-4s

and a sinular number of Mi-8s. Seventy

Yakovlev Yak-18s and MiG-15UTIs, and a

fcw two-seat MiG-21Us, are used for training.

Korea (South)

Kepublic ot Korea Air Force: t.urrcnt

RoKAF strike force- comprises three iquadtf ms

ot McDonnell Douglas Phantoms made up oi

18 F-4Ds and 19 F-4Es, with a fürt her 18 Ei

duc tor delivery in 1979. Foul squadrons with

126 Northrop F-5F. fighter-bombers and nine

F-5F trainers are replacing one-for-one the

oldei force of 87 F-5As and 35 F-5Bs. Older

types in use include two squadrons with nearly

SO North American F-86F Sabres fitted with

AIM-9| Sidewindei missiles and an all-weathei

interceptor unit flving F-86Ds. A rci "ii

naissance squadron operates 12 Rl -5As.

To increase the ettectiveness ot the tr.insport

force, six Lockheed C-130H Hercules are

being acquired shortly to Supplement about 40

Curtiss C-46s, Douglas C-54s, Fairchild

C-123Ks and Rockwell Aero Commanders;
two HS. 748s are used for Presidential flights

and there is a Bell UH-1N for VIP use. The
helicopter force flies six Sikorsky H-19s, five

Bell UH-lDs and two Bell 212s, these being

used chiefly for SAR. Cessna O-ls and 12

0-2As fly forward-air-control duties, and a

number of Cessna U-17s and DHC Beavers

operate in the liaison role. The training Cle-

ment has 20 Cessna T-41Ds and 24 North

American T-28Ds for basic Instruction, and 30

Lockheed T-33As for advanced work. A
number of two-seat F-5B/Fs are tasked with

conversion flying.

This major Far Eastern air arm continues to

The Republic of Korea is a major user of Northrop F-5 fighters, having been supplied with 87 F 5A and 35 F-5B (ol which this is one)

followed by 126 F 5E and 20 F 5F Tiger lls The R K also uses F-4D and E Phantoms and has requested F-16s

be hrmlv based on American military suppc>rt,

and a steadv modernization programme is

being condueted to help strengthen the force.

As well as having had major military overhaul

facilities in the country tor nunv vears, an

assembly line has been established for the

Hughes 500M-D Defender multi-role heli-

copter. Equipped with TOW for anti-tank

use. 100 Defenders are being delivered to the

South Korean armed forces. Like nianv US-

supplied air arms, Korea has requested General

Dynamics I 16s, "2 of them, but no deliveries

are expected until 1981 when they are ex-

pected to replace the F-4 Phantoms. In a fur-

ther arms package announced in 1977, the

RoKAF ordered 24 Rockwell OV-lOGs
(worth S58.2 million) and 733 Sidewinder

missiles. An order for about 50 Fairchild

A-lOAs is reported to be" a distinet possibility.

The ROK army has a variety of helicopters

for liaison and Spotting duties including Bell

UH-lNs and Hiller OH-23s.

The South Korean navy has a short-based

ASW unit equipped with 20 Grumman
S-2A F Trackers and is to reeeive some ASW
versions of the Hughes 500M-D Defender,

which are being assembled in the country.

Japan

Japan Air Self-Defence Force: Economic
problems and inflation continue to be reflected

in military procurement, and the Fiscal Year

1978 approvals are still generally below those

which the armed forces initially requested. For

the JASDF, 56 of 96 aircraft requested are be-

ing bought — 23 McDonnell Douglas F-15s,

15 Mitsubishi F-ls, three Mitsubishi T-2As,

14 Fuji T-3s (Company designation KM-2B)
and a Kawasaki-built KV-107-IIA. For FY79,
the JASDF is to reeeive five F-ls, one
Kawasaki C-l, four Grumman E-2C
Hawkeyes, 11 T-2s, 12 T-3s, one Mitsubishi

MU-2 and two KV-107-IIAs. The combat
elements of the JASDF are assigned to three

regional air commands, Northern, Central and

Western, and Southwest Air Wing in

Okinawa, all linked to the Base Air Defense

Ground Environment (BADGE) System.

Fourteen fighter squadrons operate in seven

wings, the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th,

Southwest and General HQ. The 169

Mitsubishi-built Lockheed F-104Js equip six

units, 202 to 207 Sqns, flying in the inter-

ceptor role. A total of 185 North American

F-86F Sabres still operate with the JASDF, fly-

ing as advanced trainers in three squadrons (6,

8 and General HQ Sqns) and the Ist Air Wing
of the Air Training command; most of the

Sabres have been retired.

Five McDonnell Douglas F-4EJ squadrons

totalling 140 aircraft are planned within five

air wings, the 2nd, 6th, 7th, 8th and the

Southwest, of which four have formed (301 to

304 Sqns); the fifth, No 305, was formed in

1978, replacing No 206 (F-104J) Sqn. A recon-

naissance unit, 501 Sqn, is equipped with 14

RF-4EJs, a further 14 of which are required.

In 1977, JASDF selected the McDonnell
Douglas F-15 Eagle as a replacement for the

F-104Js and requested procurement of 123 air-

craft. The selection was approved by the Diet

on April 4, 1978, but the number was de-

creased to 100. The 100 F-15s, comprising

single-seat F-15Cs and two-seat F-15Ds, are to

be licence-built bv Mitsubishi between 1980

and 1988, and JASDF hopes to acquire 23

more after the first produetion run to fill their

initial request, forming five squadrons. A
replacement for the Sabre force is the Mit-

subishi F-l, orders for 59 of which have been

placed. Several more will be required to equip

a total of three squadrons. The first produe-

tion F-l has been completed and was delivered

to the JASDF in September 1977. The first F-l

unit, No 3 Sqn of the 3rd Air Wing, was

formed in late Maren 1978 with 18 aircraft.

The JASDF had given up procurement of 10

to 15 Grumman E-2Cs in Fiscal 1978 due Co

the heavy expense of the F-15 programme, büt

it is to reeeive four machines in the Fiscal 1979

budget

.

The Transport Wing of the JASDF com-

prises three squadrons, Nos 1, 2 and 3, equip-

ped with Kawasaki C-ls and NAMC YS-

HAs. Twenty-five of the 27 C-ls ordered are

now in service, replacing Curtiss C-46Ds, and

all should have been delivered by 1980. The

last of the 48 C-46Ds was retired from service

by March 1978. Four pre-series C-ls are also

in use. There is an ECM training unit with a

modified YS-11E and two Lockheed T-33As,

and a flight check unit with two YS-lls, three

MU-2Js and four T-33As. Five training wings

are in Operation: No 1, with some 50 G-86Fs

and some 50 T-33As for advanced work; No
4, with 46 Mitsubishi T-2As; Nos 11 and 12,

with some 80 Beech T-34As for primary train-

ing; and the 13th Wing, with some 50

T-IA/Bs for intermediate duties. Sixty-six

T-2As are being bought and the first and the

second units, 21 and 22 Sqns. have been form-

ed in the 4th Air Wing. Deliveries are

scheduled to be completed by March 1981.

The first 44 of 60 Fuji T-3s to replace the

T-34As have been ordered so far.

The Air Rescue Wing has 21 Mitsubishi

MU-2Ss, 28 KV-107-IIA helicopters and seven

Sikorsky S-62As, with two more KV-107s

ordered for delivery in FY79. Also the JASDF

continued 41



Japan

operates five Nike-J SAM groups. The Air

SDF is seeking replacements for its Nike-Js

and the BADGE System.

Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force: The
JMSDF anti-submarine force comprises five

shore-based air groups plus an independent

unit assigned to the nation's Defence Fleet,

and three independent smaller units controlled

by each district command. Three (Nos 1, 2

and 4) of the five groups and the independent

unit in Okinawa are equipped with 83

Kawasaki P-2Js, 13 Lockheed P-2Hs and 28

Grumman S-2As, while the fourth group

(21st) and the other two independent units

(Ohmura and Ohminato) are operating 83

Sikorsky SH-3As and the fifth group (31st) is

flying 17 Shin Meiwa PS-ls. Of the 23 PS-ls

delivered to date, four have been lost in acci-

dents. Of the total, five P-2Hs and 21 S-2As

are in storage; both types are due for retire-

ment from Service, in 1978 and 1982 respec-

tively. Procurement of 45 Lockheed P-3C
Orions requested by the JMSDF as a replace-

ment for the P-2J/H force was approved by

the Diet on April 4, 1978. The Orions for the

JMSDF will be licence-produced by Kawasaki

between 1981 and 1988. The JMSDF will

form four squadrons with the 45 aircraft from

1982.

Fiscal Year 78 budget approvals cover eight

P-3Cs, two Shin Meiwa US-ls, five KM-2s, a

Beech King Air 90 and four SH-3As. FY79
budget approvals total one US-1, three

KM-2s, two Beech King Airs, eight SH-3Bs,

and two S-61As. The JMSDF is seeking a new
helicopter to equip its frigates, and the type

selected is expected to be the Sikorsky UH-60
following its selection for the USN's LAMPS
progcamme. The current mine-sweeping unit,

111 Sqn, has 11 KV-107-IIAs. An air rescue

unit, 71 Sqn, has three Shin Meiwa US-ls,

three S-61As (used by the South Pole Obser-

vatory Group) and eight S-62As. Three more

US-ls on order for the group are due to be

delivered before 1980. No 61 Sqn has four

YS-lls and an S-2A for transport duties. Four

training groups have six YS-llTs, five King

Air 90s and 28 Queen Airs for instrument

work, 26 KM-2s for intermediate training; a

helicopter training dement has three OH-6Js
and eight Bell 47s.

Despite extreme budget pressures. small numbers of Mitsubishi T-2A supersonic trainers continue to be bought for the Japan air

self-defence force. By late 1979 about 52 had reached the 4th Air Training Wmg out of a planned total of 66

Japan Ground Self-Defence Force: Sixteen

aircraft are being purchased by the armv's air

arm in the FY 1978 budget. These comprise

two Mitsubishi LR-ls (MU-2K), a KV-107-

IIA, two Bell UH-IHs, 10 Hughes OH-6Ds
and one Bell AH-1S assault helicopter. The

AH- IS is the second example of the type to be

bought; the first vehicle was purchased in the

last year for evaluation purposes in preparation

for its acquisition by the army and possible

licence-produetion in Japan. An initial order

for some 32 AH-lSs for two squadrons is plan-

ned, and the eventual order will approach 80.

FY79 budget approvals total 12 Hughes (Hl

6Ds, three UH-IHs, one KV-107-IIA and

three LR-ls. The current fixed-wing force

comprises 13 LM-1 2, 27 O-IA Es. and eight

LR-1 (MU-2CVK) liaision and reeconnaissanee

aircraft plus two T-34A trainers. The
LM-1 2s and O-IA/Es are being withdrawn

in favour of helicopters. This large rotary-

wing force is planned to total 56 KV-107-

IIAs. 54 UH-IHs. 1 17 OH-6Js and 38 Hughes

TH-55Js. In addition, there are 82 UH-lBs in

use. All combat units of the JGSDF's air de-

ment are assigned to the five district com-

mands in 24 squadrons. Both KV-107-IlAs

and UH-lH'Bs are used for transport duties,

while the OH-6Js are operated in the

liaison/LOH role. To replace the KV-107s.

the JGSDF has selected the Boeing Chinook
— up to 40 being required with two for test

and evaluation by 1983 if government ap-

proval can be gained.

Taiwan (Republic of China)

Chinese Nationalist Air Force: The USA
broke off diplomatic relations with Taiwan on

1 January 1979, but will honour outstanding

arms agreements. A reeipient of large-scale

American aid, Taiwan has a powerful air force

and has now established an aircraft manufac-

turing industry. Known as the Aero Industry

Development Centre and situated at Taichung

in central Taiwan, it is currently assembling

an initial batch of 120 Northrop F-5Es for the

CNAF against an air force requirement for

some 300 to replace older types currently in

service. A total of 162 F-5Es and 18 F-5F two-

seaters are on order to date, 60 being supplied

direct from the USA. A further 107 F-5s have

been ordered, together with 500 Hughes

Maverick ASMs. Three fighter-bomber

squadrons make up the Ist Fighter Wing, fly-

ing 70 early Northrop F-5As, while the six

squadrons of the 2nd and 3rd Wings are relin-

quishing nearly 100 North American F-86Fs

for the new F-5Es. The 4th Fighter Wing has

three squadrons with 90 North American

F-100A/D Super Sabres, and the 5th Fighter

Wing operates three intereeptor squadrons

equipped with 63 Lockheed F-104G Star-

fighters and a reconnaissance unit with eight

RF-104Gs.

Nine Grumman S-2A Trackers are attached
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Four of the 70-odd F-5A Freedom Fighters of the Ist Fighter Wing of the Taiwan (Chinese

contmues to send in equipment under previous agreements and the F-5E Tiger II is also being

to the navy for MR and ASW duties, while a

rescue unit operates a few Grumman HU-16B
Albatross. The single Air Transport Wing
operates 40 Fairchild C-119G Packets, 10 Fair-

child C-123 Providers, 30 Curtiss C-46 Com-
mandos, 50 Douglas C-47s, at least five

Douglas C-54s and a VIP Boeing 720B.

Helicopters include six Hughes 500s, seven

Sikorsky UH-19s, 10 Bell 47Gs and more than

60 AIDC-assembled Bell UH-IHs. Also pro-

duced by AIDC for the primary training role

are 50 PL-1B Chienshou, with a further 30

locally developed T-CH-1B basic trainers to

replace the force of North American T-6s and

T-28s now in use. For jet training about 30

Northrop T-38s and some Lockheed T-33As

are flown, while two-seat F-5Bs, TF-104Gs,

F-lOOFs, and F-5Fs are attached to the respec-

tive squadrons. Two Beech Super King Airs

have been bought by the government for

Nationalist) air force. The United States

assembled locally.

navaid calibration.

Chinese Nationalist Army: The air dement

of the CNA, engaged on support and liaison

work, uses helicopters, including 50 locally

produced Bell UH-IHs delivered in 1974 - 75,

two Kawaskai KH-4s and seven Sikorsky

CH-34s.



Hong Kong
Royal Hong Kong Auxiliary Air Force:

Tim policing and (011iNiHi1n.1t11.1r. t

department oi the IIK government, ii bated

neai KAI K.n l al alongsidc thc international

lirpon I' ' s manned chiefly by pari time

volunteen bi full-time, Three

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette III heücopteri fly

SAH, liaison and internal lecurii

a smglc Britten-Norman Isländer, delivered in

1972, is used for itirvey work and anti-

smugghng patrols. Two Scottish Aviation

Bulldog 128 trainers werc delivered in 1977.

and. thc smglc Bccch Musketier has been

replaced by a Cessna 404 Titan.

Philippines

^X<$>17^
Philippine Air Force: At presenl the l'AI

lus teven wmgs located al five main bases,

The 5th Fightet Wing at B.is.i Au I'.

made up of three Tactical Fightei Squadrons

and a training unit: the 6th I FS has Northrop

F-5A fighter-bomben and two-seat F-5B

trainers, drawn from rcspcctivc tot.ils of IV

and three originally delivered; the 7t 1 1 I I S Im.

reeeived the Vought I-8II Crusade! and the

9th TFS has reverted to 3 training umt equip

peil with six North Amet u .in F-86F Sabres

.im! nc.irly 25 tonverted Beei h 1-34 A Meli

tors; and the l()5th Combat ( t< w Training

Squadron flies soine 10 Lockheed T-33As and

reconnaissance RT-33As. To increase the et-

fectiveness <>( the fightcr elements, it w.is an

nounced in 1977 t li.it the PAF was to >

35 F-8H Crusaders, purchased for $11.7

million, from the United States. Vought is

overhauling 25 ol the ex-USN F-8Hs under a

$23 million contract, and deliveries luve been

nude to the 7tfa I FS; the remaining 1<> F-8Hs

luve been DOUghl for spares.

The 15th Strike Wing lus its headquarters

at Sangle) Point Station and operates two At-

tack Squadrons, the 16th and 25th, equipped

with about 25 North American T 281) \

number of these aircraft, painted all-black for

night Operations, are based at Zamboanga for

COIN missioiis against the Mindanao Na-

tional Liberation I ront. Also in the wing are

the 17th Attack Sqn, flving 16 SlAI M u

sl 260W Warrioi light strike aircraft, and the

27th Search, Rcscuc and Rj

Squadron, flying foui Grumman HU-16B
Albatri iss amphibian Pri ii ilippine

airspace is organised und i ! \ircraft

I and Warning Wing, which operates

three squadrons maiiiiing r.id.ir sites .it l'aredes

Air Station in the north, Gozai and l'aranal.

There are two transport wings, the 205th

and 220th. The 205th Airhft Wmg is based at

NrIioIs Au Ba rates the following

Units: the 204th Tactical Airhtt Sqi

eight Fokker F27 JVIk 101 I th and

207th Air Transport Sqns, with 30 Douglas

md the 505th Air Rcsc ue Sqn. .•

Bell UH-IHs and some MBB BO-105s
delivered in 1977. The 220th Heavy Airlift

Wing at Mactan Air Base south of Manila is

composed of the 221 st Heavy Airlift Sqn.

equipped with some 15 Fairchild C-123B K
Providers, including some ex-South Viet-

namese AF machines; the 222nd HAS. with

three Lockheed L-100-20s and six C-130H
Hercules; and the 223rd Tactical Airlift Sqn,

currently operating in 12 GAF Nomad light

he remaining transport element is

"•h Special Mission Wing stationed at

Nichols Air Ba e, P I bis formation

embraces the 702nd Presidential Airlift Sqn,

equipped with a fcw Bell UH-IHs and UH-
lNs, two S-62As, one F27 Mk 200, four

NAM( VS 11. BAC One-Eleven and a

707.

Divided between thc Air Bases of Nichols

is the 240th Composite

Wing, which comprises the 291 st Special Air

Mission Sqn. with DHC Beavers; the 303rd

Air Recce Sqn. flving some Douglas AC-47s;

the 601 st Liaison Sqn. equipped with six

Cessna U-17A/B Skywagons; and the 901st

Weather Sqn, with Cessna 210 Centurions

and C-47s. The lOOth Training Wing is

located at Fernando Air Base, Lipa City. Two
squadrons make up the wing; the lOlst equip-

ped with about 12 Cessna T-41Ds, and thc

102nd Pilot Training Sqn, flying 32

SF.260MPs. which replace T-34s and T-28s.

For many years a reeipient of American aid

under MAP, thc Philippine air force is moving
towards autonomy with the establishment of

aircraft-produetion facilities. As part of the

Philippines Aerospace Development Corpora-

tion, the Self-Rclunce Development Wing of

the PAF is planning produetion of the

American Jet Industries Super Pinto jet

trainer COIN aircraft. Also to be produced is

an indigenous basic piston-engined trainer

design, designated XT-100 and first announ-

ced in 1976.

The Philippine navy has a small air element

equipped with 10 Britten-Norman Defenders

for SAR and anti-smuggling patrols, and at

least three MBB BO-105 helicopters for liaison

work.

Vietnam
Vietnamese Pcople's Air Force: The Vier

namese aii force, originally the aii arm of

North Vietnam, now operates ovet wl

South Vietnam, whose government collapsed

in 1975. The communis! Vietnamese regime

has ideological and military difterences with

neighbouring Kampiu hea's government and

this resulted in the invasion o( [anuary 1979.

Reports cited .itt.uks oii Kampiu hcin posi-

tions by Cessna A-37s, F-5Es and North

American AI Skyraiders, presui

nude serviceable from thc 1.100 captured from

uth Vietnamese air force in 1975.

pped Lcxkheed C-130 Hercules

and Boeing Chinook helicopters are also

reported in Ilse Vietnam has mdicated unof-

Gcially that it is wilhng to seil oll some of the

war K
The Vietnamese air force has a strike force

of 10 Ilvushin 11-28 light bombers, two in-

tereeptor squadrons with 30 Chinese-built

Mikoyan-Gurevich Mii,-19s ishenvang F-6s),

six fighter-bomber units with about 80

MiG-17s, two strike units with 30 Sukhoi

md four intereeptor squadrons with 70

Mit i 21s. Transports include 20 Antonov
An-2s. four An-24s, 12 ll-14s, 20 Lisunov

Li-2s and a VIP 11-18. The helicopter element

includes 12 Mil Mi-4s, five Mi-6 heavy-lift

machines plus some nine Mi-8s. A further 10

Mi -t- fly under navy command for SAR
duties.

Kampuchea (Cambodia)

* Khmer Liberation Army: Fierce border

clashes with neighbouring Vietnam culmi-

nated in the invasion of Kampuchea in January

1979. China supported the Khmer forces and

supplied some 16 MiG-19s or F-6 dav fighters

but only six were uncrated at Kompong
Chnang, 50 miles (80 km) north-east of the

capital, and their use was believed to have been

very limited. Guerilla resistance is continuing

against the Vietnamese but the Khmer air

force ceased to exist by February 1979. Tvpes

known to have been in the former Cambodian

air force include Douglas AC-47 gunships,

Fairchild C-123 and Douglas C-4" transports,

Cessna O-ls, Bell UH-1H helicopters and

North American T-28D attack trainers.

Thailand

Royal Thai Air Force: The country's

moderate attitude towards the neighbouring

communist states has done nothing to lessen

clashes along the Thai-Cambodia border nor

the Infiltration of communist-backed guerrillas

in the north and along the border with Laos.

To reduce the threat in the south, Thailand

and Malaysia signed a co-operative agreement

in March 1977 and Joint Operations have been

condueted by the two countries' military

forces. To increase the effectiveness of the

RTAF, a $50 million order in 1976 for 17

Northrop F-5E fighter-bombers and three

two-seat F-5F trainers is currently awaiting

fulfilment. These will join the force of F-5As

currently in Thai Service, comprising No 13

Sqn at Don Muang, Bangkok, equipped with

24 F-5As, two F-5B trainers and four RF-5A
reconnaissance aircraft. With No 13 Sqn in

the Ist Combat Wing are No 11 Sqn, with 20

Lockheed T-33As and four RT-33As, and No
12 Sqn, with some of the 32 Rockwell OV-
10C Broncos supplied to Thailand in two bat-

ches of 16 aircraft from 1971 onwards; a fur-

ther six Broncos have been acquired via the US
Department of Defense presumablv to make
up for attrition suffered bv the earlier aircraft.

The 2nd Wing has at least six COIN
squadrons (Nos 21, 22, 23, 53, 62 and 73

Sqns) equipped with the remainder of the OV-
lOCs, 30 North American T-6Gs, 16 Cessna

A-37Bs, 45 North American T-28Ds, and 31

Fairchild-Hiller AU-23A Peacemakers supplied

in two batches of 11 and 20 aircraft. A single

helicopter squadron, No 63, operates most of

the RTAF rotary-wing force of 63 Bell UH-
IHs, 40 Sikorsky H-34Cs, 13 UH-19s and

three Kaman HH-43B Huskies; 18 ex-US Ar-

my H-34s have been converted to S-58T Stan-

dard by Thai-Am in Bangkok, with deliveries

to the RTAF completed in 1978.

The transport units, Nos 61 and 62 Sqns,

form part of the 6th Wing at Bangkok,

operating between them 20 Douglas C-47s, at

least 40 Fairchild C-123B/K Providers and five

One of the users of the versatile Rockwell OV-10 Bronco is the Royal Thai AF, which has

32 shared between the Ist and 2nd Air Combat Wings (with numerous other aircraft) and

was in late 1979 receiving six more from US Stocks to replace losses.
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Beech C-45s. Two BAe HS. 748s are attached

to the Royal Flight at Bangkok, operating

alongside one of two Swearingen Merlin IVAs

delivered in December 1977 and in March
1978 (one crashed in November 1978). A fur-

ther three Merlin IVs were ordered in 1978 for

Photographie reconnaissance duties. Training

is centred at Korat Air Base, with basic work
performed on 24 New Zealand Aerospace

CT/4 Airtrainers, 12 SIAI-Marchetti

SF.260MTs, at least four Cessna T-41Ds and

10 Continental-powered DHC Chipmunks.

Advanced training is done on 14 Cessna

T-37Bs. A number of liaison types are also in

service, including Helio U-lOs, North

American U-18Fs, and some Bell OH-13s.

Royal Thai Navy: the airborne arm of the

navy has two Grumman HU-16B Albatross

amphibians for SAR work, and about 10

Grumman S-2A Trackers delivered in 1966 for

MR and ASW duties and based at Bangkok.

Two Canadair CL-215s were reeeived in 1978

for SAR duties.

Royal Thai Army: A variety of US-supplied
' fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft — in-

cluding a force of some 90 Cessna O-ls for

Observation and liaison duties and a Beech 99

for transport work — are flown in support of

the Thai army ground force. Helicopters in-

clude 16 Fairchild FH-llOOs, three Bell 206s,

six OH-23Fs and about 90 UH-IB/Ds; four

Beoing CH-47As are flown on troop transport

and supply duties. The Thai Border Police

fly three DHC Caribous, three Short Skyvans,

five Peacemakers and four Pilatus Porters,

three Dorner Skyservants and one CT/4 Air-

tainer. A helicopter element has 10 Bell 204Bs
and 11 Bell 205s, plus two Bell 205As and four

Bell 206Bs.

Malaysia

Royal Malaysian Air Force: With the ac-

quisition of 14 Northrop F-5Es (two lost in ac-

eidents reducing the total to 12 aircraft) and

two F-5B trainers, the RMAF has phased out

the 16 ex-RAF Commonwealth Sabres which

it has been flying since 1969. The F-5E/Bs

now equip two Butterworth-based fighter-

bomber squadrons: Nos 11 'Cobra' Sqn,

previously with Sabres, and 12 'Tiger' Sqn.

Two squadrons, Nos 6 and 9, operate 16 sur-

viving Canadair CL-41G Tebuan armed
trainers of 20 originally reeeived, the former

unit flying in the ground-attack role. The
transport elements consist of 17 DHC
Caribous divided between Nos 1 and 8 Sqns at

Labuan, and six Lockheed C-130H Hercules

newly delivered to 14 Sqn at Kuala Lumpur
for heavy-lift and long-range transport work.

Also at Kuala Lumpur is the VIP government

unit, No 2 Sqn, equipped with two de

Havilland Doves, two Fokker F. 28 Mk 1000s,

three DH Herons and two BAe H.S. 125s.

Liaison and FAC duties are performed by two
helicopter squadrons with 25 Aerospatiale

(Sud) Alouette IIIs: Nos 3 Sqn at Kuala Lum-
pur and 5 Sqn at Labuan. Heavy-lift helicopter

capacity is provided by 20 Sikorsky S-61As

operating with Nos 7 Sqn at Kuching and 10

Sqn at Kuantan. Known as Nuris in RMAF
service, the S-61As have been in use for some
years and a further 16 are being delivered.

The RMAF Flying Training School at Alor

Star has 15 BAe (SA) Bulldog 102 primary

trainers, and a helicopter FTS at Labuan has

six Bell 47Gs and three ex-British army Bell

Sioux. Also based at Alor Star are 12 Cessna

402Bs used for liaison, multi-engine training

and survey work. Five Bell 206Bs and some
Bell 212s have been reeeived. Based at Butter-

worth are the two RAAF Dassault Mirage

squadrons which form an important part of

the five-power agreement involving Malaysia,

Australia, New Zealand, Singapore and the

UK. In 1977 a border agreement was signed

with Thailand in an effort to reduce the com-
munist guerrilla activity in the area. Joint

Operations have had limited success, the

RMAF flying counter-insurgency (COIN)
missions and supply flights in support of the

armies.

Standard primary pilot trainer of the Royal Malaysian Air Force, the BAe Bulldog 102

equips the FTS at Alor Star in the north-west corner of the country north of Butterworth,

the main F-5 base. Jet training is done on Tebuan (Wasp) CL-41Gs.

Singapore

Republic of Singapore Air Force: This

small island nation officially established an Air

Defence Command in September 1971 and

subsequently renamed the arm the Republic of

Singapore Air Force.

The current strike force comprises two

squadrons of BAe (H.S.) Hunter Mk 74s based

at the main RSAF strike airfield of Tengah.

These are No 140 (Osprey) Sqn, which also

has four FR.74As on strength, and 141

(Merlin) Sqn. About 31 single-seat Hunters

are in service, plus seven two-seat T.75s and

the four reconnaissance FR.74As. At the same

base are Nos 142 and 143 Sqns, equipped with

40 McDonnell Douglas A-4S Skyhawk
fighter-bombers and six TA-4S two-seat

trainers. These aircraft have been converted

from ex-US Navy A-4Bs by Lockheed Aircraft

Service Singapore (LASS). More than 100

modifications have been incorporated, in-

cluding a new avionics fit and the installation

of uprated 8,400-lb (3810-kg) J65 engines.

At Seletar, the RSAF's main training base.

No 130 (Eagle) Sqn operates about 16 BAC
Strikemaster Mk 84s for basic jet and weapon

training. To make up for attrition, a further

five Strikemasters were acquired from Oman
early in 1977. Another unit, No 150 (Falcon)

Sqn, flies 14 SIAI-Marchetti SF.260MS basic

trainers; some of these are being converted to

Warrior Standard for the carriage of under-

wing weapons. Replacing the seven

Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette III helicopters

flown by No 120 (Condor) Sqn are 17 Bell

UH-IHs and three Bell 212s; they are used on

liaison work and for plane-guard duties at

Tengah. Transport duties are performed by

No 121 Sqn, which has six Short Skyvan 3Ms
used also for SAR and anti-smuggling duties

around the island, and four second-hand

Lockheed C-130B Hercules delivered recently

from Jordan and the USA.
The current combat element totals some 90

aircraft, but this figure increased early in 1979

when the first of 23 Northrop F-53/Fs arriv-

ed. Ordered in September 1976 at a cost of

some Sl 13 million, the 18 F-5Es and three

two-seat F-5F combat trainers are assigned the

intereeptor role, for which they are equipped

with AIM-9J Sidewinder missiles, 200 of

which are included in the deal. The first air-

craft arrived in February and delivery was

completed by the end of 1979. Neighbouring

Malaysia, with which Singapore has a defence

agreement, also operates F-5Es, a factor which

significantly influenced the RSAF's decision.

Indonesia

Tentara Nasional Indonesia Angkatan
Udara: In April 1978, the Indonesian govern-

ment signed a £25 million contract with

British Aerospace for eight Hawk Mk 53 ad-

vanced trainers. An initial TNIAU require-

ment called for at least twice the number
ordered, but finance problems limited the pur-

chase; a repeat order is expected at a later date.

The Hawks will replace 10 Lockheed T-33As
currently in service, and the contract also

Covers the training of Indonesian pilots and

engineers. Forming the front-line combat ele-

ment of the TNIAU are three squadrons.

One, based in East Java, flies 16 ex-RAAF
Commonwealth Sabre fighters supplied in

These three Short Skyvan 3(v1 multi-role transports are part ot tne equipment on No 2 Sqn of the TNIAU (Indonesian AF), serving

alongside the growmg fleet of locally assembled CASA C.212 Aviocars which have almost identical engines and slmilar cabin dimensions but

cannot carry such a heavy payload The C-130 serves as the heavy airlift aircraft.
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1972 under an liidonesian Australian aid

agrccmcnt A sctond squadron is cquipped

with 16 R.»ekwcll OV-10P BroncoCOIN air-

crafl supplicd in 1976-77, wink- a tlnrd unit

still operates 14 ground-attack North

Amerii an P-S1D Mustangi l o modcrnize the

combat squadrons, the an force lus ordcred

eight Northrop F-5F. fightcr-bombers and four

F-5F trainers.

The transport dement comprises a hcavy-

lift squadron, Nu 31, cquipped with eight

Lockheed C-130B Hercules, and a Fürth«

unit, 2 Sqn, flying 12 Douglas C-47s and three

Shorts Skyvans for shortrange work. Eight

Fokker F. 27 Mk 4(K)Ms have been reeeived to

modernize the force, plus the first of 25

Nurtanio-asseinbled CASA C-212 light

transports. Three cx-Pakistani Lockheed

L-1049G Super Constcllations are reported to

have been acquired. Under the aid agreement

with Australia, the air force is getting six

GAF Noniad Mission Masters. A Lockheed

JetStar 6 is used for VIP transport, and a

variety of smaller types are flown on haison

and Communications work, including seven

DHC Otters, five Cessna 401s, two Cessna

402s and five Cessna T207s. The helicopter

fleet totals four Aerospatialc (Sud) Alouette

llls, two Bell 204Bs, four Sikorsky H-34Ds

and an S-61A. A batch of ex-Austrahan Bell

47ds were reeeived in 1978 and the air force

has plans for the procurement of some Bell

205s. Nurtanio, the country's aircraft in-

dustrial concern, is to assemble SA. 330 Pumas

under licence from Aerospatialc, and an initial

order was announced in 1978 for six niachincs

for the TNIAU. Training is currently per-

formed on some 15 Beech T-34As, but under a

$10 milhoii order 16 T-34C Turbo f.
1

have been delivered to replace the older air-

craft; 10 T-33As will be replaccd by

eight Hawks. Soviet types in storagc include

22 Tupolev Tu-16s, 10 llyushin ll-28s, 35

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21s. 40 MiG-15 17s,

10 ll-14s, 10 Antonov An-12s. 20 Mil Mi-14s

and ninc Mi-6s

Angatan Laut Republik Indonesia: Six

GAF Nomad Search Master B Utility aircraft

are in service with the naval air arm, having

been acquired under the aid agrccmcnt with

Australia. They are used for coastal patrol and

transport work froni Surabaya in E. Java and

are being joined by a second squadron of six

Search Masters. Five Grumman HU-16B
Albatross amphibians are still operated on

SAR dutics. while six Douglas C-47s fly in

the supp.T' role Hclicopters used for haison

include three Alouette lls, three

Alouette llls and four Bell

Tentara National Indonesia Angatan
Dorat: The air arm of the Indonesien army
was formed in 1959 for liaison and support

dunes. Sixteen Bell 205A-ls reeeived in 1978

from the United States for Utility dunes com-
plement a variety of fixed-wing and helicopter

types: two Dougl

.

wo Rockwell

Acro Commander 560s. one DHC Beaver and

a Beech 18, seven Alouette llls and some
Cessna 185s. O-ls. 310Ps and a number of

licence-built Polish PZL Wilga 32«.

Brunei

Royal Brunei Malay Regiment Air

Wing: Formed in 1966 to support the Brunei

Army and commanded by a seconded R_AF of-

ficer, the Air Wing has standardised on types

over the past few years and is now almost

completely a helicopter force. The fleet con-

sists of four BeH 212s, one fitted out for VIP

use, three Bell 205As and three Bell

JetRangers, the last being fitted with uprated

engines to Model 206B Standard for bettcr

tropical Performance. For use by the Sultan

but also operated as a transport by the wing is

a Single BAe (Hawker Siddeley) HS 748.

which was delivered in 1971.

Papua New Guinea
Papua-New Guinea Defence Force: The
air dement of the PNGDF comprises one Air

Transport Squadron, which was formed in

August 1975, shortly after the country's in-

dependence. The squadron operates four ex-

Royal Australian Air Force Douglas C-47s and

three GAF N22B Nomad Utility aircraft. Per-

sonnel total 18 seconded Australian army and

.in tone air and ground crew, including Bve

pilots, and 57 PNG national*, ol whorn 16 jrc

pilots. Main roles of this small force are the

support of the PNDGF. training and land and

sca surveillancc.

Australia

Royal Australian Air Force: The RAAF is

organised into two main Commands, Opera-

tional Command Controlling all flying

elements except training, and Support Com-
mand encompassing Maintenance and Train-

ing Commands. Australia's strike force com-

prises Nos 1 and 6 Sqns equipped with 21

General Dynamics F-lllCs based at

Amberley, Queensland, assigned both land

and maritime long-range strike roles. Four air-

craft have been fitted with sensors and recon-

naissance equipment at a total cost of

$A19million to increase the effectiveness of

the force. A third squadron (No 2, also based

at Amberley) operates eight Government Air-

craft Factories Canberra B.20s in the PR and

target-towing roles, plus four Canberra T.21s

for training. Air defence is the task of three

Dassault Mirage IIIO Units; one of them, No
77 Sqn, is based at Williamtown, New South

Wales, which forms the home base of the

Mirage Wing. The two other squadrons, Nos
3 and 75, are based at Butterworth, Malaysia,

as part of Australia's commitment to the five-

power agreement involving Singapore,

Malaysia, the UK, Australia and New
Zealand. The RAAF acquired a total of 100

single-seat Dassault Mirage IIIOs and 16 two-
seat IIIDOs. In addition to these aircraft,

there is a reserve strike potential in 86 Aer-

Though the Royal Australian Air Force had to wait almost ten years longer than planned for it, the F-111C has since 1973 provided

all-weather attack capability in 1 and 6 Sqns, based at Amberley, near Brisbane, plus a small reconnaissance force.

macchi/CAC M.B.326H attack/trainers

which normally fly in the adyanced training

role as outlined overleaf.

Two maritime reconnaissance squadrons are

operated: No 10 Sqn at Townsville,

Queensland, flying 12 Lockheed SP-2H Nep-

tunes; and No 11 Sqn at Edinburgh, South

Australia, flying 10 Lockheed P-3B Orions.

To replace the Neptunes, 10 new Lockheed

P-3C Update II Orions delivered in 1978-79

at a cost of $A175million. The RAAF has a

large transport force totalling five fixed-wing

squadrons and three helicopter units.

Backbone of the fleet are two squadrons of

Lockheed Hercules: No 36 Sqn flying 12

C-130As and No 37 Sqn with 12 C-130Es,

both based at Richmond, NSW. To replace

the early A-series aircraft, 12 new C-130Hs are

being delivered. Also at Richmond are two
DHC Caribou-equipped units, Nos 35 and 38

Sqns, with a total of 23 aircraft. A replace-

ment for these aircraft is needed but no selec-

tion has yet been made. Based at Fairbairn,

Canberra, is 34 Sqn, which uses a variety of

types for VIP duties, including two BAe
(BAC) One-Elevens, three Dassault Mystere

20s and two BAe (Hawker Siddeley) HS 748s.

The acquisition of two Boeing 727s for VIP

duties is being considered. A sizeable force of

Douglas C-47s remains in service, numbering

some 17 aircraft, and these are likely to con-

tinue flying in various support roles until the

end of 1980.

The two helicopter units, based at Fairbairn

and Townsville, operate in the training role

(No 5 Sqn with 31 Bell UH-lBs) and on the

support and SAR duties (No 9 Sqn with 16

ÜH-ID/Hs). A third unit, No 12 Sqn at

Amberley, is equipped with 12 Boeing-Vertol

CH-47C Chinooks for army support but

budget restrictions have forced the temporary

storage of at least some of these machines.
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New Zealand-built AESL CT/4 Airtrainers,

totalling 31 aircraft, operate with No 1 FTS at

Point Cook, and a further six aircraft at the

Central Flying School at East Säle have re-

placed Commonwealth Aircraft CA-25 Win-
jeels. Six Airtrainers have been fitted with

underwing hardpoints for use in training for-

ward air Controllers. Jet training is done at No
2 FTS Pearce, on 50 M.B.326s, while at East

Säle the School of Air Navigation uses eight

BAe (Hawker Siddeley) HS 748 T.2s for

navigation training. Instructor training is per-

formed at CFS East Säle on 15 M.B.326s.

The choice of a replacement for the Mirage

IIIs in the Tactical Fighter Force has still to be

decided. Requests for Proposais (RFP) are be-

ing assessed by the RAAF from submissions

presented by European and American

manufacturers. The types currently under

evaluation are the GD F-16, McDonnell

Douglas F-15 and F-18, Mirage 2000 and the

Panavia Tornado. As a result of the high costs

involved, the RAAF is having to restrict the

number of aircraft to be purchased to a single

squadron and the type chosen is likely to be

more of a multi-role aircraft rather than a pure

interceptor as originally envisaged. In the

meantime, proposals are being studied for a

Programme to extend the useful lives of the

Mirage IIIs into the late 1980s. A similar

scheme is being undertaken by Hawker de

Havilland for the large training force of

M.B.326s. Initially thought to be a candidate

for the new M.B.339, the RAAF seems to

favour an extension of the service life of the

well proven M.B. 326 will take the aircraft in-

to the 1990s.

Royal Australian Navy: The RAN's
20,000-ton light aircraft-carrier HMAS
Melbourne (formerly HMS Majestic, bought in

1956) is scheduled to continue in service until

the 1980s, and her Fleet Air Arm Air Group
operates in the ASW, strike and ground-

attack roles, as well as having an SAR capabili-

ty. Three squadrons comprise the group:

VF-805 with McDonnell Douglas A-4G
Skyhawks, VS-816 with Grumman S-2G/E

Trackers and HS-817 with Westland Sea King

Mk 50s. The carrier's aircraft complement

totals 14 Skyhawks, six Trackers and six Sea

Kings. The navy is known to be keen to

replace Melbourne in the 1980s with a smaller

carrier equipped for V/STOL aircraft and

ASW helicopters. Shipbuilding firms have

been asked to submit proposals, and when a

firm decision has been made, probably not

before the beginning of 1980, an order for

BAe (Hawker Siddeley) Sea Harriers is sure to

follow. The Tracker fleet is back up to

strength following the disastrous hangar fire

in December 1976, which all but destroyed the

force; some 19 aircraft are now in service.

Other squadrons based at Nowra Naval Air

Station, NSW, are HS-723, equipped with

four Bell UH-lBs, two Bell 206B-1 LOHs and

four Westland Wessex HAS.31Bs flying in

the fleet requirements, Communications and

SAR roles; VC-724, flying A-4G/TA-4G
Skyhawks and eight M.B.326Hs on fixed-

wing fighter. ground-attack training, fleet re-

quirements and trials duties; and VC-851,

which operates two HS 748s modified for elec-

tronic warfare training. A total of 17

A-4G/TA-4G Skyhawks, eight Sea Kings and

28 other helicopters are in service.

Army Aviation: In 1968 the Australian Ar-

my Aviation Corps was created to organise

and train the aviation units in the Australian

Army. An Aviation Centre established at

Oakey, Queensland, in 1971 accommodates

the School of Army Aviation, Ist Aviation

Regiment and No 5 Base Workshop Bat-

talion, a major maintenance and repair facility.

Helicopter squadrons are located with major

field formations in Townsville, Queensland

and Sydney, New South Wales. In addition to

providing support for the army in Australia,

aircraft are being used in Indonesia and Papua

New Guinea.

Current fixed-wing equipment comprises

17 Pilatus PC-6 Turbo-Porters flying with the

171st Air Cavalry Flight at Holsworthy and

173rd Support Sqn at Oakey, and 11 GAF
Nomad Mission Master Utility aircraft

delivered in 1977.

Dunking a sonobuoy. the Westland Sea King 50 is the Standard ASW helicopter of the

RAN's Fleet Air Arm Air Group, serving with HS-817 squadron. The Mk 50 was first of the

uprated series of Westland Sea Kings.

New Zealand

Royal New Zealand Air Force: Economic
restrictions continue to prevent any large-scale

expansion of the RNZAF. Current personnel

strength is some 4,300 and the service has an

establishment of seven operational squadrons

in the strike, transport and maritime roles

under the command of Operations Group at

Auckland. The other main dement is Support

Group, headquartered at Christchurch, which

encompasses all units not concerned with

front-line operational flying. Air force head-

quarters are in Wellington, alongside those of

the army and navy and forming the country's

tri-service defence Organisation. An RNZAF
unit is deployed in Singapore in support of the

country's defence commitments in South-East

Asia; the Service also provides a small home
defence force.

The present strike dement is composed of

nine McDonnell Douglas A-4K and four TA-
4K Skyhawks flying with No 75 Sqn and bas-

ed at Ohakea in North Island. Further north

at Whenuapai, Auckland, No 5 Sqn operates

in the maritime-reconnaissance role, flying five

Lockheed P-3B Orions. Transport duties are

undertaken from the same base by No 40 Sqn,

which has an establishment of five Lockheed

C-130H Hercules and a single BAe (H.S.)

Devon; this unit is assigned the long-range

transport task as well as doing heavy-lift

logistical work. Also at Whenuapai is No 1

Sqn, flying troops and freight with six of the

10 HS Andover C.ls in use. These aircraft

were purchased from the RAF in 1976 and

have replaced Douglas C-47s and Bristol

Freighters in the short/medium-range
transport role. The remaining four Andovers,

plus two Devons, equip No 42 Sqn at Ohakea
for a variety of tasks, including VIP work and

twin continuation training. No 3 Sqn at Hob-
sonville forms the RNZAF's main helicopter

unit, flying 10 Bell UH-1D and UH-1H Iro-

quois and six Bell 47Gs. Apart from air force

work, the squadron is committed to army sup-

port. At Tengah in Singapore is the RNZAF
Support Unit, equipped with four Bell

UH-1H helicopters. Until recently these

machines were part of No 41 Sqn, but in

December 1977 this squadron relinquished its

three remaining Bristol Mk 31 Freighters, the

type having completed 26 years' Sterling ser-

vice with the New Zealand armed forces, and

the unit was disbanded and the Support Unit

established.

Operational strike training and jet conver-

sion is performed by No 14 Sqn at Ohakea
with 16 BAC Strikemaster Mk 88s. Pilot

training bej^ins on the 13 New Zealand

Aerospace CT/4 Airtrainers at the FTS at

Wigram, while four Bell 47Gs are used for

helicopter training. New Zealand's long

association with the North American Harvard

came to an end in June 1977 when the type

was retired from use at Wigram. A further six

CT/4 airframes have been bought by the

RNZAF for spares.

A token naval air component of two
Westland Wasps comes under the wing of No
3 Sqn at Hobsonville when shore-based;

deployed, they operate from the frigates

HMNZS Canterbury and Waihato.

This fine Portrait of a Strikemaster 88 shows a machine from RNZAF No 14 Squadron at

Ohakea, which handles the service's jet conversion and operational strike training.
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South America
Almost all the military aircrafl operated by Latin Amencan cour 1

il US,
British, i rem h 01 Italian origii America's hold on the market was broken by US
atterni v of advanced weaponry such as super

theareain irder t< i
H in arms race As in any market, the customer is always

righl and in hat the customer wanted was supersonic a<'

Mirage fighters havi to Argentina, Brazil. Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
he A-4 or Canberra as an effective bomber -

refurbishmenl ol is a healthy source of business for British Aero-.;

Ecuad iguar. Israel hasattempted to market the Kfir,

but the US has vetoed /9 powerplant to South America An Atar-

powered vanant known as Dagger may have been supphed to Argentina

Soviet penetration of the area has been limited The Cuban Air Force op<

i and recently took dehvery of 20 MiG 23 and MiG 27 Floggers US
reactioir, to this deployment seemed a little excessive since the limited ta

radius of the type would allow it to operate only over the State of Florida - an area

air defences are already positioned to tackle intruders from Cuba The tac-

idius of Flogger is much less than that of the II 28 Beagle bombers, withdrawal

of which was negotiated during the 1962 Cuban missile cnsis Peru took delivery of

36 Su 22 Fittei fightei bombers in 1977 but is reported to have found the avionics

fitted i" the aircraft rather more austere than was expected Even the Sirena radar

warning r< cei bi normally carned by the Su-20 export vanant has been deleted

Several countries li.ive set up an aircraft-manufactunng tndustry Brazil buii'

:

Aermacchi MB 326 under licence as the Xavante while Argentina has designed and
buill a ränge of types including the IA58 Pucarä counter-msurgency aircraft An
Argentinian two seal jel trainer is also planned.

Argentma 52

Bolivia 52

Brazil 50

Chile 51

Colombia 49

Cuba 47

Dominican Republii

Ecuador 49

Guatemala 48

Guyana 49

Haiti 47

47

Honduras 48

Jamaic.i 47

Mexico 48

Nicaragua 48

Panama 49

Paraguay 52

Peru 50

Salvador 48

Uruguay 51

Venezuela 49

a^^ -^^ Dominican Republic
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Cuba
Fuerza Aerca Revolucionaria: SÜKC the

revolution in 1958, the FAK has been supplicd

wuli aircraft and equipmeni froin th<

ind in return has contributed pilots and

personnel to .i Dumbei >'t militar)

abroad, particularly in Atriia Current combat

strength compriies five interceptoi iquadroni

tlving 30 earl) version Mikoyan-Gurevich

ü s and 30 lata MiG 21M1 • More
th.in 12 MK i-23\ are m lervice, based .it two

Jirticlds. Sjii Julian in the weit and Guincs

neu Havana, and Soviet Air Force p:

regularly flving patrols in these aircratt as well

js im tl nenting these units

.«.ith 40 MiG-19s and four

tightcr-bomber squadrons equipped with 75

MiG-17i A lecond-hne training unit has 15

is. The transport arm has some 50 air-

cratt niadc up of Antonov An-2 Utility

biplancs, llvuslui) ll-14s and An-24s, while the

helicopter force has approximately 30 Mil

Mi-ls and 24 Mi-4s. For training. two-scat

Mil.-lSUTIs and Zlin 326s are used. Cuban
bases are frequently used by Soviet long-range

reconnaissancc aircraft. For military transport

duties to Africa, Cubana aircraft are used,

usually supplemented by Soviet air force

transports.

Jamaica© Jamaica Defence Force Air Wing: A
transport Force with .iddition.il SAR. liaison

and police co-operation roles, the Air Wing i\

based at Up Park Camp, Kingston, jnd

operates -\ variet) oi types The hxed-wing
element is made up of two Britten-Norman

Island« transports, one DHC Tum Ottei

300, i>ih- Beecn King Air, a Single Beech Duke
and two Cessna 185 Skywagons. T1r- heU-

coptei tlight operates tour Bell 206B Jct-

Rangen .md threc Bell 212 heavy-lift

Haiti

Haiti Air Corps: This small air arm lias

reeeived limited Amencan aid in recent jrears,

but no modern combat aircraft are in Service

The sole fighter-boniber squadron is reported

to have retired it-. six long-serving North
American F-51D Mustangs, the Air Corps

replacing them with eight Cessna 0-2A Super

Skymasters equipped with underwing hard-

points for a dual liaison COIN role. Other

types include three Douglas C-47s, two Beech

C-45s, a Single Cessna 402, three DHC
Beavers, tour Sikorsks H-34s and five S-55s,

mostly used for transport and supply work.

Some training capacity was provided by three

North American T-6s and three T-28s betöre

their recent replacement by three Cessna 150s

and a Cessna 172.

Dominican Republic

s\ Fuerza Aerea Dominicana: Thi> small

country, situated in the Caribbean, operates a

token air force under a central air command
within which are some three active units. The
fighter combat squadron equipped with more
than a dozen North American F-51D
Mustangs, acts mainly as a training unit.

Seven Douglas B-26K.S form the bomber com-

ponent, and the survivors of 10 de Havilland

Vampire F.l/FB.50s constitute the country's

sole jet equipment. For Coin duties approx-

imately six North American T-28Ds are used,

but these aircraft also fulfil a dual training

commitment. With the country almost sur-

rounded bv water, the SAR and MR tasks

assume considerable importance. although

budget restrictions have not allowed for the

replacement of the two Consolidated PBY-5A
Catalinas in use. A transport squadron has six

Douglas C-47s, six Curtiss C-46s and three

DHC Beavers. Helicopters include three

Aerospatiale Alouette EI/IIIs, two Sikorsky

H-19s, two Hiller UH-12Es and sevenHughes

OH-6As. The training element has four

Cessna 172s plus some North American T-6s

and Beech T-lls.
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Mexico

Fuerza Aerea Mexicana: Lack of finance is

seen as the main reason why no new combat
aircraft have been procured by the Mexican air

force since the withdrawal from Service of the

12 de Havilland Vampire F. 3s. The present in-

ventory comprises No 202 Sqn with 15

Lockheed AT-33 armed trainers, about 50

North American T-28s in four training

squadrons (Nos 201, 205, 206 and 207 Sqns)

and some 20 North American T-6s in Nos 203

and 204 Sqns, although not all the aircraft are

operational. A light support unit, No 209 Sqn,

uses 18 LASA-60s mainly for SAR duties, plus

one Hiller 12E and nine Aerospatiales (Sud)

Alouette IIIs.

A Heavy Transport Squadron is equipped

with one Douglas DC-7, five C-54s and two
C-118s, while a Light Transport Group has

seven Douglas C-47s, one Short Skyvan, 20

Rockwell Aero Commander 500s, some Piper

Aztecs, 12 Britten-Norman Islanders

(government-operated) and 10 IAI Aravas.

Based at Mexico City is a VIP and government

squadron flying two Boeing 727-100QCs, an

BAe H.S 125, a BAC One-Eleven and a

Lockheed JetStar. The helicopter force Stands

at 14 Bell 47Gs, five Bell JetRangers, a Bell

212 and about 10 Bell 205s. Twenty aerobatic

Beech Bonanza F33Cs have been delivered for

Though it is not the type of aircraft to equip whole squadrons the vanous species of Leariets are used by a surpnsing number of the

world's armed forces as VIP transport and for many other duties. This Model 24D is operated by the Mexican Navy

training, joining 20 Beech Musketeer Sports

brought in 1970, and some Beech B55 Barons

are used for twin training. The FAM has

ordered 12 Pilatus PC-7 Turbo-Trainers to up-

date the training syllabus at the basic stage,

and these aircraft are expected to have Provi-

sion for underwing armament, thus doubling

in the COIN role; delivery is expected in

1979.

The Mexican navy operates four Grumman
HU-16A Albatrosses for ASW and SAR
duties, and another four are being bought

from surplus ex-USN Stocks. At least two
Douglas C-47s, four Aerospatiale Alouette IIs

and five Bell 47s are on strength. At least two
Beech Bonanzas are used for twin training,

and a VIP Gates Learjet 24D and Fairchild

FH-227 are operated by the navy.

Guatemala
Fuerza Aerea Guatemalteca: The confron-

tation between this Central American State

and the neighbouring country of Belize in

1977 highlighted Guatemala's deficiency in

modern combat aircraft, and the FAG is

reported to be considering the purchase of a

small number of machines, believed to be Nor-

throp F-5Es. A total of 13 Cessna A-37B jet

COIN aircraft have been delivered to the FAG
for its single ground-attack squadron.

Deliveries were made in 1971, 1974 and 1975.

The other jet equipment operated by this Cen-

tral American air arm comprises three Cessna

T-37Cs, for conversion training, and five

Lockheed T-33As, for advanced training. Both

types were supplied by the United States

under a military assistance agreement. The
Escuadron de Transporte is headquartered at

Guatemala City Airport and flies some nine

Douglas C-47s, 10 Israeli-supplied IAI Arava

light transports, one Douglas C-54 and one

Douglas DC-6. Liaison missions are flown by

six Cessna 170s, three Cessna 180s, two

Cessna U206Cs, six Bell UH-lDs, three

Sikorsky UH-19s and a Hiller OH-23G. For

primary training 10 Aerotec T-23 Uirapurus

have been bought from Brazil. Seven North

American T-6s continue in use as basic

trainers, and at least two Cessna 172s are

operated.

Salvador
Fuerza Aerea Salvadorena: This small Cen-

tral American republic has had frequent clashes

with neighbouring Honduras over the past

few years, and both countries have re-

equipped with more modern combat aircraft.

The FAS operates a squadron of 18 Dassault

Ouragan fighter-bombers purchased from

Israel in 1975, and from the same source came

six Israeli-built Aerospatiale Magisters for

strike/trainer duties. More recently, three ex-

French AF Magisters have been delivered.

Supply and transport duties are performed by a

squadron flying a mixed assortment of types

including two Douglas DC-6s, 17 Douglas

C-47s, and four IAI Arava light STOL air-

craft. Helicopters include three Aerospatiale

Lamas for SAR work, two Aerospatiale (Sud)

Alouette IIIs and a Single Hiller FH-1100. A
training element operates a number of Cessna

T-41Cs, 10 North American T-6s and three

Beech T-34s.

Honduras
Fuerza Aerea Hondurena: To match the

more modern jet equipment acquired by

neighbouring El Salvador over the past few

years, the Honduran air force took delivery in

1976 of 12 ex-Israeli air force Dassault Super

Mystere B.2 fighter-bombers. Re-engined with

Pratt & Whitney J52s to replace the original

SNECMA Atars, these aircraft have given the

country a marked combat ascendancy over

adjoining air forces. The FAH is also equipped

with a squadron of six Cessna A-37Bs, which

were delivered in three batches between June

and November 1975.

Before this influx of jet equipment, the

FAH had relied on a wing of World War II-

vintage Vought F4U-5 Corsair fighter-

bombers delivered in 1958 and 1959. Ten of

these aircraft were based at Tocontin Airport

near the Honduran capital. A reconnaissance/

trainer unit based at San Pedro Sula air base is

equipped with three Lockheed RT-33As.

Modern equipment was also phased into the

transport force when, in 1976, the first two

IAI Arava light transports arrived. These now
fly alongside five Douglas C-47s, two C-54s

and a number of Beech C-45s. Four Cessna

180/185s fly liaison duties, while a basic train-

ing unit is equipped with five Cessna T-41As

delivered in 1973, four North American T-28s

and six T-6s; a further eight T-28As were ac-

quired in August 1978 from ex-Moroccan

Stocks. The helicopter element is understood

to be three Sikorsky H-19s.

Nicaragua
Fuerza Aerea de Nicaragua: This small air

arm is chiefly committed to civilian duties but

retains a token combat element for counter-

insurgency work. This comprises a light strike

element equipped with six Cessna 0-2A
Skymasters supplied by the USA. In 1979

these were used extensively by the Somoza
regime to quell the guerrilla activities of the

opposing Sandinistas. The Douglas B-26 In-

vaders totalling six in number are believed to

be grounded. There are also two ground-

attack units with six Lockheed T-33As and six

North American T-28Ds, all supplied by the

United States. The transport arm has one IAI

Arava light freighter, three Douglas C-47s,

four Beech C-45s and 10 Cessna 180s. Five

CASA C-212 Aviocars were delivered to the

air force in 1977, the first arriving in June that

year. A single BAe (H.S.) 125 flies VIP and

liaison duties. Helicopters include one Hughes

269 for training, four Hughes OH-6As and

three Sikorsky CH-34s. Piper Super Cubs and

a few North American T-6s constitute the

small training element.
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Panama
Fuerza Aerea Panamena: First formed in

1969 with American assistance, the FAP has

no combat aircraft and operates mainly in the

transport, liaison, coastguard and policing

rolei. When tlic United Stares rehnquished

COütrol of the Panama Canal late in 1979, the

FAP was to include patrols of this important

seaway in its duties. The complcte transfer Ol

tlic zone to Panama is duc nn December 31,

1999.

( urrent FAP inventory comprises a Single

Lockheed Electra procured in 1975, four

Douglas C-47s, two DHC Twin Otters, two
DH< Otters and two Britten-Norman

Islanders. The single IAI Westwind is no
longer in service and liaison duties are per-

formed bv two Cessna U-17Bs and a Cessna

172. Helicopters total 12 Bell UH-lBs

delivered in 1977, two UH-lDs, two UH-IHs
and one UH-1N. In 1978. the Panamaman
government purchased a single Shorts Skyvan
3M.

Colombia

Fuerza Aerea Colombiana: This air force,

in line with some others in South America,

purchased Dassault Mirages in 1970 and cur-

rency operates 18 (14 Mirage 5COA fighter-

bombers, two 5CORs for tactical recon-

naissance and two 5COD trainers), which

equip the single combat group at Germon
Olana air base. A single bomber and recon-

naissance squadron operates eight Douglas

B-26Ks and RB-26Cs, and further combat

potential is available from 10 Lockheed AT-
33As usually flown in the advanced training

role: 11 US and Canadian-supplied North

American F-86 Sabres have becn withdrawn

The transport dement comprises the

military airlinc Satena, which operates Services

linking the capital Bogota with distant points

around the countrv. Its fleet consists of two
Douglas C-54s, seven Douglas DC-3s and

three BAe (Hawker Siddeley) HS 748s. The air

force Transport Command is equipped with

one of three ex-Canadian Lockheed C-130B
Hercules delivered in 1971. one Fokker-VFW
F. 28 Mk 1000 for VIP use. six Pilatus Porters

and Turbo- Porters, 10 DHC Beavers. three

C-54s, a few Beech C-45s and 16 Douglas

C-47s. Ten Cessna T-37Cs, six Northrop

T-38s delivered in 1978 from US surplus

Stocks, and 30 Cessna T-41Ds are used for

training at Marco Fidel Suarez air base. Cali,

and there are around 30 Beech T-34s for basic

work including six acquired in 1977 from

surplus American Stocks. A large helicopter

force has 27 Aerospatiale Lamas for SAR
duties. 16 Bell 47Gs. 12 Hughes OH-6As. six

Kaman HH-43 Huskies. six Sikcrsky TH-55s.

six Bell UH-lBs and four Hiller H-23s; one

Bell 212 is flown for Presidential use. Ten
Hughes 500C' D Defenders have recently been

delivered.

Venezuela

Fuerza Aerea Venezolanas: FAV has two
combat groups, or Grupos, one encompassing

the fighter squadrons, or Escuadrones, and the

other the bomber squadrons. Grupo 12 ad-

ministers three fighter squadrons: Escuadron

34, with 15 ex-Canadian Northrop CF-5As
and four CF-5Bs; Escuadron 35, with 20

North American F-86K Sabres; and Escuadron

36, with nine Dassault Mirage IIIEVs, four

5Vs and two 5DVS. Grupo 13 has two
bomber squadrons; Escuadron 39, with 29

BAe Canberras (18 B.2s, seven B[I].8s, two
T.4s and two PR.3s) based at Maracay; and

Escuadron 40, with 16 Rockwell OV-10E
Broncos. The Canberras are undergoing a

refurbishing programme in the UK and 'more

than 20 aircraft are involved' aecording to

British Aerospace.

Transport duties are performed by two
units within the Grupo de Transporte based at

Caracas: Escuadron 1, flying 20 Douglas

C-47s and five Lockheed C-130H Hercules (a

sixth aircraft was lost in September 1976); and
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The Rockwell T-2D Buckeye is the Standard advanced |et trainer of the Fuerza Aerea Venezolanas

Escuadron 2, with the survivors of 18

Fairchild C-123B Providers. Two HS. 748s are

in service, one for VIP duties and the other be-

ing an ex-LAV aircraft and attached to Esc 1.

To Supplement the VIP Boeing 737-200S the

FAV has acquired a McDonnell Douglas

DC-9.

A helicopter group which also flies fixed-

wing types has 15 Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette

IIIs, 10 Sikorsky UH-19s and 12 Bell UH-
lD/Hs operating alongside 12 Cessna 182Ns

and some nine Beech Queen Airs. Training is

the task of about 25 Beech T-34 Mentors and

12 Rockwell T-2D Buckeyes. A further 12

T-2Ds were delivered in 1977; these aircraft,

which have a dual strike/trainer role, are

destined to replace 12 BAe Jet Provost T.52

weapon trainers. Six Bell 206Bs and a single

206L were delivered in 1977, mainly for

government use. An unconfirmed report has

stated that the FAV has placed an order with

Saab for up to 20 MFI-15/17 primary trainers.

The army has about 20 helicopters

(Alouette IIIs and Bell 47Gs) for liaison duties

with ground forces. Slightly smaller is the

naval air component, which comprises six

Grumman S-2E Trackers and four Grumman
HU-16A Albatross amphibians for ASW and

SAR duties, three C-47s, which are being

replaced by a single ex-LAV HS. 748 transport

acquired in 1977, and two Bell 47Gs.

Guyana
Guyana Defence Force Air Command:
Formerly British Guiana, this independent

Commonwealth country has a policing force,

with headquarters in Georgetown, and

operates eight Britten-Norman Islanders for

transport duties. Two Helio Couriers have

now been retired, and the force expanded with

the purchase of a Beech King Air 200 in 1975

and a Cessna U206F delivered the following

year for personnel transport. Helicopters total

two Aerospatiale (Sud) Alouette IIIs, three

Bell 212s and two Bell 206s.

Ecuador

Fuerza Aerea Ecuatoriana: Following

America' s veto on the sale to Ecuador of 24

Israeli Aircraft Industries Kfir fighter-bombers

early in 1977, the FAE placed an order with
Dassault for 16 Mirage F.lJEs and two F.1JB
two-seat combat trainers; delivery was made

in 1979. They will join the squadron of 12

BAC/Breguet Jaguar International strike air-

craft delivered in 1977 under an order covering

10 single- and two two-seat trainers.

A bomber unit has three BAC Canberra

B.6s of six originally delivered, and of the 16

BAC Srikemaster Mk 89s reeeived, 14 survive

to equip a strike/trainer unit. A counter-

insurgency squadron was established in 1976

following the purchase of 12 Cessna A-37Bs

from the USA. The Military Air Transport

Group of the FAE has a variety of types in-

cluding four Douglas DC-6s, two DHC-5D
Buffalos delivered in 1976, and five BAe
(Hawker Siddeley) HS 748s, two being Series

2A aircraft with a large freight door. Of these,

two operate with TAME {Transportes Aereos

Nationales Ecuaiorianos), the military airline

branch of the FAE. Scheduled passenger and

cargo flights are operated by this airline,

which also has four Lockheed Electras and a

single DHC Twin Otter. A further Twin Ot-

ter is in air force use together with one of two
Lockheed C-130H Hercules delivered in 1977.

The transport element makes occasional use of

two Ecuatoriana Boeing 720s for long-range

flights.

A helicopter element has two Aerospatiale

SA. 330 Pumas, four rescue Lamas, six

Alouette IIIs, and some Bell 212s. A single

Beech King Air 90 is in service for calibration

work. The primary training element has 20

Cessna T-41s and 24 Cessna 150 Aerobats. To
modernise the training force, 20 Beech T-34C

Turbo-Mentors are on order to replace nine

T-28s; 12 Lockheed T-33As are used for ad-

vanced work together with some of the

Strikemasters. Twelve Italian SIAI-Marchetti

SF.260 primary trainers were delivered to the

FAE in 1977.

The Ecuadorean Army has a small support

air arm equipped with a single Short Skyvan,

three Pilatus Turbo-Porters and five IAI

Aravas. For photo-survey work the army has a

single Gates .Learjet 25D. The Ecuadorean

Navy too has a liaison unit, equipped with

two Aerospatiale Alouette III helicopters, one

Arava, one Cessna 320E, one Cessna 177 and

two Cessna T-41Ds.
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Brazil

Forca Aerea Brasileira: The largest air arm
in South America, the FAB is also one of the

best equipped having recently undergone a

modernisation programme. For pure intercep-

tor duties, Brazil has a Single squadron of 15

Dassault Mirages purchased from France in

1970 and currently based at Anapolis, near

Brasilia. Designated Ist Air Defence Wing,
the aircraft comprise 11 Mirage lIIEBRs plus

four more ordered to make up for attrition,

and four two-seat Mirage IIIDBRs; they form

an important dement of a French-installed

computerised air-defence System known as

DACTA I and II, which by the end of the

1980s will embrace the whole of Brazilian air-

space. At Santa Cruz, the Ist Fighter Group,

made up of two squadrons, has 36 Northrop

F-5Es and six F-5B two-seat trainers, three of

which have been lost. Also flying fighter

duties are subsonic EMBRAER AT-26
Xavantes, which equip two squadrons of the

4th Fighter Group and a single squadron of

the 14th FG. Xavantes perform a number of

roles with the FAB, including ground-attack

and training. Following the initial order for

112 aircraft, a contract for 40 was placed,

followed by a second re-order for 20 aircraft

which takes the FAB total to 172; the extra

AT-26s should all have been delivered by the

middle of 1980.

Reconnaissance and attack squadrons total

five, three of which have AT-26s (Nos 3, 4

and 5) while the other two fly the indigenous

armed Version of the Neiva T-25 Universal

(Nos 1 and 2 Sqns). Complementing these

units are three liaison and Observation

squadrons equipped with Neiva L-42

Regentes, T-25s and Bell UH-IHs. To make
way for this updated equipment a number of

aircraft are being withdrawn from use, in-

cluding T-6s, Lockheed AT-33As, Douglas

B-26Ks and Cessna T-37s.

Older aircraft continue in Service with

Maritime Command, however, even though

an urgent need still exists to replace ageing

types. All fixed-wing naval aircraft are

operated under air force control, and within

the Naval Command is the Ist Carrier-borne

Aviation Group (Grupo de Aviaco Embarcada).

This unit, based at Santa Cruz, flies eight ex-

USN refurbished Grumman S-2E Trackers

replacing a similar number of older S-2As now
relegated to transport duties. Brazil's only

aircraft-carrier, Minas Gerais (ex-HMS
Vengeance and bought in 1957), normally

accommodates six S-2s at any one time in addi-

tion to a helicopter component (see under

Forca Aeronaval). A liaison unit operated by a

FAB on behalf of the navy flies a few Pilatus

P-3s and North American T-28s. The 7th

GAv at Salvador has retired its seven Lockheed

P-2E Neptunes and has received 12 EMB-111
maritime patrol versions of the Bandeirante

transport, the first three of which were
delivered in 1978. Designated P-95s in FAB
Service, all were delivered by the beginning of

1979. For long-range rescue work, the 6th

GAv at Recife flies three Lockheed RC-130E
Hercules. Two further SAR units are based at

Florionapolis: No 2 Sqn, equipped with 13

Grumman SA-16A/B Albatross amphibians,

and No 3 Sqn with six Bell SH-lDs and a few

Designated AT-26 Xavante, the Aermacchi MB.326GC is a more powerful and strengthened version of the Italian trainer, hcence-built in

Brazil for training and tactical Com missions. The 167 delivered equip squadrons in the 14th and 4th Fighter Groups.

Bell 47Gs.

For transport duties there are four units

divided into the following: No 1 Sqn, I

Group, equipped with seven C-130E, three

C-130H and two KC-130H Hercules, the last-

mentioned flown for air-refuelling the F-5s;

No 1 Sqn, II Group with six BAe (Hawker
Siddeley) HS 748s and some EMB-110
Bandeirante light transports; No 2 Sqn, II

Group, with six HS 748 Srs 2Cs delivered in

1976; and No 2 Sqn of a Parachute Transport

Group, equipped with some of the 21 sur-

viving DHC Buffalos purchased by the FAB.
Most of the 86 EMBRAER Bandeirantes have

been delivered to the FAB and comprise 56

C-95 transports, 20 C-95A freighters, six

R-95 photo-survey aircraft and four EC-95

navaid calibration versions. An order for a

Buffalo replacement could go to an

EMBRAER design known as CX-2A and

powered by two GE T64 turboprops, but this

at present remains in the project stage. Based

at Brasilia is the Grupo de Transporte Especial

(GTE) or Special Transport Group, made up

of two squadrons, operating two Boeing

737-200s, one BAC Viscount, eight HS 125s,

six Bell 206 JetRangers and some Bandeirantes

on VIP and government flights. Five

EMB-121 Xingu light twins have been

delivered to the GTE, while another recent

purchase involves 12 licence-built EMB-810C
Senecas for Service with the GTE and other

units in a liaison capacity. Four further

squadrons fly EMB-llOs, which have replaced

Douglas C-47s, and two more squadrons

operate the remaining Buffalos not flown by

the Parachute Group. At Belem, six Con-
solidated PBY-5A Catalinas are employed on

SAR and transport duties, although these

veterans are long overdue for replacement.

Helicopters equip a counter-insurgency unit

at Santos and total six UH-lDs, four Bell 206s

and four Hughes OH-6As. For navaid check-

ing and survey duties two BAe (Hawker Sid-

deley) HS 125s and the four EMB-llOAs
(EC-95s) have replaced three EC-47s. Training

equipment is mainly home-produced — 100

T-23 Uirapurus for primary work, 132 T-25

Universals for basic training, plus eight more

Though the Brazilian FAB (air force) manages all fixed-wing power, the Forca Aeronaval

deploys a sizeable helicopter force, largest of which are the Sikorsky SH-3D Sea Kings of No
1 ASW Squadron

on order to balance attrition, and some
AT-26s for jet training. Helicopter training is

carried out on 30 Bell H-13Js at Santos, Sao

Paulo. For liaison duties there are some 40

Neiva L-42 Regentes, while in the Observation

role some 70 U-42 Regentes are operated.

naval airForca Aeronaval: The Brazilian

arm has been a helicopter Operator since 1965,

when the President decreed that all fixed-wing

aircraft were to be operated under FAB con-

trol. Consequently, the navy supplies the

Sikorsky SH-3 Sea Kings for Operation aboard

the Minas Gerais, while the air force con-

tributes the S-2s, although the fixed-wing

type comes under naval control once aboard.

Six SH-3Ds are in Service with No 1 ASQ Sqn

and when ashore are absed at the main airfield

of San Pedro de Aldeia. A total of nine

Westland Lynx helicopters have been ordered

for Operation from six Mreroi-class frigates

built or under construction in the UK and

Brazil, and the first two aircraft were accepted

by the navy in 1978. A liaison and general-

duties squadron operates three Westland

Whirlwind 3s, 18 Bell 206Bs and two

Westland Wasps; six more Wasp HAS.ls

were delivered in 1977- 78 to take the inven-

tory to eight aircraft. A training squadron has

10 Hughes 269/300s, though these are

gradually being withdrawn from use.

Peru

Fuerza Aerea del Peru: The Peruvian air

force continues to be one of the more modern
air arms in South America. Having failed to

procure an up-to-date Western strike aircraft

in 1976, it ordered Sukhoi Su-22 'Fitter-C

fighter-bombers. A total of 32 single-seat and

four two-seat combat trainer Su-22Us are

now in service, and they are believed to have

replaced the North American F-86Fs in Grupo
12, comprising two squadrons. To assist in

training Peruvian pilots, 12 ex-Cuban air force

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21s were delivered to

the FAP, together with Cuban instructors.

Currently flying in the strike role are two
squadrons of a three-squadron Bomber Wing
(Grupo 21), with 32 BAC B.2/B.56/B(I).8

Canberras plus two T.4 trainers and 11

B(I).68s. delivered in 1976 from ex-RAF
Stocks via Marshall of Cambridge in the UK.
A third unit in the wing operates 12 Cessna

A-37B Dragonfly light attack aircraft ordered

in 1974 and delivered in 1976. Peru's Dassault

Mirage force began arriving in 1968, and the

initial 20 5Ps and two two-seat 5DPs have

been increased to a total of 36 aircraft by later

re-orders. These fly with two squadrons of

Grupo 13 in the strike/interceptor role, and

the third squadron of the wing is believed to

be flying the second batch of 12 A-37Bs. The

total Peruvian A-37B order was for 36 aircraft,
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dclivcry of tbe final 12 having beeil

tow.irds the end of 1977. A further fightei

wing (( impo 12) flies the nirvivon w 16

Hawkcr Huntei F.62« and the Su-22s. A
maritime-reconnaissance and SAR unit

(Grupo 31) has four Grumman HU-16B
Albatross amphibians.

I he transport elemenl "I the I AI' i omprisei

( ,ru|«> 41 , based at Jorge ( luv / iii l

flying six Lockheed L- 100- 20s, m.iinly for

pipeline work. A second squadron in the wmg
ha« 16 DHC Buffaloes, wink- a third unil

operates mx Douglas C-47$, a fc-w Curtiii

( ((,., fivi Douglas DC-6l and foul Douglas

C-54s. A light transport unil lias jeven DHC
Twin Otters, lome equipped as floatplanes.

Twenty Antonov An-26 tactical treighters are

lupplied by the Soviel Union, the tust

toui .1 1 r < r .ir t having arrived l.it«.- in 1977, and

these are expected to replace the older typei

currently in FPA lervice AeroPeru, thi

ul .1 reorganisation "I Satco, the airline ele-

menl d the aii Force, lias three Fohltet 128s

and two F27-600« for Services within 'In-

country Grupo 8 operatei IS Beecb Queen
Aus "ii liaison dutiet, wink- 12 Pilatus Turbo-

Porten are used tor liglit transpori tasks. A
Presidential Flight operates a Fokker 128

Helicopters include 17 Bell 212s. 20 H. I

12 Aerospatiale (Sud) Aloucttc llls and six

Sovict-supplicd Mil Mi-8s, tht last mentioned

heilig used mainly for oil-cxploration work.

Also 111 serviie arc five Mi-6 heavy-hft

ptCTl delivered last vcar. Training duties

arc performed bv 19 Cessna T-41As, six Pitts

S-2As, 26 Cessna T-37Bs, six Beech T-34s. 15

North American T-6s and eight Lockheed

T-33As in the armed trainer role. The Na-
tional Air Photographie Service u >

I earjei 25Bs toi survey work.

The Peruvian army operates in the liaison

and communitation role and has five Heho
Courien and five Cessna 185s. Eight Bell

47(,s and four Aloucttc llls fly on A< )P duties.

Servicio Aeronaval: Delivered t0 Peru in

Octobei 1977 \s 1 th< fii fokker

F27M maritime-patrol aircrafl ordered in

1976. An unconfirmed repon states that a fur-

ther two an

n operate from |orge Chavez air hasc

on ASW duties with the Peruvian naval air

arm. Fleet requircmcMs, support work and
training arr perfot iued frorn < allao by six

17s and a Piper A/
duties arc flown by two Beech T-34
replace the last mentioned type, six Beech

1 Turbo-M< n

and dehvencs arc complete. A further order

has been fulfillcd for six anti-submanne
Agusta AB 212 ASW helicopters for use

aboard fngates being built in Italy for the

Peruvian navy. Othcr helicopters include 10

Bell JctRangcrs. two Aloucttc llls, five Bell

ind six Bell UH-1D H . four Agusta-

built SH-3Ds have been ordered. A total of 42
Mi-8s are in the naval inventory. of which 36
arc currcntlv in 11

Chile

Fuerza Aerea de Chile: Opposition to the

present right-wing Chilean government by

Britain continues, thus precluding any arms

dealing between the two countrics, particular-

ly Hawkcr Siddelcy Hunter sparcs and over

hauls. Chile has therefore turned to the USA
for modern combat aircraft, acquiring batches

of Cessna A-37s and sorac Northrop F-5Es,

while from Brazil she has purchased transport,

maritime patrol and training aircraft. The
FAC is organised into Grupos Aercos (Air

Groups), each made up of one EscuadnlU or

squadron. The priine front-line unit is Grupo 1

at Antofagasta in the north of the countrv,

operating the 15 Northrop F-5Es and three

two-seat F-5Fs ordered in 1974 and delivered

two years later. Two fighter-bomber uints.

Grupos 8 and 9 at the same base are equipped

with 33 HS Hunter FGA.71s and five Hunter
T.72 two-seaters, delivered in batches since

1967. It was revealed officiallv in June 1978

that as a rcsult of lack of spares only 20

Hunters were still flving. A further two light

strike Grupos, No 1 at Iquique and No 12 at

Punta Arenas, have the Cessna A-37Bs, with a

total of 34 aircraft between them from two
batches delivered in 1975 and 1977.

For heavy transport work, Grupo 10 at Los

Cerrillos is equipped with two Lockheed

C-130H Hercules as well as five Douglas DC-
6As, one Aerospatiale SA. 330 Puma and about

10 Douglas C-47s. Light Utility duties and

Communications work is flown by Grupo 5 at

Puerto Montt, with nearly 20 DHC Twin
Otters, and Grupo 6 at Punta Arenas, equipped

with five Beech Twin Bonanzas. Helicopters

are encompassed within Grupo 3 at Temuco
and number six Sikorsky S-55Ts, six Hiller

SL-4s and six UH-12Es, 10 Bell UH-IHs, and

six Aerospatiale Lamas for SAR flights. At
Quintero, Grupo 11 operates nine Beech 99s

for navigation training, while for jet tuition

there are 30 Cessna T-37Bs. Some 50 Beech

T-34s and a number of Cessna T-41s are flown

on piston-engined training duties. Also at

Quintero is Grupo 2, which operates Grum-
man HU-16B Albatross amphibians in the

SAR and ASW roles. For survey duties the

Serview de Aerojotogrametrico at Los Cerrillos

air base operates two Gates Lcarjet 35s and a

Beech King Air 100.

Armada de Chile: The Chilean Navy air

component operates five HU-16B Albatross

011 SAR and coastal patrol duties, while a

land-based dement with four ex-USN
Lockheed SP-2E Ncptunes flies long-rangc

ASW and MR missions Heluopter SAR
duties are performed by some Aerospatiale

Aloucttc llls. four Bell JctRangcrs and 14 Bell

47Gs For transport and fleet requirement

duties there are two CASA C-212s, three

EMBRAER EMB-110C Bandeirantcs and a

Piper Navajo, with about six Beech T-34As

flown on training work. A further six aircraft,

this time of the EMB-111A (M) maritime

patrol Version, were ordered in 1977 and

deliverics have been made.

Ejercito de Chile: The air dement of the

Chilean Army is equipped with nine

Aerospatiale SA 330 Pumas, two Bell

JctRangcrs, three Bell UH-IHs and six

Aerospatiale Lama rescue helicopters. A fixed-

wing portion used for liaison and Utility work
operates two CASA C-212 light transporis.

four Cessna O-l Bird Dogs, two Piper

Chcrokee Sixes and at least four Piper Nava-

jos. Ten Neiva T-25 Universals were acquired

in 1975 for the dual strike trainer role, and 18

Cessna Hawk XPs are in service at Santiago

for basic training. In addition a number of

civihan light aircraft are at the disposal of the

force.

The Cessna A-37B Dragonfly equips two light strike units of the Fuerza Aerea de Chile..

Uruguay

Fuerza Aerea Uruguaya: Few modern air-

craft have been acquired by the FAU over the

past year and even the reported transfer of 20

North American F-86F Sabres from Argentina

has failed to materialise, the deal being vetoed

by the US Government. The air force is cur-

rently made up of three commands: Tactical

Air Command with two Air Brigades, Train-

ing Air Command and Material Air Com-
mand. Aircraft have in the main been supplied

by the USA, although some equipment has

been bought from Brazil. Air Brigade 1 con-

trols Aviation Group 1 (Fighter), equipped

with six armed Lockheed AT-33As; Aviation

Groups 3 and 4 (Transport), flying 12 Douglas

C-47s, three Fairchild FH.227s, two Fokker

F27 Mk 100s and two Beech Queen Air liaison

aircraft; Aviation Group 5 (Seek and Attack),

equipped with eight Cessna A-37Bs delivered

in 1976; and Aviation Group 6, flying four

EMBRAER EMB-110 Bandeirante light

transports for both civil and military use. A
further Bandeirante — designated EMB-110B1
— is used by AG 6 for dual photo/transport

work.

Air Brigade 2 controls only one Group, No
1 (Tactical Reconnaissance), operating 10

North American T-6Gs, 10 Beech AT-lls and

six Cessna U-17 Skywagons. Helicopters in-

clude two Hiller UH-12s for SAR work, two
Bell UH-IHs and four UH-lBs for troop-

carrying duties. Training Command has a

Command and Air Staff School equipped with

about six Cessna T-41s and a couple of Beech

C-45s.

Aviaciön Naval Uruguaya: Flying from the

shore bases of Punta del Este and Laguna del

Sauce are three Grumman S-2A Trackers used

for ASW patrols. These are supported by three

Beech SNB-5s flown for training, a Beech

T-34B for primary tuition, four T-os and some

North American SNJ-4s. Two Bell 47Gs and

some Sikorsky SH-34s are flown.
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Bolivia

Fuerza Aerea Boliviana: Established as a

separate military force in September 1957, the

Bolivian Air Force (FAB) has divested itself of

much of its outdated equipment acquired over

the years since World War II. It recently trad-

ed six of its seven remaining air-worthy

Cavalier F-51D Mustangs for five more
Lockheed/Canadair T-33A/Ns — the seventh

Mustang being retained for a museum. The
T-33s have been acquired from ex-Canadian

Stocks and join 10 survivors of 13 aircraft of a

similar type delivered some years ago; they

equip the Air Pursuit Group (Grupo Aereo de

Caza) at El Alto air base. For interception

duties an Air Pursuit Group at

Santa Cruz operates four ex-Venezuelan

North American F-86F Sabres, but the service

is known to be keen to procure a more modern
combat aircraft; types under consideration in-

clude the Northrop F-5E and the EMBRAER
AT-26 Xavante. Twelve Hughes 500M
helicopter gunships, delivered in 1968, equip

the Special Air Operations Group (Grupo de

Operacoes Aereas Especiais) at Rebore. Based at

Tarija is Air Cover Group No 1 (Grupo Aereo

de Coberiura) flying 12 North-American AT-6
strike aircraft, while a Combined Air Group
(Grupo Aereo Misio) at Cochabamba operates a

number of Bell UH-IHs delivered in 1975, a

number of Aerospatiale Lama rescue heli-

copters and some North American T-6s.

A military airline, Transportes Aereos

Militares, forms the transport wing of the air

force, providing passenger and cargo Services

to remote areas. Main base is at El Alto, La
Paz, and the largest type in use at present is

the Lockheed C-130H, of which three are in

use. Other aircraft flown by the unit total one

Lockheed Electra, two Douglas DC-6s, three

of six Convair CV-440s purchased in 1972,

four Convair CV-580s, two DC-4s, six of

seven IAI Arava light transports and seven

Douglas C-47s. For Presidential use the FAB
has a Rockwell Sabreliner 60. Liaison and

Utility work are performed by 15 Cessna 185s,

two Cessna Turbo Centurions and two
Cessna 402s. In addition there is a single Fair-

child Turbo-Porter, two Beech Super King
Air 200s and a Cessna 421B. The Military

Aviation College at Santa Cruz conducts

primary and advanced tuition on Brazilian and

American aircraft types. As a result of con-

gestion at the Joint civil and military airfield,

the College is to move to Santa Rosa by 1982.

Present equipment is divided into two Flight

Sqns, the first operating about 12 Aerotec

T-23 Uirapuru of 18 originally delivered for

primary cadet training, and the second unit

having ten T-6s and two North American
T-28 Trojans for basic work; six Italian SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260Ms have been received to

modernise this part of the training syllabus.

Replacing the older piston-engined trainers are

a batch of Pilatus PC-7 Turbo-Trainers,

understood to total 14. Six Cessna T-41Ds and

some Cessna 310s are also in use. The National

Photogrammetry Service operates a single

Gates Learjet 25B received in late 1975 and fit-

ted with a Wild RC-10 camera; more recently

a Cessna 402 joined the Service, similarly

adapted for aerial photography.

Paraguay
Fuerza Aerea del Paraguaya: A single

counter-insurgency squadron with 12 armed
North American T-6s constituted the sole

combat element of this air force until late in

1978 when the USA supplied the FAP with

six Cessna A-37Bs. For transport and supply

work there is an assortment of types including

five ex-Varig Douglas DC-6Bs donated by

Brazil in 1976, 10 Douglas C-47s, two
Douglas C-54s, on Convair C-131, one DHC

Twin Otter and a single DHC Otter.

Helicopters number 14 Bell H-13s and three

Hiller 12Es. Training is conducted on eight

ex-Brazilian Fokker S-ll primary trainers,

eight Aerotec T-23 Uirapurus, 10 North
American T-6s and an armed Morane-Saulnier

MS. 760 Paris. Five Cessna 185s fly liaison

duties and the navy has two Bell 47Gs for river

patrol and Communications work plus two
Cessna 150M trainers.

Argentina

V
Fuerza Aerea Argentina: The FAA's flying

elements are operated within the responsibility

of Air Operations Command, within which

are five Air Brigades. Each brigade, which

roughly equates to an RAF wing, has up to

three squadrons, each with a nominal estab-

lishment of three four-aircraft elements. The
Second Air Brigade (II Brigada Aerea), with

headquarters at General Urquiza air base,

Entre Rios, controls I Escuadron de Bombardeo

(nine BAC Canberra B.62s and two T.64s)

and II Escuadron de Exploration y Alaque (25

FMA IA 35 Huanqueros and about 12 of the

30 FMA IA 58 Pucarä COIN aircraft ordered).

Delivery of Pucaräs to Reconquista air base —
home of II Escuadron, one of two squadrons

scheduled to get the type — has been well

behind schedule; the FAA's requirement still

Stands at about 100 aircraft. The remaining II

Brigade squadron is I Escuadron Fotografico,

equipped with about 20 IA 35s.

Under the control of IV Brigada Aerea is I

Escuadron at El Plumerillo air base, Mendoza,

with 25 McDonnell Douglas A-4P Skyhawk
fighter-bombers replacing 20 North American

F-86F Sabres which have been placed in

storage, and II and III Escuadron equipped with

locally-built Morane-Saulnier MS. 760 Paris

armed trainers. McDonnell Douglas A-4P

Skyhawks also form the main equipment of

the IV and V Escuadron de Caza-Bombardeo of

the V Brigada Aerea at General Pringles air

base, San Luis. The Skyhawks are refurbished

US Navy A-4B/Cs delivered in 1966 and

1970; some 45 are in use with V Brigada,

making a total inventory of some 70 aircraft.

To update these machines, Ferranti D126R
Isis weapons-aiming sights are being fitted

following an initial order placed in 1976; fur-

ther Orders are likely.

The VII Brigada Aerea at Moron air base,

Buenos Aires, operates the FAA's sole inter-

ceptor unit — I Escuadron de Caza, equipped

with Dassault Mirages. A total of 12 IIIEAs

and two IIIDAs are in Service, and plans for

the purchase of a further 80 Mirages have been

shelved for economic reasons. Instead seven

more IIIEAs have been ordered to make up for

attrition, and 26 Israeli-built versions of the

Dassault Mirage, known as Daggers and

powered by SNECMA Atar engines, have

been delivered. In addition, the Brigade has a

helicopter attack squadron, I Escuadron de Ex-

ploration y Alaque, equipped with 14 Hughes

300Ms and six Bell UH-1H gunships.

For transport duties I Brigada Aerea at El

Palomar air base, Buenos Aires, comprises I

Escuadron with three Lockheed C-130E and

four C-130H Hercules (a fifth C-130H was

destroyed in 1975); a VIP unit for presidential

and government use flying one BAe (Hawker-

Siddeley Aviation) HS 748 Srs 2, one Fokker-

VFW F. 28 Mk 1000C, one Rockwell Sabre-

liner and a Boeing 707-320B; and a unit with

22 FMA IA 50 Guarani IIs (including 14

transports, two survey and one VIP version).

El Palomar, base for a number of C-47s, is also

HQ of the State military airline LADE (Lineas

Aereas del Estado), which operates passenger

and cargo Services to remote areas of the coun-

try. The airline's fleet comprises five F. 28 Mk
lOOCs, five Fokker-VFW F. 27 Mk 400s, five

F. 27 Mk 600s, three Douglas DC-6s and seven

DHC Twin Oaers.

For short-range liaison work there are 14

Rockwell Shrike Commanders and an SAR
unit — Escuadron de Busqv.eda y Salvamento —
equipped with three Grumman HU-16B
Albatross «for coastal duties and six

Aerospatiale Lamas for high-altitude rescue.

Delivery of two Swearingen Merlin IVAs for

air force aeromedical work has been made. For

logistic support of Argentina's Antarctic

bases, I Escuadron Antartico operates from Rio

Gallegos, Santa Cruz, equipped with a

number of types including one Sikorsky

S-61R, three DHC Beavers, three DHC
Otters and one Douglas LC-47. Helicopters in

FAA include two S-61NRs, four Bell UH-
lDs, six Sikorsky UH-19s and four Bell 47Gs.

For general-purpose duties, eight Bell 212s

were ordered in February 1978, with dehveries

made in the summer, and five Boeing-Vertol

CH-47C Chinooks have been ordered for Joint

air force and army use.

Training duties come under the command
of the Grupo Aerea Escuela, and flying training

is conducted on some 35 Beech T-34As and 12

MS. 760 Paris trainers at Cordoba. A replace-

ment for the long-serving T-34s is actively

The Fuerza Aerea Argentina's II Escuadron

being sought, one proposal being the FMA IA

62 project announced in 1977. For operational

conversion, pilots move to the squadrons at

brigade level.

Comando de Aviaciön Naval Argentina:

The navy operates a single aircraft-carrier, the

16,000-ton ex-Royal Netherlands Navy Karel

Doorman, since renamed 25 de Mayo, aboard

which are deployed detachments of McDon-
nell Douglas A-4Q Skyhawks and Grumman
S-2A Trackers, from a total of 15 and six

respectively. The Service in 1978 received four

ex-USN S-2Es to replace the older As, and

these are shore-based at Comandante Espora

NAB. The Armada Argentina also operates

eight Aermacchi M.B. 326GB jet trainers for

continuation training in connection with the

A-4Q squadron. At the Naval Training School

at Punta de Indio air base some 28 North

American T-28 Fennecs provide pilot training

for both shore and carrier Operations; a

number of Beech AT-lls are used for twin

conversion. To modernise the naval training

Programme, 15 Beech T-34Cs have been

delivered, to replace the ageing T-28s.

Maritime reconnaissance is performed by 10

Lockheed SP-2H Neptunes, four having been

acquired from US Stocks in 1977, and a few re-

maining Consolidated PBY-5A Catalinas.

Fleet support and transport duties are flown

by eight Douglas C-47s, three Lockheed

flies the locally built IA.58 Pucarä.

L.188 Electras, three Douglas C-54s, two

Douglas DC-4s, one Guarani II, and one BAe
(Hawker Siddeley) HS 125-400 for calibration

work. Three DHC Beavers, a DHC Twin
Otter, two Beech Super King Air 200s and

about four Queen Airs are flown on com-

munication duties. The helicopter force is

grouped into No 4 Naval Air Wing at

Comandante Espora, and has nine Aerospatiale

Alouette II Is , four Sikorsky S-61D Sea Kings,

five Sikorsky S-55s and a few Bell 47Gs. Two
Westland Lynx HAS. 23 ASW helicopters

have been received to equip Argentinian

frigates.

A small coastguard force known as Prefec-

tura Naval Argentina is equipped with five

Short Skyvan 3M transports and six Hughes

500M helicopters.

Comando de Aviaciön del Ejercito: The

Argentine Army has a fixed-wing fleet of four

Piper Navajos, two DHC Twin Otters, one

Beech Queen Air, one Beech King Air and a

Rockwell Sabreliner for VIP use. Five

Rockwell Turbo Commander 690As are being

procured from a batch being assembled in the

country. By far the largest type in use is the

Aeritalia G222 STOL transport, three of

which have been procured. The army is also

receiving four Swearingen Merlin IIIAs for

liaison and VIP work. Helicopters total six

Aerospatiale Lamas delivered in 1975, seven

Fairchild-Hiller FH-llOOs, seven Bell

JetRangers, 20 Bell UH-IHs, two Bell 212s

and two Bell 47Gs. Five Cessna 207 Turbo

Skywagons carry out tactical and AOP duties,

and five Cessna T-41Ds are flown on training

work. For survey and mapping work, the

Army uses a specially modified Cessna Cita-

tion fitted with Wild RC-10 cameras, while

for use in the Andes, three Pilatus Turbo-

Porters have been purchased.
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North America
lf Britam is vulnerable to air attack, having only some 70 home-based interceptors,

the United States is positively naked, having just over 300 air defence fighters - a

mixture of F 4D Phantoms, F 106 Delta Dans and even older F- 101 Voodoos flown

by the USAF and Air National Guard Most of the Nike-Hercules SAM battenes

have also been phased out

It is hardly surpnsmg that the appearance of the Soviet Tu 26 Backfire bomber
has created alarm in US polmcal and defence circles The age of the mtercontmental

ballistic missile has so diverted attention from the threat posed by manned aircraft

that the US homeland would be Wide open to attack by a new generation of

Strategie bombers
Growmg aecuraey of Soviet ballistic missiles may soon make the USAF ICBM

force vulnerable in theory at least - to a first stnke intended to blunt any US
counterattack With this leg of the Strategie "Tnad" apparently open to attack,

President Carter'sdecision to reduce the B-1 bomber toa research and development
projeet seems rash In the 1980s, Strategie Air Command will be operating B-52

bombers so old as to be by USAF rules vintage aircraft

Like most wars, the Vietnam confhet focused attention on Short term im

provements to existing aircraft, especially since nearly all types then in use by the

US armed forces were totally unsuited to limited warfare The giant jolt which that

conflict gave to the US defence estabhshment, and especially to the procurement
machine, has since 1970 been compounded by accelerating Inflation which, taken in

conjunction with public disenchantment with defence, has made it much more dif-

ficult to match the Soviet Union even in quahty of weapons, let alone m quantity

Almost total absence of any modern ICBM, especially one that cannot be caught at

a fixed location, and run-down in manned bombers, has not been balanced by any
Increase in tactical strength, though the F 15 and A-10 are providing important new
capabilities that by the mid 1980s will be numencally powerful The Navy and
Marines are likewise being modernised by the F 14 and F 18 and may eventually sur

mount pohtical hurdles and achieve a dispersed-base V/STOL capability with the

potentially vital AV 8BS
Lack of money, however, has resulted in replacement of the C 130 being shelved,

the KC-10A Extender being bought two at a time, and a complete absence of a

modern first pass attack platform in the class of the European Tornado Canada has

been even more hit by shortage of funds, and at the time of wnting appears to have
to settle for one of the relatively limited US tactical aircraft - the F 16 or F 18 - to

replace the CF 101 and CF 104
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United States of America

United States Air Force: The Strategie Air

Command maintains the USAF deterrent and

all nine ICBM wings, and the manned bomber
force comes under its control within the 8t

h

and 15th Air Forces. The bomber dement has

19 wings of Boeing B-52s, comprising 269

B-52G/Hs (some equipped with SRAMs and

fitted with an electro-optical viewing System)

and 80 structurallv modified B-52Ds. Only
one B-52 unit is now permanentlv based

overseas, the 43rd Wing on Guam; approx-

imately 20 home-based B-52Fs equip one train-

ing unit. SAG B-52s began sea-surveillance

flights in 1976 in co-operation with the US
Navy, in addition to their regulär long-range

Strategie missions. Each of the bomber wings

has attached to it an associated Boeing KC-135
Stratotanker element. Formed into 35

squadrons with 615 aircraft, these also support

other commands on air-refuelling duties and

include 80 aircraft assigned to the Air Reserve

Force. Four squadrons in two wings, the

380th and 509th, operate 70 SRAM-equipped
FB-lllAs, while SAC's reconnaissance force

comprises the 9th Strategie Reconnaissance

Wing with nine Lockheed SR-71s and its sup-

porting KC-135Q tankers at Beale AFB. Two
further wings with 20 Lockheed U-2s, nine

DC-130s (for drone launching), and about 50

Boeing RC-135s and EC-135s fly a variety of

tasks, including electronic reconnaissance,

atomic sampling, etc. In addition, 12 Air

Guard units fly KC-135s assigned to SAC
duties, and eventually 14 ANG units will have

KC-135s.

Aerospace Defense Command, while

regarded more as a missile warning 'force, still

maintains its important air-defence commit-
ment over the Continental US with the Co-

operation of the Canadians under the North
American Air Defence Command (NORAD).
The intereeptor force comprises six active and
six Air National Guard General Dynamics
(Convair) F-106 squadrons totalling some 150

aircraft (reducing to five units as one squadron

converted to F-4s in 1978), three McDonnell

By late 1979 the USAF had received 60 per cent of its planned force of 729 F-15 Eagle fighters. This F-15A, with AIM-7E2 and AIM-9J

missiles, was one of the first to be dehvered to the first Operator, the Ist Tac Ftr Wing at Langley AFB.

Douglas F-101B Voodoo ANG units with 60

aircraft and two McDonnell Douglas F-4

Phantom units, one based in Iceland (57th FIS)

and the other in Hawaii (154th FIG). There

are two groups of Martin EB-57s with the

ANG and a further squadron in the active in-

ventory. The ADC's Lockheed EC-121

Warning Star element has been centralised at

Homestead AFB, Fla, under the command of

the Air Force Reserve. All 10 remaining EC-

121Ts are now assigned to AFRES, seven fly-

ing from Florida and three from Iceland. Plans

call for the replacement of the F-106s by a new
intereeptor and the replacement of the Voodoo
force with F-4s.

The Tactical Air Command is the USAF's
quick-reaction force, incorporating fighter,

reconnaissance, transport and special Opera-

tions units. Approximately 1,700 aircraft

operate within TAC and its two air forces, the

9th with headquarters at Shaw AFB, SC, and

12th headquartered at Bergstrom AFB, Tex.

TAC is currently phasing a number of new
types into Service. Following a year with the

355th TF Training Wing at Davis-Monthan

AFB, Fairchild A-lOAs are now fully opera-

tional with the 354th TFW at Myrtle Beach.

Funding has so far been allocated for 339 air-

craft. Plans call for a total of five wings of

A-lOs, each with four 18-aircraft squadrons.

The eventual total USAF buy remains at 733

machines. McDonnell Douglas F-15s are now
fullv operational with the Ist TFW at Langley

AFB, the 49th TFW at Hollman and the 33rd

TFW at Eglin, the last-mentioned brought to

operational Status by October 1979. More
than 400 F-15s have been delivered out of a

total of 729 plus 20 development aircraft

scheduled for USAF Service with a total of 19

squadrons.

In March 1977 the 552nd Airborne Warn-
ing and Control Wing at Tinker AFB received

its first Boeing E-3A AWACS aircraft, rising

to 16 by early 1979. The first F-16 wing is the

388th TFW at Hill AFB, which received its

continued 53
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first aircraft early in 1979. Present types in use

include two active AF squadrons with 44

Republic F-105G 'Wild Weasel' Thunder-

chiefs, eight squadrons with 210 Vought
A-7Ds, eight General Dynamics F-111E/F

squadrons with 180 aircraft, seven RF-4C
squadrons with 121 aircraft, and 30 squadrons

with 664 F-4C/D/E Phantoms. Seven special-

operations squadrons fly 42 Rockwell OV-
lOAs, 68 Cessna 0-2A/Bs, 27 C/AC-130s
and five EC-135s. Most of TAC's 82 Nor-

throp T-38s and 66 F-5Es are used for 'Red
Flag' combat training at Nellis AFB, Nev.

Total TAC helicopter inventory is 19 Bell

UH-ls, 15 Sikorsky CH-3s and four Sikorsky

CH-53s. A total of 20 Lockheed TR-1 high-

altitude reconnaissance aircraft are on order for

the possible use of TAC. Air National Guard

units attached to TAC include three wings

and five groups of Vought A-7D Corsair IIs,

four wings and eight groups of North

American F-100D Super Sabres, two wings

and two groups of F-105B/Ds, two Cessna

A-37B groups, two wings and six groups of

F/RF-4Cs, one RF-101 group, and two
wings and four groups of 0-2As.

US Air Forces Europe is a part of NATO,
with some 28 squadrons based with the 3rd

AF in the UK, 16th in Spain and 17th in Ger-

many. Planned for USAFE are three wings of

Fairchild A-lOAs to be based in Europe, one

(81st TFW at Bentwaters with six squadrons)

based in England and two in Germany at Sem-

bach and Leipheim; first deliveries were made
in January 1979. The second unit to get F-15

Eagles was the 32nd TFS at Soesterburg. The
first F-15 wing is the 36th TFW at Bitburg,

which has 72 aircraft. Another new type is the

Northrop F-5E Tiger, 20 of which equip the

527th TF Training Aggressor Sqn at Alcon-

bury. At RAF Lakenheath the 48th TFW has

exchanged its F-4Ds for F-lllFs. About 400

F-4 Phantoms equip five wings of 14

squadrons (81st TFW, Bentwaters, UK; 401st

TFW Torrejön, Spain; 50th TFW, Hahn,

Germany; 52nd TFW, Spangdahlem, Ger-

many; 86th TFW, Ramstein, Germany).

Other major USAFE units include one wing
(20th TFW, Upper Heyford, UK) of three

squadrons of 80 F-lllEs, two reconnaissance

wings with 60 RF-4Cs (one squadron with

the lOth TRW at Alconbury, UK, and two
squadrons with the 26th TRW at

Zweibrucken, Germany), and a rotational

squadron of some 15 C-130E/Hs detached to

Mildenhall in the UK. At the same base are a

number of SAC rotational KC-135s. For

aeromedical duties four McDonnell Douglas

C-9A Nightingale transports are based at

Rhein-Main, Germany. At the same base there

is another C-130E/H squadron rotated from

the USA. At Sembach 30 OV-lOAs are

deployed with the 601st Tactical Control

Wing, which also has seven CH-53Cs.
Located at Woodbridge, UK, the 67th ARRS
is controlled by Military Airlift Command
(MAC) but provides rescue helicopters and air-

craft for all Europe in the shape of four Sikor-

sky HH-53Cs and seven HC-130H/Ns. A
number of support units are based in Europe,

flying Rockwell T-39s, Beech C-12As,

Lockheed VC-140Bs, Bell UH-lNs and HH-
lHs.

The Pacific Air Forces, with is headquarters

in Hawaii, comprises the 5th AF based in

Japan and 13th AF in the Philippines. Main
units are as follows: under 5th AF command,
8th TFW at Kunsan AB, Korea, with F-4s;

18th TFW at Kadena AB, Okinawa, with 90

F-4/RF-4Cs; and the 51st Composite Wing at

Osan AB, Korea, with F-4s and OV-lOs. The
3rd TFW is based at Clark AFB, Philippines,

and flies F-4s and a squadron (26th TF Train-

ing Sqn) of F-5Es, while at Hickham itself a

support wing has a number of EC-135s,

Lockheed T-33As and 0-2s.

The Alaskan Air Command operates from

Elmendorf AFB and has a C-130E squadron

(17th ARRS), an F-4E squadron with 26 air-

craft assigned to ADC (43rd TFS), an HH-
3E/HC-130 squadron for SAR duties (71st

ARRS), and a tactical Operations unit with

T-33s, EB-57s and a T-39 (5041st TOS). Also

operated is the 25th Tac Support Sqn with

0-2s at Eielson and an Air Guard unit with

eight C-130s (176th TAG).
Military Airlift Command includes the Air

Weather Service, the Aerospace Rescue and

Recovery Service and the Aeromedical Airlift

Wing. Two Air Forces, the 21st and 22nd, in-

corporate 13 squadrons with 271 Lockheed

C-141s (to be stretched to C-141B Standard)

and four squadrons with 76 Lockheed C-5As.

Six other squadrons have 23 C-9As. Six other

squadrons have 23 C-9As (including three

VC-9Cs with the 89th MAW), 11 VC-140s,

two Boeing VC-137s, three VC-137Bs, four

Convair C-131s, 11 C-135s and 14 WC-130s.
The large tactical force of C-130E/H Hercules

has some 276 aircraft flying with 14 active AF
units, while the supporting Air National

Guard inventory has 13 groups and five wings

of C-130s. Also MAC-assigned is an ANG
group of 19 DHC C-7 Caribous and two
groups flying HH-3/HC-130 rescue aircraft.

Three T-39 training/liaison units are attached

to the 89th MAW with 105 aircraft, and be-

ing delivered are 34 C-12s for the use of air at-

Northrop delivered 1,187 T-38 Talons, which apart from the Japanese T-1 are the only

supersonic trainers (other than dual versions of combat aircraft) USAF Air Training

Command still operates more than 725 of these unusual but populär machines

taches around the world. Helicopters include

more than 120 Bell UH-lFs for missile site

support, 30 UH-IHs for base rescue duties, 51

HH-lNs, 46 HH-3Es and 33 of 72 HH-
53B/Cs in USAF service.

The Air Training Command with head-

quarters at Randolph AFB, Texas, operates a

total of 1,629 aircraft, comprising 692 Cessna

T-37s, 822 Northrop T-38s, 96 Cessna T-41s

and 19 Boeing T-43s. The Navigator Training

Wing at Mather AFB, Calif, operates as a

Joint USAF/USN/USMC/Coast Guard unit

with the T-43s. At the USAF Academy, Col-

orado Springs, two DHC UV-18B Twin Ot-

ters, delivered in 1977 provide platforms for

cadet parachute training. The Air Force

Reserve is a large unmobilised training and

support element with headquarters at Dobbins

AFB, Ga, and flies many of the roles of the ac-

tive AF. Reserve elements are divided into

three air forces (4th, lOth and 14th AF) within

the US, flying 11 C-130 squadrons, two DH
C-7 squadrons, four Fairchild C-123K
squadrons, two KC-135 squadrons, one EC-
121T unit, three F-105 squadrons, five A-37B
squadrons, one AC-130 unit, four ARRS
squadrons with HH-1H, HH-3E and HC-130
aircraft, one CH-3E unit and a weather

squadron with WC-130s.
The USAF's re-equipment programme is

now well under way, with new types steadily

replacing older combat aircraft. McDonnell
Douglas F-15 Eagles and Fairchild A-10A
Thunderbolt IIs are giving the Tactical Air

So-called snake' or lizard' Camouflage Covers the A-10A Thunderbolt II dose air support aircraft of the six squadrons of the 81st Tac Ftr

Wing of USAF Europe, which operate from RAF Bentwaters in the UK and four forward bases In W. Germany.

Command new muscle in the air-superiority

and ground-attack fields. In 1980, the air force

plans to introduce the General Dynamics F-16

air combat fighter into service; 1,388 are re-

quired (including 98 two-seat F-16Bs), of

which 200 are to be based in Europe. A large

part of the USA's deterring ability in the

future was to have been based on the

Rockwell B-1A variable-geometry Strategie

bomber, but this was cancelled in June 1977.

However, the USAF continues to finance the

programme and four prototype aircraft are fly-

ing. The reinstatement of this projeet is ap-

parently dependent on the SALT negotiations

with the Soviet Union, and if continued a

total of 241 B-lAs would be procured.

Another cancelled programme is the AMST
Lockheed C-130 replacement. The two air-

craft involved, the Boeing YC-14 and McDon-
nell Douglas YC-15, are being proposed as

possible cruise-missile carriers. A total of 34

Boeing E-3A AWACS aircraft is still seen as

the USAF requirement for an efficient force.

So far three R&D and 16 produetion aircraft

have been funded, with six E-3As in service by

early this year. Boeing's other major military

programme, the E-4 Command Post, con-

tinues with three aircraft delivered, a fourth

ordered as an E-4B and two more planned. To
meet the USAF's Advanced Tanker/Cargo

Aircraft (ATCA) requirement, 20 McDonnell

Douglas KC-lOAs have been ordered in a first

contract worth $28 million, which will cover

initial engineering and the purchase of long-

iead items.

United States Navy: The USN operates a

fleet of 13 attack carriers, with the Dwight D.

Eisenhower commissioned in 1978 and the Carl

Vinson under construetion for service in 1981.

The important McDonnell Douglas F-18

Hörnet Naval Strike Fighter programme is

now underway following the first flight of the

prototype in November 1978 which is due to

be followed by 11 development aircraft. The

first of a planned 800 aircraft are expected to

join the US Navy and USMC in 1982, initially

replacing Phantoms. Six active and four

reserve Navy squadrons (185 aircraft) are due

to reeeive F-18s, and 345 of the type will

replace Vaght A-7s later in the 1980s. Also on

order are 278 Beech T-34C Turbo-Mentors for

the training units, and from the same Com-

pany T-44As are being delivered for multi-

engine training, replacing T-2B/Cs. Grum-

man F-14A Tomcats continue to join USN
squadrons, with 12 units fully equipped and

deployed. More than 350 had been delivered

up to the beginning of 1980 and füll procure-

ment Stands at 521 aircraft. Some of the

F-14As are being converted to the recon-

naissance role. All 187 Lockheed S-3A Vikings

have been delivered to the 12 ASW squadrons

assigned the type. The US Navy's LAMPS
competition was won by the Sikorsky SH-60,

and the first of four prototypes made its initial

flight in 1979; the total requirement Stands at

204 Sh-60s. From the same Company, the

USN is buying 18 CH-53E heavy-lift

helicopters.

Each of the attack carriers has approximate-

ly 85-95 aircraft organised into a Carrier Air
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Wing witli the following units: tWO mterccp-

tor squadrons witli I 14As, two to

four attack squadrons witli A-7s or Grumman
A-6s, a detachment from one or nve recon-

naissance squadrons with Rockwell RA-3C
Vigilanti-s, j detachment from an electronic

warfarc- squadron witli Grumman EA-6B
Prowlcrs or FA-6As transferred from the

USMC, a dct.ichnienr from an AFW squadron

witli Grumman E-2B C Hawkeyes, and a

detachment from a belicopter support

squadron witli Kanian H-2 seasprites. A Varia-

tion "ii the CAW used by some attack carners

lias been occasioned by the run-down in ASW
carriers. These attack carners, such as the

l 'SSS Saratoga and Kennedy, n»w operate two

F- 14 units, two A-7 units witli a reduced com-

plenieiit. one A-6F. unit. one ASW Unit with

Sikorskv SH-3s or Lockheed S-3As and one

EA-6B electronic warfare Unit. A total of 65

I 2A B Hawkeves have been dehvered, and

there are 77 E-2('s dehvered or on order.

Currently the I 'S Navy has nearly 1,900

combat aircraft in 28 intereeptor squadrons

(F-4/F-14), 41 attack squadrons (27 with

A-7s, 12 with A-6s 3iid two with A I

six reconnaissance squadrons with RA-5s .mJ

one with Vought RF-8(is. Land-based long-

range maritime patrol duties are performed by

24 squadrons m five patrol wings with about

280 Lockheed l'-3A IM Orions ofsome 428
dehvered to the servier. Twclve EP- 31

flving in the recce role, together with some

Convair EC-13K and Lockheed EC-130s

There are seven belicopter support squadron!

with Kamati UH-2s, Boeing UH-46s and HU
2Ds, and a minc counter-measures unit with

30 RH-53Ds. Ten Sikorsky SH-3 ASW
squadrons h.ive some 80 aircraft, while six

transport squadrons provide worldwidi

support equipped with 30 Douglas ('-118s.

seven C- 1301s. 12 C-9Bs, 12 Rockwell

CT-39s, 20 Grumman C-ls and 12 Grumman
C-2s. Late in 1977, the USN ordered 22 Beech

(M2As for liaison duties, with an antieipated

total procurement of 66 aircraft. Twentv
training squadrons in seven wings operate

Lockheed T-lAs. Convair T-2B/Cs, LTV
T-28s North American TA-4Fs, McDonnell

Douglas TS-2As and Grumman T-29Bs. Sixty

TA-7Cs have been ordered for conversion

from existing A-7BC Corsairs for advanced

training. A Fighter Training Aggressor Sqn is

equipped with 10 F-Es and three two-seat

F-5Fs. Helicopter training is condueted on Bell

TH-ls, Bell UH-lDs and Bell TH-57As.

In addition to the active units, the US Navy
and Marine Corps have a number of Reserve

units; four of F-4s, three of A-7s, three of

A-4s, two of RF-8C.S, two of Douglas KA-3s.

and two Grumman E-l squadrons. There are

also two S-2 units, three SH-3 units, eight

with P-3As, four with Lockheed SP-2Hs and

three with C-118s.

United State Marine Corps: This compact

air force supports US Marine ground troops

wherever thev operate and is divided into three

Marine Air Wings (Ist MAW at Okinawa,

2nd MAW at Chcrrv Point, 3rd MAW at El

Toro) with the 4th MAW at Glenview Con-

trolling reserve forces. Most numerous tvpe in

the USMC inventorv is the F-4 Phantom, and

12 fighter-bomber squadrons are equipped

with 144 F-4B Js which have been converted

to F-4N/S Standard. Some 270 McDonnell
Douglas F- 18 Hornets are planned to replace

the F-4s in the mid-1980s following the

transfer of the F-14 order to the US Navy. In

the light attack role there are five squadrons

with about 70 A-4F/M Skyhawks, and three

squadrons and a training unit flving 110 BAe
AV-8A Harriers, including eight two-seat

TAV-8As. A total of 336 AV-8Bs is required

by the USMC to replace the -8As and A-4s at

present in use, but development work on the

projeet has been temporarily halted in the

FY79 budget. Five all-weather attack

squadrons have some 60 A-6A/E Intruders,

while three reconnaissance squadrons operate a

total of 42 EA-6As and RF-4B Phantoms. The
USMC has 15 EA-6B Prowlers on order to

replace the EA-6As, and the first aircraft were
delivered to VMAQ-2 late in 1977, followed

by the remaining machines in 1979; the redun-

dant EA-6As are being passed to the USN.
The USMC transport force has three

Seven Grumman F-14A Tomcats. all in tight formation with wings at 68°. present an impressive and unusual sight because this sweep
angle is seldom chosen m subsonic regimes This part -squadron comes from CVA-65 Enterprise, the first nuclear carner

squadrons equipped with 46 K( -130F Her-

cules Linker Transports; up r.. 14 updal

I30Rj are planned ti.i
; Three

i 9Bs are operated foi high-speed ti

dunes For Observation duties there are three

( >V 10A squadrons. a helicopter assau

of nine squadrons flies 170 ( H-461 Sl I

Kinghts, and a further six squadrons have

about 1(H) CH-53D Sri Stallions. A batch of

33 updated CH-53E Super Stallions is on order

tor heavv-litt duties Six Utility squadrons

operate 116 UH-1E Ns and three attack

pt« squadrons have 74 AH-1J Sea

Cobras, plus TOW-armed Bell AH 1

ordei tor the ' SMC. with dcliverv sompleted

in 1979.

The USMC' reserve force controlled by the

4th MAW has six A-4E F attack squadrons.

three F-4N tighter squadrons. one KC-130F
retuellmg squadron. one OV-10A unit. one

AH-1G unit. two UH-1E squadrons, eight

CH-46 squadrons and three CH-53A
squadrons.

United States Army: The worlds largest

helicopter Operator, with some 9,000

machines, the US Armv also has more than

1,000 fixed-wing aircraft in service. To replace

the lau iie 4.000 Bell UH-ls. the

l H-60A Black Hawk has been

ordered into production. with initial procure-

ment totalhng 200 machines. Similarlv, the

Hughes AH-64A has been selected to replace

the AH-1 HuevCobra in armv service. AH'.

4

procurement is expected to total some 536

machines, including the three prototypes.

For liaison duties the Armv has 2,200 Bell

OH-58A Kiowas. and there are 1.400 Hughes
OH-6A >Hs F.fty-four UH-IHs
are being dehvered and most of the earlv UH-
1B C I)s have been updated to H Standard.

Attack helicopter support is providcd bv

almost 1.000 Bell AH-lGs of which 290 have

been converted to Q Standard with TOW
missiles. Bell AH-1S HuevCobra orders total

14s H. L984, the US Armv will have a fleet

of 986 fullv updated AH-1S helicopters equip-

ped with TOW antitank missiles which will

include the 290 Q versions at present in service

and due for modernisation in 1982-83. Older

tvpes in service include Sikorskv H-34s. Bell

H-13s and Sikorsky UH-19s. Medium and

heavv-hft support is performed bv Boeing CH-
47A/B C Chinooksand 80 Sikorskv CH-54

Tarhc Skvcranes. A large training force in-

cludes some 300 Hughes TH-55A primary

helicopter trainers. Fixed-wing types include

about 200 Grumman OV-1 Mohawks, and

numbers of Beech U-21 Utes and Beech U-8
Seminoles. Fifty-six Beech C-12A Super King
Airs, named Hurons, are being delivered for

Utility work. and two DHC OV-18A Twin
Otters have been delivered to the Alsaka Na-

tional Guard. Fixed-wing training is done on

250 Cessna T-41s and 60 Beech T 42s

For 15 years the Lockheed SR-71 senes of 'Blackbird' Strategie reconnaissance aircraft have been the tastest military aircraft in the world.

Supported by special-fuel KC-135Q tankers, they equip SAC's 9th Strategie Recon Wing at Beale AFB.
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Canadian Armed Forces — Air: Canada

has one of the few unified armed forces in the

world, having four commands, a Canadian

Forces Europe HQ, a Northern Region HQ
and a Forces Training System. The formation

of Air Command on 2 September 1975 does

not signify a return to the three-services

system but means rather that the Canadian

Armed Forces will now have three distinct

commands for sea, land and air Operations.

Air Command with headquarters at Win-
nipeg consists of four operational groups

(Maritime Air Group, Air Defence Group, 10

Tactical Air Group and Air Transport Group)

and exercises command and control over the

Air Training Schools and the Air Reserve. It is

responsible also for providing trained air and

ground crews to operate the three

Lockheed/Canadair CF-104 Starfighter

squadrons of No 1 Canadian Air Group,

which is under command and control of the

Commander, Canadian Forces Europe.

Maritime Air Group operates four long-

range patrol squadrons (Nos 404 and 405 Sqn

at Greenwod, No 407 at Comox, BC and No
415 at Summerside) and a Maritime Patrol

Evaluation Unit flying 26 Canadair CP-107

Argus aircraft. A replacement for these long-

serving machines has been ordered in the form

of 18 Lockheed Orion patrol aircraft,

designated CP-140 Aurora in CAF service.

The first Aurora is scheduled to be delivered in

May 1980 and the last in March 1981. Provi-

sional plans call for No 407 Sqn to receive the

first four aircraft. A total of 16 Grumman
CP-121 Trackers are shore-based and

employed in short-range coastal patrols with

No 880 MR Squadron at Shearwater and No
406 Operational Training Squadron on the

east coast at Halifax, and VU-33 at Comox on

the west coast. In addition to the fixed-wing

aircraft, Maritime Air Group operates a fleet

of 32 Sikorsky CH-124 Sea King helicopters.

Two squadrons, HS-423 and HS-443 at

Halifax, provide helicopters and crews to

operate from destroyers and replenishment

ships of Maritime Command.
Air Defence Group is integrated with the

USAF through the NORAD Joint air defence

agreement and has an aircraft complement of

four squadrons including an operational train-

ing squadron flying 56 McDonnell Douglas

CF-101B Voodoos (Nos 409 Sqn at Comox,
416 Sqn at Chatham, 425 Sqn at Bagotville

and 410 Sqn also at Bagotville). No 414 Sqn

has an electronic warfare role and for this task

operates a few remaining Canadair CF-100

Mk 5 Canucks and some Canadair CT- 133

Silver Stars from North Bay. Also flown by

this squadron are three Dassault CC-117
Falcons converted into ECM trainers.

10 Tactical Air Group operates all air

resources engaged in close support of the

army, It has two squadrons, Nos 433 at

Bagotville and 434 at Cold Lake, Alta, of

Canadair CF-5As totalling 24 aircraft with air-

to-air refuelling capability. Approximately 25

CF-5As are in storage. The helicopter fleet of

56 Bell CH-118 Iroquois, 74 Boeing CH-136
Kiowas and seven Boeing-Vertol CH-147
Chinooks supports six squadrons (Nos 408,

427, 430, 422 and 403, with No 450

Transport Helicopter Sqn flying the

Chinooks) in Canada; one (444) at Lahr, Ger-

many, operates Kiowas in the liaison role.

Air Transport Group has two squadrons,

No 435 at Edmonton, Alta and No 436 Sqn at

Trenton, Ont, with 19 Lockheed CC-130E

Hercules and five CC-130Hs; No 437 Sqn also

at Trenton with five Boeing CC-137s, of

which two have been converted to the tanker

role to support the CF-5s; and No 412 Sqn at

Upland, Ottawa, with seven Canadair

Cosmopolitans and four Dassault Fan Jet

Falcons flown for VIP and government use.

SAR duties are performed by four units, Nos

Fighter pilot training on the Canadair/Netherlands CF-5B is conducted for the Canadian Armed Forces by 419 Tactical Fighter Training

Squadron at Cold Lake, Alberta. One of the two 12-aircraft CF-5A squadrons is also based there.

413 Sqn at Summerside, 424 Sqn at Trenton,

440 Sqn at Edmonton (still equipped with

three CC-129 Dakotas), 442 Sqn at Comox,
equipped with some Bell CH-118 Iroquois and

CH-135 Twin Hueys, 10 Boeing-Vertol

CH-113/113A Labrador/Voyageur
helicopters, 14 DHC CC-115 Buffaloes and

eight DHC CC-138 Twin Otters.

An Air Reserve Group has been formed,

operating four reserve wings and seven

squadrons across the country on light

transport and SAR duties. These units com-
prise four squadrons with DHC CSR-123 Ot-

ters, one squadron with Douglas CC-129
Dakotas, and one squadron each of DHC
CC-138 Twin Otters and Grumman CP-121
Trackers.

Air training is the direct responsibility of

Air Command and the four training bases are

situated at Winnipeg; Portage la Prairie, Man;
Moose Jaw, Sask; and Cold Lake, Alta. The
Air Navigation School at Winnipeg trains

navigators to wings Standard using four Her-

cules aircraft. At Portage la Prairie, No 3 Fly-

ing School provides initial selection and flying

training for pilot candidates, using 25 Beech

CT-134 Musketeers. Trainees are then posted

to No 2 Flying School at Moose Jaw, Sask,

where training to wings Standard is carried

out, using the Canadair CT-114 Tutor jet

trainer, of which some 85 are in service. From
Moose Jaw, new pilots train further on

CH-136 Kiowa helicopters, jet fighters, or

multi-engined aircraft before entering

squadron service. Beginning in Januaisy 1976,

fighter training was conducted by the newly

formed 419 Tactical Fighter Training

Squadron at Cold Lake, Alta. The tactical

fighter pilot course lasts five months and in-

cludes 92 hours of flying on the CF-5 fighter.

This course prepares pilots for operational

employment on the CF-5s and for further

operational training on CF-lOls and CF-104s.

Canada's contribution to NATO's 4th

ATAF comprises 1 Canadian Air Group of

three CF-104 Starfighter squadrons (Nos 421,

439 and 441) at Baden Soellingen in Germany
employed in the conventional attack role. A

fourth squadron, No 417 Sqn, based in Canada

acts as an OTU and provides augmentation

crews to bring the three European-based units

up to wartime strength. Some 85 CF-104Gs

and 22 CF-104D two-seaters are on inventory.

The Ist CAG was the recipient of two
CC-132 DHC-7s ordered to replace the

Cosmopolitans used for transport and VIP

flights.

The outcome of Canada's New Fighter Air-

craft programme is still awaited as the CAF
considers proposals for a replacement for the

CF-101 and CF-104. A multi-role aircraft is

being sought by the service, and the types

under consideration have been reduced to two,

the General Dynamics F-16 and the McDon-
nell Douglas F-18A/L Hörnet. To improve its

Tutor jet trainers, the CAF has initiated a

modification programme involving some 113

aircraft to begin with, followed by a further

45 at a later date if resources permit.

The Canadian Armed Forces operates nearly 100 of a formerly larger force of Single- and two-seat CF-104 Starfighters, chiefly in order to

maintain a combat ready 1 Canadian Air Group based at European airfields and assigned to 4th ATAF for conventional attack.
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At the Start of the 1980s the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom was the leadmg fighter

with several of the most important non-Communist air forces.
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Aermacchi AM.3C
The AM. 3 was a Joint venture by Aerfer

Industrie Aerospaciali Meridionali SpA of

Turin and Aermacchi of Varese. The first of

two prototypes was built by Macchi and flew

on 12 May 1967, to be followed by the Aerfer-

built second prototype on 22 August 1968.

Both aircraft were powered by a 340-hp

(254-kW) Continental GTSIO-520-C engine.

The AM.3C is a high-wing Observation

liaison aircraft intended to replace the Cessna

L-19s then serving with the Italian army.

The high wing is braced on each side by a

single strut. The wing is of similar concept to

that of the Aermacchi AL.60, with an al 1

-

metal D-spar torsion-box structure with

piano-type ailerons and Fowler-type flaps. The
AM. 3 has a welded chrome-molybdenum

steel-tube fuselage, covered forward with

light-alloy skinning, the cabin area having

glass-fibre reinforced plastic panels. The rear

fuselage is a light allov semi-monocoque. The
wing is attached to the fuselage at three easily

accessible points for swift removal. The can-

tilever all-metal tail unit has a variable camber

tailplane and the rudder is fitted with a spring-

tab.

Each leg of the fixed landing gear has a

tubulär strut with an oleo-pneumatic shock

absorber. The fixed tailwheel is steerable. The
fully-glazed, raised cabin has two seats in

tandem with dual controls. A third seat at the

rear can be removed to accommodate a stret-

cher or freight, with access via three doors in

the sides of the cabin.

The roles of the AM.3C production Version

include forward air control, Observation,

liaison, cargo or passenger transport, casualty

evacuation and tactical ground support. An
anticipated Italian army order did not

materialise, the SIAI-Marchetti SM. 1019 be-

ing preferred, but 40 AM.3Cs were delivered

to South Africa, the first aircraft of the order

being delivered in May 1972. Three were pur-

chased by Ruanda.

Type: three-seat light tactical support /Obser-

vation aircraft.

Powerplant: one 340-hp (254-kW) Piaggio-

Lycoming GSO-480-B1B6 six-cylinder

horizontally-opposed air-cooled piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at 8,005 ft

(2440 m) 173 mph (278 km/h); maximum
cruising speed at 75% power at 8,005 ft (2440

m) 153 mph (246 km h); maximum ränge at

cruising speed 615 miles (990 km); Service ceil-

mg 27,559 ft (8400 m); take-off run 279 ft (85

m); landing run 217 ft (66 m)
Weights: empty 2,381 lb (1080 kg); max-

imum take-off (with underwing weaponry)

3,748 lb (1700 kg)

AM-3C

Dimensions: span 41 ft 5.6 in (12.64 m);

length 28 ft 7.7 in (8.73 m); height 8 ft 11 in

(2.72 m); wing area 219.2 sq ft (20.36 m
)

Armament: carried on two underwing hard-

points; each can carry up to 375 lb (170 kg) of

external stores. Alternative loads for each

hardpoint are: a pod with two 7.62-mm

(0. 3-m) machine-guns; or a General Electric-

Minigun with 1,500 rounds; a pod with six70-

mm (2.75-in) rockets; or a single AS. 11

orAS.12 wire-guided missile; or a single 250-lb

(113.4-kg) bomb
Operators: South Africa, Ruanda

Aeritalia G91R
The Fiat G9l design was the winner of a

NATO requirement for .i light fighter tactical

support aircraft formulated in Decembei I953

and issued to l uropean aircraft manufacturers

early in 1954. Although the proposal that the

G91 should become Standard equipment in

NATO air forces was not realised, the aircraft

was subsequently built m substantial numbers

in Italv and, under licence, in Germany, and

equipped the aii forces of three countries.

Externally resembling a scaled-down North

American F-86K Sabre, the Fiat ( .'H was first

flown on 9 August 1956 and during technical

evaluation trials in Frame in 1957 the aircraft

met all the requirements of the official

speeification, particularly regarding the abilit)

to operate with or without external loads from

semi-prepared grass airstrips.

The initial Fiat G91 production Version was

a ground-attack fighter. Deliveries commenc-

ed early in 1958, and the G91 became opera-

tional with the Italian air Force in February

1959. Alter extensive trials the Fiat G91 was

also adopted by the new Federal German aii

force in 1958 and a licence-produetion agree-

ment between Fiat and Flugzeug Union Süd

(Messerschmitt-Dornier-Heinkel) was signed

on 11 March 1959.

The Fiat G91 is simple, light and casv to fly,

and has generally proved itself in Service. The

basic aircr.itt was progressively m.ide more ver-

satile bv various combinations of underwing

stores and the evolution of new combat tac-

tics. The importance of high-speed armed

reconnaissance led to the development of a

specialised Photographie reconnaissance Ver-

sion of the basic G91 already bv 1957. The in-

itial variant, the Fiat G91R 1, first flown in

1959, was essentially a Standard G91 ground-

attack fighter equipped with three 70-mm
focal length cameras in a shortened nose sec-

tion for front and oblique photography; it was

also possible to take vertical photographs from

high altitudes. Adopted by the Italian air

force, this modification also aroused interest in

the USA and 10 G91R 1 aircraft were

evaluated bv the USAF during 1961 -62.

The G91R la is similar, but features im-

proved navigational aids as titted to the

G91R/3 variant to make it independent of

ground installations; the maximum under-

wing ordnance has also been increased. A
variant with reinforced structure, wheel

brakes of mereased capacitv, tubeless tyres and

some equipment changes was designated

G91R/1B and also became operational with

the Italian air force. This was followed bv the

G91R/3, which was similar to the G91R IB.

but built to West German speeifications: it

carnes an armament of two 30-mm cannon in-

stead of machine-guns. It also features certain

equipment changes, including the Installation

of doppler radar and Position and Homing In-

dicator. The tirst Federal German .ur force

unit equipped with the G91R 3 w .is commis-

sioned on 5 Mav 1962. This version was also

subjeet to the first licence-produetion agree-

nient between Fiat and FUS in Germany; of

the total of 344 aircraft
_
4 were built by Fiat

(with 12 assembled by Dornicr) and the re-

maining 270 in Germany, the tust jet coinb.it

aircraft built in German\ since 1945

The first Dornicr-built G91R 3 was flown

on 2(1 lulv 1965, the last in May 1966. Two
Fiat G91R 3s were also evaluated by the US
Army in the USA early in 1961.

The next variant, theG91R 4, was basical-

i G91R 3 with R 1 armament and some

equipment changes. A total ol 50 were pro-

cured by US authorities under the MAP
scheine for Greece and Turkev but dive'rted m-

stead to the Federal German air force; later,

the remaming 40 aircraft were transferred to

the Portuguese air force.

Portuguese Air Force Aeritalia G.91R/4 of Escuadra 121 "Tigres" when based at B.A.12

Bissalanca, Portuguese Guinea, 1967. The unit's tiger head emblem appeared on the port

side onlv

A Luftwaffe Aeritalia G. 91 R/4 in later style coding. Markings are those o

LeichtesKampgeschwader 43, based at Oldenburg in 1970.

Aeritalia G.91R/1A fighter-bomber of the 51st Aerobngata, 14th Gruppo, part of

Stormo Tattici Ricogniton Leggen based at Istrana (Treviso), Italian Air Force, 1966.

Luftwaffe Aeritalia G.91R/3 ground-attack aircraft used for weapon training by Waffenschule 50 at Erding,, mid-sixties.
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Aeritalia G91T
The Fiat G91T two-seat version ol thi G9l

ground-attack fightcr was evolved during

[958 tor advanced trai y ai transonu speeds
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The first G91T was flown on 51 May i960

powered by a Bristol Orpheus BOr.803-02

turbojet engine, A total of76 were produced

fcir the Italian aii foi id< i thi di signation

G91T 1. The Fiat G911 3 differs only in

equipment changes. Some 66 were produced

tor tlu- Federal German aii force (44 built bj

Fiat and 22 under licence in Germany). The
last Dornier-built G91T 3 was delivered to

the Federal German aii Force on 19 Octobet

1972. Both the (.VII 1 and I

sion tor
i ameras in tl nose,

The G91T/4 191T/1

variant with 1 oi kheed I 104G

electron ined in the

Type: I
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speed '
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«imum

Dimentioni
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Armament:
ng machine-guns; two underwing

pylons for light bombs. niissiles, or extra fuel

tanks

Operators: Italv. Portugal. West Germany

Twoseat G.91T/3 irivanced trainer on the strength ol the Luftwaffe' s Waffenschule 50 at Erding, 1966

Aeritalia G91Y
1 he Aeritalia (F

:

iat) (i91 Y is essentiallv a twin-

engined development of the G91. Projeci

work in response to a specific Italian air Force

requirement for a liglit grourul att.u k tightcr-

reconnaissance aircraft began in 1965. I he

G91Y was based on the G91T airtrame, the

major change being the introduetion of two
General ElectrieJ85-GE-13A turbojets in place

of the single Bristol Siddeley Orpheus 803,

giving a significant boost in power (over 60%)
at a minimum increase in powerplant weight.

This improved power 'weight ratio enables the

new aircraft to carry considerably heaviei

military loads and/or morc Fuel. apart frorn

the improved safety factor in combat and the

ability to cruise with one engine stopped to

extend the flight endurance.

The complete airframc strueture has been

extensively redesigned, incorporating the

latest aerodynamic innovations and avionics,

including an integrated nav/attack System.

Two prototypes of the G91Y were built,

the first flying on 27 December 1966. The

flight tests were generally successful and the

new aircraft was aeeepted bv the Italian air

force. The pre-produetion batch comprises 20

aircraft, , the first of which was flown in July

1968. At that time, plans were in hand for

several variants of the basic G91Y, such as the

G91Y/T basic/advanced trainer and the

G91Y/S projeet to meet Swiss speeifications

for a ground-attack aircraft, but none of these

were built.

In the event, the pre-produetion series was

followed by the initial 35 produetion G91Ys
for the Italian air force, with deliveries com-

mencing in September 1971. Total produetion

for the Italian air force amounted to 75 air-

craft, including the first series.

The G91Y produetion version differs from

the prototypes in having a slightly slimmer

rear fuselage without the two ventral fins in-

itially fitted. The pilot is equipped with a zero-

zero ejeetor seat and aecommodated in an ar-

moured, pressurized and air-conditioned

cockpit.

Type: single-seat tactical strike/recon-

naissance fighter

Powerplant: two 2,725 lb (1236 kg) dry or

4,080 lb (1850 kg) with afterburning General

Electric J85-GE-13A turbojets

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum speed at sea level Mach 0.93; max-

imum speed at 30,000 ft (9145 m) Mach 0.95;

economical cruising speed at 35,000 ft

(10670 m) Muh o 75; maximum i ite of climb

ai sea level (with afterburning) l~.000ft

(51MO in) pei minute; service ceiling 41,000 ft

(125IHI in), take ofl to 50 fl (15 m) V610 ft

(1100 m); typical eomhat raduis at sea level

372 nules (600 km); lo-lo-lo inission with

2,910 lb (1320 kg) load 240 miles (385 km):

terrv ränge with maxumiui fuel 2,175 miles

(3500 km')

Weights: basic empty 8,117 1b (3682 kg);

normal take -oft 17,196 lb (7800 kg); miX-

imum overload 19, ISO lb (8"(M) kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 6' : in (9.01 m);

length 38 ft 3' : in (11.67 m); height

14 « 6' 2 in (4.43 m); wing area 195.15 sq tt

(18.13 m 2

)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA cannon; foul

underwing pylons for 1,000-lb (454-kg)

bombs, 750-lb (340-kg) napalm Containers,

Aeritalia G91Y

rocket packs each containing seven or twentv-

eight 2-in (50-mm) rockets, or 4 5-in

(127-mm) rocket Containers

Operators: ltaly

Aeronautica Militare Italiano G.91T/1 of the Scuola Volo Basico Avanzato Aviogetti at Amendola (Foggial, Italv. 1966
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The Aeronautica Militare Italiano's No 8 Wing at Cervia San Giorgio is equipped with the twin-engined G91Y
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Aeritalia G222
The initial Aeritalia G222 originated with

NBMR-4 (NATO Basic Military Require-

ment Four) formulated in 1962, resulting in

several V/STOL tactical transport prqjects

(using combined cruise turboprops and lift

jets), none of which were realised. However,

the research project contract for the G222
V/STOL transport awarded to Fiat by the

Italian air force in 1963 was extended to cover

the type's subsequent development in more

conventional form. An official contract for

two military transport prototypes, originally

designated G222TCM, and a static test air-

frame, was finally signed in 1968, the aircraft

being considered a successor to the ageing

Fairchild C-119 transports then in Italian Ser-

vice. Delays caused by changes in official

policy, take-over of the parent Company, and

funding problems held up the completion of

the first prototype, and it was not flown until

18 July 1970. The second prototype joined the

flight-test programme on 21 July 1971. These

aircraft have 3,060/2, 870-shp
(2283/2141-kW) CT64-820 turboshaft

engines and are unpressurized; the production

model is pressurized, and fully air-conditioned

and able to operate from semi-prepared

airstrips in all weathers.

The highly successful tnals resulted in a

firm Italian order for 44 production G222s in

August 1972; by that time arrangements had

been made to involve most of the Italian air-

craft industry in the G222 programme.

The G222 airframe was redesigned once

more to take the more powerful General Elec-

tric T64-P4D turboprop engines and incor-

porate other detail improvements. The pro-

duction prototype was flown on 23 December

1975, by which time Aeritalia had also obtain-

ed its first export order from Argentina.

The fuselage of the basic G222 transport

Version is an all-metal fail-safe structure, the

underside of which forms a loading ramp. In

Standard troop-transport configuration the

G222 carries 44 fully equipped troops (32

sidewall seats and 12 folding seats), as a

paratroop transport 32 (in sidewall seats). As

an ambulance, the G222 has space for 36 stret-

cher cases and two seated casualties, plus four

medical attendants, while converted for cargo

transport the aircraft has provision for a

3,305-lb (1500-kg) capacity cargo hoist and

135 tie-down points.

The basic G222 airframe is most suitable for

adaptation to other military and civil roles,

such as maritime patrol/anti-submarine war-

fare, surveillance and navaid/radar inspection.

A prototype of the EGM version, designated

G222VS (Versione Speciale) was flown on 9

March 1978 and is now undergoing protracted

operational suitability trials. It is equipped

with extensive electronic installations, and car-

ries a flight crew of two, plus 10 Systems

Operators.

A navaid/radar investigation/calibration

version has also been completed and the pro-

totype, designated G222RM (Radiumissurä) is

at the flight-test stage. Externally similar to

the Standard transport version this modifica-

tion has facilities to check VOR, ILS,

TACAN and DME; it also has optional secon-

dary survey capabilities for multiple control of

approach and ground-control radars.

Another new version intended mainly for

export to the Middle East and now under

development is the G222 tactical transport

powered by 3,400-shp (3536-kW) Rolls-

Royce Tyne turboprop engines. The first

flight of the Tyne-powered prototype,

designated G222L, is projeeted for July 1979.

In the civil field, successful trials have been

carried out with a G222 SAMA fire-fighting

modification (rebuilt second G222 prototype

with 1,836-Imperial gallon/6300-litre water

tank), and projeets exist for crop-spraying and

aerial photogrammetry variants.

By late autumn 1978 some 20 G222s had

been delivered, including two prototypes, 14

production aircraft for the Italian air force,

three for Argentina and one for the United

Arab Emirates (Dubai). The Libyan Arab

Republic has issued a letter of intent to pur-

chase 20 G222L tactical transports, scheduled

for delivery in 1980-81, and negotiations are

in progress with Malagasy, Thailand and

Tunjsia.

Type: twin-turboprop general-purpose

transport

Powerplant: two 3,400-shp (2536-kW) Fiat-

built General Electric T64-GE-P4D tur-

boprops driving Hamilton Standard 63E60

three-blade variable-pitch propellers; provision

in fuselage for eight Aerojet General jet-

assisted take-off rockets, delivering a total ad-

ditional thrust of 7,937 lb (3600 kg) for take-

off in overload condition

Performance: (Standard transport at max-

imum take-off weight) maximum speed at

15,000 ft (4575 m) 336 mph (540 km/h);

cruising speed at 14,750 ft (4500 m) 224 mph
(360 km/h); maximum rate of climb at sea-

level 1,705 ft (520 m) per minute; time to

14,750 ft (4500 m) 8 minutes 35 seconds; Ser-

vice ceiling 25,000 ft (7620 m); take-off run

Aeritalia G222 (T64 engines)

2756 ft (840 m); ränge with maximum
payload at Optimum cruising speed at

19,685 ft (6000 m) 435 miles (700 km); ränge

with 44 fullv-equipped troops 1,380 miles

(2220 km); ferry ränge with maximum fue

3,075 miles (4950 km)
Weights: (Standard transport) empt\

32,165 1b (14590 kg); maximum payload

18,740 lb (8500 kg); normal take-off

54,013 lb (24500 kg); maximum take-off and

landing 58,422 lb (26500 kg)

Dimensions: span 94 ft 2 in (28.70 m
length 74 ft 5V2 in (22.70 m); height

32 ft 1
3

4 in (9.80 m); wing area

(82.00 m 2

)

Operators:

tina, Italv,

(Dubai)

(operational or on order) Argen-

Libva, United Arab Emirates

Based at Dubai and shown in the markings of the Dubai Air Force is this Aeritalia G 222 tactical transport, delivered November '76

This Aeritalia G.222 is serving with the Aeronautica Mihtare Italiano's No 46 Transport Brigade based at Pisa, which is receiving 44 of these

all-ltalian machines operated by Nos 2 and 98 Squadrons. They are replacing C-I19s

Aeritalia/Macchi AM-X
During 1976-77 the Italian air force (AMI)

formulated its ideas on a next-generation

multi-role tactical aircraft. It is a most in-

teresting speeification, rather like a smaller

Vought A-7, and the missions are: close inter-

diction, reconnaissance, certain categories of

close air support, offensive Operation against

airfields, and defence against low-flying air-

craft. Later there is likely to be a specialized

anti-ship version as well as a two-seater for

EW and training (and possibly other roles).

Wisely, the whole coneept has been launched

on a design-to-cost basis, the price per aircraft

being set at the equivalent of only £2.1 million

in January 1978 values. The speeification has

been passed to NATO and discussions have

been held at government level with Sweden,

which has a similar need (not now to be met

by the cancelled Saab B3LA or other Swedish

design). Project definition is to be completed

by late 1979, the first of six prototypes is to fly

in late 1982, first delivery should follow in

1985, and the AMI requirement of 180 is to be

complete by 1991. The AM-X will replace the

Aeritalia G91 and Lockheed F-104G, serving

alongside the costly all-weather Panavia Tor-

nado. The AM-X will almost certainly be sub-

sonic but will have good sensors, navigation

and weapon-aiming Systems, and capability far

in advance of current trainer and light attack

aircraft. It will make maximum use of Tor-

nado technology, and might well have a swing

wing.

Type: single-seat tactical combat aircraft

Powerplant: one 11,030-lb (5000-kg) Rolls-

Royce Spey 807 turbofan, without afterburner

(made largely under licence in Italy by com-

panies to be deeided)

Performance: maximum speed at all heights

about Mach 0.8; mission radius see ander

Armament
Weights: maximum loaded about 19,840 lb

(9000 kg)

Dimensions: not disclosed but about the size

of the G91
Armament: total weapon load 3,000 lb (1360

kg) plus two air-to-air missiles and internal

gun for low-altitude mission radius of 207

miles (335 km); maximum load over shorter

radius 6,000 lb (2725 kg)

Operators: under development for Italy
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Aermacchi AL.60 Trojan

European exclusive manufacturing rights for

the manufacturc of thc Lockheed 60 light

Utility transport were obtained by Aermacchi

in 1960 and the first AL.60 appeared in April

1961. It is a high-wing cabin monoplane of an

all-metal conjtruction. The wing nas piano-

hinged ailerons and hand-opcrated Fowler

flaps. The fixed tricycle landing gear has can-

tilever steel-tube main legs connected to an

oleo-pneumatic shock absorber mounted
horizontally under the cabin floor. The nose

gear is steerable.

The pilot and co-pilot sit side-by-side, and

behind them is provision for two benches,

each seating three. As a casevac aircraft the

AL.60 can take two stretchers plus one sitting

patient and a medical attendant. The main

cargo/casualty loading door is on the right,

anda sliding door to tne rear on the left can be

used for dropping parachutists or supphes.

There are normal doors forward on either side.

Lockheed-Azacarte SAI in Mexico have sold

a comiderable number of civil vanants, in-

cluding speciahzed aircraft for aghcultural use.

The Mexican designation is LASA.60 'Santa

Maria', and 18 built in Mexico were sold to

that country's air arm for use primarily as

search and rescue aircraft. The Aermacchi
military vanant, designated AL.60C5. has

been purchased by the Central Afncan Empire

(10) and Canada. A similar vanant has been

supplied to Rhodesia as the Trojan.

Type: (AL.60 C.5 Conestoga/Trojan) Utility

aircraft

Powerplant: one 400-hp (298-kW) Lycom-
ing IO-720-A1A horiztonally-opposed air-

cooled piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 156 mph (251

km/h) at sea level; economic cruising speed

108 mph (174 km/h) at 5,000 ft (1524 m),

ränge with maximum fuel load 644 miles

(1037 km); service ceiling 13.615 ft (4150 m);

rate of climb at sea level 1,083 ft (330 m) per

Aermacchi Lockheed AL.60F

minute; take-off run 644 ft (196 m); landing

run 846 ft (258 m)
Weighu: empty equipped 2.395 lb (1086

kg); maximum take-off 4,500 lb (2041 kg)

Dimensions: span 39 ft 4 in (11.99 m);

length 28 ft 10Vj in (8.80 m); height 10 ft

10 in (3.3 m); wing area 210.4 sq ft (19.55

m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Canada, Central Afncan Empire

(Conestoga), Rhodesia (Trojan), Mauntama,
Mexico, South Africa

Aermacchi M.B. 326

In an unbroken Instory datmg back to before

World War I, Aeronautica Macchi has pro-

ducta more than 7,(XX) examples of aircraft of

its own design; something likc 10 per Cent of

that total arc members of the MB. 326 familv

ofjet trainers and light attack aircraft. In Com-

pany with thc BAC Jet Provost and Air Fouga

Magister, it is one of the classic types or its

genre, having been in constant production tor

two decades.

Design began in 1954, and the first proto-

type made its initial (light on 10 December

1957, powered by a 1,750-lb (794-kg) lUtic

thrust Viper 8 turbojet. The second proto-

type, and 15 pre-produetion examples ordered

by Italy's Aennautiea Milium, standardized on

the 2,500-lb (1 134-kg) Viper 1 1 . The basic air-

franie, designed by Dr-Ing Ermanno Baz-

zocchi of Aermacchi, is simple, robust, stress-

ed to g limits of +8 and -4, has wcll-

equipped, pressurized tandem cockpit,s with

twin ejeetion seats, and is intended for use in

all stages ol flying training from ab initio up-

wards. Thc first M.B. 326s entered ltalian Ser-

vice in February 1962, thc AMI eventualis'

reeeiving 85 of the initial model in .iddition to

the 15 pre-produetion aircraft.

Ground-attack potential was first offered by

Aermacchi on a proposed model known as the

M.B.326A, to be equipped with six under-

wing attachments for alternative gun or

rocket pods, bombs or other weapons. Such a

Version was not then required by the ltalian air

force, but similar armed modeis were ordered

by Tunisia (eight M.B.326Bs) and Ghana
(nine M.B.326Fs). Four examples of an

unarmed M.B.326D were produced as airline

pilot trainers for Alitalia. The M.B.326H, for

the Royal Australian Air Force (87) and Navy
(10), had füll armament provisions; they were

assembled or licence-built in that country by

CAC (Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation).

M.B.326Ms were produced, in two modeis,

for the South African Air Force: 40 unarmed
Italian-built aircraft for use in the training

role, and about 125 assembled or licence-built

in Transvaal by the Atlas Aircraft Corpora-

tion. The latter, known as the Impala Mk 1,

have provision for externally-mounted arma-

ment.

All of the foregoing aircraft had the Viper

11 as powerplant. Increased power was intro-

dueed in thc spring of 1967, with the flight of

the first Viper 540-powercd M.B.326G proto-

type. Combined with sonie local reinforce-

ment »f the airframe, this can carry almost

twice as heavv a weapons load as the Viper

ll-engined mödeb, and in production form is

known as the MB. 326GB. This has been, or

is being, built in Italy for the Argentinc navy

(eight) and the air forces of Zaire (17) and

Zambia (20); a Version with some Eieature! "t

the (!B, but thc Viper 1 1 engine, is the ltalian

air force's M.B.326E, six of which arc newly-

built and six converted troni carlicr MB. 326s.

The largest overseas Order to date has come
from South America, where EMBRAER of

Sao Jose dos Campoi has virtuallv completed

the manufacturc ol 170 armed GCi (similar to

the GB) under the designation AT-26 Xavante

for the air forces of Brazil (167) and Togo
(three).

Aermacchi'] moit recent two-seat version,

the M.B.326L, is based upon the single-seat

M.B.326K (see separate descnption) and likc-

wise reatures a rurther increase in engine

power by the use of a Viper 600 series engine.

Two of the customers for the K model have

also ordered the L type: Dubai (one) and

Tunisia (four). Although fully equipped with

dual controls for training, thc M.B.326L
retains the lull attack close-support potential

of the K variant.

Said to be practically viceless, the M.B.326

undoubtedlv owes much ol its success to the

basic simplicitv and robustness of its design,

excellent stabilitv and control at low speeds,

plus considerable manoeuvrability, versatility,

and (on the latest modeis) load-carrying

capacity.

Type: two-seat basic advanced trainer and

light attack aircraft

Powerplant: one Rolls-Royce Viper turbo-

jet: 2,500-lb (1 134-kg) static thrust Viper 11

Aermacchi M B.326E

in early modeis; 3,410-lb (1547-kg) static

thrust Viper 20 Mk 540 in GB. H and M;
4.000-lb (1814-kg) static thrust Viper 632-43

in L

Performance: maximum speed (326) 501

mph (806 km/h), (GB. clean) 539 mph (867

km/h); ränge on internal fuel (326) 1.035

miles (1665 km), (GB. clean) 1.150 miles

(1850 km); combat radius (B, with armament)

290 miles (460 km), (GB, with armament) 403

miles (648 km); maximum rate of climb at sea

level (B, with armament) 2,300 ft (700 m) per

minute, (GB, with armament) 3,100 ft (945

m) per minute; service ceiling (326, clean)

41,000 ft (12500 m), (GB, clean) 47,000 ft

(14325 m), (GB. with armament) 39,000 ft

(11900 m)
Weights: empty (326) 4,930 lb (2237 kg), (E)

5,772 lb (2618 kg), (GB, trainer) 5.920 lb

(2685 kg); maximum take-off (326) 8,300 lb

(3765 kg), (B) 10,000 lb (4535 kg), (GB,'

trainer) 10,090 lb (4577 kg), (GB, with arma-

ment) 11,500 lb (5216 kg)

Dimensions: span over tip-tanks (early

modeis) 34 ft 8 in (10.56 m). (GB) 35 ft 7V* in

(10.85 m); length (early modeis) 34 ft 11W in

(10.65 m), (GB) 35 ft OVi in (10.67 m); height

12 ft 2 in (3.72 m); wing area (early modeis)

204.5 sq ft (19.00 m 2
), (GB) 208.3 sq ft (19.35

m 2
)

Armament: two optional 7.7-mm (0.303-in)

machine-guns in fuselage in early modeis, with

six underwing points for machine-gun pods,

rockets and/or bombs, or camera pod(s);

maximum external load 2,000 lb (907 kg) on

early modeis, 4,000 lb (1814 kg) on GB and L
Operators: Argentina, Australia, Bolivia,

Brazil (Xavante), Dubai, Ghana, Italy, South

Africa (Impala 1), Togo (Xavante), Tunisia,

Zaire, Zambia

5D5

One of the eight Aermacchi M.B.326B advanced trainers purchased in 1965 by the Tumsian Republican Air Force.

Aermacchi M.B. 326K/Atlas Impala Mk 2

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of this

single-seat version of the Aermacchi M.B.326
family is the length of time that was allowed

to elapse before it made its appearance, given

the propensity for almost every newjet trainer

to be offered as an 'ideal' vehicle for the close-

support role. Aermacchi had proved at an early

stage in its evolution that the basic two-seat

M.B. 326 was an extremely manoeuvrable yet

stable weapon-launching platform, and the

early armed versions, the M.B.326B and F,

would normally be flown anyway with the

second seat vacant in a ground-attack role.

Nevertheless, the development of a genuine

single-seat model offered attractive

possibilities, especially with the introduetion

of mote powerful variants of the Rolls-Royce

Viper engine.

Substitution of the Viper 540 for the

original Viper 11 had allowed the weapon load

to be effectively doubled from that of the early

modeis, and with the still more powerful

Series 600 engine available, the opportunity

was taken to augment the offensive capability

of the single-seat M.B.326K by installing a

pair of electrically-operated cannon in the

lower forward fuselage. Into the space normal-

ly oecupied by the second cockpit have gone

the ammunition drums for these guns, the

avionics formerly housed in the nose, and an Aermacchi M.B.326K
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Aermacchi M.B. 326K/Atlas Impala Mk 2

additional fuel tank. For the more demanding
needs of low-level manoeuvring and weapon
carriage/delivery, the airframe has been

strengthened in selected areas, and servo assis-

tance is provided for the ailerons. At first,

Aermacchi feit that these changes were suffi-

cient to justify the new designation M.B. 336,
but decided later to retain the already-

established basic one and call the new version

the M.B.326K.
Two prototypes of the M.B.326K were

completed, the first of these making its

maiden flight on 22 August 1970, more than

12 I/2 years after the debut of the original

M.B.326, with a 3,360-lb (1524-kg) static

thrust Viper 540. The intended powerplant,

the higher-rated Viper 632-43, was installed in

the second aircraft, which joined the flight test

Programme in 1971. Despite the widespread

popularity of the earlier two-seat modeis, a

first customer for the K did not emerge until

1974, when three examples were ordered for

the Dubai Police Air Wing (together with one

example of the K's two-seat counterpart, the

M.B.326L). Later that year Aermacchi

delivered seven M.B.326Ks to South Africa,

where Atlas Aircraft Corporation was soon

due to end its licence production of the two-

seat M.B.326M (Impala 1). In 1975 these were
followed by Italian-built KDCs (knock-down

components) for 15 more single-seaters, and

since assembling these locally Atlas has manu-

factured a version of the K under licence in

South Africa as the Impala 2. Except for the

installation of different avionics, the Impala 2

is similar to the Standard M.B.326K, but uses

the lower-powered Viper 540 engine. In 1976

Italian-built Ks were ordered by the air forces

of Ghana (six) and Tunisia (eight), two of the

original customers for the early armed versions

of the M.B.326.

The presence of built-in guns, and the

variety of underwing weapons available (see

specification below), mean that the M.B.326K
is not necessarily confined to low-level

ground-attack or close air support missions. It

can carry a camera pod, for low- and medium-
altitude tactical reconnaissance, without detri-

ment to the attack weapon-carrying capacity

of the remaining wing stations. Or, with twin

cannon and heat-seeking dogfight missiles

under the wings, it can perform in a Visual

interception role. Provision exists for a laser

rangefinder and a bomb delivery Computer tc

be installed if required by a customer.

Type: single-seat close air support or tactical

reconnaissance aircraft, and limited air-to-air

interceptor

Powerplant: one 4,000-lb (1814-kg) static

thrust Rolls-Royce Viper 632-43 turbojet

(M.B.326K); 3,360-lb (1524-kg) static thrust

Viper 540 (Impala Mk 2)

Performance: (M.B.326K) maximum speed,

clean, at 5,000 ft (1525 m) 553 mph (890

km/h); maximum speed, with armament, at

30,000 ft (9150 m) 426 mph (686 km/h);
typical combat radius, according to altitude

and external load 167-644 miles (268-1036

km); ferry ränge with two drop-tanks more
than 1,323 miles (2130 km); maximum rate of

climb at sea level, clean, 6,500 ft (1980 m) per

minute; maximum rate of climb at sea level,

with armament 3,750 ft (1143 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped 6,885 lb (3123 kg);

take-off, clean, 10,240 lb (4645 kg); maximum
take-off, with armament 13,000 lb (5897 kg)

Dimensions: span over tip-tanks 35 ft 7 in

(10.85 m); length 35 ft 0'/4 in (10.67 m);

height 12 ft 2 in (3.72 m); wing area 208.3
sq ft (19.35 m2)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA 553 cannon
in lower fuselage, each with 125 rounds; and
up to 4,000 lb (1814 kg) of external stores on
six underwing stations, typical loads including

four 1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs, or two 750-lb

(340-kg) and four 500-lb (227-kg) bombs, or

six 7.62-mm (0.3-in) Minigun pods, or two
AS. 11 or AS. 12 air-to-surface missiles, or two
Matra 550 Magic air-to-air missiles, or various

launchers for 37-mm, 68-mm, 100-mm,
2.75-in or 5-in rockets, or (on innermost port

Station) a four-camera reconnaissance pod
Operators: Dubai, Ghana, South Africa

(Impala 2), Tunisia

Aermacchi M.B. 326KO single-seat light strike aircralt of the Union Air Force, Dubai, three form a counter-insurgency flight.

Aermacchi M.B. 339

Following the receipt of a study contract from

the Italian air force in 1972, Aeronautica

Macchj undertook no fewer than nine separate

design studies in its efforts to evolve a second-

generation jet trainer to succeed the M.B.326

and Aeritalia (Fiat).G91T during the 1980s.

Seven of these were variants of a design

known as the M.B. 338, with numerous per-

mutations of single or twin Viper, Larzac,

Adour, RB.401 and TFE 731 turbojets or

turbofans. Not surprisingly, the single-Vipcr

versions would have offered little advance in

Performance over the later modeis of the

M.B.326; neither, as it turned out, did the

intermediately-powered modeis, which also

would have been more expensive to produce

than the M.B.326; while the two most powcr-

ful versions, with a single Adour and twin

Larzacs rcspectively, offered a marked increase

in Performance only at a considerably higher

cost.

The most encouraging studies were the two
proposed modeis of the M.B. 339, powered by

either a single Larzac turbofan (M.B.339L) or

a single Viper 600 series turbojet (M.B. 339V).

Moreover, a major part of the M.B/339 air-

frame was common with that of the M.B.

326K, only the forward fuselage, with its

modified cockpit and much superior all-round

view, plus the enlarged vertical tail, being

essentially different. In February 1975 the

Italian air force decided to adopt the Viper-

powered version to meet its requirements, and

the first of two prototypes made its initial

flight at Venegono airfield on 12 August of

the following year. Only comparatively minor

modifications, to provide an anti-skid braking

System for the main landing gear and a steer-

able nosewheel, plus improved air-condition-

ing in the cockpit, were introduced on the

second prototype, which flew for the first

time on 20 May 1977. (An amusing subliminal

touch is Aermacchi's use of the word 'nine' in

various languages in the registration of the

development aircraft: I-NOVE for the first

prototype, I-NINE for the second, and

I-NEUF for the first production machine.)

Redesign of the forward fuselage permits

the rear (instructor's) seat to be elevated above

that of his pupil in the now-fashionable

manner, the elongated tandem canopy pro-

viding an all-round view much improved over

that from the M.B.326. Both occupants have

Martin-Baker zero-zero ejection seats, fitted

only in the E, K, and L modeis of the earlier

M.B.326. The avionics are suitably increased

and updated to include Tacan, navigation

Computer, blind landing Instrumentation, IFF

(identification friend or foe), and both VHF
and UHF radio. Fuselage and permanent

wingtip tanks give a total 31 1 Imperial gallons

(1413 litres) of usable fuel as Standard, with a

75-Imperial gallon (340-litre) drop-tank able to

be carried on the middle pylon under each

wing.

Following the two prototypes (the second

of which represents the production Standard),

the Italian air ministry ordered an initial batch

of 15 M.B. 339s, of an expected total of about

100. Although devclopcd initially as an Italian

air force trainer, the 339 retains the six wing
hardpoints of its predecessor. Thus, Aer-

macchi has achieved a successor to the

M.B.326 with a compromise design. It may
lack some sophistication and the Performance

'edge' of the British Aerospace Hawk or

Dassault-Breguet /Dornier Alpha Jet.

Howcvcr, these factors may be more than off-

set by the lower unit cost, plus the common-
ality with an already well-proven airframe.

Type: tandem two-seat basic advanced jet

trainer and close-support aircraft

Powerplant: one 4,000-lb (1814-kg) Piaggio-

built Rolls-Royce Viper 632-43 turbojet

Performance: maximum limiting Mach
number 0.86 (603 mph 971 km/h equivalcnt

airspeed); maximum speed at sea level 558

mph (898 km/h); maximum speed at 30,000 ft

(9150 m) 508 mph (817 km/h) or Mach 0.77;

maximum ränge on internal fuel 1,093 miles

(1760 km); maximum ränge with two under-

wing drop-tanks 1,310 miles (2110 km); maxi-

mum rate of climb at sea level 6,600 ft

Aermacchi M.B. 339

(2012 m) per minute; Service ceiling 48,000 ft

(14630 m)

Weights: empty equipped 6,889 lb (3125 kg):

take-off, clean 9,700 lb (4400 kg); maximum
take-off, with underwing stores 13.000 lb

(5895 kg)

Dimensions: span over tip-tanks 35 ft IVi in

(10.86 m); length 36 ft in (10.97 m); height

13 ft l'/t in (3.99 m); wing area 207.74 sq ft

(19.30 m 2
)

Armament: six underwing hardpoints, the

outer pair each able to carry a 750-lb (340-kg)

störe and the others 1,000 lb (454 kg) each,

subject to a maximum load of 4,000 lb (1814

kg). The two inboard points can carry 30-mm
or multi-barrel 7.62-mm guns in a Macchi

pod, and the two centre points are 'wet' for

the carriage of drop-tanks. Wide variety of

weapon loads including bombs, napalm,

AS. 11 'AS. 12 or Magic missiles, launchers for

50-mm, 68-mm or 2.75-in rockets, or a single

four-camera reconnaissance pod

Operators: Italv

First (on the right) and second prototypes of the Aermacchi M.B. 339, the improved and updated successor to the M.B.326. The first of

an initial batch of 15 production aircraft for the Aeronautica Militare flew in 1978, and 100 in all are on order.
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Aero 3

First flown in 1956, the Aero 3 entered pro

duction in 1957, It was dcsigncd to a

Yugoslav .nr force ipecification !<>r lue in the

pniii.irv training and anny to-opcration rolcs.

Approximately equivalent to the DH<
Chipmunk, the Aero 3 is entirely of wooJcn
(.(Instruction, unlikc tili- Canadian all-metal

aircraft. It lucceeded the earlier Aero 2 in Ser-

vice from 1958, and lias füll dual controls and

bhnd-flymg equipment. The SÜlgl

canopy tnay he jettisoned if necessarv

A few Aero 3s rernain in service hut by the

late 1970s were being replaced by the

UTVA-75.

Type: two-seat primary tramer

Powerplant: one 190-hp (142-kW) Lycom-
ing 0-435A piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 143 mph
(230 km/h); cruising speed 112 mph
(180 km/h); ränge at cruismg speed 422 nnles

(680 km); ceiling 14,000 It (43(K) m)

Weights: loaded 2,646 1b (1198 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 5 in (10.5 m); length

28 ft 1 in (8.58 m); hcight 8 ft 10 in (2.7 m)
Operators: Yugoslavia

Aero 3

Aero L-29 Delfin

Even .ii Hone the aii fori es ol the Warsaw Pai t

nations, where large produi tion ! onti u ts an

common, manufacturing figures of ovei vooo

of .i smgle type ol {et trainei indii ati a ;uccess

ful design, The lirst studies leading to thi

Aero L-29 wen- ni.icle in 1955 by 3 t( am undi

'

K. Tomas and Z. Rublic. Known as the

XL-29, the prototype flew lor the inst mm
on 5 Apnl 195V. powered by a Bristol Siddeley

Viper turbojet The second prototype, which

made its initial flight in |nlv 1960, and

pre-produetion batch of I 29s toi service

evaluation, had the nationally-designed M 701

turbojet

.

A yeai laier the Delfin (dolphin) was siih

jeeted to competitive evaluation againsi the

Yakovlev Yak-30 and PZL-Miel« l's ll

Iskra. As a result, all W.usau l'.n t lountiics

(except Poland, which deeided to continue

supporting its own TS II) deeided to adopl

the Dellln as their Standard basic and advanced

jet trainer. The inst produetion Delfin was

completed in Apnl 1963, and approximately

3,500 had been built betöre the run ended

sonie 12 vears later. More tlian 2,000 o( these

were supplied to the Soviel aii Force, whose
L-29s were assigned the reporting name
'Maya' by the NATO Air Standards ( o

ordinating Committee, and about 400 to the

('.zech air force. Others were supplied to the

air forces of Bulgaria, the German Democratic

Republic, Hungary and Romania. From its

introduetion the Delfin enabled these Services

to inaugurate 'all-through' training on jet air-

craft, bv replacing earlier piston-engined

types. It was dcsigncd not only tor basic pilot

training but also for advanced and combat

weapon training.

The L-29\ coneept is based upon a straight-

forward, easy-to-build design, simple to flv

and uncomplicated to operate. Flight controls

are manual, with generous wing flaps and a

perforated airbrake on each side of the reai

fuselagi rhi Delfin does nol readily stall or

md reliabiiit) in laid to be

high. There is a inanual backup tor ili< Unding

rovided with

m se.ns though. unlikc modern ti

the instructor's (rear) se.it is no higher than

the pupil's Kimw.iv requirements are n

and it i an op ' ISS, Und Ol

r\< i" also built a mu.i1;

si ai I 29 -\ I
) lim M •

displays, bui this did nol go into lai

produetion Neithei did an .ut.uk Version, the

l 29R, but tlu Standard I 29 ssas supplied to

a numbei of countries (inclui

equipped fbi tlus role, with i modesi •

load on two underwing pylons rh< I

iupi i *^V\\ in prodiu tion

in the mid 1970s by the 1 >9

Type: t.indem tWO Seal basil and advaiHcd jet

trainei

Powerplant: one 1,960 lb (890-kg) Motorlet

M 701 V< 150 oi S 50 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed II 16,400 fi

(5(10(1 ni) 40" mph (655 km Ii). maximum
speed at sea level >79 mph (610 km h); maxi-

mum ränge OH interna] fud '''"nnles

(640 km); maximum ränge with tWO under-

wing drop-tanks 555 nnles (895 km); maxi

nnmi rate ol dimb ai sea level 2. "55 tt (840 tu)

per minute; service ceiling (6,100 fi

(11000 m)

^OOÖ

Aero L 29 Delfin

\\ rights mpty 5.027 lb (2280 kg); maxi-

mum take-ofl 580 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 ft 9 in (10.29 m);

length J5 fi i lA in (10.81 m); hcight

ii (3 13 m). wii 1 si| tt

(19 BO

Armament: provi " 62-mm gun

pods, two 220-lb ( 100-kg) homhs, eight air-to-

surface rockets or two drop-tanks. on pvlon

under each \s

Operators: Bulgana, China, Czechoslovakia,

Egypt, East Germany, Guinea, Hungary,

Indonesia, Iraq. Nigeria. Romania. Syria,

Uganda, USSR, Vietnam

Serving in the basic and advanced training roles with the Egyptian Arab Air Force is the Czechoslovak L-29 Delfin.

Aero L-39 Albatros

Designed before the Soviet armed intervention

in Czechoslovakia in 1968, the L-39 is now
well on the road to emulating its predecessor,

the L-29 Delfin, as the Standard jet trainer for

Warsaw Pact (except Poland) and other air

forces. Aero began with three prototypes , the

middle one of which flew for the first time on

4 November 1968; the other two were sub-

jeeted to structural and fatigue tests. Pilot for

the first flight was Rudolf Duchon, who had

also been responsible for the early test pro-

gramme of the L-29 nine years before. The
powerplant selected for the L-39 is the Soviet-

designed Ivchenko AI-25 turbofan, and most

of the early delays in the aircraft's develop-

ment are thought to be the result of problems

encountered in relating this to the L-39's air-

frame, so rendering it acceptable for licence

produetion in Czechoslovakia. One of the

chief problems seems to have been the supply

of air to the engine: by late 1970, at which
time five flying prototypes had been com-
pleted, modified intakes of greater length and

increased area were noticed on these develop-

ment aircraft. During the following year, a

pre-produetion batch of 10 L-39s was built to

the modified configuration, and series produe-

tion began in late 1972. By 1979, more than

1,000 had been ordered, of which more than

half had been completed.

These are of three main versions. The basic

L-39, for elementary and advanced jet train-

ing, has been supplied in quantity to the

Czech and Soviet air forces, plus those of other

Warsaw Pact nations, as a successor to the

L-29; it began to enter service in 1974. When
equipped for weapons training, the two-seater

is known as the L-39Z. A single-seat armed

variant, for use in the light close-support and

ground-attack roles, is designated L-39D; Iraq

is known to be among the Operators of this

version.

Dipl-Ing Jan Vlcek, who led the Aero

design team responsible for the L-39, has pro-

duced a physically attractive little aeroplane

with a significant improvement in Perfor-

mance over its predecessor (Mach 0.83 top

speed, compared with the L-29's Mach 0.75).

Aero L-39 Albatros

Tandem seating (on zero-height ejeetion seats

in the L-39) is retained, but naturally with the

rear (instructor's) seat elevated to improve his

view forward. Simultaneously, this enables the

lower-placed front cockpit to slope downward
towards a finely-pointed nose that reduces

drag and contributes to enhanced Perfor-

mance. Construction is modular, the airframe

being broken down into only three major sub-

assemblies (wing, fuselage, and rear

fuselage/tail unit) to facilitate major

maintenance and overhaul. The entire wing,

except for the moving surfaces, is in one piece,

including the permanent tip-tanks, and the

swept fin is integral with the rear fuselage; the

latter is removable to provide easy access to the

continued 63



Aero L-39 Albatros

engine for servicing. Including detachables

such as nose-cone, control surfaces, landing

gear and canopies, the entire L-39 airframe

consists of little more than a couple of dozen

basic components. This enables any one to be

replaced quickly and easily; plenty of access

panels are provided for reaching individual

Systems or installations. A first-class all-round

view is available from both pressurized

Cockpits, and dual controls are, of course,

Standard. The rear seat is removed in the

L-39D, presumably providing space, if re-

quired, for avionics or an additional fuel tank.

A small auxiliary power unit (APU), in the

form "of a compressed-air turbine and

generator, makes the aircraft independent of

ground power sources for engine starting, fuel

flow or other Services.

Type: tandem two-seat basic and advanced jet

trainer (L-39), weapons trainer (L-39Z) and

single-seat Hght ground-attack aircraft

(L-39D)

Powerplant: one 3,792-lb (1720-kg) Walter

Titan turbofan (Ivchenko AI-25-TL built

under Czech licence by Motorlet)

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

435 mph (700 km/h); maximum speed

(trainer, clean) at 19,685 ft (6000 m) 485 mph
(780 km/h), (L-39D) at same altitude with

four rocket pods 391 mph (630 km/h); ränge

on internal fuel (trainer) 528 miles (850 km),

(L-39D with rocket pods) 485 miles (780 km);

maximum ränge with two drop-tanks and no

weapons 994 miles (1600 km); maximum rate

of climb at sea level (trainer) 4,330 ft (1320 m)

per minute, (L-39D) 3,150 ft (960 m) per

minute; Service ceiling (trainer) 37,730 ft

(11500 m), (L-39D) 29,525 ft (9000 m)
Weights: empty 7,341 lb (3330 kg); take-off

(trainer, clean and with tip-tanks emptyj

10,075 lb (4570 kg); maximum take-off

(L-39D with four rocket pods) 11,618 lb (5270

kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft OV2 in (9.46 m);

length 40 ft 5 in (12.32 m); height

15 ft 5V2 in (4.72 m); wing area 202.4 sq ft

(18.80 m 2
)

Armament: (L-39D) up to 2,425 1b (1100

Assured at launch of sales throughout the Warsaw Pact nations, other than Poland, the Czech Aero L-39 Albatros has found a growing list

of export customers and should by the late 1980s nval the 3,000-plus production runs of its predecessor, the L-29 Delfin.

kg) of weapons on four underwing points, in-

cluding bombs of up to 1,102-lb (500-kg) size,

pods of 57-mm or 130-mm rockets, gun pods,

j single five-camera reconnaissance pack, or

two drop-tanks; centreline point under

fuselage for podded gun, believed to be a

Soviet GSh-23 of 23-mm calibre with about

180 rounds

Operators: Afghanistan, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary,
Iraq, Romania, USSR

A desert camouflaged Aero L-39 Albatros flown by the Iraqi Air Force College at Rashid.

Aerospace Airtrainer CT/4
The origins of this light primary trainer can be

traced to Australian Henry Millicer's design,

which won a Royal Aero Club competition in

1953 and which was subsequently built in

Australia by Victa as a civil tourer/trainer. In

1971 the New Zealand Company Aero Engine

Services Ltd (AESL), later amalgamated with

Air Parts, bought the rights to a four-seat

development known as the Aircruiser and

decided to convert the design to the military

training role. One of the first priorities was to

strengthen the airframe, which was initially

cleared only from + 3.8 to - 1.5g. The proto-

type, stressed from + 6 to - 3g and featuring

a hinged, clear-Perspex canopy, side-by-side

seating for two with an optional third seat aft

and stick-type control columns, first flew on

23 February 1972.

More than 80 Airtrainers now equip six^air

arms. They are used primarily for training,

although modified versions with underwing

hardpoints have been evaluated. Australia

operates 31 aircraft with No 1 Flight Training

School (FTS) at Point Cook, and a further six

at the Central Flying School, East Säle, have

taken over the tasks previously performed by

Commonwealth Aircraft Winjeels. Six Air-

trainers equipped with underwing hardpoints

are used to train forward air Controllers. The
Royal New Zealand Air Force, happy to

operate a home-grown trainer, bought 13 air-

craft and a further six airframes for spares.

Based at Wigram FTS, they are used for basic

training and replace the North American Har-

vard, with which New Zealand has had a long

association. From the Airtrainer, pilots move
on to British Aerospace Strikemaster Mk 88s

for operational strike and jet conversion train-

ing. The Royal Thai Air Force, with the ever

present threat of clashes along the Thai-

Cambodia border, trains its recruit pilots on

24 Airtrainers based (along with 12 SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260MTs, four Cessna T-41Ds

and 10 Continental-powered de Havilland

Chipmunks) at Korat Air Base.

Type: two/three-seat aerobatic light trainer

Powerplant: one 210-hp (157-kW) Teledyne

Continental IO-360-H flat-six air-cooled

piston engine

Performance: maximum design speed 265

mph (426 km/h); maximum level speed at sea

level 178 mph (286 km/h), at 10,000 ft (3050

m) 163 mph (262 km/h); ränge on internal

fuel, 10% reserve, 75% power at 5,000 ft

(1525 m) 790 miles (1271 km); maximum rate

of climb at sea level l,350ft (411 m) per

minute

Weights: empty equipped 1,490 lb (675 kg);

maximum take-off 2,400 lb (1088 kg)

Dimensions: span 26 ft in (7.92 m); length

23 ft 2 in (7.06 m); height 8 ft 6 in (2.59 m);

wing area 129 sq ft (11.98 m 2

)

Armament: a variety of Stores on underwing
hardpoints

Operators: Australia, Hong Kong, Indo-

nesia, New Zealand, Singapore, Thailand

The Aerospace Airtrainer CT-4 originated in a design contest held by the Royal Aero Club

in 1953. The winner was an Australian, who eventually had it built as the Vlcta Airtourer.

New Zealand built the military trainer version, here seen in RNZAF service
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Aerospatiale SA.313B/SA.318C Alouette II

Ol \ eni 'I ' i mfiguratii m bu( iturdy

design, the Airospatiali Alouette II was one

of the first um- light multi-purpose lielii opti i

jikI excelled in .i variety ol roles Hiis adap-

tabilii was fai ilitated by it« n li ibl turl

engine, easy maintenance, and landing

which could be eithei "I wheel or skid type, i

«

flu.its, witli provision tot emergency Flotation

gear.

The Alouette II originated .is Sud-Esl

SE.3120 Alouette (Lark), a three-seal light

helicoptei designed mainly toi agricultural

purposes, The f trst SI $120 prototype was

flown 011 31 [uly 1932, powered by a 200-hp

(149-kW) S.ilmsoii 9NH radial engine, and a

year later established .1 new international

helicoptei closed-circuit duration record ol 13

hours 36 minutes.

Tlic basic airframe was then completely

redesigned to take the J60 shp (269 kW)
Turbomeca Artouste I turboshaft, and t Ik-

first of two prototypes, designated SI H 10,

was flown on 12 M.ntli 1955, followed by

three pre-production aircraft in 1956 I In

Alouette II was granted a French certiticati ol

airwortliiness on 2 Mav 1956, and was soon in

demand on the international market. In 1957

Sud-Est merged with Sud-Aviation, at which

timc the designation "f the Alouette II was

altered to SA.31 3B, remaining uni '

after Sud's take-ovei by Aerospatiale.

Front the beginning, the Alouette II proved

3 most successful design and was round par-

r it. til.it lv suitable tot Operations in liighi 1

altitudes. Tims, during the period 9 13 |une

1958, an Artouste-powered Alouette II sei up

an mtcniation.il helicoptei altitudi record ol

36,027 ft (10984 m) to, all classes, and a

height record of 51,440 ft (9583 m) in the

H)00/1750-kg category. By Septembei i960

no k-ss than 598 Alouette IK lud been ordered

by customers in 22 different countries, and ii

was being assembled by Republü in the l 'SA

and Saab in Sweden. It also became the Inst

French aircraft ol any kind, and the tust

helicopter in the world, to be granted an

American certification.

A development ol the Alouette II with a

400-shp (298-kW) Turbomeca Turmo II

engine, with the designation SE.3140, was in

nounced in Mav 1957 Imt did not reach the

produetion stage. Ajiothei derivative,

powered by the more economical Astazou IIA

turboshaft engine and featuring a new centri-

lutt h, was t.u

prototype, designated SA 3180, was flown on

31 January 1%0 and aftei thoroug! ' r «als an

extension ot the Alouetti II I rench certificate

of airwortliiness was granted on 18 February

1964. Produetion, is thi SA.M8(

menced in the sann- year, with first deliveries

plan in 196S ( )f gcncrallv similar

ind versatility, tln SA.MSt

slightly higher level speed, longer rang

was capabk- of lifting lieavier loads, but is less

suitable foi Operations in highei altitudes. Tbc

success of the basic Ahmem- II design is

n tlr.tr, 1 jn tln.- growing numbei 01 nvil and

military customers: by 1 [une 1967 a l

988 Alouette lls (including those with

Asta/on engines) lud been ordered (and 969

delivered); by 21 Mav 1970 tlns total liad in-

creased to 1.200 (923 with Artouste and 277

with Astazou engines); tlns total included 450

Alouette II delivered to the French aii

army and nav) v. well as private customers.

By the spring ol 1975, when the produetion of

tlns helicoptei was terminated, the tiumher of

Alouette Ms sold had reached 1,300, and it was

used by 126 civil and military operatoi

1 ountries.

In tlic military field, thi Moueti II (par-

ticularly with the Artouste engine) has round

widespn id use in .1 variety ol roles: anti-

lubmarine warfare, dose gound-support,

battli field re

ing 1 rane (payload 1.100 1.322 Ib (500 600

stretchers,

one two sitting cases, one attendant), aerial

•i.ipliv, and training A wide ränge of

suitable optional equipment was available and

fitted to 1 ustomei 's requirements.

A substantial numbei ol Alouette lls are

still in active service in maus parts of the

world

Type: (SA *HH Alouette II) light general-

Powcrplant: oni 530-shp (derated to

160-shp) (395 269 kW
|

l Vrtouste

IK -6 turboshaft

Performance: (at maximu veight)

maximum speed at sea level 115 mpb (185

km li); maximum 1 1 u g spi ed at

ph (165 km/h) ib at sea level

S25 ft (232 tu) per minute; Service ceiling

Aerospatiale Alouette II

7,050 t> (21 ^0 in); hovering ceiling in ground
joo tt (1650 in); hovering ceiling out

000 ft (920 m); ränge with

maximum fuel al sea level 350 miles (565 km);

ränge with 1.200-lb (545-kg) pa

62 miles (100 km); ränge with 860-lb

(390-kg) payload at sea level 186 miles (300

km); fliglit endurance witb maximum fuel at

sea level 4 bours 6 minutes

Weights: empty 1 .973 Ib (895 kg); maximum
1.527 Ib (1600 kg)

Dimensionv diametei ol main rotoi 33 ft 5Vg

in (10 20 m) diametei ol tail rotoi ^ tt 11 in

i. length (rotoi blades folded) 31 •• 10

in (9.70 in); widtli (rotoi blades folded) 6 ft 10

in (2.0H m), height 9 ft in (2.75 m); main

rotoi di 7 m :

)

Annament: optional t an Ix- titted with two
AS 1 1 missiles; As\v variants ^ .irr-, homing
torpedoes

Operators: Algena. Bangladesh, Belgium,

Cameroun, Chad, Dominican Republic,

1 Inland. France, India, Indonesia, Israel. Ivory

l ios. I ebanon, Libya,

. Morocco, Nigeria. Pakistan, Peru,

ll, S. mit 1 1 Africa, Sweden. Sw ir/crland.

Tunisia, West Gemiany, others (list indudes
p.ist nid present users; many Alouette lls have

changed hands since theii original salcs and are

almost impossible to track down)

Type: (SA.318C Alouette II Astazou) light

general-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: one 530-slip (derated to

360-shp) (395-/269-kW) Turbomeca Astazou

IIA turboshaft

Performance: (at maximum militarv take-off

weight) maximum speed at sea level 127 mph
(205 km li); maximum cruising speed at sea

level 103 mph (170 km li); rate of climb at sea

level 1.312 ft (400 m) per minute; Service

ceilng 10,800 ft (3300 m); hovering ceiling in

ground effect 4.985 ft (1520 m); hovering ceil-

ing out of ground effect 2.950 ft (900 m);

ränge with maximum fuel at sea level 447

miles (720 km); ränge with 1,322-lb (600-kg)

i 62 miles (100 km); ränge with

b (480-kg) payload 186 miles (300 km);

maximum fliglit endurance at sea level 5 hours

18 minutes

Weights: empty 1.961 lb(890kg); maximum
take-off (civil version) 3.527 lb (1600 kg);

maximum take-off (militarv version) 3.630 lb

(1630 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor 33 ft 5 5/8

20 m); diameter of tail rotor 6 ft 3 in

(1.91 ni); length of fuselage (tail rotor tum-
ing) 31 ft 11 J

< in (9.75 m); width (rotor

blades folded) 7 ft 6V2 in (2.30 m); height 9 ft

in (2.75 111); main rotor disc area 880 sq ft

(81.7 m 2

)

Operators: see under SE.313B

Aerospatiale SA.316B/SA.319B Alouette IM

The Aerospatiale Alouette HI is an enlarged

and most successful development of the

Alouette II, with increased cabin capacitv. im-

proved equipment, more powerful turbine

engine and generallv enhanced Performance.

The prototype, designated SE.3160, was first

flown on 28 February 1959, followed bv the

first produetion series known as SA.316A. In

June 1960 an Alouette III with seven people

aboard demonstrated its extraordinary Perfor-

mance by making Undings and take-offs at an

altitude of 15,780 ft (4810 m) on Mont. Blanc

in the French Alps. Five months later the same

Alouette III with two crew and a 550-lb

(250-kg) payload made landings and take-offs

at an altitude of 19,698 ft (6004 m) in the

Himalayas — both hitherto unprecedented

achievements for a helicopter. The SA.316A
was built for domestic and export market and,

in June 1962, became subjeet to a licence-

produetion agreement with HAL in India.

The first Indian-assembled Alouette III was

flown on 11 June 1965.

Various experimental developments follow-

ed, including an all-weather variant which

made its initial flight on 27 April 1964. The
subsequent SA.316B, first flown on 27 June

1968, featured strengthened main and tail

rotor transmissions and was generally slightly

heavier, but could carry more payload. It

became the prineipal produetion version, with

first deliveries made in 1970, and was an im-

mediate export success. The Alouette III

prototypes and the first two produetion series

were powered by Turbomeca Artouste HIB
"turboshaft engines, replaced by the Artouste

IIID on the SA.316C, built in limited

numbers only.

The Alouette III cabin is more enclosed

than that of the Alouette II, and can aecom-
France's ALAT (Army light aviation) is almost wholly helicopter-equipped. Here seen against rugged mountains, the Alouette IM is

numencally the leading machine. This one comes from the Gendarmerie, without missiles.
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Aerospatiale SA.316B/SA.319B Alouette III

modate up to seven persons (or pilot and six

fully equipped troops). All passenger seats are

easily removable to provide an unobstructed

cargo space. There is provision for an external

sling for hauling loads up to 1,650 lb (750 kg)

or, for the air/sea rescue role, a hoist of 380-lb

(175-kg) capacity. Like most other light

general-purpose helicopters, the Alouette 111

can also be used for casualty evacuation, carry-

ing two stretcher cases and two seated persons

behind the pilot. But the most populär

military modifications became the two-seat

light attack Version armed with a selection of

anti-personnel and anti-armour weapons, and

the naval Version, used principally in anti-

submarine role.

Experiments with the thermically more effi-

cient and more economical Astazou turboshaft

engine led to the SA.319B, which is a direct

development of the SA.316B. The first ex-

perimental SA.319B prototype was completed

and flown in 1967, but füll production did not

start until 1973.

The Alouette III variants were even more
succcssful on the international market than

those of its predecessor, and by 1 April 1978

no less than 1,382 machines had been sold

(with 1,370 delivered) to 190 civil and military

Operators in 72 countries. In addition to

licence-production by HAL at Bangalore in

India (200), similar agreements were signed

with ICA-Brassov in Romania (for 130) and

Switzerland (for 60). In Indian service the

Alouette III has proved so successful that a

special armed Version known as Chetak is now
under development by HAL. Since 1972 the

Rhodesian Air Force has acquired at least 60

SA. 319s from South Africa.

Type: SA 316B Alouette III general-purpose

helicopter

Powerplant: one 870-shp (649-kW) Turbo-

meca Artouste HIB turboshaft, derated to 570

shp (425 kW)
Performance: (Standard Version, at maxi-

mum take-off weight) maximum speed at sea

level 130 mph (210 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at sea level 115 mph (185 km/h); maxi-

mum rate of climb at sea level 850 ft (260 in)

per minute; service ceiling 10,500 ft (3200 m);

hovering ceiling in ground effect 9,450 ft

(2880 m); hovering ceiling out of ground

effect 5,000 ft (1520 m); ränge with maximum
fuel at sea level 298 miles (480 km); ränge at

optimum altitude 335 miles (540 km)
Weights: empty 2,520 lb (1143 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 4,850 lb (2200 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor 36 ft

Wa in (11.02 m); diameter of tail rotor 6 ft

VA in (1.91 m); length (rotor blades folded)

32 ft 10 3/< in (10.03 m); width (rotor blades

folded) 8 ft 6'/4 in (2.60 m); height 9 ft 10 in

(3.00 m); main rotor disc area 1,026 sq tt

(95.38 m 2
)

Operational equipment: (assault role with

reduced crew) choiee of one 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

AA52 machine-gun on tripod behind the

pilot's seat, firing to starboard through dorn

space, or one 20-mm MG 151 20 cannon in

open turret-type mounting port side of cabin,

or four AS. 11 or two AS. 12 wire-guided anti-

tank missiles on external launchiug rails, or

68-mm rocket pods.

Users: see under SA.319B Alouette III

(Astazou)

Type: SA 319B Alouette III (Astazou) light

general-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: one 870-shp (649-kW) Turbo-

meca Astazou XIV turboshaft, derated to 600

shp (448 kW)
Performance: (at max take-off weight)

maximum speed at sea level 136 mph (220

km/h); maximum cruising speed at sea level

122 mph (197 km/h); maximum rate of climb

at sea level 885 ft (270 m) per minute; hover-

ing ceiling in ground effect 10,170 ft (3100

m); hovering ceiling out of ground effect

5,575 ft (1700 m); ränge with six passengers

(take-off at sea level) 375 miles (605 km)
Weights: empty 2,527 lb (1146 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 4,960 lb (2250 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor 36 ft

l 3/4 in (11.02 m); diameter of tail rotor 6 ft

3V< in (1.91 m); length (rotor blades folded)

32 ft 10V< in (10.03 m); height 9 ft 10 in (3.00

m); main rotor disc area 1,026.5 sq ft (95.38

m2
)

Operational equipment/armament:
optional, fitted aecording to role. As light

assault helicopter can be armed with one
internally-mounted 7.62-mm (0.3-in) AA52
machine gun, or (with two crew) one 20-mm
MG 151/20 cannon, or four AS. 11 or two
AS. 12 wire-guided missiles of external

mounts, or 68-mm rocket pods; successful

trials have been flown with HOT missiles; in

ASW role, two Mk 44 homjng torpedoes, or

one Mk 44 torpedo and MAD gear; in ASV
role, two AS. 12 wire-guided missiles

Operators: (military) Abu Dhabi, Argentina,

Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Burma, Den-
mark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Hong Kong, India,

Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Ivory Coast,

Jordan, Laos, Lebanon, Libya, Malagasy,

Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nether-

lands, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, Rhodesia,

Romania, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South
Africa, Switzerland, Tunisia, Venezuela,

Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia

Aerospatiale SA 316C Alouette III

r i

Aörospatiale Alouette III of 3 Sqn, Royal

Malaysian Air Force, based at Kuala Lumpur
and used for liaison and forward air control

duties

Aerospatiale Alouette III of the Forca

Aerea Portuguesa, operated in Portuguese

Guinea in 1971 and based at Bissau Airport.

Shown in the markings of the Royal

Jordanian Air Force, this Aerospatiale

Alouette III is one of 15 in service based at

Amman

Aerospatiale Alouette III in the markings

of the Tunisian Republican Air Force which

currently has six of the type in use
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Aerospatiale Caravelle 3/6R

The prototypc Aerospatiale (Sud-Aviation)

Caravelle made its firsl fhght OD 27 May,

1955, with the second following |ust ander a

year latcr. This first French jet airlincr at-

tracted contiderable attention with its novel

placing of the enginei od the rear-ruielage

sides, a position wliich was subsequently

adopted by other major transport aircraft

manufacturen,

The first Caravelles tO enter Service, Srs ls,

appeared OD Air France and SAS routes in

mid-1959. These were followed by a number

of variants offering the same basic passenger

acconunodatioD but with tncreatingly power-

ful enginet, and the Srs 6R managcd tO break

into the US market when 20 were ordered by

United Air Lines, deliveries heilig made bet-

ween June 1961 and February 1962.

Latcr variants offered still morc powerful

engines, increased wing area and a stretched

fuselagc which, in the Srs 12, could aecom-

modatc up to 140 passengers, compared with

earlier types' 64-70 passengers.

A total of 282 Caravelles had been built

wlicn the last aircraft, a Srs 12, was complctcd

in 1972, but only a handful found their way
into military service.

Only the earlier Caravelles were used by the

military and a fcw are still in service. The Cen-

tral African Empire's Force Aerienne Centrafri

cainr used an ex-Sterling Airways Caravelle as a

personal transport for Emperor Bokassa, while

the President of Chad has a similar personal Srs

6R which is operated by the Escadrille Tcka

diennc. President Tito has a Caravelle 6N and a

Boeing 727 for his personal use, operated by

the Yugoslav air force.

The Swedish air force, the Flyguapen,

ppeiates two former SAS Caravelle Srs 3s on

tiansport and VIP Services from Malmslatt.

In its home country, the Caravelle is in

small-scale service with the French air forte

Thrte Srs 3s are in use, with one operated for

presidential busincss by the Croupe des Liaisons

Aeriennes Ministerielles at Villacoublay, near

Paris, while other Caravelles have replaced a

numher of Douglas DC-6As and Bs at Evrcux,

where they are used for Services to French

bases in the Pacific.

Type: twin-jet airhner

Powerplant: (Srs 3) two 1 1,400 lb (5170 kg)

Rolls-Royce Avon 522 turbojets,

(Srs 6R) two 12,600 lb (5725 kg) Rolls-Royce

Avon 533R turbojets

Performance: (Srs 3) maximum cruising

speed at 25,000 ft (7620 m) at 90,000 lb

(40820 kg) 500 mph (805 km/h);

(Srs 6R) maximum cruising speed at 25,000 ft

(7620 m) at 94,800 lb (43000 kg) 525 mph
(845 km/h);

take-off distance at maximum weight (Srs 3)

6,000 ft (1830 m); (Srs 6R) 6,800 ft (2073 m);

landing distance at maximum weight (Srs 3)

5,900 ft (1800 m), (Srs 6R) 5,650 ft (1720 m);

ränge with maximum payload, 300-mile

(480-km) diversions and reserves (Srs 3)

1,056 miles (1700 km), (Srs 6R) 1,430 miles

(2300 km)

Weights: (Srs 3) empty 53,320 lb

(24185 kg); maximum take-off 101.413 1b

(46000 kg);

(Sri 6R) empty 57,935 1b (26280 kg); max-

imum take-off 110.230 lb (50000 kg)

Dimension»: (Srs 3 and 6R) span 112 ft 6 in

(34.30 m); length 105 ft in (32.01 m);

height 28 ft 7 in (8.72 m); wing area

1,579 so, ft (146.7 m 2

)

Operators: Central African Rcpublic, Chad,
France. Mauritania, Sweden, Yugoslavia

Aerospatiale Caravelles are used by the French Ärmere de /'Air for global Services between
France and the Pacific nuclear test bases, despite their extremely limited ränge Another,

illustrated, is a VIP aircraft based at Villacoublay near Paris

Aerospatiale SA.365 Dauphin 2

The Aerospatiale Dauphin is being developed

in several versions, with single and twin

engines, as a replacement for the Aerospatiale

Alouette III. The first version to fly was the

SA. 360, with a single Astazou XVI turbo-

shaft, on 2 June, 1972. It was later re-engined

with the Astazou XVIIIA and modifications

were incorporated; in May 1973 this

helicopter set up three speed record.. in its

class. A second SA. 360 prototype flew on 29

January, 1973 and French airworthiness cer-

tification was awarded in December 1975. The
first twin-engine Dauphin to fly was the

SA. 365 prototype, on 24 January, 1975, and

development of both versions is proeeeding,

with Orders for more than 70 achieved to date.

The only military Order announced is for two
SA. 365s for the Sri Lanka air force. This form-

ed part of a financial agreement signed bet-

ween France and Sri Lanka in November 1977.

The two Dauphins will operate from bases at

Katunayake and China Bay on government
and VIP duties.

A development of the SA. 360, the

SA.361H, has flown with a 1,400-shp

(1044-kW) Turbomeca Astazou XXB tur-

boshaft and the Aerospatiale Starflex rotor

head originally developed for the AS. 350
helicopter. The SA.361H is a military version

capable of anti-tank Operations with eight

HOT missiles (firing trials were completed in

May 1978) or for ground attack using com-
binations of 20-mm cannon, 7.62-mm
machine guns or rockets. As a transport the

SA.361H can carry up to 10 assault troops.

general-purposeType: twin-turbine
helicopter

Powerplant: two 650-shp (485-kW) Tur-

bomeca Arriel turboshafts

Performance: (at a weight of 6,614 lb

(3000 kgU maximum speed 196 mph
(315 km/h); cruising speed 158 mph
(255 km/h); maximum rate of climb at sea

level 2,460 ft (750 m) per minute; service ceil-

ing 19,680 ft (6000 m); hovering ceiling in

ground effect 11,000 ft (3350 m); hovering

ceiling out of ground effect 8,530 ft (2600 m);

maximum ränge (no reserves) 289 miles

(465 km)
Weights: empty 3,946 lb (1790 kg); max-

imum take-off 7,495 lb (3400 kg)

Dimensions: maio rotor diameter 38 ft 4 in

(11.68 na); length 43 ft 7 in (13.29 m); height

to top of rotor head 11 ft 6 in (3.50 in); niain

rotor disc area 1.154 sq ft (107.15 m 2

)

Operators: Sri Lanka

Though no Aerospatiale Dauphin helicopters had been ordered for tactical military roles in mid-1979 this Illustration shows how the type

could perform as a multi-role assault airlifter. Single- and twin-engined modeis exist.
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Aerospatiale Fouga 90

Though in June 1979 no order for it had been

placed, this new basic trainer is hoped by

Aerospatiale to find wide markets because of

its low cost of acquisition and upkeep. It was

designed as a modernized descendent of the

Magister (whose original manufacturer, Air

Fouga, was absorbed by Potez, which in turn

vanished into Aerospatiale). The main dif-

ferences introduced by the Fouga 90 are simple

turbofan engines of very low fuel consump-

tion, a much deeper mid-fuselage to seat the

instructor in a high rear cockpit with good all-

round view, and completely updated Systems

and avionics. Most of the rest of the airframe is

similar or even identical to the Magister, and it

is possible that Aerospatiale would consider re-

building customers' Magisters to Fouga 90

Standard. The main difficulty facing the

nationalized concern is that the armed forces

of France are not supporting the programme

and have announced their intention of con-

tinuing with their existing Magisters at least

until 1985. Accordingly the Fouga 90 is a

Company project, and a prototype was flown

on 20 August 1978 in order to confirm

estimated figures and demonstrate to potential

buyers. Limiting load factors are +7 and

-3 g, and Martin-Baker F10KX zero/zero

seats are fitted, to suit the aircraft to weapons

training and use as a light attack platform.

There is no internal armament.

Type: basic and transition trainer, and light

attack aircraft

Powerplant: two 1,520-lb (690-kg) Turbo-

meca Astafan IIG turbofans

Performance: maximum speed at height 398

mph (640 km/h); Service ceiling 40,000 ft

(12195 m); ränge with maximum fuel 1,150

miles (1850 km)
Weights: empty 5,732 lb (2600 kg); maxi-

mum loaded, clean 7,716 lb (3500 kg); maxi-

mum loaded, with weapons 9,259 lb (4200 kg)

Dimensions: span (without tip tanks) 39 ft

3 in (11.96 m); length 34 ft OV2 in (10.38 m);

height 10 ft VA in (3.08 m)
Armament: four underwing hardpoints,

inner pair each rated at 551 lb (250 kg) and

outer pair each rated at 331 lb (150 kg);

options include 30-mm cannon pods, AS. 11 or

AS. 12 wire-guided missiles, or various bombs,

rocket pods and other stores

Operators: none yet (summet 1979)

Though no order had been placed by late 1979, the Fouga 90 is claimed by Aerospatiale to be the cheapest available military jet trainer. It

was derived from the first jet trainer in the Armee de I' Air, the Magister of 1953. Although 929 Magisters were delivered, the Armee de I' Air

has denied intention to buy the Model 90.

Aerospatiale (Nord) 262 Fregate

The Aerospatiale N 262 is a pressurized

development of the Nord M.H.260 Super

Broussard (first flown on 29 July 1960) and

features the same distinctive high wing/

underslung engine nacelles/main undercar-

riage into fuselage fairings scheme, permitting

a low loading level. Design work on the Nord
262 began early in 1961 and incorporated ex-

perience gained with the six M.H.260s built.

The Nord 262 prototype, first flown on 24

December 1962, was followed by three pre-

production aircraft and after extensive tests

the Series A was officially approved for

passenger Service in the spring of 1965.

although production deliveries of Series B air-

craft had already started in 1964. At the time

of its appearance the Nord 262 was acclaimed

as one of the more economical contenders for

'Douglas DC-3 replacement' class, and had a

considerable sales appeal to both civil and

military customers. A project to revise the

basic design as a STOL transport with lift jets

remained on paper, but the conventional N
262 was constantly improved. In the autumn
of 1967 trials began with an N 262 equipped

with automatic landing equipment which

enabled the aircraft to land in poor weather

conditions. In 1969 two new versions were

announced, designated Series C and Series D;

later both these series were renamed Fregate,

and were the final production version.

The Standard early production version was

the N 262 Series A with two 1,080-shp

(806-kW) Turbomeca Bastan VIC turboprop

engines. The type received FAA Type Ap-

proval on 15 March 1965, and the first produc-

tion deliveries were made on 17 August 1965,

preceded by Series B aircraft (see below). Users

included the French air force (6) and the

French navy (15); another 46 Series A

machines were delivered to various commer-
cial customers.

N 262 Series B is the designation allocated

to the first four production aircraft. The first

Series B aircraft was flown on 8 June 1964,

received official certification on 16 July 1964

and entered service eight days later.

The Fregate Series C is the commercial ver-

sion with more powerful Bastan VII tur-

boprop engines, which also dispense with the

water-methanol injection System of Series A
and B aircraft. The new powerplants improve

take-off Performance from 'hot and high' air-

fields, and give higher single-engine ceiling

and better cruising speed. After prolonged

flight tests with the new engines and various

aerodynamic improvements the Series C was
introduced into production in 1970 alongside

Series A aircraft. Official certification was

granted on 24 December 1970. The Standard

version has a crew of two and carries 26

passengers, with provision for quick change to

a cargo configuration.

The Fregate Series D is the military

counterpart to the Series C, intended to fulfil

various transport tasks and aerial survey mis-

sions. As an army transport, the Fregate Series

D can carry either 22 or 29 troops, or 18

paratroops, or (after quick conversion), an

equivalent amount of cargo. Fitted out as an

ambulance the Fregate can accommodate 12

stretcher cases and two medical attendants.

For aerial survey the Fregate can carry a whole

ränge of cameras and survey equipment, plus a

fully equipped darkroom. As in the civil ver-

sions, all accommodation is pressurized,

sound-proofed and air-conditioned.

Deliveries of the Nord 262s and Fregates on

order were completed in 1976, and in an at-

tempt to restart production Aerospatiale pro-

Aerospatiale (Nord) 262 Fregate

posed an improved version designated Nord
262A-II in commuter/third-level transport/

military training/coastal patrol variants. The
prospective market was estimated at 150 air-

craft, and the plan was linked with the

development of the Mohawk 298 (N262 with

PT6A turboprops) in the USA. However, in

May 1978 the French government declined to

support the resumption of Fregate production.

Type: (Series D) light transport/multi pur-

pose Utility

Powerplant: two 1,145-shp (854-kW) Tur-

bomeca Bastan VII turboprops

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum speed 260 mph (418 km/h); max-

imum and economical cruising speed 254 mph
(408 km/h); rate of climb at sea level 1,380 ft

(420 m) per minute; service ceiling 28.500 ft

(8690 m); service ceiling on one engine at

21,000 lb (9525-kg) 15,000 ft (4920 m); ränge

with 26 passengers and baggage (no reserves)

900 miles (1450 km)
Weights: basic empty 13,668 lb (6200 kg);

basic operational 15,928 lb (7225 kg); max-

imum payload 6,779 lb (3075 kg); maximum
take-off 23,810 lb (10800 kg)

Dimensions: span 74 ft VA in (22.60 m);

length 63 ft 3 in (19.60 m); height

20 ft 4'/2 in (6.21 m); wing area 601 sq ft

(55.79 m 2
)

Operators:: Congo Republic, France,

Gabon, Upper Volta.
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Aerospatiale SA.315B Lama
I iiit lally evoked tO inert an Indian armed

(brcei requiremenl 01 l%8 .md intended

|Hini.irilv Fol Operation! in 'hol and higl

ditions, tlie I'.isk design "I ihr SA.315B Lama
Combines a reinforted Alouette li airframe

witli SA.316H Alouette III dynamic COfll-

ponents, including its Artonste powerplant

and rotor System. The SA. 315 prototype was

first flown on 17 Marcli 1969, reeeived the

Prench certificate of airwortliiness on 30

September 1970, and the name Lama bestowed

by its manufacturer in July 1971.

From the outset the SA.315B excelled in

load-to-altnudc Performance. During a leriei

of demonstration flights in the Indian

Himalayai in 1969 an SA 315B, carrying a

crew oftwo and 308 lb (120 kg) of fuel, Land-

cd and took off at the highest altitude ever

recordcd, 24,600 ft (7500 m). On 21 |une

1972, a Lama with only a pilot aboard,

established a helicopter absolute height record

of 40,820 ft (12552 m). These achievements,

and the high reputation for reliability

established by its dose relations, the Alouette

II and III, ensured a good reeeption on the

market. Already in 1971 arrangements were

completed for licence produetion of the

SA.315B by HAL at Bangalore in India. The
first Indian-assembled Lama flew on 6 October

1972, witli deliveries commencing in

December 1973. The HAL-produccd Lama is

renamed Cheetah,

Similar to the Alouette series, the SA.315B

Lama can be fitted out for variou

roles, such as a hght passenger traiupon

agricultural tasks, while the mihtary vanants

include conversions tor liaision, Observation,

photography, air sea rescue (hoist capacity

352 lb/160 kg), transport (maximum externa!

load 2,500 lb 1135 kg), ambulance (tss

chers and one medical attendant), and other

tasks. Its altitude Performance makes it par-

ticularly suited for mountainous distri' I

produetion Lama can transport undcrslung cx-

ternal loads of up to 2,204 lb (1000 kg) at an

altitude of 8,200 ft (2500 m). Another impor-

tant factor is its universal landing gear con-

sisting of skids with removable wheels for

ground handling. provision for floats for nor-

mal Operations from water and emergency

flotation gear, inflatable in the air

In 1978 agreement was reached between

Aerospatiale 3tid Helibras in Brazil for the

asscmbly of SA 315B Lama helicopters,

leading to füll licence produetion at a later

stagc.

Type: general-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: one H70-shp (649-kW) Tur-

bomeca Artonste HIB turboshart, derated to

550 shp (410-kW)

Performance: (.n 5.070 lb 2300 kg) max-

imum cruising speed 75 mph (120 km h);

maximum rate Ol climb at sea level 768 ft

(234 m) per minute. lervice ceiling 9

(30(X) m); hovering ceiling in ground effect

Though superficially similar to the 1953-designed Alouette II, the Aerospatiale SA 315B

Lama has markedly supenor Performance, gamed from the Artouste engine and transmission,

to the Alouette II.

9,675 ft (2950 m): hovering ceiling out of

ground effect 5.085 ft (1550 m)
Weights: emptv 2.251 lb (1021 kg); normal

lb (1950 kg), maximum take-

ott with extemallv-slung cargo 5.070 lb

(2300 k g )

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor

36 ft 1 ' « in (11.02 m); diameter of tail rotor

• in (1.91 m): length of fuselage

33 ft 8 in (10.26 m); height 10 ft IV« in

(3.09 m); main rotor disc area 1,026.5 sq ft

(95.38 m 2
)

Operators: bv 1 April 1978 total of 250

Lamas had been ordered (of which 215

delivered) by 84 Operators in 26 countries;

hccnce-built by HAL for the Indian army as

the Cheetah

Aerospatiale (Fouga) CM. 170 Magister/CM.175 Zephyr

Apart from a BAe 125-700 executive transport the only |ets in the Irish Army Air Corps are

six Aerospatiale Fouga Magisters, which replaced the Vampires Though they have two FN
machine guns and rocket launchers they are used as pilot trainers

One of the most-widely used trainer/light at-

tack aircraft, the Air Fouga (later Potez and

now Aerospatiale) CM. 170 Magister was pro-

duced to meet an Armee Je l'Air requirement

for a jet trainer (the first in the world). The
prototype made its first flight on 23 July 1952,

and a pre-produetion batch of 10 was ordered

the following year. An initial Order of 95 for

the Armee de l'Air was placed in 1954 and the

first produetion aircraft made its maiden flight

on 13 January 1954. Since then over 400

Magisters have been produced for the Armee de

l'Air alone.

A specially-equipped naval Version was pro-

duced for the Aeronavale, designated CM. 175

Zephyr. Two prototypes and 30 produetion

aircraft were built to this Standard, and the

Zephyr provides naval pilots with their initial

experience of operating from an aircraft-

carrier.

In addition to French-manufactured

Magisters offered for export, the trainer was

manufactured under licence in West Germany
by Flugzeug-Union-Sud for Luftwaffe training

school. However, with the transfer of most

German flying training to the United States

by the end of the 1960s, the Magister was

phased out of Service. Valmet OY in Finland

built 62 Magisters under licence (in addition to

18 purchased from France) and Israel Aircraft

Industries also acquired manufacturing rights

for the type, building many for light tactical

use as well as training. Total produetion was

916 aircraft.

Aerospatiale (Fouga) CM 170 Magister

IAI built CM 170 (No 207) of the Heyl Ha'Avir aerobatic team. These aircraft were often

used in the ground-attack role dunng the Arab-Israeh wars of 1967 and 1973.

CM 170 Magister of the French national aerobatic team "Patrouille de France" in pre-1972

colour scheme and with the emblem of Groupement d'lnstruction 312.
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Aörospatiale (Fouga) CM. 170 Magister/CM.175 Zephyr

The Magister is all-metal. The mid-

mounted wings have single-slotted flaps and
airbrakes. The butterfly-type tail has surfaces

separated by 110°.

Fuel is housed in two fuselage tanks of

56-Imperial gallon (255-litre) and 104-Imperial

gallon (475-litre) capacity, with wingtip tanks

each holding 27.5 Imperial gallons (125 litres).

The tandem Cockpits are pressurized and air-

conditioned, with individually-regulated

oxygen supplies. Ejection seats are not fitted.

VHF, blind flying equipment and radio com-

pass are Standard in the trainer, while UHF,
Tacan and IFF may be fitted to armed

Magisters.

Armament combinations include two
7.5-mm (0.295-in) or 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

machine-guns mounted in the nose, with 200

rounds of ammunition per gun. A gyro gun-

sight is fitted in both Cockpits, the rear one

having periscopic sighting. Underwing ord-

nance loads include two Matra Type 181 pods

each with eighteen 37-mm rockets, two
launchers each mounting seven 68-mm
rockets, four 55-lb (25-kg) air-to-ground

rockets, eight 88-mm rockets, two 110-lb

(50-kg) bombs, or two Nord AS. 11 air-to-

ground guided missiles.

About 300 Magisters of the 437 originally

procured remain in service with the Armee Je

l'Air and will continue until the mid-1980s. A
150-hour basic flying training course is pro-

vided for commissioned pupils at the Ecole de

l'Air at Salon-de-Provence and similar instruc-

tion is provided for other ranks at Groupement

Ecole 315, Cognac. Magisters also serve with

Groupement Ecole 313 to provide instructor

training for the Armee Je l'Air and basic flying

training for overseas students. The Force

Aerienne Beige'*, Magisters at the Ecole Je

Pilotage Avance, Brustem, began to be replaced

by Dassault-Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jets in

1979, although the Magister will continue to

serve in various second-line units. Finland's

Magisters at the Central Flying School,

Kauhava, are to be replaced by the BAe
Hawk.

Israel is the foremost Operator of the

Magister as a light attack aircraft, some 80

remaining in service as both trainers and

operational aircraft. The Magister was par-

ticularly successful during the Six-Day War of

June 1967, flying ground attack sorties on

both the Egyptian and Jordanian fronts. The
Irish Army Air Corps also operates the

Magister in the dual light attack/training role,

six Super Magisters being based at Baldonnel

near Dublin.

Type: Jet trainer and light attack aircraft

Powerplant: (Magister) two 880-lb (400-kg)

Turbomeca Marbore IIA turbojets; (Super

Magister) two 1,058-lb (480-kg) Turbomeca
Marbore VI.

Performance: (Magister) maximum speed at

30,000 ft (9144 m) 444 mph (715 km/h),

(Super Magister) 463 mph (745 km/h);

(Magister) service ceiling 36,090 ft (11000 m),

(Super Magister) 44,300 ft (13500 m);

(Magister) ränge 575 miles (925 km), (Super

Magister) 585 miles (940 km)
Weights: empty equipped 4,740 lb (2150 kg);

take-off with external tanks 6,835 lb (3100

kg); maximum take-off 7,055 lb (3200 kg)

Dimensions: span over tip tanks 39 ft 10 in

(12.15 ni); length 33 ft (10.06 m); height 9 ft

2 in (2.80 m); wing area 186.1 sq ft

(17.30 m2
)

Armament: two 7.5-mm (0.295-in) or

7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-guns in the nose,

and underwing rockets, bombs or Nord AS. 11

missiles

Operators: Algeria, Bangladesh, Belgium,

Cameroon, Finland, France, Ireland, Israel,

Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Rwanda, Salvador,

Senegal, Togo, Uganda

Fouga CM 170 Magister of the French national aerobatic team "Patrouille de France"
home-based at Salon de Provence. Colour scheme is that used post-1972.

CM 170 (C/No 263) of the Belgian aerobatic team "Diables Rouges/Rode Duivels", home-
based at Brustem. The team's golden hon insignia is below the cockpit

CM 170 of the Brazilian aerobatic team "bsquadnlha da Fumaca" (Aerobatic Smoke
Squadron), based at Campo dos Afonsos, Rio de Janeiro

139

«Pf*
CM 170 (AA-139) of the Flugzeugfuhrerschule IFFS) A of the Luftwaffe at Landsberg, 1960,

the last of 40 French-built Magisters dehvered to the Luftwaffe

CM 170 (AA-011) of the Luftwaffe's demonstration team of the Flugzeugfuhrerschule A,

Landsberg, 1962, this was a Messerschmitt-built example.

CM 170 (SA-101), Messerschmitt-built, operated by the German Navy's

Marmefliegergeschwader 1 (MFG 1) at Schleswig, and previously with FFS A at Landsberg.

CM 170 Magister of the Algenan Air Force based at Oran, 1975. Messerschmitt-built, it was
previously operated by the Luftwaffe as AA-290.

CM 170 (L440) of the Lebanese air force and used for advanced training at Rayak, Lebanon
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Aerospatiale Rallye 100S

lt i ii training of Preni li naval aviaton is a task

recently entrusted t <
> l() Aerospatiale Rallyes

delivered to the Ahonavau in April 1 974.

Previouily, tbe MS. 733 Alcyon had been used

to aiseu flying aptitude and for recri

flying, but retiremeni oi the Alcyon rcsultcd

in the Aeronavale seeking new equipmeni h

iele< tion was the MS.880B Rallye 100S which

entered »ervice witli the Section d< Vo\ SportiJ

licolf Ntwtilc at Lanveoc-Pouhnic,

The Rallye l(X)S is a two-seat low-wing
light aircraft of all-metal conttruetion,

originally designed by La Socilte' Moräne-

Saulnier in a national competition for ligin

training types, Initial modcls ol the Rallye

entered produetion in 1961, liiere were iwu
versions: tlie MS.880B Rallye Club and the

MS.885 Super Rallye, powered by 100-hp

(74.5-kW) and 145-hp (108-kW) Continental

engines reipectively. Substantial Orders were

fortheoming froni civilian flying clubl in

France and in export inarkets from Liberia to

Peru, and over 400 Rallyes had been Innlt

when Morane-Saulnier went bankrupl in

1963.

The Company was acquired by the Sud-

Aviation subsidiary, SOCATA, which pro-

ceeded to develop the basi( airlranie with a

vanety of engines Vanants mtluded the

ISO 180-hp (112 134-kW) Rallye Com
and the Rallye Minerva, powered by a

220-hp (164-kW) Franklin 6A-350-C1 engine
and marketed in the United States as the

Minerva by Waco Airtratt Company. The
majority of Rallyes are four-seateri and the

bigher-powered modelt bave larger vertical tail

surfaces, strengthened airframes and improved
tanopies and undercarnage fainngs

The success ni Aerospatiale S< )( .ATA with

the Rallye in military UM has been limited but,

in 1977, they produced the Rallye 235G.

Powered by a 235-hp (175-kW) Lycoming
O-540 engine, it was fittcd with a strengthen-

ed wing incorporating hardpoints to carry

four rocket-launchers or two machine-gun
pods and two rocket-launchers. Nu sales of

this variant had been recorded by the end of

1978.

Type: MS.880B Rallye 100S two v il elemen-

tary tramer

Powerplant: one 100-hp (74.5-kW) RolK
Rovce Continental O-200A four-cylinder

horizontally-opposed pist

Performance: maximuni ipeed 121 mph (195

km h); CTuising speed at 75% power 106 mph

Aerospatiale Rallye 100

(170 km h); stalhng speed (flaps down) 47

mph (75 km h). rate of climb 540 ft (165 m)
per minute; maximuni ränge 455 miles (720

TOI takc-off distance 430 ft (130 m);

ding 10.500 ft (3200 m)
Weights: Empty 990 lb (450 kg); maximum

take-off 1,700 lb (770 kg)

Dimension*: span 31 ft 11 in (9.74 m);

length 23 ft 1 in (7.04 m); height 9 ft 2 in

(2.80 m); wing area 132.2 sq ft (12.28 m2)

Operators: Dominica. France. Libva

(235GT)

The Rallye 235G is the world's most warlike single-engmed lightplane, as this four-pylon specimen emphasizes. Built by Socata, a subsidiary of France's Aerospatiale, the

manoeuvrable Rallye is normally a four-seater but can swap seats for Stores.

Aerospatiale TB-30
In September 1978 first details were given of

the Aerospatiale TB-30 piston-engined trainer,

designed in collaboration with the Armee de

l'Air to meet a new need for a light trainer able

to weed out pupils before starting basic flying

training on the jet Aerospatiale (Fouga)

Magister. Like several other air forces this

move is a response to rising costs, and the

TB-30 is a simple and robust tandem two-
seater whose design has been steadily refined

by the Aerospatiale aircraft division over a

period of several years. Features include a

metal airframe with a life in the military train-

ing role of not less than 10,000 hours. a

cockpit resembling that of a jet combat air-

craft, and equipment for füll basic flying train-

ing, including aerobatic, instrument, night,

formation, navigation, combat manoeuvres

and VFR/IFR navigation. Later it is probable

that liaison (four-seat) and tactical attack ver-

sions will be marketed. The prototype was to

fly in the last quarter of 1979, and produetion

will be entrusted to the company's SOCATA
subsidiary at Tarbes.

Type: primary trainer

Powerplant: one 300-hp (224-kW) Lyco-

ming IO-540-K flat-six piston engine

Performance: (estimated) maximum speed in

dive 287 mph (463 km/h); maximum cruising

speed 218 mph (352 km/h); ränge with maxi-

mum fuel 750 miles (1200 km)
Weights: emptv, not released; maximum
loaded 2,645 lb (1200 kg)

Dimensions: span 24 ft 3'/4 in (7.4 m);

length 24 ft 3 XA in (7.4 m); height 8 ft 10'/i in

(2.7 m)
Armament: under study for later versions

Operators: designed for Armee de l'Air and

other French users
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Aerospatiale SA.321 Super Frelon

Evolved from the smaller Sud-Aviation

SA.3200 Frelon (Hörnet) medium transport

helicopter first flown on 10 June 1959, the

Super Frelon was designed with technical

assistance from Sikorsky Aircraft in the USA
and built in Cooperation with Fiat in Italy. As

a result the SA.321 series embodies some
typical Sikorsky characteristics such as water-

tight hüll for amphibious Operations, float-

type sponsons housing the main landing gear,

and a Sikorsky-designed rotor system. The
first Super Frelon prototype, originally

designated SA. 3210-01, was flown on 7

December 1962, powered by three 1,320-shp

(985-kW) Turbomeca Turmo IIIC-2 engines,

representing the troop transport Version. In

July 1963 this aircraft set up serveral interna-

tional helicopter records, including a speed of

212 mph (341 km/h) over a 3-km course, and

a speed of 217.77 mph (350.47 km/h) over a

15/25-km course. The second prototype,

flown on 28 May 1963, was representative of

the maritime Version and featured stabilizing

floats on the main landing gear supports. This

was followed by four SA. 321 pre-production

aircraft, and an Aeronavale order for 17 aircraft

designated SA.321G. This version was design-

ed specifically for maritime patrol/anti-

submarine role and became the first Super

Frelon series to go into production. The
SA.321G prototype was flown on 30

November 1965, and production deliveries

started early in 1966. These helicopters carry

comprehensive ASW/AS equipment and can

also operate from helicopter-carriers; the tail

section folds, and the shock-absorber legs of

the tricycle undercarriage can be lowered to

assist stowage.

The SA.321F commercial version, first

flown on 7 April 1967, was approved for

passenger Service in June 1968. A faster and

longer-ranged utility/public transport version,

SA.321J, had joined the commercial field even

before that date. Its prototype was first flown

on 6 July 1967, and the SA.321J was granted a

French certificate of airworthiness on 20 Oc-

tober 1967.

The Super Frelon had attracted foreign in-

terest even before it had entered French Service

and the first export Orders were soon in hand.

The Super Frelons built for Israel were

designated SA.321K and were fitted out as

military transports, but after delivery in 1967

often proved their value in the airborne assault

role. Similar military transports supplied to

South Africa and Libya are designated

SA.321L. These helicopters carry a crew of

three and 27-30 troops; their rear loading

ramps can be opened in flight.

The latest versions in production and Service

are the SA.321Ja passenger/cargo transport, a

heavier version of the SA.321J and the

SA.321H, a simplified universal military

helicopter without stabilizing floats, external

fairings or de-icing equipment. Like all

military Super Frelon series, it can be fitted

out as a troop transport (27-30 men), am-

bulance (crew, 15 stretchers and two medical

attendants), ASR aircraft (provision for a hoist

of 606-lb/275-kg capacity) and cargo transport

(11,023 lb/5000 kg of "internal or external

cargo), but it is also suitable for ASV tasks and

can be fitted out to customer's specifications.

Variants

SA. 3200 Frelon. Troop transport: three Tur-

mo HIB turboshafts, two crew + 28 troops;

swing-tail cargo loading. Prototype first flown

10 June 1959; two built; established basic

Super Frelon configuration.

SA. 3210. 01 and .02 Super Frelon. Proto-

type troop transport (first flown /December
1962) and maritime versions (first flown 28

May 1963); three 1,320-shp (985-kW) Turmo
IIIC-2 engines

SA. 321. Four pre-production aircraft

SA.321F Super Frelon. Civil passenger

transport: three 1,320-shp (985-kW) Turmo
IIIC-6 engines; designed to carry 34/37

passengers over 108 miles (175 km) stage

lengths at a cruising speed of 143 mph
(230 km/h), with 20 minutes reserve fuel.

Prototype first flown 7 April 1967; French C
of A granted on 27 June 1968, American C of

A 29 August 1968.

SA.321G Super Frelon. Amphibious mari-

time/AS version: three Turmo IIIC-6 engines;

five crew; Sylphe panoramic radar in outrigger

floats, maximum four homing torpedoes, dip-

ping sonar. First production example flown 30
November 1965; deliveries from early 1966;

total 24 built. (first SA. 321 Super Frelon pro-

duction series)

SA.321H Super Frelon. Simplified military

Service version: transport, attack and maritime

tasks: three Turmo IIIE-6 engines. Current
production

SA.321J Super Frelon. Utility/public

transport: designed to carry maximum of 27

passengers with baggage over 435 miles

(700 km) stage lengths at a cruising speed of

151 mph (243 km/h), with 20 minutes fuel

reserves. Prototype flown 6 June 1967; French

C of A granted 20 October 1967

SA.321Ja Super Frelon. Passenger/cargo

transport: generally similar to SA.321J but

maximum take-off weight increased to

28,660 1b (13000 kg); three Turmo IIIC

engines; maximum 27 passengers. French C of

A granted in December 1971

SA.321K Super Frelon. Non-amphibious
military transport/assault version for Israel

(military version of SA.321J): three Turmo
IIIC engines

SA.321L Super Frelon. Non-amphibious
military transport version for South Africa and

Libya: three Turmo IIIC engines Aerospatiale SA.321G Super Frelon

Aerospatiale SA 321 M Super Frelon. one

of mne purchased by the Libyan Arab

Republic Air Force.

', *

Type: (SA. 321) heavy duty hehcopter

Powerplant: (SA.321G) three 1,550-shp

(1156-kW) Turbomeca Turmo IIIC-6 tur-

boshafts (Turmo IIIE-6 in SA.321H)
Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum permissible speed at sea level

171 mph (275 km/h); cruising speed at sea

level 155 mph (250 km/h); maximum rate of

climb at sea level 1,312 ft (400 m) per minute;

service ceiling 10,325 ft (3150 m); hovermg
ceiling in'ground effect 7.120 ft (2170 m);

normal ränge at sea level 509 miles (820 km);

ränge at sea level with 7,716 lb (3500 kg)

payload 633 miles (920 km); endurance in

ASW role 4 hours

Weights: empty (SA.321G) 15,130 lb

(6863 kg); empty (SA.321H) 14,775 lb

(6702 kg) maximum take-off (both versions)

28,660 1b (13000 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor

62 ft in (18.90 m); diameter of tail rotor

13 ft IV2 in (4.00 m); length of fuselage

63 ft 7Va in (19.40 m); width (SA.321G)

17 ft
J/4 in (5.20 m); height (SA.321G, rotor

blades and tail folded) 16 ft 2'/2 in (4.94 m);

height at tail rotor 21 ft 10 Vi in (6.66 m);

main rotor disc area 3,019 sq ft (280.55 m
)

Operational equipment: (SA.321G) self-

One of eight Aerospatiale SA.321K
Super Frelon assault helicopters used by

the Heyl Ha'Avir, in Service since 1966.

contained navigational System with doppler

radar, Sylphe panoramic radar, dipping sonar;

provision for maximum of four external hom-
ing torpedoes; Both SA.321G and SA.321H
can be fitted with anti-surface vessel weapon
system: two Exocet missiles with Omera-
Segid Heracles ORB-31D radar for target in-

dication

Operators: By 1 May 1978 total of 97 Super

Frelons sold (91 delivered) to 10 Operators in

eight countries. In military service in China,

France, Iran, Israel, Libya and South Africa.

France's Aeronautique Navale uses the big Super Frelon in both the ASW and Commando assault-transport roles.
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Aerospatiale/Westland SA.341 7342 Gazelle

The ^A m Gazelle all-purpose light weight

helicoptei originated ai Aerospatiale pn

300 to meei i French army requiremeni tur .1

light Observation helicoptei The desigi

was changed to SA MO soon afterwards. The
finished design ihowed dose affinity to the

SA.318C Alouette II. and eventually used the

lame Asu/ou II powerplant and transmission

iystem. Unlikc Alouette II. however, the new
helicoptei featurei a fully endosed fusdage

itructure and has two pilots side-by-side, witli

füll dual controls. It also introduced l wo in-

novations: the fenestron, 01 slmmded t ai 1

rotor, and a rigid modified BSlkow-type inain

rotor. And it shows every sign ot sharing its

predecessor's salei success and popularity

Whilc still in the final design stages the

SA. 340 attracted British interest leading to a

joint development and produetion share-oui

agreement signed on 22 Fcbru.iry 1967 and of-

ficially confirmed on 2 April 1968. The first

prototype, designated SA. 340. 001 was flown

on 7 April 1967, and the second on 12 April

1968. These were followed by four pre-

produetion SA. 341 Gazelles (firsi flown on 2

August 1968), of which the third was equip-

ped to British army requirements, assembled

in France, and then re-assemliled by Westland

in the UK as the prototype Gazelle All 1 It

was first flown on 28 April 1970.

On 14 May 1970 the first Acrospatule-built

SA. 341 pre-produetion aircraft, in slightlv

modified form, established three new Speed

records for helicopters of its class, arousing

even more foreign interest

The first French produetion Gazelle,

SA. 341. 1001, was eleared for its imti.il test

flight OH 6 August 1971; it lud a longer cabin

than its predecessors, an enlarged tail unit and

an uprated Astazou IIIA engine. The initial

Westland-assembled Gazelles followed early in

1972 (first flown on 31 January 1972). These

comprised the first AH. 1 for the British .irm v.

HT.2 for the Fleet Air Arm, and HT 3 for the

RAF. The Gazelle entered service in the UK
in May 1973, succcssfully passing the person-

nel familiarisation training Stage, and was

then released for operational deployment,

primarilv to the Arniv Air Corps. The
Gazelles procured by the Fleet Air Arm and

RAF are used mainly for training purposes,

In the meantime, Gazelles in France lud

begun replacing Alouette 11s in service in m-

creasing numbers, and the much faster light

helicopter was acclaimed an uncjualified suc-

cess. No special modification is necessary to

convert the Gazelle into an ambulance: two
stretchers can be carried, one above the other,

in the left side of the cabin, leaving Space lor

the pilot and one seated medical attendant.

There is also provision for a variety of opera-

tional equipment that can be fit ted aecording

to role, including a 1,540 1b (700 kg) cargo sl-

ing, a 300 lb (135 kg) rescue hoist,

Photographie or survey equipment, and arma-

ment. Military loads can comprise two rocket

pods, wire-guided missiles or fixed forward-

firing machine-guns, as well as reconnaissance

flares and smoke markers.

The commercial success of this lightweight

helicopter is evident from the official

Aerospatiale and Westland sales figures: by 1

January 1973 a total of 289 Gazelles had been

sold to, or ordered by, 19 Operators in 10

countries; by 1 April 1978 these numbers had

increased to 745 sold (670 delivered) to 115

civil and military Operators in 29 countries.

The Aerospatiale-Westland co-produetion

agreement was followed on 1 October 1971 bv

a licence-produetion agreement between

Aerospatiale and SOKO in Yugoslavia for 112

Gazelles, and talks are in progress with other

potential licence producers.

Variants

SA.341B Gazelle AH.l. British Army Ver-

sion: Astazou IHN engine; Nightsun search-

light, Decca Doppler 80 radar and automatic

chart display. First Westland-assembled exam-

ple flown on 31 January 1972; first entered

operational service on 6 July 1974. Total 158.

SA.341C Gazelle HT.2. Fleet Air Arm train-

ing version: Astazou IHN engine; stability

augmentation System and a hoist incorporated.

First flown on 6 July 1972; first entered Ser-

vice on 10 December 1974. Total 30.

SA.341D Gazelle HT.3. RAF training Ver-

sion: AltaZOU IHN engine. stability anginen

tation system, Schcnnuly flares Installation

First dehvenes to service on 16 Julv 1973

Total H
SA WIE Gazi in HC( * KAI com
tions Version: Astazou IHN engme As a result

of funding problems only one procured to

date.

SA viil (,a/iiii Basic French Atmy Ver-

sion: Astazou Ulf engine, Total of 166 to

date.

SA.34K. (ia/iiii Civil commercial Version

Astazou IIIA engine. olfui.illv certificated for

passenger service on 7 |une 1972. Sibscquent-

ly became first helicopter to obtain I

proval for Operations under HR Cat.1 condi-

tions with a single.pilot; Also developcd into a

so-called 'Strctchcd Gazelle', with rear KCtion
of the cabin moditied to providc additional

8 in (20 cm) legroom Eoi thi r< n passengers.

SA. 34111 Gazblli Military export version

Astazou HIB engine; subjeet to Licence-

produetion agreement signed on I October
1971 with SOKO in Yugoslavia (1 12 aircraft)

SA.342F. 110 of the initial batch

SA.342Fs now bemg modified to

Euromissile HOT missiles to Supplement the

70-odd Alouette llls in AI AI (j rench army)
servue as an intenni measure pendmg the tust

dehvenes of the new SA.342M I.He this veai

SA. 342! Ca/im i Civil version ol SA J421

870-shp (649-kW) Astazou XIV engine. im-

proved 'Fenestron' t.ul rotor. increased takc-

off weight. Approved for service on 24 April

19-76; deliveries commenced in 1977.

SA.342K Gazelle, Military export version fot

'bot and drv' areas: 870-shp (649-kW)
Astazou X1VH engme with inonientum-

separation shrouds ovo ait intakes first

flown on 11 Mav 1973. Initial sales to Kuwait.

SA.342L Gazelle. Military counterpan ot

SA.342J: 870-shp (649-kW) Astazou XIV
engme; adaptable tor Wide ränge ol armaments
and equipment.

SA.342M, Anti-armoui helicopters
1 x Astazou XIV H tuibosh.itt engine of 870

shp. Has revised avionics providing tull night

attack capability, incl, SFIM 83(, autopüot

andjetpipe deflectors to reduce infra-red detec-

tion. Armed with Euromissile HO! missiles.

est AUW 5070 lb (2300 kg). Iotal of 160

ordered tor the French army (ALAT);
dehvenes coniinencing täte in 1979 will be in

several batches. SA 342M will replace the

70-odd Alouette llls armed with SS 11

missiles now in service.

Type: (SA. 341 342) five-seat Utility heli-

copter

Powerplant: (SA. 341): one 590-shp
(440-kW) Turbomeca Astazou IIIA tur-

boshaft

Performance: (SA. 341 at maximum take-off

weight) maximum permissible speed at sea

level 193 mph (310 km h); maximum cruis-

Aerospatiale /Westland SA 341 Gazelle

ing speed at sea level 164 mph (264 km h);

economical cruising speed at sea level 144 mph
(233 km h), maximum rate of climb at sea

level 1.770 ft (540 m) per nnnute; service ceil-

ing 16,400 ft (5000 na); hovering ceiling in

ground effeet 9,350 ft (2850 m); hovering

ceilmg out of ground effeet 6.560 ft (2000 m);

ränge 3t sea level with maximum fuel

416 nules (670 km); ränge with pilot and
1.102 lb (300 kg) payload 223 miles (360 km)
Weights: (SA.341G) empty 2.002 1b

(90.8 kg); maximum take-off 3.970 1b

(1800 kg)

Dimrnsions: diameter of main rotor

34 tt 5' 2 m (10.50 m); diameter of tail rotor

2 tt JVain (0.695 m); length 39 ft )

(11.97 na); width (rotor blades folded)

6 ft 7
5

16 in (2.015 m). height 10 tt 2% in

(3.15 m); main rotor disc area 931 sq ft

(86.5 m 5
)

Armament: provision for two pods of Matra

or Brandt 2.75-in (68-mm) rockets. four

AS. 11 or two AS. 12 wire-guided anti-tank

missiles, four or six HOT wire-guided

missiles, two forward-firing 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

machine-guns, reconnaissance flares or smoke
markers

Operators: by 1 April 1978 total of 745 sold

(670 delivered) to 115 civil and military

Operators in 29 countries. In militarv service in

Egypt, France. India, Iraq, Kuwait. Libva.

Svria. UK; single examples in Senegal and

Tnnidad-Tobago; licence-built by Westland
Helicopters in the UK. and SOKO in

Yugoslavia

Aerospatiale SA. 342 Gazelle with 'Fennestron' shrouded fan anti-torque tail rotor

sfc

Armed with side-mounted machine gun pods, this Aerospatiale SA
342K Gazelle of the Kuwait Air Force is one of 24 in service with two

squadrons.

£Ly^
R0YAI AIR FOtlCt

Central Flying School. Shawbury, is where the RAF trains its future

helicopter pilots A Westland/Aerospatiale Gazelle HT 3 of the CFS is

shown here.
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Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330 Puma
The Puma was originally developed by Sud-

Aviation to meet a French army requirement

for an all-weather/all-climate medium tactical

transport helicopter capable of day and night

Operations. The design was finalised as a twin-

engined aircraft with a large four-blade main

rotor, semi-retractable tricycle landing gear

(with provision for emergency pop-out flota-

tion units), two independent hydraulic

Systems and dual flight controls as Standard.

The first of two SA. 330 prototypes was

flown on 15 April 1968, powered by Turmo
II1C-4 engines, the last of six pre-produetion

aircraft on 30 July 1968, and the first SA.330B

produetion aircraft in September 1968.

Deliveries to the French army (ALAT) began

in March 1969, and the helicopter became

operational in June 1970.

In 1967, while still under construetion, the

SA. 330 was selected for the RAF Tactical

Transport Programme and became subjeet to .i

Joint produetion agreement between
Aerospatiale and Westland in the UK. The
last pre-produetion SA. 330 was modified to

RAF speeifications and extensively tested dur-

ing 1969. The first Westland-built SA.330E

Puma HCl was flown on 25 November 1970,

and the first RAF Puma squadron formed in

1971. All RAF Pumas feature a rescue hoist of

606-lb (275-kg) capacity and an internally-

mounted cargo sling of 5,51 1-lb (2500-kg)

capacity as Standard. In 1979 40 additional

Pumas are to be reeeived by the RAF, pro-

bably in order to replace the ageing Wcsscx

assault helicopters.

The initial military export Version of the

Puma, designated SA.330C, was first flown in

September 1968 and options were soon taken

up by several forcign air arms. The parallel

civil passenger and cargo development, the

SA.330F, made its first flight on 26 Septembei

1969 and reeeived its French certificate of air-

worthiness in October 1970.

Operational experience with the tirst civil

and military series led to the introduetion of

more powerful Turmo IVA engines. The re-

engined civil Version, the SA.330G, and its

military counterpart, the SA.330H, were in-

itially produced with the Turmo IVA, later

replaced by the Turmo IVC with air intakc dc-

icing. First deliveries took place in 1973.

A subsequently more detailed redesign

resulted in the SA. 330) civil version and its

military counterpart, the SA.330L, introduced

in 1976. Apart trom increased take-off weighl

these current produetion versions are notable

as the first helicopters outside the USSR to be

certified for all-weather Operations including

flights in icing conditions.

The SA.330L (and earlier military versions)

can be used as tactical transports (16-20
troops), cargo transports, air ambulances (six

stretchers and six seated casualties), or assault

fire support helicopters, with .i wide ränge of

armament availablc for this role.

The success of this medium-size transport

helicopter is reflected in its widespread s.iles tu

various civil and military Operators. By the

spring of 1975 a total of 400 Pumas (with 386

delivered) lud beeil sold to 37 Operators m 32

countries; by 1 April 1978 these tigures had

risen to 573 Pumas (510 delivered) sold to 45

Operators in 38 different countries. and

negotiations are in progress tor a possible

licence-produetion by P.T. Nurtanio in In-

donesia.

Variants

SA. 330. Two prototypes and six pre-

produetion aircraft: first flown 15 April 1968;

last 30 July 1968.

SA.330B Puma. Military version for the

French Army (ALAT) and French AF; total

130 ordered and delivered. First flown January

1969; became operational in (une 1970.

1, 328/1, 185-shp (991 884-kW) Turmo
IIIC-4 engines. Produetion complete.

SA.330C Puma. Export version of SA.330B:

First flown September 1968. No longer in pro-

duetion.

SA.330E Puma. RAF, as Puma HCl: Turmo
IIIC-4 engines. First of 40 Westland-built

assembled Pumas flown 25 November 1970;

Became operational with RAF in 1971;

Deliveries completed in 1974.

SA.330F Puma. Commerical passenger cargo

version: 1.435/1,385-shp (1071 1033-kW)

Turmo IVA engines; 15/17 passengers, or

5,511 1b (2500 kg). First flown 26 September

1969; French C of A 12 October 1970; cer-

tificated for increased take-off weight

(14,770 lb/6700 kg) on 12 January 1972. Pro-

duetion complete.

SA.330G Puma. Commercial passenger/cargo

version: as SA.330F, but with 1,575-shp

(1175-kW) Turmo IVC engines. Produetion

complete.

SA.330H Puma. Military version: as SA.330C
but with uprated Turmo IVC engines. Pro-

duetion complete.

SA.330J Puma. Civil passenger/cargo version,

introduced in 1976: increased take-off weight;

internal cargo raised to 7,055 lb (3200 kg);

Turmo.IVC engines with de-iced air intakes.

Certificated for flights in icing conditions.

Curr&it produetion.

SA.330L Puma. Military version of SA.330J;

current produetion.

Type: (SA.330L) medium transport lieh

copter

Powerplant: two 1 ,575-shp (1175-kW) Tur-

bomeca Turmo IVC turboshafts

Performance: (SA.330L at 13,230 1b/

6000 kg) maximum permissible speed

182 mph (294 km 'h); maximum cruising

speed 168 mph (271 km/h); maximum rate of

climb at sea level 1,810 ft (552 m) per minute

service ceiling 19,680 ft (6000 m); hovering

ceiling in ground effect 14,435 ft (4400 m);

hovering ceiling out of ground effect 13,940 ft

(4250 m); maximum ränge at normal cruising

speed (no reserves) 355 miles (572 km)
Weights: (SA.330L) empty 7,970 lb

(3615 kg); maximum take-off and landing

16,315 lb (7400 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor

49 ft 2 Vi in (15.00 m); diameter ot tail rotor

9 ft 11' 2 in (3.04 m); length 59 ft 6V2 in

(18.15 m): width (rotor blades folded),

11 ft 5V4 in (3.50 m); height 16 ft IOVj in

(5.14 m); main rotor disc area 1 ,905 sq ft

(176.7 m 2

)

Armament: (optional) provision tor various

combinations of weapons, including side-

firing 20-mm cannon, axial-firing 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine-guns and or rockets and

nussiles

Operators: (in service or 011 order) Abu
Dhabi, Algeria, Argentina, Cameroun, Chile,

Ecuador. France. Indonesia, Ivory Coast,

Kuwait, Mexico. Nigeria, Pakistan, Portugal,

Romania, South Africa, Spain, L'K, West
Ciermany, Zaire, Zainhi.i. others

Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330 Puma

These Puma HCl transport helicopters

RAF's tactical aircralt capability, whni ihe

Westland/Aerospatiale SA.330 Puma HC.1 of 230 Sqn, Royal Air

Force, operated from Odiham, Hants.

n the markings of the Abu Dhabi Air Force, part of the United

Arab Emirates Air Force, this Aerospatiale SA. 330 Puma is shown fitted

with a sand filter in front of the engines for desert use
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Aerospatiale SA. 332 Super Puma
The SA.332 Super Puma is a devclopment of

the Acrospatiale SA. 330 Puma with more

powcrful Turbomeca Makila turboshafts,

multi-purpost- air intakcs, lightweight rotor

head with uprated transmissioii and thermical-

ly de-iced niain rotor blades, and wider-track

landing gear. Most of these fcaturcs have

already becn tcst-flown on modified SA. 330

Pumas, and a fully representative SA. 332

Super Puma prototype was first flown on 13

September 1978; since then it has flown at

maximum weight of up to 17,180 lb (7800 kg)

and speed of 180 mph (289.5 km/h). Ccrtifica-

tion tests began in March 1979. Production of

this new Version was commenced in August

1978, with the first completed aircraft

schcdulcd for autumn 1980.

In its initial commercial form, the SA. 332

Super Puma will have the same capacity as the

SA. 330 (two crew plus 19 passengers) but will

have more improvedperformance. The design

also has potential for development into a

'stretched' version with three/four added seats

and more fuel.

Type: medium transport helicopter

Powerplant: two 1,775/1.323-shp (1324/

987-kW) Turbomeca Makila turboshaft

Performance: (estimated) maximum cruising

speed 179 mph (289 km/h); economical

cruising speed 167 mph (268 km/h); hovering

ceiling out of gTound effect (on one engine)

9,350 ft (2850 m); ränge with maximum fuel

(no reserves) 420 miles (676 km)
Weightt: empty 8,565 lb (3885 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 16,755 lb (7600 kg)

Operators: none at present.

Aerotec T-23 Uirapuru

Aerotec, a small Sao Paulo-based Company

formed in 1962, designed the Uirapuru in the

early 1960s as a private venture, the prototype

108-hp Lycoming 0-235 flying for the Erst

time on 2 June 1965. A second prototype with

a 150-hp Lycoming O-320-A was followed in

January and April 1968 by two military pre-

produetion aircraft (also 150 hp). A fcw

months earlicr, in Octobcr 1967, the Forca

Aerea Brasileira had placed an initial order for

30 examplcs with 160-lip (119-kW) engincs

(whicli became the Standard powerplant), suJe-

by-sidc seating for instruetor and pupil, and

dual controls, under the designation T-23.

Subsequcnt Orders raised the FAB total to 100,

and thesc arc used for primary flying training

by the Air Force Acadcmy (Academia Je Forca

Aerea) at Pirassununga, Sao Paulo.

The airframe is built primarily of light ajloy,

and has a non-retractablc landing gear with a

steerable nosewheel. The cockpit canopy isjet-

tisonablc in flight. Aerotec also exported

military Uirapurus to the air forces of Bolivia

(18) and Paraguay (8), and has supplied about

20 AT22Bs (the military model has the Com-

pany designation A-122A) to Brazilian state-

lupportea civilian flying clubs. Production of

the original Uirapuru came to an end in early

1977 after 155 of the two modcls had becn

built, but in 1978 - 79 Aerotec was developing

under FAB contract the A-132 Uirapuru II,

which will be fully aerobatic. This has the

same powerplant as the T-23, which it is m-

tended to replace, but will have 29 ft 6'/< in

(9.00 m) span wings, a length of 22 ft 6 3/4 in

(6.88 m), a flat-sided fuselage, enlarged ver-

tical tail turfacet, no underfin, updated

avionics, and an improved cockpit canopy and

Instrument layout Up to 80 arc expected t<>

be ordered.

Type: two-scat primary tränier

Powerplant: one 160-hp Lycoming
O-320-B2B flat-four piston engine

Performance: niaxiimini speed at sea level

141 mph (227 km/h); maximum cruising

Aerotec A 122 Uirapuru

speed (75% power) at sea level 115 mph (185

km h); ränge with maximum fuel 495 miles

(800 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

836 ft (255 m) per minute; service ceiling

14,760 ft (4500 m)
Weights: empty 1.191 lb (540 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 1,825 lb (840 kg)

Dimensions: span 27 ft 10V« in (8.50 m);

length 21 ft 8 in (6.60 m); height 8 ft 10 in

(2.70 m); wing area 145.3 sq ft (13.50 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay

Agusta A 106

One of Italy's oldest aviation companies,

Agusta was established in 1907, and entered

the helicopter field in 1952 when a licence to

build the Bell 47 was acquired. This was

followed by a series of other licence

agreements with both Bell and Sikorsky, but

in more recent years Agusta has developed

several of its own designs.

The smallest to come to fruition, even

though only in a very modest way, the A 106

was flown in prototype form in November

1965. A small production batch followed in

the early 1970s and about five of these are

operated by the air arm of the Italian navy

(Marinavia) from 'Impavido' class ships in the

anti-submarine warfare role, supplementing

larger naval ASW helicoptcrs such as the SH-

3D, AB 204AS and AB 212ASW.
The A 106 has a two-blade main rotor and

conventional tail rotor, and auxiliary flotation

gear can be fitted to the skid framework,

which has removable wheels for ground

manoeuvring.

Operations in poor visibility are assisted by

comprehensive instrumentation and elec-

tronics, and the Ferranti Company has

developed an electronic three-axis stability

augmentation System for the A 106, providing

a stable firing platform and damping out ex-

ternal disturbances.

Type: ASW helicopter

Powerplant: one 300-shp (224-kW)
Turbomeca-Agusta TAA 230 turboshaft

(derated) with maximum continuous rating of

260 shp (194 kW)
Performance: (at take-off weight including

two torpedoes) maximum speed at sea level

109 mph (176 km/h); cruising speed 104 mph
(167 km/h); maximum rate of climb 1,220 ft

(372 m) per minute; hovering ceiling in

ground effect 9,850 ft (3000 m); hovering

ceiling out of ground effect 3,775 ft (1150 m);

ränge 150 miles (240 km); ränge with max-

imum internal and external tanks 460 mile

(740 km)
Weights: empty 1,300 lb (590 kg); normal

take-off 2,954 lb (1340 kg); maximum take-

off weight 3,086 lb (1400 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 31 ft 2 in

(9.50 m); length (rotors turning) 36 ft in

(10.97 m); fuselage length 26 ft 3 in (8.00 m);

length (main and tail rotors folded) 22 ft 8 in

(6.90 m); height to top of rotor head 8 ft 2 in

(2.50 m); width over skids 6 ft 2 in (1.88 m);

main rotor disc area 763 sq ft (70.9 m
)

Armament: two Mk 44 homing torpedoes,

two sonobuoys and 10 depth charges; for

ground attack work two 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

machine-guns and launching tubes for ten

80-mm (3.15-in) rockets can be fitted

Operators: Italy

Agusta A 106

Though small and powered by a unique baby turbine engine of only 250 hp (the Turbomeca-Agusta TAA230), the Italian-designed Agusta A

106 carnes two Mk 44 torpedoes and remains in limited use as an ASW platform based on the Impavido class ships.
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Agusta A 109

The basic A 109A is notable as the first

.

Agusta-designed helicopter to be built in large

series, and is the end product of a special

market analysis initiated in 1965. Initially en-

visaged for commercial use only, the A 109

was designed around a single 690-shp

(515-kW) Turbomeca Astazou XII engine,

but mainly for additional safety considerations

redesigned in 1967 to take two 370-shp

(276-kW) Allison 250-C14 turboshafts. The
projected A 109B military Utility model was

abandoned in 1969 in favour of the eight-seat

A 109C Hirundo (Swallow) civil version, the

first of three prototypes flying on 4 August

1971. Protracted trials, minor alterations and

other factors caused unforeseen delays and the

first A 109 pre-production aircraft was not

completed until April 1975. Delivery of pro-

duction machines, designated A 109A, com-

menced in 1976.

In addition to its designed role as a light

passenger transport, the A 109A can be

adapted for freight carrying, as an air am-

bulance, or for search-and-rescue tasks. It

proved a great commercial success and by early

1978 the A 109A was subject to some 250

Orders and options.

The obvious military potential of the

A 109A was soon recognised and in 1975

Agusta SpA concluded a co-operation agree-

ment with Hughes Aircraft, manufacturers of

the TOW (Tube-launched Optically-tracked

Wire-guided) missile. Subsequent trials carried

out by the Italian army in 1976-77 with five

A 109A helicopters armed with various TOW
missiles were extraordinarily successful and

resulted in two military derivatives, for light

attack/anti-armour/close support tasks, and

naval Operations.

The first military version is available in

several variants: as a light attack helicopter

(two or three crew, two machine-guns, HOT
or TOW missiles, or rocket-launchers), equip-

ped for battlefield reconnaissance, artillery

Observation or electronic warfare, or as a radio

relay post. It can also be converted into a light

troop/personnel transport (pilot plus seven

troops) or as an air ambulance (two stretchers

and two medical attendants). Optional addi-

tional equipment includes armoured seats for

the crew and emergency flotation gear. All

variants can also be fitted with infra-red sup-

pression Systems.

The A 109A maritime derivative, currently

under development, also retains the same

general configuration, structure and

powerplant but has been specially designed for

shipboard Service. Variants include ASW,
anti-ship, electronic warfare, armed and coast

guard patrol surveillance, air ambulance,

search-and-rescue, and Utility. In addition to

the necessary specialised equipment, the

A 109A maritime version features four-axis

autostabilisation, radar altimeter, füll dual

flight controls, automatic navigation System,

and anchorage points for deck mooring. It has

universal Supports for external loads, and a fix-

ed landing gear. For armed patrol the

maritime A 109A is equipped and armed to

customer's requirements. The basic coast

guard configuration carries a search radar,

low-light level TV camera, and a special in-

stallation for external high efficiency loud-

speakers. For search-and-rescue tasks the

maritime A 109A is fitted with a 330-lb

(150-kg) capacity electrically-operated hoist,

emergency flotation gear and search radar.

The maritime A 109A can also be modified for

other duties, including fire fighting, crash

rescue, military command post and liaison.

The maritime A 109A ECM variant is fitted

with a radar display, direction finder, electro-

magnetic emission analyser and jamming
equipment.

Type: light general-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: two Allison 250-C20B turbo-

shaft engines, each developing 420 shp (313

kW) for take-off, 385 shp (287 kW) con-

tinuous power, derated to 346 shp (258 kW)
for twin-engine Operation

Performance: (at 5,400 lb/2450 kg) maxi-

mum permissible level speed 193 mph (311

km/h); maximum cruising speed at maximum
continuous power 165 mph (266 km/h); Opti-

mum cruising speed at sea level 143 mph (231

km/h); maximum rate of climb at sea level

1,620 ft (493 m) per minute; service ceiling

16,300 ft (4968 m); hovering ceiling in ground

effect 9,800 ft (2987 m); hovering ceiling out

of ground effect 6700 ft (2042 m); maximum
ränge at sea level 351 miles (565 km); maxi-

mum endurance at sea level 3 hours 18

minutes

Weights: empty 3,120 lb (1415 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 5,402 lb (2450 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor 36 ft

1 in (11.00 m); diameter of tau rotor 6 ft 8 in

(2.03 m); length of fuselage 35 ft l
3/4 in

(10.71 m); height 10 ft 10 in (3.30 m); main
rotor disc area 1,022.6 sq ft (95.0m 2

)

Armament: two 7.62-mm (0.3-in) flexibly-

mounted machine-guns and two XM-157
rocket-launchers (each with seven 2.75-in/70-

mm rockets) basic; alternative weapons in-

clude HOT or TOW missiles and an

electrically-operated 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

Minigun on a flexible mount; a fully

Agusta A-109C

automatic 7.62-mm (0.3-in) MG 3 machine-

gun; an XM-159C launcher for nineteen

2.75-in (70-mm) rockets, an Agusta launcher

for seven 81-mm (3.2-in) rockets, or a 200A-1

launcher for nineteen 2.75-in (70-mm)
rockets.

Naval version (ASW role): two homing
torpedoes, six marine markers; MAD gear

optional

Naval version (ASV role): high-performance

long-range radar plus AS. 12 or other wire-

guided missiles; other naval equipment fitted

according to mission

Operators: (in service or ordered/on Option)

Argentina, Belgium, France, Mexico, the

Philippines, Switzerland, UK, USA,
Yugoslavia, other countries

This is the first of five Agusta A 109A helicopters being evaluated by the Italian Army (and now also ordered for inventory service by

Argentina). Of the first five, three have a complete Hughes TOW missile and sight System, while the other two are furnished for liaison and

rescue duties. By 1980 Agusta were tooling to build the military A 109A.

Agusta A 129 Mangusta
The Agusta A 129 is a light anti-armour

helicopter developed from the A 109A and is

now in the detail design stage. It uses most of

the dynamic components, but features a com-

pletely new narrow fuselage with an upwards-

staggered cabin (pilot in upper seat). Both

positions are equipped with füll flying con-

trols, Instruments and armoured seats. The
partial armour in cockpit is designed to with-

stand 7.62-mm (0.3-in) bullets.

Initially proposed in 1973, the design was
modified following firing trials with TOW
missiles in 1977. Agusta now has an Italian

army development contract for three proto-

types, the first of which is scheduled to fly in

December 1980.

The initial Italian army requirement is

estimated at 60 A 129s, with deliveries ex-

pected to commence in 1982-83.

Type: A 129-19 light anti-armour helicopter

Powerplant: two 800-shp (597-kW) Avco
Lycoming LTS101-850 turboshafts, derated to

525 shp (392 kW)
Performance: (estimated, at mission take-off

weight) maximum permissible diving speed

with 28 rockets 193 mph (311 km/h); maxi-

mum level speed at 3,280 ft (1000 m) with

eight TOW missiles 177 mph (285 km/h);

maximum rate of climb at sea level 1,970 ft

(600 m) per minute; hovering ceiling in

ground effect 11,155 ft (3400 m); hovering

ceiling out of ground effect 8,860 ft (2700 m);

endurance (anti-armour mission, with 20

minutes reserves) 2 hours 30 minutes; maxi-

mum ferry ränge with internal fuel at 155 mph
(249 km/h) 391 miles (629 km)

Weights: empty equipped 4,976 lb (2257 kg);

mission take-off weight 7,385 lb (3350 kg);

maximum take-off weight 7,716 lb (3500 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor 39 ft

0'/2 in (11.90 m); diameter of tail rotor 6 ft

6 3/4 in (2.00 m); stub wing span 10 ft 2 in

(3.10 m); length overall (tail rotor turning)

41 ft in (12.50 m); width of fuselage (max)

3 ft VA in (0.95 tri); main rotor disc area

1,197 sqft (111.2 m2
)

Armament: eight HOT or TOW anti-tank

missiles; air-to-surface rockets; 7.62-mm

(0.3-in) Minitat machine-gun System

Operator: under development for Italian

Army
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Agusta Bell AB 47 (see Bell Model 47)

Agusta Bell AB 204 (see Bell Model 204)

Agusta Bell AB 205 (see also Bell Model 205)

The Agusta-Bell AB 205 is a variant of the Bell

Model 205 built under Bell Helicopter Tex-

tron licence granted in 1966 to Costruzioni

Acronautiche Giovanni Agusta SpA in Italy. It

is gcnerally similar to the earlier Bell Model

204 but introduced a longer fuselagc with in-

creased cabin space, morc powerful engine and

other improvements, resulting in better load-

carrying characteristics. The Bell Model 205

military prototype, the YUH-1D, was first

flown on 16 August 1961 and deliveries to the

US armed forecs commenced in autumn 1963.

The initial produetion version UH-1D was

superseded by the re-engined UH-1H in

autumn 1967, and is the version licenec-built

by Agusta.

In its basic military form, the AB 205 cor-

responds to Bell UH-iD/UH-lH series in Ser-

vice with the US forces and elsewhere. Like its

American counterpart, the AB 205 has proved

a most useful multi-purpose Utility helicopter

and is widely exported. 1t is equipped for

night flying and can be employed for troop,

passenger or equipment transport, casualty

evacuation, rescue and other tasks, as well as

tactical ground support. According to role,

the basic airframe can be easily adapted to take

floats, snow skids, rescue hoists and stret-

chers, or fitted with armament. Strippcd of all

internal fittings, the cabin has a clear volume

of 220 cu ft (6.2 m ) for cargo carrying.

A civil modification designated AB 205A-1

represents the Bell Model 205A-1 built under

licence by Agusta since 1969, with minor

modifications. Apart from being slightly

longer, the Italian-built variant is powered by

the samc type of engine as the AB 205 military

series (T53-L-13B) while the Bell 205A-1 has a

different sub-type (T53-L-13A) of similar

power rating. The AB 205A-1 can carry a

pilot and 14 passengers (or an equivalcnt com-
mercial cargo), and is designed for rapid con-

version to other tasks: as an air freighter, fly-

ing träne (capacity 5,000 lb 2268 kg), am-

bulance (six stretchers and one/two medical

attendants), rescue helicopter or VIP
transport.

Type: multi-purpose military Utility

helicopter

Powerplant: one 1.400-shp (1044-kW,

Lycoming T53-L-13B turboshaft engine,

derated to 1.250 shp (933-kW) for take-off

Performance: (at normal take-off weight)

maximum level speed at sca level 138 mph
(222 km/h); cruising speed 132 mph
(212 km h): maximum rate of climb at sea

level 1,800 ft (548 m) per minute; hovering

ceiling in ground effeet 17,000 ft (5180 m);

hovering ceiling out of ground effeet 1 1 ,000 ft

(3350 m); maximum ränge (Standard tanks,

no reserves) 360 miles (580 km); maximum
endurance (Standard tanks, no reserves) 3

hours 48 minutes

Weighti: empty (Standard) 4.800 1b

(2177 kg); normal take-off 8.500 1b

(3688 kg); maximum take-off 9.500 1b

(4309 kg,

Dimension»: diamctcr of main rotor

48 ft 3'/i in (14 72 m); diameter of tail rotor

8 ft 6 in (2.59 m); length of fuselagc

41 ft 10>« in (12.77 m); length overall (main

rotor fore and aft) 57 ft 9Vi in (17.62 m);

width overall 9 ft O'/j m (2.76 m); height

overall 14 ft 8 in (4.48 m)
Operators: Iran. Italy. Kuwait (withdrawn

early 1978). Morocco. Saudi Arabia, Spain.

Turkey, Uganda. United Arab Emirates.

Zambia and others

Agusta Bell AB 206 JetRanger (see also Bell Model 206)

The original Bell Model 206 was designed to

meet a US Army requirement and flown in

prototype form (as the OH-4A) on 8

December 1962. The subsequent Model 206A

was built in both commercial and military ver-

sions, as the OH-58A Kiowa for the US Army
and the TH-57A SeaRanger training

helicopter for the US Navy. The civil and

military variants werc gcnerally similar, except

for larger-diameter main rotors, internal and

equipment changes, and proved most reliable

in Service. US produetion terminated in 1972.

A long established partnership was con-

tinued by granting licence-produetion rights

to Agusta SpA in 1966, and the first Italian-

built AB 206A JetRanger five-seat commercjal

helicopters became available late in 1967.

Apart from very minor local modifications

these machines were similar to their American

counterparts and were powered by Allison

250-C18 turboshaft engines. Produetion of the

improved Bell Model 206B JetRanger II began

in 1971 and was followcd by the Agusta AB
206B in 1972, powered by Allison 25(VC20

engines. This new version was a successful

combination of basically the same airfiame

with a more powerful engine resulting in im-

proved Performance, particularly in 'high ind

hot' conditions, for only a small weight penal-

ty. The parallel military variants, the AB
206A-1 and AB 206B-1 JetRanger II, corres-

pond to the Bell OH-58A K-iowa series. They
differ mainly in in having larger-diameter main

rotors, locally strengthened airframe and dif-

ferent equipment. The military variants also

feature additional cabin doors. Although Pro-

vision is made for fitting one centrally-

mounted flexible machine-gun, most Italian-

built military JetRangers are used for other

tasks, such as anti-submarine/anti-shipping

duties (particularly in Sweden), liaison, freight

carrying (maximum 3,350 lb/ 1520 kg carried

externally), rescue and air ambulance work.

The AB 206A and AB 206B series have been

widely exported for use by civil and military

Operators, often with modifications to suit

local requirements. Thus, the AB 206As
delivered to Sweden (Swedish military

designation HKP 6) feature extended skid

landing gear and underfuselage weapon racks.

Produetion of the AB 206A has now ter-

minated.

The Bell Model 206L LongRanger, a more
extensively revised development, appeared in

September 1974. Designed as a seven-seat

general purpose light helicopter, it was evol-

ved from the JetRanger II and powered by an

uprated Allison 250-C20B engine. It has a

longer fuselage allowing maximum space for

bulky internal cargo (maximum 2,000 lb/

907 kg) and a new rotor. Optional equipment

includes emergency flotation gear. Its military

uses are limited to light personnel transport,

cargo carrying, rescue and ambulance tasks.

The generally similar Agusta licence-built

variant is known as AB 206L LongRanger.

The latest development in this series. the

Bell Model 206B JetRanger III, is also

powered by the Allison 250-C20B turboshaft

engine but has an enlargcd and improved tail

rotor mast and other detail moditiciations.

With these improvements the JetRanger III

has a higher hover ceiling and has a gcnerally

better performance at altitude. Produetion

deliveries of the Agusta-built AB 206B

JetRanger III started early in 1978.

Type: (JetRanger II) light gcneral-piirposc

helicopter

Powerplant: one 400-shp (298-kW) Allison

250-C20 turboshaft engine, derated to 317 shp

(236-kW)

Performance: (at 3.200 lb' 1452 kg) max
imum speed at sea level 138 mph (222 km h);

cruising speed 133 mpl; (214 km h); max-

imum rat" of climb at sea level 1,358 ft

(414 m) per minute; hovering ceiling in

gTound effeet 12,000 ft (3660 m); hovering

ceihng out of ground effeet 8,000 ft (2440 m);

maximum ränge (Standard fuel, no reserves)

418 miles (673 km); maximum endurance

(Standard fuel, no reserves) 4 hours.

Weights: empty («t.ndard) 1.504 Ib

(682 kg); maximum t:ke-ofi (T.ierna) load)

3.200 Ib (1452 kg), maximum tak^-c»tT(cxter-

nal load) 3.350 Ib (15*9 kg)

Dimension»: diameter o! main rotor

35 ft 4 in «10.77 m,, itngth overall (i

turning) 39 f; 2 in (11.94 m); length of

fuselage 32 ft 4 in (9 85 m); main rotor disc

arca 980.5 sq ft (91 I m 2
)

Operators: Iran, lulv, Saudi Arabia, Spain,

Turkey, Uganda and others.

Type: (AB 206A-1) light Utility helicopter

Powerplant: one 317-shp (236-kW) Allison

250-C18 turboshaft

Performance: (at 3,000 Ib 1360 kg AUW)
maximum speed at sea level 131 mph
(211 km h). cruising speed 127 mph
(204 km h); maximum rate of climb at sea

level 1.560 ft (475 m) per minute; hovering

ceiling in ground effeet 10,000 ft (3325 m);

hovering ceiling out of ground effeet 6.000 ft

(1825 m); maximum ränge (Standard fuel. no
reserves) 368 miles (592 km); maximum en-

durance (Standard fuel. no reserves) 4 hours.

Weight«: empty (Standard) 1.504 lb

(682 kg); maximum take-off (internal load)

3,000 lb (1360 kg); maximum take-off (exter-

nal load) 3,350 1b (1519 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor

35 ft 4 in (19.77 m); length of fuselage

32 ft 4 in (9.85 m); main rotor disc area

980.5 sq ft (91.1 m 2
)

Operators: Iran. Italv. Kuwait (withdrawn

in Feb 1978), Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden,

Turkev, and others

The Agusta-Bell 206 JetRanger family are used in large numbers by many air forces in Europe and the Near East, where Bell's Italian

heensee has sales rights Italy's air force (AMI) uses 60, while the Italian light aviation (ALE) has no fewer than 142, used chiefly for light

Observation and other tactical duties The ALE machines do not carry anti-tank weapons
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Agusta-Bell AB 212 (see also Bell Model 212)

The basic AB 212 twin-engined Utility

transport helicopter is essentially the Bell

Model 212 Twin Two-Twelve produced

under licence by Agusta SpA in Italy.

Deliveries of the Italian-built version started in

late autumn 1971.

The Bell Model 212 was derived from the

Model 205, differing primarily in having two
turboshaft engines coupled to a single reduc-

tion gearbox to drive both main and tail

rotors. Other changes include generally im-

proved dynamics, structure and Systems. In-

itially evolved in 1968 - 69 to meet a Canadian

requirement, the design was also adopted by

the US armed forces as UH-1N and later

released for export. A parallel commerical Ver-

sion is the Bell Model 212 Twin Two-Twelve,

differing only in internal layout, equipment

and some Performance details; this was the

version subject to the intial Agusta licence

production agreement.

The Standard AB 212 carries a pilot and up

to 14 passengers, but the cabin is easily adap-

table to other configurations, including VIP
transport. Like its US counterpart, the AB
212 is intended for conversion to alternative

roles and optional kits are available to

customer's requirements. These include a

rescue hoist, external cargo hook, auxiliary

fuel tanks, and float and snow landing gear.

The cabin can also be converted into an am-

bulance and has space for six stretchers and

two medical attendants. The production air-

craft are being constantly improved and

adapted to suit new requirements. By early

1978 more than 80 AB 212s had been

delivered, with others on order for Italian and

various foreign commercial and military

customers.

Development of the AB 212ASW version

began late in 1971 and the design incorporated

experience gained from considerable naval

Operations with the single-engined AB 204AS.

Basically an extensively modified AB 212, the

AB 212ASW is intended for a wide ränge of

maritime tasks, from anti-submarine and anti-

shipping Operations (search and strike) to

coastal patrol, search and rescue, and vertical

supply of ships at sea. By altering internal in-

stallations the AB 212ASW can be converted

into a troop transport and fire support

helicopter, or an aerial ambulance; it can also

be used for liaison and in the ECM role. Like

its lighter predecessor, the AB 212ASW is

designed to operate from small shipboard plat-

Italian Navy (Marinavia) Agusta-Bell AB.212ASW anti-submarine helicopter.

forms. Apart from some local strengthening, a

dorsal radome and the necessary deck mooring
attachments, the AB 212ASW airframe is

essentially the same as that of the commercial

AB 212, but it has added protection against

salt-water corrosion. The main changes are in-

ternal. Depending on the mission, the crew

can be three or four (one or two pilots and

radar/electronics Operators). The AB
212ASW carries complete instrumentation for

day and night maritime Operations in all

weathers, and the electronics include (in ASW
role) a high-discrimination search radar, sonar

and other equipment. A specially-designed

cockpit display shows the pilot or pilots all

flight parameters for each phase of the ASW
Operations, and the design incorporates Provi-

sion for the installation of future radar equip-

ment and advanced ECM Systems. With
special search radar and target data transmis-

sion system the AB 212ASW can also be used

as a passive guidance post for ship-launched

surface-to-surface stand-off missiles.

For other tasks, the AB 212ASW can be fit-

ted with either a 5,000-lb (2270-kg) capacity

external cargo hook, a 595-lb (270-kg) rescue

hoist, inflatable emergency pontoons, and in-

ternal and external auxiliary fuel tanks.

Completed in 1972, the AB 212ASW pro-

totype was evaluated by the Italian navy dur-

ing 1973 and entered service in 1976. It is cur-

rently in production to meet Orders from the

Italian navy and several foreign customers.

Type: Utility transport helicopter

Powerplant: one 1290-shp (962-kW) Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6T-3 Turbo
Twin Pac coupled turboshaft, rated at

1,130-shp (843-kW) for continuous running

Performance: (at 10,000 lb/4536 kg) cruis-

ing speed at sea level 127 mph (204 km/h);

maximum rate of climb at sea level 1,860 ft

(567 m) per minute; service ceiling 17,000 ft

(5180 m); hovering ceiling in ground effect

13,000 ft (3960 m); hovering ceiling out of

ground effect 9,900 ft (3020 m); maximum
ränge at 5,000 ft (1525 m) with Standard fuel

(no reserves) 307 miles (494 km)
Weights: empty (Standard) 5,800 lb

(2630 kg); maximum take-off 11,200 lb

(5081 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor

48 ft in (14.63 m); diameter of tail rotor

8 ft 6 in (2.59 m); length of fuselage

46 ft in (14.02 m); height overall 14 ft 5 in

(4.40 m); width over skids 8 ft 8 in (2.64 m);

main rotor disc area 1,810 sq ft (17.30 m 2
)

Operators: (in service or on order) Argen-

tina, Austria, Italy, West Germany and others

Type: (AB 212ASW) medium anti-

submarine, anti-shipping and general maritime

helicopter

Powerplant: one 1,875-shp (1399-kW) Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6T-6 Turbo

Twin Pac coupled turboshaft, derated to

1,290-shp (962-kW)

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum permissible level speed 150 mph
(240 km/h); maximum speed at sea level

122 mph (196 km/h); maximum cruising

speed with armament 115 mph (185 km/h);

maximum rate of climb at sea level 1,300 ft

(396 m) per minute; hovering ceiling in

ground effect (with Mk 46 torpedoes)

10,500 ft (3200 m); hovering ceiling out of

ground effect (at 10,000 lb/4763 kg) 1,300 ft

(396 m); average search endurance with Mk
46 torpedoes at 103.5 mph/ 167 km/h and

10% reserve fuel 3 hours 12 minutes; search

ränge on ASV mission (with AS. 12 missiles

and 10% reserve fuel) 382 miles (615 km);

maximum endurance with auxiliary tanks (no

reserves) 5 hours

Weights: empty equipped 7,540 lb

(3420 kg); take-off (with two Mk 46

torpedoes) 11,176 lb (5070 kg); take-off (with

AS. 12 missiles) 10,961 lb (4973 kg); take-off

(search and rescue mission) 10,883 lb

(4937 kg)

Dimensions: diameter of main rotor

48 ft in (14.63 m); diameter of tail rotor

8 ft 6 in (2.59 m); length of fuselage

46 ft in (14.02 m); height overall (tail rotor

turning) 14 ft 5 in (4.40 m); maximum width

(with Mk 46 torpedoes) 12 ft IIV2 in

(3.95 m); width (with AS. 12 missiles)

13 ft 8V4 in (4.17 m); main rotor disc area

1,810 sqft (168.1m 2

)

Armament: (ASW role) two Mk 44 or Mk
46 homing torpedoes, or depth charges (ASV
role) maximum of four AS. 12 or other air-to-

surface wire-guided missiles

Operators: (in service or on order) Iran, Ita-

ly, Peru, Spain, Turkey, Venezuela and others

Based on the Bell 212 Twin Two Twelve twin-engined helicopter, the Agusta-Bell 212 ASW was developed at Agusta's works near Milan as an anti-submarine platform for

the Italian Mannavia and export customers. This is the civil-registered demonstrator with dummy torpedo Today the usual torpedo is the Mk 46 instead of the Mk 44 shown.

Agusta-Bell AB 214 (see Bell Model 214)
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AIDC T-CH-1

Ihr Chinese Nationalist air force has had an

liicraft produetion facility in Taiwan lincc

1948, wlicn the formet Bureau of Aircraft In-

dustry moved there from mainland China.

The BAI's present-day successor is the AIDC
(Aero Industry Development Center), which

was iet up in March 1969 and in the same year

began building morc than 100 American Bell

UHTH Iroquois helicopters for the National-

ist army. The AIDC is fully capable of build-

ing modern military aircraft, as it will need to

be following the USA 's recognition of

mainland China, and is currcntly engagcd in

licence manufacture of Northrop F-5E/F

Tiger IIs for the CNAF. Its produetion know-

how is backed by a national aircraft design

capability, which began work on the T < 1 1 1

(presumably Trainer-China-No 1) in

November 1970.

The T-CH-1 was the first aircraft to be

designed in Nationalist China although,

except for a switch to a turboprop engine (also

built in Taiwan under licence), it is clearly

based very closely on the airframe of the

piston-engined North American T-28 Trojan,

which has been operated for many years by the

CNAF in a training capacity and to fulfil a

light ground-attack role. Two prototypes

(XT-CH-1A and XT-CH-1B) were com-

pletcd, making their respective maiden flights

on 23 November 1973 and 27 November
1974. The second was modified to weapons

training and light COIN (counter-insurgency)

configuration, and this capability is rctained in

the 50 T-CH-h ordered for the CNAF Pro

duction of these began at Taichung in May
1976, and about 40 of them had been dehvered

by the beginning of 1979, to replace T-28s in

service CNAF primary training is givcn on

the PL-1B Chicnshou, an AIDC hcence-built

variant of the American Pazmany PL-1, before

progressing on to the T-28 or T-CH-1; more
advanced training is provided by the Lockheed

T-33A and Northrop T-38A Talon.

Type: tandem two-seat trainer and light

ground-attack aircraft

Powerplant: one 1,450-ehp (1081-kW)
Lycoming T53-L-701 turboprop

Performance: maximum level speed

368 mph (592 km/h) at 15.000 ft (4570 m);

maximum crumng speed 253 mph (40" .

at 15,000 ft (4570 m); ränge with maximum
fuel 1,250 miles (2010 km), maximum rate of

chmb at sca level 3.400 ft H036 m) per

minute, service cciling 32,000 ft (9755 m)
Weights: empty 5.750 lb (2608 kg); take-off

(clean) 7.500 lb (3402 kg); maximum take-off

11.150 1b (5057 kg)

Dimensions: span 40 ft in (12.19 m);

length 33 ft 8 in (10.26 m); height 12 ft in

(3.66 m); wing area 271 sq ft (25.18 m 2
)

Armament: provision for underwing gun
and rocket pods, light bombs, etc

Operators: Nationalist China (Taiwan)

AISA 1-115

Ibcravia SA and AISA (Aeronautica Industrial

SA) of Madrid collaboratcd in the mid-1940s

on construetion of various types of aircraft, in-

cluding the- 1-11 and 1-115 trainers. Subsc-

quently, AISA took over Iberavia's aircraft

department and continued dcvelopmcnt of the

two types. The prototype 1-115 made its first

flight on 16 July, 1952 and, following orders

from the Spanish Air Force, a produetion linc

was laid down. The all-wooden 1-115 was in-

tended to replace the CASA I-131L (liccnce-

built Bücker Jungmann) in the primary-

training role and quantity produetion began in

1954- A total of 200 was built for the air force

before produetion ceased. A few I-115s remain

in air force service with the designation E-9,

but the majority has either been scrapped or

handed over for flying-club use. The last units

to use the 1-115 in the training role arc

Escuadrones 792 and 912, the former being part

of the Central Air Academy (AcaJtmit ( ,, m ral

Jel Aire) at San Javier while the lattcr is ,i

refresher training umt with General Staff

Group 91 (Crupo de! Eslado Mayor 91) at

Madrid-Gctafe Airport. In the liaison role,

some I - 1 15s are serving alongside CASA 127s

(Do 27s) with Escuadrillas de Eniace 901 at

Madnd-Getafc. 902 at Tablada. 903 at

Zaragoza and 905 at Torrejon.

Type: two-seat primary or singlc-seat

aerobatic trainer

Powerplant: one 150-hp (112-kW) ENMA
Tigrc (i-IV-B piston engine

Performance: (all figures for two-seat trainer

version) maximum speed 149 mph
(240 km h); cruising speed 127 mph
(204 km h); landing speed with flaps 51 mph
(81 km h); takc off distance to 50 ft (15 m):

1.245 ft (380 m); landing distance from 50 ft

(15 m) 1,146 ft (350 m); initial climb 686 ft

(225 m) per minute; ceiling 14,430 ft

(4400 m); endurance (at 70% power) 5 hours

Weights: emptv 1,346 lb (612 kg); loaded

1.980 1b (900 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 3 in (9.54 m), length

24 ft 1 in (7.35 m); height 6 ft 10 in

(2.10 na); wing area 150 6 sq ft (14.00 m 2
)

Operators: Spain

Antonov An-2 Colt

Believcd to have been built in larger numbers

than any other aircraft designed since World
War II, the Antonov An-2 'Colt' was

reported to be continuing in produetion in

1978 in the absence of any complete replace-

ment. The Antonov bureau was during the

year reported to be working on a new general-

purpose and agricultural aircraft, but until this

appears there is likely to be a continuing

market for this inelegant but supremely prac-

tical aircraft.

The An-2 has several claims to uniqueness.

It was the only biplane to be put into produe-

tion on any scale after World War II, and as

well as being the first aircraft specifically

designed for agricultural duties, it is the only

aircraft of that type ever to sueeeed in many
other roles. As well as excelling as a light

transport, with its outstanding STOL Perfor-

mance, it is also widely used as a parachute

trainer by organisations such as DOSAAF, the

Soviet Union's paramilitary training Organisa-

tion.

The Antonov design bureau was formed in

May 1946 with the specific task of producing a

Utility aircraft for the Soviet Union's Ministry

of Agriculture and Forestry. The new type

was to replace the Polikarpov Po-2, which had

itself been built in greater numbers than

almost any other aircraft. To begin with, the

aircraft was designated Skh-1 (Agricultural-1),

but later the designation An-2 was adopted.

The first aircraft of the type flew in August

1947, and after flight-testing and some
modification the aircraft went into produetion

in late 1948. The biplane layout was chosen

for its combination of good field performance

with viceless low-speed handling, both of

paramount importance for the agricultural

role. The layout was unique for an aircraft of

its time in that the fusclage filled the entirc

gap between the wings, which were braeed by

a single I-strut on each side. The strueture was

all-metal apart from the fabric-skinned wings

and tailplane. The wings carry slotted trailing-

edge flaps, and the ailerons droop at low

speeds.

More than 5,000 An-2s were built in the

Soviet Union between 1948 and 1960, and

produetion in that country ceased temporarily

in 1962. In 1957, however, produetion of the

An-2 had started in China, as the Fong Shou
No 2, and several thousand of these are

reported to have been built. The Soviet bloc's

main source of aircraft has, however, been

WSK-Mielec in Poland. Produetion of the

An-2 by WSK started in 1960, and still con-

tinues. Soviet produetion was resumed in

1964, with several hundred of the An-2M
type, with larger tail surface, a new variable-

pitch propeller and a hermetically sealed cabin

to exelude chemicals from the cockpit during

spraying Operations. Polish produetion swit-

ched to this improved version.

Special versions of the An-2 include the An-
2TD parachute trainer and the An-2V
floatplane (designated An-2W in Poland),

which has a reversible-pitch propeller for

deceleration on water. The An-2 can also be

fitted with skis. A military Observation version

with an almost entirely glazed rear fuselage

was tested in 1948, but did not go into pro-

duetion. Another special version was the

WSK-Mielec Lala-1, converted from an An-2

Antonov An-2M Colt (lower side view of An 2P)

as a testbed for the M-15 agricultural aircraft,

designed as a replacement for the Antonov
type. However, the An-2 continues in service

in transport and paratrooping roles, and is

likely to continue to do so for some time to

come.

Type: 14-seat transport and general-purpose

aircraft

Powerplant: one 1,000-hp (746-kW) Shvet-

sov ASh-62R nine-cylinder radial engine

Performance: maximum speed at 5,750 ft

(1750 m) 160 mph (256 km/h); cruising speed

105 - 120 mph (170 - 190 km/h); ceiling

14,750 ft (4500 m); ränge 525 miles

(845 km); take-off run 490- 590 ft

(150-180 m); landing run 560 - 590 ft

(170- 180 m)
Weights: empty 7,500 lb (3400 kg); fuel load

2,000 lb (900 kg); payload 2,850 lb (1300 kg);

maximum take-off 12,125 lb (5500 kg)

Dimensions: span (upper) 59 ft 8 in

(18.18 m), (lower) 46 ft 9 in (14.24 m);

length 40 ft 8 in (12.4 m); height (tail up)

20ft0in (6.10 m); wing area 769.8 sq ft

(71.52 m 2
)

Operators: military Operators include

Afghanistan, Albania, Bulgaria, China, Cuba,

Egypt, Ethiopia, East Germany, Hungary,

Iraq, Mali, Monglia, North Korea, Poland,

Romania, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tanzania,

Tunisia, USSR, Vietnam.

Antonov An-12 Cub
The Soviet equivalent of the Lockheed C-130
Hercules, the Antonov An-12 'Cub' was the

result of a chain of development which started

in the mid-1950s. By that time it was
recognised that the turboprop engine, offering

far higher power/weight ratios than the

piston engines, as well as power Outputs con-

siderably greater than most piston engines,

would revolutionize the design of military

transport aircraft. Such aircraft generally

operate over short distances; the fact that the

fuel consumption of the turboprop was at the

time higher than that of the piston engine was
thus of secondary importance compared with
the prospect of a military freighter with suffi-

cient power to lift a large payload from a short

and unprepared field.

The first Antonov aircraft designed around

this formula was the twin-engined An-8,

which was designed in 1953 - 54 and made its

first flight in the autumn of 1955. Like the

contemporary C-130, it adopted what has

become the classic layout for a military

freighter, with high wing, landing gear in side

fairings on a fuselage with a flat, low-level

floor, and a rear loading door with integral

ramp under the unswept rear fuselage.

The An-8 was tested with turboprops from

the Kuznetsov and Ivchenko bureaux, both

these Soviet design teams including many Ger-

man engineers captured in 1945. Invchenko's

AI-20 was chosen as the powerplant for the

An-8, about 100 of which were built for the

VTA (the Soviet military air transport force).

An Aeroflot requirement for an airliner

designed for rough-field Operations led to the Antonov An-12 Cub

continued
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Antonov An- 12 Cub

development of the four-engined An- 10

airliner from the An-8, and it was this type

which formed the basis for the An-12. The
wing and tail were initially largely unchanged,

despite the 40% greater weight of the airliner,

but the An-10 had a much larger, pressurized

fuselage and four AI-20s. Lateral and

longitudinal stability problems resulted in

anhedral being applied to the outer wing

panels, an Antonov trademark which was to

persist until the appearance of the An-72 in

1977. The An-10 entered service in 1959, but

following an accident at Kharkov in May 1972

the entire fleet was withdrawn, apparently

because of structural problems.

The military An-12, differing from the

airliner in having a more unswept rear fuselage

and an integral rear loading ramp, flew in

1958 and from the early 1960s became the

Standard Soviet military transport. A peculiar-

ly Soviet feature of the military versions is the

rear gun turret, although this lacks radar

guidance and can be only a token defence. (In-

dian An-12s were, however, used as bombers

in the 1965 Indo-Pakistan war, escaping

without loss.) Later in their service life, Rus-

sian air force An-12s were fitted with im-

proved radar equipment.

Although the type does not seem to have

been pressed into service in as many roles as

the C-130, the An-12 has since 1970 been seen

in the electronic counter measures (ECM) and

electronic intelligence (Elint) role, joining the

increasing number of Russian aircraft loitering

in the vicinity of war zones and NATO exer-

cises. The Elint version, known to Nato as

'Cub-B', features a number of ventral bulges

covering variously-tuned receiver aerials, and

the cabin is presumably equipped with

Operators
1

consoles. The fact that the 'Cub-B'

has been seen in the vicinity of naval exercises

may suggest that it forms part of the growing
AV-MF (Soviet Naval Aviation) fleet of long-

range land-based aircraft. The ECM Cub-C
features prominent radomes, including a rear

installation which replaces the tail turret. Like

the Ilyushin 11-38, 'Cub-C was seen in Egyp-

tian markings before the rift between the two
states widened, but this is probably no more
than a cover for overseas basing of Soviet-

manned aircraft, feeding their gleanings of

monitored data back to the Soviet Union for

interpretation.

Type: heavy tactical freighter, (Cub-B) ECM
aircraft and (Cub-C) electronic intelligence

The civil transports of Aeroflot, such as this An-10, are always available for immediate use
by the military VTA, the military transport force.

(Elint) platform

Powerplant: four 4,000-shp (2984-kW) Iv-

chenko AI-20K turboprops

Performance: maximum cruising speed

400 mph (640 km/h); economic crusing speed

360 mph (580 km/h); service ceiling 33,500 ft

(10200 m); ränge with 22,000-lb (10000-kg)

payload 2,100 miles (3400 km)
Weights: empty (estimated) 75,000 lb

(35000 kg); maximum payload 44,000 lb

(20000 kg); maximum take-off 134,500 lb

(61000 kg)

Dimension: span 124 ft 7 in (38.0 m);

length 108 ft 6 in (33.1 m); height 32 ft 3 in

(9.83 m); wing area 1,309 sq ft (121.73 m2
)

Armament: two 23-mm NR-23 cannon in

tail turret

Operators: Algeria, Bangladesh, Egypt, In-

dia, Indonesia, Iraq, Poland, Sudan, USSR,
Yugoslavia

Antonov An-14 Clod/An-28
The Antonov An-14 'Clod' was designed in

1957 as a STOL (short take-off and landing)

freighter and feederliner, with handling

characteristics which would enable it to be

flown by inexperienced pilots. With its high

aspect-ratio braced wing and twin fins, it

shows signs of inspiration from the French

Hurel-Dubois transports of the early 1950s,

the experimental designs which also led to the

British Short Skyvan and 330.

The development of the An-14 was pro-

tracted, and it was not until 1965 that the type

entered service. Production versions feature a

very different tail design from the prototype,

and the planforrri of the wing and the arrange-

ment of the high-lift devices are also modified.

The nose was slightly lengthened, and clam-

shell doors were fitted to the rear fuselage.

If the evolution of the An-14 had been slow,

that of its turboprop development, the An-28,

has been even less hurried. It was announced

in 1967 that a turboprop version was under

development, and the first prototype,

designated An-14M, flew at Kiev in

September 1969. Powered by two 810-shp

(604-kW) TVD-850 turboprops, the new ver-

sion was stretched to accommodate up to 15

passengers, and weighed 12,500 lb (5600 kg)

fully loaded. A production prototype of the

aircraft was demonstrated in 1974, at which

time the change in designation to An-28 was

announced. The Soviet press continues to

report the progress of the An-28, and Aeroflot

is to introduce it as a feederliner in 1980. Pro-

duction is planned by PZL in Poland.

All variants of the An-14 and An-28 share

the same pod-and-boom fuselage layout, per-

mitting easy loading of cargo in the freight

role. The high wing carries full-span double-

slotted flaps and slats, ailerons being built into

the outer Aap sections.

Type: light STOL transport (specification for

An-14)

Powerplant: two 300-hp (224-kW) Ivchen-

ko AI-14RF radial piston engines

Performance: cruising speed 105 - 120 mph
(170- 180 km/h) at 6,560 ft (2000 m); max-

Antonov An-14 Ciod

imum ränge with six passengers or 1.200 lb

(570 kg) payload 400 miles (650 km;; service

ceiling 16,400 ft (5000 m); take-off run

330- 360 ft (100- 110 m); landing run 360 ft

(110 m)

Weights: empty 5,700 lb (2600 kg): normal

take-off 7,600 lb (3450 kg); maximum take-

off 8,000 lb (3630 kg)

Dimensions: span 72 ft 3 in (22.0 m); length

37 ft 3'/2 in (11.36 m); height 15 ft 2 Vi in

(4.63 m); wing area 422.8 sq ft (39.72 m 2

)

Operators: Bulgaria, East Germany,
Yugoslavia, USSR (air forces and Aeroflot)

Antonov An-22 Cock
One of the most technically impressive of

Soviet aircraft designs, the mighty Antonov
An-22 'Cock' Strategie freighter took the

world by surprise when it arrived at the Paris

air show in June 1965. It has since become a

symbol of Soviet imperialism, spearheading

the shipment of arms to client states in Africa

and elsewhere, using its vast ränge and

payload to fly long diversions and so avoid

hostile territory. Its combination of ränge

with field performance is outstanding, and in

many respects it outshines the later Ilyushin

11-76 'Candid' by a large roargin.

Following the development of the twin-

engined An-8 into the An-10 and An-12, and

the design and testiag of the An-24, the An-

tonov bureau turned its attention to a very

large Strategie freighter closely based on the

successful An-12. The An-22 is very unusual,

in fact, in being a successful examnle of a

direct scaling-up process. The wing of the

An-22 is an alniost exaet 1.7:1 linear scale of

the An-12 wing, and is typically Antonov

with its anhedralled outer panels. The major

difference in shape between the tvvo aircraft is

in the rear fuselage and tail. Rear fuselage

aerodynamics and strueture are probably the

most demanding area in the design ot a large

military transport, with the linked problems

of drag around a rear ramp and aerodynamic

tail loads on an open-ended fuselage. The
An-22's twin-fin layout was probably chosen

to reduce flex loads on the fuselage compared

with those associated with the single fin of the

An-12, and also possibly to fit into hangars.

The key to the An-22's efficiency is its high

wing-loading, comparable with that of the

Boeing 747. This is an almost inevitable effect

of the square cube law when the design of a

smaller aircraft is scaled up so dramatically.

Despite the high loading, however, the An-22

has an excellent field performance as a result of

the fact that much of the wing is 'blown' by

the slipstream of the four contra-rotating pro-

peller units. Like those of the An-12, the flaps

are double-slotted. Early An-22s had pro-

pellers with a diameter of 18 ft 6 in (5.6 m),

similar to those of the Tu-20; production air-

craft have propellers of 20 ft 4 in (6.4 m),

presumably because the An-22 cruises at a

lower speed than the swept-wing Tupolev,

and propejler tip speeds are less eritieal.

Another operationally significant feature is

the landing gear, designed to permit Opera-

tions from unprepared Strips. Each main gear

is installed in a side blister, and comprises three

twin-wheel units with large low-pressure

tyres. An APU (auxiliary power unit) is fitted

in the front of the right blister. The APU also

seems to be used to pressurize the cabin (most

large modern aircraft use engine bleed air for

pressurization).

The An-22 carries a crew of five or six, and

there is a cabin in the forward fuselage for

about 28 passengers, possibly including a relief

crew on long flights. The main hold can ac-

commodate a twin SA-4 'Ganef missile laun-

cher on its tracked carrier, as well as any of the

Soviet Union's armoured fighting vehicles, in-

cluding main battle tanks. The hold is fitted

with niechanical handling, including electric

roof cranes and winches. The rear doors can be

opened for air-dropping; like most Soviet

freighters, the An-22 has a glazed nose and is

Antonov An-22 Cock

extensively fitted with radar; later aircraft

have a forward-looking weather radar in the

tip of the nose, a large navigation/mapping set

aft of the nose glazing, and an unidentified

avionic housing ahead of the second radar.

Design of the An-22 started in 1962 to meet

civil and military requirements, following the

Soviet government's decision to support the

exploitation of natural resources in Siberia by

air. The civil and military requirements were

compatible, because the new aircraft was in-

tended to carry heavy construetion equipment

and machinery as well as armoured vehicles.

The first aircraft flew on 27 February, 1965,

and was demonstrated at a day's notice at the

Paris air show in June of that year. It was the

world's largest and heaviest aircraft until the

first flight of the Lockheed C-5 in June 1968.

The first production An-22 entered service

with Aeroflot in 1967 — a short gestation

period, particularly by Soviet Standards, for so

large an aircraft.

Only about 100 of these giant freighters

have been built, and production is generally

thought to have been ended in 1974.

Deliveries are believed to have been shared

about equally between the Soviet VTA (air

transport force) and Aeroflot, but the civil air-

craft are equipped to the same Standard as

military variants and are always available for
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Whereas most Rusaian transport aircraft

have gull wings. the An-22 has anhedral

from the roots When airborne at maximum
weight the wings bend until the outer panels

are approximately horizontal Wing loading

exceeds that (or any other transport

In conformity with Soviet practica the

Antei was designed for Operation from
unpaved airstrips in areas devoid of navaids

or facihties Fainngs on the fins are not

masses to prevent flutter but house

electronics and possibly other items

x*.

y
37 •

The VTA (mihtary air transport force) received about 50 An-22 Antei heavy logistic cargo
transports between 1969 and 1974. Other examples were supphed to Aeroflot, the civil

aviation Organisation. Several have been lost on overseas flights and in difficult missions

within the USSR.
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Antonov An-24 Coke
Originally a civil airliner, the Antonov An-24

'Coke' VIP and government transport became

the progenitor of the An-26 'Curl' military

freighter. The design was undertaken in 1957

to meet a requirement for a turboprop replace-

ment for the Lisunov Li-2 'Cab' and Ilyushin

11-14 'Crate'. Flown in December 1959, the

An-24 resembles earlier Antonov designs in

the wing planform and the anhedralled outer

wing panels, but the mainwheels retract into

the engine nacelles rather than fuselage fair-

ings, and the structure makes extensive use of

welding and bonding rather than riveting.

The type went into service with Aeroflot in

October 1962. Most of the production aircraft

were An-24Vs, with 28-40 seats and, in some

cases, a side freight door and convertible cabin.

The An-24V Series II was introduced in 1967

with the more powerful AI-24T engine to im-

prove hot-and-high Performance, and this was

delivered in 46-seat and 50-seat layouts.

All An-24Vs were delivered with a TG- 16

gas-turbine auxiliary power unit in the right

nacelle, an unusual piece of equipment for an

aircraft in this class. In the An-24RV, also in-

troduced in 1967, this was replaced by a small

Tumansky turbojet to boost take-off Perfor-

mance in hot-and-high conditions. The intake

for the small auxiliary engine is located on the

inboard side of the nacelle. Take-off weight of

the An-24RV is increased to 48,060 lb (21800

kg) and this can be maiiyained up to ISA + 30°

conditions. More than 1,000 An-24s are

believed to have been built, and the type ap-

pears to be continuing in production alongside

the later An-26 and An-32. Service experience

is said to have proved the theoretical advan-

tages of bonded structures in reducing

maintenance costs and improving corrosion

resistance.

Type: short-range transport or VIP aircraft

Powerplant: two 2,550-shp (2148-kW)

Ivchencko AI-24 turboprops plus (An-24RV)
one 1,980-lb (900-kg) Tumansky RU-19-300
turbojet

Performance: cruising speed 315 mph (500

km/h) at 20,000 ft (6100 m); maximum ränge

with 30 passengers 1,490 miles (2400 km);

ränge with 12,125-lb (5520-kg) payload 340

miles (550 km); take-off run to 35 ft (11 m)

2,900 ft (885 m); landing run from 50 ft (15

Antonov An-24 Coke (lower side view of An 24V)

m) 3,700 ft (1130 m)
Weights: empty 29,320 lb (13600 kg); max-

imum take-off landing 46,300 lb (21000 kg)

Dimensions: span 95 ft 10 in (29.2 m);

length 77 ft 3 in (23.5 m); height 27 ft 4 in

(8.3 m); wing area 780 sq ft (72.5 m2
)

Operators: Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Hungarv, Poland.

Antonov An-26 Curl/An-30 Clank/An-32 Cline

Development of a military freighter from the

Antonov An-24 'Coke' airliner was logical,

especially in view of the increased Performance

available with the addition of an auxiliary

engine in the An-24RV. (A similar develop-

ment had been undertaken in the UK, where

the Andover C.l was modified from the

Hawker Siddeley HS. 748.)

The first rear-loading variant of the An-24

was the An-24TV, demonstrated in 1967. The
aerodynamic shape of the rear fuselage was

largely unchanged, but a loading hatch

suitable for air-dropping was added beneath

the rear fuselage, together with an internal

winch and conveyor System. The original An-

24TV had only two engines, but the first air-

craft was modified in 1967-69 as the'An-24RT

with a booster engine as fitted to the An-

24RV. The An-24RT could not accept large

loads through the rear door, and does not

appear to have gone into large-scale produc-

tion. However, it forms the basis for the

An-30 'Clank' Photographie survey aircraft,

first displayed in 1974. This aircraft features an

extensively glazed nose and ventral ports for

cameras or other survey equipment. As far as

can be seen it has no directly military role

(although it could form the basis of a

maritime-patrol aircraft), but is more likely to

be used in the search for mineral resources

within the Soviet Union.

Before the development of the An-30,

however, a new Version of the basic aircraft

appeared. Displayed in 1969, the An-26 'Curl'

introduced a redesigned rear fuselage, in-

cluding a door large enough to admit any load

which can be aecommodated in the cabin and a

rear-loading ramp. Small vehicles can be driven

into the hold, while other cargoes can be

handled by built-in powered conveyors and

winches. A large bulged Observation window
is fitted to the left side of the fuselage, just aft

of the flight-deck, presumably for increased ac-

curaey in paradropping Operations. The An-26
appears to be the Standard light tactical

transport of the Warsaw Pact air forces, and

considerable efforts to export the type have

been made. It is likely to replace the remaining

examples of the Ilyushin 11-14 'Crate' and

Lisonov Li-2 'Cab' still in transport service.

The latest development of the An-26 ap-

pears to be intended to overcome the hot-and-

high Performance problems which afflict the

earlier aircraft, even with the auxiliary engine

in Operation. First revealed in 1977, the An-32
is powered by completely different engines

from those fitted to the earlier aircraft:

5,180-shp (3864-kW) Ivchcnko AI-20Ms,

yielding almost twice as much power as the

AI-24s of the An-26. The AI-20M is an

uprated Version of the An-12 powerplant. The

Antonov An-32 Cline

A Yugoslav Air Force Antonov An-26 Curl transport, one of a number in service with this air arm

Though unimpressive in its range/payload capability, the Soviet-built Antonov An-26 is a tough and serviceable machine based on the An-24 but fitted with a rear

ramp/door for large loads and for heavy dropping in flight. This example, makmg a slow fly-past with takeoff flap, is serving with the Yugoslav air force, where it replaced the wartime C-47.
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greatei powei demands propelleri ol ,-

diametei than thoie fitted to the An 26, in

, .kIci to avoid total redesign oftbe wir

enginet have bad to be mounted well above

the wing, to tli.it t Im- piopellei ixcs arc abovc

the widesi poinl of the fuselage. Anoibrr ad

vantage of tlns arrangement it that the engini

out control problemt arc less severe than they

would be if the enginei were moved outboard.

I vi ii so. the An-32 hat innre ventral fin area

than the An -26, to compensate toi the gri itei

inttalled power and the dettabilizing effect of

the biggei cowhngs and propellers. The high

tlirust line has presumably caused tome pro

blems in pitch control; produetion vertioni of

the An-32 feature extended chord on the oul

board leading-edge of the wing, retulting in a

dog-tooth, and fixed inverted slots on the

tailplatR- leading edge. The wing mav altO be

providcd witli Spoilers. The An-32 dispenses

with the boostei engine and weighs 57,300 lb

(24000 kg) kir take-off, retulting in a greai

improvement in power/weight ratio. Acior

dmg to the Soviel exporters, the gri ati i

power of the An-26 permits Operations at air-

ficlds äs htgh as 15,000 It (4600 m). The
An-32 was reported to be in produetion in

1978

Type: (An-26 and An-32) hglit tactical

trantport; (An-30) photographic survey .nr-

craft (speeifications for An-26)

Powerplant: two 2,820-thp (2104-kW)

Ivchenko Al-241 turbopropt and om 1,980-lb

(900 kg) Tumansky I" ' 19 MW turbo

Performance: niaxiniuin Cruiting ipeed 270

mph (435 km h) at 20.IKK) fi (6100 rn);

with 12,130-lb (5500-kg) payload 560 mite

(WO km); ränge- with 6,800-lb (31

payload 1,370 milet (22(X) km); take-off fiekl

length 4,200 ft (1240 m); Unding ficld length

5,700 ft (1740 m)

Weights: empty 33,120 Ib (15020 kg); max-

miuni take-off and landing 53.000 Ib (24000

kg)

Dimensions: span 95 ft 9 in (29.2 m); length

78 ft 1 in (23 8 ,n). heighi 28 ft (

in); wing area 807 si] ft (75 m 2
)

Operators: Bangladesh, < uba, Ht

Peru, Poland, Romania, Somalia, l ssi<

.

Yugoslavia.

Antonov An 30 Clank

A further derivative of the widely used An 24 An 30 Clank combined Photographie and transport an

Antonov An-72 Coaler

The prototype of the Antonov An-72 twin-

turbofan STOL militarv freighter, the firstjet

aircraft produeed by the Antonov burcau, is

reported to have flown in Dcccinbcr 1977 and

was revealed to the West shortly afterwards.

Its service Status is uncertain; the prototype

was shown in Aeroflot markings, bat the type

has obvious military applications.

Photogiaphs of the An 72 leleased hv carlv

1979 do not allow the aecurate estimation of

dimensions, but the general charaitcnstics of

the aircraft can be gauged by the size of the

engines and the type's close resemblance to the

Boeing YC-14 military transport. The Anto-

nov burcau has elected to adopt the Bocing-

developed coneept of 'upper-surface-blowing',

in which the exhaust crom lugh-bypass-ratio

turbofans is directed across specialis- designed

trailing-edge flaps, which divert the jet thrust

downwards bv the so-c.illed Coanda effect.

This principle demands the location of the

engines abovc and ahead of the wing, close in-

board to minimize the engine-out asymmetric

problems. A T-tail is in consequence

necessary, to lift the tailplane out of the wash
froni the engines.

1 he An-72 is considerably smaller than the

US transport. being powered by two Lotarev

D-36 thrce-shaft turbofans of 14,500 Ib

(6500 kg) thrust each. the first high-bypass-

ratio engines to be developcd in the Soviet

Union. Comparison with the YC-14 suggests

th.it the maximum take-off weight would be

in the rcgion of 65,(XX) lb (30000 kg) CruUe
speed is about Mach 0.7. but beyond this it is

difficult to determine Performance with anv

aecuraey. The much larger Boeing Y(M4 was

designed to use 2,000-fl (600-m) stups.

The wing of the An-72 is htted ssith full-

span slats and double -slotted trailmg edge flaps

on its outer sections, with the special USB
flaps inboard. The main landing gear com-
prises four independent single-wlieel unitt,

retracting into bulges on the fuselage side

The fuselage is pressunzed and is titted with a

rear loading door and integral ramp for the ac-

commodation of small vehiclet. Two ventral

fins arc fitted to the rear fuselage on either side

of the ramp; thev mav be designed to reduce

turbulence around the tail lor parachute drop-

ping.

It has been suggested that the An-72 mav be

a flying scale model of a larger military

freighter, intendcd to prove the upper-surface-

blowing coneept, and that the aircraft mav
have flown before its 'official' first flight in

Antonov An-72 Coaler

1977. The main problem in the design of an

upper-surface-blowing STOL aircraft is ensur-

ing stability and control in the event of an

engine failure in partially jet-borne flight, and

this demands high-authority sophisticated

autopilots. Unless these problems can be

solved, the An-72 is unlikely to enter Service.

Specifilcation unavaiilable

Atlas C4M Kudu
Atlas Aircraft Corporation is the only South

African manufacturcr of military aircraft for

the South African air force, and is best known
for its produetion of single- and two-seat ver-

sions of the Italian Aermacchi M.B.326 for the

SAAF under the name Impala. It is also

building sub-assemblies for the Dassault

Mirage Fl strike fighters ordered and operated

by the SAAF. Atlas insists that it developed

the C4M/Kudu entirely in South Africa, but

there is a clear design connection with an

earlier Italian type, the Aeritalia/ Aermacchi

AM.3C, of which 40 were built for the SAAF
for use on Observation and light close-support

duties, and the C4M's Lycoming engines are

licence-built in Italy.

The Kudu, as the military C4M is known,
is intended primarily as a general-purpose

transport, having less cockpit glazing than the

AM.3C, and aecommodates a crew of two and

four to six troops or passengers in the cabin.

Freight (up to a maximum load of 1,235

lb/560 kg) can be carried instead of

passengers, loading being via a double door on
the left side, and there is a sliding door for

parachute jumping on the right side. Other
military applications include supply dropping

and aerial survey, there being a 3.77 sq ft

(0.35 m ) trap-door in the fuselage floor which

can be used as a camera opening or for air-

dropping; and doubtless the Kudu is also

capable of use as an aeromedical transport. The
first (civil) prototype of the C4M made its

initial flight on 16 February 1974, followed by

a military Kudu prototype on 18 June 1975.

South African reticence where military

matters are concerned makes genuine Informa-

tion on produetion difficult to come by, but it

seems probable that about 20-30 Kudus may
have been built by the end of 1978.

Type: six/eight-seat STOL Utility light

transport

Powerplant: one 340-hp Lycoming GSO-
480-B1B3 flat-six piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at 8,000 ft

(2440 m) 161 mph (259 km/h); maximum
cruising speed at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 145 mph
(233 km/h); ränge with 882-lb (400-kg) pay-

load (including reserves) 460 miles (740 km);

ränge with maximum fuel (including reserves)

806 miles (1297 km); maximum rate of climb

at sea level 800 ft (244 m) per minute; service

ceiling 14,000 ft (4270 m^
Weights: empty 2,711 lb (1230 kg); maxi-

mum take-off and landing 4.497 lb (2040 kg)

Atlas C4M Kudu

Dimensions: span 42 ft 10 3/i in (13.075 m);

length 30 ft 6'/2 in (9.31 m); height 12 ft in

(3.66 m); wing area 225.7 sq ft (20.97 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operator: South Africa
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Beech Model 18/C-45 Expeditor/Navigator

Beech Aircraft Company's Model 18, a

modest but efficient and reliable twin-engined

light transport, was ordered in small numbers

by both the USAAF and US Navy in 1940.

Versions of the 'Twin-Beech' were in produc-

tion for a record 32 years, some 8,203 in all be-

ing built. Considerable numbers are still in Ser-

vice in 1979, and this speaks a great deal for

the excellence of design and construction.

The original Army Air Force contract was

for 11 six-seat C-45s, with two 450-hp

(336-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-985-17 Wasp
Junior radial piston engines. The C-45A had

420-hp (313-kW) R-985-AN-1 engines; the

C-45B had revised interior arrangement; and

the extensively built C-45F had seven seats

and an extended nose. After January 1943

these became redesigned as UC-45A/B/F and

acquired the name Expeditor (in the USA
spelled Expediter). Versions served with more
than 40 air iorces during and after World War
II. Other versions for the USAAF included

the AT-7 Navigator navigation trainer with

450-hp (336-kW) R-985-25 engines, followed

by floatplane AT-7As and winterised AT-7Bs.

Last of this series was the AT-7C. The AT- 11

Kansan, evolved from the AT-7, was a bomb-
ing and gunnery trainer of which more than

1,500 were built. Other air force variants in-

cluded F-2/-2A/-2B photo-reconnaissance air-

craft equipped with oxygen and various

camera arrangements, and CQ-3 control air-

craft for radio-controlled targets. Many sur-

viving aircraft were remanufactured after

1951, being redesignated C-45G with
autopilot and C-45H without, for use primari-

ly as six-seat transports. Some -Gs were
modified later as TC-45G navigation trainers.

US Navy designations proliferated to much
the same extent. Initial contracts were for

JRB-1 Voyager (later Expeditor) photo-

reconnaissance aircraft, followed by JRB-2
transports, JRB-3 reconnaissance aircraft, and

JRB-4s equivalent to the USAAF's C-45Bs.
The SNB-1 Kansan was the same as the

AT-11, the SNB-2 Navigator equivalent to

the AT-7, the SNB-2H an air ambulance, and

the SNB-2P a photo-reconnaissance trainer.

Post-war remanufacture produced the SNB-
3Q ECM trainer, JRB-6 transport, and SNB-5
and SNB-5P trainers, the latter two being

redesignated subsequently as TC-45J and RC-
45J respectively. It is these remanufactured air-

craft, in the main, which continue in service in

1979.

Type: light transport/trainer 'reconnaissance

aircraft

Beech C 45 Expeditor

Powerplant: (SNB-1) two 450-hp (336-kW)
Pratt & Whitney R-985-AN-3 radial piston

engines

Performance: (SNB-1) maximum speed at

sea level 209 mph (336 km/h); cruising speed

117 mph (188 km/h); ränge 898 miles (1445

km)
Weights: (SNB-1) empty 6,203 lb (2814 kg);

maximum take-off 8,000' lb (3629 kg)

Dimensions: span 47
, ft 8 in (14.53 m);

length 34 ft 3 in (10.44 m); height 9 ft 4 in

(2.84 m); wing area 349 ft (32.42 m2
)

Armament: (SNB-1) one 0.30-in (7.62-mm)
gun in dorsal turret, and 10 100-lb (45-kg)

bombs
Operators: Canada, Japan, USAF, US Navy,

many others

Beech Model 24 Musketeer
On 23 October 1961 Beech flew the prototype

of a two/six-seat light aircraft which, at that

time, was the smallest in its entire ränge.

Known as the Model 23 Musketeer, this air

craft continues in production in 1979,

although no longer named Musketeer, and

since 1961 about 4,000 have been built.

An attractive cabin monoplane of low-wing

configuration, its cantilever wing has fairly

pronounced dihedral (6°30') to confer good

inherent stability, plus single-slotted trailing-

edge flaps which are manually (optionally elec-

trically) actuated. The tail has a large swept

fin, for good directional stabilitv. Landing

gear is a fixed tricycle unit. Three variants

were originally marketed as Custom, Sport

and Super, these having different engines and

Standards of installed equipment.

The Sport, in particular, was intended as an

'off the shelf two-seat (optionally four-seat)

primarv trainer with limited aerobatic capabil-

ity, powered by a 150-hp (112-kW) engine,

whereas the 4/6-seat Custom and Super had

180-hp (134-kW) and 200-hp (149-kW)
engines respectively. Most of the Musketeers

have been supplied for private or club use, but

they have also been manufactured for armed

During 1970 a total of 20 two-seat Sports

were acquired by the Fuerza Aerea Mexicana,

with blind-flying Instrumentation and suitable

Screening to eliminate the pupil's external

view, tor Instrument training. A further 25

were supplied to the Canadian Armed Forces

in 1971 for use as primary trainers, writh the

designation ( HT-134.

Type: two six-seat light aircraft

Powerplant: (Sport) one 150-hp (112-kW)
Lycoming O-320-E3D flat-four piston engine

Performance: (Sport) maximum speed

140-mph (225-km/h) at sea level; maximum
cruising speed 131 mph (211km/h) at 7,000 ft

(2135 m); maximum ränge with maximum
fuel (with allowances for warm-up, take-off

and climb, and 45-minute reserves) 883 miles

(1421-km)

Weights: (Sport) empty equipped 1,390 lb

(630 kg); maximum take-off 2,250 lb

(1021 kg)

Dimensions: span 32 ft 9 in (9.98 m); length

25 ft 1 in (7.65 m); height 8 ft 3 in (2.51 in);

wing area 146 sq ft (13.56 m
)

Armament: none

Operators: Canada, Hong Kong, Mexico

Beech Model 24 Musketeer (Sundowner C23)

The Beech Musketeer, a populär lightplane (since renamed by Beech the Sierra or Sundowner), serves the Canadian Armed Forces as ab initio trainer. Called the CT-134, it equips No 3

Flying School at Portage La Prairie to weed out inept pupils
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Beech Model A36 Bonanza/QU-22

Beech Bonanzas, ol >>iif kind <n the other,

luve been winging theii peaceful wiv Jim«
the worlJ's skies sincr 1945 The original

V tailed Bonanza prototype t ir-st flew on 22

las presenl /w tx

nd tlicir derivativescellence foi Bi ech, lor they and

continue in produetion in 1979, iomi

likc 14,(XX) having been buüt.

One Version, the Model A36 which was m-

troduced in 1968, was intended for use as .1

passenger or Utility jircraft, witli emph

the latti-r rolc. It lias .1 slightl) largei cabin,

witli double cargo doors on the right lide, but

the most noticeable change is the replacement

of the distinetive V-tail by a < onventional unit

with swept vertical surfaces. Electrically-

retractablc tricyclc landing gear is Standard,

and powcrplant consists oi one 280-hp

(209-kW) Continental K )-520 flat-six engine

War in Vietnam was tO Iure many aircraft

into nnlitarv Service lor deploymeni in un-

expected roles: one ol these w.is the A36
Bonanza. A network of interconnected roads

and traiK, liiddcn by dense jungle, made the

task of Infiltration easy, and the detei ti

elimination of infiltrators extremely diificult.

Undcr the American Igloo White programme,

air-dispensed sensors were distributed in areas

whcre it was believed tliere was enen.v .i< tiv-

ity. These sensors could tr.iusiint data On

troop or trink inovetiieiits over shorl I

to orbiting aircraft, which relayed tln

ination tO a COntrol centre able tO initiale

appropriatc action, One oi the j 1 r e r .1 f r used (or

tfus relay task was the A36 Bonanza

Undcr the USAF'i Pave 1 agl' progi

lome 40 A 36s were procured (or conversion .is

rclay aircraft The Intention was that they

sliould be equipped with a nuirowr.

niand guidance System, so that they could hc

flown to and operate in any particulax area as

kl'V (droru |
air< raft, and these entered Service

undcr the dcsignation QU-22B. The normativ

slcek nosc of the Bonanza was blunted by the

installation of a Continental GTSIO-520
tvhich, through tlie medium of a large

reduetion gear, drove a largc-diametcr. slow

tuniing quiet propcllcr Special communica-

tions Systems were installcd Drspitc their

'dronc' capability, thosc used operationally in

Vietnam were flown conventionally b)

Type: six-scat hghtweight Utility .1 1 r

Powerplant: (QU-22B1 one 340-hp
(254-kW) or 375-hp (280-kW) I

GTSIO-520 fljt-six piston engine

Performance: (A36) iiuxiinum

204 mph (328 km h) at sea level, maximum
cruising speed 195 mph (314 km h); max-

imum ränge (with mjxiiiium tue!, alloVi

tor warm-up, take-off, 1 Limb, 45-minute

1 1) 980 m.les (1577 km)

Beech Model A36 Bonanza/QU 22

NX'eigl il mpty equipped 2.020 Ib

g); maximum take-off 3.600 Ib

Dimensions: (A36) span 33 ft 5': in

: I in), height

8 ft 5 in (2.57 m); wing area 1
L

(16.81 m 2
)

Armament: nonc

Operators: US Air Force

Beech Model 45/T-34 A/B Mentor
With an .11rer.it' ol « hil h I

so right tr. un the oui ;et that there h ts I

tle i hange siro e its firsi flighi in 1945, il

would luve been stränge it it had ni

used fairly extensiv« K in milii m s< rvii I

.lin raft in question is the Bi 1 1 h H m

some details "I w Im h appi ai in thi

Bonanza entry.

The USAF's hesitation in resolving tl

Wem ot whether or not to introdu

through jet training, has been mentioned

undei the Beech T-34( Mentoi and Cessna

T-37 headings. Following .1 decision aftei

World War II to continue to use piston-

engine aircraft tor the ab initio phase ol pilot

training, three exaniples ol the Bi ech 1

45 were evaluated tor this role, as were ex-

aniples ot similar aircraft designed by other

manufacturers, Beech had developed this air-

craft from the V-tail Bonanza, realising astute-

ly that there was good long-term market

potential for a modern prirnary trainer.

The fundamental design was ideal foi a

trainer, tor it included electrically-op

trailing-edge tlaps and electrically-retractable

tricycle landing gear witli a steerable

nosewheel. A neu conventional t lil unit

replaccd the distinetive V-tail, and design em-

phasis at this stage went into the creation ot a

good two-seat tandem cockpit layout, Provid-

ed \s 1 1 li dual t ontn »Is, seated on individual ad-

justable seats in a heated and .

! pupil luve

im. A detunte plus i

45\ design is the I" IS transparent

whii li en< loses both cocl

which provides in excellenl all-round \

both oi, upants.

< >rdered into produi tion as th< '

new pi ii 1 on l M 11

were buill t"i that Service, I'*' by the

Canadiai Car
Montreal, Cuiad.i. and these dul\ entered ser-

vice from 1954 as the I J4A Mentor ssith the

Air Training Command's primär) training

schools,

The LJS Navy hui .1 similai requii

and following evaluation

1953-54, plaeed an initial ordei for 290 I -3411s

on 17 fune 1954 Sul

brought total produetion tot t!i 1
s \

423 examples.

Fuji in [apan also buill the Model 45 under

licence, producing 1>0 tor the |ASDI
tor the Philippine an fbree. The type was built

also in Argentina, and was supplied un

US Mihtarv Assistance Program to tricndlv

nations.

Type: two-seat prirnary trainei

Beech T 34B Mentor

Powerplant: one 225-hp (168-kVs

tinental O-470-13 flat-six piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 189 mph
(304 km h) at sea level, cruising speed

9 km h) at 10.000 ft (3050 m);

ränge 975 miles (1569 km)
Weights: empty 2,055 lb (932 kg); max-

imum take-off 2,900 Ib (1315 kg)

Dimensions: span 32 ft 10 in (10.01 m);

length 25 ft 10 in (7.87 m); height 9 ft 7 in

(2.92 m); wing area 177.6 sq ft (16.50 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Argentina, Japan, Philippines, US
Air Force, US Naw

Beech Model 45/T-34C

In 1948 Beech built as a private venture a two-

seat trainer evolved from the V-tail civil

Bonanza. The trainer differed primarily in

having tandem seating for pupil and instruc-

tor, and by the Substitution of a conventional

tail unit. This aircraft was designated the

Beech Model 45 Mentor, and flew for the first

time on 2 December 1948.

At about this same period the USAF, in

common with many other air forces, was try-

ing to make up its mind about the trend of

future prirnary training. The problem facing

them all was whether or not, as a result of the

introduetion into service of turbine engines,

all training should be on jet-powered aircraft.

At the time it was a difficult question to

answer. It meant not only that the most ham-
fisted of student pilots would have to cope

from the outset with aircraft of much higher

Performance, but that at the same time they

would be faced with the problem of handling a

power unit which had not then been develop-

ed to a point of great reliability. On the plus

side they would work throughout their train-

ing with turbine engines and a constant handl-

ing technique: retention of piston-engine

power for prirnary trainers would bring the

need for a transition phase from piston to tur-

bine engines at some stage. USAF planners

chose the latter as the most prudent course at

that time.

Among the various types .which were

evaluated were three examples of the Beech

Model 45, two powered by the 205-hp

(153-kW) Continental E-185-8 engine, one by

a 225-hp (168-kW) Continental E-225-8, and

all three were designated YT-34 by the USAF.
These three aircraft made their first flights in

May, June and July 1950, and were tested ex-

tensively during the competition period, being

flown not only by evaluation pilots, but also in

the prirnary training role with pupils and in-

struetors. Almost three years later, on 4

March 1953, the USAF selected the Model 45

as its new prirnary trainer, under the designa-

tion T-34A Mentor, and ultimately 450 were

built for that service, 350 by Beech and 100 by

the Canadian Car & Foundry Company in

Montreal, Canada. US Navy evaluation of the

Model 45 began soon after the USAF had

plaeed its initial contract with Beech, and on

17 June 1954 the US Navy ordered 290 of

these trainers, under the designation T-34B. A
total of 423 were acquired eventually. In July

1951 one of the original prototypes was
ruodified to mount two 0.30-in (7.62-mm)

cotttinued

Beech T-34C, two-seat turboprop powered prirnary trainer, for service with the US Navy.

Developed in 1948 from the civil Bonanza, it was used extensively as a piston-engined trainer

until conversion to turboprop power in 1973 brought new Orders.
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Beech Model 45/T 34C Bee

machine-guns in the wings and provided with

underwing racks for six rockets or two 150-lh

(68-kg) bombs, and this was evaluated by the

USAF as a potential light ground-support air-

craft, but no Orders materialised.

Not surprisingly, in the jet age, most

piston-engine trainers were gradually phased

out of Service, being replaced by sleeker,

purpose-built jets which formed the first com-

ponent of an all-jet training scheme, from ab

initio to the moment when the pupil was con-

sidered fit for posting to an operational

squadron.

The US Navy decided in 1973 to investigate

the possibility of retaining the tried and

trusted Mentor in service, and gave Beech a

contract to convert two T-34Bs to turboprop

power. The first of these flew for the first time

on 21 September 1973, and following a satis-

factory evaluation programme Beech has

received contracts for some 170 new produc-

tion aircraft under the designation T-34C
Mentor. In addition to the new turboprop

engine, these aircraft have air-conditioned

accommodation for pupil and instructor, and

advanced avionics. A developed T-34C-1 is

also available, equipped to operate for forward

air control missions, as well as for tactical

strikc and armament Systems training. T-34Cs
first entered Service with the Naval Air Train-

ing Command at Whiting Ficld, Milton,

Florida, in November 1977, and the US Navv
has anticipated a requirement of some 300 of

these .urcraft.

Type: two-seat turboprop-powered primarv

trainer

Powerplant: one 715-shp (533-kW), torque-

limited Output 400-shp (298-kW). Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-25 turbo-

prop

Performance: (T-34C) maximum speed 257

mph (414 km/h); maximum cruising speed

247 mph (398 km/h); ränge at 20,000 ft (6100

m) 749 miles (1205 km)
Weights: empty 2,630 1b (1193 kg); maxi-

mum take-off (T-34C) 4,274 lb (1938 kg),

(T-34C-1) 5,500 lb (2495 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 ft 3 7/8 in (10.16 m);

length 28 ft 8 Vi in (8.75 m); height 9 ft

10 7/8 in (3.02 m); wing area 179.9 sq ft

(16.71 m 2

)

Armament: (T-34C-1) four underwing hard-

points with a maximum total capacity of

1,200 lb (544 kg), which can include practice

bombs or flares, BLU-10/B incendiary bombs,

Mk-81 bombs, SUU-11 Minigun pods,

LAU-32 or -59 rocket pods, AGM-22A anti-

tank missiles, or towed target equipment

Operators: (T-34C) US Navy; (T-34C-1)

Argentina, Ecuador, Indonesia, Morocco,

Peru

Beech T-34C-1

To modernise the Fuer/a Aerea Ecuatonanas

Beech Model 50 Twin Bonanza/65 Queen Air/U-8 Seminole
In late 1951 the US Arniv was evaluating a

number of commercial aircraft capable of

meeting its requirements foi a Communica-

tions ,md light transport aircraft for deploy-

ment with US Armv units around the world.

An 'off the shelf design was considered essen-

tial to limit procurement costs to .1 minimum,
and the final choice was the Beech Twin
Bonanza. Four of these aircraft were acquired

foi evaluation under the designation YL-23,

the first being delivered on 30January 1952. A
production order for 55 L-23As was placed

subsequently, this representing the start of a

long association between Beech and the US
Ainiv, which has continued to this day.

The L-23As were followed into US Armv
service by 40 generally similar L-23Bs, and the

first of 85 new L-23Ds was delivered in

November 1956. A total of 93 L-23A and -23B

aircraft then remained in service, and these

were all re-worked to L-23D Standard in the

period 1956-58. Additionally, during 1956 the

US Army acquired six aircraft that were

generally similar to the commercial D.50
Twin Bonanza, under the designation L-23E.

To complete this early series, during the

period 1958-60 the L-23 was developed for

radar reconnaissance, equipped with Side-

Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR), and some

20 of these aircraft entered US Army service

under the designation RL-23D. With the

change of designations brought about by the

tri-service System adopted in 1962, L-23D,

RL-23D and L-23E aircraft became redesig-

nated U-8D, RU-8D and U-8E respectively,

and acquired the name Seminole.

In January 1959 Beech made the initial

flight of the first of three pre-production air-

craft which the US Army had ordered for

evaluation under the designation L-23F. These

were derived from the Beech Model 65 Queen
Air, the prototype of which was designed and

constructed in early 1958, and made its first

flight on 28 August 1958. The Model 65

represented Beech 's first move towards a

whole new ränge of business/utility aircraft;

and its more spacious fuselage, offering accom-

modation for a crew of one or two and up to

nine passengers, representing a payload in-

crease of some 700 lb (318 kg) with very

much the same cruising speed and ränge,

appeared an attractive proposition to the US
Armv
The evaluation of the L-23Fs was carried

out bv the Armv Aviation Board at Fort

Rucker, and after successful tnals an initial

order was placed with Beech in March 1959,

lcading to eventual procurement of 71

examples: with redesignation in 1962. these

aircraft became known as U-8F Seminoles.

They are oi all-metal construction, of canti-

lever low-wing monoplane configuration, and

with a conventional semi-monocoque fuselage

structure of light allov. Landing gear is of the

electrically-retractablc tricycle type, for most

lightplane manufacturers have tended to stay

clear of the complexities of hvdraulic Systems

until the structural weight of the units to be

moved has left no real alternative. Powerplant

of the aircraft comprises two Lycoming flat-

six horizontallv-opposed supercharged engmes

with direct fuel injection, each driving a three-

blade fullv-feathering constant-speed pro-

peller. This reliable powerplant not only con-

fers good load-carrying ability and Perfor-

mance, but provides a single-engine rate of

climb of 245 ft (75 m) per minute and a

12,100-ft (3690-m) service ceiling. Standard

seating of the U-8F is for a crew of two on the

flight deck and six passengers in the cabin, the

entire accommodation being air-conditioned.

Some U-8Fs were converted subsequently to

U-8G Standard, with improved cabin accom-

modation for four passengers, and unsuper-

charged engines. Queen Air 65s were also

selected for service with Japan's JMSDF as

transports and navigation trainers, and serve

also with the air forces or Uruguay and

Venezeula.

Type: six/eleven-seat light transport

Powerplant: two 340-hp (254-kW) Ly-

coming IGSO-480 flat-six piston engines

Performance: maximum speed at 12,000 ft

(3660 m) 239 mph (385 km/h); maximum
cruising speed at 15,200 ft (4630 m) 214 mph
(344 km/h); ränge with 264 US gallons (1000

litres) of fuel and allowances, including 45

minutes reserve at maximum cruising speed

1,115 miles (1794 km)

Beech Model 50 Twin Bonanza

Weights: emptv 4,990 lb (2263 kg); take-off

7,700 lb (3493 kg)

Dimensions: span 45 ft 10V2 in (13.98 m);

length 35 ft 6 in (10.82 m); height

14 ft 2 Vi in (4.33 m); wing area 277.06 sq ft

(25.73 m z

)

Armament: none

Operators: Japan. Uruguay, Venezuela, US
Army

Among the numerous military versions of twin engined Beech aircraft are the L-23U-8

Seminoles derived from the Twin Bonanza and (seen here) original Model 65 Queen Air The

US Army also uses many later U-21 Utes and big C-12 Huron turboprops.
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Beech Model 65/90 King Air/ U 21 Ute/T 44
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Beech Model 95 Baron/T-42A Cochise
Bai k ii' thi mid 1950 B

in .'I i in« lu in i n Fl \s Im li

flew foi thc firsi time

Knov, ii .is thc Modi I 95 ["ravcl Mr. tl

foui five-seai cabin monoplan« powered by

two Lycoming piston enginet In thc earl)

1960s this u.is fürt hei devcloped as th

D95A l
' An . powi red b) two

(Mi kW ) I ycoming I« > 160 B1B Hat foui

fuel inje< i ion i ngincs . ind featui ing

illj reti u i ible tricycle t\ pe landing

gear, cabin heating, lull blind-flying in

strumentation and i ommunit ation and i

tion avionics as Standard equipmeni

In Novembei i960 Bi ch introduced > n<«

aircrafl developed frorn the rravel Air

Known as the Beech Model ''S 55, 'luv had

more powerful engines and improved all-

weathei capability, and the mosi conspieuous

external change was the provision ol swepi

vertical tail surfaecs Substitution ol 260-hp

(194-kW) Continental IO 170 l flat-six

engines gave an immediate improvemeni ol

1 in maximum speed, and inen isi-d the

maximurh take-ofl weight b) alroosi

1 .u K versions ol the Model 95-55 had aecom

modation fbr tbur, Imt the improved capability

offered by the Continental engines in.uk- p«>s-

sible optional five- and six-seat layouts.

Beech's current designation ol this aircraft is

the Baron Model 95-B55, the name Baron

preceding the Model designation, .is there

werr five othei versions ol the Baron available

tor civil use in 1979 The Model 95-B55 is still

powered by Continental IO-470-L engines,

(.'.ich driving a two-blade constant-speed and

fully-feathering propeller. rhe single-slotted

trailing-edge flaps and the tricycle type landing

fjftar are both electrically opei ited 1
1

is heated and ventilated, the heating System

serving also tor windscreen derrosting. An
alcohol de-icing System is available optionally

tor the pilot's wmdow, and pneumatically-

operated de-icing boots for the wing and tail

unit leading-edges are also optional.

riic i

plus an

• th uii-

In th

.i suitablc twin-engine aii

instrument trainer A priman requirement

il Submission! for tl impeti-

tion inust W 'ofl thc slu:' juiring
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m huli was equipp rd « itli

blind-flying Instrumentation, tun
i

. sensitive altimeti i . ind m
useful oi desirable equipi

found to coniorm mosi

Army's requirement, an I I

..,.

\ total ol 6 i

tion T-42A, name
S ibsequ nl

rdered and -

army under the Milii ' igram.

Barons, .is opposed to I I2A Ci hise air-

craft, have been sup] sith the

i Air Mimsti i ipanesc Ci> il

\n Hut.- iu (6) tor usi in an instrument train-

ing cap

Type: four six-seat cabin monoplane Instru-

ment tramer

Powerplant: two 260-hp (194-kW) Ton
tinental IO-470-I tl.u-six fuel-injection

engines

Performance: maximum speed 231 mph (372

km h); maximum cruising speed at 10.0(X) ft

(3050 m) 216 mph (348 km h); ränge with

maximum fuel at maximum cruising speed. m-

cluding allowances and 45 minutes reserve,

91S miles (1477 km)

Beech Model 95 Baron

W rights maxi-

mum take-ofl 5.100 Ib (2 V

Dimensions: spai

length
-

i: hcight 9

-

\riii.inu-nt

Operators: (T-42A i
.-• US Army

Standard twin-engined fixed wmg trainer ot the US Army. the T-42A Cochise is a dose
relative of the civil Beech Baron, bought off-the-shelf but fitted with Arrny Communications

and additional navaids and avionics A total of 60 are in use.
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Beech Model 100 King Air/200 Super King Air/C-12A Huron/RU-21J

The U-8 is a military variant of the Beech

King Air 90; the U-21F evolved from the later

King Air 100. Both have a wing of the same

span, but the fuselage of the latter is of fail-safe

construction, pressurized, and 4 ft 5 3/8 in

(1.36 m) longer. In addition, the King Air 100

has more powerful engines and four-blade pro-

pellers. In October 1970, Beech began the

design of an improved model known as the

Super King Air 200, differing in a number of

respects to provide improved Performance and

a higher gross weight. Structural changes in-

clude increased wing span, and consequently

greater fuel capacity in the bladder type cells in

each wing. A T-tail with fixed-incidence tail-

plane has been adopted, and cabin pressuriza-

tion increased from 4.6 lb/sq in (0.32 kg/cm
)

to 6.0 lb/sq in (0.42 kg/cm ) to permit a

higher cruising altitude and Service ceiling.

Engine power has been increased by the in-

stallation of two 850-shp (634-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-41 turbo

props.

Construction of the prototype began in late

1971, and this flew for the first time on 27

October 1972; construction of the first pro-

duction aircraft was initiated in June 1973.

By the end of 1973, the US Army had

already acquired considerable operating ex-

perience of King Airs, and with a requirement

for additional light transport/cargo aircraft

placed a contract with Beech in August 1974

for the supply initially of 34 slightly modified

Super King Airs, of which 14 were intended

for service with the USAF, and 20 with the

US Army. These were allocated the designa-

tion C-12A Huron, the major difference bet-

ween these aircraft and the civil Super King
Air 200s being the use of reduced power
engines, 750-shp (559-kW^ Pratt & Whitney
PT6A-38 turboprops, each driving a three-

blade fully-feathering and reversible constant-

speed propeller. As with the U-21 which

preceded it, the contract which Beech was
awarded by the US Army covered also inspec-

tion, maintenance and servicing on a world-

wide basis, and the provision of certain

Strategie bases fully stocked with essential

spares. Options in the contract allowed for the

purchase of additional aircraft by either the

USAF or US Army.
At the time of the acquisition of the initial

examples of the C-12A, the US Army also

took delivery of three aircraft equipped special-

ly to fulfil an electronic reconnaissance role.

These have the designation RU-21J, and serve

with the Army Security Agency for special

missions. Modified by Beech under the

requirements of the US Army's Cefly Lancer

Programme, these easily recognisable aircraft

have an extensive array of external antennae,

and because of the comprehensive avionics

equipment carried are approved for a take-off

weight of 15,000 lb (6804 kg), 20% higher

than the maximum take-off weight of the civil

Super King Air 200.

Both the USAF and US Army exercised

their options to purchase additional C-12As in

1975, 1976 and 1977. Under these options the

US Army added 60 aircraft to its inventory. In

1977 the US Navy ordered 22 under a new
contract, the first batch out of a total of 66

which this service hopes to acquire, and these

later options and the new contract are ex-

pected to keep produetion of militarised Super

King Airs under way into the 1980s.

The Standard C-12A Huron has aecom-

modation for a crew of two on a flight deck,

with dual controls and flight instrume*ntation,

and seating for eight passengers. The cabin

aecommodation and seating is so arranged that

the type can be converted rapidly for all-cargo

missions. There is a large baggage area in the

aft fuselage, and this has provision for the

storage of survival equipment.

Type: military Utility transport and special

purposes aircraft

Beech C-12A Huron

Powerplant: two 750-shp (559-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-38 turbo-

props

Performance: maximum speed at 14,000 ft

(4265 m) and weight of 10,000 lb (4536 kg)

299 mph (481 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at 30,000 ft (9145 m) and weight of

10,000 1b (4536 kg) 272 mph
(J438

km/h);

ränge at maximum cruising speed 1,824 miles

(2935 km)
Weights: basic empty 7,800 lb (3538 kg);

maximum take-off 12,500 lb (5670 kg)

Dimensions: span 54 ft 6 in (16.61 m);

length 43 ft 9 in (13.34 m); height 15 ft in

(4.57 m); wing area 303 sq ft (28.15 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: USAF, US Army, US Navy

Beech C-12A, military version ol the Super

King Air 100

Bell Model 47/H-13 Sioux/HTL/HUL/Agusta-Bell AB-47

On 8 December 1945, Bell flew the prototype

of a classic helicopter design, the Model 47.

On 8 March 1946 this was awarded the first

Approved Type Certificate issued for a civil

helicopter anywhere in the world. It remained

in continuous produetion by Bell into 1973,

and was also built under licence by Agusta in

Italy from 1954 to 1976. The Model 47 has

been used on a large scale by armed forces all

over the world, its simplicity and low cost

more than outweighing its limited capabilities.

In 1947 the USAF (then USAAF) procured

28 Model 47As, powered by 157-hp (117-kW)

Franklin O-335-l piston engines, for service

evaluation: 15 were designated YR-13, three

YR-13As were winterized for cold-weather

trials in Alaska, and the balance of 10 went to

the US Navy for evaluation as HTL-1 trainers.

Little time was lost by either service in

deeiding that the Model 47 was an excellent

machine, and the Orders began to flow in.

The US Army's first order was issued in

1948, 65 being aeeepted as H-13Bs; all US
Army versions were later named Sioux. Fif-

teen of these were converted in 1952 to carry

external stretchers, with the designation

H-13C. Two-seat H-13Ds with skid landing

gear, stretcher carriers, and Franklin 0-335-5

engines followed, and generally similar three-

seat dual control H-13Es. H-13Gs differed by

introducing a small movable elevator, and the

H-13H introduced the 250-hp (186-kW)

Lycoming VO-435 engine. Some of the

H-13Hs were used also by the USAF, as were

two H-13Js with 240-hp (179-kW) Lycoming

VO-435s acquired for the use of the US Presi-

dent. Two H-13Hs converted for trial pur-

poses, with an increased-diameter rotor and

225-hp (168-kW) Franklin 6VS-335 engine,

were designated H-13K. In 1962 US Army
H-13E, -G, -H and -K aircraft were

redesignated with the prefix letter O, for

Observation. US Air Force H-13H and H-13Js

were given the U prefix as Utility helicopters.

Later acquisitions were the three-seat OH-13S
to supersede the OH-13H, and the TH-13T
two-seat instrument trainer.

US Navy procurement began with 12

HTL-2s and nine HTL-3s, but the first major

Version was the HTL-4, followed by HTL-5s
with an 0-335-5 engine. HTL-6 trainers in-

corporated the small movable elevator.

HUL-ls were acquired for service on.board

icebreaking ships, and the final HTL-7 version

for the US Navy was a two-seat dual-control

instrument trainer with all-weather In-

strumentation. In 1962 the HTL-4, HTL-6,

HTL-7 and HUL-1 were redesignated respec-

tively TH-13L, TH-13M, TH-13N and UH-
13P.

The Model 47 has been built under licence

by Agusta in Italy, Kawasaki in Japan, and

Westland in the UK (the 47G-2 for the British

army, with the name Sioux), and in various

roles Model 47s have served with more than

30 armed Services.

Type: two three-seat Utility helicopter

Powerplant: (TH-13T) one 270-hp

(201-kW) Lycoming TVO-435-25 six-

cylinder vertical piston engine

Performance: (UH-13H) maximum speed

100 mph (161 km/h); cruising speed 85 mph
(137 km/h); ränge 238 miles (383 km)
Weights: (UH-13H) empty 1,564 lb

(709 kg); maximum take-off 2,450 lb

(1111kg)

Diinensions: main rotor diameter
37 ft l'/2 in (11.32 m); tail rotor diameter

5 ft 10 in (1.78 m); length (rotors turning)

43 ft 2'/2 in (13.17 m); height 9 ft 3 3/4 in

(2.84 m); main rotor disc area 1,085 sq ft

(100.80 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: have included Brazil, Burma,

UK, Italy, Japan, Philippines, South Korea,

Taiwan, Thailand, US Army, US Coast

Guard and US Navy

This US Army H-13 trainer is one of a number still operational with thai

lai |ei un bers in othei countnes No military user is known to

turbini engines, though civil users have

sr-rv:< i

have <

. logethei



Bell Model 204/UH-1 Iroquois/Agusta-Bell AB 204

tlii- l IS Armv niiti.it e il .1 design i ora

pctition t" ipeed the procuremenl 01 new

belicoptei mitabk for casualty evacuation, in

itrumenl training, 11 Utility dutiet.

I,, [uni 19 i i thi 1 IS Armv lelected the Bell

Helicoptet Company'i proposal, t Ins having

impany designation Model 204. and

which became known to the US Armv, mit Lil-

ly, as the 11)0. changed to IUI I when il

enteret! tervice, ind given the name Ire

li wai also the firtl "I the 'Hueys', > nickname

evolved firom the HU I d< ignation which, in

L962 became redeiignated UH 1 under thi '11

Service rationaliiation h nenn

Tlic US Army'i firjl ordei w

prototypes, under the deiignation XII to

1 h ßrs( made its first Hight on 22 < >

1956, and these were used by lull for teil and

developmenl [usl prioi to thai 1 1 r >t fhght, six

pr< produetion Yll 10s were ordered and .ill

were delivered l>v August 1958. < me rem

wiili Bell, liut thi' others were distributed one

eaefa to Eglin AI H and Edwards AI H, and

three to Fori Rucker, for trials. Duly ordered

into produetü line pre-produetion HU-1A\
were delivered on JO [une 1959, and were

followed into service b) 74 produetion ex-

amples, oi which II wem t" the Anns Avia-

tion s> hool .11 Vin I )ii go I be lattei lii

had dual cbntrols and were used .is instrument

trainers, First majoi use overssas was witli the

55th Aviation Company in Korea, and HU-
lAs were among the lirst US Armv
helicopters to operate in Vietnam

The Model 204 displayed 1 1 s Meli pari

du all to see by the stabilising bai above and ai

right angles to the two blades oi the main

rotcir, and also by tlic- small elevatoi surtacei

attached to the rcar luschige Its tubulär skid-

type landing geai was ideal foi Utility opera

tions.

Accommodation was provided for a crew oi

two and six passengers or iwn ttretchers, 1 lu-

powerplant consisted ol a 700-shp (522-kW)

Lycoming T53-L-1A turboshafl engine, and

tliis made the Model 204 the lirst turbine-

powered aircraft, rotary- or fixed-wing, to be

ordered by the US Army.
The HU-1A was followed into service by an

improved HU-1B, of which more than 700

wen- built, early produetion having 960-shp

(716-kW) Lycoming T53-L-5 engines, and

latc produetion models 1,100-shp (820-kW)
T53-L-11 engines. Other improvements in the

HU-lBs included redesigned main rotor

blades, and an enlarged cabin to aecommodate

a crew of two, and seven passengers or thrce

stretchers. In the autumn of 1965 the U1I-1B

was superseded in produetion bv the UH-1C
which had an improved 'door-hinge' rotor

with wide-chord blades, this new main rotor

conferring some increase in speed and improv-

ed manoeuvrability. A few UH-lAs operating

in Vietnam were equipped with rocket pack:

and two 0.30-in (7.62-mm) maehine-guns for

use in the close-support role, and the success of

these resulted in many UH-lBs serving in a

similar capacity, armed mainly with four side-

mounted 0.30-in (7.62-mm) machine-guns, or

two similarly-mounted packs each containing

24 rockets. Other military versions of the

Model 204 include the UH-1E for the US
Marine Corps, generally similar to the UH-
1B, but equipped with a personnel hoist, rotor

brake and special avionics, the first delivery to

Marine Air Group 26 being made on 21

February 1964, and from October 1965 Bell's

new 'door-hinge' rotor being fitted to produe-

tion aircraft; the UH-1F for the USAF,
generally similar to the UH-1B but with a

1,290-shp (962-kW) General Electric

T58-GE-3 turboshaft, increased diameter

rotor, and able to aecommodate a pilot and 10

passengers; a similar TH-1F training version

of the above for the USAF; the HH-1K SAR
version for the US Navy, similar to the UH-
1E but with 1,400-shp (1044-kW) T53-L-13

engine; TH-1L and UH-1L training and Util-

ity versions respectively of the UH-1E with
T53-L-13 engine; and three UH-lMs with
night sensor equipment for evaluation by the

US Army.
The model 204B was built in small numbers

by Bell for civil use and military export.

Generally similar to the UH-1B, these were of

10-seat capacity, had the larger-diameter

rotors of tne UH-1F, and T53-L-11 engine.

Model 204Bs and UH-ls have becn built by

Fuji in fapan, under sub-lucncc from Mit-

lubishi, .nid continue in produetion

Ayust.i in Italy lus also built tlic Modi
iii largC numbers under licence t« >r both armed

and commercial users, manv powered
i' ome tuiboihafts. Aguvta

also devclopcd a special ASW version with

dipping smiar, advaneed avionics. and armed

suitably foi anti-submarine attack, and these

AB 204AS belicopten serve with the Italian

and Spjnish navies

Type: general Utility lieh

Powerplant: (late produetion UH l
1

1,400-shp (1044-kW) lv mg T53-L-13

turboshaft

Performance: (Ull-K.) maximum speed at

sc, livel 148 niph (238 km li). (.ruising %peed

.,t 5.000 lt (1525 in, 143 mph (2*0 km I.).

ränge with maximum fucl (no allowan<

null I (615 km)
Weighu: (1 II II) operatjng, empt) 1,902

Ibs (2224 kg); maximum gross 9,000 I

1

kg)

I »um nsiont: (UH-1C) di.iuuter ol main

1 1 tt in ( M 41 inj. diamet« r of tail

rotoi h tt 6 in (2.59 m). length (rotor fi

aft) 42 lt 7 in (12 1
>.h m); heigbt 12 i-

-

(3.87 m); main roti

(141.21 m 2
)

Bell Model 204 , UH 1 Iroquois

Arniamrnt: J0-tn (7.62-mm) machinc-

guns. i lonung torpedoes, "r air-

i v. ji cording to version

Operators: Austria, ( anada. Ethiopia.

Iran, Italy. JGSDF (Japan). Kuwait.

Leban. ' nan, RAAF.
RAN, k\/M Spain, Sweden, Switzcrland,

Turkcy. USAF. I SM( .

i SN
Zarnbia

Bell Model 204/UH-1B Iroquois. The military version ot the bell Model ZW was tne nrst turDine-powered air

the US Army UH IBs armed with machine-guns or rockets were deployed in a close-support role in Vietnam.

service with

Bell Model 204 (actually Agusta-built AB 204B) of the Austnan Luftstreitkräfte HG III based at Linz
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Beil Model 205/UH-1D/UH-1H Iroquois (see also Agusta-Bell AB 205)

The undoubted success of the Bell UH-1A/B
Iroquois gave convincing proof that there was

little wrong with the basic design of this Util-

ity helicopter. As detailed in the Model 204

entry, the UH-1A/B was developed con-

tinuously for differing roles and with pro-

gressively more powerful engines.

In early 1960 Bell proposed an improved

Version of the Model 204 design with a longer

fuselage. plus additional cabin space resulting

from relocation of the fuel cells, thus pro-

viding accommodation for a pilot and 14

troops, or space for six stretchers, or up to

4,000 1b (1814 kg) of freight. In July 1960,

therefore, the US Army awarded Bell a con-

tract for the supply of seven of these new
helicopters for Service test, these having the

US Army designation YUH-1D and being

identified by Bell as their Model 205. The tirst

of these flew on 16 August 1961, and follow-

ing successful flight trials was ordered into

produetion for the US Army, the first of these

UH-lDs being delivered to the llth Air

Assault Division at Fort Benning, Georgia, on

9 August 1963. The powerplant of these air-

craft was the 1,100-shp (820-kW) Lycoming
T53-L-11 turboshaft, and the Standard fuel

storage of 220 US gallons (832 litres) could be

supplemented by two internal auxiliary fuel

tanks to give a maximum overload capacity of

520 US gallons (1968 litres) of fuel. Large

scale produetion of the UH-1D followed for

the US Army, as well as for the armed forces

of other nations, and 352 were built under

licence by Dornier m Germany for service

with the German armv and air force.

The UH-1D was followed into produetion

by the more or less identical UH-1H which

ditfered, however, in the use of the more
powerful 1,400-shp (1044-kW) Lycoming
T53-L-13 turboshaft engine. Delivery of this

Version to the US army began in September

1967, and the type was still m produetion in

early 1979. Built extensively for the US Armv,

nine were supplied to the RNZAF, and under

the terms of a licence agreement which was

negotiated in 1969, the Repubhc ot China

(Taiwan) produced a total of 118 of these air-

craft for service with the Nationalist Chinese

Army. Variants of the UH-1H include the

CH-118 (originally CUH-1H) built by Bell for

flu- Canadian Armed Force's Mobile Com-
mand, with the first of 10 .being delivered on 6

March 1968; and the HH-1H local base rescue

helicopter of which 30 were ordered for the

USAF on 4 November 1970, and of which

deliveries were completed during 1973.

The UH-1D H was employed extensively

on a very wide ränge of duties in south-east

Asia and was regarded by many as the

workhorse helicopter in Vietnam. In par-

ticular, the type played a major role in special

warfare Operations in Laos, Cambodia. and in

some of the remote areas of South Vietnam,

and USAF historians have commented that in

this latter theatre of Operations nearly all bat-

tletield casualties were evacuated bv UH-1
helicopters.

As at March 1979 at least 11 205 As were in

the service of Rhodesia, having been acquired

from Israel via bogus 'Singapore customer'

documents in order to circumvent US em-

bargo on sales of American equipment to

Rhodesia. All 205As in Rhodesia Air Force

service are now fitted with armament and ar-

nioui protection.

Bell also produce a commercial Version ot

the UH-1H under the designation Model

205A-1. It is powered bv a 1,400-shp

(1044-kW) Lvcoming T5313B turboshaft,

derated to 1,250-shp (932-kW). Normal fuel

capacity of the Model 205A-1 is 215 US
gallons (814 litres), optional fuel capacitv 395

US gallons (1495 litres). Because it is intended

for a wide ränge of users, special attention has

been given to interior design to permit quick

conversion for air freight, ambulance, ex-

ecutive, flying crane and search roles. Max-

imum accommodation is for a pilot and 14

passengers.

Agusta in Italy also build the Model 205

under licence with the designation AB
205A-1, this being virtually the same as the

Bell produetion model. Customers have in-

cluded the Italian armed forces, as well as

those of several other countries.

Type: civil and military Utility helicopter

Powerplant: (UH-1H) one 1,400-shp

(1044-kW) Lycoming T53-L-13 turboshaft

Performance: (UH-1H) maximum and

cruising speed 127 mph (204 km/h); ränge

with maximum fuel (no allowances or

reserves) 318 miles (512 km)
Weights: (UH-1H) empty 5,210 1b

(2363 kg); basic operating (troop carrier)

5,557 !b (2521 kg); mission weight 9,039 lb

(4100 kg); maximum take-off 9,500 lb

(4309 kg)

Dimensions: (UH-1H) diameter of main

rotor 48 ft in (14.63 m); diameter of tail

rotor 8 ft 6 in (2.59 m); length (rotor fore and

ah) 57 ft 9Vs in (17.62 m); height 14 ft 6 in

(4.45 m); main rotor disc area 1,809 sq ft

(168.06 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Iran, Italy, Kuwait, Morocco,

RAf, Rhodesia AF, RNZAF, Saudi Arabia,

Spain, Taiwan. Turkey, United Arab

Emirates, US Armv, West Germany, Zanibia

Bell UM 1H Iroquois

Bell Model 205/UH-1H Iroquois turbine-powered utihty helicopter Used extensively during US military Operations in South Vietnam, these

rotary-wing aircraft gained a remarkable reputation as a result of their widespread use for casualty evacuation from front-lme areas.

Royal Maroc Air Force Agusta-Bell 205A. Two squadrons operate 24

of these helicopters

United Arab Emirates Union Air Force AB 205A utihty helicopter

based at Dubai Airport
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Bell Model 206 JetRanger/OH-58 Kiowa/TH-57 SeaRanger (see also Agusta Bell AB 206)

In i960 thc 1
|v

> Amiv laui '

petitioi iirci ift whit h ii iai

, . , l ighl Ol n il Helit opti i (LOH)

Perhapt, more truthfully, ii v«. i teeking two

oi tlirr. Ii.li> opti ' in juii on< ill

deiign, foi the I < )H w < n quin 'I
l

tion, photo i" "iin. n .in'
• and I

missions Prioi to th il timi

il |e to embraa "• h t wide ra

,|uii. i, ind the ipo ifi< ation i illed toi tout

KW Ib (181 I g) payload, ind i ruiiing

Ii) rwelve

US helicoptei mai

design proposals, firom which Bell, HH

lluglu-s wen to build five

i i ompetitive i aluation From

the testi which followed, tht Hughes HO-6

(lati r Ol l-^A) w.is seiet ted foi produi tion ai

I S Annv's I ( )H

If the I 's Annv li.ul some d

capabilities ol Bell'i HO-4 Submission, the

Company <IhI noi shan them, and aftei losing

th npetil buill \
protot) pt whii l>

it designated as the M.hI.I 2<H.A |etR mgei

I Ins llrw I..I th( t m 10 [anuary

1966, and on 20 I h '"I" i 1966 this ain ran

I IAA certification, aftei which il

entered produi tion foi i ommen ial cu

.iml w.is liuilt also bj Agusta in Italy I ii>-

|i tR angei was I111nl.1n1rn1.1llv the sann- .is the

OH 1A (formt rl) HO-4) protot) pi

foi fu >elage nioi.litii.ii ions to pn id

foi five li hat beer buill in large numtx rs

mihi- 1966, and continues in production in

1979 under the designation M...l<l 206B

letRanger III, having been the subjeci ol pt"

gressive developmenl and improvemeni pro

grammes.

The l ' s Annv had expected to procurc

sonn- 4,(K)() examples .•( the 1 1 >H. bui became

somewhai disenchanted with Hughes when

the in- '" ilniil> i ii

.ind i Ii. prochti tion

the i 'S Am.
.

' LOH
ed in 1967 and, on -

I I

2<KiA wji announced > tht winnci With

produi tion niulir thc ii i -

Kinwa ttarting wil

ain rafi •

< >l I sh diffei tri im th< commei
by having i largi i

in internal layoui and the

ii iil ir .i i

.

Initial delivei i

Annv began on 2 within

lomething lets than foui nth th< Km«j
..vi il opcrationally in V i

< )t the < >n ^ 1 1 1 .i 1 2.2iki

Annv . •
' •..lrju.il froiTI th( ;

tion line foi d ^rmed

I 1971 undcr the

ition COH '

subsequently < II 136 An iddil

mV . ontrai • led in

| iiiu.ir -. 1973 '

Auvt r.ili.i I.

Arm v" s I < >H und
206B I Kiowa, 12 bring lupplied b) Hell and

( ommonwealth " in in

aal asscmbly,

jhJ unk the powerplani and avionics came
tr..m the I int' 'I s '

l Indei .i i s Anir. I. •. lopnn

tingle * >l I inA was equi|

ful 120 shp (313 kW) Ellison

I '. * A ~2d turboi h tan

tl.it glasi canop) I Ins modincd jh. •

the designation * 'I l 58< . bui -

produce tlns venion in

reached by earlj 1979 • >thet versions include

12 0H-S8Bs, sünilartotb OH-58A upplied

t.> iin Aiistri.ui .in foro in 1976, and I

Navy Ii is 40 TH-57/

Bell Model 206B JetRanger

tcr aircraft arc dual-control trainert, which

ilfil thc

requiremeni foi i primary training 1h

• h Naval Air Training ( !ommand
ly civil

Agusu. in Italv. has manulactutcd thc

.rid has

tunlt many hundi th civil and

militai

thc AB 206B |etP mgei III

I s |>i hcluoptcr

Powerplani OH 58A)

Pwfotiuamci maximum speed at

sca level 13h mph (222 I

11" tnpli (IHK km Ii). maximum rangt

level with 1 ' -1 km)

Weighta: (( >H 58A) •;•• 1.464 Ib

'49 kg), max-

imum tal Üb (1361 kg)

Dtmcnakraa: (OH-58A) i iü •
i

- iiamctcr

10.77 m); length (rotor turmng)

Oft liy« in (12 49 m); hrigl

i. inain rotoi dist att

Armamrnc i Airusta-built HKP
Swcdish Navv) Jqsih bombs, mincs. and

turpcdi'i-. iJti bc carncd on under-fusclagc

mounting ; (OH-58) a variet) I

and otlicr armamrnt «»pt

Operators: Australia. Austria, Brazil.

Canada, Iran, ltalv. Saudi Arabia. Spam.

Swcdcn. Turkcv. l
! S Annv. US Navv

OH-58C development version of the Bell OH-58A Kiowa. This has an uprated 420-shp (313-kW) Allison T63-A-720 turboshaft engine. and a flat glass canopy to ehminate reflections.

If this version enters production it is likely to introduce many improved avionics, maintenance and survivability features.
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Bell Model 209/AH-1 HueyCobra
The Korean War, which started on 25 June

1950, showed very quickly how the helicopter

had important contributions to offer in that

style of land warfare.

With their unique capabiliiv of taking off

from and landing on virtually any surface

which could support their laden weight, they

were able to infiltrate behind enemy lines to

rescue aircrew, many of whom were injured,

and to pick up wounded infantrymen from 'no

man's land' situations. It was clear too that if

helicopters could infiltrate enemy territory for

rescue Operations, they could carry c t similar

sorties to put men, weapons and supplies

behind an enemy's lines. Soon transport heli-

copters were designed to perform this task,

but it was necessary to evolve well armed air-

craft to provide escort and fire support for

them, a role which could be fulfilled most

effectively only by other helicopters.

One of the first of the aircraft to be

developed for deployment in this latter

category was Bell's Model 209. This Company
had begun investigation of the armed-

helicopter concept in 1963 with the OH-13X
Sioux Scout, a tandem-seat derivative of the

Model 47, and when aircraft within this

category were required urgently for opera-

tional use in Vietnam, an interim step to meet

the requirement was taken by arming

examples of the Model 204 Iroquois, a single-

rotor turbine-powered helicopter. The Model
204 had originally the US Army designation

H-40, later changed to HU-1, and it was this

designation which gave rise to the populär

nickname of Huey for these aircraft, tending

to make the official name Iroquois super-

fluous. HU-lAs were among the first US
Army helicopters to serve in Vietnam. Thir-

teen of these were modified to carry two
machine-guns and 16 air-to-surface rockets,

and were flown by the Army Utility Tactical

Transport Helicopter Company. HU-lBs
were equipped more specifically for an armed

escort role, with a pair of electrically-operated

machine-guns mounted on each side of the

fuselage, or with up to 48 air-to-surface

rockets, 24 on each side. In 1962, under a new
US tri-service designation scheme, these two
aircraft became redesignated UH-1A and UH-
1B respectively, but despite this the 'Huey'

nickname was to persist.

While these Model 204 types were explor-

ing, and proving, the escort helicopter con-

cept, Bell were busy pushing through a crash

Programme to meet the US Army 's AAFSS
(Advanced Aerial Fire Support System)

requirement (to replace the costly Lockheed

AH-56 Cheyenne) this taking the form of a

redesign of the well-proven Model 204. Thus,

the privately-funded prototype retained the

wide-chord rotor of the UH-1C, as well as its

transmission Systems and Lycoming T53-L-13

turboshaft engine. The fuselage, however,

was entirely new, its most notable features

being the narrow frontal area (3 ft 2 in (0.97)

m at its widest point), short stub wings and a

machine-gun turret mOunted beneath the fuse-

lage nose. This flew for the first time on 7

September 1965, and was transferred to

Edwards AFB in December 1965 for Service

trials to be carried out. Little time was needed

for the US Army to satisfy itself that Bell's

Model 209 was suitable for the AAFSS re-

quirements, it being announced on 11 March

1966 that it was intended to order the aircraft

into production. Designated originally AH-1G
and named HueyCobra, the first two pre-

production prototypes were ordered on 4

April 1966, and nine days later a first batch of

110 were contracted for the earliest possible

delivery, this proving to be June 1977, with

initial deployment to Vietnam starting in the

autumn of that year. Of the total of 1,178

ordered by mid-1971, 38 were assigned to the

US Marine Corps pending delivery of a twin-

turbine Version, designated AH-1J, treated in

a separate entry.

The comparatively small size of the AH-1
made it ideal for use in forward areas, easily

concealed beneath small Camouflage nets or

under cover of trees. To make for ease of

Operation this aircraft had a fixed skid landing

gear, and the 10 ft 4 in (3.15 m) span stub

wings not only setved for the carriage of

weapons, but contributed also to total lift, and

thus offloading the rotor in normal cruising

flight. Performance of the AH-1G was such

that in operational Service it proved capable of

reaching a target in about half the time taken

by the UH-1 Iroquois, was able to operate in

the combat zone for a longer period, and had

more than twice the firepower. Because it was
intended primarily for escort and support

Operations, the HueyCobra had seats, side

panels, and protection for other vital areas of

NOROC armour.

The most important feature, having regard

to its specialised role, was the provision of

adequate armament. Late production AH-lGs
had a tactical armament turret, beneath the

nose, capable of housing two XM-28 Mini-

guns, or two XM-129 40-mm grenade launch-

ers, or one XM-28 and one XM-129; maxi-

mum rate of fire of the guns was 4,000 rounds

per minute. Weapons carried beneath the

stub-wings were up to 76 2.75 in (69.85 mm)
air-to-surface rockets, or two XM-18E1
Minigun pods. A six-barrel cannon was made
available for the AH-1G in late 1969, this

XM-35 armament Subsystem having a maxi-

mum rate of fire of 750 rounds per minute.

Later versions have included the anti-

armour AH-1Q carrying eight TOW anti-

tank missiles; the AH-1R, a variant of the

AH-1G with uprated power plant, gearbox,

and transmission; and the AH-1S, which is a

variant of the AH-1Q with uprated power
plant. A total of 690 AH-lGs are to be

modified to AH- IS Standard, and 290 already

converted are identified as the Modernised

AH-1S. New contracts cover the Production

AH-1S, which will have a flat-plate cockpit

canopy and other changes, and the Upgunned
AH-1S with a turreted cannon, more flexible

fire control System, and some electronics

changes. The first production AH-1S entered

US Army service on 16 March 1977.

Type: armed escort and close-support

helicopter

Power Plant: (AH-1G) one Lycoming
T53-L-13 turboshaft engine derated to 1,100

shp (820 kW); (AH-1 R/S) one 1800-shp

(1,342-kW) Lycoming T53-L-703 turboshaft

engine.

Performance: (AH-1G) maximum speed at

maximum take-off weight 172 mph (277

km/h); maximum ränge at S/L with maxi-

mum fuel and 8% reserves 357 miles (573

km): (AH- IS) maximum speed at maximum
take-off weight with TOW missiles 141 mph
(227 km/h); maximum ränge at S/L with

maximum fuel and 8% reserves 315 miles (507

km)
Weights: (AH-1G) empty 6,073 lb (2754

kg); mission 9,407 lb (4266 kg); maximum
take-off 9,500 lb (4309 kg); empty 6,479 lb

(2939 kg); mission 9,975 lb (4525 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 10,000 lb (4535 kg)

Dimensions: diameter (main rotor) 44 ft in

(13.41 m); diameter (tail rotor) 8 ft 6 in (2.59

m); length (rotors fore and aft) 52 ft 11 Vi in

(16.14 m); height 13 ft 6'/i in (4.12 m); main

rotor disc area 1,520.4 sq ft (141.20 rri
)

Armament: (AH-1G/R) XM-28 Subsystem

with two 7.62-mm Miniguns and 4,000

rounds of ammunition for each gun; or two
SM-129 40-mm grenade launchers, each with

300 rounds; or one of each of the above;

XM-35 Subsystem with one 20-mm six-barrel

cannon and 1,000 rounds of ammunition; four

XM-159 packs each containing seven air-to-

surface rockets; or two XM-18EI Minigun

pods: (AH-1Q/S) eight BGM-71A TOW air-

to-surface missiles; plus rockets on stub-

wings; M-197 turret cannon with 750 rounds

of ammunition.

Operators: Israel, Spain, US Army, US
Marine Corps

Though produced as a Company venture, thought to have no Chance against the Army-sponsored AH-56A Cheyenne (a far more advanced an<

became a smashing success, starting with orders for 1078 from the US Army alone. This photograph sho.\ many ot w
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Bell Model 209/AH-1J SeaCobra/AH-1T TOWCobra
Somewhat confusingly, the Bell Model 209 ap-

pears in two basic families: the single-engine

Model 209/AH-l, and the twin-engine Ver-

sion which is described here. This latter Varia-

tion of the original Model 209, which was

ordered into production to meet the US
Army's AAFSS (Advanced Aerial Fire Support

System) requirement, was produced originally

for service with the US Marine Corps, who re-

quired that their version of this attack

helicopter should have the extra reliability of-

fered by a twin-engine powerplant. The
USMC had shown early interest in the poten-

tial of a well armed close-support helicopter,

for it seemed an ideal aircraft for deployment

in support of the type of Operations which are

typically and traditionally those of the US
Marines. Their evaluation of the US Army's
AH-1G led to the initial order to Bell in May
1968 for 49 aircraft under the designation AH-
1J SeaCobra. Pending delivery of these, the

USMC acquired 38 single-engine AH-1G
HueyCobras for training and initial deploy-

ment, and these entered Service in 1969.

The AH-1J SeaCobra is dimensionally

basically similar to the US Army's AH-1G.
The major difference is in the powerplant, the

SeaCobra having a 1,800-shp (1342-kW) Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft of Canada T400-CP-400
turboshaft, the militarised version of the same

Company' s PT6T-3 Turbo Twin Pac unit,

with two PT6 power sections. In this par-

ticular Installation the engine and transmission

are flat-rated for a normal continuous power
output of 1,100 shp (820 kW), but there is a

take-off and five-minute emergency power
rating of 1,250 shp (932-kW). Reference to

the AH-1G will show that this take-off rating

represents a power increase of 13.6%, and as a

result the tail rotor pylon of the AH-1J has

been strengthened and tne blade chord of the

tail rotor increased to cope with the additional

loading and torque.

Armament differs from that of the

HueyCobra, with the chin-mounted turret

housing a three-barrel 20-mm XM197 cannon

developed by the General Electric Company.
A lightweight version ofthat company's M61
cannon, this weapon has a firing rate of 750

rounds per minute, but as the total ammuni-
tion carried in the magazine is 750 rounds, a

16-round burst limiter is included in the firing

mechanism. As with the AH-1G/H, various

Stores can be carried on the four hardpoints

beneath the small stub wings.

On 22 December 1972 Belt announced

receipt of an order from the US Army for 202

AH-IJs and these, generally similar to those

for the USMC, were acquired by Iran, via the

US government, deliveries to that country

beginning in 1974. The initial batch of 49

SeaCobras for the USMC was followed, in

1973, by an order for 20 more, for delivery

during 1974 - 75, and on 5 June 1974 Bell

received an order to modify the last two air-

craft from this production run so that they

could carry an increased payload and also have

improved Performance.

This version of the Model 209 was known
initially as the Improved SeaCobra, but has

since acquired the USMC designation AH-1T.
It differs from the AH-1J in having a more
powerful 1,970-shp (1469-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada T400-WV-
402 turboshaft. Resulting from the use of this

engine, the AH-1T has an improved rotor and

tail rotor related to the type developed for the

Bell Model 214, an uprated transmission

System, a slightly lengthened fuselage to ac-

commodate more fuel, and a lengthened tail

boom. The USMC has ordered 57 production

aircraft, the first of these being delivered to

the USMC on 15 October 1977. Since that

time it has been decided to modify 23 of these

to launch eight Hughes BGM-71A TOW air-

to-surface wire-guided missiles. These are car-

ried in double two-round pods mounted on

the stub-wings, and are guided to the target

via the crew's helmet sights and a stabilized

TOW sight. This version of the Model 209 is

known as the TOWCobra.

Type: close-support armed helicopter

Powerplant: (AH-1J) one 1,800-shp

(1342-kW) Pratt & Whitney Aircraft of

Canada T400-CP-400 turboshaft; (AH-1T)
one 1,970-shp (1469-kW) Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft of Canada T4O0-WV-402 turboshaft

Performance: (AH-1J) maximum speed

207 mph (333 km/h); maximum ränge (no

reserves) 359 miles (578 km)
Weights: (AH-1J) operating 7,261 lb

(3294 kg); basic combat 9,972 lb (4523 kg);

maximum take-off 10,000 lb (4536 kg);

(AH- IT) empty 8,014 lb (3635 kg); operating

8,608 lb (3905 kg); maximum take-off

14,000 lb (6350 kg)

Dimensions: (AH-1J) main rotor diameter

44 ft in (13.41 m), tail rotor diameter

8 ft 6 in (2.59 m), length (rotor turning)

52 ft ll>/2 in (16.14 m), height 13 ft 6Vi in

(4.12 m), main rotor disc area 1,520.4 sq ft

(141.25 m ); (AH-1T) main rotor diameter

48 ft in (14.63 m), tail rotor diameter

9 ft 8 Vi in (2.96 m), length (rotor turning)

58 ft in (17.68 m), main rotor disc area

1,809.5 sq ft (168.11 m 3
)

Armament: (AH-1J) XM197 20-mm gun in

chin turret, and two underwing hardpoints on

each stub wing can accommodate weapons
which include XM-18E1 0.3 in (7.62 mm)
Minigun pods, and XM-157 (seven-tube) or

XM-159 (19-tube) folding-fin rocket pods;

Bell AH IT (improved SeaCobra)

(AH-1T) eight TOW missiles in four two-
round launchers on outboard stub wing hard-

points, plus other weapons on vacant hard-

points and XM197 gun in chin turret

Operators: (AH-1J) Iran, US Marine Corps;

(AH- IT) US Marine Corps

,

Bell AH-1T SeaCobra, known also as the Model 209 improved SeaCobra, which has been developed from the twin-engine AH-1J SeaCobra.

Ordered for the US Marine Corps, these helicopters have an uprated powerplant, a new dynamic System and advanced technology features.

Bell single-engine Model 209 HueyCobra/AH-1S, an advanced TOW-missile equipped version of the AH-1G/
flat plate canopy, designed especially to eliminate unwanted reflections..

ictive feature is the
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Bell Model 212/UH-1N Twin Two-Twelve (see also Agusta Bell AB 212)

Piril im imatii m i A i twin engini

rli, Bell Model 205 came on l May I968,

wlicn Meli I lelicoptei < lompanj ann

th.ii i be ' in idian gi ••
i nmi n( had approved

developmeni ol > new general purpote

hellt optei I Ins Was lo Uv M] . • I r

tr.iinc c ombined with the PT61 I nr I >< Twin
verplant produced b) Pratt & Whitney

Am i it I he < anadian authoritiei

latei ordered 50, with optioni on 2o

l hi '< anadian helii optei ited in

itially i I I 'I M N. bul thi offii ial < anadian

military designation is < II 135 Ai the tarne

time the l Inited States armed len u

i orders foi tlns aircraft which Bell lud

designated the Model 212, and which was

illoi ited the tri-service designation UH-1N.

These initial orders comprised 79 foi

t isa I ,
in foi the US Navy and 22 foi the I 'S

Marine Corps; latei orders totalled 159 foi thi

US N.ivv and Manne Corps

Despiti < anadian origins, the first pi

tion examples ol the l 'HIN were delivi

l he l 'S AI in 1970, bul il was not until IMay
1971 tliai the firsi CH-135 foi the ( anadian

Armed Forces was handed over ofßcially with

thi balanci ol the ordei beins completed

wiilnn a year. Othei air forces which ordered

military versions ol this helicoptei indude

those or Argeiinna and Bangladesh.

Simultaneously witli the produetion ol

military helicopters, Hell began to ma
ture a commercial version which is known as

tln Iwin rwo rwelve and this firsl reeeived

FAA certißcation in October 1970 Generali)

similar to the military l'l 1-1 N. these commer-
cial helicopters diffei primarily by having

changes in avionics and equipment, bul also

luve the capability ol carrying i load ol

5,000 |b (2268 kg) externally, compared with

the UH-lN's externa! load ol 4,000 lb

(1814 kg).

In [anuary 1973 Hell announced develop

ment of an HR Version ol the Twin Two-
Twelve, this having a neu avionics System,

füll blind-flving Instrumentation, and an

.uitoni.it r stability augmentation System. This

was an attractive proposition to many civil

Operators, and especially those offering sup-

porl Services to offshore oil rigs, and maus ol

the initial orders were tor ntilisation in tlns

role. Three ol tlicse aircrafl were acquired by

Peru and were tonsidered so suitable tliat a

follow up order tor 14 niore aircraft

represented Hell's largest single order foi non
military helicopters.

The PT6T (T400) powerplanl of the Model

212 was developed initiallv tor this aircraft,

hnanced jointly by Hell, the Canadian govern-

ment. and Pratt cV Whitney Aircraft of

Canada. lt not only provides 1.800 shp

(1342 kW) at its take-otf rating, but offers

true engine-out capability, plus improved Per-

formance in hot day high altitude Operations.

This is due to its unique construetion, com-
prising two Pratt & Whitney PT6 turboshaft

engines mounted together and each driving in-

to a combining gearbox with a single Output

shaft. In the event of an engine failure, the re-

maining engine can continue to drive the

helicopter's rotors through the combining

gearbox, and has adequate power to permit

ItlOn tO a suitable landiiu

I bc Bell M.hJcI 212 is built und
in Italv wil I ition AH 212.

and the fl were

lerally limilai

to the Hell produetion aircratt, bul Agusta lus

developed an anti-subnianne vanant which has

the designation AH 212ASW These have the

i
iwertul PT6T-6 Twin Pat turboshaft.

which has a take otf ratmg ol 1 .H75 shp

(1398 kW), local airframe strengthening, and

with deck mooring equipment Initial

deliveries were made tO the Italian navy's 5°

Gruppe Elicotteri durmg 1976.

Type: general-purpose ASW ASV h<

Powerplant: (UH-1N) 1.800-shp (134

Prati S v« hitm • *»in raft of < .mada PT6T-3
I urbo Ivsin Pac turboshaft engine. flat rated

to 1.290 shp (962 kW) •

Performance: il II IN) inaximum cruising

ipeed ai sei level 113 mph (185 km h); max-
iiiiuui ränge with Standard fu< i n u .i level (no

s) 24H miles (399 km)
Weights: (111 IM) inaximum takc-off and

mission 10,500 lb (4763 kg).

rwelve) maximum take-otf 11.200 lb

(5080 kg)

Dimension*: diauieter ol inam

I
i 69 in), diametei

' m); length .nd aft)

I fi 10 1
< in

lin rotOI disc area 1.809 sq ft

Armament: (AB 212ASU ) homing
torpedoes, depth charges, and air-to-surfacc

nussiles

Operators: Argentina. Bangladesh. Canada.

Italv. Japan. Norwav. Peru, US Air Force, US
Marine ( orps, L'S

Bell UH-1N general-purpose helicopter. offer completely new Standards of Performance

as a result of usmg advanced main rotors and|twin-turbme powerplants Either turbme is able to maintam safe flight if one engine fails

Bell Model 214/Huey Plus/Agusta-Bell AB 214

On 12 October 1970, Bell announced that it

had developed as a company-funded projeet an

improved version of the military Model
205UH-1H, to which it had given the

designation Model 214 Huey Plus. The pro-

totype was powered by a 1,900-shp

(1417-kW) Lycoming T53-L-702 turboshaft

engine, driving a newly-developed main rotor

of increased diameter to derive the maximum
efficiency from the high-powered turboshaft

engine. The airframe was basically that of the

Model 205, but had been modified to increase

the strength of areas and components which
would be put under stress by the increased

engine torque and new rotor. Minor internal

rearrangement made possible the provision of

aecommodation for a crew of two and up to

12 passengers. Maximum speed at max take-

off weight was 190 mph (306 km/h), but

despite this 49.6% increase in speed by com-
parison with the Model 205, the Model 214

failed to attract the US Army.
However, on 22 December 1972 Bell an-

nounced that it had reeeived an order from the

US Army for the supply of 287 of these air

craft, to be acquired by Iran through the US
government under the designation Model
214A, and six more were ordered in March
1977. These Model 214As were to be powered
by the 2,930-shp (2185-kW) Lycoming
LTC4B-8D turboshaft engine, enabling this

aircraft, with a strengthened transmission, to

carry an increased payload. In February 1976,

the government of Iran ordered 39 more air-

craft, designated Model 214Cs, which were to

be equipped especially for search and rescue

missions. These orders were increased by a

total of 400 Model 214 aircraft when Bell and

the Iranian government agreed in 1975 to

establish a helicopter manufacturing industry

in Iran. This plan was changed in March 1978

to cover the manufacture in Iran of 50 Model

Agusta- Bell AB 214
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Bell Model 214/Huey Plus/ Agusta Bell AB 214

214As, and 350 of a new Version designated

Model 214ST with 19-seat capacity and

powered by two 1,625-shp (1212-kW)
General Electric T700-GE-TIC turboshaft

engines.

In early January 1979 it was reported that

the post-Shah Iranian government had ter-

minated this project, but it is believed that Bell

will continue with development of the 214ST
in the US as a company-funded project.

Delivery of Model 2 14As for Iran began on 26

April 1975, and Bell have also developed a civil

version known as the Model 214B BigLifter,

which received FAA certification on 27

January 1976.

Type: single-engine Utility helicopter

Powerplant: (214A) one 2,930-shp

(2185-kW) Lycoming LTC4B-8D turboshaft

Performance: (214A) cruising speed

161 mph (259 km/h); maximum ränge at

maximum take-off weight 283 miles (455 km)
Weights: (214A) maximum take-off

13,800 lb (6260 kg); maximum take-off with

external load 15,000 lb (6804 kg)

Dimensions: (214A) main rotor diameter

50 ft in (15.24 m); tail rotor diameter

9 ft 8 in (2.95 m); main
1,963.5 sq ft (182.4 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Iran

rotor disc area

i^J *r
Iranian Army Aviation Bell 214A transport

; itei

Most capable of all versions of the prolific Bell 'Huey' helicopter, the Model 214 Big Lifter has a Lycoming T55 turboshaft engine and uprated dynamic parts, enabling it to carry a

maximum of 16 persons for very Short ranges. The 214 was ordered by Iran, but many of the large force of 287 dehvered to that country may be grounded through lack of spares.

Beriev Be-6 Madge
Designed by G.M. Beriev, who had been

responsible for a long line of seaplane and

flying-boat Designs since 1928, the Beriev Be-6

'Madge' flew in prototype form in 1947 under

the project designation LL-143, powered by

two 2,000-hp (1492-kW) Shvetsov ASh-72

engines. After successful trials the type was
ordered into production as the Be-6 with the

more powerful Shvetsov ASh-73 radials of

2,300 hp (1716-kW). It replaced several anti-

quated single- and twin-engined flying-boats

built in small numbers after World War II. In

the production aircraft, the single 23-mm can-

non in the nose and twin 20-mm cannon in a

tail turret were deleted, retaining only a dorsal

barbette with twin 20-mm cannon. The tail

gun position was replaced by magnetic anoma-

ly detection (MAD) gear, and after the type

entered Service a retractable radome was fitted

in the hüll behind the second 'step'. Offensive

weapons (mines, depth charges and torpedoes)

are carried on underwing pylons outboard of

the engine nacelles.

The Be-6 normally carried a crew of eight

and was in a similar class to the US Martin

Mariner. It served with the Soviet Navy (AV-

MF) in the long-range maritime recon-

naissance role from about 1949 to 1967, when
it was replaced by the turboprop-powered

Be-12 'Mail' amphibian.

A few Be-6s are still in Service, mainly on

fishery patrol and protection duties.

Type: twin-engine maritime reconnaissance

flying-boat

Powerplant: two 2,300-hp (1716-kW)
Shvetsov ASh-73TK radial piston engines

Performance: maximum speed 258 mph
(415 km/h) at 7,875 ft (2400 m); maximum
ränge 3,045 miles (4900 km); maximum en-

durance 16 hours

Weight: loaded 51,588 lb (23400 kg)

Dimensions: span 108 ft 3 in (32.91 m);

length 73 ft 10 in (22.50 m); height 24 ft 7 in

(7.45 m)
Armament: twin 20-mm cannon in a

remotely-controlled dorsal barbette; mines,

torpedoes and depth charges carried beneath

wings

Operators: USSR

Beriev Be-6 Madge
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Beriev Be-12 Tchaika (Mail)

'1 iritimc & H

, thc AVMI (Soviel Naval Am.i

tion) ii th< I -i H majoi «n ti flei ti

1 1| , ..ml' ii f|) ing boai ind imphibian i

I Ki m hi re, thi n li of tl

vs.is taken ovei b) long i mgi landplancs in thc

l in pro est i" am
phibioui replacemeni Foi !!• l-

rchaika (seagull), codenamed "Mail" by

NA I ( ). ha i I
I thc AVMI

hai now introduced in Ri i pecialized land-

plane foi thc maritime n i onnaii im i i

Ilyushin II \h 'May'

I Im Ii. riev design bureau, based il

raganrog on the Sea ol Azov, has been thc

in.im mpplii i i
.1 marim ain rafi to thi

ii.iw sinn 1945, mosl "l iti aircrafi going to

the Northern and Bla< k Sea Pleeti I he

unguis . .1 thi ü< 1 .? gi i back to thi II in
prototype ol 19 15, w nii Ii Ii «I in 1949

H( '. 'Madge'. lins lattei twin-engined

ii iai i rved w nh succcss um il
I

I ollowing the lii 6, the Beriev team i

dui .i ( onsidcrable amouni "I research in

powered flying boats, producing the ti

winged Be R 1 "l 1952 and the swept-wing

Be 10 ol i960 M I hi latter, powered I

Lyulka AI 7KV\ (unreheated version

Su-7 powerplant), established i nun.

seaplane recordi in 1961, bui onl) thi

foui in belii ved to have been Unit

riic lessons learned in the de$i|

Kl and Be-10, howevei , were incorpoi

the design "I .i mui Ii improvi i

based loosely "ii ilii Hi 6 and original!) ide'n

tili. .1 by NA'l'i ) .is .i H engined version ol the

i .1.1. i type. In l.ii i . the Be 12 bears little more
ili.m .i general resemblani < to the Bi 6, ihai

mg unlv the gull wing layoul and twin tail ol

its predecessor. ["he greatei powei and lightei

welght ol the turboprop engines have p

ted the forward extension ol the Imll. with >

new planing bottom similai to thai ol the

Be-10. rhe prominent spra) suppressoi

around the bows ol the Be 10 is also i Fi

ol the turboprop aircrafi rhe most significani

change, however, was the addition "I i

massive and sturdy retractable landing gear,

niaking the lk-12 amphibious and thus con

siderably more versank- than the earüei Beriev

designs. The turreted gun armameni ol the

Be-6 lias been deleted, Innig replaced b) 3

MAI) (magnetii anomaly detector) 'stmg' in

the tail, above the tailwheel well, white the

search radai is carried in a long nose housing

instead ol the ventral retractable 'dustbin'

radome ol the Be 6. One ol the drawbacks "I

the high-wing layout, the excessive heighi <>t

the engines above the ground, li.is been

mitigated by the design ol the engine cowling

panels, which drop down to form strong

I hi

12 vs as dem
records Inf amphibiam sei up in 1964 1968

and 1970, sii,', ns load

as high 11.000 Ib (5000 • 12 can

load "i ' larg« .iJ<
c

in the n.ir tu .rl ig. . inj ton • an be dropptd

through i watertighi hatch in the hu

the itep l Inlike land based As\& platforms, a

nurine airi i iri

tions, tettle "ii thi ireh wuli its

"wn sonai equipment, rathci than relying ex-

dusively on sonobuoys lt is assumed that thc

Be- 12 lias tlus capability.

Wuli tlu increasing use ol the Mil Mi-14
lli/i' ASW helicoptei mJ the llyiuhin II 3*

there would leem t" be diiniiiislnng

ASW role i"i the B« 12. althi

will certainl) remain in Service as j higl

md-rescue isAK) vehicle lt is also

I i" h.ivi been used foi n

inj utilit) trai pon is.

Soviel Standards thi i buili in large

numbers, onl) "t being reported in sen

the late 1970s

Type: maritime patrol amphibian

Powerplani tv. 1.190

Ki henl o AI 2(>l ) turbo|

Performance: maximum speed

km h); ec« nical patrol speed 2on m|

km h); maximum rangi 2,500 miles iimm
km)

Weighti: estimated em| 21700

laxii

I
<IMKMI kg)

maMiiiun

iiatcü enip

IKK) |b

bimcnnoni pan 97 ft i
• length

99 fi i K) 2); heighi on land 2< fi (7.0 m)
Armunent: bombt, [.nkits "i guidcd ASMi
on underwing pylons; depth charges and

s.iii"lni"\ s in tusi I Ig) ba) s

Operator: I SS|<

Beriev Be 12 IM 12) Mai

Called Tchaika ISeagull) by AV-MF (naval air force).

red Be 12 !.

le lurboproi

The Soviet Naval Air Force I AV MF still operates a number of Beriev Be 12 Mail medium ränge maritime patrol amphibians

Boeing B 52 Stratofortress

By normal Standards long since rendered ob-

solete as a result ol its unacceptable

vulnerability to anti-aircraft missiles, the

mighty Boeing B-52 Stratofortress lias seen

two would-he successors fall by the wayside,

and remains one of the three US Strategie

deterrents (the other two being the land and

sea-launched missiles). More than a billion

dollars lias been spent on the 320 or so aireraft

remaining in the front-line fleet to improve
their safety, reliability, Performance and

weapon-delivery aecuraey.

At Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, the

headquarters of the US Air Force Strategie Air

Command, an American Journalist in 1976

was told that some of these B-52s would be

operating into the next Century. This claim

was made at a time when the B-j2's super-

sonic successor, the Rockwell B-l, was well

into its flight-test programme and regarded as

the linchpin of SAC's airborne might. With
the cancellation of the swing-wing B-l shortlv

after this, a huge responsibility has once more
been thrown back on to the 25-year old heavv-

weight.

If the B-52 does reach the year 2000 it will

probably have had the longest career of any

front-line combat type. By that time the

youngest of these subsonic bombers will have

been on the mght-line for 40 years.

What was to become SAC's 'long rifle'

began life in 1948 as a turboprop successor to

The B-52H Stratofortress was expected to be retired, with all other versions, in about 1975, but will almost certamly still be in use in

2000 Several tirmes the original purchase pnee has been spent on structural and avionics improvements.

ntinued 97



Boeing B -52 Stratofortress

the piston-engined Boeing B-50, itself a

development of the B-29 Superfortress, whose

nuclear missions against Japan brought World
War II to a close in 1945. Designers were

faced with a quandary: the B-50's successor

was clearly going to have turbine engines, but

how to use them? Ordinary jet engines of the

period were so thirsty that a huge airframe

would be needed to carry all the fuel. The
answer was to harness them to large pro-

pellers, as the Soviet Union was to do later

with its Tupolev Tu-95 'Bear'. Deciding on

the right propulsion System was perhaps the

biggest headache facing the early jet-bomber

designers. Turboprops were the obvious

answer, because they were more economical

than pure jets, but on the other hand they

were more complicated and less reliable.

Then, in 1949, Pratt & Whitney brought

out the J57 engine. Far and away superior to

any other US powerplant, it was to become

over the next 30 years one of aviation's really

great engines. Originally giving 7,500-lb

(3402-kg) thrust, it helped to change the

philosophy of both Boeing and the USAF.
Boeing and its rival in the big-bomber

stakes, Convair, fought bitterly to get the

contract for the new USAF bomber. Convair

had already provided the mammoth B-36, and

so had a wealth of experience with heavy-

weights. But its proposed YB-60, though

cheaper than the competing B-52, could not

equal its Performance, and Boeing won the

day.

The prototype B-52 took to the air for the

first time on 15 April 1952. Its technology

was based on the medium-range B-47 that had

flown five years previously. Thus it had an ex-

tremely thin, shoulder-mounted wing, with

engines clustered in podded pairs, and a

tandem mainwheel arrangement with wing-

mounted outrigger wheels to keep the wings

level on the ground.

The first three production aircraft were

designated B-52As, though they spent their

lives at Boeing as test and development air-

craft, beginning an improvement programme

that has gone on to this day. The first Version

to join the USAF was the B-52B, virtually

identical to the -A but with a navigation/

bombing system. Of the 50 built, 27 were

converted as RB-52B reconnaissance versions.

The B-52C was substantially improved in

Performance and equipment, and was the first

model to have the white anti-radiation under-

surface finish. It was succeeded by the B-52D,

with an improved fire-control System for the

tail armament of four 0.5-in (12.7-mm)
machine-guns. As the B-52Ds were being

turned out by Boeing's Wichita plant (the

production line was progressively transferred

there because of the huge build-up of KC-135
tanker construction at the Seattle factory), the

USAF was thinking about the giant bomber's

successor. This was to be the WS-110, later

the North American B-70.

But the B-70 was years in the future, and

B-52 improvement continued with the B-52E,

having a more advanced navigation and

weapons system, and with a new flight-deck

layout to house the equipment displays. Con-
tinuing weight increases '-called for more
power, especially at take-off, and the B-52F

had a later version of the J57 engine, fitted like

earlier versions with water injection to boost

take-off power.

The B-52G, which was initially planned to

be the final version pending arrival of the

B-70, brought along a host of major improve-

ments, and was the biggest single advance of

any model. The airframe was substantially re-

designed to save weight and to make it safer;

integral wing-tanks greatly increased fuel

capacity; the tail gunner was relocated in the

crew compartment, this saving considerable

weight; the fin was shortened; and provision

was made for launching ECM decoys and

stand-off missiles. The decoy was a small jet

aeroplane known as the Quail, designed to

have a radar signature similar to that of the

bomber to confuse missile radars. One hun-

dred and ninety-three B-52Gs were built, the

last in 1960. The missile to go with it was the

AGM-28 Hound Dog, which had a ränge of

750 miles (1207 km). The B-52G in fact was
to be less a bomber than the first stage of a

missile.

Boeing B-52H Stratofortress

Packed with conventional bombs, a black-bellied BUFF (Big Ugly Fat Fella), alias the B 52D, thunders aloft from the switchback runway at

Guam for the 9'/2-hour mission to Vietnam in 1967. A training wing of this conventional-warfare model is still at Guam.

Meanwhile, Boeing and the USAF were

planning between them yet another version,

the B-52H, to which the specification applies.

This really was the final model. It was

characterized by two major changes: the intro-

duction of the new Pratt & Whitney TF33
turbofan engines, which at once gave a much
greater thrust increase and a considerably

lower specific fuel consumption, and struc-

tural changes which permitted the aircraft to

fly at low altitudes without excessive fatigue

problems. It also exchanged the four 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) tail guns for a single fast-firing

'Gatling' type gun. It was built to carry Sky-

bolt ballist ic missiles under the wings and

Quail decoys in the bomb-bay.

The final B-52H, the last of 744 B-52s, roll-

ed out of Wichita in June 1962. The Skybolt

missile, which had also been ordered by the

RAF, was cancelled in December of that year,

while the B-70 project had already been ter-

minated. The B-52s were clearly going to have

to soldier on for a long time while the USAF
made up its mind what to do about a replace-

ment.

In 1963 the B-52D was studied as a CBC
(conventional bomb carrier) and the following

year rebuilding of B-52Ds began at Wichita to

permit the type to carry 105 'iron' bombs of

750-lb (340-kg) nominal weight, but actually

weighing 825 lb (374 kg). In 1965 rebuift

CBG aircraft started to hammer suspected

Communist hideouts in South Vietnam and

the supply route from North Vietnam known
as the Ho Chi Minh trail. The B-52s operated

from Andersen AFB on Guam island, 2,600

miles (4185 km) away in the Pacific. Each

mission lasted some 10 to 12 hours, with air-

refuelling by means of Boeing KC-135

tankers. The B-52s were more feared than any

other US weapon.

With little sign of progress around the

negotiating table, the B-52s were authorized

in April 1966 to bomb North Vietnam. To cut

the cost of what was turning out to be a very

expensive war, and to provide quicker re-

action, the big bombers were deployed to U
Tapao airfield in neighbouring Thailand, cut-

ting the journey by three-quarters and dispens-

ing with the need for air-refuelling.

Through the late 1960s and early 1970s the

^Ö=3Ä
B 52E Stratofortress

B-52H Stratofortress
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bomben continued t" ram high-cxplosivc

bombi on Vietnam, aidcd by Lmproved navig-

atioo and weapon-delivery techniquei

lome extenl protected by ever-increasingly

sophisticated l< M devicei Por 11 days in late

1972, pausing <>nly to celebrate ( Ihristnu . thi

buge bomben pounded North Vietnam']

l lanoi and i r s barboui I laiphi ir

rums diirmg the moil savagc bombing

paign in thi histor) "I -in warfarc Hut SAM
derencei were intens« .inj IS ainraft were

losl l Ins i jusctl concern at SA( '., I>ut the US

fbro weit ihortly afterwards withdrawn.

Sin. < then tli. i isAI- launched a new B-52

uccessor, initially called AMSA (Advanced

ManiK-d Strategü Aircraft), latei becoming

the Rockwell M 1 Thii also has been cancel-

led, and there is nothing on the horizon to

follow the B-52. Meanwnile a new generation

of weapons has come along, tuch as the

SKAM (Short-Range Attack Missdt) and the

AI(.M (An I.nun lud ( iruisc Missilc). The

SRAM entered Service with the B-52G and M
versions, and in 1977 the Hound Dog siand-

nll missile was withdrawn. Apart frorn a train-

mg wmg nf B-52Di al Guam, SA( ! itrength is

made upofG and II versions, These have been

structurally rebuill and fitted with 14 to L8

new sensoi and avionk Systems.

Data foi B52II only:

Type: long-range Strategie bombet
Powerplants: eight 17,000-lb (7711kg)

l'ratt & Whitney TF33-P-3 turbofans

Performance: inaxunuin specd Math 0.95 or

630 mph (1014 km/h) al 40,000 fi (12192 m);

typical cruising speed 565 mph (909 km/h) al

36,000 lt (10973 in); service ceiling 55,000 ft

(16764 m)

Weight: in.ixiinuni take-ofl 505,000 lb

(229066 kg)

Dimensions: Span 185 ft (56.39 m). length

157 fi (47.85 m); height 40 ft 8 in (12.4 m)
Armatiient: one "T- 171 2()iiiin gun in

General Electrh reat gun position, 20 SRAM
missiles (A1('M due to become operational in

the 1980s) and Quail decoys

Operators: US Air Force

This B 52D, rigii all\ Mi rafl 56-581 but repamied 60581 in red on ihe new Camouflage and black scheme for chan

photographed dunng early 'Are Light' bombmg missions over Vietnam in 1966 lt has the Big Belly structural rebuild

mstances. was

USAF Strategie Air Command Boeing B 52G litted with latest electro optical viewing System blisters beneath the nose

Boeing C-97/KC-97
In early 1942 Boeing initiated a design study

to examine the feasibility of producing a

transport version of the B-29 Supcrfortress. In

due course the company's proposal was sub-

mitted to the USAAF for consideration and,

because at that time a long-range transport

was a much-needed type of aircraft, a contract

for three prototypes was awarded on 23

January 1943. Identified by Boeing as the

Model 367, and designated XC-97 by the US
Air Force, the first made its maiden flight on

15 November 1944.

The XC-97 had much in common with the

B-29, including the entire wing and engines.

At first view the fuselage, a 'double-bubble'

section, appeared to be entirely new, but in

fact the lower 'bubble' was basically B-29

strueture, and so was the tail unit attached to

the new and larger upper 'bubble'. On 6 July

1945, following brief evaluation of the pro-

totypes, 10 service-test aircraft were ordered.

These comprised six YC-97 cargo transports,

three YC-97A troop carriers, and a single YC-
97B with 80 airline-type seats in its main
cabin.

The first produetion contract, on 24 March
1947, for 27 C-97As with 3,250-hp

(2424-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-4360-27

engines, speeified aecommodation for 134

troops, or the ability to carry a 53,000 lb

(24040 kg) payload. Three transport versions

followed, under the designation VC-97A,
C-97C and VC-97D, and following trials with

three C-97As equipped with additional

tankage and a B'oeing-developed flight refuell-

ing boom, KC-97E flight-refuelling tankers

went into produetion in 1951. This version

was powered by 3,500-hp (2610-kW)
R-4360-35C engines. The KC-97Fs which
followed differed only in having R-4360-59B
engines. Both the -97E and -97F were conver-

tible tanker/transports, but for füll transport

capability the flight-refuelling equipment had
to be removed. The most numerous variant,

with 592 built, was the KC-97G which had

füll tanker or füll transport capabilitv without

any on-unit equipment change.

When produetion ended in 1956 a total of

888 C-97s had been built, and many were con-

verted later for other duties. KC-97Ls had in-

creased power by the installation of a 5.200-lb

(2359-kg) thrust General Electric J47-GE-23
turbojet beneath each wing to improve

rendezvous compatibility with Boeing B-47s.

KC-97Gs converted to all-cargo configuration

were redesignated C-97G. and in all-passenger

configuration became C-97K. Search and

rescue conversions were HC-97G, and three

KC-97Ls went to the Spanish air force, being

designated TK-1 in that service. Several have

served in many roles with Israel's air force.

Type: long-range transport or flight-

refuelling tanker

Powerplant: (KC-97G) four 3,500-hp (2610-

kW) Pratt & Whitney R-4360-59 Wasp
Major radial piston engines

Performance: (KC-97G) maximum speed

375 mph (604 km'h); cruising speed 300 mph
(483 km/h); ränge 4,300 miles (6920 km)
Weights: empty 82,500 lb (37421 kg); max-
imum take-off 175,000 lb (79379 kg)

Dimensions: span 141 ft 3 in (43,05 m);

length 110 ft 4 in (33.63 m); height 38 ft 3 in

(11.66 m); wing area 1,720 sq ft (159.79 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Israel, Spain, US Air Force, US
Air National Guard

One of the many home-produced success stories of the Israeli Heyl Ha'Avir is the rebuild of

several Boeing 377 Stratocruisers as multi-role military freighter/tankers, since supplemented

by ex-USAF KC-97s.
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Boeing C-135 series

In August 1954 the USAF announced that it

intended to procure a number of

tanker/transports developed from the pro-

totype Boeing 367-80 which had first flown a

few weeks earlier. These were allocated the

designation KC-135A and the first of these

made its initial flight on 21 August 1956. Ten
months later, on 28 June 1957, the first was
delivered to Castle AFB, California. Since that

time a family of variants have been built in

large numbers for service with the USAF,
primarily as tankers (Stratotankers) or cargo

transports (Stratolifters), but many have been

built or converted for special purposes.

Designated Model 717 by Boeing, these air-

craft differ primarily from the later Mode! 707

by having a smaller-diameter fuselage, deletion

tion of cabin Windows, reduced size and

weight, and the capability of carrying 80

passengers or an equivalent weight in cargo on

the main deck. All equipment for the tanker

role is accommodated on the lower deck, or

normal cargo area, this including the pivoted

'flying boom' refuelling gear. Subsequently

this was modified for probe-and-drogue

refuelling of Tactical Air Command or US
Navy Marine Corps aircraft. Two modified

KC-135As are used by the US Federal Avia-

tion Agency (FAA) to check navigation aids

throughout the United States.

Other variants of the Model 717 tanker/-

transport include the KC-135B, generally

similar to KC-135As but powered by turbofan

engines. Seventeen were built to serve as Air-

borne Command Posts for the Strategie Air

Command. These aircraft, subsequently

redesignated EC-135C, have TF33 turbofan

engines, a flight-refuelling reeeptacle as well as

a boom, suitable avionics to act as a control

centre, and a crew of 16. EC-135A is the

designation of turbojet-powered aircraft equip-

ped to act as backups to the EC-135Cs. The
EC-135G/H/K are turbojet-powered com-
mand posts with more advanced equipment,

and the EC-135J is a turbofan-powered variant

of the EC-135H. EC-135L aircraft are

turbojet-powered KC-135As equipped for a

dual role of command posts and airborne Com-
munications relay stations.

Special-purpose test aircraft for use by

USAF Systems Command carry the designa-

tions C-135A, JKC-135A, KC-135A, and

NKC-135A. RC-135Ds with turbojet engines

and RC-135Cs and RC-135Es with turbofan

engines all have the boom deleted and are

equipped instead with sophisticated avionics

and a crop of radar antennae for various recon-

naissance, Elint and other missions. C-135F is

the designation applied to 12 dual-purpose

tanker/transports (with booms terminating in

a drogue) supplied to the French air force. Last

of the Stratotanker variants are three NC-
135As equipped initially to monitor the blast

of nuclear weapons during tests, and used also

during'1965 with special equipment to study a

total solar eclipse.

The Model 717 Stratolifter family differs

from the foregoing by being equipped

speeifieally to serve as long-range transports,

with the refuelling boom deleted. There is a

structural similarity between these two basic

'tanker/lifter' types, but interior changes in

the latter provide aecommodation for up to

126 troops, or 44 stretchers plus 54 sitting

casualties. Galley and toilet facilities are pro-

vided at the rear of the cabin, and provision is

made for an alternative all-freight role. The in-

itial Version is the C-135A with turbojet

engines, first flown on 19 May 1961, and

delivered to MATS on 8 June 1961 to become
the service's first Strategie jet transport.

Other versions include C-135Bs, similar to

the above but with turbofan engines; four

RC-135A (Boeing Model 739) reconnaissance

aircraft for the l,370th Photo Mapping Wing
of the MAC; 10 similar RC-135Bs with tur-

bofan engines; VC-135B is the designation of

11 C-135Bs modified to serve as VIP
transports; and 10 WC-135Bs, similar to

Boeing C-135

C-135Bs, are equipped for long-range weather

reconnaissance duties.

Type: turbine-powered tanker/transport

Powerplant: (KC-135A derivatives) four

13,500-lb (6124-kg) Pratt & Whitney J57-P-

59W turbojets; (C-135B) four 18,000-lb

(8165-kg) thrust Pratt & Whitney TF33-P-5

turbofans

Performance: C-135B) maximum speed

600 mph (966 km'h); average cruising at

35,000 ft (10670 m) 530 mph (853 km/h)
Weights: (C-135B) operating empty 102,300

lb (46403 kg); maximum take-off 275,500 lb

(124965 kg)

Dimensions: (KC-135A) span 130 ft 10 in

(39.88 m); length 136 ft 3 in (41.53 m); height

38 ft 4 in (11.68 m); wing area 2,433 sq ft

(226.03 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: France, US Air Force

10274

Boeing KC-135 Stratotanker t :i ;;;, t tii. Air I

The tenth of 732 Boeing KC-135 tanker/transports Seen in its youth, today most of this vast force have been rebu

no fewer than 22 sub-types of this noisy and sometimes marginal, but always strategically useful, multi role aircraft

additional roles. there being
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Boeing C-137/707
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Air Force One is the aircraft (of whatever type) conveying the President of the United States T.he title is usually borne by AF Serial 62-6000 or (illustrated) 72-7000. Boeing VC-137C (320B.

military version) of the MAC 89th Military Airlifl Gioup
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Boeing E-3 Sentry

The requirement for an Airborne Warning
And Control System (AWACS) aircraft was
first proposed by the USAF in 1963, at which

time it was planned for up to 64 specially-

equipped aircraft to be provided. They were

then considered essential to alert US air

defence of appröaching Soviet bomber attacks,

and to act as mobile control centres in no fixed

geographical position, able to control all

national air activities in both nuclear or con-

ventional combat Operations. Since the

origination of the concept, economic con-

siderations have made it necessary to reduce

considerably the number of aircraft to be ac-

quired initially.

Though an AWACS is a development of

the traditional Airborne Early-Warning

(AEW) aircraft, the entire concept is far more
all-embracing. It also fulfils the roles of the

Airborne Command Post (ACP), typified by

the EC-135 variants which have served with

the USAF's Strategie Air Command.
AWACS is a combination of both families,

with advanced on-board avionics that make
possible the simultaneous co-ordination of

many differing air Operations, so that these air-

craft could command and control the entire air

•effort of a nation, embracing strike, inter-

ception, reconnaissance and interdiction, plus

the backup roles of support and airlift.

Two main areas of use have been planned by

the USAF, with the Tactical Air Command
(TAC) using its AWACS aircraft for airborne

surveillance, and as a command centre for the

rapid development of TAC forces. A differing

role is envisaged for the same aircraft by

Aerospace Defense Command (ADC), who
regard the AWACS aircraft as 'hard to find'

command and control posts.

Boeing was the successful one of two con-

tenders for the supply of an AWACS aircraft,

being awarded a contract on 23 July 1970 to

provide two prototypes under the designation

EC-137D. The company's proposed AWACS
was based on the airframe of the Boeing Model
707-320B commercial transport, and the

prototypes were modified in the first place to

carry out comparative trials between the

prototype downward-looking surveillance

radars designed by the Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany and Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

These tests continued into the autumn of

1972, and on 5 October the USAF announced

that Westinghouse had been selected as prime

contractor for the advanced radar that was to

be the essential core of the AWACS. This has

the difficult task of seeking and idenrifying

low-flying targets at ranges as great as 230

miles (370 km), and in the case of high

altitude attack at even greater ranges.

The USAF has acquired an extensive know-
ledge of the Operation and capabilities of the

Boeing Model 707, especially in the form of

the smaller EC-135 variants which have served

well and long. It was clear that with far more
advanced equipment the same aircraft could

31674
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Boeing E-3A Sentry

Boeing E-3A cutaway drawing key

Boeing E-3A Sentry AWACS of the United States Air Force The first of 34 aircraft on order was delivered in March 1977.

provide the desired potential, thus ensuring

that equipment acquired for and experience

derived from the EC-135 would offer an im-

portant and reliable contribution to the

AWACS concept.

Very little modification of the basic

707-320B airframe was required to make it

suitable for the new role. Most important, and

an external identification feature par excellence,

is the large rotodome assembly carried on two
wide-chord streamlined struts, which are

secured to the rear upper fuselage. New
engine pylon fairings are provided for the

more powerful turbofan engines which power
the pre-produetion EC-137Cs and produetion

aircraft, the latter having the designation

E-3A (vhe original choiee of eight General

Electric TF34 engines was abandoned to save

money). The remainder of the essential

avionics aerials (antennae) are housed within

the wings, fuselage, fin and tailplane. Internal

modifications include the provision of floor

reinforcement, and new cooling and wiring

installations. The normal crew consists of four

flight crew and 13 AWACS specialists. The
main operating area above the floor is equip-

ped with nine MPCs (Multi-Purpose Con-
soles) for the specialist mission crew. Other

crew manage Systems and radar maintenance.

Not surprisingly, the mass of avionics

equipment necessary for the E-3A to fulfil its

appointed role needs considerable electrical

power, and this is supplied by generators with

a combined capacity of 600 kVA. Complex
cooling and air-conditioning Systems ensure

dissipation of excessive heat and the creation of

an ideal working environment for crew and

equipment. Thus, a liquid cooling System pro-

tects the radar transmitted which is housed in

the aft cargo hold, while a conventional air-

cycle and ram-air environmental control

System is responsible for crew comfort and the

safe Operation of other avionics equipment.

The overfuselage rotodome is 30 ft in

(9.14 m) in diameter and has a maximum
depth of 6 ft in (1.83 m). It incorporates the

AN/APY-1 surveillance radar and IFF/

TADIL C antennae. During operational use

the rotodome is driven hydraulically at 6 rpm,

but in non-operational flight it is rotated at V*

rpm to ensure that low temperatures do not

cause the bearing lubricant to congeal and pre-

vent emergency Operation. The initial

1 Weather radar Scanner
2 Glide-slope aerial

3 Forward pressure bulkhead
4 Pilot's Station

5 Central control console
6 Co-pilot's Station

7 Flight engineer's Station

8 Oberver/supernumary
9 Navigators table

10 Navigators overhead panel
1

1

Flight deck door
1 2 In-flight refuelling

reeeptacle

13 Communication consoles
(one unmanned TAC)

14 Forward entry door
15 Nosewheel hydraulic

actuator
1 6 Nosewheel box
17 Twin nosewheels
18 Nosewheel doors
19 Forward cargo hold

equipment bay
20 Flight essential avionics

21 Communications
22 Data processor functional

group

23 Computer Operator console
24 Bailout jettison mechanism
25 Bailout chute
26 DC power
27 Power distribution

28 Multi-purpose consoles
(nine off)

29 VHF aerial

30 Engine intakes

31 Secondary inlet doors
32 Turbocompressor intakes

33 Turbocompressor outlets

34 Nacelle pylons
35 Leading-edge wmg flap

36 Main tank No 3 (4,069 US
gal/15 400 I each wing)

37 Fuel System dry bay
38 Main tank No 4 (2,323 US

gal/8 791 I each wing)
39 Reserve tank (439 US gal/

1 660 I each wing)
40 Vent surge tank

41 HF antenna
42 Starboard outboard aileron

43 Tab
44 Starboard outboard spoiler

(extended)

45 Starboard outboard flap

46 Flap tracks

47 Aileron/spoiler linkage
48 Starboard inboard aileron

49 Control tab

50 Starboard inboard flap

51 Starboard inboard spoiler

(extended)

52 Emergency overwing escape
53 Duty officer Station (TAC)
54 Fuselage frame/produetion

break
55 Front spar pick-up point

56 Landing lights

57 Front spar

58 Fuel tank end nb
59 Inboard wing stringers

60 Centre-section fuel tank

(10,193 US gal/38 582 I)

61 Wing top skin

62 Floor support members
63 Rear spar pick-up point

64 Mainwheel bay
65 Keel beam

Rbdar receiver and Signal

processor
Radar maintenance Station

Radar transmitter equipment
Rear cargo hold equipment
bay

32

Operators seated at the MPCs (Multi-Purpose Consoles) of a Boeing E-3A Sentry AWACS
(Airborne Warning and Control System), one of the most expensive produetion aircraft The

552nd Wing at Tinker AFB has 20
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Westinghouse radar opcrates OD pulse dopplcr

te hnology, providing long-rangc, aecuraey

and downlook capability: it scans mechanically

in aziniuth and clcctronically from ground

level up into the stratospherc. Westinghouse

was awarded a contract in 1976 to dcvelop

maritime survcillance capability which could

be an add-on featurc to UM existmg radar and

tlns, if adopted, would be retrofitted to in-

service E-3Äs.

Heart of the AWACS is an IBM 4-Pi ( X : 1

high speed Computer, with a processnig speed

of some 740,000 Operations per second, main

memory capacity of 114,688 words, and mass

memory size of 802,816 words. Navigation is

provided by duplicated Carouscl IV INS (Iner-

tial Navigation System), AN/ARN-120
Omega and AN/APN-213 Dopplcr. Installed

Communications equipment provides HF,
VHF and UHF for transmission/reeeption of

information in clear/secure mode, in either

vocal or digital form.

The first produetion E-3A was delivered to

the USAF's 552nd Airborne Warning and

Control Wing at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, on

24 March 1977. A total of 10 were schedulcd

for delivery by the end of 1978, and produe-

tion funding for a total of 22 aircraft had been

approved by mid-1978. NATO plans to ac-

quirc 18 E-3As for basing in West (iermany,

and approval had been given for the salc of

seven to Iran, now unlikcly to be delivered.

Type: airborne early-warning and command
post aircraft

Power Plant: four 21,000-lb (9525-kg) Prait

& Whitney TF33-PW-100/100A turbofans

Performance: no information

Weights: no information

Dimension*: span 145 ft 9 in (44.42 m),

length 152 ft 11 in (46.61 m); height

42 ft 5 in (12.93 m); wing area 3,050 sq ft

(283.35 m 2

)

Aramament: none

Operators: USAF (1978)

The easily identifiable Boeing E 3A Sentry Airborne Warning and Control System IAWACS) urcraft for Service with the USAF The
•<?nna

79 Centre section

80 TADIL C/IFF antenna
81 IFF window
82 Crew rest area

83 Bunks
84 Fin hllel

85 Starboard tailplane

86 VOR antenna
87 Removable (in leading edge
88 Fin construction

89 HF probe antenna
90 HF receiver No 2

91 IORAN
92 Rudder
93 Rudder control tab
94 Rudder anti balance tab
95 Internal balance panel
96 Rudder trim tab
97 Tail cone
98 Tailplane actuator tab

1 13 Bailout chute
114 Underfloor APU
115 Fuselage frame strut

Support members
116 Radar transmitter equipment
117 Wingroot/fuselage fainng
118 Fillet flap

1 19 Port inboard flap

120 Port inboard Spoilers

121 Landing gear trunnion
122 Side strut

1 23 Torsion links

124 Four-wheel main landing
gear

125 Vortex generators
126 Nacelle pylon
127 Turbocompressor
128 Pratt & Whitney TF33-P-7

turbofan

70 Access door (starboard)
71 Communications
72 Navigation and identification
73 Radome support struts
74 Radome
75 Westinghouse surveillance

radar antenna array
76 Forged rotodome bearing
77 Turntable rotary Joint
78 Antenna ancillary

equipment

141 Tab
142 Port outboard aileron

143 Wing skin

144 Exhaust
145 Strut attachment
146 Nacelle construction
147 Access doors (port and

starboard)
148 Nacelle nose cowl
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Boeing E-4/747

No matter how good they may be, a country's

Strategie forces are of little use in war unless it

is possible to maintain reliable and coherent

command and control of these forces. To en-

sure that it retains just such a capability, even

in the aftermath of a nuclear attack. the

United States Department of Defense has

made plans to cope with all foreseen even-

tualities. It has created a National Military

Command System, through which National

Command Authorities are able to issue orders,

and reeeive a feedback of Information to show

whether the Orders were effective or not.

Currently there are three major command
sources, the first two being the National

Military Command Center, and the Alternate

National Military Command Center. The

latter is Underground, for obvious reasons, but

both of these have fixed geographical posi-

tions, and it has been appreciated for some

number of years that an airborne command
post would represent something approaching

the ideal, its mobility in three dimensions

making it a far more difficult target for an

enemy to locate, especially in sufficient time to

prevent massive retaliation to a surprise attack.

This thinking led to procurement of the

Boeing EC-135 Airborne Command Post

(ABNCP), and these special versions of the

Boeing C-135 family have been operational in

this role since.

That the retention of a viable ABNCP is

critical can be appreciated by considenng that

just one of these aircraft can control America's

force of ICBMs, its manned bombers, and its

nuclear-powered missile-carrying submarines.

Confidence in the created National Military

System depends upon a survivable ABNCP,
and DoD planners are in the process of re-

placing the ageing EC-135 by a new Boeing

E-4 Advanced Airborne Command Post

(AABNCP) which it is believed will have

much increased survivability. This new and

vital aircraft relies upon utilisation of the

Boeing 747 airframe, and the announcement

of an initial contract for two 747Bs to be con-

verted to serve as AABNCP aircraft was first

released on 28 February 1973. Follow-up con-

tracts for two more aircraft were awarded in

July and September 1973. It was announced

subsequently that the total planned force is six

aircraft, and it was antieipated that these

would be fully operational in 1983.

Three aircraft of the initial four which were

contracted became operational as E-4As in an

ABNCP role. They were built with Pratt &
Whitney F105 engines, and had avionics and

equipment removed from EC-135 aircraft.

The first of these E-4As, which represents an

interim development stage, was handed over

in December 1974. The second and third

followed in May and September 1975, all three

delivered initially to Andrews AFB, Maryland.

Since that time they have shown that, as a

result of their ability to aecommodate a larger

battle staff of up to 60, they are more flexible

than the EC-135s which they have replaced.

The remaining three aircraft have more ad-

vanced avionics and equipment, and different

engines, under the designation E-4B. The first

was delivered to the USAF in August 1975,

and the installation of its advanced command,
control and Communications equipment was

scheduled for completion towards the end of

1979. These large aircraft can carry almost

three tirues the payload of the EC-135s, pro-

viding work area for a much larger battle staff.

Thus, the main deck comprises a work area tor

the battle staff, briefing room, Conference

room, Communications control centre.

Boeing E-4B/747

National Command Authorities' area, and a

rest area.

The three E-4As are being updated to E-4B

Standard, and in addition to advanced avionics

will have a high-capacity air-conditioning

system to maintain an equitable temperature

for their Operation, a large capacity electrical

generating System, SHF and LF VLF Com-

munications, and nuclear thermal shielding.

Boeing 747s are used in transport, air refuel-

ling and electronics roles by Iran.

Type: special-purpose airborne command post

Powerplant: four 52,500-lb (23814-kg)

thrust General Electric F103-GE-100 turbo-

fans

Performance: not known
Weights: not known
Dimensions: span 195 ft 8 in (59.64 m);

length 231 ft 4 in (70.51 m); height 63 ft 5 in

(19.33 m); wing area 5,500 sq ft (510.95 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Iran, US Air Force

*!

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
D n

- - i

United States Air Force. Boeing E-4B airborne command post

Heaviest, most powerful and most costly military aircraft in the world, the Boeing E-4B is the USAF Advanced Airborne Command Post which in time of emergency would carry the

executive arm of the US government. Six are expected to be needed
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Boeing T-43/737
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Boeing T 43A/737

reserves) 2,995 miles (4820 km); endurance 6

hours

Weights: (T-43A) maximuni take-otf

maximum landing

Dimensions: span 93 ft in (28.35 m);

length 100 ft in (30.48 m); height 37 ft in

(11.28 in), wing area 9H0 sq ft (91.04 m2
)

Armamtni: none

Operators: (T-43A) US Air Force

The Boeing T-43A is the Chief navigation trainer of the US Air Force, a fleet of 19 operated by the 323rd Flymg Training Wing at Mather

AFB, Ca placed 77 Convair T 29s The T-43A is based on the Boeing 737-100, although with maior changes

Boeing YC-14
In 1971 the USAF issued the speeification for a

new AMST (Advanced Military STOL
Transport) as a replacement for its fleet ol

Lockheed C-130 Hercules transports. The
Hercules had originated from a speeification 20

years earlier, and in putting together its re-

quirement for this new transport the USAF
planners had in mind the very important

development in powerplants and aerodvnamics

which had taken place since 1951. In early

1972 Requests For Proposais were sent to nine

US manufacturers, and those of the Boeing

Aerospace Company and McDonnell Douglas

Corporation were seleeted for competitive

evaluation under the respective designations ol

YC-14 and YC-15.
STOL (short take-off and landing) capabili-

ty was crucial. Boeing's design was based on

the use of a supercritical wing, which provides

highly efficient pertormance at high subsonic

speeds. To this deep flat-topped wing Boeing

added an advanced USB (upper-surface blow-

ing) coneept, mounting the twin engines

above the wing so that their efflux is ex-

hausted over the wing. When the wing's

leading-edge and Coanda-type trailing-edge

flaps are extended, the high-speed flow trom

the engines clings to the upper surface and is

. directed downard by the flaps to provide

powered lift.

The first of two YC-14s was flown on 9

August 1976, and at the completion of very

successful testing, in the late summer of 1977,

the two YC-14 (and two YC-15) prototypes

were returned to the manufacturers. No fur-

ther funding for development or procurement

has been allocated from government funds, the

C-130 remaining in produetion to save money.

One of the roles for which the YC-14 was

studied was the CMC (cruise-missile carrier),

able to carry and launch 32 cruise missiles.

Type: advanced military STOL transport

Powerplant: two 51,000-lb (23133-kg)

thrust General Electric F103 (CF6-50D) tur-

bofans

Performance: maximum speed 504 mph
(811 km/h) at optimum altitude; maximum
speed at sea level 403 mph (649 km/h)

Weights: operating empty 117,500 lb

Boeing YC-14

(53297 kg); maximum STOL take-off

170,000 1b (77111kg); maximum take-off

237,000 lb (107501 kg)

Dimensions: span 129 ft in (39.32 in);

length 131 ft 8 in (40.13 m); height 48 ft 4 in

(14.73 m); wing area 1,762 sq ft (163.69 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: none (in 1979 prototypes onlv)
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Boeing 727

Following the successful introduction into Ser-

vice of the Boeing 707, the Company announ-

ced its intention to make available a short/

medium-range version which would be basi-

cally similar in fuselage design. The major

change was in the powerplant, comprising

three turbofan engines smaller than the four

which powered the 707, all mounted at the

rear.

The engine chosen was the 14,000-lb

(6350-kg) thrust Pratt & Whitney JT8D-1,
two mounted on the sides of the rear fuselage

and the third mounted centrally in the

tailcone, with its inlet above the fuselage.

Apart from the T-tail, small triple-slotted

wing, reduced fuel capacity and twin-wheel

main gears the 727 is similar to the 707/720

series; the upper fuselage section is identical,

and many other parts and Systems are inter-

changeable.

The first 727-100, a production aircraft,

made its first flight on 9 February 1963, and

with the next three aircraft completed the

1,100-hour flight-test programme before FAA
certification was awarded on 24 December
1963. The 727 has since been marketed in

several versions, including the 727-1O0C with

a convertible cargo/passenger interior,

727-100QC with quick-change convertible in-

terior, 727-100 Business Jet, 727-200

lengthened-fuselage version to accommodate a

maximum of 189 passengers, advanced

727-200 with a restyled interior and increased

fuel capacity, and proposed 727-2O0C conver-

tible version. Only the -200 modeis remain in

production in 1979, but Boeing's 727 has the

distinction of being the most numerous jet

airliner, with 1,700 ordered by early 1979.

Unlike the remainder of the Boeing family

of commercial transports, no 727s have been

procured by the US armed forces. Several have

•been obtained by other countries for military

or government Service, however.

Type: three turbofan short/medium-range
transport

Powerplant: (727-200) three 14,500-lb

(6577-kg) thrust Pratt & Whitney JT8D-9A
turbofans (sometimes more powerful versions)

Performance: (727-200) maximum speed at

maximum take-off weight 621 mph
(999 km/h) at 20,500 ft (6250 m); maximum
cruising speed 599 mph (964 km/h) at

24,700 ft (7530 m); maximum ränge with
27,500-lb (12474-kg) payload, ATA domestic

reserves, with 9,730 US gallons (36831 litres)

fuel 2,994 miles (4818 km)

Weights: (727-200) empty 97,600 lb

Boeing 727-200 (upper side view of 727-100C)

(44271 kg); maximum take-off 209,500 lb

(95028 kg)

Dimensions: (727-200) span 108 ft in

(32.92 m); length 153 ft 2 in (46.69 m);

height 34 ft in (10.36 m); wing area

1,700 sq ft (157.93 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Belgium, Yugoslavia

Boeing Vertol 107/CH-46/UH-46 Sea Knight

Shortly after the formation of Vertol Aircraft

Corporation in March 1956 the Company in-

itiated a design study for a twin-turbine com-
mercial transport helicopter. In formulating

the design, special attention was given to en-

suring that it would be suitable also for

military use if the armed forces showed an in-

terest in its procurement. As a result, the

tandem rotor layout which had been

developed fully by Vertol, and the Piasecki

Helicopter Corporation before it, was chosen

because of its known performance and

reliability. Twin turbines were chosen to

power this new helicopter, for despite the fact

that they had not then acquired a long history

of reliability and economy, there was no doubt

that these engines offered a superior

power/weight ratio, and were improving pro-

gressively all the time. To limit noise and pro-

vide maximum cabin space these engines were

mounted above the fuselage, at the aft end of

the cabin. To speed the loading/unloading

Operation a large ramp formed the undersur-

face of the upswept rear fuselage, and was suf-

ficiently robust to allow straight-on loading of

vehicles and/or bulky freight. A sealed and

compartmented fuselage made it possible for

this new helicopter to be operated from water

as well as land surfaces.

Construction of a prototype (company

designation Model 107) began in May 1957,

and the first flight was recorded on 22 April

1958. Company testing and development pro-

gressed well, and an extensive demonstration

tour aroused considerable interest. First of the

armed forces wishing to evaluate this new
helicopter was "the US Army which, in July

1958, ordered 10 slightly modified aircraft

under the designation YHC-1A. and the first

of these flew on 27 August 1959 for the first

time. By that time the US Army had become
more interested in a larger, more powerful

helicopter which Vertol had developed from

the Model 107 and, in consequence, reduced

its order to only three YHC-lAs. Subsequent-

ly, the Company equipped the third of these

with 1,050-shp (783-kW) General Electric

T58-GE-6 turboshaft engines and rotors of in-

creased diameter. The aircraft was also fitted

out with a commercial interior as the Model
197-11 prototype, which first flew on 25 Oc-
tober 1960. By that time Vertol had become a

division of The Boeing Company.
When the US Marine Corps showed an in-

terest in this aircraft one was modified as the

Boeing Vertol Model 107M, with GE-8B
engines (see data), and this was successful in

winning the USMC's design competition in

February 1961, and was ordered into produc-

tion under the designation HRB-1 (changed

to CH-46A in 1962), and given the name Sea

Knight. Since that time Sea Knights have been

used extensively by both the USMC and the

US Navy. The former uses these helicopters

for troop transport, the latter mainly in the

vertical replenishment (VERTREP) role, car-

rying stores, ammunition and personnel from

logistic support ships to combat ships at sea.

The first CH-46A flew on 16 October

1962, and testing continued into late 1964,

with the first US Marine squadrons taking

these aircraft into Service in early 1965. Since

then a number of versions have been built, in-

cluding the CH-46D for the USMC, generally

similar to the CH-46A, but with 1,400-shp

(1044-kW) T58-GE-10 turboshaft engines;

the CH-46F for the USMC, generally similar

to the CH-46D, but with additional avionics;

the UH-46A Sea Knight, similar to CH-46A,
procured by the US Navy with first deliveries

to Utility Helicopter Squadron 1 in July 1964;

and the UH-46D for the US Navy, virtually

the same as the CH-46D. The US Marine

Corps plans to update 273 of its Sea Knights

to CH-46Es, with 1,870-shp (1394-kW)
General Electric T58-GE-16 turboshafts and

other improvements. Six Utility modeis for the

RCAF were delivered in 1963-4 under the

designation CH-113 Labrador: these are

almost identical to the CH-46A except for in-

creased fuel capacity. Twelve aircraft similar to

the CH-46A were delivered to the Canadian

army during 1964-65 under the designation

Boeing Vertol CH-46 Sea Knight

CH-113A Voyageur. In 1962-63 Vertol sup-

plied Model 107-IIs to Sweden for Service with

the air force for search and rescue, and with

the navy for ASW and minesweeping duties,

both with the designation HKP-4.
Kawasaki in Japan acquired from Boeing

Vertol worldwide sales rights for the Model

107-11, and continues to produce these

helicopters in 1979 under the designation KV-
107/11.

Type: tandem-rotor

helicopter

utility transport

A Boeing Vertol UH-46 ship-replenishment helicopter, basically the same as the CH-46 Sea Knight of 'the US Mannes, nudges foiward to

the aft platform - which looks only a little larger than a pocket handkerchief — of DD703 Wallace L. Lind, an old destroyer.
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I'owerplanf: (< II 16A) iwn 1,25

(932-kW) General Electric T58-GE-8B tur-

boshafti

Performance: (CH-46D) uuxiniuni spced

\(>(t ni[)l) (267 km/h); maximum iruising

ipeed 165 mpli (266 km/h); rang« ai AUW of

20,800 lb (9435 kg) witli 4,550-Ib (2064-kg)

payload and 10% reservcs 238 milei ( »83 km)

Weights: (CH-46D) empty equipped 13,067

lb (5927 kg); maximum take-off 23,000 lb

(10433 kg)

Dimension*: (C.H-46D) rotoj diameter

(each) 51 ft in (15.54 m); length (roton tur-

ning) 84 ft 4 in (25.70 in); heighl 16 ft 8 1

2 in

(5.09 m)j main rotor disc arca (total) 4.086 sq

ft (379.6m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Canada, Japan, Sweden,
Thailand, US Marine Corps, US Navy

The Japanese Ground Seif Defence Force • i.vasaki (Boeing) KV107-11 assault helicopters

Boeing Vertol 114/234/CH-47 Chinook
Following the evaluation 01 sul nisi

five US hclicopter manufacturers, the US
Army telected Boeing Vertol' s Model 114 as

most nearly meeting its requiri

'batilefield mobility' heÜcoptei I luv wai
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Operations, to lift a load of 2 US toni (4,000
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Marietta Pershing missih System. A

contract for five YUC-lBs was plai 1 in |une

1959, but soon after entering

were redesignated YCH-47A ind

nanic Chinook.
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larger and more powerful vers!

CH-46 Sea Knight. The non-reti I

ding gear is of quadi u . k 1 B

the fuselage h.is sealed and com]

faiiing pods 011 räch su'.e of thi low

and extending I 11 .ilm^si tl.r e-qu

fuselage length. to Supplement tl

of the sealed lowet fi.u'lagi foi watei

tions. The first YHC-1M made its firsl

on 21 September 1961, hv vshi' li :i' I n I

produetion contract for CH-47A airci I

been placed. These were poweii.!
J

2,200-shp (1641-kW) Lycoming T55 I

boshaft engines, subsequently by ~, r

(1976-kW) T55-L-7 turboshafl

deliveries of CH-47As began in Deo
1972.

Since that time a number of Vei

been built, including the CH-47B, .1
.'

ment with more powerful 2,851

(2125-kW) T55-L-7C turboshafts, tedi

rotor blades and other detail refinements, the

first of two prototypes making its first flight

during October 1966, with deliveries b 1

ing 011 10 May 1967. The current produetion

version has the designation CH-47C Model

234 and is powered by two 3,750-shp

(2796-kW) T55-L-11C turboshafts, has a

strengthened transmission System, and increa-

sed fuel capacity. The first of these aircraft

made its initial flight on 14 Octobei 1967, and

deliveries of produetion aircraft began in early

1968. Nine aircraft similar to the CH-47C
have been built for the Canadian Armed
Forces, under the designation CH-147.
Deliveries began in September 1974. The
CH-147 has the latest safety features and an

advanced flight-control System, and has a max-

imuni land take-off weight of 50,000 lb

(22,680 kg) and emergency water take-off

weight of 46,000 lb (20865 kg). During the

war in Vietnam, four ACH-47As were built,

similar in configuration to the CH-47A, but

equipped with armour and armament which

included a 40-mm grenade launcher in the

nose, a 20-mm forward firing cannon and a

7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-gun or a 19-round

rocket pack mounted on a pylon, one on each

side of the fuselage, plus five gun positions for

air gunners stationed in the cabin, each having

a 0.50-in or 7.62-mm machine-gun on a flexi-

ble mounting. Three of these were evaluated

in Vietnam, but no further examples were
built.
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Tvpe: tandem-roti
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Powerpltnt: (CH-47C 750-shp

(2 '96

Performanee: (CH-47( . averag« cruising

5 1 mph (246 1 1 ige with

maximi in inti 1 al and iary fuel

(a optim im altitud lerves) 1,331

1 es( 1142 km)
Weights: emptj 21,162 lb |

»599 kg); max-

imum take-ofl 46,000 lb 20865 kg)

Dimensions: rotoi tt in

(is. 29 m); length (rotors l
:tö in

(30.18m); heighl 18 ft 7¥t in (5.68 m); main

rotor disc area (total) 5,655 sq ft (525.35 m 2
)

Armament: none, except as detailed above

fot ac:h-47a
Operators: Australia, Austria, Canada, Ger-

many, Iran. Italy, Korea. Libya, Morocco,

Spain, Thailand, Turkey, L'S Anny, US Na-

tional Guard, Vietnam

Boeing Vertol CH 47C Chinook

The US Army has over 620 Chinook heavy-lift helicopters, one of which is seen here with"

rear doors open and an old M56 Scorpion slung underneath as a test load. The US Army

hopes to have most Chinooks rebuilt by Boeing Vertol to advanced CH-47D Standard.

Italian-built Boeing CH-47C Chinook in the markings of the Libyan Arab Republic Air Force.
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Andover C.1

The Hawker Siddeley Andover C.l was
developed from the HS. 748 Series 2 to meet a

Royal Air Force requirement for a rear-loading

STOL transport aircraft. Work on the design

began in 1962, and the original HS. 748 pro-

totype (G-APZV) acted as guinea pig.

Modifications to the aircraft include a new
wide-span centre wing, shortened outer

wings, raised tail of new design to make room
for the rear ramp/door, and more powerful

engines with larger propellers. A then-unique

modification was a kneeling undercarriage,

which allows exact alignment of the cabin

floor with the decking surface of a loader/

unloader vehicle.

The prototype was re-registered G-ARRV
and flew on 21 December 1963. The first pro-

duction machine (one of 31 ordered by the

Royal Air Force) did not fly until 9 July 1965.

Deliveries to No 46 Sqn RAF Transport Com-
mand, and to No 52 Sqn of the Far East Air

Force, Singapore, began in 1966.

Typical Andover loads comprise 58 troops,

40 paratroops, 24 stretcher patients, or up to

15,350 lb (6963 kg) of freight. A Ferret scout

car and a '/i-ton Land-Rover can be dragged

out in flight by parachute. Paratroops use an

inward-opening door on the left of the rear

fuselage.

Only nine of these aircraft remain in Service

with the Royal Air Force. Six of the Royal

Air Force's remaining Andover C.ls were

converted in 1977 for flight checking and

calibration duties, replacing Hawker Siddeley

Argosy E.ls. The first, designated Andover
E.3, were delivered to No 115 Sqn in 1978.

The RAF also uses the Andover CC.2, with

the HS. 748 airframe and described under that

designation. Ten were sold to the Royal New
Zealand Air Force in 1976; six serve with No 1

Sqn at Whenuapai for trooping and freight-

ing, while the remaining four equip No 42

Sqn and are tasked with VIP flying and twin

continuation training.

Type: multi-role transport

Powerplant: two 3,245-ehp (2421-kW)

Rolls-Royce Darf 201 turboprops

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

15,000 ft (4570 m) and 40,000 lb (18145 kg)

weight 265 mph (426 km/h); ränge with

payload of 8,530 lb (3870 kg) and reserves for

230-mile (370-km) diversion, 30-min hold and

5% block fuel 1,158 miles (1865 km); ränge

with maximum payload and same reserves 311

miles (500 km); sea-level rate of climb at max-

imum gross weight 1,180 ft (360 m) per

minute

British Aerospace Andover C.1

Weights: empty equipped 25,516 lb (11574

kg); maximum take-off 50,000 lb (22680 k;?);

maximum overload limit 51,000 lb (23133 kg)

Dimensions: span 98 tt 3 in (29.94 m).

length 78 ft in (23.77 m); height 30 ft 1 in

(9.17 m); wing area 831.4 sq ft (77.2 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: New Zealand, UK

British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) 748/Andover C.2/Coastguarder

Better known as an airliner, the BAe (HS) 748

has sold in large numbers as a military

transport. Fifty per cent (including the

Andover CC.l) of the 350 sold earn their keep

by hauling cargo and personnel for armed Ser-

vices. The type's large-span wing and power-

ful turboprops give good field Performance,

and carriage of bulky and outsize loads is

facilitated by an optional cargo door on the left

behind the wing. Military specialization ex-

tends to a strengthened floor, fittings aecord-

ing to role, and overload take-off and landing

weights, which produce a corresponding im-

provement in payload/range performance.

The 748 evolved from an Avro design for a

short /medium-range twin-turboprop airliner

embarked on in January 1959. The first proto-

type flew on 24 June 1960 and was produced

as the Series 1 for seven years. Included in this

batch were two Andover CC.2s for the

Queen's Flight. The Series 2A, the current

military variant, differs from the Series 2 (in

produetion from 1967) in having more power-

ful Rolls-Royce Dart 534-2 or 535-2 engines.

The latter powerplant is now Standard.

The latest in this line is the Coastguarder,

British Aerospace's bid to gain a foothold in

the overcrowded maritime patrol and protec-

tion market. The prototype was converted

from a Series 2A and flew on 18 February

1977. Changes have since been extended to fit-

ting a wet wing. Although basically still a

748, the Coastguarder has undergone a

number of modifications, revolving primanly

around the electronics. A Standard crew com-

prises two pilots, two beam observers and a

tactical navigator. An important part of the

Coastguarder's duties will be search and

rescue, and to this end a 1-ft (0.3-m)-diameter

chute is fitted in the rear fuselage, through

which can be ejeeted five-man dinghies and

marker flares. The tactical navigator, seated

over the wing, has an MEL Marec radar

display and plotting table, Decca 72 doppler

and a Decca 9447 tactical air navigation System

Computer and display. The radar provides 360°

coverage over 230 miles (370 km) for the tac-

tical navigator, and 285 miles (460 km) for the

pilot. A 'zoom' effect allows selective

magnification of any part of the display. A*s

with the other military variants, the Coast-

guarder can be converted to carry seats on full-

length rails. For air-dropping of survival

equipment to aeeident victims, the wide rear

door is optional.

Both the Australian air force and navy

operate 748s; the air force has two as VIP
transports and eight for navigation training,

while the navy's Nowra-based VC-851 Sqn

operates two of the type for ASW training

and transport work. Three, with wide doors,

are used by the Belgian air force for transport

work, and Brazil flies 12, six of which are

Series 2Cs, with No 1 Sqn, I Group and II

Group. Delivered in 1971, a single 748 com-
prises the transport dement of the Royal

Brunei Malay Regiment Air Wing. Satena,

the military airline of Colombia, has three of

the type, and a further five are operated under

a similar scheme by Tarne, the military airline

of Ecuador. India, whose Hindustan Aero-

nautics builds the type, has 81 BAe 748s on
strength, and neighbouring Nepal has a single

Series 2A delivered in 1975 for royal use. The
roval flight of the Thai air force also uses two
748s, and a VIP flight of the Zambian air force

operates a single example.

Type: transport

Powerplant: two 2,280-ehp (1687-kW)

Rolls-Royce Dart 534-2 or 535-2 single-shaft

turboprops

Performance: cruising speed 281 mph (452

km/h); maximum rate of climb at sea level

1,420 ft (433 m) per minute; ränge with maxi-

mum pavload 1,066 miles (1714 km); ränge

with maximum fuel 1,624 miles (2613 km)

Weights: empty equipped 25,453 lb (11545

kg); maximum take-off 46,500 lb (21092 kg);

optional overload maximum take-off 51,000 lb

(23133 kg)

Dimensions: span 98 ft 6 in (30.02 m);

length 67 ft in (20.42 m); height 24 ft 10 in

(7.57 m); wing area 810.75 sq ft (75.35 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Argentina, Australia, Belgium,

Brazil, Brunei, Colombia, Ecuador, India,

Nepal, New Zealand, Thailand, UK, Zambia

British Aerospace 748 Srs 2A/Andover C.2 (lower side view of Coastguarder)

British Aerospace Andovers were delivered to the RAF in several Subtypes, including the

completely redesigned C.1 STOL freighter. This example, XS794, is the last of six CC 2

passenger transports, pictured in August 1977 with No 32 Sgn at RAF Northolt.

Queen's Flight HS Andover CC.2 mamtained by the Royal Air Force at Benson, Oxfordshire
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Buccaneer
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Blackburn's li.HH design was chosen in
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Flight .it KNAs l ossiemouth, an Inti

livi.ig Ti i.iK I Init formed in 1961 to pi

the aircraft foi entry into Fleet Air Ann Ser-

vice,

An initial produi tion order, foi t" ii

had been placed in Octobei 1959, these being

designated Buccaneei S.l. 1 he inst example

made its maiden flight on 2> [anuar) 1962,

and on 17 |uly of the same yeai No B01

Squadron of the Fleet Air Arm w.is commis

sioned .is the tirsi oper.ition.il Um.. im ii

squadron. The squadron embarked in HMs
Ark Royal in the following [anuar) I

ditional squadrons, Nos 800 and 809, were
Liter formed with the S.l, replacing Super-

marine Seimitars in the strikc role. Production

of this model ended in December 1963,

powerplant being the Gyron [unior 101 of

7,100 lb (3220 kg) static thrust.

The S.l was decidedly underpowered, and

the Rolls-Royce Spey turbofan was therefore

selected to power the major Buccaneer produc-

tion variant, the S.2. Two of the pre-

produetion NA. 39s servcd as Mk 2 prototypes

in 1963, the first of 84 production S.2s making
its initial flight on 5 June 1964. With lower

fuel consumption, plus some 30 per cent more
power, the S.2 (identifiable by its larger, oval-

shaped intakes) had a considerably better ränge

than the S.l, a factor further enhanced by the

Provision in this variant tor in-flight rehiell-

ing. This model began entering FAA Service

in October 1965, eventually equipping Nos
800, 801, 803 and 809 Squadrons, operating

from the aircraft-carriers Ark Royal, Eaglt and

Victorious. Last to retire was No 809 from
HMS Ark Royal, in 1979. A fully 'navalised'

Version of the Buccaneer, although scheduled

for Operation from shore bases, was the Mk 50

supplied in 1965 to the South African air force.

These 16 aircraft, to aid their potential use

from 'hot and high' airfields, were fitted with
a Bristol Siddeley BS. 605 twin-chamber rocket

motor in the rear of the fuselage, enabling a

30-second boost of 8,000 lb (3628 kg) static

thrust to be added to that of the basic

powerplant to provide increased power for

take-off.

The Royal Navy Buccaneer S.2s were not,

however, retired when the progressive deple-

tion of Britain's carrier force caused their

withdrawal from Fleet Air Arm Service. From
1969 onwards they were instead transferred to

the Royal Air Force, whose first Buccaneer
squadron (No 12) became operational with the

type in July 1970, followed shortly afterwards
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British Aerospace Buccaneer S.2B

level attack role. On-board Systems provide

night and all-weathcr attack capabilitv;

Doppler-type navigation, moving-map displav

linkcd to a Computer, and radar acquisit

tlie target are Standard.

I sp« ve\ strikt- and

e aircraft

Powerplant: two 1 1 ,255-lb (5105-kg) Rolls-

R

Performance Mk 1) maximum

typical bi-lo-hi ränge with vs

miles (3700 km); endurance with two in-flight

refuellii maximum rate of climb at

sea level 7,000 ft (2134 m) per minute.

ceiling over 4().(XX) ft (1220

W rights V. ! '0,000

(20865 • vimum

take-off 62.000 lb (28123 kg); tvpical Unding
35.000 lb (15876 kg)

Dimension*: (except Mk 1) span 44 ft in

(13.41 m); span folded 19 ft 11 in (6

length 63 ft 5 in (19.33 m); length folded 51 ft

15.79 m); I in (4.95 m);

height folded 16 ft 8 in (5.08 m); wing area

m2
)

Armament: (S.2B) four 1.000-lb (454-kg)

bombs, multi nnaissance pack, or

440- Imperial gallon (2000-litre) fuel tank, on
inside of rotarv bomb door; up to 3.000 lb

(1360 kg) of bombs and or missilcs on each of

tour underwing attachments; making total

possible weapons load of 16.000 lb (72!

Operators: South Africa, L K

Used for low-Ievel strike ii l reconnaissance duties, the HS Buccaneer S 2B equips three Royal Air Force squadrons in Germany

Buccaneer S.2Bs of No 15 Sqn, RAF, with two more about half a mile away, streak across the North Sea on a simulated low-Ievel attack

mission from their German base at Laarbruch The Buccaneer is unusual in being able to attack in the clean configuration.
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British Aerospace (Scottish Aviation) Bulldog

The BAe Bulldog originated in 1968 as a

military trainer development of the Beagle

Pup, and flew for the first time on 19 May
1969. When Beagle Aircraft Ltd went into

liquidation early in the following year the un-

completed second prototype was taken over by

Scottish Aviation Ltd (now the Scottish Divi-

sion of British Aerospace), eventually making

its first flight on 14 February 1971. Beagle had

received an order from the Swedish govern-

ment for 78 Bulldogs, and Scottish Aviation

produced these also (58 for the Swedish air

Force and 20 for the Swedish army) as the

Model 101 (Swedish designation Sk 61) from

1971 onwards. Other Series 100 Bulldogs

were built for the air forces of Malaysia (15)

and Kenya (5), as the Models 102 and 103.

Model 104 was to have been the designation

for the Royal Air Force's T.l Version, to

equip the University Air Squadrons, but these

Bulldogs (130 were built) were redesignated

Model 121 as the first of a new and improved

Series 120 line, subsequently produced also for

the air forces of Ghana (13), Hong Kong (2),

Jordan (13), Kenya (9), Lebanon (6) and

Nigeria (32).

All versions have normal side-by-side

seating for instructor and pupil, with dual

controls, and are fully aerobatic (stressed to

+ 6 and -3 g) as two-seaters; there is space

for a third (rear) seat if required. The cockpit

canopy is rearward-sliding and jettisonable.

Construction is all-metal, ; nd the tricycle

landing gear is non-reiractable, although Scot-

tish Aviation has flown (in August 1976) a

'Series 200' prototype with retracta' • gear

and other aerodynamic and Performance im-

provements. Another Company aircraft,

known as the Model 124, has demonstrated

the Bulldog's ability to carry a ränge of small

ordnance for weapons training or a light

ground-attack role.

Type: two/three-seat primary trainer

Powerplant: one 200-hp (149-kW) Lyco-

ming IO-360-A1B6 flat-four piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

150 mph (241 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at 4,000 ft (1220 m) 138 mph (222

km/h); ränge with maximum fuel (55%
power, no reserves) 621 miles (1000 km);

maximum rate of climb at sea level (Srs 100)

1 .006 ft (306 ra) per minute, (Srs 120) 1,034 ft

(315 m) per minute; service ceiling (Srs 100)

17,000 ft (5180 m), (Srs 120) 16,000 ft (4875

m)
_

Weights: basic operating, empty (Srs 100)

1,420 lb (644 kg), (Srs 120) 1,475 lb (669 kg);

maximum take-off (two-seat, fully aerobatic)

(Srs 100) 2,150 lb (975 kg), (Srs 120) 2,238 lb

(1015 kg); maximum take-off (three-seat or

semi-aerobatic, Srs 100 and 120) 2,350 lb

(1066 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 ft in (10.06 m);

length 23 ft 3 in (7.09 m); height 7 ft 5 3/4 in

(2.28 m); wing area 129.4 sq ft (12.02 m 2

)

Armament: normally none, but has Provi-

sion for up to 640 lb (290 kg) of gun or rocket

pods, wire-guided air-to-surface weapons,

110-lb (50-kg) bombs or other stores, on four

underwing hardpoints

Operators: (model numbers in brackets)

Ghana (122, 122A), Hong Kong (128), Jordan

(125), Kenya (103, 127), Lebanon (126),

Malaysia (102), Nigeria (123), Sweden (101),

UK (121)

British Aerospace Bulldog T.1

Red and white RAF Training Command colours on a Scottish Aviation Bulldog LI primary trainer

Scottish Aviation SK 61 Bulldog primary trainer of F5, Kungl Knysflygskolan (Royal War Flying School), Royal Swedish Air Force

British Aerospace (BAC) Canberra
A total of 27 marks of BAe (BAC) Canberra

were built, including seven variants of the

Martin B-57 for the US Air Force, during a

production run of more than 10 years. Britain

manufactured 901 aircraft, Australia made 48

for the Royal Australian Air Force, and the

USAF flew 403 built under licence by Martin

in Baltimore, Maryland, for a total o( 1,352.

It is testimony to the Canberra's capability

that 11 air arms throughout the world still

operate the type 30 years after it first flew.

The first prototype (VN799) took to the air

for the first time on 13 May 1949. Designed

by E.W. 'Teddy' Petter of the English Elec-

tric Company, the A.l. as it. was original!

v

known, was a remarkably agile aeroplane at

low level. It had been designed in response to

ministry specification B.3/45 but the customer

soon realised that the radar bombing System

was the weak spot, not the platform. In the

light ot lengthv development delays with the

delivery System, a new specification was

issued, transforming the Canberra into a

simpler, visual bomber with a third crew

member. Four prototypes had been built, one

with Nene engines, before production switch-

ed to the new-specification B.2, of which 415

were manufactured in Great Britain. Four

companies — English Electric, Shorts, Avro
and Handley Page — were involved in British

manufacture of the type, the three subcontrac-

tors building respectively 60, 75 and 75 air-

craft.

Some of the more important British-built

marks included the PR.3 reconnaissance Ver-

sion with stretched fuselage to house more
fuel, the T.4 side-by-side trainer, the B.6 with

wet wings and more power, the reconnais-

sance PR.7 and, later, Shorts' high-altitude

PR.9 with enlarged span, extended chord, off-

set canopv and much more powerful Avon 206

engines. The PR.9's fighter-style offset

cockpit was pioneered by the most versatile ot

all the marks, the B(I).8. This was a two-seat

long-range night interdictor, high-altitude

bomber and target marker, whose armament

is listed below. The U.10 was an unmanned
target modified from the B.2 by Shorts.

The Fuerza Aerea Argentina' s I Escuadnm de

Bernhardte, based at Entre Rios, operates nine

B.62s and two T.64s, the bombers being

rebuilds. Amberlev-based No 2 Sqn of the

Royal Australian Air Force still flies eight

Government Aircraft Factories-built B.20s for

photo-reconnaissajice and target towing, and

four T. 21s. for training. Five of six B.6s

originallv delivered to Ecuador are still in Ser-

vice. The Ethiopian air force flew many sorties

with its two surviving B.52s (four delivered)

during the Ogaden war in 1977-78. Three

Canberras remain in service with the West
German Lujtwaße for Communications and

other special duties. Three bomber units (Nos

5, 16 & 35) of the Indian air force fly a total of

86 Canberra B(I).58s, B.74s, B(I).12s and

T.13s, and No 106 Sqn, a photo-

reconnaissance unit, is equipped with 12

PR.7s. Two squadrons of the Fuerza Aerea del

Peru's Grupc 21 bomber wing fly 32 Canberra

B.2/B.56/B(I).8s, two T.4 trainers and 11

B(I).68s supplied in 1976 by the British com-

^ L_: ." an y->,
,
r— _<

British Aerospace Canberra PR.9

pany Marshalls of Cambridge; all are ex-RAF
machines. The Rhodesian air force, heavily in-

volved in anti-guerrilla Operations, flies some

eight Canberras out of a batch of 15 B.2s and

three T.4s. Equipping Old Sarum-based No 5

Sqn, they are known to be suffering from spar

fatigue and are being cannibalised to keep the

rest in the air. More than one is reported to

have been lost in action.The South African air

force, restricted by an arms ban just as tight as

that imposed on Rhodesia, still has six

BAC Canberra PR.9 of 39 Sqn, Royal Air Force, based at RAF Wyton, with the unit's bomb emblem on the fm.
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Canberra B/I).12i and three I 4s. jII lerving

witli Nu 12 S(|n ai Waterklool The Royal

An Force' s No 19 Sqn, based at Wyton, flies

PK 9s in the bigh-altitude |

reconnaiuance role, and No 51 Sqn, an ele

tronü lurveillance unit, flies B.6s. Blectronii

countermeasures T.17s equip the joint-service

No 360 San. Operational conversion is per-

formcd by Marham-bascd 231 OCU, wlmh
iharei this airfield with No 100 Sqn. flvmg

B.2s, F. 15s, T.19« and T.4s. St Mawgan-
bascd No 7 Sqn is equipped with B.2s, T.4s

and TT. 18s. The FuerztU Aerras Vvnezolanai

has one squadron, No 39, of Canberras com-

prising 18 B.2s, seven B(l).8s, two I .4s .nid

two PR.3», based at Maracay.

Type: two 'three-seat bomber, rctonnaissancc

aircraft and traini I

Powerplane: two 7,500-lb (3357-kg) Rolls-

Royce Avon 109 turbojets; (PR.9) two

11,000-lb (4990kg) Avon 206

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

517 mph (827 km/h) or Mach 0.68; maximum
speed at 40,000 ft (14630 m) 541 mph (871

km/h); ränge with maximum fuel (no

reserves) 3,630 miles (5840 km); ränge with

maximum load (no reserves) at 2,(XX) ft (6(X)

m) and 10 minutes over target at füll power

805 miles (1295 km); maximum rate ofclimb

at sea level 3,4(X) It (1035 in) per mmute
Weights: empty equipped 27,950 Ib (12678

kg); maximum take-off 54,950 Ib (24925 kg);

maximum zero-fuel 33,180 Ib (15050 kg);

maximum landing 40,000 Ib (18145 kg)

Dimensions: span 64 It in (19.51 m),

(PR.9) 67 ft 10 in (20.67 m); length 65 ft 6 in

(19.96 m), (PR.9) 66 ft 8 in (20.32 m); heighl

15 ft 8 in (4.77 m); wmg area%0 sq ft (89.19

m 2
), (PR.9) 1,045 sq ft (97.08 m 2

)

Armament: six 1 ,000-lb (454-kg) or one

4,000 Ib (1814kg) and two 1,000 Ib
|

I

lit 5(X)-lb (226-kg) bombt internally,

plus up to 2.000 II) (907 kg) of it

underwing pylons, four Hispano 20-mm can-

non; sixtecn 4.5-in flares internally; two
AS. 30 missiles; two packs of 37 rockets exter-

nally

Operators: Argentina, Austraha, Ecuador,

Ethiopia, India, Peru, Rhodesia. South Afrita.

UK, Venezuela, West ( ierm.inv

Indian Air Force B/ iberra B Mk 66, one ol len purchased by Ihe Service for sinke duties

Intruder version J&
BAC Canberra B 2

British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) 125/ Dominie
The BAe (HS) Dominie II is .1 military Ver-

sion of de Havilland's first -gencration husmess

jet, the DH.125 (later HS. 125) The first 125

flew 011 13 August 1962 and was followed by

the first produetion niodel 011 12 February

1963. Impressed bv the performance,

roominess and low cost of the aircraft, the

Royal Air Force ordered 20 in September

1962, and the first Dominie T.l flew for the

first time 30 December 1964. The service now
uses two other variants: the CC.l Com-

munications aircraft based 011 the civil Series

400; and the (X".2, also tor Communications

but based on the stretched and uiiprovcd-

performance 125-600. The latest BAe 125, the

-700 with Garrett AiResearch TFE731 turbo-

fan engines, has not yet been bought by the

military. In the case of the Royal Air Force,

this could be a sign that the service is ade-

quately equipped at present, and can wait tor

the possible Rolls-Royce RB.407-powered
-800.

The Dominie T.l navigation trainer nor-

mally carries a crew of five, comprising one

pilot, a supernumerary crew meniber, two
students and an instruetor. The students sit in

rearward-facing seats with an instructional

panel and worktop in front of them. Com-
prehensive equipment is fitted for the use of

both pilot and students, including Collins HF,
Marcom VHF, Plessey UHF, Marconi

Royal Air Force British Aerospace HS 125 Series 600 designated CC 2, ot 32 Sqn, at Northolt for VIP use

VOR ILS, ADF, intercom, Decca Navigatoi

Mk 1 and Sperry gyro-magnetü compass. I>>r

the students there is a periscopic sextant

Station in the centre tuselage, Ekco weither

radar, Decca doppler and two ground Position

indicators. External modifications include a

bell) t.uring forward ot the wmg housing the

Decca and doppler aerials, and .1 sin.ill ventral

fin. Nineteen Dommies remam 111 service with

the Royal Air Force (Support Command), and

two Communications squadrons, Nos ,32 and

207, fly four -400s (CC.ls) and two -600s

(CC.2s).

The Argentine navy operates a single BAe
125-400 for calibration work, and the

Brazilian air force's Gmpc de Transporte

Especial operates eight. The Royal Malavsian

Air Force's No 2 Sqn contmues to fly two on

VIP government missions. No 21 Sqn of the

South African air Force flies four 125s on VIP

duties.

Type: navigation pilot radio-operator

trainer, Communications and liaison aircraft

Powerplant: two 3,000-lb (1360-kg) Rolls-

Rovce Viper 301 turbojets (Srs 3 and 400

Dominie); 3,750-lb (17Öl-kg) Viper 601-22

(Srs 600)

Performance: (Srs 600) maximum speed 570

mph (917 km h); (Srs 600) cruising speed at

28,000 ft (8534 m) 522 mph (840 km h); (Srs

600) initial rate ofclimb 4,900 ft (1493 m) per

mmute. (other marks) 4,000 ft (1219 m); (Srs

600) ränge with maximum payload of 2,000 lb

(907 kg) and maximum fuel (with reserves)

1,796 miles (2891 km)
Weights: (Srs 600) empty equipped 12,530 lb

(5683 kg) (other marks) 10,100 lb (4581 kg);

(Srs 600) maximum take-off 25,000 lb (11340

kg) (other marks) 21,200 lb (9615 kg)

Dimensions: span 47 ft in (14.33 m); (Srs

600) length 50 ft 6 in (15.39 m), (other marks)

47 ft 5 in (14.45 m); (Srs 600) 17 ft 3 in (5.26

m), (other marks) 16 ft 6 in (5.03 m); wing
area 353 sq ft (32.8 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Argentina, Australia, Brazil,

Malaysia, South Africa, UK

Oistinguished by its bulged belly housing Decca doppler radar, and a bnght red tuselage

stripe, the Dominie T.l equips 6 FTS at Finningley where the RAF's navigation training is

centred Some 19 are in use. British Aerospace Dominie T.1
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Harrier

A decade after its entry into service the BAe
(HS) Harrier is still, with the sole exception of

the USSR's later but far less sophisticated

Yakovlev Yak-36 'Forger', unique as the

world's only operational V/STOL (vertical/

short take-off and landing) combat aircraft.

The origins of its design go back 12 years fur-

ther still, to 1957, when Sir Sydney Camm of

Hawker Aircraft and Dr Stanley Hooker of

Bristol Siddeley Engines got together to

design a tactical aircraft around Bristol's

radical new turbofan engine, then known as

the BS. 53. Evolved specifically to give jet-lift

to vertical take-off fixed-wing aircraft, the

BS.53's exhaust airflow was discharged

through four nozzles, in fore-and-aft pairs,

each of which could be pivoted through more

than 90° to vector (direct) the exhaust thrust

rearward, vertically downward, or to any

intermediate angle. Around the Pegasus, as

the engine was eventually christened, Camm
designed an essentially conventional all-metal

shoulder-wing monoplane of compact dimen-

sions, with anhedral on the wings and

tailplane. a single-seat cockpit in the nose, and

a large semi-circular fixed-geometry air intake

on each side of the fuselage. The landing gear

was less orthodox, comprising a single

nosewheel and twin main wheels, mounted in

tandem on the centreline, plus a small balancer

wheel on a retractable outrigger leg at each

wingtip.

Known in its original form as the Hawker
P.1127, the first of six prototypes made its

XV 800

A British Aerospace Harrier GR.1A of the recently-disbanded 20 Sqn of the Royal Air Force,

initial hovering flight on 21 October 1960.

Less than a year later, on 12 September 1961,

the tirst complete transitions were made to

and from vertical and horizontal flight. Ver-

tical take-off was accomplished by vectoring

the thrust from the engine downward; after a

safe height was reached, the four nozzles were

rotated slowly rearward to provide forward

thrust for the transition to horizontal flight.

A-. s.Min as forward speed increased sufficiently

for wing lift to support the aircraft, the

nozzles were rotated fullv aft. This sequence

was reversed for vertical landings. To stabilize

the aircraft during hovering and low-speed

manoeuvrcs, small reaction control jets

mounted in the nose, tail and each wingtip

were activated; operated bv the control

column and rudder pedals, these utilized com-

pressed air bled from the engine.

In-flight transitions sonn became common-
place, and Hawker Siddeley was aw arded a

contract tor nine more advanced pre-

production aircraft to undergo evaluation in

the fighter ground-attack role. These were

known as the Kestrel F(GA).l, the first

example making its maiden flight on 7 March
1964. Subsequentlv. a special three-nation

squadron was formed in the UK, with pilots

from the Royal Air Force, the Federal German
Luftwaffe and all three L'S Services. Between
April and November 1965 this unit tested the

Kestrel under various simulated operational

conditions.

Before this, however, the British govern-

ment had alreadv ordered, in Februarv 1.965,

another six development aircraft. These were

tlu- tirst to be given the name Harrier, and the

tirst made its initial flight on 31 August 1966.

Bv that time the Mach 2 Hawker Siddeley

P. 1 154 multi-role V STOL aircraft intended

for the RAF and Royal Navy had been replac-

ed bv production Harriers tor the RAF only.

The single-seat Harrier GR.l was developed

t.>i ground-ättack reconnaissance, and the

n the ground-attack role

tandem two-seat T.2 for combat readiness

training. Total Orders for the RAF subse-

quentlv rose to 132 single-seaters and 19 of the

two-seat Version, the first production ex-

amples of each model making their maiden

flights on 28 December 1967 and 24 April

1969 respectively.

The Harrier officiallv entered service with

the Royal Air Force on 1 April 1969 — the

service's 51st birthdav — the first aircraft

being used to equip an Operational Conver-

sion Unit at RAF Wittcring, Northants. In

the following year the first T.2s entered ser-

vice. and both initial modeis were powered by

Pegasus 101 turbofans of 19,000-lb (8618-kg)

static thrust. Thev were later upgraded, being

redesignated GR.1A and T.2A after refitting

with 20,000-lb (9072-kg) Pegasus 102s;

currentlv. thev are designated GR. 3 and T.4,

powered bv Pegasus 103s. and equip one RAF
squadron in the UK and three in Germanv.
The RAF generally operates the Harner GR.3

British Aerospace Harrier GR Mk 3 cutaway drawing key

1 Starboard navigation light

2 Detachable wingtip
3 Outrigger wheel fairing

4 Hydraulic retraction jack

5 Leg fairing (upper section)

6 Starboard outrigger wheel
7 Leg fairing (lower section)

8 Telescopic oleo strut

9 Roll reaction valve

10 Roll reaction outlet

1

1

Alleron hinge fairing

12 Bonded aluminium
honeycomb structure

1 3 Fuel jettison pipe

1 4 Aileron hinge
15 Tandem aileron |ack and

autostabilizer

1 6 Pylon spigot

17 Starboard outer pylon
18 Leadmg-edge duct to

roll-reaction valve

19 Leadmg-edge wing fences
20 Riveted rolled stringers

21 Fuel/air valves

22 Pylon spigot

23 Starboard inner pylon
24 Wing fuel tank
25 Wing leadmg-edge

dog-tooth
26 Tank pressunzing air

27 Alleron control rod

28 Front spar web
29 Machmed skin plank

30 Centre spar web
31 Rear spar web
32 Main wing attachment point

33 Rear spar/fuselage
attachment point

34 Fuselage rear fuel tank

35 Rear nozzle heat shield

36 Vibration-isolating equip
ment rack

37 IFF-SSR transponder
38 TACAN trans-receiver
39 Ram-air turbine

40 HF tuner
41 HF notch aerial

42 Tailfin attachment bracket

43 Tailfin structure

44 Total temperature sensor
45 ECM pod
46 VHF aerial

47 Rudder
48 Tailplane front spar

49 Tailplane nose nbs
50 Tailplane extension nbs
51 Bonded aluminium

honeycomb structure

52 Tail antenna
53 Tail navigation light

54 Pitch and yaw-reaction
valve

55 Rudder/yaw-reaction
nozzle linkage

56 Pitch and yaw-reaction
valve ducting

57 IFF notch aerial

58 Compass flux valve

59 Plastic tail bumper 92
60 Port all moving tailplane 93
61 Ventral fm structure 94
62 UHF stand-by aerial 95
63 Rear fuselage access hatch 96
64 Hydraulic filter No 2 97

(tailplane) 98
65 Tandem tailplane jack 99
66 Rudder cable tensioner 100
67 UHF stand-by 101
68 Battenes shelf 102
69 Airbrake jack 1 03
70 Lox contamer (1. 1 Imp gal/

5 D
71 Extruded L-section longeron
72 Airbrake (extended)
73 Rigid live-axle mounted

mainwheels

Nozzle rotation air motors
Port 30 mm Aden cannon
Case ejection

Link ejection

Rigid feed chute
Ammunition box
Port aileron

Outrigger wheel fairing

Port outrigger wheel
Roll reaction outlet

Port navigation light

Port outer pylon

74 Multi-disc brakes
75 Torque links

76 Mamwheel leg

77 Pre-closing mamwheel door
78 Mamwheel leg fairing

79 Machmed main gear beams
80 Rear bevel gearbox
81 Transverse drive shafts

82 Compensating engine rear

support member
83 Rear exhaust nozzle
84 No 2 hydraulic reservoir

nitrogen chargmg
connection

85 Titanium heat shield

(internal)

86 Reservoir No 2 System
87 Rear nozzle beanngs
88 Starboard centre fuel tank

89 Longitudmal dtive shaft to

rear nozzles

90 Gearbox
91 Master shut-off (butterfly)

valve (reaction control

System)

104
105
106

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

Poit inner pylon
Ejector release unit

Port cannon fairing

(starboard weapon deleted

for clarity)

Blast suppressor
Frangible cap fairing

Front attachment point

Roll reaction valve ducting

Air filter

Front bevel gearbox
Transverse drive shafts

Fabricated engine front

mounting frame

115 Intermediate chain
116 Chain and sprocket nozzle

actuation

1 1 7 Fan air nozzle
1 1 8 Ground servicing points No 2

System: hydraulics, fuel and
air supply external

connections
119 GTS/APU
120 Venting air
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133 Port intake 156 Machmed windscreen
134 Pre-closmg nose-gear door frame and arch

135 Bleed-air duct 157 Birdstrike proof windscreen
136 Nosewheel steenng 158 Rear view mirror

hydraulics accumulator 159 Head-up display

137 Nosewheel input mechanism 160 Instrument panel

138 Control cables 161 Rudder pedals

139 Intake centre-body 162 Front pressure bulkhead
140 First-stage fan 163 Pitch reaction valve

141 Supplementary air doors 164 Nose cone attachment
(free-floating) spigots

142 Boundary air bleed doors 165 IFF aerial

(suction-operated) 166 Port-facing camera
143 Cabin air-conditioning and 167 Circular camera port

pressunzation plant 168 Nose cone

121 Titamum heat shield 144
(internal) 145

122 Rolls-Royce Bristol

Pegasus 1 03 engine
146

(buned) 147
123 Starboard front fuel tank 148
124 Machlned nose-gear/keel 149

beams 150
125 Nose-gear fairing 151

126 Nosewheel steenng motor -

127 Shock absorber strut

128 Nosewheel 152
129 Nosewheel fork 153
130 Landing lamp
131 Port front fuel tank 154
132 Supplementary air doors

(free-floating) 155

Entry hand/footholds
Seat mounting frame
Nozzle actuation cable

tension regulator

TACAN aenal
Bulkhead labyrinth seal

Pitch reaction valve ducting
Rudder quadrant
Starboard Instrument
console (TACAN and IFF

control panels)

Top longeron
Canopy MDC (mimature
detonating cord)

Martin- Baker Type 9A
rocket-assisted ejection seat

Canopy

169 Ferranti Laser Ranger and
Marked Target Seeker array

170 Laser mirror

171 Pitot boom
172 Outer weapons pylons
173 Adapter shoe
174 Missile launch-rail

175 Sidewinder air-to-air

missiles (USMC only)
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Harrier

one training and three operational squadrons

equipped with the Harrier, and is campaigning

strongly for the Advanced Harrier, the AV-8B
developed by McDonnell Douglas. Another

development is the Sea Harrier.

To date, the only other Operator of the Stan-

dard Harrier, equivalent to the USMC ver-

sions, is the Spanish navy, by whom the air-

craft is known as the Matador. Eleven AV-8Ss

and two TAV-8Ss equip one Spanish

squadron. In early 1979, controversy, pro-

moted by the USSR, surrounded the British

government's decision, in principle, to supply

Harriers to the People's Republic of China,

which is reported to require a large number of

these unique aircraft.

Type: V/STOL close-support/reconnaissance

aircraft (single-seat modeis) and combat readi-

ness trainer (two-seaters)

Powerplant: one 21.500-lb (9752-kg) Rolls-

Royce Pegasus 103 vectored-thrust turbofan

Performance: maximum speed at low alti-

tude more than 737 mph (1186 km/h); maxi-

mum Mach number in dive 1.3; combat radius

with 3,000-lb (1360-kg) external load (AV-

8A) a(ter vertical take-off 57 miles (92 km
with short take-off 414 miles (667 km); ränge

with one in-flight refuelling (GR. 3) 3,455

miles (5560 km); time to climb to 40,000 ft

(12200 m) from vertical take-off 2 minutes

22.7 seconds; service ceiling more than 55,000

ft (15240 m)

Weights: basic operating weight empty, in-

cluding crew (GR. 3) 12,300 1b (5580' kg);

(AV-8A) 12,200 1b (5533 kg); (two-seaters)

13,750 lb (6237 kg); maximum take-off

(single-seat, short take-off) over 25,000 lb

(11340 kg)

Dimensions: span 25 ft 3 in (7.70 m); length

(AV-8A) 45 ft 6 in (13.87 m); length (GR.3

with laser nose) 45 ft 7Va in (13.91 m); length

(two-seater) 55 ft 9Vi in (17.00 m); height

(single-seater) 11 ft 4 in (3.45 m); height (two-

seater) 13 ft 8 in (4.17 m); wing area 201.1 sq

ft (18.68 m2
)

Each of the low-drag inlet cowls, with outward-cambered lips, is provided with a row of

eight spring-loaded suction-relief doors which open to admit additional air to the engine at

near-zero airspeeds. To provide even better "breathing" in the jet-lift mode, the McDonnell

Douglas AV-8B development has a double row of these doors on each side, although the

engine is essentially the same, it also has long rectangular front nozzles.

Armament: centreline and four wing attach-

ments for external stores, maximum demon-

strated load being 8,000 lb (3630 kg); RAF
aircraft cleared for Operations with more than

5,000 lb (2268 kg); ventral strakes can be

replaced by two 30-mm Aden gun/ammuni-
tion pods in Heu of centreline störe; wing

points able to carry various combinations of

bombs, gun pods, rockets and flarcs; provision

in AV-8A for two 30-mm Aden guns and

Sidewinoer air-to-air missiles

Operators: Spain, UK, US Marine Corps

Perhaps the Chief alteration to the appearance of RAF Harrier GR. 3s and T.4s has been

the addition, usually as a modification to aircraft already in service, of a Ferranti Type 106

laser ranger and market-target seeker in a modified nose. This improves the delivery accuracy

of air/ground weapons and locks automatically on to laser-lit targets, includmg those marked

or "designated" by a laser directed by friendly ground troops.
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This aircraft is fitted with ARI-18228 analog-controlled rear warning radar receivers, with

front/rear aenals (yellow) on the fin and at the rear of the tail-nozzle fairing. Ajax and other

ECM equipment is said to be carned, together with MB Associates MFCD (multiple flare and

chaff dispenser). Not fitted to XZ 131 in this drawing are the bolt-on ferry wingtips, which

add more than 4 ft to the span, or the clip-on FR probe.
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Hawk
The British Aerospace Hawk, originally

known as the Hawker Siddeley HS. 1182, is

replacing the Royal Air Force's Gnat, Jet Pro-

vost and Hunter trainers. By early 1979 the

aircraft had additionally been ordered by three

export customers, and British Aerospace sees a

market for up to 3,000 Hawk-type machines

by the mid-1980s.

The HS. 1182 was selected for the RAF in

1971 in preference to a BAC design; five

months later the Adour turbofan was chosen

in place of the Rolls-Royce Viper turbojet. In

March 1972 an order was placed for 176

Hawks. There was no prototype and only one

pre-production aircraft, the first 10 production

Hawks being allocated to the test programme.

This saved considerable time, and the first two
operational aircraft were handed over to the

RAF in November 1976.

The Hawk is a tandem-seat transonic

ground-attack and training aircraft of conven-

tional layout, with a low-mounted wing. Its

primary structure is designed for a safe fatigue

life of 6,000 hours in the exacting conditions

demanded by the RAF. Simplicity of design

and manufacture are emphasized to ensure

that the aircraft has a high utilization rate and

is inexpensive to operate. One man can

prepare the aircraft for its next flight in less

than 20 minutes between sorties, and in the

weapon-training role it can be re-armed by

four men in less than 15 minutes.

Low operating costs are contributed to by

the efficient Adour turbofan, which is an

unaugmented version of that employed in the

SEPECAT Jaguar. The Adour is of modular

construction, so the spares holding is reduced.

Any module can be changed without the need

to rebalance the rotating assemblies, and large

doors beneath the engine bay permit easy

access and removal. An integral gas-turbine

Starter running off the aircraft's fuel supply

makes the Hawk independent of external aids.

The Hawk had a remarkably trouble-free

development programme, entering Service

only 27 months after its maiden flight. All Per-

formance objectives were met, and the top

speed proved to be higher than expected. The
aircraft has reached Mach 1.15 in a dive and

has a maximum level speed of Mach 0.88,

allowing Student pilots to experience transonic

handling before they progress to true super-

sonic types. Even better figures could be

achieved by fitting a more powerful engine,

and possibilities which have been examined by

the manufacturer include the uprated -56 Ver-

sion of the Adour and an unaugmented Ver-

sion of the Turbo-Union RB.199 turbofan. A
single-seat Hawk, with additional fuel and/or

avionics, has been studied by British

Aerospace.

The RAF operates the aircraft for weapon
instruction as well as flying training, with

three pylons. The centreline pylon is normally

occupied by an Aden cannon pod, with Matra

rocket launchers or practice bombs beneath

the wings. Potential export customers often

demand heavier armament, however, and
British Aerospace has tested the Hawk with

about 40 combinations of air-to-surface and

air-to-air weaponry. Two stations can be fitted

beneath each wing, giving a total of five, and

the use of multiple racks allows the aircraft to

carry an exceptional 6,500 lb (2954 kg) of

stores in the form of six 1,000-lb (454-kg)

bombs plus the Aden gunpack. Wingtip air-

to-air missiles can also be fitted.

By the end of 1978, deliveries to the RAF
were running at six aircraft a month, with 100

delivered. British Aerospace has also been

awarded a contract by the US Navy to study

the modifications necessary to make the air-

craft suitable for its VTX-TS requirement,

aimed at replacing the fleet of Rockwell T-2
Buckeyes and McDonnell Douglas TA-4 Sky-

hawks. Changes would include altering the

landing gear for Operations from aircraft-

carriers, and fitting an arrester hook.

British Aerospace Hawk T.1

(lower side view of proposed single-seat attack variant)

©

A British Aerospace Hawk T Mk 1 in the markings of No 4 Flying Training School, Royal Air Force, based at RAF Valley.

Type: multi-role trainer and light attack air-

craft

Powerplant: one 5,340-lb (2427-kg) Rolls-

Royce/Turbomeca Adour turbofan

Performance: maximum level speed at sea

level 625 mph (1000 km/h); maximum speed

662 mph (1060 km/h); ceiling 50,000 ft

(15240 m); time to 30,000 ft (9145 m) 6

minutes 20 seconds; ferry ränge (clean) 1,520

miles (2433 km); ferry ränge with two
100-Imperial gallon (455-litre) auxiliary fuel

tanks 1,933 miles (3093 km)
Weights: take-off (trainer role) 11,100 lb

(5030 kg); maximum take-off 17,097 lb (7755

kg); maximum landing at 13-ft (3.96-m) per

second descent 10,250 lb (4650 kg)

Dimensions: span 30 ft 9 Vi in (9.39 m);

length 38 ft 11 in (11.85 m); height 13 ft 1 in

(4.0 m); wing area 179.64 sq ft (16.69 m 2
)

Armament: up to 6,500 lb (2954 kg) of

stores, including Aden 30-mm cannon pod and

six 1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs; also Matra 155

rocket launchers, practice bombs and a wide

ränge of other stores

Operators: ordered by Finland (50), Indo-

nesia (8), Kenya (12), and used by UK

A BAe Hawk T.1 from the Tactical Weapons Unit at RAF Brawdy does a slow roll to show

off its centreline 30-mm Aden gun pod and two SNEB rocket pods on the wings

British Aerospace (Hawker) Hunter
Another design by Sydney Camm, continuing

the tradition of the Hurricane, Typhoon,

Tempest, Fury and Sea Fury, the Hunter has

been Britain's most successful post-war

fighter. A total of 1,985 were built, including

445 built under licence in Belgium and

Holland. Not only an extremely capable

warplane, the Hunter will always be

remembered by its pilots as a sheer delight to

fly. It has served with 19 air arms around the

world, and is still operational with 14 of them.

All surviving variants are powered by the

Rolls-Royce Avon turbojet, though the Arm-
strong Siddeley Sapphire powered the Mks 2

and 5. The prototype, P.1067, flew on 20 June

1951, and was followed exactly one month
later by the first prototype Hunter F.l. The

first production F.l flew on 16 May 1953, and

the first two-seater approximately two years

later. Deliveries of brand-new aircraft con-

tinued until 1966, dunng which time the

breed was continually improved. All versions

of the aircraft were supersonic in a shallow

dive, and power, armament and fuel capacity

were progressively increased to reach a peak in

the Mk 9. This variant, embodying all the

in come mit of the earlier marks, i\
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powered by the 10,150-lb (4604-kg) Rolls-

Royce Avon 207; it packs a greater punch, in

the form of heavier underwing capacity, and is

generally beefed up to capitalise on its improv-

ed potency jn the ground-attack role. So great

an improvement was this mark that the

manufacturer has had a steady flow of refur-

bishing and remanufacturing work over the

years, more than 700 aircraft having

undergone the treatment.

The United Emirate air force has a ground-

attack squadron formed in 1970, operating

eight FGA.76s and two T.77 trainers from

Sharjah. Chile, with 37 Hunters (33 FGA.71s
and four T.77s), is faced with a grave problem

as the British government, which opposes the

government of this South American country,

continues to prohibit any arms dealing. In

mid-1978 only 20 of the Hunters were flving,

the remainder being grounded for lack of

spares and Service support. Five ground-attack

squadrons of the Indian air force fly some 130

F.56/T.66s. Iraq, with a variety of Russian

and Western machines on strength, still

operates 30 FGA.9/FR.10s (46 delivered) in

three strikc squadrons. Kenya's one fighter-

bomber squadron flies five FGA.9s reeeived in

British Aerospace Hunter FGA.9

.



1974. A ground attack squadron ol the

Kuwait an Force h.is retired its four iing!

IdA 57i hui tivc two-seat I 67s continue to

operatc alongside Mk 83 Strikenuitert.

Lebanon'i Font Aintnnt Libanaise w

ipearheaded by 17 f- 70s (imluding mx b

in 1975 to makc up for attrition) and two

T.66 two-seatert. The Sultan of Oman'i air

I i . iniw equippcd with SF.I'ECAT (aguars,

conrinuei to fly lome 15 FGA.6« from

Thumrayt. Oman bought 31 HuntiTs from

Jordan in 1975, and thosc not opcrational arc

kcpt in itorage. A nghter wing of the / ia < t

Acre, del Peru flies F. 52s (16 delivered) The
Qatar air forte- has two PGA.78l (a tlurd was

destroyed in 1977) and one T.79, all based ai

Doha, mainly for use on coaital patrol dutics.

Rhodcsia, hcavily involved in anti-gucrilla

Operations, flies nine IdA 9s witli two

squadrons (Nos 1 and 2) based at ThornlnII

Tlic Rcpublic of Singapore air force flies about

30 single-seaters (Mk 74s) with Nos 140 and

141 Sqns, in addition to seven T.75s and foui

reconnaitsance FR.74As. Ficrccly neutral

Switzcrland operates ncarly 150 Hunten, the

flcct having been bolstercd in 1974 by an Order

for 60 to tidc the air force over until a new air-

superiority fightcr was chosen (the Northrop

F-5E was cvcntually ulected). The Swiss air-

craft arc particularly capablc: they carry

Sidewindei missiles and Saab bombing Com-
puters, and equip nine squadrons for ground-

attack and two for survcillancc. Two forces "t

the United Kingdom usc the Hunter: an RAF
tactical weapons unit based at Hrawdy has

80-odd Mk 6As in Nos 63, 79 and 234 Sqns,

and 30 aircraft equip a ueond unit at

Lossiemouth. Hunters arc also oteasionallv

detached to Gibraltar on training missions.

Sonic 20 arc based at Valley for training The
Fleet Air Arm flies CA. 11s.

Type: single-seat tighter, fighter-bomber and

fighter-reeonn.ussaiKe; oi tWO-Seal training

aircraft

Powerplant: one 10,150-lb (4604-kg) Rolls-

Royce Avon 207 single-shaft turbojei

Performance: Maximum speed 710 mph
(1144 km/h) at sea level; 620 mph (978 km h)

or Mach 0.94 at height; ränge (internal fuel)

490 miles (689 km); ränge (with 230-lmpcrial

gallon/1046-litrc drop-tanks) 1,840 miles

(2965 km); initial rate of climb 8, 0(10 li

(2438 m) per minutc

Weights: empty equipped 13,270 1b (6020

kg); clean 17,750 (8051 kg); maximum t.ike-

off 24,000 lb (10885 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 ft 8 in (10.26 in);

length (single-seaters) 45 ft 10'/2 in (13.98 m);

length (two-seaters) 48 ft 10'/: in (14.9 m);

height 13 ft 2 in (4.26 m); wing area 349 sq tt

(32.4 m 2
)

Armament: four 30-mni Aden cannon in

self-contained, removable package beneath

cockpit floor; external storcs include two
1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs, two Clusters of six

3-in (76.2-m) rockets, two 100-Imperial gallon

(456-litre) or 230-Imperial gallon (1046-htrc)

drop-tanks, two Sidewinder or (exceptionally)

Firestreak air-to-air missiles

Operators: Abu Dhabi, Chile, India, Iraq,

Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Peru,

Qatar, Rhodesia, Singapore, Switzerland, UK

Force Aerienne Libanaise F 70, one ol 17 in service and the pnncipal Lebanese AF combat type

Qatar Emiri Air Force HS Hunter FGA /6 based at Doha and one of two in use

HS Hunter T Mk 7 two-seat advanced trainer of No 4 Flying Training School, RAF Valley.

British Aerospace (Hunting) Jet Provost
For 20 years the Royal Air Force's Standard

basic trainer, the BAe (formerly Hunting,
then BAC) Jet Provost replaced the piston-

engined Hunting Provost between 1959 and
1961. The coneept of ai imriojet training had
been tested using the Jet Provost T.l in 1955.

The produetion Jet Provost T.3 flew on 22

June, 1958 and deliveries commenced a year

later. In 1961 the more powerful T.4 entered

service and enabled the RAF's basic flying

syllabus to be extended, thus reducing usage
of more expensive advanced trainers. Export
versions, designated T.51 and T.52, were
developed with armament, enabling them also

to be employed in the light attack role.

The Jet Provost is all-metal. Side-by-side

Martin-Baker lightweight ejeetion seats are

fitted.

Internal fuel totals 182 Imperial gallons (827

litres) in six wing tanks. Tip tanks each carry

an additional 48 Imperial gallons (827 litres).

The wings incorporate slotted flaps and air-

brakes. RAF aircraft were delivered with

Rebecca and UHF navigation and radio, with

VHF and radio compass available on export

modeis. Armed export versions carry two
machine-guns in the intake walls, with 600

rounds of ammunition per gun. An under-

fuselage gunpack, housing two 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) machine-guns with 100 rounds per

gun, can also be fitted. Alternative underwing

ordnance loads include: 24 Sura rockets, British Aerospace Jet Provost T.5

contimied 117



British Aerospace (Hunting) Jet Provost

twelve 25-lb (11.3-kg) or 8-cm (3.15-in)

Oerlikon rockets, six 60-lb (27.2-kg) rockets,

eight 25-lb (11.3-kg) bombs, or two 100-lb

(45.4-kg) bombs.

In 1967 the T.5 (export version BAC.145)

introduced a pressurized cabin with better

view and a lengthened nose housing avionics.

A new wing has greater fatigue life, and in-

creased capacity for fuel and underwing

weapons.

In mid-1967 BAC completed refurbishing

157 T.3 and 5, fitting DME and VOR to pro-

duce the T.3A and 5A.

RAF pilot training is divided between

graduate entrants and direct entrants. The
Former receive some 85 hours' Instruction on

the Bulldog T.l with a University Air

Squadron. A further 75 hours' flying the Jet

Provost T.3A at the RAF College, Cranwell,

brings them to 'wings' Standard, and a further

60 hours on Jet Provost T.5As completes the

course at Cranwell.

Direct entrants are posted to No 1 Flying

Training School at Linton-on-Ouse, Yorks,

which also flies Jet Provost T.3As and T.5As.

They require 100 hours on the Jet Provost to

reach 'wings' Standard (receiving no

preliminary piston-engined training) and

thereafter 60 hours on the T.5A. At No 3 FTS
at Leeming, Yorkshire, Jet Provosts are used

for refresher training for pilots who are retur-

ning to flying after a ground posting. Trainee

navigators at No 6 FTS Leeming, Yorks, also

fly in the Jet Provost. The Central Flying

School at Cranwell, responsible for the train-

ing and standardization of flying instructors,

is another important user of the type.

Foreign users of the Jet Provost include

Iraq, which flies 16 T.52 in the light-attack

role; Sri Lanka, which has eight T.51s with a

training unit; the Sudan, with three

BAC. 145s used for light attack; and

Venezuela, which is replacing its T.52

weapons trainers with Rockwell T-2D
Buckeyes.

Type: basic jet trainer and light attack aircraft

Powerplant: one 1,750-lb (795-kg) Rolls-

Royce Viper 102 (T.3); one 2,500-lb

(1135-kg) Rolls-Royce Viper 202 (T.52 and

T.5)

Performance: maximum speed at 20,000 ft

(6100 m) 410 mph (660 km/h) (T.52); max-

imum speed at 25,000 ft (7600 m) 440 mph
(708 km/h) (T.5); Service ceiling 21,700 ft

This British Aerospace Jet Provost T.3 is on a dual exercise makmg a Circuit of the city ot York 1 he JP equips the Central Flying School.

at Leeming and also No 3 Flying Training School at Dishforth, in both Mk 3 and 5 versions.

II
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BAC Jet Provost T.5 basic trainer on the strength of the Royal Air Force College, Cranwell, Lines

(6600 m) (T.3); Service ceiling 34,500 ft

(10500 m) (T.5); ränge with maximum fuel

700 miles (1130 km) (T.52); ränge with max-

imum fuel (tip tanks fitted) 900 miles (1450

km) (T.5)

Weights: normal take-off 7,400 lb (3365 kg)

(T.52); normal take-off 7,630 lb (3460 kg)

(T.5); maximum landing 7,250 lb (3288 kg)

(T.52); maximum overload 9,200 lb (4173 kg)

(T.5)

Dimensions: span (over tanks) 36 ft 11 in

(11.25 m); length 32 ft 5 in (9.88 m) (T.3 and

52); length 33 ft 7V* in (10.25 m) (T.5);

height 10 ft 2 in (3.10 m); wing area 213.7 sq

ft (19. m 2
)

Armament: two0.303-in (7.7-mm) machine-

guns and twin 0.5-in (12.7-mm) machine-gun

pack, rockets, or 200-lb (91-kg) bomb load

(T.52)

Operators: Iraq, Sri Lanka, Sudan, UK,
Venezuela

British Aerospace (Scottish Aviation) Jetstream
The decision by British Aerospace in 1978 to

relaunch the Jetstream has brought new life to

a projeet which began with the Handley Page

Company in the mid- 1960s. The new Jetstream

31 is powered by twin Garrett AiResearch

TPE 331-10 turboprops flat rated to 840 shp

(627 kW), and differs only in detail from the

26 military Series 200s used by the RAF and

RN.
First flight of the Jetstream 31 was sche-

duled for late 1979 and British Aerospace

expects to begin deliveries in 1981. The
Jetstream 31 is offered in three versions, one

designed for special customers such as the

military.

The British Aerospace market surveys of

1977-1978 leading to the Jetstream relaunch

paralleled those of a dozen years previously.

These led Handley Page to draw up a speeifica-

tion for the medium-sized twin turboprop

which became the Jetstream. The new aircraft

was to replace the Beech 18 and DH Dove,

offering greater cabin comfort than types like

the turboprop Beech King Air but costing less

than executive jets. The aircraft came out

1,000 lb (454 kg) too heavy, 30 mph (48

km/h) too slow and 70 per cent above the

target price. Despite its problems, which have

generally been resolved with development, the

Jetstream is of straightforward layout with an

unswept low wing, a pressurized fuselage, and

a tailplane set half way up the fin. Its strueture

and Systems are conventional, although it is a

mini-airliner rather than king-sized business

aircraft.

The Standard Jetstream was to have had the

811-shp (605-kW) Turbomeca Astazou XIV,
and this was launched in 1966, 165 being on
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order by mid-1967. The first flew in August

1967. The US government gave the projeet a

boost in December 1967 when it ordered 11

military Jetstream 3Ms for the USAF as

C-lOAs and took options on 300. The 3M
prototype flew in March 1968, powered by

840-shp (627-kW) Garrett AiResearch TPE
331-310W turboprops. The 3M had a higher

take-off weight than the Mk 1 and was equip-

ped with a larger door, strengthened floor and

removable jump seat. Two military prototypes

had flown and the 11 initial 3Ms were on the

line when, following reeeivership, the Radlett

factory closed on 2 March 1970. Some 36

Jetstreams had been completed.

Production and design rights were eventual-

ly sold to Scottish Aviation, who had original-

ly been subcontracted by Handley Page to

build all Jetstream wings. In February 1972

the RAF ordered 26 Jetstreams from Scottish

Aviation and the first flew in April 1973.

These are similar to the civil Series 200 with

Astazou XVIC2 engines, new 'eyebrow' Win-

dows and revised instrumentation. They were

construeted substantially from parts built by

Handley Page, and the Scottish Company was

reluctant to invest in a new production line,

not least because of the possibility of national-

British Aerospace Jetstream 200

SM XX494

The Jetstream T.1 is flown by the RAF's Multi-Engined Training School at Leeming, Yorks.
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mapping nose radar.

British Aerospace was eventualis formed in

Apnl 1977 and rc-examined |etstrcam pros-
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Typ«
craft

traini i . liaison oi lighi transpori air-

Powerplant: (Srs 200. I MI. 1 Ol I Mk 2)

twii 996-ehp (743-kW) Turbomeca A

XVK.2 turboprops; (Jei tri im ^1) two

840 slip (627-kW) Garrett AiResearch TPE
$31 10 tutl" i]

Performance: (Srs 200, I Mk 1 Ol I Mk 2

at iiiaxiiiiuin take-off weight) maximum level

speed 282 mpli (434 km li), economical truis-

mg speed 269 niph (433 km/h); rangt- with

maximum fuel-(full reserves) 1,380 miles (2224

km)
Weights: (Srs 200. I Mk 1 ot T.Mk 2)

empiy 7,683 Ib (3483 kg), maximum I

and landing 12.366 Ib (570 irnurn

iel 12.250 Ib (555'

Dimensions: span 52 ft in (15 85 inj.

length 47 ft \'/i ü

5'/2 in (5 32 m); wing area 270 sq fi

m 2
)

Armament: none

Operator: UK

British Aerospace (BAC) Lightning

Whcn the BAC. (now part of BAc) Liglitning

hn.illv entered lervice in i960 u heraldcd a

new cra for the Royal Air Forte. I'rime movei

behind the projeet was 'Teddy' Petter, fatlier

of the BAC (English Electric) Canberra

bomber. It was in 1947 that a study contract

was awarded for a lupersonic research aircraft.

Tlie resulting Englisn Electrii P.1A flew on 4

August 1954, and later exteeded Math 1 on

two unreheated and rather basic Armstrong

Sidtleley Sapphire turbojeti. Three research

prototypes wert' built, two for intensive flying

trials and one for testing to destruetion in a

ground rig. These early airtraft had an elhp-

tical nose air intake. In 1954 the design under-

went extensive change to ni.ike n 1 pi.ntn.il

lervice aircraft. Three Operations! prototypes,

designated P.1B and featuring Avon turbqjets,

with a centre-body air intake, wert- built. The
first IMB (XA847) flew on 4 April 1957.

Some 19 months later the Air Ministry

adopted the n.inie Lightning ( )n 25

November 1958, the IMB, fitted with crudely

afterburning Avons, cxcccded Math 2 for the

first time. After a further 20 pre-production

aircraft had been built and proven (this was a

raditally new aircraft to the Air Ministry), the

Lightning was fin.illy ticared to enter servite

in 1960.

The RAF now had a highly supersonic .»11
-

weather intereeptor with excellenl Perfor-

mance but it also had seveii in.imteii.inic

headaches.

The Lightning F.l had a Ferranti Aitj'.iss

Mk 1 intereeption and fire-control radar in the

central nose cone, guided missiles (heat-

seeking Firestreaks) and truly supersonic Per-

formance. The first produetion niodel oi this

operational version, designated F.l, flew on 29

October 1959, and deliveries to RAF No 74

Sqn began the following summer. F.ls were

also supplied to Nos 56 and 111 Sqns. The
final produetion aircraft of this mark, the

F.1A, had provision for flight retuelling and

UHF radio. Next development was the F. 2,

with better ränge, ceiling and speed, more ad-

vanced electronics, Hawker Siddelcy Red Top
air-to-air missiles in place of Firestreaks,

liquid-oxygen breathing System and a steerable

nosewheel. The first F. 2 flew on 1 1 Julv 1961,

and the type later equipped Nos 19 and 92

Sqns in Germany. A total of seven T.2 and

T.4 trainers were delivered to Saudi Arabia in

1966-67. The F. 3, a further development,

was powered by 16,360-lb (7420-kg) Avon
300-series reheat turbojets. It had no guns,

and for long-range ferrying two large over-

wing jettisonable fuel tanks could be fitted.

along with a flight-refuelling probe under the

port wing. The first F. 3, incorporating a

larger, square-tip fin, flew on 16 June 1962,

and the type entered Service with No 74 Sqn in

mid-1964, subsequently re-equipping also Nos
23, 29, 56 and 111 Sqns. The F.6 was the

result of a long-overdue decision in 1965 to

follow BAC's advice and nearly double the

fuel capacity and fit the cambered, kinked

wing leading-edge which had first been flown

nine years earlier. This latter modification

allowed Operation at greater weights. In-

creased fuel capacity (in the form of a much
enlarged ventral tank), coupled with the low
subsonic drag of the new leading edge, gave

the F.6 a tremendous improvement in effec-

tiveness. Both Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
bought a developed version of the F.6,

designated F. 53. Saudi Arabia still operates 31

F. 53s (32 delivered), two F. 54s, three F. 52s

and five two-seat T.55s. Twenty of the F. 53s

fly with No 2 Sqn at Tabuk in the north on in-

tereeption duties, and the remaining aircraft

operate from the OCU (Operational Conver-
sion Unit) at Dharan. Kuwait's 10 F. 53s and

two T.67 two-seat trainers are no longer

operational, having been replaced by Mirage

F.ls.

Type: (F.6) single-seat supersonic all weather

intereeptor, strike and reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: two 15,680-lb (7112-kg) Rolls-

Royce Avon 302 tui

Performance: maximum speed Mach 2.3 or

1.300 mpli (2413 km h) at 40.000 ft

(12190 in); rangt- (internal fuel only) 800 miles

(1288 km); initial rate of climb 50.000 ft

(15240 in) per minute; time to operational

height (around 40,000 h 12190 m) and speed

ol Math 9 (dean) 2 minutes 30 seconds; ac-

celeration from Math 1 to Mach 2+ (clean) 3

minutes 30 seconds.

Weights: emptv equipped abo.it 28.000 lb

(12700 kg), baded 50,000 Ib (22680 kg)

Dimensions: ipan 34 fi 10 in (10.(

length 55 fi 3 in (16.84 m); height 19 ft 7 in

(5.97 m); wing area 380.1 sq ft (35.31 m2
)

Armament: large. two-portion ventral pack

tont.nns fuel t .n i k (re.ir) .iinl (torw.nd) either

more fuel or a pack housing tWO 30-iiun Aden
guns (120 round] i-.kIi); operational packs

mounted .ihe.nl ol ventral bay include two
Firestreak or Red Top .ur to-air missiles, . r 4»

2-m (50.8-iniii) ipin-stabilized rockets, or five

Vinten 360 70-nim Cameras, or (night retoii

British Aerospace Lightning F.6

(upper side view of F 1)

naissance) cameras and hm st an equipment and

undcrwing flares; underwing overwing hard-

points can carry up to 144 rockets or six

1,000-lb (454-kg) HE. retarded or fire bombs.

Operators: Saudi Arabia. UK

Royal Saudi Air Force ; ' 2 Sqn.

BAC Lightning F.6 of 5 Sqn, Royal Air Force Strike Command, based at Binbrook for the air defence of Great Bntain

Still a mainstay of Bntain's au defences, the populär but ageing Lightning will survive until the entry tö Service of the Tornado F. 2, this is a

Mk 6 aircraft from No 5 Sqn based at RAF Binbrook, pictured over an oil rig
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Nimrod MR and R
The name Nimrod, after the 'mighty hunter'

of the Book of Genesis, was a most suitable

choice for this aircraft. Its own genesis lies in

the world' s first jet airliner, the de Havilland

Comet, which was adopted as a military trans-

port by the Royal Air Force in 1955. Some 10

years later, in early 1965, when the RAF was
seeking a new maritime patrol aircraft, the

British government decided not to authorize

the development of an entirely new aeroplane,

but to see what could be done by adapting the

basic airframe of the Comet 4. The outcome of

that programme is now acknowledged as one

of the finest overwater patrol and anti-

submarine aircraft in Service in the world to-

day.

Nimrod development began with the alloca-

tion of two ex-airline Comet 4Cs, which in

1965-66 were modified as Hawker Siddeley

801 prototypes for the new design. Principal

modifications were the Substitution of four

Rolls-Royce Spey turbofan engines for the

Avon turbojets of the Comet, and the addition

of a new, unpressurized lower compartment

beneath the basic pressure shell of the original

airliner. The new lower fuselage was used to

house a search radar, much of the specialized

avionics, and the 48 ft 6 in (14.78 m) weapons

bay. The first HS. 801 was flown on 23 May
1967; the second, which retained its original

Avon engines and was used primarily as a

maritime avionics testbed, followed it into the

air on 31 July 1967. Wings and horizontal tail

surfaces remained essentially those of the

Comet 4C, as did the landing gear, apart from

being strengthened for the higher operating

weights. Additional new structural features

were a large dorsal fin, a fat ECM (electronic

countermeasures) pod on top of the main fin, a

magnetic anomaly detector (MAD) boom be-

hind the rear fuselage, a searchlight in the

right leading-edge fuel tank, and underwing

pylons for air-to-surface missiles.

An initial contract was placed for 38 pro-

duction aircraft, to be known as the Nimrod
MR.l; the first of these flew on 28 June 1968,

and deliveries began to No 201 Squadron of

RAF Strike Command in October of the

following year. A further batch of eight

MR.ls was ordered in 1972, to permit the

equipping of six RAF squadrons (Nos 42, 120,

201, 203, 206 and one other) with this version

of the Nimrod. In the previous year, however,

three examples of a different version, known
as the R.l, were received by No 51 Squadron.

These have a shorter, blunt tailcone and the

wing leading-edge pods are of a modified size

and shape. It is obvious that these three air-

craft are employed for electronic recon-

naissance and the monitoring of foreign emis-

sions, although they are described officially as

'calibration' aircraft.

Primary Nimrod roles, for which it carries a

Standard crew of 12, are those of anti-

submarine warfare, maritime surveillance of

the United Kingdom defence area (including

the North Sea and the eastern Atlantic) and

anti-shipping strike. The large weapons bay

can accommodate a wide variety of ordnance,

in addition to which there is ample storage

space in the rear of the pressurized fuselage

compartment for sonobuoys, marine markers

and other detection gear. Twelve hours is a

typical patrol endurance, and an on-station

patrol of more than six hours can be maintain-

ed at a distance of 1,150 miles (1850 km) from

its shore base. This capability is made possible

by cruising on only two engines, with the

other pair shut down, and the Nimrod can, if

necessary, cruise and climb on only one

engine. Range can be extended still further by

installing up to six auxiliary fuel tanks in the

weapons bay. Search radar in the nose is an

ASV-21D by EMI, and a Marconi computer-

based System provides integrated naviga-

tion/weapon selection and delivery with ap-

propriate Operator displays in the tactical com-

partment. If required, the Nimrod can be used

in a secondary transport role, with seats for up

to 45 troops.

Since 1975 the RAF's fleet of MR.l
Nimrods has been undergoing a moderniza-

tion programme, being re-delivered from 1978

in updated form as MR.2s. In consequence,

only five of the eight additional Nimrods

ordered in 1972 were actually delivered as

MR.ls: one of the others was utilized as a Mk
2 development aircraft, while the seventh and

eighth have been allocated to a similar role in

the evolution of the early-warning Nimrod
AEW.3. Though the MR. 2 is a major rebuild,

the essence of the conversion is to modernize

and improve the operational equipment. A
new Marconi digital Computer, able to störe

much more Information than that in the

MR.l, is integrated with a Ferranti inertial

navigation System; the new EMI radar, ap-

propriately known as Searchwater, has its own

'4s*

"* T .,

Royal Air Force HS Nimrod MR.1 long-range maritime patrol aircraft of 203 Sqn, Kinloss, Scotland.

British Aerospace Nimrod MR Mk 1 cutaway drawing key

1 Dielectric radome
2 Taxi lamp
3 ASV-21D Search and

weather radar

4 Radome hoist pcint

5 Front pressure bulkhead
6 Wmdscreen (area enlarged

from original Comet)
7 Four windscreen wipers
8 Instrument panel coaming
9 Co-pilot's seat

10 Eyebrow window
11 Pilot's seat

12 Pitot head
13 Twin nosewheels
14 Sonics homing aerial

1 5 Doppler bay
1 6 Forward radio pack
1 7 Autolycus unit

18 Autolycus equipment rack

19 Port D.C. electrics crate

20 Engineer's Station

21 Emergency escape hatch
22 Starboard DC electrics crate

23 Crew entry door
24 Penscopic sextant
25 Equipment Systems crate

26 Toilet

27 Ground supply socket
28 Weapons-panmer door

ground contro
29 Weapons-panmer door
30 Door strut

31 Mixed ASW
weapons load

32 Tank blow-off
33 "On-top" sight

34 Port beam
lookout's seat

35 Domed Observation window
(hinged, pressure-bearing,
with sight Imked to

Computer)
36 Starboard beam lookout's

seat

37 Domed Observation window
(fixed)

38 Analogue Computer rack

39 Digital Computer rack

40 Blackout curtain

41 Map projector Station

42 Routine navigator
43 Plot cathode ray tube
44 Tactical navigator
45 Wireless Operator
46 Tactical Commander
47 Sonics stations (2)

48 Sonics Operators (2)
49 ASV Operator
50 Partition

51 Space Provision for extra

sensor operator's Station

52 Radio trough
53 Sonics cupboard
54 Port AC electrics crate

55 Starboard AC electrics crate

56 Aft radio rack

57 ESM/MAD Operator
58 Machined inner-wing skin

59 Undercarnage bay upper
panel

60 Starboard weapons pylon
61 Flow spoiler

62 Searchlight. 70m candle
power

63 External fuel tank

64 Wing bumper
65 Fixed slot

66 Integral fuel tanks

67 Skin butt-joint rib

68 Over-wing filier

69 Starboard navigation light

70 Wingtip fuel vent

71 Starboard aileron

72 Aileron tab
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sub-system, bascd on a Ferranti digital Com-

puter, for data processing. The Searchwater

system, designed to funetion in spite of hostile

ECM, can detect submarines or surface vcssels

over long ranges, track several different

targets simultaneously, and present a clutter-

free display to the Operators in the tactical

compartment. The AQS-901 acoustics pro-

cessing and display Systems (also computer-

based) are believed to be the most advanced in

the world, and are compatible not only with

all NATO sensors but also the new Australian

Barra buoy. Communications include twin

HF transeeivers and teletype/encryption

system. The crew complement remains un-

changed, comprising two pilots, two
navigators, flight engineer, radio Operator,

radar Operator, two Sonics Systems Operators,

another for the ECM/MAD installations, plus

two observers whosc Job also includes loading

the sonobuoy and marker launchers. A galley,

eating and rest arcas are provided in the centre

fuselage. Nimrods are expected to serve well

into the 1990s, and in many respects the

MR. 2 is superior to all other similar plat-

forms.

Type: anti-submarine patrol, anti-shipping

strike and electronic reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: four 12,140-lb (5507-kg) Rolls-

Royce Spey 250 turbofans

Performance: maximum speed 575 mph (926

km/h); maximum transit speed 547 mph (880

km/h); economical transit speed 490 mph (787

km/h); typical patrol speed at low level (on

two engines) 230 mph (370 km/h); typical

mission endurance 12 hours; typical ferry

73 Flap outer section

74 Airbrake (upper and lower
surfaces)

75 Fuel dump pipes
76 Fuel vent
77 Flap inner section
78 Inboard airbrake (upper

surface only
79 Blackout curtain

80 Emergency escape panels
81 Fuselage frames

ränge 5,755 miles (9265 km); normal opera-

tional ceiling 42,000 ft (12800 m)
Weight«: typical empty 86,000 lb (39010 kg);

normal maximum take-off 177,500 lb (80510

kg); maximum overload take-off 192,000 lb

(87090 kg); typical landing 120,000 lb (54430

kg)

Dimension*: span 114 ft 10 in (35.00 m);

length (except R.l) 126 ft 9 in (38.63 m);

length (R.l) 118 ft in (35.97 m); height 29

ft 8'/s in (9.08 m); wing area 2,121 sq ft

(197.05 m 2
)

Armament: wide variety of ASW weapons,

in six lateral rows, in 48 ft 6 in (14.78 m) long

ventral bay; these may include up to nine

torpedoes plus depth charges, or combinations

of mines, bombs, depth charges or nuleear

weapons of various sizes; alternatively,

weapons bay can be oecupied by up to 15,100

lb (6849 kg) of auxiliary fuel in six supplemen-

tary tanks, or by a combination of weapons

and fuel. Bay for sonobuoys and launchers in

rear of pressurized fuselage. Hardpoint und«
each wing for mine, gun pod or rocket pod, or

(if required, though currently deleted from

RAF aircraft) an air-to-surface missile

Operator: UK

82 Electrics trough
83 Dinette

84 Fixed galley

85 Partition with folding door
86 Size A sonobuoy stowage
87 Underfloor bag-type keel

tanks

88 Port lookout and stores-

loader

89 Starboard lookout and
stores-loader

90 Observation ports (port and
Starboard)

91 Pressurized launchers
92 Rotary launchers
93 Ready-use oxygen

stowage

The watcher watched. as BAe Nimrod MR 1 XV246 is photographed (in colour) whilst

itself photographing the Soviet ASW helicopter cruiser Leningrad (in black and white) The
date was March 1972 when both Nimrod and ship were relatively new and immature
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120 Port elevator

121 VOR aenal

122 Taiiplane strueture

123 Tail bumper/fuselage vent
124 Tailf in fuselage frame
125 De-icing conduit
126 Rudder and elevator linkage
127 APU
128 APU and aft fuselage

access hatch

§525

^K0r 129
130
131

132
133

94 Intercom panel 134
95 Stores control panel

96 Emergency door 135
97 Hand extinguisher 136
98 Underfloor parachute

stowage
137

99 First-aid kit 138
100 Escape rope stowage
101 Camera magazine stowage 139
102 Retro-Iauncher
103 F 1 35 camera hatch 140
104 Hat-rack
105 ESM amplifier 141
106 Equipment coollng fans 142
107 Rear pressure bulkhead
108 Dorsal fin 143
109 HF aerial 144
110 Starboard taiiplane

111 VOR aerial 145
112 Dlelectric tailfin fairing 146
113 ESM aerial 147
114 Dummy ESM (test) aerial 148
115 Rudder
116 Tailfin strueture

117 Dlelectric tailcone 149
118 MAD aerial 150
119 Elevator tab 151

152
153
154

-S^^v^NslSJ 155
'^ 156

£5^^^SL 157

4^fe=^^^g^ o ^^^^154
158p* 159

"
*\L T^c=6^W*>Si--i •- ^^Ss^ 160

Safe
Liquid oxygen pack
F 1 26 camera access hatch
Intercom panel
Main door
Ground-operated doors
(rear loading of Stores)

Tailpipes

Dinghy stowage
Thrust reverser (outboard
only)

Rear spar/fuselage
attachment point

Rolls-Royce Spey 250
turbofan
Inboard engine bay (engine
deleted)
Heat exchanger
Front spar/fuselage
attachment point

Landing/taxi light

Engine intakes (larger than
Comet)
Ram air to heat exchanger
Flow spoiler

Undercarriage well

Weapons pylon (two
Aerospatiale AS. 12 missiles

each wing)
External fuel tank
Access panels
Wing strueture

Port navigation light

Wingtip vent
Port aileron

Aileron tab
Flap outer section
Airbrake (upper and lower
surfaces)

Dump pipes
Vent
Flap strueture
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Nimrod AEW.3
Detailed studies for an AEW (airborne early

warning) version of the Hawker Siddeley

Nimrod began in 1973, to replace the RAF's

Avro Shackletons in a role now recognised as

vital to the defence of the United Kingdom.

The capacious fuselage and ample reserve of

power in the Standard MR versions of this air-

craft give it considerable potential for carrying

alternative equipment and performing other

duties. After much deliberation whether or

not to participate in a controversial NATO
plan to buy the Boeing E-3A, the British

government decided in March 1977 to finance

instead a developed version of the Hawker Sid-

deley (now British Aerospace) Nimrod. This

has enabled the design to be tailored to British

needs, instead of the overall European defence

network centred on West Germany. In par-

ticular, the Nimrod AEW.3 is designed for

superior performance over sea areas.

In terms of outward appearance, the

AEW.3 violates even further the good looks

of the original de Havilland Comet design,

chiefly through the appearance, at each end of

the fuselage, of a grotesquely swollen radome.

These contain the front and rear 8 ft bv 8 ft

(2.44 m by 2.44 m) phased-array Scanners for a

new Marconi radar System, designed specifical-

ly for this platform to fulfil the basic over-

water mission, but compatible also with the

air defence requirements of central Europe.

Because of their fore-and-aft location, the

Scanners' efficiency is not obscured by other

parts of the airframe, as is the case with the

dorsally-mounted radar of the American

Grumman E-2C or E-3A. An on-board digital

Computer controls the flow of data from the

Scanners (target ränge, speed, and other data),

and also correlates this Information with a

control Station on the ground. The Scanners,

which are interfaced with the Nimrod's IFF

(identification, friend or foe) System, are also

part of a pulse-Doppler radar installation

capable of ship surveillance as well as aircraft

detection, and highly resistant to electronic

jamming. Thus, despite its AEW designation,

the Nimrod's function could more accurately

be defined by the AWACS (airborne warning

and control System) description applied by the

Americans to the Boeing E-3A. The Nimrod's

Systems can detect, track and classify aircraft,

missiles or ships; control an interceptor fighter

force; direct retaliatory strike aircraft; serve as

an airborne air traffic control centre; or

manage a search and rescue Operation.

The other outward sign of change in the

Nimrod AEW.3 is the presence at each

wingtip of a pod containing electronic support

measures (ESM) equipment. Internally, the

sophisticated detection/ tracking/classification

gear goes hand in hand with dual inertial

navigation Systems; tactical Situation displays

(six consoles); UHF, HF, U/VHF and LF
Communications; a flight director; plus many
other electronic aids.

As an aerodynamic prototype, a Comet 4C
was converted at Woodford, and this made its

first flight on 28 June 1977, sporting the for-

ward (nose-mounted) radome only. Two
other development aircraft, the first of which

was due to fly in 1979, have been set aside

from the supplementary batch of eight

Nimrods originally ordered as MR.ls in 1972.

Subject to satisfactory evaluation programmes

British Aerospace Nimrod AEW.3

for both the aircraft and the various on-board

avionics packages, it is intended to procure an

initial quantity of 11 production AEW. 3s for

the RAF, for entry into Service during the ear-

ly 1980s. These will be produced by the con-

version of existing Nimrod airframes rather

than as new-production machines, and will

replace the ageing Shackleton AEW. 2s, which

currently equip No 8 Squadron, from about

1982 onwards.

Type: airborne early warning and control air-

craft

Powerplant: four 12,140-lb (5507-kg) Rolls-

Royce Spey 250 turbofans

Performance: endurance more than 10

hours; no other figures released officially, but

likely to differ only marginally from MR ver-

sions

Weights: no details released

Dimensions: span over ESM pods 115 ft 1 in

(35.08 m); length 137 ft 5>/2 in (41.76 m);

height 33 ft in (10.06 m); wing area 2,121 sq

ft (197.05 m2
)

Armament: none

Operator: under development for UK

British Aerospace (BAC) One Eleven

Announced in May 1961, the BAC (British

Aircraft Corporation) One-Eleven twin-jet

airliner was ordered straight from the drawing

board by British United Airways and the first

production modeis were designated Srs 200.

The prototype made its maiden flight on 20

August, 1963, followed by the first produc-

tion aircraft, a Model 201, on 19 December,

1963. It should be explained that within the

Series group individual Model numbers were

allocated to each customer. By 1972, Orders

for 56 aircraft had been received and the type

had broken into the US market with an order

by Braniff for 14 Model 203s, followed by 18

Model 204s and three Model 215s for Mohawk
Airlines, and 30 of the 400-series for American

Airlines.

Two Model 217s were supplied to the

Royal Australian Air Force as executive

transports and are in service with No 34 (VIP)

Squadron at Fairbairn, Canberra, for govern-

ment transport and Raison. In Mexico, a One-
Eleven serves alongside a Boeing 727,

Lockheed JetStar, BAe (HS) 125 and Fokker

F. 27 plus several older aircraft, with the

Escuadron de Transport Presidencial at Mexico

City. Two Model 423s supplied to the

Brazilian air force have since been sold to the

Ford Motor Company in the UK for their

private Services within Europe.

On 27 August, 1970, BAC's Srs 400/500

One-Eleven development aircraft G-ASYD
flew as the prototype for the Srs 475. This

variant has the Standard Srs 400 fuselage with

the wings and powerplant of the heavier Srs

500. The undercarriage has been modified to

use low-pressure tyres for Operation from run-

ways with poor surfaces and low strength.

First Orders for the Srs 475 came from civil

Operators — Faucett of Peru took two Model
476s, Air Pacific two Model 479s and Air

Malawi one Model 481.

The Srs 475 production received a boost

when the Sultan of Oman's Air Force ordered

three in June 1974. These replaced Viscounts

and are in service with No 4 Squadron at Seeb

Airport, Muscat. All three are fitted with a

wide cargo door forward of the wing and have

quick-change passenger/cargo interior con-

figuration.

About 220 One-Elevens have been ordered

to date and there is an agreement with

Romania under which about 80 Srs 475s and

500s will be built under licence by Grupul

Aeronautic Bucuresti (Bucharest Aircraft

Group). Some of these may go to military cus-

tomers. Standard seating is for 89 passengers.

Type: twin-jet commercial airliner

Powerplant: two 12,550-lb (5692-kg) Rolls-

Royce Spey 512 DW turbofans

Performance: (Srs 475) maximum cruising

speed at 21,000 ft (6400 m) 541 mph
(871 km/h) at maximum take-off weight;

take-off distance at sea level (maximum
weight) 5,290 ft (1612 m); landing distance at

sea level (maximum weight) 4,720 ft

(1439 m);-landing run at sea level (maximum

British Aerospace One Eleven 475

weight) 2,710 ft (826 m); ränge with max-

imum fuel and reserves for 230 miles

(370 km), diversion and 45-minute hold

2,285 miles (3677 km)

Weights: (Srs 475) basic operating 51,731 lb

(23464 kg); maximum take-off 98,500 lb

(44678 kg); maximum landing 87,000 lb

(39462 kg); maximum ramp 92,500 lb (41957

kg); maximum zero-fuel 73,000 lb (33112 kg)

Dimensions: (Srs 475) span 93 ft 6 in

(28.50 m); length 93 ft 6 in (28.50 m); height

24 ft 6 in (7.47 m); wing area 1,031 sq ft

(95.78 m 2
)

Operators: Australia, Mexico, Oman

British Aerospace (Hunting) Pembroke/Sea Prince

First flown in 1948, the Percival Prince was a

high-wing feederliner transport, but its suit-

ability for military training and Communica-

tions work was evident. The Pembroke, its

military counterpart, made its maiden flight in

November 1952. Major differences included an

8 ft 6 in (2.6 m) increase in span, reinforced

floor and strengthened twin-wheel main

gears.

The RAF received 44 Pembroke Ol staff

transports, for up to eight passengers, produc-

tion ceasing in 1958. The generous ground

clearance afforded the propellers by the high

wing, together with the sturdy tricycle land-

ing gear, permitted Operation from unprepared

airstrips inaccessible even to its predecessor,

the Avro Anson.

Six Pembroke C-(PR).l, with fuselage-

mounted cameras, were supplied to the Rj\F

for photo-reconnaissance in 1956. These saw

extensive service in Malaya with No 81

Squadron. Twelve similar aircraft were sup-

plied to the Belgian air force, the first of

several foreign customers, which included the

air arms of Sweden, Denmark and Finland. A
small number of transport Pembrokes was also

diverted by the RAF to the Royal Rhodesian

Air Force. The major overseas Operator was

the Luftwaffe, which had 33 freighter, am-

bulance, survey and crew-training aircraft.

The Royal Navy Sea Prince Ol Communica-

tions aircraft was similar to the civil Prince II.

The four ordered in 1951 were followed by 42

larger T.l 'flying classrooms', with provision

for three trainee radar Operators apiece. The
final naval variant was the Sea Prince C.2 British Aerospace Pembroke/Sea Prince C.2
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passenger traniport.

By \')7') tlu- only Pembrokcs known
in first-lnu- squadron Service were a small

numbei on tbe strength <>f KAI- Germany.
Flying willi No 60 Sqn from Wildenrath, they

carry out regulär Communications flights to

West Merlin and between RAF installations in

West Germany, All have had tO be re-sparred

by British Aerospace to prolong safc airframe

Lue. Th« Royal Navy's Sca Printe trainers

have been superseded by BAe Jetstrcams.

Type: staff transport, light freighter and Utili-

ty aircraft

Powerplant: two 540-hp (403-kW) Alvis

127 radial engines

Performance: maxnnum speed at 2.000 ft

(610 inj 220 mph (354 km h). cruismg speed

at 8.000 ft (2440 m) 150 mph (241 I

ränge at 150 mph (241 km h) at 8.000 ft

(2440 m) 1.030 miles (1657 km); service ccil-

ing 22,000 ft (6070 m); initial rate of climb

1,500 ft (457 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped 8,970 II

,ded 13.000 Ib (590
Dimension«: span 64 ft 6 in (19 6 m); length

46 ft in (14.0 m); height 16 ft 1 in (4.9 m);

wing area 400 sq ft (37 16 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operator: UK

British Aerospace Sea Harrier

In 1969, watching a Harricr taking off ver-

tically from the aft platform of tlie USS Cor

Ottado, a US admiral is reported to have said:

'You Brits gave us the angled deck, the mirror

sight and the steam catapult — and now
you'vc taken them all away!' The admiral had

,i point; conversely, it is |ust as well lor the

Royal Navy, which has seen its aircraft-carriei

force croded away to nothing bv successive

governments over the past two decades, that

Britain developed the BAe (HS) Harrier, Not

only has this unique warplane revolutionised

land-based tactical combat techniques, but its

ability to operate from aft-platform warships,

as well as aircraft-carriers, has introduced a

new factor tnto the tactics of naval warfare.

Harriers and their predecessors have carried

out innumerable trials and demonstrations

from .i wide variety of warships over the past

17 years. With the Royal Navy and the WS
Marine Corps both kcenly interested in an ad-

vaneed Version for their own use it was

naturally hoped that such a variant could be

evolved as a Joint effort with McDonnell

Douglas, Hawker Siddcley's American

licensee. Unfortunatcly, the British govern-

ment deeided in 1975 that there was 'not

enougb common ground' between the two rc-

quirements, and declined to partieipate, Bri-

tain then deeided to go it alone in dcveloping a

Harrier variant for the Royal Navy. Although

this does not incorporate a new wing, as does

the McDonnell Douglas AV-8B, it offers

significant improvements in operational

capability compared with the Harriers of the

Royal Air Force.

Most significant change is a completely new
forward fuselage with a higher Cockpit giving

more avionic and panel space, and all-round

pilot view for combat. In the nose is the

Ferranti Blue Fox multi-mode radar, which

folds 180° to the left for shipboard stowage.

The radar was air-tested in two Hawker
Hunter T.8s, and gives the Sea Harrier both

air-to-air intereeption and air-to-surfacc

capability. Other upgraded avionics include

Decca Doppler radar, digital navigation and

weapon-aiming Computers, comprehensive

ECM (electronic countermeasures) including

ARI. 18223 in the fin, plus a pilot 's head-up

display. Designated FRS.l (fighter reconnais-

sance/strike), the Sea Harrier can carry the lull

ränge of weapons or surveillance equipment

availablc for the land-based Version, plus i p.nr

of AIM-9L Sidewinders tor air-to-air combat,

and various precision air-to-surface weapons

Thirty-four Sea Harriers have so rar been

ordered for the Royal Navv, destined U>: Nm
800, 801 and 802 Squadroni «i the Fleet An
Arm, to serve pnncipally in the new 'Invinci-

ble' class of command cruisers, with five

Harriers to each ship. The former carrier HMS
Hermes, now classified as an LPH (landing

platform, helicopters), will .ilsn operate Sea

Harriers. No aircraft, however, can carry its

maximum payload from its minimura take-off

run, and to incra ipabilit] and

pilot safety in the event ol engine failun

also to providc additional lift to ovei

wind-over-the-deck Problems, the cruiser-

based Sea Harriers will operate from a 'ski-

jump', a curving 7° ramp located at the tor-

ward end of the take-off area.

No prototypes ol the Sea Harrier \\< i

sidered necessarv, the initial fhght being made
on 20 August 1978 by the first produetion ex-

amplc. Entry into Fleet Air Arm Service is

scheduled for late 1979 or early 1980 During
1978 the Indian navv, whose Hawker Sea

Hawk carrier fighters are long overdue lor

replacement, placed an order for 10 Sca

Harriers; these will be operated from the car-

rier INS Vikrant. Several fürther possible

orders were being negotiated in 1979.

Type: singlc-scat shipboard fighter reconnais-

sance/strike aircraft

Powerplant: one 21,500-lb (9752-kg) Rolls-

Royce Pegasus 104 vectored-thrust turbofan

Performance: no details released. but

generallv similar to Harrier GR.

3

Weights: approximately the same as the Har-

rier GR.3
Dimensions: span 25 ft 3M in (7.70 m);

length 47 ft 7 in (14.50 m); length (nose fold-

ed) 42 ft 3 in (12.88 m); height 12 ft 2 in

(3.71 m)
Armament: same as for Harrier GR.3, plus

British Aerospace Sea Harrier FRS.1

pr. uision for carrving two AIM-9L
Sidewinder infra-red honnng missiles and or

two air-to-surfacc missiles under wings

Operators: on order for India. UK

_
The Royal Navy Sea Harrier FRS.l is certam to sustain an important manufacturing

Programme extending into the next Century, despite the fact it is starting off with the same
wing and other limitations of the original Harrier. The front end is wholly new.

British Aerospace (Hawker/AW) Sea Hawk
Aestheticallv one of the most appealing of

Sydney Camm's early jet fighters, the

Hawker-built prototypes of the Sea Hawk
were completed to Specification N.7/46, and

the first of three was flown on 2 September

1947. Hawker subsequently built 35 Sea

Hawk F.ls before transferring all future

development and produetion to Armstrong
Whitworth. A further 60 F.ls and 40 F. 2s

were produced by that Company, which then

introduced the FB. 3 fighter-bomber, with a

stronger wing able to carry external Stores.

Produetion of 116 FB. 3s was followed by 97

FGA.4s (fighter/ground-attack), all modeis up

to this point having a 5,000-lb (2268-kg) Nene
101 engine with twin nozzles, allowing fuel

to be carried in the rear fuselage. Conversion

of some Mk 3s to the Nene 103 produced the

FB. 5, and produetion for the Royal Navy end-

ed with 86 FGA.6s, with the Nene 103 but

otherwise similar to the Mk 4. (The specifica-

tion refers to the Mk 6.) The Sea Hawk served

with the Royal Navy until the end of 1960,

and 22 export Mk 50s with the Royal

Netherlands Navy until the end of 1964. The
other major export versions were the Mk 100

and all-weather Mk 101 ordered by the West
German Marineflieger. These were similar to

the FGA.6 but for a taller fin and rudder and,

on the Mk 101, an Ekco Type 34 search radar

in a pod under the starboard wing. Operated

from shore bases, they were replaced by

Lockheed F-104G Starfighters in the

mid-1960s.

Sole remaining Operator of the Sea Hawk
today is the Indian navy, which in the autumn
of 1959 ordered 24 aircraft similar to the Mk
6. Some of these were new-built (although the

produetion line had closed some three years

earlier), the rest being refurbished ex-RN Mk
6s. They equipped No 300 Squadron in the air-

craft carrier INS Vikrant and werejoined later

by 12 more ex-RN Mk 4s and Mk 6s, plus 28

Mk 100/ 101s from Germany. A score or so re-

main in Service, the intention being to replace

them in the 1980s with the BAe Sea Harrier.

Type: single-seat shipboard fighter/attack air-

craft

Powerplant: one 5,400-lb (2449-kg) static

thrust Rolls-Royce Nene Mk 103 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

Mach 0.79 or 602 mph (969 km/h); max-

imum speed at 20,000 ft (6100 m) Mach 0.83

or 587 mph (945 km/h); combat radius (clean)

230 miles (370 km); combat radius with two
500-lb (227-kg) bombs and two 90-gallon

(409-litre) drop-tanks 288 miles (463 km);

maximum rate of climb at sea level 5,700 ft

(1737 m) per minute; time to 35,000 ft

(10670 m) 11 minutes 50 seconds; service ceil-

ing 44,500 ft (13565 m)
Weights: empty 9,720 lb (4409 kg); take-off

with two 90-gallon (409-litre) drop-tanks

British Aerospace Sea Hawk FGA.6

15,198 lb (6894 kg); maximum take-off

16,200 lb (7348 kg)

Dimensions: span 39 ft in (11.89 m); span

folded 13 ft 4 in (4.06 m); length 39 ft 8 in

(12.09 m); height 8 ft 8 in (2.64 m); wing
area 278.0 sq ft (25.83 m2

)

Armament: four 20-mm Hispano cannon in

nose, with 200 rounds per gun; underwing
points for four 500-lb (227-kg) bombs; or two
500-g (227-kg) bombs plus twenty 3-in

(76-mm) or sixteen 5-in (127-mm) rockets; or

two AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles; or

four 90-gallon (409-litre) drop-tanks

Operators: India
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British Aerospace (Avro) Shackleton MR.3
Although anachronistic alongside modern jet

equipment, the BAe (Avro) Shackleton con-

tinues to fill an important role in maritime

protection and patrol. The ancestry of the air-

craft stems back to the Avro Type 696, a

variant of the Lincoln bomber designed for

maritime reconnaissance. The MR.3 is, as its

designation suggests, the third (and final)

Variation on the theme. It supersedes the

MR. 2, itself an improved Version of the MR.l
with a longer, more streamlined nose, sharper

tail and ventral radar mounted in a retractable

'dustbin' aft of the wings. Distinguishing

features of the MR.3 include wingtip tanks, a

tricycle undercarriage, deletion of the mid-

upper turret and numerous other detail refine-

ments.

The first MR.3 flew on 2 September 1955,

on the eve of that year's SBAC display at

Farnborough. It pioneered the battleship-grey

paint scheme subsequently adopted for all the

marks, and also introduced a few creature

comforts for the crew, who in previous ver-

sions had had to suffer interminable hours of

throbbing from the Rolls-Royce Griffon

engines. A sound-proofed wardroom allowed

some form of retreat on long patrols, the

record duration for which was set by an air-

craft of No 206 Sqn in February 1959: it

stayed aloft for an impressive 24 hours 21

minutes patrolling the Canary Islands.

Although endurance had always been a strong

point of the Shackleton, the MR.3 introduced

yet more tankage, raising total capacity to

4,248 gallons (19285 litres). The increased

gross weight called not only for a modified

undercarriage — the MR.3 rolls on four main

landing wheels and a twin nosewheel — but

also for more power. The rating of the Griffon

piston engines had remained unchanged

throughout development of the airframe; at

2,455 hp (1831 kW) each, they were put

under some strain in the MR.3, and in 1966

most of the RAF aircraft were updated to

Series 3 Standard. This modification entailed

fitting a 2,500-lb (1134-kg) thrust Rolls-

Royce Viper 203 turbojet in the outer nacelle

of each wing, taking some load off the

Griffons on take-off and climb.

Entry into Service was delayed by a number
of factors, including a cutback in the produc-

tion contract in March 1956. The need for an

improved version had been recognised soon

after the MR.l entered Service in 1951. Land-

planes were taking over from flying-boats,

putting great demand on ränge and en-

durance, but the MR.3 did not fly with

Coastal Command until the end of 1957, some

eight years after the Shackleton prototype had

flown. First squadron to be equipped with the

MR.3 was No 220. A total of 34 MR.3s were

subsequently delivered to the RAF, the final

example being handed over in June 1959.

British Aerospace Nimrod MR.l /2s have now
replaced the Shackletons, however, the older

type having been progressively phased out

ii
taMHHiliSRB)

British Aerospace Shackleton MR.3

during the 1970s. South Africa, forced by a

near-universal arms ban to make the most of

what it already has, still operates seven

MR. 3s. Resparred to extend their useful lives,

they fly from D.F.Malan Airport, Cape
Town, with No 35 Sqn on long-range mari-

time patrol duties guarding the vital tanker

route round the Cape of Good Hope.

Type: maritime reconnaissance/anti-shipping

aircraft

Powerplant: four 2,455-hp (1831-kW)
Rolls-Royce Griffon 57A piston engines plus

(Series 3) two 2,500-lb (1134-kg) Rolls-Royce

Viper 203 turbojets

Performance: maximum speed 302 mph (486

km/h); typical ränge at 200 mph (320 km/h)
at 1,500 ft (460 m) 3,660 miles (5890 km); sea-

level rate of climb 850 ft (260 m) per minute;

Service ceiling 19,200 ft (5850 m)
Weights: empty equipped 57,800 lb (26218

kg); maximum loaded 98,000 lb (44450 kg)

Dimensions: span 119 ft 10 in (36.5 m);

length 92 ft 6 in (28.2 m); height 23 ft 4 in

(7.1 m); wing area 1,421 sq ft (132.4 m 2
)

Armament: at least 10,000 lb (4536 kg) of

depth charges, torpedoes or other weapons in

belly bay; two 20-mm cannon in nose (gunner

positioned above, bomb aimer below)

Operators: South Africa, UK

British Aerospace (Avro) Shackleton AEW.2
The airborne early-warning version of the

verteran Avro Shackleton was developed in

1971 to provide the Royal Air Force with

warning of low-level intruders in the UK air-

defence region. It replaced the Westland

(Fairey) Gannet AEW.3 which, with the run-

down of aircraft-carrier Operations, was left no

seabome base. The AEW Shackleton' s APS-

20F radar in the forward fuselage, with Scan-

ner in the chin position, was even older than

the airframe, having served first in Douglas

AD-4W Skyraiders and then in Gannet

AEW. 3s. Other changes included Orange

Harvest electronic countermeasures and in-

creased fuel capacity.

The first Shackleton AFW.2 flew from

Woodford on 30 September 1971. and the 12

aircraft converted to the role entered service

with No 8 Sqn in 1972, this unit having been

fornied in January of that year at Kinloss. Its

aircraft named after characters in The Ma^ic

Rimmliibout television series, are the last sur-

vivors of this ageing design still in service with

the RAF. The aircraft are now based at Lossie-

mouth and will be replaced by 11 British

Aerospace AEW. 3 Nimrods from 1982.

The AEW.2 normativ carnes a crew of

iiine, comprising captain, co-pilot, radio

navigator, navigating navigator, engineer and

four radar Operators. There are three radar

displays, so having a fourth Operator allows a

little flcxibility and rest-time, no small con-

sideration on a 12-hour mission. The Gannet,

which the Shackleton replaced, had a normal

mission endurance of about three hours. some

two of which would have been on task, so

two Operators tor its two scopes were ade-

quate. The seijior radar Operator is the Tactical

Co-ordinator (Tacco), who is responsible for

seeing that the other Operators, the equipment

and the aircraft are used to the best effect tac-

tically. Unlike its pioneer predecessors (used

by the Americans from 1946), the updated

APS-20F radar is ground-stabilized from the

aircraft's doppler. It also differs in being

north-stabilized. Lack of height finding equip-

ment m.ikes intereeption directum a somewhat

harder task than it need be: the McDonnell

Douglas Phantom, with more powerful radar

than its RAF partner, the BAe (BAC) Light-

ning, is tor this reason e.isier to direct. Apart

from the Orange Harvest electronic

countermeasures, limited in ränge and more

suited to the maritime patrol role. the AEW
Shackleton carries an APX-7 IFF (identifica-

tion friend or foe) interrogator and both active

and passive SIF (selective identification facility)

operating through a coded pulse within the

IFF signal. With the SIF in the active mode
the Operator can place a 'window' over a par-

Avro Shackleton AEW Mk 2 of 8 Sqn,

Royal Air Force, at RAF Lossiemouth

ticular target; m the passive mode a particular

intereeptor haising with a Shackleton would

be the only aircraft tallying with all IFF

retums. Radio includes two PTR 175

VHF/UHF, two R52 UHF and a pair of Col-

lins 6181 single-sideband HF sets. An airborne

moving-target indicator fitted to the aircraff in

1974 cuts out retums from surface vcssels

when necessary.

Type: mne-se.it airborne early-warning air-

craft

Powerplant: four 2,455-hp (1816-kW)

Rolls-Royce Griffon 57A liquid-cooled piston

engines

Performance: maximum speed 272 mph (439

km/h); typical operating ceiling 20,000 ft

(6100 m); rate of climb (initial) 850 ft (260 m)

per minute; endurance 14 hours; ränge about

4.000 miles (6437 km)

Weights: empty 57,000 lb (25855 kg); gross

98,000 lb (44450 kg)

Dimensions: span 120 ft in (36.58 m);

British Aerospace Shackleton AEW.2

length 87 ft 3 in (26.59 m);

(5.1 m)

ight 16 ft 9 in Armament: electronic countermeasures

Operator: UK
only

An airborne early-warning Shackleton, WL 754 of No 8 Sqn, RAF, going out on patrol from Lossiemouth in August 1977. The Shackleton

AEW.2 was a rebuild of an outdated MR patrol platform with a 'third-hand' radar previously used in the AD-4W and Gannet.
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British Aerospace (BAC) Strikemaster

Altliinigh based im a 1950s design, thc BAc

(BAC) Strikemaster offen a numbei of air

torces relatively cheap, effective firepower. Ii

is derived from the Hunting (latei BAC/
British Acrosp.uc) |tl ProvOSt, wind) in turn

was a radical development ofthe Percival Pro-

vost pitton-engined ba»i< trainer. The fei Pro-

vosi provcd tO bc a highly succcssful tränier,

selling in large numhers to thc RAF and

overseas air arnis, and was progressive!)/

upgraded. Tlie final versions are pressunzed

and morc powcrful. The next step was to give

the airtraft teeth, and the BAC 145 was the

tust iniilti-role attack Version. T Ins was in

turn refined to produce thc relatively morc

sophisticated Strikemaster, a private-venture

projeet which has sidc-by-side ejeetion seats

and eight underwing hardpoints capablc of

carrying up to 3,000 lb (1360 kg) of stores.

This ordnance capacity, coupled with the

morc powcrful Viper Mk 535 turbojet engine,

makes thc Strikemaster particularly suitablc

for countcr-insurgency combat Operations,

reconnaissance, and pilot and wcapons train-

ing.

The first Strikemaster flew on 26 Octobcr

1967, and a total of 145 have since been sold.

Ten morc were built in 1978 against the

possibility of new or repeat Orders. The
Strikemaster did, in fact, set a world record for

repeat orders by export customers, so effective

has it provcd. Of thc 16 Strikemaster Mk 89s

bought by Ecuador, 14 survivors equip a

strike/traincr Unit. Ecuador is a good cxamplc

of a re-order customer: its initial order covered

eight aircraft but this was later increased to

12, delivery of which began in carly 1973.

Dclivcry of a fürt her four was completed in

July 1976. Thc Strikemaster is onc of 29 types

operated by the Fucrza Aerta F.cualoriana and

works alongside Cessna A-37s and Lockheed

T-33As in the training and strikc role. lt is,

probably morc than any other factor, the

Strikemaster' s versatility and valuc for money
which have made it so succcssful. It can

operate from rough strips, lifting as much as a

spccialised bomber would have been carrying

in the 1930s and delivering it at 400+ mph
(640 + km/h). Until the announcement in

1977 of a $75 million order for Northrop

F-5E/Fs, the Strikemaster, along with five

BAc (HS) Huntcr FGA.9s, was the Kenyan

Air Force's most potent warplane. Five Mk
87s equip a strike/traincr unit, and these are

soon to be supplemented by 12 BAe Hawks.
Kuwait, with a firm commitment to protect

its ricli oil-fields, operates a modern and highly

potent force and has a rcadv place for the

Strikemaster. Of 12 aircraft originally bought

in 1969 and 1971, nine Mk 83s equip a

ground-attack squadron, operating alongside

five Hunter T.67s. The Strikemaster is closely

integrated into the Royal New Zealand Air

Force, which operates 16 Mk 88s with No 14

Sqn at Ohakea. Delivery of the first 10 was
completed in October 1972 and six more were

ordered in the spring of 1974. They are used

for operational strike training and advanced

flying training as the next step up from the

CT/4 Airtrainer. Oman, whose 10-year-old

Dhofar conflict ended in 1976, has since its

formation with British assistance in 1958

traditionally bought British, including 24

Strikemaster Mk 82/82As. Delivery of the

first 12 Mk 82s was completed in December
1969, and 12 Mk 82As were handed over by

July 1976. Twelve aircraft are still operating in

the ground-attack and advanced training roles

with No 1 Sqn at Salalah, with two held in

reserve, and five were sold to Singapore early

in 1977. Saudi Arabia bought 46 Strikemaster

Mk 80/80As: No 9 Sqn is a purely basic jet

training Unit, and No 11 Sqn operates in thc

wcapon training role A touiiter-iiisurgcncy

squadron of the Sudanese Air Force flies three

Mk 55s (BAC 145s).

Type: (BAC 167) two-scat hght tactical sup-

port aircraft and trainer

Powerplant: onc 3,410-lb (1547-kg) dry

Rolls-Royce Viper 535 turboji I

Performance: maximum design speed

518 mph (834 km/h); maximum level speed at

18,000 ft (5485 m) (clean) 450 mph
(724 km/h); combat radius with 3,000-lb

(1360-kg) wcapon load (lo-lo-lo, 5 mmutes
over target, 10% reserves) 145 miles

(233 km); ferry ränge 1,615 miles (2600 km);

initial climb (max fucl, clean) 5,250 ft

(1600 m) per minute

Weighls: empty equipped 6,195 lb

(2810 kg); with two crew, füll internal fuel

and practice bombs and racks 10,600 lb

(4808 kg); maximum allowcd 11,500 1b

(5215 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 10 in (11.23 in);

length 33 ft 8'/2 in (10.27 m); height

10 ft 11 '/2 in (3.34 m); wring arca 213.7 sq ft

(19.85 m 2
)

Armament: Two 7.62-mm (0.3-in) FN
machinc-guns (fixed forward-firing, with 550

British Aerospace Strikemaster 167

rounds each); underwing stores (maximum
3,000 lb/ 1361 kg) include two 75- and

50-Imperial gallon (341- and 227-litre) drop-

tanks, four Matra launchers each containing

18 68-mm SNEB rockets, four LAU-68 seven-

round rocket-launchcrs, four 540-lb (245-kg)

balhstic or retarded bombs. four 55 1 -lb

(250-kg) or 1,102-lb (500-kg) bombs, 24 prac-

tice bombs, BAe'Vinten five-camera recon-

naissance pod, or Sura 80-mm rockets

Operators: Ecuador, Kcnva, Kuwait, New
Zealand, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Singapore,

Sudan

One of five Mk 87 Strikemasters flown by the Kenya Air Force operated from Nanyuki.

British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley) Trident 2E
Design ofthe DH.121 Trident began in 1957,

and construetion started at the end of July

1959 to meet a British European Airways re-

quirement for a short-range airliner. There

was no prototype, and the first produetion

Trident 1 for BEA flew on January 9, 1962.

A total of 117 Tridents of various marks
were built, consisting of 24 Srs ls, 15 Srs lEs,

50 Srs 2Es, 26 Srs 3Bs and two Super 3Bs. The
main foreign user is the People's Republic of

China, which ordered 33 Trident 2Es and two

Super 3Bs; the last Trident built was a 2E for

China, flown on 17 April 1978.

The 2E has aecommodation for up to 115

passengers and, while no direct military

deliveries were made, photographic evidence

indicates that at least two 2Es have been

transferred from CAAC, the Chinese airline,

to the country's air force. This Service also

reeeived four Trident lEs from Pakistan Inter-

national Airlines, one subsequently being lost

in a Crash. Another Chinese Trident was lost

in an aeeident in March 1979.

Type: medium-range passenger transport

Powerplant: three 11,900-lb (5425-kg)

thrust Rolls-Royce Spey 5 12-5W turbofans

Performance: maximum design limit speed

at maximum take-off weight M 0.95; cruising

speed at 27,000 ft (8230 m) 605 mph (972

km/h), at 30,000 ft (9150 m) 596 mph (959

km/h); take-off with 21,378-lb (9697-kg)

payload for 1,000-mile (1610-km) stage 6,400

ft (1950 m); ränge with maximum fuel and

16,520-lb (7493-kg) payload 2,500 miles (4025

km) with 250-mile (450-km) reserve and

45-minute hold at 15,000 ft (4570 m)

Weights: empty operating 73,200 lb (33203

kg); maximum take-off 144,000 lb (65315 kg)

Dimensions: span 98 ft in (29.87 m);

length 114 ft 9 in (34.97 m); height 27 ft in

(8.23 m); wing area 1,462 sq ft (15.82 m2
)

Operators: China
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British Aerospace (BAC) VC10 C.1

The Royal Air Force's BAe VC10 C.l is a

specially-modified variant of the VC 10 civil

transport. The first VC10 C.l (Model 1106),

14 of which had been ordered for RAF
Transport Command (now no 38 Group,

RAF Strike Command), flew in November

1965. Deliveries to No 10 Sqn at RAF Brize

Norton, Oxfordshire, began the following

year.

The C.l version is based on the Standard

(not Super) civil model, but incorporates a

number of the improvements featured on the

Super VC10. These include more powerful

Conway engines, increased gross weight, and

a 'wet' fin. Reversers are fitted on the outer

engines, the leading edge is extended, the nose

has a flight-refuelling probe, and an APU (Ar-

touste 526) is fitted in the tailcone to provide

ground power at remote locations.

The VC10 C.l has a large cargo door on the

left of the forward fuselage, and the

strengthened floor has a 20-in (50-cm) grid of

10,000-lb (4500-kg) lashing points. In the

trooping role, rearward-facing seats can ac-

commodate up to 150, though a 125-seat

layout is usual on scheduled flights. In the

casevac role, up to 78 stretcher patients can be

carried, but an alternative layout, more ap-

propriate to peacetime needs, provides for nine

stretcher cases and 61 seated patients. Cargo

capacity is 54,000 lb (24495 kg).

The wing has a 32° 30' sweepback at

quarter chord. Fowler flaps are fitted, and slats

extend over the major part of the leading edge.

Spoilers on the upper surface also serve as air-

brakes.

When the VC10 began to operate with No
10 Sqn, British defence commitments were

worldwide, with significant forces stationed in

the Far East and Persian Gulf. However, in

January 1968 a Defence White Paper announ-

ced drastic cuts in the resources of all three Ser-

vices and the withdrawal of most forces sta-

tioned outside Europe. Consequently the im-

portance of the Strategie transport role

diminished. RAF Transport Command
became Air Support Command in 1967, and

five years later the formation was reduced to

Group Status within RAF Strike Command.
Nevertheless, a Strategie airlift capability has

been found vital. Relief Operations and the

evacuation of British Citizens from trouble

spots highlight the need for an intercontinen-

tal air transport force. Among recent such

Operations in which RAF VC 10s have par-

tieipated are the evacuation of over 13,000

civilians from war-torn Cyprus in July 1974,

the evacuation of 5,700 people from Angola in

October the following year, the reinforcement

of the British garrison in Belize when that

country was threatened by invasion from

neighbouring Guatemala in 1977, and the

evacuation of British Citizens from Iran in ear-

ly 1979.

Currently 11 VC10 C.ls are on the

strength of No 10 Sqn, each named in honour

of a British airman awarded the Victoria

Cross.

Type: long-range Strategie transport

Powerplant: four 21,800-lb (9890-kg) Rolls-

ROYAI- AIR FORCE
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British Aerospace VC10 C.1

Royce Conway Mk 250 turbofans

Performance: cruising speed at 38,000 ft

(11600 m) 550 mph (886 km/h); rate of climb

at sea level 3,050 ft (930 m) per minute; ränge

with maximum fuel 7,128 miles (11470 km);

ränge with maximum payload 4,720 miles

(7600 km)
Weights: maximum take-off 323,000 lb

(146500 kg); maximum landing 225,000 lb

(102100 kg)

Dimensions: span 146 ft 2 in (44.55 m);

length 158 ft 8 in (48.36 m); height 39 ft 6 in

(12.04 m); wing area 2,932 sq ft (272.4 m 2
)

Operator: UK

II

Royal Air Force BAC VC10 of 10 Sqn at Brize Norton, Oxon, used for long-range transport flight

British Aerospace VC10 Tanker
The RAF followed the United States's lead in

air-to-air refuelling by Converting 45 Vickers

Valiant jet bombers to perform this role from

1958, but the Handley Page Victor, again a

former mainstay of Britain's nuclear V-force,

took over the refuelling role in the mid-1960s.

By the late 1970s, when the Victors were

beginning to be worn out, the RAF was

obliged to consider types to Supplement and

eventually replace them.

The aircraft chosen was the BAe (BAC)
VC10. No stranger to RAF service, the type

had entered service with Transport (later Air

Support) Command in mid-1966 with No 10

Squadron. The VC10 is the heaviest aircraft to

be flown bv the RAF, and can carry a füll

payload of 150 troops for 3,650 miles (5870

km) without refuelling. Between 1959 and

1961 Vickers had undertaken design studies

which had included tanker, maritime recon-

naissance and bomber variants of the basic

design. but onlv the transport was proeeeded

with. In addition to the RAF's 14 aircraft,

some 40 VC 10s saw service with civil

Operators.

Ten aircraft were earmarked for conversion

to tanker configuration: six VClOs and four

larger Super VC 10s acquired from East

Atrican Airways. These former airliners are

being converted at Filton bv the BAe Aircraft

Group and will enter service alongside the Vic-

tor K.2 aircraft of Nos 55 and 57 Squadrons at

RAF Marham, Norfolk from 1980. Each will

have three hose-reels, additional tanks for

transfer fuel, cargo floor and doors, and exten-

sive military avionics. One of the chief tasks of

these aircraft will be refuelling support of the

Panavia Tornado F. 2.

An important additional factor behind the

Programme is the rumoured development by

the Soviet Union of a new long-range missile

to be carried by variable-geometry Tupolev

'Backfire' bombers. To counter this threat,

the limited ränge of the RAF's air defence

fighters must be increased: it is antieipated

that the VC 10s will play a crucial role in per-

mitting earlier intereeptions to be made.

Details of the VC10 Tanker were classified

at the time of writing: the data below there-

fore refers to the original Super VC10.

Type: long-range transport

Powerplant: four 22,500-lb (10200-kg)

Rolls-Royce Conway 550 turbofans

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

38,000 ft (11580 m) 568 mph (914 km/h);

ränge with maximum payload at 550 mph
(885 km/h) 4,630 miles (7450 km)

Weights: empty 149,000 lb (67130 kg); load-

ed 335,000 lb (151950 kg)

Dimensions: span 146 ft 2 in (44.55 m);

length 171 ft 8 in (52.32 m); height 39 ft 6 in

(12.04 m); wing area 2,932 sq ft (272.4 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: UK

British Aerospace (Handley Page) Victor K.2

One of two bombers designed around

Specification B.35/46, the Handley Page

HP. 80 Victor was the last of the V-bombers to

enter service with the Royal Air Force. The
Avro Vulcan, to the same requirements, had

become operational in mid-1956. Technically

highly advanced for its time, the Victor was

designed to operate fast and high, above vir-

tually all known defences. As it turned out,

when the aircraft did finallv enter service in

1956 after a lengthy development phase, it had

been overtaken by fighters and missiles capable

of intereeption at its designed operating

altitudes.

A crescent-shaped wing was chosen to

allow the highest possible cruise Mach
number. Four Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire

200-series turbojets, buried in the sharply

swept root, powered the Victor B.l. Con-

struetion was primarily of light-alloy double-

skin sandwich with either corrugated or

honeycomb filling. It was the B.l which was

first offered to the RAF, but in the light of its

reduced effectiveness the service later demand-

ed better protection. Eventually 50 of the

resulting version, redesignated B.1A, were

operated; they were fitted with more sophis-

ticated electronic countermeasures (ECM)
housed in the rear fuselage and were generali)'

better equipped.

In 1964 Handley Page was contracted to

convert the remaining B.l/lAs into probe-

and-drogue flight-refuelling tankers for the

RAF. Operational aircraft were fitted with a

Flight Refuelling Mk 20b pod under each

wing to replenish high-speed tactical aircraft.

and fighters. A Flight Refuelling Mk 17 hose

drum in the rear of the bomb bay supplied

bombers and transport aircraft. To raise

capacity, two extra fuel tanks were fitted in

the remainder of the bomb bay, which could

be modified quickly to retain bombing
capability as necessary. The first six tankers,

designated K.1/1A, carried only the under-

wing refuelling points, and these aircraft

entered service with No 55 Sqn at Marham in

August 1965. In 18 months of trials the six

K.ls transferred 6,718,700 lb (3044914 kg) of

fuel in 10,646 real and practice refuelling con-

tacts and partieipated in nearly 40 overseas ex-

ercises. Two BAC Lightning fighters could be

supplied simultaneously at the rate of 150

Imperial gallons (680 litres) per minute. Nos
57 and 214 Sqns were equipped with three-

point K.lAs, and No 55 Sqn reeeived its first

improved modeis in the spring of 1967.

British Aerospace Victor K.2

Royal Air Force Handley Page Victor K Mk 2 tanker aircraft of 55 Sqn, RAF Marham, Norfolk.
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By 1954 design was in lunJ >in the Victot

Mjrk 2, and the tust 11.2 flew on 20 lebruary

1959 I Ins largcr Version was inuch hcavier

and inorr powcrful, the CTlginei being

10 600 ll> (VM4-kg) Rolls-Royce < onway 201

iuiI uil in. i I. iiii'rs compared with thc Mk 1

induded greatei ipan, largei iii intaket, i

ili >r s.il fiUel torward of thc fin and a rctractable

icoop on eacfa fuselage sidc to supply two

turbo alternaton for thc totally new electrica!

tystem. A Turbomeca Artouste turbine in the

starboard wing rOOt drovc thc APU (Auxdiary

Power Unit) which also supplied ground

power. Arni.iincnt was thc Hawkcr Siddclcv

Blue Steel stand-off bomb (air-to-surface

nnssilc), which becainc opcrational in

[ sbruary 1964 with No 139 Sqn at Wittering.
'1 wo vc.irs earliei this squadion had been also

tlic hrst mm to reeeive thc updated Victor.

Although considerably improved, the Vntor

B.2 was no less vulnerable at height, and the

aircraft's role was changed to include low-

level .it tack . and only 34 werc built, 22 bring

cancelled.

Thc Victor SR. 2, a Strategie reconnaissance

Version of the Victor B.2. had the prunary rolc

of high-altitudc maritime reconnaissance. A
smgle aircraft could radar-map thc entire

Mediterr.incan in one seven-hour sortie, and

four could map thc North Atlantic in six

hours. Photoflash bombs allowcd night Opera-

tions. Despite its bulk, .i produetion Victoi

B.l exceeded Mach 1 in a shallow dive in

1957, and routine high-speed tlights included

England to Malta in two hours (655 mph
1050 km/h), and an Atlantic crossing in three

hours eight minutes (644 mph 1030 km l>). A
nunihcr of Victor B.2s werc converted to the

Strategie reconnaissance role. but 24 K.2

tanket conveisions ot the B.2 arc now serving

with Nos 55 and 57 Sqns and 232 OCU at

Marham. Thc K.2 is a complete rebuild, by

British Aerospace at Woodford, with three

hosc-iccls and reduced Span.

Type: tive-se.it Strategie boniber (B.l 1A.

B.2); four-seat flight-refuellmg tanker (K.1A,

K.2); Strategie reconn.nssjnee .urer.ilt (SR. 2)

Powerplant: fojur 11,000-Ib (4990 kg) Arm-
strong Siddclcv Sapphire 202 turbojets (Mk
1/1A); four 2Ö,600-lb (9344-kg) (onway 201

The BAe (Handley Page) Victor K.2 is the RAF's Standard air refuellmg tanker. seen here serving with No 55 Sqn from Marham and

refuellir : I No 54 Sqn m March 1978 Ex civil VC10 and Super VC10 transports are bemg rebuilt for the tanker role

turbofans (B.2, SR 2, K.2)

Performance: maximum speed (both marks)

640 mph (1030 km h) Ol Mach 0.92 at 40.000

ft (12192 m); maximum cruising height

45.000 ft (13700 m) (Mk 1). 55,000 ft (1<>~S(|

m) (Mk 2); combat r.iduis (Mk 2) 1725 miles

(2780 km) at high low ievel, 2.3(K) miles

(3700 km) at high level. 4,600 miles (7400

km) with flight-retuelhng

Weights: empty ^.OOO 1b (35834 kg) (Mk
1). 91.000 1b (41,277 kg) (Mk 2); maximum
take-off 180.000 1b (81650 kg) (Mk 1),

233. (HK) Ib (101150 kg) (Mk 2)

Dimension*: span 110 ft in (33.53 m)
(B 1). 120 ft in (36.58 m) (B.2), 117 ft in

(35.7 m) (K.2); length 1 14 ft 11 in (35.05 m);

height 2« ft 1' i in i« 59 m) (Mk 1). 30 ft

l
1

: in (9.2 m) (Mk 2); wing arca 2,406 sq ft

(223.5 m2
)
(Mk 1). 2.597 sq ft (241.3 m 2

)
(Mk

2)

Armament: internal bay for various nuclear

or conventional weapons, including up to 35

1.000-lb (454-kg) bombs; one Blue Steel Mk 1

air-to-surface missile semi-recessed bencath

fuselagc (B.2); electronic countermeasures; no

armament on tanken

Operators: UK

British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley/Avro) Vulcan

To carry out the Strategie bonibing of

Germany during World War II, Britam

developed a trio of four-engined bombers, of

which the Handley Page Halifax and Avro

Lancaster were the star performers. When, in

1946, the air staff issued its requirements for a

post-war jet-driven generation of Strategie

bombers, it was to be the sanie two companies

that were responsible for the aircraft that

fulfilled the need: Handley Page with the

crescent-winged Victor and Avro with the

delta-winged Vulcan. In both cases the con-

figuration was new and untried, yet each sur-

vived early teething troubles to become highly

successful in their chosen role and adaptable to

a number of others; they have also enjoyed a

period of Royal Air Force service far in excess

of that of their illustrious forebears.

Delta wings were to undergo a considerable

vogue in the 1950s, but at the time the RAF
issued its Specification B. 35/46, a year after

the end of World War II, no powered delta-

wing aircraft had been flown, and A.V. Roe's
brilliant technical director, Roy Chadwick,
deeided to air-test the configuration initially

by building a series of smaller research aircraft

with a generally similar shape. The first of

these was the single-seat Avro 707, flown for

the first time on 4 September 1949 and

powered by a 3,500-lb (1588-kg) statte thrust

Rolls-Royce Derwent 5 turbojet. Twenty-six
days later it crashed, killing test pilot

S.E.Esler. This was hardly an auspicious

beginning, but the modified 707B, flown by

R.J. (Roly) Falk, took to the air on 6

September 1950 and quickly displayed ex-

tremely docile handling qualities. One major

modification was made on the third aircraft,

the 'high speed' Avro 707A, when the dorsal

intakes for the engine were relocated in the

wing roots; the 707A flew for the first time on
14 June 1951, and was followed by a second

The British Aerospace Vulcan B.2 is another long-servmg type which has been continually updated, some of the electronic

showing externally The RAF also has four rebuilt as SR. 2 Strategie reconnaissance platforms, serving with No 27 Sqn at Sca

hange

mpton
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British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley/Avro) Vulcan

707A on 20 February 1953. Last of the

research prototypes, the Avro 707C, flew on 1

July the same year and was completed as a

side-by-side two-seater, to provide training in

the particular techniques necessary in flying a

tailless delta.

Long before this, in January 1948, Avro had

received the go-ahead for two prototypes of

the full-size B. 35/46 design. the Avro 698,

some 20 times the weight of the little 707s.

However, the British government remained

wary of the unorthodox design; a production

contract did not follow until June 1952, and in

the meantime the more conventional Vickers

Valiant was ordered as a back-up in the event

of a possible failure of the Handley Page and

Avro types. When the Avro 698 prototype

first flew on 30 August 1952, it was powered

by four 6,500-lb (2948-kg) static thrust Rolls-

Royce Avon RA. 3 turbojets, substituting for

the planned installation of Bristol B.E.10

(Olympus) engines which were not then

ready. In the following year it was refitted

with 8,000-lb (3629-kg) static thrust Arm-
strong Siddeley Sapphires; Olympus Series 100

engines, of 9,750-lb (4423-kg) static thrust,

were installed in the second prototype, which

made its maiden flight on 3 September 1953.

A little less than 18 months later, on 4

February 1955, Falk flew the first production

Vulcan B.l (four 10,000-lb/4536-kg static

thrust Olympus Mk 101s), and at the SBAC
Display at Farnborough in the following

September eclipsed even his own outstanding

earlier Performances by slow-rolling the se-

cond production example of this 99-ft

(30.18-m) span bomber. Any remaining

doubts — and there were not many — about

the control and stability of such a large

aeroplane, with no separate tailplane or

elevators, were quickly dispelled. The only

noteworthy problem was a slight buffeting

when pulling g at high altitude, and this was

remedied by decreasing the angle of sweepback

on the centre panels of each wing, giving a

kinked and cambered leading edge instead of

the former straight line. This was applied to

existing Vulcan ls, successive batches of

which introduced more powerful modeis of

the Olympus engine; the eventual Standard for

all Vulcan ls was the 13,500-lb (6123-kg)

static thrust Olympus 104. Deliveries of 45

B.ls began in February 1957, to No 230

Operational Conversion Unit; first operational

squadron, from July 1957, was No 83, fol-

lowed by Nos 101 and 617. The internal bomb
bay was large enough to carry twenty-one

1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs or mines, and

pressurized accommodation was provided for a

five-man crew: pilot and co-pilot (on ejection

seats), navigator, radar Operator and an air

electronics officer. All B.ls still in Service in

1961 were upgraded to B.l As with a new tail-

cone containing ECM (electronic counter-

measures) equipment.

Major production Version, however, was

the B.2, with more powerful engines, much
larger wings and capability for carrying the

Hawker Siddeley Blue Steel thermonuclear

stand-off missile. The new wings, of markedly

thinner section and fitted with elevons, began

flight testing on the second Vulcan prototype

on 31 August 1957, and the first production

Vulcan 2 (17,000-lb/7711-kg static thrust

Olympus 201s) flew on 30 August 1958. On
receipt of the new Version, Nos 83 and 617

Squadrons passed on their Mk lAs to Nos 44

and 50 Squadrons; No 617 was the first, in

February 1963, to become operational with

the Blue Steel. Additional Vulcan squadrons

included Nos 9, 12 and 35, production of ap-

proximately 50 of this version ending in 1964.

As the B.l/lAs were phased out, all of the

squadrons listed came to fly the B.2, and after

the Skybolt fiasco of 1961-62, followed by
the adoption of the submarine-launched

Polaris missile as Britain's primary nuclear

deterrent, it became necessary to adapt the

Vulcan for low-level Operation, to maintain its

capability to penetrate enemy airspace against

improved-quality Soviet detection radars and

surface-to-air missiles. To this new require-

ment the Vulcan adapted very successfully,

carrying conventional HE bombs and adopting

a two-tone Camouflage of green and grey for

its new role instead -of the all-white finish

employed previously. Continuing improve-
ment in power was maintained, Vulcans being

re-engined in 1962-64 with 20,000-lb

(9072-kg) static thrust Olympus 301 engines.

The Vulan's third role, that of Strategie recon-

naissance, began in 1973 when a number of

bombers were converted to SR. 2s for this pur-

pose; since 1974, these have been operated by
No 27 Squadron.

The following data are for the B.2.

Type: low-level tactical bomber and Strategie

reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: four 20,000-lb (9072-kg) static

thrust Rolls-Royce Olympus 301 turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at high

altitude 645 mph (1038 km/h); cruising speed

at high altitude about 625 mph (1006 km/h);
combat radius without refuelling 1,725 miles

(2776 km); combat radius with one in-flight

refuelling 2,875 miles (4627 km); ränge with

normal bomb load about 4,600 miles

(7403 km); service ceiling about 65,000 ft

(19810 m)
Weights: maximum take-off about
250,000 1b (113400 kg)

Royal Air Force Hawker Siddeley Vulcan B.2 long-range Strategie bomber, in low-visibility markings, from the Waddington Wing.

British Aerospace Vulcan B Mk 2 cutaway drawing key

1 Wing tip antennae
Starboard navigation light

3 Starboard wing tip

construetion
4 Outboard aileron

5 Inboard aileron

6 Rear spar
7 Outboard wing panel ribs

8 Front spar

9 Leading edge ribs

10 Cranked leading edge
11 Corrugated leading-edge

inner skin

12 Retractable landing and
taxying lamp

13 Fuel tank fire extinguisher

bottles

14 Outer wing panel Joint rib

15 Honeycomb skin panel
16 Outboard elevator

17 Inboard elevator

18 Elevator hydraulic jacks

1 9 No 7 starboard fuel tank
20 No 5 starboard fuel tank
21 Diagonal rib

22 Leading edge de-icing air

duet
23 Wing stringer construetion
24 Parallel chord wing skin

panels
25 No 6 starboard fuel tank
26 No 4 starboard fuel tank
27 No 3 starboard fuel tank
28 Main undercarriage leg

29 Eight-wheel bogie
30 Mainwheel well door
31 Fuel tank fire extinguishers

32 Inboard leading edge
construetion

33 De-icing air supply pipe
34 Fuel collectors and pumps
35 Main undercarriage wheel

bay
36 Retracting mechanism
37 Airborne auxiliary powet

plant (AAPP)

38 Electrical equipment bay
39 Starboard engine bays
40 Rolls-Royce (Bristol)

Olympus 301 engines
41 Air system piping

42 Engine bay dividing rib

43 Engine fire extinguishers
44 Jet pipes

45 Fixed trailing edge
construetion

46 Jet pipe nozzles
47 Rear equipment bay
48 Oxygen bottles

49 Batteries

50 Rudder power control unit

51 Rear electronics bay
52 Electronic countermeasures

System equipment
53 Cooling air intake

54 Tail warning radar Scanner
55 Tail radome
56 Twin brake parachute

housing
57 Brake parachute door
58 Rudder construetion
59 Rudder balance weights and

seals

Fin de-icing air outlet

Di-electric fin tip fairing

Passive electronic

countermeasures (ECM)
antennae

63 Fin construetion
64 Fin leading edge
65 Corrugated inner skin

66 Communications aerial

67 Fin de-icing air supply
68 Bomb-bay rear bulkhead
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Dimension«: s|un 1 I I It in (33 'Hin),

li-ngtli (iik liuling refuelling probe) 105 tt (, in

(32.16 in); len^tli (withoul probe) 99 tt 11 m
(30.45 in); lieigbt 27 ft 2 in (8.28 in); wing

in i
I 964 iq Fl (368.27 m 2

)

Armamcnt: no defensive irmament; up to

rwenty-one l.ooolb (454-kg) bombi in inter-

nal weaponi bay

Operators: UK

British Aerospace Vulcan B 2

69 Bomb-bay roof arch

construction
70 Flush air intake

71 Communications aerial

72 Port Olympus 301 engmes
73 Engine bay top panel

construction
74 Port jet pipe fairing

75 Electrical equipment bay
76 Chaff dispenser
77 Green Satin" navigational

radar bay
78 Elevator balance weights and

seals

79 Elevator hydraulic jacks

80 Inboard elevator

81 Outboard elevator

82 Inboard aileron

83 Alleron balance weights
84 Control rods

85 Aileron power control jacks

86 Jack fainngs

87 Outboard aileron

88 Port wing tip antennae
89 Retractable landing and

taxying lamp
90 Cranked leading edge
91 Fuel tank fire extinguishers

92 Cambered leading edge
profile

93 No 7 port fuel tank

94 No 5 port fuel tank

95 Leading edge de-icing air

duet
96 No 6 port fuel tank

97 No 4 port fuel tank

98 No 3 port fuel tank

99 Port main undercarriage bay
100 Wing stringer construction

101 Port airbrakes

102 Airbrake drive mechanism
103 Intake duets
104 Front wing spar attachment

joints

105 Centre section front spar

frame
106 Suppressed aerial

107 Anti-collision light

108 Bomb bay longerons

109 Forward limit of bomb bay

110 Starboard airbrake housings
111 Boundary layer bleed air duet
1 1 2 Starboard intake duets
113 No 2 fuselage fuel tanks

114 Communications aerials

115 Port engine intake

116 No 1 fuselage fuel tanks

117 Fuselage frame and stringer

construction
118 Intake hp construction

119 Corrugated inner skin

120 Intake divider

121 Starboard intake

1 22 Boundary layer Splitter plate

123 Nose section joint frame
124 Rear pressure bulkhead
1 25 Nosewheel doors
1 26 Nosewheel leg

127 Steermg jack

128 Twin nosewheels
129 Radio and electronics

equipment bay
1 30 Rearward facing crew

members' stations: tactical

navigator, radar Operator and
air electronics Operator

131 Cabin side window
132 Chart table

1 33 Assisted exit seats

1 34 Jettisonable

cockpit canopy
135 Pilot'sejection seat

136 Windscreen panels

137 Instrument panel shroud
138 Windscreen wipers
139 Co-pilot's seat

1 40 Raised pilot's cockpit floor

141 Entry hatch
142 Ladder
143 Pitottube
144 Ventral bomb aiming blister

fairing (not used on B Mk 2

aircraft)

145 Destructor
146 Refuelling supply pipe

147 Cockpit pressure dorne

148 Radar mounting
149 H 2 S radar unit

150 Rotating radar Scanner, 80-in

(2,03-m) diameter

151 Radome
152 Terrain following radar

antenna
153 Flight refuelling probe
1 54 Bomb bay doors
155 Bomb door opening jacks

156 1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs.
three groups of seven bombs
each



Britten-Norman Islander/Defender

Since its first flight in June 1965, the Britten-

Norman Isländer has been built in several dif-

ferent versions, examples have rolled off five

different production lines, and ownership of

the design rights have been vested in four dif-

ferent companies.

The original BN-2 Islander was conceived

by Desmond Norman and John Britten as a

cheap, simple, twin-engined aircraft capable of

carrying up to 10 people including the pilot.

Detailed design work began in early 1964 and

in just over a year the first prototype had taken

to the air. Production aircraft has uprated

260-hp (194-kW) O-540-E4C5 engines in

place of the original 210-hp (157-kW) Rolls-

Royce Continental IO-360-Bs and a 4-ft

(1.2-m) increase in wing span. The aircraft

was an immediate success.

To boost supply the small Isle of Wight
Company signed an agreement in 1968 with

IRMA (Intreprinderea de Reparat Material

Aeronautic) of Romania for the quantity pro-

duction of Islanders under licence. The first

IRMA-built aircraft flew in August 1969. In

addition, Britten-Norman placed a contract

with the British Hovercraft Corporation for

the manufacture, up to final assembly stage, of

236 Islanders, followed by a further 134.

The very success of the Islander strained the

finances of Britten-Norman and by 1971 these

problems became acute. Price Waterhouse was

appointed receiver and a new Company named
Britten-Norman (Bembridge) was formed.

The uncertainty lasted until August 1972

when Britten-Norman became part of the

Fairey Group. The new holding Company,

Fairey Britten-Norman, brought together the

B-N factory at Bembridge, Isle of Wight, and

the Fairey works at Gosselies, Belgium. While

Gosselies concentrated on production, Bem-

bridge carried out final finishing, design,

marketing and product support.

At the 1974 Farnborough Air Show, Fairey

Britten-Norman announced another inter-

national venture. The National Aero Manu-

facturing Corporation (NAMC), a subsidiary

of the Philippine Aerospace Development Cor-

poration, had arranged to build Islanders

under licence. Britten-Norman initially sup-

plied six finished aircraft but these were

followed by 14 unpainted, untrimmed aircraft

for fitting out. NAMC is now assenibling 20

aircraft from kits supplied by Britten-Norman.

It was anticipated that a further 60 aircraft

would be built in the Philippines using jigs and

detailed parts supplied from Europe. Although

Philippines Aero Transport will operate most

of the aircraft covered by the agreement, some
have been supplied to the Philippines Armed
Forces for air/sea rescue duties and about 25

will be repurchased by Britten-Norman for

sale in other parts of the world. The agree-

ment with the Philippines also covered the

development of an amphibious Version.

The excessive cost of aircraft built at

Gosselies was one of the primary reasons why
the Fairey Group found itself in financial dif-

ficulties at the end of 1977. Part of the aircraft

manufacturing side of the group, without

Gosselies, was re-formed as Britten-Norman

(Bembridge), and the design rights and pro-

duction jigs and tools for the Islander and its

development were again up for sale. The
delivery of Romanian-produced aircraft con-

tinued, but the future looked uncertain. After

negotiations which involved Grumman,
Shorts and SAAB, it was announced in July

1978 that Pilatus Aircraft of Switzerland, part

of the Oerlikon-Bührle Group, had acquired

all the assets. The agreements with Romania
and the Philippines were continued and Pilatus

made it clear that further developments of the

Islander family were likely.

The Islander, with its simple high wing,

fixed undercarriage and modest cruising speed

was easy to fly and maintain right from the

start. The engines were well proven and the

formula lent itself to a wide ränge of applica-

tions. The original BN-2 Series 1 was followed

on the production line by the BN-2A Series 2

after June 1969. The Option of 300-hp

(224-kW) fuel-injection Lycoming IO-540-

KlB5s or supercharged 260-hp (194-kW)

O-540-E4C5s was made available, as were ex-

tended wingtips containing auxiliary fuel

tanks. The latest production variant is the BN-
2B Islander II and this is available with a

choice of engines, with extended wing tips or

with an extended nose incorporating addi-

tional baggage space.

Military applications seemed obvious and

the aircraft displayed its outstanding qualities

by landing and taking off unassisted from the

deck of HMS Hermes in May 1968. At the

1971 Paris Show the Company displayed its

newly developed Defender. It was aimed at

low-cost search and rescue, internal security,

patrol, forward air control, troop transit,

logistic support, and casualty evacuation.

The equipment fitted to production

Defenders depends on customer requirements,

but up to four underwing pylons for offensive

Stores can be provided. Typical loads include

machine-gun packs, rockets, wire-guided

missiles, bombs, flares, grenades or drop

tanks. The Maritime Defender has a nose-

Britten-Norman 2B Islander

mounted search radar and can carry search-

lights, loudspeakers, flares, dinghies or

weapons.

Versions are also available for firefighting,

crop spraying and aerial surveying. The turbo-

prop powered Turbo Islander first flew in

April 1977 but production deliveries have yet

to begin. One Islander has been modified to

accept twin Dowty Rotöl ducted propulsors

which offer a dramatic reduction in noise, and

improved Performances. There are no produc-

tion plans for this variant at present.

Type: general-purpose light transport capable

of carrying (Defender) light pod-mounted
armaments or (Maritime Defender) optional

nose search radar

Powerplant: (Standard) two 260-hp
(194-kW) Lycoming O-540-E4C5 flat-six

piston engines; optional 300-hp (224-kW)

Lycoming IO-540-KlB5s

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum level speed (clean) 176 mph (283

km/h), (loaded pylons) 168 mph (270 km/h);

maximum ränge with füll payload (clean) 418

miles (672 km), (loaded pylons) 375 miles (603

km)
Weights: empty 3,708 lb (1682 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 6,600 lb (2993 kg); maximum
landing 6,300 lb (2855 kg); maximum zero

fuel 6,200 lb (2810 kg)

Dimensions: span 53 ft (16.15 m); length

(Defender) 35 ft 8 in (10.86 m); length

(Defender Maritime) 36 ft 4 in (11.07 m);

height 13 ft 9 in (4.18 m); wing area (Stan-

dard) 325 sq ft (30.19 m 2)

Armament: Four NATO Standard wing
pylons capable of accepting twin 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine-gun pods, 250-lb (113-kg) or

500-lb (227-kg) general-purpose bombs, Matra

rocket packs, wire-guided missiles, SURA
rocket packs, reconnaissance flares, grenades,

smoke bombs, markers or drop tanks.

Operators: Abu Dhabi, Belgium, Botswana,

Ghana, Guyana, Hong Kong, India, Israel,

Jamaica, Malagasy, Mauritania, Oman, Mex-
ico, Malawi, Panama, Philippines, Qatar,

Rhodesia, Rwanda, Venezuela. Government
Operators include Brazil, Egypt, Lesotho,

Liberia, Nigeria, Thailand, Turkey, Zaire and

Zambia.

Britten-Norman Defender of 5 Sqn, Sultan of Oman's Air Force, at Seeb. Seven aircraft are in Service for utihty duties

Britten-Norman BIM-2A Mk IM Trislander

It took just six weeks for the second Britten-

Norman Islander prototype to be converted to

a 17-seat trimotor, with stretched fuselage and

a third engine on a new fin. The first flight on

11 September 1970 proved that there were no

unusual handling characteristics and the BN-
2A Mk III Trislander was born.

Modifications were kept to a minimum and

Trislanders are 75 per cent built from Islander

parts. They have a 90-in (2.29-m) fuselage

plug forward of the wing, strengthening

plates in the centre section, reinforced rear

fuselage, new main landing gear and new fin

and rudder. The extended nose, optional on

the Islander, is Standard. A stand-by rocket

below the rear engine nacelle is available to

assist take off and climb away in the event of

engine failure.

Like the Islander, the three-engined

development has a military potential and

Britten-Norman offers the Trislander M for

trooping, supply dropping, maritime patrol,

and search and rescue. The aircraft could have

a patrol endurance of nine hours and could

carry radar or a variety of other avionics and

mission equipment. Although nearly 100 civil

Trislanders have been sold, no customers have

yet been confirmed for the military counter-

part.

Type: general-purpose light transport also

suitable for maritime patrol, search and rescue

duties

Powerplant: three 260-hp (194-kW) Lyco-

ming O-540-E4C5 flat-six piston engines, plus

stand-by rocket engine available as Option

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum level speed 181 mph (291 km/h);

cruising speed 155 mph (249 km/h); maxi-

mum ränge with füll pavload 259 miles (417

km)
Weights: empty 5,800 lb (2631 kg); maxi-

mum take-off and landing 10,000 lb (4536

kg); maximum zero fuel 9,700 lb (4400 kg)

Dimensions: span 53 ft in (16.15 m);

length 49 ft 3 in (15.01 m); height 14 ft 2 in

(4.32 m); wing area 337 sq ft (31.31 m2
)

Armament: four underwing pylons to carry

fuel tanks. life raft and survival pack pods or

offensive Stores as on the Defender

Operator: none

Britten-Norman BN-2A Mk III Trislander
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Canadair CL-28 Argus

I Ik ( .iii.ul.iii ( I 28 (iniliiary designation

( P 10?) Argus was dcsigncd to incct a 1952

requiremenl toi a maritime patrol and anti-

lubmarine wanare (ASW) .meraft to lucceed

the Avro Lancast« MR. 10 and Lockheed l'2V

Neptune in lervice with the Royal Canadian

Air Force'i Maritime Air Command, The an

traft was bawd OD the Bristol Britannia

lirlini r, the wings, tail and undercarriage bc-

ing virtn.illv identical on both machines. The

fuselage was redesigned to incorporate two
weapons bays, and prcssunzation was

ehminated u u was not necessary at the low

altitudes customarily used by maritimi

ii.iiss.iirc aircraft.

I (ie tust Argus Mk 1 flcw from Canadair's

factory at Montreal on 28 March 1957. It was

followcd by 12 further airtraft built to Mark 1

Standard, fitted witli American APS-20 radar

in a chin-mounted radome. I he 20 Argus Mk
2s wert fitted witli British ASV-21 radar

mounted in a smaller radome. Production end-

ed in July 1960, witli the completion of the

RCAF's last Argus Mk 2.

The normal trew complemenl >>l the Argus

is 15, comprising three pilots, two flight

engineers, three navigators and seven ASW
svstems Operators. This enables the trew to

work in shilts during 1 patrol whith tan last

up to 20 hours, a trew rest area with bunks

and a galley bring provided.

The trew itations comprise an observei

bomb aimer's position in the gla/ed nose; the

flight deck with provision for pilot, co-pilot

and llight engmecr; and bcliind them the

routme navigator and radio Operator 's posi-

tions. A rcar conipartmcnt houses six or seven

members of the ASW team undei a tactical < o

ordmator. with two bcam lookout positions

behind this conipartmcnt.

The ASW etjuipment carried by the Argus

mcludcs search radar, a magnetic anomalv

detectoi (MAI)) carried on an 18 ft (5.49 m)
tail boom, electronic countermeasures equip-

ment and a diescl exhaust detector. Sonobuoys

are carried in an att fuselagc conipartmcnt,

which also houses flares and marine markers,

Offensive stores (acoustic homing, torpedoes

and depth charges) arc carried in the two inter-

nal weapons bays.

In addition to the long-range maritime

patrol and anti-submarine warfare tasks, the

Argus can undertake minelayitig duties and act

as an emergency transport. The aircraft "s

maritime patrol duties include Arctic patrols,

fishery surveillance, search and rescue, and

pollution monitoring.

In May 1958 No 405 Squadron based at

Greenwood, Nova Scotia, began to convert to

the Argus and was followcd bv No 404, which
shared the same base, in April 1959. A third

east coast Argus squadron (No 415) was form-

ed at Summerside, Prince Edward Island, in

June 1961. Ten years after the Argus entered

Canadian Service, a fourth unit was equipped

with the type (by which time the RCAF had

been absorbed in the Canadian Armed Forces),

when No 407 Squadron on Canada's west
coast at Comox, British Columbia, began to

replace its Lockheed Neptunes with Arguses.

Unlike the east coast squadrons, this unit was
not assigned to NATO, but it nevertheless

worked closely with United States forces. Also
in 1968 No 449 Squadron was formed at

Greenwood to train maritime crews, a task

previously performed by No 2 Operational

Training Unit.

As it soldiered on uito the 1970s, the Argus

began to show intrcasing signs ol old age. Ear-

ly m 1972 the entire licet was grounded

because of a fault in the undercarriage. Later

that year a rcquircmcnt lor an Argus replace-

inent, the Long Range Patrol Aircraft

(LRPA), was drawn up. Three years later it

was announced that the Argus flcet would bc

reduted to 26 aircraft as an cconomy measure.

The six redundant aircraft (one Argus Mk 2

had been lost in an air atcident in 1965) were

accoidingly withdrawn between Mav and

August 1975.

The LRPA lelected, the (PI 40 Aurora (a

Version of the Lockheed P-3 Orion), is

scheduled to replace the Argus between Mav
1980 and March 1981

Type: long-range maritime patrol aircraft

Powerplant: foul 3,400-hp (2536-kW)

Wnght Cyclone R-3350-EA1 Turbo-

Compound 18-cvhnder engines

Performance: liiaxiniuiii ipeed 315 mph
(507 km h) .it 10. IK«) tt I J050 m); service ceil-

ing 25,000 ft (7620 m)i normal ränge

4,(XX) miles (6438 km); maximum ränge

S.'VIH) miles (9495 km); endur.mce 20 hours

Weights: cnipty equipped 81,000 Ib

Canadair CL 28 Argus 2

(36740 kg); maximum take-off 157,000 1b depth charges, mmes, bombs or homing
(71215 kg) torpedoes in two fuselage weapons bavs; pro

Dimension*: span 142 tt 3 1
: in (43.35 m); vision for two wing hardpoints for air-to-

lcngth 128 ft 9'/2 in (39.54 m); height surface missiles or free-fall stores weighing up

n (11 78 m) to 3,800 1b (1720 kg)

Armament: a total of 8,000 lb (3630 kg) of Operator: Canadian Armed Forces

Canadair based the CL-28 Argus A nrcrafl on the Britannia, altl ufetences were so great the advantages were
^oon to be replaced bv the smaller CP 140 Aurora

Canadair CL-41 Tutor
The Canadair CL-41 's development Pro-

gramme was privately funded by the Com-
pany, because of the Canadian government's

early lack of interest in this basic jet trainer.

Two prototypes were built, powered by a

2,400-lb (1088-kg) Pratt and Whitney
JT12A-5 turbojet, the first flying on 13

January 1960. In September 1961 the Cana-

dian government ordered 190 CL-41As for the

Royal Canadian Air Force (now the Canadian

Armed Forces) with the designation CT-114
Tutor. These were powered by the General

Electric J85-CAN-40 turbojet of 2,850-lb

(1290-kg) thrust. Delivery took place in

1963-6.

Further development resulted in the CL-
41G armament trainer and light attack air-

Canadair CL-41G Tebuan armed |et trainer of the Royal Malaysian Air Force Two squadrons, Nos 6 and 9, operate the 16 survivmg Te-

buans of 20 onginally supphed; this machine was on the strength of 9 Sqn at Kuantan
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Canadair CL-41 Tutor

craft. This has uprated engines and six under-

wing hardpoints; the landing gear is modified

for soft field Operation, and 'zero level'

automatic ejection seats are fitted. In March

1966 the Royal Malaysian Air Force ordered

20, named Tebuan (wasp) in Malaysian Ser-

vice.

Features include side-by-side seats, upward-

opening canopy, lateral door-type airbrakes,

'T' tail, and steerable nosewheel. Internal fuel

totals 258 Imperial gallons (1170 litres), in five

cells in the fuselage.

Main user of the CT-114 Tute in the

Canadian Armed Forces is Training Com-
mand's No 2 Flying Training School at Moose

Jaw, Saskatchewan. After primary training on

the Beech CT-134 Musketeer, pupils do some

200 hours on the CT-114 to reach 'wings'

Standard, and proeeed to specialized training

for combat jets, multi-engined types or heli-

copters.

Ten Tutors were modified for the Golden

Hawks (later Snowbirds) aerobatic team and

the type also serves with the Flying Instruc-

tors' School. These units share the Moose Jaw
base with No 2 FTS.

In 1976 the Canadian Armed Forces began a

113-aircraft modification programme which

includes provision of external fuel tanks,

upgrading of avionics, changes to the canopy

electrical System and relocation of the engine

ice-detector probe.

Deliveries to Malaysia began in 1967 and a

new base was construeted to aecommodate the

Tebuans at Kuantan on the peninsula's east

coast. Two squadrons fly the type: No 9 Sqn is

an advanced training unit, while No 6 operates

in the light strike role.

Type: two-seat training and tactical support

aircraft

Powerplant: (CL-41G) one 2,950-lb

(1340-kg) General Electric J85-J4 turbojet

Performance: maximum level speed at

28,500 ft (8700 m) 480 mph (774 km/h); Ser-

vice ceiling 42,200 ft (12800 m); maximum
ränge 1,430 miles (2300 km)
Weights: empty 5,296 lb (2400 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 11,288 lb (5130 kg); maximum
landing 8,900 lb (4040 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 5.9 in (11.13 m);

length 32 ft (9.75 m); height 9 ft V* in (2.84

in); wing area 220 sq ft (20.44 m 2
)

Armament: six wing hardpoints can carry up

to 4,000 lb (1815 kg) of bombs, rockets, gun

pods or air-to-air missiles

Operators: Canada, Malaysia

The Canadair CL-41 Tutor, called CT-114 by the Canadian Armed Forces, has equipped several CAF display teams as well as serving as

Standard pilot trainer to 'wings' Standard at Moose Jaw. Over 100 are being updated in both strueture and Systems.

Canadair CL-66 Cosmopolitan
With the advent of turboprop engines, a

number of airliner manufacturers examined

the possibility of re-engining airframes which

had been designed for piston engines. Very

few of the projeets became actual hardware,

but the Cosmopolitan was an exception.

Production of the Convair 440 was com-
pleted in 1958, by which time nearly 1,000 of

the 240/340/440 transports had been built, of

which almost half were delivered to the US
military Services. Convair was concentrating

on development of the 880/990 series, but

Pacific Airmotive Corporation undertook con-

version of a number of 340/440 airframes to

take Allison 501 turboprops for serveral

airlines, the resulting aircraft being designated

CV-580- Convair themselves fitted the Rolls-

Royce Dart to produce the CV-640.
Meanwhile, the Royal Canadian Air Force

was in the market for a twin-turboprop

transport and, under an agreement between
Convair and Canadair, the CV-440 jigs and

tools were transferred to the latter company's

factory at Cartierville, Montreal. In collabora-

tion with the British aero-engine manu-
facturer Napier, Canadair proposed to use the

3,500-hp (2611-kW) Napier Eland turboprop

married to newly-manufactured CV-440 air-

frames under the Company designation

Canadair 540 (the CL-66 in Canadair's own
terminology). Two pre-produetion aircraft,

actually re-engined CV-440s, were used for

demonstration purposes and Royal Canadian

Air Force crew training; they were designated Canadair CL-66 (CC-109) prior to refitting with Allison 510 engines
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nr 540C, and were later bought by

Quchccair in a 52-passcnger configuration.

I ne lirst production 540 flew in January 1960

lud 10 wert- built for thc RCAF, by whom
thcy were designated ( I 109 ( iosmopolitan.

Poflowing thc collapse of Napier tlie ( < 109

fleet were re-engined by Alhson with the

Model 501 turboprop and brouglit up to thc

sanie airframc Standard as thc Convail 580.

As civil passenger transports thc aircraft were

offered with aecommodation for 48 to 64,

dependmg OH configuration, while thc RCAF

version was convertible with a reinforced floor

and 10-ft (3.04-m) cargo loading door; the

payload is 14,300 1b (6486 kg).

In addition to its 10 Cosmopolitans, thc

RCAF eventually acquired the two Quebecair

aircraft plus Canadair's demonstrator. Most of

the Cosmopolitans are still in service, the ma-

jority with No 412 Squadron at Trenton and

at Uplands, Ottawa, for VIP and Utility

transport work. Others are detached to thc

Canadian Forces in Europe headquarters at

Lahr and to thc NORAD headquarters at Col-

orado Springs. The German-based aircraft will

soon bc replaced by two de HavilLand Canada

DHC-7 four-turboprop transports, an order

for which was announced in 1978.

Type: twin-turboprop military transport

Powerplant: two turboprops (see text)

Performance: maximum speed 340 mph
(547 km/h); cruising speed at 46,000 Ib

(20865 kg) at 20,000 ft (6100 m) 322 mph
(518 km/h); climb to 10.000 ft (3050 m) 6

minutes 24 seconds; climb to 20,000 ft

(6100 m) 15 minutes 36 seconds; ränge

(45-minute fuel re»erve) with 48 passengeTt

1,244 mile» (19% km), ränge with extra tanks

in same conditions 2,275 miles (3660 km);

take-off dutance 4,550 ft (1388 m); Unding
distance 4.020 ft (1226 m)
Weightt: empty 32,333 lb (14666 kg); max-

imum take-off 53.200 Ib (24130 kg) max-
imum landing weight 50.670 Ib (22985 kg)

Dimension«: span 105 ft 4 in (32.12 m);

length 81 ft 6 in (24.84 m); height 28 ft 2 in

(8.49 m); wing area 963.82 sq ft (89.54 m 2
)

Operator»: Canada

Canadair CL 215

The Canadair CL-215 was designed to meet a

requirement for a firefighting amphibian

which could replace the miscellany of types

used in the 'water bomber' role in thc 1960s.

Thc basic parameters of the CL-215 design

emerged from a Symposium on forest -fire pro-

tection held in Ottawa in December 1963.

Early in 1966 it was deeided to put thc type in-

to production. The Canadian Province of

Quebec and the French Protection Civile were

the first customers, ordering 20 and 10

CL-215s respectively to undertakc its primary

role of forest fire detection and suppression.

However, the robust and versatile amphibian

was also availablc to military customers for the

search and rescue and Utility roles.

From the outset simplicity of design was a

primary requirement, with ease of

maintenance and reliability of equipment

(achieved through the incorporation of

already-proven Systems wherever practicable)

also reeeiving careful attention. Protection

against salt-water corrosion was achieved

through the use of corrosion-resistant

materials and by carefully sealing components

during assembly.

The CL-215 is an aircraft of substantial size.

It has a single-step hüll, and fixed stabilizing

floats are mounted just inboard of the wing

tips. The tricycle undercarriage comprises a

twin nosewheel and single mainwhcels, the

former retracting into the hüll and the latter

being raised to He flat against the hüll during

Operations from water.

The high-mounted wing and tailplane are

single-piece struetures, with ailerons and flaps

occupying the entire wing trailing edge. All

fuel is carried in flexible wing cells, and the

engine nacelles are integral with the wing

strueture.

For its firefighting role the CL-215 can lift

1,200 Imperial gallons (5450 litres) of water or

retardent fluid in two fuselage tanks. The
water is scooped from a convenient lake or

river through two retractable inlets mounted

under the hüll while the CL-215 taxies across

the surface. It then takes off and flies to the

area of the fire where the load is jettisoned in

under a second. The Operation is repeated until

the fire is under control. In most en-

vironments a load can be dropped at least every

10 minutes.

Configured for the search and rescue role,

the CL-215 carries a crew of six. In addition to

the pilot and co-pilot, a flight engineer is

housed on the flight deck. The navigator's Sta-

tion is located farther back in the forward

fuselage, and two observers are carried in the

rear fuselage. The basic avionics (typically HF,
VHF and VHF/HM transeeivers, ADF,
VOR/ILS/glide slope and marker beacon) are

augmented by an AVQ-21 weather and search

radar in the nose, a radio altimeter, an

UHF/VHF homer and DME. Maximum en-

durance is 12 hours.

First flight of the CL-215 was on 23 Oc-
tober 1967, and deliveries to France began in

May 1969. In March 1970 Quebec Province

reeeived the first of a- reduced order of 15

CL-215s, the surplus machines going to

France (2), Spain (2) and Greece (1). The
Spanish Air Force was favourably impressed by
an evaluation of the two CL-215s orderered by
the Ministry of Agriculture and these

machines, together with a new order for

eight, formed the equipment oiEscuadron 404.

Based at Torrejon, this unit operates in the

firefighting, search and rescue and casualty

evacuation roles.

The second largest military Operator of the

CL-215 is Greece's Hellenic Air Force,

which purchased a total of eight. Primarily

operating in the forest protection role, the

Greek CL-215s have nevertheless successfully

demonstrated the aircraft 's capability as a

troop transport.

The Royal Thai Navy operates two
CL-215s as patrol and search and rescue am-

phibians. The aircraft were delivered during

the summer of 1978, the 10,000-mile

(16094-km) ferry flight taking the aircraft

across the Atlantic and then on to India, by

way of Egypt and the Persian Gulf.

Type: twin-engined Utility and firefighting

amphibian

Powerplant: two 2,100-hp (1566-kW) Pratt

& Whitney R-2800-83 eighteen cylinder radial

engines, each driving a Hamilton Standard

three-bladed propeller

Performance: cruising speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 181 mph (290 km/h); rate of climb

at sea level 1,000 It (305 m) per minute; ränge

at maximum cruise power 1,150 miles

(1851 km)
Weights: empty equipped 26,600 Ib

(12000 kg); maximum take-off (land)

Canadair CL 215

43.500 lb (19730 kg); maximum take-off

(water) 37,700 lb (17100 kgl; maximum
payload (utility version) 6.260 lb (2840 kg)

Dimensions: span 93 ft 10 in (28.6 m);

length 65 ft >/2 in (19.82 m); height (wheels

extended) 29 ft 8 in (8.92 m)
Aecommodation: two crew and 19

passengers; (search and rescue) six crew, four

seats or six stretchers; (casevac) nine stret-

chers; (troop transport) 36 troops

Operators: Spanish Air Force, Hellenic Air

Force (Greece), Royal Thai Navy

One of two Canadair CL-215 amphibians delivered to the Royal Thai Navy in 1978 and operated from Bangkok on search-and-rescue duties

One of the Province of Quebecs Canadair CL-215 amphibians pictured on the St Lawrence river at Quebec City. Designated initially as a

firefighting aeroplane, the CL-215 also serves in the search and rescue and patrol roles.
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CASA C-101 Aviojet

Spain's aircraft industry is quite small, but a

number of indigenous designs have emerged in

recent vears following licence production of

designs from Germany and other countries.

CASA. (Construcciones Aeronauticas SA) is

one of the oldest European aircraft companies

and was founded in 1923. Since tlien it has

been busily engaged in aircraft production and

is also a large sub-contractor, being involved

in such programmes as the Airbus A300 and

the HFB 320 Hansa, together with licence

production ot the Northrop F-5 for the

Spanish air force, and considerable overhaul

work for both the Spanish and US air forces.

In 1972 Hispano Aviacion SA merged with

CASA and bv mid-1978 the two companies

had built some 3,500 aircraft, including the

HA-200 jet trainer. Work on this aircraft, the

F-5 and the Hansa stood CASA in good stead

when it was asked to design a replacement tor

the HA-200, and in September 1975 the Com-

pany was awarded a developmcnt contract for

a basic and advanced jet trainer. Six prototypes

were covered, four tor flight fest and two for

fatigue testing. The first prototype, bv tlicn

wearing the Company designation C-101, flew

on June 27, 1977, followed in September by

the second. The third and fourth followed on

26 January and 17 April 1978 respectively and,

following manufacturer's trials, were handed

over to the Spanish air force tor Service testing

in late 1978, by which time the name Aviojet

had been chosen. The military designation will

be E.25.

Assistance in the design stage came from

MBB in West Germany, while the US
Northrop Company lielped with the jet inlet

and wing design, [mported components in-

clude Dowty landing gear, tandem Martin-

Baker ejeetion seats, US-built air-conditioning

and pressurization System, Garrett-AiResearch

engine and Sperry STARS integrated flight

control System.

Production ot the initial batch ot III Avio-

jets began in early 197H to meet Orders for 60

for the Spanish air force as a replacement tor

the Hispano HA-200 and HA-22CK. of which

80 or more are still in Service. All these will

eventuallv need to be replaced and further

orders for Aviojets up to a total ot around 120

are expected. Deliveries were due to begin in

October 1979 and the Aviojet was to enter

service with the training units in 1980,

Construction is on a modular basis tor ease

ot maintenance and low cost, with ample in-

ternal space available for training equipment;

there is a large bay behind the rear cockpit tor

quick-change equipment packages and a varie-

ty of underwing and underfuselage stores can

be carried on hardpoints (see speeification).

The Martin-Baker Mk 10E seats are of the

zero-zero type, while the cockpit canopv is in

two sections which open sidewavs; there is a

separate internal windscreen for the raised rear

cockpit.

As in the case of the HA-200/220 it seems

likely that a strike variant will be developed to

replace the 20 or so HA-220s still in service.

Type: basic and advanced jet trainer and light

strike aircraft

Powerplant: one 3,500-lb (1587-kg) thrust

Garrett-AiResearch TFE731-2-25 turbofan

Performance: maximum speed at sea leve

420 mph (676 km/h); maximum speed at

25,000 ft (7620 m) Mach 0.69; cruising speed

at 35,000 ft (10675 m) Mach 0.61; rate of

climb at sea level 3,350 ft (1021 m) per

minute; service ceiling 41,000 ft (12495 m);

Striking spiinter Camouflage on the fourth prototype of the new Spanish CASA C. 101 Avio|et

take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 2,950 ft (900 m);

landing run from 50 tt ( 1 5 m) 2,165 ft (660

m); terrv ränge 2,485 miles (4000 km)
Weights: basic operating 6,519 lb (2957 kg);

maximum take-off (trainer) 10,361 lb (4700

kg); maximum take-off (ground-attack)

12,345 lb (5600 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 9 in (10.60 m);

length 40 ft 2 in (1^.25 m); height 13 ft 11 in

(4.25 m); wing area 215.3 sq ft (20.00 m2
)

Armament: underfuselage attachment for a

30-mm cannon, a 12. 7 mm (0.5-in) gun,

reconnaissance camera or laser designator;

three hardpoints under each wing can carry up

to 4,410 lb (2000 kg) of stores consisting of

rocket pods. missiles. bombs or n.ipalm

canisters; a tow target can also be carried

beneath each wing
Operators: Spam

First prototype of the CASA C-101 Aviojet, flown in June 1977 Production by CASA and

MBB of West Germany is geared to 1980 service in the EdA ISpanish air force), and France

is sales agent for Africa and South America (no foreign sales by April 1979)

CASA 207 Azor

The Spanish aircraft industry has produced

four different types of twin-engined transport

since the end of World War II, the first of

these being the CASA 201 Alcotan, a dual

military/eivil type of modest size, and the

second the somewhat similar CASA 202

Halcon; both were produced in small numbers

only. Third, and to date the largest, the Azor
is essentially a scaled-up development of the

Halcon. It flew for the first time on 28

September 1955 and was intended originally

for the domestic civil market. Here it found no

takers, but the aircraft was rescued from

obscurity by the Spanish government, which

placed an initial order for 10 for the Ejercito del

Aire.

Carrying a crew of four and having cabin

aecommodation for up to 40 passengers, this

first model reeeived the Spanish air force

designation T.7A and began to enter service in

1960; two of the 10 were fitted experimentally

with Pratt & Whitney Double Wasp engines.

The original batch was followed by a further

10 aircraft, configured for either paratroop

transport or freight-carrying duties. Desig-

nated CASA 207C (military designation

T.7B), they are distinguishable by large cargo-

loading double doors at the rear of the

fuselage, and can transport up to 37 paratroops

or 7,385 lb (3350 kg) of freight. The two
CASA 207 prototypes, as well as the 20 pro-

duction Azors, were utilised by the Spanish air

force, which still had about a dozen in service
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in 1978, with the 35th Wing of its Transport

Command at Madrid-Getafe. In 1973 CASA
proposed a four-turboprop STOL design,

known as the CASA 401, to replace the Azor;

but this was eventually abandoned in favour of

the smaller twin-turboprop CASA 212

Aviocar.

Type: short/medium-range troop and cargo

transport

Powerplant: two 2,040-hp (1520-kW)
Bristol Hercules 730 fourteen-cylinder radial

piston engines

Performance: maximum level speed at

4,920 ft (1500 m) 261 mph (420 km/h);

maximum cruising speed at 12,340 ft

(3760 m) 249 mph (400 km/h); ränge with

6,614-lb (3000-kg) payload 1,460 miles

(2350 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

1,080 ft (330 m) per minute; service ceiling

26,250 ft (8000 m)
Weights: empty equipped (207A) 23,370 lb

(10600 kg); maximum payload (207A)

6,806 lb (3087 kg); maximum payload (207C)

8,818 lb (4000 kg); maximum take-off (207A)

35,275 lb (16000 kg); maximum take-off

(207C) 36,376 lb (16500 kg)

Dimensions: span 91 ft 2 Vi in (27.80 m);

length 68 ft 5 in (20.85 m); height 25 ft 5 in

(7.75 m); wing area 923.5 sq ft (85.80 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operator: Spain

CASA 207 Azor



CASA C 212 Aviocar

I he s | >.i r 1
1

-. 1 1 .in Forci requiremeni to replaci

scvrr.ll ol lt s cldcrlv t r .in .[>• .r r .imr.ilt such IS

thc I )ouglas I >< \, thi lii i n< i buili [unl 1

1

|u 52 3m ind the ( ASA Azoi led to < ASA
drawing up a ipa ini ation toi a twin-

turboprop transport wlm li would
. general-pfirpose aircrafi i ipabl ol idaptation

du ,i numbei ol roles, The possibility also ol

civil orders was not overlooked,

The result is thc ( 212 Aviocar, d<

ini .i crew - ii two and up n. 18 troops or, in i

i nil configuration, 19 passengers, Thi tu
i

prototype flew on 26 M.inh, 1971 and vv.cs

demonstrated with verve ai the Paris ,nr show

only 1" weeki later; its STOl perfon

was well demonstrated although the main pai

. suffered sonn- damage apparentlj .is .i resuli o(

reverse pitch Innig applied while thi

was still several teet above the runway

Thi second prototype flew in Octobei 1971

and the u-st programme cöntinued,

rewarded by an ordei from the Spanish .nr

minist rv foi an inil ial bat« h ol i ighi pre

production aircraft, which made their maiden

flights between November 1972 and Februar)

1974. The type was given the Spanish aii fon i

designation T.12. The ( 212A (I 12h) is a

Utility transport, and the tust oi 45 «..is

delivered on 2(1 M.iv. 1974; the tust squadron

to be equipped with the new type was No 161

at (lando in the
( '.m.irv Islands.

Five examples of the C-212AV
ordered as VII' transports and the firsi arrived

in May 1976. ( )t the eighi pre-produetion

Aviocars, six were completed as ( -212B

(TR.12A) Photographie and survey versions

with two Wild R(M() cameras and *

darkroom, and thc other two be< ame (2121
navigation trainers. Following the deliver) ol

these two aircrart, the Spanish aii foro

ordered three more ol the sann- type to bring

its total Aviocat orders to 61.

Other military export customers have in-

cluded Indonesia (13), |ordan (3) and Portugal

(20) for the C-212A, Jordan (1) C-212AV and

Portugal (4) C-212B. The n lost rinnt military

customer has been Chile, which has ordered

eight Aviocars, tonr each lor thc arm) and

navy. For civil use thc governmem ol

Nicaragua bought five C-212As. but the basii

commercial version is the C-212C ol which

three were ordered by Pertamina in Indonesia

for Operation by Pelita Air Service and Mcrpati

Nusantara Air Lines, and the Turkish operatoi

Bursa Hava Yollari has tun

As a resuh Ol Cr in iidi ral ti 'est in

ihr I .n I ast, < ASA
iihiii with Nuriaino Amr.itt Industries in

Indonesia; production began in mid 19

18 had been completed by 1979 Production

rate was estabhshed at one per month
ini.' r,, two i month by 1982 At presem it is

envisaged thai around 80 aircraft will come
tioin the Nun Hin. hne

CASA has reccived ord II 150

Aviocars and innre than 120 had been

dehvered b) 1979; thi produi tion rate is about

10 .im r.itt .i vcar.

In April 1978 ( ASA flew thc protot
|

higher-powered and heavier Aviocar. the
( '-212-10. 'lins was a conversion ol thc I $8th

trengthened

airframi and two 865-shp (645 kW) G
AiRescarch TPE331-10 turboprops. ITie more
powerful engines enable thc maximun
..ti weighi i" be increased by 2.205 1h (Khmi

kg) t(. ]6,su ||, <" ,1 [he maximum
id tu. in 4,410 li (2000 -

;) I
".054 Ib

(12DII kg.

In its troop-transpori on the

im, lud A\ ii .chlcles or up
in 18 fully-equipp d rcar loading

rauip cm be used t,,r paratroop and

drops. In thc ambul tretcher (lit-

ter) patients and r.\ tan be car-

nccl As a navigation tränier desks t..r five

pupils and an instruetor c an hc t

-

I he VII' versions supplied tu the Spanish

and lordanian aii Forces have 12 passenger

scats and toldmg lables,

Type: Utility transport

Powerplant: tu.. "Sil shp (560 kW) G
AiRescarch I PI 331 =- 2S 1 1 turboprops

Performance: maximum speed at 12.IHHI tr

( 1660 in) 22^ mph (359 km h); cruismg speed

CASA 212 Aviocar

000 t. (3660 ini 171 mph (275 km h);

hmb at sea level 1.800 ft (348 m) per

minutc. servicc ceiling 26.700 fi

•• run to 50 tt 1 1 .

landing run from 50 ft (1!

im. rangt with maximum fuel and 2.303-lb

(1045 kg) payload 1,093 miles (1760 km)
Weights },609 max-

imum take-ofll (14.330 II

Dimensions: sp.m 62 ti 4 in (19.00 m);

length 49 fi in :,, (15 2n in», hi

•

Operators: Chile, Indonesia. |ordan, Pol

tugal, Spain

One of four CASA C 212 Aviocars

CASA/MBB 223 Flamingo
The Flamingo spent so much of its develop-

ment and production life undergoing changes

of managenient that its relative obscurity is

perhaps not surprising. Its origins go back to

t'he German Company S1AT (Siebelwerke-

ATG) which was itself a successor to the

famous pre-war Klemm lightplane Company.
When aircraft design and production was
again permitted in Germany in 1955, SIAT
was one of the first to enter this field, with a

four-seat sporting and touring monoplane
known as the SIAT 222. SIAT's second

design, the Model 223 Flamingo, won a

government-sponsored design competition in

the early 1960s for a fully-aerobatic club and

training aircraft, and the first of four pro-

totypes was flown on 1 March 1967. It was
originally proposed in two versions, the basic

aerobatic 223K two-seater and the four-seat,

extended-span 223N, but after changes in re-

quirements the two production versions

emerged as the 223A1, a 'two plus two' Util-

ity model, and the 223K1 single-seat aerobatic

variant. In 1970, SIAT became a member of

the MBB (Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm) in-

dustrial group, production continuing as the

MBB 223 until early 1972, when MBB
transferred the whole Flamingo programme to

Hispano Aviaciön of Spain. At that time

German production had totalled 50, including

15 for the Turkish air force.

The first Spanish-built Flamingo was flown
on 14 February 1972, but later in the same
year Hispano was taken over by the Madrid-
based Construcciones Aeronäutrcas SA
(CASA). A second series of 50 was built by
Hispano/CASA, of which 30 were reportedly

for the Syrian air force and three others for the

Spanish air force. Whether any of these three

military Operators still emplov Flamingoes

seems open to doubt — cspecially the Syrian

air force, which was heavily re-equipped with

aircraft from the Soviet Union after the 1973

war with Israel.

Type: one four-seat trainer and utilitv aircraft

Powerplant: one 200-hp (149-kW) Lvcom-

mg IO-360-C1B flat-four piston engine

Performance: (two-seat) maximum speed

151 mph (243 km h); cruising speed (75%
power) 134 mph (216 km h); ränge (in-

cluding reserves) 547 miles (880 km); max-

imum ränge 715 miles (1150 km); maximum
rate of climb at sea level 846 ft (258 m) per

minute; Service ceiling 12,300 ft (3750 m)

Weights: (two-seat) empty equipped 1,510 lb

(685 kg); maximum take-off 2,315 lb

(1050 kg)

Dimensions: span 27 ft 2 in (8.28 m); length

24 ft 4>/2 in (7.43 m); height 8 ft 10 1/« in

(2.70 m); wing area 123.8 sq ft (11.50 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Spain, Syria, Turkey (but see

text)

O

J
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The Syrian Arab Air Force operates 48 CASA/MBB 223 Flamingo pnmary trainers, procured during 1977
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Cerva CE.43 Guepard
The Cerva CE.43 Guepard (cheetah) is an all-

metal version of the Wassmer WA4/21, itself

a development of the WA.40 and WA. 41

Baladou. Wassmer Aviation's origins go back

to 1905, but it was only in 1955 that the Com-

pany began to build Jodeis and later went on

to design its own ränge of light aircraft.

The WA4/21 prototype flew in March

1967; it was certificated in November of that

year, and 25 had been built by 1970. Con-

struction is of steel tube with a fabric-covered

fuselage and a plywood-covered wing, but in

order to provide an alternative metal version

Wassmer Aviation and Siren SA in 1971 form-

ed a Joint Company, known as Consortium

Europeen de Realisation et de Ventes d'Avions

(CERVA).
The dimensions of the CE.43 and WA. 4/21

are identical but the former is slightly heayier.

A prototype was flown in May 1971 and

presented at the Paris Air Show later in the

month. The second prototype was delivered to

Service de la Formation Aeronautiaue (SFA)

while a third airframe went to the Centre

d'Essais Aeronautiaue de Toulouse (CEAT) for

static testing.

Following certification on 1 June 1972, a

government contract was awarded covering

five CE.43s for SFA and 18 for the Centre

d'Essais en Vol (CEV). By early 1974 there

were 12 CE.43s on the production line and

first deliveries to private customer in France,

Germany, Finland and Africa began in 1975.

A total of 43 had been delivered by January

1977.

Components for the CE.43 were built by

Siren at Argenton-sur-Creuse while final

assembly, equipment, installation and flight

testing was carried out by Wassmer at Issoire.

Prototypes of two new versions have flown

under French government contract — the

CE.44 Couguar (cougar) on 24 October 1974

powered by a 285-hp (213-kW) Continental

Tiara and the CE.45 Leopard with a 310-hp

(231-kW) Lycoming TIO-540, but Wassmer
went into liquidation in 1977.

Type: four-seat light aircraft

Powerplant: one 250-hp (187-kW) Lycom-
ing IO-540 piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

199 mph (320 km/h); maximum cruising

Cerva CE.43 Guepard

speed at 75% power at 6,560 ft (2000 m) 193

mph (310 km/h); Service ceiling 16,400 ft

(5000 m); ränge 1,740 miles (2800 km)
Weights: empty 1,863 lb (845 kg); loaded

3,130 lb (1420 kg)

Dimensions: span 32 ft 9 in (10.0 m); length

25 ft 7 in (7.80 m); height 9 ft 5 in (2.86 m);

wing area 172 sq ft (16.0 m 2
)

Operators: France

Cessna Model 150

A two-seat cabin monoplane, the Cessna

Model 150 is one of the world's most populär

light aircraft, well over 20,000 having been

built in the US and about 2,000 in France by

Reims Aviation.

The prototype of the Model 150 first flew in

September 1957, and was the aircraft with

which Cessna re-entered the two-seat light

aircraft market when production started in

August 1958. In 1977 the Model 150 was

being produced in Standard, Commuter,
Commuter II and Aerobat versions. This last

version embodies structural changes permit-

ting a licence in the Aerobatic category for

load factors of + 6g and - 3g at füll gross

weight. The Aerobat combines the economy
and versatility of the Standard model with an

aerobatic capability permitting the execution

of manoeuvres such as barrel and aileron rolls,

snap rolls, loops, vertical reverses and

chandelles.

Of all-metal construction, the high-set

wing is braced by a single strut. The landing

gear is of the non-retractable tricycle type,

with toe-operated single-disc hydraulic brakes

on the main wheels. Nosewheel steering

assists ground manoeuvring.

The enclosed cabin has side-by-side seating,

and füll dual controls can be fitted if required.

Comprehensive Standard equipment is fitted.

including a stall-warning indicator. Extensive

optional Communications and navigational

equipment is available, including Systems such

as the Cessna 300 Series nav/com (navigation

and communication radio) with 360-channel

com and 160-channel nav with remote VOR
indicator; 300 Series transceiver with 360 com
Channels; 300 Series nav/com with
360-channel com, 200 channel nav with

remote VOR/LOC or VOR/ILS indicator;

Series 300 ADF; marker beacon with three

lights and aural signal; and transponder with

4096 code capability and slimline microphone.

Other optional equipment includes blind-

flying Instrumentation; a rate of climb in-

dicator; turn co-ordinator indicator; and out-

side air temperature gauge.

In addition to its widespread use as a

private-owner and club aircraft, the Cessna

150 is also used for liaison duties by several of

the world's smaller air forces.

Type: two-seat cabin monoplane
Powerplant: one 100-hp (74.5-kW) Con-
tinental O-200-A flat-four piston engine

Performance: maximum design speed 162

mph (261 km/h); maximum cruising speed

(75% power) at 7,000 ft (2135m) 122mph
(196 km/h); economical cruising speed at

10,000 ft (3050 m) 95 mph (153 km/h); stall-

Cessna C150 Aerobat

ing speed (flaps down, power off) 48 mph (78

km/h)
Weights: empty equipped 1,000 lb (454 kg);

maximum take-off 1,600 lb (726 kg)

Dimensions: span 32ft 8'/2in (9.97 m);

length 23 ft 11 in (7.29 m); height 8 ft 6 in

(2.59 m); wing area 157 sq ft (14.59 m2)

Operators: Ecuador, Haiti, Ivory Coast,

Netherlands, Paraguay, Somalia, Sri Lanka

Cessna Model 170/172/T-41 Mescalero
The evolution of Cessna's Model 170 is men-
tioned under the entry for the O-l Bird Dog.
The Model 172, which was to follow, is of the

same basic design, but introduced a tricycle

landing gear and a swept fin and rudder.

The USAF 's decision to provide all-through

jet training for its pupil pilots proved to be too

costly, as mentioned under the Cessna T-37
entry, with the result that the US Air Force

had an urgent requirement for a piston-

engined trainer. This was needed to re-

introduce a 30-hour period of basic training on
an aircraft type which long experience had

shown to be far more economical in Operation.

This served to weed out pupils lacking pilot

aptitude.

Having reached this conclusion, in July

1964 the US Air Force lost little time in seek-

ing a suitable 'off the shelf trainer which had

a sufficiently long background in use to ensure

that it would give little trouble. Cessna's

Model 172 was chosen, 170 were ordered on

31 July 1964 as the T-41A Mescalero, and the

first were in use six weeks later; by July 1965

all had been delivered. They serve at civilian

flying schools with government contracts for

USAF ab initio training, and carry both USAF
serial numbers and FAA civil registrations. In

1967 an additional 34 were procured.

The US Army bought 255 T-41Bs with the

««"iiRÄüiüriiiiiiiiüDi"
1

Cessna have supplied Type 170/172 trainers (often with US mihtary designation T-41A) to

many air forces, this T-41A is operated by the Ecuadorean Army aviation

Cessna T-41A Mescalero

210-hp (157-kW) Continental IO-360-D flat-

six engine. T-41C is the designation of 45 at

the USAF Academy, virtually identical to the

T-41B. Production ended with 226 similar

T-41Ds for supply to nations eligible under

the Military Assistance Program.

Type: two-seat basic trainer/utility aircraft

Powerplant: (T-41A) one 145-hp (108-kW)

Continental O-300-C flat-six piston engine

Performance: (T-41B) maximum speed

153 mph (246 km/h) at sea level; maximum

cruising speed 145 mph (233 km/h) at sea

level; maximum cruising ränge at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 800 miles (1287 km)

Weights: (T-41B) empty 1,230 lb (558 kg);

maximum take-off 2,300 lb (1043 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 2 in (11.02 m);

length 26 ft 11 in (8.20 m); height 8 ft 9»/2 in

(2.68 m); wing area 174 sq ft (16.16 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Saudi

Arabia, Singapore, Turkey, US Air Force, US

Army
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Cessna Model 180/185/U-17 Skywagon
Cessna'i Model 170. Brom which theO-1 Bird

Dog was cvolved, was a classic design of

whicli tr.u es c otlld be sccn in many subsequent

aircraft that originated from tlns Company. In

inodcrniscd form, witli tncyclc landing gear,

llns design rcmains tlic basis of scvcral of thc

Company'« lightplancs in production in 1979.

Tlic Cessna 180, announeed in January

1953, was gcncrally sinnlar to thc 170. It dif-

fered by having a more powcrful Continental

enginc, constant-speed propellcr, and larger

tail. After 4,000 had becn built, 15 were sup-

plied to the Australian army, serving with No
16 Army Light Aircraft Squadron in a light

Observation and reconnaissance role.

In |uly 1960 Cessna flew the prototype

Model 185, with more powerful enginc, still

Further inercase in fin/rudder area, and

changes in tyres and tyre pressure for Opera-

tion at inercased gross weight. Delivery of

production aircraft began in March 1961 and

when, about a ycar later, thc USAF was-seek-

ing to purchasc a light Utility aircraft for supp-

ly to countries eligiblc for aid under the

Military Assistance Program, Cessna's 185

was selected as meeting the requirement and

ordered under the designation U-17. More

than 300 were supplied eventually, the initial

vcrsion being the U-17A of which 169 had

becn delivered by July 1965, powered by the

260-hp (194-kW) Continental IO-470-F flat-

six piston engine. They were followed by 136

U-17Bs with the 300-hp (224-kW) Continen-

tal IO-520D flat-six engine. Both Peru and

South Africa bought aircraft equivalent to the

U-17B direct from Cessna for their armed Ser-

vices. Final production Version was the U-17C
with Continental O-470-L engine, this having

a carburettor instead of direct fuel injeetion.

Type: one/six-seat Utility aircraft

Powerplant: (U-17B) one 300-hp (224-kW)

Continental IO-520-D flat-six piston engine

Performance: (U-17B) maximum speed

178 mph (286 km/h); maximum cruising

speed 169 mph (272 km h) at 7.500 ft

(2285 m); ränge with maximum Standard fuel

and DO reserves 600 milcs (966 km), max-

imum ränge with maximum optional fuel

1,075 miles (1730 km)
Weights: (U-17B) empty equipped 1.580 lb

(717 kg); maximum take-off 3.300 1b

(1497 kg)

Dimension«: span 36 ft 2 in (11.02 m);

fi ~ I

Cessna C186

length 25 ft 6 in (7.77 m); height 7 ft 6 in

(2.29 m); wing area 174 sq ft (16.16 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators:

South Africa

Bohvia. Costa

. Vietnam

Rica, Laos, Peru.

Cessna Model 206 Super Skywagon/207 Skywagon
Cessna's Model 185 had the civil name
Skywagon and when an improved Version was

evolved this was designated Cessna 206 Super

Skywagon. Changes included replacement of

the tailwheel landing gear with one of tricycle

type; introduetion of conical-camber wingtips

to reduce induced drag; cnlargemcnt of the

tailplane and flaps; addition of double cargo

doors on the right side to permit the loading

of freight measuring 4 x 3 x 3 ft (1.22x0.91

x0.91 m); and a more powerful 285-hp

(213-kW) Continental 10-520- A flat-six

engine. Production of the Model 206 ended in

1964, but examplcs remain in Service with

several armed forces.

On 3 January 1969 Cessna flew the first

production cxamplc of the lengthened seven-

seat Model 207, which reverted to the name
Skywagon. This introduced a second access

door on the right; a 120-lb (54-kg) capaetty

baggage compartment, forward of the cabin;

and the more powerful IO-520-J engine. Both

206 and 207 can be flown with cargo doors

removed for the air-dropping of supplies,

parachuting and photography. Both can carry

a 300-lb (136-kg) glassfibre cargo pack beneath

the fuselage, and ambulance kits comprising a

Stretcher, oxygen supply and attendant seat

are available. The Model 207 also servei with

several armed Services.

Type: (206) one six-seat; (207) one seven-

seat Utility aircraft

Powerplant: (206) one 285-hp (213-kW),

(207) one 300-hp (224-kW) Continental

10-520 flat-six piston engine

Performance: maximuni speed at sea level

(206) 174 mph (280 km/h), (207) 168 mph
(270 km h); maximum cruising speed (206)

163 mph (262 km h) at 6.000 ft (1830 in).

(207) 159 mph (256 km h) at 6.500 ft

(1980 in); maximum ränge with maximum
fuel and no reserves (206) 1,020 miles

(1642 km), (207) 925 miles (1489 km)

Weights: empty (206) 1.690 1b (767 kg).

(207) 1,900 1b (862 kg); maximum take-off

and landing (206) 3,600 lb (1633 kg), (207)

3,800 lb (1724 kg)

Cessna Model 206 Super Skywagon/207 Skywagon

Dimensions: span (206) 36 ft 7 in (11.15 m),

(207) 35 ft 10 in (10.92 m); length (206)

27 ft 9 in (8.46 m), (207) 31 ft 9 in (9.68 m);

height (206) 9 ft 9 in (2.97 m). (207)

9 ft 6'/2 in (2.91 m); wing area (206)

175.5 sq ft (16.30 m 2
). (207) 174 sq ft

(16.16 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Bohvia, Guatemala, Guyana,

Indonesia, Israel, Liberia, Mexico, Paraguay

Cessna Model 305A/O 1 Bird Dog
The dust of World War II had hardly settled

betöre the US Armv began the inevitably slow

task of procuring new aircraft which, based

upon immediate past experience, would

hopefully be free of the shortcomings of their

predecessors. In the late 1940s the speeification

for a two-seat liaison and Observation

monoplane was circulated to US manufac-

turers of light aircraft, and the Cessna Aircraft

Company's Submission was declared the win-

ner. In June 1950 an initial contract was

awarded for 418 examples of the aircraft

which Cessna identified as their Model 305A.

Cessna's design was based upon their suc-

cessful Model 170, a lightweight strut-braced

high-wing monoplane, powered bv a 145-hp

(108-kW) Continental flat-six engine, which

provided aecommodation for a pilot and three

passengers. The Model 305A differed by hav-

ing the aft fuselage redesigned, the turtleback

of the 170 disappearing so that a window
could give a clear view to the rear, and by the

provision of transparent panels in the wing
centre-section, which formed the cabin roof.

A wider access door was provided so that there

was room to load a Standard stretcher, for

which support brackets were installed.

Deliveries of production aircraft began in

December 1950, under the designation L-19A
and with the name Bird Dog, and 2,486 had

been delivered by October 1954, of which 60

were diverted to the US Marine Corps which
designated them OE-1. An L-19A-1T
instrument-trainer Version was developed in

1953, TL-19D trainers with constant-speed

propellers in 1956, and an improved L-19E
with higher gross weight, was the final pro-

duction version to bring the grand total of

Bird Dogs to 3,431. With redesignation in

1962, the US Armv's L-19A, TL-19D and

L-19E aircraft became O-IA, TO-1D and

O-IE respectivelv. The US Marines' OE-1

became O-IB, and this service also acquired 25

higher powered O-ICs. L'S Anns trainers,

derived from Standard production aircraft, also

had the designations TO-1A, and TO-1E.
Bird Dogs were operated in small numbers

during the Korean War, but the USAF ac-

quired many of the Army's O-ls tor use by

Forward Air Controllers in Vietnam, former

TO-lDs and O-lAs becoming re-designated

O-IF and O-IG respectively when equipped

for this role. O-ls were supplied to many na-

tions and built under licence by Fuji in Japan.

continuea

Cessna 0-1 Bird Dog

Cessna O-IA Bird Dog (51 12/19) operated by a Royal Thai Army air Observation and liaison fhght in 1957
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Cessna Model 305A/O-1 Bird Dog

Type: liaison and Observation aircraft

Powerplant: (O-IE) one 213-hp (159-kW)
Continental O-470-11 flat-six piston engine

Performance: (O-IE) maximum speed 130

mph (209 km/h); ränge 530 miles (853 km)
Weights: (O-IE) empty 1,614 lb (732 kg);

maximum take-off 2,400 lb (1089 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft in (10.97 m);

length 25 ft 9 in (7.85 m); height 7 ft 3V2 in

(2.22 m); wing area 174 sq ft (16.16 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile,

France, Italy, Japan, Kampuchea, South

Korea, Laos, Lebanon, Norway, Pakistan,

Thailand, US Air Force, US Army, US
Marine Corps, Vietnam

Large numbers of Cessna 0-1 Bird Dogs remain in use in many countnes, often (as in the case of this example supplied to what was then
the VNAF of South Vietnam) simply left freely by US forces Such aircraft can be mamtained by local resources.

Cessna Model 310/320/ U-3

In 1952 Cessna initiated the design of a new
5/6-seat light twin, the prototype of which

flew for the first time on 3 January 1953.

Designated Model 310, this was to prove a

populär design, and continues in production in

1979, over a quarter of a Century after the

type's first flight. During this period more
than 4,500 examples have been built. Of low-

wing monoplane configuration, and provided

with tricycle landing gear, the prototype was

powered by two 225-hp (168-kW) Continen-

tal O-470 flat-six engines, each driving a two-

blade metal constant-speed and fully-

feathering propeller. This engine had been

developed originally for military use under the

Company designation E225, and its use to

power the Cessna 310 was one of its first civil

applications.

Early production aircraft were powered by

the 260-hp (194-kW) Continental IO-470,

and an outstanding feature of the design at

t hat time were the two wingtip fuel tanks

which then represented the entire fuel

tankage. Production deliveries began in 1954,

and steady product improvement has con-

tinued since that time. Current production

Model 310s are powered by two 285-hp

(213-kW) Continental IO-520-M piston

engines. A de luxe version with 285-hp

(213-kW) Continental TSIO-520 turbo-

charged engines, individual seats, air-

conditioning and an oxygen System as Stan-

dard was introduced in 1966. This was known
as the Turbo-System Executive Skynight and

for a short period was identified also as the

Cessna 320. It continues in production in

1979, but is known now as the Turbo-System

T31- and has 285-hp (213-kW) TSIO-520-B

turbocharged engines.

In the mid-1950s the USAF initiated a com-

petition to select a suitable 'off the shelf'

design to serve in an administrative liaison and

cargo aircraft category. Twin-engine power

was an essential requirement, and a slightly

modified version of the Model 310 was

ordered for service with the USAF under the

designation L-27A, subsequently redesignated

U-3A. A total of 160 U-3As were acquired,

and were followed into service by 36 U-3Bs

with limited 'all-weather' capabilitv. A small

number of Cessna 310s also serve with the

French air force.

Type: 5/6-seat cabin monoplane/adminis-

trative liaison and cargo aircraft

Powerplant: (U-3B) two 260-hp (194-kW)

Continental IO-470-V flat-six piston engines

Performance: (U-3B) maximum speed 236

mph (380 km/h); maximum cruising speed at

6",500 ft (1980 m) 221 mph (356 km/h); ränge

4 iÄv
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Cessna Model 310/320/U-3

at maximum cruising speed (Standard fuel, no

reserves) 774 miles {1246 km)
Weights: emptv 3,214 lb (1458 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 5,300 lb (2404 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 11 in (11.25 m);

length 29 ft 3 in (8.92 m); height 10 ft 6 in

(3.20 m); wing area 179 sq ft (16.63 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: France, US Air Force

The Cessna U-3B is an administrative liaison and Utility cargo transport for the US Air Force (36 delivered) Apart from having a swept

(previously L-27A) model, of which 160 were bought in the late 1950s

it is generally similar to the original U-3A
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Cessna Model 318/T-37

lt lus beeil mentioni I I

;
I entry

how, im 1950, the USA! v.

whethei to introdu ngine air< rafl

is a 1 rainei in putting the I M into pi

nun they opted t<M the available and i

pisi i >n engine. Thii decision w.is, of coune,

merely putting off the evil hour: just two

years latcr the problcm arose .ig.im, and aftcr

extensive discussion, and witli coniiderable

1 1. pi<] ii n m, .1 di sign i ompetition was initiated

to nnd .1 suitabli airi rafl toi developmeni ai .<

jet trainei for primary flying Instruction.

Howevei hesitant the USAI decision-

makers in 1950, the basi< idea was n.ilU r I

Sense. The very diffcrcnt handhng techniuues

for piston and turbine engines meant tliat,

aftcr learning to fly on a piston-engined air-

craft, there was a new big »tep to be taken in

Converting to turbine-powered aircraft. If

pupils itarted from s<.r.itih with turbine

power, it would offei ai leasi on in i ol con

tiimitv in flying training, rhose opposed to

the plan feared that the aeeident rate might

soar because of the higher-performance air-

craft, or that there might be an excessive

number of engine Eailures .is a result oi in-

correct h.mdling of what was, after all, a very

new type of power unit. However, the

decision was made to go ahead: I he problem,

wlien it arrived, was of a very different nature,

The winner of the eonipctition, annouiKed

in i.nlv 1953, was the Cessna Aircraft Com-
pany \ proposal wlndi they identitied as the

Model 318, a perfectly straightforward mono-

plane of all-metal construttion, with pupil and

instructoi seated in what had long been ton

sidered to be an ideal sidc-by-sidc arrangeinent

(contrary to the normal US tandeni practice).

I'owerplant consisted ol two Continental

turbojets (Americanized versions ol the French

Turbomeca Marborf) mounted within the

wing roots on each side of the tuselage. The
tailplane was mounted above the tuselage

about one-third oi the way up the Im to en-

sure that the airstream flowing past it was im-

affected bv the jet efflux.

Following selection of the Model 318 as the

Programme winner, two prototypes were

ordered linder the designation XT-37, the lirst

of which made lts initial flight on 12 Octobei

1954. It was powered by the prototype

engines built by Continental, designated

YJ69-T-9, each of which developed 920-lb

(417-kg) thrust. The first produetion batch of

11 aircraft, which were designated T-37As,

were ordered during 1954, and the first of

these flew on 27 September 1955. The
T-37As, of which 534 were built under suc-

cessive contracts, were slow in entering service

due to the fact that a number of changes and

moditications were carried out before they

were considcrcd acccptable for training

purposes.

When introduced into service, in 1957, the

T-37s were used mitially as basic trainers, the

pupils transfening to these aircraft onlv after

completing their priraary training on Beech

T-34 Mentors. In April 1961 the original plan

for all-through jet training was initiated: in-

stead of a quict amble in the traditional kind of

primary trainei with a speed ränge of perhaps

60- 140 mph (97 - 225 km/h), the pupil flew

from the very begiiining of Ins training in an

aircraft which had a speed rangt- of 85-425
mph (138-684 km h). N» catastrophic

resulted, as had been feared by
in. iiiv. but one point which had not been fully

considered was the much higher training cost

using these turbine aircraft. There is inevitablv

a varying pupil rejeetion rate at the end of

pniij.irv training, and it was decided in 1964 to

revert to hght piston-engine trainers, which
are much cheaper to operate. foi this primary

phase. so that T-37 pupils were those Ii

'

the lirst weeding-out.

T-37Bs with more powcrful engines and

improved nav com svstems were introduced

into servae in November 1959, and all sur-

viving T-37As were converted retrospectively

to this Standard. Iui.il Version was tht |

with provision toi armament and wmgtip fuel

t.mks When produetion ended in 1977 a com-
bined ti < had been built foi

tlu i 'SM Hi.l |, ! export,

Type: tWO-seat jet prnnarv tränier

Powerplant: (T-37B/C) two 1 .025-lb

(465-kg) thrust Continental [69-T-25 turbo-

jets

Performance: (T-37B) maximum speed at

20,000 t> (6100 m) 42^ mph (684 km h);

cruismg speed at 35,000 ft (10670 m); ränge

with Standard fuel .it (.ruismg speed 870 mites

(1400 km)

Weight: (I -37B) niaximum take-off 6,574 Ib

(2982 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 It 9.3 in (10.29 m);

length 29 ft 3 m (8.92 m); height 9 ft 2 in

(2.79 m); wing area 183.9 sq ft (17.08 m2
)

Armament: (T-37C) two 250-lh (113-kg)

bombs, or foui Sidewindei missiles, or jet-

tisonable pods which can contain a 0.50-in

(12.7-mm) machine-gun with 200 rounds,

two 2.75-in (69.8-mm) folding flu rockets,

and lour 3-lb (1.4-kg) practice bombs
Operators: Brazil, Chile. Colombia, Greece,

Kampuchea, Pakistan, Thailand, Turkey, US
Au Force, West Germany

These Cessna T-37s are among 685 serving as the Phase II undergraduate pilot trainer of

the US Air Force This fhght-line is at Randolph AFB, now home of instruetor training;

undergrads fly at Columbus. Laughhn, Vance, Reese. Williams and Sheppard

Cessna Model 318E/A-37 Dragonfly

During 1962 two Cessna T-37 trainers were

evaluated by the USAF's Special Air Warfare

Center to consider their suitabilitv for deplov-

ment in the counter-insurgency (COIN) role.

The aircraft chosen for this evaluation were

two T-37Bs, and these were first tested with

their original powerplant of two 1, 025-lb

(465-kg) thrust Continental J69-T-25 turbo-

jets, at a take-off weight of 8,700 lb (3946 kg),

which was almost 33% above the normal

maximum take-off weight. After a first test

period, the airframes were modified to aeeept

two 2,400-lb (1089-kg) thrust General Electric

J85-GE-5 turbojets. This vast increase in

power made it possible for the aircraft, then

designated YAT-37D, to be flown at steadily

increasing maximum take-off weights until a

safe upper limit of 14,000 lb (6350 kg) was

reached. There was, clearly, plenty of scope

for the carriage of a worthwhile load of

weapons.

This exercise had been more academic than

essential, until the need of the war in Vietnam
made the USAF take a closer look at this

armed Version of what had proved to be an ex-

cellent trainer. Accordingly, Cessna were

requested to convert 39 T-37B trainers to a

light-strike configuration, a contract being

awarded in 1966: this related to the conversion

of new T-37B aircraft taken from the produe-

tion line. The new model based on the earlier

experiments with the two YAT-37Ds, and

equipped with eight underwing hardpoints,

provided with wingtip tanks to increase fuel

capacity, and was powered bv derated General

Electric J85-GE-5 turbojets.

Delivery of these aircraft to the USAF
began on 2 May 1967, and during the latter

half of that year a squadron numbering 25 of

these aircraft, designated A-37A and named
Dragonfly, underwent a four-month opera-

rional evaluation in South Vietnam. Following

this period of investigation, they were trans-

ferred for operational duty with the 604th Air

Commando Squadron at Bien Hoa; in 1970

they were assigned to the South Vietnamese

air force.

During this period, Cessna had been busy

building the prototype of a purpose-designed

light-strike aircraft based on the T-37 air-

frame, and this flew for the first time in

September 1967. Little time was lost in

evaluating this, and the first of the initial pro-

Cessna A-37B Dragonfly

Cessna A-37B Dragonfly flown by the 104th Tactical Fighter Squadron, Maryland Air National Guard, US Air Force.
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Cessna Model 318E/A-37 Dragonfly

duction batch of A-37Bs was started quickly

enough for the first production deliveries to

begin in May 1968.

The A-37B differed in its construction from

the prototype YAT-37D which had been

evaluated in 1963 - 64. The airframe had been

stressed for 6-g loading, maximum internal

fuel capacity was increased to 507 US gallons

(1920 litres), with the ability to carry four

auxiliary tanks with a combined capacity of

400 US gallons (1516 litres), and there was
also provision for flight-refuelling. Powerplant

was changed to two General Electric J85-GE-
17A turbojets. A GAU-2B/A 7.62-mm Mini-

gun was installed, and the eight underwing

hardpoints were able to carry in excess of

5,000 lb (2268 kg) of mixed Stores. For the

assessment of results both gun and strike

cameras were carried, and while the provision

of armour would have added a significant

weight penalty which could not be afforded,

some measure of protection for the crew of

two was provided by the inclusion of layered

nylon flak-curtains installed around the

cockpit.

By the time that production ended in 1977,

a total of 577 A-37Bs had been built, and in

addition to serving with the USAF had been

supplied in small numbers to friendly nations.

Many were transferred to the US Air National

Guard, and to the South Vietnam air force.

Type: two-seat light strike aircraft

Powerplant: two 2,850-lb (1293-kg) thrusi

General Electric J85-GE-17A turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at 16,000 ft

(4875 m) 524 mph (843 km/h); maximum
cruising speed at 25,000 ft (7620 m) 489 mph
(787 km/h); ränge with maximum fuel at

25,000 ft (7620 m) with reserves 1,012 miles

(1629 km); ränge with maximum payload, in-

cluding 4,100 lb (1860 kg) external weapons
460 miles (740 km)
Weights: empty equipped 6,211 lb (2817 kg);

maximum take-off 14,000 lb (6350 kg)

Dimensions: span 35 ft IOV2 in (10.93 m);

length 28 ft 3'A in (8.62 m); height 8 ft

IOV2 in (2.71 m); wing area 183.9 sq ft

(17.08 m2)

Armament: can include bombs, incendiary

bombs, cluster bombs, rocket pods and gun
pods

Operators: Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala,

Thailand, US Air Force, US Air National

Guard, South Vietnam
This Cessna A-37B Dragonfly was photographed in VNAF markmgs in August 1971, near
Da Nang AB where much Vietnamese pilot training was carried out. Several Dragonflies are

among the types stiil operating with today's Vietnamese People's AF.

Cessna Model 337 Skymaster/O-2 Milirole

After several years of study and evaluation,

Cessna completed the design of a somewhat

unorthodox 4/6-seat light aircraft. Their Com-

pany 's aim had been to produce a low-cost and

easy-to-fly aeroplane, which would be comfor-

table, and offered the safety and advantages of

a twin-engine powerplant. It is in the layout

of the powerplant that the unorthodox

features appear: one engine and tractor pro-

peller is mounted conventionally in the nose;

the second, high in the aft fuselage, turns a

pusher propeller. Contra-rotation of the pro-

pellers ensures that there are no torque effects

at take-off maximum power, and with both

engines mounted on the centreline of the

fuselage, single-engine Operation (of either

engine) has proved undemanding even for

comparatively inexperienced pilots. Two slim

metal booms are integrated with the structure

of the high-mounted strut-braced wing, and

these have twin fins and rudders at their aft

end, with a tailplane and elevator between the

booms, the tailplane serving also to con-

solidate this 'frame' structure. The twin

booms have ample clearance between them for

the 76-in (1.93-m) diameter rear propeller.

Cessna 's prototype of this aircraft, which

the Company designated Model .336 Sky-

master, flew for the first time at Wichita,

Kansas, on 28 February 1961, and FAA cer-

tification was awarded on 22 May 1962. The
Model 336 prototype had fixed landing gear,

as did the 195 production aircraft, the first of

which was delivered in May 1963. In February

1965 the Model 336 was followed into produc-

tion by a generally similar but much improved

version which has the designation Model 337

Skymaster, this introducing hydraulically-

retractable tricycle-type landing gear. The
latter aircraft continues in production in 1979

as the Skymaster II, and since May 1972 has

been available also with turbocharged engines,

a pressurized cabin and air-conditioning. Well

over 2,000 Model 336/337 Skymasters had

been built by early 1979.

Reims Aviation in France, which manufac-

tures Cessna aircraft under licence for sale in

Europe, Africa and Asia, has also built a small

number of unpressurized and pressurized 337s,

these all being powered by Rolls-Royce Con-

tinental engines. The name Milirole was
applied to the basic unpressurized F 337 for a

snort time. Since 1974 Reims have developed a

special unpressurized STOL verion, designated

FTB 337, which can be provided with a wide

ränge of equipment to make it suitable for

such duties as maritime or overland patrol and

rescue.

War in Vietnam brought a new task for air

units known as Forward Air Control (FAC), a

pilot in a lightplane carrying out tasks not

very different from those of artillery observers

in earlier years of aviation history. In the

modern application, however, they spot not

for artillery units on the ground, but seek

guerrillas operating in jungle terrain and mark
their position for the airborne 'artillery' which

they call in to the attack. Experience in

Vietnam suggested that the mission could be

made more effective with FAC aircraft

operated by a pilot and Forward Air Navigator

(FAN), the latter being able to concentrate on

the FAC mission without having to fly the

aircraft.

Cessna's Model 337 was selected 'off the

shelf' in late 1966 as being ideal for this role,

and equipped with four underwing pylons to

carry flares, rockets and such light ordnance as

a 7.62-mm (0.3-in) Minigun pack. These were

designated 0-2A, and 501 were supplied to

the USAF. In addition, a version equipped for

psychological warfare missions entered USAF
Service under the designation 0-2B. This

carried a powerful air-to-ground broadcasting

system using three 600-Watt amplifiers and a

battery of highly directional Speakers. Total

procurement of Ö-2B aircraft amounted to 31.

Both versions carried advance nav/com
Systems. Twelve U-2As were supplied to the

Imperial Iranian Air Force in early 1970. A
twin-turboprop 0-2T/0-2TT did not pro-

ceed beyond USAF evaluation.

Type: tandem-engine cabin monoplane

Powerplant: two 210-hp (157-kW) Con-
tinental IO-360 flat-six piston engines

Cessna 0-2A Milirole

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

206 mph (332 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at 5,500 ft (1675 m); 196 mph (315

km/h); ränge at maximum cruising speed

(Standard fuel, no reserve) 780 miles (1255 km)
Weights: empty 2,705 lb (1227 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 4,630 lb (2100 kg)

Dimensions: span 38 ft 2 in (11.63 m);

length 29 ft 9 in (9.07 m); height 9 ft 2 in

(2.79 m); wing area 202.5 sq ft (18.81 m2
)

Armament: (0-2A) flares, rockets, Minigun

pack

Operators: Ecuador, Iran, Venezuela, US Air

Force

The unusual Cessna 0-2 series, with push/pull engines denved from the Skymaster, was the Chief lightplane FAC (forward air control

platform m Vietnam By 1969 the USAF had 346 of the multi-role 0-2A, illustraled, plus 164 'psy-war' 0-2B aircraft.
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Cessna Model 402/411/421

Whcn it flew for thc first time on 18 July

1962, Cessna's Model 411 thcn rcprcscntcd

thc largcst busincss aircraft in thc company's

extensive ränge of light aircraft. In overall

configuration it had a close rclationship to the

Company 's Model 310, which had served the

USAF as a light twin-engine administrative

liaison and cargo aircraft from Deccmber 1960

under the dcsignations L-27A or U-3. It dif-

fered, however, by having slightly increased

wing span and arca, a longer fusclage, and thc

introduction of more powerful 340-hp

(254-kW) Continental GTSIO-520-C flat-six

turbocharged engines. There had, of course,

been some detail refincments, and the per-

manently fixcd wingtip fuel tanks had

undergone some alteration in their shape to

improvc their aerodynamic characteristics and

reduce drag. These aircraft have aecommoda-

tion for a crew of two, and can seat from four

to six passengers aecording to the interior

layout, and each seat in thc main cabin has a

reading light, Ventilator and oxygen outlet.

On 26 August 1965 Cessna flew the pro-

totype of a gcncrally similar aircraft which

served for two new modcls, Models 401 and

402, and when FAA certification of the Model

401 prototype was awardcd on 20 September

1966 it covered also the Model 402. These two

aircraft represented lowcr-cost versions of the

Model 411, differing primarily by having two

300-hp (224-kW) Continental TSIO-520-E

flat-six engines and some reduetion in basic in-

stallcd equipment. The Model 401 aecom-

modates a crew of two and four to six

passengers, but the Model 402 has a cabin

layout which permitted a quick change from

nine-seat commuter use to an all-cargo con-

figuration.

Cessna's six-seat Model 421, first announ-

ced on 28 October 1965, is generally similar to

these two latter aircraft, except for the provi-

sion of a new fuselage of fail-safe strueture to

permit cabin pressurization, installation of

375 hp (280 kW) Continental GTSIO-520-D
turbocharged engines, and the introduction of

an AiResearch air-conditioning and pressuriza-

tion System.

All three of these aircraft, namely the

Models 402, 411 and 421, have proved useful

to air forces for 'off the shelf buys of Com-

munications aircraft: for cxample, 402s serve

with thc Royal Malaysian air force and 411s

with the French air force.

Type: sixnine-seat light transport aircraft

Powerplant: (421) two 375-hp (280-kW)

Continental GTSIO-520-L flat-six geared and

turbocharged piston engines

Performance: (421) maximum speed

297 mph (478 km h) at 20,000 ft (6095 m);

maximum cruising speed 279 mph

Cessna Model 402/411/421

(449 km h) at 25,000 ft (7620 m); ränge

(with allowances for start, taxi, take-off,

climb, descent and 45-minutes reserves at 45%
power, at maximum cruising speed with max-

imum fuel at 25,000 ft (7620 m) 1,440 miles

(2317 km)
Weights: (421) empty 4,572 lb (2074 kg);

maximum take-off 7,450 lb (3379 kg)

Dimensions: (421) span 41 ft 1 V2 in

(12.53 m); length 36 ft 4>/2 in (11.09 m);

height 11 ft S'/i in (3.49 m); wing area

215 sq ft (19.97 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Bolivia, Finland, France,

Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Saudi Arabia,

Turkev

Cessna Model 500 Citation

The Cessna Citation was thc first of the new
generation of quiet and economical turbofan

business jets, and its devclopmcnt rcprcscntcd

an enormous financial commitment for Cessna

Aircraft Company. It was the answer to

growing cnvironmcntalist pressure, and when
it first flew on 15 September 1969 it posed a

serious commercial thrcat to the BAC HS 125,

Dassault Falcon 20, North American

Sabreliner and Learjct types which had hither-

to dominated the market.

The Citation is an all-metal, pressurized,

low-wing monoplane. It has seating for up to

eight people including two crew — although

the Citation I S/P version of the aircraft is cer-

tificated for • single-pilot Operation. Initial air-

craft, delivered in 1971, werc competitivelv

priced at $695,000 including a füll Categorv II

avionics package, a computerized maintenance

Programme and training for the customer's

pilots and mechanics. In a subsequent develop-

ment Cessna produced the Citation II, with

uprated JT-15D engines and a stretched

12-seat cabin. The prototvpe Citation II first

flew on 31 January 1977, with first deliverie's

in April 1978. The Citation III is an entirely

new and larger aircraft with a supercritical

wing, scheduled to enter Service in 1981.

The first militarv user of the Citation was

the Venezuelan air force which took deliverv

of the 92nd produetion aircraft in 1973; this is

operated by the Comando Acre? L^isiico on

general transport duties. The Ejerciio Argentino

also purchased a Citation, which entered Ser-

vice with the Institute) Geografico Militär. It had

a Wild RC-10 dual camer3 installation fitted

in a large fairing under the centre fuselage, and

is employed on mapping and photographic

surveillance missions.

The US forces have not, as yet, used the

Citation but an extensive evaluation was car-

ried out by the US Coast Guard prior to their

decision to purchase the Dassault Falcon Guar-

dian.

Type: seven/eight-seat light Communications

aircraft

Powerplant: two 2,200-lb (998-kg) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada JT15D-1 tur-

bofans

Performance: maximum speed 403 mph (648

km/h); maximum cruising speed 400 mph
(644 km/h); long-range cruising speed at

35,000 ft (10670 m) 321 mph (514 km/h);
maximum rate of climb 3,100 ft (945 m) per

minute; Service ceiling 35,000 ft (10670 m);

balanced field length 3,575 ft (1090 m); max-
imum ränge with füll fuel and 45 minutes

reserves at long-range cruising speed 1,404

miles (1664 m)
Weights: empty equipped 6,520 lb (2960 kg);

maximum take-off 11,500 lb (5217 kg)

Dimensions: span 43 ft 9 in (13.34 m);

length 43 ft 6 in (13.26 m); height 14 ft 4 in

(4.40 m); wing arca 260 sq ft (24.15 m 2
)

Operators: Argentina, Venezuela

Cessna Model 500 Citation

Cessna's Citation is among the cheapest executive jets, making it populär with a number of air forces, including the

Citation I is used for VIP transport and other urgent missions. Some air forces use Citations for training.

FAV of Venezuela. This
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Consolidated Aeronautics PBY-5 Catalina

Requiring a new monoplane patrol flying-boat

to replace the liberally-strutted Consolidated

P2Y and Martin P3M flying-boats in Service in

1933, the US Navy ordered competitive pro-

totypes from Consolidated Aircraft and

Douglas Aircraft, and it was the former com-

pany's XP3Y-1 which was ordered into pro-

duction. In due course, as the Catalina, the

type became used extensively by the US forces

and their allies and has been built in larger

quantity (approximately 4,000 examples) than

any other flying-boat in history.

Experience in the construction of the P2Y
helped in the design of an efficient two-step

hüll, above which was mounted an internally-

braced parasol wing that was sufficiently near

to a true cantilever structure to require only

two streamlined bracing struts on each side.

This clean design was enhanced by a then-

unique feature: stabilizing floats which

retracted in flight to form the wingtips. The
powerplant comprised two 825-hp (615-kW)

Pratt & Whitney R-1830-58 Twin Wasp
radial engines. Armament comprised four

0.5-in (12.7-mm) machine-guns and up to

2,000 lb (907 kg) of externally-hung ord-

nance.

The first production PBY-ls equipped Navy

Patrol Squadron VP-11F in late 1936. They
were followed by the PBY-2/-3 and -4, which

differed primarily in their powerplant. The
first PBY-5s entered service on 18 September

1940, with 1,200-hp (895-kW) R-1830-92

engines, waist blisters for beam gunners, and a

revised tail. In late 1939 Consolidated had

flown an XPBY-5A prototype which in-

troduced retractable tricycle landing gear to

confer amphibious capability, and following

evaluation the US Navy ordered the remaining

PBY-5s on the production line to be com-

pleted as amphibians. Thereafter, construction

continued into 1945 with PBY-5A/-5B and

-6A aircraft, which differed mainly in

powerplant and armament. PBYs supplied to

the RAF in 1940 were named Catalina by that

Service, this name being adopted also by the

US Navy on 1 October 1941.

PBYs were also built in the Soviet-Union,

which designated them GST, and it is uncer-

tainty regarding the large number constructed

by that nation which makes it necessary to use

the 'approximately 4,000' figure for total pro-

duction. A total of 230 Canadian-built aircraft

were designated PBV-1A by the US Navy, but

these all served with the USAAF as OA-10A
amphibians. Many more examples were built

in Canadian factories, those PBYs which serv-

ed with the RCAF having the name Canso. In

addition a slightly revised Version was built by

the Naval Aircraft Factory at Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, these being designated PBN-1

and named Nomad.
Catalina flying-boats were retired from US

Navy service soon after the end of World War
II, but many amphibians remained in use for

several years, primarily in the air-sea rescue

Consolidated Aeronautics P6Y-5A Catalina

role. Some of these fine flying-boats still serve

in 1979 with the armed forces of seven na-

Type: flying-boat and amphibious patrol-

bomber
Powerplant: (PBY-5A) two 1,200-hp

(895-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-1830-92 Twin
Wasp radial piston engines

Performance: (PBY-5A) maximum speed

175 mph (282 km/h) at 7,000 ft (2135 m);

cruising speed 113 mph (182 km/h); ränge

2,350 miles (3782 km)
Weights: (PBY-5A) empty 20,910 1b

(9485 kg); maximum take-off 35,420 lb

(16066 kg)

Dimensions: (PBY-5A) span 104 ft in

(31.70 m); length 63 ft 10 in (19.46 m);

height 20 ft 2 in (6.15 m); wing area

1,400 sq ft (130.06 m 2

)

Armament: (PBY-5A) three 0.3-in

(7.62-mm) machine-guns, two 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) machine-guns and up to 4,000 lb

(1814 kg) of other weapons.

Operators: Argentina, Brazil, Chile,

Dominica, Ecuador, Mexico, Taiwan

Convair (General Dynamics) C-131 Samaritan/T-29

With the requirement in the second half of the

1940s for a large 'flying classroom' type of

trainer, for the instruction of navigators and

radar Operators, the USAF ordered two pro-

totype XAT-29s from Consolidated-Vultee

Aircraft Corporation (Convair), soon to be the

Convair Division of the General Dynamics
Corporation. The XAT-29 was ba,sed on the

pressuriz
%
ed civil transport known as the

Convair-Liner which, in its initial 240 version,

had accommodation for 40 passengers.

The first XAT-29 made its initial flight on

22 September 1949, and following evaluation

by the USAF a production contract was placed

for T-29As, of which 46 were built. These dif-

fered from the Convair 240 by being un-

pressurized, and fitted with a totally different

interior. The T-29A had 14 positions for Stu-

dent navigators and four astrodomes. The
T-29B was pressurized and provided for the

simultaneous training of 10 navigators and

four radar Operators, and the generally similar

T-29C had more powerful engines. The
T-29D was an advanced navigation/bombing

trainer, with the K-system bombsight and

camera scoring equipment.

The first USAF transport variant was the

C-131A Samaritan for casualty evacuation,

based on the Convair 240. This had large

loading doors for stretchers or cargo, and was
equipped to accommodate 27 stretchers or 37

sitting casualties. These were followed by 36

C-131B transport/electronic test-bed aircraft;

by 33 C-131D/VC-131D transports of which
27 and six were to Convair 340 and 440 Stan-

dard respectively; and finally by 15 C-131E
ECM trainers delivered during 1956 - 57. RC-
131Fs were photo-survey conversions of

C-131Es, and a single similarly-derived RC-
131G was equipped to check airways naviga-

tional aids. Two aircraft re-engined with tur-

boprops to provide handling experience with

this type of powerplant, and four similarly-

modified C-131Ds, were used as VIP
transports under the designation VC-131H.
The US Navy received 36 R4Y-1 (C-131F)

cargo, personnel and evacuation transports; a

single R4Y-1Z (VC-131F) VIP transport; and

two R4Y-2 (C-131G) transport versions of the

Convair 440. They also operated a small

number of T-29Bs transferred from the USAF.
The Canadian Armed Forces received eight

aircraft similar to the VC-131H but designated

CC-109 Metropolitan, and a number of ex-

!civil Convair 440s are used by the Bolivian,

German, Italian and Spanish air forces.

Type: short/medium-range transport

Powerplant: (C-131B) two 2,500-hp

(1864-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-2800-99W

Double Wasp radial piston engines

Performance: (C-131B) maximum speed

293 mph (472 km/h); cruising speed 254 mph
(409 km/h); ränge 450 miles (724 km)
Weights: (C-131B) empty 29,248 1b

(13267 kg); maximum take-off 47,000 lb

(21319 kg)

Dimensions: span (T-29B) 91 ft 9 in

(27.97 m), (C-131B) 105 ft 4 in (32.11m);

length (T-29B) 74 ft 8 in (22.76 m), (C-131B)
79 ft 2 in (24.13 m); height (T-29B)
26 ft 11 in (8.20 m), (C-131B) 28 ft 2 in

(8.59 m); wing area (T-29B) 817 sq ft

(75.90 m 2
), (C-131B) 920 sq ft (85.47 m2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Bolivia, Canada, Germany, Italy,

Spain, US Air Force, US Navy Convair C-131 Samaritan

Very few military versions of the CV-240, 340 or 440 Convair-Liner remain in use, this is a C-131 Samaritan, but the only examples still

in American service are EC-131 electronic platforms of the Navy.
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Convair (General Dynamics) F-102 Delta Dagger
( onviir'i F-102, mentioned also undcr the

Convair (General Dynamics) F-106 entry,

evolved from the company's XF-92A dclta-

wmg research aircraft which had becn built

undcr post-war USAF contract. The German

acrodynamicist and designer Dr Alexander

Lippisch gave assistance in the design of this

lattcr aircraft, which made its first flight on 18

September 1948. Only a Single cxample was

built, although the initial contract was for

threc aircraft, and in 1952 the USAF handcd

the XF-92A over to NACA (NASA's

predeecssor) aftcr it had demonstrated a speed

of 630 mph (1014 km/h) during tests and

when powered by an Allison J33-A-29 turbo-

jet engine.

Even before the contract for the XF-92A

was awarded, the USAF had formulated an

Advanced Development Objective (ADO) for

an intereeptor which would have performance

considcrably superior to that of Soviet intcr-

continental jet bombers. However tlns ADO
was probably one of the most revolutionary in

US Air Force history because, for the first

time, it regarded this projeeted intereeptor as a

wcapon system. It was realised that for far too

long it had been customary to procure an air-

framc and its weapons as separate items in the

hope that, when united in produetion form,

these units would integratc as a satisfactory

weapon. The time had come to investigate a

Weapon System Concept, in which all the dif-

fering units were planncd from the outset as a

compatible system.

With thesc idcas in mind, Requcsts For

Proposais were sent out on 18 June 1950 for a

new intereeptor, then identified as Projcct

MX-1554. Four months later, the Hughes

Aircraft Company was awarded a contract for

development of Projcct MX-1179, this being

the Electronic Control System (ECS) with

which the MX-1554 system would be com-

patable. In spite of the extended development

period of the design chosen to satisfy the

MX-1554 concept, the MX-1179 failed to

materialise within an acccptablc tmie-scale for

this aircraft and was abandoned. Instcad the

Huges E-9 fire-control system, later

redesignated MG-3, was adopted, and finally

replaced by the MG-10.
Six airframe manufacturers submitted

proposals in January 1951, Convair, Lockheed

and Republic being chosen to develop their

designs to a mockup stage. However, it did

not take the US Air Force long to realise that

it could not afford these threc projeets and on

11 September 1951 gave Convair a Letter

Contract which authorised use of the

Westinghouse J40 turbojet, pending availabil-

ity of the more powerful Wright J67, a Ver-

sion of the Bristol Olympus. A decision tu

proeeed with produetion of Convair's proposal

was made on 24 November 1951: as cxplained

in the F-106 entry, the F-102, as it became

designated, was thus an Interim projcct until

the 'Ultimate Intereeptor' should reach frui-

tion. The J40 and J67 subsequently failed to

mittlre, and the chosen engine bcame the

Pratt & Whitney J57. The first YF-102A pro-

totype made its initial flight on 24 < I

1953, but was lost in an aeeident only nine

days later. By that time, however, it had

demonttrated that performance of tlns tailless

delta was below the requircd figurcs tlns

dismal forecast was to be confirmed by the »e-

COnd YF-102A when it flew on 11 Januarv

1954.

The year 1954 must be one etched per-

manently in the memories of Convair's design

staff. for realisation of anything approaching

the desired supersome speed and ceihng scem-

ed unattainablc. In fact, it was not until a ma-
jor redesign incorporated the area-ruled

fuselagc concept, which had emerged as a

result of research carried out by Richard
Whitcomb at NACA, that a better looking

prototype flew on 19 Decembcr 1954. Its

fuselagc was lengthened and increased in

volume at the ends, while being slightly slim-

mer alongside the wmg. Powered by an ad-

vanced Pratt & Whitney J-57-P-23 turbojet

that was to power produetion aircraft, this

prototype achieved a speed of Mach 1.22 and

altitude of 53,000 ft (16150 m) dunng its first

flight.

It was not until April 1956 that F-102As

entcred servicc with Air Defense Command's
327th Fightcr-Interceptor Squadron at George
AFB, California, and procurement finally

totalled 889. In addition, 111 TF-102A two-
scat side-by-side trainers were built for the

USAF, these retaining füll operational arma-

menl and capability, An improved F-102Bwai
planned, Ina tlns materialised eventualis as the

I 106 Delta Dan (q.v
)

F-102As were deployed to Thule,

Greenland, in June 1958, but the installation

of Tacan equipment delayed the introduetion

of these aircraft mto Europc and Alaska until

early 1960. At about the same time, F-102As

joincd the Pacific Air Forces, and the type re-

mained in service in both the European and

Pacific theatres of Operation for almost a

Convair F 1Q2A Delta Dagger

decade. They were first introduced into the

conflict in Vietnam in March 1962, and by

1967-68 a minimum of 14 F- 102s were held on

5-minute standby at all times, with the re-

mainder of the force on 1-hour call. Over the

period March 1962 to Decembcr 1969, when
these aircraft were withdrawn from south-east

Asia, they had a remarkable safety record for,

despite their Operation in an air defence role,

plus some combat patrols in support of SAC's
B-52 Operations, only 15 aircraft were lost.

Modernisation of the F-102A was almost

continuous throughout its service life, and

progressive programmes introduced data-link

equipment, the improved MG-10 fire control

system, in-flight refuelling, the Substitution of

more advaneed missiles, and the addition of an

infra-red search and tracking system. In 1974

six F-102As were converted to QF-102A (2)

manned drone aircraft and PQM-102A (4)

RPVs under the Pave Deuce programme, their

role to represent MiG-21s in connection with

the fhght tesl and development programme of

the Mt Donneil Douglas F-15A Eagle.

From 1961 F-102s began a slow process ol

transfer from deployment with active USAF
squadrons mto those ol the Air National

Guard (ANG). remaining operational with the

ANG until 1977: all had been withdrawn

from service by the end of 1978. During 1971

a number of F-102s were transterred to the

Greek and Turkish air forces, but by eatly

1979 these also had been withdrawn from ser-

Type: supersome all-weather fighter-

intereeptor

Powerplant: one 17,200-lb (7802-kg) Pratt &
Whitney J57-P-23 or -25 afterburning turbo-

jet

Performance: maximum speed Mach 1.25 or

825 mph (1328 km h) at 36,000 ft (10970 m);

ränge approximately 1,100 miles (1770 km)
Weights: maximum take-off as point in-

tereeptor 28.150 Ib (12769 kg); maximum
take-off as area intereeptor, with two 215-US-

gallon (814-litrc) drop tanks 31,276 lb (14187

kg)

Dimensions: span 38 ft V/i in (11.62 m);

length 68 ft 4>/2 in (20.84 m); height 21 ft 2VS

in (6.46 m); wing area 661.5 sq ft (61.45m-)

Armament: includes two AIM-26 26A
Falcon missiles, or one AIM-26 26A plus two
AIM-4A Falcons or one AIM-26 26A plus

two AIM-4C D, or six AIM-4A, or six AIM-
4C D; aircraft not modified for inter-

changeable use of AIM-26 or AIM-4 missiles

in the weapons bay, could also carry twelve

2.75-in (69.8-mm) folding-fin rockets inside

the bay doors

Operators: Grccc, Turkey, US Air Force, US
Air National Guard

This GD (Convair) F-102 Delta Dagger is not parked on the duty runway, it has )ust opened up for takeoff, despite the empty cockp

a Sperry/Fairrhild PQM 102A used in threat evaluation and other hazardous missions, flown by a remote pilot.

Curtiss-Wright C-46 Commando
On 26 March 1940 Curtiss-Wright flew the

prototype of a 36-seat commercial airliner

which had the Company designation CW-20.
Its large-capacity fuselage aroused US Army
interest for cargo/transport/casualty evacua-

tion, and a militarized version with 2,000-hp

(1491-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-2800-43
engines was ordered into produetion under the

designation C-46 and named Commando.
When these first entered service in July 1942

they were the largest and heaviest twin-engine

aircraft to serve with the USAAF, and proved
such a valuable transport in the Pacific theatre

of Operations that well over 3,000 were to be
built before produetion ended.

Apart from differing engines and fewer
cabin windows, the original C-46s were
generally similar to the CW-20 prototype.

The C-46As which followed had a large cargo
door on the left side, a strengthened floor, and
folding seats for 40 troops. Pratt & Whitney
R-2800-51 engines provided better perfor-

mance at altitude. This was to prove of great

importance, for C-46As transporting vital sup-

plies 'over the hump' of the eastern Himalayas
to China from India were found to have better

Performance than the Douglas C-47 at the

altitudes involved. They were to make a vital

contribution to the success of this airlift.

In the Pacific the C-46 played a significant

role in the island-hopping Operations which
eulminated in Japanese surrender, and 160

R5C-ls of the US Marine Corps made an im-

portant contribution. Later versions for the

USAAF included C-46D/E/F and a Single

C-46G. and Commandos were to remain in

service with both the USAAF/USAF and

USMC after World War II had ended. The
USAF employed C-46s operationally during

the Korean War, as well as in the early stages

of hostilities in Vietnam. Since 1945 the C-46
has been the leading aerial workhorse of Latin

America, and some also remain in service with

air forces in 1979.

Type: troop and cargo transport

Powerplant: (C-46A) two 2,000-hp
(1491-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-2800-51 Dou-
ble Wasp radial piston engines

Performance: (C-46A) maximum speed

269 mph (433 km/h) at 15,000 ft (4570 m);

cruising speed 183 mph (295 km/h); ränge

Curtiss-Wright C-46 Commando

empty 32,400 lb

take-off 56,000 lb

1,200 miles (1931 km)
Weights: (C-46A)
(14696 kg); maximum
(25401 kg)

Dimensions: wing span 108 ft 1 in

(32.94 m); length 76 ft 4 in (23.27 m); height

21 ft 9 in (6.63 m); wing area 1,360 sq ft

(126.34 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Brazil, Dominica, Honduras,

Japan, Peru, South Korea, Taiwan, Uruguay,

Zaire
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Dassault Etendard

Although it is a carrier-based attack aircraft,

the Dassault Etendard (flag or Standard) was
conceived as a land-based ground-support air-

craft for the French air force. It was developed

in response to a NATO requirement for a

light, high-subsonic strike fighter capable of

operating from unpaved forward Strips. In-

cluded in the NATO specification was a

requirement that the aircraft should be

powered by the Bristol Orpheus turbojet,

which had a modest (for this class of aircraft)

thrust of around 4,800 lb (2177 kg). The
designation of this aircraft was Etendard VI.

Another variant, the Etendard II with two
2,420-lb (1097-kg) Turbomeca Gabizo turbo-

jets, was the first to fly, on 23 July 1956. But

Marcel Dassault, highly sceptical of such low-

powered designs, privately financed a version

powered by the much more powerful

SNECMA Atar 08 and designated Etendard

IV. This version flew on 24 July 1956, and

was turned down by the French air force,

which decided against the concept of such a

light interceptor. Italy's Fiat G91 subsequent-

ly won the NATO competition. But far from

going under, the Etendard IV was put

through a protracted modification programme
to meet the needs of the Aeronavale, which re-

quired carrier-based attack and reconnaissance

aircraft. The Etendard IV was put into pro-

duction in two forms to fulfil these roles. The
first was designated Etendard IVM and

deployed aboard the carriers Foch and

Clemenceau (Flottille* 11F and 17F). The
prototype of this variant flew for the first time

on 21 May 1958, and was followed by six pre-

production aircraft. The first of 69 production

Etendard IVMs for the French navy was
delivered on 18 January 1962, and production

was completed in 1964. The seventh Etendard

was the prototype of the IVP, a recon-

naissance/tanker version, of which 21 were

ordered. First flight was made on 19

November 1960. The primary design changes

include nose and ventral stations for three and

two reconnaissance cameras, an independent

navigation System, a fixed nose-probe for

flight-refuelling, and a 'buddy-pack' hose-reel

unit designed by Douglas to allow Etendard-

to-Etendard refuelling. Compared with the

original land-based aircraft, both maritime ver-

sions are equipped with such Standard naval

features as long-stroke undercarriage, arrester

hook, catapult attachments and associated

strengthening, folding wing-tips and a high-

lift System which combines leading-edge and
trailing-edge flaps, as well as two perforated

belly air-brakes. The Etendard IVM also

carries Aida all-weather fire-control radar.

Both marks of Etendard are being replaced by
the Super Etendard, but for the present Flot-

tilles 11F and 17F (home bases Landivisiau and

Hyeres respectively when not deployed aboard

the 27,300-ton carriers Clemenceau and Foch)

fly 36 Etendard IVM aircraft. A recon-

naissance squadron (Flottille 16F) based at

Landivisiau operates 14 Etendard IVPs. The
Super Etendard will also replace 32 LTV F-8E
(FN) Crusaders.

Type: single-seat transonic carrier-based

strike aircraft

Powerplant: one 9,700-lb (4400-kg)

SNECMA Atar 8B single-shaft turbojet

Performance: maximum speed 683 mph
(1099 km/h) at sea level; maximum speed 673

mph (1083 km/h) or Mach 1.02 at 36,090 ft

(11000 m); maximum design speed Mach 1.3;

combat ränge (low-level attack role) 370 miles

(600 km); combat ränge (medium-altitude

mission) 1,000 miles (1600 km); (ferry) ränge

1,860 miles (3000 km); rate of climb (sea level)

19,685 ft (6000 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped 13,500 lb (6123

kg); normal take-off 18,010 lb (8170 kg);

maximum take-off 22,650 lb (10,275 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 6 in (9.6 m); span

(folded) 25 ft 7 in (7.8 m); length 47 ft 3 in

(14.4 m); height 14 ft 2 in (4.3 m); wing area

312 sq ft (29 m 2
)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA cannon; four

underwing hardpoints for a maximum of

3,000 lb (1360 kg) of rockets, bombs, Nord
5103 (AA.20) air-to-surface or Sidewinder air-

to-air missiles, or external fuel tanks

Operators: France (Aeronavale)

Dassault Etendard IV M

The Dassault Breguet Etendard IVP is an unarmed photo-reconnaissance aircraft which

operates with the French Aeronavale from a shore base, Landivisiau, with Flottille 16F

Despite the Super Etendard the old IVP is likely to remain until at least 1985.

Dassault MD.315 Flamant
Now more than 30 years of age, the portly

Dassault Flamant has had a long career as a

Utility transport and aircrew trainer since the

prototype made its maiden flight on 10

February 1947. This had the designation MD
303, and was evaluated successfully at the Cen-

Ire d'Essais en Vol at Bretigny later that year.

Production Flamants, the first of which was

flown in January 1949, were intended mainly
for service with the Armee de l'Air in France's

overseas territories, and deliveries to AOF
(Afrique Occidentale Francaise) squadrons began

in October 1950. There were three main ver-

sions. First of these, the MD 311, was a bom-
bing, navigation and photography trainer; 39

were built. More numerous, and longer-

serving, were the six-seat MD 312 military

liaison/communications aircraft and the

10-seat MD 315 light Utility transport. These

modeis (production totals were 142 and 137

respectively) were used over a long period by

the Armee de l'Air and, in the case or the MD
312, by the Aeronavale. Over 200 were still in

Service in the mid-1960s, though none are

now operated by the French armed forces.

Convertible from passenger to cargo or

aeromedical transport, several were passed on

to other air forces such as those of Cambodia

(now Kampuchea), Madagascar, Tunisia and

South Vietnam as they were withdrawn from

French service. Only about half a dozen re-

main, these being operated by the former

French colonies of Cameroun, Malagasy, the

Republic of Niger, and Tunisia.

One MD 315 was converted as the MD
316, with 820-hp (612-kW) SNECMA 14X
Super Mars radial engines; this flew on 17 July

1952. A single-finned second prototype, the

MD 316T, had 800-hp (597-kW) Wright
R-1300-C7BA1 Cyclone radials. These new
modeis were intended for crew training and

commercial transport Operation, but neither

reached production Status. The following

specification applies to the MD 315.

Type: multi-purpose transport

Powerplant: two 580-hp (433-kW)
SNECMA-Renault 12S 02-201 12-cylinder

inverted-Vee piston engines

Performance: maximum speed at 3,280 ft

(1000 m) 236 mph (380 km/h); typical cruis-

ing speed 186 mph (300 km/h); maximum
ränge at 172 mph (277 km/h) 755 miles

(1215 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

984 ft (300 m) per minute; service ceiling

26,245 ft (8000 m)

Dassault MD.315 Flamant

Weights: empty 9,370 lb (4250 kg); max-

imum take-off 12,787 lb (5800 kg)

Dimensions: span 67 ft 11 in (20.70 m);

length 41 ft 0V« in (12.50 m); height

14 ft 9'/4 in (4.50 m); wing area 508.06 sq ft

(47.20 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Cameroun, Malagasy, Niger,

Tunisia

Dassault MD.450 Ouragan
France has probably produced more jet fighters

that have fired their guns in anger than any

other country outside the USA or USSR. The
Dassault Ouragan (hurricane), her first post-

war jet fighter, is now almost extinct, the sole

survivors being a dozen or so ex-Israeli air

force aircraft refurbished and sold to Salvador

in the mid-1970s. The private venture pro-

totype was first flown on 28 February 1949,

lacking armament, a pressurized cockpit, or

the wingtip fuel tanks Standard on production

aircraft. Three prototype and 12 pre-

production Ouragans were followed by an in-

Dassault MD.450 Ouragan, one of 104 supplied to the Indian Air Force with which it was known as the Tuolan
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iti.il contract for 150 production aircraft,

subsequcntly incrcascd tO 350. The first pro-

duction Ouragan flew OD 5 Deccmbcr 1951,

and the last was complctcd in midT954.

Rcplaccnicnt of Armee de l'Air de Havilland

V ai i ipircs began in 1952; thrce escaJres

(groups) weit equipped, but began phasing

the fighter out in favour of its improved

descendant, the Mysterc IVA, in May 1955,

though the last Ouragan did not disappear

from a French opcrational unit until six years

later, and 50 or so still KTVed as advaneed

trainers in the mid-1960s. Four aircraft,

known as 'Barougans', were fitted with twin-

wheel 'diabolo' main-wheel units and a brake

parachute, and between 1954-57 evaluated

this arrangement for possible use from

Algerian desert Strips, but the idea was not

adopted.

Seventy-five Ouragans were acquired by the

Israeli air force from 1955 (24 new and 51 ex-

Armee Je l'Air), and in the Suez and later Mid-

dle East campaigns the type proved an agile

and stable weapon platform, particularly for

ground attack. An earlier customer was the

Indian air force, to whom 104 Toofanis (the

Hindi word for hurricane) were delivered from

1953. These were later replaced by Mysterc

IVAs and Folland Gnats but, so far as is

known, were not used opcrationally during

the Indo-Pakistan conflicts of the 1950s and

1960s.

Type: single-seat fighter/ground-attack air-

craft

Powerplant: one 5,004-lb (2270-kg) static

thrust Hispano-Suiza-built Rolls-Royce Nene
Mk 104B turobjet (5.180-lb/2350-kg thrust

Mk 105A in Indian aircraft)

Performance: (with Nene 104B) maximum
speed at sea level 584 mph (940 km/h); max-

imum speed at 39,370 ft (12000 m) 516 mph
(830 km/h); combat radius (intereeptor,

clcan) 280 miles (450 km); ferry ränge

572 miles (920 km); maximum rate of climb at

sea level 7,480 ft (2280 m) per minute; Service

ceiling 42,650 ft (13000 m)

Weights: basic empty 9,132 lb (4142 kg);

normal loaded (ground attack, with tip-tanks

and 16 RPs) 16,323 lb (7404 kg); maximum
take-off (ground-attack, with tip-tanks and

maximum cxtcrnal load) 17,416 lb (7900 kg)

Dimensions: span (over tip-tanks) 43 ft 2 in

(13.16 m); length 35 ft 2 3/4 in (10.74 m);

Dassault MD.460 Ouragan

height 13 ft 7 in (4.14 m); wing area

256.18 sq ft (23.80 m 2
)

Armament: four 20-mm Hispano 404 Model

50 cannon in underside of forward fuselage,

with 125 rounds per gun; underwing hard-

points for two 1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs, six-

teen 105-mm (4.13-in) rockets, or eight

rockets and two 100-gallon (458-litre) napalm

tanks

Operators: Salvador

Dassault MD. 452 Mystere IV

Two years after bis release from Buchenwald

concentration camp, Marcel Dassault began

designing jet fighters, and he has kept the

French air force (and many others) well sup-

plied ever since. His first type, the straight-

winged Ouragan, was developed first into the

Mysterc HC with slightly-swept wings (150

of these were built) and theo into the Mystere

IVA which, although bearing the same name,

was virtually a completely new design. A thin-

ner wing, with more sweep, and a longcr,

oval-section fuselage were combined with a

French-built Version of the Rolls-Royce Tay

turbojet in the prototype (first flown on 28

September 1952), nine pre-series aircraft and

the first 50 produetion IVAs. These were part

of an 'offshore' procurement of 225 Mystere

IVAs, ordered in April 1953 and paid for by

US government funds to assist in strengthen-

ing the NATO alliance, to which France then

belonged. The more powerful Hispano-Suiza

Verdon 350 engine, a French development of

the Tay, went into the remaining 175 US-

funded IVAs and further quantities ordered by

the French government, which had brought

the total built to 421 by the time that produe-

tion ended in late 1958. The type's Armee Je

l'Air Service began in 1955 with the 12e

EscaJre Je Chasse at Cambrai-Epinoy.

Some still remain in French service in an

operational training role, and for several years

the Mystere IVA (like the Ouragan) was used

by the Patrouille Je France aerobatic team. Ex-

ports included 110 to India and 60 to Israel,

and the latter country still retains a dozen or

so for combat training. French Mysteres

fought in the 1956 Suez campaign, and those

supplied to Israel shortly afterwards have been

involved in every major Arab-lsraeli clash since

then. Derived prototypes included the Mystere

IVB, which led to the supersonic Super

Mystere B-2.

Type: single-seat fighter-bomber

Powerplant: one 7,716-lb (3500-kg) static

thrust Hispano-Suiza Verdon 350 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

696 mph (1120 km/h); maximum speed at

39,370 ft (12000 m) -615 mph (990 km/h);

ränge (clean) 572 miles (920 km); maximum
rate of climb at sea level 8,858 ft (2700 m) per

minute; service ceiling 49,215 ft (15000 m)

Weights: empty equipped 12,941 lb

(5870 kg); normal take-off 16.535 lb

(7500 kg); maximum take-off 20,944 lb

(9500 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 5V« in (11.12 m);

length 42 ft 2 in (12.85 m); height 15 ft 1 in

(4.60 m); wing area 344.44 sq ft (32.00 m 2
)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA cannon in

underside of forward fuselage; provision for

retractable underfuselage Matra \0\bis pack of

55 Brandt unguided air-to-air rockets; up to

1,984 lb (900 kg) of bombs, two 19-tube

Matra rocket pods, or twelve T-10 air-to-

ground rockets, on four underwing hard-

points

Operators: France, Israel

Indian Air Force Dassault Mystere IVA Almost obsolete at the time of the Indo-Pakistan

confhet, the type flew dose Support missions dunng the war.

Dassault MD. 452 Mystere IV A

Israeli Defence Force/Air Force Dassault Mystere IVA depicted in the Camouflage carried at the time of the 1967 Arab-lsraeli war.

Dassault-Breguet Mirage F1

The Dassault Mirage Fl is effectively a suc-

cessor to the extremely successful Dassault

Mirage III/5 series, although it differs sub-

stantially from the design which was original-

ly planned to replace this family. In 1964
Dassault was awarded a French government
contract to build a prototype of the F2 two-
seat fighter, with a conventional wing and
tailplane, and powered by a SNECMA/Pratt
& Whitney TF306 turbofan. This aircraft

made its maiden flight in June 1966, and in

December of that year it was followed into the

air by the first Fl, a smaller single-seat fighter

which Dassault had designed as a private ven-

ture and sized to the smaller Atar turbojet.

The Fl crashed, but still proved a more

attractive proposition than its larger brother,

and in September 1967 the French government

ordered three pre-produetion Fls together

with a structural test airframe. The first of

these new aircraft made its maiden flight in

Mirch 1969 and completed its initial series of

flight trials some three months later. Despite

being powered by a SNECMA Atar 9K31,

which produced less thrust than the 9K50

adopted later, the first pre-produetion Fl

notehed up a series of impressive Performances

during this early period. These included a

continueJ

Kuwait Air Force Mirage F1 CK intereeptor operational with one squadron; 18 are in use with the unit plus two two-seat trainers.
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Dassault Mirage F1

speed of Mach 2.12 or 1,405 mph (2260 km/h)
at 36,090 ft (11000 m), and 808 mph (1300

km/h) at low level.

The Fl has proved to be more than an

adequate successor to the Mirage III as a

multi-role aircraft, with emphasis on a large

payload, easy handling at low altitude and a

high rate of climb. Compared with its pre-

decessor, the Fl has a higher maximum speed

(Mach 2.2 rather than Mach 2), three times

the endurance at high Mach numbers, three

times the patrol time before and after an inter-

ception, twice the tactical ränge at sea level, a

30% shorter take-off run at greater maximum
weight, 25% lower approach speed, and im-

proved manoeuvrability at both subsonic and

supersonic speeds.

The short take-off and landing Performance

results from the high-lift System, comprising

leading-edge droops and large flaps, fitted to

the sharply swept wing. At its average mission

weight the Fl can take off and land within

1,700 ft to 2,600 ft (500 to 800 m). Although
the Mirage III and Fl have practically identical

external dimensions — and in particular the

same wetted area — the internal fuel capacity

of the later aircraft is 40% more than that of

its forebear. This has been achieved by

eliminating bladder-type tanks and replacing

them with integral fuel space.

The Fl was designed for the best opera-

tional efficiency and the greatest possible flexi-

bility. The ability to operate from short,

rough strips is enhanced by the use of twin

wheels on the main landing gear and by the

adoption of medium-pressure tyres, combined

with a landing speed of 167 mph (267 km/h),

which is high, but still less than that of the

delta-winged Mirages. The main landing gear

legs are mounted on the fuselage, leaving the

wings free for the carriage of Stores.

A fast reaction time is a necessity for an

interceptor, and almost equally so for an attack

aircraft, and the Fl is acceptable on this score.

The ground handling equipment is kept to a

minimum, and that which is used is fully air-

transportable. A self-starter is used, and the

high-pressure refuelling System allows all in-

ternal tanks to be filled in about six minutes;

this contributes to a turn-round time of 15

minutes between two missions where iden-

tification of intruders rather than interception

is required.

The Fl 's Thomson-CSF Cyrano IV mono-
pulse radar has 80 per cent greater ränge than

the Cyrano II fitted in Mirage IIIs and allows

intruders to be intercepted at all altitudes,

even if they are flying low in ground clutter,

though the radar cannot rival a pulse-doppler

type in this capacity. Targets to be tracked are

selected manually by the pilot, who then

transfers his attention to the Thomson-CSF
electromechanical head-up display while the

radar continues to track its designated target

automatically. The weapons can be fired

automatically by the fire-control Computer, or

manually with the Computer supplying the

pilot with clearance to engage the target.

A Mirage Fl can be scrambled within two
minutes of the order being given, thanks to

the use of the GAMO self-propelled prepara-

tion truck. This supplies electrical power to

preheat the navigation and weapon-system

equipment, circulates a fluid to cool the radar

and controls the cockpit air-conditioning, as

well as carrying a sunshade on a telescopic arm
so that the pilot can sit at readiness for extend-

ed periods in the heat of the day. When the

pilot is ordered to scramble he Starts the

engine in the normal way. The sunshade is

automatically withdrawn, the air-conditioning

and radar-cooling Systems are switched off

and, as soon as the Fl.'s engine is running fast

enough for the alternators to supply sufficient

electrical power, the connector to GAMO is

automatically ejected and the pilot can begin

to taxi.

The variant in Service with the French air

force is the Fl C interceptor, the first produc-

tion example of which made its maiden flight

in February 1973. The initial batch comprised

105 aircraft, and a further 109 are expected to

be acquired eventually. The Fl A is a ground-

attack and VFR (visual flight rules) fighter

version, with only a ranging radar instead of

the Cyrano IV, and simpler avionics. The dele-

tion of some of this equipment allows extra

fuel to be carried. The Fl A is built under

licence by Atlas Aircraft in South Africa as

well as being supplicd directly by Dassault.

The Fl E was planned in two versions: one

with the Atar 9K50 and the other with the

SNECMA M53. The latter version made its

maiden flight in December 1974 and was
orfered to Belgium, Holland, Denmark and

Norway in competition with the Saab Viggen
and General Dynamics F- 16. This contest was
won by the US aircraft and the M53-powered
aircraft was discontinued. The Fl E has more
advanced avionics suiting the aircraft to the

all-weather role.

The Fl B, which took to the air for the first

time in May 1976, is a dual trainer. Changes
from the single-seat variants are minimal,

although no internal guns are carried. This can

be remedied by fitting external pods contain-

mg the weapons. The radar screen and head-

up display are repeated in the rear cockpit,

allowing the Fl B to act as a fully operational

trainer.

Type: single-seat interceptor and ground-
attack fighter

Powerplant: one 15,870-lb (7214-kg)
SNECMA Atar 9K50 afterbuming turbojet

Performance: maximum speed Mach 2.2 or

1,450 mph (2320 km/h) at 39,990 ft (12190
m); maximum speed at sea level Mach 1.2 or

920 mph (1472 km/h); maximum combat
radius 400 miles (640 km) with 3,520-lb

(1600-kg) load at low level; endurance 3 hours

45 minutes; time to climb to Mach 2 at 39,990

ft (12190 m) 7 minutes 30 seconds; stabilized

supersonic ceiling 60,695 ft (18500 m).

Weights: empty 16,315 lb (7400 kg); opera-

tional (pilot, guns, internal fuel) 24,030 lb

(10900 kg); operational (with air-to-air

missiles) 25,350 lb (11500 kg)

Dimensions: span 27 ft 8 in (8.44 m); length

50 ft (15.25 m); height 13 ft 9 in (4.50 m);

wing area 269 sq ft (25 m 2
)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA 553 cannon

with 125 rounds per gun and (intercept

mission) two R.550 Magic air-to-air missiles,

or two AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles,

or two R.530 or Super 530 air to air missiles

with Option of two Magic; or (attack mission)

up to 8,818 lb (4000 kg) on seven hardpoints,

with combinations such as eight 1,000-lb

(454-kg) bombs, or four 36-round rocket laun-

chers, or gun pods, or one AS.30 or AS. 37

Martel air-to-surface missile, or other payloads

such as napalm

Operators: Ecuador, Egypt, France, Greece,

Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Morocco, South Africa,

Spain, Svria (?)

The Dassault-Breguet fV

toting a Matra R 530 air tc

rage F1-C is the Standard interceptor of the French Armee de /'Air. This, the 21st off the line, is serving with Herne Escadre de Chasse at Cambrai, it is

air missile and two much better Magics.
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Dassault Mirage Hl/5

The Dassault Mirage III holds the distinction

of being the first European aircraft to fly at

twice the speed of sound, which it achieved in

October 1958, and it has since gone on to

become one of the world's most successful

military aircraft. Dassault was one of three

companies which built prototypes to meet a

requirement formulated by the French air stäff

in the early 1950s. The specification called for

a small supersonic interceptor with good ar-

mament and a fast rate of climb, and capable of

acting independently of ground control.

French aircraft engines at that time were not

very powerful, and the new type was needed

quickly, so the air staff decided that the best

Solution was a combination of jet and rocket

propulsion to allow intruders to be intercepted

at high altitudes.

Sud-Ouest's answer was the Trident, which

was powered by a large rocket motor and two
small turbojets. Sud-Est adopted the opposite

combination, its Durandal having a large tur-

bojet and a small rocket. Dassault's MD. 550

had two small Viper turbojets plus a rocket.

The type was named Mirage, because Dassault

intended it to be 'like a desert vision, so that

enemy pilots should see it but never catch up

with it'.

The misconception of the official require-

ment soon became evident to Dassault, for^the

dependence on rocket propulsion severely

limited the aircraft 's endurance, and Dassault

believed it would be preferable to use a single

large turbojet. As a private venture he

therefore decided at the end of 1955 to build a

single prototype of a new design retaining the

tailless delta planform but with a larger

fuselage to house a single SNECMA Atar

101G turbojet.

The Mirage III-001 took to the air in

November 1956 and quickly provided valuable

information about the aerodynamics, flight

controls and variable supersonic intakes which

would be required of a production fighter. By
this time the French air force was showing

marked interest in the project, and a pre-

production batch of 10 Mirage II Is was

ordered only six months after the type's

maiden flight. The first of these flew in May
1958, and the initial production contract was

awarded in October of that year. Two years

later the first Mirage IIIC made its maiden

flight, and the next month it was handed over

to the French air force. The Mirage III was

therefore delivered to a customer only three

and a half years after the first contract had

been placed.

Despite its thin flapless wing, inefficient at

low speeds, the Mirage III can take off from

and land on a 2,600 ft (800 m) runway while

carrying its Standard air-to-air armament. The

Mirage IIIC is a single-seat interceptor

powered by a SNECMA Atar 9B of 13,228-lb

(6000-kg) static thrust. Its rate of climb and

ceiling can be increased by fitting an SEP 844

rocket motor rated at 3,307 lb (1500 kg)

thrust, which can be jettisoned after use if

desired. Alternatively, an extra fuel tank can

be fitted in the same space if the rocket is not

installed. So far as is known, no export

customers use the rocket Installation. The
Mirage IIIC carries a Thomson-CSF Cyrano

Ibis fire-control radar; its normal armament
comprises Matra R.530 and AIM-9 Side-

winder air-to-air missiles in addition to the

two built-in cannon carried as an alternative to

rocket fuel.

The next major version was the Mirage

IIIE, a long-range fighter-bomber. Its fuselage

is slightly longer, and an Atar 9C is installed.

The use of Cyrano II radar, together with a

doppler radar and navigation Computer, allows

the IIIE to fly at low level in all weathers and

to carry out blind attacks, though it cannot

hug the ground or strike point targets as can

the General Dynamics F-III and Panavia Tor-

nado. Other major variants in the series in-

clude the Mirage HIB and IIID two-seat

trainers; the IIIO built under licence in

Australia; and the IHR reconnaissance version

with five OMERj\ Type 31 cameras or the

SAT Cyclope infra-red package. The Mirage

IIIS was built under licence in Switzerland and

carries a Hughes Taran fire-control System,

with the same company's Falcon missiles

replacing French types. Some of the last

Mirage 1

1

Is supplied to South Africa are
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Three Mirage IIICJ interceptors in Heyl Ha'Avir markings. The natural metal finish aircratt

were operational at the time of the 1967 war, while the camouflaged example is from the

later '73 conflict. No 758 carries the Israeli-designed Shafrir air-to-air missile and has a score

of five Arab aircraft to its credit

Dassault Mirage IHR leconnaissance aircaft of 33 Escadre de Reconnaissance 1 Catac

l'Armee de l'Air, at Strasbourg

Pakistan Air Force Dassault Mirage IIIEP of 5 Sqn, PAF

This Dassault Breguet Mirage IIIE, the 512th off the assembly line, is seen in the stand-off attack role armed with an AS. 37 anti-radar

Martel. France has not bought the more useful British-developed TV-guided version of this collaborative missile.
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[xiwrrcd by thc morc powerful SNECMA
Atar 9K5Ü.

Israel asked for a simplified ground-attack

Version, the Mirage 5. This retains the basic

airframe of its predecessor, but has miniatur-

ized electronics tailored to its new role. The
smaller electronics volume has allowed the fuel

capacity to be increased by 110 gallons (500

litres), and the weapon load has also been im-

proved by the usc of up to seven attachment

Saints. Thc Mirage 5, which made its maiden

ight in May 1969, does not carry the Cyrano

fire-control radar but can be fitted with an

Aida II ranging radar in its place. Two-seat

and reconnaissance versions have been built

and the Mirage 5, likc the III, is designed for a

Service life of5,000 hours flying over a period

of 25 years. The Israeli batch of 50 was paid

for, but werc then embargoed by General de

Gaulle and finally used by France. Belgium

also adopted this 'primitive' derivative, which

is intended for visual missions in good

weather, and built 110 under licence.

A further development is the Mirage 50,

which is basically a Mirage 5 fitted with an

Atar 9K50 engine. The Mirage Milan (kite),

with retractable foreplanes, was abandoned.

Fixed canard foreplanes are used, however, on

the IAI Kfir C2 (itself an adaptation of the

Mirage 5). Such surfaces greatly alleviate the

problems associated with the tailless delta con-

figuration.

Type: single-seat intereeptor (IIIC), all-

weather fightcr-bomber (IIIE), reconnaissance

aircraft (IHR), two-seat trainer (HIB and

IIID), or ground-attack aircraft and day

fighter (5 and 50)

Powerplant: (IIIE and 5) Mach 2.2 or

1,460 mph (2336 km/h) at 40,000 ft

(12190 m); cruising speed Mach 0.9 at

36,090 ft (11000 m); maximum level speed at

sea level 863 mph (1390 km/h); ground-

attack combat radius (5) 760 miles (1220 km);

time to Mach 1.8 at 60,040 ft (18300 m) with

SEP rocket and one AAM (IIIE) 7 minutes 40

seconds; time to Mach 1.8 at 49,870 ft

(15200 m) (5) 6 minutes 48 seconds

Weights: empty (IIIE) 15,875 lb (7200 kg);

empty (5) 15,210 lb (6900 kg); mission take-

off, clean (IIIE), 21,605 lb (9800 kg); mission

take-off, clean (5) 20,500 lb (9300 kg); max-

imum take-off (IIIE and 5) 29,760 lb

(13500 kg)

Dimensions: span (IIIE and 5) 27 ft

(8.22 m); length (IIIE) 49 ft 3 in (15.03 m);

length (5) 50 ft 10 in (15.50 m); height (IIIE)

13 ft 11 in (4.25 m); height (5) 14 ft 9 in

(4.50 m); wing area (IIIE and 5) 375 sq ft

(35 m 2

)

Armament: (IIIE) two 30-mm DEFA can-

non and (ground-attack mission) one AS.30

air-to-surface missile or two 1,000-lb (454-kg)

bombs under the fuselage and two 1,000-lb

(454-kg) bombs beneath the wings; (intereept

mission) one or two R.530 air-to-air missiles

and guns or Sidewinder air-to-air missile; (5)

two 30-mm DEFA cannon and up to 8,818 lb

(4000 kg) of stores mtluding 1,000-lb

(454-kg) bombs, JL-100 rocket pods with

cightcen 68-mm projectiles each, napalm,

AS. 30 air-to-surface missile, etc

Operators: (III) Argentina, Australia, Brazil,

Egypt, France, Israel, Lebanon, Libya,

Pakistan, South Africa, Spam, Switzerland,

Venezuela; (5) Abu Dhabi, Belgium, Colom-
bia, Egypt, France, Gabon, Libya, Pakistan,

Peru, Venezuela, Zaire; (50) Sudan

Force Aerienne Beige Dassault Mirage 5BA (BA17) of 2 Smaldeel (Squadron) based at Florennes

Union Air Force (Abu Dhabi) Mirage 5AD (5131 fighter-bomber based at Abu Dhabi International Airport

Egyptian Arab Air Force Mirage IIIEE (alias 5SDE) equips one regiment. These aircraft were passed on by Saudi Arabia

Dassault Mystere-Falcon 20 Series G/HU-25A Guardian
The Dassault Falcon 20 (originally known as

the Mystere 20) was designed as a transport

for the executive market. It has since found

favour with military customers as a VIP
transport and in more specialized roles.

Developed in conjunetion with Sud-Aviation

(Aerospatiale), who produced the wings and

tailplane, the prototype flew on 4 May 1963.

The first produetion aircraft, flown on 1

January 1965, differed in being fitted with

CF700 turbofans; Aerospatiale built the fuse-

lage and tail, while Dassault was responsible

for the wings.

The fuselage of the Falcon 20 is an all-metal,

fail-safe strueture of circular cross-section. The
low-mounted wing has a sweepback of 30° at

quarter chord and incorporates leading-edge

slats inboard and outboard of a fence.

Hydraulic airbrakes are mounted forward of

double-slotted flaps.

A total of 1,374 Imperial gallons (5200
litres) of fuel is carried in two fuselage and two
wing tanks. Twin wheels are fitted on all

three units of the tricycle undercarriage, and a

braking parachute is Standard. Controls are

powered.

The French armed forces still use the

designation Mystere 20. The 65' Escadre

handles short-range liaison from Villacoublay,

while five with VIP furnishing operate from

the same airfield with the Croupe des Liaisons

Aeriennes Ministerielles. A trainer, also operated

by Libya, is fitted with Mirage IIIE radar and

navigation equipment. The Aeronavale's

Falcon 10s provide proficiency, radar and con-

tinuation training.

The Canadian Armed Forces has four

CC-117 VIP transports with No 412 Sqn.

Three are ECM trainers with No 414 Sqn at

North Bay, Ontario. The Royal Norwegian

Air Force's No 333 Sqn operates two in the

dual role of ECM and navaid calibration.

In January 1977 the US Coast Guard

ordered 41 Falcon 20Gs, to be designated HU-
25A Guardian for maritime surveillance. Japan

has expressed interest in the Falcon 20G for

similar duties.

The primary difference between the 20G
and earlier Falcons is the fitting of the more-

powerful ATF 3 turbofan, sufficient for Dassault Mystere-Falcon 20G
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Dassault Mystere Falcon 20 Series G/HU-25A Guardian

greater weights with avionics for overwater

search and rescue, maritime law and treaty en-

forcement and environmental protection.

Communications equipment includes dual HF,

VHF-AM, IFF, Single VHF-FM and UHF.
Navaids include an inertial platform, Omega,
dual VOR/ILS/MB, DME, ADF, radio alti-

meters, R-nav System and Tacan. Search and

weather radar is Standard, while optional Sen-

sors include SLAR, infra-red and ultra-violet

Scanners, reconnaissance camera and tele-

vision. The 20G's fuselage is modified to in-

corporate two Observation Windows and a

drop hatch, and provision is made for external

pods to be carried. The US Coast Guard's

HU-25As are being delivered one per month
from mid-1979 and replace the Grumman HU-
16E Albatross amphibian at six Coast Guard

stations.

Type: twin-turbofan transport

Powerplant: two 4,500-lb (2040-kg) General

Electric CF-700-2D-2 turbofans; (20G) two
5,300-lb (2400-kg) Garrett AiResearch ATF

3-6 turbofans

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

25,000 ft (7620 m) 536 mph (862 km/h);

(20G) maximum cruising speed at 40,000 ft

(12200 m) Mach 0.8;. absolute ceiling 42,000 ft

(12800 m); ränge with maximum fuel

(45-minute reserves) 2,080 miles (3350 km);

(20G) ränge with crew of 5, 2,600 miles (4185

km)
Weights: empty equipped 16,600 lb (7530

kg); maximum take-off 28,660 lb (13000 kg);

(20G) maximum take-off 32,000 lb (14500 kg)

Dimensions: span 53 ft 6 in (16.3 m); length

56 ft 3 in (17.15 m); height 17 ft 5 in (5.32

m); wing aiea 440 sq ft (41 m 2
); (20G) wing

area450 sq ft (41.8 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Australia, Belgium, Canada,

Central African Empire, Egypt, France,

Gabon, Iran, Libya, Norway, Pakistan, US
Coast Guard

Dassault-Breguet Br.1050/Alize

The Breguet Alize (tradewind) is descended

from an early post-1945 design, the Vultur,

which was test-flown with a mixed power-

plant comprising an Armstrong Siddeley

Mamba turboprop as the prime mover,

boosted for high-speed over-the-target dashes

by a Rolls-Royce Nene turbojet in the tail.

When the role was changed from attack to

anti-submarine search and strike, the luxury of

the extra engine was no longer justified, and a

more straightforward design resulted.

First flown on 6 October 1956, the Alize

represented no mean feat of packaging,

managing to contain in a modest-sized air-

frame an internal weapons bay, a CSF radar in

a retractable ventral 'dustbin', and a three-

man crew (pilot and two sensor Operators), in

addition to a retractable landing gear and other

necessary electronic and naval equipment. The
first prototype was followcd by a second, and

then by three pre-production examples, before

Breguet flew the first of 75 production Alizes

for the French Aeronavale on 26 March 1959.

These entered service later that year and equip-

ped the operational Flottilles 4F and 9F (based

on the carriers Foch and Clemenceau) as well as

a shore-based training unit, Flottille 6F. Those

with 9F were replaced by Super Frelon ASW
helicopters in the early 1970s, and the two
currently-operational units are 4F (cövering

the Atlantic) and 6F (Mediterranean). In 1979

Dassault-Breguet announced a major struc-

tural rebuild and electronic updating Pro-

gramme to suit the Alizes of the Aeronavale for

service until 1990.

The Indian navy reeeived 12 Alizes in 1961

(and additional ex-Aeronavale aircraft later).

These are in service with No 310 Squadron at

Garuda, with a detachment maintained in the

carrier INS Viknmt (the former HMS
Hercules). The Viknmt made extensive usc of

its Alizes during the Indo-Pakistan conflict of

1971, but attrition then and since has reduced

the effective number still in Indian service to

little more than a handtul.

Type: three-seat shipboard anti-submarine air-

craft

Powerplant: one 2,100-ehp (1566-kW)

Rolls-Royce Dan RDa.21 turboprop

Performance: maximum speed at 10.000 ft

(3050 m) 292 mph (470 km h); maximum
speed at sea level 286 mph (460 km h); nor-

mal patrol speed at 1,475 ft (450 m) 146 mph
(235 km/h); normal endurance (Standard fuel)

about 5 hours 5 minutes; normal ränge 1,533

miles (2500 km); maximum endurance (with

auxiliary fuel) 7 hours 40 minutes; ferry ränge

1,783 miles (2870 km); maximum rate of

climb at sea level 1,380 ft (420 m) per minute;

service ceiling over 20,500 ft (6250 m)

Weights: empty equipped 12,566 lb (5700

I
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kg); maximum take-off 18,078 lb (8200 kg)

Dimensions: span 51 ft 2 1A in (15.60 m);

span folded 22 ft II > 2 111 (7.00 m); length

45 ft 5 3
4 in (13.86 m); height 15 ft 7 in

(4.75 m); wing area 387.5 sq ft (36.00 m2
)

Armament: one 500-kg (1,102-lb) homing
torpedo or three 160-kg (353-lb) depth charges

in internal fuselage weapons bav; eight under-

wing attachment points for two 160-kg

(353-lb) or 175-kg (386-lb) depth charges (on

in board pair) and six 127-mm (5-in) rockets or

two AS. 12 air-to-surface missiles (outboard);

and sonobuoys in front portion of each main-

wheel fairing

Operators: France, India

Dassault-Breguet Atlant'rc

The Breguet Atlantic has the distinetion of

being the first combat aircraft to be designed

and built as a completely multi-national pro-

jeet. In January 1958, NATO issued an

NBMR (NATO Basic Military Requirement)

for a long-range maritime-patrol aircraft.

Breguet submitted its Br.1150 projeet, which

was studied along with 24 other designs from

a total of nine countries, and in November of

that year the alliance's group of experts

selected the French company's Submission.

The choiee was unanimously approved by the

15 NATO members at the end of 1958, and

responsibility for the construetion of proto-

types and production Atlantics was entrusted

to SECBAT (Soeiete d'Etudes et de Construetion

du Breguet Atiantique). The original SECBAT
members, led by Breguet (now Avions Marcel

Dassault-Breguet Aviation), comprised Sud-

Aviation (later part of Aerospatiale) in France,

the Belgian ABAP grouping (Fairey, FN and

SABCA), Dornier in Germany and Fokker

(now part of Fokker-VFW) in the

Netherlands. A similar multi-national

Organisation was set up to build the Tyne
turboprop engines, which had been designed

by Rolls-Royce: other members were

SNECMA in France, FN in Belgium and

MAN in Germany. The Hawker Siddeley

Dynamics propellers were construeted by

Ratier in France.

The United States at no time planned to buy

Atlantics itself but contributed to the cost of

the programme, along with Belgium, France,

Germany and the Netherlands. Italy joined the

programme in 1968, and some of the work
was allocated to Aeritalia in exchange. Britain

and Canada contributed representatives to the

NATO panel of experts which laid down the

requirements of the Atlantic programme but

these countries, like the US, did not par-

tieipate in the programme. Canada had

developed the Canadair Argus, and the United

Kingdom the Hawker Siddeley Nimrod.

Belgium benefited from work on the Atlantic

programme but has bought none.

The first prototype Atlantic made its

maiden flight at Toulouse in October 1961

and was followed by two other aircraft before

the initial production machine took to the air

in September 1964. The French navy began to

reeeive the type in July 1965, eventually

aeeepting two-thirds of the 60 aircraft in the

first batch; the other 20 were put into service

by the German navy. The first Atlantic in the

second production batch made its initial flight

in January 1971 and was later supplied, along

with eight others to the Netherlands navy.

The Italian air force reeeived the remaining 18

aircraft in this batch, deliveries ending in July

1974. Production thus totalled 87, of which

three have since been transferred from the

French navy to Pakistan.

The Atlantic's main mission is to hunt and

attack submarines, but the aircraft can fulfil a

wide variety of secondary roles including anti-

ship missiorrs, minelaying, coastal recon-

naissance, fleet escort and the direction of air-

sea rescue missions. The aircraft is a land-based

twin-engined type with a double-bubble

fuselage and a wing of high aspect-ratio. The
twin-lobe cross-section of the fuselage allows

most of the upper section to be pressurized,

offering an unobstrueted cabin of constant

width over a length of more than 49 ft (15 m).

The unpressurized lower lobe comprises a cen-

tral section, with a weapons bay 27 ft 6 in

(9 m) long, closed by circular doors which

slide along the fuselage sides. This arrange-

ment avoids obstrueting the panoramic field of

view for the search radar, which is mounted in

Dassault-Breguet Br. 1150 Atlantic

a retractable dustbin under the chin, and mini-

mizes drag when the doors are open. It also

ensures easy access from the side when the air-

craft is on the ground, allowing complex

items of ordnance to be loaded simply.

The slender wing of high aspect ratio en-

sures good fuel economy in cruising flight and

a tight turning radius at low altitude — an

essential feature for finding and attacking fast

submarines. Extensive use is made of light-

alloy honeycomb sandwich material in the

Atlantic's construetion, the honeycomb being

bonded between twin metal sheets to form

wing and fuselage structural panels. This

material provides a very stiff but light skin

strueture with exceptional fatigue life.

The Atlantic's Thomson-CSF search radar

can detect a submarine's schnorkel at ranges of

»
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Aeronautique Naval Breguet Atlantic anti-submarine patrol aircraft Four units are equipped with 35 aircraft.
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up to 46 miles (75 km) cvcn in rough seas.

Sonobuoyi are jettiioned through chutes in

the rcar lusclagc, .nid the 'sting' for 3

magnetü anomaly oetectoi (MAI)) is

mounted bchind tbe tail tection. Information

from th« wnion is fcd to individual displays in

the l'lotac display and COÜtrol system.

Various impioved vcrsions of the Atlantic

havc been studicd under a nmnbcr of designa-

tioni, including Mk II and M4, and in March

1977 the Frcnch governmeni nnally decided to

launcli prcliminary dcsign work 00 tlm pro-

ject, now known as ANG (Atlantic Nouvelu

Gtnhatfon). Tlm was followed in February

1978 by a go-ahcad for the programme, with

the Frcnch navy to receive 42 ANGs. The
sclicdulc laid down in 1978 calls for the first

AN(i prototype, convcrted froni a Mk 1

Atlantic, to makc its niaidcii flight in tlic

second half of 1980, with the SCCOnd following

in the first half of 1981. Production ANOs

would be delivcred froni mid-1984.

The ANG will bc of similar construction to

tlic Mk 1, with some structural improve-

nicnts, but the avionics are completely new.

Tlic hcart of the ANG is a digital tactical

system designed by Thomson-CSF and in-

cluding that company's I^uune (iguana) long-

range scarch radar. Iguane uses pulsc-

comprcssion and freejuency-agility techniques,

allowing it to detect targets in heavy seas and

to countcr jamming. Other equipment in-

cludes tlic SADANG system to process signals

from sevcral sonobuoys simultaneously, an

Apar 13 radar countermeasures set which

analyses signals transmitted by enemy ships

and ldcntifics them by comparing them with a

stored library, and a CIMSA 15M 125F Com-
puter to handle communication between

various parts of the system The ANG will

also bc fitted with a forward-looking infra-red

(FLIR) sensor, allowing the crew to sec theii

target at night and through haze.

At one time the uprated Atlantic was plan-

ned to have two Rolls-Royce M45 turbofans

in addition to its Tyne turboprops, but this

proposal has since been dropped. France is pro-

ceeding alone with development of the ANG
but hopes to seil the aircraft to existing Atlan-

tic Operators such as Germany and Italy. These

plans reeeived a setback at the end of 1978,

however, when the Netherlands rejeeted the

offer of ANGs and selected the Lockheed P-3C

Orion.

Type: anti-submarine and maritime-patrol air-

craft

Powerplant: four 6,100-ehp (4551-kW)

Rolls-Royce Tyne 21 turboprops, built by a

multi-national consortium

Performance: maximum design speed 408

mph (658 km/h); maximum sea-level speed

368 mph (593 km h); cruising speed 345 mph

(556 km/h) or Mach 0.5 at 24.935 ft (7600

m); typical patrol speed 196 mph (315 km h),

ceiling 30,020 ft (9150 m), maximum en-

durance 18 hours; maximum ränge 5,180

miles (8340 km); sea-level take-off run at

maximum gross weight 5.750 ft (1750 m)
Weightt: empty equipped 55,115 lb (25000

kg); maximum take-off 98,105 lb (44500 kg);

maximum fuel weight 40,740 lb (18500 kg);

maximum ordnance load 6,614 lb (3000 kg)

Dimensions: span 119 ft 1 in (36.30 m);

length 104 ft 2'/: in (31.75 m); height 37 ft

4 in (11.33 m); wing area 1,293 sq ft (120.0

m 2
)

Armament: bombs, 385-lb (175-kg) depth

charges, air-to-surface rockets, Mk 44 or LX.4
homing torpedocs, AM. 39 Exocet anti-ship

missiles, AS. 37 Martel anti-radiation missiles,

AS. 12 air-to-surface missiles

Operators: France, Italy, Netherlands,

Pakistan, West Germany

Dassault Breguet Mirage 2000

Although tallcd Mirage, and having a plan

tonn similar to that of the well-known Mirage

III, the Dassault-Breguet Mirage 2000 is a

completely new aircraft. Dassault was

building the Frcnch air force Avion Je Combat

I'utur (A('F) when the projeet was cancclled in

1975, only six months betöre the prototype

was due to fly. The Frcnch air force had dec-

ided that the ACT, a twiii-ciigined aircraft

based on SNECMA M53-5 bleed-turbojets

was too big. It wanted a smaller aircraft, with

approximatcly the Performance ot tlu- General

Dynamics F- 16 ligfitwcight fightcr.

On 18 December 1975 the Frcnch govern-

ment gave a go-ahead on this new Pro-

gramme, which was styled the Mirage 2000.

Four prototypes were ojrdered and Dassault

decided to build a fifth example to aid the

development of export vcrsions. At the same

time Dassault took the unprecedented decision

to fund as a private venture the continued

development or an ACF-size aircraft, now ac-

corded the designation Mirage 4000. It is the

largest private-venture military aircraft Pro-

gramme ever undertaken.

The Mirage 2000 is the sixth aircraft in the

Mirage family. Dassault produced a simple

single-engined supersonic aircraft in the

Mirage III and scaled-up to a twin-engined

layout it became the Mirage IV supersonic

bomber. Prototypes were also built of the

large 1

1

IT and tailed F2 types. The Company

flirted in vertical take-off and landing research

using the Balzac and Mirage HIV, and put in-

to production the Mirage Fl. A prototype

variable-geometry aircraft, the Mirage G, was

also built, but eventually Dassault decided to

stay with the devil it knew, and both new
Mirage designs are conventional deltas,

though of much improved types.

In the Mirage 2000, for which the 19,840 lb

(9000 kg) SNECMA M53-5 bleed-turbojet

engine had to provide a thrust: weight ratio of

1:1 at combat weights, the aircraft has been

made as small and as light as possible. To
enhance manoeuvrability, the aircraft has an

electronic fly-by-wire flight control system

which allows the aircraft centre of gravity

ränge to be extended further aft than on a con-

ventional aircraft. This produces less basic

stability, and is a coneept previously applied on

the American F-16. Quadruplex pitch and roll

controls are installed, and triplex rudder con-

trols.

The delta wing is large compared with

Dassault's previous designs, reduced wing-
loading providing better low-speed Perfor-

mance, and permitting higher turn-rates at

high altitude. The wing has almost no
camber, but leading-edge flaps (very rare on
deltas) and large trailing-edge elevons, which
droop as flaps during manoeuvres, can produce

more lift per unit area than the inefficient con-

ventional delta wing. The aerodynamic and

control innovations are more radical than is ap-

parent at first sight. A slight blending on the

wing root into the fuselage helps to provide

about 955 gallons (4340 litres) of internal fuel

volume, and two 374-gallon (1700-litre) drop
tanks can be added.

Nine hardpoints, five under the fuselage and
four under the wings, can carry up to

11,025 lb (5000 kg) of ordnance. Normal air-

intereeption duties will be carried out with

two Matra Super 530 and two Matra 550

Magic air-to-air missiles. Two 30-mm DEFA
cannon are mounted in the fuselage.

Sidewinder missiles can be carried instead of

Magic on export versions.

The lightweight airframe has been achieved

by using the simplcst possible strueture with a

large proportion of titanium and boron/car-

bon-fibrc panels. It is estimated that 220 lb

(100 kg) of weight was saved by using fibre

components alone. Movable half-cone centre

bodies, which Dassault has always preferred to

variable-ramp intakes, are used to control

engine airflow over the wide speed ränge. Ar-

rester gear and a brake chute are fitted to

reduce landing field length.

An X-band pulse-doppler radar with a ränge

of about 62 miles (100 km) has been developed

for the air-intereeptor version. It uses a flat-

plate aerial and has integral IFF equipment. A

Dassault Breguet Mirage 2000

modified set is proposed for the multi-role Ver-

sion, and this will use an inverted-cassegrain

aerial. The air-interceptor radar has a

continuous-wave illumination mode for

doppler-homing missiles.

Dassault test pilot Jean Coureau made the

first flight of the Mirage 2000 on 10 March
1978, reaching Mach 1.3. The aircraft was

The Dassault-Breguet Mirage 2000 01 pictured south of its test base at Istres, heading out over the Mediterranean. A totally different

animal from the primitive Mirage III and 5, it is - amazingly - bemg backed up by the un-ordered Super Mirage 4000
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Dassault-Breguet Mirage 2000

flown from Istre, although it had been built at

St Cloud. The second Mirage 2000 flew on 18

September 1978 and three more are due to fly

before 1980, including a two-seater. The
French air force is reported to want up to 400

examples, but only 130 are expected to be

ordered for the air-interceptor role. The re-

mainder are probably to be strike and recon-

naissance aircraft. Mirage 2000 deliveries will

begin in 1982, and production should reach

four aircraft per month by 1984.

Type: single-seat multi-role fighter

Powerplant: one 19,840-lb (9000-kg)

SNECMA M53-5 continuous-bleed after bur-

ning turbojet

Performance: estimated maximum speed

Mach 2.3 or 1,520 mph (2445 km/h) above

36,090 ft (11000 m); estimated tactical radius

with two Matra Super 530 and two Matra 550

Magic air-to-air missiles and two 374-gallon

France's newest air supenonty interceptor, the delta-winged Dassault Mirage 2000, Seen in

initial prototype form

(1700-litre) drop tanks 435 miles (700 km);

time to Mach 2 at 49,210 ft (15000 m) from

brake release with four air-to-air missiles 4

minutes; ränge (with drop tanks) 932 miles

(1500 km); service ceiling 65,600 ft

(20,000 m)
Weights: estimated empty 14,080 lb

(6400 kg); normal take-off (with internal fuel

and four air-to-air missiles) 21,825 lb

(9900 kg); maximum take-off weight (max-

imum external ordnance) 33,070 lb

(15000 kg)

Dimensions: (estimated) span 29 ft 6 in

(9.00 m); length 50 ft 3>/2 in (15.33 m);

height 17 ft 6 in (5.30 m); wing area

430.5 sq ft (40.00 m 2
)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA cannon and

(air-superiority) two Matra 550 Magic plus

two Matra Super 530 air-to-air missiles or

(strike) up to 11,025 lb (5000 kg) of ordnance

on nine external points (five under fuselage,

four under wing)

Operator: France (on order)

Dassault-Breguet Super Mirage 4000

Technically this twin-engined multi-role air-

craft may be sensible, but as a programme it

passes all belief. In a world in which partner-

ships of several major nations are hard-pressed

to create new aircraft in this class, Dassault has

announced it is developing the Super Mirage

4000 (sometimes simply called 'Mirage 4000')

as a Company venture, without even a cus-

tomer. The Company stated that the Chief-of-

Staff who in December 1975 selected the small

Mirage 2000 as the next-generation combat

aircraft for the Armee Je l'Air would not be in

office when delivery became due in the 1980s,

and that it would be desirable to offer his suc-

cessor the choice of a much larger twin-

engined machine. To some degree the 4000

makes use of Information gained in building

the Avion de Combat Futur, a similar-sized

twin-engined machine with a fixed-angle

swept wing and tailplane, cancelled when the

Mirage 2000 was selected instead. In con-

figuration, however, it resembles a scaled-up

2000, with variable-camber delta wing, but

with the important addition of substantial

canard surfaces projecting from the front of

the engine inlet ducts. Another difference is

that the airbrakes are not above and below the

wing but above the fuselage, immediately

behind the canards.

Engines are two M53, initially at the

available 18,740-lb (8500-kg) rating but later

at the M53-5 rating of 19,840 lb (9000 kg).

The 4000 prototype, which was built in 1978

and was scheduled to fly in October of that

year (but did not do so until 9 March 1979), is

a single-seater with the minimum of equip-

ment in order to reduce cost in early flight

development. It is intended that the 4000

should carry an advanced radar, two 30-mm
DEFA cannon, Matra 550 Magic close-range

air-to-air missiles on rails under the outer

wings, and various other weapons depending

on mission. Features include active fly-by-wire

controls, large internal fuel capacity in wings,

fuselage and fin, composite structure, and ad-

vanced avionics and cockpit displays. A twin-

cockpit Version is being studied. Dassault has

hinted that no such aircraft would exist

without a customer, though there has been no

indication of who this might be; the Armee de

l'Air has stated it has no requirement for this

costly aircraft, and Saudi Arabia has informally

denied involvement. Missions are described as

'interception and low-altitude penetration at-

tacks', despite the fact that the two missions

are incompatible with a fixed-geometry wing.

Dassault-Breguet Super Etendard
As its name implies, the Dassault-Breguet

Super Etendard is an updated version of

Dassault's Etendard IVM carrier-based attack

aircraft. The need for a replacement for the

original aircraft had been recognised in the

mid- 1960s, and the maritime variant of the

SEPECAT Jaguar, designated model M, was

intended to fill this role. This version differed

from the land-based Jaguar in having single

main wheels, extended undercarnage stroke,

all the modifications required for carrier Opera-

tions and equipment tailored to the naval

strike role. Despite its completion of flight and

carrier trials, the Jaguar M was cancelled,

primarily on grounds of cost and politics. Hav-

ing evaluated the McDonnell Douglas A-4

Skyhawk and LTV A-7 Corsair II (France

already operates the same company's F-8

Crusader), the Aeronavale decided to adopt an

improved Etendard. Dassault converted two
Standard Etendard IVM airframes, and the

first of three Super Etendard prototypes flew

on 28 October 1974. Power comes from a

single SNECMA Atar 8K-50 turbojet, a non-

afterburning version of the Atar 9K-50 which

powers the Dassault Mirage F-l multi-mission

fighter and attack aircraft.

The Super Etendard contains many im-

provements over the earlier aircraft, not the

least of which are 10% more thrust (at a lower

specific fuel consumption) and new high-lift

devices on the wing, which together permit a

heavier gross weight on the catapult strop

and, consequently, greater fuel capacity and

armament. Air-to-air refuelling capability is

retained, including the 'buddy-pack' System.

Range is therefore considerably improved.

Although the Super Etendard is classified as a

'strike fighter' with a ceiling of 52,000+ ft

(15850+ m), it will spend much time at low

leve! in the tactical attack role.

Among the new equipment is a highlv

sophisticated and accurate nav/attack in-

tegrated electronic System. At the heart of the

new fit is a Thomson-CSF/Electronique

Marcel Dassault Agave X-band monopulse

radar with an air-to-air detection ränge of

25.3 miles (40.7 km). The radar's other

modes permit air-to-air search and target

designation for transmission either to a gun-

sight or to the active homing head of an anti-

ship missile; ground mapping; fully automatic

air-to-air and air-to-sea tracking; and air-to-

air, air-to-sea and air-to-ground ranging. A
Thomson-CSF head-up display operates in

conjunction with a Singer-Kearfott inertial

navigation and weapon-aiming System built

under licence by the French companv Sägern.

The first prototype was used to prove the

engine installation, testing the external load-

carrving capabilities and performing firing

trials of the AM. 39 Exocet air-to-surface anti-

ship missile, of which the Super Etendard car-

ries one under the starboard wing. The second

prototype flew on 25 March 1975, and was in-

volved in navigation-system and bombing
trials. By November 1977 it had logged more
than 400 hours in slightlv less than 400 flights,

which also found it being subjected to ship-

board trials away from the waters of the

Mediterranean, where the early trials had been

conducted.

The third prototype was the first example

with the new wing to fly. The first produc-

tion aircraft flew on 27 November 1977, and

deliveries began on 28 June 1978, when the

third production aircraft was handed over to

the Aeronavale. A total of 71 Super Etendards

are required by the French Navy, and the

schedule will see 13 aircraft delivered in 1978,

another 22 in 1979 and the remainder by the

summer of 1981. The first flottille to be re-

equipped will be 11F, based at Landivisiau

Clemenceau. Flottille 14F's F-8 Crusaders, at

the same base, will be replaced in 1979,

followed finally by Hyeres-< For/i-based Flot-

tille 17F's Etendard IVMs. The Super Eten-

dard is expected to remain operational until

1992.

Type: single-seat transonic carrier-based at-

tack aircraft

Powerplant: one 11,265-lb (5110-kg)

SNECMA Atar 8K-50 single-shaft turbojet

Performance: maximum speed 745 mph

Dassault-Breguet Super Etendard

(1200 km/h) at sea level. Mach 1 at altitude;

ränge at altitude (clean) more than 1,243 miles

(2000 km); initial rate of climb 24,600 ft

(7500 m) per minute; service ceiling 45,000 ft

(13700 m)

Weights: empty equipped 14,220 lb

(6450 kg); maximum take-off 26,455 lb

(12000 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 6 in (9.6 m); span

folded 25 ft 7 in (7.8 m); length overall

46 ft IIV2 in (14.31 m); height overall

12 ft 8 in (3.86 m); wing area 305.7 sq ft

(28.4 m 2

)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA cannon (125

rounds each) in bottom of engine air-intake

trunks; underfuselage hardpoints for 55 1 -lb

(250-kg) bombs; four underwing hardpoints

for 882-lb (400-kg) bombs; Magic air-to-air

missiles or rocket pods; optional, one AM. 39

Exocet air-to-surface missile under starboard

wing and one external fuel tank under port

wing
Operators: France (Aeronavale)

Seventh production Super Etendard carrier-based attack aircraft of the Aeronautique Naval A total of 71 are on order
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Dassault-Breguet Falcon 10

The baby of the Dassault-Breguet Mystcrc/

Falcon family of business jets, the Falcon 10

was known at first as the 'Minifalcon' when
announced at the end of the 1960s. Like the

rest of the family, it has rear-mounted turbo-

fan engines and is basically a scaled-down Ver-

sion of the Falcon 20. A prototype, originally

with turbojet engines, flew for the first timt

on 1 December 1970 and six months later set a

1000-km (621-mile) closed-circuit speed record

im iti class of 578.13 mph (930.4 km/h). A
similar record over 2000 km (1,243 miles) was

set by the third prototype in May 1973, a

month after the first produetion aircraft had

flown, and sales have since topped the 150

mark.

The only specific military model is the

Falcon 10MER, three of which are used by the

Acronavale (French Naval Aviation, which has

an option for two more) for general liaison and

Communications duties and to give training to

pilots of the Dassault Super Etendard carrier

fighter. Two are in service with the SRL
(Section Reacteur Je Landivisiau) near Brest, and

one is based at Hyeres, near Toulon. The

SRL, which also operates eight Morane-

Saulnier Paris light aircraft, has a threefold

funetion: to provide instrument and night fly-

ing training for pilots of carrier aircraft (Eten-

dard, Super Etendard and Vought F-8

Crusader); liaison Rights for French naval

headquarters, the Commander of Naval Avia-

tion, and the C-in-C of the French Atlantic

Fleet; and support missions for the ships of the

Atlantic Fleet. The Falcon 10MER has also

been found to make a good mock intruder, to

provide training for ground control radar

crews and intereeptor pilots. Its other

Aeronavale duties include medical evacuation

readiness training, simulated anti-shipping

strikes to test the readiness of ships' crews,

and calibration of shipborne radars.

Type: four/seven-passenger aircrew trainer

and light transport' liaison aircraft

Powerplant: two 3,230-lb (1465-kg) Garrett

AiResearch TFE 731-2 turbofans

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

30.000 ft (9145 m) 568 mph (915 km h);

ränge with four passengers, with reserves

2,209 miles (3555 km)
Weights: empty equipped 10,760 Ib

(4880 kg); maximum payload 2,337 Ib

(1060 kg); maximum take-off 18.740 lb

(8500 kg)

Dimensions: span 42 ft 11 in (13.08 m); (24.10 m 2
)

Dassault Breguet Falcon 10

length 45 ft 5 in (13.85 m); height 15 ft

lVi in (4.61 m); wing area 259.4 sq ft

Armament
Operator: F

none

rance

Dassault-Breguet Mirage IV

The French, renowned for theit highly na-

tionalistic policies, deeided in 1954 to create

their own nuclear deterrent forte. One nf the

first priorities was to develop a launch plat-

form for the weapons. The projeet was headed

by Dassault in association with a numbei ol

other companies, including Sud-Aviation

(responsible for the wing and rear fuselage)

and Breguet (tail surfaces). In the face ol a re

quirement calling for a long. hi~ L ' t"s-

sion (likely to the Soviel

looked initially at deveii

Vautour but later directed its ». a

1956 design for a twin-engined night fighter.

Basically a scaled-up Mirage III, the projeet

underwent many changes in size and proposed

powerplant as speed, load and ränge re-

quirements were formulated, It was deeided

finally to make large-scale use of in-flight

rcfuelling. (Twenty-three Boeing KC-135Fs
are now on strengt!) to support the bombers:

this tanker force is split into three squadrons,

each with four aircraft, and the remaining 11

are based at Istres.)

The original prototype Mirage IV flew on

17 June 1959, and was powered by two
13,225-lb (6000-kg) SNECMA Atar 09

augmented turbojets. Take-off weight was ap-

proximately 55,100 lb (25000 kg). On its 14th

test flight (injuly 1959) it reached Mach 1.9,

and it attained Mach 2 on its 33rd flight.

Three pre-produetion prototypes, the first of

which flew on 12 October 1961, followed the

prototype. Powered by a pair of 14,110-lb

(6400-kg) Atar 09Cs, this aircraft was larger

and more representative of the produetion

Mirage IVA, incorporating a large circular

radome under the centre fuselage forward of

the semi-recessed nuclear free-fall bomb. The
first pre-produetion aircraft underwent bomb-
ing trials and development at Colomb-Bechar;

the second aircraft, a similar machine, was
used to develop the navigation and flight-

refuelling Systems; and the third aircraft, a

completely operational model with Atar 09Ks,

füll equipment including nose-probe for

refuelling, and armament, flew on 23 January

1963. Satisfied with the trials, the French air

force ordered 50 produetion Mirage IVAs for

delivery in 1964 - 65. A repeat order for a fur-

ther 12 was placed later. Fifty of the 62

delivered are expected to remain in service in

the nuclear strike role until 1985, when silo-

based S-3 Strategie missiles (first operational in

1976) will maintain the country's deterrent

until the year 2000. A total of 33 aircraft on
call for service equip six squadrons in two
wings (91 and 94 Escadres) dispersed among six

bases. Twelve have been converted for long-

range, high/low-level reconnaissance, which
will be the type's main role from 1985.

Although a heavy machine and fairly 'hot' t )

operate, the Mirage IVAs of the French air

force are on extremely quick alert. They can

take off straight out of the hardened shelters in

which they are housed, with their engines

running at füll power, and have even operated

ofl short, unpaved itripi with the aid of aux-

iliarv take-oft rockets and tast-drvmg

chemicals sprayed ontO the lurface to harden

the ground run.

In the 1950s the manned fighter was seen in

Britain as soon becoming obsolescent, a theory

which. with hindsight . led to i chain of highly

dubious decisions, It now transpires t hat the

heavy manned bomber may become extinet as

technology allowi the development ol

guidance Systems which will make cruise

iiiissiles ,i more effective method o( deterring

hostilitiei. The l'SA has cancelled the

Rockwell B-l manned supersonic bomber in

favour of proposed air-launchcd cruise missiles.

In 1977 it was announced that a Strategie

cruise inissile is under development in I

— the Mirage IVA might be a launch plat-

form.

Type: two-seat supersonic Strategie bomber

Powerplant: two 15,432-lb (7000-kg) reheat

SNECMA Atar 9K tuxbojets.

Performance: maximum dash speed at

40,060 ft (13125 m) 1.454 mph (2340 km h

or Mach 2.2); maximum sustained speed

1,222 mph (1966 km h or Mach 1.7) at

60.000 ft (19685 m); tactical radius (dash to

target. high-subsonic return) 770 miles

(1240 km); ferrv ränge 2.485 miles

Dassault-Breguet Mirage IV A

36.090 ft (11000 m)

31.967 lb

73.800 Ib

(4000 km); time to

4 minutes 15 seconds

Weights: empty equipped
(14500 kg). maximum loaded

(33475 kgi

Dimensions: span 38 ft IOV2 in (11.85 m);

length 77 ft 1 in (23.5 m); height 17 ft 8V2 in

(5.4 m); wing area 840 sq ft (78 m 2
)

Armament: electronic countermeasures; one

60-kiloton freefall bomb recessed in belly; or,

alternativelv, up to 16,000 lb (7257 kg) of

ordnance on wing and fuselage hardpoints

Operator: France (Armee de 1* Air Com-
mandement des forces Aeriennes Strategique)

Dassault Mirage IVA of L'Armee de l'Air's "Force de Frappe", with a crew of two. It carried a nuclear weapon.

The USA may have cancelled its supersonic bomber, the RocKwen b-l, but France will continue to operate a manned, supersonic
nuclear deterrent until at least 1985 in the form of 50 Dassault-Breguet Mirage IV Strategie bombers.
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Dassault Super Mystere B2
First flown on 2 March 1955, the Super

Mystere shortly afterwards exceeded the speed

of sound in level flight, subsequently be-

coming the first European aircraft with a

Mach 1-plus performance to enter full-scale

service. Developed from Dassault 's earlier

Mystere IVA via an interim Rolls-Royce

Avon-engined variant known as the Mystere

IVB, the Super Mystere differed chiefly in

having a new thinner-section wing with more

marked sweepback, a flat oval air intake

(similar to that of the North American F-100

Super Sabre), and a larger and more swept fin

and rudder.

Production began in 1956, the first series-

built aircraft flying for the first time on 26

February 1957; deliveries to the Armee de l'Air

began later that year. One hundred and eighty

were produced (plus five pre-production

examples) over the next two years, including

24 for the Israeli Self-Defence Forces/Air

Force. Those in French service had, in addition

to the armament listed, a capability to carry an

AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missile beneath

each wing. In February 1958 Dassault flew a

prototype Super Mystere B-4, powered by a

13,228-lb (6000-kg) thrust Atar 9 afterburn-

ing turbojet, but this programme was over-

shadowed by the greater promise of the

Mirage III, and the B-4 did not go into pro-

duction.

By the late 1970s only a few B-2s remained

in French service, most having been replaced

by Mirage Fls, but the type still served with

the Israeli air force, and Israel has supplied

Honduras with 12 examples of a version

modified locally to take a 9,300-lb (4218-kg)

thrust non-afterburning Pratt & Whitney

J52-P-8A turbojet. Despite the absence of an

afterburner, this version is said to have a cor-

siderably longer rear fuselage than the Stan-

dard Super Mystere, and can carry a wider

variety of external Stores. This version appear-

ed in the early 1970s, and was used with some
success in the Yom Kippur War of October

1973.

Type: single-seat fighter and fighter-bomber

Powerplant: one 9,833-lb (4460-kg)

SNECMA Atar 101G-2 or G-3 afterburning

turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

646 mph (1040 km/h); maximum speed at

39,370 ft (12000 m) 743 mph (1195 km/h);

normal ränge 600 miles (965 km); maximum
rste of climb at sea level at normal loaded

weight 17,500 ft (5340 m) per minute; service

ceiling 55,775 ft (17000 m)
Weights: empty equipped 15,282 lb (6932

kg); normal loaded 19,842 lb (9000 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 22,046 lb (10000 kg)

Dimensions. span 34 ft 5 3A in (10.51 m);

length 46 ft 1 in (14.04 m); height 14 ft 11 in

(4.55 m); wing area 376.74 sq ft (35.00 m 2

)

Armament: two 30-mm DEFA 552 cannon

in underside of forward fuselage; retractable

internal pack of thirty-five 68-mm SNEB
rockets in lower fuselage; and up to 2,205 lb

(1000 kg) of bombs, rocket pods, drop-tanks

or other Stores on two underwing hardpoints

Operators: France, Honduras and Israel

Dassault Super Mystere B2

The Super Mysteres of the Israeli Heyl Ha'Avir saw considerable action which mcluded numerous air combats.

Dassault-Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jet
An international project between France and

West Germany, the Dassault-Breguet/

Dornier Alpha Jet will serve with I'Armee de

l'Air in the advanced training role, and with

the Luftwaffe with the additional tasks of light

strike and reconnaissance. On 22 July 1969 the

governments of France and West Germany an-

nounced that they had a requirement for a

new subsonic basic and advanced training air-

craft. A total of around 200 each was envisag-

ed, to replace the Lockheed T-33s and Fouga

Magisters then in service and beginning to

show their age. France had originally hoped to

fill this role with the two-seat SEPECAT
Jaguar, but it was eventually realised that so

powerful a supersonic trainer was foolish, so

an alternative had to be found. On 24 July

1970 it was announced that the Alpha Jet had

been selected to equip the two forces not only

in the training role but also for battlefield-

reconnaissance duties and light strike, follow-

ing a change in Luftwaffe requirements.

Despite these differing specifications, the basic

structure, engines and landing gear are virtual-

ly identical in all versions. As well as France

and Germany, the air forces of Belgium (33

aircraft), Morocco (24), Ivory Coast (12), and

Togo (5) have placed Orders for the Alpha Jet.

Under a licence-production agreement Egypt

will build 160 aircraft, a deal with which

Dassault-Breguet/Dornier can feel well

satisfied as the order followed a protracted

evaluation of other aircraft including the

British Aerospace Hawk, which is cheaper,

has higher performance and a longer fatigue

life. In response to the US Navy's requirement

for a new advanced trainer, Dassault-

Breguet/Dornier have teamed up with

Lockheed-California to enter the Alpha Jet in

the VTX competition. If chosen, the Franco-

German aircraft would be built under licence

by Lockheed and would represent a welcome

(for Europe) change of direction in the

predominanly eastward flow of aircraft sales

across the Atlantic. Licence production could

also come out of the manufacturing agreement

signed in the spring of 1978 between the

French government and the Arab Organisa-

tion for Industrialisation.

The whole programme has suffered a slip-

page of more than two years, causing a cor-

responding delay to production deliveries. The
go-ahead decision was taken on 26 March
1975, nearly 18 months after the first pro-

totype flew on 26 October 1973. The first

Luftwajje aircraft flew on 12 April 1978, near-

ly six months after the first series aircraft. The
first of 33 aircraft for Belgium took to the air

on 20 June 1978. Production is centred in

France, along with flight testing, as Dassault

Breguet is prime contractor and Dornier in-

dustrial collaborator. The assembly line in

Belgium will be closed down in 1980, by

which time all the country's aircraft are due to

have been delivered. In 1978 the Alpha Jet cost

in the region of $4.5 million, making it the

most expensive of the new generation of

trainers. It is also, however, one of the most
capable at the cost of seven maintenance man-
hours per flying hour, and a limited fatigue life

of 10,000 hours. Aspect ratio may be increased

to improve single-engine performance. Dassault-Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jet

After prolonged delays. production series of the Dassault-Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jet at last began in late 1978. This photograph shows the

first Belgian example, now in Service at Brustem, replacing the T-33A.
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1 1 in, , Alph i feti will replai r i
',

Mystcrc IVs, wlncli li.ivr bccn uscd for ad-

vanced and weaponi training respectively. For

sdiiic reuon France doei not fit zerO*zero ejec-

non seati, thougli the Wim Germani do.

Student! will ipend sonn- 70 houri on a new
basic trainer and tlien 1 limilai ptriod on

Magisters betöre moving up to the ntore com'

plcx Alpha [et, Belgian studenti will move
straiglit from SIAI -Marchetti S F.260 primary

trainers to the new jet. Weapon-tratning and

liglit strikt variants for the Luftwaffe will bc

ablc to carry ncarly 5.000 Ib (2268 kg) of

Stores on onc centrc-fusclagc and four linder-

wing hardpointS, The (icrnian aircraft will bc

cquipped with a simple nav/attack system. Hi-

lo-hi radius of action with a representative

warload is about 345 milcs (556 km), and

about 607 milcs (370 km) on 1 lo-lo-lo mis-

sion.

Type: two-scat advamed tr.nncr and liglit

strike/rcconnaissancc aircraft

Powerplant: two 2,976-lb (1350-kg) SNEC-
MA/Turbomcca Larzac 04 two-shaft tnr-

botani

Performance: maxiinimi speed at sca level

622 mpli (HKM) km/h); maximum speed at

30,000 fi C>144 m) or Maib 85. combat

radius (intluding 5 minutes combat) with

maximum externa] load 254 milcs (410 km);

combat radius (ground-attack, lo-lo-lo), 391

milcs (630 km), Jerry ränge (internal fuel and

two 68 .2-lmpcrial Gallon (310-litre) dn>p-

tankt) 1.725 milcs (2780 km); time to 30.000

ft (9145 m) under 7 minutes

Weights: emptv cquipped (tränier) 7,374 lb

(3345 kg); emptv cquipped (sinke) 7,716 lb

(3500 > umer, clean)

11,023 Ib (5000 kg), normal take-ofl (sinke)

13,448 lb (6100 kg), maximum
(sinke, externa! storcs) 15.983 lb (72

Dimension«: span 29 ft 10 1
« in (9 11 Ol);

Icngth40ft 3V« in (12.29 m); hcight 13 ft 9 in

(4.19 m); wing arca 188.4 sq ft (17.5 inj

Armament: undcrfuselagc pod contaimng a

30-mm DFFA or 27mm Mauser cannon (150

rounds cach) or 7.62-mm (0.3-in) machinc-

gun (250 rounds), four underwing hardpoints

each carrying up to thirtv-six 68mm (2 68-in)

rocketl or high-cxplosivc retardcd bombs up

to 882 Ib (400 kg) in weighi. or düster

dispen n also

jrface

(Mavcri •

Operators

Dassault Breguet/Dornier Alpha Jet h rwn in ihe operational Camouflage planned (or the 200 aircraft on order for the Luftwaffe

De Havilland DH.104 Dove/Devon
Design of the DH.104 Dove began towards

the end of World War II, and the prototype

flew at Hatficld on 25 September 1945. 1t was

intended as a replaccment for the DH.89A
Dragon Rapide biplane, was of all-metal con-

struetion and scored two firsts — the first

British transport with a tricycle undercarriage

and the first with braking propcllers. It rapidly

went into produetion and soon attracted the

attention of the military authoritics. The 48th

produetion aircraft was modified to Air

Ministry speeification C. 13/47 as a military

Communications Version, and this variant

went into produetion as the Devon C.lj a

total of 41 were handed over to the RAF,
with deliveries beginning in late 1947. The
Devon incorporated several minor changes to

meet RAF requirements, such as removal of

the right-hand front passenger scat for Installa-

tion of a dinghy, and addition of a jcttisonablc

cabin door. RAF Devons were re-engined

later in their life with 400-hp (298-kW) Gipsy

Queen 70-3 engines to bring them up to Dove
8 Standard.

The Royal Navy acquired 13 Doves from

1955 under the designation Sea Devon C.20.

A number of Devons and Sea Devons are still

in service. India and New Zealand were the

only other countries to use the designation

Devon: the first of 22 for the Indian air force

was delivered in March 1948, and the RNZAF
reeeived 30, deliveries beginning in mid-1948.

The biggest overseas military customer for the

Dove was Argentina which reeeived 54, but

these are now out of service.

A total of 544 Doves, including two pro-

totypes, had been built when manufacturc

ceased in 1967, and of these aboul 240 were at

onc time in military use.

Type: twin-engine light transport

Powerplant: (Devon C.l) two 330-hp

(246-kW) DH Gipsy Queen 71 or 400-hp

(298-kW) Gipsy Queen 70-3 inline piston

engines

Performance: maximum speed at 8,000 ft

(2440 m) 210 mph (337 km/h); cruising speed

at 8,000 ft (2440 m) 179 mph (288 km/h); in-

itial rate of dimb 850 ft (259 m) per minute;

service ceiling 20,000 ft (6100 m); ränge

1.000 miles (1600 km) with 1.700 Ib (771 kg)

payload

Weights: empty 5,780 lb (2621 kg); max-

imum 8.500 Ib (3855 kg)

Dimensions: span 57 ft in (17.37 m);

length 39 ft 4 in (11.98 m); height 13 ft 4 in

(4.06 m); wing area 335 sq ft (31.12 m 2

)

Operators: Eire, Ethiopia, India, Jordan.

Lebanon, Malaysia, New Zealand, Paraguay,

Sri Lanka, Swcdcn, UK, Zaire

De Havilland DH 104 Dove 6

This HS Devon C.2 carnes the badge of RAF 207 Sqn stationed at Northolt

De Havilland DH.114 Heron 2

Following the success of the de Havilland

Dove, the manufacturers deeided to scale up
the design, but when this was first considered

at the time of the Dove's first flight in 1945,

the market for a larger Version had not ap-

peared. The prototype de Havilland Heron
featured a large number of Dove components,

with the fuselage about 10 ft (3.04 m) longer,

providing aecommodation for 17 passengers,

and first flew at Hatfield on 10 May, 1950.

The first produetion aircraft was delivered to

New Zealand National Airways in April 1952.

Of the early produetion Herons, 48 were
Srs IB aircraft with a fixed tricycle undercar-

riage, but the seventh produetion aircraft

became the prototype Srs 2 with retractable

landing gear, and all military Herons were
variants of the Srs 2. The prototype was tem-

porarily transferred to the RAF for a short

period in mid-1956 for Princess Margaret's

East African tour, but the first produetion Srs

2 was the 50th produetion Heron.

A total of 29 Herons have seen military ser-

vice; an early customer was the South African

air force wbich reeeived two Srs 2Bs in Oc-
tober 1955. A Heron which was forcibly

militarized was the aircraft belonging to the

governor general of the Congo: it was cap-

tured by Katangan rebels and transferred to

the Katanga air force in 1960.

Two Srs 2Ds were delivered to the Jordan

Arab Air Force in January 1959 and two to the

West German Luftwaffe in 1957-58. The
Kuwait air force reeeived an ex-eivil Heron 2D
in May 1962 and the Iraqi air force took

delivery of a new Srs 2C in September 1956

plus a Srs 2D for the Royal Flight; the latter

was subsequently tranferred to normal air

force duties and was written off in a crash.

The Ghana air force bought a new Srs 2D in

June 1961 and in December the following year

took over two Srs 2Ds from Ghana Airways;

two served for a time with 112 Escadrille de

Transport Moyen in Zaire. None of the above

mentioned Herons remain in military service.

In September 1959 two Heron 2Ds were

delivered to the Royal Ceylon Air Force (now
Sri Lanka Air Force), followed a year later by

two more. Two of these remain in service,

converted by the Riley Aeronautics Corpora-

tion to 290-hp (216-kW) Lycoming IO-540-

G1A5 engines. These aircraft are now in full-

time use for tourist flying, but using service

pilots.

Two late produetion Heron 2Ds delivered

in August and September 1963 to the Royal

De Havilland DH.114 Heron 2

Malaysian Air Force are still in service with

No 2 Squadron, a VIP unit which also

operates Doves, Fokker Fellowships and BAe
(HS) 125s. Few Herons saw military service in

Britain but four of those which did reeeived

the supreme aecolade in being chosen for the

Royal Flight. The first, a Srs 2B, was
delivered to the RAF in May 1955. Nos 2 and

3 were delivered in April 1958 and designated

Heron C(VVIP).3, while No 4 was a Srs 4

which was handed over in June 1961. The
royal Herons were eventually replaced by BAe
(HS) 748s; three were sold to Saunders Air-

craft in Canada and the other was transferred

to the Royal Navy where it is still in service

with the Yeovilton Station flight. One other

continued 155



De Havilland DH.114 Heron 2

Heron was used by the RAF, a Srs 2B
delivered in September 1954 for use by the

Joint Services Mission in Washington. It was
subsequently used by several other air attaches

before being sold to a Danish civil Operator.

The Royal Navy acquired five ex-civil Herons

in 1961. Two Srs 2Bs came from Airlines

(Jersey) Ltd in March and April, and three Srs

2s from Overseas Aviation in March. All were

delivered to No 781 Squadron at Lee-on-Solent

with the designation Sea Heron C.20 and four

are still in use with this unit.

Type: four-engine light transport

Powerplant: four 250-hp (187-kW) DH
Gipsy Queen 30-2 engines

Performance: (Srs 2D) cruising speed

183 mph (295 km/h) at 8,000 ft (2348 m);

rate of climb at sea level 1,075 ft (327 m) per

minute; take off dis'tance to 50 ft (15.2 m)
2,425 ft (740 m); landing distance from 50 ft

(15.2 m) 2,065 ft (630 m)
Weights: (Srs 2D) empty 8,150 lb (3697 kg);

maximum 13,500 lb (6123 kg)

Dimensions: span 71 ft 6 in (21.80 m);

length 48 ft 6 in (14.78 m); height 15 ft 7 in

(4.72 m); wing area 499 sq ft (46.36 m2
)

Operators: Malaysia, Sri Lanka, UK

De Havilland DH. 100/113/115 Vampire
The de Havilland Vampire was Britain's first

single-jet fighter, the prototype flying at

Hatfield on 20 September, 1943, piloted by

Geoffrey de Havilland, only 16 months after

the beginning of detail design. The type

entered Service with the RAF in 1946 as the

Vampire F. 1 and a number of this early variant

were used for experimental work.

Development led to the Vampire F. 3 which

eventually replaced the F.ls in RAF Service,

and the F. 3 was the basis for a series of export

Vampires, four going to Norway and 85 to

Canada. Arrangements were made for produc-

tion of the Vampirc in Australia and 80 were

built by de Havilland Aircraft Pty Ltd,

powered by Australian-built Rolls-Royce

Nene engines and designated Vampire FB. 30.

A ground-attack Version of the Vampire

F. 3, with strengthened wing and reduced

span, entered production as the FB. 5 and this

attracted a number of export orders. Examples

were supplied to France, Sweden, Egypt,

Finland, Iraq, Lebanon, Norway, New
Zealand and Venezuela. Some Standard FB. 5s

were supplied to the Indian and South African

air forces, and production licences were

negotiated successfully with a number ot

countries. In Italy, Macchi built 80 FB.52As,

Switzerland 178 F. 6s and France 67 FB. 5s.

The last were assembled by SNCASE from

British-made components, but subsequently

SNCASE built 183 Goblin-powered FB. 5s and

250 FB. 53s with Frcnch-built Rolls-Royce

Nene engines, in which form they were

designated SE.535 Mistral.

The last single-seat Vampire variant to see

Service with the RAF was the FB. 9, a version

of the FB. 5 with Cockpit air-conditioning;

FB. 9s were also delivered to Rhodesin, Jordan

and Ceylon. Total UK production of single-

seat Vampires amounted to 1,157 aircraft

when the line closed in December 1953. The
only single-seaters believed to be still in

military Service are a handful of FB.l/FB.50s

in Dominica, a few FB. 9s in Rhodesia and

about 30 FB. 6s in Switzerland.

Brief mention must be made of the DH.113
Vampire NF. 10, a two-seat night-fighter

development of which 95 were built, mainly

for the RAF. A few were delivered to Italy as

NF. 54s and 29 ex-RAF aircraft were sold to

the Indian air force between 1954 and 1958.

No Vampire night fighters remain in Service.

Experience with the wide side-by-side

(Mosquito-type) seating of the Vampire

NF. 10 proved invaluable in the development

of the DH.115 Vampire trainer, flown on 15

November, 1950 as a private venture with

Martin-Baker ejection seats. The foresight of

de Havilland was rewarded by production

orders from the RAF and Royal Navy. First

RAF deliveries were made in 1952 while those

of the RN version, which was basically

similar, began in 1954; the respective designa-

tions were Vampire T.ll and Sea Vampire

T.22. More than 530 went to the RAF and 73

to the RN from a total UK production of 804,

completed in 1958. Export deliveries, as Vam-
pire T.55s, were made to Austria (5), Burma

(8), Ceylon (5), Chile (5), Egypt (12), Eire (6),

Finland (5), India (5), Indonesia (8), Iraq (6),

Lebanon (3), New Zealand (12), Norway (4).

Portugal (2), South Africa (21), Sweden (57),

Switzerland (39), Syria (2), and Venezuela (6).

Ex RAF T.lls were supplied to Jordan (2) and

Rhodesia (4). Additionally, 109 were built in

Australia under the designation T.33, 34 and

35, and 50 were assembled in India.

Chile and Rhodesia have a few T.55s still in

service, but the biggest user is Switzerland

with more than 30 in use alongside Vampire

FB. 6s, training students to wings Standard.

De Havilland DH 100 Vampire FB.

5

Type: jet fighter and trainer

Powerplant: (FB. 6) one 3,350-lb (1518-kg)

DH Gobiin 3 turbojet;

(T.ll) one 3,500-lb" (1587-kg) DH Gobiin 35

turbojet

Performance: (FB. 6) maximum speed

548 mph (882 km/h) at 30,000 ft (9144 m);

initial rate of climb 4,800 ft (1463 m) per

minute; ränge 1,220 miles (1963 km) at

30,000 ft (9144 m); service ceiling 42,800 ft

(13044 m)

(T.ll) maximum speed 549 mph (883 km/h)
at 20,000 ft (6096 m); initial rate of climb

4,500 ft (1341 m) per minute; ränge 787 miles

(1266 km); service ceiling 40,000 ft (12192 m)

Weights: (FB. 6) empty 7,283 lb (3303 kg);

(FB.6)all-u P 12,390 lb (5620 kg); (T.ll) emp-

ty 7,380 lb (3347 kg); (T.ll) all-up 11,150 lb

(5058 kg)

Dimensions: (FB. 6) span 38 ft in

(11.58 m); length 30 ft 9 in (9.36 m); height

6 ft 2 in (1.87 m); wing area 262 sq ft

(24.33 m 2

)

(T.ll) span 38 ft in (11.58 m); length

34 ft 6 in (10.50 m); height 6 ft 2 in

(1.87 m); wing area 262 sq ft (24.33 m 2
)

Armament: (FB. 6) four 20-mm cannon in

nose and provision for underwing Stores;

(T.ll) two 20-mm cannon in nose plus 8

rockets and two 500-lb (227-kg) bombs
Operators: Dominica, Rhodesia, Switzerland

De Havilland FB.50 Venom
Some 30 years after the prototype's first flight,

the de Havilland Venom remains in front-line

service with the Swiss air force. This is a

remarkable record, especially for a jet fighter.

An improved version of the Vampire, the

Venom prototype flew from Hatfield on 2

September 1949. The type reached the RAF in

August 1952, serving in Germany, the Near

East and Far East with 18 squadrons, as well as

No 14 Sqn, Royal New Zealand Air Force.

The two-seat night-fighter Venom NF. 2 and

NF. 3 served with the RAF between 1953 and

1957, and the Royal Swedish Air Force flew

the type until 1960. Foreign users of Venom
fighter-bombers included Venezuela and Iraq.

The Venom FB.l was fitted with a Rotax
cartridge Starter. Martin-Baker ejection seats

were fitted to later FB.ls, and the FB. 4 in-

troduced powered ailerons and rudders to im-

prove control at high subsonic speeds. The fins

were modified, and provision was made for

underwing drop tanks in addition to tip tanks.

In 1951 Switzerland decided to build the

Venom under licence as a follow-on to the

Vampire FB. 6. Work on 150 Venom Mk.50s,

completed to FB.l Standard, began in 1953.

Manufacture was undertaken by a consortium

which comprised the Federal Aircraft Factory

(EFW) at Emmen, Pilatus at'Stans and the

Flug und Fahrzeugwerke at Altenrhein. A
further batch of 100, to FB. 4 Standard, was
completed in 1957.

Flying from airfields in mountam Valleys up

to 4,500 ft (1400 m) above sea level, the

Venom's manoeuvrability is a great asset. To-

day, maintenance of the aged aircraft presents

problems, though monthly flying hours are

not high as the Venom units are manned by

part-time militia. Some 100 remain in service,

equipping Fliegerstaffeln 2, 3, 6, 9, 13, 15 and

20 assigned to the close-support role. Among

the modifications introduced by the Swiss are

a redesigned nose housing UHF Communica-

tions, strengthening of the inner wing sec-

tions for rocket launchers, and fitting of link

collectors beneath the cannon. Eight Venoms
with underwing camera pods fly alongside the

Dassault Mirage IIIRS tactical-reconnaissance

aircraft of Fliegerstaffel 10.

Replacement was first considered in 1966,

but it was not until 1975 that it was decided to

order 72 Northrop F-5Es. These will enable

the Venom to be retired in the early 1980s.

Type: ground-attack fighter

Powerplant: one 5,150-lb (2338-kg) de

Havilland Ghost 105 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at 30,000 ft

(9150 m) 557 mph (896 km/h); ränge 1,075

miles (1730 km); service ceiling 48,000 ft

(14600 m); rase of climb from sea level 7,230 ft

(2200 m) per minute

Weights: loaded 15,310 lb (6950 kg)

Dimensions: span 41 ft 8 in (12.7 m); length

33 ft in (10.06 m); height 6 ft 8 in (2.03 m);

wing area 279.75 sq ft (25.99 m 2
)

Armament: four 20-mm Hispano cannon

with 150 rounds per gun, plus up to 2,000 lb

(910 kg) of bombs or rockets

Operators: Switzerland

De Havilland Venom FB.

4

Swiss Air Force de Havilland Venom FB. 50 in tactical Camouflage. The type was licence-built by the Federal Aircraft Factory.
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De Havilland Canada DHC-1 Chipmunk
1 1,, i)M< i Chipmunk was dcsigned t<> suc

cced de Havülano'i classii Tigei Moth biplanc

trainer. Flying fot tbc f ir st time at Dowm-
vicw, Toronto, On 22 May 1946, the taiidcm-

seat stressed skin monoplanc was the first in

digenoui design of the Canadian de Havilland

Company The prototype, put through its

paecs by Pat Pillingham ti the pareol i ora

pany at Hatficld, was powered by a 145-hp

(108-kW) de Havilland Gipiy Major IC

( hipmunki built to the prototype'

i

ipecification were designated DH( IM 1.

wlnlc thoie witli a Gipsy Major 10 3 were

DHC-1B-2», An ordet toi 60 1 B 2s fron, the

Royal Canadian Air Force were designated

Chipmunk T.30, and distinguished by a

bubble canopy.

Downsview budt 218 Chipmunks, the last

in 1951. Two were evaluated by the Aeroplanc

and Arnianient Fxpcrinicntal Establishment at

Boscombe Down. As a result, the fully-

aerobatic Chipmunk was ordered rrom Hat-

field and Chestei to Spo Üication K48 as an j/'

initio trainer for tlie RAF.
The KAI- reeeived 735 Chipmunks oul o)

1,(HM) manufactured in Britair 1 In tust to

wen KAI- roundels were llown bv the I i

University Air Squadron frorn Pebruary 1950;

thereafter, the type replaced the Tigei Moth
witli all 17 university air squadrons, as well as

equipping many RAF Volunteet Reserve fly-

ing schools in the early 1950s. National Service

pilots underwent tlieir initial training on tlie

'Chip', whicli was served interiuittentlv at the

RAF College, Cranwell. Perhaps tlie mos!

famous Chipmunk pilot was the Duke ol

Edinburgh, who gamed Ins wmgs in an all-red

machine at White Waltham in late 1952.

A few Chipmunks of 114 Squadron were

pressed into Service in Cvprus on internal

security flights dunng the troubles of 1958.

Under an agreeincnl i oncluded lu-tween de

Havilland and the General Aeronautical

Material Workshops (0(,MA) of Portugal, 60

< hipinunks were lnciice-uianufaciured froin

1955 for the Portuguese air forte < )ther users

mtluded Hurma, Ceylon, Colombia
mark, Iraq, Ireland. Jordan. Lebanoii, Malaya,

Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand and Uruguay.

Type: landein two-seat primarv tränier

Powerplant: one 145-hp (108-kW) de

Havilland (iipsy Major 8 air-cooled inlice

engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

138 inph (222 km h), iruismg speed at sea

level 119 mph (191 km h), cruising ränge at

116 mph (187 km h),ai 5.000 h (1525 m) 280

miles (445 km), Service Ceiling 1

m); rate of c. lnnb at sea level 840 ft (256 in) per

iniiiute

Weights: empiv 1,425 Ib (646 kg), loaded

2.014 lb (914 kg)

Dimension*: span 34 h 4 in (10 45 m).

length 25 ft 5 in (7.75 m); height 7 ft u m
(2.13 m), wring area 172 sq ft (15.97 tri

2
)

Arnianient: DOM
Operators: Portugal

De Havilland Canada DHC 1 Chipmunk

Jl ii
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De Havilland Canada '• 10 WBE&t'

De Havilland Canada DHC 2 Beaver

Design of the Beaver light Utility transport

was started in Toronto in late 1946, intluenced

by the Ontario Department of Lands and

Forests. The prototype took to the air on 16

August 1947 with Russ Hannock at the Con-

trols. Type certification in Canada followed in

March 1948. A ready market had been fore-

seen in the numerous 'bush' Operators in the

Canadian prairies, but it was as a military

transport t hat the type was to rnake its mark.

The Beaver was entered in a design competi-

tion jointly sponsored by the US Air Force and

US Army in 1951 for a new liaison aircraft.

These Services purchased six Beavers for

evaluation purposes under the designation

YL-20; the type's subsequent success made it

only the second non-American type to be pur-

chased in quantity since World War II. Önce
Congressional approval had been obtained,

large-scale acquisition commenced. It is a

tribute to the sturdy construetion of the

Beaver that very few changes were speeified by

the US authorities; these were mainly con-

cerned with Instrumentation and equipment,

and were easily complied with.

Most Beavers were for the txport market.

Some 970 were delivered to the American
armed forces, designated L-20 and, since 1962,

U-6A. The Beaver's wide track and ease of

maintenance, features intended for Operation

in the snowy wastes of the Canadian north,

proved equally attractive in Korea in the 1950s

and, later, Vietnam A pilot and up to leverj

passengers can bc aecommodated; uternative-

ly, the tough floor with cargo attachments can

carr> 1,500 II' (680 kg) Wheels, skis, floats,

ot an amphibious floal assembly can be htted

Ovei 20 countries ordered the Beaver fot

military use in addition to the United States

and Canada. Some, such as the 24 supphed to

the Royal Netherlands Air Force, were

covered by America's postwar Mutual Assis-

tance Defense Program. The Hntish Armv Air

Corps took delivery of 46 Beavers DU at Ha:

ficld produced a Beaver 2, with Alvis Leomdes

engine and enlarged tail surfaces; no produc-

tion resulted. Greater success was achieved bv

I oronto's Beaver 3 or Turbo-Beavei with a

578-ehp (431-kW) Pratt and Whitney
PT6A-6 turboprop; 60 were built, the major-

itv toi civil use.

The US Army operated more Beavers than

any other single type of fixed-wing aircraft.

Several were operated on skis in Alaska dunng
the early 1950s in a high-visibility red and

white. USAF Strategie Air Command used 58

to support ICBM sites. The few dual-control

Beavers of the US Navy were designated TU-
6A.

Nearly 1,700 Beavers had been manufac-

tured when de Havilland Canada made the

decision to curtail produetion in the

mid- 1960s, in favour of larger and more
powerful STOL aircraft.

De Havilland Canada DHC 2 Beaver

Type: light Utility transport

Powerplant: one 450-hp (336-kW) Pratt &
Whitney R-985 Wasp Junior air-cooled radial

engine

Performance: maximum speed at 5,000 ft

(1520 m) 163 mph (262 km h); cruising speed

at 5,000 ft (1520 m) 143 mph (230 km/h);

cruising ränge on internal fuel 455 miles (732

km); maximum ränge 733 miles (1180 km);

Service ceiling 18,000 ft (5485 m); initial chmb
rate 1,020 ft (311 m) per mtnute

Weights: empty 2,850 lb (1290 kg); loaded

5,100 lb (2310 kg)

Dimensions: span 48 ft in (14.63 m);

length 30 ft 3 in (9.22 m); height 9 ft in

(2.74 m); wing area 250 sq ft (23.22 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Canada, UK

De Havilland Canada DHC-3 Otter

The all-metal de Havilland Canada DHC-3
Otter was designed to carry 2,240 lb (1016 kg)

of freight or 14 passengers and was built in

quantity in the early 1950s for the US Army,
US Navy and Royal Canadian Air Force. The
majority of the 466 examples built went to

military customers although about 100 were
delivered to civil Operators.

Powered by a single 600-hp (448-kW) Pratt

& Whitney R-1340 Twin Wasp radial, the

Otter followed closely the layout and design

philosophy of the earlier DHC-2 Beaver. It

was, in fact, originally known as the King
Beaver. Despite Canada's harsh climate and
large areas with sparse populations, single-

engined aircraft had been used successfully to

open up the countrv. The choiee of a single

engine for a new 14-seater was not therefore

unusual. The parallel-chord wing is fitted with

double-slotted flaps. The prototype made its

maiden flight in December 1951 and the first

of 66 Otters for the RCAF were employed on

search and rescue Operations in the Arctic,

paratrooping, and aerial photography.

Quantity deliveries to the US Army began

in 1955 under the designation U-1A, US Navy
aircraft being designated UC-1 (changed to

U-1B in 1962). The US armed forces expected

to use the Otter for supplying troops in for-

ward areas but in peacetime the aircraft found

a number of roles reflecting its Canadian

origins. The first six US aircraft were assigned

continued

De Havilland Canada DHC-3 Otter
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De Havilland Canada DHC-3 Otter

to Alaska. Others were used on expeditions to

the Antarctic and in 1957-58 an Otter pro-

vided the sole transport and reconnaissance

support for the British component of the

Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition.

At one time or another 10 nations used the

Otter for Arctic surveys. An RAF crew flew

the Trans-Antarctic Expedition Otter on an

11-hour sortie across the South Pole.

Like the Beaver and Twin Otter, the Otter

is capable of operating from wheels, floats or

skis, and an amphibian version was also of-

fered. Production ceased in 1968.

Type: STOL light Utility aircraft

Powerplant: one 600-hp (448-kW) Pratt &
Whitney R-1340-S1H1-G air-cooled radial

piston engine

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight,

landplane at sea level) maximum speed 153

mph (246 km/h); maximum cruising speed

132 mph (212 km/h); economical cruising

speed 121 mph (195 km/h); ränge with

2,100-lb (953-kg) payload and reserves 875

miles (1410 km)
Weights: (landplane) empty 4,431 lb (2010

kg); maximum take-off and landing 8,000 lb

(3629 kg)

Dimensions: (landplane) span 58 ft in

(17.69 m); length 41 ft 10 in (12.80 m); height

12 ft 7 in (3.83 m); wing area 375 sq ft

(34.83 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Australia, Burma, Canada, Chile,

Colombia, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Norway,
US Army, US Navy

De Havilland Canada DHC-4 Caribou
DHC took the decision to build the DHC-4 in

1956 and the aim was to develop an aircraft

with the load carrying capability of the DC-3
and the STOL Performance of the Beaver and

Otter. The Canadian army placed an order for

two and the US Army followed with five. The
US Secretary of Defense waived a restriction

which limited the US Army to fixed-wing air-

craft with empty weight less than 5,000 lb

(2268 kg).

The prototype flew in July 1958. The high

wing had a characteristic centre section with

marked anhedral. The rear door was designed

as a ramp for items weighing up to 6,720 lb

(3048 kg). In the trooping role up to 32

soldiers could be carried. The Caribou served

with the RCAF as the CC-108 and with the

US Army as the AC-1 (1962 designation, CV-
2A). As a result of its evaluation of the first

five aircraft the US Army adopted the Caribou

as Standard equipment and placed Orders for

159.

The second batch were uprated and

designated CU-2B. Following tension on the

border between China and India, the US
Army handed over two Caribous to the Indian

air force in early 1963. In January 1967 the 134

Caribous still in Service with the US Army
were transferred to US Air Force charge as

C-7As or C-7Bs. The aircraft was a general

sales success and examples flew with air forces

throughout the world. In Canadian service the

Caribou was replaced by the DHC-5 Buffalo

and surplus examples were sold to a number
of nations including Columbia, Oman and

Tanzania. Many of the Canadian aircraft had

been loaned to the United Nations and seen

extensive international service. Production

ceased in 1973.

Type: STOL tactical transport

Powerplant: two 1,450-hp (1080-kW) Pratt

& Whitney R-20OO-7M2 air-cooled radial

piston engines

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum speed at 6,500 ft (1980 m) 216 mph
(347 km/h); maximum cruising speed at 7,500

ft (2285 m) 182 mph (293 km/h); ränge with

maximum payload and füll reserves 242 miles

(390 km)
Weights: empty 18,260 lb (8283 kg); max-
imum take-off and landing 28,500 lb (12930

kg); maximum zero fuel 27,000 lb (12250 kg)

Dimensions: span 95 ft IVi in (29.15 m);

length 72 ft 7 in (22.13 m); height 31 ft 9 in

(9.70 m); wing area 912 sq ft (84.73 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Abu Dhabi, Australia,

Cameroon, Canada, Ghana, India, Kenya,

Kuwait, Malaysia, Oman, Spain, Taiwan,

Tanzania, Thailand, Uganda, US Air Force,

Zambia
De Havilland Canada DHC-4 Caribou

Royal Malaysian Air Force de Havilland Canada DHC-4 Caribou shown in 1970 when flown by 5 Sqn, RMAF

De Havilland Canada DHC-5 Buffalo

De Havilland Canada began work on the

Caribou II in May 1962 in response to a US
Army request for proposals for a new 41-seat

STOL tactical transport. DHC was selected

from 25 candidates to build four evaluation

aircraft and the first made its maiden flight in

April 1964. It was designed to be compatible

with the Boeing-Vertol Chinook helicopter

and to carry loads such as the Pershing missile,

105-mm howitzer or a 3/»-ton truck. These

four aircraft were delivered to the Army as

YAC-2s, since redesignated C-8A. Although

no further US Orders followed, the Canadian

Armed Forces took delivery of 15 DHC-5As
designated CC-115s; six have since been con-

verted to the maritime patrol role. Following

delivery of 24 to the Brazilian air force and 16

aircraft to the Peruvian air force in 1972 the

production line closed.

In 1974 DHC propoSed two developed ver-

sions to the Indian air force. Designated

DHC-5B and DHC-5C respectively, they

were powered by General Electric CT64-P4C
and Rolls-Royce Dart RDa.12 engines.

Although no Indian order was forthcoming,

the Company judged that there was a continu-

ing demand and invested $4 million in Buffalo

improvements. The line was re-opened in 1974

to produce initially 19 of the improved

D-model. A further 24 followed.

Because of the interest of the Canadian

Department of Industry, Trade and Com-
merce, DHC and NASA in STOL capability

and the suitability of the C-8A Buffalo as a test

bed, an agreement was signed in 1970 between

the Canadian and American governments

covering the development of ajet research air-

craft. Based on the Buffalo, it was designated

NASA/DITC XC-8A. This much-modified

aircraft, with clipped wings, fixed undercar-

riage and powered by two Rolls-Royce Spey

engines, made its first flight in May 1972.

Apart from its unique augmentor wing, the

engines make use of vectored nozzles.

The Buffalo has also spawned two other in-

teresting research aircraft. The first to fly was

the XC-8A ACLS fitted with an air-cushion

landing System. This derivative can take off

and land on an air cushion which, when in-

flated, looks like an elongated tyre inner tube.

The first ACLS take-off by the Buffalo was on

31 March, 1975 and the first ACLS.landing 11

days later. Aircraft fitted with the ACLS
would be able to operate from rough fields,

soft soil, swamps, water, ice or snow. The
NASA/Boeing QSRA quiet short-haul

research aircraft is the third Buffalo develop-

ment, with four turbofans blowing over a new
wing.

Type: STOL tactical transport

Powerplant: (DHC-5A) two 2,650-shp

(1976-kW) General Electric T64/P2 tur-

boprops; (DHC-5D) two 3,133-shp

(2336-kW) General Electric T64-415 tur-

boprops

Performance: (DHC-5A at maximum take-

off weight) maximum cruising speed 271 mph
(435 km/h); economical cruising speed 208

mph (335 km/h); ränge with maximum
payload and füll reserves 507 miles (815 km);

(DHC-5D at maximum take-off weight) max-

De Havilland Canada DHC 5D Buffalo

imum cruising speed 288 mph (463 km/h);

ränge with maximum payload and füll reserves

691 miles (1112 km)
Weights: (DHC-5A) empty 23,157 lb (10505

kg); maximum take-off 41,000 lb (18598 kg);

maximum landing 39,000 lb (17690 kg); max-

imum zero fuel 37,000 lb (16783 kg); (DHC-
5D) empty 25,160 lb (11412 kg); maximum
take-off 49,2000 lb (22316 kg); maximum lan-

ding 46,900 lb (21273 kg); maximum zero

fuel 43,500 lb (19730 kg)

Dimensions: span 96 ft in (29.26 m);

length 79 ft in (24.08 m); height 28 ft 8 in

(8.73 m); wing area 945 sq ft (87.8 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, Kenya,

Mauritania, Peru, Sudan, Togo, United Arab

Emirates, Zaire, Zambia

I I

The Force Aerienne Togolaise is one user of the de Havilland Canada DHC-5D Buffalo, with its Short take-off and landing properties.
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De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter

Dil« had in the early I960i fitted twc PT6

turbopropi to a baiic DHC-3 Otter airframe.

Hut the law 20-scat DHC-6 Twin Otter,

wlnle retaining the samt- fusclagc iross-

lection, involved an a] n completc redesign.

The ipan was extendcd, struts nioved inboard,

nosewhccl landing gcar fitted, doors cnlarged,

l cm kpil revised and fin area inercastd. The first

development aircraft flcw <>n 20 May 1965.

Orders built up slowly for the produetion

Serie! 100, and there was a steady flow of

militaiy and paramilitary orders.

Among the current military users are the

Canadian Arnicd Forces, with eight cxamples

designated CC-138s, These an- used for search

and rescue, and Utility duties. The US Arniy

also has two cxamples, designated UV-18As,

for Service with the Alaska National Guard.

After 110 Series 100 aircraft had beeil

delivered, DHC introduced the long-nosed

Series 200. This aircraft has a much-improved

baggage volume and 115 were built. The
short-nose remained a Standard produetion fit

on float-cquipped aircraft.

The Series 300 introduced more power and

more payload/ ränge.

Twin Otters are available with a firc-

bombing tank attached to the bclly. A 10-ft

(3.05-m) ventral pod is an optional extra for

canying up to 600 lb (272 kg) of cargo or bag-

gage. Like other DHC' designs, the Twin Ot-

ter tan operate from wheeK, skis or floats.

When floats are fitted sinall fins are added to

the horizontal tailplane to maintain dircctional

stabihty DHC expects that the Twin Otter

will reniain m produetion for sotne years and

in 1979 began negotiations with the Chinftf

government about possible licencc produetion

Type: light STOL Utility transport

Powerplant: (Srs 100) two 578-chp
(430-kW) Pratt & Whitney Aircraft of

Canada PT6A-20 turboprops; (Srs 300) two
652-ehp (486-kW) Pratt Sc Whitney Aircraft

of Canada PT6A-27 turboprops.

Performance: (Srs 100 at maximum take-off

weight) maxinium cruising speed 184 mph
(297 km/h); ränge with 2,150-lb (977-kg)

payload 835 indes (1344 km); (Srs 300 at max-
imum take-off weight) maximum cruising

speed 210 mph (338 km/h); ränge with

2,550-lb (1160-kg) payload 892 miles (1435

km)
Weights: (landplane Srs 100) empty 5.850 lb

(2653 kg); maximum take-off and landing

10,500 lb (4763 kg); maximum zero tue)

10.150 lb (4603 kg); (landplane Srs 300) empty
7,415 lb (3363 kg); maximum take-off 12.SIX)

lb (5700 kg); maximum landing 12.300 lb

(5579 kg); maximum zero fuel 1 1.693 lb (53W
kg)

Dimensions: (landplane) span 65 ft in

De Havilland Canada DHC 6 Twin Otter 3N

(19.81 m); (Srs 100) length 49 ft 6 in (15.09

tu), height 18 ft 7 in (5.66 m). wing area 420

sq ft (39.02 m 2
)

(Srs 300) length 51 ft 9 in

(15.77 m); height 19 ft 6 in (5 94 m); wing

area 420 sq ft (39.02 m 2
)

Armameni: none

Operators: Argentina, Canada. Chile,

Ecuador. Ethiopia. Jamaica. Norway. Panama,

Paraguay, Peru, US Armv

De Havilland Canada DHC 7R Ranger Dash-7

De Havilland Canada began projeet studics of

a 40-50 seat STOL airliner in the late 1960s

when enthusiasm in inter-city STOL Opera-

tions was at its height. The airlines remained

seeptical, however, and worries about noise

and pollution were compounded by the 1973

oil crisis. While other aircraft manufacturers

rapidly lost intcrest, DHC pressed ahead and

the 50-seat pressurized Dash-7 made its first

flight on 27 March 1975. Development eosts,

paid for largely by the Canadian government,

DHC and major equipment suppliers, were

$120 million.

Airline orders for such a costly and specia-

lizcd vehicle have been slow to materiahze.

but DHC remains confident that sales will

build up in a similar manner to other DHC
designs. In order to broaden the market, DHC"
has examined a number of developments in-

cluding the DHC-7R Ranger maritime patrol

aircraft. The Canadian Armed Forces current-

ly operate six DHC Buffaloes in the coastal

patrol role and there is a strong possibility that

these will be replaced by Rangers in due

course. The Dash-7R has an increased fuel

tankage to push endurance to 10-12 hours. A
belly-mounted search radar provides 360°

scan, and the package of electronics and recon-

naissance equipment would be chosen to

match the rcquircnicnts of the customer. The
Ranger could double as a transport with 26

sc.its in the rear of the cabin without any of

the reconnaissance equipment having to bc

removed. Like the civil aircraft, the Ranker
can be fitted with a freight door ine.isunng 5

ft 10 in (1.778 m) by 7 ft 7 in (2.31 in)

The Dash-7 is unique amongsl .urlmers in

being able to operate with a füll payload from

grass runways as short as 2,300 ft (701 in)

The Dash-7 Ranger would be able to tue

short, semi-prepared airstnps dose to an area

of military interest, and this is ciamied to give

it a distinet advantage over the more tradi-

tional maritime reconnaissance aircraft. Good
take-off performance also means it can

operated from hot-and-high airfields in remote

areas.

Type: (Dash-7) STOL tactical transport;

(Ranger) STOL maritime reconnaissance air-

craft

Powerplant: four 1,120-shp (835-kW) Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-50 tur-

boprops

Performance: (Dash-7) maximum cruising

speed at 8,000 ft (2440 m) and with 41,000 lb

(18600 kg) of payload 271 mph (436 km h);

maximum ränge with 50 passengers and füll

De Havilland Canada DHC 7 Ranger Dash 7

reserves 810 miles (1303 km); (Ranger) max-
imum cruising speed at sea level and at max-
imum take-off weight 268 mph (432 km h);

patrol endurance 9 hours 30 minutes

Weights: (Dash-7) empty 26.850 lb (12178

kg); maximum take-off 43,500 lb (19731 kg);

maximum landing 41,500 lb (18824 kg); max-

imum zero fuel 39,000 lb (17690 kg);

(Ranger) empty 28,500 lb (12927 kg); max-

imum take-off (45,000 lb (20411 kg); max-

imum landing 41.000 lb (18597 kg); max-
imum zero fuel 39,000 lb (17690 kg)

Dimensions: span 93 ft in (28.35 m);

length 80 ft 8 in (24.58 m); height 26 ft 2 in

(7.98 m); wing area 860 sq ft (79.9 m 2

)

Armament: unarmed, but Ranger is equip-

ped for flare and life-raft dropping

Operators: (Dash-7) Canadian Armed
Forces; (Ranger) Canadian Coastguard

Dornier Do 27

The Dornier Do 27 was the first aircraft to

enter produetion in Germany after World
War II. Claudius Dornier recommenced ac-

tivities in Spain in 1949, his Oficinas Tecnicas

Dornier working closely with the Spanish

CASA. The initial fruits of this collaboration

were evident with the first flight of the Do 25

in June 1954. Prepared to meet a Spanish air

ministry speeification, the STOL transport

was powered by a single 150-hp (112-kW)
ENMA Tigre engine; 50 similar aircraft subse-

quently appeared under the designation CASA
C-127.

Developed from this, the prototype Do 27

was flown on 8 April 1955. Produetion took

place in Germany at Dornier-Werke, the first

example flying in October 1956. With a large

'wraparound' windscreen and generous five-

seat layout, the Do 27A proved populär.

Deliveries began at 20 aircraft per month.
The main military Do 27A and dual-control

Do 27B differed little. The strutless, high

wing provided ease of access for loading

passengers or freight. Large flaps gave an

amazing STOL capability. By far the largest

user was the Federal German Republic, with
well over 400. Another early customer was the

Swiss Flugwaffe, whose initial seven aircraft

sported a wheel-and-ski undercarriage. A pro-

totype floatplane, the Do 27S, was built and

flown; another was re-engined with the Tur-

bomeca Astazou turboprop. Produetion of the

Standard Do 27 exceeded 600 units in all its

sub-versions before the line closed in 1965.

Type: STOL liaison and Utility transport

Powerplant: one 275-hp (205-kW) Lycom-
ing GO-480 air-cooled piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at 3,280 ft

(1000 m) 155 mph (250 km/h); cruising speed

at 3,280 ft (1000 m); 127 mph (205 km/h);

cruising ränge 540 miles (870 km); service ceil-

ing 18,400 ft (5500 m); climb to 3,280 ft

(1000 m) 2 minutes 36 seconds; take-off to

clear 50-ft (15-m) obstacle (maximum fuel, no

wind) 558 ft (160 m); landing from 50 ft (15

m) 525 ft (170 m)
Weights: empty 2,167 lb (983 kg); loaded

3,460 lb (1570 kg)

Dimensions: span 39 ft 4 Vi in (12.0 m);

length 31 ft 4 in (9.54 m); height 8 ft 10 3/4 in

(3.28 m); wing area 208.8 sq ft (19.4 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: 14 countries including Israel,

Spain, Switzerland, West Germany

Dornier Do 27
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Dornier Do 28D Skyservant

In the early 1950s Dipl-Ing Claudius Dornier

established design offices in Madrid. Under the

auspices of the Spanish aircraft manufacturer

CASA, prototypes of the Do 25 and Do 27

STOL transports were flown in 1954 and 1955

respectively.

When the postwar embargo on aircraft

manufacture in Germany was lifted, produc-

tion of the Do 27 was transferred there,

deliveries commencing in late 1956. Some 30

months later came the first flight of the twin-

engined Do 28. To retain the STOL qualities

of an aerodynamically clean high wing, the

225-hp (190-kW) Lycoming engines were

mounted on stub-wings, flanking the six-seat

cabin. Some 120 examples of the Do 28A and

B were built.

The prototype Do 28D Skyservant flew on

23 February 1966. Its box-like fuselage seated

12 passengers, and 380-hp (283-kW) engines

were installed.

The production Do 28D-1 was later fitted

with wheel spats, wing fences and a large dor-

sal spine. These first four were the first to be

delivered to the Luftwaffe, as VIP transports,

in 1970.

By this time 101 had been allocated to the

Luftwaffe as Communications transports, a fur-

ther 20 going to the Marineflieger. Skyservant

roles include photographic survey, ambulance

and para-dropping duties. Its robust construc-

tion and a take-off run of the order of 920 ft

(280 m) has made it suitable for Operation in

Africa and other harsh environments. Most

Skyservants exported are Do 28D-2s,

lengthened by 6 in (15 cm), with larger fuel

tanks in the engine nacelles and aerodynamic

improvements to wing and tailplane. Dual

controls became Standard, and new landing

lights were installed in the detachable

fibreglass wingtips, which have anhedral.

Freight doors may be replaced by a sliding

door for supply-dropping. Additional Stores or

55-gallon (250-litre) fuel tanks may be atta-

ched to underwing hardpoints.

A Skyservant with turboprops flew in April

1978. Dubbed the TurboSky, the Do 28D-5
has two 400-shp (298-kW) Avco Lycoming
LTP 101-600s. Turboprop power and reliabili-

ty, combined with a near aerobatic

Kenya Air Force Dornier Do28D Skyservant light transport, believed to be based at Eastleigh

manoeuvrability and STOL capability, may at-

tract Orders from several air arms.

Type: light passenger, freight and liaison

transport

Powerplant: two 380-hp (283-kW) Lycom-
ing IGSO-540 piston engines

Performance: maximum speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 201 mph (323 km/h); cruising speed

143 mph (230 km/h); ränge with 12

passengers 497 miles (800 km); ränge with

3,000-lb (1360-kg) payload 125 miles (200

km); Service ceiling 24,000 ft (7300 m)
Weights: empty 4,615 lb (2095 kg); max-
imun loaded 8,040 lb (3647 kg)

Dimensions: span 49 ft 2 Vi in (15.0 m);

length 37 ft 4 3/4 in (11.4 m); height 12 ft 9Vi

in (3.9 m); wing area 302 sq ft (28.06 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Cameroon, Ethiopia, Israel,

Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Somalia, Thailand,

West Germany, Zambia.

Dornier Do 28D Skyservant

The Dornier Do 28D-2 Skyservant, here seen in Service with the Federal German
Marineflieger, is a STOL Communications aircraft able to carry 13 passengers or a Wide ränge

of other loads. Dornier is trying to define advanced turboprop successors.

Douglas A-1 Skyraider

Ed Heinemann, chief engineer at Douglas El

Segundo (who also created the Boston/Havoc,

Invader, Skynight, Skyray, Skywarrior,

Skyrocket and Skyhawk) was so unimpressed

by the XBTD-1 series built to US Navy
specification for a carrier-based dive-bomber

/

torpedo-carrier that he took it upon himself to

design a simpler machine which he judged

more useful. At first designated XBT2D-1 and

flown on 18 March 1945, it became the

Douglas AD-1 Skyraider, and was to enjoy an

amazingly long and varied career.

Flown by a pilot only, the AD-1 was at the

time the largest production single-seater. Of
low-wing monoplane configuration, the

design was based on the Wright R-3350 radial

engine, smaller than the R-4360 of other pro-

totypes. Although there was plenty of internal

space this was not used for weapons; instead

the folding wings were given no fewer than

seven hardpoints on each side, and a robust

structure gave the Skyraider great integrity.

Wartime experience had shown that the most

important characteristic for an aircraft in this

category was the ability to deliver a wide

ränge of weapons. Douglas ensured that the

Douglas A-1J Skyraider
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It has proved difficult to ascertain if any Skyraiders remain in genuine mihtary Service in

1980, though large numbers are still flymg in several countnes out of the 3,180 produced

These single-seat A-1H multi-role platforms of the USAF were escorting a 'Jolly Green'

rescue helicopter in Vietnam, their pylons laden with weapons and equipment One or two

remain in US trials and research units



AD was capablc ol this, lud its basn vcrsatihty

was such that 3,180 had been buill whi

duction endcd in 1957.

Just too late for World War II, the AI) 1

proved a valuablc weapon in the Korean War,

whcn its hcavy weapon load and up to 10-hour

endurance contrasted sharply with the jcts.

Iln- AD-1 to AD-4 versions diffcred in detail,

but the AD-5 had a wider Cockpit seating two
(side-by-side) and several early vertiODJ lud

APS-20 radar and a rear cabin for two/threc

Operators for AKW missions. The AD-5 in-

troduced conversion kits for ambulance,

freight, transport or target towing. The AD-6
and -7 were chicfly advaneed singleseaters

Large numbers of single-scat versions were us-

ed by the French Armee Je l'Air in Algeria.

In 1962 Skyraiders were redesignated A-1A
to A-1J, and in South Vietnam the USAFs Ist

Air Commando Group of the Tactical Air

Command used A-1E -1H and -1J versions

with great success, continuing to use them

after the US Navy Skyraiders had been

withdrawn from that theatre. Callcd 'Sandy'

or 'The Spad', A-l versions were among the

most hardworked and versatile aircraft in that

theatre. A fcw Skyraiders continue to serve

with several arined forecs

Type: ODC two-seal attack-bomber

Powerplant: (AD -7 A lji one 2.800-hp

(2088-kW) Wnght R-3350-26WB radial

piston engine

Performance: (ATJ) maximum speed at

18,500 ft (5640 inj 320 mph (515 km b);

truising speed at 6.000 ft (1830 m) 190 mph
(306 km h); ränge 900 miles (1448 km,

Weights: (A-1J) emptv 10.550 lb (4785 kg),

maximum takc-off 25,000 lb (11340 kg)

Dimension»: span (most) 50 ft in (15 24

in). (A-1J) 50 ft 9 m (15 47 m); Iragtb

38 ft 2 in (11 63 m). (A-1J) M h 10 in (11 84

m); height (most) 15 ft 5 in (4 70 m,

15 ft 8 • ca 400 sq ft

m 2

)

Armament: two or four 20-mm cannon. plus

up to 8.000 lb (3629 kg) of weapon
hardpomts, including bombs, depth-charges,

mines, napalm, rockets and torpedoes

Operators: Central African Empire. Chad.

Gabon, Kampuchea, Vietnam

Douglas A-3 Skywarrior

The largest and heaviest aircraft designed for

Operation from an aircraft carrier when the

Douglas El Segundo division's projeet design

was completed in 1949, the A3D Skywarrior

originated from a US Navy requirement of

1947. An attack-bomber with Strategie stnke

capability was envisaged, tailored to the giant

new aircraft-carriers that were ultimately

(after prolonged Opposition from the USAF)
to materialize as the 'Forrestal' class of four

ships, as it was bclicvcd that the moment had

come to exploit the potential of the rapidly-

developing gas turbine engine.

The Douglas design was that of a high-

wing monoplane, with rctractablc tricycle lan-

ding gear, two podded turbojets beneath the

wing, and a large internal weapons bay to ac-

commodate up to 12,000 lb (5443 kg) of

varied weapons. The wings were swept back

36° and had high aspect ratio for long ränge,

all tail surfaecs were swept, and the outer

wing panels and vertical tail folded.

The first of two prototypes made its maiden

flight on 28 Octobcr 1952, powered by

7,000-lb (3175-kg) Westmghouse XJ40-WE-3
engincs, but the failure of this engine Pro-

gramme meant that the 9,700-lb (4400-kg)

thrust Pratt Sc Whitney J57-P-6 powered the

produetion A3D-1. The first of these A3D-ls
flew 00 16 September 1953, and dehverics to

Designed to an exaeting speeification of 1948 loi nui leai long

the Skywcimor is still m use in unarmed KA 3 and f KA 3 lorm with Ri ervi

Irom a numbei ol shore stations

Douglas TA-3B Skywarrior

the US Navy's VAH-1 attack squadron began

on 31 March 1956.

In 1962 the designation was changed to

A-3, the initial three-seat produetion Version

becoming A-3A. Five of these were modified

subsequently for ECM missions under the

designation EA-3A. A-3Bs which entered ser-

vier in 1957 had more powerful J57-P-K)

engines and a flight-refuelling probe. A recon-

naissance variant with cameras in the weapons
bay was designated RA-3B, and EA-3B iden-

tihed ECM aircraft with a four-man crew in

the weapons bay. Other designations include

12 TA-3B trainers for radar Operators, one
VA-3B executive transport, and the final

variants in US Navy service were KA-3B
flight-refuelling tankers and 30 EKA-3B
tanker countermeasures strike aircraft. The
EKA-3B remains a Standard USN Reserve air-

craft in 1979.

Type: carner-based attack bomber

Powerplant: (A-3B) two 10.500-lb (4763-kg)

thrust Pratt & Whitney J57-P-10 turbojets

Performance: (A-3B) maximum speed

610 mph (982 km h) at 10,000 ft (3050 m);

ränge 1.050 miles (1690 km)

Weights: (A-3B) empty 39.409 lb

(17876 kg); maximum take-off 82,000 lb

(37195 kg)

Dimemions: span 72 ft 6 in (22.10 m);

leneih 76 ft 4 in (23.27 m); height

22 ft 9 Vi in (6.95 m); wing area 812 sq ft

(75.43 m 2

)

Armament: two 20-mm guns in radar-

controlled rear turret, and up to 12,000 lb

(5443 kg) of assorted weapons in internal

weapons bay; (EKA-3B) none

Operators: US Navy

Douglas B 26 Invader

The USAAF issued a requirement for an at-

tack aircraft in 1940, betöre it had Information

on World War II combat Operations in

Europe. Consequently, three prototypes were

ordered in differing configurations: the

Douglas XA-26 bombet with a bomb-aimer's

Position; XA-26A heavily-armed night-

fighter: and XA-26B attack aircraft with a

75-mni cannon. Alter flight testing and

careful examination of reports from Europe

.ind the Pacific, the A-26B Invader was

ordered into produetion, and initial deliveries

were made in April 1944.

The A-26B had six 0.5-in (12.7-mm)

machine-guns in the nose, remotely controlled

dorsal and ventral turrets each with two 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) guns, and up to 10 more 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) guns in underwing and under-

fuselage packs. Heavilv armoured, and able to

carry up to 4.000 lb (1814 kg) of bombs, the

A-26B was potcntiallv a formidable weapon.

Moreover, its two 2,Ö00-hp (1491-kW) Pratt

and Whitney engines conferred a maximum
speed of 355 mph (571 km/h), making the

A-26 the fastest US bomber of World War 11,

F-8 Mosquitoes being photographic aircraft.

Invaders remained in USAF service until well

into the 1970s.

Missions with the 9th Air Force in Europe

began in November 1944, at the same time as

the tvpe became operational in the Pacific.

A-26Cs with a bomb-aimer's position entered

service in 1945, but saw only limited use

before World War II ended. With little

employment ahead of them, so far as anyone

could see, one A-26B and subsequently 140

A-26Cs were converted as target tugs for the

US Navy with the designation JD-1. Some of

Douglas A 26B

these were converted latet to launch and ton

trol nussile test vehicles .nid drones, becoming
|D-lDs. These designations became UB-26|

and DB-26J m 1962.

USAF A-26B and A-26C aircraft became

B-26B and B-26C in 1948, and retained this

designation in 1962 Hoth versions saw exten-

sive service in the Korean war, and were again

used in a counter-insurgencv role in Vietnam.

A special COIN Version with very heavy ar-

mament and extra power was developed bv

On-Mark Engineering in 1963, a prototype

being designated YB-26K. Subsequently about

70 B-26s were converted to B-26K Standard,

later redesignated A-26A. Some were

redeployed in Vietnam and others supplied to

friendly nations under the Military Assistance

Program. B-26s were used also tor trainmg

(TB-26B and TB-26C) and transport (CB-26B

and VB-26B). and as DB-26C RPV launch and

control aircraft.

Type: light bomber
Powerplant: two 2,000-hp (1491-kW) Pratt

& Whitney R-2800-27 or -79 Double Wasp
radial piston engines

Performance: (B-26B) maximum speed

373 mph (600 km/h) at 10,000 ft (3050 m);

cruising speed 284 mph (457 km/h); ränge

1,400 miles (2253 km)

Weights: (B-26B) emptv 22,850 lb

(10365 kg): maximum take-off 35,000 1b

(15876 kg)

Dimensions: span 70 ft in (21.34 m);

length (B-26B) 50 ft in (15.24 m). (B-26C)

51 ft 2 in (15.60 m); height (B-26B) 18 ft 6 in

(5.64 m), (B-26C) 18 ft 3 in (5.56 m); wing

area 540 sq ft (50.17 m2

Armament: (B-26B) 10 0.5-in (12.7-mm

machine-guns, (B-26C) six 0.5-in (12.7-mm)

machine-guns; both able to carry up to

4,000 1b (1814 kg) of bombs

Operators: Colombia, Dominica, Nicaragua;

previously 16 countries plus US Armv Air

Force, US Air Force. US Air National Guard.

US Navy

Forca Aerea Brasileira Douglas B-26 Invader in the markings of 5° Grupo de Aviacao de Bombardeo
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Douglas DC-3/C-47 Skytrain/Skytrooper

Probably the most famous civil transport in

aviation history, the Douglas DC-3 has

achieved a reputation in military usage which

is if anything even greater. During World
War II these aircraft were to be found

wherever there were Allied military Services,

and General 'Ike' Eisenhower was to com-

ment that, in his opinion, the C-47 was one of

the four major tools of war which had con-

tributed to Allied victory.

In 1935 Douglas had flown the prototype of

a Douglas Sleeper Transport which led to a

21-seat 'day-plane' designated DC-3. The
latter was soon in wide use with US and world

airlines. It was the most advanced airliner then

in service, offering new Standards of comfort,

safety and reliability. The last factor is signifi-

cant, but the DC-3 was not just reliable: part-

ly by chance it has proved also to be enduring

and fatigue-free, and in 1979, 44 years after

that first flight, many remain in both civil and

military use.

The US Army's interest in the new genera-

tion of civil transports evolved by the Douglas

Aircraft Company began with the purchase of

a single DC-2 from FY 1936 funds. This was

designated C-32 when it entered service, and

was followed by C-33s with a cargo-loading

door; C-34s with a passenger door and dif-

ferent interior; a single C-38 with DC-3 type

tail unit; C-39s with more powerful engines;

and single examples of the C-41 and C-42

with more powerful engines, C-41A with a de

luxe interior for 23 passengers, and two extra

C-42s converted from C-39s.

The potential of these aircraft had convinced

the US Army of their excellence of design and

construction, and a study of the DC-3 enabled

the US Army to outline to Douglas the

modifications required for its use as a military

transport. These included more powerful

engines, strengthening of the rear fuselage arid

cabin floor, and the provision of large loading

doors. The airline-type interior disappeared,

replaced by Utility seats lining the cabin walls.

Powerplant of the initial production version,

and of most subsequent production, comprised

two 1,200-hp (895-kW) Pratt & Whitney
R-1830-92 Twin Wasp radial engines.

Ordered in large numbers in 1940, these air-

craft became designated C-47 and acquired the

name Skytrain.

Versions to serve with the US Army include

the basically similar C-47/-47A, most of

which had a shorter tailcone with a glider-tow

cleat; C-47Bs with increased fuel and super-

charged engines: TC-47B navigation trainers;

C-53 Skytrooper troop-carriers; and C-117
staff transports. The designations C-48, -49,

-50, -51, -52, -68 and -84 applied to civil

transports impressed from US domestic

airlines for service with the USAAF. C-47D
and TC-47D were the designations applied to

former C-47B/TC-47B aircraft from which

the two-speed superchargers had been deleted.

VC-47A, -47B and -47D identified staff

transport versions, and the later designation

C-117 applied also to surviving VC-47s,

redesignated as C-117C. SC-47B and SC-47D
were designations for aircraft supplied to

MATS for air/sea rescue, with provision for

carrying a releasable lifeboat beneath the

fuselage.

C-47s were notable glider tugs, involved in

actions in Sicily, Italy, Burma, Normandy,
Arnhem and the Rhine crossing. Those sup-

plied to Britain undef Lend-Lease were named
Dakota, and took part in all the above Opera-

tions. C-47s took part in the Berlin Airlift,

were involved in the Korean War and, under

the designation AC-47D, were deployed as

well-armed gunships in Vietnam.

The US Navy and Marine Corps used

similar aircraft under a number of desig-

nations, although the original and basic iden-

tification was R4D. In 1962 those which con-

tinued in service acquired the tri-service C-47
designations. Like the US Army, the USN
and USMC used the R4D initially for the

primary personnel or cargo transport roles.

Later duties included radar countermeasures,

air/sea warfare training, research and trials

and, equipped with skis, transport in the An-

tarctic.

Type: basically troop, personnel and cargo

transport

Powerplant: (C-47) two 1,200-hp (895-kW)

Pratt & Whitney R-1830-92 Twin Wasp
14-cylinder two-row radial piston engines

Performance: (C-47) maximum speed 230

mph (370 km/h); time to 10,000 ft (3050 m)
9 minutes 36 seconds; ränge 1,500 miles (2414

lern)

Weights: (C-47) empty 18,200 lb (8255 kg);

maximum take-off 26,000 lb (11793 kg)

Dimensions: span 95 ft 6 in (29.11 m);

length 63 ft 9 in (19.43 m); height 17 ft in

(5.18 m); wing area 987 sq ft (91.69 m2
)

Armament: AC-47D gunships were equip-

ped with General Electric 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

Miniguns, firing through the fuselage door

aperture and right-hand Windows
Operators: more than 50 air forces have been

or are still equipped with military transports of

the C-47 type, including the RAF, USAAF/
USAF, US Navy and US Marine Corps

Douglas C-47 of the Israel airlme Arkia at the time of the 1956 war in Egypt.

Douglas DC-4/C-54 Skymaster
Douglas Aircraft Company flew the prototype

of a new four-engine civil transport on 21 June

1938. This had the Company designation' DC-
4E and was intended for transcontinental Ser-

vices. The prototype was unsuccessful, and

was sold to Japan. Chastened, the Company

produced a slightly smaller and much more ef-

ficient aircraft with the designation DC-4A.
Features of this aircraft included the first

monocoque constant-section fuselage suitable

for eventual pressurization (though for the

present this was not included) and a retractable

tricycle landing gear, with twin main wheels

on each unit and a single-wheel steerable nose

unit. Powerplant comprised four Pratt &
Whitney R-2000-3 radial piston engines.

When America became involved in World
War II the DC-4As on the Santa Monica pro-

duction lines were commandeered by the

USAAF, and the aircraft of the initial batch of

24 were designated C-54 Skymasters. These

were virtually drab-painted civil airliners, the

first flying in February 1942, but contracts

were soon drawn up for militarized versions

capable of deployment for the transport of

troops, cargo and casualties. First of these for

the USAAF was the C-54A with strengthened

floor, cargo door and handling equipment,

followed by the C-54B/D/E and G, with

development following the line of maximum
seating capacity (50) for short/medium-range

Operations and restricted seating (20) for long-

range flights. As the R5D Skymaster, the

DC-4 was also built for the US Navy in many
variants, total combined construction for these

two Services exceeding 1,000 aircraft.

Like the DC-3, this new Douglas design

was to prove long-lived. With World War II

ended, they were to serve with distinetion in

the Berlin Airlift and the Korean War, and

small numbers remain in use with military Ser-

vices in 1979.

Type: four-engine transport aircraft

Powerplant: (C-54A) four 1,350-hp

(1007-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-2000-7 Twin
Wasp radial piston engines

Performance: (C-54A) maximum speed

265 mph (426 km/h); time to 10,000 ft

(3050 m); 14 minutes 11 seconds; ränge

Douglas C-54 Skymaster

3,900 miles (6276 km)
Weights: (C-54A) empty 37,000 lb

(16783 kg); maximum take-off 62,000 lb

(28123 kg), (C-54B) 73,000 lb (33112 kg)

Dimensions: span 117 ft 6 in (35.81 m);

length 93 ft 10 in (28.60 m); height 27 ft 6 in

(8.38 m); wing area 1,460 sq ft (135.63 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: have included the US Air Force,

US Army Air Force and US Navy, among a

wide ränge of military Services

Douglas DC-6/C-118 Liftmaster

The success of the DC-4, in both civil and

military use, ensured that Douglas would con-

tinue development of the design, and the

DC-6 was little more than a larger pressurized

version with more powerful engines.

Development of this larger version

originated in the closing year of the war

when, because of the widespread commitment

of US Services in the Pacific theatre of Opera-

tions, one of the primary requirements was for

effective transport aircraft which were capable

of being deployed as personnel transports,

cargo carriers, or for medical evacuation. As a

result, Douglas designed the XC-112A, which

flew for the first time on 15 February 1946.

Civil DC-6s were built alongside 166 air-

craft for the USAF and US Navy, partially to

support the Operations of the Military Air

Transport Service (MATS^. Those which serv-

ed with the Air Force nad the designation

C-118A, and could aecommodate 74

passengers, or 27,000 lb (12247 kg) of cargo,

or 60 stretcher cases. The 29th DC-6 was fit-

ted out with a VIP interior for President

Truman; the VC-118 'Independence' had a

cabin for 24 passengers, or night aecommoda-

tion for 12, and an executive stateroom.

DC-6s in US Navy service included 61

R6D-ls and four R6D-lZs with VIP in-

teriors; these became C-118B and VC-118B in

1962. Other military Services have also ac-

quired DC-6s, the majority of them ex-eivil,

and many continue in service in 1979.

Type: four-engine transport aircraft

Powerplant: (C-118A) four 2,500-hp

(1864-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-2800-52W
Double Wasp radial piston engines

Performance: (C-118A) maximum speed

356 mph (573 km/h) at 19,600 ft (5975 m);

cruising speed 313 mph (504 km/h) at

20,400 ft (6220 m); normal ränge 3,820 miles

(6148 km); ferry ränge 4,610 miles (7419 km)
Weights: (C-118A) empty 51,495 lb

(23358 kg); maximum take-off 97,200 lb

(44089 kg)

Douglas DC-6B

Dimensions: span 117 ft 6 in (35.81 m);

length 100 ft 7 in (30.66 m); height 28 ft 5 in

(8.66 m); wing area 1,457 sq ft (135.36 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: have included the US Air Force

and Navy among a wide ränge of military ser-
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EMBRAER EMB-110 Bandeirante

The EMBRAER EMB-1 10 Bandeirante tur-

boprop lighl (ransport was created in the

mul l%Os, initially as a rcplacement for the

fleet of Beech Super I8s and C-45s used by the

Forca Aerea Brasileira. It was developed by a

team led by the French designer Max Holstc

under the aegis of the Brazilian Air Ministry's

Centro Tfrmco Aerospacial ((ITA). The initial

study reeeived the designation PAR6504 with

the FAB type number YC-95. It was a low-

wing monoplane of convcntional layout

powered by two Pratt & Whitney Aircraft of

Canada PT6A-20 turboprops of 550 shp (410

kW) each.

The first prototype was construeted by the

Institute Je Pesquisas e Desenvolvimento (IPD), a

part of the ("TA, at Sao Jose dos Campos near

Sao Paulo. The first flight took place on 26

October 1968, and this prototype is now
preserved in the Brazilian Air Force Museum.

In some respects the three prototypes feil

short of the FAB speeification. This led to In-

stallation of 680-shp (507-kW) PT6A-27

engines for the produetion C-95 (EMB-110),

and the nacclles werc redesigned to permit füll

retraction of the main landing gear legs. Other

changes included increased fucl capacity, the

use of five Square Windows instead of three

round portholes, a lengthened rear fuselagc,

and an cnlarged tail.

There was no manufacturing facility capablc

of handling the projeet, however, and this led

to the cstablishment of the Empresa Brasiliera

de Aeronautica SA (EMBRAER) with a 51 %
government stake. A factory was set up at Sao

Jose dos Campos to manufacture 80 C-95s.

The engines, landing gear, instrumentation

and avionics are imported.

The EMB-110 became the basis for a ränge

of aircraft, and the initial FAB order was soon

modified to include 20 of the EMB-110K1
modcl. This embodies a 33-in (0.84-m)

fuselagc Stretch ahead of the wing, and a ven-

tral fin. This variant uses PT6A-34 engines,

and has been fitted with a forward entry door

on the left and a large freight door behind the

wing. It is primarily employed as a cargo air-

craft by the FAB, with the designation

C-95A. In addition to the cargo role this Ver-

sion can carry 19 paratroops, dropped from an

exit in the freight door.

Also operating with the FAB are three

EMB-1 lOAs (EC-95s) for ground-aid calibra-

tion. In addition, EMBRAER has developed

the EMB-110B1 with a large fairing beneath

the rear fuselagc for vertical survey cameras,

increased fuel capacity and PT6A-34 engines.

Six have been supplied to the FAB under the

designation R-95.

The Bandeirante has been exported suc-

ccssfully. The Fuerza Aerea Uruguaya has

taken six aircraft, of which five are EMB-1 IOC

transports for TAMU and one is an EMB-
110B1. The other military order has come

from the Servicio Je Aviacwn Je L ArmaJa Je

Chile which has three EMB-1 10C(N) aircraft

which differ from Standard in having a füll dc-

icing System.

Type: 16-passenger transport and utilitv air-

craft

Powerplant: two 680-shp (507-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-27 tur-

boprops

EMBRAER EMB 110P Bandeirante

(Brazilian Air Force C 96)

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

7.500 ft (2285 m) 280 mph (452 km h),

economical cruising speed at 10,000 ft (3050

m) 212 mph (341 km h); stalhng speed 82

mph (132 km h); maximum rate of climb at

sea level 1,450 ft (442 m) per minute; Service

ceiling 25.300 ft (7700 m); take-off run 1.480

ft (452 m); ränge at 10.000 ft (3050 m) with

45-minute reserve 1.266 miles (2038 km)
Weights: empty cquipped 7.054 lb (3200 kg);

maximum take-off 11.684 lb (5300 kg)

Dimensions: span 50 ft 2 in (15.30 m);

length 46 ft 8 in (14.22 m); height 15 ft 6 in

(4.73 m); wing area 312.13 sq ft (29.00 m 2
)

Operators: Brazil, Chile, Uruguay

This EMBRAER EMB-110 Bandeirante . a Forca Aerea Brasileira C 95A (reighter version. one of 20 in Service

EMBRAER EMB-111/P-95
A significant neweomer to the ranks of

maritime patrol -aircraft, the EMBRAER
EMB-1 11 is a development of the EMB-110
Bandeirante to meet the needs of the Brazilian

air force (FAB). As the P-95, at least 16 were

ordered for the Coastal Command of the FAB
and initial deliveries were made in 1978. The
Chilean navy also ordered six of the similar

EMB-lll(N).

The EMB-1 11 is similar in most respects to

the short fuselage C-95 Bandeirante

(EMB-110) but it has PT6A-34 engines and a

ventral fin. Wingtip fucl tanks bring fuel

capacity up to 560 Imperial gallons (2545

litres). Maximum endurance exceeds 8 hours,

which allows the type to be used on search and

rescue, inspection of civilian and military sur-

face craft, protection of oil rigs, pollution con-

trol and other tasks. Five crew are normally

carried, comprising a pilot, co-pilot, two
observers and a radar Operator. Equipment in-

cludes a galley, toilet, eight-man liferaft,

Motorola locator beacon, and survival stores

which are dropped via the rear door.

A prominent nose radome houses the aerial

for a Cutler-Hammer APS-128 SPAR-1 search

radar. This can identify low-profile targets at

60 miles (96 km) in disturbed sea conditions.

The display is repeated on a cockpit monitor.

fOUCA A£R£A BKAStf IRA
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Brazil's air arm, Forca Aerea Brasileira, operates 12 EMBRAER EMB 111 maritime patrol aircraft from Salvador

A Litton LN-33 inertial navigation System is

interfaced with the radar. Three underwing

pylons can carry depth charges, bombs or

three rocket pairs, and a 50-million

candlepower searchlight is carried on the right

wing.

Type: maritime patrol aircraft

Powerplant: two 750-shp (560-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-34 tur-

boprops

Performance: maximum speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 251 mph (404 km/h); long-range

cruising speed at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 216 mph
(347 km/h); stalling speed (flaps down) 82

mph (132 km/h); rate of climb at sea level

1,320 ft (403 m) per minute; Service ceiling at

12,000 lb (5443 kg) 23,720 ft (7230 m); max-

imum ränge with 45-minute reserves 1,695

miles (2725 km)
Weights: empty equipped 7,502 lb (3403 kg);

maximum take-off 15,432 lb (7000 kg)

Dimensions: span 52 ft 4Vz in (15.96 m);

length 48 ft 8 in (14.83 m); height 15 ft 6 1/: in

(4.74 m); wing area 312 sq ft (29.00 m 2

)

Armament: assorted underwing stores

Operators: Brazil, Chile

Brazil's FAB 7° Grupo uses the P-96, FAB designation of the EMBRAER EMB-1 11

offshore patrol aircraft. This twin-turboprop produet of the world's sixth-largest aircraft

Company has APS-128 nose radar, Litton inertial navigation System and searchlight. EMBRAER EMB-111 (Brazilian Air Force P-95)
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Embraer EMB-121 Xingu

EMBRAER's EMB-121 owes much to the

EMB-110 but is, in fact, the first of the

Brazilian company's -12 series of light

pressurized twins: the EMB-120 Araguaia and

EMB-123 Tapajos are pressurized commuter
airliners and the EMB-121 Xingu has a shorter

fuselage for nine passengers and an airstair

door.

The prototype EMB-121 made its first flight

on 10 October 1976. The aircraft was inten-

ded primarily to compete with the Beech King

Air 90 and Mitsubishi MU-2, but initial de-

mand came from the Brazilian air force, which

ordered five as VIP transports. Designated

VU-9, these aircraft were delivered to the

Grupo de Transporte Especial in Brasilia during

1978.

The VU-9 seats five; the two-crew cockpit

is screened-off, and resembles that of the C-95.

Standard avionics fit for the VU-9 includes

dual RCA vhf, Collins ADF, and Sunair hf,

Sperry SPZ-200 autopilot and Bendix

Weathervision radar.

The wings of the EMB-121 are similar to

those of the Bandeirante but are reduced in

span; the large fin is swept and has the

tailplane mounted on top. Füll de-icing is fit-

ted.

Type: five/nine-seat transport

Powerplant: two 680-shp (507-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-28 tur-

boprops

Performance: maximum speed at 15,000 ft

(4575 m) 294 mph (473 km/h); long-range

cruising speed at 20,000 ft (6100 m) 247 mph
(398 km/h); stalling speed (flaps down) 81

mph (131 km/h); maximum rate of climb at

sea level 1,900 ft (580 m) per minute; take-off

run 1,706 ft (520 m); Service ceiling 27,300 ft

(8,320 m); maximum ränge with 45-minute

reserve 1,646 miles (2650 km)
Weights: empty equipped 7,663 lb (3476 kg);

maximum take-off 12,346 lb (5600 kg)

Dimensions: span 46 ft 4 3/t in (14.14 m);

length 40 ft 5 in (12.32 m); height 16 ft 2 Vi in

(4.94 m); wing area 296.0 sq ft (27.50 m 2

) .

Operator: Brazil

Embraer EMB-810 see Piper PA34/Emb 810

Fairchild A-10 Thunderbolt II

Considering that the ciose support role figures

prominently among the normal commitments

of most air forces, it is at first sight surprising

that so few aircraft have actually been designed

for the job. The answer is, of course, that the

task has traditionally been done by superan-

nuated air combat aircraft, whose Performance

is no longer up to the mark. Close support is

an Obligation to ground forces, and air forces

are much keener to spend their budgets on air

combat or Strategie aircraft.

A few aeroplanes have been specially

adapted for ground attack, and especially for

anti-tank work, by the addition of special

weapons, mainly large-calibre guns. The
Hawker Hurricane HD, for example, had twin

Vickers 40-mm cannon under the wings and

was notably effective against Axis tanks in the

Western Desert during 1942. At the same

time Germany was producing the Henschel Hs
129, the very first really specialised close sup-

port aeroplane. With its 75-mm gun firing a

15.2-lb (6.9-kg) projeetile, it could stop a Josef

Stalin tank dead in its tracks with one round.

After the war, France built the Potez 75, also

with a 75-mm gun, but the type failed to

reach produetion.

But now a unique aeroplane has appeared,

which may well tip the balance of power bet-

ween NATO forces and the massed might of

the Warsaw Pact armoured forces in Central

Europe — and the ability of this force to move
fast and far under cover of darkness was

shown by the overnight invasion of

Czechoslovakia in 1968. The Fairchild A-10

Thunderbolt II was born of the recognition

that the adaptation of air combat aircraft

would no longer suffice to produce adequate

ground attack/anti-tank capability. They were

actually too fast, lacked the manoeuvrability

needed for battlefield warfare, and their

weapons were unsuitable against the growing

resistance to damage of tanks.

The request for a specialised aeroplane to

replace the hodge-podge of Martin B-57s,

Cessna T-37s and Douglas A-l Skyraiders, to

mention just three, was made by the United

States Air Force as long ago as 1966. Basically

what it wanted was something better than the

piston-engined Skyraider but cheaper than the

Vought A-7 Corsair II. It had to be reliable,

tough, easy both to fly and to maintain in the

field, capable of loitering over or 'hanging

around' the battlefield for long periods with

heavy loads of ordnance (after the manner of

the 1944 Typhoon cab-rank patrols), but

capable of turning on a sixpence.

In 1967 the USAF solicited proposls from

no fewer than 21 companies. Most of the en-

tries came up with turboprop propulsion, and

the USAF, dissatisfied, went back to its

studies; it was not clear that any of the designs

put up for consideration would be a significant

advance on the already existing types.

But by 1970 the USAF feit it could issue a

realistic speeification, and two companies,

Northrop and Fairchild, were chosen to build

competitive aeroplanes under the new 'Fly

before Buy' policy adopted by the US Defense

Department. The USAF planners defined four

prineipal aims: combat effectiveness, sur-

vivability, simplicity, and responsiveness.

Broadly translated, these equated in order to

(a) a warload of 16,000 lb (7258 kg) with par-

tial fuel, or 12,000 lb (5443 kg) with füll

tanks, (b) sufficient armour or, failing that,

enough redundancy of equipment to with-

stand considerable punishment and still get

home, (c) a modest financial outlay, consistent

with another newly announced policy called

'Design to Cost', and (d) the ability to operate

from primitive or unprepared areas (meadows,

for example) sufficiently close to the front line

that little time be lost getting there in

response to calls from the local ground force

Commander.

This Fairchild A-10A Thunderbolt II is from the 354th Tactical Fighter Wing, USAF Tactical Air Command

This A-10A was photographed while firing its extremely powerful tank-killing gun. One of the 11 pylons is carrying a laser-guided 'smart

bomb'
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The competitive A-X (Attack, Experimen-

tal) programinc ran for two years, with the

FairchilJ A-10 in January 1973 being judged

the winner over its Northrop A-9 rival.

Development went ahead smoothly, produc-

tion beginning in 1975, the first squadrons

forming in 1976 and 1977. The first units

were in 1978 deployed to Europe, the arena

for which the A-10 was designed.

From the beginning, the primary armament

was to bc a special anti-tank gun with seven

barreis rotating round a common axis, aftcr

the manner o( the Gatling-typc guns used in

the Lockheed F-104G Starfighter and the

McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phantom, but firing

30-mm rather than 20-mm rounds. These

shells, weighing 1.6 lb (0.73 kg) travelling at

two-thirds of a mile a second, and containing

lethal warheads, were to have sufficient cnergy

to penetrate the heaviest armour existing or

projeeted.

Two companies, Philco-Ford and General

Electric, competed to build the gun, and their

relative merits and Performance were deeided

in a shoot-off. GE emerged the winner. Its

GAU-8/A Avengcr gun is the most potent

airborne weapon of its type ever built.

Weighing 4,091 lb (1856 kg) with its huge

drum containing 1,350 armour-piercing shells,

the gun is 22 ft (6.7 m) long, and so bulky

that the aeroplane had to be built around it. It

takes up virtually all the forward part of the

fueslage, so mounted that it fires along the

centreline. This is essential, because otherwise

the tremendous reeoil — 18,000 lb (8165 kg),

or the combined thrust of the two engines ac-

ting rearwards — would seriously disturb the

aim, and perhaps cause the aeroplane to go out

of control.

For all its conventional, even clumsy, ap-

pearance, the A-10 is as cleverly thought out

as, say the Grumman F-14 or McDonnell
Douglas F-15 fighters. Its large wing provides

the lift to keep it turning tightly over the bat-

This so-called lizard Camouflage ictical Air Command A 10 units.

airi rafl, wh • pilot laddet extended

(onlmufd

in place of the overall grey previously used This

Taken during the type's flight development, this impressive photograph shows an AGM-65A Mavenck precision air-to-ground missile being fired from a Fairchild Republic
A-10A Thunderbolt II over a US ränge. Note the split ailerons opened above and below the wing for use as airbrakes.
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tlefield at 300 kt (345 mph/556 km/h), carry-

ing more than seven tons (7.11 tonnes) of

bombs or rockets; it also supplies the space

needed for these Stores, which take up a con-

siderable amount of room. The maximum
speed is startlingly low: only 450 kt (518

mph/834 km/h). A fully retracting undercar-

riage is not therefore essential. The two
General Electric TF34 turbofan engines are

mounted over the rear fuselage, where they do

not get in the way of the pilot's field of view

and where their relatively cool exhaust tends

to be hidden by the wing during an attack,

further reducing the A-10's vulnerability to

heat-seaking missiles.

The pilot sits in a thick titanium 'bath',

resistant to all but the heaviest-calibre shells.

The most important areas of the aeroplane are

also armoured, or are designed so that, if they

are hit, the aeroplane can still fly back to base.

Type: single-seat close support/anti-tank

bomber

Powerplant: two General Electric TF34-

GE-100 high-bypass turbofans, each of 9,065

lb (4112 kg) thrust

Performance: nominal cruise speed (no ex-

ternal Stores) 345 kt (397mph/640km/h);

design maximum speed, 450 kt (518 mph/722
km/h); take-off roll (maximum weight) 3,800

ft (1158 m); loiter endurance (250 nautical

miles from base, 18 Mk82 bombs and 750

rounds of GAU-8 ammunition), 2 hours

Weights: operating weight (aircraft ready to

fly, less fuel, ammunition and pilot) 24,000 lb

(10886 kg); maximum external payload (füll

internal fuel) 11,980 lb (5434 kg); maximum
payload (with partial fuel) 16,000 lb (7258 kg);

empty weight 20,700 lb (9389 kg)

Dimensions: span 57 ft 6 in (17.53 m);

length 54 ft 4 in (16.26 m); height 14 ft 8 in

(4.47 m); wing area 506 sq ft (47.01 m2
)

Armament: one 30-mm rotating-barrel gun
plus various combinations of external Stores

Operators: US Air Force
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Fairchild A 10 Thunderboit II

Unique among modern combat aircraft, the A-10A is a jet counterpart of the World War
II Stormovik or Hs 129, being modest in Performance but well protected and capable of

delivering knock-out blows - especially agamst armour. Its size approximate to that of a

small jethner, and it is much slower, speed over the battlefield seldom exceeding 300 knots.

This example is depicted in the TAC Camouflage scheme now becomlng Standard.

C^

The large TF34 turbofan engines are in an unusual location, partly for convenience and
partly to reduce the infra-red (IR) signature and thus make the A-10A less vulnerable to heat-

seeking missiles. In many typical attitudes the engines are blanketed by the wmg or vertical

tails from IR seekers, and in any case these engines are externally cool and smokeless. They
are identical left/nght, and the A-10 can get home on one.
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All possible vital items .ire duplicated and inierchangeable lelt and nght Typical examples

: ies/elevaiors. Ims/rudders and main landmg gears Fuel cells

•ected by reiiculaied loam and explosion suppression Systems, while conirol runs and

luphcaied and widely separated. and ihe pilot is enclosed (except Irom abovel in

i | |
prool againsi mos! ground f ire

Among the great variety of tactical weapons carned by this stränge platform are the

AGM-65A Mavenck IR-homing missite (triplets on Nos 3 and 9 pylons), Hobos electro-

optically guided heavy bomb (No 4 Station) and vanous Paveway laser-guided "smart bombs"
(No 8 Station). Few sensors or avionic weapon Subsystems are carned internally, but hke

most A-10As this example has a Pave Penny laser pod under the ngtit front fuselage.
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Fairchiid AU-23A Peacemaker (see Pilatus PC-6 Turbo Porter/Fairchild AU-23A)

Fairchild C-119 Flying Boxcar
In 1941 Fairchild began the design of a

specialised military freight aircraft for the US
Army. At that time it represented the largest

aircraft in which Fairchild had been involved

and, not surprisingly, was regarded by them as

an important project. Hence, a considerable

amount of time and effort was devoted to the

evolution of a design which would secure for

the Company the US Army 's intended produc-

tion contract. Under the Company identifica-

tion Model F-78, Fairchild arrived at a design

which featured a pod-type fuselage with a

high-mounted wing, thus ensuring that the

cargo hold was free from obstruction. The tail

unit was carried on twin booms, with central

tailplane and elevator, and twin fins and

rudders. The two R-2800 engines were

mounted conventionally, but their nacelles

were extended rearwards as tail booms. Access

to the cargo compartment was via rear

clamshell-type doors, permitting straight-in

loading of military vehicles up suitable ramps.

Ordered into productiön as the C-82A Packet

in 1944, after the prototype had flown, more

than 200 were built for the USAAF after

World War II.

In 1947 Fairchild developed an improved

version of this transport, with a new flight

deck positioned lower and further forward, a

recontoured nose, changes in the tail design,

and provision of more powerful 3,000-hp

(2238-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp
Major engii es. One example, modified from a

C-82, flew for the first time in November
1947. Following USAF evaluation, this Ver-

sion was ordered into productiön as the C-119

Flying Boxcar and the productiön C-119B
began to enter service in December 1949. This

differed from the converted C-82, which had

become designated C-119A, by having a new,

wider fuselage, which could accommodate 62

troops when used for troop ferry missions, and

some structural changes to the wings to per-

mit Operation at the higher gross weight of

74,000 lb (33566 kg); powerplant comprised

two R-4360-20 engines.

Following 54 C-119Bs into service came the

first of 303 C-119Cs with changes to the tail

unit and 3,250-hp (2425-kW) R-4360-20WA
engines with water injection. Other produc-

tiön Boxcars included 210 C-119Fs with dif-

ferent engines, small changes to the tail unit,

and gross weight increased to 85,000 lb (38555

kg). Last major productiön model was the

C-119G, powered like the -Fs with Wright

R-3350 engines, and of which 484 were built.

In addition to productiön for the USAF, the

US Navy acquired 41 aircraft equivalent to the

C-119C, which had the designation R4Q-1

and the name Packet. Most of these served

with the US Marine Corps. These were
followed into service by 58 R4Q-2s, similar to

the USAF's C-119F, which were operated by

both the US Navy and the US Marine Corps.

Variants of the C-119 have included 68

C-119Js with 'beaver tail' rear doors and an

air-openable ramp, converted from C-119Fs; a

YC-119K prototype with two General Elec-

tric J85 turbojets as auxiliary engines, pod-

mounted on pylons beneath each wing; a

YC-119H prototype with a wing of increased

span and area, and larger tail unit; and nine

JC-119s used by the USAF's 6593rd Test

Squadron for air retrieval of space capsules in

connecti6n with the Discoverer satellite Pro-

gramme in 1960.

In late 1967 Fairchild began development of

a gunship version of the C-119, and 52 were

converted from C-119Gs. These consisted of

26 AC-119Gs, each with four side-firing

7.62-mm (0.3-in) Miniguns and an

AN/RVQ-8 target-illuminator, followed by

26 AC-119Ks with a similar Minigun Installa-

tion plus two M61 20-mm cannon. These

latter aircraft also had the J85 auxiliary booster

jets which had been evaluated with the YC-
119K prototype.

Of the total of 1,051 Flying Boxcars that

were built originally for the USAF, or for sup-

ply to countries benefitting from the Military

Assistance Program, about 100 remained in

service in early 1979.

Type: tactical transport and gunship

Powerplant: (C-119K) two 3,700-hp

(2759-kW) Wright R-3350-89B Cyclone

18-cylinder twin-row radial piston engines,

plus two 2,850-lb (1293-kg) General Electric

J85-GE-17 turbojets

Performance: (C-119C) maximum speed 281

mph (452 km/h) at 18,000 ft (5485 m); ränge

with maximum fuel 1,770 miles (2849 km)
Weights: (C-119C) empty 39,800 lb (18053

kg); maximum take-off 74,000 lb (33566 kg);

(C-119K): empty 44,747 lb (20297 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 77,000 lb (34927 kg)

Dimensions: (C-119C) span 109 ft 3 in

(33.30 m); length 86 ft 6 in (26.36 m); height

26 ft 4 in (8.03 m); wing area 1,400 sq ft

(130.06 m2)

Armament: (AC-119G and AC-119K) in-

cludes SUU-11 pods each containing one

7.62-mm (0.3-in) Minigun, and SUU-16 pods

each containing one 20-mm M61 cannon,

with comprehensive night sensors

Operators: Belgium, Brazil, Ethiopia, India,

Italy, Taiwan, US Air Force, US Marine

Corps, US Navy, Vietnam

<aH|||i|

Fairchild C-119G Flying Boxcar

The Fairchild C-119 Flying Boxcar remains a widely used tactical airlifter, but this dramatic

view was taken dunng flight testmg of the AC-119K Shadow night gunship at the Company
plant at St Augustine, Florida.

Fairchild C-123 Provider

In 1943 the Chase Aircraft Company was
founded to undertake the design, development

and productiön of a heavy assault cargo glider

for the US Army. Following the successful

dernonstration of the XCG-18A cargo glider,

five YG-18A pre-production examples follow-

ed, and one of these was converted to a light

assault transport aircraft by the addition of

two wing-mounted radial engines, under the

designation YC-122. YC-122A/B/C aircraft

followed for service trials, leading to the con-

struction of two prototypes of an even larger

troop/cargo transport. These were designated

XCG-20 in glider form and XC-123 in a

powered configuration, the latter being

known to Chase as the MS-8 Avitruc. It was
powered by two Pratt & Whitney R-2800
Double Wasp engines and flew for the first

time on 14 October 1949. Chase received a

contract in 1952 for five pre-production air-

craft under the designation C-123B, and these

were built and flown in 1953. In that same

year the Kaiser-Frazer Corporation acquired a

majority holding in the Chase Aircraft Com-
pany, and was awarded a productiön contract

by the USAF for 300 C-123Bs. Subsequently,

the USAF had reason to cancel this contract in

mid-1953, renewing it with the Fairchild

Company which assumed responsibility for

continued development and productiön of the

C-123B.

Fairchild's interest in the development of

the C-123 resulted in the provision of a large

dorsal fin to improve directional stability, and

the first of the Fairchild-built C-123Bs flew

for the first time on 1 September 1954. Pro-

ductiön of 302 for the USAF followed, this

total including one airframe for static testing,

and 24 for delivery to Saudi Arabia (6) and

Venezuela (18) under the Military Assistance

Program. At a later date four were supplied to

Thailand.

In 1962 Fairchild produced a prototype

YC-123H, which had a wide-track landing

gear to overcome problems which had been

experienced with C-123Bs being taxied in

strong crosswinds. In addition, a General Elec-

tric CJ610 (similar to the J85) turbojet was
pod-mounted beneath each wing to evaluate

the Performance improvement offered by this

auxiliary power. This flew for the first time on

30 July 1962, and was subsequently tested in

South Vietnam in a counter-insurgency role,

which resulted in a modification programme
to convert 183 aircraft to this configuration.

These were powered by the military version of

the General Electric J85, and the first modified

aircraft, designated C-123K, made its initial

flight on 27 May 1966. Most of the C-123Ks
were deployed in Vietnam, where they were

the chief tactical support transports. Some
were converted later for Operation as multi-

Fairchild C-123K Provider

sensor night gunships under the designation

AC-123K. Other variants have included 10

C-123Js, these having two Fairchild J44-R-3

turbojets (mounted in wingtip pods) for aux-

iliary power, and modified for Operation by

the USAF in Alaska, where they were used in

support of DEW-Line installations. The

C-123J also has provision for wheel/ski land-

ing gear, some being transferred at a later date

to the Alaskan Air National Guard.
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UC-123Bs wcrc dcployed iti Vieh.
|

Nor .1 v defoliating liquid ovei • <> r c s t arcas where

thc Viel Cong were bclieved to be <>|K-rating,

and thc defignation N(M23K applied to AC-
123Ks wlicn ilicir deploymenl a\ guoshipi

ended and thcy wert- converted back to leTVC

in a transport role, F.ight C-123B Providers

wcrc acquired by the WS Coasl (iuard in 1962,

on loan firom thc USAF, and these wcrc- used

as cargo transporti, operating unda theii

original dc-signation. Sonic C-123s in lOUth-

cast Asia wcrc transferred for service witb the

('ainbodian air force, and all but mit squadron

of C-123s operating in Vietnam wcrc transfer-

red to thc South Vietnam air force. Nothing is

known of thc fatc of these aircraft aftcr thc fall

of South Vietnam.

Type: tactical transport aircraft

Powerplant: (C-123K) two 2,500-hp

(1865-k,W) Pratt & Whitney R-2800-99W
Double Wasp radial piston cngincs, and two
2,850-lb (1293-kg) thrusi General Electrit

J85-GE-17 turbojel

Performance: (C-123B) maximuni speed 245

niph (394 km/h); cruising speed 205 mph (330

km/h); ränge 1,470 miles (2366 km)

Weights: (C-123B) empty 29,900 lb (13562

kg); maximum takc-off 60,000 lb (27216 kg)

Dimensions: span 110 ft in (33.53 m);

length 76 ft 3 in (23.92 in); height 34 ft 1 in

(10.39 in); wing arca 1,223 sq ft (113.62 in 2
)

Armament: (AC-123K) 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

Minigun installations

Operators: Kanipuchca, Saudi Arabia, South

Korea, Thailand, US Air Force, US Coast

Guard, Venezuela, Vietnam

This Fairchild C-123K Provider was photographed in March 1976 dunng spray iraming at Fort Stuart, Georgia The Provider was the type

used to defoliate Vegetation in Vietnam to try to deny cover to the Viet Cong Training was carned out with water

Fairchild-Hiller FH-1100

The US Army's Light Observation Helicopter

(LOH) competition resulted in competitive

prototypes being built by Bell, Hiller and

Hughes. The Bell Model 206 and the Hughes
OH-6 Cayuse are describcd separately. Hillcr's

HO-5 prototypes were powered by 250-shn

(186-kW) Allison T63-A-5 turboshafts, and

the first flew on 21 January 1963. Following

evaluation of thc competing prototypes, the

Hughes design was ordered into produetion.

Hiller subsequently became a subsidiary of

Fairchild, the Company becoming the Fairchild

Hiller Corporation. In 1965 it was announced

that the four/five-seat Utility helicopter would
enter produetion under the designation

FH-1100, and the first example was completed

in June 1966.

Powerplant of the FH-1100 is a 317-shp

(236-kW) Allison 250-C18, derated to

274 shp (204 kW) for take-off, with a max-
imum continuous rating of 233 shp

(174 kW). Standard aecommodation is for a

pilot and passenger on sidc-bv-side front seats,

with thrce passengers on rear seats which can

be foldcd to providc spacc for cargo or two
stretchers and an attendant.

The FH-1100 can carry a variety of wcapons

(see below). Following the Initiation of pro-

duetion, several armed forces acquired tnese

helicopters for a widc ränge of roles.

Type: four/five scat Utility helicopter

Powerplant: one 317-shp (236-kW) Allison

250-C18 turboshaft

Performance: maximum cruising speed

127 mph (204 km/h); ränge (with maximum
payload, Standard fuel at sea level, no reserves)

348 miles (560 km)
Weights: emptv 1,396 lb (633 kg); max-

imum take-off 2,750 lb (1247 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter
35 ft 4V« in (10.79 m); tail rotor diameter

Fairchild Hiller FH 1100

6 ft in (1.83 m); length (rotors turning)

39 ft 9»/2 in (12.13 m); height 9 ft 3"/i in

(2.83 m); main rotor disc area 984 sq ft

(91.41 m 2
)

Armament: two 7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-

guns, or two grenade launchers in armament
packs, or anti-submarine weapons
Operators: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa

Rica, Cvprus, Ecuador, Nigeria, Panama,
Philippines, Salvador, Thailand

Fairchild Republic F-105 Thunderchief
Republic Aviation Corporation's F-84

Thunderjet, the last turbine-powered subsonic

straight-wing fighter-bomber to serve opera-

tionally with the USAF, was followed into

service by the generally similar F-84F and RF-
84F, these differing primarily by the adoption

of swept wings and tail surfaces. This course

had been adopted to produce quickly and

cheaply a higher performance fighter-bomber,

and the success of the projeet can be determin-

ed by the fact that Republic's combined pro-

duetion figures for the F-84F/RF-84F series

totalled more than 3,000 aircraft.

When the F-84F Thunderstreak entered ser-

vice in 1954, Republic had already spent some
years in studying the design of a higher pefor-

mance fighter-bomber which the Company
hoped would prove an acceptable successor to

the Thunderstreak. At much the same time,

North American proposed an improved Ver-

sion of the F-100, under the designation

F-100B, but this differed so much from the

basic F-100 design that it was allocated the

designation YF-107A when three prototypes

were ordered for evaluation. However, when
Republic had submitted its AP-63 proposal to

the USAF, the design appeared to have great

potential, and two YF-105A prototypes were
ordered. The first of these made its initial

flight on 22 October 1955, exceeding Mach 1

on this flight; the first YF-107A flew initially

on 10 September 1956, but this latter aircraft

was cancelled in favour of the F-105.

Inspection of an F-105 mockup was carried

out in October 1953 and only minor changes

in the configuration were required. The major

area of concern at that time was whether the

Allison J71 turbojet engine, which has been

selected provisionally to power the F-105,

would meet its thrust requirements, and a

decision was made to use the Pratt & Whitney

J57 turbojet as an interim powerplant. The
question of a suitable engine was important,

for Republic had planned a massive aircraft

that could carry up to 12,000 lb (5443 kg) of

mixed weapons. The Company recognised the

changing role of the 'fighter', and provided an

internal bomb bay which at that time was

tailored mainly to nuclear weapons.

No produetion F-105As were built, for

with Installation of the more powerful Pratt &
Whitney J75 afterburning turbojet the

continued

Fairchild Republic F-105D Thunderchief

Republic F-105D Thunderchief of the 192nd Tactical Fighter Group, Virginia National Air Guard, based at Byrd Field, Sandston, Va.
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Fairchild Republic F-105 Thunderchief

designation was changed to F-105B. The pro-

totype YF-105B flew for the first time on 26

May 1956, but development problems were to

delay acceptance of the first production

F-105B until 27 May 1958, and in August

1958 — three years later than planned

originally — the first deliveries of operational

aircraft were made to the USAF's 335th Tac-

tical Fighter Squadron at Eglin AFB, Florida.

Even then, it was not until mid-1959 that the

USAF had acquired its first complete squadron

of F-105Bs.

Design of the F-105 included a highly swept

wing, swept tail surfaces and a petal-type

speed brake comprising four segments of the

rear nozzle fairing. Conventional ailerons

were used for low-speed roll control, plus

spoilers for control at high speeds.

The most unusual feature of the F-105B and

subsequent Thunderchiefs are the swept-

forward oblique-shockwave air intakes, coupl-

ed with an area-ruled fuselage. Major produc-

tion Version was the F-105D, with all-weather

capability, much improved avionics, and detail

improvements. This was followed by the two-

seat F-105F with a lengthened fuselage and

larger fin which, although intended originally

for combat proficiency evaluation and transi-

tion training to the F-105, was used opera-

tionally because of the shortage of F-105 air-

craft generally. The designation F-105G was
applied to F-105Fs modified to Wild Weasel

configuration, with advanced ECM avionics

which included an internally mounted jamm-
ing system, and able to deploy Shrike and

ABJvl anti-radar missiles. After return from

Operations in Vietnam about 30 F-105Ds were
modified with the T-Stick II bombing system,

its avionics housed in a saddleback fairing

along the top of the fuselage. This equipment

conferred more precise navigation and improv-

ed blind bombing capability. Various Sub-

types were extremely important in south-east

Asia in 1967-73. The F-105 was generally

known as the 'Thud' or 'Lead Sied'.

Type: long-range tactical fighter-bomber

Powerplant: (F-105D) one 26,500-lb

(12020-kg) afterburning thrust Pratt &
Whitney J75-P-19W turbojet

Performance: (F-105D) maximum speed

(clean) Mach 2.1 or 1,387 mph (2232 km/h) at

36,000 ft (10970 m); maximum cruising speed

836 mph (1345 km/h); at optimum altitude;

combat radius 900 miles (1448 km); ferry

ränge 2,200 miles (3541 km)
Weights: (F-105D) empty 27,500 lb (12474

kg); maximum take-off 52,838 lb (23967 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 11 Va in (10.65 m);

length 64 ft in (19.51 m); length (F-105F) 67

ft 0V8 in (20.43 m); height 19 ft 8 in (5.99 m); 14,000 lb (6350 kg) of Stores carried internally

wing area 385 sq ft (35.77 m2
)

and externally

Armament: one General Electric M61 Operators: US Air Force, US Air National
20-mm Vulcan multi-barrel gun; more than Guard

With nose receptacle open, this ANG F 105D is Seen from a KC-135 tanker.

F & W C-3605

Development of the Farner-Werke C-3605

two-seat target-tug can be traced back to the

Fabrique Federale C-3602, two prototypes of

which were built in 1939-40 for long-range

reconnaissance and ground-attack works.

Following flight tests, modifications were

made and an initial batch entered production

as the C-3603. Ten were built and after Service

evaluation a further 142 followed, serving

with the Swiss air force between 1942 and

1952 in the combat role. Two others,

designated C-3603-1 TR, were produced for

training and parachute tests. In 1945 a

C-3603-1 was converted for target-towing;

after considerable flight testing a successful in-

stallation was evolved and fitted to 20 other

aircraft within a year.

Further improvements followed, and in

1946 Farner-Werke at Grenchen converted a

C-3603-1 into a more advanced target-tug. A^
long tube was fitted from the rear cockpit to

eject the target sleeve above the tail-plane and

between the twin fins, with" a cable-cutting

device available to the pilot. Twenty C-3603s

were converted to this Standard.

Development of the basic airframe had

meanwhile continued with the C-3604, a Ver-

sion using the 1,250-hp (933-kW) Saurer YS-2

engine in place of the 1,000-hp (746-kW)
Hispano-Suiza used in earlier modeis. A pro-

totype and 12 production C-3604s were built,

entering service in 1947-48. Spares produced

for the C-3603 and not used enabled a further

six C-3603- ls to be assembled in 1948.

During the early 1950s a requirement for an

aircraft to tow illuminated targets at night

was met with the conversion of a C-3603-1,

and this machine remained in service until

replaced by the C-3605 in 1972. Further con-

versions of 40 C-3603-ls to target-tugs began

in 1953, while another aircraft was fitted

beneath one wing with a winch built by ML
Aviation in the UK for high-speed towing,

with a water ballast tank beneath the other

wing. In the same year, 20 more C-3603-ls

were converted by the military at Dübendorf

for catastrophe relief using underwing supply

Containers.

The ultimate development of the C-3603

airframe came when the Hispano-Suiza

engines of the 40 C-3603-1 conversions began.

to wear out. Various types of foreign aircraft,

including the Westland (Fairey) Gannet,

Rockwell (North American) Bronco, Dornier

Skyservant, Shorts Skyvan, Mitsubishi MU-2,
Sud Marquis and North American Trojan,

plus the Pilatus Turbo-Porter, were considered

but all were rejected for various reasons and a

proposal to re-engine the C-3603-1 with a

Lycoming T53-L-7A turboprop was accepted.

A prototype was converted and flown on 19

August 1968; it was handed over to the Swiss

air force in December 1968 for acceptance

trials which proved satisfactory and, with a

few modifications, a series of 23 aircraft were

re-engined and given the new designation

C-3605. A third, central, fin was added and

the lower weight of the turboprop

necessitated a major 6 ft (1.82 m) increase in

the length of the nose.

The first C-3605s entered service in 1971;

special equipment includes the target-towing

F & W C 3605

winch in the rear cockpit with 6,560 ft (2000

m) of cable.

Type: two-seat target-tug

Powerplant: one 1,100-shp (820-kW)
Lycoming T53-L-7 turboprop

Performance: maximum speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 268 mph (432 km/h); cruising speed

at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 261 mph (420 km/h);

rate of climb at sea level 2,470 ft (753 m) per

minute; service ceiling 32,800 ft (10000 m);

take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 1,005 ft (307 m);

landing run from 50 ft (15 m) 1,695 ft (516

m); ränge with 10% reserves 605 miles (980

km)
'

Weights: empty 5,806 lb (2634 kg); max-

imum take-off (with drop tanks) 8,192 lb

(3716 kg)

Dimensions: span 45 ft 1 in (13.74 m);

length 39 ft 6 in (12.03 m); height 13 ft 3 in

(5.05 m); wing area 308.9 sq ft (28.70 m 2
)

Operators: Switzerland

FFA AS.202 Bravo
Originally conceived as a Joint Swiss/Italian

production, the Flug- und Fahrzeugwerke AG
Altenrhein (FFA) Bravo was to be built in

both countries — as the AS.202 in

Switzerland and as the SA. 202 in Italy — but

in the event SIAI-Marchetti constructed the

second prototype only and it was decided,

because of shortage of production space, to

produce the type exclusively in Switzerland.

The first prototype was Swiss-built and flew

on 7 March, 1969. A production line was
established by FFA at Altenrhein, on Lake

Constance, the former Swiss branch of the

Dornier Company.

A third prototype was built, and the first

production Bravo flew on 22 December, 1971.

Two versions were initially available, the

AS.202/15 and AS.202/18A, powered respec-

tively by 150- and 180-hp (112- and 134-kW)
Lycoming engines. The latter had an inverted-

flight oil system.

The /15 achieved Swiss certification on 15

August, 1972, and FAA certification on 16

November, 1973. By early 1978, 28 of the 32

ordered had been delivered.

The first /18 flew on 22 August, 1974 and

was certificated in Switzerland on 17

December, 1976. Orders received for the /18

by mid-1978 totalled 72, including 48 Srs.

18A-ls for the Iraqi air force, 14 for the

Moroccan air force, and eight for the Uganda
air force. Two were also supplied for the

Oman Royal Flight.

Flown in 1978 and niaking its overseas

public debut at the SBAC display at Farn-

borough in September that year, the

AS.202/26A is powered by a 260-hp

(194-kW) Lycoming O-540 engine giving a

greatly improved Performance, including a

maximum speed of 240 mph (385 km/h),

maximum rate of climb at sea level 1,240 ft

(348 m) per minute and ceiling of 22,000 ft

(6700 m). The increased Performance has

however resulted in a ränge penalty, reducing

this to 560 miles (900 km).

FFA AS.202 Bravo

Type: two/three-seat light touring or train- (112-kW) Lycoming O-320-E2A flat-four

ing aircraft piston engine;

Powerplant: (AS.202/15) one 150-hp (AS.202/18A) one 180-hp (134-kW) Lycom-
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Performance: (AS 202 IS) in.ixniiuin speed

.11 sei level IM mph (211 km h); cruising

ipeed .n 8,000 t't (2440 ml Hl mph
(211 km li). maximum rate "t climb ai

[evel 6 ( * fi ( 19 < in) per minute; servil i

14,000 fi (4265 m); take-ofl run ti

(15 in) 1,558 ft (475 in); landing run from

so li (15 in« 1,362 ti (415 inj. rang

reserves) 553 miles (890 km)
(AS 202 1H) maximum speed at sea level

150 mph (241 km li). cruising speed at

8,000 M (2440 m) 141 mpli (227 km h); max-

imum rate ol climb at sea level 922 ft (2h 1 m)
per minute; icrvice ceiling Ih.ooo tt (5490 m);

take ofl run to 50 ft (15 m) 1.312 ft (400 m);

landing run from 50 ti (15 m) 1.362 ft

(415 m). ränge (no resetve

(UM km)
Weights: (AS 202 15) emptv 1.388 1b

.-,. maximum take-off 2.202 Ib

\S 202 18) empt; 1.466 Ib

ijxiinum take-off 2.315 1b

(105ii .

DiflMfUHMU
i); length 24 h«ght

»9 sq ft

Operator»: lra.| '.' jri. Uganda

FMA IA-35 Huanquero
I he I )INIIA Company was tounded in 1927 as

the FMA (F.ibrica Militär de Avioni

aftcr name-changes in 1943 and 1952 became

the Direcciön N.uinn.il de Investigaciones v

Fabricaciones Aeronauticas (DINFIA), a statc

enterprise, in 1957. In 1968 the Company

reverted to its original FMA title.

The Company currently consisti oi two
large divisions, one designing, manufacturing

and testing rocken .md Instrumentation

(IIAF), while the FMA division proper con-

troll the Cördoba aircraft-manufacturing

facility.

FMA lias built a nunibcr of original dcsigns

including, in 1959, the IA-38 lour-cngine

taillcss cargO transport dcsigncd bv Dr Knm.ir

Horten, who lud produced a number Ol such

projei ts in ( lermany.

The IA-35 prototype flow on 21 September

1953 and went intO production for the Argen-

tine air force in live versions. the lirst produc-

tion aircraft flying on 29 Marcb 1957. The
versions are the IA advaneed tränier. IU boni-

bing and gunnery trainer. II liglit transport.

III ambulance and IV Photographie. All have

620-bp (463-kW) Fl Indio engines excepl the

IU, which is fitted with two 720-hp

(537-kW) engines of the same basic type.

As a navigational trainer, the IA carries

pilot and CO-pilot, radio Operator, mstruetor

and four pupils; it has Instrument llving equip

ment, a camera, and oxygen. Armameni

details of the IU are shown in the specification

above. The type II is a light transport with a

crew of three and seats for seven passengers.

Wingnp fuel tanks can increase the Standard 4

hours 40 minutes endurance bv three hourt,

and underwing pylons can carry supply Con-

tainers; only one tvpe II was built The type

III ambulance can aeeept four stretcher cases

plus a medical attendant. I three.

while the photographii Version, the tvpc IV,

carries an Operator for its Fairchild 225 camera

in addition to the normal crew

The original intention ss.is to produce a

batch ot 100 IA -35s but m the event this \s.is

cut back comidetably; 34 had becn built bv

mid-October 1962 and us seems unlikely t hat

total production cxccedcd 50 ( >t thesc-, sonie

45 are thought to he still in service. their

numberi about cquallv dividcd between II

Escuadrön dt Exploration y Aiaqm at
'<

c]uista and I / > uadr6n I I he II

EseuaOnn is in process ot Converting to rhe

FMA IA-58 Pucarä.

A prototype of a civil version ol the IA-35

llew on 2n Mav i960 Powered bv two 75U-hp

(560-kW) IA-19SR-1 El Indio engines. the

same .is those litted to the IA-35TU, it could

aecommodate 10 passengers and was named
Pandora. Tlus variant attracted httle interest.

however, and there was no furthei develop-

ment, prohablv becausc the Company was con-

centrating on the more advaneed IA 50

FMA IA 35 Huanquero

Guaranl twin-turboprop transport. flown in

Fcbruarv 1962.

Type: gcneral-purpose utihtv transport

Powerplant: two 620-hp (463-kW) IA-19R
Fl Indio piston engines

Performance: maximum speed at 9,840 ft

(3000 m) 225 mph (362 km h); maximum
cruising speed at 9. 840 tt (3(KM) m). 21" mph
(350 km h). economical cruising speed at sea

level 200 mph (320 km h); rate of climb at sea

-
1 tt (300 in) per minute; icrvice ceiling

21.000 ft (6400 m); ränge 975 miles (1570 km)
Weightv emptv 9.480 lb (4300 kg); loaded

13.670 lb (6200 kg)

Dimensions: span 64 ft 3 1/: in (19.6 m);

length 45 ft 10 in (13.98 m); height 12 ft 2 in

(3.70 m); wing area 452 sq ft (42 m2
)

Armament: (as bombing and gunnerv
trainer) two 0.5-in (12.7-mm) Browning
machine-guns, up to 440 lb (200 kg) of bombs
and up to four 2.25-in (57-mm) rockets under

cach wing

Operator*: Argentina

FMA IA 50 Guarani
The detision to produce a twin-turboprop

light transport tor the Argcntine air force was

quite an advaneed coneept for the late 1950s.

and at the time of the first flight of the FMA
IA-50 Guarani 1 on 6 Februarv 1962, none of

the North American companies had flown a

light transport with turboprops except tor

Grumman with its Gulfstream 1 (although, of

course, the British Vickers Viscount had becn

flying since 1948).

The prototype Guarani used some structural

components of its predecessors, the FMA
IA-35 Huanquero and the civil Pandora, and

to enablc flight testing to begin with the neu

engines the Guarani I retained the twin tail

assembly of the earlier aircraft. Its two Tur-

bomeca Bastan IIIA turboprops were each

rated at 858 shp (640-kW). The first of the

definitive Guarani IIs featuring the production

version's single highlv swept fin and rudder

and the 930-shp (694-kW) Bastan VIA flew

on 23 April, 1963 and featured de-icing equip-

ment and a shorter rear fuselage to save

weight.

A second prototype and one pre-produetion

model were produced, the latter being fitted

with a Bendix autopilot for evaluation pur-

poses, before full-scale production commenced
on an initial batch of 23 Guarani IIs, the first

two of which were in Service by March 1967

at El Palomar, Buenos Aires. This batch of air-

craft also included a VIP executive transport

tor use bv the President ot Argentina. four

Photographie nioclels and a statt transport fol

the Argcntine navv A turther 15 Guarams

were ordered in Octobei 1969 and thesc were

made lighter bv redesign ol the interion and

replacement oi certain steel components bv

aluminium. The tirst of this new batch was

fitted with a combined wheel ski undercar-

riage for use in support of Argentine bases in

the Antarctic. The unit responsible for this

work, I Escuadrön Atiiarciicc based at Rio

Gallegos, Santa Cruz, operates a miscellaneous

collection of aircraft including DHC' Beavers,

DHC Otters, a Douglas C-47 and a Sikorsky

S-61L helicopter. Other Guaranis in the se-

cond production batch included two for

ground radio aids calibration, with seating for

five equipment Operators using an extensive

array of electronic equipment. These aircraft

have wing-tip fuel tanks.

As a light transport, the Guarani' s Standard

seating is for 10 to 15 passengers, and an

airstair door is fitted. The executive version

has lO.seats, while as a paratroop carrier there

are 15 bench seats. In the ambulance role,

three pairs of stretchers and two seats for

medical attendants are provided. All variants

are fitted with a toilet at the rear, a forward

baggage hold and a galley.

Type: light transport

Powerplant: two 930-shp (694-kW) Tur-

FMA IA-50 Guarani II

bomeca Bastan VIA turboprops

Performance: maximum speed 310 mph (500

km h); cruising speed 280 mph (450 km'h);

rate of climb at sea level 2,640 ft (805 m) per

minute; service ceiling 41,000 ft (12500 m);

take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 2,200 ft (640 m);

landing run from 50 ft (15 m) 1,970 ft (600

m); ränge with maximum fuel 1,600 miles

(2575 km); ränge with maximum pyload

1.240 miles (1995 km)
Weights: empty 8,650 lb (3924 kg); max-
imum take-off 16,204 lb (7350 kg)

Dimensions: span 64 ft 3 in (19.59 m);

length 50 ft 2 in (15.30 m); height 18 ft 5 in

(5.61 m); wing area 450 sq ft (41.81 m2
)

Operators: Argentina

FMA IA-58 Pucarä
The IA-58 Pucarä, originally known as Delfin,

is a twin-turboprop counter-insurgency air-

craft developed by FMA (Fdbrica Militär de

Aviones), part of the Argentine air force's

Aerea de Material Cördoba division, to meet an

air force requirement. Following testing of an

unpowered aerodynamic prototype, the first

powered Pucarä made its maiden flight in

August 1969. The second prototype, which
took to the air in September 1970, was fitted

with Turbomeca Astazou XVIG turboprops

in place of the AiResearch TPE 331s used in

the initial aircraft, and the French powerplant

A-19

Argentinien FMA IA-58 Pucarä attack aircraft of II Escuadrön de Exploration y Ataque based at Reconquista AFB, Argentina
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FMA IA-58 Pucarä

has been the Standard for all subsequent

Pucaräs. The first production machine made
its initial flight in November 1974, and 20 had

been delivered by the autumn of 1978. A fur-

ther 18 were due to follow in 1979, and the

Argentine air force's order for 40 is expected

to be expanded to 70. Other South American
countries have expressed an interest in acquir-

ing Pucaräs.

The Pucarä is named after the stone

strongholds built on mountain tops by the In-

cas and Aimaras to protect themselves from at-

tack, and the aircraft is likewise designed to

withstand a determined onslaught. Its main
mission is armed reconnaissance over land and
sea, together with fire support; counter-

insurgency roles can also be carried out. The
two-man crew sit in tandem, with the co-

pilot's seat 10 in (25 cm) higher than that of

the pilot so that both have the best all-round

view. The windscreen and cabin floor are

designed to stop machine-gun bullets.

The IA-58 is an all-metal aircraft with a

T-tail and rough-field landing gear. It can dive

at maximum speed from cruising height to

bring its armament to bear on targets of op-

portunity, and its tight turning radius allows

the crew to keep their target in sight even in

difficult mountain terrain. The IA-58 can

operate from small grass fields 'no larger than

a football pitch', and the take-off run can be

reduced to only 262 ft (80 m) by fitting three

rockets to the centreline pylon. This STO Per-

formance would allow the Pucarä to be

operated from aircraft carriers, and the large

clearance between the propeller tips and

ground ensures that no damage will result

from landings on uneven surfaces.

The Pucarä packs a powerful punch in the

form of two Hispano-Suiza HS-804 20-mm
cannon each with 270 rounds and four Brown-

ing 7.62-mm machine-guns each with 900

rounds. Studies have been made of an alter-

native installation comprising a pair of 30-mm
cannon and only two Brownings. The Matra

83-A 3 illuminated reflex sight with adjustable

depression angle gives great flexibility in

weapon delivery. Both the guns and the exter-

nal Stores, carried on four wing pylons and one

on the centreline, are operated by buttons on

the control column. A programmer allows

Stores to be released in any quantity from two
to 40, with two firing modes available: step

(single, pairs or salvo) and ripple (single, pairs

or salvo). The interval between weapons can

be varied from 0.02 to 2 seconds.

Features designed to allow Operations from

front-line bases with the minimum of support

include direct access to main components on

the ground, self-starting engines, duplicated

Systems, and a high ratio of operating to

maintenance time.

Type: reconnaissance, close-support and

counter-insurgency aircraft

Powerplant: two 988-hp (735-kW) Tur-

bomeca Astazou XVIG turboprops

Performance: maximum level speed at 9,840

ft (3000 m) 312.5 mph (500 km/h); maximum
diving speed 469 mph (750 km/h); service ceil-

FMA IA 58 Pucarä

ing 32,810 ft (10000 m); stalling speed (gear

and flaps up) 78 mph (125 km/h); take-off run

over a 50-ft (15-m) obstacle 984 ft (300 m); in-

itial sea-level rate of climb 3,547 ft (1080 m)
per minute; radius of action — outward flight

at 19,680 ft (6000 m), penetration and 5

minutes over target at height of 492 ft (150

m), return at 26,240 ft (8000 m), with 10%
reserves — 250 miles (400 km) with 3,306-lb

(1500-kg) payload, and aircraft weighing

14,300 lb (6500 kg)

Weights: empty 8,810 lb (4000 kg); max-

imum take-off 14,960 lb (6800 kg); maximum

payload 5,984 lb (2720 kg)

Dimensions: span 47 ft 6 3/i in (14.50 m);

length 46 ft 9 in (14.25 m); height 17 ft 10 Vi

in (5.36 m); wing area 326.1 sq ft (30.30 m 2
)

Armament: two Hispano-Suiza HS-804

20-mm cannon and four Browning 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine guns plus up to 3,564 lb

(1620 kg) of external ordnance on five sta-

tions: typical weapons include general-

purpose, fragmentation and incendiary bombs;

mines; one or two torpedoes; and up to three

AGM-12B Bullpup air-to-surface missiles

Operator: Argentina

Fokker S.11 Instructor

Although the Fokker factory at Amsterdam
was practically destroyed in World War II,

the technical staff was maintained virtually in-

tact. The factory was rebuilt in the space of a

year after the cessation of hostilities and a sim-

ple low-wing trainer, the S.ll Instructor,

selected as the company's first postwar pro-

duct. Nothing controversial was considered

for the new aircraft, which flew in 1947. It

had an all-metal wing with fabric-covered

ailerons, and the steel-tube fuselage was fabric-

covered. The fixed main legs bent,

grasshopper-like, under the wing; the

tailwheel was steerable for taxiing.

The Royal Netherlands Air Force bought

40, followed by 41 for Israel. Italy's Macchi

Company built 150 under licence, designated

M.416 in Italian air force service. Meanwhile,

Fokker Industria Aeronautica SA was
established at Rio de Janeiro's Galeao Airport

in 1954. The first Brazilian-produced S.ll was

accepted by the Brazilian air force on 29

December 1955 and 100 were subsequently

delivered.

The S.12, with a nosewheel, was also

manufactured in Brazil, 50 being delivered.

Little modification was needed to accom-

modate the new undercarriage, as the wing
had been stressed to support the gear in either

position.

The 40 Instructors of the Royal
Netherland Air Force provided elementary

flying training with No 5 Instruction

Squadron at Gilze-Rijen. With the introduc-

tion of more modern primary trainers in the

1970s, many S.lls were released to the civil

market.

Type: two/three-seat primary trainer

Powerplant: one 190-hp (142-kW) Lycom-
ing O-435-A air-cooled piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

134 mph (215 km/h); cruising speed at sea

level 106 mph (170 km/h); normal ränge 430

miles (695 km); service ceiling 12,120 ft (4000

m); take-off run in 6-mph (10-km/h) wind
640 ft (195 m)
Weights: empty equipped 1,710 lb (775 kg);

normal take-off 2,370 lb (1075 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 1 in (11.0 m); length

Fokker S.11 Instructor

25 ft 7 in (7.8 m); height 7 ft OVi in (2.15 m);

wing area 199 sq ft (18.49 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operator: Netherlands

Fokker-VFW F27 Friendship/Maritime
In March 1976, some 21 years after the maiden

flight of the F27 Friendship prototype,

Fokker-VFW flew the first F27 Maritime. In

the 1950s and 1960s the Friendship was sold

mainly to civil Operators, but most recent

Orders have been from government agencies or

the military.

The F27 Maritime is a major new develop-

ment, equipped with a Litton search radar in a

belly radome, inertial navigation System, radar

altimeter, new autopilot and uprated Com-
munications. Although the Maritime does not

carry offensive Stores, two racks each holding

16 flares can be installed in the engine nacelles.

Fuel capacity is increased to give an endurance

of 10 to 12 hours. Designed as a medium-

range patrol aircraft, its roles include fishery

patrol, surveillance of offshore oil platforms

and coastal shipping lanes, search and rescue,

and environmental control. The rear fuselage

has bulged Observation Windows.

The original 32-seat F27 Mk 100 sold well

and 83 were built before it was supplemented

by the more powerful Mk 200 (first flight

1959), the freight-door equipped Mk 400

Combiplane (first flight 1961), the Mk 500

with a 5-ft (1.5-m) fuselage Stretch (first flight

1967) and the current Mk 600 (first flight

1968). The 500 and 600 both have freight

doors, the 600 retaining the shorter fuselage of

the 200. The 300 was a freight version of the

100, only 13 being built. Britain supplies

engines, undercarriages and propellers, but

major sections of structure are constructed in

France and West Germany.

Fairchild built and sold 205 F-27s and

FH-227s between 1958 and 1973, these differ-

ing only in details. Although the F-27 is the

same length as the F27, the stretched FH-227

is about 12 in (30.5 cm) longer than the F27

500. Total sales of Dutch-built examples have

now passed 500, making it the top-selling

European airliner.

The basic military versions are the 400M,
capable of carrying 45 parachute troops or

13,550 lb (6145 kg) of freight or 24 stretchers

and nine attendants, and the 500 M with ac-

commodation for 50 paratroopers, 14,590 lb

(6620 kg) of freight or 30 stretchers and atten-

dants.

The F27 Maritime is aimed at customers

who cannot afford expensive patrol aircraft

such as the Lockheed Orion. Three examples

have been ordered by Spain and two are in ser-

vice with the Peruvian navy. Although

Fokker-VFW remains confident of Orders,

competition is fierce. Every manufacturer with

an aircraft even remotely suitable has proposed

Fokker VFW F27 Friendship 500

a maritime derivative.

Type: (Mk 400M/500M) medium-range

military transport; (Maritime) medium-range

maritime patrol and fishery protection aircraft

Powerplant: two 2,140-shp (1596-kW) plus

525-lb (238-kg) thrust Rolls-Royce Dart Mk
532-7R turboprops

Performance: (Mk 400M/500M at max-

imum take-off weight) normal cruising speed

298 mph (480 km/h); ränge with füll payload

and reserves 1,375 miles (2213 km); (Maritime

at maximum take-off weight with pylon

tanks) normal cruising speed 265 mph (427

km/h); search speed 168 mph (270 km/h); en-

durance 10 to 12 hours

Weights: (400m) empty 23,360 lb (10596

kg); maximum take-off 45,000 lb (20410 kg);
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maximum landing 41, (XX) lb (186IX) kg), iiijx

„nun, ICTO fuel 37,500 lb (170)0 kg). (S(X)M)

empty 24,325 ll> (11034 kg), maximum take-

off 45.0(X) lb (20410 kg); maximum landing

42,000 H' (19050 kg), maximum zero fuel

39.500 II) (179<X) kg). (Marii ihr- with typical

equipment fit) cmpty 27,400 lb (12430 kg);

maximum take-off 45,000 lb (20410 kg); max-

imum landing 43.500 II» (19730 kg), max-

,,,,.!,,, zero fuel V>,5(X) lb (17920 kg)

Dimension*: span 95 ft 2 in (29 (X) in).

lengtfa (Mk 400M7Maritime) 77 ft 3V2 in

(35.56 m); height (Mk 4(X)M Maritime) 27 ft

11 in (8.50 m); lengtfa (Mk 500M) 82 ft 2'/: in

(25.06 m); height (Mk 500M) 28 ft 7V* in

(8.71 m); wing area 753.5 sq ft (70 .0 m 2

)

Armament: normativ unanncd apart from

racks for flarcs mstalled in the rear of the

engine nairlles

Operators: Algeria, Argcntuia. Burma.

Ghana, Indoncsia. Iran. Italy. Ivory Cotat ,

Nethcrlands, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru.

Philippinen Senegal. Spam, Uruguay /
§ NAVAL

Peru's naval air arm, Servicio Aeronavale. operates two Fokker F 27M Maritimes, the f irsi bemg illustrated

Fokker-VFW F28 Fellowship

The Fokker F28 jet retains many of the

gualities of the F27 — good field Performance,

the ability to operate from unsophisticated air-

ports, simple maintenance — and like the

earlier design, was sold initially to airlmev

However, in the mid- 1970s a number were

sold to governmental agenucs, and some are

operated by air forces.

Like the F27, the F28 is collaborativc ven-

ture. Fokker-VFW builds the Cockpit section,

centre section and wing root fairing, and car-

ries out assembly at Schiphol. Messcrschmitt-

Bölkow-Blohm in West Germany luppliei

mos! "I the fuselage aft of the wing, including

nacelles and support subs. VFW in West Ger-

many is responsible for the rear fuselage and

tail, and Shorts of Belfast builds the outer

wings and landing-gear doors. Equipment in-

cludes Dowty-Rotol landing gear and Smiths

autopilot.

Fokker announced plans for a 65-seat jet

successor to the F27 in 1962. The initial

Scheines showed an aircraft much like the F28

of today with a high tail, rear engines and a

wing of modest sweep. A unique airbrake for-

ming the rear of the fuselage is employed in

place of thrust reversers.

The initial produetion Version is designated

Mk 1000. In 1971 the Mk 2000 featured an

85-in (2.15-m) fuselage Stretch to aecom-

modate up to 79 passengers. A new wing,

with extended ups and leading-edge slats, was

applied to the Mk 1000 to producc the Mk
5000, and to the Mk 2000 to give the Mk
6000. Fokker then dcleted the slats and is scll-

ing the short body and new wing as the Mk
3000 and the long body and new wing as the

Mk 4000. A large cargo door is an optional ex-

tra

Type: medium-range transport

Powerplant: (Mk «XXI 4<XK> MXX)) two

9,900-Ib (4491kg) Rolls-Royce kB 183-2

Spey Mk 555-1511 turbofans

Performance: (at 63.934 lb 29000 kg) max-

imum level speed Mach 75. maximum cruis

ing speed at 30.000 ft (9150 m) 523 mph (843

km b); economical cruiiing speed at 30,000 ft

(9150 m) 421 mph (678 km/h); ränge at long-

range cruisc speed with füll reserves (Mk 3000

with 65 passengers) 1,611 miles (2593 km),

(Mk 4(XX) with H5 passengers) 1.151 miles

(1852 km). (Mk 6000 with 79 passengers)

1,185 miles (1908 km)

Weighes: (Mk 3(XX)) emptv 36.000 lb (16324

kg); maximum take-off 70.988 lb (32200 kg);

maximum landing 64,000 lb (29030 kg), iiijx

imum zero fucl 56,000 lb (25400 kg); (Mk

/ ~
!

/
- _5^
*• ••

Fokker VFW F28-4000 Fellowship (upper side view of 1000C)

4000) empts 3". 394 lb (16%2 kg), maximum length (Mk 3000) 80 ft 6Vi in (24.55 m); (Mk

take-off 70.988 lb (32200 kg), maximum lan- 4000 Mk 6000) 87 ft 9'/j in (26.76 m); height

ding 64. (XX) lb (29030 kg), maximum zero 27 ft 9>/j in (8.47 m); wing area (Mk 6000)

fuel 57,500 kb (26080 kg), (Mk 6000) empty 850 sq ft (78.97 m 2
)

38,318 lb (17381 kg), maximum takc-oft Armament: none

72,995 lb (33110 kg), maximum landing Operators: Austraha. Congo, Ghana, Ivory

64,000 lb (29030 kg), maximum zero fucl CÖast, Malaysia, Netherlands, Nigeria, Peru,

56.000 lb (25400 kg) Tanzama. I

Dimension»: span 82 ft 3 in (25.07 m);

Fournier RF-4

In 1960 Rene Fournier designed and built an

ultra-light single-seat aircraft designated

RF.01. The intention was to combine the

characteristics of a light sporting aircraft with

those of a sailplane, and the RF.01 was an ex-

tremely clean design powered by a 25-hp

(18.65-kW) converted Volkswagen engine

with dual ignition and carburettors.

The success of the prototype resulted in sup-»

port from the French government in laying

down a produetion line, and a second pro-

totype was built. Two pre-produetion aircraft

designated RF-2 were flown, the first in June

1962, and produetion modeis became the

RF-3, the first of which flew in March 1963,

reeeiving its certificate of airworthiness three

months later; produetion deliveries began in

November the same year.

Rene Fournier had entered into a partner-

ship in 1962 with Alpavia SA for produetion

of the RF-3, and 95 were built before an im-

proved model, the RF-4D, appeared.

In 1966 a further change of Company took

place when Sportavia-Putzer was formed in

Germany to take over manufacture of the RF

designs. A total of 160 RF-4Ds were built and

several achieved notable flights. In May 1969,

Miro Slovak flew one across the Atlantic in

175 hours 42 minutes to win the Evemng News
£1,000 prize for the best performance in the

Daily Mail's transatlantic race by a light air-

craft under 5,000 lb (2268 kg).

Further developments of the basic RF-4

design include the 'stretched' RF-5 two-seater

and the Sportavia SFS-31 Milan which com-

bines the RF-4 fuselage and tail unit married

to the 49 ft (15 m) span wing of the Scheibe

SF-27M sailplane.

The only known military user of the RF-4
is Egypt which reeeived six. They are believed

to be used for AOP and electronic-intelligence

work where their wooden construetion and

small engine give low radar and infra-red

signatures.

Type: single-seat light aircraft

Powerplant: one 40-hp (30-kW) converted

Volkswagen 1,200-cc four-cylinder car engine

Performance: maximum cruising speed

112 mph (180 km/h); economical cruising

Fournier RF-4D

speed 100 mph (160 km/hl; stalling speed

43.5 mph (70 km/h); rate of climb at sea level

690 ft (210 m) per minute; Service ceiling

19,700 ft (6000 m); take-off run 427 ft

(130 m); landing run 328 ft (100 m); ränge

with maximum fuel 415 miles (670 km)
Weights: empty 584 lb (265 kg); maximum

take-off in Utility role 859 lb (390 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 11 in (11.26 m);

length 19 ft 10 in (6.05 m); height (tail

down) 5 ft 2 in (1.57 m); wing area

120.6 sq ft (11.20 m2
)

Operators: Egypt

Fuji KM-2/KM-2B/T-3
The Fuji K.M-2 primary trainer is a develop-

ment of the civil KM prototype and first flew

on 16 July, 1962. A contract for 25 aircraft

was placed by the Japanese Maritime Self-

Defence Force and deliveries took place bet-

ween September 1962 and May 1965. Three

more were subsequently ordered in 1968 and

these had been delivered by February 1970.

Around 25 are still in Service.

The Japan Air Self-Defence Force which is

currently using around 80 Beech T-34A Men-
tors in the primary training role, has selected

the Fuji K.M-2B as its replacement under the

designation T-3. The KM-2B is a further

modification of the KM-2 design, incor-

porating the airframe and powerplant of the

Japanese aircraft with the two-seat cockpit

layout of the T-34A.

The first KM-2B, a civil aircraft, flew on 26

September, 1974 and reeeived its Japanese cer-

tification on 26 November, 1974. First of six

pre-production aircraft flew on 17 January,

1978, while the first of 32 ordered for the

JASDF was delivered in March 1978. The
force plans to order a further batch of 22 later,

and a liaison/search and rescue Version is being

considered.

Type: (KM-2B) primary trainer

Powerplant: one 340-hp (254-kW) Lycom-
ing IGSO-480-A1A6 piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at 16,000 ft

(4875 m) 234 mph (377 km/h); cruising speed

at 8,000 ft (2440 m) 204 mph (328 km/h);

rate of climb at sea level 1,520 ft (463 m) per

minute; take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 1,650 ft

(503 ml; landing run from 50 ft (15 r

1,430 ft (436 m); ränge 600 miles (965 km)
Weights: empty 2,469 lb (1120 kg); max-

imum loaded 3,329 lb (1510 kg)

Dimensions: span 32 ft 10 in (10.00 m);

length 26 ft 4 in (8.03 m); height 9 ft 11 in

(3.02 m); wing area 177.6 sq ft (16.50 m2
)

Operators: Japan
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Fuji LM-1/LM-2
The Fuji LM-1 Nikko is an adaptation of the

Beech B-45 Mentor airframe with the military

training equipment removed. Interior

modifications included conversion to take four

or five passengers, and 27 Nikkos were sup-

plied to the Japanese Ground Self-Defense

Force under US offshore procurement in the

mid-1950s. Two civilian versions were built

and one was later modified to form the pro-

totype of the KM-2 (sie). Two other LM-ls

were converted to LM-2s by the Substitution

of the much more powerful 340-hp (254-kW)

Lycoming IGSO-480 engine for liaison work
with the JGSDF. Around half of the LM-
l/LM-2s delivered are still in service, but the

type is gradually being retired and replaced by

helicopters.

Type: four five-seat general-purpose

monoplane

Powerplant: (LM-1) one 225-hp (168-kW)
Continental O-470-13 air-cooled piston engine

Performance: (LM-1) maximum speed at sea

level 185 mph (298 km/h); cruising speed at

3,000 ft (910 m) 148 mph (238 km/h); rate of

climb at sea level 990 ft (302 m) per minute;

service ceiling 15,000 ft (4575 m); take-off run

to 50 ft (15 m) 1,642 ft (501 m); landing run

from 50 ft (15 m) 1,110 ft (339 m); ränge

895 miles (1440 km) at 3,000 ft (910 m)
Weights: (LM-1) empty 2,080 lb (945 kg);

maximum loaded 3,527 lb (1600 kg)

Dimensions: (LM-1) span 32 ft 10 in

(10.00 m); length 25 ft 11 in (7.9 m); height

9 ft 7 in (2.92 m); wing area 177.6 sq ft

(16.49 m 2
)

Operators: Japan

Fuji LM-1/LM-2

Fuji T-1

The honour of building Japan's first post-

World War II domestically produced jet air-

craft went to the Fuji Company with its T1F2

trainer. By the end of the war in the Pacific,

the Japanese aircraft industry had produced

more than 100,000 aircraft and the country's

aviation technology was well advanced.

However, from 1945 aircraft development and

manufacture was prohibited under the terms

of the armistice agreement and while other

countries forged ahead in the immediate post-

war years, Japan's industry lay dormant.

The Situation was changed from April 1952

when government approval was given for the

industry to be revived, first with overhaul and

maintenance of US military aircraft and, from

several years later, produetion of riew aircraft,

which were initially foreign types built under

licence. As successor to the well-known Naka-

jima Company, Fuji Heavy Industries was

established in July 1953 and its aviation divi-

sion built a number of Beech Mentors. Later

developments of this basic design, the LM and

KM series are described elsewhere, while other

types built under licence included the Bell 204

helicopter.

When it became necessary to consider

replacing the North American T-6 (Harvard)

trainer, the Japanese Defense Agency issued a

design requirement and Fuji's entry was the

Tl, competing against designs from Shin

Meiwa and Kawasaki. Fuji won, and three

Tis were ordered on 11 July, 1956.

The first prototype flew on 8 January, 1958.

with a Bristol Orpheus turbojet, and the se-

cond flew the following month. It had been

intended to use the Japanese Ishikawajima-

Harima J3 turbojet in the T1F1, but delays in

engine development led to the use of the

British engine in the first two batches of Tis,

each comprising 20 aircraft; these were

designated T1F2, and deliveries of the first 20

were completed in June 1961 with the second

20 following by July 1962. They reeeived the

Japanese Air Self-Defense Force designation

TIA. A prototype of the T1F1 was converted

from a T1F2 and flown on May 17, 1960 with

the J3-IHI-3 engine developing 2,645-lb

(1200-kg) thrust. As a result of successful

flight trials, despite the reduced power, the

JASDF ordered 20 TIFls under the designa-

tion T1B, and delivery took place between

September 1962 and June 1963.

Further development followed with the

T1F3, which flew in April 1965 powered with

a development of the Ishikawajima-Harima

engine, the J3-IHI-7, giving 3,085-lb

(1400-kg) thrust, and the JASDF planned to

re-engine all TIBs with this engine,

redesignating them TIC. Most of the 50 or

more Fuji jet trainers in JASDF service are

with the 13th Wing at Ashiya. Because of this

airfield's proximity to the sea, the Tis are

painted in anti-corrosion white instead of the

natural metal finish used on other JASDF
trainers.

Fuji T1A

Type: (T1F2/T1A): intermediate jet trainer

Powerplant: one 4,000-lb (1814-kg) Rolls-

Royce Orpheus 805 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at 20,000 ft

(6100 m) 575 mph (925 km/h); cruising speed

at 30,000 ft (9150 m) 385 mph (620 km/h);

cruising speed at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 357 mph
(575 km/h); rate of climb at sea level 6,500 ft

(1980 m) per minute; service ceiling 52,000 ft

(15850 m); take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 2,000

ft (610 m); landing run 1,920 ft (585 m);

ränge on internal fuel 805 miles (1300 km);

ränge with underwing tanks 1,210 miles (1950

km)

Weights: empty 5,335 lb (2420 kg); normal

take-off 9,150 lb (4150 kg); take-off with

underwing tanks 11,020 lb (5000 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 5 in (10.50 m);

length 39 ft 9 in (12.12 m); height 13 ft 4 in

(4.08 m); wing area 239.2 sq ft (22.22 m 2

)

Armament: one Colt-Browning 0.50-in

(12.7-mm) machine-gun in nose; if underwing

tanks are not carried, each rack can be used for

a gun pod, Sidewinder air-to-air missile,

750-lb (340-kg) bomb, napalm bomb or cluster

of 2.75-in (70-mm) air-to-air rockets

Operators: Japan

GAF (Government Aircraft Factories) Nomad/Mission Maste r/Search Master
The GAF Nomad is a twin-turboprop STOL
Utility transport developed for a variety of

roles, including maritime patrol. The first of

two Model N2 prototypes made its maiden

flight in July 1971, and the Standard N22B
short-fuselage produetion version is known as

the Mission Master in military service. A
fishery-produetion and anti-smuggling
variant, the Search Master, has since been

developed.

The basic Nomad is a high-wing aircraft

with full-span double-slotted flaps for STOL
Operations, allowing it to take off in 600 ft

(183 m). The aircraft is designed for single-

pilot Operation and can aecommodate 12

passengers or a typical disposable load of 4,250

lb (1931 kg). Double doors on the left give ac-

cess to the cabin and a dropping hatch, the

doors of which can be operated from the

cockpit, has a capacity of 500 lb (227 kg). The
Mission Master can also carry up to 2,000 lb

(909 kg) of Stores on four underwing pylons,

which can be fitted with gun or rocket pods.

Surveillance and night-vision aids may be fit-

ted in a nose bay, and removable seat armour

and self-sealing fuel tanks can be incorporated.

The aircraft 's powerplant, a pair of Allison

250-B17B turboprops, is the first application

of this engine in a fixed-wing type. Its more
normal use is as a turboshaft in helicopters

such as the Bell JetRanger and Hughes 500,

but the Model 250 has proved to be very

suitable for driving a propeller instead of a

rotor, with excellent power and reliability

combined with low noise.

The maritime-patrol Search Master is based

on the Standard N22B Mission Master and is

The GAF Mission Master is the military version of the N22B short-body model of the Australien twin-turboprop Nomad STOL transport.

This 'MM' for the Australian Army has four wing pylons, transparent cockpit roof and comprehensive Communications.
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available m lw» versions: thc Scarch Master H,

witli j note-mounted Bcndix RDR-1400
sein li radar; and Se.in.li Master I.. incor-

Dg thc Litton I.ASR-2 radar in a radome

beneath thc beUy. Th« RDR-1400 can detect a

wooden boat 40 ft (12 m) long at a ränge of

22.5 miles (36 km) and can pick up a 150 ft (46

m) objeet at twicc tliis distanec. Thc radar can

also detect weither out to ranges of 270 miles

(432 km) and can interrogate transponders

within 185 milei (2% km). Thc LASR-2, a

derivative of the APS-503 which equipi thc

Canadian Armed Forces' Sikorskv Sea King

helicopters, is sinnlar to thc radar installed in

the Fokkcr-VFW 1
:27M marmmc-patrol air-

craft and is mounted undet the Seari h

Master's fuselage, giving it a 360° scan.

The L Version has a slightly slower cruising

speed than thc B, but the superior radar Per-

formance more than compensates for this

reduetion. Against a target with a iross-

section of 10,750 sq ft (1000 m2
) in sea >tat<

three and with the aircratt cruising at 5,000 ft

(1524 m), the Scarch Master L has a radar

ränge of 115 miles (184 km) — twice that of

the B Version — and on an eight-hour patrol it

survcys more than 3.2 times the ocean area.

Even greater improvements arc achicvcd

against small targets.

The Scarch Master is also equipped with a

Litton LTN-72 incrtial navigator which sup-

plies all the information nceded to carry out a

search over large tracts of sea and which can

feed directly into the autopilot to flv an effi-

cienl pattern Larger fuel tanks arc fitted tO in-

crease the aircraft's ränge, and bubble Win-

dows are fitted in thc fuselage sidcs to aid

Visual Observation The Scarch Master's crew

comprisd pilot, CO-ptlot, radar Operator and

navigator Stores such js rcionnaissance pods

tan DC attached to underwing pylons, and an

RC-9 caiiicra may be fitted in a hatch in the

cabin floor, which is also suitablc for deliver-

ing flares or other droppablc items

Type: Utility transport and mantimc-patrol

aircraft

Powerplant: two 400-shp (298-kW) Alhson

250-B17B turboprops

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

193 mph (309 km/h); cconomical cruising

speed 161 mph (258 km h); sca-levcl rate oi

climb 1,410 ft (429 m) per minute; ceiling

23,500 ft (7164 m); maximum ränge at 161

GAF Nomad 22

mph (258 km h) with reserves and auxiharv

fuel 1.300 miles (2080 km)
Weight»: tvpical operating 4,750 Ib (2159

kg); maximum takc-off 9.000 Ib (4090 kg)

Dimension*: sp.m 54 tr (16.46 m); length 41

in (12.56 m). height 18 ft IVi in (5 53

m); wing area 145 3 sq ft (13.50 m 2
)

Operator»: (Mission Master) Austraha, In-

donesia, Papua New Guinea. Phihppines,

(Search Master) Indonesia

Gates Learjet 25B

One of the world's most successful business

jets, the Learjet not only has thc appearance of

a fighter but was the direet OUtCOme ol .i jet

fightcr design. In 1955 the Flug und Fahr-

zeugwerke AG (FFA) built and tested thc

P-1604 fighter, aiming at a Swiss air force

order which did not in fact matcrialise. Thc
aircraft came to the attention of William P.

Lear, a talented engineer who headed thc

successful electronics and aircraft Company,

Lear Incorporated. He deeided to recruit thc

FFA design team and he formed the Swiss

American Aviation Corporation (later Learjet

Corporation) to develop a light transport

based on the P-1604.

In 1962, Lear Jet Corporation moved to

Wichita, Kansas, and the prototype of the

new Learjet 23 first flew on 7 October 1963.

It had a streamlined fuselage mounting two
General Electric CJ610-1 turbojets in rear fuse-

lage pods, and employed wing and tip tanks

which recalled its P-1604 ancestry. The Model

23 could aecommodate two crew and five

passengers, and the Performance of the proto-

type justified every hope of its creator. The
Learjet development team pushed the aircraft

through the civil certification procedure in the

short space of nine months, and thc first com-
mercial delivery of a produetion Model 23 was
made in October 1964.

Orders came initially from business con-

cerns, with no US military Orders despite Com-
pany presentations to the Pentagon. The
USAF and US Navy preferred the Rockwell
(North American) T-39 Sabreliner, largely

because of its greater cabin volume and higher

payload. The only Learjet for governmental

use was one machine delivered to NASA's
Arnes Research Center in September 1965. In

1966 Learjet announced the Model 24 featur-

ing increased gross weight and improvements
to the pressurization System, and this was
further developed into the Model 24B which
employed more powerful CJ610-6 power-
plants. It was this model which found tne first

true military application, in the unusual role of

target towing. Two aircraft were sold to

Swedair Ltd to undertake contracts for the

armed forces of Sweden, Denmark and
Austria, and they were fitted with a PM-7C
dart target housed externally under the rear

fuselage together with an under-fuselage chaff

dispenser pod for ECM training missions. The
high Performance of the Learjet made it highly

suitable for sorties involving SAAB-35s and
-37s and Swedish anti-aircraft batteries.

Shortly after introduetion of the Model 24
the Company brought out the stretched Learjet

25 with capacity for two extra passengers and
with the large oval windows of earlier aircraft

replaced by smaller reetangular units. This
window arrangement was introduced in the

smaller Model 24D of 1970 and the Company
(now named Gates Learjet) also announced the

short ränge Model 24C. The new series

started to find favour with overseas users, the

500th Learjet (a -24D) being delivered to the

McxK.m u.ivv in 1975 A Model 251) went to

the Fuerza Aerea Boliviana tor high-spcedcom-

.munications, and thc Yugoslav government

reeeived two -25Bs in military inarkmgs tor

their Belgradc-bascd VIP flight. The most

populär task for military Lcarjets has been

high-altitudc photography and remote

sensing. For this application, thc aircraft is tit-

ted with a large Single or dual integral camera

pod |u\t forward of the wing. In many South

American countnes aerial mapping is j

military task and the air arms of Ecuador.

Peru, Bolivia and Argentina all reeeived Lear-

icts in tlns contiguration. Operating at 41,000

feet (12497 m), the vcrsjtile Learjet can also be

used for Standard military photo-
reconnaissancc but is rapidly convertible for

normal transport if required.

Type: 10-seat light Communications, target-

towing, photographic and special-duties air-

craft

Powerplant: two 2,950-lb (1338-kg) General

Electric CJ610-6
Performance: maximum cruising speed

Gates Learjet 25

Mach 0.81 or 534 mph (860 km h); maximum
rate of climb 6,050 ft (1844 m) per minute;

time to 41,000 ft (12497 m) 19 minutes;

balanced field length 5.186 ft (1581 m); takc-

off distance over 35-ft (10.67-m) obstacle

3.400 ft (1036 m); maximum ränge with füll

fuel 1,900 miles (3080 km); service ceiling

41.000 ft (12497 m)

Weight»: Empty 7.355 lb (3336 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 15.000 Ib (6804 kg)

Dimension»: span 35 ft 7 in (10.85 m);

length 47 ft 7 in (14.50 m); height 12 ft 3 in

(3 73 m); wing area 231.8 sq ft (21.53 m?)
Operators: Bolivia, Peru, Yugoslavia;

Operators of the Learjet 24 include Ecuador

and Mexico; and of the Model 35A Argentina

Best-selling executive jet, the Learjet has been sold in vanous modeis to a number of air forces, usually for VIP liaison. This is a specially

equipped Model 24 used by the civil Operator Swedair as a target tug for hire to Sweden, Denmark and Austria.
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General Dynamics F-16

Small, lightweight, agile, hard to see and hard

to hit, the General Dynamics F-16 is one of

the most promising fighter designs to emerge

in recent years. Its origins go back to February

1972, when General Dynamics, Boeing, LTV,
Lockheed and Northrop all submitted pro-

posals to the US Air Force for a new
lightweight fighter (LWF) with exceptional

manoeuvrability. Two months later General

Dynamics and Northrop were each given con-

tracts for two prototypes, to be flown against

one another (and other contemporary USAF
fighters) in a competitive fly-off to decide the

winner. The choice was not an easy one, for

both General Dynamics' YF-16 and Nor-

throp's twin-engined YF-17 gave equally ex-

cellent Performances, neither really deserving

to lose. As subsequent events have shown,

neither did actually lose, for although the

YF-17 was unsuccessful in the US Air Force

competition, its direct derivative, the F-18

Hörnet, now seems assured of large orders

from the US Navy and possibly other

customers.

Originally there was no intention of

building an LWF in quantity, but this was

overturned by the emergence of a large export

market, initially in Europe. Selection of the

F-16 for the USAF was announced in January

1975, and five months later came the news

that four European air forces (those of

Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway and Den-

mark) had chosen the F-16 to replace

Lockheed Starfighters and other types in their

respective modernization programmes.
Another substantial contract followed in Oc-

tober 1976, when the Imperial Iranian air

force ordered 160, to carry total Orders beyond

the 1,000 mark. The USAF now plans to have

narly 1,400 eventually, and the four NATO
countries have ordered 348. The latter will be

divided 116 to Belgium, 102 to the

Netherlands, 72 to Norway and 58 to Den-

mark; there are assembly lines in Belgium and

the Netherlands in addition to that in the

USA. In all cases the totals include a propor-

tion of tandem two-seat F-16B fighter/

trainers.

The first YF-16 prototype made its maiden

flieht on 20 January 1974. An exhaustive fly-

off against the YF-17 occupied almost the

whole of that year, and after the F-16's accep-

tance a further eight modified development

aircraft were built; six single-seat F-16As and

two two-seat F-16Bs. The first of these flew

on 8 December 1976 and the last in June 1978.

The production go-ahead was announced in

the spring of 1978, when General Dynamics

was authorized to Start building the first 105

aircraft for the USAF, the first 192 for

Europe, and the first 55 for Iran. August 1978

saw the initial flight of a series-built F-16A,

and in the winter of 1978-79 the 388th Tac-

tical Fighter Wing at Hill AFB, Utah, became

the first USAF unit to receive the new fighter;

European deliveries began shortly afterwards.

The engine is almost identical with that

used in the twin-engined McDonnell Douglas

F-15, and although the USAF is deeply con-

cerned about the engine's continuing troubles,

the type's maturity must be an advantage. The
inlet is a simple fixed-geometry hole on the

underside of the fuselage, though this reduces

the maximum speed.

Some of the tatest technology can be seen in

the aerodynamic structure, and in the avionics

and fire-control Systems of the F-16. For ex-

ample, the way that the wings are blended in-

to the body, instead of being 'stuck on', not

only helps to save weight but increases the

overall lift at high angles of attack and reduces

drag in the transonic speed ränge. Moveable

flaps on the wing leading- and trailing-edges,

controlled automatically by the aircraft 's speed

and altitude, enable the wing to assume an Op-

timum configuration for lift under all condi-

tions of flight. The highly-swept strakes that

lead forward alongside the nose provide fur-

ther lift; they also prevent wing-root stall,

reduce buffeting, and improve directional

stability and roll control. A lot of thought has

gone into cockpit design to get the canopy

shape, seat angle and instrument layout just

rieht, so that the pilot has the maximum field

of view and maximum efficiency with a

minimum of fatigue: a most important factor

in an aircraft liable to pull up to 9 g in an air-

The General Dynamics F-16, likely to be named eventually, was a mere demonstrator of advanced light-fighter technology that suddenly
found itself in international production as a multl-role combat airc r 2**

General Dynamics F-16 cutaway drawing key

1 Pltot tube
2 Radome
3 Planar radar Scanner
4 Scanner drive motors
5 ADF antenna
6 Front electronics equipment

bay
7 Westmghouse radar

electronics

8 Forward radar warning
antenna

9 Cockpit front

bulkhead
10 Instrument panel shroud
11 Missile control electronics

1 2 Fuselage forbody strake

fairing

13 Marconi-Elliot head-up
display

14 Side stick Controller (fly-by-

wire control System)
1 5 Cockpit floor

16 Frameless bubble canopy
17 Canopy fairing

18 Ejection seat (30-deg tilt

back)
19 Pilot's safety harness
20 Throttle

21 Side control panel

22 Cockpit frame construction
23 Eiection seat headrest

24 Cockpit canopy seal

25 Canopy hinge
26 Rear avionics bay (growth

area)

27 Cockpit rear bulkhead
28 Boundary-layer Splitter- plate

29 Fixed g ometry air intake

30 Antenna
31 Aft retracting nosewheel
32 Shock absorber scissor link

33 Retraction strut

34 Nosewheel door
35 Intake trunking

36 Cooling louvres
37 Gun gas suppression nozzle
38 Air conditioning System

pipes

39 Forward fuselage fuel tanks
40 Canopy aft glazing
41 Drop tank, capacity 370 US

gal (1 400 I)

49 Ammunition drum (500*20-
mm rounds)

50 Ammunition drum flexible

drive shaft

51 Hydraulic gun drive motor
52 Leading edge control shaft

53 Hydraulic Service bay
54 Hydraulic reservoir

55 Leading edge manoeuvre
flap drive motor

56 Antenna
57 No 2 hydraulic System

reservoir

58 Leading edge control shaft

59 Inboard pylon
60 Wing centre pylon
61 Mk82 500-lb (227-kg)

bombs
62 Outboard wing pylon
63 Missile launcher shoe
64 AIM-9L Sidewinder missile

65 Starboard navigation light

66 Aluminium honeycomb
leading edge construction

67 Static dischargers

68 Fixed trailing edge section

69 Multi-spar wing construction
70 Integral wing fuel tank

71 Starboard flaperon

72 Fuel System piping

73 Access panels
74 Centre fuel tank panels
75 Centre fuselage fuel tank

76 Intake duct
77 Wing mounting bulkheads
78 Flight refuelling receptacle

79 Pratt & Whitney F1 00- PW-
100(3) turbofan

80 Engine gearbox, airframe

mounted
81 Gearbox drive shaft

82 Ground pressure

refuelling receptacle

90

91

92
93
94

95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104

105
106
107
108

109

110
111
112
113
114

Anti-collision light power
supply
Starboard tailplane

Graphite-epoxy fin skins

Fm construction
Aluminium honeycomb
leading edge construction
Steel leading edge strip

Antenna
Anti-collision light

Tail radar warning antenna
Aluminium honeycomb
rudder construction

Rudder servo-actuator
Radar warning power supply
Tail navigation light

Fully variable exhaust nozzle

Split trailing edge airbrakes

(upper and lower surfaces)

Airbrake jack

Port tailplane

Static dischargers
Graphite-epoxy tailplane

skins

Aluminium honeycomb
construction
Titanium tailplane spar
Tailplane pivot mounting
Tailplane servo-actuator
Nozzle sealing fairing

Fueldraulic nozzle actuators

42 Forbody b'ended wing root

43 TACAN aerial

44 Fuel tank access panel
45 Cannon barreis

46 Forbody frame construction
47 M-61 rotary cannon
48 Ammunition feed and link

return chutes

83 Flaperon servo-actuator
84 Rear fuselage frame

construction
85 Integral fuel tank
86 Front engine mounting
87 Antenna
88 Fin root fairing

89 Flight control System
hydraulic accumulators

115 Afterburner tailpipe 3' I

116 Rear fuselage bulkheads
117 Rear engine mountings
1 18 Formation light

119 Chaff and flare dispenser

120 Fuselage sidebody fairing

121 Runway arresting hook
122 Ventral fin, port and

starboard
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to-air combat. All flying controli are elec-

tncally operated through a 'fiy-by-wire'

System that replaces the old-fashioned

mechanical linkages. ein

respond faster and more accurately to pilot

commands. whilst also simplifymg
maintcnance. A head-up display. ude-itick

Controller aru: «rat are also

included in the cockpit

Since the original LWF specification was
drawn up in the earlv 1970» the role envuaged
for the F-16 has predictably changed from tnat

of a purely defensive air-supenonty demon-
strator to that of a multi-role tactical fighter

able to carry out air-to-ground attack To that

extent, the Performance onginally to be ex-

pected when armed only with a built-in gun
plus a pair of wingtip-mounted AIM-9L air-

to-air missiles has been compromised by the

'Chnstmas tree' effect of hanging all kinds of

externa! weapons or other equipment under

the wings and fuselage; but the F-16 remains a

csntinufJ

First delivery of the F 16 to the Kl iRoyal Netherlands AF) were made in June 1979. this is one of the 22 dual-control F-16Bs

123 Port flaperon
1 24 Flaperon hinges
125 Aluminium honeycomb

flaperon construetion

137 Leading edge rotary

actuators

138 Integral wing fuel tank
139 Inboard pylon fixing

140 Wing attachment plate

141 Main undercarriage legs

142 Retraction strut
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General Dynamics F-16

most impressive performer even under full-

load conditions, naturally regaining its füll

measure of agility once the weapons have been

delivered. Though limited in all-weather at-

tack capability, the F-16A carries a good ränge

of modern avionics. Based on a digital Com-
puter, the Westinghouse multi-mode pulse-

Doppler radar has a look-down ränge,

eliminating ground 'clutter', of 23-35 miles

(37-56 km), and a look-up ränge of 29-46

miles (46-74 km). In air-to-air fighting, the

pilot has a choice of one missile-nring mode
plus two gunnery modes ('snap-shoot' and op-

tical lead-computing) available on the cockpit

Stores control panel. Air-to-ground attacks can

be made under visual, blind or electro-optical

delivery conditions, by day or night and to

some degree in adverse weather. Combined
with a long-life structure, low radar signature,

active and passive countermeasures, plus first-

class manoeuvrability, the F-16 is clearly

destined to make an outstanding contribution

to the tactical defence of the United States and

Western Europe for many years to come. By

1980 the USAF anticipates a mission reliability

factor of 80 per cent based on a rate of 1V2 sor-

ties per aircraft per day.

Countries attempting to buy the F-16 early

in 1979 included Israel and Turkey, while the

type was also being evaluated by Australia and

Canada; Iran's change of government has led

to the cancellation of that country's order.

Type: single-seat tactical fighter (F-16A) and

two-seat combat trainer (F-16B)

Powerplant: one 23,810-lb (10800-kg) Pratt

& Whitney F100-PW-100(3) afterburning

turbofan

Performance: maximum speed (YF-16) at

36,000 ft (10970 m) with two Sidewinders

Mach 1.95 or 1,289 mph (2074 km/h); com-

bat radius (YF-16) with two Mk 82 bombs
340 miles (547 km), (F-16A) about 575 miles

(925 km); ferry ränge (F-16A) with drop-

tanks 2,303 miles (3705 km); service ceiling

(F-16A) about 60,000 ft (18290 m); maximum
rate of climb (YF-16) with two Mk 82 bombs
42,000 ft (12802 m) per minute

Weights: (F-16A) operational empty 14,567

lb (6607 kg); internal fuel 6,972 lb (3162 kg);

maximum external load 15,200 lb (6894 kg);

design take-off gross, clean 22,500 lb (10205

kg); maximum take-off without external

tanks 22,785 lb (10335 kg), with external load

33,000 lb (14968 kg)

Dimensions: span (over missiles) 32 ft 10 in

(10.01 m); length 47 ft 7V* in (14.52 m);

height 16 ft 5 1/« in (5.01 m); wing area 300 sq

ft (27.87 m 2
)

Armament: one 20-mm General Electric

M61A-1 multi-barrel cannon in left

wing/body fairing, with 500 rounds; one

AIM-9J/L Sidewinder infra-red homing
missile at each wingtip (radar-homing Spar-

row or AMRAAM later) for air-to-air in-

terception; six underwing hardpoints and one

under fuselage for up to 15,200 lb (6894 kg) of

attack weapons or drop-tanks (10,500 lb/4763

kg if füll internal fuel is carried). Stores under

wings/fuselage can include four more
Sidewinders or Sparrows, Pave Penny laser

tracking pod, single or cluster bombs, flare

pods, air-to-surface missiles, laser-guided and

electro-optical weapons

Operators: Belgium, Denmark, the

Netherlands, Norway, USAF

The weapons illustrated comprise tnplets of free-fall bombs (typically Mk 82) and four

Sidewinders (AIM-9J depicted but operational Standard will be the 9L).
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The unswept wing has an automatic variable camber with flaps and hlnged leading edges.
In subsonic cruise the wing is flat. At supersonic speeds it is curved slightly up, while for

subsonic manoeuvre the leading edge goes down fully.



Low visibility twi .mdard USAF coli, . ,jnd
Pollowing successful triala will probably in ful I .me. ihe 30 sq M i I

will be coated with nn anti . )yer.

Relaxed static stability ,jnd a high reliability stability augmenialion System are rellected i

Ihe unusual shape and especially ihe large area strakes and blended wing/fuselage which
also offers valuable space lor avionics and gun

USAF
50747

Airbrakes are above and below the trailing edge of each wing/body strake, just mboard of
the horizontal tails. The latter augment the roll Performance which stems also from the wing
trailing-edge surfaces, known as flaperons.
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General Dynamics (Convair) F-106 Delta Dart

In the early 1950s it became clear that the

'Ultimate Interceptor' being developed by

Convair would not be operational by its 1954

deadline. Faced with this problem, the US Air

Force decided to procure from Convair a less

sophisticated, interim interceptor. This

became designated the F-102A Delta Dagger:

the original MX-1554 Ultimate Interceptor

was then designated the F-102B, and it is this

aircraft which became eventually the F-106

Delta Dart.

It was fortunate that the USAF adopted

such a policy, for the F-102A ran into serious

development problems, and it was not until

April 1956 that the first production examples

of this 'interim' aircraft entered service. In the

same period the F-102B was virtually at a

standstill, starved of funds and still awaiting

its Wright J67 powerplant, though the

Hughes MX-1179 electronic control System

(ECS) was ready before the airframe. When
the F-102A tests were seen to be successful the

US Air Force contracted for 749 examples; at

the same time, November 1955, an order was

placed for 17 F-102Bs. The Hughes MA-1 (ex-

MX-1179) fire control System, and a mock up

of the proposed cockpit with radically new
equipment and cockpit displays was available

for inspection in December 1955.

On 17 June 1956 the F-102B was

redesignated officially as the F-106, reflecting

the fact that the original requirement had now
changed considerably. When the initial details

became known, on 28 September 1956, it was

clear that the USAF had raised its sight

somewhat. Convair were now required to

produce an aircraft capable of intercepting

enemy vehicles in all weathers at altitudes up

to 70,000 ft (21335 m) and within a radius of

430 miles (692 km). Armed with guided

missiles, and/or rockets with atomic

warheads, the F-106 was expected also to

carry out interceptions at speeds of up to Mach
2.0 at heights of up to 35,000 ft (10670 m),

under automatic guidance from SAGE installa-

tions integrating with the MA-1 fire control

System.

Two YF-106A prototypes made their first

flights on 26 December 1956 and 26 February

1957, but flight tests were disappointing, and

it was painfully obvious that there were still

many shortcomings. Maximum speed was

some 15% below the required figure, but

causing greater concern was the slow rate of

acceleration, and neither of these factors were

helped by delays in the Pratt & Whitney

J75-P-9 turbojet which had been substituted

for the Wright J67 chosen originally. To ag-

gravate the Situation still further, the MA-1
ECS was not performing well, and a shortage

of funds almost caused the USAF to scrap the

entire F-106 programme.

To salvage something from this difficult

Situation, the USAF decided to reduce its plan-

ned procurement of 1,000 F-106s by some

65%. So much had already been spent on the

programme that it seemed sensible to continue

development so that the US Air Force would

acquire eventually a smaller but high quality

force of interceptors. Engine intake modifica-

tions, and eradication of some of the bugs

from engine and avionics, made it possible for

the first deliveries of aircraft with an initial

operational capability to be made to the 498th

Fighter Interceptor Squadron at Geiger AFB,
Washington, in October 1959. Production of

277 F-106As and 63 F-106B two-seat combat

trainers (which retained füll combat
capability), ended in December 1960. Improv-

ed F-106C, F-106D and F-106X variants were

also projected, but none were built.

Late production F-106As differed in equip-

ment from those which entered service in

1959, which meant that modification pro-

grammes to bring all aircraft to a common
Standard were running concurrently with the

production of new aircraft. This was but the

tip of the iceberg, for the need to retain the

F-106s in front-line service with Aerospace

Defense Command (ADC) has meant the up-

dating programmes have been almost con-

tinuous since that time. These have included

the Installation of ejection seats operable in

supersonic flight, the provision of flight

refuelling capability and of drop tanks suitable

for supersonic Operations; improved radar,

automatic flight control and DC power
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System under the MEISR (Minimum Essential

Improvement in System Reliability) pro-

gramme; introduction of an M-61 20-mm
multi-barrel gun, lead-computing gunsight,

clear cockpit canopy, and radar homing and

warning (RHAW) System under ADC's Six-

shooter programme; and the Installation of a

Hughes solid-state digital Computer.

In early 1979, ADC still retained six

squadrons of F-106 aircraft to defend the

United States from conventional attack, these

being supported by five F-106, three F-101 and

two F-4 squadrons flown by the Air National

Guard. During 1978, one of the ANG's F-106

squadrons was replaced by the second F-4

squadron.

Current events show that the USAF did

well to persevere in its efforts to get the F-106

into service in 1959, believing in its capability

sufficiently to accept and make the best possi-

ble use of some 35% of the number planned

originally. It is now twenty years since that

decision, and the F-106s are still in the front-

line of the nation's defence: they are likely to

remain there until the early 1980s when suffi-

cient advanced fighter/interceptors will

become available to take over this role.

Type: supersonic all-weather interceptor

Convair F-106A Delta Dart

Powerplant: one 24,500-lb (11113-kg) reheat

Pratt & Whitney J75-P-17 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed Mach 2.3 or

1,519 mph (2445 km/h) at 36,000 ft H0970
m); combat radius with external fuel tanks 729

miles (1173 km)
Weights: empty 23,646 lb (10726 kg); max-

imum take-ofr (F-106A, area interceptor mis-

sion) 38,700 lb (17554 kg)

Dimension*: span 38 ft 3'/2 in (11.67 m);

length 70 ft 8V< in (21.56 m); height 20 ft 3W
in (6.18 m); wing area 631.3 sq ft 58.65 m 2

)

1

yJ5. AIR FORCE

Armament: one Douglas AIR-2A Genie or

AIR-2B Super Genie rocket, and four Hughes
AIM-4F or AIM-4G Super Falcon air-to-air

missiles carried in internal weapons bay; many
aircraft have also one 20-mm gun
Operators: US Air Force

7S465

General Dynamics (Convair) F-106A Delta Dart of the 159th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Florida National Air Guard.

The General Dynamics F-106A Delta Dart is another willing old bird soldiering on through lack of a replacement, this one is operatmg from

the Air Defense Weapons Center at Tyndall AFB. By 1979 it was intended that the F-15 should help in this role



General Dynamics F-111/FB-111

li iicnls iio muri- than j glance at thc currcnt

iiivciitmy "I thc Soviet air forcc to sec how
one country, at least, has moved hcavily in

favour of variablc-geometry or 'swing-wing'

aircraft in thc past 10 to 15 years. For thc na-

tion that first put this principlc into practicc in

a produetion aircraft, howcver, thc progress

froin prototype to successful scrvicc warplane

im. nie a far from happy story. Thc major ad-

vantages offered by a variablc-geometry air-

craft arc a high supersonic performance with

thc wings swept back; cconomical subsonic

cruising speed with them fully spread; a long

opcr.itioii.il or ferry ränge; and relatively short

takc-off and landing runs at very high

weights. So, when thc US Air Forcc's Tactical

Air < iomiiMiid was secking a sinke aircraft to

rcplacc thc Rcpublic FT05 Thunderchief, as

outlincd in its SOR (Specific Opcrational Rc-

quirement) 183 of 14 June 1960, it was very

interested in the results of experiments with

variable-geometry wing configurations that

had reccntly becn condueted by NASA's
Langlcy Research Center at Hampton,

Virginia. The US Navy, at thc samt- tinie, was

looking for a new fleet air defence fightcr to

sueeeed the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom,

and eventually the Department of Defense

decreed that the two requirements should bc

combincd in a singlc programmc known as

TFX, or Tactical Fighter, Experimcntal.

The Defense Secretary, Robert McNamara,
stuck to this decision despite strong objeetions

from both Services, and his department re-

jeeted all six designs originally submitted in

late 1961. However, a design from Boeing,

and a Joint offering by General Dynamics and

Grumman, were considered worthy of study

contracts. At thrce subsequent 'paper' cvalua-

tion Conferences, after succcssivc refinements

of the two designs, the Boeing contender ap-

peared to bc i clear favountc and was almost

univcrsally recommended for adoption. To
McNamara, howcver, it was technologically

too advanced and lacked the commonahty bet-

ween the air forcc and navy versions that he

bclieved was cssential. He therefore overruled

his advisers, and on 24 November 1962 a

dcvelopment contract for 23 aircraft was

awardcd to General Dynamics. Of these, 18

were to be basic tactical F-lllAs for the

USAF and five were F-lllBs, devcloped

primanly by Grumman for the US Navy.

The F-111B began to run into trouble

almost immcdiately; despite a long and inten-

sive flight dcvelopment programmc thc type

was eventually cancelled in July 1968. The air-

craft had consistcntly proved overweight,

quitc unablc to meet the performance required

of it, and only seven cxamplcs were com-
pleted: thc five dcvelopment machines, plus

two of thc 231 produetion F-l 1 IBs which the

US Navy had planned to order.

The F-l IIA, on which all subsequent

modeis were based, had an almost cqually

unhappy carly history after its first flight on 21

Dccember 1964, but eventually it was cleared

for scrvicc and dclivenes of 141 produetion ex-

amplcs began in October 1967, to thc 474th

Tactical Fighter Wing at Ncllis AFB, Nevada.

In spring 1968 thc 428th Tactical Fighter

Squadron took six F-l 11 As to Thailand for

opcrational trials over Vietnam — and lost

thrce of them in four wecks. Groundings and

modifications followed, and when 48 more
F-l 11 As were sent to Vietnam in 1972-73,

they flew over 4,000 combat sorties in seven

months for the loss of only six aircraft One <>f

the modifications was to the engine air inlci

geometry; the next 94 aircraft were built with

an cnlarged inlct (to suit more powerful

engines which were not fitted) and designated

F-111E

Mcanwhilc. the designation FT HC had

been applied to 24 aircraft ordered by thc

Royal Austrahan Air Force in 1963, but as a

result of extensive modifications and escalating

costs the delivcry of these did not begin until

1973. They have the increased-span wings of

thc FB-1UA and a strengthened landing gear.

Another export order was placed in 1966

when the Royal Air Force ordered 50

F-lllKs, but these were cancelled two years

latcr and the two that were almost complete

became YF-lllAs for the USAF, the rest

becoming FB-lllAs.

The third produetion tactical Version for the

USAF (96 were built) was thc F-l HD, which

combincd a slightly more powerful engine

with thc modified inlets of thc E model. It also

introduced 'Mk II' avionics, which includcd

an AN/APQ-30 atlack radar, a digital (instead

of analogue) Computer, AN 'APN-189 Dop-

pler navigation equipment, and head-up

displays for both crew members, scveral other

installations were improved versions of thc

'Mk I' Systems in the F-l 1 1 A and E. These

avionics had great potential, but proved ex-

tremely costly and troublesome.

The fourth and last tactical produetion Ver-

sion, the F-111F, has becn desenbed as 'the

aircraft that thc F-l 11 should have been from

the beginnmg' It has a much more powerful

TF30 engine, with which it first flcw in May

1973, and Mk lli' *riich, white

morr advanced llian those in the A and E. arc

less complex than those in thc Fl 1 1D In this

form thc F-l 11 finally emerged as thc süperb

combat aeroplane that it was planned to be,

with excellcnt ränge, efficiency and relubdity

in the worst possible weather L'nfortunately.

by the Urne that it was readv for produetion,

costs had nsen so much that the UsAF could

only buy 94 aircraft The F- 1 11 F. wing is based

at RAF Upper Heyford, and the F 11
'.

at RAF Lakenhcath. both in Engbnd.
Howcver, the combincd force of Ds and Fs

make thc total look rather more respectable,

and the Tactical Air Cornmand will improve

its overall effectiveness still further if, as seems

hkcly, it is allowed the 40 cxamplcs it wants of

thc electronic tountermeasures EF-111A
These would be converted from existing

F-l 11 As, and would rcplacc thc present EB-66

versions of thc Douglas Dcst royer for the task

of suppressing hostile radars. Two prototypes

have been converted by Grumman (first flight

10 March 1977), and have alieady demonst-

rated thcir capabilities. They have ALQ-99E
noise jammer equipment inside a canoe-shaped

radome under thc weapons bay. with thc

receiver and antennae for the System in a large

fin-tip pod. The Installation is thc samc as that

of the Grumman EA-6B Prowler, but without

thc extra two crew.

The other major basic Version, serving with

the Strategie Air Cornmand, is the FB-111A.

This has, in effect, the F-l HD fuselage and m-

takes, the larger wings of the F-l IIB (.,

strengthened landing gcar, and yet another

variant of the TF30 engine. For thc Strategie

role, the avionics arc related to the Mk IIB fit.

One of the first General Dynamics F-111A swing-wing attack aircraft, flymg in the loiter mode with wings at 16° sweep Violent Congressional arguments centred around

the decision to procure this slightly disappointmg initial version in quantity, the final F-111F is a vast improvement but only 106 could be afforded.
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General Dynamics F-111/FB-111

Potentially important, the EF-111A electronic-warfare platform packages the ALQ-99 tac-jammer System of the Navy EA-6B Prowler into an F-111 airframe without the two
extra crew members. There have been funding problems, but batches for inventory Service are expected to become operational in

As an alternative to bombs the FB-111A can

be equipped with six Boeing AGM-69A
SRAMs (short-range attack missiles), two car-

ried internally. Seventy-six FB-lllAs were

built (instead of the 210 planned), and these

equip two 30-aircraft wings.

Type: two-seat all-weather attack aircraft

(F-111), electronic warfare aircraft (EF-111)

and Strategie bomber (FB-111)

Powerplant: two Pratt & Whitney TF30
afterburning turbofans: TF30-P-3s of

18,500-lb (8390-kg) static thrust in A and C;
TF30-P-9s of 19,600-lb (8890-kg) static thrust

in D and E; TF30-P-100s of 25,100-lb

(11385-kg) static thrust in F; TF30-P-7s of

20,350-lb (9230-kg) static thrust in FB-111

Performance: maximum speed (clean) at

35,000 ft (10670 m) and above, Mach 2.2

(1,450 mph/2335 km/h); maximum speed

(clean) at low level Mach 1.2 (800 mph/1287
km/h); ränge with internal and external fuel

(A and C) 3,165 miles (5093 km), (F) more
than 2,925 miles (4707 km), (EF) 2,416 miles

(3889 km); service ceiling (clean) (A) 51,000 ft

(15550 m), (F) 60,000 ft (18300 m), (EF)

50,000 ft (15250 m)
Weights: empty (A) 46,172 lb (20943 kg),

(C) 47,300 lb (21455 kg), (D and E) about

49,000 lb (22226 kg), (F) 47,175 lb (21398

kg), (FB) about 50,000 lb (22680 kg), (EF)

53,600 lb (24313 kg); maximum take-off (A)

91,500 lb (41504 kg), (C) 114,300 lb (51846

kg), (D and E) 99,000 lb (44906 kg), (F)

100,000 lb (45359 kg), (FB) 119,000 lb (53977

kg), (EF) 87,800 lb (39825 kg)

Drmensions: span fully spread (A, D, E and

F) 63 ft in (19.20 m), (C and FB) 70 ft in

(21.34 m); span fully swept (A, D, E and F) 31

ft IVA in (9.74 m), (C and FB) 33 ft 11 in

(10.34 m); length 73 ft 6 in (22.40 m), (EF) 77

ft in (23.47 m); height 17 ft VA in (5.22 m),

(EF) 20 ft in (6. 10 m); wing area fully spread

(A, D, E and F) 525 sq ft (48.77 m 2
), (C and

FB) 550 sq ft (51.10 m 2
); wing area fully

swept (A, D, E and F) 657.3 sq ft (61.07 m2
)

Armament: (F) two 750-lb (341-kg) B-43

bombs, or one 20-mm M61 multi-barrel can-

non and one B-43 bomb, in internal weapons

bay; three underwing hardpoints on each

outer wing panel, the inner four pivoting to

keep stores aligned as wings sweep, the outer

two non-pivoting and jettisonable. All six

wing points 'wet', for carriage of drop-tanks

instead of weapons; maximum ordnance load

(E) 29,000 lb (13154 kg), (FB) 37,500 lb

(17010 kg) as fifty 750-lb (341-kg) bombs,

two in internal bay and 48 on wing pylons

Operators: Australia, USAF

In front view the F-111 looks odd, with giant tyres on levered landing gear able to cushion

the loads of "no flare" landings, and the rotating gloves on the fixed mner-wing leading

edges turned to an acute negative angle of attack Side-by-side seating is unusual in a

supersonic combat aircraft (the nghtseater's canopy is open in this view) Prominent are four

tandem triplets of 500 lb retarded bombs, each actually 527 lb

18t

The monster radome Covers three radar antennas, the main Scanner for the. General Electric

APQ 113 muth-mode radar and the two small aenals for the terrain-following radar (TFR),

usually Texas Instruments APQ-110 To the rear is the cockpit capsule, capable of being

bodily severed from the fuselage and shot out with crew, thereafter serving as a survival

shelter or lifeboat, the control column takmg on a new task as the water-baling handle



The wings of all F 111 versions

swveep i produciic

These drawings show an aircraft from the final production block of F-1 1 1 As. the original

model with low-thrust engines and small-area mlets It is shown with weapon-bay doors
open, though the bay usually carnes items other than weapons and in a few aircraft houses
the M61 gun. Countermeasure poas, such as the AlQ-119, are carried immediately to the
rear of the main gears on ventral pylons which are unavailable for other loads
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Grumman A-6 Intruder

During the Korean War the US Services flew

more attack missions than any other type, in

the case of the US Navy and US Marine Corps

mostly with elderly piston-engined aircraft.

What they learned during this conflict con-

vinced them of the need for a specially-

designed jet attack aircraft that could operate

effectively in the worst weather. In 1957 eight

companies submitted 11 designs in a US Navy
competition for a new long-range, low-level

tactical strike aircraft. Grumman's G-128,

selected on the last day of the year, was to

fulfil that requirement admirably, becoming a

major combat type in the later war in South-

East Asia, and leading to a family of later ver-

sions.

Eight development A-6As (originally

designated A2F-1) were ordered in March

1959, a full-scale mockup was completed and

accepted some six months later, and the first

flight was made on 19 April 1960. The jet-

pipes of its two 8,500-lb (3856-kg) static

thrust Pratt & Whitney J52-P-6 engines were

designed to swivel downwards, to provide an

additional component of lift during take-off,

but this feature was omitted from production

aircraft, which instead have jet-pipes with a

permanent slight downward deflection. The

first production A-6As were delivered to US
Navy Attack Squadron VA-42 in February

1963, and by the end of the following year

deliveries had reached 83, to VA-65, VA-75
and VA-85 of the US Navy and VMA(AW)-
242 of the US Marine Corps. First unit to fly

on combat duties in Vietnam was VA-75,

whose A-6As began operating from the USS
Independence in March 1965, and from then on-

wards Intruders of various modeis became

heavily involved in the fighting in South-East

Asia. Their DIANE (Digital Integrated At-

tack Navigation Equipment) gave them a first-

class operating ability and efficiency in the

worst of the humid, stormy weather offered

by the local climate, and with a maximum
ordnance load of more than 17,000 lb

(7711 kg) they were a potent addition to the

US arsenal in South-East Asia.

Production of the basic A-6A ran until

December 1969 and totalled 482 aircraft, plus

another 21 built as EA-6As, retaining a partial

strike capability but developed primarily to

provide ECM (electronic countermeasures)

support for the A-6As in Vietnam and to act as

elint (electronic intelligence) gatherers. The
first EA-6A was flown in 1963, and six A-6As

were also converted to EA-6A configuration.

A more sophisticated electronic warfare Ver-

sion, the EA-6B, is described separately.

The next three variants of the Intruder were

also produced by the conversion of existing

A-6As. First of these (19 converted) was the

A-6B, issued to one USN squadron and differ-

ing from the initial model primarily in its abili-

ty to carry the US Navy's AGM-78 Standard

ARM (anti-radiation missile) instead of the

AGM-12B Bullpup. For identifying and ac-

quiring targets not discernible by the aircraft 's

Standard radar, Grumman then modified 12

other A-6As into A-6Cs, giving them an im-

proved capability for night attack by installing

FLIR (forward-looking infra-red) and low
light level TV equipment in a turret under the

fuselage. A prototype conversion of an A-6A
to KA-6D in-flight refuelling tanker was

flown on 23 May 1966, and production con-

tracts for the tanker version were placed.

These were subsequently cancelled, but 62

A-6As were instead converted to KA-6D con-

figuration, equipped with Tacan (tactical air

navigation) Instrumentation and mounting a

hose-reel unit in the rear fuselage to refuel

other A-6s under the 'buddy' System. The
KA-6D is also able to operate as a day bomber,

or as an air/sea rescue control aircraft, and

since the withdrawal of the EKA-3B from

seagoing duty has been the Standard carrier-

based tanker.

On 27 February 1970, Grumman flew the

first example of the A-6E, an advanced,

upgraded development of the A-6A, which the

A-6E succeeded in production. Procurement of

nearly 350 of this version is planned for USN
and USMC squadrons, of which some 120 are

newly-built and about 230 are converted from

A-6As. The basis of the A-6E, which retains

upgraded forms of the airframe and

powerplant of the earlier modeis, is a new
avionics fit, founded on the addition of a

Norden AN/APQ-148 multi-mode naviga-

tion/attack radar, an IBM/Fairchild AN/
ASQ-133 computerized navigation/attack

System, Conrac armament control unit, and an

RCA video-tape recorder for assessing the

damage caused during a strike mission. The
Norden radar provides ground mapping, ter-

rain avoidance/clearance, and target identifica-

tion/tracking/rangefinding modes, with

cockpit displays for both the pilot and

navigator/bombardier, who sit side by side in

the well-forward cockpit. It replaces the two
older radars of the A-6A.

Following the first flight of a test aircraft on

22 March 1974, all US Navy and US Marine

Corps Intruders are to be progressively up-

dated still further under a programme known
as TRAM (Target Recognition Attack

Grumman A-6E Intruder

(side views of A: A-6E; B: EA-6A; C: EA-6B Prowler)

Multisensor). To the A-6E-standard Intruder,

this adds a Hughes turreted electro-optical

package of FLIR and laser detection equip-

ment, integrated with the Norden radar; adds

CAINS (Carrier Airborne Inertial Navigation

System) to the existing navigation equipment;

provides the capability for automatic landings

on carrier decks; and incorporates provisions

for the carriage and delivery of automatic-

homing and laser-guided air-to-surface

weapons. The first US Navy squadron to be

equipped with the A-6E/TRAM version was
VA-165, which was deployed aboard the USS
Constellation in 1977.

Including training squadrons, the Intruder

equipped some 20 US Navy and US Marine

Corps squadrons in the late 1970s, and it is ex-

pected that eventually all aircraft will be

brought up to the A-6E Standard. The title of

'miniature B-52' (bestowed by the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong) is well earned, for

the Intruder's maximum weapon load. all car-

ried externally, represents about 30 per cent of

its maximum land take-off weight, and can be

made up of a greater variety of weapons,

nuclear or conventional, than any previous US
naval attack aircraft. With its truly all-

weather operating ability, plus a highly

sophisticated set of avionics for navigation and

pin-point precision bombing by day or night,

it is certain to maintain a highly important

contribution to US naval air power on land or

at sea for many years to come.

Type: two-seat carrier or shore-based attack

aircraft

Powerplant: two 9,300-lb (4218-kg) static

thrust Pratt & Whitney J52-P-8A or -8B

turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

(A-6A, clean) 685 mph (1102 km/h), (A-6E,

clean) 648 mph (1043 km/h); maximum'speed
at high altitude (A-6A, clean) 625 mph
(1006 km/h); ränge with füll weapon load

(A-6E) 1,924 miles (3096 km); ferry ränge

with maximum internal and external fuel

(A-6E) 2,723 miles (4382 km); maximum rate

of climb at sea level (A-6E, clean) 9,200 ft

(2804 m) per minute; Service ceiling (A-6A)

41,660 ft (12700 m), (A-6E, clean) 47,500 ft

(14480 m)
Weights: empty (A-6A) 25,684 lb

(11650 kg), (EA-6A) 27,769 lb (12596 kg),

(A-6E) 25,740 lb (11675 kg); maximum take-

off (A-6E, catapult) 58,600 lb (26580 kg),

(A-6E, field) 60,400 lb (27397 kg)

Dimensions: span 53 ft in (16.15 m); span

folded 25 ft 4 in (7.72 m); length 54 ft 9 in

(16.69 m); height 16 ft 2 in (4.93 m); wing
area 528.9 sq ft (49.1 m 2

)

Armament: one underfuselage and four

underwing attachments for maximum exter-

nal load of 15,000 lb (6804 kg) in A-6A, or

18,000 lb (8165 kg) in A-6E; wide variety of

nuclear or conventional weapons, typical loads

ranging from thirty 500-lb (227-kg) bombs, in

Clusters of six, to three 2,000-lb (907-kg)

bombs plus two 250-gallon (1135-litre) drop-

tanks; air-launched missiles can include

Bullpup (A-6A), Standard ARM (A-6B) or

Harpoon (A-6E)

Operators: US Marine Corps, US Navy

Grumman's KA-6D Intruder is the Standard seagoing tanker of the .13 US Navy Carrier Air Wmgs. Distinguished chiefly by its hose-reel under the rear fuselage, it can transfer over

21,000 lb (9526 kg) of fuel; alternatively it can fly day attack or control missions
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Grumman EA-6B Prowler

A US Navy requirement for a carrier-based

strike aircraft resulted, in 1956, in a number of

submissions to satisfy the specification. The
submissions were no easy task to finalise, for

whilst the US Navy was seeking a subsonic

aircraft with long ränge and/or endurance, it

was not really the aeroplane but what it con-

tained that mattered. Experience gained in

Korea had shown that the real need was for a

strike aircraft that could fly at tree-top height

to slip beneath the curtain of enemy radar, and

then have the capability to find and attack any

target by day or night in all weather condi-

tions.

Grumman's G-128 Submission was chosen

for development from 11 proposals, and this

materialised as the A-6A, which first flew in

prototype form on 19 April 1960. When it

entered service on 1 February 1963, it was the

world's first all-weather day/night attack air-

craft with the capability of detecting and iden-

tifying tactical and Strategie targets under

zero-visibility conditions, and against which it

could launch conventional or nuclear weapons.

This very advanced aircraft did not come
cheaply, for the ability to get to a target in any

weather is not provided by the airframe, but

rather by the very sophisticated electronics

which it carries, and the avionics to make such

Performance possible can cost perhaps two or

three times as much as the aircraft. Neither is

it an ultimate weapon, for from the moment
that an aircraft like this is deployed, the enemy
is working to overcome the temporary opera-

tional lead the new system provides. Defen-

sively speaking, this can mean more advanced

and powerful radar Systems, and quick-

reaction surface-to-air missiles with homing

capability.

To offset such defence, there has been ex-

tensive development of electroirics

countermeasures (ECM) aircraft able to

mislead or suppress enemy radars, and as an in-

terim ECM escort aircraft for A-6 Intruders a

special EA-6A Version was developed and first

flown as a prototype in 1963. Retaining some
strike capability, this is primarily equipped for

the ECM role, with more than 30 different

aerials to detect, locate, classify and jam the

radiations from enemy radar Systems. A total

of 27 EA-6As were procured for the US
Marine Corps pending development of an even

more specialized variant for this role.

Thus. Grumman's EA-6B Prowler has been

evolved to satisfy this requirement, an advanc-

ed version of the EA-6A which has been com-

pletely redesigned to carry the extra avionics

necessary for it to fulfil this demanding role.

Externally it looks little different from the

basic A-6A, but it has a nose section which has

been extended by 4 ft 6 in (1.37 m), and a

distinetive fin pod housing highly sensitive

surveillance reeeivers. The major changes are

internal and these include aecommodation for

two additional crew members, reinforced

wings and strengthened landing gear to match

higher gross weight and extended fatigue life,

reinforced underfuselage strueture, greater

fuel capacity, and more powerful J52-P-408

engines.

The Prowler 's advanced ECM is based upon
the ALQ-99 tactical noise jamming system,

and up to 10 jamming transmitters can be car-

ried. Jammers are packaged into up to five ex-

ternal pods, each with electrical power provid-

ed by a turbogenerator on the nose. A central

Computer processes sensör and reeeiver infor-

mation, enabling detection, identification,

direction finding and jamming to be initiated

automatically, or with manual assistance from

two back-seat crew.

It is expected that a total of 77 or 90 of the

aircraft will be acquired to equip at least 12

squadrons. The first produetion aircraft was

delivered in January 1971, and produetion was

continuing in 1979. Improved jamming
capability for in-service and future-produetion

aircraft will result from the introduetion of

ICAP (Increased Capability) modifications,

and aircraft so modified have been returned to

service since 1978.

Type: four-seat carrier or land-based advanced

ECM aircraft

Powerplant: two 11,200-lb (5080-kg) Pratt

& Whitney J52-P-408 turbojets

Performance: (no externa! Jammers) max-
imum speed at sea level 651 mph (1048 km),

Grumman EA-6B Prowler

cruising speed at Optimum altitude 481 mph
(774 km/h), combat ränge with maximum ex-

ternal fuel 2,399 miles (3861 km), ränge (with

maximum payload, 5% reserves plus 20

minutes at sea level) 1,099 miles (1769 km);

(with five tactical jamming pods) maximum
speed 623 mph (1003 km/h), cruising speed at

optimum altitude 481 mph (774 km/h), ferry

ränge 2,022 miles (3254 km)
Weights: empty 32,162 lb (14588 kg); stand-

off jamming configuration take-off 54,461 lb

(24703 kg); ferry ränge configuration take-off

60,610 lb (27492 kg); maximum take-off

65,000 lb (29484 kg)

Dimensions: span 53 ft in (16.15 m); span

(wings folded) 25 ft 4 in (7.72 m); length

59 ft 5 in (18.11m); height 16 ft 2 in

(4.93 m); wing area 528.9 sq ft (49.13 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: US Marine Corps

620

NAVY
VAQ 134

I5803O

g
Electronic warfare is the role of the Grumman EA-6B Prowler This example is from VAQ- 134, US Navy, operating from the USS Enterprise

Grumman EA-6B Prowlers of US Navy carrier squadron VAQ- 129 represent a high point in seagoing air technology. Their ALQ-99 ECM
system costs more than the rest of the aircraft and is managed by two backseat Operators Five iammer pods can be added

Grumman C-2A Greyhound
The rapid delivery of high-priority personnel,

urgently needed stores and mail to the US car-

rier fleet at sea was obviously one which could

be carried out effectively by aircraft. Thus,

carrier on-board delivery (COD) aircraft have

for many years been considered an essential

component of US naval aviation, and special

derivatives of several types have been evolved

to meet this requirement.

One of the first aircraft to be re-configured

for this purpose was the Grumman C-l

Trader, evolved from the S-2 Tracker ASW
aircraft. Provided with a new fuselage, these

have aecommodation for nine passengers, and

first entered Service with the US Navy in

1955. They were designated originally TF-1

and more than 80 were built.

The increasing usage of these COD aircraft

made it desirable in the early 1960s to in-

vestigate the procurement of an aircraft with

much greater capacity. Grumman had won a

design competition in 1957 to build for the US
Navy an airborne early-warning (AEW) air-

craft, one which would be able to operate

from carriers at sea to extend their 'eyes'

bevond the limits imposed by a sea level van-

tage point. The resulting Grumman E-2

Hawkeye had long-range radar 'eves' among
its equipment, requiring a fairlv large airframe

to contain advanced avionics and crew so that

it could effectively carrv out this task.

With the Hawkeve operating successfullv

from and to aircraft carriers at sea, it was

logical that the US Navy should look

favourably on a COD version of this aircraft

when it was proposed by Grumman in 1962.

Three C-2A prototypes were ordered (one for

static testing), and the first of these made its

initial flight on 18 November 1964, being ac-

cepted by the US Navy in the following

month.

A total of 25 of these aircraft were built for

COD service, being generally similar to the

E-2 except for deletion of the large over-

fuselage radome and the provision of a new,

higher-capacity fuselage. This, in addition to

Grumman C-2A Greyhound

being wider and deeper, has an aft-loading

cargo door which forms the undersurface of

the upswept rear fuselage, and includes an in-

tegral loading ramp.

In addition to these changes, the tail looks

very different. The large radome of the

Hawkeye creates complex airflow patterns,

resulting in a large tail unit with a tailplane

which has 11° of dihedral and inward-canted

fins and rudders. That of the Greyhound has

no dihedral, with the result that the fins and

rudders are vertical. The hydraulicallv-
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retraci ibli l rü vi le Unding geai ii gi

, excepl ili.it the noM unil bai been

itrengthened foi Operations .it highei gross

weigni [otal fuel i ipacity has been increased

considerably, the two main wing tanks wnh
theii combined total of 1,824 US gallons

(6905 litrcv) capable "l being lupplemi n

two externa! t.mks on the fuselage sulc

900 US gallon
|
I4071itrei) and two 1,000 I 'S

gallon (3786 litre) long-range tanki in the

cabin to give a combined total ol -1.724 US
gallons (17HH1 litre») Beech oi Douglai bud-

dy refuelling pack

.

ii d instead ol

the fuselage side tanks, and there is Provision

foi .i (light-refuelling probe.

Accommodation "I the Greyl 'I also dil

fers considerably, the cargo compartmenl flooi

being strengthened to catei foi heaviei loads,

and provided with flush tracks tor the attach-

ment of cargo tie-down fittings. In addition to

the carriage ol alternative pailetized loads, 39

troops, or 20 stretchers and foui nursing ttaff,

can I)'

In 1979, the ( -2A rinijins the Standard US
Navy C( )I) transport. A ( < )D version ol the

Lockheed S-3A Viking lias failcd to win US
Navy acceptance, and Itudies lor a ( -2A

replacement arc procceding.

Type: naval COD transport jircraft

Powerplant: two 4,050-shp (3020-kW)
Allisnn T56-A-8 HA turboprops

Performance: niaxmmm speed at optnnuni

altitude 352 mph (566 km b); ränge at

average cruising speed ol 297 mph (478 km Ii)

at 27,300 tt (8320 m) 1.650 miles (2655 km)
Weights: emntv 31.154 lb (14131 kg); max-

imum (24870 kg)

Dimension-.: sp.m HO tt 7 in (21

length 36 ft 8 in (17.27 m); height 15 ft 11 in

(4 HS in), wing arc.i 700

Armament: none
Operators: I s Vivs

The Grumman C 2A Greyhound is a vital but lesser-known type m the LT

mventory These COD (carner on board deliveryl Transports are the iifeime between th.

and shore, and can make cat-takeoffs and arrested landmgs with 39 passengers

Grumman E-2 Hawkeye
The original coneept of AF.W (airborne early

warning) was developed during World War
II. wlu'ii it was realised th.it an airborne

lurveillance radar could overcome the ränge

limitations imposed by the curvature ol the

Earth on such detectors on land oi on board

ship. Early attempts to provide such an 'eye in

the skv' were not particularly successful, but

over the next three decades both the equip-

mint and the AF.W coneept have developed to

a considerable extent

,

One Company associated with AI-W since

its earliest days is Grumman, which claims

with some justification that its F-2 Hawkeye
was the lirst, as well as remaining the only,

aircraft in Service today that was designed

from the outset as an AHW tactical airborne

command and control aircraft. Following a

lineage that began with the TBF HV
Avenger, and continued with the AF-2W
Guardian and the E-1B Tracer, the Hawkeye
was the winnei ol a US Naw competition tor

a radar-carrying aircraft that WOuld form part

of an overall Naval Tactical Data System, the

requirement for which was issued in 1956.

The radar Operator in the TBF-3W was quick-

ly overwhelmed by the number ol targets

which hc lud to track on the face oi the radar

scope with a waxed pencil; the AF-2W and

E-1B added Video relays, so that the radar pic-

ture was on several scopes at a ground sitc or

on board a parent aircraft carrier, but a high

density of targets could still overshadow any

number of assigned manual Operators. In any

case, manual Operation restricted the number
of tracks and intereeptions the Operators could

handle.

What was needed was an aircraft of suffi-

cient size to carry not only the radar but also

digital Computers which could detect targets

automatically, select the best available means

of intereeption, and generallv keep a task force

Commander fully informed at all times of the

disposition of friendly or hostile ships and air-

craft in his area. Automation was the key: the

Operators had to be free of all routine activities

in order to give their füll attention to the tac-

tical Situation.

Grumman won the competition on 5 March
1957 with a design for a twin-turboprop air-

craft carrying a crew of five (two pilots, radar

Operator, air control officer and combat Infor-

mation centre officer) and mounting a General

Electric AN/APS-96 surveillance radar in a

24-ft (7.32 m) discus-shaped revolving radome
on a pylon above the fuselage. To even out the

airflow disturbed by this enormous ex-

crescence, a wide-span dihedral tailplane was
fitted, bearing four fins and twin rudders.

Known originally as the W2F-1, the first pro-

totype made its initial flight on 21 October

1960, powered by two Allison T56-A-8 tur-

boprops. This was an aerodynamic prototype

only: the füll electronics Systems were installed

in the second Hawkeye, which made its

maiden flight on 19 April 1961. In 1962 the

designation was changed to E-2A, and the first

of 62 examples of this version (including pro-

totypes) was delivered to Squadron VAW-11
on 19January 1964. Detachments of VAW-11
were assigned to various carriers in the Pacific

Fleet, the Atlanta Fleet reeeiving detachments

ol Hawkeyi from the second squadron,

VAW-12, in 1965 Deliveries were completed

in the spring ol 1967.

nning in 1969 (a prototype conversion

was Down on 2o February), all operational

F-2As were modilied to I 2H Standard

ing mainlv in having an improved Computer,

the microelectrit Litton I MM, and provision

tor fiight-refuelling. Ovei the nexi

these were te-dehvered tO Cqilip Squadrons

VAW-113. 116, 125 .nid 126 They normal-

lv oper.ite in te.mis of tWO Ol mon
flying at altitudes oi 30,000 tt (9150 m) to pri -

vule long-range early w.innng ol p

threats from hostile surface vessels u

flying .im r.itt I he Jors.il radome rotates once

every 10 seconds wink- the Hawkeye is in

flight, to facilitate stowage when on board its

parent carrier. the telescopic pylon can be

lowered 2 tt (0 61 m)
In the summet of 1971, following the 1 1

r
-.

r

fhght of .i prototype on 2t) [anuarj . * irumman
began produetion of a ni\s Hawkeye model,

the F.-2U. This heralded a significant improve-

ment in operational capability, wnh i

upgrading of the prineipa! avionics, and

entered Service in November 1973 with

VAW-123. The initial order by the US Navy
was for 11 E-2('s, since increased to 4", in-

cluding some TE-2C trainers. The I -2t Ins

also been ordered by Israel (tour) and l.ip.m.

the US Navv plans to acquire a turther 36 bv

the end oi 1984.

Major ingredients of the E-2C are the

APS-125 radar. APA- 171 radar and IFF (iden-

tification, friend or foe) antennae in the dorsal

radome: an air-data Computer in addition to

Grumman E 2C Hawkeye

the L-304; plus a carrier aircraft inertial

navigation System (( AINS) rhe APS 125,

developed jointly bv General Electric and

(irumman. is capable ol detecting airborne

targets in a 'land clutter' environment, at

ranges up to 230 miles (370 km) It provides

automatit detection and trackmg over land or

water, with simultaneous surveillance (though

displayed separately it required) of Jir as well as

surface tr.ittu The on-board data processing

gear can track. automatically and simultanc-

ously, more than 250 targets; it can als., ^xu-

trol over 30 airborne intereeptions As .in addi-

tion to its radar system, the F-2( carries a

passive detection System (PDS) which

automatically detects the presence, direction

and identity of any traffic in a "high signal

density' environment The PDS can alert its

Operators to the presence of electronic emitters

at distances up to almost 500 miles (805 km),

est.ibhsh the location of the emission. and

identity the threat. At the same time, the

own radar system incorporates ECCM
(electronic countermeasures) to help ensure its

own continued effectiveness in the face of

hostile unmutig. Despitc the additional

avionics, the F-2( still carries only a tive-man

i rew

The C-2 Greyhound is a transport derivative

of the E-2.

Type: airborne earlv-warning and control air-

cratt

Powerplant: two 4.910-shp (3661 -kW)
Allison T56-A-425 turboprops

Performance: maximum speed 374 mph (602

km h); cruising speed for maximum ränge

310 mph (499 km h); patrol endurance 6

hours; maximum ferrv ränge 1.605 miles

(2583 km); servicc ceiling 30.800 ft (9390 m)
Weights: empty 37,678 lb (17090 kg); inter-

nal fuel load 12.400 lb (5624 kg); maximum
take-off 51,569 lb (23391 kg)

Dimensions: span 80 ft 7 in (24.36 m):

length 57 ft 7 in (17.55 m); height 18 ft 4 in

(5.59 m); wing area 700.0 sq ft (65.03 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Israel, Japan (on order). US Navv

Portrait of a Hawkeye, claimed by Grumman to be more cost/effective in most scenanos than the Boeing E-3A Sentry, All versions
E-2A, E-2B, E-2C (illustrated) and TE-2C - are closely similar externally but differ greatly in electronics and Systems.
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Grumman F-14 Tomcat
i Inquestionably oru ai thc nnesl warplanei iti

tili- workl today, thc <>ru i.in I' lt 'liuiM.il

is tulhlhug thc rolc that, in thc rnid-1960s, ii

w.is hoped wmilil bc undertaken by thc naval

Version ol thc General Dynamici F- 111

variable-geometry siriko airtraft By thc timi

ili.ii thc I lllli Programme was eventualis

cancelled in thc itimmei <>| 1968, Grumman
(also responsible toi developing thc 1-1 IIB

vctsiom) lud alrcadv reu hed an advanted ItagC

in dcsigmng a new swing-wmg camcr fightcr,

following a US Navy competition in wliich

four other dcsigns were in contention. Prom

these, thc US Navy iclected Grumman'i
i. 103 proposal in January 1969 tO fill tlns

major gap in its front-hnc invcntory. In thc

following May a dctailcd niock-up was com

pleted lor US Navy cvaluation, and in thc

lame year an inin.il contraci was placed for six

development aircraft (latcr increased to 12)

Thc first of these made its inaidcn flight 00 21

December 1970, Inn nine davs later, on only

its tecond flight , tlns prototype was c omnig in

to land when thc COmplete livdianlu systeni

failed, resulting in the loss of the antraft,

althmigli botli crew memberi wen- able to

ejeet to safetv. Despite tlns letback, however,

thc development programme proeeeded with-

out further serious inisliap. tlic leCOnd aircraft

niaking its first fliglit on 24 May 1971

Dcsigncd to latcr technology than thc

pioneering Fl 11, thc F-14A was designed

Brom thc OUtset for Operation lioin 1 ISN fleet

carriers, and is unique ainong variable-

geometry aircraft so far dcsigncd in having, in

The Grumman F 14A Tomcat, one of the US Navy's most powertul warplane

addition to vanablc-swccp outcr wmgs, a

smallcr moveablc foreplaoe (Grumman calls it

a glovc vanc) insidc thc leadmg-edge rOOl "t

thc fixed inhojrd portion ol ui Ii wing (thc

Sdove box) The outei wmgs pivot to give a

eading-edge iweep of 68° when in thc fully-

aft position, reducing i" 20* «vhen thc wmgs
arc in thc fully-forward position As thc inaiii

wmgs pivot batkwards, thc glovc vjncs can bc

extended forward into thc jirstream to

regulate any altcrations in thc centre of

pressure and prevent thc airiratt tr< >iii pitth-

ing. By deploying its vanablc-swccp wmgs to

thc best advantage. the lomi.it is thus jblc to

vary its flying configuration to the .1

aerodynamk and Performance requirements

needed when taking oH hrom, Ol landmg on, a

i .inn i, taking pari in an an to alt dogfight, O!

carrying out a low-lcvcl attack mission agamst

a lurface target In an to an tightmg, tlic

Variation ol wing iweep tan bc undertaken by
the in-built automatk flight control tystem,

rclicvmg the pilot ol tlns task and cnabling

bim to concentrate on out-manoeuvring and

shootmg down Ins Opponent With additional

tontrol surfates whith nitludc tull-span tsntinutj Grumman F 14A Tomcat

This Grumman F-14A Tomcat is probably operating out of NAS Miramar in southern California, but appears to have tail insignia of USS Constellation. It is fulfy armed with four long-range
Phoenix, two medium-range Sparrows and two close-range AIM-9s.
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Grumman F-14 Tomcat

A menacing F-14A Tomcat armed with all three clases of air to-air missile — Phoenix,

Sparrow and Sidewinder - may be that illustrated in another pholograph in a tight turn The

unit is almost certainly VF-211, a famed US Navy fighter outfit

Grumman F-14A Tomcat cutaway drawing key

1 Anti-collision beacons
2 DECM/RCVR antenna
3 Honeycomb rudders
4 Honeycomb-sandwich fin

skin

Rear navigation light 1

Fuel dump line

trailing-edge flaps, spoilers, leading-edge slats

and all-moving horizontal tail surfaces, the

Tomcat is a superbly manoeuvrable warplane;

longitudinal stabili.ty is assured by the use of

twin outward-canted fins and rudders. 1t is

also very strong structurally, many of the air-

frame components being manufactured of

boron-epoxy or other composites, or titanium.

The primary role of the Tomcat is to pro-

vide long-range air defence of the US fleet, and

the two-man crew (pilot and naval flight

officer) are seated in tandem on zero-zero ejec-

tion seats under a single long, upward-

opening canopy, which affords a fine all-round

view. An excellent weapons platform, the

Tomcat's armament for the air defence role in-

cludes air-to-air missiles such as the medium-
range AIM-7 Sparrow and close-range AIM-9
Sidewinder (the latter being mounted on

launchers attached beneath the glove box on

each side), and for unexpected dogfights a

Gatling-type multi-barrel cannon. Primary

interception armament, however, consists of

six Hughes Phoenix air-to-air missiles, four of

which are mounted on pallets which fit into

the semi-recessed Sparrow positions under the

aircraft's bellv, with an additional Phoenix

underneath each wing glove box alongside the

underwing Sidewinders. The Phoenix is

currently the longest-range air-to-air missile in

use anywhere in the world (more than 124

miles/200 km), and the Tomcat is the only

combat aircraft equipped to carry it. In con-

junction with the extremely powerful Hughes
AWG-9 radar mounted in the nose, it pro-

vides the Tomcat with the unique ability to

detect and attack an airborne target while it is

still 100 miles (160 km) away. The F-14A also

has a secondary capability in the low-level

attack role, in which event the air-to-air

missiles can be replaced by up to 14,500 lb

(6577 kg) of externally-mounted bombs or

other weapons.

The initial F-14A model of the Tomcat has

been in Service with the US Navy since

October 1972, when the first deliveries were

made to squadrons VF-1 and VF-2. It was an

aircraft of the latter unit which, in March

1974, flew the first operational Tomcat sortie

from the carrier USS Enterprise. Subsequent

acceptance of the fighter into regulär USN Ser-

vice was both enthusiastic and without major

incident until 1975, when a series of power-

plant, structural and Systems problems were

encountered. However, these have been large-

ly resolved, one resultant modification being

an increase in available thrust with the after-

burners on. (Shortage of power and other pro-

5

6
7 Exhaust nozzles

8 Engine rear mount/
stabihzer mounting spectacle

beam
9 Tailplane actuator

10 Tailplane pivot mounting
11 Boron-epoxy stabilizer

12 Honeycomb trailing edge
13 APR-25 receiving antenna
14 Wing Position (fully swept
15 Ventral fin

16 Engine oil-cooler air intake

17 UHF-band blade antenna
18 Aft fuselage structure

19 Multi-bolt fin attachments
20 Arrestmg hook damper
21 Tailplane control linkage

22 Airbrake (upper surface)

23 Revised (reduced) aft

fuselage planform (aircraft

No 87 onwards
24 Fin spigot mounting
25 Vent tank

26 Aft fuselage integral tanks

27 Finroot fairing

28 Port tailplane

29 Wing position (fully swept)
30 Inflatable seal (wing fully

forward)
31 Port Pratt Et Whitney

TF30-P-412 turbofan
32 Control runs
33 Aft fuselage attachment link

34 Carapace stiffeners (4)

35 VHF antennae
36 Wing spar box pivot Support

structure (titanium)

37 Wing-fold screw-jack
38 Flap drive shaft

39 Flaps

109 40 Wingtip formation lights (low

intensity)

41 Port navigation light

42 Leading-edge slats

43 Wing integral tank

44 Slat dnve shaft

45 Wing pivot mounting
46 Mamwheel wells

47 Inlet bleed air doors

48 ECS heat exchanger outlets

49 Navigation light (above Et

below glove vane)

50 Glove vane (open position)

51 Hinged canopy

52 Single-piece canopy frame
(forged aluminium)

53 Rear-view mnrors (pilot 3,

NFO 1)

54 Detail data display

55 Pilot's ejection seat (Martin-

Baker GRU-7A zero-zero)

56 Vertical display indicator

group
57 Windscreen (armoured glass)
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pulsion problcmi have threatened replacemeni

wiih diffcrciit ingine», bowever.) The US
Navy plant i" acquire lome 190 l

about MD pei cent of wind) lud been delivered

by the beginning ol \')7') to equip innre than .1

dozen US Navy and US Manne Corps

iquadrom. Al tliat time tlic Naval Air Train-

ing Cent« al PatUXenl River, Marylar)d, was

developing .1 tactkal aii reconnaissance pod

System (TARI'S) to extend furthei the ver-

satility of the I-14A, seen as the interim

replacement for the Rockwell RA-5C.

Vigilante

Eigbt F-14As wen- exported to the Imperial

Iranian Air Force In the mid-1970s, btlt cos!

escalation curtailed the developmeni of the

proposed F-14B and P-14C niodels for tlic US
Navy. Two prototypes <>( the former were

produced by refitting f-14As witli 28,090-lb

(12741-kg) static thrust Pratt & Whitney
F401-P-400 turbofans, the first of these

making its initial fligla on 12 September 1973.

Development of tlic F-14C, witli die samc

engines plus new avionics and weapons, was

also halted.

continued

40

41

This Grumman F 14A Tomcat. probably recovenng aboard the firsi nuclear carner, CVA-65 Enterprise, is painted in an unusual scheme
wi ii h embraces the radome, which most units do not paint The ship's fore/aft axis is shown by the direction ol the wake

70 Ground refuelhng point
71 In-fhght refuelhng probe

door
72 Rudder pedals
73 Nosewheel doors
74 Catapult launch bar
75 Twin nosewheels
76 Nosewheel leg

90 Navigation light (above Et

below glove vane)
91 Glove vane actuator

92 Pneumatic inlet actuator

93 Wing glove machmed spars
94 Glove vane pivot

95 Inlet upper surface

96 Four Phoenix AAMs in

semi-recessed belly

Installation

Intake

Mainwheel door
Mamwheel drag strut

Sidewmder AAM launch-
shoe
Wing glove Stores pylon
(cranked)
Phoenix AAM
Starboard mainwheel
Torque links

Mainwheel leg

Wing skinning
Manoeuvre-flap actuating
linkage

Fuel vent and seavenge lines

J>0

68- #
58 Windscreen rain-removal

dueting
59 UHF/ADF antenna
60 Fuel probe (retracted)
61 Windscreen temperature

Controller

62 AWG-9 planar-array radar
Scanner

63 IFF array

64 Upward-hinged radome
65 Radar tuning hörn
66 Infra-red seeker/TV optica

unit

67 Anti-collision beacon
68 Electronics compartment
69 Low-intensity formation

lights

77 Retraction jack

78 LOX (liquid-oxygen
Containers)

79 M61-A1 rotary cannon below
cockpit (port side)

80 ECM reeeiver/transmitter
81 NFO's ejeetion seat

82 Art pressure bulkhead
83 Canopy actuator
84 Transformer rectifiers

85 Air-data Computer
86 Machined fuselage frames
87 Forward fuselage integral

tanks
88 Main fuselage longerons

(titanium)

89 Intake "ramp" doors (three)

63
64 65

75
67

109 Leading-edge slats

110 Integral wing tank
1 1

1

Spoilers
112 Flaps

113 Wingtip formation lights (low
intensity)

114 Starboard navigation light
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Grumman F-14 Tomcat

Type: tandem two-seat carrier-borne niulti

role fightcr

Powerplant: two 20,900-lb (9480-kg) static

thrust Pratt & Whitney TF30-P-412A after-

burning turbofans

Performance: maximum speed at altitude

Mach 2.34 or 1,564 mph (2517 km/h); maxi-

mum speed at sea level Mach 1.2 or 910 mph
(1470 km/h); ränge (interceptor, with exter-

nal fuel) about 2,000 miles (3200 km); service

ceiling over 56,000 ft (17070 m); maximum
rate of climb at sea level (normal gross weight)

over 30,000 ft (9145 m) per minute

Weights: empty 39,310 1b (17830 kg);

normal take-off 58,539 lb (26553 kg); take-off

with four Sparrows 58,904 lb (26718 kg);

take-off with six Phoenix 69,790 lb (31656

kg); maximum take-off 74,348 lb (33724 kg)

Dimensions: span unswept 64 ft IV2 in

(19.45 m); span swept 38 ft 2V2 in (11.65 m);

lengtli 61 ft 2 in (18.89 m); height 16 ft in

(4.88 m); wing area 565.0 sq ft (52.49 m 2

Armament: one General Electric M61A-1
20-mm multi-barrel Vulcan cannon in forward

fuselage with 675 rounds; four A1M-7
Sparrow or AIM-54 Phoenix air-to-air missiles

under fuselage; two A1M-9 Sidewinder air-to-

air missiles, or one Sidewinder plus one

Phoenix or Sparrow, under each wing glove

box; tactical reconnaissance pod containing

cameras and electro-optical sensors; or up to

14,500 lb (6577 kg) of Mk 82/83/84 bombs or

other weapons

Operators: Iran, US Marine Corps, US Navy

The radar in the nose of the F-14A is the Hughes AWG 9, onginally developed for the

defunct F-111B to match the tremendous flight Performance of the AIM-54A Phoenix missile

and transferred to the F-14 in 1968-9 This radar can count aircraft in dose formation over

100 miles away, and they can be identified positively by Vision devices in a few seconds.

They can then be hit automatically by six mdividually targeted Phoenix
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Grumman HU-16 Albatross

In the spring of 1931, a new entrant to the US
aircraft industry was awarded a US Navy con-

tract to build the prototype of a two-seat

biplane fighter for Operation from aircraft-

carriers. The Company was the Grumman Air-

craft Engineering Corporation; the aircraft,

when it entered Service, was designated either

FF-1 or SF-1, according to usage, the former

denoting fighter, the latter scout. From that

time until the present day, Grumman has been

an important builder of naval aircraft of many
types, and succeeding generations of naval

pilots around the world have come to know
the süperb engineering and reliability of these

Grumman aircraft.

Some two years after the award of that first

contract, on 4 May 1933, Grumman flew the

prototype of a general Utility amphibian, the

XJF-1, which became initially the JF-1 Duck
when the first production aircraft were

delivered in late 1934. This amphibian, the

first of the US Navy's Grumman 'birds', was
followed by the twin-engine monoplane JRF
Goose in 1937, which, with the smaller

Widgeon, served in World War II. A decade

later, Grumman flew the prototype of the

much larger Model G-64 amphibian.

Work started on the design of this aircraft

in 1944, and apart from being almost twice as

big as the Goose, it is a distinguished-looking

boat-type amphibian with a conventional two-

step hüll. The cantilever monoplane wing is

set high on the hüll, and stabilizing floats are

mounted about one-third span inboard from

each wingtip. Underwing hardpoints just out-

board of each engine can be used to carry drop

tanks of different capacities, up to a maximum
of 300 US gallons (1136 litres), as well as

bombs or depth charges, and each of the floats

can be used to contain 200 US gallons

(757 litres). Standard fuel, comprising 675 US
gallons (2555 litres) is contained in two wing

centre-section tanks.

An interesting feature of the design includes

the retractable tricycle landing gear, giving

amphibious capability, and in some versions, a

sprung ski beneath the hüll and small skis

beneath each of the stabilizing floats making it

possible for the Albatross, as Grumman named
the G-64, to operate onto and from ice sur-

faces. This enabled the Company to advertise

this aircraft as 'a unique triphibian'. Versions

which were intended specifically for sea rescue

Operations have a 'barn' or 'Dutch'-type door

on the left side of the fuselage, so that only the

upper half need be opened in rough weather

for the loading or unloading of stretchers.

These rescue aircraft also carry three life-rafts:

two in the cabin and one, inflatable automati-

cally, housed in an upper hüll compartment aft

of the wing.

The prototype ordered by the US Navy for

Service as a Utility aircraft had the designation

XJR2F-1, and this flew for the first time on

24 October 1947. In service these became

designated UF-1, and a modified version in-

troduced in 1955 was UF-2. This latter aircraft

had increased wing span, a cambered wing
leading-edge, ailerons and tail surfaces of in-

creased area, and more effective de-icing boots

for all aerofoil leading edges. In the tri-service

rationalisation of designations in 1962, these

aircraft became UH-16C and HU-16D respec-

tively. Winterized aircraft for antarctic service

were UF-lLs, later LU-16Cs, and five UF-1T
dual-control trainers became TU-16Cs.
The USAF found the G-64 attractive for

rescue Operations, the majority of the 305

ordered serving with the MATS Air Rescue

Service under the designation SA-16A. An im-

proved version, equivalent to the US Navy's

UF-2, entered service in 1957 as the SA-16B:

in 1962 these became HU-16A and HU-16B
respectively. HU-16E was the designation of

Albatross aircraft operated by the US Coast

Guard, and 10 supplied to Canada were

CSR-llOs. An anti-submarine version with

nose radome, retractable MAD gear, ECM

Grumman HU-16 Albatross

radome and searchlight was introduced in

1961, and this could carry a small number of

depth charges. The versatile Albatross con-

tinues in service with several air forces and

Type: Utility and rescue amphibian

Powerplant: two 1,425-hp (1063-kW)
Wright R-1820-76A/76-B Cyclone radial

piston engines

Performance: maximum speed 236 mph
(380 km/h) at sea level; cruising speed

150 mph (241 km/h); ränge with 1,275 US
gallons (4826 litres) of fuel 2,700 miles

(4345 km); maximum endurance 22 hours 54

minutes

Dimensions: (HU-16D) span 96 ft 8 in

(29.46 m); length 61 ft 3 in (18.67 m); height

25 ft 10 in (7.87 m); wing area 1,035 sq ft

(96.15 m 2

)

Armament: (ASW) depth charges

Operators: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile,

Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Philippines, Portugal,

Spain, Taiwan, US Air National Guard, US
Arr Force, US Navy, US Coast Guard

Royal Norwegian Air Force Grumman HU-16B Albatross. Skv 333 at Sola operated the type in 1968 betöre changing to Orions.

Grumman OV-1 Mohawk
In the mid-1950s, both the US Army and US
Marine Corps drew up specifications for a bat-

tlefield surveillance aircraft. Their re-

quirements were generally similar: to carry a

variety of reconnaissance equipment, to have

rough-field capability, and be able to operate

on a STOL basis. It proved possible for both

Services to agree on a common design. Thus,

in 1957 the US Navy, acting as programme
manager for both the US Army and the US
Marine Corps, ordered nine examples of

Grumman's G-134 design for test and evalua-

tion. These were designated initially YAO-
1A, subsequently YOV-1A, and the first of

these aircraft made its maiden flight on 14

April 1959.

Early evaluation left little doubt of the ex-

cellence of the design, but even before the pro-

totype had made its first flight the US Marine

Corps had withdrawn from the initial con-

tract, and no examples ofthat service's OF-ls

were built. Instead, the flight-test programme
was speeded up, and before the end of 1959

the US Army had placed production contracts

for OV-1A and OV-1B aircraft, the basic

OV-1 acquiring the name Mohawk.
First turboprop-powered aircraft to enter

service with the US Army, the OV-1 is com-

paratively slow but highly manoeuvrable, and

to help offset its vulnerability as a result of its

speed and role, has a well-armoured cockpit

with a 0.25-in (0.64-cm) thick aluminium-

alloy floor, flak curtains on both fore and aft

bulkheads, and bullet-resistant windscreens.

Although conventional in its basic configura-

tion, detail design has produced an easily iden-

tified and unusual-looking aircraft. The mid-

set monoplane wing is quite normal, but the

two turboprop engines mounted high on each

wing have their centrelines canted outward

and upward. The tail unit, with three sets of

fins and rudders, has considerable dihedral so

that, while the centre fin is vertical, the end-

plate fins are canted in. Moreover, because it is

desirable to provide the two-man crew with

the best possible downward view, the sides of

the cockpit are deeply bulged. As a final dash

of the eccentic, in the OV-1B version the side-

looking airborne radar (SLAR) is housed in an

18-ft (5.49-m) glass-fibre Container carried on

pylons below the fuselage and offset to the

right.

However, beautiful or not, the Mohawk
was designed to carry out a tactical Observa-

tion and battlefield surveillance role in direct

support of army Operations, a role which it

soon demonstrated it could perform successful-

ly. Normal deployment of Mohawk aircraft

was four to each army division, and although

these aircraft were capable of being armed, it

was DoD policy from 1965 that US Army
fixed-wing aircraft should not carry weapons,

to avoid conflict and confusion with USAF
close-support aircraft. However, like many
other US aircraft, a number were deployed in

Vietnam with underwing arms, a JOV-1A
with four 500-lb (227-kg) capacity pylons hav-

ing demonstrated suitability for the armed

reconnaissance role.

The basic version is the OV-1A, equi

for day and night visual or photo recon-

naissance, and provided with dual controls.

The OV-1B which followed has increased

Grumman OV-1B Mohawk (with SLAR)

wing span, SLAR and an internal camera with

in-flight processor; the dual controls have been

deleted. Next production version was the OV-
1C, similar to late production version OV-lAs
but with the AN/AAS-24 infra-red (IR)

surveillance System. Final version was the OV-
1D with side loading doors to accept a pallet

with SLAR, IR, or other sensors; in addition

to production aircraft, more than 80 OV-1B/-

lCs were converted to OV-1D Standard. The

designations RV-1C and RV-1D apply respec-

tively to OV-1C and OV-1D aircraft modified

permanently for electronic-reconnaissance mis-

sions.

US Army Grumman OV-1B Mohawk of the 23rd Special Warfare Aviation Detachment.
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Type: two-ieat multi-ienioi Observation .»
i
r

Powerplanl: f < >V 1 1 >> tWO 1,400-lhp

(1044-kW) Lycoming T53-L-701 turbo]

Performance: (OV II)) ni.ixmium spced at

nuximum rated power (Sl.Ak miuion)

289 mph (465 km/h) at 10,000 fi ( KBO m),

(IR mission) 305 mpli (491 km b); in.iximum

ränge witli auxiliary fuel (SLAR tuisMoii)

944 milei (1519 km), (IR mission)
1,011 miles (1627 km); maximum endurance

at 161 mph (259 km/h) at 15,000 ft (4570 m)

on a SLAR mission 4 bouri 20 minutes, on an

IR mission 4 hours 32 minutes

Weights: (OV-1D) empty equipped

12,054 Ib (5468 kg); normal take-ofi (SLAR
mission) 15,741 Ib (7140 kg), (IR mission)

15,544 Ib (7051 kg); m.ixunum take-off

(SLAR mission) 18,109 Ib (8214 kg). (IR mis-

sion) 17,912 lb (8125 kg)

Dimension;: jpan (OV-1A/-1C) 42 ft in

(12.80 m), (OV-1B/-1D) 48 ft in

(14.63 m); lcngth 41 ft in (12.50 m); height

12 ft 8 in (3.86 m): wing arca (OV-1A l(
|

330 sq ft (30.66 m1
), (OV-1B/-1D) »60

(33.44 m 2

)

Armament: normally none, but bombs,

rockets and Minigun pods have been carried

on underwing pylons

Operators: Israel and US Armv
The Grumman OV 1 Mohawk is a unique STOL piaform for carrymg sensors over land battledelds This US Army OV-U is burdened with

APS 94 SLAR iside-looking airborne radarl, tanks and bombs Many have been converted to serve as EW/Elmt aircraft

Grumman S-2 Tracker/

E-1 Tracer/C-1 Trader

In the years immediately aftcr World War II,

the US Navy's carrier-based ASW effort was

based upon the use of twin-aircraft hunter

killer teams. Typical was the twinning of the

Grumman Avenger, with TBM-3W or TBM-
3W-2 radar-cquipped search aircraft locating

enemy submarines for the TBM-3S or

TMB-3S-2 aircraft which made the attack

with suitablc anti-submarine weapons. There

were clearly some snags to such a twin-aircraft

attack: for cxaniplc, malfunction of onc meant

that the second was virtually useless, Further-

more, the location problcm was aggravated bv

the introduetion into Service of deeper-diving

nuclear-powered submarines. A larger amount

of more sophisticated avionics was needcd for

their detection, as well as for the launch and

guidance of air-to-underwater weapons.

In the late 1940s the US Navy finalised its

ideas on the kind of single hunter killer air-

craft which it needed to fulfil this role, and

Grumman designed a fairly large twin-engine

high-wing monoplane, designated G-89, to

meet this requirement. The high-wing con-

figuration maximized the cabin space to pro-

vide room for on-board equipment, and addi-

tional stowage space for expendable sonobuoys

was provided in the rear of the engine nacelles.

Other features included a large weapons bay,

retractable search radar in the rear fuselage,

MAD boom in a retractable fairing, search-

light beneath the starboard wing, plus folding

wings and arrester hook for carrier Operations.

On 30 June 1950 Grumman was awarded a

contract to build for evaluation a single pro-

totype of the G-89, the US Navy designation

for this aircraft being XS2F-1, and this aircraft

Royal Netherlands Navy Grumman S-2N Tracker of 4

Japanese Maritime Self-Defence Force S-2A Tracker

flew for the first time on 4 December 1952.

S2F Tracker, WF Tracer and TF Trader ver-

sions were to appear in due course, and under

continuea

t <o h
&

Grumman S-2 Tracker

The Grumman S-2 Tracker has for more than 25 years been an extremely useful shore-

based ASW platform, although designed for carrier use by the US Navy, a duty taken over

by the S-3A. A few S-2Es, much updated, remain with the US Naval Reserve.
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Grumman S-2 Tracker/E-1 Tracer/C-1 Trader

the 1962 tri-service rationalisation of designa-

tions these became respectively S-2, E-l, and

C-l series aircraft. The S-2A, the first produc-

tion Version of the Tracker, began to enter Ser-

vice with the US Navy's Anti-Submarine

Squadron VS-26 in February 1954. In addition

to the 500-plus examples built for the US
Navy, more than 100 S-2As were exported to

friendly nations. A number of these aircraft

were used in a training role under the designa-

tion TS-2A.

The designation S-2B applied to S-2A air-

craft which had been modified to carry AQA-3
Jezebel passive long-range acoustic search

equipment, working in conjunction with Julie

active acoustic echo-ranging by explosive

charge. S-2C was the designation of the next

production Version, which had an enlarged

weapons bay with an offset extension on the

left side, and these also had a larger tail to

compensate for a higher gross weight. Many
S-2B/B/C aircraft were converted subsequent-

ly for Utility use, such as target towing and

light transports, under the designations US-
2A/B/C respectively. A small number of

S-2Cs were also modified to serve in a photo-

reconnaissance role under the designation RS-

2C.

The second major production Version was

the S-2D, of which the initial example flew for

the first time on 21 May 1959. This had a

wing of increased span, still larger tail sur-

faces, plus greater fuel capacity and stowage

for double the number of sonobuoys in each

engine nacelle, for a combined total of 32. In

addition, the forward fuselage was lengthened

and widened to improve accommodation for

the four-man crew. S-2Ds began to enter Ser-

vice in May 1961, and eventually equipped at

least 15 US Navy squadrons. Those modified

later to carry more advanced search equipment

had the designation S-2E, and production of

these ended in 1968 with a batch of 14 for the

Royal Australian Navy. S-2F was the designa-

tion of S-2Bs retrofitted with the same advanc-

ed search equipment as that installed in the

S-2Es. The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada

Company built 100 Trackers for the Royal

Canadian Navy, the first 43 as CS2F-ls and

the remainder with improved equipment as

CS2F-2s.

Type: naval anti-submarine aircraft

Powerplant: two 1,525-hp (1137-kW)
Wright R- 1820-82WA Cyclone radial piston

engines

Performance: (S-2E) maximum speed at sea

level 265 mph (426 km/h); patrol speed

150 mph (241km/h) at 1,500 ft (455 m);

ferry ränge 1,300 miles (2092 km); endurance

with maximum fuel (10% reserves) 9 hours.

Weights: (S-2E) empty 18,750 lb (8505 kg);

maximum take-off 29,150 lb (13222 kg)

Dimensions: (S-2E) span 72 ft 7 in

(22.12 m); length 43 ft 6 in (13.26 m); height

16 ft 7 in (5.05 m); wing area 496 sq ft

(46.08 m 2
)

Armament: one Mk 47 or Mk 101 nuclear

depth bomb or similar störe in weapons bay,

60 echo-sounding depth charges in fuselage,

32 sonobuoys in engine nacelles, plus a variety

of bombs, rockets or torpedoes on six under-

wing hardpoints

Operators: Argentina, Australia, Brazil,

Canada, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,
Taiwan,Thailand US Navy, Uruguay

JMSDF TS-2A Tracker

US Navy S2F-1 Tracker of VS-21 in original midnight blue finish

>*

A trainer version of the Tracker, designated TS-2A, of US Navy Training Sqn VT 28

18

Grumman S-2E Tracker of VS-21, operating frorn the USS Kearsage, CVSG-53

Royal Thai Navy S-2A Tracker, one of about ten in service, and based at Bangkok

(@) NAVY

Grumman TC-4 Gulfstream I

In the mid-1950s Grumman began the design

of a twin-turboprop executive transport which

was intended for a crew of two and 10 - 14

passengers in typical corporate versions. An
alternative high-density layout could accom-

modate a maximum of 24 passengers. Because

of its proven reliability in Operation, the Rolls-

Royce Dart turboprop was selected by Grum-
man, and two of these engines, driving Rotöl

four-blade constant-speed propellers, comprise

the powerplant of this G-159 Gulfstream I air-

craft. The overall layout is that of a conven-

tional low-wing monoplane transport, with a

retractable tricycle landing gear with twin

wheels on each unit. The entire accommoda-
tion is pressurized by a System able to maintain

a 5,500 ft (1675 m) cabin altitude up to

25,000 ft (7620 m), the baggage compartment
also being pressurized. An auxiliary power
unit (APU) is installed to provide electrical

power and air-conditioriing prior to main-

engine starting. The prototype of the

Gulfstream I flew for the first time on 14

August 1958, and FAA certification was
awarded on 21 May 1959.

As early as 1962 the US Navy decided to ac-

quire a small number of these aircraft for use as

navigation trainers and transports, under the

designation T-41A, and, later, TC-4B.
Nothing came of these early attempts to pro-

cure the G-159, however, and it was not until

there was an urgent requirement to expand

the training capacity for bombardier/

navigators to serve with Grumman A-6A In- Grumman TC-4C Gulfstream I
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trudrr Squadrons that .1 go-ahead was given to

icquiri nine aircraft Linder tlic deagnation

|( 1( These were rcadily distinguisliablc

froin (iilicr Gulfltreamj by the addition of a

bulbous DOM radome (o housc the radar (at

first the iwo sets of the A-6A, but latcr the

new radar of the A-6E>. Intcrnally, the cabin

was laid out with a replica of an A-6A cockpit

to acconimodate a student pilot and Student

bombardicr/navigator. an instructor's posi-

tion, and four consoles to provide four more

students with radar/computcr rcadouts. The
hr-.t of these TC-4Cs flcw for the first time on

14 June 1967.

Prior to that, in the summet of 1963, the

US Coast Guard had acquired two Gulfstream

Is to serve as VIP transports, being allocated

the service designation VC-4A.

Type: twin-engme bombardier/navigator

trainer and VIP transport

Powerplant: (TC-4C) tw« 1,987-shp

(1482kW) Rolls-Royce Dart 529 8X tur

boprops

Performance: maximum cruising speed

348 mph (560 km/h) at 25,000 ft (7620 m);

ränge with maximum fuel and 10% reserves

2.300 miles (3700 km)

Weight: (TC-4C) maximum take-off

36,000 1b (16329 kg)

Dimension«: span 78 ft 6 in (23 93 m);

length 67 ft 11 in (20 70 m). henght 22 ft 9 in

(6.93 m); wing area 610 3 sq ft (56.70 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operator«: US Coast Guard, US Navy

Grumman VC-11A Gulfstream II

In 1965 Grumman announced the intention to

build a turbofan-powered executive transport

with the namc Gulfstream II, but altliougli

the namc might suggest that (Ins lattcr aircraft

is simply a turbofan-powered Version of the

Gulfstream I, the two aircraft in fact have

little in common. No prototype was built, and

on 2 Octobcr 1966 the first productiou Gulf-

stream II aircraft made its initial flight. FAA
certification was gained a ycar latcr, and the

first productiou delivery was made in

Deccniber 1967, since wnen well over 200

havc been sold.

Grumman's satisfaction with the Rolls-

Royce engincs whicli powered the first Gull

streun lecl to the selcction of two Spcy turbo-

fans pod-niounted 011 rhe rcar fuselagc. The

cantilevcr low-set monoplanc wings have a

moderate sweepback of 25 , and all flight con-

trols, including thosc of the T-tail, are

hydraulically powered. The twin-wheel land-

ing gcars have modulating anti-skid units

Typically, there is seating for 19 passengers

in the main cabin. The US Coast Guard ac-

quired a singlc examplc as a VIP transport,

this being operated under the designation V(.

IIA Sevcral armed forces have procured these

aircraft for similar dutics.

Type: executive transport

Powerplant: two 11,400-lb (5171-kg) thrust

Rolls-Royce Spcy 511-8 turbofans

Performance: maximum cruising speed 581

mph (935 km/h) at 25,000 ft (7620 m);

NBAA VFR ränge with crew of thrce,

passenger payload of 2,000 lb (907 kg), fuel

amounting to 28,600 lb (12973 kg) and

30-minute reserves 4,123 miles (6635 km)
Weight»: typical operatmg empty (n>> tip

tanks) 36,544 lb (16576 kg), (with tip-tanks)

take-off

65,500 lb (29710 kg)'"

37,186 lb (16867 kg), maximum

Dimension«: span 68 ft 10 in (20.98 m); span

(ovo tip-tanks) 71 ft 9 in (21.87 m); length 79

ft 11 in (24.36 m); hcight 24 ft 6 in (7.47 m);

wing area 809.6 sq ft (75.21 m 2
)

Grumman VC IIA Gulfstream II

Armament: none

Operator«: ("ameroun. Gaboo, Ivory Coast,

Nigeria, US Coast Guard

Grumman TF-9T Cougar
In 1946 Grumman began the design of a

carrier-based fighter for the US Navy, the in-

itial XF9F-2 prototype niaking its first flight

on 24 November 1947, and by May 1949 the

first F9F-2 Panthers were entering service

with Navy Squadron VF-51. The Panther was

not only the first jet fighter to be designid and

built by Grumman, but was also the US
Navy's first jet fighter to be used in combat,

being deplciyed in Korea in 1950.

Soon aftcr the Panther entered service,

Grumman began development of a swept-

wing variant under a US Navy contract dated

2 March 1951, and the prototype XF9F-6 flcw

for the first time on 20 September 1951.

Although the F9F portion of the designation

was the same as that of the Panther, confirm-

ing that it was 3 variant of the original design,

the new name of Cougar also confirmed that it

was a rather different aeroplane.

The main difference, of course, lay in the

wing and the changes necessitated by it. That

of the Panther was a conventional straight

wing with ailerons and trailing-edge flaps in-

terconnected with hinged leading-edges; that

of the Cougar had sweepback of 35°. spoilcrs

rcplacing ailerons, larger flaps. leading-edge

slats, and fences. A more powerful engine was

also installcd. In this form, F9F-6 Cougars

entered service with VF-32 in November

1952.

They were followed by gcnerallv similar

F9F-7s, F9F-8s with a longer fuselagc and

wing modifications, and the F9F-8T trainer

with a still longcr fuselagc to acconimodate

pupil and instruetor in tandem. In 1962 these

last were redesignated TF-9J, many being

flown opcrationally in Vietnam for various

missions.

Type: carrier-based fighter

Powerplant: (TF-9J) one 7,200-lb (3266-kg)

thrust Pratt & Whitney J48-P-8A turbojet

Performance: (TF-9J) maximum speed

705 mph (1135 km/h) at sea level; time to

40,000 ft (12190 m) 8 minutes 30 seconds;

ränge 600 miles (966 km)
Weight: (TF-9J) maximum take-off

20,600 lb (9344 kg)

Dimension«: (TF-9J) span 34 ft 6 in

Grumman TF-9J Cougar

(10.52 m); length 44 ft 5 in (13.54 m); height

12 ft 3 in (3.73 m)
Armament: (TF-9J) two 20-mm cannon and

up to 2,000 lb (907 kg) of weapons on under-

wing hardpoints

Operators: Argentina; formerly US Navy,

US Marine Corps

Helio AU-24A Stallion

The unique STOL abilities of the Helio U-10
Courier came to be well aeeepted by military

and civil users throughout the world during

the early 1960s. However, it became clear that

a somewhat larger Version of the Super

Courier, powered by a turboprop engine,

would be attractive for a broader Utility role.

The result was the HST-550 Stallion, and,

when the prototype first flew on 5 June 1964,

it was clearly a completely redesigned aircraft

with only superficial resemblance to the

Courier. Of all-metal construetion, the

HST-550 is powered by a Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft of Canada PT6A-27 turboprop, and
the cabin aecommodates a pilot and up to 10

passengers. The rear cabin bulkhead is con-

strueted to allow long loads to be extended
into the rear fuselage when the aircraft is used

in the freight configuration.

In August 1965 the aircraft was certificated,

but few civil buyers were willing to pay the

price of over $100,000. However, the USAF
had formulated its 'Credible Chase' Pro-

gramme, calling for a multi-role STOL air-

craft, and the Stallion was selected for a fly-off

with the Fairchild-Hiller Peacemaker, 15 of
each type being ordered in early 1970. The
AU-24A, as it was designated, featured an in-

creased gross weight, hardpoints under wings

and fuselage, and a cabin gun mounting. Its

role was armed reconnaissance, close air Sup-

port, forward air control (FAC) and general

transport.

In the event, the Vietnam war had changed

course before Credible Chase reached fruition.

No further Orders were placed, and the USAF
transferred all but one of the AU-24As to the

Krimer Air Force. How many survived is

unknown, but three AU-24As did manage to

escape to Thailand with refugees when the

Khmer Rouge overthrew the American-

backed Cambodian government.

Type: 11-seat STOL Utility and COIN air-

craft

Powerplant: one 680-shp (507-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-27 turbo-

prop

Performance: maximum speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 216 mph (348 km/h); maximum
cruising speed 206 mph (332 km/h);

minimum-control speed (power on) 42 mph
(68 km/h); maximum rate of climb 2,200 ft

(671 m) per minute; service ceiling 25,000 ft

(7620 m)
Weights: Empty 2,860 lb (1297 kg); maxi-

Helio AU-24A Stallion

mum take-off 5,100 lb (2313 kg)

Dimensions: span 41 ft in (12.50 m);

length 39 ft 7 in (12.07 m); height 9 ft 3 in

(2.81 m); wing area 242 sq ft (22.5 m2)
Armament: one demountable M-197 20-mm
cannon on fuselage doorframe fixture; two

hardpoints under each wing for Stores in-

cluduig CBU-14A/A bomb dispensers, and

one fuselage hardpoint for one 500-lb (227-kg)

HE bomb
Operators: USAF, possibly Kampuchea
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Helio U-10 Courier

The Helio U-10 Courier has its origins in the

remarkable Koppen-Bollinger Helioplane of

1949. With full-span automatic leading-edge

slats and dual-purpose ailerons, the Helio-

plane's slow flight Performance soon attracted

the US Army's interest, resulting in an evalua-

tion order for one YL-24. The YL-24 was

delivered in 1952 and was of mixed construc-

tion with a fabric-covered rear fuselage and

powered by a 145-hp (108-kW) Continental

C-145-4 engine. Despite the type's versatility,

however, the US Army did not order L-24s,

and Helio Aircraft tackled the commercial

market with the all-metal H-391 Courier.

In 1961, the USAF ordered three H-395

Super Couriers for assessment and this led to

an initial production order for L-28As for

Strategie Air Command, followed by procure-

ment on behalf of the Air National Guard and

the US Army. The L-28A was later designated

U-10A, and was joined by two further

variants. The U-10B was a long-range version

capable of missions in excess of nine hours

duration, and the U-10D was an increased-

weight aircraft with aecommodation for a

pilot and five passengers.

The Vietnam war saw the U-10 employed

in a wide ränge of roles. It was ideal for

clandestine Operations, dropping agents into

small jungle Strips, and it was able to mount
light weapons in its main door for support

missions. U-lOs used sky shouting equipment

on propaganda sorties, and did forward air

control and Communications (FAC) work
with the USAF and the 2nd Wing of the

Royal Thai Air Force.

Exports of the Courier included two float-

equipped machines for the Fuerza Aerea del

Peru and two were used by the Guyana
Defence Force for some time. After the end of

the Vietnam war, the USAF U-lOs were

largely repatriated and many were sold on the

US civil market, although a few still serve

with Air National Guard Units.

Type: six-seat STOL Communications and

Utility aircraft

Powerplant: one 295-hp (220-kW) Lycom-

ing GO-480-G1D6 six-cylinder horizontally-

opposed piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

167 mph (269 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at 75% power at 8,500 ft (2600 m) 165

mph (265 km/h); minimum power-on speed

30 mph (48 km/h); landing run 270 ft (82 m);

rate of climb at sea level 1,150 ft (350 m) per

Helio U-10 (H-250) Super Courier

minute; Standard ränge (U-10A) 660 miles

(1062 km)
Weights: empty 2,080 lbs (943 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 3,400 lb (1542 kg)

Dimensions: span 39 ft in (11.89 m);

length 31 ft in (9.45 m); height 8 ft 10 in

(2.69 m); wing area 231 sq ft (21.46 m2)

Armament: light arms mounted in main

door opening as required

Operators: Guyana, Peru, Thailand, USAF,
US Army

Heliopolis Gomhouria 2

The Heliopolis Gomhouria is an Egyptian-

built version of the pre-war German Bücker

Bü 181 Bestmann and was the first military

aircraft to be produced in quantity in Egypt.

The Heliopolis aircraft factory was founded

in 1950 as part of the Egyptian Military Fac-

tories Directorate; its initial production con-

sisted of a batch of 60 Gomhourias for the

Egyptian air force. This Mk 1 version was

powered by a 105-hp (78-kW) Walter Minor

engine, and was followed by the Continental-

powered Mk 2.

Around 300 Gomhourias are reported to

have been built, and export customers have in-

cluded Jordan, Sudan and Saudi Arabia. About
six Mk 2s remain in use in Algeria, while

Egypt still has more than 100. The Egyptian

air force's training academy at Bilbeis uses

Gomhousias for initial Student training; they

then pass on to Yakovlev Yak- 18s before mov-

ing to Aero L-29s for jet conversion.

Type: primary trainer

Powerplant: one 145-hp (108-kW) Con-

tinental C-145 piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

136 mph (220 km/h); cruising speed at sea

level 124 mph (200 km/h); cruising speed at

6,500 ft (2000 m) 127 mph (205 km/h); rate

of climb at sea level 810 ft (246 m) per minute;

service ceiling 15,740 ft (4800 m); take-off run

to 50 ft (15 m) 1,149 ft (350 m); ränge

490 miles (788 km)
Weights: empty 1,333 lb (515 kg); loaded

1,826 1b (800 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 9 in (10.6 m); length

25 ft 11 in (7.9 m); height 6 ft 9 in (2.05 m);

wing area 145 sq ft (13.46 m
)

Operators: Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Sudan

HFB 320 Hansa
West Germany entered the business-jet field

when the first prototype HFB 320 Hansa flew

on 21 April, 1964. Design had begun three

years before at Hamburger Flugzeugbau 's fac-

tory at Hamburg/Finkenwerder Airport.

HFB was part of the North European group of

aircraft manufacturers who were at that time

licence-producing the Lockheed F-104G Star-

fighter and other projeets; the Hansa was the

company's first design.

The first prototype was lost in a crash dur-

ing May 1965, but a second prototype had

been flying since the previous October and the

type was in production. The first production

Hansa flew on 2 Fehruary, 1966, and an initial

batch of 10 was laid down, with a similar

number to follow. The first 15 Hansas had

General Electric CJ610-1 engines, the follow-

ing 20 the more powerful CJ610-5, and subse-

quent production the CJ610-9.

In addition to its executive role, the Hansa

was offered for a wide variety of military

duties including VIP transport, liaison, casual-

ty evacuation, navigation training, radio and

radar reconnaissance and light freighting.

Competition was extremely strong, and

although the Hansa with the unusual swept-

forward wing attracted some attention it did

not attract many Orders. A few went to civil

Operators in the USA and Italy; three were

supplied to the RLS (Rijksluchtvaartschool) in

the Netherlands for training and calibration

work, but the biggest user, and the only

military one, was the West German Luftwaffe,

which aeeepted about 16 of approximately 40

Hansas built. The FBS (Flughereitschaftssiaffel)

operates six Hansas from Köln/Bonn Airport

on VIP and support flights alongside Boeing

707s and Lockheed JetStars, while at Lechfeld

the FVSt (Flugvormeesungsstaffel) uses two
Hansas on calibration work and four others for

electronic countermeasures and similar

Type: twin-jet executive transport

Powerplant: two 3,100-lb (1406-kg) General

Electric CJ610-9 turbojets

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

25,000 ft (7620 m) 513 mph (825 km/h); rate

of climb at sea level 4,250 ft (1295 m) per

minute; time to 25,000 ft (7600 m) 12

minutes; take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 2,740 ft

(835 m) at 17,640 lb (8000 kg); ränge

1,472 miles (2370 km) with 1,200 lb (545 kg)

load and 45 minutes reserves; service ceiling

40,000 ft (12200 m)
Weights: empty (passenger version)

11,960 lb (5425 kg); empty (freighter version)

11,874 1b (5386 kg); maximum take-off

20,280 lb (9200 kg)

Dimensions: span 47 ft 6 in (14.49 m);

length 54 ft 6 in (16.61 m); height 16 ft 2 in

(4.94 m); wing area 324.4 sq ft )30.14 m 2
)

Operators: West Germany

HFB 320 Hansa

The HFB 320 Hansa became a produet of the giant MBB combine. Noted for its swept-forward wings (which thus pass behmd the cabin)

this neat business jet serves here in radar-equipped form as a Luftwaffe haison/trainer; four more are due 1980-81
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Hiller OH-23 Raven

Pirti Bown utbc Hill« UH-12A in 1950, thii

helicopter becamc the itandard hght Observa-

tion machine for the us Army as the OH-23
Raven. It was the first helicopter approved by

the US military foi 1 ,000 houi

bctwcfii majoi ovi rhauli

The commercial modelt UH-12A to 121)

became, in military icrvice, the OH-2M to

23D respectively, and the US Army reo

total of 998 oftheie veriions. The UH-12E
was batically a three-seat dual-control version

of the OH-23D intended for the civil market,

but attracted military intcrest as the < >l I-23G

The OH-23F was the military version ofthe

Model E4, a four-seat version featuring 1

25-inch (63-cm) extension to the fuselagc and

various minor changes. This model had high-

i ompression pistons which gave an equivalent

of 340 hp (254 kW) frora the 305-hp

(228-kW) Lycoming VO-540 engine.

Twcnty-two ()H-23Fs were used by the I 'S

Army in central and south America in 1962,

transporting personnel engaged in the Inter-

American Gcodctie Survcy. A IIS Anns I >l I

23(1 set up six international helicopter speed

records in October 1963; the lervice used

several liundred OH-23Gs wlmh eventualis'

replaced the OH-23Ds.

Ovcrscas eustomers for the various vcrsiotis

of the OH-23 included Argentina, Bolivia,

Colombia, ( bile, < uba, Dominica,
(iuatemala, Guyana, Mexico, Morocco, the

Netherlands, Paraguay, Switzerland, Thailand

and Uruguay I he OH-23G was supplied to

. with whom it served

under the designation C.H-112 Nomad, and

the Royal Navy which used ex-US Navy

HTE-2 tramers for pilot training at Culdrose.

Comwall, as the Hiller H7 2

Although a number of these helicopters are

still in use with civil Operators throughout the

world, few remain in military lervice It is

believed t hat several are used for liaison work
by the air fortes of Chile and Uruguay, while

the Thai army, which rcccived six ( >H-23F« in

1976, may still have some in use. Guatemala

had a Single OH-23G in 1974, and the

Dominican air forte a pair of UH-12Es.

Type: three-seat military helicopter

Powerplant: onc 323-hp (241-kW) 1

mg VO-540-A1B piston engine

Performance: (H-23D) maxinium speed 95

mph (153 km/h); cruising speed 82 mph (132

km h); inaxmium rate of climb at sea level

1,050 ft (320 m) per nnnute; vertical rate of

Hiller OH 23 Raven

climb at sea level 650 ft (198 m) per minute;

service ceiling 13,200 fi (4020 m); hovering

ccihng in ground effect 5,200 ft (1585 m):

hovering ceiling out of ground effect 1 .250 ft

(380 m); ränge 205 milcs (330 m)
Weights: (H-23D) emptv 1.816 lb (824 kg);

loadcd 2,700 lb (1225 kg)

Dimension*: main rotor diameter 35 ft 6 in

(10.67 m); length 28 ft (8.53 m); height (to

top of rotor head) 9 ft 9 in (2.98 m); main
rotor disc area 989 8 sq ft (89 4 m 2

)

Operators: Chile, Dominica, Guatemala,

Paraguay. Thailand, Uruguay

Hindustan Aeronautics Gnat/Ajeet

While the Folland (later Hawker Siddcley.

now British Aerospace) Gnat was rejeeted by

the RAF, though later aeeepted as a tränier, it

was built in some numbers in India, where it

achieved considerable success in aerial combat

in its original design role ot lightweight

fighter.

First flight ot the prototype, developed from

the less powcrful Folland Midge, took place on

18 July 1955. The design was simple. vet

brilliant. The designer, W.F.W. Pettei

produced an advanced aircraft capable "l being

built in completely unsophisticated factories at

a COSt only one third t hat ot tighters with

comparable performance, and having

operating costs to match. Tvpical of the ap-

proach to lighten and simpliry the airframe

was the use of the m.iinwheel doors as ail

brakes.

After evaluation at Polland 's Chilbolton air-

field by an Indian air force test pilot, the In-

dian govemment signed an agreement with

Folland for licence produetion t,> be und< i

taken by Hindustan Aircraft (now Aero-

nautics) Ltd at Bangalore, following the supp-

ly of 23 complete Gnats and components for a

further 20 to be assembled by HAL.
A Gnat was shipped bv the Munstrv ot Sup-

ply in late 1957 for trials in India, and became

the tirst such aircraft in the Indian an fprce's

inventory. The tirst Indian squadron to be

equipped with Gnats was No 23 at Poona,

which began to convert from de Havilland

Vampires when six Folland-built Gnats were

delivered to Ambala in March 1960.

Following assembly of UK-built Gnat com-

ponents in 1959, the first Gnat built entirely in

India from mdigenous raw materials flew on

21 May, 1962, and füll produetion began the

following year at an average rate of two per

month. A fourth Gnat squadron was being

formed when the war with Pakistan broke out

in September 1965 and the Gnat was sim.ii

'blooded' in Combat, sionng several sn

over Pakistam North American Sabrcs As a

tesult ol the dii.it 's exccllcnt tonibat perfoT-

mante, the Indian governnieiit reatfirmed its

faith in the design bv awarding turtln l

tracts Produetion lontmued until latniat \

1974, bv which time 213 lud been built This

t. however, the end ot the line HAI
had foi some utile been leeking .i \s.iv <

> t im-

proving the basic Gnai design, and in 1974

had completed itudies ot a Mark 2. to be

known as the Aieet (inviiu ible|

The last two produetion dnats. which

WOuld have been nos 214 and 215, \sere COm-

pleted as prototypes tor the Ajeet, tlving on 6

March and 5 Novembet 1975, while the tirst

produetion aircraft Hess on 30 September

1976. The niost important thange is the wet

wing, aecomodating as much fuel as the

Gnat's drop tanks and thus treeing the pylons

tor weapons tor the sanie mission tadius. A
later Martin -Haket ejet tion seat. the Mk t .1 1.

pernnts cjection at WTC teet and speeds dow ti

to 104 mph (167 km h) tompared with the

300 ft (91 in) and 149 mph (241 km h) of the

Gnat's Folland Type 2(i seat. Improved flight

control Communications and navigation

svstems are titted and trom Ajeet No 21 the

Ferranti F. 195 Ins sight is titted. Initial pro-

duetion ot the Ajeet fighter is piamied as 100

aircraft but this may eventualis' be doubled

over a four year period. HAL is rebuildmg

Gnats to Ajeet Standard and has developed a

two-seat trainer Ajeet, the first being com-

pleted in 1979. It retains the fighter's attack

capabilitv, though despite a length increase of

2 ft 3Va in (0.7 in), the second cockpit (with

its own windscreen and canopy) is titted at the

cost of deleting two tuselage fuel tanks. If

Hindustan Aeronautics Ajeet

necessary, raother 60-gallon (273-litre) tank

can be titted in place ot the cannon.

Type: fighter and ground attack aircraft

Powerplant: one 4.320-lb (2050-kg) Rolls

Royce Orpheus "01 turbojet

Performance: (Gnat) maximuni level speed

M 0.98; climb to 45.000 ft (13720 m) 3

nimutes 15 seconds; lervice ceiling over

50.000 ft (15240 m); take-off tun t«. 30 ft (13

m| 2.620 ft (800 m); landing run fron

(13 m) 3,500 ft (1065 m); radius of action 500

miles (805 km); endurance 1 hour 15 mmutes.

doubled with underssing tanks

(Ajeet) maximum level speed at sea level 716

mph (1152 km h); service ceiling 45,000 ft

(13720 m); elimb to 39,375 ft (12000 m) at

take-off weight 7,803 lb (3359 kg) from

brakes off 9 minutes 33 seconds; take-ott run

at sea level. weight 9,118 lb (4136 kg) with

two rocket pods and two 33-gallon (150-litre)

drop tanks 4,515 ft (1376 m); landing run at

normal landing weight 3.435 ft (1047 m);

combat radius in low level ground attack role

with two 500-lb (227-kg) bombs 127 miles

(204 km), with two rocket pods and two
33-gallon (150-litre) drop tanks 161 miles (259

km), with four rocket pods 120 miles (193

km) (all Ajeet performance ftgures at ISA

Weights: (Gnat) intereeptor take-off 6,650 lb

(3010 kg); tactical with wing tanks and arma-

ment 8,885 lb (4020 kg)

empty 5,086 lb (2307 kg); maximum
9,195 lb (4171

Dimensions: ((>nat| span 22 ft 2 in (6.75 m);

length 29 ft 9 in (9.06 m); height 8 ft 10 in

(2.69 m); wing area 136.6 sq ft (12.69 m 2
)

(Ajeet) span 22 ft 1 in (6.73 m); length 29 ft 8

in "(9.04 m); height 8 ft 1 in (2.46 m)
Armament: (Gnat) two 30-mm Aden cannon

in fuselage air intake fairings; two underwing
pylons for two 500-lb (227-kg) bombs or

twelve 3-inch (7.6-cm) rockets

(Ajeet) cannon as Gnat; four underwing
pylons, two inner each capable of carrying one

500-lb (227-kg) bomb, and others for four Ar-

row pods each containing eighteen 68-mm
rockets or two 33-gallon (150-litre) drop tanks

Operator: India

Hindustan Aeronautics HPT-32
The Bangalore design office of Hindustan

Aeronautics Ltd has given many diversified ex-

amples of its talents in the years since World
War II, ranging from small Auster-type air

Observation posts to basic trainers (piston- and

jet-engined), crop-sprayers, helicopters, and

transonic jet-powered ground-attack fighters.

Its 32nd design, as the designation reveals, is

for a primary training aircraft, the HPT-32,
which is intended for service in the early 1980s

to replace the ageing HT-2, now long overdue

for replacement.

First flown on 6 January 1977, the HPT-32
is an all-metal low-wing monoplane whose
design contains no surprises. It conforms to

the airworthiness requirements of FAR Part

23, being stressed to g limits of + 6 and -3
for a füll ränge of aerobatic manoeuvres, but is

intended for a wide variety of instructional

roles including ab initio, instrument, naviga-

tion, night flying, formation flying and

weapon training; and also for glider or target

towing. With four underwing pylons avail-

able for weapons or other stores, it will also be

able to perform light ground-attack or supply-

dropping missions. With a third (and possibly

fourth) seat behind the side-by-side front seats

of the Standard trainer, other potential roles

include search and rescue, liaison, recon-

naissance, or civil touring. A second prototype

was being built in 1979; meanwhile the first

HPT-32 has undergone a few changes since its

debut, resulting in a somewhat lighter aircraft

with improved ceiling and climb rates. The
produetion version is expected to have an

Indian engine, of approximately the same

power as the prototype's Lycoming, and may
feature a retractable landing gear instead of the

fixed tricycle type fitted to the prototype.

conlinued

Hindustan Aeronautics HPT-32
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Hindustan Aeronautics HPT-32

Type: two/three-seat basic trainer or four-

seat liaison aircraft

Powerplant: (prototype) one 260-hp

(194-kW) Lycoming AEIO-540-D4B5 flat-six

piston engine

Performance: (at normal take-off weight of

2,756 lb (1250 kg)) maximum speed at sea

level 135 mph (217 km/h); ränge with Stan-

dard fuel at 5,000 ft (1525 m) 435 miles

(700 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

1,100 ft (335 m) per minute; service ceiling

15,580 ft (4750 m)

Weights: empty 2,041 lb (926 kg); normal
take-off 2,756 lb (1250 kg); maximum take-

off 3,031 lb (1375 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 2 in (9.50 m); length

25 ft 3 3/4 in (7.715 m); height 10 ft 8 3/« in

(3.27 m); wing area 161.57 sq ft (15.01 m2
)

Armament: up to 562 lb (255 kg) of

weapons or other stores on four underwing
hardpoints

Operators: India (under development)

Hindustan Aeronautics HT-2
As its designation indicates, the HT-2 was the

second original design to be evolved by the

Bangalore factory of Hindustan Aircraft Ltd,

the first having been a wartime design for a

troop transport glider. The HT-2 was thus

India's first domestically-designed powered

aeroplane, and was one of three types commis-

sioned by the Indian government in September

1948 to cover the primary, basic and advanced

training roles. In the event the HT-2 was the

only one to proceed, the first of two pro-

totypes flying on 13 August 1951 and the se-

cond on 19 February 1952. The former prov-

ing to be somewhat underpowered by its

145-hp (108-kW) de Havilland Gipsy Major

10 engine, the second aircraft was flown with

a slightly more powerful Cirrus Major III,

which became the Standard production

powerplant. Broadly similar to the contem-

porary de Havilland Chipmunk in general ap-

pearance, the HT-2 is an all-metal low-wing
monoplane having a fixed, tailwheel-type lan-

ding gear. Tandem seating and dual controls

are provided for instructor and pupil, under a

long framed canopy. Production, which totall-

ed 169, continued until 1958 to fulfil Orders

from the Indian air force, Indian navy and

civilian flying clubs.

In the hope of securing export sales India

presented the Indonesian and Singapore

governments each with an HT-2, but no
Orders were forthcoming. However, 12 were

sold later to the Ghana air force, with whom
they remained in service until replaced by

Scottish Aviation Bulldogs in 1973. In India,

only 50 or so remain in service and are long

overdue for replacement. A new HAL primary

trainer, the HPT-32, is now under develop-

ment as such a replacement.

Type: two-seat primary trainer

Powerplant: one 155-hp (116-kW)
Blackburn Cirrus Major III four-cylinder in-

line piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 130 mph
(209 km/h); maximum cruising speed

115 mph (185 km/h); maximum ränge

350 miles (563 km); maximum endurance

3 hours 30 minutes; maximum rate of climb

at sea level 800 ft (244 m) per minute; service

ceiling 14,500 ft (4420 m)
Weights: empty 1,540 1b (699 kg); max-

Hindustan Aeronautics HT-2

imum take-off 2,240 lb (1016 kg)

Dimensions: span 35 ft 2 in (10.72 m);

length 24 ft 8 Vi in (7.53 m); height 8 ft 11 in

(2.72 m); wing area 173.4 sq ft (16.11 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: India

Hindustan Aeronautics HJT-16 Kiran

HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd) followed

the BAC (Hunting) Jet Provost in adopting

side-by-side seating for the HJT-16 Kiran (ray

of light), design of which began in 1959.

The first prototype did not fly until

September 1964; the second followed 11 mon-
ths later. A pre-production batch of 24 follow-

ed for the Indian air force, first delivery of six

taking place in March 1968. The 50th aircraft

was completed in late 1973 and the 125th by

the beginning of 1978. The total requirement

for Kirans by the Indian air force and navy is

said to be 190.

The Kiran's cockpit is pressurized and the

canopy is of the clamshell type. Two Martin-

Baker Mk H4HA zero-altitude fully-

automatic ejector seats are fitted.

An Indian-designed engine, the HJE-2500,

was developed for the Kiran and tests began at

the end of 1966. It seems unlikely that it will

ever be installed in production aircraft, but

many lessons have been learned.

In order to make füll use of the Kiran's

capabilities in the light attack and armament
training roles, later production modeis are fit-

ted with a hardpoint beneath each wing for

weapons or a drop tank. In this form it

becomes the Mark 1A.

A more powerful development of the basic

aircraft, known as the Mark 2, has a derated

HAL Orpheus 701 turbojet giving 3,400-lb

(1542-kg) thrust, improving speed, climb and

manoeuvrability. The prototype flew on 30

July 1976 and a second followed some months
late, in 1979.

The Kiran Mark 2 has two hardpoints

beneath each wing giving a weapons capability

of up to four 500-lb (227-kg) bombs, or four

68-mm rocket pods or 25-lb (11.34-kg) bomb
carriers or combinations of these loads. Alter-

natively, four 50-Imperial gallon (227-litre)

drop tanks can be carried.

Type: basic trainer

Powerplant: one 2,500-lb (1134-kg) Rolls-

Royce Viper 11 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

432 mph (695 km/h); maximum speed at

30,000 ft (9150 m) 427 mph (688 km/h);

cruising speed 201 mph (324 km/h); time to

reach 30,000 ft (9150 m) 20 minutes; take-off

run 1,450 ft (442 m); endurance without ex-

ternal tanks 1 hour 45 minutes at 265 mph
(426 km/h) at 30,000 ft (9150 m)
Weights: empty 5,644 lb (2560 kg); max-

imum take-off with underwing tanks 9,039 lb

(4100 kg)

Dimensions: span 35 ft 1 in (10.70 m);

Hindustan Aeronautics HJT-16 Kiran

length 34 ft 9 in (10.60 m); height 11 ft 11 in

(3.63 m); wing area 204.5 sq ft (19.00 m 2

)

Armament: current production aircraft have

a hardpoint beneath each wing capable of car-

rying a variety of stores: each hardpoint can

carry one 500-lb (227-kg) bomb, or a

50-Imperial gallon (227-litre) drop tank or a

pod with two 7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-

guns, or seven 68-mm SNEB rockets in a pod

Operator: India

Hindustan Aeronautics HAOP-27 Krishak Mk II

On 28 September 1958, Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd flew a prototype of the

HUL-26 Pushpak, a two-seat ultra-light cabin

monoplane which was subsequently produced

in series and became a populär lightplane for

use by Indian civil flying clubs. The next HAL
design was evolved originally as a slightly

larger, four-seat multi-purpose version of the

Pushpak, and two Krishak Mk I prototypes

(190-hp/142-kW Continental engine) made
their initial flights in November 1959 and

November 1960. No production of this Ver-

sion was undertaken, but when, a few years

later, the Indian army issued a requirement for

a three-seat air Observation post and liaison air-

craft, HAL evolved the three-seat Krishak Mk
II to meet it. The prototype of this made its

first flight in 1965, and over the next four

years 68 production Krishak IIs, first ordered

in 1964 and bearing the designation

HAOP-27, were delivered to'the Indian air

force.

The steel-tube fuselage and metal wings,

both fabric-covered, are essentially similar to

those of the Pushpak, fuel being carried in two

Standard tanks in the wings and, optionally, in

an underfuselage auxiliary tank. Pilot and Co-

pilot sit side by side, with an excellent all-

round view from the extensively glazed cabin;

to their rear can be installed an optional third

seat or, for an air ambulance role, a Single

stretcher. The Krishaks replaced most of the

British Auster AOP.9s in Indian service, but

up to the mid- 1960s the two types still equip-

ped four squadrons (Nos 659, 660, 661 and

662) of the Indian air force, which flew them

in a support role in conjunction with the ar-

my's Regiment of Artillery. These fixed-wing

AOP aircraft began to be replaced from 1974

onwards by Cheetah helicopters, a HAL
licence-built version of the Aerospatiale

SA.315B Lama.

Type: two/three-seat air Observation post and

light Utility aircraft

Powerplant: one 225-hp (168-kW) Con-

tinental O-470-J flat-six piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

Hindustan's HAOP-27 Krishak was a satisfactory three-seat Observation aircraft, over 50

being built, but nearly all have now been replaced in Indian army service by the SA.315B

Cheetah, a version of the Aerospatiale Alouette helicopter made by Hindustan.

130 mph (209 km/h); maximum speed at

5,000 ft (1525 m) 116 mph (187 km/h); ränge

with auxiliary fuel 500 miles (805 km); max-

imum rate of climb at sea level 900 ft (274 m)

per minute; service ceiling 19,500 ft (5945 m)

Weights: empty 1,970 lb (894 kg); max-

imum take-off 2,800 lb (1270 kg)

Dimensions: span 37 ft 6 in (11.43 m);

length 27 ft 7 in (8.41 m); height 7 ft 9 in

(2.36 m); wing area 200.0 sq ft (18.58 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: India
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Hindustan Aeronautics HF-24 Marut

[ndia'i tust, and w far only, indigenoui jet

fighter, the HAI HF-24 Marut (wind spmt)

has not becn an unqualifii d tu i eis. Develop-

inriii v.i. protracted, Performance disappoint-

ing, and the learcfa foi an engine capablc 01

carrying it tO its intcndcd Mach 2 maxunum

spccd unfruitful. Neverthelew, all national

aerospace industries have to itart somcwherc.

and HAL dcservcs credit for a brave try. con-

lidering t hat before the Marut its design and

manufacturing effort had been confincd large-

ly to piston-engined light aircraft.

The lack of home-produced experience in

designing jet aircraft was offset by acquiring

the Services of a teani of (ierman engineers,

headed by Dipl-Ing Kurt Tank, the brilliant

wartime technical director ol Focke-Wulr.

This team began work on the HF-24 in [une

1956 and stayed mit il 1967, after which

development was continued by an all-Indian

team. After prcliminary trials with a full-lize

two-seat glider built to the sann- basic con-

figuration, two prototype HF-24s were built,

niaking their initial flights on 17 June 1961

and t I tetober 1962 respectively.

The two prototypes were followed in

1963-64 by 18 pre-produetion aircraft. before

series manufacture began of the Marut Mk I as

a ground-attack fighter. A token delivery <>t

two of these aircraft was niade to the Indian

air force on 10 May 1964; 12 others were

delivered later, the reniaining four being

retained for various test purposes. Of all-mctal

low-wing configuration, the Marut has 45°

swept wings, twin Orpheus 703 non-aftcr-

buming turbojets side by side in the fuselage,

and a Martin-Baker Mk 84(' zero-height ejee-

tion seat for the pilot. The first produetion

Mk 1 was flown on 15 November 1967. and

by the time of the December 1971 war with

Pakistan Maruts equipped three IAF squadrons

(Nos 10, 31 and 220), acquitdng themselves

well in Operations, without loss. Mk I produe-

tion, including development aircraft, totalled

129, but no additional squadrons were equip-

ped with the tvpe. Later examples te.it ure

extended-chord.

In addition to the single-seatcr, HAL also

developed a two-seat combat proficiency

trainer Version of the Marut, known as the

Mk IT. The first of two Mk IT prototypes

was flown on 30 April 1970, and 18 were

eventually built, with the two seats in tandem

under a long, one-piece canopv. and dual Con-

trols for the oecupants. The Mk IT is used for

all-weather ground-attack, Instrument flying

and weapons training.

Produetion of the Marut endcd in 1977.

Over the years a nuniber of attempts have

been made to push the Performance up to

Mach 2, one of which involved the conversion

of a pre-produetion Marut to Mk IA Standard

by fitting afterburners to the existing ( )rphcus

703 engines Entirely new powerptants studied

have varied from the (ierman-designed.

Egyptian-built Brandner E300 turbojet in the

lattcr half of the 1960s to the morc recent

study of the Turbo-Union RB.199 turbofan

which powers the Panavia Tornado. Nonc of

these has vieldcd satisfactory results, and the

idea of a Mach 2 Marut now scems to have

becn abandoned. In 1978-79 the aircraft was

still under consideration as the basis tor

development of a new tactical fighter, but the

recent Indian purchase of the SEPE( AT
Jaguar makes this possibility seem equallv

unlikclv.

Type: single-scat ground-attack fighter (Mk
I); two-seat operational trainer (Mk IT)

Powerplant: two 4,850-lb (2200-kg) static

thrust HAL-built Rolls-Royce Orpheus 703

turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at 39,375 ft

(12000 m) (Mk I) Mach 1.02 or 675 mph
(1086 km/h), (Mk IT) Mach 1.00 or 661 mph
(1064 km b); maximum indicated airspeed at

sea level (Mk I) 691 mph (1112 km h); com-

bat radius (Mk IT) at low level 148 miles (238

km), at 39,375 ft (12000 m) 246 miles (396

km); ferry ränge (Mk IT) at 30.000 ft (9150

m) 898 miles (1445 km); time to 40.000 ft

(12200 m), aircraft clean 9 minutes 20 seconds

Weights: emptv (Mk I with ventral drop-

tank) 13.658 Ib (6195 k'g), (Mk IT) 13.778 Ib

(6250 kg); maximum take-off (Mk I) 24,048

lb (10908 kg). (Mk IT) 23.836 lb (10812 kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 6'/4 in (9.00 m);

lengtfa 52 ft 0V* in (15.87 m); height 1

1

in (3.60 m); wing area 301.4 sq h (28.00 m 2
)

Armament: four 30-mm Aden Mk 2 cannon

with 120 rounds per gun, two on cach side of

forward fuselage: rctractablc Matra Type 103

pack of fifty 68-mm SNEB air-to-air rocket] in

belly (not in Mk IT); four underwmg pointi

foi 1 .(K)0-lb (454-kg) bombs, Type 116 SNEB
rocket pods. T10 air-tO-SUrface rocket Clusters,

napalm, or drop-tanks

Operators: India

Hindustan Aeronautics HF 24 Marut

^ ihi^Jjiftiii^

Called Marut (Wind Spirit). 'he Hindustan HF-24 is roughly in the class of the Hunter. and
was designed by a team led by Dr Kurt Tank, creator of the Focke-Wulf 190. This is one of

the dual trainer Mk IT versions. most of which have only two 30-mm cannon

D BD-850

Hindustan Aeronautics HF-24 Marut Mk 1 fighter of the Indian Air Force, three squadrons operate the type in the IAF

Hispano HA-200/HA 220 Saeta
In 1954 Hispano Aviaciön produced the

HA-100 Triana advanced trainer, designed

under the supervision of Professor Willv

Messerschmitt. Four prototypes were follow-

ed by 40 produetion aircraft, which entered

Service with the Spanish air force from 1958 as

armament trainers, under the designation

E-12.

Hispano used major HA-100 components in

the first Spanish jet aircraft, the HÄ-200. the

prototype of which first flew on 12 August,

1955. It was followed by a second prototype

and 30 produetion aircraft designated HA-
200A Saeta (arrow) by the manufacturer and

E-14 by the Spanish air force. The first pro-

duetion HA-200A flew on 11 October 1962.

Egypt showed interest in the HA-200, and a

licence agreement was reached whereby a pro-

duetion line was established at the Helwan air

works near Cairo. The variant chosen was the

HA-200B, named Al-Kahira, and Egypt ob-

tained a batch of 10 pre-produetion HA-200B
aircraft built by Hispano, the first flying on 21

July, 1960. It was planned that 90 aircraft

would be built in Egypt, and these were used

until supplanted by the Aero L-29 Delfin.

The next development in Spain was the

HA-200D with improved Systems, wheels,

brakes and armament. Produetion of 55 HA-
200Ds for the Spanish air force was completed
in early 1968, and 40 of these were subse-

quently upgraded in respect of armament to

HA-200E Standard.

This variant, also known as the Super Saeta,

had more powerful Marbore engines, provi-

sion for rocket pods and updated Bendix elec-

tronics. A single-seat model went into produe-

tion as the HA-220 attack aircraft with the

military designation C-10, after a launching

order for 25 by the Spanish air force in

December 1967; ten had been delivered by

mid-February 1972. The HA-220 retains the

long canopy of the HA-200, but the rear

cockpit holds a tank. A bullet-proof wind-

screen is fitted, and the seat has armour at

front and rear. A wide ränge of underwing ar-

mament can be carried.

In all, Hispano supplied 110 produetion

HA-200/220s to the Spanish air force,

although by the time produetion deliveries had

been completed, the Company had been merg-

ed with CASA. About 80 HA-200/220s are

still in Service in Spain. Escuadrcn 214 has

about 20 HA-220s based at Morön as part of

the 21st Wing, Tactical Air Command, while

in the training role some 60 HA-200s remain

with Escuadrön 793 at San Javier. The

HA-200s will be replaced by the CASA C-101

Aviojet, and presumably a strike Version of the

latter will be developed as an HA-220 replace-

ment.

Type: advanced trainer

Powerplant: (HA-200B and D) two 880-lb

(400-kg) Turbomeca Marbore IIA turbojets;

(HA-200E) two 1,058-lb (480-kg) Turbomeca

Hispano HA-200/ HA-220 Saeta

Marbore VI turbojets

Performance: (HA-200D) maximum speed

at maximum take-off weight 404 mph (650

km/h); cruising speed 330 mph (530 km/h);

rate of climb at sea level 2,755 ft (840 m) per

minute; service ceiling 39,360 ft (12000 m);

take-off run to 50 ft (15 m) 1,740 ft (530 m);

landing run from 50 ft (15 m) 2,300 ft (700

m); ränge at 29,500 ft (9000 m) 930 miles

(1500 km).

(HA-200E) maximum speed at maximum
take-off weight at sea level 413 mph (665

km/h); maximum speed at 23,000 ft (7000 m)

429 mph (690 km/h); cruising speed at 19,700

ft (6000 m) 360 mph (579 km/h); rate of climb

at sea level 3,050 ft (930 m) per minute; Ser-

vice ceiling 42,650 ft (13000 m); take-off run

to 50 ft (15 m) 2,625 ft (800 m); other figures

as for HA-200D
Weights: (HA-200D) empty equipped 4,035

lb (1830 kg); maximum take-off 7,385 lb

(3350 kg)

(HA-220E) basic operating 4,453 lb (2020 kg);

maximum take-off 7,937 lb (3600 kg)

Dimensions: (all versions) span 34 ft 2 in

(10.42 m); length 29 ft 5 in (8.97 m); height 9

ft 4 in (2.85 m); wing area 187.2 sq ft (17.40

m 2

)

Armament: underwing hardpoints for rocket

launchers, bomb racks and photo-
reconnaissance equipment; provision for one

20-mm Hispano-Suiza cannon in the fuselage;

HA-200E has Matra 38 underwing at-

tachments for ränge of weapons

Operators: Egypt, Spain
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Hughes Model 269/300/300C/TH-55A Osage
The diminutive but versatile Hughes TH-55A
Osage is a military version of Hughes' original

"

Model 269A, a re-engineered and simplified

follow-on from the two-seat Model 269. Five

269As bought by the US Army under the

designation YHÖ-2HU in 1958 completed a

highly successful evaluation programme in the

command and Observation roles. In 1964 the

type was chosen as the force's Standard two-

seat training helicopter, and by 1969 a total of

792 had been delivered. The conflict in Viet-

nam demanded the use of helicopters on a scale

never seen before, and TH-55As are still

operated to train pilots to fly the 9,000 rotary-

wing aircraft in the US Army inventory.

The basic design has undergone many
changes over the years. The first three-seat

variant, the Model 300, appeared in 1963. Five

years later, in July 1968, construction began of

the Model 300C. Powered by a 190-hp

(142-kW) Lycoming piston engine, this three-

seat aircraft first flew in August 1969 and of-

fered a 45% increase in payload. The 300CQ is

75% quieter than earlier models. Adoption of

a larger engine called for a number of struc-

tural changes, including enlarging the tail

rotor and fin, and lengthening the tailboom

and rotor mast to accommodate the longer and

heavier main rotor blades. Hughes has also ex-

perimented with alternative powerplants. A
TH-55A has flown with a 185-hp (138-kW)

Wankel RC2-60 rotary engine, and another

has been fitted with a 317-shp (236-kW)

Allison 250-C18 turboshaft. Kawasaki built 48

Osages for the Japan Ground Self-Defence

Force (JGSDF), and the' Model 300C is also

built under licence in Italv bv Breda Nardi.

Algeria uses six 269s for training; the

Brazilian navy's 10 269/300s are now being

phased out of the training role; Guyana has

the type primarily for police work; Italy has

trained many pilots on the type; Japan' s GSDF
is replacing much of its fixed-wing fleet with

helicopters, including 38 TH-55Js; Nicaragua

has one for training; the Sierra Leone Detence

Force, formed in 1973 and with an inventory

of six aircraft, operates one; and the largest

user, the US Army, still operates some 300.

Type: two/three-seat light training helicopter

Powerplant: one 180-hp (134-kW) Avco
Lycoming HIO-360-A1A four-cylinder,

horizontally opposed, air-cooled piston engine

(300C: 190-hp/142-kW HIO-360-D1A)
Performance: maximum design speed (300)

87 mph (140 km/h), (TH-55A) 86 mph
(138 km/h), (300) 105 mph (169 km/h);

maximum cruising speed (300) 80 mph
(129 km/h), (TH-55A) 75 mph (121 km/h),

(300C) 100 mph (161 km/h); ränge (max-

imum fuel, no reserve), (300) 300 miles

(480 km). (TH-55A) 204 miles (328 km),

(300C) 232 miles (373 km); maximum rate of

climb at sea level 1,140 ft (347 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped (300) 958 lb

(434 kg), (TH-55A) 1,008 1b (457 kg),

(300C) 1,039 lb (471 kg); maximum take-off

and landing (300, TH-55A) 1,670 lb (757 kg),

(300C) 1,900 lb (861 kg)

Dimensions: rotor diameter (300. TH-55A)
25 ft 3V: in (7.71 m), (300C) 26 ft 10 in

(8.18 m); length overall (rotors turning) (300,

TH-55A) 28 ft 10% in (8.8 m), (300C)

30 ft 11 in (9.42 m); height (tail rotor turn-

ing) 8 ft 2 3/4 in (2.5 m); main rotor disc area

(300, TH-55A) 503 sq ft (46.73 m 2
), (300C)

565.5 sq ft (52.5 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Algeria, Brazil, Guyana, Italv.

Japan, Nicaragua, Sierra Leone, US Army

Hughes TH-55A Osage

The US Army bought 792 Hughes TH-55A Osage lighl helicopters as Standard rotary-wing

trainers, and some 300 are still in use in this role Virtually every Army helicopter pilot learns

to fly on the Osage

Hughes Model 369/OH-6 Cayuse

The Hughes Model 369 was designed to meet

the requirements of the US Armv's Light

Observation Helicopter (LOH) specification,

which was issued to US aircraft manufacturers

in 1960. There was a likelihood of large-scale

production for the winning design, which ex-

plains why no fewer than 12 companies made
submissions. The US Armv selected those of

Bell, Hiller and Hughes as the most suitable

proposals, and in the spring of 1961 ordered

five prototypes from each for evaluation.

When ordered by the US Armv the Hughes

Model 369 was given the designation HO-6,
but it was under the revised tri-service

designation of OH-6 that it flew for the first

time on 27 February 1963. The US Armv's

trials of the competing prototvpes began at

Fort Rucker, Alabama, in November of that

year, and on 26 May 1965 it was announced

that the Hughes Submission had won the com-

petition and was being ordered into produc-

tion.

The US Army's initial order was for 714 of

these helicopters, and it was expected that

Hughes would manufacture the total require-

ment, which was predicted to be 4,000 ex-

amples. In fact, although Hughes received fur-

ther contracts to bring the total requirement

for the OH-6 to 1,434, this was to prove the

end of the line for Hughes, for it was Bell that

built the balance of the 4,000 after the US
Army became dissatisfied with the rising costs

of the OH-6. This was the result of a political

storm which raged over the award of the con-

tract to Hughes, which was said to have bid

below costs.

That this should be the case was most un-

fortunate, for although the OH-6 Cayuse, as

it became known, was falling behind its pro-

duction schedule, as well as costing more to

produce than had been anticipated, in its OH-
6A production form as delivered to the US
Army in the summer of 1966 it really was a

süperb light helicopter with sparkling Perfor-

mance. As proof of this Statement, ÖH-6A
helicopters were used by both Service and

civilian pilots to set up a whole series of inter-

national helicopter records, including all class

helicopter records for a straight-line distance

of 2,213 miles (3561 krrvj, a sustained altitude

of 26,448 ft (8061 m), and a speed of

141.51 mph (227.74 km/h) over a 1,243-miles

(2000-km) closed circuit. Many other records

were broken in this helicopter' s own class, in-

cluding a maximum speed of 172.41 mph
(227.4" km h).

Undoubtedlv. the kev to the success of this

light helicopter was the combination of the

well developed fullv-articulated four-blade

main rotor, which had evolved trom that

designed for the Hughes Model 200, and the

small, lightweight Allison T63-A-5A tur-

boshaft engine which powered it. The term

'lightweight' is, of course, somewhat ar-

bitarv: in fact. the T63-A-5A weighs only

136 lb (61.7 kg) drv. and anv engine with a

take-off rating of 317 shp (236 kW) cannot

come much lighter than that, its weight being

only 5% of the overload take-off weight of the

Cavuse. In practice, however, the engine is

derated to 252.5 shp (188 kW) for take-off

and has a maximum continuous rating of

214.5 shp (160 kW), which explains that

high-altitude record, and which also gives the

OH-6 excellent 'hot and high' Performance.

Accommodation is tor a crew of two, with

two folding seats in the rear cabin which,

when folded out o( the way, provide sufficient

room for four fully equipped troops seated on

the floor, or space for a worthwhile load of

cargo.

OH-6As began to enter service with the US
Army in September 1966, and deliverv of the

Hughes Model 369, OH 6A Cayuse

total 1,434 on order had been completed by

August 1970. The Cayuse is employed for a

wide ränge of duties, even including offensive

Operations by the provision of armament kits

for mounting on the left side of the fuselage,

these comprising the XM-27 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

machine-gun or XM-75 grenade-launcher.

Type: light Observation helicopter

Powerplant: one 317-shp (236-kW) derated

Allison T63-A-5A turboshaft

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

sea level 143 mph (230 km<'h); normal ränge

413 miles (665 km/h) at 5,000 ft (1525 m);

ferrv ränge 1,560 miles (2511 km)
Weights: empty equipped 1,156 lb (524 kg);

design take-off 2,400 lb (1089 kg); overload

take-off 2,700 lb (1225 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 26 ft 4 in

(8.03 m); tail rotor diameter 4 ft 3 in

(1.30 m); length rotors turning 30 ft 3 3A in

(9.24 m); height 8 ft IV2 in (2.48 m); main

rotor disc area 544.63 sq ft (50.60 m 2
)

Armament: XM-27 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

machine-gun or XM-75 grenade launcher

Operators: US Army

Popularly called the Loach, from its LOH (light Observation helicopter) role, the Hughes OH-6A Cayuse is one of the world's smallest,

fastest and most nimble rotary wing machines Similar machlnes are built in Italy, Japan, Argentina and S. Korea.
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Hughes Model 500M/Defender

Hugl I od 21 April 1965 t hat it

w.is thei ompany'i intention to market •> com
im-rii al ll thc nnlit.irv < )l I 6A

/ersioni wen be baik

Model 500, a fivc-sc.it Executive; the Utility

Model 5001) (latei 500C), wind, would carry

leven personi <u up to 1,710 II' (776 I

Ereight; and .i military Model 50OM. basically

the »ame ai the i 's Army'i < >l I-6A, bu

figured lor s.ilc to Foreign military cu»tomers.

These variants differed from the military <>fl

6A mainlv m theii powerplant. The Modell

1 500M retained the larni ba u Alhson

iA, bui in l hei« applii ationi rerated to

278 shp (207 kW) foi take-off, and with i

maximui inuoui rating of 243 shp

(181 kW). The 500< hai the com
400-shp (298-kW) Alhsoi, Model 250-< 20

turboshart,, derated to th( same leveli as the

T63-A-5A, but giving improved 'hot and

high
1

|" P i] mam •
I (eliveriei oi these

belicopter modeis began in 1968, and the

500M proved an attractive buy lor many
forcign air forces, including those oi

Colombia, Denmark, Mexico, the Philippines,

and Spam . In addition, licence manufacture ol

the Model 500 has been undertaken by

BrcdaNardi in Italv. K.iw.isaki in Japan and

RACA m Argentina.

Thc developmenl oi i mor< advanced Ver-

sion b'cgan in 1974. introducing .i numl

changes to enhance Performance. I he more

powerful Alhson 250-C20B w.is introduced:

this dcvelops a maximurn oi 420 shp

(313 kW), but is derated in this application to

375 shp (280 kW) lor take-off, and has a max-

imurn continuous rating oi 350 shp

(261 kW). There are two readily noticeable

cxternal changes, the Hrst being the provision

of a T-tail, with a sni.ill-sp.in horizontal

stabihzer, with diminutive cnd-pl.ite tins,

mounted at the tip oi the dorsal tm This

replaces the earliei unit which had .i similai

ventral/dorsal fin arrangement, but had also a

fixed stabilizer with considerablc dihedral

mounted on the starboard sidc ot the Im I I»

other major externa! change is the introdui

tion of a fivc-bladc main rotoi similai to that

installed on the experimental OH-6C. In fact,

as earlv as April 1976 Hughes had been work-

ing on a moditied OII-6A which was known
as 'The Quiet One', and it was tor this aircraft

that the slower-rotating five-blade main rotoi

had originally been developed This latter air-

craft also had a four-bladc tail rotor, but to

avoid excessive weight that oi the 5001). as

this new helicopter is known, has onlv two
blades of slightly inercased diameter, plus a

longcr and strengthened tail boom to cater tor

the increased torque. Othcr changes include

strengthening of the lower fuselage and lan-

' ar, and thc introdtu tion oi > Mnall fair-

mg over thc rotor hub to climinatc a shght

problei ; with thc prototype. This

flew for thc first time in August 1974, (ollow-

cd by thc first lligli' r.itt on

1975, initial deliverics being made

mbei 1976

During 1976 Hughes made extensive

studies of arnied helicopters, from which thc

ion was reached that thc Model 500D
could, with minimal modification, bc

marketed as a low-COSt multi-mission combat
helicopter The resulting Model 500M-I)

ited i tavourable Impression and

is currcntlv being manufactured cxtensivelv by

Hughes and its [icensees Changes include the

Installation of sclf-scahng lud cclls and ar-

mour, provision tor thc carnagc and dcplov-

weapons, and im i
i

the Hughes Blacl 1

1

. »1
' Ocarina IR sup

pressor. which reduces the Detender'-

vulnerability to infra-red (heat) secking

missiles by i (onsidcrable factor. Amongst thc

weapons carried is thc T( )W missile. thc in-

stallation including two weapon pods on cach

side ot the fuselage, plus a tclcscopic nose sight

for the gunner and a stecring indicator tor the

pilol The simple Hughes Chain dun. ot

J0-mm calibre and with tiring rates ot up to

750 rpm, tan also bc ntted.

I >efenders luve been delivered t" < "lombia.

Mauntania and South Korea, and this latter

is to assemble 60 - 70 from American

ments,

Type: lighl immercial military

helicopter

Powerplant: (500M-D) mit 420-shp
(313-kW) Alhson 250-C20B turb

derated to 375 sh] and with a

maximurn continuous rating ot 350 shp

(261 kW)
Performance: maximurn cruising speed at

se.i level 160 mph (25" km b); ränge at sca

level (with allowance t..i 2-minute warm-up,
Standard tuel and oo rescrves) $00 miles

(483 I

Weights: empty 1,320 lb (599 kg); max-

imurn take-ofl 3,000 lb (1361 kg)

Dimensions: mam rotor dianietet 26 tt 5 in

(K 05 m|. length (rotors turning) 30 I

(9.30 m); hei| in (2.53 m); main

i..!,,. dti» area 547 si sq ft (50.89 m 2
)

Armament: (500M-D) includes 2.75-in

(69.9-mm) rockets. 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

Minigun, 30-mm Chain Cun; Mk 44 or Mk
4(i homing torpedoes; or four TOW air-to-

surface missiles

Operators: Argentina. Colombia, Denmark.
Italv, Israel, [apan, Mauritania, Mexico, South

Korea, Spain

SP5&

The Hughes 500MD Defender angered Briiten-Norman by confusingly using the latter's

established name, but that does not alter the fact that this is the most useful tactical

helicopter of its size This example was equipped with a TOW missile System, seen dring

Hughes YAH-64
'Soviet ground forces outnumber US ground
forces by virtually every criterion (sie): total

ground force personnel; number of divisions;

and ground force Systems, especially tanks

(5:1), personnel carriers (2.5:1), artillerv pieces

(4:1), and heavy mortars (2.5:1).' Thc words
are those of Gen George Brown (USAF),
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who
used them during 1978 in an analvsis for the

US Congress, referring in particular to the

threat with which NATO forces are con-

fronted in Europe.

It was the knowledge of this growing
threat that brought authorization in June 1973

for the US Army to initiate a two-phase devel-

opment for an Advanced Attack Helicopter

(AAH). Phase I represented the competitive

stage, for selection of the most suitable

helicopter to advance to the Phase II stage of

full-scale development of the helicopter and its

integrated avionics and weapons Systems.

Both Bell Helicopter Company and Hughes
were awarded a contract, in july 1973, for

static test and ground test vehicles, plus two
flying prototypes to be flown in competitive

evaluation. Bell's Submission carried the

designation YAH-63 and that designed by
Hughes YAH-64. It was the latter which was
announced to be the winner on 10 December
1976.

Hughes was awarded a $317.7 million con-

tract covering engineering development over

This prototype Hughes YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter is firing unguided rockets, but the primary anti-tank weapon of the production

AH-64A is expected to be the precision-guided Hellfire. A total of 536 is expected to be ordered.
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Hughes YAH-64

four years, and no production decision is likely

before the termination of this phase of the Pro-

gramme in late 1980. Simultaneously, since

1977 Martin Marietta and Northrop have been

developing the competing TADS (Target Ac-

quisition and Designation System) and PNVS
(Pilot's Night Vision System) for competitive

evaluation in late 1979. Pending construction

of three development aircraft (AV-01, 2 and

3), the original prototypes were flown exten-

sively to evaluate planned design modifica-

tions. Those introduced under the Mod 1 pro-

gramme included swept tips on the main rotor

blades, an increased-diameter tail rotor, and

the addition of the Hughes-developed 'Black

Hole' infra-red suppressor. Mod 2 brought

these prototypes very close to the final con-

figuration for production aircraft, and in-

troduced changes in cockpit Windows and

electronics-bay fairings.

In mid-1979 the AH-64 was regarded as one

of the US Army's top priority programmes,

with the US Army planning to procure a total

of 536 AAH aircraft. These have been

allocated provisionally to the Airborne Divi-

sion (39), Air Mobile Division (75), Heavy
Division, selected (36), Armored Cavalry

Regiment (18), and Air Cavalry Combat Bri-

gade (129). At this same time, initial tests had

been carried out with the firing of Hellfire

anti-tank missiles (at first without a definitive

guidance System), and two of the first three

development aircraft were being transferred to

Martin Marietta and Northrop for installation

of the competing TADS and PNVS equip-

ment. These Systems will provide the crew

with the capability to detect, recognise, and

engage enemy targets at stand-off ränge by

day or night, or under adverse weather condi-

tions. TADS includes direct-view optics,

forward-looking infra-red (FLIR), TV, laser

designator/rangefinder, and laser tracker.

PNVS is a sophisticated FLIR System.

Extensive thought and design work has

gone to enhance survivability of the AAH
which, when flown in anger, will operate in

an environment that is especially hostile to a

helicopter. Thus the 'Black Hole' infra-red

suppressor System breaks up the hot gas

plume from the engine exhaust to reduce its

temperature below the lock-on threshold of

any known infra-red detection Systems. The
main rotor blades and fuel tank are unlikely to

be damaged critically by strikes from projec-

tiles up to 23-mm calibre, and the aircraft's

basic structure is designed to be crashworthy,

with a 95% probability of crew survival at a

crash impact rate of 42 ft (12.8 m) per second.

For attack, its main purpose in life, the

AH-64 will carry up to 16 Hellfire missiles, or

76 FFAR rockets, or a mix of both, plus the

lightweight Hughes-developed XM230E1
30-mm Chain Gun, which has a normal firing

rate of 800 rounds per minute. With a ränge

of 920 miles (1480 km), the AH-64 will be

able to self-deploy across the North Atlantic in

four stages: for longer ranges it is air transpor-

table; a Lockheed C-5A Galaxy can accom-

modate six of these helicopters.

Three additional development aircraft (AV
04, 5 and 6) were under construction in

mid-1979, and will be utilized in continuing

US Army development testing into the Sum-
mer of 1981.

Type: advanced attack helicopter

Powerplant: two 1,536-shp (1145-kW)
General Electric T700-GE-700 turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed 192 mph (309

km/h); maximum ränge with internal fuel 380
miles (612 km); ferry ränge with internal and

external fuel 920 miles (1480 km)
Weights: empty 10,268 lb (4657 kg); max-
imum take-off 17,650 lb (8006 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 48 ft in

(14.63 m); tail rotor diameter 8 ft 4 in (2.54

m); length overall (rotors turning) 57 ft 9 in

(17.60 m); height to top of rotor hub 12 ft

6 3/4 in (3.83 m); main rotor disc area 1,809 sq

ft (168.06 m 2

)

Armament: Hellfire missiles, FFAR rockets,

and one XM230E1 30-mm Chain Gun
Operators: (from December 1982 if pro-

cured) US Army

llyushin 11-14 Crate

Although obsolescent in its original roles as

airliner and military freighter, the llyushin

II- 14 'Crate' remains in Service for secondary

duties, and in 1976 it was reported that the

type was entering service with Russian

Frontal Aviation electronic intelligence (Elint)

units in East Germany. The type is also used as

a navigation trainer bv a number of air forces.

The 11-14 was developed as an improved Ver-

sion of the 11-12, which had been designed in

1944 and flown in 1946 as a replacement for

the Lisunov Li-2 (Soviet-built Douglas C-47).

Compared with its predecessor, the 11-14

featured more powerful engines and a

redesigned wing of slightly thicker section, in-

tended to improve handling characteristics.

The fin and rudder were enlarged to improve

engine-out behaviour. The type made its

maiden flight in 1950 and entered service with

Aeroflot in 1954.

About 1,200 II- 1 4s are believed to have been

built in the Soviet Union in 1950-58, when
the type was superseded on Soviet production

lines by turbine-powered transports.

However, about 80 of the type were built by

VEB in the German Democratic Republic, and

some 120 produced in Czechoslovakia as the

Avia-14. The Avia-14 corresponded to the II-

14M, a stretched version of the original air-

craft, while the Avia-14T was a freighter Ver-

sion with optional wing-tip tanks. Some
Czech-built aircraft were supplied to the

Soviet Union.

The Russian air force Elint version of the

11-14 preceded the 11-18 'Coot-C into service,

and has probably been replaced in this role by

the more advanced aircraft. The older type

may, however, be retained as an Elint trainer.

Type: medium transport, electronic in-

telligence (Elint) aircraft, and navigation

trainer

Powerplant: two 1,900-hp (1417-kW)
Shvetsov ASh-82T radial piston engines

Performance: maximum speed 268 mph (430

km/h) at 7,800 ft (2400 m); cruising speed

200-215 mph (320-350 km/h) at 8,200-9,800

ft (2500-3000 m); ränge with 7,300-lb

(3300-kg) payload 250 miles (400 km); ränge

with 3,500-lb (1600-kg) payload 1,000 miles

(1750 km)
Weights: (I1-14M) empty 28,000 lb (12700

kg); maximum payload 7,300 lb (3300 kg);

maximum fuel with tip-tanks' 7,000 lb (3175

llyushin 11-14 (military)

kg); maximum take-off 38,500 lb (17500 kg)

Dimensions: span 104 ft (31.7 m); length 69

ft 11 in (21.31 m); wing area 1,080 sq ft (100
m2^

Operators: Czechoslovakia, Poland, India,

Egypt, USSR, Yugoslavia

llyushin 11-18 Coot
The first Soviet airliner designed from the

outset as a turbine-powered commercial

transport, the llyushin H-18 'Coot' made its

initial flight in July 1957. Although a close

contemporary of the US Lockheed Electra, it

was rather larger, being closer in size to the

Vickers Vanguard and Bristol Britannia.

Despite this, it relies on manual controls, com-

monly found on Soviet commercial aircraft.

Early II- 18s were flown with both Kuznet-

sov NK-4 and Ivchenko AI-20 turboprops.

The latter was standardized, but severe prob-

lems with this engine caused accidents in the

early years of Operations from 1958. The
capacity of the 11-18 was increased from 80
passengers in early versions to 120 in later air-

craft. The I1-18D featured increased power,

weight and fuel capacity and became the main
production version in airliner form. Its

economics, although not outstanding, were

better than those of contemporary Soviet jet

transports and the type was extensively used

by Aeroflot and other airlines in Warsaw Pact

countries. Other examples have been used as

government and VIP transports, but no con-

vertible passenger/freight version has been

produced, and its value as a military transport

is therefore limited.

About 600 II- 18s are reported to have been

built by the late 1960s, but by 1975 the type

was being phased out of service with Aeroflot

in favour of the Tupolev Tu-154 'Careless' tri-

jet. About this time, with the closely related

11-38 'May' maritime reconnaissance aircraft in

production, it was decided to use the basic

11-18 for the electronic intelligence (Elint) role,

backing up Antonov An-12 'Cub-Bs'. It

seems likely that both the 'Cub-B' and the

Elint 11-18, codenamed 'Coot-A', are based on

old airframes retired from the VTA (Military

The llyushin 11-18, called 'Coot' by NATO, is used in small numbers by most Warsaw Pact

air forces as passenger transports
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Transport Avi.in.in) .>r \eroflot, and

rernanufactured for t ht-ir new rolea.

I he ( ..öl A' was observed in early 1978,

and has been seen in overland and over-watei

, Given the wide-ranging natura of

Elint activities, lt is probable thai both the

( oo( fV and '( üb B' ar< operated by the

AVMF (Soviet Naval Aviation) Theii uns

noni involve monitoring transmissions on the

periphery of NATO-controllcd arcas, and

patrolling in the vicinity of NATO exercises,

suggesting that they inay bc mvolvcd in Com-

munications between widety ipaced Soviel

units: (the US forces use the limilar Lockheed

Hercules for the- sann- rolc.) Anothcr activity

is the so-called 'provocative' mUsion, collo-

quially known to the Royal Au Force j-. 'ring

mg tlic fire jlann' .1
'( oot-A' was intcrccptcd

and photogranhed by an KAI- fightei in 1978,

suggesting that it was involvrd in an in-

vestigation of the UK Air Drfciice Kegion.

The value of such missions is that thl

voke a flurrv of Communications among the-

defending fori es nid provide a mass of data for

latcr analysis

The '('.oot-A' is fitted with a very large

canoc fairing below the fuselage, possibly con-

taining a highly sensitive directional reeeiver

antenna. Other aerials are mounted in pods on

the fuselage side, and in dorsal and ventral

radomes. The prominent dorsal radomes may
indicate the use of satclhte commumcation for

real-time transmission of intcrccptcd uy

sing Station (The radar uistallations

are strongly reministent

Navy's Lockheed EP 1F Orion, which also

has a ventral cause.) The crew presumably in-

cludes a complcment of svstems Operators, and

working (onditions are presumably far

supenor to those aboard the converted

bombers which previously bore the brunt of

Kussian F.lmt WOrfc

Type: medium transport and ('("oot-A') elec-

mications airtraft

Powerplant: foul 4.250-ehp (31"

Ivchcnko AI-20M turboprops

Performance: truismg speed 380-390 mph

..

iximum fuel 4,000

.m)
Weights
imum fuel load S1.920 Ib (23

:

imurn take-off 141,00

Dimension»: span 122 ft 8'a.

length 117 ft 9</i in (35 .9 .1.507

sq ft (140 m 2
)

Operator«: Afghanistan. Algena. B
lovakia. Fj Korea.

Poland, Romania, USSR, Vietnam.
lavia

llyushin 11-28 Beagle

China is by far the most important uscr of the

llyushin H-28 'Beagle', a now elderly tactical

bomber. Some hundreds of the type were

manufactured in China under a licence taken

out before the Sino-Soviel rift. Production oi

the bomber, designated B-5, and of a tränier

Version continucs despite the age of the

design. Other air forces continUC tO use the

11-28 for various second-line duties: the Pin-

nish air force operated several as target-tug in-

to the latc 1970s. The last Soviel force to use

the type for combat duties was the AVMF
(Soviel Naval Aviation) which adopted the II

28T torpedo-bomber fairly latc- m the type'i

career. The AVMF ll-28'Fs were ihm

tainly adapted troni lurplui Frontal Aviation

Il-28s when the AVMF Tupolev Tu-14

'Bosuns' were retired in the mid-1960s.

The 11-28 was, like many first-generation

Soviet Jets, powered by deriv.it ives ol the

Rolls-Royce Nene turbojets which had been

supplied to the Soviet Union by the British

governinent iniinediately after World War II.

These offered greater power and better

reliability than the engines then being

dcvclopcd by Russian and German engineers

in the country's own establishments. Flu- tust

prototype flew in August 1948 on the power

of two British-built Neues: the later aircraft

were fitted with Soviet -lunlt Rl)-45s or

VK-ls. The 11-28 was of rather unusual ap-

pearance; the leading-edge of the wing was

completely unswept and the trailmg-edge was

swept forwards, giving the aircraft a long-

nosed appearanec. The tail was abbreviated,

possibly because of the weight of a bulky tail

gun turret similar to that on the Tupolev Tu-4

'Bull', a copy of the Boeing B-29. Unlike con

temporary US bombers, the 11-28 had a maiin-

ed tail turret rather than a radar-controlled «In-

stallation. In contrast with the wings, the tail

surfaces were sharply swept back. Swept tail

surfaces were Standard on all straight-wing

Soviet bombers of the day, for reasons which

are not altogether clear; the intention may
have been to avert compressibility problems

around the rear turret.

Pre-production aircraft with RD-45s began

to appear in late 1949, and deliveries of pro-

duction aircraft, powered by the VK-1, started

in 1951. Deliveries to Frontal Aviation greatly

increased the striking power of the force,

which hitherto had relied on the piston-

engined Tu-2 'Bat'. The 11-28 retained the

visual bombardier nose of the older piston-

engined bombers, but at a fairly early stage in

production the type was also fitted with all-

weather bombing radar in a ventral fairing.

Later aircraft were fited with a tail-warning

radar beneath the rear turret, but the guns re-

mained manually aimed.

The 11-28 formed the main striking strength

of the initial Warsaw Pact air forces, par-

ticularly those of Poland, Czechoslovakia and,

later, East Germany. Other versions included

the I1-28U 'Mascot' conversion trainer, with a

second pilot's Station and canopy in place of

the bombardier nose. Like many Soviet con-

version trainers, the I1-28U has no combat
capability. Some I1-28R photographic and

electronic reconnaissance aircraft were also put

into Service.

At least 1,000 ll-28s were built in the Soviet

Union. The type was replaced in Soviet air

force Service by the Yakovlev Yak-28
'Brewer'. In general, however, non-Soviet

Warsaw Pact forces have not been re-equipped

with comparable offensive aircraft. The
llyushin bomber also possesses the distniction

of being the first jel aircrait operated by

Acroflot; a fcw examples of the type,

designated 11-20, were put into servicc by the

airline in 1955 carrying high-pnority frcight

and mail, as a means to gain jel experience

before the arrival of the Tu-104 '('amcl'

Type: tlirc-e-se.it hght bomber

Powerplant: two 6.040-lb (2740-kg) Khmov
VK-1 centrilugal-flow turbojetl

Performance: maximum speed at 14,765 ft

(4500 m) 560 mph (900 km h). maximum
s|x-ed .lt se.i level StX) mph (H(K) km h). cruis

mg speed 480 mph (770 km h) at 33.000 ft

(KMHK) m); ränge with a 2.200-lb (10

bombload 1.350 miles (21ho km) .,t 33.000

(KKKK) m)

Weights: emptv 26.455 Ib (13(MK) kg); max-

imum 46, 300 Ib (2KKK) kg)

Dimensions: sp.in 70 tt 4 1
: in (21 45 m).

length 57 ft 11 in (17.65 m). wing arca 654.4

sq ft (60.8 m 2
)

Armament: internal bay fol up to 6.500 lb

(3000 kg) of bombs or two air-launched

torpedoes; two hxed NR-23 23-mni cannon in

nose and two NR 23 in tail turret

Operators: Afghanistan, Algeria, Bulgaru,

China, Czechoslovakia, Iraq, North Korea.

Nigeria, Poland. Romania, Somalia. South

Vemen. Syria, USSR. Vietnam.

llyushin II 28 Beagle linset nose of II 28U Mascot)

Chinese Air Force B 5 hght bomber (Soviel 11-28 buill under licence) of which more lhan 400 are in use

The 11-28 has had a very long active life, indicating an excellent all-round design. This is a clean-looking example recently in Soviet Service,

which has escaped being rebuilt as a dual trainer, mulli-sensor reconnaissance aircraft or EW/Elint platform.
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Ilyushin 11-38 May
Compared with the 11-18 airlmer the II-38

has the wing further forward, balancing

heavy equipment loads in the forward

fuselage. The main weapon bay is ahead of

the wing, where it can extend up to floor

level. The ECM/Elmt version called 'Coot-A'

carnes its equipment here.

Head-on the shallow space available for internal weapons is obvious,

as is the basically clean form of this converted civil aircraft. Operating
crew of most versions is reported to be 12, probably made up of four

fhght crew and eight sensor Operators.

So far all 11-38 'May' aircraft seen by Western aircraft have been
painted a medium grey Overall, with no msignia except for national

markings and a low-figure number on the taiL The former practice of

displaying an airframe number has been discontinued, and on naval

Tu- 16 'Badger' aircraft it has been painted out.

No attempt was made to add a large unpressunsed lower lobe to the II 38 fuselage, as in

the Lockheed P-3 Orion and BAe Nimrod. This severely restricts weapon capability and
leaves the radome proiecting.

The Soviet Union was a latecomer in the field

of specialized maritime reconnaissance and

anti-submarine-warfare (ASW) aircraft, as it

came late to the manufacture of airborne early

warning Systems. Por this reason it is usuallv

assumed that Soviet Systems such as the Il-

yushin 11-38 'May' and the Tu-126 'Moss' are

not up to the same Standards as Western
counterparts; but their operational effec-

tiveness depends on hard-to-asscss details of

their sensors and internal equipment.

The dosest Western equivalent of the 11-38

is the Lockheed P-3 Orion. Both were
developed froni medium-range airliners of

about the same vintage, although the 11-18

which forms the basis of the 11-38 is a rather

larger aircraft than the Lockheed Electra.

However, the histories of the two types are

different. The first Orion entered Service some
10 years before the 11-38 appeared, and by the

time the Soviet aircraft had entered Service the

P-3's Systems had been modernized twice to

keep abreast with the growing threat from

Russian ballistic-missile-firing submarines

(SSBNs). More recently, the P-3C has

undergone various Update programmes, ac-

quiring new types of sensor and improved ver-

sions of Systems already fitted. None of this

development effort has been paralleled visibly

on the 11-38, no changes in equipment having

been observed since the type entered service.

Neither has the Soviet Union the benefit of

the West's long experience of ASW, dating

back to the Battle of the Atlantic in World
War II. The Lockheed Neptune, for example,

had no known equivalent in the Soviet Union.

Jet aircraft such as the Tu- 16 were too ineffi-

cient at low speeds and altitudes to be used ef-

fectively in the ASW role, which was mainly

the province of flying-boats such as the Beriev

Be-6 and M-12, with relatively short ränge.

. In the early 1960s, when the United States

Navy's force of Polaris-armed SSBNs was be-

ing built up, there was no aircraft in the Soviet

naval air force (AVMF) which could counter

the increasing threat. With the development

of the Poseidon missile, the area from which

US SSBNs could threaten large sectors of the

Soviet Union increased well beyond the area

which could be covered; even partially, by

Be-6s and M-12s. The need for a specialized

ASW aircraft grew with the deployment of

the longer-ranged missile to replace the

Polaris, and 11-38 development appears to have

coincided with the introduction of Poseidon.

The aircraft was first observed in 1974, but by

that time it appears to have been in service for

some years, and so design probablv began in

about 1965. About 100 Il-38s have been

delivered to the AVMF, and some have been

supplied to India; it is possible that the latter

aircraft have a reduced Standard of equipment,

like the Lockheed P-3F supplied to Iran.

The airframe of the 11-38 is certainly

stronger than that of the 11-18 airliner, in

order to withstand the Stresses ot manoeuvr-

ing at low altitude in gusty weather. It is also

likely that the ASW aircraft can take off at a

higher gross weight than the airliner (the

P-3C for instance, is very much heavier than

the Electra) and it would be logical to expect

the engines to be similar to the uprated AI-20s

fitted to the Antonov An-32 STOL freighter.

A highlv significant feature of the 11-38

design is the fact that the wing is set much tar-

ther forward than on the airliner. This in-

dicates that the forward tuselage contains a

concentration of heavy equipment. On either

side of the fuselage, ahead of the wing, there is

fitted what appears to be an air intake and

outlet. One explanation for this feature, and

for the short front fuselage, is that a large pro-

cessor is installed forward, with the main tac-

tical control compartment above the wing and

extending towards the rear. The aft fuselage

presumably includes sleeping accommodation

for relief crews and galley facilities, which are

light.

Unlike that ot the Orion, the main radar of

the 11-38 is mounted under the forward

fuselage imniediately aft of the nosewheel bay.

Radar is a major search aid for an ASW air-

craft, but in these days of nuclear-powered

submarines it has to be of high performance if

it is to be effective. It is not know:n whether

the 11-38 rad,ar can match Western sets in its

abilitv to distinguish small solid echoes such as

periscopes from 'glint' off the water surface.

The weapon bay of the 11-38 is installed well

torward; this feature does not in itself account

for the forward shift of the wing, as it is

shared by the P-3, where the wing is in the

same relative position as on the original Elec-

tra. The weapon bav houses sonobuoys as well

as offensive weapons, whereas the P-3 has

separate sonobuoy stowage in the rear

fuselage. Underfloor capacity imniediately

ahead of the wing is probably used for fuel

tankage. The 11-38 carries the symbol of the

ASW aircraft's trade: a magnetic anomaly

detector (MAD) installed in a long tailboom.

Radar, MAD and acoustic sensors appear to

be the main sources of raw data for the 11-38,

but its effectiveness will also depend on the

processing equipment fitted and its abilitv to

select and pass Information to the crew. Elec-

tronic surveillance measures (ESM) are not

conspicuous, although there is a fin-top anten-

na. Also apparently absein are infra-red and

low-light level visual sensors, both Standard

on the latest Western types. Going purely on

external signs, the 11-38 as so far observed ap-

pears to be 3 first-generation type in terms of

its operational equipment; however, it can be

expected that more effective versions are under

development and will appear in AVMF service

in due course.

Development of a large, long-range sub-

sonic military aircraft was reported in 1979,

with both the Strategie missile-launching and

ASW roles apparently in mind. However, the

new type may be intended more for the high-

altitude surveillance role formerly undertaken

by the Tu-20 than for ASW of the sort carried

out by the 11-38 and its Western equivalents.

Type: maritime reconnaissance and ASW air-

craft

Powerplant: four 5,200-shp (3879-kW)

Ivchenko AI-20M turboprops

Performance: maximum speed 400 mph (640

km/h); patrol speed 290 mph (460 km h); en-

durance 16 hours; ränge 5,200 miles (8300

km)
Weights: empty 90,000 lb (40000 kg); max-

imum take-off 150,000 lb (68000 kg)

Dimensions: span 122 ft 9 in (37.4 m);

length (including MAD boom) 129 ft 10 in

(39.6 m); height 33 ft 4 in (10.3 m); wing area

1,500 sq ft (140 m2
)

Armament: internal weapons bay for hom-
ing torpedoes, nuclear and conventional depth

charges and sonobuoys

Operators: India, USSR
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Ilyushin 11-76 Candid

Superficially limilii to rh«- Lockheed < 141

si.nl iftei . the Ilyushin II 76 '< !andid' ii in

fact a In .1 vi. r ind more powcrful aircraft,

morc capablc "l Operation! frorn ihort, un-

paved runwayv It is repladng tbc Antonov

An-12 'Cub' ii tbc ni.im tactical tranipori oi

tlu- Soviel V I A (.im in e); ii ii alsu

in servicc vviili Aeroflot, and ll-76s i>f l><>'h

Operators have been med to lupply arms to

Soviel I heut statcs.

Tlu I 11-76 started in 'I

1960s, to meel i joinl civil/military require-

nicnt. Aeroflot needed an aircraft smallcr and

n EL dblt than the An-22 'Code', while

the VTA could preiumably lee a requiremeni

for a faster aircraft tlian the big AntOOOV tUT-

boprop foi usc in torward areas The require-

ment wlncli emerged was h>r an aircraft which

could carry twice the inaxiiiuini payload "I the

An-12 over lectori longer than the old

craft's iiiaxiiiiuin ränge The new tranipon

had to be able tO Ute the same slmrt and seini

DT( p im il stnps as the An- 1 2, setting pri)bletns

in undercarriage and wmg design

Thcrc is little room for flexibility in th(

design ol .1 heavy mihtary freighter. Loading

and unloading requirei a rear ramp and .1 fl<><>r

at truck-bed height, »0 thal 1 low wmg is rul

cd out; wing wake then makes a loW-KI

tailplane risky, so that aircraft of t Ins type tend

to have T-tails. The Ilyushin design burcau,

headed from the mid-1960l bv General

Designer NoVOzhÜOV, adopted thil generalis

ionvciiiioii.il layoul toi the 11-76. It was the

lust Soviel tranipori to have podded engines,

Innig on lnw-drjg pvlons remini

Douglai l »< H-62 The enginet are sei

well inboard compared with tlmse of Western

airlineri, and arc probably set to<> low to have

any blowing effeet on the flaps I he wmg is

fitted with extensive high litt d.-vues, m-

cluding llatl, El flaps,

and spoilcrs tor [ow-speed roll control

A unique feature of the II 76 is its rough-

ficld landing gear. more complex than that of

141 The mam gear compnses four

units, each a Single axle with four whccls

abreast, while the DOM gear also I,.

wheels abreast [he onyiiul II
'6 was des

igned to luve j 'footprint pressure' im higher

than that ol the An-12

Internally, the 11-76 is equipped with a

cargo roller floot, tWO 6.500 lb (30

Wim lies and two roof crancs with a total

.i 22. (MX) lb (Hhhi

In additnm to the normal crew of two
pilots, a flight engineer and a navigator, thcrc

is aecommodation for a loadmastcr and a radio

Operator. The navigator oecupies a cabin

below tlu flight deck, with a gla/cd DO
diu tum II 76 radomes siimlar to

those ot lale -prodlli tloli An-22s. one hoUSing

.i weather radar and tlu othei containing map-

ping equipment. The final meniber of the

crew, on mihtary ll-76s, is the tail gunncr: the

apparentlv archtk .irmameni .>( twm 23 mm
cannon fitted to tlu An 12 is retainedon its jet

replacement

The first 11-76 was flown m March 1971,

and \s.is demonstrated at the Paris an slmw

two nnmths later Prototypc and carly
;

tum am ratt werr designed

original ip« which demanded

MOO-nÜlc (5000-km) "uyr with 88.000-lb

l-UKHUi . and had a maximum take-

Ihis is

bclicvcd to have been matched bv limited fucl

capacitv Prorn 1977 productioo appears to

have concentrated on the 11-761

20 per cent more fuel It is hkelv that n

the I1-76T wing is wet, allowing payload to be

traded for extra ränge

Take-off and landing runs for the lighter

carly 11-76 arc quoted at 2

the 1,500 ft sc are

almost certainly ground rolls, but still suggest

that the 11-76 could comfortably use a 5,000 ft

(1500 m) strip This pcrtorinancc is im-

prcssive, if not in the class of the US Advanced

Medium 51 < »I I r j :
i

-.

f

nid makes the 11-76 a tactical tr
i

to be reckoned with It has also been used ex-

tensivclv in the airlift rolc. and air-dropping

trials have been carncd out

More than 1 * K i I * in service,

and the VTA is probably replacing all its 600

An-12s with the new type Rcp..r

tanker Version under dcvclopmcnt may have

been prematurc: the 11-86 widc-bodv airliner

would seem to be a morc suitablc fa

such a dcvclopmcnt and would now bc

availablc in the same timeseale In 1978 the

first cxamplcs ot the 11-76 were reported to be

in servue cuitside tl n, bul in the

tase ol Iraq thev are unarmed vcrsions. at least

• ly civil in ii

yet apr '<en reieave.:

'ared to be ,

in dein.

The I

of the •

..tnence

. et powerp:
l

11-76 was used as the flying testbed I

Kuznr- ngine. and the type was
mentioned as a possible application tor the

enginc. but there leems to be no sv
such a version is being built

Type: stra--

.

.. freighter

Powerplant
I u 26.500 lb (12000 kg)

D-30KP turbofans

Performance: maximum speed 530 mph (850

km b) - economical cruising speed

ränge

~.000-lb(35O" • • -«'milcs

(6500 km); ccihng 42.000 ft

XXeights .. • 1'iOOkg). max-

imum pavload about 88.000 lb (40t>-

maximum takc-off 375.000 lb (170000 kg)

Dimension»: span 165 ft 8 in (5<i

length
•

neight 48 ft 5

76 m); wmg area 3.230 sq ft (300 m 2
)

Armament: (when fitted) two 23-mm can-

non in radar -dircitcd manned tail turret

Operators: lraq, USSR

Like the American C-141. which appears to have been a model (ot this Russian transport,

iln wing is only slightly swept and was designed not for speed but for lield Performance

Compared with the USAF aircraft the power is much greater and the ability to operate from

austere unpaved bases considerably bettet

c ^
v
I

o o

Though early 11-76 transports 'iad anhedral from the roots (the wings bending level in

flight I the latest example, seen at Paris in 1979, had gull wmgs with dihedral inboard of the

outer engines

r-"

The Soviet VTA mihtary air transport force has been receivmg 11-76 'Candid' transports smee
1975, and numbers continued to increase in 1979 Most appear identical with the civil

Aeroflot examples
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Israel Aircraft Industries 201 Arava

The civil prototype IAI-101 twin-turboprop

STOL passenger/freight transport made its in-

itial flight on 27 November 1969. It was

named Arava 02 after the desert Valley of

Arava near the Dead Sea, and testing pro-

ceeded satisfactorily until 19 November 1970

when the aircraft disintegrated during wing-

flutter tests, as a result of the failure of one of

the wing struts. A second civil prototype was

built, but the military version Arava 201 was

already under construction and prototype 04

first flew on 7 March 1972. Registered

4X-IAB, it was demonstrated in gunship con-

figuration with a 0.5-in (12.7-m) Browning

machine-gun mounted in a blister on each side

of the forward fuselage and another carried on

a flexible tailcone mounting. Two hardpoints

on the sides of the fuselage below the gun

blisters accommodate up to 1,200 lb (544 kg)

of offensive stores.

IAI offer the IAI-201 as an all-purpose

military aircraft, easily adaptable to many con-

figurations other than that of gunship. As an

assault transport it carries 24 troops or a jeep-

mounted 106-mm recoilless rifle and four-man

crew; it can transport 17 paratroops plus

dispatcher; the rear swing-fuselage section

when replaced by a fairing allows the carriage

of two one-ton cargo pallets; and as an am-

bulance 12 stretchers plus two medical atten-

dants can be accommodated. Other missions

which can be fulfilled by the Arava include

those of tanker, anti-submarine aircraft.

navigational trainer and target tug.

The Israeli air arm has 14 Arava 201s to

date, and export sales have been largely

directed at Latin America, where to date some

50 machines have been sold to seven countries.

Structurally, the Arava 201 is a high-wing

monoplane with a single bracing strut on each

side. The wing has slight dihedral and is a

light-alloy two-spar torsion-box structure,

with two-spar ailerons, electrically operated

double-slotted flaps and scoop-type Spoilers for

lateral control, all of light alloy. The spoilers

are forward of the flaps and are linked to the

ailerons. They act automatically when the

ailerons are deflected more than 5° upwards.

The fuselage, with its two-man Cockpit well

forward, is a circular 'capsule' semi-

monocoque light-alloy structure, with single-

skin panels. The rear is cone-shaped and

Swings to the right for access, which is

rendered easy by the short fixed tricycle under-

carriage. Twin fins and rudders are carried on

booms extending rearward from the nacelles

of the twin 783-shp (584-kW) Pratt &
Whitney PT6A-34 turboprops. The engines

drive Hartzell HC-BT3TN-3D three-blade

fully-feathering and reversing propellers.

Type: twin-turboprop STOL transport

Powerplant: two 783-ehp (584-kW) Pratt &
Whitney PT6A-34 turboprops

Performance: maximum speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) at füll take-off weight 203 mph

Israel Aircraft Industries 201 Arava

(326 km/h); economical cruising speed at

10,000 ft (3050 m) 193 mph (311km/h);
ränge with maximum fuel 806 miles

(1297-m); Service ceiling 26,575 ft (8100 m);

rate of climb at sea level 1,565 ft (477 m) per

minute; STOL take-off run 732 ft (223 m);

STOL landing run 390 ft (119 m)
Weights: empty equipped (paratroop layout)

7,786 lb (3532 kg); maximum take-off

14,500 lb (6577 kg)

Dimensions: span 68 ft 6 in (20.88 m);

length 42 ft 7.4 in (12.99 m); height

5 ft 6.9 in (1.70 m); wing area 470.2 sq ft

(43.68 m 2
)

Armament: (gunship configuration) three

0.5-in (12.7-mm) Browning machine-guns,

one in a blister either side of forward fuselage,

with third weapon on a pintle mounting in

the tail cone; (anti-submarine configuration)

12 sonobuoys and four Mk 44 torpedoes

Operators: Bolivia, Ecuador, Guatemala,

Honduras, Israel, Mexico, Nicaragua,

Salvador.

fc*»

*~J^rr- ;*&•

Though it soon proved its versatility and usefulness in warfare, the IAI 201 Arava was not onginally ordered by the Israeli air force, which had to lease three (built

export) during the Yom Kippur war in October 1973. This example is from a batch of five delivered to the Fuerza Aerea Salvadorena in 1975-76

Israel Aircraft Industries Barak

The first objective of the Israelis' Black Cur-

tain programme of the late 1960s was to put a

J79 engine into a French-built Mirage IIICJ,

and this was successfully achieved in 1969-71.

Conversion entailed complete remanufacture

of much of the fuselage, with larger inlet ducts

to handle the increased airflow, a shorter but

fatter engine bay, with totally different engine

mounting locations, and a ram-air cooling

inlet in an added dorsal fin to reduce

temperature of the structure around the after-

burner. The first batch of re-engined IIICJ air-

craft were called Salvos, but later the

J79-powered Mirage was named Barak (light-

ning). When the 'Yom Kippur' War broke

out on 6 October 1973, five Baraks had been

completed and all were intensively and success-

fully used in that conflict. One of their

features was racks for two Rafael Shafrir close-

range air-to-air missiles, as were also being

added to the surviving Mirage IIICJ force at

that time. Total production of this type was

small; as soon as possible it gave way to the

completely redesigned Kfir, and the original

Black Curtain plan to re-engine all the IIICJ

force was not carried out.

Data: as for Mirage IIICJ but with Kfir Per-

formance

Operator: Israel
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Israel Aircraft Industries Kfir

Kfir (Lion (..üb) has bccn dcvcloped by IAI to

succeed thc Dassault Miragc III in ihr mtcr-

ceptor and ground-attack roles. Thc Israeli Air

Force reeeived 72 singlc-seat Miragc IllCJs

from April 1972, mainlv for use as air-

superionty lighters and for intcreeption. In

late 1966 Israel ordered 50 Miragc 5Js to com-

plemcnt thc Miragc llls by concentrating OD

ground-attack, but following thc Six-Day

War in June 1967 the French government

placed an embargo on thc delivery of the

Miragc 5Js, which were cvcntually put into

service with Francc's Armee Je l'Air. Thc

Israeli Air Force therefore had to look

elscwhere for equipment and, although the

United States began to supply McDonnell

Douglas F-4 Phantoms and McDonnell

Douglas A-4 Skyhawks, the Israeli authorities

deeided to set up an indigenous produetion

line to build combat aircraft.

The basic Mirage III/5 airframe was

adopted as a starting point, with a General

Electric J79 turbojet — the enginc used in the

Phantom — rcplacing thc SNECMA Atar

employcd in thc Miragc scrics. Mating the US
powcrplant with thc Dassault-dcsigncd air-

frame proved difficult, liowcvcr, and IAI pro-

duced thc Nesher (Eagle) as an interim fignter

to fill the gap until the new type was availablc.

The Nesher was a locally built copy of the

Miragc III/5, with some modifications but

retaining thc Atar 9C enginc. Thc prototype

Nesher is thought to have made its maiden

flight in September 1969 and deliveries of pro-

duetion aircraft, equipped with Israeli

avionics, began in 1972. About 40 Neshers are

reported to have fought with thc Israeli Air

Force during the Yom Kippur War in

October 1973.

The Kfir was revealed in April 1975, when
two examples were put on display. Thc air-

craft closely resembles the Miragc 5 but has a

number of differences apart from the use of a

871

Israel Aircraft Industries Kfir C2 lii supenority me Heyl

IAI Kfir without foreplar •

i radar The ruddf usly carned bv an IAF 'DF M' r

i

G

This Kfir

continued

One of the first IAI Kfir-C2 multi-role fighters which entered produetion for the Heyl Ha'Avir (Israeli air force) in 1974. Several possible export sales for this cost-effective
aircraft have failed to mature, or been blocked by the USA (because it has an American engme), but a sale of 50 to Taiwan was being fulfilled in 1980.
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Israel Aircraft Industries Kfir

IAI Kfir-C2 cutaway drawing key

1 Fin-tip UHF antenna
2 Rear navigation light

3 ECM antenna
4 Fin construction

5 Rudder construction

6 Rudder bellcrank

7 Rudder control rods

8 Fin spar

9 Rudder jack

42 Leading edge fuel tank

43 Fuel supply piping

44 Fuselage fuel tanks

45 Turbojet intake

46 Engine Starter

47 Port constant speed drive

unit

48 Intake ducting
49 Fuselage frame construction

50 Pressure sensor
51 Inverted flight accumulator
52 Dorsal fairing

53 Oxygen bottles

54 Forward fuselage fuel tank

US engine and Israeli equipment. The rear

fuselage is fatter and shorter than in the

French-designed aircraft, with the variable ex-

haust nozzle protruding from the afterbody.

The afterburner is cooled by air drawn from a

scoop in the root of-the fin. The forward sec-

tion of Kfir's fuselage is larger than that of the

Mirage, and the undersurface is flauer, while

the nose itself has been lengthened. The
leading edges of the 60° delta wing are also

modified, and the strengthened landing gear

uses long-stroke oleos.

The adoption of the J79-17 turbojet in place

of an Atar has improved specific fuel consump-
tion by about 20 per cent, and the higher mass

flow demanded by the US engine has necessi-

tated an increase in intake inlet and duct area.

The J79 also runs hotter than the French

engine, which was one of the major difficulties

encountered as a result of the Substitution.

In July 1976 the Israeli Air Force revealed

the existence of the Kfir-C2, the major exter-

nal difference between this model and the

original Kfir-Cl being the addition of canard

surfaces. The addition of canards, slightly

ahead of and above the wing, has a number of

effects: it increases the lift available at a given

angle of attack, allows the aircraft to operate

over a greater ränge of angles of attack, and

reduces stability because the centre of lift and

centre of gravity are moved closer together.

The canards have been fitted mainly to im-

prove manoeuvrability in combat, but they

also allow the aircraft to operate from shorter

runways. The Kfir-C2 has saw-teeth in the

wing leading edges and small strakes along the

nose, both these features complementing the

canard surfaces in improving manoeuvrability.

The Kfir-Cl and -C2 are otherwise identical,

or nearly so, and the original aircraft are being

converted to bring them up to the definitive

-C2 Standard.

The Kfir carries two internally mounted
30-mm DEFA cannon with their muzzles pro-

truding below the engine air intakes, as in the

Mirage 5. The front of the barrel is fitted with

specially developed gas-deflecting baffles

which, according to the Israeli Air Force,

allow the guns to be fired over the complete

Performance envelope without the risk of

engine compressor stall. The aircraft can also

carry a variety of external stores totalling more

than 8,5001b (3856 kg), including Rafael

Shafrir air-to-air missiles, rocket pods, conven-

continued

25 Compensator jack

26 Belly fuel tank
27 Engine mounting attachment
28 Cooling air outlet

29 Fin root intake fairing

30 Cooling air intakes

31 Main fuselage frame
32 Oil tank
33 General Electric J79-GE-1

7

engine
34 Cooling air ducts
35 Engine front mounting cover

36 Port inboard elevon
37 Port outboard elevon

38 Port navigation light

39 Wing main fuel tank
40 Missile launcher
41 Shafrir air-to-air missile

55 Fuel filier

56 Canard foreplane
construction

57 Canopy hinge attachment
58 Canopy external release

handle
59 Ejection seat mounting
60 Avionics units

61 Martin Baker JM6 ejection

seat

62 Jettisonable canopy cover
63 Ejection seat firing handles
64 Pilot's control console

65 Instrument panel

66 Reflector sight

67 Windscreen
68 Instrument pitot

69 Nose construction

70 Radar ranging unit

71 Radome
72 Pitot boom
73 Nose strake

74 Yaw sensing vane
75 Autopilot Controller

76 Radio and electronics

equipment
77 Inertial platform

78 Static inverter

79 UHFaerial
80 Rudder pedal

81 Radar console
82 Control column
83 Ejection seat adjusting

handle
84 Control rod linkage

85 Nosewheel leg doors
86 Nosewheel leg
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>^ This Kfir-C2 Idcks the M 2021 multimode radar and has instead the M 2001B ranging set which is limited to air/air or air ground ranging

41 Stores are finned drop tanks, though vanous ECM pods, bombs and air/air (Shafnr) and air/ground missiles can be carned

Hy The large

105 Cannon barrel

106 DEFA 30-mm cannon
1 07 Ammunition feed chute
108 Front spar attachment
1 09 Leading edge fuel tank

I I Leading edge construction

I I I Starboard constant speed
dnve unit

1 1 2 Mamwheel well

113 Main undercarnage jack

1 24 Main spar attachment
125 Fuel System piping

126 Main wing fuel tank

127 Leading edge spar

1 28 Leading edge dogtooth

1 29 Leading edge construction

130 Control rod linkage

131 Wing construction

132 Inboard elevon jack

133 Inboard elevon construction

1 34 Elevon compensator
135 Outboard elevon

1 36 Outboard elevon jack

137 Wing tip profile

138 Navigation light

1 39 Missile launcher
140 Shafnr air-to-air missile

1 41 Fuel tank pylon attachment
142 Fuel tank fins

143 Tank pylon

144 Fuel tank (110 lmpgal/500 1

capacity)

87 Landing lights

88 Nosewheel Suspension
89 Steerable nosewheel
90 Shimmy damper
91 Nosewheel leg pivot

mounting
92 Locking cylinder

93 Air conditioning plant

94 Nosewheel door
95 Air intake centre-body half-

cone
96 Starboard air intake

97 Intake half-cone operating
jack

98 Boundary layer duct
99 Cannon muzzle blast shield

100 Air intake duct
101 Auxiliary intake

102 Canard foreplane root fairing

103 Electrical control unit

104 Electrical servicing panel

114 Upper surface airbrake

115 Airbrake jack

1 1 6 Lower surface airbrake

117 Main undercarriage leg pivot

118 Damper strut

119 Main leg door
1 20 Shock absorber strut

121 Undercarriage scissors link

122 Mainwheel
123 Main spar
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Israel Aircraft Industries Kfir

tional or anti-runway bombs, and guided air-

to-surface weapons such as Maverick, Hobos
and Shrike.

The majority of Kfir's avionics is supplied

by Israeli companies, although some items are

built under licence from overseas firms. In

many cases the original equipment has been

improved on by the licensee. The Thomson-
CSF Cyrano radar fitted in Mirage IIIs proved

to be inadequate for the Israeli Air Force's

needs, so Elta has developed its EL/M-2001B
ranging radar for the Kfir. This set can track

low-flying aircraft even against a background

of clutter and is claimed by the manufacturer

to have no equivalent in the West. The
EL/M-2001B feeds ränge data for air or

ground targets into the central navigation and

weapon-aiming System, which is based on an

Elbit System-80 digital Computer. Further In-

formation is supplied by the licence-built

Singer Kearfott KT-70 inertial platform,

allowing the nav-attack System to drive a

head-up display supplied by Israel Electro-

Optical Industries. The Company based its

HUD development on equipment built by

Marconi Avionics for the Israeli Air Force's

A-4 Skyhawks, although the unit fitted in the

Kfir is of indigenous design. The HUD has

two modes for delivery of air-to-ground

weapons, another for air combat and a fourth

for navigation.

The Israeli Air Force is expected to receive a

total of about 160 Kfirs, and the type is also

being offered for export. At least one proposed

sale, to Ecuador, has however been embargoed

by the United States, which refused to supply

engines in support of such a deal. Some of the

Israeli Air Force's Kfirs will be two-seat

trainers, the first of which is due to fly during

1979.

Type: single-seat fighter and ground-attack

aircraft

Power Plant: one General Electric J79-GE-17
(modified) turbojet rated at 17,900 lb (8119

kg) thrust with afterburning

Performance: maximum design speed (clean

at least Mach 2.2 or 1,450 mph (2335 km/h)
at high altitude; tactical radius (as interceptor

with two drop tanks) up to 330 miles (535

km); time to 36,000 ft (11000 m) 1.5 minutes

Weights: maximum combat for ground

attack 32,120 lb (14600 kg); typical combat as

interceptor with two Shafrir missiles 20,470 lb

(9305 kg)

Dimensions: span 27 ft (8.23 m); length

50 ft 4 in (15.34 m); height 17 ft 1 in (5.22

m); wing area 392 sq ft (36.43 m
Armament: two 30-mm DEFA cannon and

two Shafrir AAMs or air-to-ground weapons
including bombs, rockets or missiles (such as

Maverick, Hobos and Shrike)

Operator: Israel

Obviously slimmer than that of the Mirage III, and superficial^ similar to the Mirage 5, the

Kfir's- nose actually contains a better kit of avionics than any version of the French aircraft,

all of it of Israeli manufacture. The Elta multi-mode radar is a modern pulse-doppler set, and
other equipment includes a twin-computer flight control and stability-augmentation System,

HUD (head-up display) and Elbit weapon delivery
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The most prominent external difference tx " fir C2 and the original Kfir and
• fixed canard. a pair ol sweptback foreplanes above ihe engine mlet ducts •

greally irnproves field leny lanOMJvrability, '.ontrol about all axes and landing

behaviour An flow at high angles ol aitack is also improved by a pair o* narrow strakes along

r h i'le ol the extreme nose, rather like those on Concorde

the front view tl > strakes and canards can be related to the height ol the wing and

ne inlets. the upper surlaces ol the latter contnbuting with the top ol the Wide tuselage

the total aerodynamic litt at high angles ol attack At the rear can be seen the array ol

ng-air ram inlets above the engine bay and in the leadmg edge ol the dorsal (in With

design these could give thrust rather than drag overall

To accommodate the modified J79-GE^17 engine the rear fuselage is of larger diameter

than that of the Mirage III, although it is markedly shorter. The ventral fainng and twm
diagonal underfins are also quite unlike the French design. Less obvious are the many

internal Systems and structural changes, one of the latter being a strengthened main landing

gear with increased shock-strut travel for rough-field Operations at high weight.
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Israel Aircraft Industries IMesher

As an intermediate stage in the development

of an Israeli fighter derived from the Dassault-

Breguet Mirage III, Israel Aircraft Industries

first produced drawings and tooling for a

direct copy of the French aircraft, with only

detail changes. While the secret Black Curtain

project was under way to re-engine the Mirage

with the J79 turbojet, plans of the original air-

craft and its Atar 09C engine arrived covertly

in Israel from French and Swiss sources. In

view of the time needed to develop a satis-

factory J79-Mirage it was decided as an im-

mediate measure to manufacture the Atar-

powered aircraft under the name Nesher

(Eagle). The decision to do so was taken in the

winter 1969-70, and the first Nesher flew as

early as 1971. The aircraft was in most

respects similar to the Mirage IIICJ but incor-

porated simplified avionics more akin to those

of the Mirage 5. When the 'Yom Kippur'

War broke out in 1973 the Nesher was fully

operational with the Heyl Ha'Avir. Total pro-

duction exceeded 50, the latter being the

reported current operational strength.

Data: essentially as for Mirage IIIC

Operators: Israel, and possibly Argentina,

which has announced an order for 26 aircraft

called Dagger (one report states that these are

probably refurbished ex-Israeli air force air-

craft)

Israel Aircraft Industries Westwind
The Westwind is a twin-engined executive jet

in current production by Israel Aircraft In-

dustries. It has been the product of IAI since

1967, but the Westwind has a history which

goes back a great deal further than that. The
design originated with Aero Commander Ine

of Bethany, Oklahoma, which coneeived the

Model 1121 Jet Commander as a contender for

the lucrative business jet market of the

early-1960s. The type was based on the design

philosophy of the long line of Aero Com-
mander piston twins and the turboprop Com-
mander 680T. The prototype Jet Commander
made its first flight on 27 January 1963

powered by a pair of General Electric CJ610
turbojets. With the wings positioned behind

the cabin, the forward fuselage provided very

quiet passenger aecommodation and extremely

good vision for all oecupants. The engines

were set on each side of the rear fuselage in ac-

cordance with aeeepted practice, and the

horizontal tail unit was positioned on the fin

and had substantial sweep-back. On the other

hand, the wings were unswept, with equal-

taper and fixed at the fuselage midposition.

The essential Federal Aviation Administra-

tion type certificate was granted to the Jet

Commander on 4 November 1964, with the

aircraft being approved under FAR.25 regula-

tions, and the first delivery was made in

January of the following year. Most aircraft

went to commercial business users in the

United States and 32 examples were delivered

in the first year. A further 71 Jet Commanders
were sold by 1967 when the design faced a ma-

jor change of fortune.

In 1967 Rockwell Standard Corporation

(the owners of Aero Commander) merged

with North American Aviation Ine and the

American anti-trust laws came into play. It

was decided that the new Organization could

not market both the Jet Commander and the

Sabreliner. The Jet Commander was aecor-

dingly sold to Israel Aircraft Industries for a

price of $25.0 million. In the hands of IAI the

aircraft reeeived a 2 ft 6 in (0.762 m) fuselage

Stretch, new CJ610-5 engines, an increase in

gross weight to 18,500 lb (8392 kg) and the

new name Commodore Jet Model 1123.

Under this name, and later as the Westwind
1123, it returned to the world market and

sales built up rapidly with a few aircraft

reaching military users — largely through the

US distributor, Atlantic Aviation. One exam-

ple was delivered to the Fuerza Aerea

Panamena for transport duties, and the Fuerza

Aerea Hondurena also reeeived a Westwind
which was assigned to the VIP flight at

Tegucigalpa. The Uganda air force bought a

Jet Commander from IAI for use by President

Amin, but this was later returned to Israel and

sold to a US corporate customer.

The next development was the Model 1124

Westwind — essentially a Model 1123 with

two Garrett AiResearch TFE-731-3 turbofan

engines. It was this model which provided a

basis for the main military derivative of the

Westwind. In 1977 IAI supplied three Model

1123s to the Israeli navy and reworked these

into Model 1124N maritime patrol aircraft.

They were fitted with TFE-731-3-1G engines

and equipped with a large nose radome aecom-

modating a Litton LASR-2 search radar,

together with the Global Navigation low-

Israel Aircraft Industries Westwind 1124

frequency NS-500A navigation System. In an

alternative configuration, the 1124N can be

fitted with a retractable radome beneath the

rear fuselage to house the search radar. The
1124N also has provision for a rear-fuselage

MAD boom, and can be equipped with low-

light level television. External Stores, in-

cluding sea-rescue drop modules, can be car-

ried on fuselage pylons, and the aircraft can be

fitted with ECM chaff dispensers and

sonobuoy chutes. The Israeli navy is well

satisfied with the 1124N, which is used for

surveillance of merchant ships involved in

possible clandestine Operations and general

maritime reconnaissance.

Type: 12-seat light transport and maritime

surveillance aircraft

Powerplant: two 3,700-lb (1678-kg) static

thrust Garrett AirResearch TFE-731-3-1G

turbofans

Performance: maximum speed 542 mph (868

km h) at 19,450 ft (5928 m); long-range cruis-

mg speed at 41,000 ft (12497 m) 4o2 mph (739

km/h); maximum ränge at long-range cruis-

ing speed with 45 minutes reserve 2,869 miles

(4591 km); rate of climb 4,000 ft (1219 m) per

minute; balanced field length 4,950 ft (1509

m); Service ceiling 45,000 ft (13716 m)

Weights: empty 10,300 lb (4672 kg); max-

imum take off 22,850 lbs (10365 kg)

Dimensions: span 44 ft 9 Vi in (13.65 m);

length 55 ft in (16.8 m); height 15 ft 9Vz in

(4.81 m); wing area 308.3 sq ft (28.63 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Honduras, Israel, Panama

Jodel D.140

Based on the smaller two-seat Jodeis, the

D.140 was developed by the Societe Aeronauti-

que Normande (SAN) as a four-seat tourer, but

alternative configurations available included an

ambulance version with capacity for a stret-

cher loaded through a baggage door behind

the cabin. The prototype D.140, subsequentlv

named Mousquetaire (musketeer), flew on 4

July 1958, and was followed by the first pro-

duction aircraft four months later. By
mid-1961 the production rate at SAN's Bernay

factory had reached five per month, and some

65 had been delivered.

The design was developed, later versions in-

corporating various modifications. The
D.140B had a revised instrument panel and

foot-operated brakes; the D.140C Mous-

quetaire III featured swept vertical tail surfaces

and the D.140E Mousquetaire IV had a larger

wing, flaps and vertical tail, all-moving

tailplane and improved ailerons. The D.140A

had a modified airspeed indicator and when fit-

ted with the D.140C tail became the D.140

AC.
The French air force bought 18 D.140Es for

the Ecole de l'Air at Salon where they are used

for recreational purposes. Later, 15 D.140R
Abeilles were also obtained; this version,

which first flew in mid-1965, was intended for

glider- and banner-towing. It features an

extensively glazed cabin to improve rearward

vision, and can be fitted with skis for snow
Operation.

The Abeille (bee) is basically similar to the

D.140E in speeification but has an empty

weight of 1,408 lb (639 kg), a maximum speed

of 155 mph (250 km/h), a cruising speed of

140 mph (225 km/h) and a service ceiling of

16,725 ft (5100 m).

Type: four-seat light touring aircraft

Powerplant: one 180-hp (134-kW) Lycom-
ing O-360-A2A piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 158 mph (254

km/h) at sea level; cruising speed at 75%
power 149 mph (240 km/h) at 5,900 ft (1798

Jodel D.140

m); rate of climb at sea level 750 ft (230 m) per

minute; take-off to 50 ft (15 m) 1,000 ft (305

m); service ceiling 16,400 ft (5000 m); ränge

870 miles (1400 km) at 140 mph (225 km/h)
Weights: empty 1,367 lb (620 kg); loaded

2,645 lb (1200 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 ft

length 25 ft 8 in (7.82 m)

(2.05 m); wing area 199.13

Operators: France

8 in (10.27 m);

height 6 ft 9 in

sq ft (18.50 m 2
)

Junkers Ju 52/3m
The Junkers Ju 52/3m must surely qualify as

the longest-serving military aircraft ever built;

47 years after the flight of the prototype in

May 1932 three examples are still in service

with the Swiss air force, and licence-built ex-

amples have only comparatively recently been

retired from the Portuguese and Spanish air

forces.

Based on the single-engined Ju 52, the /3m
was an instant success and earned an enviable

reputation for strength and reliability in many
parts of the world.

Lufthansa was an early customer, and with-

in 3Vi years had more than 50; the Luftwaffe

reeeived a large number to form the backbone

of its bomber strength in the mid-1930s, some

of these latter aircraft serving with the Legion
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Koudor in the Spanish Civil War. In World
War II the Ju 52/3m was seen in all European

and North African theatres of war in

transport, troop-carrying, glider-towing and

supply-dropping roles. Around 4,300 Ju

52/3ms were built in Germany, while more

than 400 were built in France as the AAC.l
shortly after the end of the war. CASA in

Spain produced 170 under licence.

The dearth of new civil transports in the

early post-war years saw a number of French-

built Ju 52/3ms and a few ex-Luftwaffe aircraft

serving as interim civil airliners, even with

British European Airways. Post-war military

users included Bolivia, Czechoslovakia,

France, the Netherlands, Portugal, South

Africa, Spain and others. Junkers Ju52/3mge



The only military cxamples still in KTvic«

are che chree boughl new by che Swi

force and delivered rrom Germany on 4

October 1939. They were used tor training

observers and had incerchangeable equipment

to enablc use as cramporCs, including a gun

position in che top of the fuselage and in <

retractablc 'dustbin' undern

During che licence-manufacture o( che DU
Vampire in Swir/crland t rx.- three |u 52 3ms

were used to collect DH Gobiin jet enginet

from Hatficld, while prior to tlns they had

transported personne] and rnaterial beeween

Germany and Switzerland when the Swiss an

force was obtaining surplus North American

Mustang fighters from US basei in Germany,

All three aircraft are still used for trän

and paratroop training, and fatigue tests have

indicated t hat they are good föl 2 numher ot

years yet.

Type: threc-enginc Utility transport

Powerplant: (Swiss |u32 3m, 4c) three

660-hp (492-kW) BMW 132A 3 radial piston

enginei

Performance: maximum speed 161 mph (260

Forca Aerea Portuguesa Junkers Ju52'3m futed with early spatted undercamage

km h); cruising speed 124 mph (200 km h); 23.157 lb (10500 kg)

maximum rate of climb 790 ft (240 m) per Dimension*: span 95 ft 11 in (29.25 m);
minutc; service ceiling 16.730 ft (5100 m); length 62 ft in (18 9 m); height 18 ft 2 in

ränge 745 miles (1200 km); endurance 6>/2 (5.5 m ); w j ng area 1.189.4 sq ft (110.3 m 2
)

hoUTS, Operators: Switzerland

Weights: emptv 14.354 lb (6510 kg); loaded

Kaman H-2 Seasprite

In 1956 the US Navy initiated a design com-

petition to procurc a high-speed all-weather

Utility helicopter. Kaman's design proved suf-

ficiently attractive tO be selected as the winner

later in 1956, and on 29 November 1957, the

Company reeeived a contract for four pro-

totypes plus an initial batch of 12 produetion

aircraft. The service designat um was HU2K-1
(changed in 1962 to UH-2A) and the name

Seasprite. The prototype flew for the tust tum-

on 2 July 1959, but it was rather more tlian

three years later that the first UH-2A produt

tion aircraft entered service with the US
Navy's Helicopter Utility Squadron 2 (HU-2)

at Lakchurst NAS, on 18 December 1962.

This new Kaman helicopter with a single

main rotor and tail-mounted anti-torque rotor

was something of an Innovation for the Com-

pany. In fact, it was their first design to

dispense with side-by-sidc intermeshing rotors

which they had once considered superior to

the main-rotor/anti-torque rotor combina-

tion. Other unusual features of the design

were the inclusion of retractablc landing gear

and a flotation hüll, which meant that this

helicopter could be operated direct trom

water. This was of considerable advantage, as

the primary requirement for this new aircraft

was in the carrier plane-guard, and search and

rescue roles. From the general Utility aspect

the Seasprite was expected to cater also for

casualty evacuation; Courier service; emergen-

cy supply and resupply; reconnaissance; ver-

tical replemshment, especially for small ships

at sea; and tactical air control. To make possi-

ble its utilisation over such a wide ränge of

duties, Standard avionics included equipment

for all-weather navigation, automatic flight

stabilization and automatic navigation, and

the Seasprite was also provided with an exter-

nal cargo hook of 4,000-lb (1814-kg) capacity.

Internal aecommodation was for a crew of two
and up to 11 passengers or four stretchers.

Initial produetion Version was the UH-2A,
powered by a single 1,250-shp (932-kW)
General Electric T58-GE-8B turboshaft, and

these aircraft first went to sea aboard USS In-

dependence on 4 June 1963. They were fol-

lowed into service by the UH-2B with reduced

navigation avionics, and the first detachment
of these went to sea with USS Albany on 8

August 1963. Service deployment under active

conditions highlighted the desirability of pro-

viding increased engine power, and in March
1965 Kaman completed the first of two twin-

engine conversions for evaluation. These had
two T58-GE-8B turboshafts mounted in pods

on each side of the rotor pylon, providing im-

proved Performance, plus the added reliability

of a twin-engine Installation. The success of

this conversion meant that all surviving UH-
2A and UH-2B aircraft were converted from
1967 onwards, and at the same time tail sur-

face areas were increased slightly, and minor
modifications made to the rotor pylon and
cockpit. The resulting aircraft was designated

UH-2C.
Next version to enter service was the HH-

2C, an armed and armoured variant of the

UH-2C, having a chin-mounted 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) Minigun turret, waist-mounted
machine-guns, extensive armour, and changes
such as uprated transmission and dual wheels

on the main landing gear to cater for the

higher gross weight They were followcd by

HH-2l)s with armament and armour deleted.

Increaiing concem with the problem of

nudear submarines caused the US Na
think hard and long about ways and mcans of

coping with this menace, and in 1971 two
HH-2Dj were modified to carry an ex-

perimenta] under-nose radar System. Two
more were modified subscquently, and the

resulti oi their testing wen- incorporated into

the US Navy's important Light Airborne

MultiPurpose System (LAMl'S) programme.

This is concerned with ASW and missile

detence, and a numher ol HH-2Ds have been

converted to SH-2D Inu-nm-LAMPS con-

figuration with the Installation ol ASW search

radar, MAD, sonobuoys, the necessary

associated avionics and Controls, plus jmoke

markers and flares. 1 o itrike bome at the iden-

tified target, Mk 46 lionnng torpedoes

ned.

Whilc these HH-2I)\ were being modified,

Kaman was testing two other Seasprites with

even more advanced avionics, and delivenes ot

this SH-2F version began in M3v 1973. with

initial deployment on board USS Ba^lcy. SH-
2Ds and HH-2Ds have since been uprated to

this SH-2F configuration. In addition to the

advanced avionics. moditications include the

Provision of Kaman's new '101' rotor,

Strengthened landing gear. and the Installation

of more powerful engines (see data).

Type: naval ASW, anti-slnp missile detence.

search and rescue and Utility helicopter

Powerplant: (SH-2F) two 1.350-shp

(1007-kW) General Electric T58-GE-8F tur-

boshafts

Performance: (SH-2F) maximum speed at

sea level 165 mph (266 km h); cruising speed

150 mph (241 km h); ränge with maximum
fuel 422 miles (679 km)
Weights: (SH-2F) emptv 7,040 lb (3193 kg);

take-off 12,800 1b (5806 kg)

Dimensions: (SH-2F) main rotor diameter

44 ft in (13.41 m); tail rotor diameter

8 ft 2 in (2.49 m); length (rotors turning)

52 ft 7 in (16.03 m); height (rotors turning)

15 ft 6 in (4.72 m); main rotor disc area

1,520.5 sq ft (141.25 m 2

)

Armament: can include air-to-surface

missiles, homing torpedoes, guns and rockets

Operators: US Navy

Kaman SH-2F Seasprite

Kaman's SH-2F Seasprite is a vastly more capable helicopter than the original

single-engined Seasprites, and has for a decade been the "Interim LAMPS" platform for US
Navy frigates and other ships, with radar, Sonics, MAD bird and torpedoes.
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Kaman H-43F Huskie

Winner of a US Navy competition for a liaison

helicopter, the Kaman 600 entered production

in 1950 as the HOK-1. A developed model,

the OH-43D with a 600-hp (447-kW) Pratt &
Whitney R-1340-81 radial engine, served

with the US Marine Corps, 81 being built for

use in cargo, medevac, search and rescue and

liaison work.

The next variant was the UH-43C, of

which 24 were delivered before the decision

was taken to use turbine power for further

development. The prototype H-43B, con-

verted from a modified HOK-1, flew on 27

September 1956. Its development formed part

of a USAF contract covering testing of the

Lycoming XT53 engine. Production modeis

of the H-43B began to come off the line in

December 1958 powered by an 860-shp

(642-kW) Lycoming T53-L-1B turboshaft

derated to 825 shp (615 kW). The new model

offered double the usable cabin space and

payload of the H-43, made possible by moun-

ting the engine above the cabin.

An original contract covered 116 H-43Bs

for the USAF, and a further contract for 59

followed. The type was subsequently

redesignated HH-43B, and export deliveries

included 12 to the Burmese air force, some of

which are still in Service, and six to the

Colombian air force.

Final model of the Huskie was the HH-43F

with a 1,150-shp (858-kW) Lycoming T53-L-

11A turboshaft derated to 825-shp (615-kW).

1t was designed to replace the H-43B where

altitude Performance was required under hot

weather conditions, and by use of internal

tankage fuel capacity was increased by 291

gallons (1323 litres). The first HH-43F flew in

August 1964 and production deliveries were

made to Iran where the air force received 10

and the army 14; a few of the air force

machines were still in service at the time of the

1979 revolution.

Type: crash rescue helicopter

Powerplant: one 1,150-shp (858-kW)
Lycoming T53-L-11A turboshaft

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

120 mph (193 km/h); cruising speed 110 mph
(177 km/h);" initial rate of climb 2,000 ft

(610 m) per minute; service ceiling 23,000 ft

(7010 m); hovering ceiling in ground effect

20,000 ft (6096 m); hovering ceiling out of

ground effect 16,000 ft (4876 m); ränge

504 miles (810 km)
Weights: empty 4,469 lb (2027 kg); loaded

8,800 lb (3991 kg) with underslung load

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 47 ft in

(14.32 m); length 25 ft in (7.62 m); height

15 ft 6 in (4.72 m); main rotor disc area (both

rotors) 3,470 sq ft (322.1 m 2
)

Operators: Burma, Colombia, Iran

lilMtf'
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Kaman H-43F Huskie

Last of the 'egg-beaters' with Kaman-style intermeshmg rotors, the HH-43 Huskie is still

used by several air forces. This example was pictured on jungle rescue duties in South

Vietnam in 1967 with Detachment 12, 39th USAF Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Sqn

Kamov Ka-25 Hormone
The Soviet naval air arm (AVMF) has for

many years been a loyal customer of the design

bureau named after Nikolai Kamov. Like the

similarly named Kaman concern in the United

States, the Kamov bureau has been associated

with compact helicopters of close-coupled

twin-rotor layout, but whereas Kaman
developed the Flettner intermeshing rotor

concept, the Soviet team chose the co-axial

layout, originally applied to the experimental

pre-World War II Breguet-Dorand. With no

need for a long tail boom to counter torque,

the fuselage of the co-axial helicopter can be

made small and compact. This renders ii par-

ticularly suitable for shipboard use, and all the

helicopters operated by the AVMF from ships

have been Kamov co-axial types.

The Ka-8 and Ka-10 'flying motorcycle'

designs of 1945-55 aroused naval interest in

the potential of shipboard helicopters for over-

the-horizon target Spotting; this 'airborne

crow's nest' concept had been explored by the

German navy in World War II. The Ka-15

cabin helicopter and the improved Ka-18 were

ordered for AVMF service, but appear to have

been used only on a small scale for experimen-

tal shipboard Operations.

The Soviet Union's definitive shipboard

helicopter, however, made its public debut in

1961, at the Tushino air display. More than

four times as heavy as the Ka-15, the new
helicopter was powered by twin turbines, six

times as powerful as the piston engine of the

older type, with scarcely any increase in

weight and volume. As with land-based

helicopters, the availability of the turboshaft

engine vastly increased what could be achie-

ved. Together with the natural compactness of

the co-axial layout, the powerplant makes the

Ka-25 look deceptively small; in fact it is

almost as heavy as the Mil Mi-4, and rather

bigger than the Westland Wessex. At the

time of writing it is probably the largest and

most capable helicopter intended for Operation

from normal warships, and in effectiveness it

comes into the same class as the much later

Kaman SH-2F and Westland Lynx. The pro-

totype Ka-25 was demonstrated with air-to-

surface missiles on outriggers, but these appear

to have been dummies.

Details of the Ka-25 design probably reflect

lessons learned in trials with smaller

helicopters. The twin-engine layout

presumably confers a degree of security in the

event of an engine failure, although the type

does not seem over-endowed with power

unless the engines can be run at a contingency

rating higher than the figure quoted for the

Ka-25K civil derivative. Both engines,

however, have their own independent fuel

supplies, a feature not always found on Soviet

land-based helicopters; the type is fitted with

autostabilization, powered controls, com-

prehensive Communications and füll all-

weather navigation equipment. Most Ka-25s

are fitted with emergency flotation 'boots' on

each of the four landing gear legs, which in-

flate automatically in the event of a ditchmg.

The 'missile-armed' prototype seen in 1961

was codenamed 'Harp' by NATO, but for

some reason best known to NATO the very

similar production Version was christened

'Hormone'. The first Version of the Ka-25 to

see service appears to have been the

'Hormone-B' fitted with a large chin radome

broader than t hat of the 'Harp' prototype.

The 'Hormone-B' is deployed on 'Kresta I'

class cruisers and 'Kiev' class aircraft-carriers,

and appears to be associated with long-range

surface-to-surface cruise missiles such as the

SS-N-3 'Shaddock' (on the cruisers) and the

SS-N-12 fitted to the 'Kiev' class. (The lead

ship of the latter class, Kiev, made her maiden

voyage in 1976, followed by Minsk in 1979.)

The 'Hormone-B' seems to be a modern ex-

tension of the 'flying crow's nest' principle,

using its radar to provide guidance and

targeting information for the long-range

missiles. The 'Kresta I' class appeared in 1967,

marking the first shipboard deployment of the

Ka-25. It would be logical for the 'Hormone-

B' to lack some of the ASW equipment of the

'Hormone-A', in order to increase its ränge

and ceiling and hence the area over which it

can offer missile guidance.

The 'Hormone-A', the basic ASW variant,

appeared shortly after the 'Hormone-B' on the

helicopter-carriers Moshva and Leningrad, and

on the new 'Kresta II' and 'Kara' cruiser

classes. It also equips the 'Kanin' class

destroyers. It forms the bulk of the helicopter

complement of the 'Kuril' class carriers,

which also carry a number of 'Hormone-B'

radar pickets.

Little is known about the operational equip-

ment of the 'Hormone-A', and equipment

Standards appear to vary; some aircraft are fit-

ted with a box-like Container on the fuselage

side, while others have been seen with nose

aerials possibly connected with ESM (elec-

tronic surveillance measures). As well as radar,

the 'Hormone-A' almost certainly carries

dunking sonar equipment in the cabin, and is

likely to be fitted with a magnetic anomaly

detector (MAD) in a towed 'bird'. The

radome is smaller than that of the 'Hormone-

B' and the radar is presumably less powerful.

There mav be an internal weapons bay, but

usually the 'Hormone-A' crew would leave

the 'kill' to the SS-N-14 ASW missiles of the

mother ship.

A new naval helicopter is expectedto appear

shortly, but there would seem to be no need in

the immediate future for a Ka-25 replacement.

The type appears well suited to the shipboard

role, in which its compactness — without the

complication of tail folding — counts for a

great deal and the need for high performance

or low silhouette is not urgent. The Ka-25

may fill other roles in addition to ASW and

radar-picket duties, but as yet no details of

these have been revealed.

Type: multi-role shipboard helicopter

Powerplant: two 900-shp (671-kW)

Glushenkov GTD-3 turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed 135 mph (220

km/h); cruising speed 120 mph (200 km/h);

hovering ceiling 2,000 ft (600 m); service ceil-

ing 16,500 ft (5000 m); maximum endurance 4

to 5 hours; ränge with external fuel 400 miles

(650 km)
Weights: empty about 10,500 lb (4750 kg);

normal maximum 15,500 lb (7100 kg);

overload 16,500 lb (7500 kg)

Dimensions: rotor diameter 51 ft 8 in (15.75

m); fuselage length about 34 ft (10.35 m);

height 17 ft 8 in (5.4 m); rotor disc area 4,193

sq ft (389.7 m 2

)

Armament: two homing torpedoes or depth

charges in internal weapons bay

Operator: USSR
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Kawasaki C-1

The Kawasaki C-1 was produced to replace

Curtiss C-46 transports with the Japanese Air

Self-Defence Force. Design was begun by

NAMC in 1966. The first prototype was
assembled at Kawasaki' s Gifu factory and flew

on 12 November 1970, the second following

on 16 January 1971. Both aircraft were handed

over to the Japanese Defence Agency for

evaluation, which was completed in March
1973. Two pre-production C-1A aircraft were

delivered in 1974.

The Air Self-Defence Force 's Air Proving

Group carried out a successful long-range

flight with the XC-1 on 12 October 1973.

The aircraft covered the 1,460-mile (2350-km)

flight from Naha on Okinawa to Chitose in

just over 4 hours, carrying a payload of 8,818

lb (4000 kg). Crew training began in 1974 at

the Air Transport Wing at Iruma, and the

first production C-1A was delivered in

December 1974.

The initial production batch totalled 11,

completed by March 1976. A second batch for

13 was delivered by February 1978. Two of

this order were modified for long-range flying

with an additional 1,040 Imperial gallons

(4732 litres) of centre-section fuel. The Air

Self-Defence Force requires a fürt her 12 C-ls

by the mid-1980s, so that Nos 1, 2 and 3

Squadrons can each have 12 aircraft instead of

eight. Kawasaki is prime contractor, responsi-

ble for final assembly as well as building the

wing centre-section and front fuselage. Mit-

subishi builds the centre and rear fuselage sec-

tions and T-tail, Fuji the anhedralled outer

wings and Nihon Hikoki the wing control

surfaces.

Standard crew consists of pilot, co-pilot,

navigator, flight engineer and loadmaster. The

pressurized main cabin can seat up to 60

troops. In the paratroop role 45 can exit

through doors on each side aft of the wing. In

the casevac role 36 stretchers and medical at-

tendants are carried. The cabin measures 35 ft

5'/4 in (10.80 m) by 11 ft 9>/2 in (3.60 m) and

is 8 ft 4'/4 in (2.55 m) high, enabling such

loads as a 2V2-ton truck or 105-mm howitzer

to be carried.

One C-1 has been earmarked for test work
on air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles, in-

cluding the XASM-1 for the Mitsubishi F-l.

Other specialized variants have been studied

for flight-refuelling, electronic-warfare,

weather reconnaissance, and a stretched-

fuselage transport.

, The Air Self-Defence Force, Air Transport

Wing currently operates the C-1A with Nos
1, 2 and 3 Squadrons, each with a unit

establishment of eight aircraft.

Type: medium-range transport

Powerplant: two 14,500-lb (6580-kg)

Mitsubishi-built Pratt & Whitney JT8D-M-9
turbofans

Performance: economical cruising speed at

35,000 ft (10700 m) 408 mph (657 km/h); Ser-

vice ceiling 38,000 ft (11580 m); maximum
rate of climb at sea level 3,500 ft (1065 m) per

minute; ränge with maximum fuel and

4,850-lb (2200-kg) payload 2,084 miles (3353

km)
Weights: empty 51,410 lb (23320 kg); nor-

mal take-off 85,320 lb (38700 kg); maximum
take-off 99,210 lb (45000 kg); maximum
payload 26,235 lb (11900 kg)

Dimensions: span 100 ft 4V* in (30.6 m);

length 95 ft 1V< in (29 m); height 32 ft 9V* in

(9.99 m); wing area 1,297 sq ft (120.5 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operator: Japan

A production Kawasaki C-1 of the Japanese Air Self-Defence Force. Although very limited

in payload and ränge, this twm-JT8D aircraft is being updated gradually, and the final batch

have a centre-section tank added. Total deliveries by 1980 are to be 28.

Kawasaki P-2J

The Kawasaki P-2J was the outcome of a re-

quirement for a new maritime patrol and anti-

submarine aircraft for the Japanese Martime

Self-Defence Force (JMSDF). This was issued

by the Defence Agency as part of the second

Defence Build-up Programme to provide a

successor for the JMSDF's fleet of 76

Lockheed P-2H Neptunes in the 1970s.

As 60 of the Neptunes had been built in

Japan under licence by Kawasaki, a new
maritime reconnaissance aircraft based on this

design was decided upon, instead of the more

costly alternative of buying the Lockheed P-3

Orion from the United States, as was later

decided. Design of an updated Neptune was

begun by Kawasaki in October 1961. Work
commenced on the prototype, a modified

P-2H, in 1965 and this aircraft made its first

flight on 21 July the following year. The
designation P-2J was decided on to conform

with the US Department of Defense System,

the last Lockheed-built production version of

the Neptune being the P-2H. The JMSDF
received the first production P-2J on 7 Oc-

tober 1969, and planned procurement of the

type Covers 83 aircraft.

The P-2J's unpressurized fuselage is basical-

ly that of the P-2H, being an all-metal semi-

monocoque structure. However, it has been

extended by the insertion of a new 4 ft 2 in

(1.27 m) section forward of the wing. The ad-

ditional space houses a largely new set of

avionics, which is one of the major im-

provements introduced by the P-2J.

The second important innovation is the

Substitution of turboprops for the P-2H's

piston engines. The new engines are Japanese-

built General Electric T64 turboprops. As on

the P-2H, auxiliary turbojets are fitted to pro-

vide increased take-off power and to increase

speed during an attack. These are of Japanese

design and manufacture. Fuel capacity is 2,515

gallons (11433 litres), with a further 1,514

gallons (6882 litres) in the left wingtip tank.

For ferrying, a 583 gallon (2650 litre) tank can

be carried in the weapons bay.

The total crew complement is 12. Two
pilots occupy the flight deck, the ASW tac-

tical compartment houses seven and three are

carried in the aft fuselage. An ordnance room
and galley are located behind the tactical com-

partment.

Communications equipment includes UHF,

VHF and HF transceivers, and the navigation

aids carried are doppler radar, Loran, Tacan,

ADF, UHF/DF, radar altimeter and naviga-

tion plotter. Specialized ASW equipment em-

braces the elderly AN/APS-80 search radar,

MAD, ESM, sonobuoy data display System,

digital data processor and an integrated data

display. A searchlight is housed in the right

wingtip pod.

The current JMSDF shore-based anti-

submarine force comprises five groups, of

which three include the P-2J in their opera-

tional inventories. They are the Ist Koku-gun

at Kanova, the 2nd Kcku-gun at Hachinoe and

the 4th Kohu-gun at Atsugi. In addition, the

independent Okinawa Kcku-lai operates the

P-2J from Naha air base. The 203rd Kyohiku

Koku-tai at Kanoya is the P-2J operational con- Kawasaki P-2J

A Kawasaki P-2J of the Japanese Maritime Self-Defence Force's 2nd Koko-gun, based at Hachinoe, is pictured on patrol. This derivative of

the Lockheed P-2 Neptune is the principal Japanese long-range maritime patrol aircraft, servmg with four front-line units in this role.
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Version unit. The- f Y 1978 budget provided

for the convertioo of one P-2J to target-tug

configuration, witli tbc designation UP-2J. A
further three llicfa conversions are planncd to

fulfil tlic rolc currently undertakcn by Cruin

man Trackers witli the 6 Ist Koku tat

Ironically tbc rcplaccmeni for the P-2J (and

the JMSDf's survivmg l'-2Hs) is to be the

Lockheed P-3 < Mos, which was rulcd out as a

Neptune rcplaccment OD the grounds of cost.

Current plans envisage the produetion under

licence of 45 P-3Cs by Kawasaki between 198]

and 1988.

Type: long ränge maritime patrol aircraft.

Powerplant: tWO (2282-kW)
r i! I I» tri I 64 II II 10E turboprops,

each driving a thrce-bladc niclal variablc-pitch

propellor. and two 3,417-lb (7517-kg) Ishikaw

ajima-Harima |3-IHI-7D turbojets in under

wing |'

Performance: maximuin cniUing speed

250 nipli (402 km b); maximum rate ofclimb
at sea level 1.8(X) (i (500 m) per mimitc; Ser-

vice cciling 30,(XX) ft (9150 m); ränge with

maximum fuel 2.765 indes (4450 km)
Weights 12,500 Ib (19280 kg); max-
imum take-off 75,000 Ib (34000

Dimension»: wing span (ovci np tanks)

101 ft 3'/j in (30.8-

(29.23 m). hcight 29 ft 3'
. wing

area 1.000 sq ft (92.90 m 2
)

Armjmnil: ant i-submanne homing
torpedocs, depth charges or mines

Operators: lapanese Maritime Sclf-Defcnce

Kawasaki P 2J • Mon of thi I Neptune fitted with advanced ASW "id powered by T64 turbof.

Lockheed C-5 Galaxy
In 1963 the USAF's Military Air Transport

Servier (MAIS), lince rcdcsignatcd M
Airlift Command (MAC), began to in-

vestigatc the procurement ot a very large

Strategie transport which would not only Sup-

plement the Lockheed C-141« in Service, but

would also have the capabilitv of operating

from the same airfields. This requiremeni was

identified initiallv under the derignation

CX-4, which envisaged an aircraft with .1

maximum take-off weight of about 600. IHK) Ib

(272155 kg). Further study resulted in a new
jpeeification, designated CX-HLS, which call-

ed for au aircraft able to carry .i p.ivlo.ul ol

125.000 lb (56699 kg) over a ränge of 8, IHK)

miles (12875 km), or approximately double

that payload ovei a shortei disi in

Requcsts for Proposais were lssued in May
1964, and Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed

were subsequently awarded contracts tor

development of their designs. At about the

same time, (iener.il Electric and l'r.itt <N\

Whitney were giv.cn contracts tor the design

and construetion of prototype powerplants

suitable for use by this large .urer.itt, whieh by

then was expeeted to have .i maximum take-

off weight otaround 700,000 lb (317515 kgV
In August 1965, General Electric \ GE1 6

turbofan engine prototype was selected tor

development: in its final tonn, this engine was

designated TF39-GE-1. Two months later.

Lockheed was named prime contractOT tor the

airframe, and construetion of the prototype

began in August 1966, by which time the air-

craft had been designated C-5A and named
Galaxy. M.i|or structural design. including the

wing, was handled by a special Company form-

ed by 'brain drain' designers in Britain. This

aircraft flew for the first time on 30 June 1968,

and it and seven other examples were assigned

to a test programmc which extended into

mid-1971. The ninth aircraft off the line, the

first production/operational example, was

delivered to MAC on 17 December 1969.

Successful testing resulted in contracts for a

total of 81 C-5As to equip four squadrons, and

the last of these were delivered in Mav 1973.

The original Intention had been to acquire 115

of these aircraft to equip six squadrons, but

cost escalation resulted in procurement of the

reduced number.

Operational deployment of the Galaxv

started in 1970, when the first of these aircraft

began to Supplement the airlift capabilitv then

provided by Lockheed C-141A StarLifter

transports. It was discovefed very quickly that

they were a valuable addition to MAC's air

fleet, operating reliably on supply missions

from the United States to Europe and south-

east Asia. In this latter area C-5As made their

first deliveries to South Vietnam in August
1971, and in the months which followed, and

particularly in the spring of 1972, made a

major contribution to MAC's capability in

south-east Asia. By comparison with the

C-141A StarLifter which was then, and still is,

an important component of the Strategie airlift

fleet, the Galaxy can lift a payload which is

more than twice as heavy. More importantly,

its lower deck has an unobstrueted length of

121 ft 1 in (36.91 m) and width of 19ft in

(5.79 m), which gives this aircraft the ability

to carry practically any piece of the US Army's

equipment, including selt-propcllcd htm

personnel carriers, and tanks. nonc of which

can enter the constricted hold of the ( 141

ot outsize Iciads which have been

carried ovei transoceank ranges are two M48
tanks, with a combincd weight of 198.000 Ib

(89811 kg), and thrce Boeing Vcrtol ( H 47

( huiciok transport hehu i|

ids .>( this weight and size mcant that

the design te.im had to give dose attention to

ihe provision ot landing gcar able to cope with

,i take-off weight appro.u hing SSO tons (355.6

tonnes); special facilities to make possible the

quick loading and off li tutsize

and provision] fi i.ige of

large numbers of tTOOps with their equipment

when neoessary, A basü requirement

capabilit) of operating from unpaved sui

So wlnle the ( ialax) hai retrai tabli ti

type landing gear. it differi very considerably

trom that of most civil transports. The nose

unit has four wheels, and there are foui main
wheel units each consistmg of 1 six-wheel

bogie. All tive units are inountcd on olco-

pneumatu shock-absorbers which have a nor-

Lockheed C 5A Galaxy

mal extended Position for take-off and land-

ing. but which can be shortened for the

loading or ott-loadmg of heavy cargo. and

especially to provide drive*on drive-off

facilities for tracked and wheeled vehicles.

Other featurcs of this landing gcar include in-

o'rtfinurJ

This illustration of the Lockheed C-5A Galaxy gives some scale to the size of this very large transpon aircraft With the visor type nose

door raised, a Bell UH-1 Iroquois hehcopter, itself almost 42 ft (12.80 m) long, can be loaded without difficulty.
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Lockheed C-5 Galaxy

flight deflation capability for all 28 wheels, for

soft airstrips, provision of a fully-modulating

anti-skid System, the ability to set all wheel

Units 20° to left or right to simplify Operation

in crosswinds, and the inclusion of castoring

capability for the forward main units to ease

ground handling. Forward loading is accom-

plished by raising the visor type upward-

hinged fuselage nose and lowering a ramp.

Simultaneous rear loading is carried out via a

ramp which, when raised, forms the under-

surface of the rear fuselage. With the landing

gear 'kneeled', the floor-to-ground height is

4 ft 4 3/4 in (1.34 m) forward and 4 ft 9 in

(1.45 m) aft.

Accommodation in the Galaxy is provided

on two levels. The forward end of the upper

cabin comprises a flight deck for a crew of

five, with a rest area immediately aft for up to

15 relief crew. The rear area of this upper

cabin, aft of the wing box, is equipped nor-

mally to provide seating for 75 troops.

Although the Galaxy is intended primarily as a

cargo carrier, there are provisions for accom-

modating up to 270 fully-equipped troops on

the lower deck.

Despite the fact that, at the time of their

introduction into Service, the USAF had to

cope with what were dimensionally the largest

in-use aircraft in the world, they encountered

few problems in handling the C-5A on a

worldwide basis. In-flight refuelling capability

makes possible their deployment with the

heaviest of loads over whatever ränge is

necessary. One major setback in the Service life

of these aircraft has been the discovery that the

wing structure has accrued fatigue damage at a

higher rate than anticipated, threatening a

reduced Service life. Because of their impor-

tance to the USAF's airlift capability, Lock-

heed was awarded a contract in 1978 to

manufacture new-design wings for the C-5A.

If testing of two initial sets proves satisfactory,

it is planned to equip the entire fleet of

Galaxies with new wings, beginning in 1982,

to ensure that these vital aircraft retain the

30,000-hour Service life for which they were

intended.

Type: heavy logistics transport aircraft

Powerplant: four 41,000-lb (18597-kg)

thrust General Electric TF39-GE-1 turbofans

Performance: maximum speed at 25,000 ft

(7620 m) 571 mph (919 km/h); average

cruising speed 518 mph (834 km/h); ränge

with design payload 3,749 miles (6033 km);

ränge with 112,600-lb (51075-kg) payload

6,529 miles (10507 km)

Weights: basic operating 337,937 lb (153286

kg); design payload 220,967 lb (100229 kg);

maximum take-off 769,000 lb (348813 kg)

Dimensions: span 222 ft 8V2 in (67.88 m);

length 247 ft 10 in (75.54 m); height 65 ft

l'/2 in (19.85 m); wing area 6,200 sq ft

(576.00 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: US Air Force

By far the largest military transport in Service with the West (unless an airlift version of the 747F were to be developed), the C-5A is a

crucial item in NATO planning despite prolonged structural problems that have come to a head in the decision to build new wings for all

aircraft in Service. The basic USAF Military Airlift Command force numbers 76, in four squadrons.

Lockheed C-121 Constellation

The USAAF gained experience of operating

the Lockheed L-49 Constellation during

World War II, having requisitioned its initial

examples from Lockheed' s production line of

civil aircraft soon after Pearl Harbor. The first

flew on 9 January 1943, and when they

entered Service these 64-passenger pressurized

transports were the largest and fastest in the

USAAF's inventory. A total of 22 were used

by the Air Transport Command under the

designation C-69, and were sold to civil

airlines at the end of the war.

Ten L-749s were procured by the USAF in

1948 as C-121s, becoming C-121As or VC-
121 As according to interior layout, except for

one VC-121B with additional tankage. All

were redesignated later as PC-121A. The US
Navy adopted the L-49 Constellation in 1945

as the R70-1, and acquired 50 L-749s under

the designation R7V-1. Of these, 32 were

transferred to the USAF, as C-121Gs, the rest

becoming C-121Js in 1962.

Most important usage of the Constellation

was in the airborne early-warning role, and

following prototype evaluation of two PO-
lWs with large radomes above and below the

fuselage, 142 WV-2 Warning Stars were pro-

cured by the Navy. Some with ECM equip-

ment were WV-2Qs, and weather-

reconnaissance versions were WV-3s. In 1962

these became EC-121K, EC-121M and WC-
121N respectively. Some EC-121Ks were

given new avionics in 1963, becoming EC-

121Ps, and serving into the the 1970s.

The USAF rebuilt 120 C-121Cs into RC-
121C AEW platforms, these later being

redesignated EC-121Cs.

The RC-121D of 1955 had longer en-

durance, receiving advanced avionics in 1962

as the EC-121H. Subsequent updating pro-

grammes to provide increased capability for

many electronic missions has resulted in the

designations EC-121Q/R/S/T. The Indian air

force acquired nine L-1049s from Air India,

using them mainly in a maritime patrol role.

Type: long-range transport and AEW aircraft

Powerplant: (C-121G) four 3,250-hp

(2424-kW) Wright R-3350-91 Turbo-

Compound radial piston engines

Performance: (C-121G) maximum speed

368 mph (592 km/h) at 20,000 ft (6095 m);

cruising speed 259 mph (417 km/h) at

10,000 ft (3050 m); ränge 2,100 miles

(3380 km)
Weights: (C-121G) empty 72,815 lb

(33028 kg); maximum take-off 145,000 lb

(65771 kg)

Dimensions: span (C-121G) 123 ft in

(37.49 m), (RC-121D) 126 ft 2 in (38.46 m);

length 116 ft 2 in (35.41 m); height (C-121G)

24 ft 8 in (7.52 m), (RC-121D) 27 ft Oin

(8.23 m); wing area (C-121G) 1,650 sq ft

[153.29 m 2
), (RC-121D) 1,653.6 sq ft

(153.62 itT

Armament: none

Operators: India, Indonesia; formerly US Air

Force, US Navy

The Lockheed EC-121 Warning Star has always been out of the limehght, although it is a great oio aircrau curuinuairy upuaieo over a

25-year penod to fly new missions. This US Navy example is one of five 1972-73 vintage sub-types still flymg
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Lockheed C-130 Hercules

SurcK t the moit ubiquitous oi all p<>st

World Wai ii l'i Model 382

...
i rtainly well named proved

itscll ablc to perforrn fai more and diver»«

tli.m ilic 12 ittributed

bero Heracle», known to the Ron
Hercules Furthermore, ii ii anothei ol the

iniall ounibei "t typei whicb, in 1979, will

lux, been in production foi one-third of thc

rntire period of powered flighi

lis origin came in 1951 when the l'SAI

madc the decision to acquire •> fleel ol turbo-

nrop transporti foi nie by the Military Air

Transport Service (MAIS), latei the Military

Au. i ifi < o .in.l (MA< |, and bj I

An i ommand (I A< )
I bis policy sei in

motion the design "I three aircraft, designated

C I 50, C-132 and C 133. The second was i

heavy logistic transport to he built by

Douglas, bui this was cancelled. This Com-

pany did, however, build the ( 133 <

master, a heavy strategk freightei which

served with MA I s MAC
Thc tactical transport was originally known

to i ISAF planners as the I ogistii Carriei Sup

porting System ss 1001 Ine initial contraci

for two prototypes, placed on 11 |uly 1951,

used the designation YC-130. Ins' ovei three

years later, on 23 August 1954, the Gl

these made its first tlight. and these two aii

craft, l ik.c- early series C*130As, were powered

by foui 3,750-shp (2796-kW) Allison I 56-A

1A turboprop engines. The C-130, popularly

called the 'Herkj Bird', was designed by

Lockheed-California, but all production has

been handled by Lockheed-Georgia. The tirst

production contract was awarded in

September 1952, and the tust production

C-130A flcw for the first tum- at Manctu,

Georgia, on 7 April 1955. Initial production

deliyeries went to TAC units in Decembei

1956, these including the 463rd Troop ( arriei

Wing, and the 322nd Division I ISA! 1

The Hercules, as it became named, sei a

whollv new Standard in tactical airlift Neu
features were pressurization, very good tlight

Performance, and a full-section reai ramp-

door. A high setting oi the monoplane wing

ensured that the cabin had minimal loss ol

capacity from the wing carry-through stru<

ture, .md for the same reason, the in.nn land

ing gear when retracted was enclosed in t.ur-

ings built onto each side ol the tuselage Pro

vision of weither radar altered the nose profile

aftcr only a tcw production aircraft had been

construeted, and two othei early modifications

were carried out to increase tuol capacity and

strengthen the floor and tuselage to cater tor

heavier loads. Access to the main cargo hold.

41 ft 5 in (12.62 m) in length, and with a

niaximuni width of 10 ft 3 in (3.12 in), is via .1

hydraulically-operated loading ramp which,

when closed, torrns the undersurface oi the

rear fuselage. This represents the hasic con-

figuration ot the (M30A, and a listing of the

wide ränge of variants will trace the usage and

purpose of a transport aircraft of which more
than 1,500 examples have been built, and

which was still in production in 1979.

Variants of the C.-130A have included a

single AC-130A gunship which was tested in

Vietnam: armament included tour 20-mm
guns and four 7.62-mm (0.3-in) Miniguns.

Two GC-130A (later DC-130A) aircraft were

converted to carry up to four RPVs. and pro-

vided with electronics equipment to launch.

control and monitor their flight. Eleven JC-
130As were converted for the tracking of

missiles and spacecraft, and additional fuel and

oil capacity conferred an endurance of 12 to 13

hours; seven of these were reconverted as AC-
130A gunships and deployed operationallv in

Vietnam in 1968-69. Seventeen RC-130As
were equipped with TV viewfinder, cameras,

mapping equipment, galley and five additional

crew positions and delivered bv the end of

1959 to MAC's l,370th Photo Mapping
Wing.

Next major version was the C-130B, the

first of which entered Service with the TAC
on 12 June 1959. These had extra fuel capa-

city, strengthened landing gear, and 4,050-shp

(3Ö20-kW) Allison T56-A-7 turboprops

driving four-blade propellers (Standard on later

versions). A total of 230 were built and, as

well as being delivered to the USAF, were
supplied also to the Indonesian, Pakistani,

Hellenic Air Force i OH Hetcules of the com) ^>5/356 Sqn based at

Eleusr. "ital of 12 <t<>

continued



Lockheed C-130 Hercules

Canadian and South African air forces.

Variants of the C-130B have included 12 HC-
130B search and rescue aircraft for the US
Coast Guard, these having extra accommoda-
tion for a radio Operator, two search observers

and 22-44 passengers. Six C-130Bs were

equipped with air-snatch satellite recovery

equipment for use in connection with the

Discoverer programme, and supplied to the

USAF's 6,593rd Test Squadron based at

Hickam AFB, Hawaii, in mid-1961. NC-130B
was the designation applied to a single aircraft

converted for STOL research, this having two
turbojet engines pod-mounted beneath the

outer wing to provide large volumes of bleed

air for BLC blowing. RC-130B was the

designation for survey and reconnaissance ver-

sions, similar to the earlier RC-130A. Under

the designation WC-130B, 17 aircraft were

converted for weather reconnaissance and

research, and were distributed between the

USAF's 53rd Squadron in Puerto Rico, the

54th Squadron on Guam, and the 55th

Squadron in California. The designation

C-130D applied to 12 wheel/ski-equipped Ver-

sion of the C-130A for Operation in the An-

tarctic, or other ice/snowbound areas.

The C-130E was another major version,

with increased fuel tankage to increase ränge,

of which 503 examples were built. Derivatives

included eight AC-130Es, an improved close-

support gunship with extensive weapons and

night Sensors for Service in Vietnam; DC-130E
RPV launch and control aircraft, converted by

Lockheed Aircraft Service Company (LASC);

one special duty EC-130E for the US Coast

Guard; three FIC-130E SAR aircraft for the

USAF. Two 'oddities', so far as alphabetical

designation is concerned, are the C-130F,

similar to the KC-130F assault transport with

flight refuelling equipment to serve as a

tanker, but without the refuelling equipment

and underwing pylons: both versions were re-

engined subsequently with 4,508-shp

(3362-kW) Allison T56-A-15 turboprops.

Current production version is the C-130H,
powered by T56-A-15 turboprops, of which

well over 500 had been ordered and a lesser

quantity delivered bv earlv 1979. Variants in-

clude HC-130H long-range SAR aircraft with

pick-up gear to lift persons or objects from the

ground; JC-130H, four modified from

HC-130H, for retrieval of space capsules on re-

entry; DC-130H, one modified by LASC for

RPV launch and recovery; KC-130H flight

refuelling tankers; C-130K, designation of 66

aircraft for service .with the RAF; HC-130N
SAR aircraft for retrieval of space cap'.ules;

HC-130P helicopter refuelling tankers; EC-

130Q command communication aircraft for

the US Navy; KC-130R tankers for the US
Marine Corps; and LC-130R wheel/ski land-

ing gear transport for service with the US
Navy in the Antarctic.

In addition to the military versions of the

Hercules, lengthened-fuselage but otherwise

generally similar civil transports are manu-
factured under the designation L 100 series.

Type: military/civil medium /long-range

transport

Powerplant: (C-130H) four 4,508-shp

(3362-kW) Allison T56-A-15 turboprops

Performance: (C-130H) maximum cruising

speed 386 mph (621 km/h); ränge with maxi-

mum pavload, 5% reserve and allowances for

30 minutes at sea level 2,487 miles (4002 km):

ränge with maximum fuel, reserve and

allowances as above 5,135 miles (8264 km)
Weights: (C-130H) operating (empty)

75,331 lb (34170 kg); maximum normal take-

off 155,000 lb (70307 kg); maximum overload

take-off 175,000 lb (79379 kg)

Dimensions: span 132 ft 7 in (40.41 m);

length (except HC-130H) 97 ft 9 in (29.79 m);

height 38 ft 3 in (11.66 m); wing area 1,745 sq

ft (162.11 m 2
)

Armament: (gunship versions) has included

20-mm and 40-mm guns, a 105-mm howitzer,

and 7.62-mm (0.3-in) Miniguns

Operators: Brazil, Canada, Egypt, Gabon,
Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, South Korea,

Kuwait, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Portugal,

Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sudan,

UK, US Air Force, US Air National Guard,

US Coast Guard, US Marines, US Navy,

others

Lockheed C-130H Hercules cutaway drawing key

1 Radome
2 Sperry AN/APN-59 radar

3 External interphone
connection

4 Nose-gear forward door
5 Twin nosewheels
6 Accumulators (port and

starboard)

7 Nose landing gear shock
strut

8 External electrical power
receptacles

9 Battery compartment
10 Pilot's side console
1

1

Portable oxygen cylinder

12 Pilot's seat

1 3 Control column
14 Main Instrument console
15 Windshields
1 6 Co-pilot's seat

17 Systems engineer's seat

18 Navigators seat

1 9 Navigators desk
20 Crew bunks (upper and

lower)
21 Forward emergency escape

hatch
22 Control runs in bulkhead
23 Fire-extinguisher

24 Crew doset
25 Galley

26 Access Steps to flight deck
27 Crew entry well

28 Crew entry door
29 Lower longeron

30 Window ports

31 Cargo floor panels
32 Cargo floor support frames
33 Troop seats (stowed)
34 Overhead emergency

equipment stowage
35 Fuselage frames
36 Booster hydraulic System

reservoir and accumulator
37 Control runs
38 Starboard main landing

gear access (sealed)

39 Wingroot frame strengthener
40 Fuselage/centre section

join

41 Inboard leading-edge
structure

42 Fuel valve inspection
access

43 Nacelle panels
44 Starboard auxiliary tanks
45 Tank pylon
46 Fuel filier points
47 Fuel tanks
48 Dry bay
49 Allison T56-A-15 turbo-

prop
50 Reduction gear
51 Four-blade reversible pitch

Hamilton Standard
propeller

52 Engine Starter

53 Engine oil tank
54 Limit of wing walkway
55 Starboard navigation lights

56 Starboard aileron

57 Aileron tab

58 Outer wing flap

59 Centre-section flap

60 Centre-section wing box
beam structure

61 Flap drive control

62 Internal corrugation
63 Aileron control linkage

64 Port main landing gear bay
65 Hydraulic actuator motor
66 Fire-extinguisher bottles

67 Main landing gear shock
struts

68 Retraction mechanism'
69 Air turbme motor (driven by

GTC. item 71, to supply
electric and hydraulic

power)
70 Utility hydraulic System

reservoir and accumulator

71 Gas turbme compressor 84
(air supply for engine 85
starting, ground
conditioning and to drive 86
ATM, item 69) 87

7 2 Main gear fairing 88
73 Landing light in outer door 89

forward section 90
74 Twin tandem mainwheels
75 Main landing gear outer 91

door 92

76 Inner door section 93
77 Air deflector door
78 Tank pylon 94
7 9 Port auxiliary tank 95

80 Spinner 96

81 Chin intake 97

82 Nacelle structure 98

33 Engine bearer 99

100
101
102

Exhaust outlet

Outboard leadmg-edge
structure

Port navigation lights

Aileron control bell crank
Aileron structure

Aileron tab

Outer wing box beam
structure

Flap structure

Idler bell crank
Auxiliary ground-loading
ramp
Ramp actuating cylinder

Cargo ramp (lowered)
Port paratroop door
Cargo ramp floor panels
Ramp hinge hne
Ramp actuating
mechanism
Miscellaneous Stores bin

Starboard paratroop door
Centre emergency escape
hatch
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Lockheed HC 130H Hercules aii search, rescue and recovery aircraft; seven examples are in service wilh ihe US Coast Guard

These have a nose mounted recovery System able to pick up from the ground persons, or obiects weighmg up to 500 Ib (227 kgl

103 Wmcjroot famng
104 Fuselage frames
105 Toilet

106 Urmal
107 Ramp and auxihary

hydraulic reservoir

108 Troop water bottles

109 Ramp actuator housing
110 Auxiliary hydraulic System

reservoir

1 1

1

Static line stowage
112 Cargo door (upward

hinged)

113
1 14

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

Dorsal fin lairing

Rear emergency escape
hatch
Rudder boost assembly
Starboard tailplane

Starboard elevator

Fin auxiliary beam
Fin main beam
Fin rear beam
Fin leadmg edqe
Antenna
Ann collision beacon *

Rudder
Rudder structure

Rudder tab
Rudder front beam
Tail cone
Elevator control linkage

Elevator tab
Elevator structure

Tailplane box structure

Tailplane leadmg edge
Cargo door rear hinge line

AC 130A

C 130D
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Lockheed C-140 JetStar

Tlic |ctStar was produced as a private venture

t<> meet t IS An I <>rte UCX requirements for a

|rl powered Utility airiraft for jirways and air

eommunicatiom, transport, crcw-rcadmeis

irjiniiig and other dutics

The prototype flew for the first time on

4 September 1957, only 241 days aftcr the

buk design was finaliscd. Of convcntional

low-wing configuration, it was powered by

enginei mounted on the sidc\ of the rear

fusclagc, following the contetnporary fashion

introdueed by the Frcnch Caravellc airlincr

The two prototype JetStars were each

originally powered by two Bristol Orpheus

turbojets, but one of these was rc-engmed in

Deccmbcr 1959 with four Pratt cV Whitney

JT12 (J6Ü) turbojets in the position represen-

tative of current produetion aircraft. Other

improvementi embodied on the prototype at

the same time included a high-lift wing

leading edge, twin-wheel landing gear and

thrust reversers. The large distinetive externa!

fuel tanks mounted at mid-span were intendcd

to be an optional fitment, but became Standard

on the produetion aircraft.

In October 1959 the USAF announced that

it had selected the JetStar, and subscquently a

number were ordered by MATS. Fivc of these

were used by the Special Air Missions wing,

and others by the Airways and Air (now Air

Force) Communications Service, which has

the responsibility for inspecting military

navigation aids. These aircraft carry the USAF
designation C-140A. US Air Force support

versions are designated T-40.

In addition to the Service modcls, a civil

Version is available for commcrcial use. In this

capacity the JetStar is unique among the

world's business jet aircraft in being powered

by four engincs.

In the sumrncr of 1973, Lockheed an-

nounced the dcvelopment of an improved

iiuxlel, designated JetStar II This has an air-

framc generally similar to that of earher air-

craft, but with detail changes in configuration

and equipment The major change was the

rcplaccmcnt of the Pratt cV Whitney engines

by four AiResearch TFE731 turbofans. The

new powerplant offers a significant intrease in

ränge and lowcr noise Icvels, as well as allow-

ing an increase in maximum take-off weight

The new engincs can be retrofitted into early

airframes.

Normal aecommodation is for a crew of two

and 10 passengers, with a wardrobe galley and

tollet, and spacc for the storage of baggage.

Howcver, the layout and furnishing can be

varied to suit customer requirements, and by

reducing the number of seats very luxunous

intcriors can bc provided. A jump-scat is

available as an Option for a third crew member
The passenger entrv door is located at the tor-

ward end of the fuselage, on the left sidc. and

opens by moving inward and shding aft The
fourth window on each sidc is an emergency

exit and is removed inwardlv The cabin is

pressurized, air-conditioned, ncated and ven-

tilatcd. A high-pressurc oxygen system for the

crew and passengers is fitted as Standard cquip-

ment. An altitude control valve activates tne

passenger system when the cabin altitude

cxcccds 14,000 ft (4267 m), the masks being

presented automatü allv

Tlic IciSt.H can b<- ntted with ipecial equip

Lockheed C 140 JetStar

ment for electronic lountcrmeasurcs training.

fighter intereeptof training. target towing. air

phxtitgraphv and mapping and other dutics

jet Star II productiop teased at the end of 1979

aftcr a total of 40 aircraft had been built

Type: (JetStar II) cxccutivc and hght utihtv

jet transport

Powerplant: four 3.700-lb (1678-kg)

AiRescarch TFE731-3 turbofans

Performance: maximum level and cruising

speed at 30,000 ft (9145 m) 547 mph (880

km h). stalling speed 144 mph (232 km h).

ränge with maximum fuel and 30 minutes

reierve» 3.189 miles (5132 km); ränge with

maximum payload and 30 minutei reiervei

2,994 mil« (4818 km)
Weighti: basit operating weight 24,900 Ib

(11294 kg); maximum take-off weight 44.500

Ib (20185 kg); maximum payload 2.600 Ib

(1179 kg)

Dimension*: span 54 ft 5 in (16.60 m);

length 60 ft 5 in (18.42 m); height 20 ft 5 in

(6.23 m). wing arca =>42 5 iq tt (SO 4<>

Operator»: USAF, (anadian Department of

I ransport

Lockheed CP-140 Aurora

To meet us requirement tot .1 Long- Range

Patrol Aircraft (LRI'A) to replace Canadair

CP-107 Argus aircraft which art lurrentlv in

service, the ('.anadian government prepared

Air Specification 15-14 in 1972. The LRI'A

was required foi use by the Canadian Armed
Forces for: ASW; aretie surveillance; ice

reconnaissance; coastal, fishcries and düpping
patrols; pollution control; resources location;

search and rescue; and aenal survcy. The
government made a detailed evaluation of

several 'off the shclf' aircraft beforc an-

nouncing, on 21 July 1976, its intention to

purchase 18 special variants of the Lockheed

P-3 Orion to fulfil this role.

The designation CP-140 Aurora has been

allocated to this aircraft. which combines the

basic airframe/powerplant/systems of the

Orion with the avionics and data-processing

svstems of the Lockheed S-3A Viking, and the

tirst ot these was sihcdulcd to make its tirst

flight in the spring of 1979 Dchvcry Ol all IM

airtralt on order was schcdulcd for complction

in March 1981.

Primarv changes, by companson with the

P-3C Orion, are COnfined to the intcrior, and

therc are extensive modification! to the cabin.

These include the provision of thrce obscrvcr's

stations, a crew rest arca, galley and dming

area, toilet facilitics, and an airbornc

maintenance Station. The largest area is

allocated to a tactical compartment. which has

aecommodation for a six-man team com-

prising a tactical navigator, a navigator

communicator. two aeoustic-sensor Operators

and two non-acoustic sensor Operators. Im-

mcdiately aft of this tactical compartment is a

camera bay and a search Stores, with stowagc

for sonobuoys. Signals Undcrwater Sound

(SUS) sensors. marine markers and flares

Thrce launch tubes permit m-llight dehvers ot

mail and supphes to remotC stations or ships.

and are used CO launch flares, manne markers

and Sl ! S with the cabin unpressunzed

Cartndge-dischargcd sonobuoys can be

launched with the cabin pressurized. A K.A-

107A day night reconnaissance camera com-

plctcs the equipment of this bay

For ASW missions the weapons bay and 10

underwing hardpoints providc for a widc

ränge of weapons to be carned, and the

weapons bay can also aecommodate the

Canadian-dcveloped SKAD BR search and

rescue kit dunng SAR Operations.

Type: long-range ASW and maritime patrol

aircraft

Powerplant: four 4.910-shp (3661-kW)

Alhson T56-AT4 turboprops

Performance: (estimated) maximum speed at

optimum altitude 455 mph (732 km h), en-

durance on Station at 1,150 mile» (1850 km)
radius 8.2 hours, ferry ränge 5,180 (8336 km)
Weighti: maximum pcrmissiblc 142,000 Ib

(64410 kg)

Dimension«: span 99 ft 8 in (30.38 m);

length 116 ft 10 in (35.61 m); height 33 ft

8>/i in (10.27 m); wing arca 1.300 sq ft

(120.77 m 2
)

Armament: weapons bay and 10 underwing

hardpoints for stores as yet unspcoficd

Operator»: (from May 1980) Canadian

Armed Forces

Lockheed C-141 StarLifter

Victory in battle often goes to the contestant

who gets there 'firstest with the mostest', and

the Lockheed C-141 StarLifter transport was

developed to enable the United States to

deploy large quantities of troops and heavy

equipment very quickly indeed.

Tne aircraft was designed to specification

SOR-182 (Specific Operational Requirement

182) issued for a turbofan-powered freighter

and troop carrier for Operation by the US
Military Airlift Command, and was selected in

a competition in which Boeing, Douglas and

General Dynamics were contenders. The
transport is the flying dement of the US
Logistics Support System 476L, the purpose of

which is to provide global-range airlift for the

MAC, and Strategie deployment capabilities at

jet speeds for the US Strike Command, which
includes the Strategie Army Corps and the

Composite Air Strike Forces of Tactical Air

Command.
Of conventional construetion, the StarLifter

is of swept-wing configuration, the wing
being mounted high on top of the fuselage to

minimise cabin obstruetion. The four engines

are mounted on pylons canying them well

below and forward of the wing leading edge.

A distinetive feature is the tall T-tail.

The 70 ft in (21.34 m) long cabin has a

maximum width of 10 ft 3 in (3.12 m) and a

maximum height of 9 ft 1 in (2.77 m), and can

aecommodate 154 troops or 123 fully-equipped

paratroops, or 80 stretchers with seats for up

to 16 Walking wounded or attendants. Two
bunks and two seats are provided within the

cabin for relief flight crew members. If

required, a special pallet comprising a galley

and toilet can be installed in the front of the

cabin, this reducing the capacity to 120

passenger-type seats.

Two paratroop doors are provided at the aft

end of the cabin. Clamshell doors and a rear

ramp permit straight-in cargo loading. The
ramp can be opened in flight for air-drops. Up
to 5,283 cu ft (149.6 ml) of freight can be

loaded on 10 pallets. The rollers and retaining

rails for the pallets can be retracted into

recesses to provide a flat floor when not in use.

The StarLifter demonstrated its load-

carrying potential when it established a world

record for heavy cargo drops by delivering

70,195 lb (31840 kg). Several aircraft were
modified to carry the Minuteman ICBM in its

special transport container, a total weight of

86,207 lb (39103 kg).

conlinued
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Lockheed C-141 B StarLifter

SCI66
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Lockheed C-141B StarLifter. prototype long-fuselage conversion of the Standard C-141A, of Military Airlift Command, USAF
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Lockheed C-141 StarLifter

The StarLifter began squadron Operations

with MAC in April 1965 and soon demon-

strated its usefulness in war when it was used

extensively to carry troops and supplies across

the Pacific to Vietnam and carry wounded
back to the USA. This and other operational

experience indicated the need to provide the

StarLifter with a flight-refuelling capability. It

was frequently found, moreover, that when
loaded with a bulky rather than weighty load,

the aircraft had not reached its maximum
weight; that is to say, it could have carried

still more. Though nothing could be done to

enlarge the cross-section of the StarLifter's

fuselage, the latter could be lengthened.

Accordingly, in mid-1976 Lockheed was

awarded a contract to develop an extended

C-141 with in-flight refuelling equipment.

Designated YC-141B, a converted aircraft first

flew on 24 March 1977. The fuselage exten-

sion consists of a 13 ft 4 in (4.06 m) plug

inserted in front of the wing and a similar

10 ft in (3.05 m) plug immediately aft of the

wing. At the same time refined wing-root

fairings were fitted. These not only reduce

drag, thus permitting high speed and reducing

fuel consumption, but also change the lift

distribution, permitting the carriage of in-

creased loads without affecting the fatigue life

of the wing.

The enlarged cabin can accommodate 13

Standard pallets, instead of the previous 10.

The US Air Force plans to convert all of its

277 operational StarLifters (out of 284 built)

to the new configuration by 1982, in effect

adding the equivalent of an extra 90 aircraft.

Type: (C-141B) long-range logistics jet

transport

Powerplant: four 21,000-lb (9525-kg) Pratt

& Whitney TF33-P-7 turbofans

Performance: maximum level speed at

25,000 ft (7620 m) over 570 mph (920 km/h);

maximum cruising speed over 560 mph (900

. .

All Lockheed C-141A StarLifter Strategie airlifters were dehvered in natural metal finish, but in December 1977 this example tested a low

visibilrty paint scheme It may become Standard, as will the longbodv and other improvements of the C-141 B

km/h); ränge with maximum fuel about 5,000

miles (8500 km); ränge with maximum pay-

load about 4,000 miles (6450 km)
Weights: operating weight 149,848 lb

(67970 kg); maximum payload (2.25 g) 89,152

lb (40439 kg); or (2.5 g) 68,877 lb (31242 kg);

maximum ramp weight 344,900 lb (156444

kg)

Dimensions: span 159 ft 11 in (48.74 m);

length 168 ft 4 in (51.3 m); height 39 ft 3'/2 in

(11.98 m); wing area 3,228 sq ft (299.9 m2)

Operators: USAF

Lockheed Electra

The design of the Lockheed L-188

short/medium ränge turboprop airliner began

in 1954. In 1955 Lockheed reeeived an initial

order for the L-188 'off the drawing board'

from American Airlines, with the restilt that

the prototype made its first flight on 6

December 1957, entering service with

American and Eastern in January 1959. Of
conventional layout, the L-188 Electra had

large Fowler flaps, and a tricycle-type landing

gear with twin wheels on each unit. The
powerplant comprised four Allison 501 tur-

boprop engines, the commercial version of the

T56. The initial version aecommodated 74

passengers, but later arrangements provided

for a maximum of 98 passengers.

A total of 170 were built. As these aircraft

were gradually replaced by jets, some were ac-

quired by the military Services of smaller na-

tions for use in a cargo/transport role.

Type: short/medium-range transport

Powerplant: four 3,750-shp (2796-kW)

AUison 501-D13 or 4,050-shp (3020-kW)

Allison 501 -Dl 5 turboprops

Performance: maximum speed at 12,000 ft

(3660 m) 448 mph (721 km h); cruising speed

at 22,000 ft (6705 m) 405 mph (652 km h);

ränge with maximum payload and 7,100-lb

(3221-kg) fuel reserves 2,770 miles (4458 km);

ränge with maximum fuel plus 1,000 US
gallons (3785 litres) of auxiliary fuel with 2

hours reserves 3,460 miles (5568 km)
Weights: empty 57,300 lb (25991 kg); emptv
(extra fuel) 58,750 lb (26649 kg); maximum
take-off 116.000 lb (52617 kg)

Dimensions: span 99 ft in (30.18 m);

length 104 ft 6V2 in (31.86 in); height 32 ft 1

in (9.78 m); wing area 1,300 sq ft (120.77 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Argentina, Bolivia, Panama Lockheed Electra

Lockheed F-104 Starfighter

Although by the early 1950s, just over a

decade after the first jet aircraft had flown,

NACA (the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, now known as NASA) had

flown a series of experimental Machl +

aeroplanes to push back the speed and altitude

frontiers, the fastest US service fighter was the

Mach 0.8 North American F-86 Sabre, and the

first true transonic fighter, the North

American F-100 Super Sabre, had not yet

flown.

This was the Situation facing C.L. 'Kelly'

Johnson, chief engineer of Lockheed, when in

1952 he set out to produce a fighter superior

to anything being flown by the Communists

over Korea. It was to be as small as possible,

reversing the trend towards ever heavier air-

craft exemplified by the Republic XF-91,

McDonnell XF-88 Voodoo, and Lockheed's

own XF-90. Small size, he reasoned, would

permit a maximum speed about twice the

speed of sound and great manoeuvrability on

the power of only one engine, so cutting

down on size, cost and complexity.

At that time designers were limited by the

relatively low power available from the early

jet engines. The best at the time was rhe

Wright J65, a licence-built version of Britain's

Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire. But General

Electric was just about to launch the J79, the

engine that was to become one of the most

widely used of all Western turbine

powerplant s.

With the promise of this engine to come,

Johnson went ahead with his design. He chose

Mach 2.2 as the flat-out level speed, and in-

vestigated some 300 different shapes to find

one that would provide the best compromise

between speed, ränge, manoeuvrability, and

landing and take-off Performance.
Throughout 1953, as the bitter air war finally

ended in the Korean skies, Johnson continued

to interview pilots just back from combat, to

find out what they wanted; meanwhile model

after model went through the Lockheed wind

tunnels.

Since the discovery in Germany that swept

wings produced less drag than straight ones at

speeds around Mach 1, virtually all designers

had gone over to them. But later work by

Lockheed F-104S Starfighter
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NACA ihowed thai swept wings were actual-

ly 'draggier' Jt spceds around Mach 2, and so

|i ihn on cho ly 4 in

c lies i
Ki 16m) thii k at th irt, and

it ii had to be

d wnli .i protectivi ineei on the ground

to preveni injury. Th* wmg was hcavily

anhedralled to overcome the 'aüeron' eaeci oi

the largc ruddei To increase the litt producd

by the tmy wmg, high-preiture -*i r nrom the

engine was blown ovei the flaps when they

weit depressed foi landing The tailplane was

sct high On the tili in .in clturt tO avoid pit

chup, a lerioui aerodynamü characteriitii thai

was knowii tO .itlci t jeH lightcrs when pulhng

vcr\ tiglit turns. There was veiy litt U- room

for equipnient, and no attempt was madc to

incorporate AI (Airborne Interception) radar.

Most controversially, the pilol was grven j

downward-firmg ejcctoi leal on the grounds

that a conventional upward-firmg one might

hit the tailplanc

<)i. 4 Mardi 1954 the XF -104 pro)

made its first fhght with simple inleti feeding

a J65 engine. There were many problenu to

overcome, and sornc 50 prodiutn.ii 1 101

A

with advanced inlets feeding a |79 engine were

usigned to tlu- test programme in addition to

the prototypcs and pre-production aeroplanei

Development in fact took foul years to U

complish, twice the antieipated duration, and

far longer than anv other US tighter up to that

time. Clearance foi nie by the squadrons was

granted in January 1958, but accidents and

continued difficulties were so prohtu that the

F-104A was grounded three inonths latet In

July 195H the tvpe was agam cleared to fly

During 1958 F-104As „I the USAI An
Defense Command (responsible foi the

pefence ol the continental United States) sei

up international speed and altitude records

But the US Air Force was losing n.tetest m
the hghtweight fightet lormul.i. despite the

efforts of Lockheed to turn the h- 104 intO .i

workable combat aircraft, and in 1959 the)

were transferred to the Air National Guard,

the part-tiine reserve Organisation

The F-104 progamme by now had assumed

eonsiderable momentum, however, and the

USAF was obliged to aeeept the next model,

the greatly miproved F-104C (the F-104B had

been a two-seat Version of the F-104A) This

time, however, thev went to the Tactical Air

Command, whcre they stayed tili 1965

The F-104 storv might have ended there had

it not been for the decision ot a group of

NATO countries led bv West Germany to

build under licence a totally redesigned Ver-

sion. While the European aircraft industrv

was slowlv regaining strength, there was Cd
tainly not enough experience to build a tighter

guaranteed to match anvthing the Russians

could put up. In the largest international pro-

gramme up to then Germany, ltalv, Holland,

Denmark, Norway, Canada and Japan in-

RNethAF F-104G of 322 Sqn at Leeuwarden assigned inierceptot duti

vestigated .. dozen oi so aircraft, and in

Februar) 1959 chose \shat had already become
the most controversial ot th< m, i

its neu multimission attack Rghter, to replace

a varietv ot earher types such js Gloster

Meteors, Lockheed Shooting Stats. North

American Sabres, and Re public

Thunderstreaks. Lockheed's sales tactics in the

matter were to bc widely criticised over the

next 20 years.

So the F-104G (G for Germany. with niore

than 700 aircraft) was launched. to keep pro-

duction hnes in many countries busv tor the

next seven vears. The Super Startightcr was

the most advanced tighter anvwhere at the

time ot its introduction. apart froni being the

tirst Mach 2 + tightef outside the USA. Bn-

tain, Soviet Union and Sweden, it had a pro-

per tire-control radar and the world's tirst

miniature. bigh-aecuraey inertial navigation

system for squadron service.

But in the hands of its chief customer the

F-104G was destined to become as controver-

sial as the F-104A before it. The number of ac-

cidents. which might have been expected to

decrease with increasing familianty. began to

nse alarmingly, to the extent that in 1965 one

Super Starfighter was being lost every 10 days.

Eventually, however, the Luftwaffe pilots

grew in experience and the ground crews

learned how to maintain its aircraft more effi-

ciently, and loss rates have been reduced.

conlinued

This Aeritalia F-104S Starfighter was one of the test fleet selected to complete development and Service indoctrination tnals with the Aspide. a medium-range AAM denved
from the American Sparrow but claimed by the Italians to have numerous improved features. By 1980 the Aspide TA should be entenng combat service replacing the AIM-7E Sparrow.
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Lockheed F-104 Starfighter

The most recent Version of the F-104 family

is the F-104S, an advanced interceptor for the

Italian and Turkish air forces. This is basically

the same as the -G model, but incorporates

refinements developed over years of experience

with the earlier modeis. But the main change

was the Substitution of a weapon System for

air fighting rather than for ground attack. The
main external differences were the addition öf

two wingtip-mounted Sparrow missiles (hence

the 'S' in the designation), and the appearance

of a pair of additional strakes under the rear

fuselage. It first flew in 1968, and the 205

aeroplanes built in Italy were the last Star-

fighters to be built.

Of the many countries that took to F-104,

only Pakistan has used the Starfighter in com-

bat. In 1965 its Starfighters clashed with In-

dian fighters over the frontier between the

two countries.

Lockheed's last big effort to seil the F-104

took place in 1970, when it proposed a version

for the IFA (International Fighter Aircraft)

competition, subsequently won by Northrop

with its F-5E, and again a few years later in

the LWF (Light-Weight Fighter) pro-

gramme. The latter produced the General

Dynamics F-16, which is to become the

F-104's successor.

Type: single-seat multimission fighter

Powerplant: one General Electric J79-GE-

11A of 10,000-lb (4536-kg) thrust, increasing

to 15,800 lb (7167 kg) with afterburning

Performance: maximum speed 1,300 mph
(2092 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12192 m); radius of

action 690 miles (1110 km); service ceiling

55,000 ft (16764 m)
Weights: empty 14,0821-lb (6388 kg); max-

imum 28,779 lb (13054 kg)

Dimensions: span 21 ft 11 in (6.68 m);

length 54 ft 9 in (16.69 m) height 13 ft 6 in

(4.15 m); wing area 196.1 sq ft (18.22 m 2
)

Armament: one 20-mm General Electric

M61 six-barrel cannon, wingtip-mounted

Sidewinder air-to-air missiles; various external

Stores to total weight of 4,000 lb (1814 kg)

Operators: (all F-104 versions) Belgium,

Canada, Denmark, Italy, Japan, Jordan,

Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Spain,

Turkey, USAF and West Germany
Aeronautica Militare Italiano F-104G of 9° Gruppo of the 4 Aerobngata with the unit's

prancing horse insignia on the f in

Lockheed P-2 Neptune
Originating from design studies made in the

early years of World War II, Lockheed's land-

based Neptune patrol aircraft was destined,

from 1947 to 1962, to represent the founda-

tion of the US Navy's land-based patrol

squadrons. Strangely enough, the original

design studies were made at a time when the

US Navy had not envisaged that a land-based

patrol aircraft would be included in its inven-

tory of operational types.

The initial studies were made by Lockheed's

Vega subsidiary in 1941, but at that time the

impact of America's involvement in World
War II concentrated most activities of the na-

tion's aviation industry into the production of

aircraft essential for the prosecution of the war
in the Pacific, and support of the Allies in

Europe and the Middle East. By 1944,

however, there was an increasingly important

requirement for a new land-based patrol

bomber, and Lockheed dusted the cobwebs off

its earlier designs and took a new look at the

US Navy's requirement.

These, in fact, were basically similar to

Lockheed's Model 26 design which had been

formulated in 1941, and with but com-

paratively slight changes two prototypes and

15 production aircraft were ordered by the US
Navy on 4 April 1944 under the designation

P2V, the PV family having been the Ventura

and Harpoon. The letter 'V suffix denoted

the Vega origin, despite the fact that Vega had

lost its identity when absorbed into the

Lockheed parent Company in 1943. The first

prototype XP2V-1 flew for the first time on

17 May 1945. It was seen to be fairly large air-

craft, able to accommodate a crew of seven,

and possessing a weapons bay which could

carry two torpedoes or 12 depth charges, and

armed with three pairs of 0.5-in (12.7-mm)

machine-guns in nose, dorsal and tail posi-

tions. The powerplant comprised two
2,300-hp (1715-kW) Wright R-3350-8
Duplex Cyclone radial piston engines. The in-

itial 15 production aircraft ordered were

designated P2V-1, and though almost identical

to the prototypes, had underwing mountings

for up to 16 rockets. In September 1946 one of

these aircraft, stripped of all unessential equip-

ment and provided with tankage for 50,400 lb

(22861 kg) of fuel, set a world distance record.

this was the Truculent Turtle, which between

29 September and 1 October 1946 completed a

non-stop flight of 11,235 miles (18081 km)
from Perth, Western Australia, to Colombus,

Ohio.

Second production version was the P2V-2

with more powerful R-3350-24W engines, six

nose-mounted 20-mm cannon and, in later ex- Lockheed P-2E Neptune
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Lockheed's P-2 Neptune is still an important ocean-patrol and ASW platform, although this SP-2H (seen with VP-31 of the US Navy) is no

longer in service. Many nations have found the P-2 difficult to replace, as modern equivalents cost over 10 times more
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amples, 20-mm guns in dorsal and tail posi-

tions. The following P2V-3, which had only

the dorsal and tail guns plus advanced ASW
avionics, proliferated into the P2V-3C for

carrier-launchcd nuclear-wcapon delivery,

P2V-3Z armoured transports, and P2V-3Ws
witli APS 20 learch radar. Tlic P-2D (formerly

P2V-4) had improved electronici and APS-20

search radar. Extensivcly buill as a rcsult of

war in Korea was the P-2E (formerly P2V-5)

Willi many changes. The powerplant compns-

ed two 3.250-hp (2424-kW) Wright

R-3350-30W Turbo-Compound enginei, and

variants included: the P2V-5F with two

3,4(KJ-lb (1542-kg) thrust Westinghouse

J34-WE-34 turbojets mounted beneath the

wing to improve Performance for take-off and

maximum speed; the P2V-5FE with advanted

avionics; the P2V-5FS with Jezebel passive

undorwatcr detection equipment, the P2V-

5FD for dronc (RPV) u.ntrol, and the AP-2F.

for tactical land rcconnaissancc over Vietnam.

The type was supphed also to the RAAF and

RAF, and of thosc supphed to the lattcr inost

were transferred subscqucntly to Argentina

(6), Brazil (14). and Portugal (12). P-2F

(formerly P2V-6) designated a Version of the

P-2E with advanced avionics and minclaying

capability, and when cquipped with

J34-WE-36 auxihary turbojets this became the

P-2G. MP 2Fs carried mmes or Pctrcl AUM-
N-2 air-to-surface nnssilcs, and TP-2Fs were

utilised in a training role Final Lockheed pro-

duetion Version was the P-2H (formerly

P2V-7), first flown on 26 April 1954, of which

many remain in servicc. This was the only

Neptunc to have underwing auxihary turbo-

jets as Standard on all produetion aircraft, plus

many of the refincments introduced on P 2E

and P-2F aircraft SP 2H aircnft had Julie ex

plosive cchosounding and Jezebel acoustit

search equipment, and LP-2Js were equipped

for Arctic photo-rcconnaissancc The I SAI

operated seven P2V-7Us in Vietnam as RB-

69A ECM lest and training aircraft, on loan

from the US Navy, and also acquired a small

number of AP-2H aircraft for special dunes

Kawasaki in Japan built 48 P-2H ASW air

craft, and has since devcloped a new ASM' tot

the JMSDF under the dcsignation P-2J . plus

onc UP-2J for target towing.

Type: naval patrol bomber and ASW aircraft

Powerplant: (P 211) two 3.500-hp
(2610kW) Wright R-3350-32W radial p.ston

engines, plus two 3.400-lb (1542-kg)

Wcstinghousc J34-WE-34 turbojets

Performance: (P 2H) maximum tpeed

403 mph (649 km h) at 10.000 ft (3050 m).

cruising speed 207 mph (333 km/h) at

8.500 ft (2950 m). ferry ränge 3.685 mjk»
(5930 km)
Weighti: (P-2H) empty 49.935 Ib

(22650 kg); maximum take-off 79.895 Ib

(36240 kg)

Dimemion»: (P-2H) span 103 ft 10 in

(31.65 m); length 91 ft 4 in (27 84 m). hetght

29 ft 4 in (8.94 m). wing area 1,000 sq ft

(92.90 m 2

)

Armamtnt: vanations of 20-mm cannon.

0.5-in (12.7-mm) machine guns, mines,

torpedoes, depth charges. and air-to-surface

missiles

Operators: Argentina, Austraha. Brazil,

France. Netherlands. Portugal. UK. US Air

Force, US Navy, US Naval Reserve

Lockheed P-3 Orion

In early Deccmber 1957 the prototype of a

new four-turboprop civil transport was flown

by Lockheed. This had the Company dcsig-

nation L.188, and the first deliveries of

L.188A produetion aircraft to US airlines

began in the autumn of 1958. Namcd Electra,

about 170 were built in L.188A and L.188C

versions, and thesc were supplied mainly to

US and South American airlines.

In August 1957 the US Navy called for

design proposals to meet Type Specification

146. This concerned the supply of a new ad-

vanced aircraft for maritime patrol and ASW
(Anti-Submarine Warfare), and in order to

save cost and, more importantly, to permit

Service introduetion as quickly as possible, the

US Navy suggested that a variant of an aircraft

that was already in produetion would reeeive

favourable consideration if generally suitable.

Thus, Lockheed proposed a developed version

of the civil Electra as its Submission for the

USN competition, and in April 1958 the US
Navy announced that this had becn selected.

The initial research and development contract

was awarded on 8 May 1958, and Lockheed

proeeeded immediately to modify the third

civil Electra airframe as an aerodynamic proto-

type for US Navy evaluation of flight

characteristics. This had a mock-up of the

MAD (Magnetic Anomaly Detection) boom
as an extension of the rear fuselage and a

simulated weapons-bay, and made its first

flight on 19 August 1958. An operational

prototype with füll avionics flew for the first

time on 25 November 1959, this having the

designation YP3V-1, and the name of Orion

was adopted for these aircraft in late 1960. The
first produetion P3V-1 made its initial flight

on 15 April 1961, and six aircraft were in-

volved in flight testing, operational evaluation

and aeeeptance trials before the first deliveries

of produetion aircraft to USN Patrol

Squadrons VP-8 and VP-44 began on 13

August 1962. By that time the P3V-1 had

been redesignated as the P-3 Orion.

Lockheed's Model 185 retains the wings,

tail unit, basic fuselage strueture, powerplant

and many assemblies and Systems of the Elec-

tra. It differs primarily by having a fuselage

which has been reduced in length by 7ft 4in

(2.24 m) and modified to incorporate a large

weapons-bay. The change from a civil to

military role involved also the provision of

new avionics and other Systems, including a

pneumatic System for the launch of ASW
Stores and extra electrical power generation to

cope with the demand of the much-increased

avionics equipment. The basic fuselage is both

pressurised and air-conditioned, but the

weapons-bay is exeluded, and the hydraulic

System includes Operation of the weapons-bay

doors. Mines, depth-bombs, torpedoes or

nuclear weapons can be carried in the

weapons-bay, and 10 underwing pylons

aecommodate a variety of Stores.

During more than 17 years of Service there

has been very considerable revision of the

avionics equipment, as a result of changing

threats and the inevitable progressive evolu-

tion of ASW equipment over this period. In

other respects there have been few changes,

except that the original 4,500-hp (3356 kW)
Allison T56-A-10W turboprop was replaced

by a more powerful version.

The original P-3A had what was then an ad-

vanced avionics system to cquip it for an effec-

tive ASW role, for however sophisticated the

weapons that such an aircraft can deploy. thesc

arc virtuaily useless unless the target can be

identified and located. So, in addition to III

VHF and UHF Communications, the early

Orions had inertial, dopplcr, Loran, and Tacan

navigation Systems, autopilot, sonobuoy
signal reeeivers and indicators, MAD, and a

modified ECM devicc which served as a direc-

tum finder, by detecting and locating elec-

tronic emissions from submarines.

Orions are operated normally by a crew of

10, five of these being regarded as tactical

ipecialiltl who work in a compartment within

the main cabin which contains electronic,

magnetic and sonic detection equipment. And
becausc these aircraft have a patrol endurance

of up to 10 hours, a large crew rest area with

galley is provided in the main cabin.

The initial P-3A produetion aircraft are

being replaced in USN squadron service pro-

gressivcly by new produetion P-3Cs. It is plan-

Lockheed P 3C Orion

continued

zn
> STATES NAVY

PROJfCT
MAGNCT

US Navy Lockheed RP-3D version of the Orion employed for Proiect Magnet, the

investigation of the Earth's magnetic field

Iranian Air Force Lockheed P 3F Onon. one of six based at Bandar Abbas for maritime reconnaissance

Lockheed P-3 Orion maritime patrol and anti-submarine warfare aircraft. Frequently updated and advance

locate modern, deep-diving and quiet submarines agamst which the Orion can deploy a ränge of weapons
lakes it (.
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Lockheed P-3 Orion

ned that P-3A/B aircraft released from active

Service will, as they become available, be used

to modernise the US Navy's reserve forces,

gradually replacing the Lockheed P-2 Nep-

tunes which at present are used by the reserve.

For an aircraft which has given good Service

over a period of more than 17 years, it is in-

evitable that a number of versions and variants

have evolved. The major production versions

are the P-3A, -3B and -3C.

A total of 157 examples of the P-3A were

built, and from the llOth aircraft these were

provided with more sensitive (so-called Deltic)

ASW detection equipment and improved elec-

tronic displays. Three of this latter Version

were supplied to the Spanish Air Force. P-3Bs

replaced P-3As on the production line during

1965, the new model having more powerful

Allison turboprops (see data). Those which

entered Service with the USN were modified

subsequently to allow for the carriage and

deployment of AGM-12 Bullpup air-to-surface

guided missiles on wing pylons. Five of this

Version were delivered to the RNZAF in 1966,

10 to the RAAF in 1968, and five to Norway
in 1969.

Current production Version is the P-3C.

This has the same power plant as the -3B, but

has an advanced System of sensors and control

equipment identified as A-NEW. Heart of the

System is a digital Computer which processes

all ASW Information, and this then becomes

available for retrieval or display at any time.

Under the Update and Update II programmes,

P-3Cs have been given even more advanced

Systems. Update III is under development in

1978 and 1979 to provide new ASW avionics

for installation in 1980. Variants include two
RP-3A special project reconnaissance aircraft,

four WP-3As for weather reconnaissance, EP-

3Bs for electronic reconnaissance, one RP-3D
for a worldwide magnetic survey, two WP-
3Ds to serve as airborne research centres, 10

EP-3E electronic reconnaissance aircraft for

Service with VQ-1 and VQ-2 squadrons, and

six P-3Fs as long-range surveillance aircraft for

the Royal Iranian Air Force. During the

period 1979-90, Japan is to assemble four and

build under licence 38 P-3Cs for the Japanese

Maritime Self-Defence Force.

m
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Royal Norwegian Air Force P-3B Orion, named "Fridtjof Nansen", operated by 333 Sqn at

Andoya, five are in Service

Type: ASW patrol/attack aircraft

Power Plant: (P-3B/C) four 4,910-ehp

(3661-kW) Allison T56-A-14 turboprop

engines

Performance: (P-3B/C) maximum speed at

15,000 ft (4750 m) at AUW of 105,000 lb

(47627 kg) 473 mph (761 km/h); patrol speed

at 1,500 ft (457 m) at above AUW 237 mph
(381 km/h); mission radius 3 hr on Station at

1,500 ft (457 m) at 1,550 miles (2494 km);

maximum mission radius, no time on Station,

at maximum normal take-off weight, 2,384

miles (3836 km)
Weights: (P-3B/C) empty 61,491 lb (27892

kg); maximum normal take-off 135,000 lb

(61235 kg); maximum permissible weight

142,000 lb (64410 kg)

Dimensions: span 99 ft 8 in (30.38 m);

length 116 ft 10 in (35.61 m); height

33 ft 8V2 in (10.27 m); wing area 1,300 sq ft

(120.77 m 2

)

Armament: (weapons bay) one Mk-25/39/

55/56 mine, or three Mk-36/52 mines, or

three Mk-57 depth-bombs, or eight Mk-54
depth-bombs, or eight Mk-43/44/46
torpedoes; (underwing pylons) mines and

rockets, torpedoes for ferrying, and a search-

light under the starboard wing. Maximum
weapons load (P-3C) is 20,000 lb (9070 kg)

Operators: Australia, Iran, New Zealand,

Norway, Spain, and the US Navy

Lockheed S-3 Viking

The evolution of nuclear-powered submarines,

able to remain submerged for long periods and

to ränge across the world's oceans, posed an

entirely new threat to defence planners of all

nations. When ü became possible to launch

ballistic missiles, with nuclear warheads, from

a submerged submarine, it seemed that the

ultimate weapon had been created. Clearly,

the submarine had become a major weapon,

and the US Navy considered it essential that

no effort should be spared to develop a new
generation of carrier-based hunter-killer air-

craft to replace their Grumman S-2 Trackers

which were no longer able to detect the more
sophisticated, quieter and deeper-diving sub-

marines being put into Service by the Soviet

Union.

Consequently, in 1967 the US Navy ini-

tiated a design competition to which sub-

missions were received in April 1968 from

Convair, Grumman, McDonnell Douglas,

North American Rockwell, and Lockheed-

California collaborating with LTV Aerospace.

Following evaluation by Naval Air Systems

Command, General Dynamics and Lockheed

were requested in August 1968 to provide fur-

ther contract definition and to make additional

refinement. When these final proposals were

evaluated in early 1969, Naval Air Systems

Command selected that submitted by

Lockheed.

When the initial $461 million contract was

awarded by the US Navy in August 1969,

Lockheed announced that the new anti-

submarine aircraft, already designated S-3A,

would be developed in partnership with

Vought Aeronautics Division 01 LTV
Aerospace and Univac Federal Systems Divi-

sion of Sperry Rand. Vought was to design

and build the wings, tail unit, landing gear

and engine pods; Univac was responsible for

an advanced digital Computer to provide the

high-speed data processing which would be
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the key to the effectiveness of this new air-

craft; and Lockheed was to build the fuselage,

integrate the avionics System, and carry out

final assembly and System Integration.

The first prototype made its initial flight on
21 January 1972, and because of the urgency

to put these aircraft into Service additional

funding was added to the initial contract to

provide for eight research and development

aircraft. Within little more than a year all

eight were involved in the development pro-

gramme, working to such effect that initial

deliveries to the US Navy were made on 20

February 1974, the first aircraft going to

Squadron VS-41. By that time the S-3A had

acquired the name Viking, and when the US
Navy ordered 13 production aircraft, on 4

May 1972, it had already been planned to

equip 13 squadrons, each with 10 aircraft. Ad-

ditional contracts placed since.that date have

covered the production of 187 aircraft in total,

comprising the original eight R & D S-3As,

plus 179 production aircraft, of which the last

were delivered during 1978.

The S-3A is a fairly conventional aircraft for

carrier Operation: a shoulder-wing monoplane
with wings that fold hydraulically on skew

hinges to overlap for carrier stowage; the ver-

tical tail also folds. Aerodynamic features in-

clude single-slotted Fowler flaps, leading-edge

flaps which depress automatically at flap angles

in excess of 15°, and conventional ailerons

augmented by under- and over-wing Spoilers.

The powerplant comprises two high by-pass

ratio turbofan engines on underwing pylons.

The whole aircraft is stressed for catapult

launching and arrested landings, yet is relative-

ly more packed with equipment than any

other aircraft, and incorporates a large

weapons-bay. The short fuselage accom-

modates part of the fuel, a retractable FR
probe, weapons bay and the landing gear

whose main units are similar to those of the

Vought F-8 Crusader, and nose unit similar to

that of the Vought A-7 Corsair II. Accom-

modation is provided for a crew of four, com-

prising pilot, co-pilot, tactical Operator and

acoustic sensor Operator, each in a McDonnell

Douglas zero-zero ejection seat. The entire

cabirr is pressurised and air-conditioned, and

each crew member's anti-exposure suit is ven-

tilated with air from the same System.

To carry out its ASW role, the Viking has a

comprehensive ränge of the most advanced

sonobuoys, and a MAD boom extendable

from the rear fuselage. Non-acoustic sensors

include the outstanding Texas Instruments

APS- 116 high-resolution radar, a forward-

looking infra-red Scanner in a retractable

turret, and passive ECM in wingtip pods. Ac-

curate navigation is ensured by an advanced

inertial navigation System, augmented by dop-

pler, Tacan and UHF/DF. HF and UHF com-
munication Systems are provided, and an

ACLS (Automatic Carrier Landing System) is

installed to facilitate all-weather Operations.

Heart of the ASW data processing is the

Univac 1832A digital Computer which receives

inputs from all sensors, Stores Information for

instant recall, and carries out weapon-
trajectory calculations based on Information

continued
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United States Navy Lockheed S-3A Viking of anti-submarine squadron VS-24 A total of 187 Vikings were delivered
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Lockheed S-3 Viking

from the sensors. It can also provide pre-flight

navigation details.

To simplify on-board maintenance, special-

attention was paid at the design stage to

ensure that all essential short-term servicing

can be carried out at deck level, and with

engine installations designed so that an engine

can be changed within less than an hour. Ad-

ditionally, in Order that the advanced avionics

can be serviced rapidly, computerised fault-

finding equipment is Standard.

In July 1975 Squadron VS-21, on board the

USS lehn F. Kennedy, made the first opera-

tional deployment of the S-3A, and since that

time all planned squadrons have been equipped

with these aircraft. ES-3A electronic patrol

and KS-3A tanker versions are being studied

by the US Navy, and a single US-3A Utility

transport for carrier on-board delivery was

flown for the first time on 2 July 1976. This

had a lengthened fuselage and carried up to 23

passengers or supplies.

S-3A squadrons are deployed on carriers of

the US Navy Atlantic and Pacific fleets, with

each deployment lasting approximately six

months. In the event of a major conflict it is

envisaged that each carrier directly engaged

would be provided with two squadrons of

Vikings (20 aircraft), the additional squadrons

Coming from carriers undergoing overhaul, or

withdrawn from those unlikely to operate in

areas of severe submarine threat.

Type: carrier-based ASW patrol/attack air-

craft

Power Plant: two 9,275-lb (4207-kg) thrust

Lockheed S-3A Viking cutaway drawing key

1 Radome
2 Texas Instruments AN/
APS-116 radar Scanner

3 Radome hinge line

4 Forward pressure bulkhead
5 Nosewheel well

6 Landing and taxi light

7 Launch bar

8 Nosewheel shock absorber
9 Twin nosewheels

I Approach lights

I I Nosewheel doors
12 Nosewheel retraction

mechanism
13 Forward (port) avionics bay
1 4 Rudder pedals
1 5 Control column
16 Instrument panel shrouci

17 Windscreen wipers
1 8 Central console
19 Curved windscreen panels

20 Eyebrow Instrument panel
21 Anti-glare roof panels
22 Centre section control

housing
23 Co-pilot's side console
24 Co-pilot's seat (Douglas

Escapac IE-1 all four seats)

25 Pilot's seat

26 Ryan Doppler ground
velocity System

27 Texas Instruments forward-
looking infrared (FLIR)

Scanner stowage
28 Infrared Scanner (extended)
29 Hot-air exhaust panel

(Williams Research APU)
30 Electronics compartment
31 Hartman Systems integrated

control System (INCOS)
tray sensor

32 Observation window
33 Sensor Operators seat

34 Tactical co-ordinator

(TACCO) seat

35 In-flight refuelling probe

(stowed)
36 UHF L-Band

Communications, IFF

antenna
37 Preamp VHF antenna
38 Starboard engine pylon

39 Starboard Stores pylon

40 Wing hinge line

41 Leading-edge flap actuator

42 Leading-edge flap

43 Electronic Support
measures (ESM) antennas

44 Wmgtip ESM pod (IBM
AN/ALR-47 System)

45 Wing skinning

46 Starboard aileron

47 Trailing edge flaps outer

section

48 Aileron control System
49 Spoilers/speed brakes

50 Wing fold hydraulic actuator

Lockheed S-3A Viking anti submarine ain rafl attached to the USS Saratoga The loui man i rew oi eai h Viking has available the rnost ad

vanced sonobuoys and MAD equipment to seek out the quieter, deeper-diving submarines whn h are i urrently in service with major powers

65 Engine pylon
66 General Electric TF34-GE-2

turbofan
67 Mamwheel leg

68 Port mamwheel
69 Port external Stores pylon
70 Aero 1 D auxihary fuel tank,

300-US gal (1 136 I)

71 Leading-edge flaps

51 Wing integral fuel System
(shaded area)

52 In-flight refuelling point

53 LF-ADF antenna
54 Spoiler servos
55 Roll trim actuator

56 Aileron servo

57 Aft pressure bulkhead
58 UNIVAC 1832 general

purpose digital Computer
59 Mission avionics starboard

console
60 Centre aisle

61 Starboard keelson
62 Attack stores port bay
63 Bomb bay door
64 Engine intake
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im bi >fan engines

Performance: maximum ipeed 518 mph (8*4

kni/li); maximum cruising ipeed 426 mph

(686 km h); loiter speed 184 mph (296 km h);

combat ränge muri- th.in 2.MK) nulc-s (3700

kill)

Weights: empty 26.(00 Ib (12088 kg); maxi-

mum design gross 52.539 Ib (23831 kg), nor-

mal ASW missioM take-off 42,500 Ib (19278

kg)

Dimensions: ipan 68 Fl 8 m t.'<>

(folded) 29 ft 6 in (8 99 m); length 53 ft 4 in

(16.26 m); length (tail folded) 49ft5in

(15.06 in); height 22 ft 9 in (6.93 m); beighl

(tail folded) 15 ft 3 in (4.65 m); wing area 598

Kj ft (55.55 m 2

)

Annament: (weapons bav) foul Mk-36

destruetors, or four Mk-46 torpedoes, oi foui

Mk-82 bombs, or two Mk-57 or four Mk-54

depth-bombs, or four Mk-53 mines; (under-

wing pylons) Sl IU-44 ^ A flare launchers,

Mk-52, -55 or -56 mines, Mk-20-2 clustei

bombs, LAU-68 A. -61 A, -69 A or -10A A

rocket pods, Mk-20 clustei bombs, Mk-76-5

or -106-4 practice bombs, or Aero 11) .mx-

iliary fuel tanks

Operators: US Navy
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102
88 UHF L-Band (Collins).

TACAN (Hoffman)
103
104

72 Wing spar antenna 105
73 Spoiler actuators 89 AiResearch Environmental 106
74 Alleron actuatot Control System (ECS) 107
75 Electronic support 90 HF (Collins) antenna 108

measures (ESM) System coupler 109
antennas 91 ECS intake 110

76 Port navigation light 92 ECS intake trunkmg 111

77 Wingtip ESM pod 93 Fuselage/empennage 112
78 Port aileron loint 113
79 Aileron tab 94 Aft (port) avionics bay 114
80 Flap tracks 95 MAD (Texas Instruments 115
81 Traihng-edge flaps AN/ASQ-81) boom 116

(extended) (stowed) 117
82 Spoilers/speed brakes 96 Elevator servo 118
83 Arresting hook 97 Tailplane carry-through 119
84 Wing hinge point 98 ECS outlet

85 Mainwheel well 99 Fuel dump line 120
86 Sonobuoy chutes 100 Fuel vent line 121

87 Avionics cooling plant 101 Heated leading-edge 122

Tailplane construction
Elevator mass balance
Static discharger
Port elevator

Elevator tab
MAD boom (extended)
Fin (hinged for stowage)
Rear navigation light

Stabi lizer trim actuator

Rudder tnm actuator

Fin hinge line

Starboard elevator

Fin-fold hydraulic actuator

Rudder servo
Rudder strueture

Rudder tab

Rudder hinge
Sonobuoy ref and RCVR
antenna
Rudder upper hinge
Static dischargers
Anti-collision beacon
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Lockheed SR-71

Perhaps the most enigmatic aircraft in service,

the delta-winged Lockheed SR-71
'Blackbirds' go about their clandestine

business of keeping watch on the world's

more serious trouble spots for the US Depart-

ment of Defense and Central Intelligence

Agency. Flying at altitudes of more than

80,000 ft (24384 m) they remain out of sight

throughout their missions, showing up only

as fast-moving traces on the radar screens of

countries below, and perhaps occasionally

revealing their presence as a sonic bang.

It is a reflection on their phenomenal Perfor-

mance that the many and continuing optical

and electronic intelligence and surveillance

tasks across the globe can be accomplished

with so few aircraft flying so infrequently.

The final and largest members of the

'Blackbird' family, so named for their

midnight-blue thermally emissive finish, the

SR-71As were built for the United States Air

Force Strategie Air Command and afe incor-

porated as a single squadron into the 9th

Strategie Reconnaissance Wing based at Beale

Air Force Base in California. The total number

of aircraft has never been publicly disclosed,

but is certainly more than 30 and has been

augmented at lease once. Unlike combat air-

craft, which usually move about the world in

strength of at least a squadron, the SR-71As

are deployed in ones and twos as needed. A
single SR-7A can always cover whatever

Operation is required, but usually it is desirable

to ensure that a second aircraft is also on Sta-

tion to back up the first in the event of loss or

unserviceability. As it is, each Blackbird clocks

up a mere 200 hours a year, and most of this is

simply to keep its crew proficient. The SR-71

has by far the highest Performance of any

Western aircraft, and considerable skill is

needed from their two-man crews. The 9th

SRW at Beale operates not only the SR-71s

but also about half Strategie Air Command's
fleet of Lockheed U-2 reconnaissance aircraft.

Though originally regarded as a replace-

ment for the U-2, the SR-71 and its

stablemate are now seen as complementary to

one another, and the U-2 will be kept in Ser-

vice indefinitely; indeed, a new Version, the

Tr-1 is planned for tactical use. The reason is

that there are many high-altitude Jobs for

which the SR-71 is 'too good' and too expen-

sive. Upper-atmosphere research is a case in

point. The two aircraft operate alongside one

another and there is never any doubt about

which does what Job.

The SR-71 is the surviving sister to an

earlier and very advanced intereeptor, the YF-

12A. In the late 1950s and early 60s the

leading Western nations were emphasising the

importance of long-range intereeption to

destroy enemy bombs outside the release ränge

of their stand-off missiles. At the same time

US planners were increasingly concerned

about the vulnerability of high-altitude recon-

naissance aircraft to surface-to-air missiles,

worries that were to be justified by the

shooting down in May 1960 over Russia of

the U-2 flown by Francis Gary Powers. The
two roles (long-range intereeption and

Strategie reconnaissance) called for much the

same Performance. Both needed high speed at

high altitude, though the latter role was more

demanding in terms of ränge.

The SR-71 design team was led by C.L.

'Kelly' Johnson, one of the most famous US
designers. In the early 1950s he built the

world's first aircraft capable of sustained flight

at Mach 2 (the Lockheed F-104) and a few

years later set out to build the Mach 3 +

reconnaissance/intereeptor aircraft. He faced

three prineipal challenges: kinetic heating, fuel

consumption and aerodynamic drag.

The surface temperature of any aeroplane

rises as it goes faster, increasing rapidly over

Mach 2, as a result of friction generated bet-

ween its skin and the air molecules travelling

over it. Traditional aluminium alloys cannot

be used above Mach 2.2 because the

equilibrium temperature of 120°C causes them

to weaken dangerously. At over Mach 3 some

structural components can reach 300°C, and

so the Lockheed team was obliged to use

titanium. Though strong, titanium is light,

but in the 1960s it was difficult to fabricate

and expensive.

To sustain such high speeds for long periods

the SR-71A has perforce to consist largely of

fuel tanks. It was always envisaged that air-

refuelling would be employed to 'top up' after

take-off, but even so great quantities of fuel

are needed to feed the engines which have to

use afterburning throughout the mission.

Like kinetic heating, aerodynamic drag in-

Lockheed SR-71A

creases rapidly with speed. To keep it as low as

possible the team went for the stimmest

fuselage and the thinnest wing, blending the

two in a new drag-reduetion method known
as wing-body Integration. The wing had to be

a delta, so that it could be made thin and yet

be sufficiently strong, and also to keep it

within the shock-waves thrown off by the for-

ward fuselage. But the delta has the disadvan-

tage that the lift axis moves rearwards over the

wing as the speed goes up, and so a force has

to be applied to keep the nose up. Usually on

deltas this is done by progressively feeding in

'up-elevon', but this would have added too

much drag in the case of the SR-71, and so the

sides of the forward fuselage were broadened

out to form lifting 'chines'.

Two Pratt & Whitney J58 continuous bleed

turbojet engines are at the heart of the highly

complex propulsion System. It is rightly so-

called; at low speed the efflux from the

engines provides the force that drives the

Blackbird through the sky, but as the speed in-

creases the Situation changes and at Mach 3

the engine produces only 18% of the thrust,

the rest being generated at suetion in the in-

takes (54%) and from the special ejeetor

nozzles at the rear of the multiple-flow

nacelles, (28%). The J58 bums special JP-7

fuel, supplied in flight by the purpose-

equipped Boeing KC-135Q tankers at Beale.

The SR-71 went into service in 1966. Two
other versions, the SR-71B and SR-71C, are

dual-control trainers with reduced Perfor-

mance because of the extra drag produced by

the projeeting second cockpit. While SR-71s

have made headlines with their record-

breaking Performances, their professional

careers have always been shrouded in secrecy.

It is likely that they observed the Arab/Israeli

wars of 1967 and 1973, the Greek/Turkish

flare-up, various parts of the war in Vietnam,

deliveries of arms to Cuba, and many other

crisis spots. Their" Information is supplemented

by data from reconnaissance satellites because

even the SR-71A is vulnerable to the most re-

cent missiles.

Type: two-seat reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: two 32,500-lb (14700-kg) Pratt

& Whitney J58 afterburning bleed turbojets

Performance: maximum speed Mach 3 to

3.5 at 80,000 ft (24384 m); maximum sus-

tained cruising speed Mach 3; ränge

2,590 miles (4168 km)
Weight: (estimated) maximum operational

140,000 - 170,000 lb (64000 - 77000 kg)

Dimensions: span 55 ft 7 in (16.94 m);

length 107 ft 5 in (32.74 m); height 18 ft 6 in

(5.64 m)
Armament: none

Operators: US Air Force

A produet of the famous Lockheod 'Skunk' works, this SR 71 is on the strength of the 9th Strategie Reconnaissance Wing at Beale AFB, California

Despite being black - officially dark blue, but the populär name is Blackbird

its drag 'chute. Sensors and EW Subsystems are continually being updated.
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Lockheed U-2/TR-1
When it became vital tor the West to know
the extent of milttary developments in the

Soviet Union, and the deplovment of that

country's armed forces, the USA initiated a

major programme of aenal reconnaissance. In-

itially, specially adapted versions of aircraft

such as the Convair B-36 and Boeing B-47

bonibers were used. In time, however, the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15 began to intereept

these aircraft, and in December 1954 the US
deeided to produce a specialized reconnaissance

aircraft.

The result was the Lockheed U-2, built vir-

tually by hand in the Lockheed company's
secret 'Skunk Works' in Burbank. The U
stood for 'Utility', one of the many Steps

taken to disguise the real purpose ot the air-

craft at that time.

The U-2 had a remarkable high-flying and

long-range Performance as a result of

powerplant and configuration. The former

was a Pratt & Whitney engine with wide-

chord compressor blades for flight at high

altitudes, and specially adapted to run on low-

volatility fuel. The configuration, employing a

high aspect ratio, glider-like wing, enabled the

ränge to be extended by shutting down the

engine to tlight-idle and gliding.

At a summit Conference in Julv 1955. Presi-

dent Eisenhower proposed an 'Open Skies'

policv as a means ox reducing international

tensions and increasing mutual trust Under

this plan, the US and the Soviet Union would
have allowed the other to carry out

unrestricted reconnaissance flights over their

territory. Marshai Bulganin rejeeted the pro-

posal. With this rejeetion, the wisdom of the

U-2 projeet was underwritten and the first air-

craft made its maiden flight in August 1955.

Despite payload restrictions, the aircraft

bristled with data-gathering devices, including

a long-focus camera, which scanned through

seven apertures and could record on 4000 pairs

of photo^raphs an area some 125 miles (200

km) wide by 2,200 miles (3540 km) long, and

an Elint reeeiver which monitored radio and

radar transmissions from the ground. U-2 air-

craft flew many missions which provided data

important to US intelligence, not only over

the Soviet Union, but also over China, North

Vietnam and Cuba.
In April 1960 a set of U-2 prints taken over

the Soviet Union revealed what appeared to be

the first Russian ICBM installation. Plans

Lockheed U-2D

were made for another mission to be made and

accordingly a U-2 was ferried to a base in

Pakistan, ready for a long over-land flight of

2,900 miles (4700 km) over the Soviet Union,

which was to have ended in Norway. During

the flight, however, the U-2, piloted by Gary

conlinued 237



Lockheed U-2/TR-1

Powers, was knocked into a spin by the explo-

sion of a ground-to-air missile and crashed.

The aircraft continued its work, however,

and it was a U-2 flight over Cuba in 1962

which first revealed the Soviet Union's surrep-

titious attempts to install ballistic missiles in

that country — and provided the foundation

for the pressures which eventually resulted in

their removal.

Some U-2s have been used for high-altitude

weather reconnaissance and research.

Designated U-2D and having two seats, these

are instrumented with equipment supplied by

NASA and the Wright Air Development

Center. This equipment gathers data on

phenomena such as clear-air turbulence, con-

vective clouds, wind shear, jet streams and

cosmic radiation.

In the 1960s one of 19 new versions was the

U-2CT dual conversion with a separate

cockpit for the instructor. Another new Ver-

sion was designated U-2R. This had a

lengthened fuselage and redesigned wing of in-

creased span, able to hold more fuel. From the

U-2R has been developed the TR-1. This is

being produced openly as a high-altitude tac-

tical surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft

for the USAF Tactical Air Command, with

funds allocated for the production of an initial

batch of 25 aircraft. Intended primarily for use

in Europe, the TR-1 is equipped with an

ASARS (Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar

System), all-weather SLAR (Side-Looking

Airborne Radar) and extensive ECM (Elec-

tronic CounterMeasures) equipment. The
SLAR is reported to have a stand-off ränge of

about 35 miles (56 km).

Type: (TR-1) high-altitude reconnaissance

aircraft

Powerplant: one 17,000-lb (7711-kg) Pratt &
Whitney J75-P-13 turbojet

This dark stranger is a Lockheed U-2R, much larger than other versions of the clandestine U-2 mystery ship and in this case operating in

black out of Davis-Monthan AFB with no marking save tail-number 10333 in red This airframe is the basis of the TRI.

Performance: maximum speed at 40,000 ft

(12200 m) 430 mph (692 km/h); cruising

speed 460 mph (740 km/h); service ceiling

over 70,000 ft (21335 m); ränge 3,000 miles

(4830 km)
Weights: unknown

Dimension«.: span 103

length 63 ft in (19.20

Operators: NASA, US

ft in (31.39 m);

m)
Air Force

Martin B-57 Night Intruder

On 21 February, 1951, the third production.

English Electric Canberra B.2 flew to

Baltimore, setting a transatlantic record and

also becoming the first jet aircraft to complete

an unrefuelled Atlantic crossing. The flight

was historic m another wav because The Mar-

tin Company was to undertake licence-

production of the type for the USAF — the

first foreign design built for US combat

deployment since the end of World War 1.

As the Martin Model 272, the initial US-

built aircraft comprised a pre-production batch

of eight to establish the line. They incor-

porated numerous engineering changes. The

designation B-57A was given to this batch, fit-

ted with Wright J65-W-1 (licence-built Arm-
strong Siddeley Sapphire) engines, and the first

flew on 20Julv 1953. These were followed by

67 externallv similar RB-57As with cameras

behind the bomb bay; the first ot these went

to Shaw AFB in early 1954. For the next three

years the RB-57A served with the 363rd Tac-

tical Reconnaissance Wing.
The first major change came with the next

model, the B-57B night intruder, of which

202 were built — half of Martin's total of 403.

The cockpit was changed to a tandem con-

figuration. A rotary bomb bay was fitted (see

specification) and the first B-57B flew on 28

June, 1954.

First deliveries of B-57Bs, beginning on 5

January 1955, were to the 461st Bombard-

ment Wing of the USAF's Tactical Air Com-
mand, while the 345th Wing converted to the

B-57B in 1956, followed by the 3rd Wing
Pacific Air Forces.

The B-57B was in TAC service for a com-

paratively short time, being withdrawn by

1959. Some aircraft were issued to Air Na-

tional Guard units from 1961, and 26 were

supplied to the Pakistan air force, two of

whose squadrons were equipped with the

type.

A transition trainer version, the B-57C,

served alongside the B-57B in TAC service,

and 38 were built following the first flight on

30 December, 1954.

One other variant with a similar airframe

was the B-57E, flown in April 1956. This was

a multi-role version, capable of use as a

bomber, reconnaissance aircraft, trainer or

target tug, for which purposc a detachable

containei was carried beneath the fuselage; 68

were produced, the last benig coupled in 1959.

The two final versions were so t.u removed

from the original Canberra design that the

ancestry was almost unrecognisable. First was

the RB-57D, of which 20 were built for high-

altitude work, six as two-seat reconnaissance

aircraft (RB-57D2) and the remainder as single

seaters, of which several were used for elec-

tronic reconnaissance missions under the

designation RB-57D(C). having enlarged

bulbous nose and tail radomes increasing the

length by 2 ft 4 in (71.12 cm) and wingtip

fairings which, together with a completely

.'\v wing, raiscd the span tu 10" tt (\ in (32. "6 Martin RB-57F Night Intruder

The Martin B-57 in SE Asia did a tremendous |ob, often in dose partnership with such diverse platforms as the 0-2 slow-FAC Cessna and

AC-130K night gunship. This example is being readied for a mission at Da Nang AB in May 1966. Attrition was low.
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, ni i he KU 57Di lerved foi several

with the TAC Pacifu Air Forces, MAIS
(MAi

i foi .in lampling, and thi Ai i

Defense < ommand calibrating the N()kAI)

radar network

If the long-span KM 571) looked >>dd, the

RB 571 w.is grotesque. General Dynamics

was given .1 l 's

A

I contracl to converl 12

B-57Bs into reconnaissance platforms

o( opei iting ai up to 100.000 fi (30480 m). A

completely new wing "I 122 lt 5 in (37.32 m)

pa I 2. (HK) sq fi (185.8 m2
l was designed

A new vertical tail increased the lu-ight u. \'i

ft (5.79 in), and length became 69 ft (21.03

,,,, l!>. RJ 571 had two lx.ooo Lb (8165-kg)

Pratt & Whitney TF33-P 11 turbofans sup-

plemented by two underwing ),300-lb

il .1111 kg) Prati Sc Whitney [60-P-9 turl

The Hrsi R.B-57F was delivered on in [une

1964.

Hu' wai in South Easi Asia graduall)

broughi the B-57 out ol retirement and into

th< fori froni "I the battle as .1 I A( . ground

ait.uk, nighi reconnaissance, multi-senscu

reo mnaissam e and earl) wai ning platfoi m
Unfortunately, the multi-sensoi B-57G nevei

gol into production (as conversions), bul sur-

viving B-57Bs were rebuili as I B 57s ,4 threi

Subtypes used chiefly by the Aero

Defensi Command as Standard EW platforms

for tasks such as threat evaluation and Simula-

tion, hglitcr affiliation, and jamming tests on

NORAD.S.
Several "I the II 57Bs supplied to Pakistan

are believed still to be operational in the n i*<t t

attai k role.

Type: originally reconnaissance bombei

Powerplant: (B-57B) two 7,200-lb 1 »26

Wright J65-W-5 turbojets

Performance: (B-57B) iii.iMinuni speed ai

(0,000 lt (12192 in) 582 mpli (937 km h);

maximum speed at sea level 520 mpl

km h); rate oi climb al sei level 3.500 it
1 1066

in) pei second; Service ceiling 48,000 lt 1 I 16 H

in): ränge 2,300 miles (3700 km)

(RB-57D) maximum speed at 40,000 ft (12192

m) (>}2 mpli (1017 km li). service ceiling

60,000 lt (18288 m)

Weights: (B-57B) empty 26,000 lb (11793

kg); maximum loaded 55.000 lb (24948 kg)

Dimensions: (B-57B) span 64 fi (19.5 m);

length 65 ft 6 in (19.9 m); height 15 fi
"

in

(4.75 in); wing area 960 sq ft (89.18 m2
)

(RB-57D) span 106 ft (32.30 m); length 65 ft

6 in (19.9 in); height M ft 10 in (4.51 m)
Armament: (B 57B) eight 0.50-in (12.7-mm)

Colt-Browning machine-guns or four 20-mm

This grotesque WB 57F

Pakistan Air Force Martin B-57B of 7 Sqn. based at Masroor and camoutlaged for the night attack role

cannon in wings; underw ing racks can aecom
modate mixed loads such as two 500-lb

(227-kg) bombs and eight 5 m (12.7-cm)

rockets, 01 napalm tanks; A rotary w

luv in the (uselage lias j capacity oi up to

if bombs or rockets, and

these can be mounted on the bomb bay door as

an internal load and rotated to provid<

tcmal load when appruaching a target

Operators: Pakistan, l S Air I

Max Holste MH.1521 Broussard

Produced by one of the smallcr French aircraft

companies, Avions Max Holste (later merged
into Aerospatiale), the . Broussard was an

enlarged version of the MH.152 flown in fune

1951 with a 220-hp (164-kW) Salmson 8AS
engine. An unusual feature is the twin-finned

tail. Interest was shown by the French army
and an initial batch of 24 was laid down, of

which 18 went to the army. The prototype

flew in November 1952 and the first produc-

tion aircraft on 16 June, 1954.

A total of 335 Broussards were built and

deliveries were made to a number of countries

under the French military aid programmes.

The Cameroun air force reeeived three in 1961

and several more later; Chad, the Central

African Republic, Dahomey and Haute Volta

had three each; Congo six; Ivory Coast,

Mauritania and Senegal two each; and

Malagasy Republic, Niger and Gabon four

each. A few are still in service.

The biggest user is still France, where ex-

amples are in service with the air force and

army. The former still operated around 70 in

1976; six of these were based at Villacoublay,

near Paris, with others at Metz, Bordeaux and
Aix. Overseas detachments served in Djibouti

and Pointe-ä-Pitre. The French army had 37

Broussards on strength in 1976, operating

throughout the country alongside helicopter

Units, but only eight are expected to be still in

service by 1982.

The basic military variant is the

MH.1521M. A version was produced with
crop-spraying gear as the MH.1521A, and the

experimcntal MH.1522, flown in Februarv

1968, had double-slotted flaps and leading

edge slats to give even better STOL Perfor-

mance.

A number of Broussards have been used by

civil Operators.

Type: six-seat light Utility transport

Powerplant: one 450-hp (336-kW) Pratt &
Whitney R-985-AN Wasp piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

168 mph (270 km/h); cruising speed at 50%
power at 4.920 ft (1500 m) 143 mph
(230 km h); minimum flying speed with flaps

46.5 mph (75 km/h); minimum flving speed

without flaps 55.8 mph (90 km h); rate of

climb at sea level 1,180 ft (360 m) per minute;

ränge 500 miles (800 km) with 1,320 lb

(600 kg) load; take-off run 510 ft (155 m);

landing run 393 ft (120 m)
Dimensions: span 45 ft 1 in (13.74 m);

length 28 ft 2 in (8.60 m); height 9 ft 2 in

(2.80 m); wing area 273.3 sq ft (25.4 m 2

)

Operators: Cameroun, Central African

Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville),

Dahomey, France, Gabon, Haute-Volta, Ivory

Coast, Malagasy Republic, Mauritania, Niger,

Senegal

Max Holste MH.1521 Broussard
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McDonnell Douglas A-4 Skyhawk
In 1950 the US Navy was busy preparing its

specification for an advanced attack aircraft.

Early experience in the Korean War, which

started in mid-1950, had shown that such an

aircraft was needed for deployment from

aircra^t-carriers, the mobile airfield/

maintenance base that service planners then

considered vital for global policing. The US
Navy decided it needed a turboprop-powered

aircraft, with a maximum weight of 30,000 lb

(13607 kg), and capable of carrying a 2,000 lb

(907 kg) bomb load.

When the Douglas Aircraft Company at El

Segundo received a request for proposals the

divisions's chief engineer, Ed Heinemann, had

for some time been investigating the possibili-

ty of producing an advanced aeroplane which

would be far less complex and much lighter in

weight than the attack/fighter aircraft then in

service. The US Navy's requirement provided

a first opportunity to put these ideas into prac-

tice and it is unlikely that, in even his wildest

dreams, he could have imagined in 1951 that

his brain child would still be in production 28

years later.

Instead of producing a machine merely to

satisfy the US Navy's requirement, Heine-

mann and his team set out to evolve the design

of an attack aircraft which was far superior to

anything which the US Navy had considered

possible at that time. It developed as an

aeroplane with a gross weight which was half

that of the US Navy's specification, and which

also had a maximum speed some 100 mph (160

km/h) faster than that specified. When the

Douglas proposal was evaluated by the US
Navy an increase in bomb load and ränge was

requested, probably tongue-in-cheek, for it

seems fairly certain that many of the US
Navy's evaluation officers must have con-

sidered it most unlikely that Douglas would

be able to develop a production aircraft that

was anywhere near as good as the proposal.

Just in case the El Segundo team really knew
what it was about, they lost little time in

awarding a contract for prototypes and pre-

production aircraft under the designation

A4D-1, later redesignated A-4 and named

Skyhawk.

In its original form the Skyhawk was a

small single-seat aircraft of delta-wing con-

figuration, although a number of two-seat

variants have been produced subsequently.

Like many classic designs it happened to be

right first time, and the XA4D-1 prototype

which first flew on 22 June 1954 is superficial-

ly almost identical to single-seat production

aircraft which are still in service. The wing is a

three-spar structure forming an integral fuel

tank, so small it need not fold, and with addi-

tional fuel carried within the fuselage aft of the

lightv/eight ejectiön seat. There is a variable-

incidence tailplane and hydraulically-powered

elevator and rudder, the latter of unique con-

struction with a central 'skin' and external

stiffeners. The rear fuselage is detachable to

provide easy acces's to the turbojet for ser-

vicing or replacement. The landing gear is of

the hydraulically-retractable tricycle type, the

main legs folding rearwards under the wing.

Initial armament comprised two 20-mm two-

barrel guns mounted in the wing roots, plus

one underfuselage and two underwing hard-

points capable of carrying a variety of weapons

up to a total weight of 5,000 lb (2268 kg). It

is in the areas of powerplant, avionics and
armament that the major changes have been

made since the first pre-production aircraft

flew on 14 August 1954.

The engine selected to power the prototype

was a 7,200 lb (3266 kg) thrust Wright
J65-W-2 (a licence-built Armstrong Siddeley

Sapphire), but the first production A4D-ls,
subsequently A-4As, of which deliveries to

Navy Squadron VA-62 began on 26 October

1956, were powered by the 7,700 lb (3493 kg)

thrust Wright J65-W-4 or -4B.

Not surprisingly, for an aircraft with such a

long production history, there have been

Lt Beck's A-4 Skyhawk was pictured on the deck of the JFK in the early 1970s, possibly in SE Asian waters His moun
later 'saddleback' or 'camel' versions, which remained in production for 25 consecutive years until February 1979

McDonnell Douglas A-4M Skyhawk II single-seat attack bomber, in production until 1979 for the US Manne Corps It is equipped as Standard with a braking parachute which makes it

possible to deploy this aircraft operationally fröm fields only 4,000 ft (1220 m) in length.
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McDonnell Douglas A-4 Skyhawk

many versions and variants. A brief mention of

each of these will show the steady develop-

ment of the type from the first production

series to the A4-M/N Skyhawk Hs being built

in early 1979.

The A-4A was followed by the A-4B
(A4D-2) which had an engine of the same

power, a Wright J65-W-16A or -20. Major

changes included provision for carrying

Bullpup missiles; introduction of a navigation

Computer, flight refuelling capability, and dual

hydraulic System. Examples of this version

used for training purposes, in the absence of a

special-purpose trainer, were given the

designation TA-4B.
The A-4C (A4D-2N) had the fuselage nose

extended to accommodate new equipment

necessary to improve all-weather capability,

including an advanced autopilot, terrain

clearance radar, and a low-altitude bombing
system. Deliveries of 638 aircraft for USN and

USMC began in December 1959.

The next production version was the A-4E
(A4D-5) with an 8,500 lb (3855 kg) thrust

Pratt & Whitney J52-P-6A turbojet, and this

engine was fitted retrospectively to A-4A, -4B

and -4C aircraft in operational service. The
A-4E introduced a zero-height/90 knot (104

mph/167 km/h) ejection seat, and new under-

fuselage/underwing pylons enabling this ver-

sion to carry 8,200 lb (3719 kg) of weapons.

The A-4F attack bomber with the 9,300 lb

(4218 kg) thrust Pratt & Whitney J52-P-8A
turbojet, introduced lift Spoilers to reduce

landing run, nosewheel steering, a zero-zero

ejection seat, improved protection against

ground fire, and new avionics installed in a

'hump' fairing aft of the cockpit. Because of

the hump, this and other recent versions are

called 'Cameis'; in S.E. Asia the A-4 served

widely with the USN, USMC and USAF, and

was popularly called the 'Scooter'.

It was followed by a TA-4F two-seat trainer

(all two-seaters have one large canopy except

for the TA-4S), TA-4J two-seat trainer, and

the A-4M Skyhawk II in production in 1979.

This latter version has a braking parachute as

Standard, and a number of detail improve-

ments. Also in production is the A-4N, similar

to the -4M, which is being built for Israel.

A-4Gs and TA-4Gs for the Royal Australian

Navy, and A-4Ks and TA-4Ks for the

RNZAF, are both similar to the A-4F and

TA-4F respectively. The A-4H and TA-4H
have been supplied to Israel, A-4KU and TA-
4KU to Kuwait, A-4P and A-4Q to the

Argentine Air Force & Navy respectively.

A-4S and TA-4S (two separate canopies) are

designations for updated A-4Bs for the

Singapore Air Defence Command, modified

by Lockheed Aircraft Service Company.
Remaining versions are the A-4L, a modified

A-4C with uprated engine for the US Navy
Reserve, and A-4Y, an updated A-4M, to

which specification all -4Ms are to be

modified. This has a new Head Up Display,

redesigned landing gear, and Hughes Angle

Rate Bombing System.

Type: single-seat attack bomber
Power Plant: (A-4M) one 11,200-lb

(5080-kg) Pratt & Whitney J52-P-408 turbojet

Performance: (A-4M) maximum speed with

4,000-lb (1814-kg) bombload, 646 mph
(1040 km/h); maximum ferry ränge 2,000

miles (3219 km)
Weights: (A-4M) empty 10,800 lb

(4899 kg), take off 24,500 lb (11113 kg)

Dimensions: (A-4M) span 27 ft 6 in

(8.38 m); length 40 ft 4 in (12.29 m); height

15 ft in (4.57 m); wing area 260 sq ft (24.15

m2

)

Armament: (A-4M) underfuselage hardpoint

with a capacity of 3,500 lb (1588 kg); two in-

board underwing hardpoints each with a

capacity of 2,250 lb (1021 kg); two outboard

underwing hardpoints each with a capacity of

1,000 lb (454 kg) Extensive ränge of weapons

can be carried, including conventional or

nuclear bombs, air-to-air and air-to-ground

rockets, missiles and gunpods. Two 20-mm
guns in wing roots are Standard (Israeli have

30-mm)
Operators: Argentina, Australia, Israel,

Kuwait, New Zealand, Singapore, US Marine

Corps and US Navy
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Israel Defence Force/Air Force A-4E Skyhawk, a version that seems likely for imminent
retirement from service, later variants taking over the light st

Kuwait Air Force A-4KU Skyhawk, one of 30 single-seaters equipping two strike squadrons

stationed near Kuwait.



All normal F-4 variants have broad chord Short span blown flaps. outboard ot which is ihe

equally low HiO mboard aileron The wingtip, completely new on the slatted wing,

has no movable surfaces The unusuai stabihser Itailplanel is a Single slab on each side. wiih

no less Ihan 23° of anhedral (downward slope) and made ol tough, heai-resistant titanium

and sieel In some modeis the leading edge has an inverted sloi

USAF Phantoms display fewer prominent warning and countermeasure Systems than those

of the Navy, Marines and RAF, but 48 different defensive or offensive avionic items can be

installed in tactical F-4 versions. Standard on the F-4E are three warners, two ]ammers, two

chaff/flare dispensers and vanous subsidiary devices, as well as laser target designator,

slatted wing, airfield arrester hook and often a TISEO zoom-lens video System.
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McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle

Now spearheading the defence of the Western

world, and likely to stay there well into the

next Century, the McDonnell Douglas F-15

Eagle has a flight Performance unsurpassed by

any other fighter. It is probably the only US
fighter capable of catching the Soviet Union's

very fast and high-flying Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-25, and indeed very early in its career was
being openly talked about as the 'Foxbat

killer'. Israel and Iran are two countries that

have raged impotently as this formidable

Soviet spy-plane and long-range interceptor

has streaked high along their borders (and

even over their territory), photographing

military installations. With typical early-

warning times quite long, as they have been in

the mid-1970s, it has been immune from the

efforts of the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phan-

toms to bring them down. In at least one case

Sparrow missiles from Israeli F-4s launched

against 'Foxbats' operating from Libya have

fallen impotently into the sea.

But all this has now changed. F-15s are now
operational in Europe, Israel and Saudi Arabia,

and the Mach 3/80,0OO-ft (24385-m) cruise

Performance of the MiG-25 will no longer be

adequate to protect it over these areas.

Although armed with the same Sparrow and

Sidewinder combat missiles as its predecessor,

the Phantom, the F-15 behaves as a much
more powerful 'first stage', giving them con-

siderably greater speed and height at launch.

In the early 1960s, while the fabulous F-4

was still fresh to the US Navy (its Sponsor and

first customer), American defence experts

were beiginning to plan a fighter to follow it.

Both the US Navy and US Air Force wanted

an air-superiority aircraft, and many people

saw the possibility of a common design. But as

time went by the two Services evolved

substantially different requirements and with

Trio of Eagles over the Arctic demonstrate that US airpower has not yet entirely vanished. These three F-15As of the 36th TFW, based at

Bitburg in West Germany, were photographed on detachment to Bodo Air Station, Norway, for 'Arctic Express 78'

McDonnell Douglas F-15A Eagle cutaway drawing key

1 Nose radome
2 Hughes attack radar Scanner
3 Avionics racks
4 Forward bulkhead
5 Instrument panel shroud
6 Gunsight/weapon-sight
7 Curved windscreen (poly-

carbonate with cast acrylic

surfaces)

8 Polycarbonate one-piece
canopy

9 Pilot's headrest
10 Ejection capsule (by

McDonnell Douglas Corp)
1

1

Port control console
12 Nosewheel door
1 3 Retraction strut

14 Landlng/taxi lights

15 Forward-retracting nose-
wheel

16 Nosewheel fairing door
17 Port intake

18 Variable mlet

1 9 Inlet pivot line

20 Port missile Station (Side-
winder, Sparrow or

advanced missile)

21 Avionics stowage
22 Wing-mtake fairing

23 Flight refuelling receptacle

24 Auxiliary intake (and grille)

25 Canopy hinges
26 Provision for second crew

member (TF-1 5)

27 Starboard inlet

28 GAU-7 20-mm gun barreis

29 Ammunttion drum
30 Ammunition feed
31 Dorsal speed-brake (shaded,

shown retracted)

32 Centre-section fuel tanks (4)

33 Starboard wing tank
34 Vent tank
35 Aluminium wing skinning

36 Honeycomb outboard
leadmg-edge

37 Starboard wmgtip antennae
38 Fuel vent pipe
39 Starboard aileron

40 Aileron actuator
41 Flap actuator
42 Starboard flap

43 Starboard Pratt Et Whitney
F100-PW-100 turbofan

44 Aluminium vertical tail

surface leadmg and trailing

edges (honeycomb)
45 Advanced composites

construction
46 Starboard stabilator

47 ECM antennae
48 Tail navigation and formation

keeping lights

49 Starboard rudder section

(advanced composites
construction

50 Exhaust nozzle actuators

51 Exhaust pipe
52 Airfield arrester hook fairing

53 Titanium vertical tail surface

spars

54 Stabilator spmdle (titanium

55 Aluminium stabilator leadmg
and trailing edges
(honeycomb)

56 Stabilator torque box (boron
epoxy skin

57 Leadmg-edge dog-tooth
58 Titanium centre-fuselage

bulkheads
59 Intermediate frames
60 Wmg/fuselage attachment

points (seven lugs

61 Port mainwheel
62 Aluminium front spar

63 Titanium wing spars (3)

64 Port flap

65 Port aileron

66 Wingtip
67 Wingtip antennae
68 Port navigation light
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the cxainplc of Che disastrous General

Dynamici I 1

1

1 A F-111B freth in tbeii rnindi

ih. plannen let the two tervicei bave tlim

own ways.

For several years the USAF and the com-

panies studied a number of projccts without

any conviction that any of thcm were worth

pursuing. The trouble was that not cnough

was known about the ncw generation of com-

bat aircraft known to be under development in

the Soviet Union. Thcn, in July 1967, the

Soviet air force unveiled at Domodedovo air-

port near Moscow a whole fleet of new

military aircraft. Two of them, the MiCi-23

variable-geometry fightcr, soon to be code-

named 'Floggcr, and the clearly formidablc

MiG-25 'Foxbat', crystallised the suspicions

long held by US defence experts.

In September 1968, aftcr running its rule

over the new Soviet designs, the USAF com-

missioncd three companics to produce another

set of competitive designs. They were

McDonnell Douglas, Fairchild and North

American, and in Deccmber 1968 the first-

rumed was declared the winner. Undoubtedly

its F-4 background helped, but all three com-

panics put up cxtraordinarily detailed schemes.

The winner, for example, had conducted no

fewer than 13,000 hours of wind-tunnel

testing, compared with 900 hours on which

the F-4 had been chosen, and had submitted

37,500 pages of technical, industrial, commer-

cial and administrative documentation. The
new fightcr was designated the F-15 Eaglc,

and the first of 20 test aeroplanes made its in-

itial flight in July 1972. The type entered ser-

continuea

McDonnell Douglas F-15A mtereeptor ol the Israel Defence Force/Air Force

Shown in the early blue' Camouflage fmish is this F 15A Eagle of the 58th Tactical Training Wmg, US Air Force, at Luke AFB. Arizona
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McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle

skies cannot afford to be looking down into

the cockpit all the time.

In a word, the F-15 is designed for 'seat-

pants' Operation: the pilot flies the machine in-

stinctively, his eyes constantly scanning the

sky and seeing only one instrument, the head-

up display. This instrument is a cathode-ray

tube fed with information from the radar,

showing the actual position of the target in

the sky, its ränge, closing speed, missile safe

firing distance and all the other information

the pilot needs to attack the target.

In addition to picking up echoes from
targets flying at the same altitude or higher

(where echoes can only be produced by other

aircraft), the radar can 'see' targets 'silhouet-

ted' against the ground. This is immensely
more difficult owing to the far greater

strength of the ground returns compared with
even the largest targets. It calls for highly

sophisticated signal-processing techniques, us-

ing complex ' Software' (Computer programm-
ing) methods to get the most information out
of the faint target returns. Improvements in

The F-15 Eagle has a clean extenor partly because all its EW/ECM Systems were designed in

from the Start mstead of hung on as afterthoughts. The chief System is' Loral's immense
ALR-56, which could hardly be fitted as a modification to any fighter.

vice in November 1974 and the first squadron

was declared operational in January 1976.

Such is the importance of the F-15 in

Europe that less than two years later three

squadrons had been deployed to Germany to

face the growing fleet of Soviet and eastern

bloc warplanes ranged along the East German
border. Export F-15s are now also finding

their way to Israel, Saudi Arabia and Japan. So

potent was the Eagle considered that the deci-

sion to permit export to Israel was long held

up because of political implications in the Arab

world.

In July 1979 the F-15 saw its first combat

application in the skies over the Lebanon. The
aircraft of the Israeli Hcyl Ha'Avir flying in

support of ground attacks by Kfirs and F-4s

engaged Syrian MiG-21s. These successfully

destroyed several Syrian aircraft and

themselves suffered no losses.

When laying out the F-15, the St Louis

team, as directed by the USAF, had four prin-

cipal adversaries in mind: the MiG-23 and -25,

most potent of the new Domodedovo types,

the new Sukhoi Su-15 'Flagon' (also revealed

at Domodedovo) and the MiG-21. The last has

been around now for many years, and improv-

ed versions are likely to be developed for the

Soviet satellite countries.

A thrust/weight ratio far greater than used

in any previous fighter was speeified. This was

necessary for two reasons: to permit a rate of

climb sufficient to catch any intruding MiG-25
with its Sparrow and Sidewinder anti-aircraft

missiles, and to out-turn any likely foe in com-

bat in order to bring its gun to bear.

The missiles w;re already Standard arma-

ment on a number of US aircraft, but a new
gun was to be specially designed for the F-15

to make it more lethal. The 25-mm GAU-7
rotating-barrel gun was to have a considerably

greater killing power than the 20-mm calibre

M61 weapon used in the F-4E Phantoms and

Lockheed F-104 Starfighters. A competition

to build the gun was held between General

Electric and Philco-Ford, and won by the lat-

ter Company, but both firms ran into such

trouble with the new caseless ammunition
that the programme was abandoned and the

USAF had to fall back on the well tried M61.
To exploit fully the new fighter designs be-

ing studied by the US Air Force and US Navy,

the Defense Department deeided the time was
right for new propulsion Systems, and aecor-

dingly a third competition was held, between

Pratt & Whitney and General Electric, the

two top US engine companies. The former's

F100 engine, after some initial problems, is

shaping up to be a worthy successor to the

General Electric J79, probably the most widely

used military powerplant in the western

world. As with most combat aircraft designed

since the late 1960s, twin engines rather than

one were chosen for better chances of survival.

The decision to carry only one crew
member 'its naval contemporary, the F-14, has

a crew of two) meant that the F-15 had to be

easy to fly and automated as far as possible. In

particular it meant that the Hughes APG-63
pulsed-Doppler radar had to be easy to operate

and read; pilots in combat or scanning the

The wing commander's aircraft of the 49th TAC Fighter Wing at Holloman AFB,

Albuquerque, New Mexico is painted in low-visibility grey (one of at least five colour

schemes expenmented with on Tactical Air Command Eagles) In 1979 it appeared likely that,

while the RAF may switch to grey for intereeptors, the F-15s are more likely to end up with

two tone blue. The obiective is low visibility "eyeball" combat
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Software in fact permil great unprevementt '"

radar perfornuncc withoul phyiical modifica-

ti(,n\ to tln- equipmenl itieff.

Meanwhile, taking j leiion from the Viet-

nam war, the deiigneri luve added a tail-

warning radar to indicate tht- preience of a

t hrt.it trom behind — the traditional blmd

spot and worry of the air-combat pilot.

Type: single-seat air-superiority fight«

Powerplant: two Pratt & Whitney

F100-PW-100 turbofan engines, cach of

23,8(K)-lb (10976-kg) thrust with afterburning

Performance: maximum ipeed 921 mph

(1482 km/h) at low altitude, Mach 2.5 at

altitude; maximum radius of action, 2,878

miles (4631 km) with three 600 US gallon

tanks; maximum rate of climb 40,000 ft/min

(12192 m/min); Service ceiling 63, (XX) ft

(19203 m)

Weights: empty 28. (XX) ib (12700 kg); max-

imum takc-off 56,000 lb (25401 kg)

Dimension»: span 42 ft 10 in (13.05 m);

63 ft 9 in (19.43 m); height 18 ft 8 in

(5.63 m); wing area 608 sq ft (56.5 m 2
)

Armament: mir 20-mm M61A1 rotating-

barrel gun and up to eight air-air missiles (nor-

mally four AIM-7F Sparrow III and four AIM-
9L Sidewinder) under guidance of Al'<>'.^

pulsed-Dopplc radar with scarch ränge of 150

indes (241 km)

Operators: United States. Israel. Saudi

Arabia, Japan

The F 15 an

e

/6 radar war

: iitional equipment can be aecommodated ii

This F 15A has the production wmgtip :

d sensor. tactica .

fuselage and double fuel capaaty Above the wmg on e

housing the fhght refuelling boom receptacle on ihe lelt side and the '.'

The engme inlets hinge downwards to work better at low speeds

?bo49

All F-15 weapons except the gun are hung externally. Unlike the F-4, whose Sparrows are

semi-recessed to reduce drag, the F-15 carnes these medium-range missiles neatly snuggled

up against the nght-angled lower edge of the box-hke fuselage. Close-range missiles on this

aircraft comprise two pairs of AIM-9J1 Sidewinders. Eventually all previous Sidewinder

versions will be replaced by the AIM-9L
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McDonnell Douglas F-18

In the years between World Wars I and II the

US Army Air Corps usually contracted for the

manufacture of competitive prototypes of

designs which were considered to be the most

suitable submissions to meet a specific require-

ment. There were many advantages from such

a policy, especially when manufacturers were

seeking anxiously for military contracts, not

the least of which was the fact that the proto-

types could be test flown and evaluated, and

even flown competitively, one against the

other. World War II brought an end to this

procedure, and many years were to elapse

before this competitive prototype procurement

method was reinstated.

One requirement for which this policy was

used arose in the early 1970s, when the USAF
was seeking what it chose to identify as a

Lightweight Fighter (LWF). Early excursions

into the design and development of supersonic

combat aircraft had resulted in hardware

which was big, heavy, complex and costly.

The USAF's LWF project sought to in-

vestigate whether it was possible to evolve a

lightweight, low-cost, high-performance air-

superiority fighter. Competitive prototypes

were considered essential to assist in

evaluating the operational potential of such an

aircraft, as well as making it possible to

establish the role which an LWF would best

be able to satisfy. Thus, Requests For Pro-

posals were sent out in 1971, and by 28

February 1972 submissions had been received

from five companies. From these, General

Dynamics and Northrop were awarded con-

tracts on 13 April 1972 to build two proto-

types each, under the respective designations

YF-16 and YF-17. First to fly, on 2 February

1974, was the General Dynamics YF-16, Nor-

throp's first YF-17 flying on 9 June 1974.

During the evaluation which followed, ter-

minating at the end of December 1974, the

YF-16s had flown in excess of 400 hours, the

YF-17s more than 200. In September 1974 the

USAF announced that the winner of the com-

petition would be declared in January 1975,

and at that time identified the aircraft as the

Air Combat Fighter (ACF). On 13 January

1975 it was duly announced that the YF-16
had been selected for production by General

Dynamics.

Northrop's YF-17 prototype was a marked-

ly different aeroplane from the single-engine

YF-16, being identified by its combination of a

mid-wing monoplane configuration, outward-

canted twin vertical tails, and with underwing

air intakes for its two 14,000-lb (6350-kg)

thrust General Electric YJ101-GE-100 after-

burning by-pass turbojet engines. The rejec-

tion of this prototype was a disappointment to

Northrop, for the Company had devoted con-

siderable time and funding since 1963 in the

evaluation of an advanced tactical fighter

derived from their P-530 Cobra project. There

was, however, a silver lining to this particular

cloud.

In early 1974 the US Navy initiated the

study of a low-cost lightweight multi-mission

fighter, then identified as VFAX, but in

August 1974 the VFAX concept was ter-

minated by the US Congress, which directed

instead that the US Navy should investigate

the YF-16/17 prototypes which had been built

for the USAF. McDonnell Douglas had taken

a close look at both of the competing proto-

types, Coming to the conclusion that

Northrop's design most nearly met the US
Navy's original requirement, and teamed up

with Northrop to arrive at a new aircraft

derived from the YF-17, with much greater

fuel capacity and gross weight, which could be

submitted to the US Navy for consideration.

This proposal, for what was identified

initially as the Navy Air Combat Fighter

(NACF), was received enthusiastically by the

US Navy, and on 2 May 1975 it was an-

nounced that McDonnell Douglas (as prime

contractor), Northrop and General Electric

had all been awarded short-term contracts to

refine their proposals. Less than 12 months

later, on 22 January 1976, the US Navy an-

nounced that full-scale development was being

initiated of this new navai combat/strike

fighter, under the designation F-18 Hörnet,

and that 11 aircraft were to be produced

initially for the flight test programme.

McDonnell Douglas and Northrop have

planned carefully their Joint participation, and

in respect of the F-18 Northrop will develop

and build the centre and aft fuselage, this

representing about 40% of the total task.

McDonnell Douglas will develop and build the

remainder, and be responsible for final

assembly and marketing of these naval aircraft.

An international land-based Version designated

F-18L, with reduced fuel capacity and weight,

is also planned, and Northrop will be respon-

sible for sales and 60% of the construction of

these aircraft.

The F-18 differs from the YF-17 prototype

in a number of ways, primarily because of its

different usage, but also to meet the require-

ments of the US Navy's specification. This

means that its dimensions have been increased

somewhat to cater for considerable additional

internal fuel to confer the requisite ränge for

the US Navy's intended missions; the fuselage

nose is enlarged to accommodate a radar which
can provide the specified 35-mile (56-km)

search ränge; and the fuselage and landing gear

have been strengthened to cater for the addi-

tional Stresses of catapult launch and arrested

landing.

Powerplant for the F-18 consists of two

McDonnell Douglas F-18A Hörnet

16,000-lb (7257-kg) General Electric

F404-GE-400 augmented turbofan engines.

This is a developed version of the XJ101
which powered the YF-17 prototypes, and it is

interesting to note the change from turbojet

to turbofan, indicated by the change from J to

F in the engine designation, as a result of a

slight increase in by-pass ratio.

This advanced naval aircraft is not only

capable of high Performance, but has avionics

and equipment to enhance its combat/strike

capabilities. It has part-graphite structure and
fly-by-wire control System. Without moving
his hands from the throttle or control stick the

pilot has within the compass of his fingers

Ol
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Artist's impression of what the F-18A Hörnet will look like in operational markings, here VF-114 US Navy.

McDonnell Douglas F-18 Hörnet

1 Radome
2 Radar Scanner (see item 9)
3 Scanner drive mechanism
4 Gun muzzle
5 Gun gas vents
6 Cannon barreis

7 Radar package sliding rails

8 Low voltage formation
lighting

9 Hughes AN/APG-65 multi-

mode radar package
10 Infra-red sensor housing
1

1

Ammumtion drum, 540
rounds

12 Angle of attack probe
1 3 Gun mounting
14 Flight refuelling probe,

extended
15 Refuelling probe hydraulic

jack

16 M61 , 20-mm rotary cannon
1 7 Ammunition feed track

18 Communications antenna
19 Cockpit front bulkhead
20 Pressurization valve

21 Frameless windshield panel

22 Instrument panel shroud
23 Pilot's sight and Kaiser head-

up display

24 Control column
25 Rudder pedals
26 Wing leadmg edge extension

(LEX)
27 Nosewheel bay
28 Nosewheel doors
29 Retractable Step
30 Catapult strop link,

landing Position

31 Strop link, launch Position

32 Twin nosewheels
33 Catapult launch signal lights

34 Landirjg lamp
35 Cleveland nose

undercarnage leg

36 Avionics bay
37 Control runs

38 Engine throttle controls

39 Pilot's port side console
40 Cockpit rear bulkhead
41 Martin-Baker SJU-5/A

ejection seat

42 Starboard side console
43 Ejection seat firmg handle

44 Cockpit canopy
45 Canopy open position

46 Canopy jack

47 2nd seat structural space
Provision (TF-1 8)

48 Forward fuselage fuel tank,

deletedfor TF-18
49 Honeycomb panel

construction
50 Liquid oxygen contamer
51 Nose undercarnage

retraction strut

cutaway drawing key

52 Centreline drop tank,

capacity 300 USgal (1 1361)

53 Avionics bays
54 LEX frame construction

55 Port navigation light

56 Air conditioning ductmg
57 Intake Splitter plate

58 Air conditioning intake

59 Bleed air holes

60 Boundary layer control slot

61 Main fuel tanks, 10,860-lb
(4 930-kg) internal fuel load

62 Communications aerial

63 Bleed air outlet louvres
64 Starboard leadmg edge

extension
65 External fuel tank, capacity

610 USgal (2309I)
66 Laser spot tracker pod (LST),

starboard fuselage Station

67 Starboard inboard wing
pylon

68 Pylon mounting
69 Mk 83 low drag general

purpose (LDGP) bombs (A-

18)
70 Bomb ejector rack

71 Starboard outer wing pylon
72 Pylon fixing

73 Leading edge dog-tooth
74 Wing fold hinge line

75 Outboard leading edge
actuator

76 Drooping leading edge
77 Starboard wing tip missile

launcher rail

78 AIM-9L Sidewinder air-to-

air missile

79 Outer wing panel folded

Position

80 Starboard drooping aileron

81 Starboard double slotted flap

82 Flapguides
83 Wing integral fuel tank

84 Hydraulic flap jacks

85 Graphite/epoxy dorsal fairing

panels
86 Fuel delivery piping

87 Fuselage longeron

89
90
91

92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

108
109
110
111
112
113

114

115
116
117
118

Boundary layer bleed air duct
Air conditioning plant

Port intake

Intake ducting
Leading edge flap hydraulic
jack

Flap sequencing control unit

Control cable runs
Wing attachment pin joints

Rear fuselage fuel tank
APU exhaust duct
Starboard engine bay
Fin attachment fixing

Fin construction
Fuel jettison pipe
Graphite/epoxy skin

Anti-collision light

Steel leading edge strip

Honeycomb panel

Aerial tuners
Electronic countermeasures
aerials (ECM)
Fin tip antenna housing
Communications aerial

Radar warning receiver

Tail navigation light

Fuel jettison

Low voltage formation

lighting

Honeycomb rudder

construction
Rudder hydraulic jacks

Airbrake open position

Starboard tailplane

Port fin tip antenna housing

&
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every switili necenaiy to engage in air-to-air

combat or ground-attack. The array of in-

Itnimentl oncc conimonplace in high-

performanci aircraft is replaced by cathodc-ray

tube displays, and all vital Information il

availahlc on che head-up display (HUI.)) whu li

enablei the pilot to be awarc ofthe statc • >t Ins

aircraft without taking bis eye« from the

targct. Thc- Hughes ÄN/APG-65 tracking

radar is able to track accuratcly multiple

targets, so that the Hörnet will be able to

'sting' to great effect.

The first F-18 was rolled out on 13

September 1978 and made its first flight on 18

November 1978. The US Navy plans to

acquire at least 800 of these aircraft, the first

becoming operational in 1982. It is planned

also to develop an attack Version under the

designation A-18, chiefly for the US Marine

Corps, with sensors and instruments con-

figured for surface attack, as well as the dual-

control TF-18 trainer with reduced internal

fuel. These are all included in the 800 total.

Type: single-seat carrier-based combat stnke

aircraft

Powerplant: two 16,000-lb (7257-kg)

General Electric F404-GE-400 afterburning

turbofans

Performance: (cstimated) maximum speed

(clean) Mach 1.8; maximum speed at mter-

mediate power Mach 1.0; ferry ränge

(unrcfuelled) morc than 2,300 milei (3700 km)
Weights: take-off (fighter) 33,585 lb (15234

kg); take-off (fighter escort) 35,000 lb (15875

kg); maximum take-off more than 44,000 lb

(19958 kg)

With the McOonnell Douglas Corporate HQ building m the background. the first prott

18 November 1978. The Navy and Marine Corps mtend to buy 1,366 Hornets in 1982-90

Dimensions: span 37 ft 6 in (11.43 m)j

length 56 ft in (17.07 m); height 15 ft 3'/i in

(4.66 m); wing area 400 su, ft (37.16 m 2
)

Armament: carried on nine externa] weapon
stations, with a maximum capacity of 13,700

lb (6214 kg) for high-g missions: weapons can

include AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles,

AIM-7 Sparrow air-to-air missiles (F-18 only),

bombs and rockets; sensor pods and fuel tanks

can also bc carried on these weapons stations;

st made its first flight at St Louis on

M61 20-mm six-barrel gun mounted in nose

Operators: (from 1982) US Manne Corps.

US Navy

119 Low voltage formation
lighting

120 Airbrake housmg
121 Airbrake hydraulic jack

122 Starboard engine tailpipe

123 Exhaust nozzle shroud
124 Variable area exhaust nozzle

125 Nozzle actuators
126 Afterburner duet
127 Port tailplane

128 Graphite/epoxy skin panels
129 Honeycomb construction
130 Steel leading edge strip

131 Deck arresting hook
132 Tailplane pivot

133 Tailplane hinge lever

134 Hydraulic servo actuator
1 35 Port engine bay
136 Engine access doors
137 Engine accessones

138
139

140
141

143
"44

145
146
147

148

Main engine mounting
General Electric F404 GE
400 low bypass turbojet

Engine compressor face
Airborne auxiliary power
plant (APU)
Airframe mounted auxiliary

dnve gearbox
Port flap actuators
Flap sequencing control
Flap guides
Port double slotted flap

Graphiteepoxy flap skins

Honeycomb panel
construction
Wing fold actuator
Alleron hydraulic jacks
Port drooping aileron

Fixed portion of trailing edge
Port wing tip AIM-9
Sidewinder
Missile launcher rail

Honeycomb leading edge
construction

156 Outboard leading edge
actuators

157 Outboard wing panel

construction
158 Wing fold hinge line

159 Port outboard pylon fixing

160 Port outboard pylon
161 Bomb ejeetor rack

162 Mk83 LDGP bombs
163 Leading-edge dog tooth
164 Multi-spar wing panel

construction
165 Port wing integral fuel tank
166 Inboard pylon fixing

1 67 Cleveland main
undercarnage leg

1 68 Pivoted axle beam
169 Port mainwheel
170 AIM-7F Sparrow air-to-air

missile

171 Forward lookmg infra-red

pod (FLIR), port fuselage
Station
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McDonnell Douglas F-101 Voodoo
Detail design of a new penetration fighter to

escort bomben of the USAF's newly formed

Strategie Air Command was entrusted to the

McDonnell Aircraft Company in 1946. Two
prototypes were ordered under the designa-

tions XF-88 and XF-88A, both swept-wing

aircraft with two turbojet engines, but the lat-

ter was to have afterburners to boost the

thrust of its Westinghouse J34-WE-22
engines. Both prototypes flew, but the XF-88

contract was cancelled in 1948. Primary

reasons for this was a shortage of funds, for

with US defence plans which hinged on

greater use of the nuclear deterrent, all

available funding had to be concentrated on

the continued procurement of the Convair

B-37 pending the availability of a new genera-

tion of Strategie bombers.

Nevertheless, the requirement for a long-

range fighter to escort the B-36 was equally

vital, and on 6 February 1951 the USAF issued

a general operational requirement for such an

aircraft. From the ensuing submissions

McDonnell's was chosen as most suitable. The
Submission was for an improved version of the

XF-88. However, no decision for produetion

was made, and it was not until the shortcom-

ings of in-service fighters as escorts for Boeing

B-29 bombers involved in the Korean War
became painfully clear that the USAF deeided

that it wanted McDonnell's new fighter

urgently.

Consequently, the McDonnell aircraft was

ordered in 1951 to provide Strategie Air Com-
mand (SAC) with the long-range fighter

escort which it required for its B-36s, except

that, as it could fly only one-fifth as far as the

B-36, it was seen then as an interim intereep-

tor which by some stränge metamorphosis

would develop at some stage into the an-

tieipated long-range escort. On 30 November
1951 the aircraft was designated F-101 and

christened Voodoo. But even before the first

F-101 flew, on 29 September 1954, SAC had

cancelled its requirement for this aircraft. It

was deeided, however, that subjeet to satisfac-

tory evaluation, produetion of the Voodoo
would continue for the Tactical Air Com-
mand.

Thus, on 2 May 1957, the first produetion

F-lOlAs were delivered to the SAC's 27th

Fighter-Bomber Wing at Bergstrom AFB,
Texas. Both the unit and its aircraft were due

for transfer to Tactical Air Command (TAC)
on 1 July 1957, and ultimately all the opera-

tional F-lOlAs produced went to form the

equipment of three squadrons of the TAC's
81st Tactical Fighter Wing. Of the total of 77

F-lOlAs built, 27 were allocated for ex-

perimental and test purposes.

The operational F-lOlAs were about twice

as powerful as other current fighters, being

powered by two 14,880-lb (6749-kg) thrust

Pratt & Whitney J57-P-13 afterburning turbo-

jets, and its large internal fuel capacity could

be supplemented by three external tanks to

provide a ränge in excess of 1,500 miles

(2414 km). Its Standard armament of four

M-39 20-mm revolver cannon could be sup-

plemented by three Falcon air-to-air missiles in

the internal weapon bay. So far as speed was

concerned, the F-101A could attain Mach 1.5

or 1,002 mph (1613 km/h) at 35,000 ft

(10670 m). It gained the world absolute speed

record of 1,208 mph (1944 km/h).

The F-101A was sueeeeded by the F-101C
(only 47 built) which had structural

strengthening for low-altitude Operation and

was provided with flight-refuelling capability.

Most of the foregoing versions were modified

subsequently for use by the US Air National

Guard as the RF-101G and RF-101H respec-

tively, equipped with nose-mounted cameras.

Special-purpose reconnaissance versions were

also built; RF-lOlAs with six cameras in place

of armament, and an improved RF-101C,
combined produetion of these modeis totalling

200 aircraft.

For use by the Air Defense Command
(ADC) a two-seat long-range intereeptor was

developed under the designation F-101B. The
first of 480 entered service with the 60th

Fighter Intereeptor Squadron at Otis AFB,
Massachussetts, on 5 February 1959, and some
of these were equipped with dual controls as

TF-lOlBs. Following service with ADC (later

ADCOM) 66 of these aircraft were transferred

to the Royal Canadian Air Force, which

shares with ADC defence responsibility

within the NORAD command. When modi-

fied for Canadian use they were designated

F-101F and TF-101F respectively, but were

redesignated in RCAF service as CF-101B and

CF-101F. They were exchanged subsequently

for 66 similar aircraft with more advanced

electronics.

Type: long-range all-weather intereeptor

Powerplant: (F-101B) two 14,880-lb

(6749-kg) afterburning Pratt & Whitney

J57-P-55 turbojets

McDonnell Douglas F-101B Voodoo

F-101B Voodoo

F-101C Voodoo

RF-101C Voodoo

Performance: (F-101B) maximum speed

Mach 1.85 or 1,221 mph (1965 km/h) at

40,000 ft (12190 m); ränge 1,550 miles

(2494 km)
Weight: (F-101B) maximum take-off

46,500 1b (21092 kg)

Dimensions: span 39 ft 8 in (12.09 m);

length 67 ft 4 3ä in (20.54 m); height

18 ft in (5.49 m); wing area 368 sq ft

(34.19 m 2

)

Armament: (F-101B) three AIM-4D Falcon

air-to-air missiles in internal weapon bay, plus

two AIR-2A Genie air-to-air missiles under

fuselage

Operators: Canada, Taiwan, US Air Force,

US Air National Guard

I
I0I05O /- , .

Two-seat McDonnell Douglas CF-101B Voodoo of 409 Sqn, Canadian Armed Forces, based at Comox on the Canadian west coast and part of Air Defence Group

This well-preserved Voodoo is an F-101 B still serving as an all-weather intereeptor, the unit being the 123rd FIS, Oregon Air National Guard. It was photographed in late

July 1977 dunng Exercise 'Overview', testing the efficiency of the USAF's new E-3A Sentry
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McDonnell Douglas KC-10A Extender

One "t the problemi which thc i'sAI toiind

lo be lughliglitcd during thc Arah-Isra<-li ton

Hui iii 1973 wjs thc refutal >>t nuny natiom to

allow Ameri ikei aircrafl Co land

in tlicir territory, With j i r i r .1 1 1 .,t

ihort medium-range capability, lucfa j pro

eedure wai necessary foi tbi I 'SAF'i tupport

in iiti to fulfil theii role.

In the post-conflict analysis, thc Military

Airlift Command (MAC) wjs able to

demonitrate thal l" " tion theii

capabilitics had been limited considcrabiy. It

was esscntial for thc tuture thal MA( should

have a cargo tankei aircraft with

ränge, fnr dm i ' |
i to-poini flight withoul

thc oeed foi an intermediate itop, 01 h

quate rangt- in the tankei role to be

offer a meaningful wrvice to thi aircraft which

it had to lupporl During tili- Submission oi

tlns requirment foi consideration by l

Congresi ii was pointed oui that just 1

Advanced Tanker Cargo Aircrafl (AK Aj

which thc USAF wished to procurc, would be

ablc to iiimiiit tnore efficientry and

economically a lupporl Operation which n

quires currently a Fleet oi 40 KC-135 tanken

plus additional cargo aircraft.

As a result of weh discuiiioni and

lideration, the USAF was authorized to in

vestigate the potential ol existing commercial

transporti for tnodincation to tulfi] in AT( A

role. Boeing'] Model 747 and the MiDomicIl

Douglas DC-10 were lelected 101 evaluation,

and 011 1" Deoember 1977 the l ISAF announc-

ed that thc lattcr aircraft had been choien tor

developmeni as the ATCA tor lervice with the

MA(. Thc ' SAf plans initially to acquirc

tWO Ol thetC airiratt, subscqucntlv designated

K( IDA, and on 20 November 19

ncll Douglas reeeived authorization to bcgin

produetion ot these aircraft Availablc funding

will dctcriiiuic thc futurc rate of procurement.

but McDonnell Douglas bclieve that as manv
as 20 KC-lOAs may bc acquired cvcntually.

I Ins coinparcs with 732 of thc K( 135 type.

Thc basic commercial airfrainc tor

i in tlu AD \ oflguration U that of the

D( lo icri KM I convertible freighter. Ex-

tensive mocKfkation is needed, thc primary

task bc-ing that of providing adequate addi-

tional ' Tlns takes thc t

leven bladder-type tuel ceUi mstallcd in com-

partmenti below thc main deck which terve

normativ for cargo e ceQs arein-

stallcd Forward d thc wing, the remaining

four aft, and these have a toiiibincd i j;

117,829 lb (53446 kg) of fucl. These ceus are

interconnected into thc aircraft's ba

which contains 238,236 lb (108062
kg) ot fucl. and thc combincd total tan bc used

tor cithcr extended ränge in a cargo i

for flight rcfuclling. Thc KC-10A tan thus

carry ü 1,000 l 'S gallom (193050
htns) ot lutl, which mcans that in thc tanker

role a first-tlass system is needed to dispense

such large quantities. McDonnell Douglas

hast- developed an advanced rcfuclling boom.
ablc to transfer fucl at a rate of 1.500 US
gallons (567M litrei) a minutc, and tlns is sited

in the I ige. where it is controlled

by ont- Operator, In addition. facflirJcs will Ix-

availablc tor probe-and-droguc rcfuclling, so

McDonnell Douglas KC 10A

that thc KC-10A will be ablc to servc all tvpcs

-traft.

Scating is to bc provided in thc forward arca

of thc main cabin so that a KC-10A could

i fightcr squadron's csscntial support

personnel ,>t 55 or 60. together with its im-

mcdiatcly needed equipment. Additionallv.

KC lOAs will be cquipped to serve as cargo

transports, with a cargo handhng
which mcludcs omni-directional rollcrs.

powered rollcrs and a mobile winch for the

movement of beavy cargo. Other
niodititationt cover the ; i nilitary

avionits and minor cquipment changes It was

antitipated that th< I \ would enter

serviie with thc MAC in 1980.

Typ*: mihtarv flight-rcfuclhng cargo aircraft

l'owrrplant: thrce 52.500-lb (23814-kg)

thrust General Electric F103 (C:F6-50C1) tur-

Performance: (estimated) maximum ränge

with maximum cargo 3.800 mile» (6115 km)
\X'eight%: lestimated) operating emptv
(tanker .-); operating

empts design

maximum take-off 590.000 lb (267620 kg)

Dimension«: span 165 ft 4.4 in (50.40 m).

length I
-S.35 m); height 58 ft 1 in

tu); wing area 3.958 sq ft (367.70 m 2
)

Armanient: nonc

Operators: (1980) I

McDonnell Douglas YC-15
Thc YC-15 was the MtDonncll Douglas con-

tender tor the USAF's competition foi an

Advanced Medium Short take ofi and landing

Transport (AMST) to replace its licet ol

Lockheed C-130 Hercules,

Powered bv four turbotan engines, thc

YC-15 obtains its STOl Performance by an

advanced Aap system. The engines, mounted
on pylons extending torwafd troin the wmg
leading edge, are positioned so that the ex-

haust nozzles are dose to the undersui

the wing. This provides .i high-velocity flow

which tan be used to bloss cxtcrnallv the

large, two-segment, slotted Raps. The engines

are fitted with multi-lobe nozzles that mix
cool air with the hot exhaust. reducing the

temperature to a level that does not require the

usc of special materials tor the wmg jtrueture,

though the flaps have to De made ol titaniuni.

Lateral control is provided by .i combination

of aileron and triple inboard spoilers on each

wing. For STOL landings the Spoilers are used

also as direct-lift controls, speed brakes and

ground lift-dumpers. The control System is

fully powered.

The wide fuselage has cabin space for about

t 150 fully equipped troops, or a wide ränge ot

the towed artillerv and light arnioured vehicles

currently in the NATO inventorv. One plan-

ned Version was a totally self-contained mobile

surgical hospital, complete with a casevac heli-

copter.

The YC-15 completed landing tests on soft

fields, inflight drops of militarv loads and para-

troop dummies, night trials, airborne tactical

manoeuvres, formation Aights and evaluation

of its general Performance, stabilitv and con-

trol. Cargo drops included the parachuting of

pallet loads weighing up to 20,000 lb (9072

kg) from an altitude of 2.000 ft (610 m).

Through lack of government funding the

USAF did not proeeed beyond the prototype

stage of the AMST programme. However,
McDonnell Douglas believe there will be a

commercial requirement for an aircraft in this

category. It is claimed that the YC-15 can be

adapted for civil Operations without extensive

changes.

Type: advanced militarv STOL transport

Powerplant: four 16,000-lb (7257-kg) Pratt

& Whitney JT8D-17 turbofans

Performance: maximum speed 500 mph (805

km/h); approach speed 98 mph (157.5 km/h);
take-off Held length with payload of 27,000 lb

(12247 kg) 2,000 ft (610 m); operational

radius with 27,OO0-lb (12247-kg) payload

(short take-off) or 62.000-11

payload (conventional take-off) 461 mil

km)

Weights: maximum takc-ofl 216,4
-

I kg)

Dimension*: ssmg span (second, larger

wing) 132 ft 7 in (40 41 m); length 124 tt 3 in

(37 *
-

in); height 43 tt 4 m (13.21 m|. wmg
arca (second wing) 2.10" sq R (195 "4 m :

)

Operators: None

McDonnell Douglas YC 15

Seen here in its original configuration, with small wing and JT8D engines, the McDonnell Douglas YC-15 was one ot the technically

impressive Advanced Medium STOL Transport (AMST) contenders, no produetion money has been voted.
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Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm BO105
Rigid non-articulated rotor, two engines,

compact size — all these combine to make the

Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm BO105 a par-

ticularly impressive helicopter. It is fully

aerobatic and highly manoeuvrable, but also

comparatively expensive. Its safety and ver-

satility have made the BO105 a successful civil

helicopter, and a few military forces find the

type equally suitable. It is assigned multiple

roles and can operate in all weathers. Nap-of-

the-earth flying is a speciality to which the

BO105 is well suited, the rigid rotor allowing

it to hug contours like a leech. A conventional

helicopter can tolerate no negative-g,

restricted as it is by a much more mobile rotor

assembly, but the BO105 can be püshed down
the other side of such obstacles as trees, having

been pulled up over them conventionally.

Armed with up to six HOT or TOW
missiles, the BO105 is a formidable Opponent

to any tank. West Germany's army air corps,

the Heeresßieger, is receiving 212 BO105Ps
each armed with six HOT anti-tank missiles,

and a further 227 BO105Ms have been pro-

cured to replace Aerospatiale Alouette IIs in

the liaison and Communications role.

Deliveries of the armed helicopter were due to

begin in September 1979, and the type will

enter service fully in 1980, when a regiment of

56 PAH-ls (service designation) will join each

corps. They will be split into flights of seven

aircraft, which will then be assigned to

brigades or divisions. The Royal Netherlands

Air Force (Koninhlijke Luchtmacht) operates 30

BO105Cs with No 300 Sqn based at Deelen.

Nigeria 's air force has a requirement for 20

BO105Cs, four of which have so far been

delivered for short-range search-and-rescue

missions. Six more have been ordered, to Sup-

plement the force's helicopter strength, which

also includes 10 Aerospatiale/Westland Pumas

and three Westland Whirlwinds, and 10

Alouette IIs in storage. The Philippine air

force's No 505 Air Rescue Squadron flies

BO105s assembled locally by the Philippine

Aerospace Development Corporation, which

has also supplied at least three to the navy for

liaison work and general duties. Sudan has 20

BO105s on order. Boeing Vertol is responsable

for sales in the Americas, and has developed a

stretched version, called the Executaire, for

the civil market.

The BO105 started life in 1962, the radical

rotor System having been tested earlier on a

ground rig. Government contracts covered

this initial testing and also the construction of

prototypes in 1964. Dipl Ing E. Weiland con-

ceived the rotor, which in its developed, pro-

duction form uses rigid, glass-fibre, folding

blades. Sud Aviation (now part of Aero-

spatiale) was involved, and it was one of this

company's helicopters, a Turbomeca Astazou-

powered Alouette II, which was used as a test

bed for the initial trials. The first prototype

BO105 was fitted with a conventional rotor

assembly (from the Westland Scout) and a pair

of Allison 250-C18 turboshafts but was

destroyed following resonance during ground
trials; the second aircraft, similarly powered,

pioneered the rigid rotor on the BO105.
MTU-München Turbo 6022 engines were
tried on the third development aircraft, but

production machines are now all powered by
the Allison turboshaft. Customers previously

had the option of two versions of this engine:

the 317-shp (236-kWj C18, now out of pro-

duction, or the 400-shp (298-kW) C20, now
Standard. The Heeresßieger' s PAH-ls are

powered by a pair of 405-shp (302-kW)
T63-A-720 turboshafts. German land forces

will have had some two years experience with

the Euromissile (Aerospatiale/MBB) HOT
when the PAH-ls enter service, as the German
army's RJpz-2 tank destroyers have been con-

verted to carry the new missile in place of

Aerospatiale SS. 11s.

Operators: Netherlands, Nigeria, Philip-

pines, Sudan, West Germany
Powerplant: two 400-shp (298-kW) Allison

250-C20 turboshafts; (PAH-1) two 405-shp

(302-kW) Allison T63-A-720 turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

167 mph (270 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at sea level 144 mph (232 km/h); ränge

with Standard fuel and no reserves 363 miles

(585 km) at sea level, 388 miles (625 km) at

5,000 ft (1525 m); maximum ränge with aux-

iliary tanks at sea level 621 miles (1000 km), at

5,000 ft (1525 m) 658 miles (1060 km); maxi-

mum rate of climb at sea level 1,870 ft (570 m)
per minute; maximum rate of climb at sea

level, on one engine 197 ft (60 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped 2,645 lb (1200 kg);

maximum take-off 5,070 lb (2300 kg)

Dimensions: rotor diameter 32 ft 2V* in

(9.82 m); length (rotors turning) 38 ft \0V* in

(11.84 m); height 9 ft 9Vi in (2.98 m); main
rotor disc area 811.2 sq ft (75.4 m 2

)

Armament: up to six Euromissile HOT or

Hughes TOW anti-tank missiles with stabi-

lized sight, plus various other options

Users: Netherlands, Nigeria, Philippines,

Sudan, West Germany

The Netherlands Army Light Aircraft Group (Gp LV) operates a total of 30 MBB BO105C light Observation helicopters in 300 Sqn

Designated PAH-1 (for anti-armour helicopter Type 1) by the Federal German Heer (army), the MBB BO105P can carry six of the Euromissile Hot anti-tank weapons and the

complex associated sight and tracking System. A total of 212 are being delivered at six per month Meanwhile bids for a successor PAH-2 were being studied in late 1979
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15 Fagot/15UTI Midget

Although <>bM>lctc in its basit fightcr vcrsion,

tlic M.- i^li MiG-15 'Fagot' \ur-

vivcs in coniiderable numben in 1 1 s two-seat

tränier Version and will rcmain in usc, in lomc

countrics, until it is rcplaccd by thc Aero L-39

Albatros

German and Russian rescarch gave rise to

tlic clcsign of thc MiG-15 in 1945-46, and thc

first prototype was not unlike thc Focke-Wulf

Ta 183 study of thc latc war years. F.arly dif-

ficultiei occasioned by thc lack of a suitable

powcrplant for thc proposcd fightcr wcrc solv-

cd whcn thc British govcrnrncnt dccidcd to

supply thc Sovict Union with a batch of Rolls-

Royce Nene turbojets. A copy was produced

by the Klimov burcau undcr thc dcsignation

RD-45; latcr upratcd vcrsions wcrc designated

in the VK-1 scries

The first prototype was lost lOOn aftcr its

first flight in July 1947, but a second and ex-

tcnsively revised prototype flcw towards the

end of the tarne vear, and thc aircratt was

ordered into produetion m Mardi 1948

Deliveries started in 1949, by whieb time the

iinprovcd MiG-15SD, better known as thc

MiGT5bis, was flying in prototype form. Thc

MiG-15UTI convcrsion traincr flcw shortlv

afterwards.

The combat debut of the MiG-15 in Korea

in November 1950 proved an unplcasant ihock

to the West. There was only onc Allicd

fighter in thc samc tlass, the North American

F-86 Sabrc. Its better equipment, and thc bet-

ter training of thc US pilots, allowcd the I
! S

Air Force to achieve supenority over the

MIG-15, but the Sovict fighter had a better

climb rate, cciling and acceleration even than

this outstanding US type. '

China, Poland and Czechoslovakia bullt

MiG-15s, and the latter two countries con-

verted many single-scaters into two-scaters

aftcj the MiG-15 was phased out of first Ime

Service. In thc absence of anv produetion

trainer Version of the MiG-17 or MiG-19, the

MiG-15UTI movcd out of its original role as

conversion traincr and became the Eastern

bloc's Standard advaneed traincr. Even today it

is found in service all over the world.

Type: single-seat fighter and (MiG-15UTI)
two-seat advaneed trainer

Powerplant: one 5.950-lb (2700-kg) Klimov
VK-1 centrifugal-flow turbojet

Performance: maximum speed 668 mph
(1076 km/h) at 39,500 ft (12000 m); ferrv

ränge 1,250 miles (2000 m); initial climb rate

9,050 ft (2760 m) per minute; ceiling 51 ,000 ft

(15500 m)
Weighti: empty 7,500 Ib (3400 kg); normal

loaded 1 1,000 Ib (4960 kg); maximum take-off

12.750 Ib (5786 kg)

Dimension»: span 33 ft 1 in (10.08 m);

length 35 ft 7M in (10.86 m), hcight 11 ft IM
in (3.4 m); wing area 221.7 sq ft (20.6 2

)

Armament: one 37-mm N-37 and two

23-mm NS-23 cannon (latcr aircraft had the

NS-23s rcplaccd by NR-23 revolver cannon);

undcrwmg hardpoints for slipper tanks or up

to 1,100 Ib (500 kg) of storcs

Operators: Albania, Algcna, Angola,

Bulgaria, Chi] lovakia, East

Germany, Egypt, Fmland, Guinea, Hungary.

Iraq, Mali, Mongolia, Nigeria. North Korea,

Poland, Romania, Somalia, South Yeinei,. Sri

Lanka, Syria. Tanzania, Uganda, 1 SS|<
.

Vietnam

Mikoyan Gurevich MiG 15UTI Midget

This MiG 15UTI ..

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-17 Fresco

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-17 'Fresco' was

a completely redesigned development ot the

MiG-15, intended to remove the maximum
speed restriction of Mach 0.92 which affected

the earlier type. During flight trials the

MiG-17 is claimed to have exceeded Mach 1 in

level flight, but this performance was not at-

tained in service.

Early produetion MiG-17s were fitted with

the same VK-1 engine as the MiG-15, but the

main produetion model, the MiG-17F, in-

troduced the VK-1F with a simple after-

burner. The wing of the MiG-17 was thinner

and more sharply swept than that of its

forebear, and the rear fuselage was slightly ex-

tended to reduce drag. First seen in 1955 was
the MiG-17PF, a limited all-weather intereep-

tor with radar in a central inlet bullet and the

inlet lip. A further development was the MiG-
17PFU, armed with four AA-1 'Alkali' guid-

ed air-to-air missiles, the Soviet Union's first

missile-armed intereeptor.

Although the MiG-17 was in theory ob-

solete by the mid-1960s, the type gave a good
aecount of itself over Vietnam, being flown by
most of the leading North Vietnamese pilots.

Its US adversaries were hampered by rules

under which they had to close to within visual

ränge before firing, and unlike the MiG-17
they were not designed for close-range

dogfighting.

The MiG-17 has been built in Poland (as the

LIM-5 and -5P), Czechoslovakia (as the S-104)

and China (as the Shenyang F-4). A special

close-support Version was developed in Poland
as the LIM-6, with a deeper, longer-chord in-

ner wing section, and dual mainwheels,

rocket-assisted take-off gear and a braking

parachute for Operation from unprepared

fields.

Type: single-seat fighter

Powerplant: one 7,500-lb (3400-kg) Klimov
VK-1 afterburning turbojet

Performance: maximum speed 710 mph
(1145 km/h) at 10,000 ft (3000 m); ränge

1.400 miles (2250 m): rate of climb 12,795

(3900 m) per minute; ceiling 54,500 ft (16600

m)
Weights: empty 9,000 lb (4100 kg); max-

imum take-off 14,750 lb (6700 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 7 in (9.63 m); length

36 ft 4>/2 in (11.09 m); height 11 ft (3.35 m)
wing area 243.3 sq ft (22.6 m 2

)

Armament: (MiG-17P, PF) three 23-mm
NR-23 cannon and or four AA-1 'Alkali'

AAMs; two underwing hardpoints for drop

tanks or Stores up to 1,100 lb (500 kg)

Operators: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria,

Angola, Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Czecho-

slovakia, East Germany, Egypt, Guinea,

Hungary, Iraq, Mali, Nigeria, North Korea,

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-17F Fresco

Poland, Romania. Somalia. South Yemen, Sri

Lanka, Sudan, Syria, Tanzania, Uganda,
USSR, Vietnam, Yemen

MiG-17F of the Syrian Arab Air Force. This jet has all but been replaced in service with more modern aircraft
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-19 Farmer

The Miko)an-Gurevich MiG-19 'Farmer', the

world's first production supersonic fighter re-

mained in production in late 1978, and cur-

rently forms the backbone of the Chinese tac-

tical air force in its Shenyang F-6 Version. In

the hands of Pakistan air force pilots it has pro-

ved its worth against considerably more

modern and more costly opponents, with

agility in combat which would do credit to a

contemporary air-superiority fighter. Another

good feature is the hard-hitting gun arma-

ment, with much greater projectile weight

and muzzle velocity than most western

30-mm weapons.

Development of the MiG-19 started in the

late 1940s, with a requirement for a new
fighter designed around the newly developed

Lyulka AL-5, the Soviet Union's first large

axial-flow jet engine. Disappointing progess

with this powerplant, however, led to the

decision to redesign the Mikoyan prototype

around two small-diameter Mikulin AM-5s.

The first aircraft, the 1-360, was distinguised

by a T-tail, but was destroyed in flight-testing

as a result of tailplane flutter. The I-350(M)

was completed with a low-set tailplane, and

was flown in late 1952. It was soon followed

by the production MiG-19F with afterburning

AM-5Fs, the first version to go supersonic in

level flight in early 1953.

The initial MiG-19F and limited-all-weather

MiG-19PF were less than successful, and were

eventually withdrawn from Service as a result

of high accident rates. They were replaced by

the MiG-19S, with an all-moving tailplane,

refinements to flying controls and Systems,

and RD-9 engines. The latter was a largely

redesigned development of the AM-5 pro-

duced by the Tumansky bureau, and was the

first of many Tumansky engines believed to

power all MiG fighters up to the MiG-27
'Flogger-D'. Deliveries of the definitive

MiG-19S started in mid-1955 and the basic air-

frame thereafter continued almost completely

unchanged to the end of the type's Russian

production life. A measure of the basic good

handling characteristics is the fact that the

two-seat MiG-19UTI, although completed

and flown, was never put into production;

pilots found little difficulty in Converting from

the MiGT5UTI to the supersonic fighter.

The MiG-19S was rapidly followed by the

MiG-19P, with Izumrud radar in an intake

bullet fairing and the inlet lip, and from this

Version was developed the Soviet Union's first

missile-armed fighter. The MiG-19PM suf-

fered from engine problems resulting from

rocket-plume ingestion, it formed the

spearhead of the PVO air defence force for

some years. However, more advanced versions

of the MiG-19 were overtaken by the MiG-21

'Fishbed' and its developments.

Production of the MiG-19 was transferred

from the Soviet Union to Czechoslovakia in

1958, the Aero works producing some 850 air-

craft between 1958 and 1961. In that year, the

Chinese Shenyang works produced the first

examples of an unlicensed copy of the

MiG-19S, designated F-6. By the mid-1970s at

least 1,800 F-6s had been built in China, in-

cluding a few F-7s based on the MiG-19P. A
substantial number of F-6s was supplied to

Pakistan in 1965-66 and 1972; Vietnam,

Albania and Tanzania have also taken delivery

of similar aircraft. The Pakistani aircraft have

been modified with launch pylons for AIM-9
Sidewinder missiles, but it is not known
whether Chinese aircraft carry a version of the

equivalent K-13 'Atoll'. Points in favour of

the MiG-19 include its excellent manoeu-

vrability and initial climb rate, products of its

modest size, high power/weight ratio and (by

modern Standards) low wing-loading.

Type: single-seat fighter and limited all-

weather interceptor

Powerplant: two 7,165-lb (3250-kg) after-

burning Tumansky RD-9B turbojets

Performance: maximum speed (clean) 900

mph (1450 km/h) at 33,000 ft (10000 m) or

Mach 1.4; maximum speed with external fuel

tanks 715 mph (1150 k/n/h) at 33,000 ft

(10000 m); initial climb rate 22,640 ft (6900

m) per minute; ceiling 57,400 ft (17500 m);

ferry ränge with external fuel 1,350 miles

(2200 km)
Weights: empty 11,400 lb (5172 kg); loaded
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(clean) 16,300 lb (7400 kg); maximum take-off

19,600 lb (8900 kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 6V2 in (9.0 m);

length (excluding pitot tube) 41 ft 4 in (12.6

m); height 12 ft 9>/2 in (3.9 m); wing area 269

sq ft (25 m2
)

Armament: three 30-mm NR-30 cannon

plus rocket pods on underwing pylons;

Pakistani aircraft have AIM-9 Sidewinders;

MiG-19PM has no cannon but four K-5M
'Alkali' AAMs
Operators: Afghanistan, Albania, Bulgaria,

China, Cuba, Iraq, North Korea, Pakistan,

Tanzania, Uganda, USSR, Vietnam

MiG-19SF supplied by the Soviet Union to the Syrian Arab Air Force

MiG-19PM limited all-weather interceptor of the Polish Air Force

MiG-19SF (Shenyang F-6) of the Air Force of the People's Liberation Army This type equips more than 40 regiments.

These MiG-19SF fighters are believed to have equipped a Soviet aerobatic display team organised by the Moscow Military District in

1958-66 The team then re-equipped with the MiG-21, and today flies the Su-15 'Flagon-F' The true colour is carmine-red

^



Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 Fishbed/ MiG-21 U Mongol

I In Mikoyan-Gurevich Mid-21 'Fiihbed',

siill in production and apparently under

development more than 25 ye.irs artet ii first

fiew muil be judged a classic nnnh.it .urcraft.

Although it$ CO ixcd, it

| u .
,.\ .1 profound influence <'ii Western

design. At the time ol writing, n re-

mains the principal low-level air combat

fightei ol the Eastern bloc, working in con-

junction with top-covei MiG-23s, and is

nnlikely tu be fully replaced before the second

half of the 1980s, even in Soviel Service.

The origins "f the MiG-21 lie in Korean

War experience as do those of the Lockheed

F-104. Botli typt-s stemmed front demandi

froin pilotä for an 'air-su'pcriontv' fightcr

fron) whicli all unnccccssary equipment would

be eliminated, and in which all aspcci

design would be subordinated to combat per-

fbrmance. Armament would be the minimum
needed to knock down an enemy fightcr

The Mikoyan design bureau went even fur-

tlicr in the directum of miniaturizatioo than

Lockheed, producing in 1955 the first of a

jenes ofprototypei designed around an engine

not much larger than the Tuniansky R I I 9;

two of the latter powered the Mi(i-19, itselt

not a large aircraft. The new engine, also ol

Tuniansky design, was not available bv 1955,

so the swept-wing F.-50 of that year was

powered by an uprated RD-9E and a boostei

rocket.

In the following year the design bureau flew

the swept-wing E-2A and the tailed-delta E-5,

both powered by the newly developed RI) 1

1

and armed with three 30-nnn cannon. The
tailed-delta layout of the E-5 resembled that of

the Douglas Skyhawk in plan view, but

featured a mid-set wing in hne with the

tailplane. The advantages of the layout includ-

ed low drag and, as it turned out, excellent

handling; <>n the debit side, its low-speed per-

formance was not good and it was structurallv

complicated. However, the E-5 offered

generally better Performance than the E-2, and

the tailed-delta was selected for production.

The first series aircraft were developed from

the E-6 production prototvpe and were

tliemselves designated E-66 bv the Mikoyan

bureau. They carried a simple radar-ranging

sight and two K-13 'Atoll' air-to-air missiles

in addition to two 30-mm cannon, but with

only 11,250-lb (5100-kg) maximum thrust

they were underpowered. A few aircraft ol the

type entered Service with a trials unit in late

1957, with the designation MiG-21. The first

large-scale production variant was the MiG-
21 F, powered by an uprated Tumanskv
R-11F-300 of 12,600-lb (5750-kg) thrust,

which entered Service in late 1959. Most of

these had the left gun removed to save weight,

and had a fin of longer chord than that of the

early MiG-21.

After the appearance of the MiG-21 F, the

process of improving the MiG-21 began in

earnest. The early MiG-21 was a clear-weather

intereeptor with litt le payload, ränge and ar-

mament. However, there were strict limits to

what could be done to rectify the Situation,

because any extra equipment could have

disastrous effects on the perfomance of what
was basically a small aircraft.

The MiG-21F was delivered to India and

Finland as well as to Warsaw Pact states, and

was put into production in China and

Czechoslovakia. By the time it was established

in Service, development of a limited-all-

weather version was under wayl an aero-

dynamic prototype being demonstrated at

Tushino in 1961. This was the MiG-21PF,
with an R1L radar in the centrebody of a

redesigned inlet. Guns were removed, and the

cockpit was faired into the fuselage, sacrificing

rear vision for low drag.

Between 1964 and 1970 the MiG-21PF
formed the basis for numerous modified sub-

variants. In the course of production, a new
brake-chute installation was added at the base

of the fin. On the MiG-21SPS, piain flaps

blown by engine-bleed air replaced the chord-

extending Fowler flaps. Later the fin was
again extended forwards, and some aircraft

had provision for a GP-9 gun-pack containing

the newly developed GSh-23 cannon. Also

covered by the MiG-21 PF designation was the

introduetion of the 13,700-lb (6200-kg)

R-11F2S-300 engine and improved R2L radar. MiG-21F of the Air Force of the People's Liberation Army of China
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Mikoyan Gurevich MiG-21 Fishbed/MiG-21U Mongol

The next recognisable modification produc-

ed the MiG-21PFM, with a conventional

sideways-hinged canopy and separate wind-

screen replacing the forward-hinged one-piece

hood of the MiG-21F. It was followed by the

MiG-21PFMA, with a deeper dorsal spine and

four wing pylons, which formed the basis for

the MiG-21R reconnaissance version with op-

tical and electronic sensors in ventral and

wing-tip pods. The next major modification

came in 1970, with the Service introduction of

the MiG-21MF. This has an internal GSh-23

and the new Tumansky R-13 rated at 14,500

lb (6600 kg). The equivalent reconnaissance

version is designated MiG-21 RF.

In 1973 there appeared the first examples of

a new MiG-21 development, the MiG-
21SMT, with internal fuel and avionic equip-

ment in a bulged dorsal spine. It has been

followed by the structurally redesigned MiG-
21bis, with the Tumansky R-25 and further

improved avionics. The MiG-21bis is regarded

by NATO as a true multi-role type, and some

of the extra avionic installations are probably

connected with newer Soviet weapons such as

the AS-7 guided air-to-surface missile.

However, the MiG-21 is limited in ränge

and payload by comparison with the MiG-27,

while its dogfighting Performance is not in the

class of the latest Western fighters. it is thus

likely that the MiG-21bis represents an interim

development, pending production of a new
aircraft to fill the air-to-air slot in the Soviet

air arm. Meanwhile, the Mig-21bis has

become the Standard export version.

Other versions of the MiG-21 have included

the MiG-21M, generally similar to the MiG-
21MF but powered by the older R-ll, which

is built under licence in India. All trainer ver-

sions of the MiG-21 have similar forward

fuselages and lack search radar: the MiG-21 U
is basically equivalent to an early MiG-21 PF,

the MiG-21US is equivalent to the M1G-21PFS
and the MiG-21UM is derived from the MiG-
21MF. It is likely that a MiG-21bis-derived

trainer will emerge in due course.

continuea

MiG 21MF cutaway drawing key

1 Pitot-static boom
2 Pitch vanes
3 Yaw vanes
4 Conical three-position

intake centrebody
5 "Spin Scan" search-and-

track radar antenna
6 Boundary layer slot

7 Engine air intake

8 Radar ("Spin Scan")
9 Lower boundary layer exit

10 Antennae
1

1

Nosewheel doors
12 Nosewheel leg and shock

absorbers
13 Castoring nosewheel
14 Anti-shimmy damper
1 5 Avionics bay

access 46
16 Attitüde sensor 47
1 7 Nosewheel well

18 Spill door 48
19 Nosewheel retraction pivot

20 Bifurcated intake trunking 49
21 Avionics bay 50
22 Electronics equipment 51
23 Intake trunking 52
24 Upper boundary layer exit 53
25 Dynamic pressure probe for 54

q-feel

26 Semi-elliptical armour-glass 55
windscreen

27 Gunsight mounting 56
28 Fixed quarterlight 57
29 Radar scope 58
30 Control column (with

tailplane trim switch and 59
two firing buttons) 60

31 Rudder pedals 61
32 Underfloor control runs 62
33 KM-1 two-position zero- 63

level ejectlon seat

34 Port Instrument console
35 Undercarriage handle 64
36 Seat harness 65
37 Canopy release/lock 66
38 Starboard wall switch panel

39 Rear-view mirror fairing 67
40 Starboard-hinged canopy 68
41 Ejection seat headrest 69
42 Avionics bay
43 Control rods 70
44 Air condltioning plant

45 Suction relief door 71
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Indian Air Force Hindustan-built MiG-21PFM hastily camouflaged for Service in the 1971 India-Pakistan war

Intake trunking
Wingroot attachment
fairing

Wing/fuselage spar-lug
attachment points (four)

Fuselage ring frames
Intermediary frames
Main fuselage fuel tank
RSIU radio bay
Auxiliary intake

Leading-edge integral fuel

tank
Starboard outer weapons
pylon
Outboard wing construction

Starboard navigation light

Leading-edge suppressed
aerial

Wing fence
Aileron control jack

Starboard aileron

Flap actuator fairing

Starboard blown flap —
SPS (sduva pogranichnovo
sloya)
Multi-spar wing structure

Main integral wing fuel tank

Undercarriage mounting/
plvot point

Starboard mainwheel leg

Auxiliaries compartment
Fuselage fuel tanks Nos 2

and 3
Mainwheel well external

fairing

Mainwheel (retracted)

Magnetic detector

Tailfin mainspar
RSIU (radio - stantsiya

istrebitelnaya ultrakorot-

kykh vol'n — very-short-

wave fighter radio)

antenna plate

VHF/UHF aerials

IFF antennae
Formation light

Tail warning radar

Rear navigation light

Fuel vent
Rudder construction

72 Trunking contours
73 Control rods in dorsal spine

74 Compressor face

75 Oil tank
76 Avionics pack
77 Engine accessories

78 Tumansky R-13 turbojet

(rated at 14,550 lb/6 600
kg with füll reheat)

79 Fuselage break/transport

joint

80 Intake

81 Tail surface control linkage

82 Artif icial feel unit

83 Tailplane jack

84 Hydraulic accumulator
85 Tailplane trim motor
86 Tailfin spar attachment plate

87 Rudder jack

88 Rudder control linkage

89 Tailfin structure

90 Leading-edge panel

91 Radio cable access



The CL ICzech air force) is one of the few in the Warsaw Pact to use at least some a.rcraft of ,ts own des,gn
versions Today the CL uses about 170 M,G 21s of several taciical versions. as well as about 80 of the M.G-21R

102
103

104
105

106
107

108
109
110
111

112
113
114
115
116

Rudder hinge
Braking parachute hinged
bullet fairing

Braking parachute stowage
Tailpipe (variable
convergent nozzle)
Afterburner Installation

Afterburner bay cooling
intake

Tallplane linkage fairing

Nozzle actuating cylinders
Tailplane torque tube
All-moving tailplane
Anti-flutter weight
Intake

Afterburner mounting
Fixed tailplane root fairing

Longitudinal lap Joint

and even the Soviel -designed MiG-21 was built in early
("Fishbed-H") type which are dedicated to reconnaissance

117

118
119
120

122
123
124
125

126
127
128
129
130

External duct (nozzle
hydraulics)

Ventral fin

Engine guide rail

JATO assembly canted
nozzle
JATO assembly thrust plate
forks (rear mounting)
JATO assembly pack
Ventral airbrake (retracted)
Trestle pomt
JATO assembly release
solenoid (front mounting)
Underwing landmg light

Ventral Stores pylon
Mainwheel inboard door
Splayed link chute
Twin 23 mm GSh-23
cannon installation

Cannon muzzle fairing

Debns deflector plate
Auxihary ventral drop tank
Port forward air brake
(extended)
Leading edge integral fuel
tank

Undercarnage retraction
strut

Aileron control rods in

leading-edge
Port inboard weapons pylon
UV-16 57 rocket pod
Port mainwheel
Mainwheel outboard door
section

153
154

Mainwheel leg

Aileron ccntrol linkage
Mainwheel leg pivot point
Main integral wing fuel tank
Flap actuator fairing

Port aileron

Aileron control jack
Outboard wing construction
Port navigation light

Port outboard weapons
pylon
"Advanced Atoll' infrared-
guided AAM
Wing fence
Radio altimeter
antenna
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 Fishbed/MiG-21U Mongol

Type: fighter/light strike and (MiG-21M
variants) conversion trainer

Powerplant: (MiG-21bis, to which subse-

quent details refer) one 16,500 lb (7500 kg)

Tumansky R-25 afterburning turbojet

Performance: maximum speed clean 1,320

mph (2125 km/h) or Mach 2 at 36,000 ft

(11000 m); maximum speed with external

Stores at medium altitude 1,000 mph (1600

km/h) or Mach 1.5; maximum speed at sea

level just over Mach 1; Service ceiling about

50,000 ft (15000 m); hi-lo-hi combat radius

about 300 miles (500 km)
Weights: empty 13,500 lb (6200 kg); max-
imum loaded 22,000 lb (10000 kg)

Dimensions: span 23 ft 6 in (7.16 m); length

51 ft 9 in (15.75 m); height 14 ft 9 in (4.49

m); wing area 247 sq ft (22.9 m 2
)

Armament: one twin-barrel 23-mm GSh-23

cannon, plus four wing hardpoints for 3,300

lb (1500 kg) of ordnance, including up to four

K-13 (AA-2 'Atoll') or AA-8 'Aphid' air-to-

air missiles, AS-7 'Kerry' air-to-surface

missiles or unguided rockets; outer wing
pylons or centreline pylon can be used for drop

tanks

Operators: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria,

Angola, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, China, Cuba,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Ethiopia,

Egypt, Finland, Hungary, India, Iraq, Laos,

Mozambique, Nigeria, North Korea, Poland,

Romania, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tanzania,

Uganda, USSR, Vietnam, Yemen, Yugo-
slavia.

-L-J/

717
Ja*

Yugoslav Air Force MiG-21MF, one of more than 100 in service

Soviet Air Force MiG-21MF of a tighter regiment assigned to the Kiev Military District.

•

\

Ää2^> * •

Late-model MiG-21s, apparently of the SMT sub-type called 'Fishbed-K' by NATO, seen on.a rare Visit outside the Soviet Union. This version has augmented avionics, with rear-warning.

radar, and fuel tankage restored to the large fuselage spine fairing.
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 Flogger-A,B,C,E,F

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 'Flogger' is

almost certainly the most important of Soviet

tactical warplanes, and production of this air-

craft, and of its derivative the MiG-27 was
reported to have attained a rate of 300 aircraft

a year by 1976-77. The type has replaced many
MiG-21s and Sukhoi Su-7s, and in 1978 was
first deployed by the PVO air defence force. It

has no direct Western equivalent, the near-

contemporary Dassault-Breguet Mirage G be-

ing almost identical in concept but never put

into production. The most closely comparable

type in service is perhaps the Saab 37 Viggen,

but the MiG-23 can probably best be likened

to a 'miniaturised Phantom', later in timescale

and more advanced, but intended for the same

spectrum of roles. Modification fairly late in

its development produced a type with better

air-superiority characteristics than at first in-

tended, but the MiG-23 cannot be compared

with later specialized Western fighters.

Develoment of the MiG-23 was almost cer-

tainly initiated in 1963-64, before the Vietnam

war and most Middle East experience of air

combat. The aim was to produce for Frontal

Aviation (FA) a tactical fighter which could

match the payload/range of types such as the

Lockheed F-104G, Republic F-105 and

McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom without

demanding massive runways. The last concern

was also a feature of Western thinking at the

time, leading to development of the Viggen

and a short-lived NATO enthusiasm for

V/STOL strike aircraft.

The Mikoyan evaluated at least two ap-

proaches to the FA requirements: the swing-

wing MiG-23 and a tailed-delta type with a

battery of Kolesov lift jets amidships (the lat-

ter codenamed 'Faithless' by NATO). It is

also possible that a canard type was test-flown.

The swing-wing prototype was the first such

aircraft to fly in the Soviet Union, as distinct

from the mid-span pivot principle used on the

Su-17 and Tupolev Tu-26. Both the aircraft

evaluated were designed to accept the Tuman-
sky R-27, the first Soviet afterburning tur-

bofan for military use.

The Mikoyan prototypes were evaluated in

1966-67, and the decision to go ahead with the

swing-wing type was probably taken in 1968.

NjIVlamwheel fainng doors

' ^^^^^ ^>^ILS antenna

SO 69 (Sirena 3)

Vtail- warning
aerial

ATC transponder
aerial

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23

By that time, however, the importance of the

air combat regime was being recognised; the

MiG-23 may also have demonstrated generally

unacceptable handling characteristics, as well

as needing improvement in the air-to-air

regime. In any event, although a few aircraft

basically similar to the prototype (designated

' Flogger-A' by NATO) were put into service

with trials units, several years elapsed before

the highly modified MiG-23S 'Flogger-B' was

introduced. -

Ferry tank (800 l)
VFoldinq fm

Compared with the prototype, the MiG-23S
features an extremely large saw-toothed

leading-edge extension which increases wing

area and taper, reducing the shift of

aerodynamic centre with wing sweep. The
planform was also altered, the tail surfaces be-

ing moved aft. Together, most of the

modifications would tend to make the aircraft

more stable, while the additional wing area

might restore some of the manoeuvrability

thus sacrificed.

Libyan Air Force MiG-23 Flogger-E flown by an interceptor squadron origmally based at Benghazi

Still code-named 'Flogger-B' by NATO, this model of MiG-23S has a barely perceptible^kink in the fm leading edge, extended-chord tabs on the tailerons, pylons for swing-wing

drop tanks (usable at 16° sweep only) and, for foreign Visits, no laser or AAMs.
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The notched wnik planform distmguishes

the MiG-23 leriei froni othei varüole-iweep

aircraft Othcr unusual fcaturcs includc j

folding ventral fin and a cotiiplcx bui space-

saving nuin laiiding gear. Movcablc surfaecs

include simple leading-edge droopi oo the

outer sections of t In- moving wnig panels,

piain trailing-cdgc flaps and ipoUefl. The

outermost ol che three Aap icctioni opentc in

conjunetion with the ipouei and tailn

roll trol Western testing shows strongly

that variable geimietry wmgs sliould bc mat-

ched witli sophislicatcd high-hft Systems

Wh rc.is design of the MiG-23 was biased

towards the strikt- role, develcipment was aim-

ed at improving handhng and manoeuvrabihtv

in the air-COmbat regime No (fort was made,

bowever, to improve visibility, beyond the In-

stallation of rear-view nnrrors

Development ol the M1G-23S equipment

and armament went hand in hand with air-

frame and powerplant work. Th( ail

fitted with a radar considcrablv larger and

more powcrful than that fitted to the Mi(. 21,

and is armed with specialis developed

mcdiuni-range and dogfighting missiles. All

examples in IA Service also tarrv a laser (or

possibly infra-red) sighting aid beneath the

nose.

The MiG-23S entered service in 1971-72.

Early aircraft were powered by the 23,150-lb

(105(X)-kg) Tumansky R-'27, but by the time

the aircraft was estabhshed in servue work

was under way on a more powcrful engine:

this was probably another example ol develop

ment ainied at improving air-to-air uMiilut

capability. The R-27 is, however, still med in

the Mi(J-23U 'Floggcr-C convcrsion trainei

and the export 'Flogger-E'; the latter hai a

much-reduced Standard of equipment, in

cluding AA-2-2 'Advanced Atoll' missiles and

like the trainer, a radar apparentlv derived

from the R2L of the MiG-21.

The AA-2 'Atoll' formed the Interim arma-

ment of the Mi(!-23S until the newlj

developed AA-7 and AA-8 entered servue in

the nnd-1970s. It is not clear at what pomt the

R-29B replaced the R-27 as the Standard

engine, becausc the Installation appears exter-

nally identital. It is also possible that later

Mid 2 JS lighters have a better radar than the

initial fit, wtni.li the US DepaMn
Defeir.i (DoO) .lnpared to that

McDonncll Douglas P-4J Phantom in 197], in

early 1979 the DoD credit the Mit. 23 AA-7
combination with look-down ihoot-down

capability, suggesting that the radar had been

upgraded In 1978, examples of the Mi(»-23S

visiting France and Finland were seen to have

smaller dorsal fin extensions than carher air-

craft, probably indicating a further et'

improve manoeuvrabihtv These aircraft also

featured attachments for ferry tanks under the

outer wmg panels, Standard on the Mit. 2~

but not previously seen on the Mid-23S
However, up to early 1979 these aircraft were

still regarded as MiG -23S 'Iloggcr-Bs' rather

than any major new type.

Type: air supenontv fighter with secondarv

sinke role ol (MiG-23U) conversion trainer

Powerplant: (current production) one

25.350-lb (11500-kg) Tumansky R-29B after-

burning turbot.m

Performance: maximum speed 1,450 mph
(2350 km h) or Mach 2 2 at 36.000 ft 1 1 H*ki

m). maximum speed at sca level 840 mph
(1350 km hj or Mach 1 1, service ccihng

35.000 tt (17000 in), ferrv ränge 1.750 miles

(2800 km); combat radius'575 nnles (930 km)
Weights: emptv 25.000 Ib (1 1300 kg); inter-

nal fuel 10.140 Ib (4600 kg); normal takc-off

38.000 Ib (17250 kg); maximum 41.000 lb

(18500 kg)

Dimensions: span (unswept) 46 ft 9 in (14.25

ml. sp.m (swept) 27 ft 2 in (8.3 m); length 59

I' 10 in (18.25 in), height 14 ft 4 in (4.35 m);

Wring area 4(X) si) tt (37 2 m-)

Armament: one internal 23-mm GSh-23

twin-barrel cannon. two glovc hardpoints fol

AA-7 'Apex' incdium-rangc air-to-air

missiles, two belly hardpoints for AA-8
'Aphid' dogtight air-to-air missiles. The ex-

poit 'Floggel I i.irnes tour AA-2-2 'Advanc-

ed Atoll' air-to-air missiles

Operators: Algeria, Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia. Egvpt, Ethiopia, Libva.

USSR

MiG 23 (Flogger El

The MiG-23S of Soviet Frontal Aviation use a braking parachute of cruciform pattern- made from overlappmg red and white rectangles. This one, landing at a Finnish airbase, is

steering to the left with its mudguarded nosewheels, with lower fin folded.
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-25 Foxbat

In early 1979 the US Department of Defense

commented that the Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-25 'Foxbat' was being produced 'mainly

for export'. At that time the only known
foreign recipients were Libya and Algeria, and

it is uncertain whether their MiG-25s are in-

terceptors or reconnaissance aircraft. In either

case they give these nations the ability to defy

all but the most sophisticated defence Systems

by virtue of sheer height and speed of penetra-

tion. Long ago the appearance of MiG-25s

stimulated purchases of advanced weapon

Systems by the United States, Israel and the

former Iranian regime, making the 'Foxbat'

the best sales aid for McDonnell Douglas and

Grumman yet devised. The type is also

reported to form the basis of the Soviet

Union's new air-defence System for the 1980s,

but it is likely that the airframe is so highly

modified for this role that a new designation

will be applied.

The basic design goes back to 1957-59,

when it seemed possible that the US Air Force

would introduce a Mach 3, 70,000-ft

(21350-m) bomber (the North American B-70)

by 1964. Later the Lockheed A-ll, intended as

a Strategie reconnaissance aircraft, clearly had a

strike capability. Development of a Russian

Mach 3 intereeptor proeeeeded as a matter of

urgency, the first prototype flying around

1964. By this time, however, the B-70 had

been cancelled and the pace of the Russian pro-

gramme slowed.

The design of the E-266, as the Mikoyan

bureau designated the new type, was influenc-

ed by that of the North American A-5

Vigilante. The two types both have large,

thin-section Shoulder wings of moderate

sweep, vertical ramp inlets and identical

fuselage and propulsion layouts. The main lan-

ding gear units are similar, and the twin fins of

the E-266 are similar to those of the original

Vigilante mock-up.

However, the Mach 3 requirement demand-

ed a unique approach to strueture and propul-

sion. The E-266 is construeted largely of

fabricated steel sections, and the fuel tanks are

of continuously welded steel sheet so that they

can expand and contract with temperature

without leaking. (Fuel-tank sealing proved to

be a major problem with Mach 3 aircraft.)

Power is provided by two extremely simple

turbojets optimized for high-Mach Perfor-

mance; static pressure ratio is low, but at high

speeds is multiplied by compression in the inlet

duets. The powerplant thus has some of the

characteristics of a turbo-ramjet. At low

speeds its efficiency is extremely poor, a factor

exaeerbated by the fact that only at high

speeds is a substantial part of the lift generated

by the intakes. The MiG-25 thus requires con-

siderable nose-up trim at subsonic speeds,

worsening its aerodynamic efficiency. It

follows that the MiG-25 is a relatively inflexi-

ble machine, with poor loiter and mixed-

profile Performance, and poor manoeuvrabili-

ty. It is commonly called a 'straight-line air-

craft'.

The propulsion System, possibly including

an early version of the electronic inlet control

System, was tested on a modified Mikoyan-

Gurevich 1-75 intereeptor, designated E-166,

which is claimed to have exceeded Mach 2.8.

However, it was not until 1967 that similar

record speeds were set by E-266 development

aircraft. By that time the airframe and engine

appeared to be fully developed, with

methanol-water injeetion for high-speed

flight. However, it was another three years

before produetion MiG-25s appeared in Ser-

vice, indicating protracted development of the

offensive Systems. The type reeeived the

NATO name 'Foxbat'.

There are two main versions, both deployed

around 1970. The PVO air defence force

operates the intereeptor, possibly designated

MiG-25P and known to NATO as 'Foxbat-

A'. The radar and missile System is designed

mainly for intereeptions controlled from the

ground or the Tupolev Tu-126 'Moss'

AWACS aircraft. Although the 'Fox Fire'

radar appears to be based on the 'Big Nose'

radar of the two-seat Tu-28P, which operates

with greater autoriojny, the MiG-25 relies to a

great extent on communication links and

ground-guided trajeetories rather than inertial

or Doppler radar Systems. Early MiG-25s car-

ried the AA-5 'Ash' missile which arms the

Tu-28P, and some may have carried the AA-3
'Anab'. The produetion-standard armament

however, appears to be the massive AA-6
'Acrid', by far the largest air-to-air missile and

even longer than the Western Hawk surface- .

to-air missile. The 'Fox Fire'/AA-6 System is

not thought to have any look-down/shoot-

down capability or multiple-target processing.

By the time the intereeptor entered Service,

however, the MiG-25 had found a new role as

a reconnaissance aircraft, using electronic and

optical sensors. Although the ränge and sensor

capacity of the MiG-25R are markedlv inferior

to those of the Lockheed SR-71, the aircraft

can penetrate many defence Systems in safety

provided that there is a safe base close at hand.

MiG-25Rs have been based in Egypt for

uninterceptable overflights o( Israel, and have

flown from Poland in missions along the East

German border for Elint probing of NATO
defences. Two versions of the MiG-25R ap-

pear to exist: one, designated 'Foxbat-B' by

NATO, has cameras as well as Elint dielectric

panels, while the 'Foxbat-D' has more exten-

sive Elint equipment but no cameras. Both

types appear to be fitted with Doppler radar,

and lack the Compound leading-edge sweep of

the intereeptor.

The third confirmed variant is the MiG-25U
'Foxbat-C' conversion trainer, with a separate

second cockpit in an extended nose. It has no

operational Systems. The West had an unusual

chance to evaluate the MiG-25 in September

1976, when a Russian pilot landed an example

of the intereeptor version at a Japanese air

base.

The US Department of Defense expects a

'modified MiG-25' carrying a look-down/-

shoot-down System based on the new AA-X-9
missile to become operational in the early

1980s, with the ability to intereept low-flying

strike aircraft. However, the limitations of the

MiG-25, particularly in ränge and subsonic

loiter capability, suggest that major modifica-

tions will be needed to turn the MiG-25 into a

modern air defence fighter. It is possible that

the two-seat intereeptor which was undergo-

ing weapons trials in 1978 shares little more
than a fixed-wing, twin-fin configuration

with the MiG-25; the DoD use of the designa-

tion 'Super MiG-25' for this aircraft suggests

that this possibility is appreciated, and the type

is not yet identified by a NATO reporting

name in the 'Foxbat' series.

Type: intereeptor and reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: two 27,000-lb (12250-kg)

Tumansky R-31 afterburning turbojets

Performance: maximum speed (clean) Mach
3.0, equivalent to just under 2,000 mph (3200

km/h) at medium and high altitudes; max-

imum speed with external stores Mach 2.8;

maximum sustained altitude 75,460 ft (23000

m); typical intereept radius 460 miles (740

km); ränge at Mach 3 900 miles (1500 km);

initial climb rate 30,000 ft (9000 m) per

minute

Weights: empty 44,000 lb (20000 kg); max-

imum take-off 82,500 lb (37500 kg)

Dimensions: (intereeptor) span 46 ft (14 m);

length 73 ft 2 in (22.3 m); height 18 ft 6 in

(5.64 m); wing area 605 sq ft (56.2 m 2
)

Armament: up to four AA-6 'Acrid' air-to-

air missiles (two radar and two infra-red) plus

optional ventral gunpack probably containing

GSh-23 cannon

Operators: Algeria, Libya, USSR

Possibly taken during a low-altitude fly-past, this unusual view of a MiG-25 shows the camera and SLAR-equipped reconnaissance version called "Foxbat-B" by NATO For

four years, from September 1971, aircraft of this type made reconnaissance missions across Israel, out of reach of F-4E Phantoms sent against them.
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-27 Flogger-D,-F

With the increasing optimization of the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 for the air-to-air

role, it became increasingly attractive to

develop a specalized version of the type for

strike duties rather than employing the type as

a multi-role aircraft as had been intended. This

was the rationale behind the MiG-27, known
to NATO as the 'Flogger-D', which

presumably flew in 1972-73 (development hav-

ing been initiated once the MiG-23 was

reasonably well settled in Service) and entered

service with the Soviet Union 's 16th Air

Army in East Germany in 1975.

The main difference between the MiG-23
and the MiG-27 lies in the forward fuselage.

The MiG-27 dispenses with the nose radar and

has a slimmer nose giving a much better

downward view. The nose cap houses a simple

ranging radar; aft of this is a small window for

a laser ranger, a radome which may cover a

terrain-avoidance radar, and a Doppler aerial.

Several other aerials appear on the leading edge

of the wing gloves and on either side of the

forward fuselage.

In order to save weight the variable inlets of

the MiG-23 are dropped in favour of simple

fixed structures; the medium-altitude high-

speed performance thus sacrificed is not needed

by the MiG-27 in any case. The secondary

power nozzle of the engine is also simplified,

probably to balance the weight saved in the

forward fuselage. Weapon pylons are installed

beneath the inlet ducts, rather than on the

fuselage underside as on the MiG-23. The
quoted weapon load is small by comparison

with smaller Western aircraft, but represents

an operating Standard rather than the all-out

"Christmas-tree" figure used in Western

brochures. The twin-barrel GSh-23 gives way
to a much harder-hitting six-barrel weapon,

probably of 23-mm calibre although some

reports claim that it is a 30-mm gun. The
mainwheel tyres are fatter, to cope with

greater weights.

Of uncertain Status is an aircraft which

represents a hybrid of the MiG-23 and

MiG-27, with the powerplant and gun of the

former and the latter' s nose and pylon ar-

rangement. It is probable that this aircraft,

codenamed 'Flogger-F by NATO, is an in-

terim type, even though it has been supplied

to Egypt. It is probably powered by the lower-

thrust Tumansky R-27.

Pilots of the Soviet FA (Frontal Aviation) wear different flying clothing from some of the high-flymg interceptor pilots of the PVO, who use
partial-pressure suits. These FA pilots belong to a regiment equipped with the vanable-sweep MiG-27 close-support and attack aircraft, of

which about 1,000 are now estimated to be in service with the FA

There is no direct trainer equivalent to the

MiG-27, conversion being carried out on

MiG-23Us despite the different propulsion

Systems. Some MiG-23Us have similar aerials

to those of the MiG-27, suggesting that they

are used for MiG-27 weapons training.

The dosest Western equivalent to the

MiG-27 is the smaller Jaguar, and like the

Western aircraft it is probably intended for the

medium-depth strike role rather than close-

support duties or interdiction. However, with

the aid of jetisonable drop tanks and rocket-

assisted take-off, the MiG-27 can threaten a

considerable area of Europe from dispersed for-

ward bases in East Germany, being vastly

more effective in payload ränge terms than its

predecessors.

Weapons developed for the MiG-27 include

cluster and fuel-air munitions as well as laser-

guided and electro-optical 'smart' glide

bombs. It is the first Soviet type to be seen

with multiple Stores racks: tandem racks can

be fitted to both centreline and wing stations.

The number of aerials on the airframe bear

witness to an extensive internal ECM suite,

augmented by external pods.

Type: tactical attack fighter

Powerplant: one 25,350-lb (11500-kg)

Tumansky R-29B afterburning turbofan

Performance: maximum speed 1,050 mph
(1700 km/h) or Mach 1.6 at 36,000 ft (11000

m); maximum speed (clean) at sea level 840

mph (1350 km/h) or Mach 1.1; service ceiling

55,000 ft (17000 m); ferrry ränge 1,750 miles

(2800 km); combat radius 575 miles (930 km)
Weights: empty 24,000 lb (11000 kg); inter-

nal fuel 10,100 lb (4600 kg); normal take-off

39,500 lb (18000 kg); overload take-off 44,300

lb (20100 kg)

Dimensions: span (spread) 46 ft 9 in (14.25

m); span (swept) 27 ft 2 in (8.3 m); length 58

ft (17.7 m); height 14 ft 4 in (4.35 m); wing
area 400 sq ft (37.2 m 2

)

Armament: one six-barrel rotary cannon,

two multiple weapon points under each inlet

duct and two multiple racks under gloves for

maximum external weapon load estimated at

6,600 lb (3000 kg), including air-to-surface

missiles.

Operators: Cuba, Egypt, Iraq, Syria, USSR

Landing after a sortie, this Soviet FA MiG-27 'Flogger-D' has its flaps fully down on the wings in mmimum-sweep Position, and the ventral fin folded to the nght Unlike

most NATO air forces the FA regiments often operate for prolonged periods from rough unpaved temporary bases, thus giving an outstanding dispersion capability.
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Mil Mi-1 Hare
By 1947 it had become clear to the Soviet

leadership that helicopters would be necessary

for many military and civil tasks, and a

specification for a three-seat general-purpose

helicopter was issued. One of three design

bureaux asked to produce helicopter designs

was that of Mikhail I. Mil, whose last previous

design had been the A-15 autogiro of 1938.

The first prototype, designated GM-1, flew in

autumn 1948 and was the first Soviet produc-

tion helicopter of the classic single-rotor

layout. It was selected for production rather

than the twin-rotor Bratukhin competitor and

single-rotor Yakovlev Yak-100, and the Rus-

sian air force demonstrated the type for the

first time in 1951 as the Mi-1 'Hare'.

Float-equipped (Mi-lP) and trainer (Mi-lU)

versions of the basic versions were produced in

quantity, in addition to Russian air force and

navy co-operation and liaison aircraft. The

overhaul life of critical components such as the

transmission and rotor head was substantially

improved during the production run, from

100 hours in 1951, to 500-600 hours in 1956,

and to 1,000 hours in 1960.

The Mi-1 also started the record-breaking

tradition which has typified Soviet helicopter

development, setting up a variety of class

records in the late 1950s. Long-distance

records of up to 760 miles (1224 km) were set,

as well as a speed of 87 mph (141.2 km/h) on a

621-mile (1000 km) closed circuit.

Production of the Mi-1 in the Soviet Union

tailed off in 1956-58, being gradually transfer-

red to the Polish State aircraft factory, WSK-
Swidnik. Both the airframe and engine were

licence-built in Poland, WSK-manufactured
aircraft being designated SM-1. About 150

SM-ls were delivered to the Soviet Union, and

manufacture of the type paved the way for

Polish production of the later Mi-2.

Type: Utility and training helicopter

Powerplant: one 575-hp (429-kW) Ivchenko

AI-26V seven-cylinder radial piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 125 mph (205

km/h); cruising speed 85 mph (140 km/h);

ränge 370 miles (590 km); hovering ceiling

6,500 ft (2000 m)
Weights: empty 3,900 lb (1760 kg); normal

loaded 5,300 lb (2400 kg); maximum loaded

5,650 lb (2550 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 47 ft 1 in

(14.346 m); fuselage length 39 ft 4Vi in (12.0

m); height 10 ft 10 in (3.3 m); main rotor disc

area 1,739 sq ft (161.56 m 2
)

Operators: Albania, Bulgaria, China, Cuba,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Finland, Iraq,

Romania, Syria, USSR
This Mil Mi-1 has been discarded by the llmavoimat (Finnish air force), but large numbers of

similar helicopters are still nominally operational elsewhere, mcluding Warsaw Pact forces.

The last batches were built in Poland as the improved WSK SM-1

Mil (PZL) Mi-2 Hoplite

The Mi-2 'Hoplite' was developed in the early

1960s by the Mil bureau as a straightforward

turbine-powered version of the Mi-1, the

availability of the shaft-turbine engine having

revolutionised the design of the helicopter.

The twin turbines develop 40% more power

than the Mi-l's piston engine for barely half

the dry weight, more than doubling the

payload. The fuselage of the Mi-2 is complete-

ly different from that of its progenitor, carry-

ing the engines above the cabin. Although

some of the points of commonality between

the Mi-1 and the Mi-2 were eliminated during

development, the overall dimensions of the

two types remain closely similar.

The Mi-2 was flown in 1962, but never put

into production in the Soviet Union. Instead

responsibility for the type was assigned to

WSK-Swidnik now (PZL) in Poland as part of

a Comecon rationalization programme,

becoming the only Soviet-designed helicopter

to be built solely outside the Soviet Union.

Production in Poland started in 1965, and con-

tinues.

The Mi-2 is now the Standard training

helicopter of the Soviet Union, and has also

been seen armed with anti-tank guided

weapons. Its role, however, may be as a

weapons trainer rather than an attack

helicopter, as its slow speed and relatively old-

technology rotor System (which limits its

manoeuvrability for low-level 'nap-of-the-

earth' flying) would render it vulnerable to

defences. It is therefore more likely that pilots

and weapon Operators learn their skills on the

Mi-2 before proceeding to the Mi-24 'Hind'.

PZL has developed a slightly enlarged Ver-

sion of the Mi-2, designated Mi-2M, but this

10-seat aircraft appears to be aimed mainly at

the civil market. A reported Version with a

lighter skid landing gear (the only use of such

a feature on a recent Warsaw Pact helicopter)

has not been proceeded with, but efforts have

been made to seil a US-engined version of the

Mi-2 in the United States.

Type: eight-passenger transport attack and

training helicopter

Mil (PZL) Mi 2, SM 2 Hoplite

Powerplant: two 400-shp (298-kW) Isotov

GTD-350 turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

130 mph (210 km/h); cruising speed 125 mph
(205 km/h); maximum ränge 370 miles (590

km); ränge with eight passengers 150 miles

(240 km); Service ceiling 13,100 ft (4000 m)
Weights: empty 5,255 lb (2384 kg); max-

imum slung load 1,750 lb (800 kg); maximum
take-off 8.160 lb (3700 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 47 ft 7 in

(14.5 m); fuselage length 39 ft 2 in (11.94 m);

height 12 ft 3 Vi in (3.75 m); main rotor disc

area 1,727.6 sq ft (160.5 m 2
)

Armament: up to four AT-3 'Sagger'

(possibly AT-5) anti-tank guided weapons or a

combination of rocket pods and gun pods

Operators: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR

Mil Mi-4 Hound
Developed to flight-test Status in only seven

months following a personal edict from Stalin,

the Mil Mi-4 'Hound' was at first considered

to be a Soviet copy of the Sikorsky S-55 until it

was realised that it was considerably larger

than the later S-58. It was thus the first of a

long line of large Mil helicopters.

The first prototype Mi-4 was completed in

April 1952. It shared the basic layout of the

S-55, with the powerful radial engine in the

nose and quadricycle landing gear, but added a

pair of clamshell loading doors capable of ad-

mitting a small military vehicle or most light

infantry weapons such as anti-tank guns. It

was thus a far more capable military transport

than its Western contemporaries, and several

thousand of the type were built.

The Mi-4 entered Service in 1953. Early pro-

duction aircraft had wooden-skinned rotor

blades of very short life, but later aircraft had

all-metal blades. Special versions include an

amphibious development, tested in 1959, and

the Mi-4V for high-altitude Operations with a

two-stage supercharger fitted to the ASh-
82FN engine. The Mi-4 was also put into pro-

duction at the Shenyang plant in China, as the

Whirlwind-25 or H-5.

The Mi-4 has been one of the most impor-

tant helicopters in Service with the Soviet arm-

ed forces. At the 1956'Tushino air display, a

formation of 36 Mi-4s demonstrated their

ability to land a sizeable and well-equipped in-

fantry force; later, the type became the Soviet

Union's first armed helicopter, with a

machine-gun in the nose of the navigator's

gondola and rocket pods on outriggers from
the fuselage. This version was introduced as an

interim armed helicopter with the expansion

of the Soviet tactical air forces in the late

1960s. More recentlv, Mi-4s have been equip-

ped with prominent aerials for Communica-
tions jamming equipment.

With the rise of the Soviet navy, the Mi-4
found another new role: a number of the type

were fitted with search radar beneath the nose

and used as anti-submarine warfare aircraft in

the Black Sea and Baltic areas. Other ASW
equipment includes a magnetic anomaly detec-

tor (MAD) installed in a 'bird' towed behind

the helicopter, and the type presumably also

carries dunking sonar. The Mi-4 ASW variant

paved the way for the later introduction of the

Mi-14 'Haze*.

Type: 12-seat transport and anti-submarine

warfare helicopter

Powerplant: one 1,700-hp (1268-kW) Shvet-

sou ASh-82V two-row radial piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 130 mph (210

km/h) at 5,000 ft (1500 m); cruising speed 100

mph (160 km/h); normal ränge 370 miles (590

km); ceiling 19,700 ft (6000 m); hovering ceil-

ing 6,500 ft (2000 m)
Weights: empty 11,800 lb (5356 kg); max-
imum internal payload 3,840 lb (1740 kg);

maximum take-off 17,200 lb (7800 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 68 ft 11 in

(21.0 m); fuselage length 55 ft 1 in (16.79 m);

height 14 ft 5 Vi in (4.4 m); main rotor disc

area 3,724 sq ft (346 m 2
)

Mil Mi 4 Hound (ASW)

Armament: 7.62-mm machine-gun in ven-

tral gondola, and rocket or gun pods; (ASW)
depth charges or torpedoes

Operators: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria,

Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, East

Germanv, Egypt, Finland, Hungary, India,

Iraq, Mali, Mongolia. North Korea, Poland,

Romania, Somalia, Syria, USSR (AF and

Navv), Vietnam. Yemen
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Mil Mi-6 Hook/Mi-10 Harke

Whcn dir first ot five prototypei "t dir Mil

Mi 6 'Hook' wjs down in September 1957, U

was by far die largest helicopter in tlir World,

what is morc lurpiifing il diät with nur ex-

ception (the lame design bureau'i apparently

abortivr Mi- 12) it hai retained that distinetion

and icemi likely to do io min tbe toreteeable

future

The Mi-6 was tbe rcsult of a Joint military

and civil requirement for a massive helicopter

that wmild nol onlv bring a new dnneiisiori tO

mobile warfarc, with the ability to transport

light armoured vchicles, bul would also hclp

in the exploitation of previously uncharied

areas of the Soviel Union. Thus tbe rcquirc-

ment was not only demanding in terms of

payload, calling for a disposable load half as

great again as the fully loadcd weight Ol the

Mi-4, luit also m terms of ränge.

The requiremenl was met by the first uic of

tuibine power in a Sovict helicopter, and also

by the provision of variablc-incidencc wings,

tust titted in 1960 to the 30 pre-serics aircraft,

which carry 20% of the weicht "t the aircraft

in cruising flight. Unusuallv the Mi-6 can

make a rolling take-off at a weight greater

tli.m that at which it can take-off vertically.

The engineering problemi were fornndable —
the R-7 gearbox and rotor head alone weigh

7,055 lb (3200 kg), more than botfa the

engines.

Like the Mi-4, the Mi-6 has Jamshcll doors

at the rear of the cabin and can aecommodate

small armoured vehicles. hven larger loads can

be lifted by the ipecialized flving-cranc

derivative of the Mi-6, the Mi-10 'Marke', this

features a much shallower lusclage than the

Mi-6, and in its initial Version is fit t cd with a

vast quadricycle landing gear which ittowi it

to straddle and lift loads as large as a motor-

coach or a prefabricated building. The later

Mi-IOK has ,i shorter. lighter landing gear and

rear-facing gondou beneath the noie for a

crewman to direct lifting Operations

The Mi-6 and Mi-10 are not as widely med
as the Mi-8 by the Soviel armed forces.

possibly because such large helicopters are

vulnerable in combat. A new heavy assault

helicopter is. however, behevrd to be under

drvclopuient

Type: heavy transport helicopter and (Mi- 10)

cranc helicopter (specific. ation Mi-6)

Powerplant: tWO 5.500-shp (4103-kW)

Solovicv D-25V turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed 1H6 n

km h); crusing speed 155 mph (250 km h);

ränge with 26.500-Ib (12001 od 125

nnles (200 km); ranj

pavload 620 milcs (100 •
• .icc ccihng at

maximum gross weight M.ilXi f\ (1400 m);

hovering eeuing M.200 It (2500 m)
Weiphts 60.050 U> (27240 kg); max-
imum internal navlojd 26.S(Xl \\- 1 1 2 1 »

norm..; I KM lb (40500 kg); max-

imum vertical take-off 93.700 lb (42500 kg)

Dimension»: main rotor diameter 1 14 ft 10 in

(350 in); fuselagc length 108 ft 10' 4 m (33 1*

m), wmg spjn 50 ft 2',-j in (15.3 m) hcight on
ground 30 ft 1 in (9 16 m). main rotor disc

arca 10,356.8 sq ft (962 m 2
)

Armament: in tactical rolc, one machinc-gun

m note compartmem
Operators: Algeria. Bulgana. I

I tbiopia, Iraq, Lil äyria, i SSR
Vietnam

Mil Mi 6 Hook

Mil Mi 10 Harke

Largest helicopters in the Americas are the five Mil Mi-6 supphed newly built by the Soviet Union in 1978 to the Fuerza Aerea del Peru This powerful air force had in the

past relied on Western manufacturers, but since 1975 has bought Russian
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Mil Mi-8 Hip

The Mil Mi-8 'Hip' relates to the earlier,

piston-engined Mi-4 'Hound' as the Mi-2

'Hoplite' relates to the Mi-1 'Hare'. As in the

case of the smaller helicopter, development

started as a turbine-powered adaptation of the

original design and proceeded to a point where

there was little if any commonality between

the new helicopter and its predecessor.

The first prototype of the Mi-8 was flown

in 1961, with the four-blade rotor of the Mi-4

and a single Soloviev turboshaft of 2,700-shp

(2014-kW). In 1962, however, the second

prototype flew with the production Standard

twin-engine installation, and in 1964 a five-

blade rotor was added. It was this version

which went into production as the Standard

Warsaw Pact medium transport helicopter in

about 1967.

The Mi-8 is widely used by the Soviet air

force and other Warsaw Pact forces, apparent-

ly by the tactical units rather than by the VTA
military transport force. It is broadly com-

parable with the land-based transport versions

of the Sikorsky S-61 family, although there is

so far no evidence that the type is used in the

long-range rescue role as are the US Air

Force's HH-3s. Its usefulness in military Ser-

vice is increased by its rear-loading doors,

which allow the füll width of the cabin to be

used for bulky or awkward loads. The Mi-8

can, for instance, accommodate small military

vehicles or infantry weapons such as anti-tank

guns.

The data apply to the basic Mi-8T Utility

version, which has been offered for export for

civil Operators in the West. Defects of the civil

design, which must add to the type's

vulnerability in combat, inciude a fuel System

which could be rendered inoperative by a

single leak. However, it was reported in 1978

that an improved version of the Mi-8 was

under development. About 1,000 of the basic

version had been built by 1974.

Most military Mi-8s in Warsaw Pact service

appear to be armed, usually carying two

weapon pylons on outriggers on each side of

the fuselage. These are generally used for car-

rying rocket pods. Machine-guns do not seem

to be permanently installed on the Mi-8, but it

is reported that Soviet airborne troops are

trained to fire their own small-arms from

pivoted mountings in the Windows. One
report refers to an Mi-8 version with at-

tachments for up to six rocket pods, each sur-

mounted by a launcher for an anti-tank guided

weapon. Some Mi-8s also feature an oblong

housing under the tailboom; it is possible that

this is the electrical battery, moved aft for

centre-of-gravity considerations, rather than a

doppler radar as reported elsewhere.

The Mi-8's armament is presumably intend-

ed for self-defence in the form of fire suppres-

sion during landings in hostile territory. The
type is too large for aggressive use in combat,

its size and conventional rotor System making

it less manoeuvrable than a specialized attack

helicopter. The ATGW-armed version does

not appear to be Standard. However, a salvo of

unguided rockets may prove effective in keep-

ing the defenders' heads down while the

helicopters land and unload their cargoes, by

far the most dangerous point of a mission.

, A specialized role in which the Mi-8 has

been seen is minesweeping, a number of air-

craft of this type having been ferried to Egypt

in 1974 to assist in the Clearing of the Suez

Canal. It is not known whether this was an

entirely ad hoc Operation, or whether the Mi-8,

rather than its amphibious relative the Mi-14

'Haze', is the Soviet navy's Standard

minesweeping helicopter. The Mi-8, however,

does not appear to be operable at sea, the air-

craft used in the Egyptian Operation being car-

ried shrouded on the deck of a helicopter car-

Type: twin-engined medium transport

helicopter

Powerplant: two 1,500-shp (1119-kW)

Isotov TV-2-1117A turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed 145 mph (230

km/h); cruising speed 125 mph (200 km/h);

ränge with 6,500-lb (3000-kg) payload 265

mph (425 km); hovering ceiling 14,765 ft

(4500 m)

Weights: empty 15,780 lb (7420 kg); max-

imum payload 8,800 lb (4000 kg); maximum
take-off (VTO) 26,500 lb (12000 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 69 ft lO'/i

in (21.29 m); fuselage length 60 ft 1 in (18.31

m); height 18 ft 4 Vi in (5.6 m); main rotor

disc area 3,828 sq ft (355 m 2

Mil Mi-8 Hip

Armament: normally, up to four

16 x 57-mm rocket pods on fuselage pylons

Operators: Afghanistan, Bangladesh,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Egypt,

Ethiopia, Finland, Hungary, Iraq, North

Korea, Libya, Pakistan, Peru, Poland,

Romania, Somalia, South Yemen, Syria,

USSR, Vietnam, Yugoslavia

The Mil Mi-8 Hip remains the most numerous of helicopters in

the Egyptian inventory with nearly 70 currently on strength

Six Mil Mi-8P passenger helicopters, with the large Windows of the civil version, form the Chief rotary-wing transport element of Fmland's

llmavoimat. Since delivery they have been equipped with weather radar under the nose.

Mil Mi-14 Haze
It is not surprising that the Soviet navy's land-

based anti-submarine warfare (ASW)
helicopter, the Mil Mi-14 'Haze' should be

derived from the Mi-8 'Hip'; what is surpris-

ing, however, is that its development should

have taken so long to come about. Once the

requirement was formulated, the evolution of

the type was fairly rapid; the prototype,

designated V-14, was reported to be flying in

1973, and the operational version was seen in

service in 1977. It is steadily replacing such air-

craft as the ASW version of the Mi-4 'Hound'

(possibly designated Mi-4MA), while the

Kamov Ka-25 'Hormone' will probably con-

tinue to be the Soviet navy's Standard ship-

board helicopter.

The powerplant, rotor System and much of

the airframe of the Mi-14 appear similar to

those of the Mi-8, the structural difference

between the two types being confined mainly

to the lower part of the fuselage. The Mi-14
has a flying-boat bow, a watertight hüll and

rear sponsons carrying stabilizing floats.

Unlike that of its land-based progenitor, the

landing gear of the Mi-14 is retractable. The
Mi-14 is clearly capable of water landings,

although like the closely comparable Sikorsky

SH-3 series it may be designed for water land-

ings only in an emergency. This is also sug-

gested by the location of the search radar

under the nose; repeated immersion in salt

water is hardly calculated to extend the life of

electronic equipment, while the radome would
not improve stability on the water. The tail

bumper of the Mi-8 is retained, and carries a

small pontoon to prevent the tail rotor from Mil Mi-14 Haze
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itriking t I j r .-.
;

s« <ds preni

contam lucl. itipplanting tbc lidc-mounted

tanks i)f tili- lalid bascd tu

Extcrnally visiblc Operation»! equipment in-

che st-jrt li rjJji beneath tne nou and

i. mi im il) letectoi 'bird' atta< hed to

the rc-ar oi the fuielage proper, undei i

boom, and towed OD a long cablc whcn in usc,

well away fnmi the IlUgnetil disturlun

dm. cd by the helicopter. It is likcly that, hkc

the SH-3, the Mi-14 carriei i 'dunking' sunar

in the tuielage, and (hat the betkopt

lower tlns into the watcr while bovering,

Wcapons arc prcsumabls' larricd OD the lowei

tuielage lidei forward ot the iponsoni, close to

the centre of gravity.

The effectivenesi <>f the Mi-14 is dift.

assess, depending as n doei od the quantity '>t

its sensors and the data procesiing equipmenl

installed. It is hkclv that the svstctns mstallcd

arc better than tho* oi the Ka-25, and that

likc the othei helicopter the Mi- 1 4 will bc up-

dated and improved in service. 1 1 s main

tage over the Ka-25 is its gri

Becoming the Standard höre based Soviel Naval Aviation ASW hedeopter. the Mit M is been deveiope-*

Type: amphihious (
"') anti-submarine warfarc Dimensions • known, but assumed to include min«, depth ebarges and homing

(ASM) belicoptex bc generalis- sinular to those of the Mi-8

Powerplant, Performance, XX'eights lad Armament Operators I ^sk

Mil Mi 24 Hind

The Mil Mi-24 'Hind' ii large and in

timidating arnicd helicopter, and lus Ixen a

cause for controversy and a source of puzzlc-

ment in the West lince it was hrst obierved in

1973. At first it was thoughl to be a

straightforward arnicd Version ol the Mi-H,

but it soon became eleu that the new
helicopter was rather imallei than itl

predecessor, although apparently using the

lame enginei. The carly 'Hmd-A' appeared to

be a conventional squad-carrying helicopter,

with the addition ol rocket pods and missile

rails. Tlns sort oi combination lud been ex-

perimentally med by the l's Anns' in

Vietnam, but lud led to the developmeni ol

ipecialized armed helicopten with automatic

turreted armament and sm.ill lilhouette,

designed to eicort the troop carriers, while

other helicopten armed with guided weaponi

ii the cnems armOUI The 'Hmd-A',

bowever, appeared nie all thrce

elcmcnts into one unwiekh package

carriei with guns tut sclt-dctcncc, but cquip-

ped ssith rocketl l'>r defence supprcssion and

anti-tank miuilei tor attaikmg cnems armour

The conundrura

be med became even more pcrplcxmg with the

arnval in 1975 ol the 'iimd-IV. additu-

carlier vcrsions' arnument a highlv complcx

.im Installation I he 'Hind-D' also

featurei a more heavily protected

üderably less ipacioui than that

predecessoi I l that the gun arma-

ment is inteiided tor use Igaintl NA I * >'l i>wn

anti-tank helicopten in Wettern Europe Hs

tatls 1979 it lud been estimated that more
«i 'Hindi' were in lervice, h. <t h 'Hind-

A to -( " .md 'Hind-D' Ix-mg in volume pro- Mil Mi 24 Hmd-A

One of the latest and best photographs of the Mil Mi-24 version known as 'Hmd-A' to NATO, this appears to show a six-bladed main rotor, though this may be an Illusion

caused by the upward flexure of the blades. Since 1974 possibly 1,000 of several versions of these versatile machmes have entered Soviet service.
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Mil Mi-24 Hind

duction. The 'Hind-C lacks provision for

anti-tank guided weapons, while the 'Hind-B'

was an early variant which does not appear to

have entered Service.

The Mi-24 seems to combine the power-

plant and transmission of the Mi-8 with a

smaller rotor and airframe, retaining the fan-

cooled transmission characteristic of large Mil

turbine helicopters. The cabin is considerably

smaller than that of the 28-seater Mi-8, but

should be able to accommodate a 12-man in-

fantry section without difficulty, off-loading

them via a large side door forward of the

anhedralled stub wings. The latter carry

missiles on downward tip extensions,

presumably to allow easy reloading from

ground level while carrying the wing spar

above the cabin. The rough-field landing

gear is retractable.

The forward fuselage of the 'Hind-A' com-

prises a spacious 'greenhouse' canopy for the

crew of three. Access to the flight-deck is via

two large sliding Windows, which can be

opened in flight and may be used for defensive

machine-guns. Visible avionic equipment in-

cludes a small blister under the forward

fuselage (possibly a missile sight) and an

electro-optical head on the left inner pylon.

The 'Hind-D' forward fuselage features

two tandem blown canopies on separate

cockpits, reducing the chance of both

crewmen being disabled with one hit. The
windscreens are made of flat armour glass. In

the extreme nose is a turret mounting a four-

barrel gun, possibly of 12.7-mm calibre,

although most sources report that it is larger.

Aft of the turret are two installations: a blister

very similar to that under the nose of the

'Hind-A' and a larger installation which ap-

pears to contain a sensor slaved in elevation to

the gun. This may be an assisted gunsight

(either infra-red or TV). A large low-airspeed

probe juts from the forward (gunner's) wind-

screen.

Now entering Service on the 'Hind-D' is a

new heavy anti-tank missile designated AT-6
'Spiral' by NATO, possibly weighing as much
as 200 lb (90 kg) per round and with a 6-mile

(10-km) ränge. It it likely to be laser-guided,

with semi-active seeking, rather than wire-

guided like the AT-2 'Swatter' previously car-

ried by 'Hind-D'. It is also believed to be tube-

launched, and it is possible that more than

four could be carried on one helicopter.

Performance figures for the Mi-24 are dif-

ficult to assess, but records established by

Soviet women pilots in a helicopter known as

the 'A-10' may give a clue. Given that the

Mi-24 has as much power as the larger Mi-8,

the Performance of the 'A-10' is roughly what

might be expected. However, its

power/weight ratio is considerably less than

that of the latest US armed helicopters, and

with its relatively old-technology rotor System

(similar to that of the Mi-8) the Mi-24 is not

likely to be agile. Its large size compared with

the Western ideal of a combat helicopter will

also make it vulnerable to hostile fire. A sur-

prising feature of the design, which will

adversely affect its survivability, is its complete

lack of infra-red signature suppression; the ex-

hausts are open from all aspects.

The Mi-24 has been described as a 'heli-

copter battle-cruiser' and this may not be too

bad a summing-up of what the machine does.

Its main advantage is its ability to fight in

several different ways: by dropping an anti-

tank platoon, complete with missiles, while

defending itself against ground fire with the

nose gun (or in the case of the 'Hind-A', with

side guns); by acting as its own escort on

troop-carrying flights; or by acting as a tank-

killer pure and simple, with a vast capacity for

even the heaviest reload rounds. An inevitable

corollary of this 'combination of all arms' in a

single aircraft, however, is that the vehicle's

Mil Mi-24 Hind

size and weight rule out evasive flying, and

render it difficult to escape alert and well-

equipped defences.

Type: ('Hind-A to-C) assault helicopter and

('Hind-D') gunship

Powerplant: two 1,500-shp (1119-kW)
Isotov TV-2 turboshafts

Performance: maximum speed 200 mph (320

km/h); cruising speed 160 mph (260 km/h);
Service ceiling 18,000 ft (5500 m)

Weights: empty 14,000 lb (6500 kg); loaded

22,000 lb (10000 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 56 ft (17

m); length of fuselage 56 ft (17 m); height 14

ft (4.25 m); main rotor area 2,463 sq ft (227

m 2
)

Armament: ('Hind-D') four-barrel cannon

of 14.5- or 20-mm calibre in nose turret; (all

versions) up to four pods each containing

thirty-two 57-mm rockets, plus up to four

anti-tank missiles on stub wings; the 'Hind-A'

has nose- and side-mounted guns

Operators: USSR

Serving in large numbers with the Soviet 16th Air Army, part of the GSFG (Group of Soviet Forces in Germany) the "Hind-D" is a multi-role attack helicopter of formidable

capabilities Now believed to be designated MI-27, it has eight weapon pylons, a "Gathng" cannon and a comprehensive array of avionics and sensors The long pole in the

nose is a low-airspeed sensor.
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Mitsubishi F-1

Mitsubishi's F-1 close-support fighter is an

adaptation of the same company's T-2 super-

sonic trainer for the Japanese Air Self-Defence

Force. Design work on the fighter, which was
originally designated FS-T2-Kai, began in

1972 and the second and third production T-2

trainers (59-5106 and 59-5107) were converted

to prototype F-ls. The first flight of 59-5107

in modified form was made on 3 June 1975,

with the second machine following it into the

air four days later.

The prototype retained the rear cockpit and

canopv of the T-2, with a fire-contr 1 System

and test equipment in place of the instructor.

In the summer of 1975 the fighter prototypes

were delivered to the JASDF Air Proving

Wing at Gifu for service testing, which was

satisfactorily concluded in November 1976.

The first production aircraft (70-8201) made
its maiden flight on 16 June 1977, and was

handed over to the JASDF at Mitsubishi's

Komaki factory in September that year. In ear-

ly 1979 production Orders for 64 aircraft had

been placed, against an anticipated require-

ment of 70.

Behind the cockpit is an avionics compart-

ment (housing a bombing Computer) and an

inertial navigation System, and on the fin are

radar warning aerials. The fuselage structure is

basically that of the T-2. The wing has

leading-edge flaps, the outer Segments of

which are extended to create a 'dog tooth',

and single-slotted flaps ahead of which are

slotted Spoilers for roll control. Twin airbrakes

and ventral fins are carried under the rear

fuselage, aft of the mainwheel bays. The
single-piece 'all flying' tailplane and rudder are

hydraulically actuated. The landing gear has

single wheels, and braking parachute and ar-

rester hook are Standard.

Power is provided by two Iskikawajima-

Harima TF40-IHI-801A turbofans (licence-

built Rolls-Royce/Turbomeca Adours). Inter-

nal fuel is housed in seven fuselage tanks with

a total capacity of 841 Imperial gallons (3823

litres). In addition, 180-Imperial gallon

(821-litre) auxiliary fuel tanks can be carried

on two underwing pylons, with a third

beneath the fuselage.

The F-1 's avionics fit includes dual UHF,
IFF/SIF, head-up display, radio altimeter, at-

titude and heading reference System, air-data

Computer, Tacan, Ferranti inertial navigation

system, and a radar warning and homing
System. Mitsubishi Electric supplies the multi-

mode radar and a fire control System and bom-
bing Computer. Built-in armament comprises a

20-mm JM-61 (General Electric) multi-barrel

cannon, while four underwing hardpoints, fit-

ted with multiple-ejector racks, allow up to

twelve 500-lb (227-kg) bombs to be carried.

Alternative loads include rocket pods, drop

tanks or two Mitsubishi ASM-1 anti-ship

missiles. For self-defence, the F-1 can carry

two or four Sidewinder or Mitsubishi AAM-1
air-to-air missiles on wingtip mountings.

The first JASDF unit to equip with the F-1

was the 3rd Hiko-tai, formerly a North
American F-86F unit, which reformed with

the Mitsubishi fighter at Misawa air base in

the spring of 1978; the 8th Hiko-tai will

follow. The JASDF's original plans called for

three 18-aircraft squadrons, but more recent

thinking favours a squadron strength of 25.

This means that current procurement plans

will provide aircraft for only two squadrons.

Type: ground attack fighter

Powerplant: two 7,070-lb (3206-kg)

Ishikawajima-Harima TF40-IHI-801A after-

burning turbofans

J>-''-

Mitsubishi F-1

Flight development prototype of the F-1, this aircraft was a rebuilt PC 7 T-2 with the rear cockpit occupied by Instrumentation. Very few
Problems were encountered with basic aerodynamics or aircraft Systems.

Performance: maximum speed at 36,090 ft

(11000 m) Mach 1.6; maximum rate of climb

at sea level 35,000 ft (10670 m) per minute;

service ceiling 50,000 ft (15240 m); combat

radius with 4,000-lb (1814-kg) warload and

external tanks 218 miles (351 km)
Weights: empty equipped 14,017 lb 66358

kg); maximum take-off 30,146 lb (13674 kg)

Dimensions: span 25 ft lO'A in (7.88 m);

length 56 ft 9Vi in (17.31 m); height 14 ft 4 1/«

in (4.38 m); wing area 228 sq ft (21.18 m 2

)

Armament: one 20-mm JM-61 cannon and

6,000 lb (2720 kg) of external stores, m-

cluding bombs, rockets, drop tanks or Mit-

subishi ASM-1 air-to-surface missiles; wingtip

attachments for up to four Sidewinder or Mit-

subishi AAM-1 air-to-air missiles

Operator: Japan

Mitsubishi F-1 fighter of 3 Sqn, 3rd Air Wing, Japanese Air Self-Defence Force, based at Misawa and formed in March 1978

Mitsubishi MU-2
After the end of World War II the Mitsubishi

Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha ceased aircraft pro-

duction, but the 1952 peace treaty restored the

opportunity for aviation development. The
Company undertook overhaul and licence

assembly, and in 1959 started the design of a

twin-turboprop light transport. The MU-2
was the world's first small twin-turboprop

transport, the 562-shp (419-kW) Turbomeca
Astazou IIK being selected for the prototype

MU-2A. Unusual features included full-span

Fowler flaps and spoilers rather than ailerons.

The aircraft was designed to have STOL
characteristics. Its fuselage was pressurized

and some 180 gallons (820 litres) of Standard

fuel capacity was contained in fixed wingtip

tanks.

The first MU-2A flew on 14 September

1963, followed by a further two prototypes.

These had a gross weight of 7,937 lb (3600 kg)

and were able to attain a top speed of 328 mph
(525 km/h). It was, however, obvious that

the MU-2 could survive commercially only by

entering the US market, and this meant a

change of engine. As a result, the Standard

production version became the MU-2B,
powered by two Garrett AiResearch TPE331-

25A engines, and the first of this model flew

at Nagoya on 11 March 1965.

The MU-2 has gone through a number of

variants all based on the Standard MU-2B or

the stretched MU-2G. The short modeis in-

clude the MU-2B, C, D, E, F, K, M and P;

stretched aircraft have been the MU-2G, J, L

and N. Some variants have a more powerful

TPE331. The MU-2C and -2E are pure

military variants of the design.

From an early stage the MU-2 was assembl-

ed at San -Angelo, Texas, from components

built in Nagoya, and the MU-2 embodies a

large American content in svstems, engines

and avionics. Some 420 MU-2s were in service

in North America at the end of 1978. The
Japanese market is small, but the militarv did

adopt the MU-2 in a variety of applications.

The first military model was the MU-2C,
designated LR-1 for service with the JGSDF
(Japanese Ground Seif Defence Force). The in-

itial LR-1 was based on the MU-2B, but was
not pressurized and the wingtip tanks were
replaced by additional rear-fuselage tankage.

Later LR-ls were based on the MU-2K and

MU-2M, and are used for reconnaissance and

general transport. Provision is made for ver-

tical cameras installed in forward-fuselage fair-

ings, nose-mounted 13-mm guns, and SLAR.
The Air Rescue Wing of the JASDF has

taken delivery of the MU-2S, based on the -2E

which is readily identified by the thimble

radome and bulged side Windows. These

Mitsubishi MU-2L

search and rescue aircraft have a large sliding

door on the left to allow dinghy drops, and are

fitted with supplementary tankage. MU-2JF
calibration aircraft are based on the commer-

cial model MU-2J.
Mitsubishi has not been permitted to export

the MU-2 in its military form as a result of

Self-Defence law restrictions. However, like

the Learjet, the type has been adopted by

Swedair as a target-tug.

Type: (MU-2S) light search and rescue air-

craft

Powerplant: two 715-shp (533-kW) Garrett
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AiRescarch I l'l <M 2SA turbopropi

Performance: maximum crujsing speed 3t

10,000 fi (3050 m) 296 mph (474 k.n h)j

nical l
niisuig speed at 20. (KK) tt (6100

mph (450 km li), italling ipced (flapi

down) 77 inpli (124 km/h); rate of dimb at

mm level 2,200 tt (678 m) pei minute; tervice

ceiling 26.000 ft (7900 m); maximum
with 30-minute reierve 1,300 milei (2100 lern)

Weights: cmptv cquippcd 5,650 lb (2560 kg);

maximum takc-off 10.053 lb (4560

Dimension«: span 39 ft 2 in (11.93 m),

length 35 ft 1 in (10.70 m); baght 12 ft 11 in

(3.94 m); wing area 178 sq ft (16.55 m 2

)

Operator: Japan

Mitsubishi's MU 2 ' ist and nimtA

Mitsubishi T-2

The Mitsubishi T-2, the first tupersonic air-

craft tO bc dcsigncd and built in Jap.n.

two-seat trainei which beari more than a pass-

ing resemblance to the Sl l'l ( AT Jaguar at-

tack aircraft and is powered by the same

enginc: the Rolls-Royce Turbomeca Admir

turbofan, built under licence by Ishikawajima-

Harima Hcavy Industries as the TF40. Mit-

subishi was selected as prime contractoi in

September 1967 and was awarded ,i contra« t to

build prototypes in March 1970. The tust ol

these XT-2s made its maiden flight in |ulv

1971, the second followmg in Decembei ol

that vi'.ir. A month earlier the tirst aircraft had

excecdcd the speed of sound on its 30t h flight.

The prototypes wert- handcd over to the

Japanese Air Self-Defence Force in Decembei
1971 and March 1972 respectively for turther

tn.ils. Two .idditinii.il developmeni aircraft

ordered in 1970 made theii maiden fhghts in

April and [uly 1972, and the flight-tesl Pro-

gramme w.is completed in March 1974.

The T-2 entered JASF service in 1975, and

two squadrons h.id been equipped by the end

of 1978. The total was expected to nsc to 66

aircraft, with produetion continuing until

March 1981. Sonic of the aircraft are titted

with a Single |M-61 six-harrcl 20-mm
in the left lidc oi the lowei torward fuselagc,

allowing the aircraft to bc used for wcapon

training, and two were built to PST-2 Ktn

Standard as pi ittack fighter.

The T-2 c .in iarrv up to thrce 183-Impcrial

gallon (833-litre) dr>>p tanks beneath the

wings and fuselagc, and wingtip attachments

tur air-to-aii missiles are provided

stores lau bc carried on the thrce Standard

pylons it desired

Type: two-seat advaneed and wcapons traincr

Powerplant: two 7. 140-lb (3245-kg)

Ishikawajima-Harima Hcavy Industries TF40-
II II *soia afterburning turbofani (li

built Rolls Ro\n- ["urbomeca AdoursJ

Performance: maxiniuni level speed at

36.000 ft (10975 m) Mach I 6; m
level rate oi chnib 35,000 fi (10670 m) per

minute; ceiling 50,000 tt (15240 m); max-

imum terrv ränge with externa] tanks 1,785

miles (2870 km)
Weights: operational empty 13.662 II

kg), maximum take-ofl (clean) -1 . J30

kg)

Dimension*: sp.m 25 tt LOW in (7 BS

Mitsubishi T-2

length 58 ft 6¥* in (17 85 m); hcight 1 I

in (4.39 in), wmg
Armament: onc JM-61 20-mm cannon in

wcapoti-trainer Version, wingtip attachments

• '-air missiles, and thrce pylons beneath

vsings and fuselagc tor a varic' -

Operator: lapan

This neat machine. closely modelled upon the similarly powered Jaguar, was the original prototype Mitsubishi XT-2 trainer, flown in July 1971. From
developed not only the produetion T-2, Standard supersonic trainer of the JASDF, but also the single-seat Fl multi-role fighter
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Morane-Saulnier MS.760 Paris

In January 1953 Morane-Saulnier flew the pro-

totype MS. 755 Fleuret, a two-seat jet trainer

which competed with the Fouga Magister for

an air force order. The Fleuret, with its side-

by-side seating, lost the competition but its

design formed the basis for the MS.760 Paris.

Although designed primarily as a high-speed

liaison aircraft, the Paris can really be con-

sidered as the forerunner of the executive jet.

The first prototype flew on 29 July, 1954. In-

terest was shown by the French military

authorities and Orders were placed on behalf of

the air force and navy. The first production

model was flown on 27 February, 1958, and

by spring 1961 Orders for 137 had been re-

ceived from a number of countries for both

civil and military use.

A batch of 48 sets of components was sup-

plied to Argentina for assembly at the govern-

ment factory in Cordoba, while another big

customer was Brazil, which received 12 for

training, 10 for liaison and eight for

Photographie work. Final delivery of the

Brazilian batch, on 31 March, 1961, was a

Paris II, with two 1,058-lb (480-kg) Marbore

VI turbojets. This model superseded the Paris

I and by the time production was completed in

1964 a total of 165 aircraft of the two series

had been built, in addition to those assembled

in Argentina.

France has the largest surviving Paris fleet in

military use; about 25 are with the air force,

based at Villacoublay, with others at Metz,

Bordeaux and Aix. The navy still uses around

10, some of which are at Lann-Bihoue with

Escadrille 25, while several others serve

alongside Dassault Falcon 10s at Landivisiau

on Communications, radar and continuation

training.

About 10 are still used by the Argentine air

force for training at Cordoba, and the Single

Paris supplied to the Paraguayan air force by

the Argentine government in 1962 is thought

to be still in Service for training at Campo
Grande, Asunciön.

Type: twin-jet liaison aircraft

Powerplant: two 882-lb (400-kg) Tur-

bomeca Marbore II turbojets

Performance: maximum speed 405- mph
(650 km/h) at sea level; 345 mph (555 km/h)
at 23,000 ft (7000 m); cruising speed 350 mph
(570 km/h) at 16,400 ft (5000 m); initial rate

of climb at sea level 2,264 ft (690 m) per

minute; rate of climb at 23,000 ft (7000 m)
780 ft (240 m) per minute; take-off run

2,460 ft (750 m); service ceiling 32,800 ft

(10000 m); ränge at 23,000 ft (7000 m)
930 miles (1500 km)
Weights: empty 4,280 lb (1945 kg); loaded

7,650 lb (3470 kg)

Dimensions: span (over tip tanks) 33 ft 3 in

(10.15 m); length 33 ft in (10.05 m); height

8 ft 6 in (2.60 m); wing area 193.68 sq ft

(18.0 m2
)

Armament: (Paris I as a weapons trainer)

Morane-Saulnier MS.760 Paris

two 7.5-mm (0.295-in) nose-mounted
machine-guns; racks for two 1 10-lb (50-kg)

bombs or four 89-mm (3.5-in) rockets beneath

wings

Operators: Argentina, France, Paraguay

Mudry CAP 10

In 1955 Auguste Mudry took the first steps

towards the design of a fully-aerobatic

monoplane, his objeetive being to produce a

modern replacement for the pre-war Stampe

SV-4 biplane. The populär Piel Super

Emeraude (emerald) was taken as a basis for

the design, resulting in a prototype known as

the C.P.100. When this was lost in a fatal ac-

eident in January 1967, further modifications

were made to the design to produce a new and

improved version known as the CAP 10. More
powerful than the Super Emeraude, the CAP
10 prototype was built by CAARP (Co-

operative des Ateliers Aeronautiques de la Region

Parisienne), which since 1965 had been respon-

sible for production of the Super Emeraude.

The first CAP 10 made its initial flight in

August 1968 and was, like the C.P.100, a

side-by-side two-seater with dual controls.

After manufacturer's trials, service evaluation,

and the award of a French type certificate on 4

September 1970, an initial production batch of

50 was begun, CAARP building the fuselages,

with Avions Mudry at Bernay building the

rest and doing the final assembly and flight

testing.

Construction is mainly of wood, with the

rear fuselage fabric-covered and plastics used

for the engine cowling and some other com-

ponents. The airframe is stressed to g limits of

+ 6 and -4.5. The French air force ordered

26 (later increased to 30), and deliveries of

these began in the spring of 1970 to the Ecole

de Formation Initiale du PN, a flying school at

Clermont-Ferrand-Aulnat where pilot selec-

tion and basic training are carried out. The
CAP 10 is also used by the Armee de l'Air's

Equipe de Voltige Aerienne (EVA), an aerobatic

training, competition and display unit based at

Salon-de-Provence. Current production

modeis are designated CAP 10B.

Type: two-seat basic and aerobatic trainer

Powerplant: one 180-hp (134-kW) Lycom-

ing IO-360-B2F flat-four piston engine

Performance: maximum diving and never-

exceed speed 211 mph (340 km/h); maximum
speed at sea level 168 mph (270 km/h); max-

imum cruising speed (75% power) 155 mph
(250 km/h); ränge with maximum fuel

745 miles (1200 km); maximum rate of climb

at sea level over 1,180 ft (360 m) per minute;

service ceiling 16,400 ft (5000 m)
Weights: empty equipped 1,190 lb (540 kg);

Mudry CAP 10

tic)

tility)

1,675 lb

1,830 1b

maximum take-off (aerobat

(760 kg); maximum take-off (ut

(830 kg)

Dimensions: span 26 ft 5'/4 in (8.06 m

length 23 ft 6 in (7.16 m); height 8 ft 4 Vi in

(2.55 m); wing area 116.79 sq ft (10.85 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: France

Mudry CAP 20

The Mudry CAP 20, although to outward ap-

Eearances a direct development of the CAP 10,

as in fact undergone quite a lot of redesign.

Being intended solely for aerobatics, it is a

single-seater, has a more powerful engine, and

the airframe is stressed for g limits of + 8 and
- 6. Other less obvious differences are that the

dimensions are slightly smaller overall, and the

wings have no dihedral (those of the CAP 10

have 5°) and no flaps. The canopy opens

sideways to the right and, as in the CAP 10,

the fuel System is adapted to permit short

periods of inverted flight. The CAP 20 pro-

totype (F-WPXU) made its first flight on 29

July 1969, its construction having been spon-

sored by the SGAC, the French civil aircraft

licensing body, for national and international

competitions. The French air force's Equipe de

Voltige Aerienne received six examples of the

CAP 20A initial production version, with

lighter-weight landing gear, and modified

wings with larger ailerons were introduced on

the CAP 20B of 1974.

A new prototype (F-WVKY) was flown on

15 January 1976, with the designation CAP
20L-180. The suffix letter (for leger) indicates

that this is a lighter model, and that the pro-

totype had a 180-hp (134-kW) engine. The
next batch of 25 production aircraft in 1978-79

have a more powerful engine and are

designated CAP 20LS-200. Prior to the

CAARP/Mudry merger in 1977, CAP 20 pro-

duction took place at the former company's

factory at Beynes, but both CAP types are

now manufactured entirely by Mudry at Ber-

nay; combined CAP 10/20 production (in-

cluding civil sales) passed the 100 mark in

1978. A CAP 21, using a CAP 20L fuselage

and a new wing, was then being developed.

Type: single-seat aerobatic aircraft

Powerplant: (CAP 20LS-200) one 200-hp

(149-kW) Lycoming AIO-360-B1B flat-four

piston engine

Performance: (CAP 20LS-200) maximum
diving and never-exceed speed 230 mph
(370 km/h); maximum cruising speed (75%
power) 165 mph (265 km/h); maximum en-

durance 2 hours; rate of climb at sea level

2,755 ft (840 m) per minute

Weights: (CAP 20LS-200) empty 1,058 1b

(480 kg); maximum take-off (aerobatic)

1,433 1b (650 kg)

Dimensions: span 24 ft 10 in (7.57 m);

length 21 ft 2Vi in (6.46 m); height 5 ft in

(1.52 m); wing area 112.7 sq ft (10.47 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: France

Mudry CAP 20 L
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Myasishchev M-4/201 Bison

< >nc ol thc Soviel i nion'i tnon
umltTcstini.it' tbc Myasishchev

i uiually known as tbc M-4 'Bison' bat

iv been 11 leail ai importanl to tbc

developmem <>t Long-Range Aviation (DA)

.hhI the AVM1 (Soviel Naval Aviation) as thc

known rupolev Tu-20 'Bear' The type

M diimitied I lilure, partry

it w.is iioi i] i in.niv ycars

thai wli.it had been idi m ified

1 breaking vertion w.is in na l thi

tive produetion model ol the aircran

The availability of the massive Miiulm

AM \ turbojei made it .i logical itep to

porati foui of these enginei in a heavy

bomber, ai well as usmg them in thc twin-

engined I u 16 'Badger'

The Myasishchev bureau was formed in

1951 to build smii .in aircraft, and the first

piototype flew in early 1953, shortl) alter its

iitinipiir.n v. che Boeing li- t2 Sti

tress. However, by thal time ii was cleai t hat

the ongin.il version would have inadequatt

ränge, .inci it appears tli.it only a fcw ol the

AM-3-powered aircraft (designated 'Bison-A'

bv NA'K )) wem into iervi< e 1 he heaviei and

considerabiy more powerful Myasishchev

201M 'Bison-B' flew in early 1955. Among
othei changes, two ol the five gun tun

ted tO the original aircraft were rcniovcd to

save wciglit.

Thc 'Hison-r!' was um- ot thc lirst Soviel

types to carry a flight-probe, and many ol the

old 'Bison-As' were converted to tanken with

a hosc-rcel in thc bomb bay. With the rise ol

thc Soviel navy, many of the 'Bison-Bs' were

transferred to the AVMI u long

naissance aircraft, and latei development, the

' Bison-< '.
i aliud a large sean h radai in an

extended nose All 'Bisons' have ventral radai

installations and Observation blisters, and ap-

pcai to be equipped foi electronic intelligence

(F.lint) Operations.

The 201 M established a teriei ot impressive

world records in ! '-*

s
'J

. although al thal time

the designation was thought to applv tO thc

M-52 supersonic bomber; only in 1967 was Li

realised thal the 201M was a 'Bison' variant.

One aircraft attained 638 mph (1028 km h)on

a lOOO-kin (621-mile) closed circuii with a

59,525-lb (27000-kg) payload, simultaneously

setting .i record for zero payload ovei the tarne

course. Thc 20IM hfted
'

a 121,275-lb

(55000-kg) payload to 43,036 ft (13121 m), a

record unmatched by any aircraft mit il the ap-

pearance of the Lockheed C-5A,

The 201M has not been Seen with air-to-

surfacc missilcs, possiblv because its tvsin

mdcrcarriagc dcsign rcsul's in a lowei

1 clearance ihan that of thc Tu-95 As a

frcr-fall bomber, it was probablv obsolete

almOSt as so.ii, js it entcred scrvicc, the in-

creasing Performance ol interceptori and

missilc systems rendenng it a relativcly casy

target As far as is known. thc *Hison' has

never been converted tor low-level attack as

• he B- 52 and HA- Vuli in. Il

unliki 1 are still cquip-

ped as bombers, lerving instead as tankers and

nssaiKc ain raft The old AM-3-

red 'Bison-As' have probablv all been

Thc powcrplants of thc 201 M were idcn-

tificd as IM3s on thc occasion of thc record

attempts; although D Stands smi|

'engine', tlns tystem n was

associated with the Soloviev bureau in thc latc

iiid early 1960s, and the desig

1)15 fits in with thc numerical sei

BV cngines The D-20 flew in the

Tu-124 'Cookpot' in i960, and as ti,

was an earlv lowbvpassratio furbofan, it u

possiblc that it is a scaleddown Version of thc

20 IM

Type: Strategie bomber, tanker and maritime

reconnaissance airirae

Mvasistu hev 201 'Bison ( ')

Powerplant: fbui 28,500 I» (1300
. I ) is (almosi i rtainly hvpas'

Performance: maximuni speed MI mph
(1100 km h) or Mach 0.9

iii). cruising speed 560 mph ('**> km Ii). Ser-

vice cciling 56,000 tt (17000 m); ränge with

11,000-lb nix- n load 11.200 mües

(18000 km)

Weightv emptv 198.500 lb (90000 kg), nor-

mal take-ofl Vö.iHHi [b (14 • • .crload

• 163.000 |b ( 2 1 ( H H •

Dimensions: ipan I
"2 t' 2 in (52 5 m).

length 175 tt 2 in (53.4 m); wing arca

D tu
i

Armament: Si\ 23-mm NR-23 saniion in

dorsal, ventral and (all barbettes, and up to

33,000 lb (13000 kg) of internal stores

Operators: USSR

Myasishchev M 4 Bison C

Though built m the 1960s • , u •
' Myasishchev M-4 'Bison' commues as a Strategie

surveiiiance piaiform and tanker This exampie is of the 'Bison-C' variety, believed to operate

only with the AV-MF Naval Aviation

Myasishchev M-4 Strategie bomber, code-named Bison-C, operated by the Aviatsiya Del'nevo Deistviya (Long Range Aviation) of the Soviel Air Force

NAMC YS-11

The Nikon Aeroplane Manufacturing Cor-

poration (NAMC) YS-11 twin-turboprop

airliner was sponsored by the Japanese govern-

ment and a group of private companies to pro-

vide a short /medium ränge transport for

Japanese airlines and for export. The major in-

dustrial partieipants in the NAMC consortium

are Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Kawasaki

Aircraft, Fuji Heavy Industries, Shin Meiwa
Industry, Japan Aircraft Manufacturing Com-
pany and Showa Aircraft Industry. The pro-

totype flew on 30 August 1962.

The YS-11 was built in four basic versions:

the YS-1 1-100 is a passenger Version seating

60, the YS-11A-200 offers an increase in

payload of 2,970 lb (1350 kg), the YS-11A-300
is a mixed passenger/freight variant, while the

YS-11A-400 is an all-cargo version capable of

carrying 2,860 cu ft (81.0 m 3
) of freigbt or 42

troops. The wings carry Fowler flaps and
house 1,600 Imperial gallons (7270 litres)

of fuel in tanks inboard of the engines

and integral tanks outboard. Standard avion-

ics include VHF, VOR/LOC, ADF, marker
beacon and ILS. Optional aids include weather
radar, autopilot and DME. The YS-11 is

designed for two-crew Operation.

The Japanese Air Self-Defence Force took

delivery of four YS-ll-100s (FY 1964 and

1965 allocations), one YS-11A-218 (FY 1970),

one YS-11A-305 (FY 1968) and seven YS-

11 A-402s (FY 1969, 1970 and 1971). These

operate with the Air Transport Wing (Yusoh

Kokudan), flying alongside the Kawasaki

C-1A in No 1, 2 and 3 Sqns. The YS-11 is also

used by the Air Self-Defence Force's Air Traf-

fic Control and Weather Wing to check

navaids.

In 1974 the Air Self-Defence Force deeided

to convert one of its YS-11 transports to

replace a Curtiss C-46 in the ECM training

role: ALQ-3 was installed and the aircraft

(designated YS-1 IE) was delivered to the Elec-

tronic Warfare Training Unit (Keku Sohtai

Denshi Kunren-tai), operating alongside

modified Lockheed T-33As.

The second major user is Japan's Maritime

Self-Defence Force, which operates 10. The
roles undertaken by the naval YS-lls are

transport and ASW training: the last of the

182 YS-lls produced was an ASW trainer,

delivered on 1 February 1974. The ölst Koku-

tai, based at Atsugi, flies four YS-11 transports

and one Grumman S-2A. As with the Air Self-

Defence Force's fleet, the naval YS-lls per-

form both personnel and cargo transport

duties, two of the machines being YS-ll-112s

and two being YS-llA-404s. The six ASW
trainers are YS-11A-206 series, designated YS-
11T. They operate within the Maritime Self-

NAMC YS-11

Defence Force's Air Training Command
(Kyohiku-Koku-Shuhdan) and are assigned to

the 205th Kyohiku Koku-iai (training

squadron), basea at Atsugi. ASV radar, ESM
and other ASW sensors are fitted.

The Philippine air force operates four YS-11

in the VIP transport role with the 700th

Special Mission Wing, based at Nichols Air

Base, Pasay City.

Type: short/medium-range transport

Powerplant: two 3,060-ehp (2283-kW)

Rolls-Royce Dan Mk 542-10 turboprops

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

15,000 ft (4575 m) 294 mph (472 km/h);

economical cruising speed at 20,000 ft (6100

m) 292 mph (470 km/h); rate of climb at sea

level 1,220 ft (372 m) per minute; ränge with

maximum fuel 860 miles (1390 km); ränge

with maximum payload 690 miles (1110 km)

Weights: empty equipped 32,170 lb (14590

kg); take-off 54,010 lb (24500 kg); payload

16,330 lb (7410 kg)

Dimensions: span 104 ft 1 1 V-t in (32.0 m);

length 86 ft 3V: in (26.30 m); height 29 ft 5

V* in (8.99 m); wing area 1.020.4 sq ft (94.8

m 2
)

Operators: Japan, Philippines
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Neiva C-42/ L-42 Regente
Broadly resembling the Cessna 150/180 series

of lightplanes, the Neiva Regente was built

for the FAB (Forca Acrea Brasileira) in two basic

versions, the C-42 and L-42. These were

preceded by a civil-registered prototype, the

Neiva Model 360C, which flew for the first

time on 7 September 1961 at Sao Jose dos

Campos and was powered by a 145-hp

(108-kW) Continental O-300 engine. The

C-42 (originally U-42) initial production Ver-

sion was generally similar, and 80 were built as

Utility transports for the FAB by the Sociedade

Construtora Aeronäutica Neiva Ltda. The

first of these made its maiden flight in

February 1965, and the last was delivered dur-

ing 1968.

Meanwhile, as a potential replacement for

the Brazilian air force's L-6 Paulistinha

(another Neiva design) and Cessna O-l Bird

Dog lightplanes in the air Observation post and

liaison roles, Neiva had in January 1967 flown

a modified YL-42 prototype of the Regente.

This differed from the C-42 in having a

two/three-seat cabin, the fuselage to the rear

being cut down to permit all-round glazing so

as to improve the field of view; and a higher-

powered flat-six engine with fuel injection

replaced the flat-four of the C-42. Known in

production form as the Neiva Model 420L,

and by the FAB designation L-42, this version

of the Regente entered production in 1968,

the first series-built example flying in June

1969. Deliveries of 40.production L-42s were

completed in March 1971. Although the C-42

is unarmed, the L-42 can carry light weapons

under the wings, and most of those in FAB
service are operated by two Esquadroes de

Ligacao e Observacao (liaison and Observation

squadrons) which, despite their title, also per-

form an additional COIN (counter-

insurgency) role.

Type: four-seat light Utility transport (C-42)

and two/three-seät liaison and Observation air-

craft (L-42)

Powerplant: (C-42) one 180-hp (134-kW)
Lycoming O-360-A1D flat-four piston engine;

(L-42) one 210-hp (157-kW) Continental IO-

360-D flat-six piston engine

Performance: (C-42) maximum speed at sea

level 137 mph (220 km/h); cruising speed at

5,085 ft (1550 m) 132 mph (212 km/h); ränge

with maximum payload 562 miles (904 km);

ränge with maximum fuel 577 miles

(928 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

689 ft (210 m) per minute; service ceiling

11,810 ft (3600 m)

(L-42 has marginally better speed and ränge.

Neiva C-42/ L-42 Regente

and approximately 33% better ceiling and

climb)

Weights: (C-42) empty equipped 1,411 lb

(640 kg); (L-42) empty equipped 1,623 1b

(736 kg); (both) maximum take-off 2,293 lb

(1040 kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 11 Vi in (9.13 m);

length 23 ft 7 3A in (7.21 m); height
9 ft 7'/4 in (2.93 m): wing area 144.77 sq ft

(13.45 m 2

)

Armament: L-42 has provision for light

bombs, rockets or other Stores on four under-

wing pylons

Operators: Brazil

Neiva T-25 Universal

The Neiva Model N621 Universal was design-

ed in the early 1960s to meet a requirement,

and first flew in prototype form on 29 April

1966. It is an all-metal low-wing monoplane,

with a fully-retractable tricycle landing gear,

and seats the instructor and pupil side by side

(with füll dual controls) under a rearward-

sliding framed canopy. Fully aerobatic in two-

seat configuration, it can also carry a third

occupant on an optional third seat at the rear.

Ordered by the Brazilian government in 1968

as a replacement for the North American T-6

Texan, the first production Universal was
flown on 7 April 1971, and 150 were built

initially for the Brazilian air force, with

deliveries beginning in the following autumn
and ending in early 1975. A further 28 were

ordered in 1978. These all have the air force

designation T-25, and serve both as basic, ad-

vanced and weapons trainers at the Brazilian

Air Force Academy and as light ground-attack

aircraft with reconnaissance/attack squadrons.

The Chilean army received 10 similar aircraft

in 1975.

A more powerful version, with greater

attack capability, is the N622 Universal II, a

YT-25B prototype of which was undergoing

development in 1978-79 as a potential

successor to the original model. This differs

from the earlier version principally in having a

400-hp (298-kW) Lycoming IO-720 flat-eight

engine in a redesigned nose, and strengthened

wings with six hardpoints, enabling it to carry

a mixture of machine-gun or rocket pods, or

small bombs. Other changes intended for the

T-25B production version (about 80 of which

are likely to be needed by the Brazilian air

force) include a redesigned cockpit canopy, a

taller fin and rudder, and a small dorsal fin.

Type: two/three-seat basic trainer

Powerplant: one 300-hp (224-kW) Lyco-

ming IÖ-540-K1D5 flat-six piston engine

Performance: (two-seat) maximum speed at

sea level 186 mph (300 km/h); maximum
cruising speed (7~i% power) at sea level 177

mph (285 km/h); ränge at maximum (75%
power) cruising s] eed (including reserves) 621

miles (1000 km); maximum rate of climb at

sea level 1,312 ft (400 m) per minute; service

ceiling 20,000 ft (6100 m)
Weights: empty equipped 2,535 lb (1150

kg); maximum take-off (two-seat) 3,306 lb

(1500 kg); maximum take-off (three-seat)

Neiva T-25 Universal/IPD 6201

3,747 lb (1700 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 1 in (11.00 m);

length 28 ft 2 Vi in (8.60 m); height 9 ft

9 3/4 in (3.00 m); wing area 185.14 sq ft (17.20

Armament: (Universal) hardpoint under each

wing for a 7.62-mm gun pod; (Universal II)

three hardpoints under each wing for gun

pods, rocket pods and/or light bombs
Operators: Brazil, Chile

Nord 3202/3212

The early 1950s spawned a rash of new
trainers as countries realised that their anti-

quated biplanes should have been phased out a

decade before. In France an official com-

petition was held for a new monoplane to

equip the government-sponsored flving train-

ing schools.

Nord provided two prototypes, the N.3200
with a 260-hp (194-kW) Salmson-Argus

8AS-04 engine and the N.3201 with the

smaller 170-hp (127-kW) SNECMA-Regnier.
The lower-powered N.3201 flew first, on 22

June 1954, followed on 10 September by the

N.3200.

The basic design won the competition, but

the engine chosen for the production N.3202
was the 240-hp (179-kW) Potez 4-D32, and

the prototype of this version flew on 17 April

1957.

The first of an initial batch of 100 reached

the French army in Julv 1959; a year later 29

had been delivered. The N.3202 was used for

basic flying, aerobatic and blind-flving train-

ing, and another version, the N.3212, was

equipped with a radio compass for Instrument

training at Sidi-bel-Abbes.

Following completion of the first 50 air-

craft, the second batch was fitted with the

260-hp (194-kW) Potez 4-D34. Production

was completed in 1961, but around 50 are still

in service at Dax where they provide a two-

month selection course for trained pilots who
then pass on to a six-month helicopter course.

Type: two-seat primarv trainer

Powerplant: one 240-hp (179-kW) Potez

4-D32 piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

161 mph (260 km/h); maximum cruising

speed 155 mph (249 km/h) at 4,265 ft (1300

m) or 146 mph (234 km/h) at 7,545 ft (2300
m); initial rate of climb 1,180 ft (360 m) per

Nord 3202/3212

minute; minimum speed 51.5 mph (83 km/h);

ränge 620 miles (1000 m)
Weights: empty 1,813 lb (824 kg); loaded

2,960 lb (1220 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 2 in (9.50 m); length

26 ft 8 in (8.12 m); height 9 ft 3 in (2.82 m);

wing area 175 sq ft (16.26 m 2
)

Operators: France

Nord Noratias

The Nord 2501 Noratias transport derives

from the Nosd 2500 of 1949. Following the

twin-boom layout of the Fairchild C-82 and

C-119, the prototype Noratias flew on 27

November 1950. Over 200 were produced for

the Armee de l'Air, deliveries commencing in

1953, and this service remains the major

Operator.

In 1956 the Federal German Republic

signed a licence agreement with France to

enable the Noratias to be produced by

Flugzeugbau Nord. The Luftwaffe took

delivery of 186, 50 of them supplied from

France. The type equipped three tactical

transport wings (Lujttransportgeschwader 61,

LTG 62 and LTG 63) each with two

18-aircraft squadrons. However, with

deliveries of the Transall C.160D starting in

April 1968, the Noratias was gradually

withdrawn, and by 1979 only a handful re-

main in second-line service.

In addition to the Nord 2501 transport ver-

sion, the Nord 2504 was produced for the

Aerortavale. This was equipped as an ASW

trainer, and extra power for take-off and

manoeuvres was available from two Tur-

bomeca Marbore turbojets mounted in

wingtip pods. Onlv one Nord 2504 was built

and it first flew on 17 November 1958.

Power is provided by two French-built

Bristol Hercules sleeve-valve radials, driving

four-blade propellers. If the optional Hercules
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758/ 75*J power units arc mstallcd, reversc-

pitch propcllcrs arc availablc Fucl is oarried in

a i cinrc sei tion tank of 1,120 Imperial gallons

(5,091) htres). The flight deck in the extreme

DOM ot the targo pod houses fivc crew

is The pilut and co-pilot arc sidc-by-

side, with the navigatOI (to the nght) and

radio Operator bchmd them. The flight

engmecr oecupics a folding scat on the rcar

bulkliead.

The cargo hold has a reinforeed floor and

measures 32 ft 5 in (9.90 m) ni Icngtli, witli a

maximum width of 7 ft 10 in (2.40 in) and a

maximum heighl of 9 ft (2.75 m). Rcar

loading cargo doors open to the füll cross-

section of the hold (but have to be removed for

air-droppmg) and there is a door to the rcar OD

the left. Loads can include vchiclcs, up tO

1,H(J0 cu ft (51.0 in
1

) of cargo, or 36

paratroops, or 45 troops, or stretchers in the

li role.

The Noratlas remains the mosl important

type m che inventory of the Commandement du

Transport Atrien Milium, W spitc of the in

troduetion of Che Transall C.160. It is cnvis-

aged that modined and rcfurbuhcd Noratlases

will renijin in Frcnih service until the

und- 1980s, soinc 120 bemg in service in 1979.

I .s RUtCm operatc the Noratlas in the

transport role, cach having CWO lHairtralt

tujjrons. Thcy are the 62' Emdrt d, Traiupon

at Keims and the 64' l.uadre at Evrcux In the

traming role, the Noratlas serves with the

< .mir, d'lnstruition Jn Lauipajfei de I ramport at

Toulouse (Franca/als) and for navigatOI train-

mg with Gnupement Eeolt 316 < rverseas umts

Ol che Armer de l'Air in Africa. the V.

dies and the Pacific also fly the Noratlas

The dreck air forcc's Air Matcricl I

mand is a major Operator, having acquired

some 40 ex-Luftwaffe machmes and the Israeli

air forcc's 20. Thcy operatc in the cargo and

troop transport role frort) Eleusis About 10

Noratlases of the Portugucse air force rcmaiti

in sersu r. Chough '

[ n kheed C-130 '

'

arc rcccivcd A DIU

formet Portugu mi< I -v .•

Mozambique, bul cheii operati

doubcful

Type: mcdium-rangc transport

Powerplant: CWO 2.040-hp (1522kW)
SNECMA-built Bristol Hercules 738

radial air-coolcd engincs

Performance: inaximuni speed 273 mph (440

^•J=ei5=(*r=
z

lIllli'SBB«

Nord Noratlas 2501

km h).sruismgspccdat 9.850 ft (3001'

mph (335 km h), rate of chmb at vca level

1,230 ft (375 in) per minute. service ccilmg

24.600 ft (7500 m). ränge 1.H65 miles (3000

km)
Wrights: empty cquip|x-d 28,765 II

.Jcd 50.700 lb(23000 kg)

Dimension*: vp.. . (32.50 m);

21.96 m). height 19 ft 8 in (6 m).
-

Operator»: fra:^- .-er. Portugal,

North American B-25 Mitchell

Named after General 'Billy* Mitchell, pioneci

of US military aviation, the North American

B-25 was one of the most outstanding medium
bomben of World War II. Developed crom

Che NA-40 attack-bomber of 1938. che

original B-25 for che US Anny made its

maiden flight on 19 August 1940 Its cwo big

engincs, mounted under the shouldcr-wing,

and twin fins, gave the aircraft a distinctive

appearance. Armanicnt comprised fout

mai hiiic-guns in the lusclagc. with provision

for chree more in che wing; che bomb load \s.n

3.000 lb (1360 kg). On lata produccion air-

craft che dihcdral on the outcr wing pancls

was chminatcd, givmg the aircratt a gullwing

appearance.

Special 'armament' modifications included

Che Installation of 10 0.50-in (12.7-mm)

machinc-guns, and that of a Standard arniv

75-nim gun in the nose. Aimed by two 0.50-in

(12.7-mm) guns alongside it, this cannon was

an especially effective weapon for use againsi

shipping. Anothcr Version was armed with the

samc 75-mni gun plus 14 0.50-m (12.7-mm)

machine-guns, for exclusive use in che Pacific

area of Operation.

Mitchells served with the US Armv Air

Force in the Pacific. In April 1942, 16 B-25Bs

made an epic raid on Tokyo after taking off

ffom the USS Hontet and flying 800 miles

(1290 km), the attack being of great

psychological but little military value.

Many Mitchells served with the Royal Air

Force in Europe, where thev were used prin-

cipally as light day-bombers with Bomber
Command and later with the 2nd Tactical Air

Force, operating as close-support bombers

with the Allied armies as they advanced

through France and Holland. Before the inva-

sion, Mitchells were used in attacks on nor-

thern France and on flying-bomb sites in the

Pas de Calais.

After World War II Mitchells were rcplac-

ed m the Alhcd air lorc.es bv newer, more ad-

vanced Cypes, such as che Bristol Brigand and

Enghsh Electrü Canberra in the Royal Air

Force. Many of che supcrccdcd bombers served

tor many yean in iccondar] au ^ >rc c%. in-

cludmg chojc ot leveral South American

trics Vcn/ucla is reported to bc the last user.

B-25s remainmg in servae in that

until the latc 197GY

Type: (B-25D) mcdium-rangc hght bonil>er

Powerplant: CWO 1,350-hp (10
Wrighi Double R.. \s ( vcloneGB 2600radia]

engincs

Performance: inaximuni speed 292 mph (4""()

km h) at 15.000 ft (4570 m). ränge 1.635

miles (2630 km) with 4.000 lb (1814 kg) of

bombs, or 950 miles (1530 km) with max-

imum bomb load

Weights: empty 16.000 lb (7257 kg), loadcd

24.000 lb (10886 kg), maximum Cake-off

35.000 lb (15876 kg)

Dimensions: span 67 tt 7 m (20 61 m).

length 52 ft 11 in (16 14 m); height 16 ft 4 in

(4.98 m); wing area 610 sq ft (56.67 m2
)

Armament: nve 0.50-in machinc guns in

North American B 25J Mitchell

DOM, dorsal and ventral positions. Maximum
bomb load 6.000 lb (2722 kg)

Operators: none

Fuerza Aerea Uruguaya North American B-25J Mitchell medium bomber, supplied bv the United States in 1950

North American F-51 Mustang
The North American Mustang evolved Crom a

British requirement in 1940 for a fighter of

more advanced design and with a better Per-

formance than anv of the then current US
fighters.

Earlv produetion modeis, fitted with

1,100-hp (821-kW) Allison V-1710 engincs,

arrived in Britain in November 1941 and were
faster than any fighter then in service with the

Royal Air Force. However, their 'low-

altitude' engines limited the operational

effectiveness of the Mustang, which was

relegated to fighter-reconnaissance duties. A
number were used for armament and

powerplant experiments during which four

were fitted with 'high-altitude' Rolls-Royce

Merlin engines. This led to a major re-design

to take advantage of the performance gain

offered by the British engine, from which

evolved one of World War Us great tighters.

The Mustang with Packard-built Merlins

went into service with the US 8th Air Force in

December 1943, escorting bomber formations,

and its combination of speed, manoeuvrability

and long ränge made it not onlv the most

populär but also the most effective fighter

operational over Europe in the last two years

of World War II.

After World War II Mustangs served with

manv other air forces. The Australian con-

tribution to the oecupation of Japan consisted

of three squadrons of P-51Ds, and these

fought with the US 5th Air Force when the

Korean conflict broke out in 1950, until they

were replaced by Gloster Meteors.

The South African Air Force also used

Mustangs to help stem the North Korean

advance when the latter invaded South Korea, North American P-51D Mustang

continued 283



North American F-51 Mustang

until they were superseded by North

American F-86 Sabres.

In 1967 the F-51 was put back into produc-

tion for counter-insurgency duties. These new
aircraft had two seats in tandem and updated

Systems and electronics, and improved arma-

ment. The most important family of rebuilds

and new construction was produced by

Cavalier Aircraft.

Mustangs continued to serve with many of

the smaller air forces for another decade

although during the last few years the opera-

tional serviceability of a number of these has

been open to question. Two air forces at least

had sizeable numbers of Mustangs in their

inventories early in 1979.

Type: single-seat land-based fighter

Powerplant: one 1,680-hp (1253-kW)
Packard Merlin V-1650-7 piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 442 mph (712

km/h) at 24,500 ft (7470 m); climb 10

minutes to 20,000 ft (6096 m); ränge (normal)

950 miles (1530 km).

Weights: empty 7,000 lb (3175 kg); loaded

9,200 lb (4173 kg)

Dimension«.: span 37 ft in (11.28 m);

length 32 ft 3 in (9.84 m); height 8 ft 8 in

(2.64 m); wing area 235 sq ft (21.83 m 2
)

Armament: four 0.50-in (12.7-mm)
machine-guns and provision for 1,000 lb (453

kg) of bombs
Operators: Australia, Canada, China,

Dominica, Haiti, Indonesia, Israel, New
Zealand. South Africa, Sweden

North American F-86 Sabre
Designed to meet US Air Force requirements

for a day-fighter which could also be used for

escort duties, the North American F-86 Sabre

as originally conceived had straight wings.

However, an analysis of German research ex-

periments in World War II indicated that a

swept wing would significantly improve Per-

formance.

The tirst production modeis, designated

F-86A, wem into service in 1949. These air-

craft had a top speed of 679 mph (1093 km/h)

at sea level, a Performance greatly superior to

that of contemporary fighters such as the

Lockheed P-80C and Gloster Meteor, the top

speeds of which were below 600 mph (965

km h).

This Version saw service in the Korean War
in the 1950s where its performance, together

with skilful flying by experienced pilots, prov-

ed superior to tha' of the opposing vaunted

MiG-15.

During its career, several versions of the

F-86 were developed by North American, m-

cluding the heavy radar-equipped F-86D in-

tereeptor, the F-86K (the F-86D with guns in-

stead of rockets) and the powerful F-86H

fighter-bomber. Mitsubishi-built recon-

naissancc fighters still serve in Japan. In

Canada, Canadair produced 1,815 for the

Royal Canadian Air Force and othei

customers under the designation CL-13, many
of these being powered by Orenda engines.

The most advanced version was the one

developed by the Commonwealth Aircraft

Corporation tor the Royal Australian Air

Force. These Australian Sabres were powered

by Rolls-Royce Avon engines ot 7,500-lb

(3400-kg) static thrust and were arnied with

two 30-mni Aden cannon and Sidewinder air-

to-air nnssiles.

In addition to its widespread use among
NATO and British Commonwealth countries

(those in Pakistan seeing action when that

country found itself at war with India), Sabres

were supplied to many other countries

throughout the world. In fact, the demand
became so great that m 1954 the F-86F was

put back into production.

Biggest of the overseas users was Japan,

where Mitsubishi assembled and built 300

Sabres. These continued to serve in the

Japanese Air Self-Defence Force until the late

1970s. When withdrawn from front-line Ser-

vice Sabres continued to be used for training:

the final stages of pilot tuition including no

less than 290 hours on an F-86F, of which 220

hours were combat Instruction.

Type: (F-86D) smgle-seat fighter

Powerplant: one 7,650-lb (2330-kg) General

Electric J47-GE-17 after burning turbojet

Performance: maximum design speed 692

mph (1114 km h) at sea level; maximum speed

at »II.DOO ft (12190 m) 612 mph (985 km h);

combat radius with lull internal tuel 2~7 miles

(446 km); maximum rate ot climb 12,150 tt

(3705 in) per miiiute at sea level

Weights: empty 13,518 lb (4123 kg); normal

take "tt 18,183 lb (5546 kg); maximum take-

off (area intereeptor) 19,975 lb (6092 kg)

Dimensions: span 37 li P/2 in (11.32 m);

length 40 ft 3 in (\2.2s m ); height 15 ft (4.57

"in); wing area 287.9 sq ft (26.75 m
)

Armament: twenty-foui 2.75-in (70-mni)

Mightv Mouse rockets

Operators: (1979) Argentina, Bolivia,

Ethiopia, Indonesia (in storage), Japan.

Malaysia (in storage), Peru, Philippines, Por-

tugal, South Korea. Tunisia, Uruguay, US
Navy, Yugoslavia

North American F-86F Sabre

One of the six Canadair Sabre Mk 6s acquired by the Fuerza Aerea Columbiana in the mid-f ifties and equipping the Escuadron de Caza

North American F-100 Super Sabre
The first of the USAF's so-called 'Century-

series' fighters, because their designations

were 100 or over, the North American F-100

is also regarded as being the world's first

operational fighter capable of sustaining a

speed in excess of Mach 1 in level flight. Its

design originated as a private venture by
North American Aviation for an improved

successor to the North American F-86 Sabre,

and was identified originally by the Company
as the Sabre 45 because of the aircraft's 45° of

wing sweepback. This design proposal was
submitted to the USAF for consideration, as it

was understood that although the US Air

force had submitted no requests for proposals,

there was general interest in a supersonic air

superiority fighter to become operational in

1955.

In October 1951 the USAF requested North
American to proeeed with development of the

Sabre 45 design, resulting in a rapidly produc-

ed mockup which, when inspected in

November, brought a demand for more than

100 detail changes. The company's involve-

ment in accelerated production of the F-86 for

deployment in Korea meant that reduced

priority was given to the Sabre 45 projeet, and

it was not until 21 March 1952 that inspection

of the revised mockup could take place. This

was then designated F-100A, as the result of

an order for two YF-100A prototypes placed

by letter contra« on 3 January 1952, followed

Takeoff of F-100D Super Sabres of the 120th TFS from Phan Rang AB during the American mvolvement in Vietnam. Today a handful of

'Huns' are still airworthy with the Air National Guard and in Taiwan, and the last combat units are in Denmark and Turkey
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ion I IOOAi in 1

1

i I
..' The review of thc J--100A by

die m i thti abnost all ot

tili- desired i banges lud been im < u p- >r
|

tlic dcsign »nd 11 rcgardcd as bring

II, latisfactory, .> follow-up conti

.1 furthei 2S0 aircrafi wai placed in August

1952.

In 1 1 s original form there wai .i diitinci

iiinil. hkriK-ss ii> the P-86, excepl foi thc

larger-area, increased-iweep wing, bul I

iiiiic the Building oi the prototypi

there were other notable difrerences. These

were concerned primarily with the conngura

Hon nl ihr note and tail unil l In- former liad

acquired a (Tat oval intake b>r the Single aftcr-

burning turbojel initalled in tbc aft fuselage;

tbc lattcr bad become Minicwb.it unconven

tional, with a slab tailplane mounted ai

possible, completely separated from fin and

rudder. There wen- no (lapi

ailerons were mounted inboard to avoid 'I"

problem i>t control reversal, feared with so

thin a wing, but full-span Icadmg-cdge llatl

were fitted.

The initial fligbt of tbc tu t prototype wai

niade im 25 May 1953, and in a subsequent

fligbt thii airtr.ih demonstrated a ipeed ot

Mach 1.05 although powered bv a derated

prototype enginc. Tbc KCOnd prototype tlew

oh ll Öctobei 1953, and tbc hrst productiorj

F-100A on 29 Octobei 1953: all three airi i aft

COnfirmcd shortconiings in respee t ot fhglit

control, st.ibilitv, and pilol visibihtv. In addi

tion, tbc Pratt & Whitney |57 engine was iuf-

fering problems with compressor stall.

I nten in modifit atiom were made to correel

tlicsc deficiencies and on 27 September 1954

F-IOOAs entered operation.il lervice with the

Tactical Air Command's 479th Fightei Das'

Wing at George AF ; B, California lt\ early

November all l-l(M)s were groundcd follovt

ing scrious accidcnts. Tbc majoi problem was

tbat at high speed and under !ngh-g the .m

craft bad a tendency to yaw: it tnis instabilit)

was not recognised immediately and corrected

the rcsult was loss of control and break -up

Electronic and aerodynamic 'fixes' including

extended wings and a lallet vertical tail, were

a temporarv paliative; but it was not until in-

troduetion of a hydraulically-actuated

clectrically-controllcd vaw damper on thc

subsequent F-100C, plus .i pitch damper, tb.it

the problem was regarded as solved.

By the timc that produetion ended in 1959,

the USAF had aeeepted 2,249 Super Sabrei fbl

its own use, fewer than had been expected.

The F-100A had been followed by the F-100C

fighter-bomber with a strengthened wing toi

external loads, the F-100D fighter-bomber

with an autopilot and other improved equip-

ment and detail changes, and the longer-

fuselage two-seat FTOOF combat trainer with

füll operational capability. FTOOs saw exten-

sive Service in Vietnam, and seven F-lOOFs

were cquipped with anti-SAM (surface-to-air

missile) avionics, under the designation Wild

Weasel 1, to counter North Vietnamese

weapons, and in April 1966 were deployed to

attack 'Fan-Song' fire-control radar svstems.

Like the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom,

the 'Hun' could operate effectively in both

low attack and high combat roles.

Type: supersontc tactical fighter/ fighter-

bomber /combat trainer

Powerplant: (F-100D) one 17,000-lb

(7711-kg) afterburning thrust Pratt &
Whitney J57-P-21A turbojet

Performance: (F-100D): maximum speed

Mach 1.3 or 864 mph (1390 km/h) at 36,000

ft (10970 m); cruising speed 565 mph (909

km/h) at 25,000 ft (7620 m); combat radius

530 miles (853 km)
Weights: (F-100D) empty 21,000 lb (9525

kg); maximum take-off 34,832 lb (15800 kg)

Dimensions: span 38 ft 9 in (11.81 m);

length (F-100D) 47 ft in (14.33 m); span

(F-100F) 52 ft 6 in (16.00 m); wing area 385
sq ft (35.77 m 2

)

Armament: (F-100D) four M39 20-mm can-

non, with six underwing hardpoints for

rockets, bombs, air-to-air and air-to-surface

missiles, or drop tanks

Operators: Denmark, France, Taiwan,
Turkey, US Air National Guard (1979 Taiwan
and Turkey only) USAF F-100D-61-NA (56-2910) of the 308th Tactical Fighter Sqn. 31st TFW, based at Tuv Hoa. Vietnam, 1970.
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North American T-6 Texan
The North American T-6 is a two-seat advan-

ced trainer, officially named Texan but better

remember by Commonwealth pilots as the

Harvard.

The aircraft was introduced in 1938 and was

similar to and eventually replaced the

USAAF's North American BC-1A basic com-

bat trainer. The pilot and instructor sat in

tandem enclosed Cockpits, the low sill of

which gave an excellent view. Complete dual

flight and engine controls were fitted in each

cockpit. The powerful and reliable Pratt &
Whitney Wasp air-cooled radial engine gave a

sprightly Performance, and the forgiving but

responsive flying controls combined to make

the T-6 an ideal training aircraft. Its destinc-

tive rasping noise, not heard by the occupants,

was caused by the high tip-speed of the direct-

drive propeller.

Early aircraft had a conventional alumi-

nium-alloy monocoque fuselage, but in 1941,

because of possible shortages of Strategie

materials, the strueture was extensively

redesigned to eliminate the use of aluminium-

alloy and high-alloy steels. The wings, centre-

section, fin, and the flying control surfaces

were made of spot-welded low-alloy steel,

while the side panels of the forward fuselage

and the entire rear fuselage were made of

plywood. However, when the antieipated

shortages did not materialise, the original

method of construetion was reintroduced.

Harvards were first delivered to the Royal

Air Force in 1938, and remained a Standard

trainer at flying training schools for over 16

years. After their withdrawal in 1955 they

continued in Service with university air

squadrons of Home Command as Communica-

tions aircraft. Many Harvards also saw Service

in an operational armed role against the Mau
Mau in Kenya and terrorists in Malaya.

The primary role of the T-6 as an armed

trainer makes it suitable also for light ground

attack duties. Because of this, and its strong

construetion, reliability and ease of flying, the

T-6 continues to be used by numerous coun-

tries throughout the world.

Type: two-seat advanced trainer

Powerplant: one 550-hp (409-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Wasp R-1340-AN-1 air-cooled radial

Performance: maximum speed 212 mph (341

North American T-6 Texan

km/h); cruising speed 170 mph (272 km/h);

Service ceiling 21,500 ft (6560 m); ränge 870

miles (1400 km)
Weights: emptv 4,158 lb (1888 kg): gross

5,617 lb (2550 kg)

Dimensions: span 42 ft in (12.9 m); length

29 ft 6 in (9.0 m); height 11 ft 8V2 in (3.5 m);

wing area 253.7 sq ft (23.6 m
)

Armament: two forward-firing 0.30-in

(7.62-mm) machine-guns and one 0.30-in

(7.62-mm) machine-gun on flexible mounting

in rear cockpit; in addition, underwing rockets

and light bombs can be carried for weapon
training and close-support duties

Operators: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,

Canada, Chile, Dominican Republic, France,

Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India,

Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Laos, Mexico,

Morocco, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Pakistan,

Paraguay, Portugal, Salvador, South Africa,

Spain, Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, United

Kingdom, Uruguay, Venezuela, Zaire

North American T-28 Trojan

Requiring a primary and basic two-seat trainer

to supersede the well-known T-6 Texan (Har-

vard), the USAF initiated a design competi-

tion in 1948 to procure a replacement. North

American Aviation, which nad designed and

built the T-6 Texan, thus had very con-

siderable experience of building training air-

craft, and the company's NA-159 design was

selected as the winning entry, an initial con-

tract for two prototypes, designated XT-28,

being awarded. The first of these made its in-

itial flight on 26 September 1949, and follow-

ing satisfactory evaluation was ordered into

produetion for the USAF in 1950, with the

designation T-28A and the name Trojan.

Deliveries to Air Training Command began

in late 1950, and when produetion ended a

total of 1,194 had been built. Of low-wing

monoplane configuration, with pupil and in-

structor seated in tandem, the Trojan was the

first trainer in US military service with a

retractable tricycle-type landing gear.

Powerplant consisted of an 800-hp (597-kW)

Wright R-1300-1 radial piston engine.

Although used mainly as a primary trainer, the

Trojan could operate also in an armament

training role, for there was provision for the

carriage of light bombs or rockets beneath the

wings, and for the installation of two 0.5-in

(12.7-mm) machine-guns.

Following a decision made in 1952 to stan-

dardise on training aircraft for the US forces,

the US Navy ordered the type into produetion

under the designation T-28B. These differed

from the USAF version by having a more

powerful 1,425-hp (1063-kW) Wright
R-1820 Cyclone radial piston engine, an im-

proved cockpit canopy and an airbrake on the

undersurface of the fuselage. The T-28B, of

which 489 were built, was followed by 299

T-28Cs which differed only by having an ar-

rester hook for deck landing training.

Subsequently, many surplus T-28s were

converted to serve as ground attack aircraft.

Under the designation T-28D, North

American modified 147 T-28As for the above

role, this work including the installation of a

1,425-hp H063-kW) Wright R-1820-56S

engine, and the provision of six underwing

hardpoints to carry a combat load of various

weapons, including 0.50-in machine-gun

fiacks, napalm, bombs and rockets, or external

uel tanks to give a ferry ränge of 1,200 miles

(1930 km). A number were also converted as

attack trainers under the designation AT-28D.
Many T-28Ds were deployed in South Viet-

nam and the Congo, and were supplied also to

the armed forces of several nations. Following

evaluation of a T-28D by the French Air Force

in North Africa, Sud-Aviation in France

modified a considerable number of ex-USAF
T-28As, under an arrangement with PacAero

Engineering Corporation of Santa Monica,

California. Under the name Fennec, these air-

craft were given 1,425-hp (1063-kW) Wright
R-1820-56S engines and armament compnsing
two 12.5-mm machine-guns in a pod beneath

each wing, and mountings for four 300-lb

(136-kg) bombs. The French Air Force Fen-

necs were used for a variety of reconnaissance,

I V

North American T-28A Trojan

patrol and close support duties in Algeria,

replacing North American T-6 aircraft which

had been similarly deployed for a number of

years. Several Fennecs were supplied for Ser-

vice with the Argentine Navy.

Type: two-seat primary and basic trainer

Powerplant: (T-28B) one 1,425-hp

(1063-kW) Wright R-1820 ridial aircooled

piston engine

Performance: (T-28B) maximum speed 343

mph (552 km/h); cruising speed at 30,000 ft

(9145 m) 310 mph (499 km/h); maximum
ränge at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 1,060 miles

(1706 km)

Weights: (T-28B) empty 6,424 lb (2914 kg);

maximum take-off 8,486 lb (3849 kg)

Dimensions: span 40 ft 1 in (12.22 m);

length 33 ft in (10.06 m); height 12 ft 8 in

(3.86 m); wing area 268 sq ft (24.90 m 2
)

Armament: (T-28D) six underwing hard-

points for the carriage of bombs, machine-gun

packs, napalm and rockets

Operators: (trainers) US Air Force, US
Navy; (armed variants) Argentina, Bolivia,

France, Kampuchea, Laos, Thailand, US Air

Force, Zaire

Northrop F-5A/F-5B Freedom Fighter

In 1954 the US government initiated a study

to determine Asian and European re-

quirements for a lightweight and comparative-

Iv inexpensive high-performance fighter, to be

supplied to friendly nations via the Militarv

Assistance Programme. As a result of this in-

terest, Northrop began investigation of the re-

quiremenc, identifving their initial work as the

N-156 coneept. Two years of private develop-

ment followed before the USAF and Navy
showed interest in a supersonic trainer derived

from this wnrk .nid this, designated T-38, was
developed in parallel with the private venture

N-156C. First flight of the prototype N-156C
was made on 30 July 1959, and during which a

speed in excess of Mach 1 was attained.

However, it was not until 23 April 1962

that the US Secretary of Defense approved

USAF selection of the N-156C, this being

designated subsequently F-5, the tirst single-

seat F-5A prototype flying initiallv in Mav
1963. A two-seat Version for fighter trainer

duties was developed and built simultaneously

under the. designation F-5B, and this entered

operational service four months before the

F-5A, with the 4441 st Combat Crew Train-

ing Squadron at Williams AFB, Chandler,

Arizona, on 30 April 1964. The first of the

F-5As were delivered to the same squadron in

August of that same year.

The required performance was attained bv

installing two small turbojets with atter-

burners, and provision of a lightweight air-

frame which used new structural techniques

and advanced aerodynamic features. These in-

cluded wing leading-edge and trailing-

edge flaps, area-ruled fuselage and two
hydraulicallv-operated airbrakes on the under-

surface of the fuselage. A rocket-powered ejee-

tion seat is provided for the pilot of an F-5A,

and for both instructor and pupil of the F-5B

version. The primarv intereeption weapons
comprised two nose-mounted Colt-Browning

20-mm guns and two AIM-9B Sidewinder

missiles on wingtip launchers. One under-

tuselage and four underwing pylons permit the

carriage of nearly three tons of weapons, in-

cluding AGM-12B Bullpups and a wide vari-

ety of bombs and rockets.

To evaluate the combat potential of the

F-5A, a 12-aircraft unit of the Tactical Air

Command's 4503rd Tactical Fighter Wing
was deployed to South-East Asia in October

1965, under the codename Project Skoshi

Tiger. It was from this project that the F-5 ac-

quired the nickname 'Tiger'. The aircraft

Northrop F-5A Freedom Fighter

deploved to Da Nang were diverted from the

Militarv Assistance Programme, and provided

with in-flight refuelling capabilitv, armour

protection, jettisonable pylons, additional

avionics, and finished in Camouflage paint. In a

period of four months these aircraft flew more

than 2,500 hours, in roles which included

close support, interdiction and reconnaissance.

In earlv 1966 the unit was moved to Bien Hoa

AB, from where interdiction, armed recon-

naissance and combat air patrols against

enemv MiG fighters were flown over North

Vietnam. The unit was increased subsequently

to 18 aircraft, becoming the lOth Fighter

Command Squadron and assigned to the 3rd

Tactical Fighter Wing based at Bien Hoa AB.

These aircraft were transferred to the South

Vietnamese Air Force in 1967.

Versions of the F-5 include the basic F-5A,

the two-seat F-5B and the reconnaissance ver-
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Northrop F-5E/F Tiger II

Wlulc produetion ol the Northrop I -SA B

was m progress, the Company developed .is .i

private venture an improved vcishmi

F-5, usuig .is a prototype an I- SA airframi

First flown in Man h 1969. n was powered bj

two 5,000-lb (2267-kg) afterburning General

Electrii [85-GE-21 turbojets, providing almosi

23% more power than the engines ol the I 5

lins higher-performance aircraft was offered

to the USAF who wen- acting as the US
government's instrument in the IFA competi-

tion fot Foreign customers as a follow-on to

the F-5. but tlus force was unprepared to ac-

cept tlus as a replacement tor the satisfactor)

and effective F-5 without extended fliglit

testing to establish whether the new engines

offered any really significant advantages

There werf other factors which at that time

oaused some concern to the Secretary ol

Defense and the USAF. lt Northrop's ne«

fighter introduced new engines and some

degree oi advaneed uleas, would lt retain the

proven capability oi the F-5A B to be operated

and maintained successfully by nations which

did not aspire to the teclinological cxpcneikc

of the USAF. Conversely, the USAF wanted t

fighter with expanded pertormance, tor the

primarv requirement was tor a tighter able to

flv air supenontv missions against aircraft such

as the Soviet-built MiCl-21. The tentative

name of Advanced International Fighter was

attached to the new design hut. effective or

not, the USAF could not expect to reeeive

funding tor its development and produetion

without the normal Congressional procedure

of selecting a contractor. Thus, requests tor

proposals were sein to eight US manutacturers

on 26 February 1970. and in the following

month four companies replied, each offering a

version of a fighter aircraft alreadv in produe-

tion. Ling-Temco-Vought proposed a variant

of the F-8 Crusader, Lockheed of the F-104

Startighter. McDonnell Douglas of the F-4

Phantom II and, of course, Northrop the ad-

vaneed F-5. It was the last which was chosen

for produetion to meet the requiremer.ts tor

what had by then become known as the Inter-

national Fighter Aircraft (IFA), and on 20

November 1970 the USAF announced selec-

tion of Northrop as the prime contractor for

this programme.

Northrop's finalised design for the aircraft

which became designated F-5E and acquired

the name Tiger II, differed in several respects

from the F-5A, for experjence gained by

continued
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tion with the electrically-operated single-

slotted trailing-edge flaps Othei im-

provements included an increase ol win|

ii 10%; modification ol the tapered

wing leading-edge extension, between wing

and fuselage, to improve airflovt over the

wmg. especially at lugh angles ol attack; Pro-

vision of two-position nosewheel gear, which Northrop F-5E Tiger II

This foreign camouflaged' Northrop F-5E Tiger II is one of a fleet of over 60 opei

exercises at Nellis AFB. Similar aircraft are used for Dissimilar Air Combat Training an

id by USAF Tactical Air Co

Aggressor work by USAFE
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Northrop F-5E/F Tiger II

increased the wing's angle of attack by 3° 22'

to reduce take-off distance, and also of arrester

gear which would make it possible for the IFA

to be operated from and to short runways; in-

creased internal fuel capacity; introduction of

an integrated fire-control System; and, of

course, installation of the General Electric

J85-GE-21 engines which had initiated the

project.

The initial contract called for the production

of 325 F-5Es on a fixed-price-incentive basis,

and it is interesting to note that Northrop's

costs were higher than the target figure. One
of the primary reasons for this was the

cancellation of the Boeing SST (SuperSonic

Transport) programme, for the Company had

used anticipated sub-contract earnings on this

latter progamme to arrive at the lowest possi-

ble initial cost for its new fighter. Costs also

rose because the added complexities of pro-

viding shorter take-off and manoeuvrability

created problems that had to be resolved,

despite utilisation of a well developed airframe.

For example, the need to limit weight in-

creases dictated the use of costly titanium in

the aft fuselage section in the engine/tailpipe

shroud areas. Furthermore, the higher

powered J85-GE-21 engine was suffenng from

a degree of unreliability, and the US Air Force

suspended flight testing for three months,

from 21 September 1972, to give General

Electric time to resolve the major problems.

Inevitably, such setbacks added to costs, but in

the final analysis it has been proved that

although unit costs were higher than

estimated by Northrop, they were below the

figure that the USAF had expected it might

have to pay. The first production aircraft made

its first flight on 11 August 1972, but the

F-5E was not accepted for sevice by the USAF
until 4 April 1973. At that date, the aircraft

which were being used by Tactical Air Com-
mand's 425th Tactical Fighter Training

Squadron at Williams AFB, Chandler,

Arizona, for operational testing were adopted

for Service use.A lengthened-fuselage tandem

two-seat trainer has since been developed,

under the designation F-5F. This version re-

tains the integrated fire-control System of the

F-5E, so that it may be used both for training

and combat, but has only a single M-39 gun.

The first flight of an F-5F was made on 25

September 1974, with deliveries of production

aircraft beginning in the summer of 1976.

The effectiveness of the F-5E in Service use can

perhaps be judged best by the fact that the top

air combat training schools in the US, the

Navy's Fighter Weapon School and the Air

Force's Aggressor Squadron, both use F-5Es

as 'enemy' aircraft in combat training against

US squadrons of first-line operational tactical

fighters.

By early 1978 Orders for the F-5E/F totalled

just over 1,000, in ratio of approximately 9:1,

of which about 75% had then been delivered.

An RF-5E reconnaissance version was approv-

ed for development on 31 March 1978, with a

prototype scheduled to make its first flight in

the spring of 1979. This will have a modified

forward fuselage that will be able to accom-

modate a wide variety of equipment for the

reconnaissance role. It is intended that during

the flight test programme of the RF-5E both

day and night photo-reconnaissance missions

will be flown.

Type: tactical fighter, fighter/trainer, and

reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: two 5,000-lb (2267-kg) after-

burning General Electric J85-GE-21 turbojets

Performance: maximum speed (F-5E) Mach
1.64 or 1,083 mph (1743 km/h) at 36,000 ft

(10970 m); (F-5F) Mach 1.56, or 1,030 mph
(1657 km/h) at 36,090 ft (11000 m); max-
imum cruising speed (F-5E) Mach 0.98 or 647

mph (1040 km/h) at 36,000 ft (10970 m);

combat radius with maximum fuel, two AIM-
9E Sidewinders, plus allowances for 5 minutes

combat with maximum afterburning power at

15,000 ft (4570 m) 656 miles (1056 km); com-
bat radius with 5,200-lb (2358-kg) weapons
load, two AIM-9E Sidewinders, maximum
fuel, plus allowances for 5 minutes combat at

military power at S/L 138 miles (222 km)
Weights: empty (F-5E) 9,683 lb (4392 kg),

(F-5F) 10,567 lb (4793 kg); maximum take-off

(F-5E) 24,664 lb (11187 kg), (F-5F) 25,147 lb

Northrop F-5E (159881) of the US Naval Fighter Weapons "Top Gun" School at Miramar NAS, Calif. Soviet style

numbers adorn the nose and the school emblem is on the fin

Iranian Air Force F-5E (00933), one of 141 received by the Service replacing older F-5As

Northrop F-5E (01568) of the 64th Fighter Interceptor Training Sqn, 57th Fighter Weapons Wing, at Nellis AFB, in the

so-called "snake" Camouflage seheme

U9AF
0IS4S

Northrop F-5E (01545) of the 527th TFTAS at Alconbury, Hunts, in the "ghost" seheme emulating the

Camouflage carried by some Soviet Air Force fighters

'Lizard" Camouflage applied to an F-5E (01528) of the 64th FITS, 57th FWW at Nellis AFB

Fuerza Aerea de Chile F-5E of Grupo 7 at Antofagasta AFB Delivered in 1976, the 15 F-5Es in Chilean Service have a Ä^ i

—

dorsal fin extension housing the ADF antenna

US Air Force F-5E (1508) of the 57th Fighter Weapons Wing, Nellis AFB, in one of several expenmental Camouflage
schemes employed by the "Aggressor" units.

Forca Aerea Brasileira F-5E (4820) of the 1° Escuadrao, 1° Grupo de Aviacao de Caca, at Santa Cruz AFB, Rio de
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(11406 kg)

Dimension?: span 26 ft 8 in (8.13 in), s|un

over miiiilei 27 h 1
1

' « in (8 53 m); length

(F-5E) 48 t. 2 in (14 '.8 m), (F-5F) 51 ft 7 in

(15.72 rn); height (F-5E) 13 ft 4 in (4.06 m),

(F-5F) 13 ft 1 W in (4.01 in); wing area 186 s t)

ft (17.3 ni 2
)

Armament: tWO Colt-Hrowning M-39
20-inm guns (F-5F.), one M-39 (F-5F); two

AIM-9E Sidewinderi; LAU-3/A and LAU-
59/A rockets; Mk-82. Mk-84, Mk-117A1.

BLU-27 ». BLU-32/B, and CBU-24/49
bombt
Operators: Brazil, Chile, Egypt, Iran, Jor-

dan, Kcnv.i. South Korea, Malaysia, Saudi

Arabia, Singapore, Sudan, Switzerland,

Taiwan, Thailand, and che USAF and USN
(as trainers)

Chinese Nationalist Air Force F 5E (74 00959) "Chung Cheng " of 2nd Fighter Wing, Taiwan Example illustrated is

one of initial batch supplied direct Irom Northrop

The Royal Saudi Air Force Gerätes 70 Northrop F 5E Tiger Ms in four squadrons based at Tail and Khamis Mushayt

Northrop T-38 Talon
As mentioned bricfly in the dcscription of the

Northrop F-5A/B, the evolution of that tac-

tical fighter had begun with Northrop's

N-156 coneept which, after two years of

development as a private venture, had resulted

in a supersonic trainer which in 1956 was iden-

tified as the N-156T and submitted as a pro-

posal to the USAF. Three prototypes were

ordered in December 1956 for development as

a two-seat supersonic basic trainer (the first

and, except for the Mitsubishi T18, only such

aircraft in the world). The first of these made
its initial flight on 10 April 1959 at Edwards

AFB, California. By that time there had been a

contract revision, concluded in June 1958, for

the supply of six aircraft under the designation

YT-38, plus one airframe for static testing.

Powerplant of the first two prototypes com-

prised two 2,100-lb (953-kg) thrust non-

afterburning General Electric YJ85-GE-1 tur-

bojets, but the remainder of the YT-38 trials

aircraft had 3,600-lb (1633-kg) afterburning

thrust YJ85-GE-5 engines. Whilst testing of

the first two prototypes was satisfactory, early

evaluation of the YT-38s with the more
powerful engines left litt lc* doubt that the US
Air Force was about to acquire an exceptional

trainer, and the first contract was for 13

T-38As, which were given the name Talon.

The first was delivered for Service with the

USAF's 3510th Flying Training Wing, at

Randolph AFB, on 17 March 1961.

When it entered Service, no aircraft could

have looked less like a trainer than the Talon.

Its slender area-ruled fuselage, narrow-span

sharp-edged wings, and tailplane with

anhedral, identified it at a glance as an advanc-

ed combat aircraft: many pupils wondered just

what they were taking on. But despite its

high-performance capability, with a Mach 1.3

speed at altitude, its stalling speed was as low
as 146 mph (235 km/h) and very considerable

design effort had been directed to make it an

aeroplane which would not be too demanding
on the pupil in the front seat. Both pupil and

instruetor are aecommodated on rocket-

powered ejeetion seats, the latter raised 10 in

(0.25 m) higher than the pupil to improve the

instructor's forward view. AU flying controls

are hydraulically powered by a duplicated

System; directional and longitudinal stability

augmenters are installed in series with the con-

trol system; and aileron design and area are

such that the Talon can bc flown and landed

safely with one aileron inoperative.

The cumulative effect of such attention to

the safety aspect, plus the inherent rehability

of the entire aircraft and its Systems, enabled

the US Air Force to report in 1972 that the

T-38 had maintained consistently the highest

safety record of any supersonic aircraft in

USAF service. Dunng 1971 the T-38A acci-

dent rate was 1.2 per 100,000 flying hours,

which was below half the average for the Air

Force.

When produclion ended in early 1972, a

total of 1,187 T-38s had been delivered to the

USAF. Other users included the US Navy,

which acquired five from the US Air Force,

and NASA, which obtained a total of 24 from

Northrop to serve as flight-readiness trainers

for astronauts. In addition, 46 were supplied

through the USAF for use by the German
Lujtwajfe in the training of German Student

pilots in the United States: these aircraft retain

USAF military insignia.

Type: two-seat supersonic basic trainer

Powerplant: two 3,850-lb (1746-kg) after-

burning thrust General Electric J85-GE-5A
turbojets

Performance: maximum speed Mach 1.3 or

858 mph (1381 km/h) at 36,000 ft (10970 m);

maximum cruising speed 627 mph (1009

km/h) at 36,000 ft (10970 m); ränge with

maximum fuel, with 20 minutes reserve at

10,000 ft (3050 m) 1,140 miles (1835 km)
Weights: empty 7,164 lb (3250 kg); max-
imum take-off and landing 11.820 lb (5361 kg)

Dimensions: span 25 ft 3 in (7.70 m); length

46 ft 4V4 in (14.14 m); height 12 ft 10 1/: in

(3.92 m); wing area 170 sq Ft (15.79 m :
)

Armament: none

Operators: NASA, US Air Force, US Navy,

West Germany Just on 800 Northrop T-38A Talons serve with USAF Air Training Command, and 41 in US
markings belong to the Federal German Luftwaffe which found American desert weather

made for faster pilot graduation This supersonic trainer has a good service record

Northrop T-38 Talon

This gaggle of Northrop T-38A Talons are among the oldest of the breed in the whole US
Air Force, although only Japan followed suit in buymg a costly supersonic trainer (the Jaguar

was sensibly reserved as a warplane) the T-38 proved safe and reliable
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Northrop YF-17/F-18L

The Northrop F-18L is the land-based version

of the McDonnell Douglas F-18 Hörnet

carrier-based fighter, which in turn was
derived from the Northrop YF-17 twin-

engined fighter prototype entered for the US
Air Force competition for a Lightweight

Fighter. The USAF competition was won by

the General Dynamics F-16.

McDonnell Douglas made a detailed study

of the two aircraft and concluded that the

Northrop YF-17 not only met most of the US
Navy's requirements for a new combat

fighter, but was also the easier to convert for

Operation from aircraft carriers. Following this

Company evaluation, McDonnell Douglas

teamed with Northrop to propose a very much
heavier, longer ranged development of the

YF-17 to meet the US Navy requirements.

The resulting aircraft, designated F-18

Hörnet, is now in production for the US
Navy.

Northrop, although losing the USAF
Lightweight Fighter competition, believed

that the YF-17 had certain inherent advan-

tages for many overseas air forces, the main

one being those afforded by twin engines

against the single engine in the F-16. To meet

this potential demand, Northrop have evolved

a land-based version of the F-18, designated

F-18L.

The chief distinguishing features of the

F-18L are the absence of carrier gear (such as

wing fold, catapult arm and arrester hook),

and a considerable reduction in internal capaci-

ty which reduces gross weight by 40 per cent.

Externally, the two aircraft are very similar.

Of advanced aerodynamic configuration, a

distinctive feature is the highly-swept strakes

extending along the fuselage from the wing
leading edge, which provide vortex lift and

control, and significantly reduce wing area.

Other features of the fixed unswept wings are

the large leading-edge manoeuvring flaps, and

the ailerons which can be drooped along with

the wing flaps to provide the advantages of

full-span flaps for low approach speeds. The
primary flying controls are operated by a fly-

by-wire flight-control System, with a

mechanical back-up.

Ease of maintenance has been given careful

consideration in the design. Servicing points

and panels are spaced apart, permitting

simultaneous maintenance work. An engine

can be changed in less than 30 minutes.

Type: single seat, lightweight fighter

Powerplant: two 16,000-lb (7257-kg)

General Electric F404-GE-400 turbofans

Performance: maximum level speed at high

altitude Mach 2.0; approach speed 127 mph

(204 km/h); stalling speed 102 mph (163

km/h); maximum rate of climb with 50% fuel

and two Sidewinders over 60,000 ft (18000

m)/min; combat radius 921 miles (1482 km)
Weights: maximum take-off (estimated)

33,000 lb (14970 kg")

Dimensions: span 37 ft 6 in (11.43 m);

length 56 ft in (17.07 m); height 15 ft 3 in

(4.66 m); wing area 400 sq ft (37.16 m2)
Armament: one M61 20-mm six-barrel gun
with 540 rounds, plus two AIM-9 Side-

winders, or two AIM-7 Sparrows, or two
Martin Marietta sensor pods.

Operators: none (aircraft under development)

Northrop YF-17/F-18L

Northrop's two YF-17 prototypes lost out in the 1974-75 evaluation against the F-16, but

selection of the same basic design for the Naval Air Combat Fighter (today's F-18) has

enabled Northrop to try to promote a new land-based F-18L to many countnes

PAF T-610 Cali (AJI Super Pinto)

In the mid-1950s the Temco Aircraft Corpora-

tion in the USA produced a private-venture jet

primary trainer called the Model 51, which

had tandem seats, and a pod-and-boom

fuselage with a 920-lb (417-kg) Continental

J69 turbojet. This flew for the first time on 26

March 1956, and 14 were later built as TT-1
Pintos for the US Na-'y, to evaluate the

feasibility of providing naval cadets with ab in-

itio jet training. One of these aircraft was

bought by AJI (American Jet Industries Ine) in

the late 1960s and developed into a potential

COIN (counter-insurgency) type, by install-

ing a more powerful CJ610 engine, stretching

the fuselage by 2 ft 6 in (0.76 m), increasing

the Standard fuel load by adding wingtip

tanks, and adding six underwing attachment

points on which the aircraft could carry a

variety of armament or additional fuel tanks.

In this form, known as the T-610 Super Pinto,

it was flown for the first time on 28 June

1968, and subsequently was one of a number
of light strike types evaluated at Eglin Air

Force Base, Florida, in August 1971 as part of

the US Air Force's Pave Coin programme.

Unsuccessful in attracting Orders on this occa-

sion, the Super Pinto then lay dormant for a

number of years while AJI concentrated its ef-

forts to more rewarding effect in the civil

general-aviation field. In 1978, however, came

news that the Self-Reliance Development

Wing of the Philippine air force had purchased

the prototype, together with all works draw-

ings and rights in its design and production.

The PAF, which has re-christened the aircraft

Cali, is partieipating in endeavours to build up

an aircraft manufacturing capability in the

Philippines, but up to early 1979 had not taken

a decision on whether to put the T-610 into

production.

Powerplant: one 2,850-lb (1293-kg) General

Electric CJ610-4 turbojet

Performance: (without tip-tanks) maximum
speed 518 mph (834 km/h); maximum rate of

climb at sea level 9,000 ft (2743 m) per

minute; absolute ceiling 48,000 ft (14630 m)
Weights: empty 3,233 lb (1466 kg); max-

imum take-off (without tip-tanks) 5,001 lb

(2268 kg)

Dimensions: span (without tip-tanks)

30 ft in (9.14 m); length 31 ft 5 in

(9.58 m); height 11 ft 5 in (3.48 m); wing

area 150.0 sq ft (13.93 m 2
)

Armament: six underwing hardpoints for ex-

ternal loads, including drop-tanks; no details

of individual ordnance known
Operators: Philippines

PAF T-610 Cali (AJI Super Pinto)

Type: two-seat primary jet trainer or

strike aircraft

light Originally called the TT-1 Pinto, this neat primary jet trainer has reappeared as the T-610 Call, which the Self-Reliance Wing of the

Philippines Air Force hopes to put into production as an armed COIN attack platform (note pylons) and trainer.
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Panavia Tornado

The tri-national Panavia Tornado fighter-

bomber, previously known as the MRCA
(Muhi-Rolc Combat Aircraft), has been

developed to equip the air forces of Bnt.nn,

Germany and Italy, togethei with the German

naw Tb« manufacuturer, Panavia, was

i, ,i I in Man h 1 969 and prisei .1 1 onioi

tium of British Aerospacc, Messerschmitt-

Bolkow-Blohm (MBB) and Acritalia. The

eomplementary engine Organisation, Turbo-

Union, was iet up in Septembei 1969 and con-

sists of Rolls-Royce, Motoren- und Turbinen-

Union (MTU) and Fiat.

The Tornado has resultcd from the need to

replace a widc variety of earher typet used for

several roles. These include German and

Italian Lockheed F-104G Starfighters,

together with the Royal Air Forcc's HS

Vulcans, BAC. Canberras and HS Buccaneers.

These are all duc to bc superseded by the "I w
nado IDS (interdictor/ftrike) Version, called

Tornado FG.l by the RAF. In addition, the

Tornado F. 2 or ADV (Air-Defcncc Variant)

is being developed to sueeeed the RAF's BAC

Lightning and McDonncll Douglas Phantom

intcreeptors.

The abandonment of carlier Studie«, such .is

the AFVC (Anglo-French Variable-Geomctry)

and Joint US-Gcrman projeets, led to the

adoption of Tornado as a tri-national pro-

gramme in an effort to increase the produi cion

run and thus reduce unit costs. Canada,

Bclgiuni and the Ncthcrlands also took part in

the early studies bul subsequently withdrew,

leaving the present threc Sponsoring COlintrieS.

Development began in mid-1970, following

the complction of the feasibility and
|

1

definition phases,

The Tornado is a twin-engined, tv.

aircraft which is intended to perform SÜ

roles covering the requirements oi the four irr

itial operating Services. These are dose ,111 Sup-

port and battlefield interdiction, interd

counter-air Operations, aii superiorii

tereeption, naval att.uk and reconnaiss \

dual-control trainer Version with

combat cesponsibilities i
1
- also in p

A variable-geometry (swing-Vi foul

was adopted to give the Torn.i 1 the. max-

imum operating tlexibilirv. This includes the

ability to use dispersed semi-prepared airnelds,

loitcr for long periods with the wings swept

forwards, cruise for long distances at high and

medium altitudes, and flv at high speed just

above the ground or sea with its wings swept

back for the best gust-response characteristics

and a smooth ride. An extremcly sophisticated

navigation-attack System is installed, but

a two-man crew was nevertheless selected

to maximize the aircraft's efficiency. The
Tornado will perform its attack role at least as

well as the much larger General Dynamics
F- 111 and provide an effective all-wcathcr

counter to the build-up of Warsaw Pact

forces.

The first of nine prototypes made its maiden

flight in August 1974, this series being follow-

ed by six pre-produetion Tornadoes. Four of

these are to be refurbished to operational Stan-

dard and will enter service alongside 805 new
produetion aircraft: 324 for the Luftwaffe and

German navy, 385 for the RAF (of which 165

will be ADVs) and 100 for the Italian air force.

Delays have resulted in the service-entry

timetable being put back, but delivery for Ser-

vice test began in February 1977, and the Tri-

National Training Unit at Cottesmore began

Operations in 1979.

The shoulder-mounted wings are swept bv
25° when fully forward and 66° when swung
completely aft; the angle is controlled manual-

ly by the pilot, although a semi-automatic ar-

rangement is likely to be adopted (certainly for

the 'F. 2) to relieve the crew's workload in air

combat. The navigation-attack System in-

cludes a Texas Instruments multi-mode radar

for terrain following, ground mapping, air-to-

air acquisition and lock-on, navigation fixes

and air-to-ground target ranging. The Ferranti-

inertial navigator and Decca doppler radar feed

navigation Information to the main Computer,
a Litef Spirit 3. Data are communicated to the

navigator on his combined radar/projeeted-

map and television displays, and to the pilot on
a projeeted-map repeater. Flight-director and
weapon-aiming symbology is presented to the

pilot on his head-up display, and any other in-

€>
X "

X587

Panavia Tornado P 11 he pre-production aircraft, shown m the markmgs of

Erprobunqsstelle 61, thr Luftwaff est unit at Manching

-:

98+ ZJ -^

Test-flown with four Kormoran anu shipping missiles, Tornado P-04 was the second prototype assembled m Germany

MH m^ B BB
Panavia Tornado 03, seen here high over northern England in its fourth year of flying was the first of the dual trainer versions for which BAe
has responsibility. Basically similar aircraft are now with the TTTE (Tornado Tri-national Training Establishment).
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Panavia Tornado
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Panavia Tornado

The Texas Instruments main radar operates in seven modes for different
parts of each mission. Below and behind is the terrain-following radar and the
retractable laser. The Tornado F. 2 interceptor has a different radar with smalle
aerial array and no terrain-following set, so has a slimmer and more pointed
nose for reduced drag. On each side of the nosewheel bay is the new gun
armament, the outstanding MK27 cannon by IWKA-Mauser,



The Tornado

sai ol 725 mph Wings an

For perfect access • is made up oi

i the complete fadar pa' •

windsh.' ; ivots lorward lof access io !i •

has BITE (buiU-m • i and an OCAM".

System) whi< I
iy monitors the siaie and Performance o' the sy?

The broad flat belly pons. in this case eight bombs ( 1.000 Ib

1 1 1 . whose fuseta .ble for this purpose. the Torrrado was designed

, ms weapons with "clean wmgs" Wing pylons were added as an overload, and

pf0di, los now ha.' • jns throughoul both fuselage *nd wmgs, as well

as much-increased internal fuel cap.i

—

T -

This example is one of the original nine flight prototypes, P.06 (XX948), assembled at

Warton bv BAe and used for vanous stores-separation and gun-finng tnals In addition to the

eight 1,000 Ib bombs it is shown with two 1500-htre (396 US gal) drop tanks and ECM
lammer pods. Defensive electronics are said to include the EL-73 radar warning System, A|ax

pods, ALQ-10KV) pods, ARI. 18228 fin aenals and vanous dispensers
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Pazmany PL-1B Chiensou

Originally a two-seat amateur-built aircraft

originating in California, the Pazmany PL-1

was selected in 1968 by the Chinese

Nationalist air force in Taiwan for production

on the island as a first step in creating a local

aircraft industry. Construction of the first

military prototype, the PL-1A, began in June

1968 under the supervision of Colonel C.Y.

Lee of the Nationalist air force. It was built at

the Aeronautical Research Laboratory,

Taichung. First flight was on 26 October

1968 and the aircraft was demonstrated to

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek four days

later. Two more prototypes were built the

following year, and the decision was made to

build a series under the designation PL-1B

Chienshou for use as primary trainers for

Nationalist air cadets.

The PL-1B is a cantilever low-wing

monoplane, closely resembling the PL-1A, but

with a wider cockpit, larger rudder and more

powerful Lycoming O-320-E2A engine in

place of the original 125-hp (93-kW)

O-290-D. Fuel is carried in wingtip tanks.

The wing is an all-metal single-spar structure

in one piece with leading-edge torsion box.

Piano-hinged ailerons and flaps are also of

metal. The undercarriage is of fixed tricycle

configuration. The two cockpit seats are side-

by-side with dual control under a rearward-

sliding one-piece 'bubble' canopy. The

angular cantilever tail has a swept-back fin and

rudder and a one-piece all-moving horizontal

surface with anti-servo tab/trim tab.

Apart from 50 PL-lBs built for the

Nationalist air arm, the very similar PL-2 was

ordered by South Korea, South Vietnam and

Thailand.

Type: two-seat primary trainer

Powerplant: one 150-hp (112-kW) Lycom-

ing O-320-E3A four-cylinder horizontally-

opposed air-cooled piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level at

maximum take-off weight 150 mph
(241 km/h); economical cruising speed

115 mph (185 km/h) at sea level; stalling

speed with flaps down 54 mph (87 km/h);

rate of climb at sea level 1,600 ft (4»ö m) pe

minute; ränge with maximum fuel 405 miles

(652 km); take-off run 560 ft (171 m); landing

run 550 ft (167 m)
Weights: empty equipped 950 lb (431 kg);

maximum take off 1,440 lb (653 kg)

Dimensions: span 28 ft in (8.53 m); length

19 ft 8Vb in (5.98 m); height 7 ft 4 in

(2.24 m); wing area 116 sq ft (10.78 m2

Armament: none

Operators: South Korea, Taiwan

Primary trainer of Taiwan is the PL-1B Chienshou, of which 55 were built by the Aero Industry Development Centre at Taichung,

design is that of the Pazmany PL-1, a populär US homebuilt two-seater with side-by-side seating. Pupils go on to the T-CH-1.

The

Piaggio P.148

Designed by Giovanni Casiraghi in less than

six months, the first prototype P.148 primary

trainer/liaison aircraft flew initially on 12

February 1951. The Italian government or-

dered 100 series aircraft for the Aeronautica

Militare, and these were delivered in 1953.

They were intended to equip elementary fly-

ing schools for initial (1° periodo) training, but

a radical change in the training programme
resulted in their allocation to regional flying

centres and the Scuola Plurimotori (training

school for multi-engined aircraft crews) on

liaison duties and to the Centre Militare di Volo

a Vela (military gliding centre) for glider-

towing.

A number of P.148s were disposed of by

Italy to Zaire and Somalia, but in 1970 a rever-

sion to previous policy led to the transfer of

surviving Aeronautica Militare P.148s to the

elementary flying schools for the role original-

ly intended in 1953. Only recently have they

been phased out and replaced by the new SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260.

An all-metal low-wing cantilever mono-
plane, the P.148 is normally a side-by-side

two-seater, but there is provision for an op-

tional third seat in the rear of the cabin. The
cockpit was enclosed by a transparent 'bubble'

canopy, the rear section of which slides

backwards for access. The front windshield

frame is reinforced to protect the crew in the

event of a nose-over on landing. The wing is a

riveted single-spar structure with a section

derived from NACA 230/4412. It has Square

tips, and all-metal slotted ailerons and flaps.

The circular-section fuselage is a riveted

stressed-skin monocoque. Wings, fuselage and

the angular cantilever tailplane are all of

aluminium alloy.

The cantilever main legs of the fixed landing

gear are spaced well apart, and have oleo-

pneumatic shock absorbers and hydraulically-

operated brakes. The tailwheel is steerable.

Two integral wing tanks have a total

capacity of 37 gallons (169 litres).

Type: two-seat primary trainer

Powerplant: one 190-hp (142-kW) Lycom-
ing O-435-A six-cylinder horizontally-

opposed air-cooled engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

(with two cre.w) 145 mph (234 km/h); cruis-

ing speed at 2,953 ft (900 m) 127 mph
(204 km/h); ränge 497 miles (800 m); climb

to 6,562 ft (2000 m) in 8 minutes 10 seconds;

Service ceiling 14,436 ft (4400 m); take-off run

Piaggio P.148

636 ft (194 m); landing run 591 ft (180 m)

Weights: empty 1,931 lb (876 kg); gross

(with two crew) 2,645 lb (1200 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 5.8 in (11.12 m);

length 27 ft 8.3 in (8.44 m); height

7 ft 10.5 in (2.40 m); wing area 202.5 sq ft

(18.81 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Italy, Somalia, Zaire

Piaggio P.149D
Giovanni Casiraghi extrapolated his Piaggio

P.148 into the P.149 four-seat touring aircraft

with increased power and a retractable tricycle

landing gear, the new P.149 was flown in pro-

totype form on 19 June 1953 and the type was
subsequently built in limited numbers largely

for private owners. Many structural com-
ponents of the P.148 were utilised in manufac-

turing the P.149.

Two years later the firm converted an air-

craft as a demonstrator equipped for the

military liaison/training role. Designated

P.149D, the type was evaluated by the West
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German Luftwaffe, which subsequently

ordered 72 from Piaggio and arranged for a

further 190 in due course to be licence-built by

the Focke-Wulf Company at Bremen. The
military Version differs from the commercial

type in having the 260-hp (194-kW) Lycom-
ing GO-435-C2 engine replaced by a 270-hp

(201-kW) GO-480.
The basic construction of the P.149 closely

follows that of the P.148 with the exception

of the powerplant, landing gear and cabin.

The nosewheel retracts backwards into the

fuselage, and main legs outwards into the

Jiük^
®=l c=®

Piaggio P.149D



wings. Oleo-pneumatü ibock absorberi and

hydraulit wheel brakei are fitted,

I Im cockpit is covered by a largi- <

canopy which slidcs backwards for aCCCSS and

, in Im jettiioned in an emergeni y
I he two

front leats have dual controli, and the rear

beni h u al • an unod iti i w o 01 thr«

i hi German air force machinei have given

inany ycars MTvice as tln- Standard Iusk trainer

and liaison machine <>t the Luftwaffe ( omplete

blind-flying equipment and oavigational radio

with I ) I li '"i
1 are i arried

The succcss nf the P . 149D lus brought a

numbei ofexport ordert for che milita

mihi, Qotably tr Nigeria, ranzania and

Uganda. All surviving ex-Luß

have been paued on to othei aii I

Type: basic tränier liaison aircraft

Powerplant: OOC 270-hp (201-kW) I

ix-cyhndcr honzontally-opposcd

ird engine

Performance: inaximutn speed 194 mph
(312 km h) at sca level; cruising speed at 70%

ai 8.202 ft (25O0 m) 1'

(268 km h); ränge with maxunum fuel

609 indes (980 km); climl

per minute; service ceilins 19,849 fi (6050 m)
Weights: emptv 2.513 1b [1140 kg), loadcd

3.700 1b (1680 k K ,

Dimension«: span 36 ft 5.8 in (1112 m),
-

m (2 85 n i 202 5 vq ft

Armament: none

Operaiort: Nigeria. Tanzama. Uganda.
jIIV

Piaggio P.166

Bearing obvious traces of its development

froni the IM 36 amphibian, the P.166 is a land-

plane and w.is designed as a six-to eight-seai

executive aircraft, the position oi the pushei

propellers providing a quietei cabin

The prototype flew on 26 November 1957,

lince wlien more than 120 luve been built in

various versions ,n followt: P.166 (32);

P.166M (51); P.166B (5); P.166C (2), P.I66S

(20); P.166DL-2(5); P.166DL-3 (4). Ofthete,

only the P.166M and P.166S wer« delivered to

military customers.

The P.166M is a military Version oi the

basic P.166, designed to the rcquircnicnts oi

the Italian air force for training, ambulance

and Communications work. A strengtbeiied

floor permits the carriage oi heavv loads and

an enlarged freight door in the lett forward

fuselage can admit an Orpheus turbojel to iup-

port the Fiat G.91 strike and reconnnaiiiance

aircraft. A total of 51 P. 166Ms was lupplied to

ronautka Milium lulun^ A n umher are

still in servue. some on coiiunun

duties with the Reporti Vota Regionale and

others with the Ripurw Sperimentah Vom at

Pratica di Mare, Roine, an evaluation unit.

The other military user is the South Atrican

air force, which reieived 20 P 166S radar-

equipped versions in 1973-74 for short-range

1

1

>.ist.i] p.itrol jnd search and rescue duties. In

SAAF service the type is named Albatross.

Type: (P.166) twin-engine hght transport

Powerplant: tsso MO-hp (254-kW) Lycom-

ing < tS< ) 480 Bl< 6 piston engines

Performance: ni.ixiinuni speed at 9,500 tr

(2900 m) 222 mph (357 km h); cruising speed

at 75% power at 12.800 ft (3900 in) 20" mph
(333 km h); rate of clmib at sei level 1.2411 ft

i >80 m) per minute; lervice ceiling 25.5(xi tt

(7770 m); take ofl to 50 fi (15 m) 1,570

in), Ianding tun from 50 tt (15 m) 1,560 fi

Piaggio P 166C

(4~5 m); rangt 1,200 mil« (1930 km)

Weights: emptv 5,181 Ib (2350 kg); baded

8.115 1b (368
Dimensions: span C> tt 'V m (14 25 m),

Icngtl;

(5 'l m). wing

( )pirators: I'

in (11 60 m);

^5.9 so

hcight 16 ft 5 in

6 m 2
)

Piaggio PD-808
The letters m the designation PD-808 indicate

that the aircraft was a Joint venture. Designed

by the El Segundo Division oi Douglas Air

craft, the PD-808 was built in Italy by Piag-

gio, this Company being responsible also tor

detail drawings and tooling. The Italian

Ministry of Defence agreed to be responsible

for a third of the development cost, buv two

prototypes and provide test tacihties, and in

1965 placed an order for 25 produetion air-

craft, of which 22 were eventuallv delivered,

The prototype flew on 29 August 1964,

followed by a second in 1965. It was planned

that when the tvpe entered quantitv produe-

tion the first 115 would be built by Piaggio

with further Orders being met from a Joint

Italian-US produetion line. However, it was
not to be; the aircraft did not attract further

Orders.

Four versions were built and delivered to

the Italian air force. The PD-808 is a six-seat«

militarv VIP transport, four of which serve

with the Italian air stalf flvmg unit at Romc;
eight PD-808 TA ninc-scatcrs for navigation

training and transport are in service; four

PD-808 RMs carry out radio jnd navaid

calibration; and the PD-808 ECM is an elec-

tronic countermeasures Version larmng two
pilots and three equipment opc-rators. mx oi

these aircraft operating with "1 Cruppo Gn. -••

Elettronka at Pratica de Mare. Ronie

Type: twin-jet passenget Utility transport

Powerplant: two 3,000-lb (1361-kg) thrust

Rolls-Royce Viper 525 turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at 19,500 ft

(5945 m) 529 mph (852 km h), cruising speed

at 41,000 ft (12500 m) 449 mph (722 km h);

rate ofclimb at sea level 5,400 ft (1650 m) per

minute; service ceiling 45,000 ft (13715 m);

take-off run to 35 ft
( 10.7 m) 3,180 ft (970 m);

Ianding run from 50 ft (15 m) 2,990 ft (912

m); ränge with 45-mmute reserve 1.322 miles

(2128 km)

Piaggio PD 808 TF

Weights: emptv 10,650 lb (4830 kg), max-

imum take-off 18,000 lb (8165 kg)

Dimensions: span 3" tt 6 in (11.43 m);

length 42 ft 2 in (12.85 m);

(4.80 m); wing area 225 sq tt

Operators: Italv

height 15 ft 9 in

(20.9 m2
)

Pilatus P-2

The Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG of Staus, neai

Lucerne, was formed in December 1939 and

work on aircraft began in September 1941.

The firm is a subsidiary of Oerlikon.

In an attempt to interest the Swiss Flugwaffe

in a trainer of domestic design, Chief Engineer

H. Fierz developed a low-wing cantilever

monoplane of mixed construetion with an

inward-retracting main Ianding gear.

Designated P-2-01, it flew for the first time on

27 April, 1945. Aircraft P 2-02, built coneur-

rently, was used for structural ground testing.

Successful evaluation led to an order for 26

P-2-05 series aircraft, which went into service

from 1947. They symbolised the Swiss official

policy of economy, since they re-used a

number of parts from Flugwaffe Messerschmitt

Bf 109E fighters which had been scrapped.

These included main-undercarriage legs,

wheels and brakes; the tailwheel assembly; and

the hydraulic pumps.

This first produetion series was used for

liaison as well as for intermediate flying train-

ing. In 1968 they were converted for blind-

flying Instruction.

In 1947 - 8 two prototypes were built to

utilise Hispano-Suiza HS-57 500-hp (373-kW)
engines taken from obsolete Dewoitine D27
fighter-trainers, but the P-2-03 and -04 were
not successful and the idea of re-cycling old

engines was abandoned by the Swiss

authorities.

The P-2-06 series of a further 26 machines

was ordered in 1948. They dittered only in

minor detail from the tirst batch, but were

equipped for armament training with a syn-

chronized cowling machine-gun and under-

wing racks for light practice bombs.

Surviving aircraft were converted for blind-

flving training in 1965. The two batches oi

series machines were initiallv serialled A-103

to A-128 and U-103 to U-128 respectively.

The P-2 wing is a wooden two-spar struc-

ture with a stressed plywood skin. Ailerons

are fabric-covered, and the flaps ply-covered.

The light alloy fuselage is built up on four

main longerons, with two flat side panels and

detachable formed top and bottom sections.

The cantilever tailplane is all-metal with the

exception of the fabric-covered control sur-

faces. The swivelling tailwheel is non-

retractable.

Type: two-seat advanced trainer

Powerplant: one 370-hp (276-kW) Argus As

410 A-2 12-cylinder inverted-vee air-cooled

supercharged piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at 8,202 ft

(2500 m) 211 mph (340 km/h); cruising speed

at 10,827 ft (3300 m) 206 mph (332 km/h);
ränge 348 miles (560 km); maximum rate of

climb 1,280 ft (390 m) per minute; service

ceiling 21,653 ft (6600 m)
Weights: empty 3,404 lb (1544 kg); loaded

Pilatus P-2

4343 lb (1970 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft 1.1 in (11.00 m);

length 29 ft 9.1 in (9.07 m); height

8 ft 10.3 in (2.70 m); wing area 183 sq ft

(17 m2

)

Armament: (combat training configuration)

fixed 7.62-mm (0.3-in) machine-gun in cowl-

ing, synchronized to fire through propeller

are, and light bombs on six underwing racks

Operators: Switzerland
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Pilatus P-3

The Pilatus P-3-01 prototype aerobatic trainer

made its first flight on 3 September, 1953. The
Swiss Flugwaffe considered it underpowered

and the Company accordingly built the P-3-02

for Service evaluation, powered by a 240-hp

(179-kW) Lycoming GO-435-C2AS six-

cylinder air-cooled inverted-vee engine.

Satisfactory tests led to an order for a Service

test series of 12 machines, serialled A-802 to

A-813. Most of the machines were still in first-

class condition 20 years after going into Ser-

vice. They were followed by a series of 60

P-3-05 aircraft, serials A-814 to A-873, which

were powered by the same engine as the

evaluation series. Although the Swiss

authorities wanted more jxiwer, no suitable

powerplant was available. Deliveries began in

1958.

The P-3 is a low-wing cantilever monoplane

with NACA Series 649-wing section. The
wing is a single-spar aluminium-alloy struc-

ture with split flaps and ailerons. The fuselage

is an all-metal semi-monocoque. The angular

tailplane is a cantilever all-metal structure. The
nosewheel of the tricycle landing gear retracts

backwards into the fuselage, and the main-

wheels retract inwards.

Pupil and instructor are seated in tandem

under a large glazed canopy with sliding sec-

tions. Dual controls are provided. Equipment

can include oxygen apparatus, a 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine-gun in a pod below the left

wing, racks for two light practice bombs

below the right wing, a single training rocket

launcher under each wing, or a camera gun.

An R/T transceiver is Standard.

The P-3 has been used for ab initio and in-

termediate training aerobatics (with inverted-

flight capability for short periods), night fly-

ing, instrument flying, and weapon training.

In order to improve flight characteristics the

Swiss air arm has modified all P-3s by the addi-

tion of a long vertical fin on the rear underside

of the fuselage. As a result a propensity for air-

craft to go into a 'flat spin' during training

was overcome.

A small batch of P-3s was exported to

Brazil.

Type: two-seat intermediate trainer

Powerplant: one 260-hp (194-kW) Lycom-

ing GO-435-C2A six-cylinder horizontally op-

posed air-cooled engine

Performance: maximum speed 193 mph
(310 km/h) between sea level and 6,562 ft

(2000 m); economic cruising speed 158 mph
(255 km/h); ränge 466 miles (750 km); max-

imum rate of climb at sea level 1,378 ft

(420 m) per minute; Service ceiling 18,135 ft

(5500 m)

Pilatus P-3

Weights: empty 2,623 lb (1190 kg); max-

imum take-off 3,373 lb (1530 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 1.4 in (10.4 m);

length 28 ft 8.5 in (8.75 m); height 10 ft in

(3.05 m); wing area 177.6 sq ft (16.5 m 2

)

Armament: provision for one 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine-gun, two practice bombs, or

two rocket launchers

Operators: Switzerland, Brazil

Pilatus PC-6 Porter

Developed from the Pilatus P-4 high-wing

monoplane, the PC-6 was originally intended

for civil use for Operation in areas where small

airfields difficult of access were the norm. It is

a single-engined general Utility machine,

capable of lifting loads of up to 1,102 lb

(500 kg). Its spacious cabin has double doors

with a clear width of 5 ft 3 in (1.6 m) when
open. As a transport there is accommodation

for five passengers, and in ambulance con-

figuration there is room for two stretcher cases

plus attendants. The first flight of the pro-

totype took place on 4 May 1959.

The PC-6 is a high-wing monoplane, braced

by a single strut on each side. The single-spar,

thick-section, narrow, parallel-chord all-metal

wing is hinged along the whole length of the

trailing edge, the inner sections serving as

flaps and the outer sections as ailerons. The
fuselage and tall, angular cantilever tailplane

are also of all-metal construction. Each main

wheel of the fixed landing gear is braced to the

fuselage by three struts. Oleo-pneumatic

shock absorbers and low-pressure tyres are fit-

ted. The main wheels have brakes and the

tailwheel is steerable. The integral wing fuel

tanks possess a total capacity of 57 gallons (260

litres).

The pilot's seat is on the left side of the

cabin, with one passenger seat alongside it.

From the back of the seats to the rear cabin

wall is a distance of 7 ft 10 in (2.4 m), while

internal width of the cabin is 3 ft 9 in

(1.15 m). A loading hatch in the cabin floor

measures 1 ft 11.5 in by 2 ft 11.5 in (60 cm
by 90 cm), and can be opened from inside the

cabin for supply-dropping or alternatively to

allow Operation of an aerial camera.

The first production model flew initially in

August 1960, and a number of Porters were

employed by flying doctor Services in the less-

accessible areas of Germany and Switzerland.

By 1964 over 50 aircraft had been sold, com-
prising various modeis with piston engines in

the 340-hp/350-hp (254-kW/261-kW) class.

The Swiss Flugwajfc ordered 12 PC-
6/H2Ms powered by 320-hp (239-kW)
Lycoming GSO-480-B1A6 engines in 1965,

delivery of aircraft serialled V-612 to V-623

taking place two years later. The Swiss

authorities have found the type very reliable,

although underpowered. It can be fitted with

skis for winter Operations, and is employed for

parachute drops and forest fire-fighting as well

as for the tasks already indicated. Ecuador and

Colombia have purchased PC-6s for Service use

from Fairchild, the US licence-holder for the

Porter.

Type: general Utility STOL transport

Pilatus PC-6 Porter (piston engine)

Powerplant: one 340-hp (254-kW) Lycom-

ing GSO-480-B1 A6 six-cylinder horizontally

opposed air-cooled piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 145 mph
(233 km/h); cruising speed 135 mph
(217 km/h); stalling speed 44 mph
(70 km/h); ränge with maximum fuel

559 miles (900 km); service ceiling 23,950 ft

(7300 m); rate of climb 1,148 ft (350 m) per

minute; landing run 256 ft (78 m); take-off

run 420 ft (128 m)
Weights: empty equipped 2,959 lb

(1340 kg); maximum take-off 4,850 lb

(2200 kg)

Dimensions: span 49 ft 7.7 in (15.13 m);

length 33 ft 5.8 in (10.20 m); height

10 ft 6 in (3.20 m); wing area 310 sq ft

(28.8 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: Colombia, Ecuador, Switzerland

The Swiss Flugwaffe operates seven squadrons of fixed-wing light transport aircraft, numbered among which are 11 locally built piston-engined Pilatus Porters, with

excellent STOL capability. They fly general Utility and light transport missions, alongside 24 of the much more powerful PC-6/B Turbo-Porters with turboprop engines. Though

ungainly in appearance these machines are robust and ideally suited to Operation from short unsurfaced airstrips, with skis fitted when appropnate.
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Pilatus PC-6 Turbo Porter/Fairchild AU-23A Peacemaker

Pilatus recognised tlut a turboprop-powered
derivative' oi the Port« wollld confer a better

'hol and high' Performance ["he economy
and reliability tlius obtained was expected to

outweigh tlu- increased technology required

for lervicing. So 2 May 1961 saw the first

fliglit of the Turbo Porter, a Standard airframc

witli a 563-shp (420-kW) Turbomeca Asta-

zou. Performance proved supenor in all flight

reginies. Later several turboprops were offered

to eustomers.

The 700-shp (522-kW) Astazou XII was

fitted to the PC6-A1/H2, while che PC-

6B1-H2 used a 550-shp (410-kW) Pratt &
Wbitney PT6A-20 and flew for tbe first tinie

in May 1966. This variant was built in parallel

by Fairchild Industries of the USA. Fairchild

was also responsable for the AiResearch

TPE331-powered PC-6C1/H2 and C2/H2
Turbo Porters, the formet leading to the Fair-

child AU-23 Peacemaker.

Fairchild had demonstrated a Porter to the

US Air Force in 1970 with an XM-197
manually-operated 20-mm cannon instalied to

fire laterally from the sidc door. As a result the

USAF placed an initial order for 15 AU-23As,

which were evaluated in the Credible Chase

programme.

The Peacemaker, as the AU-23A came to be

known, was powered by a 650-shp (4K5-kW)

AiResearch T76. A complete mihtary navi-

gation/communications system was instalied

with VHF, UHF, HF and FM radio. The type

was utilized by the USAF on counter-

insurgency (COIN), Light anned and photO-

reconnaissance duties, leaflet dropping and

'psy-war' loudspeaker broadeastmg. An
underfusclage hardpoint capable of carrying

590 lb (268 kg) was provided, while four

underwing stores points could aecommodate

loads of up to 1,400 lb (636 kg) in total.

Armament included two cabin-mounted

7.62-mm (0.3-in) Mmiguns with 2,(KK)-round

magazines, Minigun pods on the inner wmg
points, and rocket pods or 250-lb (113-kg)

bombs on the outer hardpoints. For the psy-

war rolc, a broadeasting pod could be carried,

while three cameras could be coupled with

flares. The USAF passed its 14 remaining

Peacemakers to the Royal ThlJ Air Force A
further 20 Fairtlnld-built Porters were sup-

phed to Thailand in 1975-76. Switzerland took

dehvery of 24 Turbo Porters to serve alongside

11 of their piston-cngmed forebears The Flug-

waffic operated both types for alpine supplv and

rescue missions, for which the Turbo Porfer's

good high altitude Performance, stabilitv on

slopmg snowfields and excellent manoeuvra-

bihtv made it ideal.

The functional-looking Turbo Porter lends

ltsclf to many mihtary tasks Its large

rearward-sliding hatch on the right side, com-
plemented by double doors on the left,

facilitate parachute training and supply-

dropping. A smaller hatch may be used for

supply-droppmg or cameras. Ski or float land-

ing gear are customer options, Production

continues at Stans at the rate of some three air-

craft per month

Type: STOL utihty transport

Powerplant: one 550-shp (410-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-27 turbo-

prop

Performance: maximum design speed 174

mph (280 km/h); maximum cruising speed at

10.000 ft (3050 m) 161 mph (259 km h);

ränge on internal fuel 644 miles (1036 km);

service ceihng 30,025 ft (9150 m); rate of

climb at sea Level 1.580 ft (482 m) per nnnute.

take-off to clear 50-ft (15-m) obstacle 771 ft

(235 m); landing from 50 ft (15 m) 722 ft (220

in)

Weights: emptv 2.678 lb (1215 kg); loaded

4,850 lb (2200 kg)

Dimensions: span 49 ft 8 in (15.13 m);

length 35 ft 9 in (10.9 m); height 10 ft 6 in

(3.2 m); wing area 310 sq ft (28.8 m 2
)

Armament: not usuallv fitted

Operators: Angola, Australia, Austria.

Bolivia, ( had, Ecuador. Israel. Oman. Peru.

Sudan. Switzerland, Thailand

Pilatus PC-6B Turbo Porter/Fairchild AU 23A Peacemaker

The Pilatus PC-6B Turbo-Porters used by the Austrahan Army Aviation Corps are

powered by the Pratt 6 Whitney Canada PT6 turboprop (other modeis have Turbomeca or

Garrett engmest The AAAC has 18, serving with units at Oakey and Holsworthy

Pilatus PC-7 Turbo Trainer

The Pilatus PC-7 Turbo Trainer stenis from

an aircraft first flown in 1953. This was the

P-3, whose immediate predecessor, the P-2,

had utilised assemblies salvaged from scrapped

Messerschmitt Bf 109 fighters.

Intended to fulfil the roles of both ah initio

and advanced training, the P-3 was powered

by a 240-hp (179-kW) Lycoming GO-235
engine, which conferred a top speed of 193

mph (310 km/h). Major Operator was

Switzerland's Flugwajje, which flew a total o(

72 examples from 1958. The type completed

20 years' continuous ineident-free Service,

although a tendency to flat-spin when handled

carelessly had proved troublesome. A large

ventral fin was added beneath the rear fuselage

to remedy this.

Following its success with the Turbo
Porter, Pilatus produced the P-3-06, flown on

12 April 1966, with a Pratt & Whitney PT6A
turboprop, flat-rated to 550 shp (410 kW) for

improved 'hot-and-high' Performance. A
lengthy period of development followed. The
aircraft's designation was changed to P-3B and

finally to PC-7. The frame canopy was re-

placed by a Plexiglas 'bubble' assemblv.

The PC-7, marketed bv Dornier of Ger-

many in some areas, can double as a basic and

advanced trainer. Equipment options can fit it

for instrument and tactical training. The PC-7
was intended to meet many different military

requirements and speeifications, among these

being the FAR-23 Aerobatic and Utility

categories; the type also complies with a

selected group of US Air Force military

speeifications in the trainer category. Like the

P-3 before it, which carried a Single 7.9-mm
(0.31-in) machine-gun and a pair of Oerlikon

rocket launchers for the armament training

role, the PC-7 can carry real or dummy offen-

sive loads.

The inner underwing hardpoints are stress-

ed to aeeept 551 lb (250 kg), the middle 353 lb

(160 kg) and the outer pair 242 lb (110 kg)

each. The maximum external load permissible

is 2,293 lb (1040 kg). In COIN Operations the

aircraft would be flown from the front seat,

First deliveries were scheduled tor late 1978.

with Output ot four to tive per month achieved

bv nnd-1979. The largest order to date has

been placed bv Burma, which will take

deliverv ot 18 aircraft in 1979, while Mexico

with 12. Bolivia and Jordan complete the

order book.

Type: tandem tWO-seat military trainer

Powerplant: one 550-shp (410-kW) Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Canada PT6A-25A
turboprop

Performance: maximum design speed 310

mph (500 km h); maximum cruising speed

275 mph (445 km h); ränge 685 miles (1100

km); service ceiling 31,175 ft (9500 m): rate of

climb at sea level 2,065 ft (630 m) per minute;

take-off to clear 50-ft (15-m) obstacle 1.020 ft

(310 m); landing from 50 ft (15 m) 605 ft (185

m)

Weights: emptv 2.866 lb (1300 kg); normal

loaded 4,188 lb" (1900 kg); loaded with füll

military stores 5,952 lb (2700 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft lVz in (10.4 m);

length 32 ft in (9.75 m); height 10 ft 6V2 in

(3.21 m); wing area 178.7 sq ft (16.6 m2
)

Armament: a mixed load of practice bombs
and flares may be carried in the armament

training role on six underwing hard points, up

to a maximum external load of 2.293 lb (1040

kg); a machine-gun may also be fitted

Operators: Bolivia, Burma, Jordan, Mexico

Pilatus PC-7 Turbo Trainer

One of the most attractive propellor-dnven tramers, the Swiss Pilatus PC-7 Turb

is now being delivered to several overseas eustomers. The PC-7 in the foreground of this

Alpine scene was flown out to the Fuerza Aerea Boliviana in 1979.
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Piper L-18/U-17/Piper Cub Series

In 1941 the US Army began the process of

selecting a suitable lightplane for artillery Spot-

ting and liaison, eventually ordering proto-

types for evaluation from Aeronca, Piper and

Taylorcraft.

From Piper the US Army ordered fbur

examples of the Cub, a robust tandem-seat

high-wing monoplane, which it designated

YO-59; 40 0-59 production aircraft were

ordered shortly afterwards. All three manu-
facturers received worthwhile production

Orders, but Piper had the lion's share with

more than 7,000 Cub variants supplied by the

mid-1950s, some acquired for other armed

forces under the Military Assistance Program.

The US Army name for all three makes was
Grasshopper.

The O (Observation) designation changed to

L (liaison) in 1942. YO-59s and 0-59s became

L-4s (after a brief hiccup as L-59s), and the

next version was the L-4A with better all-

round visibility. L-4Bs had reduced radio

equipment, but most extensively built (1,801

examples) was the L-4H with improved equip-

ment. The L-4J, the last wartime production

version, had a controllable-pitch propeller.

After World War II the L-4J was revised

for supply under assistance programmes, but

this new design, designated L-18A, was not

considered suitable. Instead, Standard Piper

Super Cub 95s were acquired, 105 as L-18Bs

for the Turkish army, and 108 of 838 similar

L-18Cs to other nations. In 1951 the US
Army procured 150 Super Cubs with 125-hp

(93-kW) engines as L-21As. A further 568

with 135-hp (101-kW) engines were desig-

nated L-21Bs. In 1962 remaining L-21A/Bs

were redesignated U-7A and U-7B respective-

ly-

Type: two-seat liaison aircraft

Powerplant: (L-18B) one 90-hp (67-kW)

Continental C90-8F flat-four piston engine

Performance: (L-18B) maximum speed 110

mph (177 km/h); cruising speed 100 mph (161

km/h); ränge 250 miles (402 km)
Weights: (L-18B) empty 800 lb (363 kg);

maximum take-off 1,500 lb (680 kg)

Dimensions: (L-18B) span 35 ft 3 in (10.74

m); length 22 ft 4>/2 in (6.82 m); height 6 ft 8

in (2.03 m); wing area 179 sq ft (16.63 m 2
)

Armament: none

Piper L-18/U-17 Super Cub

Operators: (L-18/U-7) Argentina, Belgium,

Denmark, France, Germany, Iran, Israel, Ita-

ly, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway,

Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, Uruguay, US
Army, US Navy

Piper PA-23 Aztec/U-11A

The Piper Aztec tirst entered Service with the

United States Navv in 1960 under the designa-

tion UO-1, a designation changed to U-11A
in 1962. There had been a need for a light

Communications aircraft for general duties in

the Continental United States, and the Navy
Department appreciated t hat the small quan-

titv required could best be obtained by means

of an 'off-the-shelf procurement. This meant

looking around the modeis being produced for

business and private owners by America's

large General Aviation manufacturers so as to

achieve early deliverv at the most economical

price. It would have been logical for the US
Navy to have bought the Cessna 310, because

the US Air Force had niet a similar need a

couple of years before by ordering some 160

Cessna 31()As (designated L-27A). However,

it was the Aztec which finally won the selec-

tion process.

Piper's designation was the PA-23-250, and

the aircraft was an all-metal five-seat, low-

wing cabin monoplane, powered bv two

horizontally-opposed six-cylinder engines.

The Aztec had its origins in the highly

populär Piper Apache which had first entered

production in 1952. The Apache was a good

example of continuous .development, with

every year bringing new refinements and

modifications, but it became evident with the

passing of time that a fairly radical reappraisal

of the design was necessary if the PA-23 was

to compete with more modern light twins

appearing on the market. The tvpe needed füll

five-seat capacity with commensurate baggage

and fuel loads, and the only way of achieving

this was to increase the available power. The
Apache had two 160-hp (119-kW) Lycom-
ings, and these were replaced by 250-hp

(186-kW) Lycoming O-540 engines. At the

same time more vertical tail area was needed,

so a swept fin and rudder was designed and all-

moving horizontal tail surfaces were intro-

duced. This enabled Piper to increase the

maximum take-off gross weight by 1,000 lb

(454 kg) and offer one of the most flexible

light twins on the market.

The Aztec tirst reached customers in early

1960. and the US Navy placed an order for 20

earlv production machines. The US Navv air-

craft were essentially Standard production

modeis. 1 hey were painted in a distinetive

white and orange colour scheine and carried a

rather more comprehensive arrav of Com-

munications equipment than was tobe seen on

other Aztecs leaving the Lock Haven factory.

They were issued in Single units to Naval Air

Stations, and performed their role efficiently

for manv years.

The major demand for militarv versions of

the Aztec came from Piper's export markets

vvhere the tvpe was tinding readv aeeeptance

among commercial and executive users. The
air torecs of South America and Africa

aecumulated a number of Aztecs over the

years, and the main variant to tmd favour was

the Aztec D. which was mtroduced in June

1968. This model benefited from an increase in

the certificated gross weight over that of the

U-11A and can be distinguished from the

earlier model bv its long nose, which incor-

porates a baggage compartment.

The Argentine armv ordered a batch of six

tor Communications work, and Peru also

received Aztecs, in both cases the aircraft

being almost the same as commercial machines

from the main production line. Two Aztec Ds

were put into Service by the French Armee de

l'Air in the South Pacific, and these joined the

Croupe Acrien Mixte 82 at Tahiti-Faaa, pro-

viding support for the French nuclear testing

ränge. In a number of cases, Aztecs were

Piper PA-23 Aztec D

taken on charge bv African air arms as a conse-

quence of the fighting in the Congo and

elsewhere, and the aircraft used by the Armee
de l'Air Malagache and bv the Uganda air force

were former civil machines.

Type: five-seat light Communications

transport

Powerplant: two 250-hp (186-kW) Lvcom-
mg IO-540-C4B5 six cvlinder, horizontallv-

opposed piston engines

Performance: maximum speed 216 mph (348

km'h); normal cruising speed 210 mph (338

km/h); long-range cruising speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 195 mph (314 km h); maximum
ränge at long-range cruising speed 1,210 miles

(1947 km); stalling speed (flaps down) 68 mph
(109 km'h); rate of climb 1,490 ft (464 m) per

minute; Service ceiling 21.100 ft (6430 m)

Weights: empty 2,933 lb (1330 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 5,200 lb (2360 kg); maximum
take-off (UO-1 U-11A) 4,800 lb (2178 kg)

Dimensions: span 37 tt 2Vä in (11.34 m);

length 30 ft 2s/s in (9.21 m); height 10 ft 4 in

(3.15 m); wing area 207.56 sq ft (19.28 m2)

Operators: Argentina (Armv). France.

Malagasv Republic, Peru, Spain, Uganda.

United States (Navv)

Piper PA-28-140 Cherokee
In earlv 1964 Piper announced the introduc-

tion of a two-seat sport and training aircraft.

called the Cherokee 140, to replace the earlier

Colt, and deliveries of production aircraft

started after FAA certification was received on

14 February 1964. Approximately 18 nionths

later the basic Cherokee 140 was superseded

by a new version known as the Cherokee
140-4, which in its basic two-seat form is vir-

tually identical to the Cherokee 140. The sub-

tle difference is that it has provision for con-

version to a four-seat layout, and an engine

rated at 150 hp (112 kW), but which in the

basic model is limited to an output of 140 hp

(104 kW) by the propeller. When it is re-

quired to convert the Cherokee 140 to four-

seat aecommodation, there is available a con-

version kit which includes two seats for at-

tachment to pre-installed fittings, and a pro-

peller which allows its Lycoming O-320
engine to develop its füll 150 hp (112 kW).
The Cherokee is an attractive lightplane of

low-wing .configuration. The monoplane

wing has prö'nounced dihedral (7°) providing

good innerem stability and which, in conjunc-

tion with non-retractable trievcle tvpe landing

gear (which incorporates a steerable

nosewheel) makes this an excellent training

aircraft or an ideal first niount for a newlv

qualitied pilot.

It was these teatures, in conjunetion with

good economv in Operation, which made Tan-

zania select the Cherokee 140 as an iib initio

trainer tor militarv use, and in early 1972 five

of the lightplanes were supplied tor use bv the

Tanzanian People's Defence Force Air Wing.

Type: two 'four-seat sporting 'training light-

plane

Powerplant: (140-4) one 150-hp (112-kW)
Lycoming O-320 flat-four piston engine

Performance: (140-4) maximum speed at sea

level 142 mph (229 km/h) maximum cruising

speed at 7,000 ft (2135 m) 135 mph (217

Piper PA 28-140

Cherokee

km/h); maximum ränge with maximum fuel

at 4,000 ft (1220 m) 839 miles (1350 km)
Weights: (140-4) empty 1,233 lb (559 kg);

maximum take-off 2,150 lb (975 kg)

Dimensions: span 30 ft in (9.14 m); length

23 ft 6 in (7.16 m); height 7 ft 3V5 in (2.22

m); wing area 160 sq ft (14.86 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operator: Tanzania
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Piper PA-31 Navajo

Pipei first announced t hat it was developing a

eaoin-cUll light iwm aircrafl in 1965.

Previouily, the 5-seat Aztec had 1

[uii
v

'

n flagslnp, hui the lucceu o) Beecfa with

the Queen Air and Cessna with the Model 41 1

meint tliat Piper COUld not afford to lgnorc

the 6 8-paisenger busineti and gencral Utility

market. The PA-31 Navajo is a low-wing

monoplane of all-mctal conitruetion. The pro-

totype first flew from Piper's Lock Haven

headquarters on 30 September 1964, and went

through numeroui uctailcd changes betöre

reeeiving its IAA Type Certificate in Fcbruary

1966. The Navajo was offered with two

power options — the Standard Version with

two Lycoming IO-540-M1A5 engmes and the

Turbo Navajo with two turbotharged Lycom-

ing TIO-540-AlAs. In practice, the majority

of customers bouglit the Turbo Nava|o .nid

the normally-aspirated Version was eventually

dropped from produetion.

The airtraft rapidly bciainc populär because

of its large cabin and 'mini airlmer
'

appearance. Internally, the Standard aircraft

was equipped with six forward-faemg

passenger scats or in an executive configura-

tion had a six-seat 'club' arrangement, and the

two crew members benefited trom a parti-

tioned-off flight deck. The Turbo Navajo was

joined in the produet line by the Navajo C/R
in 1975. Improved Performance was offered in

this aircraft through the use of 325-hp

(242-kW) Lycoming TIO-540-F2BI) engmes.

and these intorporated the counter-rotating

coneept which allows both propellers to turn

inwards tlius eliminating many ol the torque

effects experienced on piston twins. Sonic

1,430 examples ot the Navajo, Turbo Navajo

and Navajo C/R had beeil Sold bv l)ci einher

1978.

The Navajo had beeil designed as the basis

for a family of aircraft and the next move was

the introduetion ot pressurization. Tlie PA
31 P Pressurized Navajo appeared in 1970, and

248 were sold bv the time it was withdrawn in

1978. In its turn, the PA-31P permitted Piper

to develop the PA-31T Cheyenne, powered bv

two Pratt & Whitney PT6A turboprops,

which is now available in three separate ver

sions, each offering a different choiee ot power

and seating capacity. The PA-31P and PA-31T
have both been commerciallv successtul but

military usc has been limited. One Pressun/ed

Navajo was used for a time by the Escuadron

912 of the Spanish air force, but no Chcvcnncs

had been delivered to mihtarv users bv the end

of 1978.

The other alternative open to Piper was

Itietching the Navajo's fuselage, and this

came iboul in September 1972 when the

PA-31 -350 Chieftain appeared. This proved to

be the most sutccssful model. substantially

outselhng the Turbo Navajo. Engine power

mereased to 350-hp (261-kW) and two extra

passengers could be larricd. witli baggagc ac-

commodated in large nose and rear cabin com-

partiiieiits Navajos becamc populär as hght

transport aircraft with several air arms,

although the tvpe was not selected bv any of

the US military forces It was generally pro-

cured 'off-thc-shclf' with either a utihtv or ex-

ecutive intenor, and the largest Operator has

been the French Afrotuvalt which reeeived 12

aircraft in 1973 and 1974. These rcplaced the

Dassaull MD312 Flamants which had given

good servue lincc the late- 1940s Navajos

were allocated to a number atttCairilU

Vttuit tor use on Communications withui

metropolitan France. The aircraft allocated to

Escadlitte 3S have been applied to Instrument

training duties, and the VIP Stetion d< I ün •"

Je Dugny Dal three Nava|os to support the

l'.ins naval headquarters ( )ther user-

type include the Svrian air forec. which

bought two Nava|os equipped with acrial

survev i.iineras lor inappuig work. and the

Piper PA 31 Navaio Chiehan

Kenvan and Nigcrian air torees which both

use ( hicftains.

Type: cight-scat hght Communications air-

craft

Powerplant: two Lycoming turbocharged

310-hp (231-kW) TIO-540-A1A s.x-cylinder

honzoiitally-opposed piston engines

Performance: maximum speed 260 niph 1 4 1

8

km h), normal cruising speed at ~3'"n power

at 23.500 ti (7163 m) 24~ mp h (398 km h).

longrangc cruising speed at 45% power at

24,000 ft (7315 m) 181 mph (291 km h). max-

imum ränge at long-range cruising speed with

45 minutes reserves 1,550 milrs (2480 km);

rate of climb 1.395 ft (425 m) per minute. ser-

vicc ccihng 26.300 ft (8016 m)
Weigbu: empty 3.842 Ib (1741 kg); max-
imum take-off 6^500 Ib (2945 kg)

Dimension!: span 40 ft 8 in (12.40 m);

length 32 ft 7>/a in (9.94 m), hcight. 13 tt m
(3.96 m); wing area 229 sq ft (21 3 m :

)

Operators: Argentina (Navy). Chile (Navy),

France (Navy). Kcnya. Nigeria, Spam, Syna

This capable Piper Navajo Chieftain the VIP executive transport of the Kenya Air Force, operating thoughout East Afnca

Piper PA-34 Seneca (EMBRAER EMB-810)

The Piper Seneca is a six 'seven-seat light tum
which has eamed considerable respect from its

users during the eight vears ot its produetion

life. While its military importance is only now
emerging, more than 2,500 had been deliv-

ered, largelv to civil customers. bv the end ot

1978.

In the late 1960s Piper realised that a market

existed for a light twin-engined aircratt with a

gross weight of around 4,0001b (1814 kg) to

fit into their ränge between the PA-30 Twin
Comanche and the PA-23-250 Aztec. The ap-

plications of this aircraft would include light

freight transport and air-taxi work, together

with traditional business executive transport

duties. The Company already had the single-

engined PA-32 Cherokee Six in produetion

and the projeet team at Vero Beach, Florida,

condueted exercises on this aircraft, realising

that the large cabin volume and well-tried

Systems would be a sound basis for develop-

ment. The Cherokee Six had already been

tested in a counter-insurgency role as the PA-
32-300M with hardpoints on the wings carry-

ing 1,400 lb (630 kg) of Stores and a Minigun
pack mounted in the fuselage main door open
ing, and it was apparent that the twin-engined

version could be attractive to military buyers.

Initial design studies included the three-

engined XPA-32 — a Standard Cherokee Six

with two wing-mounted engines in addition

to the existing powerplant; but the Twin
Cherokee which finally emerged was only

superficially similar to the PA-32. The twin-

engined layout resulted in a strengthened

strueture, the fuselage was made deeper, the

vertical tail was enlarged and provision was
made for a fully retractable undercarriage. The

new PA-34 Seneca was powered bv two
Lycoming IO-360 engines with counter-

rotating propellers. This feature, first in-

troduced on the Twin Comanche, cancels out

asymmetric forces in twin-engined flight,

resulting in very docile characteristics for the

Seneca.

The new aircraft was announced in

September 1971 at a basic price of $49,900,

and the economy ot Operation and simplicity

of its svstems immediatelv appealed to US
general-aviation users. Subsequently, in 1975,

Piper brought a number of changes to the

PA-34. The Seneca II was fitted with 200-hp

(149-kW) turbocharged Continental TSIO-
360-E engines (still with the counter-rotating

propellers) housed in new streamlined nacelles.

The useful load was increased from 1.521 lb

(690 kg) to 1,800 1b (817 kg), an additional

cabin window was added on either side, and a

new external baggage hatch was fitted beside

the existing left entrance door to provide ac-

cess for long loads. The Performance of the

Seneca II was improved in almost all respects.

At this time, the Brazilian economy was go-

ing through great difficulties and the once

considerable exports of light aircraft from the

United States to Brazil had been restricted to a

minimum. There was an opportunity for Piper

to enter into an agreement for licence produe-

tion of its modeis by Empresa Brasiliera de

Aeronautica SA (EMBRAER), with the

Seneca being one of the initial types to be

built. Under the agreement, Piper was to ship

assembly kits to Sao Paulo but EMBRAER
would move towards an increasingly large

Brazilian content as the time went by. Under
this arrangement the Seneca reeeived the type

Piper PA-34 Seneca

number EMB-810, and slightlv less than 200

had been assembled bv December 1978. Of
these, 10 aircraft were delivered to the govern-

ment VIP flight (GTE) as Communications air-

craft, with the militarv designation U-7, based

at Brasilia. This may be the Start of a wider

military application for the Seneca in South

America. It also seems likely that another

licence for Seneca produetion — by the Polish

Organisation, Pezetel — may result in the type

reaching East European military forces at some
future date.

Type: six/seven-seat light Communications

aircraft

Powerplant: two 200-hp (149-kW) Con-
tinental TSIO-360-E turbocharged six-

cylinder horizontally-opposed piston engines

Performance: maximum speed at 14,000 ft

(4267 m) 228 mph (367 km/h); cruising speed

at 75% power at 20,000 ft (6096 m) 218 mph
(349 km/h); long-range cruising speed at

16,000 ft (4877 m) 201 mph (324 km/h);

maximum ränge at long-range cruising speed

775 miles (1248 km); stalling speed (flaps

down) 69 mph (111 km/h); rate of climb

1,340 ft (408 m) per minute; Service ceiling

25,000 ft (7600 m)
Weights: empty 2,770 lb (1258 kg); max-
imum take-off 4,570 lb (2075 kg)

Dimensions: span 38 ft 11 in (11.9 m);

length 28 ft 6 in (8.7 m); height 9 ft 11 in

(3.0 m); wing area 208.7 sq ft (19.4 m 2
)

Operators: Brazil, Argentina
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PZL-104 Wilga/Gelatik

Designed as a successor to the Yakovlev

Yak-12 and its Polish version the PZL-101

Gawron, the Wilga 1 prototype all-purpose

light aircraft made its maiden flight on 24

Apn! 1962, with a 180-hp (134-kW) WN-6B
radial engine. A thoroughgoing redesign of

the fuselage and tail was undertaken and the

Wilga 2 made its first flight on 1 August

1963, powered by a 195-hp (145-kW) WN-
6RB. A further prototype, with a 225-hp

(168-kW) Continental O-470, flew on 30

December of that year.

Some 360 of various versions, differing in

powerplant and equipment, were built in

Poland. Military versions are in Service in

Poland, the USSR and Venezuela. The main

military version in Polish Service is the Wilga

32, powered by a 260-hp (194-kW) AI-14R
radial engine. Licence production in Indonesia

of a version named the Gelatik 32, powered by

the Continental O-470, totalled 56. The type

serves with the Indonesian air arm. Military

variants are used largely for liaison, parachute

training and glider-towing.

The wing is an all-metal single-spar struc-

ture with leading edge torsion box. Electric

single-slotted flaps are in two sections on each

wing. The slotted ailerons can be drooped to

Supplement the flaps, and there are full-span

fixed slats. Four wing tanks hold 39.6 Im-

perial gallons (180 litres). The rounded metal

fuselage tapers sharply aft of the cabin to form

a boom for the tail. The well-glazed cabin

accommodates the pilot plus three passengers

or equivalent weight of cargo, and has large

doors. Later versions include the Wilga 40

with a detachable freight Container and the

Wilga 43 with a slab tailplane.

Type: liaison and general-purpose aircraft

Powerplant: (Wilga 32) one 260-hp

(194-kW) Ivchenko A1-14R nine-cylinder

radial engine; (Gelatik 32) one 230-hp

(172-kW) Continental O-470-L piston engine

Performance: (Wilga 32) maximum speed at

maximum take-off weight (125 mph (201

km/h); economic cruising speed 79 mph (127

km/h); ränge 423 miles (680 km); Service ceil-

PZL-104 Wilga 35/Gelatik

ing 15,000 ft (4580 m); rate of climb at sea

level 1,250 ft (380 m) per minute; take-off run

410 ft (125 m); landing run 690 ft (210 m)

Weights: (Wilga 32) empty 1,874 lb (850

kg); maximum take-off 2,756 lb (1250 kg)

Dimensions: (Wilga 32) span 36 ft 6.6 in

(11.14 m); length 26 ft 6.9 in (8.1 m); height

9 ft 7.8 in (2.94 m); wing area 166.8 sq ft

(15.5 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: (Wilga) Poland, Soviet Union,

Venezuela; (Gelatik) Indonesia

PZL-Mielec TS-11 Iskra/Iskra 2

The first Polish-designed jet aircraft is the

PZL-Mielec TS-11 Iskra (spark) trainer. Sur-

prisingly, in view of the Warsaw Pact's rigid

policy of standardization, it was adopted by

the Polish air force instead of the Pact's other-

wise universal Aero L-29.

Design work on a jet advanced trainer to

replace the TS-8 Bies started under the direc-

tion of Tadeusz Soltyk. The first TS-11 took

to the air in December 1959. In the autumn of

1961 a later TS-11 participated in a 'fly-off

competition with the L-29 and the Soviet

Union's Yakovlev Yak-30. The L-29 emerged

as the winner, and was duly adopted as Stan-

dard equipment by the Warsaw Pact.

However, Poland elected to continue

development of the TS-11, partially because of

Performance improvements anticipated from

the PZL-Rzeszöw SO-1 turbojet. This

powerplant was not available for early Iskras,

which flew with the 1.720-lb (780-kg)

HO-10.
Of conventional, all-metal structure, the

TS-11 has an unswept, mid-mounted wing,

with manual ailerons, double-slotted flaps and

slatted airbrakes inboard of a fence. The pod-

and-boom fuselage is built in three sections.

An avionics bay and a 23-mm cannon occupv

the nose section. Tandem pressurized cockpits

have an upward-hingeing canopy and

lightweight ejection seats. A tapered boom,
beneath which the engine exhausts, carries the

manually-controlled tail. The landing gear is

of the tricycle type, and designed for rough-

field Operation.

The engine is mounted under the wing.

Later production Iskras have the SO-3 turbo-

jet, which offers a longer period between

overhauls. The fuel is housed in a fuselage

tank of 110 Imperial gallons (500 litres), a

15.5-Imperial gallon (70-litre) collector tank

(between the cockpit section and the engine

bay) and two wing tanks each of 69-Imperial

gallon (315-litre) capacity.

The Iskra carries its cannon low on the

right side, and also has provision for various

combinations of underwing stores. Up to 220

lb (100 kg) of bombs, rocket pods or 7.62-mm
(0.3-in) machine-gun pods can be carried on

each of two pylons (increased to four on later

modeis). A single-seat attack prototype has

been tested. This has an uprated engine and a

44-Imperial gallon (200-litre) increase in fuel

capacity. A reconnaissance prototype mounts
three cameras in the aft cockpit.

Pre-production Iskras, powered by the

HO-10, reached the Polish air force in 1964.

However, it was not until 1967 that the Iskra

entered Service in appreciable numbers. The
type serves at the Central Flying School in the

basic training role and as a weapons trainer.

In 1974 the Indian air force placed an order

for 50 Iskras to replace the de Havilland Vam-
pire. These were delivered between October

1975 and March 1976. They serve with the

Fighter Training Wing at Hakimpet, whose

PZL Mielec TS 11 Iskra

role is to provide advanced pupils with 180

hours of jet Instruction. It is anticipated that

the HAL HJT-16 Kiran will eventually oust

the Iskra at Hakimpet.

Type: jet trainer

Powerplant: one 2.205-lb (1000-kg) PZL-

Rzeszöw'SO-3 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at 16,400 ft

(5000 m) 447 mph (720 km/h); initial rate of

climb 2,756 ft (840 m) per minute; ceiling

36,550 ft (1 1 140 m); ränge with maximum in-

ternal fuel 720 miles (1160 km)
Weights: empty equipped 5,500 lb (2495 kg);

loaded 7,020 lb (3185 kg); maximum take-off

8,400 lb (3810 kg)

Dimensions: span 33 ft in (10.06 m);

length 36 ft 5 in (11.15 m); height 11 ft

5 Vi in (3.5 m); wing area 188.37 sq ft (17.5

m2)

Armament: one 23-mm NS-23 cannon; 880

lb (400 kg) of underwing stores, or rocket and

gun pods

Operators: India, Poland

Poland's only export sale of the TS-11 Iskra jet trainer was to India, some 50 having been supplied to the Indian Air Force in 1975-76. About 40 are now in use, equipping

the Fighter Training Wing at Hakimpet This is considered a more advanced machine that the locally built HJT-16 Kiran, and with tandem seats is more 'fighter-like'.
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RFB ATI-2 Fantrainer

RJ II (Rhein-Flugzeugbau (JmbH) has been a

leading explorei of Mvertl ncw techniques

cluring thc past two dccadcs, in particular thc

usc Ol GRP (glassfibrc-rcinforccd plastics)

matcrials for aeroplanc construction and the

flight-testmg rf ductcd-fan aircraft propulsion

ivstemi. These two techniquei arc comhined

in thc intercsting httlc Fantrainer (and its civil

stablematc, thc Fanlincr), first projected in

f97ü. Thc Fanlincr was built first, two proto-

types niaking thcir inaidcn flights on 8

Octobei 1973 and 4 September 1976, and

subsequently aecumulating leveral hundred

successful flying hours. The quieter and morc

efficient ductcd-fan system, mounted bchind

the cockpit, offers scvcral other advantages

(bettei view from the cockpit, reduced ground

hazard from fan blades, etc), and the Fanlincr

and Fantraincr programmes have otherwise

been uscful in evaluating alternative mcans of

powering the fan.

Both Fanliner prototypes had single

W.mkcl-type rotating-piston engincs (114 and

150 hp/85 and 112 kW), and twin 150-hp

(112-kW) Wankcl engincs powered thc first

Fantraincr prototvpc (thc AWI-2) for its first

flight on 27 Octobei 1977. For comparison,

the second Fantrainer (thc ATI-2, to which

thc specific jtiuii refers) has a Single Allison

shaft-turbinc, with which it flew K>I thc first

time on 31 May 1978. Developed under a

Federal Defcnce Ministry contract of Marth

1975, thc Fantraincr is intended to rcplacc the

conventionallv-propelled Piaggio P.149D as

the Luftwaffe'', Standard basic traincr, and

evaluation Dy that Service began in thc spring

of 1978. Thc powerplant is mounted amid-

ships, with wing-root intakes, and drives a

seven-bladc Dowty Rotöl constant-speed fan

turning insidc an annular duet or shroud. Thc
two seats arc tandem-mounted (thosc in Fan-

lincr being sidc-by-sidc); other design featurcs

include a slight forward sweep to thc wings.

and a T-tail.

Type: two-scat basic and IFR traincr

Powerplant: <uu- 420-shp (313-kW) Alhson

250-C20B turboshaft enginc. driving a dueted

fan

Performance: maximum speed 224 mph (360

km h); maximum cruising speed 199 mph
(320 km/h); ränge with maximum fucl 684

niilcs (IHK) km), maximum rate of climb at

sea level 1,969 ft (600 m) per minutc. service

^
RFB ATI 2 Fantrainer

ccihng 19,685 ft (6<»-

\X eights: emptv equipped 1,984 lb (900 kg);

maximum take-off (aerobatic) 2.976 lb (1350

kg), maximum take-off (utilitv) 3.483 lb ( 1 5H0

kg)

Dimension*: span 31 ft 6 in (9 60 m); length

o

. in (8 95 m); height 9 ft 6 in (2.90

m). wing area 149.6 sq ft (13.90 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operator: West Germany (under develop-

ment)

Robin HR 100

Avions Pierre Rohm, formed in L957 is Centn

l i [fronautique, assumed its present name in

1969 and is marketing an extensive i
i

low-wing light .nrtr.ilt. Employing onl

.

160 people .it its Dijon factoiy, the Company

initially concentiated on wooden constmetion

bul tlien switched to met.il.

The HR. 100 was the tust metal type in pro

dllCtion, the prototvpc tlving oi) 3 April 1969

The definitive HR. 100 250 (200-hp 14V kW
Lycoming) entered produetion in lanuary

1971 and 20 were built in the tirst ve.ir.

A requiiement toi .1 highei powered model

w.is met bv usuig the Tiara-ciigiiied prototvpc

HR 100 250TR and mstalling .1 Lycoming

[O-540-C4B5, and this model was pul into

produetion in the second hall ol 1V75 .i\ .1

traincr for the Armit d< J'Air. Around IM weie

delivered to thc Centn </7:vs,m en Vo\ |( I \ 1

during 1976-77. Two HR. 100 250s are

flights from 1

1

Type: fouT-seal hght aii

Powerplant: oni 250 hp (187-kW) I

mg IO-540-C4B5 piiton enginc

Performance: maximum speed at vea level

196 rnph (315 km h); cruising speed

powei ai Io.ikmi fi 1 K>50 ni| 177 im

km h); maximum rate ol climb at 14

1 111) per minutc, stalling ipeed

with wheels and flap^ up ^2 5 mph (132 5

km li)

Weights: maximum tak (1 100

kg)

Dimensions: span 29 It '> in 1'' 08 m); length

24 ft 11 m (7.59 in): heighl B fl II in (2
"1

in), ss ing area 163 6 -.c] tt ( 1 ^ 2 m-

1

Operators: I i.nue

Robin HR 100

Rockwell A-5 Vigilante

In 1955, in response to a US Navy rcquirc-

ment for a high-performance all-weather ,it-

tack aircraft, North American initiated design

of a suitable contendei foi this competition

under the short-lived acronym NAGPAW,
signifving North American general purpose

attack weapon. The Company 's design was
selected for produetion in 1956, the US
N.ivv's letter contract confirming selection be-

ing reeeived on 29 June 1956, with an order

for two prototypes lollovving in August. In-

itial designation was YA3J-1. but this became
changed to A-5 in 1962, bv which time the

name Vigilante had alreadv been adopted.

In connguration the A-5 showed its typical-

lv North American derivation, with 3 high-set

sharplv swept wing and swept tail surfaces.

The forward fuselage was narrow in section,

virtuallv doubling from the engine intakes aft

to aecommdate two turbojet engincs in the

rear fuselage. The A-5 was. however, unique

in several respects: it was the largest attack

bomber ever built for Operation from US Navv
aircraft-carriers, and the onlv one with super-

sonic speed; it was the first produetion aircraft

to introduce hvdraulically-actuated vanable-

geometrv air inlets for its engines; and the first

aircraft to have a 'linear' bomb bay, in the

form of a tunnel extending along the centre of

the fuselage, and from which the bombs were
ejeeted at the aft end. Primarv weapon in the

original planning was a free-fall nuclear device,

this having attached to it aerodvnamic

stabilizers which carried extra fuel for con-

sumption before the target was reached.

The first of the two prototypes flew for the

first time on 31 August 1958, and construc-

tion of produetion A-5As started almost im-

mediately. Initial carrier trials were carried out

on board the USS Saratoga in July 1960, and
the first delivery of produetion A-5As was
made to NAS Sanford, Florida, on 16 June

1961. Subsequently, in early 1962, Na*/)

Squadron VAU" was declared ojser.ition.il at

this base betöre joining the c.irru-i USS
/tim' Produetion ol this version totalled 55 ex-

.imples.

The A-5A was followed by the long-range

A-5B, which had additional lud tankage hous-

cd in .1 lumip fairing att ol the cockpit. largei

area trailing'-edge flaps, and BLC (boundary
l.iver control) blowing cn L-r most of the wing
upper surface. The prototype flew foi the tust

time on 29 April 1962. but onlv tue more
sscre buill bcK>re it was decided to abandon

use of the Vigilante in the attack role.

It was decided instead to .ulopt this aircraft

foi .1 reconnaissance role under the designation

RA-5C. and in this capacity the Vigilante has Rockwell RA-5C Vigilante

Departure of an RA-5C Vigilante from the deck of USS Forrestal This sophisticated Strategie reconnaissance platform, seen here serving

with RVAH-3, is tough to replace; the mtention is to try a considerably modified version of the F-14 Tomcat.
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Rockwell A-5 Vigilante

given vital sevice. A total of 59 were ordered

originally, but these numbers were swelled by

the conversion of many A-5As and A-5Bs to

RA-5C Standard; and because these aircraft

were shown to be making an important con-

tribution to reconnaissance Operations over

Vietnam, an additional 36 new aircraft were

built. Retaining an attack capability, the RA-
5Cs carried vertical, oblique and horizon-to-

horizon reconnaissance cameras, side-looking

radar, infra-red sensors, low-light-level TV,
and other non-visual sensors. Most important-

ly, the aircraft comprised the airborne compo-

nent of the Integrated Operational In-

telligence System (IOIS), which meant that

immediately the Vigilante landed back at its

carrier, the total intelligence which it had

gathered was fed into the ground-based com-

ponent of the IOIS, a tactical data System,

from which constantly updated intelligence In-

formation can be retrieved easily and quickly

for tactical planning. One of the interesting

features of RA-5C deployment in Vietnam

resulted from the fact that these aircraft had an

inertial navigation System, which made it

possible for each reconnaissance photograph to

have precise co-ordinates of latitude and

longitude detailed on each negative, so that

subsequent location of interesting 'finds' was

virtually 'child's play'. In 1979 the RA-5C
has been greatly updated. There is no apparent

replacement though, a Version of the Grum-
man F-14 might be an interim answer.

Type: carrier-based reconnaissance/attack air-

craft

Powerplant: (RA-5C) two 17,000-lb

(7711-kg) afterburning thrust General Electric

J79-GE-8 turbojets

Performance: (RA-5C) maximum speed

Mach 2.1 or 1,386 mph (2231 km/h); at

40,000 ft (12190 m); long-range cruising speed

560 mph (901 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 m);

normal ränge 2,650 miles (4265 km)
Weights: (RA-5C) empty 40,900 lb (18552

kg); maximum take-off 66,800 lb (30300 kg)

Dimensions: span 53 ft in (16.15 m);

length 75 ft 10 in (23.11 m); height 19 ft VA
in (5.91 m); wing area 700 sq ft (65.03 m 2

)

Armament: none

Operators: US Navy

Rockwell B-1

The Rockwell B-1 was designed to meet the

requirement for a low-altitude penetration

bomber to replace the Boeing B-52s of the

USAF Strategie Air Command. It was intend-

ed to be the third and most flexible component

of the US 'triad' defence System, which com-

prises also land-based and submarine-launched

ballistic missiles.

Designed to operate at supersonic speeds at

high altitude and at near-sonic speeds at

treetop heights, the B-1 bomber embodies a

blended wing/body configuration and swing

wings. A unique structural mode control

system minimises the effect of turbulence on

crew and airframe likely to be encountered

during prolonged high-speed, low-level

missions. The B-1 has a radar-signature about

one-twentieth of that of the B-52, and can

carry twice the bomb-load over the same ränge

as the older bomber. The bomb load is carried

in three internal weapon bays, each 15 ft (4.57

m) long. Each bay was designed to aecom-

modate up to 25,000 lb (11340 kg) of nuclear

or conventional weapons.

Among the many innovative features of the

bomber is the crew escape capsule embodied

on the first three prototypes. This was,

however, to be deleted from later aircraft,

partly as an «conomy measure and partlv

because ejeetion-seat technology had advanced

to the stage when thev can aecomplish what

the escape capsule was designed to do. As an

economy measure the variable-geometrv

engine inlets were also to be deleted.

Four protot vpes were built, but the type did

not go into produetion. In June 1977 Presi-

dent Carter announced that produetion of the

bomber would be cancelled and priority given

instead to cruise missiles. However, authoritv

was given for the prototype development Pro-

gramme to continue, in order to provide the

needed technical base that would be required

to update the old B-52 förce, or even to resur-

rect the B-1 should the development of cruise

missiles encounter difficulties.

Type: Supersonic, Strategie heavv bomber
Powerplant: four 30,000-lb

'

(13608-kg)

thrust-class General Electric YF101-GE-100
turbofans

Performance: maximum level speed Mach
1.8 or 1,188 mph (1910 km/h) at 50,000 ft

(15240 m); maximum level speed at 500 ft

(152 m) 750 mph (1205 km h); maximum
ränge 6,100 miles (9815 km)
Weights: maximum take-off 389,800 lb

(176810 kg); maximum weapon load 115,000

lb (52160 kg)

Dimensions: span (maximum 136 ft 8V2 in

(41.67 m), (minimum) 78 ft 2V2 in (23.84 m);

length 150 ft 2Vi in (45.78 m); height 33 ft 7

in (10.24 m); wing area 1,950 sq ft (181.2 m2)

Armament: nuclear and conventional

weapons, including 24 2,240-lb (1016-kg)

Boeing AGM-69A Short Range Attack

Missiles (SRAMs), Air-Launched Cruise

Missiles (ALCMs), decoy missiles and remote-

lv piloted vehicles

Operators: none

Rockwell B-1A

Flight development of the B-1 was contmumg in 1979, more than four years after this picture of the first aircraft was taken over California

in January 1975 The fourth aircraft is now flying the vast ECM Installation, Nos 1 and 2 are grounded

Rockwell Commander 500/Shrike Commander
In 1958 the Aero Commander Division of

Rockwell Standard Corporation, currently

Rockwell International's General Aviation

Division, began development of a light

transport designated Model 500B, and this

reeeived FAA Type Approval on 21 April

1961. This designation was changed subse-

quently to 500U, the letter U indicating that

the Model 500 satisfied the FAA's Part 3 Utili-

ty Category Requirements.

This attractive light transport is powered by

two Lycoming flat-six piston-engines, driving

constant-speed fully-feathering propellers. The
high-set wing is of all-metal construetion, and

has Frise-type ailerons and hydraulic single-

slotted flaps. The fuselage is a conventional

light-alloy semi-monocoque strueture, and to

provide easy passenger access is carried on a

retractable tricycle landing gear which leaves

minimal clearance between the undersurface of

the fuselage and the ground. In consequence

the main landing gears are long oleo-

pneumatic struts which retract aft, the wheels

turning through 90° during retraction so that

the wheels are stowed horizontally in the rear

of the engine nacelles.
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Standard seating is for four persons, the two
forward seats having dual controls. Alter-

native seating arrangements can provide for a

maximum of seven passengers and a pilot; or

all but the pilot's seat can be removed to

enable a useful volume of cargo to be carried.

In cases where cargo is more important than

passengers, a strengthened floor can be provid-

ed, and it is possible to have quick-change in-

teriors to carry passengers and/or freight.

There is ample space for the installation of a

wide ränge of avionics and equipment, in-

cluding survey cameras, and the Utility value

of such an 'off the shelf' aircraft appealed to

several air forces. Later versions of the Model
500 are known by the name Shrike Com-
mander.

Type: four/eight-seat light transport

Powerplant: (500U) two 290-hp (216-kW)
Lycoming IO-540-EIA5 flat-six piston engines

Performance: maximum cruising speed 218

mph (351 km/h); ränge with maximum fuel

and maximum payload (30 minutes reserves)

1,230 miles (1979 km)
Weights: empty equipped 4,348 lb (1972 kg);

Rockwell Shrike Commander L-26

maximum take-off and landing 6,750 lb (3062

kg)

Dimensions: span 49 ft OV2 in (14.95 m);

length 35 ft l'/s in (10.70 m); height 14 ft 9 Vi

in (4.51 m); wing area 255 sq ft (23.69 m2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Argentina, Iran



Rockwell (North American) OV-10 Bronco

| M [956 Grumman designed j battlcficld

mrveiUancc aircraft to utiiry j joini • 'S Armv

and Manne Corpi requirement, and in thc

following vrjr the US Navy, acting js joini

r, ordered ninc of these

,,,, , ,it foi '

i ind evaluation The Manne

Corps lud illocated tbc designation OF-1 to

iis version of what bccamc thc Grumman
(, 134 Muluwk. bu( withdrcw from ,:

jcct beforc th« firsl prototypc was completed.

Experience of limited-warrare engagements,

following cancellation oi thc OP 1. < onvinced

US Manne plannen thai thcy had an urgent

nced foi a light inulti-purposc aircraft which

eould, il .nid wlic-n reauireeli bc operated in a

counter-insurgency (Cf)lN) role. Accordmg-

ly, a spccification was drawn np for J light

arim-d reconnaUtance aircrafi (LAR/
Rcqucsts For Proposais wcrc issucd bv tbc US
Navy. Submissioni wen- received Erom nine

i 's manufacturers, and in August 1964 North

America 'i NAM3(X) detign was announced as

thc winner. As in the case oi thc Mohawk, thc

US Navy was acting both foi the US Mannes

and the US Armv. the latti i lervice being anx-

ious to procurc an aircraft suitablc for light

armed reconnaiiiance, belicoptei escort, and

forward air control (FAC) dutiei I Ins lud

arisen primarily becauie oi the necd to replace

the lightwcight Cesina O-l Hird Dog, then

med for light Observation and FAC missions,

and it was bclievcd that thc North American

NAH300 would providc a light »tack

capability far morc chcaply than thc current

going rate for attack-bomberi in eveii thc

lightest 'off the shclf categorv li

also made the USAF a cuitomer.

Following the lelection of North

American 'i design, leven YOV-10A pro-

totypes were ordered tor test and ev.iliution.

and the first of these made its nuiden fhght OD

16 July 1965. Features included two erew in

tandern with near-perfeet view. S I ( )L wing

and rough-field landing gcar, arinanient on

sponsons on the nacelle-typc fuselagc, and a

rear door for casualties or cargo. The hrsi six

prototypes were powered bv Ciarrctt Air-

Research T76-C.-6/8 turboprops, the propcllor

of the -6 rotating clockwise when viewed

froni behind, that of -8 anti-clockwisc. The
seventh prototype was powered bv Pratt &
Whitney YT74-CP-8/10 similarly 'handed'

rngincs lor i omparative cvaluation. but thc

I ' .vjs sclectcd to power production ex-

jinplcs, thr lirst Ol which wcrc ordered in < K

1966 Shortcorningi in Performance

wcrc rectified by incrcasing th<

wuigspan bjf onethird, upratmg

engines, replacing thc 'itraigbi ' iponsons by a

new dcsign with pronouneed anhcdral, plus a

muriner of minor modifications

Production aircraft began to enter servite in

1967 and the USAF's OV-lOAs, of which

tbey acquired 157, wcrc used operationallv in

Vietnam at thc bcgiimmg oi 1968 The US
Manne Corps received 114 OV-lOAs, with

dchvenes to VMA-5 begmning on 23

Fcbruary 1968. To enhantc thcir capabihtics

for Operations in Vietnam, 15 oi UM USAF'l
()V lOAs were equipped with special cquip-

mciit under thc Pave Nail programme This

providcd a stabih/cd night pcriscopc. a laser

range-fmder target illuimnator, a Loran

receivei and cc-ordinatc Converter Such air-

craft proved valuable for locating targels at

night, which could then be illuminated for at-

lascr-secking missilcs

( )thcr versioiis of thc <>VTO Bronco in-

dude six tV-lOB», nmilai to thc OV-10A,
supphed to the German forcei for target tow-

mg, plus 18 OV-IOB(Z) aircraft supphed in

1970 for improved pcrlormancc in thc same

mission, these having a 2,950-lb (1338-kg)

FJectrü [85-GE-4 turboict pylon-

mounted above thc wing. Thc Royal Thai air

Force received '2 OV-HX s, nmilai

OV-10A. all oi which had been dehvered bv

September 1973, md Indonesia and Venezuela

have cach received 16 similar OV-lOPl and

( )V-10Ei retpectiver)

I vs.. OVIOAs were modificd under u 1970

US N..W contract to YOV-10D
(Night Observation Gunahip System) aircratt

Rockwell OV 10 Bronco

to provide the Manne Corps with a new night

opcrational capability Special cquipment in-

cluded i 20-mm gun turret beneath thc aft

fuselagc. and a forward-looking infra-red

il I IK ) sensor and laser target illummator in a

turret beneath an extended nose Under-wing

pvlons tarrv a widc ränge Ol storrs Following

extensive tests. 17 1 ISM( • >V lOAl were

dehvered tO Rockwcll's Columbus Division in

carlv 19-8 for conversion 10 OV HU

(night Observation surveillancc) aircraft with

dcveloped cquipment and avionus as installed

in the Y<)V KU) N<>(,s pn totypn, plus the

Provision of I,040-bp (776-kW) T76 engines

Initial dchvenes began in carls I

Typ«: multi-purpose counter-insurgcnc v air

craft

Poworplnn« "15-ehp

•rettAlRese,

Performance: i< >V l'^i maxmium speed at

sea level without weapons 281 mph (452

kni h), combat radiu» with miximum
weapons 228 miles (36'' km), ferry ränge with

maximum auxthary fuel 1.382 rmlrs (2224

km)
Wr.ghli: (OV 10A) ernpts 6.893 lb (3127

kg), normal takc 00 9,901 - ;

ovcrload takc -oft 14.444 lb (65v

Dimension»: span M) tt II m (12 19 m).

Icngth 41 It
~ m (12 67 m). height 15 ft 2 in

n). wing area 291 sq ft (27.03 m)

Armamtnl: t>ur weapons attachment pomts

beneath thc sponsons and onc beneath centre

fuselagc with combined tapai.tv oi 3,600 lb

kg), two - 62 mm (0 3 in) M60C:

machine-guns in eath sponson. L'SM( airiratt

can carry one AIM VI) Sidcwinder beneath

cach wing

Operator»: (.crmai.v. Indonesia, Thailand.

US Au Force, US Manne Corps. Venezuela

The US Marine Corps Hockwell OV 10A Bronco for Observation miss This example has a low mfra red pamt scheme

This Rockwell International OV-10D Bronco of the US Air Force was Photographien! on 15 August 1968 on the type's first mission over Vietnam Designed for multiple roles in

'brushfire' warfare, the Bronco proved populär and versatile - to a point
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Rockwell T-2 Buckeye
In 1956 the US Navy required a jet training

aircraft which, once a Student had completed

his ab initio period on a less potent and less

costly to operate machine, would be suitable

for continuous Instruction in stages up to ad-

vanced training, fighter tactics, and carrier

Operation. The winner of the competition was

North American Aviation (now North Ameri-

can Aircraft Group of Rockwell
International). North American was then pro-

ducing the T-28 Trojan for both the US Navy

and US Air Force, and the fact that the new
design included a control System similar to

that used in the T-28, plus the utilization of

many proven components, may have influenc-

ed the US Navy's decision.

In late 1956 North American received a con-

tract for 26 production aircraft under the

designation T2J-1, later changed to T-2A, and

it was decided to dispense with construction of

a prototype. The first T-2A Buckeye flew on

31 January 1958, and initial deliveries went to

NAS Pensacola, Florida. Production totalled

217, used mainly by VT-7 and VT-9 at NAS
Meridian, Missouri, whose students had

already completed 35 hours on the T-34.

The T-2A has a wing in the mid-position,

with pupil and instructor in tandem on rocket-

powered zero-altitude ejection seats. The

Single 3,400-lb (1542-kg) Westinghouse

J34-WE-36 turbojet is mounted in the belly,

and fed by twin intakes.

Under a US Navy contract two T-2As were

rebuilt in 1960 with two 3,000-lb (1361-kg)

Pratt & Whitney J60-P-6 turbojets. The first

of these YT-2Bs flew on 30 August 1962; the

first of 10 T-2Bs flew on 21 May 1965, enter-

ing service at Meridian in May 1966. A total of

97 T-2Bs were built, the 34th and subsequent

aircraft having additional fuel capacity.

Most extensively built was the T-2C, with

two 2,950-lb (1338-kg) General Electric

J85-GE-4 engines. The first flew on 10

December 1968, and all of 231 had been

delivered by 1976. The T-2D has been sup-

plied to the Venezuelan air force; this variant

differs in its avionics and in the deletion of the

carrier equipment. T-2Es for the Greek air

force have six wing stations with a combined

capacity of 3,500 Tb (1588 kg) of ordnance,

plus protection for the fuel tanks from small-

arms fire. The Standard T-2C has one störe

Station beneath each wing, with a combined

capacity of 640 lb (290 kg).

Type: general-purpose jet trainer

Powerplant: (T-2C) two 2,950-lb (1338-kg)

General Electric J85-GE-4 turbojets

Performance: (T-2C) maximum level speed

530 mph (853 km/h) at 25,000 ft (7620 m);

maximum ränge 1,070 miles (1722 km)

Weights: (T-2C) empty 8,115 lb (3681 kg);

maximum take-off 13,191 lb (5983 kg)

Dimensions: span (over wingtip tanks)

38 ft l'/2 in (11.62 m); length 38 ft 3>/2 in

(11.67 m); height 14 ft 9 lA in (4.51 m); wing

area 255 sq ft (23.69 m 2
)

Rockwell T-2C Buckeye

Armament: (T-2C) can include gun packs,

target-towing gear, practice bombs and

rockets

Operators: Greece, US Navy, Venezuela

In the Greek or Hellenic Air Force (Ellmiki Aeropona) advanced training is flown on 40 Rockwell T-2E Buckeyes of 350 Sqn

Rockwell (North American) T-39 Sabreliner

In August 1956 the USAF specified .) require-

ment for a general Utility tr.iincr aircraft, then

identified as UTX, signifying Utility trainer

experimental, and in sending out its requests

for proposaK stipulated that intqrested

manufacturers would be required to design,

build and flv a prototype as a private venture.

At that time fslorth American Aviation had

more or less completed the design study ot a

small pressurized jet transport aircraft, and

was thus in a position to öfter this design to

the US Air Force with but few changes to

make it capable of meeting their speeification.

So, on 27 August 1956, the Company an-

nounced that it was to build a prototype of a

small turbine-powered transport under the

name Sabreliner.

The original design had placed the engines

in the wing roots, but as detail design proeeed-

ed during early 1957 the configuration was

changed to a rear-engine layout, with two tur-

bojet engines attached to the sides ot the rear

fuselage. Construction was virtually complete

in Mav 1958, but the first flight was delayed

until tour months later, as the result of the

non-availabihtv ot suitable engines. It was

with two 2.500-lb (1134-kg) General Electric

J85 turbojet engines that the prototype flew

on Hi September 195H, and the type completed

its USAF flight test evaluation at Edwards

AFB, California in December. Earlv in 1959

North American received an initial production

order for seven aircraft.

The first ot these, which by then had the

USAF designation T-39A, made its initial

flight on 30 June 1960. 'Uns had two Pratt &
Whitney J60-P-3 turbojets of increased power,

and some internal changes. and initial

deliveries tor the Air Training Command. on

4 June 1961, went to Randolph AFB. Subse-

quent contracts brought total orders for the

T-39A to 143. and these were delivered tor

service with the Air Training Command,
Strategie Air Command, Systems Command,
and to the Headquarters ot the USAF tor com-

mand duties. From June 1967 the USAF also

took deliverv ot a number ot T-39As. which

had been modified with strengthened landing

gear and provided with seven, instead ot tour.

passenger seats.

In the period Fcbruarv-June 1961. six air-

craft designated T-39B were delivered to the

Tactical Air Command tor training duties at

Nellis AFB. Nevada. These were equipped

with a doppler Navigation System and the

NASARR all-weather search and ränge radar

which was installed in the Republii 1 105,

and were used to tram crews who w eie to fl)

the Thunderchief.

I he designation T3J-1, subsequentlv

T-39D, was allocated to 42 Sabreliners ordered

from North American in 1962 by the I 's

Navy. Required tor the training of maritime

radar Operators, these had Magnavox radar

Systems installed. and deliverv to the Naval

Air Training Command H( v). at NAS Pen-

sacola, Florida, began in August 1963. The

US Navy acquired also seven Series 40 com-

mercial Sabreliners, under the designation CT-
39E, for high-priority transport of passengers,

ferry pilots and cargo, and since 1973 has pro-

cured 12 of the longer-fuselage Sabreliner 60s

under the designation CT-39G. These are used

by both the US Manne Corps and US Navy
for fleet tactical Support duties. Under the

designation T-39F. a number of USAF
T-39As were modified to make thein suitable

tor the training of Wild Weasel ECM
Operators for service with the USAF's
F-105GS and McDonnell Douglas F-4Gs.

SH2-

Rockwell T-39 Sabreliner

t't (31.78 m2
)

Armaments: none

Operators: US Air Force. US Marine Corps.

US Navy

U.S.AIR FORCE

Rockwell T-39 Sabreliner operated by Strategie Air Command, USAF, on VIP and Communications duties

Type: twin-engme Utility transport trainer

Powerplant:
1

(T-39A) two 3.000-lb

(1361-kg) thrust Pratt & Whitney J60-P-3

turbojets

Performance: (T-39A) maximum speed 595

mph (958 km h) at 36.000 ft (10970 m); cruis-

ing speed 432 mph (~2~ km h) at 40.000 ft

(12190 m): design ränge 1,725 miles t"~~t>

km) '

•

Weights: (T-39A) empty 9.300 lb (4218 kg);

maximum take-off 17,760 lb (S056 kg)

Dimensions: span 44 tt 5 Vi in (13.54 m);

length (T-39A B D) 43 ft 9 in (13.34 m);

length (CT-39E G) 46 ft 11 in (14.30 m);

height 16 ft in (4.88 m); wing area 342.05 sq

Rockwell's T-39B Sabreliner, seldom in the news, has done a good job for 20 years and is

numencally the No 3 type in Military Airlift Command, USAF. These T-39s are from Pacat,

and were pictured in July 1970 starting J60 engines at Tan Son Nhut AB, Vietnam
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Rockwell Turbo Commander 690

NumIi Aii"! R .'.'II' 1
. An.. ( "in
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PI
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Rockwell Turbo Commander 690A

Saab 32 Lansen
I hough designed in the late 1940s, the Saab

32 Lausen (lance) all-swepi tandera

i rafl i ombined sui I. gi k ..1 qualit

remain in Service with the Swedish aii !

197V. The original A32A Version was .i

ground-attack weapon platform to replace the

piston-engined Saab 18 bomber, and ii was

noteworthy in being significantlv larger and

n capabli thi therwise similai 'fighters'

iIk-ii being developed elsewhen Hii proto

type flcw cm 3 Novembei 1952, and produi

tion airi rafl entered iervio from Decembei

1955. The chosen engine was the British

Rolls-Royce Avon turbojet, fitted with >

Swedish-developed afterburnei and variable

nozzle. The A32A had the RM5A2 Version >>i

this engine, rated at up to 10, 162 II- (4700 kg),

while the latei [32B night fightei had the

KM6A. derived from the more powerful

Avon 200-series and with .i new afterburner,

with maximum thrusi ol 15,190 Ib (6891

The third version oi the Lansen is the S32(

reconnaissance aircraft, with RM5A2 engine,

originally flown in M.irch 1957 with .i basii

kit of optica! cameras bul updated in the p.ivt

2't years with gation

equipmeni and both intunlt and poddi

iors t..i muli

\

i, and tlic |32B had been i< plai id by the

tug A few S maincd

in use with Fl 1 m
. rsions

Type: (S )2( ) mull ince Jir

Powerplant: oni 10,362 Ib (470 •

ska Flygmotoi RM5A2 afterbun

Performance: maximum speed '-''2 mph
(1114 km tili up rsonii Ii in condition in

.i dive); ceiling 19.200 fi (1500

(ternal reconnaissance pod l.lim miles

km)
Vl'eights: empt) 16,250 Ib (73

iiuiin loaded 28.660 Ib (1 »600

Dimensionv tpan 12 fl
"'<

in (13(1 in).

length 48 fl
<>'« in (14 65 m); heighl 15 ft 3 in

(i 65 im

Saab 32 Lansen

Armami nt

Operators

Saab 35 Draken
Although designed as .. bomb« intereeptor,

the Draken (dragon) has been developed tor .i

wide variety of roles including ground attack

and reconnaissance, The radical double-delta

wing, designed in the late 194IK tor lightness

and strengt!) so that supersonic speed could be

achieved, was tested on the Saab 210 research

aircraft in 1952 and the layout proved prai

ticable. Tlic Draken was designed around this

arrangement, with tuel and equipmeni distn-

buted along the tuselage and long wing-rool

to compensate tor the small volume available

witliin the wing, and the tirst prototype made
its maiden flight in October 1955. Tlie three

prototypes, powered by Rolls-Royce Avon
200 turbojets, were followed by the first

produetion aircraft in February 1958. Initial

produetion J35As were powered by RM6Bs
— Avons built under licence by Svenska

Flygmotor (now Volvo Flvgmotor).

The J35A entered service with the Swedish

air force in March 1960 and was armed with

up to four Sidewinder air-to-air missiles,

designated Rb24 in Sweden, together with an

Aden 30-mm cannon in each wing. Although
designed just to exceed the speed of sound, the

Draken reached Mach 2 some two months
before the type entered Service — and this was
under the power of a single Avon, whereas the

shorter-ranged English Electric (later BAC)
Lightning needed two of these powerplants to

achieve a similar Performance.

The second version was the J35B, which in-

corporated Saab's S7 fire-control radar; some
were built as J35Bs from Scratch, and others

were converted from J35As. TheJ35D, similar

to the B model but powered bv an RM6C
(Avon 300) producing 12,790 lb "(5800 kg) of

dry thrust and 17,650 lb (8000 kg) with after-

burnei compared with the 15.190 Ib (68

achieved by the RM6B, tust flew in i960

variant built in the Lugest numbers was the

I J51 1 he tust. ,i converted |35D, took to the

air in 1965 and the type will remain in service

until the late 1980s. The 1351 is fitted with a

Hughes weapon System, comprising a pulse-

Doppler radar, automatk tire lontrol system

and Falcon aii to-aii missiles, built under

licence in Sweden by LM Ericsson and other

companies. The missiles were construeted bv

Saab: the r.ular-guided AIM-26A. known .is

the RB27 in Swedish service. and the infra-red

AIM-4D (Rb28). A J35F normativ carries a

combination ol the two types.

A large number of the original ]35As were

converted into SK35C two-seat trainers, and

the S33E reconnaissance version was developed

tor overland Operations; it has since been

replaced bv the Saab SF37 Viggen. Nearly 550

Drakens have seen service with the Swedish

air force, and the produetion run was extended

by export Orders reeeived tust .is the line was

about to be closed. Denmark ordered fighter-

bomber, trainer and reconnaissance versions of

the Saab 35X export model and designated

them F-35, TF-35 and RF-35 respectively.

The 35X is similar to the J35F but has a larger

internal fuel capacitv and can carry up to 9,920

lb (4500 kg) of external armament. The
RF-35s are fitted with the FFV Red Baron

night reconnaissance pod. Drakens have also

been assembled under licence by Valmet in

Finland to supplv the Finnish air force, bring-

ing the total Draken produetion run to more
than 600.

Type: (35X) single-seat fighter-bomber

Powerplant: one 17,650-lb (8000-kg) Volvo

i

Saab J35F Draken

Flygmotor RM6c (licence-built Rolls-Royce

Avon 300) afterburnmg turbojet

Performance: maximum level speed at

40.000 ft (12190 m) 1,320 mph (2112 km h)

or Mach 2; maximum rate ^i climb 34,450 ft

(10500 m) per minute; time to 49,200 ft

(15000 m) 5 minutes; radius of action (hi-lo-

hi) with two 1,000-lb (454-kg) bombs and

two drop tanks 623 miles (1000 km); ferry

ränge with external fuel 2,020 miles (3250

km)
Weights: take-off (clean) 25,130 lb (11400

kg); maximum take-off 33,070 lb (15000 kg);

overload 35.275 lb (16000 kg); normal landing

19,360 lb (8800 kg)

Dimensions: span 30 ft 10 in (9.40 m);

length 50 ft 4 in (15.35 m); height 12 ft 9 in

(3.89 m); wing area 538 sq ft (50.0 m 2
)

Armament: two 30-mm Aden cannon and

up to 9.920 lb (4500 kg) of external stores in-

cluding Rb24 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles,

pods containing nineteen 75-mm air-to-air

rockets each, twelve 135-mm Bofors air-to-

ground rockets, nine 1,000-lb (454-kg) or

14,500-lb (227-kg) bombs, and other weapons
Operarors: Denmark. Finland. Sweden
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Saab MFI-17 Supporter

The Saab MFI-17 is the latest development of

an all-metal two-seat light aircraft designed in

1958 by Björn Andreasson. In the hands of AB
Malmo Flygindustri, this amateur-market pro-

totype was refined and put into production as

the MFI-9 Trainer, and it was also taken by

MBB and built for worldwide sale as the

Bölkow BO 208 Junior. With further

development by MBB it became the BO 209

Monsun, sold to civilian users.

The MFI-9 was a strut-braced shoulder-

wing monoplane of very small dimensions

having side-by-side accommodation for pupil

and instructor under a rear-hinged canopy. A
tricycle landing gear or floats were fitted. The
powerplant was a 100-hp (75-kW) Rolls-

Royce Continental O-200 and the first of 70

production aircraft flew in mid-1962. Two
MFI-9s were delivered to the Swedish air force

for evaluation as trainers and light armed Sup-

port aircraft in 1964, but they were subse-

quently returned to Malmo Flygindustri and

no production order was forthcoming.

However, MFI was convinced that, in its

MFI-9B Mili-Trainer form, the type had a

market. Equipped with underwing weapon
packs the Mili-Trainer could be used in a light

attack role, and it was clearly suitable for ar-

tillery Spotting and Photographie recon-

naissance. This application was confirmed

when Count Gustav von Rosen used Mili-

Trainers in the Biafran war for rocket missions

against the Nigerian air force.

It became clear that the MFI-9 would need

greater power and load-carrying ability if it

was to be successful as a military machine.

Under the watchful eye of Saab Aktiebolag

(the parent Company of MFI) the type was

enlarged with provision for a third seat or

other payload in a centre fuselage compart-

ment. It was fitted with a T-tail and a 160-hp

(119-kW) Lycoming IO-320-B20 engine and

stressed to aeeept either tricycle or tailwheel

landing gear. Designated MFI-15, the new
model flew in late 1969, named Safari. In pro-

duction form, fitted with a 200-hp (149-kW)
Lycoming, it demonstrated favourable STOL
Performance, which fully suited its role in

isolated locations. The Safari was intended as a

trainer, but capable of carrying 661 lb (300 kg)

of externa] load on four underwing hard-

points. This feature was used to advantage by

Count von Rosen in merey supply missions in

Ethiopia. Saab also claimed that a casualty

stretcher (litter) could be aecommodated in the

fuselage, and that two 24-man life rafts could

be carried under the wings for marine rescue

Operations.

The main military variant is the MFI-17

Supporter, a close support machine and

trainer. It is similar to the MFI-15 plus a com-

prehensive weapon-delivery System. The six

underwing attachment points can carry air-to-

ground rockets, Bantam wire-guided missiles,

various gun pods or other loads. The two
crew have an excellent field of vision. The
Supporter is a stable weapons platform, well

able to use its low-speed handling and

manoeuverability in combat missions. It is

suitable for third-world air arms who require a

simple multi-role aircraft but have limited

financial resources.

Both the Safari and Supporter are in Service.

The Zambian air force has 20 Safaris used as

basic trainers and Sierra Leone has four. The
Pakistan air force has replaced its North

American T-6s with 45 Supporters. In Den-

mark 32 Supporters have taken over artillery

Observation from the army flying service's

ageing Piper L-18s and also replaced the train-

ing fleet of DHC Chipmunks.

Type: two/three-seat light training and army
support aircraft

Powerplant: one 200-hp (149-kW) Lycom-
ing IO-360-A1B6 four-cylinder piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

146 mph (236 km/h); cruising speed at 75%
power 129 mph (208 km/h); stalling speed

(flaps down) 62 mph (99 km/h); rate of chmb
at sea level 1,050 ft (324 m) per minute; time

to climb to 6,560 ft (2000 m) 7 minutes 24

seconds; ränge at cruising speed, with 10%
reserve, 701 miles (1122 km); take-off distance

490 ft (150 m); Service ceiling 17,000 ft (5190

m)
Weights: empty equipped 1,378 lb (625 kg);

maximum take off 2,205 lb (1000 kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 3 in (8.85 m); length

22 ft 11 in (7.00 m); height 8 ft 6 in (2.60 m);

wing area 128.1 sq ft (11.90 m 2

)

Armament: various light attack Stores on

Saab MFI-17 Supporter

Saab's Supporter is cheap, versatile and supremely useful, being able to fly casevac or

liaison missions, carry supply Containers (as seen here) or an assortment of tactical weapons

wing hardpoints

Operators: Denmark, Pakistan, Sierra Leone,

Zambia

Saab-37 Viggen
Despite her small population and long-

standing policy of neutrality, Sweden has
'

maintained a formidable arms industry and the

capability of developing combat aircraft. The
Saab 37 Viggen (thunderbolt) is the most po-

tent example of this capability, and because of

the high cost of developing new advanced

weapon Systems, may well be the last

Swedish-designed type of this complexity. The
Viggen forms part of the Swedish air force's

System 37: this is a complete weapon System,

mcluding support facilities, which is in-

tegrated into the STRIL 60 air-defence net-

work. The Viggen is a true multi-role combat

aircraft, having been developed to sueeeed a

variety of earlier types used for attack, in-

tereeption, reconnaissance and training mis-

sions. Other parts of System 37 include the

aircraft 's engine, avionic equipment, arma-

ment, ammunition and reconnaissance sensors,

together with supporting items for servicing,

maintenance, testing and training.

The first of seven Saab 37 prototypes took

to the air in February 1967 and the initial pro-

duction Version, the AJ37, began to replace

the Saab A32A Lansen (lance) in mid-1971.

The AJ37 is a single-seat attack variant which

can carry out intereeptor and fighter roles as

secondary responsibilities. The combination of

a large delta wing and foreplanes fitted with

flaps allows the Viggen to operate from short

runways and lengths of roadway, thus greatly

increasing the flexjbility of dispersed Opera-

tions possible in wartime. This ability is

enhanced by the use of a powerful engine: the

RM8A, a development of the Pratt &
Whitney JT8D-22 turbofan built under

licence by Volvo Flygmotor, produces

26,015 lb (11800 kg) of thrust with a Swedish

afterburner; the engine is also provided with a

Swedish thrust-reverser, which cuts in

automatically as the Viggen's nosewheel

strikes the ground. The use of automatic

speed-control equipment and an advanced

head-up display coupled with the Viggen's

other STOL features, allows the aircraft to

land on Strips only 1,640 ft (500 m) long.

The AJ37's sophisticated navigation and

fire-control System is based on a Saab CK-37
miniaturized digital Computer, which relieves

the pilot of much of the workload and allows

this single-seat type to carry out an attack as

effectively as more normal two-crew aircraft.

The CK-37 takes its inputs from an LM
Ericsson search and attack radar, together

with the air-data Computer, doppler radar,

radio altimeter and other sensors, the resulting

information being shown on a Marconi

Avionics head-up display. The AJ37 carries no

built-in armament but can be equipped with a

variety of air-to-surface and air-to-air

weapons.

Two specfalized reconnaissance versions are

the SF37 and SH37. The first to enter service

was the SH37, in mid-1975. This is a sea-

surveillance platform which has replaced the

S32C Lansen, using a nose-mounted
surveillance radar similar to that in the AJ37
and a pod-mounted forward-looking long-

range radar as its main sensors. Other equip-

ment can include the FFV Red Baron infra-red

reconnaissance pod or others containing active

or passive ECM (electronic countermeasures)

equipment. An auxiliary fuel tank may be

Saab JA37 Viggen

mounted beneath the fuselage, and

lightweight air-to-air missiles such as the

AIM-9 Sidewinder can be carried for seif

defence.

The SF37, which followed the SH37 into

service during the first half of 1977, is replac-

ing the Saab S35E Draken (dragon) for

Royal Swedish Air Force Saab AJ37 Viggen of F15 stationed at Soderhamn in current Camouflage
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First user of the AJ37A attack Viggen was F7 wing at Sätenas whose three squadrons were all fully equipped with the extremely effective new aircraft by the end of 1975.

This example is seen carrying four pods of Bofors spin-stabilized rockets (each housing six 135mm projectiles).
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Saab-37 Viggen

Type: (AJ37) single-seat attack aircraft with

secondary fighter role (also reconnaissance and

two-seat trainer versions); (JA37) single-seat

interceptor

Powerplant: (AJ37) one 26,015-lb

(11800-kg) Volvo Flygmotor RM8A afterbur-

ning turbofan; (JA37) one 28,150-lb

(12770-kg) Volvo Flygmotor RM8B afterbur-

ning turbofan

Performance: maximum level speed Mach
2.0 or 1,320 mph (2112 km/h) at 39,990 ft

(12190 m); maximum level speed at low level

at least Mach 1.1 or 835 mph (1335 km/h);

tactical radius with external armament (AJ37),

hi-lo-hi at least 620 miles (1000 km), lo-lo-lo

at least 310 miles (500 km); time to 32,810 ft

(10000 m) (AJ37) less than 1 minute 40

seconds; ceiling (AJ37) estimated at 49,870 ft

(15200

Weights: empty (AJ37) more than 26,015 lb

(11800 kg); maximum take-off (AJ37) more
than 45,085 lb (20450 kg); normal operating

(JA37) 37,480 lb (17000 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 9 in (10.60 m
length (AJ37 excluding probe) 50 ft 8 in

(15.45 m); length (JA37 excluding probe

51 ft 11/2 in (15.58 m); height (AJ37) 19 ft

(5.80 m); height (JA37) 19 ft 4 in (5.90 m
wing area 495 sq ft (46 m")

Armament: (AJ37) up to 13,230 lb

(6000 kg), including Saab Rb04E or Rb05A
or Rb75 Maverick ASMs, Bofors pod-

mounted 135-mm rockets, bombs or Aden
30-mm gun pods; (fighter mission) Rb24
Sidewinder or Rb28 Falcon air-to-air missiles;

(JA37) one 30-mm Oerlikon KCA (304K)

cannon and Rb71 Sky Flash and/or Rb24
Sidewinder air-to-air missiles

Operators: Sweden

Camouflage is meant to be anything but conspicuous, but on white paper it can look very
stnking. This AJ37 is assigned to F7 wing at Satenäs, the first unit to equip with the Viggen
in 1971 The tail number is that of the individual aircraft. The Flygvapen does not at present
use sprayed-on winter Camouflage but has conducted extensive research on low-visibility

colour schemes The JA37 fighter will have a different blue/grey scheme

This AJ37 is depicted carrying two of the large RB04E anti-ship homing missiles on its wing
pylons, as well as two of the later and smaller RB05B self-homing missiles on the body
pylons (this Swedish missile was cancelled and replaced by the American Maverick). The
giant drop tank occupies the centreline pylon, though vanous multi-sensor reconnaissance

pods can be carried in this location. The AJ37 seldom carnes alr/air weapons
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The large silvery aperture seen in front of the jet nozzle is the outlet for the integral

reverser, the first to go into Service on a supersonic afterburnmg turbojet or turbofan aircraft

and an all Swedish development Used at füll power im'mediaiely after a violent "no flare"

landmg it allows the Viggen to operate in snow or ice conditions on short Stretches of

farmland, country roads or other dispersed areas away from vulnerable bases
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Saab-91 Safir

Mass production for six of the world's air

forces, within a decade or so after a global war

in which Sweden had maintained a strict

neutrality, was probably not the thought up-

permost in the minds of Saab's designers when
this attractive little primary trainer first took

shape on the drawing board. World War II

was then gradually progressing towards its

close, and had been over in Europe for less

than six months when the Saab-91 Safir (sap-

phire) prototype made its initial flight on 20

November 1945, a notable feature of the new
design being the extremely short retractable

tricycle landing gear. Four basic production

modeis appeared subsequently, the first of

these being the three-seat Saab-91A, powered

by a 145-hp (108-kW) de Havilland Gipsy Ma-

jor 10 engine. Initial customer for this Version

was the Royal Swedish Air Force, which

ordered 10 for liaison and Communications

duties under the designation Tp 91. A further

16 were built for the Ethiopian imperial air

force, but were later replaced by a similar

quantity of the more powerful Saab-91B.

Sweden also ordered 75 of this model for train-

ing duties, as the Sk 50B, and 25 were pur-

chased by the Royal Norwegian air force. The

Saab-91C was similar, except that it was a

four-seater, and was ordered by Ethiopia (14)

and Sweden (14, designated Sk 50C). The final

model was the Saab-91D, also a four-seater but

with a lower-powered and more modern

engine; this was ordered by the air forces of

Austria (24), Finland (35) and Tunisia (15), to

bring military production of the Safir, ex-

cluding prototypes, to 244. Several major

airlines also bought Safirs for pilot training,

and overall production exceeded 300. Some B,

C and D modeis remain in service with the air

forces of Austria, Ethiopia and Sweden, and

can be adapted for light attack duties with two

7.9-mm (0.31-in) machine-guns and eight

rockets or small bombs under the wings. A
few Safirs were used to flight-test various

components for the Saab-29 Tunnan and

Saab-32 Lansen combat aircraft, one having

swept wings.

Type: two/four-seat basic trainer and Com-

munications aircraft

Powerplant: (91B and C) one 190-hp

(142-kW) Lycoming O-435-A flat-six piston

engine; (91D) one 180-hp (134-kW) Lycom-

ing O-360-A1A flat-four piston engine

Saab 91 Safir

Performance: (91B) maximum spee..

171 mph (275 km/h); maximum cruising

speed 152 mph (244 mph); maximum ränge

670 miles (1078 km); maximum rate of climb

at sea level 1,142 ft (348 m) per minute; Ser-

vice ceiling 20,500 ft (6250 m)
Weights: (91B) empty equipped 1,587 lb

(720 kg); maximum take-off 2,685 lb

(1218 kg)

Dimensions: (91B) span 34 ft 9 1/» in

(10.60 m); length 25 ft ll 3/« in (7.92 m);

height 7 ft 2Vi in (2.20 m); wing area

146.39 sq ft (13.60 m 2

)

Armament: normally none (but see text)

Operators: Austria, Ethiopia, Sweden

Saab-105

The twin-jet Saab-105 was developed as a

private venture, primarily as a trainer and light

ground-attack aircraft, but with a number of

other roles available. These secondary duties

include liaison and executive transport (for

which the side-by-side ejection seats of the

trainer can be removed and four fixed seat<

substituted), reconnaissance, air survey and air

ambulance. The first of two prototypes flew

on 29 June 1963, and the following year the

Saab-105 was ordered into production for the

Royal Swedish Air Force. The initial order

was for 130, the first of which flew on 27

August 1965, and a follow-up order for a fur-

ther 20 was placed in 1964.

The fuselage of the Saab-105 is all-metal,

with accommodation for a pupil and instructor

side-by-side on ejection seats beneath a rear-

ward hingeing canopy. Hydraulically-actuated

airbrakes are mounted on the lower fuselage,

aft of the mainwheels.

The shoulder-mounted wing is a two-spar

cantilever with slight sweepback of 12° 48' at

quarter chord and 6° of anhedral. It has

manual ailerons and hydraulic single-slotted

flaps. The tailplane is on top of the fin, and a

small ventral fin is fitted.

The Swedish air force's aircraft are powered

by two Turbomeca Aubisques mounted in

nacelles partially-recessed into the fuselage

sides. The Austrian air force's Saab-1050 and

the Saab-105G have the General Electric

J85-17B. Fuel is carried in two integral

fuselage tanks and two integral wing tanks,

total capacity being 310 Imperial gallons (1400

litres). Standard avionics fitted to the Swedish

trainers comprise duplicated flight in-

struments, two VHF sets and a Decca flight

log. Armament may be carried on six under-

wing hardpoints, with a total capacity of

1,543 lb (700 kg). Available combinations of

armament include 30-mm gun pods, rocket

pods or Saab Rb05 air-to-surface missiles.

In Swedish service the Saab-105 is

designated Sk 60, the basic training and liaison

version being the Sk 60A. This variant entered

service in spring 1966 with F5, the Flying

Training School at Ljungbyhed. After delivery

most of these aircraft were modified by the ad-

dition of armament hardpoints, gunsights and

associated equipment, giving them a secondary

light ground-attack capability. The Sk 60B has

ground-attack as its primary role, and the Sk

60C is equipped for photographic reconnais-

sance, having a Fairchild KB-18 camera in the

nose, while retaining ground-attack capa-

bility.

Some 75 Sk 60A, serve in the training role

with F5, pupils progressing from the Sk 61

Bulldog and flying some 160 hours on the jet

before qualifying. In an emergency, these

trainers would comprise the equipment of five

light ground-attack squadrons. A squadron of

F21 based at Lulea within the Arctic Circle,

Sweden's most northerly airbase, operates a

mixture of Sk 60B attack and Sk 60C recon-

naissance aircraft. F20, the Air Force College

at Uppsala, also operates these variants, and

second-line users include a staff liaison flight

(who operate the four-seat version) and F13M
who undertake target-tug and weapon-testing

duties.

A development of the Sk 60B powered by

J85 turbojets, the Saab-105XT first flew on 29

April 1967. Fuel capacity was increased to 451

Imperial gallons (2050 litres) to compensate

for the higher fuel consumption, two
110-Imperial gallon (500-litre) underwing

drop tanks being available. In addition to

enhanced Performance from the new
powerplant, the Saab-105XT has improved

avionics, and a strengthened wing enables the

underwing load to be increased to 4,410 lb

(2000 kg). In addition to training, reconnais-

sance and ground-attack duties, this version

can perform the interception and target-

towing roles. Infra-red guided missiles such as

Sidewinder are carried for day interceptor

duties. Forty aircraft, designated Saab-lÖ5Ö

were built for the Austrian air force. The

Saab-105G is a further refinement of the basic

design, with greater improvements in avionics

and warload.

The Saab-1050 is the only jet in Austrian

service, equipping four Staffeln. The Uber-

wachungsgeschwader (surveillance wing) com-

prises two Slafjcln operating in the air-defence

role. The Saab-1050 is ill-suited to this task

and a replacement is required. The remaining

two Stajjcln operate in the light-attack role as

part of the Jagdbombergeschwader, one of the

Stajjeln being a weapon-training unit, and the

DüsenßugstaJJel (jet conversion squadron) also

flies the type. It is intended to operate the

Saab-1050 until the end of the 1980s.

Type: trainer and light attack aircraft

Powerplant: (Sk 60 series) two 1,640-lb

(743-kg) Turbomeca Aubisque turbofans;

(Saab-1050 and Saab-105G) two 2,850-lb

(1293-kg) General Electric J85-GE-17B turbo-

jets

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

447 mph (720 km/h) for Sk 60, 603 mph (970

km/h) for Saab-1050; maximum permissible

diving speed Mach 0.86; climb to 29,525 ft

(9000 m) 15 minutes for Sk 60; climb to

32,810 ft (10000 m) 4 minutes 30 seconds for

Saab-1050; service ceiling 39,400 ft (12000 m)
for Sk 60, 42,650 ft (13000 m) for Saab-105G;

ränge at 29,525 ft (9000 m) 1,106 miles (1780

km) for Sk 60; ränge at 42,980 ft (13100 m
1,491 miles (2400 km) for Saab-1050

Saab 105G

Weights: emptv 5,534 lb (2510 kg) for Sk 60,

5,662 lb (2550 kg) for Saab-1050; maximum
take-off 9,920 lb (4500 kgj for Sk 60, 14,330

lb (6500 kg) for Saab-1050

Dimensions: span 31 ft 2 in (9.5 m); length

34 ft 5 in (10.5 m); height 8 ft 10 in (2.7 m);

wing area 175 sq ft (16.3 m 2
)

Armament: provision for up to 1,543 lb (700

kg) of underwing stores (Sk 60); up to 4,410

lb (2000 kg) of underwing stores (Saab-1050)

Operators: Austria, Sweden

This quartet of Saab-105 twin-jets are of the sub-type designated SK60A by the Swedish

Flygvapen which uses them as basic trainers to follow the SK 61 Bulldog. These come from

F21 Wing at Lulea. Sweden and Austria use several Saab 105 versions.

Saab-105 (designated Sk60 in service) of the Flygvapen (Swedish Air Force), operated by F5 Training School at Ljungbyhed-
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SEPECAT Jaguar

D ... ,|
i intl) bj UA( in Brittta and

i the sl ei < AI |aguai «^
originally intended as .1 lighi tactical

and training machine with tupersonii .

in.nur Development resulted in a machine so

rii.it 11 leerned pointlesi to um- ii only

u 1 trainer, ind thc tandem dual control vcr-

lions are lullv combat-ready (though n

with tlu- füll spectrum "I avioni

weapom as thc Single leater) The extremely

nr.it ifterburning curbofan engine was

1 vi ii iped b) l urbomii 1 and R oll R ro

tw.i ln-mg mstallcd in a manner remini

thc McDonnell Douglas P.4 Phantom'i

arrangement. Tlu- wing was mounted high co

givc goud accesi underneath toi largc tanks

and wcapons, and is liberally littcd with

[eading-edge slats, full-span double-slotted

flaps and powered tpoilen for roll control II»

rudder and ilab tailplane are also powered. The
twin-wheel main gcars retract torwardi into

thc ruselage, ahead ol thc perforated airbrakes.

Much i>f thc itructure is covered in

honeycomb-stabilized skm, about 40 per ceni

nf thc exterioi being acceu panels,

The engines oecupy titanium bayi in the

lowcr part of the rcar fuselage, with thc

nozzles inst ahead ol the tau tection. The air

duets have plam hxed mlcts 01 iquare section

nn each sulc behind thc cockpii and pass in-

wards and downwards midcr thc one-picte

wing. Fuel is housed in toui ruselage tanks and

thc integral tank lornicd by thc hxcd portion

of wing on each sidc ol thc icntrclnic

scat versions are normally equipped with a

retractablc tlight-refuelling probe on thc ngln

sidc, just forward of thc Cockpit. Threc

264 -Imperial gallon ( 1200-litre) drop tanks un
be carried on thc centreline and inboard wing
pvlons. Most ot tlu .in conditioning lystem is

grouped along thc top ot tlu- rlnely pronled

tuselage, thc primary heat-exchanger being

situated in a largc bulge ahead •>! the nn, 1

position dietated by area-rule considerations to

give minimum drag. Two oblique ventral Uns

This SEPECAT Jaguar GR.1 il 54 Sqn. RAF Coltishall. has done a lot of hard flyng at low level but seems rarely. il ever. to have fired ns

. .eful twin 30 mm guns The GP bombs are desenbed as 500 kg. or 1.102 Ib. instead of the previous "1.000 Ib"

contimud

SEPECAT Jaguars have proved extremely populär and effective in RAF Service, delivery of 163 single-seat GR.Is and 37 T 2s being completed by the end of 1977. This GR.1.

formation was pictured dunng a low-level training mission across Bntain, RAF Germany, where four GR squadrons at Brüggen are backed up by a PR unit at Laarbruch, has fewer hüls
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SEPECAT Jaguar

A GR.1 Jaguar from 54 Squadron, based at RAF Coltishall, carrying two 1200 litre fuel

tanks and four 1000 Ib bombs.

are added below the main engine access doors

to increase side area aft. A retractable arrester

hook is Standard.

A common requirement for the Jaguar was

drafted by the British (RAF) and French

(Armee de l'Air) in 1965, calling for single-seat

attack and dual-contfol trainer versions to

enter service with the Armee de l'Air in 1972

and RAF in 1973; a single-seat naval model

was also specified for the French Aeronavale for

use from the two French aircraft-carriers. The
first prototype flew on 8 September 1968, and

all other variants were developed within the

allotted time and budget. Unfortunatelv the

Aeronavale abandoned the naval Jaguar M after

the prototype had completed its development

in favour of an all-French aircraft of substan-

tially lower Performance and capability

delivered five vears later. The other four initial

versions all entered Service on schedule.

The first to fly and enter service was the

Jaguar E (Ecole or school) trainer which

entered the inventory of the Centre d'Ex-

periences Aeriennes Militaires at Mont de Marsan

in May 1972. This has pupil and instructor

seated on old Martin-Baker Mk 4 seats which
cannot be used safely at speeds below 104 mph
(167 km h). In most other respects. including

armament. it is identical to the next version to

enter service, the Jaguar A. The Jaguar A
(Appui or attack) model is the Armee de l'Air

single-seat version, with a Mk 9 zero/zero

seat, pointed nose without sensors, and a

simple nav attack System based on a Doppler

radar navigation System and twin-gvro plat-

form. Two DEFA 553 30-mm guns are install-

ed in the centre fuselage, and a total external

load of up to 10,000 lb (4533 kg) can be

carried on centreline and four wing pylons. As
previously noted, the three inboard pylons are

plumbed for tanks. External Stores include the

AN-52 tactical nuclear bomb of the Armee de

l'Air, Belouga cluster bombs, AS.37 anti-radar

Martel, Durandal runway-piercing missile,

retarded bombs, SNEB rocket packs, ECM
payloads, and Magic air-to-air missiles. The
Martin Marietta/Thomson-CSF Atlis TV
target acquisition and laser-designation pod
was added in 1978, and a simple recönnais-

sance pod and Super Cyclope 1RLS can also be

fitted.

Britain's Jaguars are more sophisticated, and

have inertial nav attack Systems, HUD (head-

up display), projected map display, radar

height. laser ranger (in a 'chisel' nose) and

more comprehensive ECM including the

ARI. 18223 radar warning receiver installation

near the top of the fin. Called Jaguar S by
SEPECAT, the consortium formed by BAC
and Breguet and today a Joint venture of

British Aerospace and Dassault-Breguet, this

version is designated Jaguar GR.l by the RAF
and 165 were delivered by 1978. The guns are

30-mm Adens, and all navigation and weapon-

delivery is integrated in a Navwass System

controlled bv a digital Computer. The usual

cluster bomb is the BL-755, and a specially

designed BAe multi-sensor reconnaissance pod

can be carried flush under the centreline, with

five optical cameras and 1RLS all hnked to

Navwass. From 1978 all these aircraft are

45,

SEPECAT Jaguar cutaway drawing key

41 Slat motor and gearbox
42 264 Imp gallon (1.200-1)

auxihary fuel tank
43 Starboard inner pylon

1 Nose detail of two-seat
trainer version

2 Pitot probe
3 Wedge'-profile nose glazing

4 Ferranti laser telemetry unit

5 Air data Computer
6 Waveform generator
7 Two total-pressure probes
8 Radio altimeter

9 HF/VHF power amplifier

10 Equipment bay cooling
ducts

11 Intake

12 Nav/attack electronics

compartments
13 External emergency canopy

release

14 Ajax feel unit (pitch control)

1 5 Nosewheel well

1 6 Instrument panel
17 Projected map display

(head-down)
18 Windscreen
19 Head-up display panel
20 Plexiglass canopy
21 Martin Baker Mk 9 ejector

seat

22 Honeycomb cockpit side

panels
23 Instrument console

24 Access panels
25 Cannon barrel

26 Battery and electrics bay
27 Intake

28 Spring-Ioaded supplement-
ary-air doors

29 30-mm Aden cannon
30 Main undercarnage side

door
31 Undercarnage retraction

jack

32 Integrally-stiffened frame
33 Ammumtion trough
34 Intake bolt-up jomts
35 Intake duct frames
36 Intake/fuselage attachment

plate

37 Cold-air unit

38 Ram-air intake

39 Twin VHF homer aerials

40 Inner dorsal spine
(hydraulic and cable runs)
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60 Honeycomb-filled flap

61 Primary heat-exchanger
62 Upper fuselage access

panels
63 Engine forward mountmg

point
64 Accumulator No 2 System

65 Hydraulic System pressure

reservoir No 2
66 Air extractor duct
67 Upper fuselage access

panels
68 Inward/outward vent valve

69 Starboard/tailplane
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Type: s,nglc-sca. «tack a.rcraf. and <
•

,>„^rplan,: tWO RoB fl

Adour iftetbnrning turborani each med a

(Mk 102, 7.305 \h (3314 kg) or (Mk 104)

8,600 lb (3900 kg) .

Performance: nux.mum ipeed at alutudc

,,!,„„, 990 mpb (1593 km h) w Mach
t

1.5.

inax.nn ipeed « *a levd 840 mpMWSO
k,„ h)orMach 1 l; tAe-off run with typical

tactica! load L.900 fi (580 m); - r» ajttck

radius with weapon. and noexi

mile. (815 km); ferry ränge 2.614 im

km)

Weieh-s (A) 15.432

SumloatU 34.0001b (15500 kg)

Dimension*: >pan ^
,ASi 55 fi 2V* in (16.83 m); length (B.E]

l

57W 6M u, (17.53 m); beigh.

Armamenc: scc tcxt

Operators: Ecuador, France, Inda.

i K

95 An brake actuato.

96 Alf brake (exiended)

97 Winq fence

98 Pylon mount
99 Full-span trail.ng edge

double slotted tlap*

100 Port nav.gat.on light

101 1 000 lb (472 kg» bomb

102 Port outer Stores pv'on

103 Leadmg edge slat

104 Port ,nner Stores pvlon

105 264 Imp gallon (1.200-')

auxil'ary tu-

106 Low pressure tw.n

ma.nwheels

107 Shock absorber strut

108 Mamwheel leg

109 Drag strut

110 Undercarnage tlap

111 Centte-Ime ventral Stores

pylon (shown lowered)

112 Tandemmounted BL 755

Cluster bombs
1 1 3 Cannon port

114 Nosewheel
115 Smgle (starboard) axle fork

116 Nosewheel leg

117 Two landmg lights (one

450W one 250W)

1 18 Nosewheel door

119 Ant, shimmy gear

120 Tow.ng lug

f

89 Shroud-ring nozzle flaps

90 Afterburner

91 Aft fuselage integral fuel

tanks

92 Engine aft mountmg point

93 Rolls Rovce.Turbomeca

Adour 102 engine

94 Centre fuselage section

Tailfin construction

71 Magnetic detector

72 Tailfin leading-edge

73 Sensor fairing

74 VHF/UHF antenna in fm tip

76 Rear navigation light

77 HF antenna

78 Honeycomb-filled rudder

section

79 Fuel dump vent

80 Landmg parachute housmg

81 Rudder power control unit

82 Control run linkage

83 Tailplane control units

84 Tailplane pivot point

85 Tailplane construction

86 Tailplane longitudinal

stability discontinuity

87 Honeycomb-filled outer

section

88 Arrester hook (extended)

One of the ten si ngle-seat SEPECAT Jaguar International S(O) Mk ls operated by 8 Sqn. Sultan of Oman's Air Force

I*

SEPECAT Jaguar GR Mk , XX72! of 54 Spn, RAF. one of three units makmg up Co.tishal.'s Jaguar Wing.
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Shenyang F-4/TF-4

By iboul 1966 thc vasi aeTonaurical complcx

II Shenyang (fbrmerly callcd Mukdcn), in

what used tO be Mancliuria, had complcted

about 1,000 licence-built Mikoyan-Gurevich

Mi(i 15 and Mi(, 15UTI fighters and trainers,

and was continuing tO build thc latcr MiG-17

fightcr with vanous sinall Chinese modifica-

tn ii Irw lingle-seal Mi(M5s wert built, but

thc MiCi- 1 7 sustained a major programmc and

it is beheved production lontinucd into thc

1970s Largc numbers Ol Chincsc-built

Mid-17s of at least four sub-types were cn-

countcred in thc NVAF (US name for thc air

force of thc Pcoplc's Republic of Vietnam)

during thc US involvement in South-East Asia

up to 1973. and considcrablc numbers were

exported to Albania, Pakistan and. it is

beiieved, Tanzania. Thc American designation

for the Chinesc-built MiG-17 is F-4, and thc

same codename ('Fresco') is used as for thc

original Russian aircraft. Considcrablc

numbers of F-4s remain in Chinese service.

and since 1977 it has become evident that a

proportion are tandem dual trainers It is not

known whether these were built as such or

converted from fighters. The designation TF-4
was applied, thc Chinese designation being

unknown in earlv 1979 No dual ra

Mi(>17 ever went into production in the

I
; nion. the MiG-15UTI renuining the

chief jet advanced trainer in all .

!

the dual 7 i

not been exported. except possibly to V

Data: basicallv as for MiG-17

Shenyang F-6

Prior i" 'In' political break with the Soviel

Union in 1960, the Chinese People'i Republic

imported a numbei ol Mikoyan-Gurevich

Mi( J-19 'Farmer' figl ral sub-types,

togethei with spares ind lupport equipment.

VC' 1

1

1 n >n r .i licence the < hinese Shenyang

design offices copied the iin > ifi ind issued

engineering drawings, and manufai tui

Shenyang F-6 version began at once Hie tust

flew in Decembei 1961 Subsecjuently several

thousand have been made. The F-6 swiftly

became the dominant type in the ( hinese ur

force, and it remains in production in ad-

vanced forms in 1979

Most F-6 fighters are derived from the Mi< I

19SF, and are configured as day inten

and air-superiority fighters I hough older in

coneept than the Mi(i-21 (also built tor a time

at Shenyang but soon withdrawn) the I I

outstanding manoeuvrability, itemming from

relatively low wing-loading and good thrusi

weight r.itio, combined with cannon ol

devastating effect, Bring ammunition having

approximately twice the kinetk energ

explosive power ol Westem guns ol the same

calibre. I Ins original F-6 version w.is tust seen

by Western observers in Pakistan in 1966, the

otftstandingly good overall detaiUng and finish

heing noted, Pakistan subsequently reeeived

150 ol these excellent aircraft.

In the Chinese .nr force .i proportion of 1 6

aircraft haveonly thc wing-root guns. Most ol

these two-gun machines an- night and all-

derived from th

19PF, with a < hinese modÜncation ol the

Izumrud (emerald) radar In 1978 variations

radar bullet tainng in the inlet were

hrst seen in photOgraphs. The t

gun F-6s are photo-reconnaissancc fighters

with vertical and oblique cameras in the notC,

Hie F-6 vi

Type: tighter (tor variations, see text)

Powerplant: two 7,165-lb (32

Tumansky-designed KD vi) afterburning

jeti

Performance: maximum ipeed at high

altitude 902 mph (14^2 km li). service ceüing

58,725 tt (17900 m); rangt with two drop

tanks 1,366 milei (2200 km)
NX'eights: emptj 12,700 Ib (5760 kg), maxi-

muni take-ofl IV. lsti ]| -

Dmunsions ipan 29 n 'H) m):

length (exeluding probe) 41 tt j n, (15

(PF) »3 ft 2 1 in (13 \<> m); height 13 tt

2' 4 in (I t)2 m)
Ariiiament: three 3(tiiiin NRV) cannon

(two on PI and photo versions); t«n bombs
or othei stores each ol up to S(M) |b (2

inboard ol drop tanks; '%so Sidewinda or

othei close-range air-to-aii missil« outboard

Operators: Albania. China, Pakistan.

inia

The Chinese Shenyang F-6. < his type of tactical fighter/bomber has proved extremely well

built and rehable. and Western observers have praised the detailed linish of the airframe

China also builds the engmes and NR X gun

Shenyang Type 6bis Fighter (Sinshi Liyu Itsi Chaen Toe) Fantan-A
Derived from the Soviee- Mi(>-19 fighter,

which ha\ been in continuous production at

the Shenyang (Mukden) aircraft manutactur-

ing complex as the Type 6 Fighter (Sinshi

Liyu Chaen To) since February 1959, when
production licenses were acquired for the

MiG-19SF and MiG-19PF, together with their

Tumansky RD-9B turbojets. The Type 6bis

Fighter, known by the reporting name
Fantan-A, differs from the Type 6 (alias

MiG-19) essentiallv in having a lengthened

forward fuselage and lateral air intakes. In ad-

dition, the vertical tail surfaces have been

revised and enlarged. The Type 6bis Fighter

appears to have been optimised for the clear-

weather strike role as the new fuselage nose

does not house an all-weathcr radar. In conse-

quence, the purpose of this redesign is unclear

as it is unlikely to enhance Performance. Ar-

mament comprises one 30-mm cannon in each

wing root and a gyro gunsight is fitted, no
radar ranging being provided. There are two
weapons stations aft and slightly inboard of

the main undercarriage attachment points and

there are two "wet points" tor drop tanks

outboard ol the undercarriage. Extcrnal loads

include 551-lb (250-kg) bombs and rocket

pods. The following data are estimated.

Powerplant: two Shenvang-built Tumanski
RD-9B-811 turboiets each rated at 5.730 lb

(2600 kg) dry and 7.165 lb (3250 kg) with

max reheat

Performance: maximum speed. Mach 1.35.

or 900 mph (1450 km h) at 33,000 ft (10000

m); ränge cruise. Mach 0.83. or 590 mph (950

km h); normal ränge 860 miles (1385 km);

maximum ränge (with external fuel) 1,360

miles (2190 km); initial climb, 22,600 ft min

(115 m/sec)

Weights: emptv 13,000 lb (5900 kg); normal

loaded 17,000 lb'(7700 kg); maximum take-off

19,000 lb (8620 kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 6 in (9.00 m); length

(without probe), 47 ft in (14.30 m), (with

probe) 50 ft in (15.25 m); height 13 ft in

(3.95 m); wing area 269 sq ft (25.00 m 2
)

Shenyang Type 6bis Fighter

Though derived from the F-6 (MiG-19SF), the Shenyang fighter/bomber called 'F-6bis Fantan' by the West is much longer, heavier and more capable, and must have
engmes of increased power. This is one of the versions without radar.
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Shenyang F-12

This is the US designation for the completely

new fighter and attack aircraft being devel-

oped at the Chinese State factory at Shenyang

around the Rolls-Royce Spey 200-series after-

burning turbofan (maximum rating

20,515 lb/9306 kg), which is to bt made

under licence at a purpose-built factory in

China. Few hard facts about the F-12 have

emerged, though following the supply of at

least one Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 swing-

wing fighter from Egypt in 1976 it has been

speculated that the F-12 will owe much to this

Russian design, whose engine is of basically

similar size. Other reports suggest that the

Chinese designers have produced prototypes

with tailed-delta and variable-sweep configura-

tions, which are to be subjected to competitive

fly-off trials to establish which is superior.

Apart from the strong belief that the F-12 will

be single-engined, designed for at least Mach

2, have STOL capability and be capable of

both air-to-air and air-to-ground Operations,

all Information on this programme is

speculative. The licence with Rolls-Royce was

signed in December 1975.

Shin Meiwa PS-1/US 1

Only Japan and the USSR have continued to

develop the flying boat/amphibia.i in an

operational military role, and the Shin Meiwa
PS-l/US-1 represent the most advanced air-

craft of this type to be built. Shin Meiwa is

better known by its former name Kawanishi,

the change being made in 1949 when the Com-

pany was re-established as a major overhaul

centre for US and Japanese aircraft.

Following considerable studies, Shin Meiwa
received a contract in January 1966 for

development of an anti-submarine flying boat

to meet the requirements of the Japanese

Maritime Self-Defense Force. Company
designations SS-2 and SS-2A were allocated

respectively to the anti-submarine flying boat

which became the JMSDF PS-1 and the am-

phibian version which became the US-1.

^The first two prototype PS-ls flew in Oc-

tober 1967 and June 1968 and the aircraft was

awarded its Type Approval in late 1970,

following evaluation by the JMSDF Flight

Test Squadron at Iwakuni.

Tests have taken place with the first pro-

totype PS-1 to assess the feasibility of its use as

a water bomber, in which form an eventual

load of 14 short tons (28,000 lb/12700 kg) of

water is visualised; present tests have been

limited to just over eight tons (16,000 lb/

7258 kg).

A licence-built Ishikawajima/General Elec-

tric T58-IHI-10 gas turbine providing 1,250

shp (933 kW) is situated in the upper centre

fuselage to provide power for a boundary-layer

control System operating on the rudder, flaps

and elevators. The resultant 'blowing' of these

surfaces together with propeller slipstream

deflection for the flaps and an automatic flight

control System, give much greater lift control

and stability at low speed, and make possible

the aircraft 's STOL Performance.

Take-offs and landings in wave heights up

to 10 ft (3 m) have been made, and the PS-1

dips its sonar into the sea by repeated landings

and take-offs, being capable of landing on very

rough water in winds up to 29 mph (47

km/h), a very useful capability also in its air-

sea rescue role. The aircraft can back up with

the use of reversible-pitch propellers if

necessary. Refuelling at sea is possible either

from a similar aircraft or surface vessel. As a

flying boat it is self-launching and self-

beaching under its own power.

In the anti-submarine role the PS-1 carries a

crew of 10, compnsing two pilots, flight

engineer, navigator, two sonar Operators,

MAD Operator, radar Operator, radio Operator

and tactical co-ordinator, while the US-1 SAR
version has a crew of nine and space for 20

seats or 12 stretchers.

Type: anti-submarine flying boat/amphibian

Powerplant: four 3,060-ehp (2283-kW)

Ishikawajima-built General Electric

T64-IHI-10 turboprops

Performance: maximum speed at 10,000 ft

(3050 m) 308 mph (496 km/h); cruising speed

at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 265 mph (426 km/h);

rate of climb at sea level at maximum take-off

weight 2,380 ft (725 m) per minute; service

ceiling 27,000 ft (8230 m); take-off run from

water to 50 ft (15 m) 1,970 ft (600 m)*; lan-

ding run on water from 50 ft (15 m) 950 ft

(290 m); ränge at 10,000 ft (3050 m) 2,614

miles (4207 km) (above performance data are

for US-1 at 79,365 lb/36000 kg except*,

94,800 lb/43000 kg)

Weights: (US-1) empty equipped 56,218 lb

(25500 kg); maximum take-off from water

94,800 lb (43000 kg); maximum take-off from

land 99,200 lb (45000 kg) PS-1 empty 58,000

lb (26300 kg)

Dimensions: span 108 ft 9 in (33.15 m);

length 109 ft 9 in (33.46 m); height 32 ft 3 in

(9.82 m); wing area 1,462 sq ft (135.8 m 2

)

Armament: (PS-1) internal weapons-bay
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storage can accommodate four 330-lb (149-kg)

anti-submarine bombs, smoke bombs, AQA-3
Jezebel passive acoustic search equipment and

20 sonobuoys with launchers, and Julie

acoustic echo ranging equipment with 12 ex-

plosive charges; externally, a pod between the

engine nacelles under each wing carries two
homing torpedoes; launcher beneath each

wing tip carries three 5-in (12.7-cm) air-to-

surface rockets; searchlight beneath right

wing
Operators: Japan

07' '

The Japanese Shin Meiwa PS-1 is the western world's only four-engined amphibious flymg-boat in production and currently fulfills patrol

duties with the Japanese Maritime Self-Defence Force: the 31 st Koku-tai is the main operational unit with the type

Shin Meiwa's ASR (air/sea rescue) amphibian is called PS-1 Kai by the Japanese Maritime Self-Defence Force and SS-2A or US-1 by the

Company. The first of the batch of six is here seen taxnng on a calm sea.



Short Skyvan 3M
I bc Short Skyvan, i im ' |J irlifter,

i life whIi piiton enginei (two

ivii bp ."'i | vv ( ontinental GTSIO-520s)

and hrst flew <>M 17 |anuary 1963

powerplanti wen- lubscquently repuced by

520-shp (388-kW) ft
' tazou turbo

props, arid llns reengined Version flew for the

firsi time on 2 Octobei 1963, Designated Sa 1

and 1A. theie versions were superseded by the

Asl.i/ciu XII powered Srs 2, oi wlncli 16 pro-

duetion aircraft were Unit. CuiTenl skvvans,

Srs 3, arc powered by the Garreti AiResearch

TPE331 turboprop I b< first Srs 3 flew <>n 13

Decernbei 1%7, and morc than 60 have lince

been lold i" i ivil "|" rati 'i l arl) in 1970

Shorts flew the firsi military Version, the 3M.

Witli a basic layoul lending itseli to military

Operation, the Skyvan is used tor dropping

tupplies, evacuating casualties, paratrooping

and troop transport, carrying vehicles oi ord-

nance, and assaull landings. It is capable o(

verv slinrt take-off and l.indmg (780 fi 238 ni

and 695 It 212 m respectively), even und«

hol and high conditions, and despite its

'workhorse' shape the Skyvan cruises at a

useful speed. A (arge rear-dooi loading

allows ( ii i iagl Ol OUt! '' •
,: "" JUch as light

vehicles, and it tan be opened in fhght foi the

dropping i>l supplies up to \ ft 6 in (1 57 m) in

heignt. 1 itcluding the fhght deck, 780 cu ti

(2?.ov ni )
ot ( abin volume is available on 120

sq ft (11.15 ni :
) offloot area. entered thrOUgh

the reai dooi which measures 6 tt 6 in (I 98

in) high by 6 It 5 in (1 96 m) wide. Usablc

cabin length is 18 ft 7 in (5.67 m) 1!» IM can

aecommodate up to 22 tullv equipped troops,

oi 16 paratroops plus dispatcher, oi 12 Stretch

er cases and tWO attciidaiits, cir normallv up tO

s, 2ti(i lb (2358 kg) "t freight I quipmeni

peculiai to the 3M includes a blistei windovt

on the port side tor the dispatcher and rollen

on the floor tor facilitating loading and

positioning oi heavy cargo. I be tail is .il^* fit-

ted with a guard rail to preveni fouling oi the

control surfaces by statu lines during drop

ping. Parachuting fittings include anchoi

cables tor statu lines, inward-facing seats with

satetv nets and 3 signal light. Maus Skyvan

3Ms have nose radai

Oman is the largesl user ol the military

Skyvan, the Sultan's An Force operatinj 16

They fly with Nu 2 Sqn based al Seeb, and are

part of a largely British-made inventor) I In

Ghana air force tlies sin 3Ms. Based at

Takoradi. they are used tor tactical support,

Communications, coastal patrol and casualty

evacuation duties. Nu 121 Stjn ol the Singapore

air force uses six Skyvans tor search-and-rescue

and anti-smuggling dunes around the island.

They are also used tor light transport and

supply work. The Comando de Aviation

Naval Argentina assigns five 3Ms to the Prefet

iura Naval Argentina, a small force tasked \sitli

COastguard duties. and which also operates six

Hughes 500M helicopters. Indonesia's air

force flies three ol the aircraft on short-range

transport work. They are assigned to No 2

Sqn and are equipped to civil Standard so th.it

they can also operate for the Ministrv oi the

Inferior. Three Skyvan 3Ms are flovvn bv the

Roval Thai Border Police. A light transport

squadron oi the Austrian air force (III

Geschwader of Fliegerregiment I) uses two ot the

airi rati tor supply duties and also Ebl arrial sur

vey froin ihe basc at I ullii Die Maiirct ainaii

• and armv opCTatl Otntly,

based at Nouakchott I wo 3Ms are flown by

the air wing of the Royal Nepalese Anns ..n

light transport duties. and DHC of them is used

also by the Royal Fhght The Yeincn Arab

Republu's air foTCC Ales tWO tor transport

work. and the Fe iiadonan armv uses Ott

more have been sold to undisiloscd CUStOmCTS

Type: light STOl Utility transport

Powerplant: tWO 715-sbp (533-kW) I

AiResearch I l'l 131-201 turboprops

Performance: niaxiliiuin design speed 230

inph (402 km h). maxiiiiuin cruismg speed at

10,000 ft (3050 m) 203 mph (327 km b);

with 5,000-lb (22' - • id 240

indes (386 km), ränge at long-rangC cruising

speed 670 indes ( ll)""3 km), rate oi iliinh at sca

level 1,530 ft (466 in) per uiinute

Weights juipped 7,400 lb (33

(normal) 13.700 lb (6214 kg);
•

(maximum) 14.500 lb (657" kg)

Short Skyvan 3M

Dimension»: Span ''4 fl 1 1

length 41 ft 4 in (12 6 na); hcight 15 ft 1 in

irea 373 sq :•
I I

Armarnrnl:

Operator»: Argentina. Austna, Ecuador.

Ghana. Inj '•'
i iretania, '•'

Nepal. Oman, Smgaporc. South Yemen,

Thailand

Largest Operator ) the versalile Short Skyvan 3M is the Sultan ol Omans Air Force, with 5 operaiional tri n 16 delivered Despite

extreme^ I iyh ambient temperatures and a harsh environment ihese aircraft have flown intensively in the persistent land now Cuban backed'

hey are operated by 2 Sqn al Seeb and 5 Sqn at Salaah. on multiple duties

Short Skyvan 3M one of 15 in transport use with 2 and 5 Sqn, Sultan of Oman's Air Force

SIAI-Marchetti S.208 M
Evolved from a civil touring aircraft, 44 SIAI-

Marchetti S.208Ms are used by the ltalian air

force for liaison and training. The first flight

of the four'five-seat tourer was on 22 Mav
1967.

The S.208M is a low-wing monoplane iden-

tical with the civil S.208 except that the

forward-opening right door can be jettisoned

in emergency; there is a second door on the

left. The wing has a covering of honeveomb
panels and the inner leading edge aecommo-
dates the electrically retracting main gears.

Other features include a baggage compart-

ment accessible from the cabin and two in-

tegral wing tanks plus two wingtip auxiliary

tanks totalling 98.1 Imperial gallons (446

litres). Deliveries to the ltalian air force began

in 1971 and were completed the following

year. Füll blind-flying and navigation Systems

are Standard.

Type: liaison and intermediate training air-

craft

Powerplant: one 260-hp (194-kW)
Ly coming O-540-E4A5 six-cylinder

horizontallv-opposed air-cooled engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level at

maximum take-off weight 200 mph (320

km'h); maximum cruising speed 186 mph
(300 km h); ränge 745 miles (1200 km) with

maximum internal fuel; Service ceiling 17,806

ft (5400 m)
Weights: empty equipped 1,720 lb (780 kg);

maximum take-off 2.976 lb (1350 kg)

Dimensions: span 35 ft 7.6 in (10.86 m);

length 26 ft 3 in (8.00 m); height 9 ft 5.8 in

(2.89 m); wing area 173.2 sq ft (16.09 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operator: Italv

SIAI-Marchetti S.208
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SIAI-Marchetti SF.260

Designed by Stelio Frati as a fast, compact and

flamboyant private aircraft, the SIAI-

Marchetti SF.260 has found favour with a

large number of armed forces. The prototype

flew on 15 July 1964 and was known as the

F. 250. It was built by Aviamilano and was
powered by a 250-hp (186.5-kW) Lycoming
O-540 six-cylinder piston engine. When SIAI-

Marchetti took over the project the aircraft

was renamed SF.260 and a 260-hp (192.4-kW)

Lycoming O-540 installed. To all intents and

purposes merely a three-seater, the SF.260

offers an unusually high level of versatility for

its size. It is used for such diverse roles as

training, light attack, aerobatic tuition, for-

ward air control, fishery protection, search

and rescue, liaison and maritime patrol. SIAI-

Marchetti is now directing virtually all its pro-

duction capacity at military orders, although a

civil Version is still marketed (at $150,000

basic, the price is a deterrent to most civilians).

In 1978 the Italian Company pulled off a

massive order from Libya, by which 250 air-

craft would be bought and, for the most part,

built in a new plant in the African country.

There are three military variants. The M, a

three-seat trainer developed from the civil A,

first flew on 10 October 1970 and pioneered a

number of important structural modifications

which were subsequently adopted for all ver-

sions. Among the changes were stronger

wings, which on earlier modeis had relied on

external stiffening. Some 150 Ms have been

sold to date. May 1972 saw the first flight of

the SF.260W Warrior. Equipped with under-

wing pylons, this is a light strike platform and

has become populär with air forces which can-

not afford to risk expensive metal on minor

skirmishes. The list of mission profiles is

almost limitless for this variant, varying from

long-duration sorties close to base (5 hours or

so at about 50-mile/80-km ränge) to 5

minutes over a target 350 miles (565 km)
away. A recent innovation is the SF.260SW
Sea Warrior maritime-patrol variant, which

has enlarged tip-tanks housing (left) light-

weight Bendix radar and (right) photo-

reconnaissance equipment in addition to fuel.

This is an overcrowded market, and the order

book has not been encouraging.

Of 36 MBs delivered between 1969 and

1971, 33 are still in Service with the Belgian air

force on elementary training duties from

Goetsenhoven. Burma's 10 MBs operate in the

dual strike/trainer role. Dubai, a component

of the United Emirates air force, operates an

almost exclusively Italian-built fleet, including

one SF.260WD Warrior for armed training.

Ireland has replaced its eight Chipmunks with

10 SF.260WE Warriors. The home market,

Italy, operates the type for basic training, but,

as mentioned earlier, Libya is the largest

customer with an order for 250 WL Warriors.

Morocco's two Ms operate alongside North

American T-6s and T-28s. Sixteen Warriors

equip the 17th Attack Wing of the Philippine

air force, and the Singapore air force's No 150

(Falcon) Sqn flies 14 MSs on basic training

duties. Some of the Singapore aircraft have

been updated to Warrior Standard. Korat Air

Base is home for the Royal Thai Air Force's

12 MTs, used for training. Replacing Saab

Safirs, 12 WTs train the Tunisian Republic's

air force. Zaire's 23 MZs are used for basic

training, as are Zambia's eight Ms, although

some of the latter are occasionally flown on

COIN missions.

Type: three-seat light attack, trainer and

maritime reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: one 260-hp (192-kW) Avco
Lycoming O-540-E4A5 flat-six piston engine

Performance: maximum level speed at sea

level (M) 211 mph (340 km/h), (W) 196 mph
(315 km/h), (SW) 189 mph (304 km/h);

maximum level speed 75% power at 5,000 ft

(1524 m) (M) 200 mph (322 km/h), (W) 178

mph (287 km/h), (SW) 171 mph (275 km/h);

radius of action (W) single-crew armed patrol

mission at 2,564 lb (1163 kg) 6 hours 25

minutes, with 5 hours 35 minutes over target,

57 miles (92 km); (W) ferry 1,066 miles (1716

km); (SW) 5 hours 17 minutes for two-crew

surveillance mission, with 3 hours 40 minutes

on Station at 120 mph (194 km/h) plus

reserves 115 miles (185 km); maximum rate of

climb at sea level (M) 1,558 ft (475 m) per

minute, (W) 1,099 ft (335 m) per minute,

(SW) 885 ft (270 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped (M) 1,761 lb (799

kg), (W) 1,794 lb (814 kg), (SW) 1,889 lb

(857 kg); maximum take-off (M) 2,645 lb

(1200 kg), (W, SW) 2,866 lb (1300 kg)

Dimensions: span over tips (M, W) 27 ft

4V4 in (8.35 m), (SW) 28 ft 6V2 in (8.7 m);

length 23 ft 3J/2 in (7.1 m); height 7 ft 11 in

(2.41 m); wing area 108.7 sq ft (10.10 m 2
)

Armament: (W) two or four underwing

hardpoints with maximum total capacity of

661 lb (300 kg); typical ordnance includes

(alternatives) one or two SIAI gun pods each

with one 500-round 7.62-mm FN machine-

gun; two Simpres AL-8-70 launchers each

with eight 2.75-in FFAR rockets; two Matra

F2 launchers each with six 68-mm SNEB 253

rockets; two Samp EU 32 275.5-lb (125-kg)

general-purpose bombs or EU 13 264-lb

(120-kg) fragmentation bombs; two Alkan

500B cartridge throwers for Lacroix 74-mm
explosive cartridges, F 725 flares or F 130

smoke cartridges; one Alkan 500B cartridge

SIAI-Marchetti SF.260

thrower and one photo-reconnaissance pod
with two 70-mm automatic cameras; or two
18.25-gallon (83-litre) auxiliary fuel tanks

Operators: Belgium, Burma, Dubai, Ireland,

Italy, Libya, Morocco, Philippines, Singapore,

Thailand, Tunisia, Zaire, Zambia

Standard primary pilot trainer of the Force Aenenne Beige is the Italian SIAI-Marchetti

SF 260M, of which 33 remain out of 36 supplied before 1971. User is the FTS at

Goetsenhoven.

SIAI-Marchetti SF.260WT trainer/counter-insurgency aircraft, one of 12 in Service with the Tunisian Republican Air Force.

SIAI-Marchetti SM. 1019

Replacement of an ageing fleet of army Co-

operation aircraft is a problem which has faced

most European air arms during the early

1970s. Many countries moved towards

helicopters, but in Italy a specification was
issued for a new fixed-wing aircraft with a

wide speed ränge, STOL Performance and the

ability to carry weapons. The contenders were

the Aermacchi AM-3C and the SIAI-

Marchetti SM. 1019. The latter won.

SIAI had taken the airframe of the Cessna

O-l Bird Dog and substituted an Allison 250

turboprop for the Continental O-470 piston

engine. The Allison engine drives a 90-in

(2.29-m) Hartzell propeller and is related to

the engine of the Agusta Bell AB 206

helicopter. Because of the power increase,

SIAI fitted a larger vertical tail. Standard ac-

commodation is for two crew in tandem. In

the training role a rear set of controls is pro-

vided.

Airframes for the SM.1019A are completely

new. Drawings were made available by Cessna

and, apart from redesign of the forward

fuselage to accept the new powerplant, SIAI

added two additional fuel tanks, a rear entry

door on the right, and a rear Instrument panel.

The aircraft has three hardpoints. The cen-

treline load is usually a battlefield surveillance

camera.

Typical wingloads are two AS. 12 air-to-

surface missiles, two 2.75-in (70-mm) rocket

pods, machine-gun pods, anti-personnel

bombs, auxiliary fuel tanks, or night recon-

naissance equipment.

In Italian army use the aircraft is designated

SM. 1019EI as a result of the installation of the

uprated Allison 250-B17B engine. Over 80 of

100 had been delivered by 1979. Their roles are

training, artillery Spotting and forward air

control, battlefield reconnaissance and protec-

tive cover for the helicopter force. The train-

ing and general support (utility) version has a

lower gross weight and supenor Performance.

With two external tanks the escort/reconnais-

sance version has a ränge of up to 840 miles

(1352 km), and an endurance of some 8 hours

40 minutes.

To date, the SM. 1019 is only in service with

the Aviazione Leg^cra aeli'Esercitc, to whom
first deliveries were made in mid-1975.

However, it is possible to remanufacture ex-

isting Cessna O-ls and many Bird Dog users

may be tempted to rejuvenate their aircraft.

Under the agreement signed by SIAI, Cessna

can build the SM. 1019 in the United States.

SIAI-Marchetti SM.1019E

Type: (EI) training, Observation and light at-

tack aircraft

Powerplant: one 400-shp (298-kW) Allison

250-B17 turboprop

Performance: (utility) maximum cruising

speed at sea level 184 mph (296 km/h);

economical cruising speed (75% power at

8,200 ft/2,500 m) 175 mph (281 km/h); stall-

ing speed (flaps down) 43 mph (70 km/h); rate

of climb 1,810 ft (551 m) per minute; max-

imum ränge at sea level (Standard tankage) 575

miles (925 km); landing distance at sea level

300 ft (91.5 m); service ceiling 25,00 ft (7620

m)
Weights: empty equipped 1,521 lb (690 kg);

maximum take-off 2,866 lb (1300 kg)

Dimensions: span 36 ft in (10.97 m);

length 27 ft 11 in (8.52 m); height 9 ft 4^in

(2.86 m); wing area 173.95 sq ft (16.16 m 2
)

Armament: light tactical Stores on wing

hardpoints

Operators: Italy
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Sikorsky S-55/H-19 Chickasaw/Westland Whirlwind (see also Westland Whirlwindl

( ..nmiiiirig thc dcvclopmcnt of rotary-wing

aircraft from thc R-4 (thc first production

belli optei to scrvc with thc US armed Ei

via the improvcd R-5, dünn« 1948 thc Sikor-

sky Company cvolvcd thc dcsign of a largc and

morc uschil licht opter. Details Ol this dcsign

wert- submitted to thc USAF, rcsulting in a

contract for five YH-19 prototypes for cvalua-

tion, the first making its niaiden flight at

Bridgeport, Connecticut, on 10 November

1949.

The basic similarity of the S-55 and thc S-51

(R-5, latcr H-5) was easily secn, but the new
dcsign inclndcd an unusual powcrplanr m
stall.ition, with the enginc mounted obhquclv

in the fuselagc nose, a long straight drive-shaft

between thc pilots connecting thc enginc and

main rotor gcarbox, which was immediately

beneath the rotor liub. To permit casy cx-

amination and maintenance of thc enginc, it

was enclosed by largc clamshcll doors which

allowcd good all-round acecss. Othcr new
featurcs included two small fins in the form ol

an inverted V beneath the tail boom, and the

provision of a two-seat encloied trew com-

partment above the main cabin, which had ac-

commodation for 8-10 passengers or up to six

stretchers and a medical orderly.

Extensivcly built for a helicopter of its cra,

with more than a 1,000 cxamplcs being sup-

plied to thc US armed Services alonc, these in-

cluded thc original H-19A for thc USAF with

600-hp (447-kW) Pratt & Whitney R-1340-57

enginc, similar H-19C Chickasaws for the I 'S

Armv, and H04S-ls for the US Naw. With a

700-hp (522-kW) Wnght R-1300-3 and m-

creased rotor diameter, thc USAF, US Armv.
I FS Navy, and US Coast Guard receivcd

H-19B, H-19D Chickasaws, H04S-3*. and

H04S-3Gi remectiveh HRS-li -2s and -3s,

generativ similar to thc H04S scrics, werc

supplied to the US Marine Corps.

H IVB C/Ds became redesignated UH-
19B/C/D respectively in 1962. the US
Marines

1

HRS-3 became CH-19E. and Navy

H04S-3 and Coast Guard H04S-3G became

UH-19F and HH-19G respectively. A few

Operators have had their machincs converted

to turbine power with TPE331 or PT6T
engines.

In addition to production by Sikorskv for

thc US armed forecs. S-55s were built under

licence by SNCASE in France, Misubishi in

Japan, and by Wcstland Hchcopters in Great

Britain. This last Company built a number of

variants with US engines but also dcveloped

the dcsign and installed thc British-built Alvis

Leonides Major 14-cylinder enginc. Wcstland-

binlt S-55s had thc namc Whirlwind and in

addition to being supplied to thc British armed

forces, were exported to France and

Yugoslavia, as described separately.

Typt: utilitv helicopter

Powerplant: (H-19B) onc 700-hp (522-kW)
Wright R-1300-3 radial piston enginc

Performance: (H-19B) maximum speed at

sea level 112 mph (180 km h), cruinng

A handful of these old Sikorsky UH-19
I operatmg .-.

the Korean war m 1961

91 mph 1146 km h); ränge 360 miles (579 km)
Weights: (H-19B) empt) 3.230 Ib (2381 kg);

maximum takc-off 7.900 lb (3583 kg)

Dimensiom: main rotor diameter (H-19A)
:, (14 94 m), (H-1

m), tai] rotor diameter 8 ft 8 in (2 I

length of fuselagc 42 ft 3 ::
-- height

I in (4.06 m); nu k area

(H-19A) 1,881 H-19B)

2.206 sq ft (204 94 m 2
)

Armament: none, but machine-guns and

rockets in Korea. Indo-China. Algcna and

elsewhere

Operators: have included Chile, France.

Japan. Malaya. UK (Navy). US Air Force. US
Armv. US Coast Guard, US Manne Corps.

US Naw

Sikorsky S-58/H-34 Choctaw/Seabat/Seahorse/Westland Wessex
üriginating from a US Navy requirement of

1951 for an anti-submarine helicopter,

Sikorsky built thc prototype S-58, and this hai

proved to be thc most extensively built of all

Sikorsky helicopters. Thc prototype flcw on 8

Marcli 1954. Thc origins of thc requirement

lay in thc US Navy's discovery that the S-55

(in servicc as thc H04S/HRS) had only

limited payload and ränge tOO limited for anti-

submarine missions.

But the S-55 had proved an efficient design,

so the S-58 was basically a larger version with

an enginc of almost three times thc power.

Landing gcar is of the fixed tailwheel type, in-

stead of a quadricycle unit, and there is aecom-

modation for a pilot and co-pilot above the

main cabin, which can aecommodate up to 18

passengers, or an equivalent weight in cquip-

ment or cargo. The main and tail rotors each

have four all-metal bladcs, and it is claimed

that the transmission system has 25% fewer

components than those of earlier designs. The
US Navy had sufficient confidence in this

design to order the production HSS-1 before

the prototype had flown. After flight trials

had begun, orders began to flow in also from

the US Army and US Marine Corps.

The first production SH-34G Seabat

(formerly HSS-1) for the US Navy flew on 20

September 1954, entering Service with HS-3 in

August 1955. The US Navy realised that

despite a payload increase of some 70%, it was
still not possible for these helicopters to

operate singly, and decided to 'pair* them into

hunter/killer units. The hunter carried dipp-

ing sonar, and the killer homing torpedoes. In

practice hunters often worked alone, calling in

surface vessels when a kill capacity was need-

ed.

The SH-34J Seabat was suitable for day or

night Operation with Sikorsky autostabiliza-

tion. US Army versions included the CH-34A
Choctaw transport, followed by the CH-34C
with autostabilization. First version for the

US Marine Corps was the UH-34D Seahorse,

followed by the UH-34E equipped with pon-

toons for emergency amphibious Operations.

Six examples for the US Coast Guard had the

designation HH-34F. A single SH-34H had
two General Electric T58 turboshaft engines;

the LH-34D was a winterized Seabat; the VH-
34D was a VIP transport; and the UH-34G/J
were Utility conversions.

Sikorsky built many S-58s for other na-

tions under the Military Assistance Program,

as well as for direct sale. In addition, Sud-

Aviation in France mass-produced S-58s for

the French army and navy, plus five for

Belgium. Westland Helicopters in Britain

built a turbine-powered developmcnt as the

Wessex.

Type: general-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: one 1,525-hp (1137-kW)

Wnght R- 1820-84 Cyclone radial air-cooled

piston engine

Performance: (CH-34A): maximum level

speed 122 mph (196 km h) at sea level; nux
iinuni cruismg speed 97 mph (156 km h).

ränge (with maximum fuel. 10% reserves) 24"

railea (398 km)

Weights: empty equipped (CH-34A) 7,750 Ib

(3515 kg), (UH-34D) 7,900 lb (3583 kg),

(SH-34J) 8,275 lb (3753 kg); maximum nor-

mal take-off 13,000 lb (5897 kg); maximum
permissable 14.000 lb (6350 kg)

Dimensions: main-rotor diameter 56 ft in

(17.07 m); tail-rotor diameter 9 ft 6 in (2.90

m); length (rotors turning) 56 ft 8V< in (17.28

in); height 15 ft 11 in (4.85 m); main-rotor

disc area 2,460 sq ft (228.53 m 2
)

Armament: (SH-34G J) homing torpedoes

N* / ..«•--

Sikorsky S 58

carried externallv in ASW 'killer' role

Operators: Argentina, Belgium, Brazil,

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,

Nethcrlands, Thailand, US Air Force, US
Coast Guard, US Marine Corps, US Navy

Westland Wessex HC Mk 2 XR527 of 28 Sqn, RAF, formerly based at Kai Tak, Hong Kong, but recently moved to Sek Kong

Sikorsky H-34 (S-58) with special mission equipment as still used in small numbers by the Israeli Heyl Ha'Avir
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Sikorsky S-61A/B/SH-3 Sea King/H-3/Agusta SH-3D (see also Westland Sea King/Commando

US Navy Operation of fuced-wing aircraft in

the ASW hunter/killer role showed that such

missions could be carried out more effectively

by single aircraft which combined both roles.

As tne combination of hunter/killer

capabilities into one vehicle was just as

desirable for a helicopter, at the end of 1957

the US Navy contracted with Sikorsky for

such a machine.

Inevitably, the new helicopter needed to be

larger than the S-58, for it had to carry the

sensors, avionics and weapons accommodated
in two HSS-ls. Sikorsky adopted a watertight

hüll and retractable landing gear to provide

amphibious capability, and the reliability of

twin turboshaft engines and a five-blade main

rotor to take füll advantage of their combined

power.

For the 'hunter' part of its mission the

HSS-2 was equipped with Bendix dipping

sonar, the autopilot holding the required cons-

tant altitude, controlled by Doppler radar and

a radar altimeter. All-weather autostabiliza-

tion was fitted. For the 'killer' part of its mis-

sion, the HSS-2 could carry up to 840 lb (381

kg) of weapons, including homing torpedoes.

Seven YHSS-2 test aircraft were contracted

on 23 September 1957, the first flying on 11

March 1959. In September 1961 the first

deliveries were made to VHS-3 at Norfolk,

Virginia, and VHS-10 at Ream Field, San

Diego. Early examples were powered by two
1,250-shp (932-kW) General Electric T58-GE-
8B turboshafts, soon replaced by the

T58-GE-10 with increased fuel capacity. In

1962 these versions were redesignated SH-3A
and -3D Sea King respectively.

The S-61 has had a long life in many
variants. These include nine RH-3A
minesweepers, able to deploy and recover a

variety of MCM (mine countermeasures)

equipment to deal with the various types of

mines. The HH-3A has Minigun turrets, ar-

mour protection, extra fuel capacity, and a

high-speed rescue hoist to provide the US
Navy with an armed search and rescue

helicopter (12 were converted by the US Navy
at Quonset Point). The Canadian Armed
Forces operate tne CH-124; four were

delivered by Sikorsky, and 37 assembled in

Canada from 1963. Ten VH-3As of the Ex-

ecutive Flight Detachment in Washington,

providing VIP transport for the US President

and senior executives, were replaced by 11

VH-3Ds. Under the designation SH-3G, 105

SH-3As were converted as simple Utility

helicopters, followed by the multi-purpose

SH-3H with new ASW equipment, advanced

radar and magnetic anomaly detection (MAD)
gear. In 1979 a conversion programme was

updating earlier variants.

Commercial variants of the SH-3A under

the designation S-61A have been supplied to

the Royal Danish Air Force for air-sea rescue,

and as the S-61A-4 Nuri to the Royal Malay-

sian Air Force as transport/cargo/rescue air-

craft. The SH-3D equivalent is the S-61D-4,

of which four were delivered to the Argentine

navy.

SH-3As and S-61As are built under licence

by Mitsubishi in Japan for the JMSDF, and

SH-3Ds built under licence by Agusta in Italy

have been manufactured by Sikorsky for the

Brazilian and Spanish navies. Developments of

the S-61 are built by Westland Helicopters in

Britain as the Sea King and Commando.

Type: amphibious all-weather ASW or

general purpose/transport helicopter

Powerplant: (SH-3D): two 1,400-shp

(1044-kW) General Electric T58-GE-10 tur-

boshafts

Performance: (SH-3D) maximum speed 166

mph (267 km/h); ränge (with maximum fuel,

10% reserves) 625 miles (1006 km)
Weights: (SH-3D) empty 11,865 lb (5382

kg); maximum take-off 18,626 lb (8449 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 62 ft in

(18.90 m); tail rotor diameter 10 ft 7 in (3.23

m); length (rotors turning) 72 ft 8 in (22.15

m); height 16 ft 10 in (5.13 m); main rotor

disc area 3,019 sq ft (280.47 m2
)

Armament: (SH-3D) provision to carry up to

840 lb (381 kg) of weapons

Operators: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Den-

mark, Iran, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Spain, US
Air Force, US Marine Corps, US Navy

Sikorsky SH-3 Sea King

Sikorsky SH3A

Sikorsky S61A

Sikorsky SH 3H

Sikorsky S6I L

This Sikorsky SH-3D Sea King, of US Navy squadron HS-2, is one of about 80 servmg with ten ASW squadrons. Some ASW Sea Kings have been rebuilt to SH-3G and

-3H Utility and multi-purpose configuration, and the Sikorsky SH-60B will soon arnve.
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Sikorsky S-61R/CH-3/HH-3 Jolly Green Giant/Pelican

llu- undoubted niceeu oi tbc Sikorsky S-61B

im US Navy scrvicc provided an indu >•

SAP as i(! wlncli Company ii slmuld ap-

proacli wheo ,i long ränge- transport belicoptei

was required in tbc c-arly 1960l. In fact, the

US Ah Force had gained a good msight Lnto

the potential <>f t Ins belicoptei when, in Apnl

1962, it lud borrowed three MSS-2s ton the

US Navy in order to carry supplies tO radar

units based at 'Texas Towers' in the Atlantic:

the USAI' found them so uscful that it bor

rowed three niore. By that timi

Navy's S-6K had become Sil IA\, and thosc

in US Air Force use bccaine designated CH-
3B.

In November 1962 the decision was made to

•icquirc similar aircraft for use by the USAF,
but a number of design changes were- rc-

queited to make these more iiiitable for the

transport role, which was the US Air I
|

specific requirement. Major change was to the

rear fuselage, with the provision of a

hydraulically-operated rear loading door/ramp

at the rear of the cabin, this niaking possible-

1 1 ic- straight-in loading of wheelcu \

without the need for any other support cquip-

Dient, Landing gear configuration was chang-

ed from that of the S-61B, to morc conven-

tional tricycle type, with twin wheels on cach

unit; a pncuiii.itic 'blow-down' systeni en-

sured safe cxtcnsion of the landing gear in the

event of hydraulic failure. Though the pl.nniig

boat hüll was not reejuired, the fuselage was

made watertight, with iponsoni to house the

rear wheels. To ensure that, so far as possible,

these aircraft would be able to operate quite

independently of ground facilitics, pressun/cd

rotor blades simplify inspection, both nuin

and tail rotor hubs are sclf-luhricating, a gas

turbine auxiliary power unit can supplv essen

tial electric and hydraulic power, and cquip-

ment is carried to make possible the c-xc hange-

of all major coniponents without rc-coursc- tO

local facilities, even in the most remote arcas.

New equipment includes a 2,000-lb (907-kg)

capacity winch for internal cargo handling,

and considerable care was taken to ensure that

the landing gear and rear fuselage modifica-

tions did not affect the aniphibious capabihtv.

Sikorsky 's first S-61R flow initiallv on 17

June 1963, and just over six months latcr, on

30 Dccember, the first operational (II K

was dehvered to Tyndall AFB, f lorida A total

of41 were builr for tbc I
! SAF. the powcrplant

«oiiiprising two 1,300-shp (969-kw) General

Flcctnc T58-GE-1 turboshaft engincs. with

Standard accommodation for a crew of two
and 25 fully equipped troops, Ol 15 stretchers,

or ud to 5,000 Ib (2268 kg) of cargo.

Tbc CH-3E was introduced in 1966, and

differed bv having uprated T58 -i

A total of 42 were built, and all ( H H

COnverted latcr to thil Standard. An imporiant

third variant, which entcred Service with the

I ISAFs Aerospace Rescue and Rccov'

vice, has the dcsignation HH-3E, and are

equipped to fulfil thcir role in a combat Zone.

Tneil additional equipment includes armour.

rc-scue lioist, a retractable fligbt-refurlling pro-

be, self-sealing fucl tanks, and defensive arma-

ment. Sonic 50 of these were provided I

vice in south-east Asia by conversum ,,( ( H
3Es. In service these- aircraft were known as

Jolly Green Giants, and were used mainlv to

rescue pilots who had been forced down in

hostilc territory Thev were used extensivelv

in North Vietnam, making deep penetratutns

of enemy airspacc, and carrvmg out niccsuful

rescue missions despite heavy gunfirc bcing

directed at them

In 1968 the US Coul (.uard rcccivcd the

K) IIH-3Fs. generalis similar to tbc HU
3E exec-pt fot deletion eil annament, armour

and scll-scahng tanks These aircraft, which

h.ivc the- uamc Pclican, have advaneed avionici

to lauhtate thcir use in the scarch and rescue

Type: aniphibious transport hchcopter

Powerplant: (CH 3E) tWO 1.300-shp

(1119-kW) General Electric T58-GE-5 tur-

boshaft s

Performance: (CH-3E) maximum speed 162

niph (261 km h); ränge with maximum fuel

.nid 10% rc-sc-rves -465 miles (74H km)
Weights: i( II IE) c-mptv 13.255 Ib (6012

kg); normal takc-off 21.24"

maximum takc-off 22.050 Ib (10002 kg>

Dimensions: niain rotor diamctcr 62 tt (I in

(18.90 ni). tail rotor dianicter 10 ft 4 in (3 15

Sikorsky S 61R

Sikorsky CH 3E

Sikorsky HH 3E **

Sikorsky HH 3F Pelican

m), length (rotors turning) 73 ft in (22.25 Armament: (HH-3E) two 7.62-mm (0.3-in)

m); height 18 ft 1 in (5.51 m); main rotor disc Miniguns on each side

area 3.019 sq ft (280.47 m :
) Operators: US Air Force. US Coast Guard

A Sikorsky HH-3, of the nosewheel/rear-door S-61R species of the USAF Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Service, retneves a BQM-34C Firebee

November 1976 William Teil annual Fighter Weapons meet at Tyndall AFB.
supersonic RPV target dunng the
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Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane/CH-54 Tarhe

The requirement for a heavy lift helicopter

was growing in the late 1950s, as it became

clear that improving technology concerned

with the design of rotary-wing dynamic

Systems, combined with lightweight high-

powered turboshaft engines, should make it

possible to build aircraft in this category with

entirely new Standards of Performance. It was

at about this same time that development of

the Boeing Vertol Model 115 (CH-47

Chinook) began, and Sikorsky initiated its

own design for a 'flying crane' that was very

different in conception.

It consisted of a basic prime mover compris-

ing a long fuselage beam. At the forward end

was suspended a cab to accommodate a crew of

three, plus jump seats for two loaders/-

technicians; at the aft end was a tail with the

anti-torque rotor on the left. Above the

fuselage two turboshaft engines, main and in-

termediate gear boxes, main rotor and drive

shafts were mounted, leaving the undersurface

clear. The tricycle landing gear consisted of a

nosewheel beneath the cab, and main legs on

outriggers to allow the fuselage to straddle a

bulky load. A cargo hook could be lowered by

the third, aft-facing crew member.

Sikorsky' s concept did not rely purely on

the use of cargo hoists, it being intended that

the S-64A would straddle interchangeable

pods for a variety of purposes. The fundamen-

tal idea was linked closely to the road/ship
'

transit of goods in sealed Containers: Sikorsky

believed that Skycranes might replace ships

over short ranges.

The first of three prototypes made its initial

flight on 9 May 1962 and was delivered to the

US Army at Fort Benning, Georgia, for test

and evaluation. The second and third pro-

totypes were delivered to Germany for evalua-

tion, and VFW-Fokker participated in design

and development.

The Army's evaluation was sufficiently suc-

cessful to gain for Sikorsky a contract for six

YCH-54A helicopters for further investiga-

tion. The Company designed Containers for

troop transport, „field hospital support, anti-

submarine warfare, mine-sweeping, and

heavy-lift support Operations.

Five of the US Army's prototypes were

delivered in 1964-5 as production CH-54A

Tarhes. The sixth was retained by Sikorsky to

assist FAA certification, which was awarded

on 30July 1965.

Evaluation by the US Army involved

deployment in Vietnam with the 478th Avia-

tion Company, where Tarhes performed near-

miracles in the retrieval of some 380 damaged

aircraft, and the transport of such vehicles as

bulldozers and roadgraders, and even

armoured vehicles weighing up to 20,000 lb

(9072 kg). On one occasion a CH-54A lifted a

van containing a total of 90 persons, including

87 combat-equipped troops. Approximately 60

CH-54As were built, powered by two

4,500-shp (3356-kW) Pratt & Witney

T73-P-1 engines.

An improved CH54-B was ordered in

November 1968, the first two being accepted

in 1969. Improvements included more power-

ful engines, uprated gearbox, structural

strengthening, introduction of a high-lift

rotor blade, improved flight-control System,

and twin wheels added to the main landing

gear. In October 1970, such an aircraft lifted a

load of 40,780 lb (18497 kg).

Sikorsky built for the US Army a Universal

Military Pod, measuring internally 27 ft 5

in x 8 ft 10 in x 6 ft 6 in high (8.36 x 2.69 x -

1.98 m), with a maximum weight of 20,000 lb

(9072 kg), for the carriage of troops or field

conversion as a surgical unit, command post or

Communications centre.

Type: heavy-lift flying-crane helicopter

Powerplant: (CH-54B) two 4,800-shp

(3579-kW) Pratt & Whitney T73-P-700 tur-

boshafts

Performance: (CH-54A) maximum speed

126 mph (203 km/h) at sea level; maximum
cruising speed 105 mph (169 kiiv'h); ränge

with maximum fuel (10% reserves) 230 miles

(370 km)
Weights: (CH-54A) empty 19,234 lb (8724

kg); maximum take-off 42,000 lb (19051 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 72 ft in

(21.95 m); tail rotor diameter 16 ft in (4.88

m); length (rotors turning) 88 ft 6 in (26.97

m); height 25 ft 5 in (7.75 m); main rotor disc

area 4,070 sq ft (378.10 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: US Army

Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane/CH 54A Tarhe

The Sikorsky CH-54 Tarhe, called the S-64 by the manufacturer, is the only heavy-lift crane

helicopter in the West - and used only by the US Army, despite its universal applicability.

This is an early CH-54A, with Single mainwheels and less-powerful engines

Sikorsky S-65/H-53 Sea Stallion

American interest in heavy-lift helicopters was

not confined to the US Army. As early as 1950

a US Marine Corps requirement had first in-

volved Sikorsky in the design and construction

of such a helicopter, this having the Company
designation S-56. With a maximum take-off

weight of 31,000 lb (14061 kg), these HR2S-1
helicopters, subsequently designated CH-37C,
were easily the largest rotary-wing aircraft in

the West when introduced into Service in

1956.

In 1960 the US Marine Corps decided that

it needed a more advanced assault-transport

helicopter, and Sikorsky produced a new
design which utilised the dynamic System

which had been developed for the S-64A

Skycrane (CH-54 Tarhe), as well as many
other components. Completely new, of

course, was the watertight hüll, provided to

permit emergency water-landing capability,

rather than being intended for amphibious

Operations. The emphasis was on good load-

carrying capabiity, so rear-loading doors were

included in the upswept rear fuselage to

simplify loading of bulky items, and

hydraulically-operated winches were installed

at the forward end of the cabin, with a roller-

skid track combinatipn in the floor to make it

easy for the loading of wheeled vehicles, a

105-mm howitzer and its carriage, or a wide

variety of very heavy cargo.

On 27 August 1962 the US Navy announc-

ed that it would procure two prototypes and

one static-test airframe, and that Sikorsky

were required also to construct a mockup of

their S-65A design. The first of these pro-

totypes made its maiden flight on 14 October

1964, and following successful evaluation the

first production examples, designated CH-53A
and named Sea Stallion, were delivered to

USMC units in September 1966. By the begin-

ning of 1967 the type was in operational Ser-

vice in Vietnam.

These aircraft were able to operate in all

weathers, had an external cargo System which

made possible in-flight pickup and release

without any assistance from the ground, and

had hydraulically-folded main-rotor blades and

tail pylon for shipboard stowage. The
powerplant consisted normally of two
2,850-shp (2125-kW) General Electric

T64-GE-6 turboshaft engines.

In September 1966 the USAF ordered eight

of these aircraft for use by the Aerospace

Rescue and Recovery Service, to be equipped

similarly to the HH-3E. In other respects they

were similar to the CH-53A, except for a

powerplant comprising two 3,080-shp

(2297-kW) T64-GE-3 turboshafts. The first of

these HH-53B helicopters flew on 15 March

1967. An improved version for the USAF had

the designation HH-53C, this having

3,925-shp (2927-kW) T64-GE-7 engines, Pro-

vision for auxiliary fuel tanks, a flight-

refuelling probe, rescue hoist, and a 20,000-lb

(9072-kg) external cargo hook. The first of

these entered service with the USAF on 30

August 1968. Eight HH-53s are being

modified under the USAF'S Pave Low 3 Pro-

gramme to provide night search and rescue

capability. Completion of these is scheduled

for 1980.

The final twin-engined version for the US
Marine Corps is the CH-53D, an improved

CH-53A. The type differs in having more
powerful engines, a special internal cargo

handling System suitable for one-man Opera-

tion, and the capacity to carry 55 equipped

troops. The first of this version entered service

in March 1969, and when the last was

delivered, on 31 January 1972, combined pro-

duction of the CH-53 then totalled 265 ex-

amples. All but the first 34 were equipped

with special gear for minesweeping opera-

The USAF Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service uses the HH 53B and HH -53C, with

extensive special mission equipment including a flight refuelling probe. This example was
photographed with landing gear extended

tions, but in October 1972 production was in-

itiated of 30 RH-53D special-purpose

minesweeping helicopters, designed to operate

with all current and foreseeable equipment for

the sweeping of accoustic, magnetic and

mechanical mines. First delivery of production

aircraft, to the US Navy's HM-12 Squadron,

was made in September 1973. Powered cur-

rently by two T64-GE-413A turboshafts, it is

planned to modify these to 4,380-shp

(3266-kW) T64-GE-415 Standard.

The designation CH-53G applies to 112 air-

craft for the German army with 3,925-shp

(2927-kW) T64-GE-7 engines. Two were

built and delivered by Sikorsky on 31 March

1969. Of the remainder, 20 were assembled by

VFW-Fokker in Germany, using American

components, and 90 were manufactured by

VFW-Fokker with some 50% of the com-

ponents being of German manufacture.

Two aircraft were supplied by Sikorsky to

the Austrian air force for Operation as rescue

aircraft in the Alpine regions. Delivered in

1970, these have the designation S-65-Oe. The

three-engined CH-53E is described separately.

Type: heavy assault transport helicopter

Powerplant: (CH-53D) two 3,925-shp

(2927-kW) General Electric T64-GE-413 tur-

boshafts

Performance: (CH-53D) maximum speed at

sea level 196 mph (315 km/h); cruising speed

173 mph (278 km/h); ränge (with 4,076-lb

(1849-kg) fuel, 2 minutes warm-up, cruising

speed, 10% reserves) 257 miles (414 km)

Weights: (CH-53D) empty 23,485 lb (10653

kg); mission take-off 36,400 lb (16511 kg);

maximum take-off 42,000 lb (19051 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 72 ft 3 in

(22.02 m); tail rotor diameter 16 ft in (4.88

m); length (rotors turning) 88 ft 3 in (26.90

m); height 24 ft 11 in (7.59 m); main rotor

disc area 4,070 sq ft (378.10 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: Austria, Germany, Israel, US Air

Force, US Marine Corps, US Navy
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Sikorsky S-65/CH-53E Super Stallion

The US Navy and Marine Corps, which had

received from Sikorsky the last of the CH-
53Ds in early 1972, soon realised the need to

procure a multi-purpose helicopter with an

even greater lift capability. Consequently,

Sikorsky was contracted in May 1973 to

design, develop and construct two prototypes

of a three-engined Version of the S-65A under

the designation YCH-53E.
While the airframe is generally similar to

that of the CH-53D, a number of changes

.have been made to cater for the considerable

increase in power, as well as to look forward

to further development. Thus, a new seven-

blade main rotor has been designed for this air-

craft, with advanced blades of titanium con-

struction. The anti-torque rail rotor is of in-

creased diameter, and mounted on a pylon

canted 20° to port. An uprated transmission

has been developed, with a 30-minute rating

of 11,570-shp (8628 kW) and an emergency

10-second rating of 13,500 shp (10067 kW).
The US Navy's contract for the prototypes

looked forward to a first flight in April 1974,

but Sikorsky managed to improve on this and

the first YCH-53E flew on 1 March 1974, a

month ahead of schedule. Unfortunately this

aircraft was lost in a ground accident soon

after, and it was not possible to resume the

test programme until the second prototype

became available in early 1975, making its first

flight on 24 January. Used for preliminary test

and evaluation, the potential of this helicopter

was such that two pre-production aircraft and

a static-test airframe were contracted, and the

first of the pre-production aircraft flew on 8

December 1975. By May 1978 these two air-

craft had completed more than 1,000 flight

hours in their test programme, and Sikorsky

had received a contract for the manufacture of

an initial six production aircraft as CH-53E
Super Stallions, their introduction into service

with the US Navy and US Marine Corps be-

ing due in 1980.

The YCH-53E prototype has demonstrated

a lift capability of 70,000 lb (31751 kg), and

clearly this new aircraft will be able to fulfil all

of its intended missions of vertical on-board

delivery, the support of mobile construction

battalions, and the removal of damaged air-

craft from the decks of aircraft-carriers.

Type: heavy-duty multi-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: three General Electric

T64-GE-415 turboshaft engines, each with a

maximum 10-minute rating of 4,380 shp

(3266 kW), and a maximum continuous

rating of 3,670 shp (2737 kW)
Performance: maximum speed at sea level

196 mph (315 km/h); maximum cruising

speed at sea level 173 mph (278 km/h); ränge

at Optimum cruise condition for maximum
ränge (20 minutes reserves) 306 miles (492

km)
Weights: empty 32,048 lb (14537 kg); max-

imum take-off 69,750 lb (31638 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 79 ft in

(24.08 m); tail rotor diameter 20 ft in (6.10

m); length (rotors turning) 73 ft 9 in (22.48

m); height 27 ft 9 in (8.46 m); main rotor disc

area 4,902 sq ft (455.40 m 2
)

Armament: none

Operators: (from 1980) US Marine Corps,

US Navy

The Sikorsky YCH-53E, prototype of the new three-engined S-65 family, is in many ways
the greatest helicopter in the Western skies, with 13,140 hp (9802 kW) compared with the

5,700 hp (4252 kW) of most versions.

Sikorsky S-70/UH-60 Black Hawk/SH-60B
At the beginning of the 1970s the US Army
began the somewhat protracted process of pro-

curing a new helicopter. Identified as the

Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System

(UTTAS), this is primarily a combat assault

helicopter. In August 1972 it was announced

that the US Army had selected the submis-

sions received from Boeing Vertol and Sikor-

sky, and both were contracted to build three

prototypes and a static test vehicle of their

design for competitive evaluation.

Boeing Vertol's design, designated YUH-
61A, was for a conventional helicopter with

four-blade main and anti-torque rotors, tri-

cycle landing gear, and two 1,500-shp

(1119-kW) General Electric T700-GE-700
engines. Features included a hingeless main
rotor, modularized design, and built-in access

platforms. The first flew on 29 November
1974.

Sikorsky's competing YUH-60A was
generally similar and powered by the same
engines. The most. noticeable external dif-

ferences were the tailwheel landing gear and

canted anti-torque rotor. The first flight was
made on 17 October 1974, the second and

third protoypes flying in January and February

1975. The fly-off evaluation of the competing

prototypes occupied seven months of 1976,

and on 23 December of that year Sikorsky's

design was selected for production. The US
Army regards the UH-60A Black Hawk as its

primary assault helicopter for the immediate

future, and hopes to procure a total of 1,107

by 1985. Production of the first 15 began in

late 1977, and initial deliveries were made dur-

ing 1978.

The main rotor is of advanced design, with
aft-swept tips; the rotor is designed to survive

hits from 12.7-mm or 23-mm armour-piercing

shells; and the main-rotor hub has elastomeric

bearings needing no lubrication. The fuel

system is regarded as crashworthy, as is the

fuselage which is designed to survive hits from

armour-piercing rounds of up to 7.62-mm
calibre. Accommodation is provided for a crew
of three and 11 troops, the pilot and co-pilot

having armoured seats. Eight seats can be

replaced by four stretchers or internal cargo.

An external hook of 8,000-lb (3629-kg)

capacity is provided for the airlift of artillery

and supplies. Six Black Hawks can be carried

by a Lockheed C-5A Galaxy.

The US Navy's continuing search for ad-

vanced ASW helicopters resulted in competi-

tion for the LAMPS (light airborne multi-

purpose system) Mk III configuration, in

which Boeing Vertol also contended but again

lost to a special version of the S-70 designated

SH-60B. These helicopters must not only have

an up-to-the-moment ASW capability, but be

able to serve also for ASST (anti-ship

surveillance and targeting) roles, with capabil-

ity for search and rescue, medevac sorties, and

vertical replenishment to ships at sea. They
will serve on board cruisers, destroyers and

frigates for sea periods of up to three months.

The SH-60B has automatic main rotor and

tail pylon folding, shorter wheelbase, and

naval avionics, including radar, MAD, sonar Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk

This prototype Black Hawk is distinguished by a long Instrument boom carried ahead of the nose The UH 60A development Programme
was the largest for any helicopter of the 1970s, the basic engineenng task being multiplied by the need to meet severe numencal values for

reliability and maintainability in harsh environments.
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lad l SM. Hy t-arly 1979 ao funding li.nl beeti

illocated foi procuremeoi <>t the SH 60B t^r

tli< US Navy and, therefbre, no eitimate can

idl foi in in scrvicc date.

Type: (UH-60A) combat assaulr squad

transport; (SH-60B) ihip-based multi-purpose

helicoptn

Powerplant: tWO 1,543-lbp (1151-kW)

General Blectrk T700-GE 700 turboshafti

Performance: (UH-60A) maxiinuni ipeed

1H4 mpli (296 km/h) at sea level, nuxniium

ipeed al maximum take-off weight 182 mph

(293 km/li); maximum CTuUing ipeed 1^9

mph (272 km/h) at 4,(XX> ft (1220 in); Single-

engine ipeed 149 mph (240 km/h); i u

maximum take-off weight with M) minute

reserves 373 miles (6(X) km)

Weights: (UH-60A) empty 10,900 In (4944

kg); mission take-off 16,450 1b (7462 kg);

Sikorsky UH 60A Black Hawk

maximum take-off 20.250 lb (9185 kg)

Dimensions: main rotOI diametcr 53 ft H in

( 16 >6 ni). i.nl rotOI diameter 11 tt in (3.35

m); length (rotors turmng) 64 ft 10 in (19 76

in), beighl 16 tt io m (5 H m); main-rotoi

disc arca 2.261 sq tt (210.05 m 2
)

Armament: (I H 60A) provision for one or

two 7 62 tum (0 3-m| M 60 machme-guns br-

ing firorn opened sidc d"<'iv isli 60B

boming torpedoes

Operator»: (UH-60A) l H-60B)

potentially L ,k
-

Soko Galeb/Jastreb

Soko was founded in 1951 and its brst in

digenous produetion aircraft was the G2-A
Galeb (Seagull), a )et tränier ol siiiular ap-

pearance and characteristics to the Italian Aer-

macchi MB. 326, whicli predated it bv aboul

two years.

Galeb deiign work began in 1957. The brst

of two prototypes flew in May 1961 and pro-

diu tioil began in 1963, lintially to meel orders

from the Yugoslav air forec.

Designed to withstand load factorsol i 8 t< i

-4, the Galeb has a fuel system whuh allows

Up to 15 scionds mverted flight for aerobatu

traming. Lightweight USA (loll.uid) tullv

automatic ejeCtOI seats are btted, .iikI the jel

tisonable eanopy has separate sidcw.iys-

hingeing lectiom foi the two aiw. liiere is

no pressurization, bul aii conditioning is

available to special order. The |ettisonablc

wuig tip t.inks each have a capacitv ol 375 lb

(150 kg); for target towing there is ,i tlOOK

beneath the centre fuselage.

The G2-A is the Standard Version; the

Yugoslav air forte has about 60, a tcw ol

whicli are beheved to be used in the recon

ii.iiss.uice role. The G2-AF export Version was

flowii in late 1974, and produetion began in

1975 for the Libyan air lorce, which has

reeeived 20. Prior to tlus, Zambia bought two
Galebs and four Jastrebs in 1971, a rathei

stränge purchase since the Zambi.ui aii t>>ur

also bought about 20 of the nv.il Acitii.mlii

M.B.326.

The J-l Jastreb (hawk) is basically a smgle-

seat version with a strengthened airfratne and

inore powcrful engine with a built-in Starter.

The rear eanopy is replaced bv a metal tainng,

and each tip tank houses 485 lb (220 kg) ol

fuel. The two current produetion versious are

the J-l attack and RJ-1 tactical reconnaissance

modeis for the Yugoslav air Force, wlnch

operates about 150 in 12 squadrons, and the

equivalent export modeis, theJ-lF. and RJ-1E.

The former is said to have beeil ordered, Init

customers have not been named.

The RJ-1 has a fuselage camera, plus one in

the nose of each tip tank.

A Yugoslav air force requirement to provide

operational conversion to the Jastreb has been

met not by the Galeb but by producing a two-

seat trainer Version of the Jastreb, the TJ-1.

Flying in mid-1974, the variant retains the füll

operational capability of the ground attack

Jastreb and delivenes began in January 1975.

At an empty equipped weight of 6,570 lb

(2980 kg) the TJ-1 is slightly heavier than its

predecessor, and carries only the two tip-tank

cameras.

It seems probable that the single- and two-
seat versions of the Soko/CIAR Orao will

eventually replace the Galebs and Jastrebs.

Type: two-seat trainer/single-seat attack air-

craft

Powerplant: (Galeb) one 2,500-lb (1134-kg)

Rolls-Royce Viper 22-6 turbojet

(Jastreb) one 3,000-lb (1360-kg) Rolls-Royce
Viper 531 turbojet, plus provision for two
1,000-lb (454-kg) ATO rockets

Performance: (Galeb) maximum level speed

at sea level 470 mph (756 km/h); maximum
speed at 20,350 ft (6200 m) 505 mph (812
km/h); cruising speed at 19,680 ft (6000 m)

453 mph (730 km h), rate u| ( hmb at sea level

4,500 ft (1370 in) |H-r iiunute. scrvicc iciluig

»9,375 it (12000 in), takc ofl run to so tt (15

m) 2,100 ti (640 m); landing run from 50 t'

(15 in) 2. HO |, (710 in), ränge at 29.520 tt

(9000 in) with lull wmg tip tanks 770 unles

(1240 km)

(Jastreb) maximum level speed at 19,680 tt

(t>(KKI in) 510 mph (820 km h), ifuising speed

al 16,400 tt (5000 m) 460 mph (740 km h);

rate ol ( hmb al sei level 4, 135 ft ( 1260 m) per

minute; lervice ceiling 39,375 tt (12(K)0 m);

take-ofl tun to 5o tt (15 ,,,, J.150 tt (960 m);

landing tun from 50 ti (IS ,,,, 1,610 tt (1100

m); ränge at 29.520 tt (9000 m) with füll wing

tip i.inks 945 miles (1520 km) (pertormance

data .it B.478 lb (3968 kg)

Weights: (Galeb) empty equipped 5,775 lb

(2620 kg), maximum t.ikc ott aerobatu trainei

7,438 lb (3374 kg), basit trainei 7,690

kg), navigation.ll tiainct 8,439 lb (3828 kg).

weapons trainei 8,792 lb (3988 kg), itrike ver-

lion 9,480 lb (4300 kg)

(Jastreb) empty equipped 6,217 lb (2m2() kg).

maximum take-oH 11.243 lb (5100 kg)

Dimensions: (Galeb) span 34 tt 4 in (10.47

in); span (over tip tanks) 38 ft 1 in (11.62 in);

length 33 ft 11 in (10.34 m). beighl 10 ft 9 in

Soko Jastreb

(3 28 in), wmg atea 209 14 sq tt (19 43 m J

)

(Jastreb) ipai >. span (ovei

tip t.,: . length J5 tt

m in (10 .hh „, ,. bi wing
. . |.4

Armament: (Galeb) tWO 50-in (12 7-mm)
inactiine-guiis in nose. underwing pylooj tor

tv." 220-lb (100 kg) bombt and tour 57-mm
rockets "i two 127-mm r.x.kets or bomb
«.lusters in Containers up to 660 lb (300 kg)

total

(Jastreb) thrce 0.50-in (12.7-mm) machine-

guns in nose. ciglit under wing wcapon at-

tachments can carry a Wide ränge ot bombs.

rockets or photo tlares

Operators: Libya. Yugoslavia. Zambia

Yugoslav Air Force Soko Galeb Iwo-seal trainer of the Flying Training Headquarters al Mostar

Second prototype Soko Jastreb ground attack aircraft m Yugoslav Ai

=J
The locally built Soko Jastreb is the Chief Yugoslav ground-attack aircraft, though it is planned to be replaced eventually by

Yugoslav/ Romanian Orao, powered by a Rolls-Royce Viper, it is based on the Jastreb trainer.
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Soko Kraguj

Soko's Galeb (seagull) jet-powered trainer and

Jastreb (hawk) ground-attack aircraft have

been familiär products of the Yugoslav avia-

tion industry for nearly 20 years, but rather

more surprise was evinced at the emergence of

the little Kraguj in the middle 1960s. It was
cast in the mould of the Fletcher Defender, a

US lightplane which, some 15 years earlier,

had pioneered the concept of the armed,

piston-engined lightplane to perform a useful

role in COIN (counter-insurgency) situations

and local brushfire wars. The Defender was re-

jected by the US armed forces, which did not

have such a requirement at that time,

although the COIN concept was revived later

in Vietnam.

The Kraguj, a single-seater, was designed at

the Aeronautical Research Establishment in

Beigrade, and manufacture was undertaken by

the state-owned Soko factory at Mostar. A
prototype flew for the first time in 1966, and

about 30 were built subsequently for ground-

attack units of the Yugoslav air force. The em-

phasis throughout was on simplicity of both

construction and Operation, the all-metal low-

wing monoplane layout being intended

primarily as a launching platform for a ränge

of small but effective weapons, capable of be-

ing flown by pilots with only a modest

number of hours in their logbooks. Robust

construction enables the Kraguj to take off

and land on grass fields or unprepared

airstrips, the required ground run being 395 ft

(120 m) or less. The tailwheel-type landing

gear is non-retractable. The Kraguj entered

production and service in 1968; with about

100 Jastrebs currently forming the major

equipment of the Yugoslav air force ground-

attack squadrons, there is some doubt whether

the Kraguj is still operated in its original role,

but it may continue in service as an elementary

weapons trainer.

Type: single-seat light close-support aircraft

Powerplant: one 340-hp (254-kW) Lycom-

ing GSO-480-B1A6 flat-six piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

171 mph (275 km/h); maximum speed at

4,925 ft (1500 m) 183 mph (295 km/h); ränge

with maximum fuel 495 miles (800 km); rate

of climb at sea level at gross weight of 2,857 lb

(1296 kg) 1,575 ft (480 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped 2,491 lb

(1130 kg); maximum take-off 3,580 1b

Soko Kraguj (P-2)

(1624 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 11 in (10.64 m);

length 26 ft 0'/4 in (7.93 m); height 9 ft 10 in

(3.00 m); wing area 183.0 sq ft (17.00 m 2

)

Armament: one 7.7-mm (0.303-in) machine-

gun in each wing, with 650 rounds per gun;

two inboard underwing hardpoints, each able

to carry a 220-lb (100-kg) bomb, 33-gallon

(150-litre) napalm tank or 12-round rocket

pack; and four outboard underwing points,

each able to carry one 57-mm (2.24-in) or

127-mm (5-in) rocket

Operators: Yugoslavia

Soko/CIAR-93 Orao ("Jurom ")

Subject of a Joint development programme

between Soko in Yugoslavia and CIAR (Cen-

trala Industriala Aeronautica Romana) in

Romania, the Orao (eagle) twin-jet fighter

and ground attack aircraft is in production in

both countries. The designers worked
together at the Vazduhoplovno Technical In-

stitute, Zarkovo, near Beigrade, where tunnel

testing took place, and simultaneous construc-

tion of prototypes began in both countries

with Soko having responsibility for assembly

and test. The prototype is reported to have

flown in August 1974, and its first public ap-

pearance was at a display held the following

April near Beigrade.

It is thought that three prototypes and nine

pre-production examples had flown by 1979.

The second prototype is a two-seater, and the

third is believed to be a static-test specimen. A
production batch of about 40 is reported to be

under construction.

UK suppliers include Graviner whose

Firewire and BCF fire detection and ex-

tinguishing Systems are installed, Fairey

Hydraulics which supplies filters and sampling

valves, Dowty Boulton Paul for the powered

flying controls, Rolls-Royce for the engines.

French representation appears with the

Messier-Hispano landing gear, licence-built by

Prva Petoljetka.

Romania, nominally a member of the War-
saw Pact, is expected to require 80 Oraos, and

Yugoslavia 200. There have been persistent

reports that production aircraft will be re-

engined with a single General Electric J79,
though these would not be new. To avoid the

possibility of a US export embargo, though, a

more likely choice would be the Rolls-Royce

Spey, with or without afterburner, as selected

by Italy for her AM-X.

Type: fighter and strike/trainer

Powerplant: two 4,000-lb (1814-kg) Rolls-

Royce Viper 632-41 turbojets (afterburning

version planned)

Performance: maximum low level speed 762

mph (1226 km/h); high level speed 1,089 mph
(1752 km/h); maximum rate of climb at sea

level 39,370 ft (12000 m) per minute; time to

36,000 ft (11000 m) 1 minute 36 seconds; Ser-

vice ceiling 52,500 ft (16000 m); take-off run

at maximum weight 3,280 ft (1000 m); lan-

ding run same (figures estimated, based on

production aircraft using afterburners)

Weights: (estimated) empty equipped 10,360

lb (4700 kg); maximum take-off with external

stores 22,700 lb (10300 kg)

Dimensions: span 24 ft 10 in (7.56 m);

length (without probe) 40 ft 11 in (12.45 m);

height 12 ft 5 in (3.78 m); wing area 193.75 sq

ft (18.00 m2
)

Armament: two 30-mm fuselage-mounted

cannon; four underwing and one under-

fuselage hardpoint for maximum of 6,615 lb

(3000 kg) external stores

Operators: Romania, Yugoslavia

This Orao is seen in Yugoslav markings and may be the first prototype flown in 1974, It is

expected that production aircraft will reach Service units in late 1980

Sud SO 4050 Vautour
The multi-role Sud Vautour (vulture) was

France' s first jet bomber and also the

country's first twin-jet to exceed Mach 1, a

feat which it achieved in a shallow dive early

in the test programme. Three prototypes were

ordered by the French government and the

first flew on 16 October 1952. They were

followed by six pre-production aircraft: one

bomber, two single-seat tactical support air-

craft and three all-weather fighters. These six

aircraft were fitted with a variety of engines

before the final choice of powerplant was

made. Refuelling trials were undertaken in

January 1958 using an English Electric

Canberra as tanker.

Quantity production of all three versions

was commenced for the French air force, and

the first of 30 Vautour IIA single-seat tactical

fighters flew on 30 April 1956; next was the

first of 70 IIN two-seat all-weather fighters on

10 October 1956; and the first of 40 Vautour

IIB two-seat bombers was flown on 31 Jury

1957.

A number of Vautour IIAs and IINs were

supplied to the Israeli air force, crews being

trained at Tours, while in France the IIN

entered service initially with the 30e Escadre de

Chasse, and the IIB began to replace the

Douglas B-26 from 1958.

A handful of Vautours continued in Israeli

service as ECM platforms up to 1978, but

most of the Armee de l'Air aircraft have been

replaced by SEPECAT Jaguars. Among the

last units to operate the type were 85e Esc. de

Marche with'a few IIBs and IINs for air sampl-

ing duties from Hao during the French

nuclear-tests and 92e Esc. de Bombardement at

Bordeaux-Merignac, which used both ver-

sions.

Type: (IIB bomber) twin-jet fighter and

bomber
Powerplant: two 7,716-lb (3500-kg) thrust

SNECMA Atar 101E-3 turbojets

Performance: maximum speed 720 mph
(1158 km/h) at sea level; rate of climb 11,800

ft (3600 m) per minute at sea level; service ceil-

ing 50,000 ft (15240 m); take-off run 2,600 ft

(792 m); tactical radius (high) 750 miles (1207

km)
Weights: empty 22,046 lb (10000 kg); loaded

44,092 lb (20000 kg)

Dimensions: span 49 ft 6 in (15.08 m);

length 51 ft 1 in (15.5 m); height 14 ft 2 in

(4.32 m); wing area 484.4 sq ft (45 m2
)

Armament: (IIB) four bombs up to 6,000 lb

Sud SO 4050 Vautour IIB

(2721 kg) carried internally, plus underwing

pylons for rockets or bombs — see IIN; (IIA)

four 30-mm cannon in bomb bay, plus four

rocket packs each with 19 rockets, or 24

120-mm rockets, or two 1,000-lb (454-kg)

bombs carried on underwing pylons: (IIN)

similar to IIA except that four Matra R.511

air-to-air missiles can be carried on underwing

pylons

Operators: France, Israel
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Sukhoi Su-7 Fitter

The Standard strikc fightcr of Sovict Air Force

Frontal Aviation from thc carly 1960s to thc

introduction of thc Mikoyan-Gurevich

'Flogger-D' MiG-27 and Sukhoi Su-17 'Fitter-

C and '-D' in the carly 1970s, thc Sukhoi

Su-7
*

Fittcr-A ' has carned a reputation as a

rcliablc and dcpendablc warplane in .action in

thc Middle East and the Indian subcontincnt.

Its radius of action and warload, however, are

not what might bc cxpected of so largc an air-

craft, and in general it carrics fucl or weapons,

but not both. The type also relics to a great

extent on visual wcapon-aiming, which hmits

its effcctiveness.

The Sukhoi bureau had been disbandcd for

sonic ycars beforc it was re-formed to producc

a new supcrsonic fighter designcd around an

aftcrburning Version of thc Lyulka AL-7 tur-

bojet. The Lyulka bureau had been developing

high-powered turbojcts based on wartimc

German rcscarch since 1945; the AL-7 was the

first of thesc to cntcr production.

The Sukhoi and Mikoyan burcaux were

each apparently dircctcd by the TsAGI (thc

Central Hydrodynaniic Institute) to develop

two alternative fightcr designs: one with a

wing not dissimilar to t hat of the Mi(.-1 (
>

'Farmer', then showing great promise, and

the other with thc ncwly devcloped tailcd-

dclta configuration. All four prototype designs

shared thc mid-wing and circular-section

fusclagc of earlier Sovict jet fighters, leading to

problems for Western intelligence analysts as

they tried to determine which of the new
types had gonc into Service.

Both Sukhoi types were ordered in quanti-

ty. Thc Su-7, the swept-wing version, was

selected as thc strikc fighter for Frontal Avia-

tion, and built in large numbers. Points in its

favour for this rolc included rcasonable, if not

outstanding, field Performance; unlike that of

the MiG-19, the swept wing of thc Su-7 is fur-

nished with arca-increasing trailing-edge flaps.

Like the definitive MiG-19, thc Su-7 has an

all-moving tailplane.

The Su-7 was clearly not designcd from the

same sort of deep interdiction role that was

foreseen for contemporary Western strike air-

craft, being more of the traditional fighter-

bomber. The type has never been seen even

with simple air-to-air missiles, indicating that

its role is exclusively air-to-ground, using

rockets, bombs and its heavy cannon against

ground targets. Its endurance is limited,

because thc general arrangement of a circular-

section fuselage and long inlet duets drastically

limits available fuel capacity. In Service, Su-7s

are seldom seen without their twin ventral

fuel tanks, precluding the carriage of weapons

on the fuselage pylons.

Operational equipment includes a ranging

radar in the intake centre-body. The nose pitot

boom carried yaw and pitch sensors,

presumably feeding a simple ballistic Computer

for weapon-aiming.

Early production Su-7Bs, delivered from

1959, probably had early 20,000-lb (9000-kg)

versions of the AL-7. The Su-7BM as the more
powerful engine described above, while the

later BMK versions has low-pressure tyres and

twin brake parachutes. Some Su-7BMKs are

equipped for take-off rocket boost. Many have

been seen operating from rough fields during

manoeuvres. Also in service is the Su-7U con-

version trainer.

The Su-7BMK is the Standard export

model, and often mounts two extra pylons aft

of the mainwheel wells. Some aircraft of the

type have been seen with up to six underwing
stations. Egyptian pilots have described their

Su-7s as the best aircraft available to them for

high-speed combat at low level, where the

type is tractable despite the high air loads in

such conditions; losses against strong AAA
and missile fire in the October 1973 war were
remarkably low. The main problems were the

lack of efficient navigation and weapon-aiming
Systems (possibly being rectified by British

avionics, though this has yet to be confirmed)

and the lack of ränge and endurance. Ju. t over

1,000 Su-7s were built before production swit-

ched to the Su-17 series in 1971-72.

Type: fighter-bomber

Powerplant: one 15,400-lb (7000-kg) dry or

22,000-lb (10000-kg) afterburning Lyulka AL-
7F-1 turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at altitude

1.050 mph (1700 km/h), or Mach 1.6; max-

imum speed (clcan) at sea level Mach 11; Ser-

vice ceiling 49,700 ft (15150 m); ränge with

two drop tanks 900 milcs (1450 km)

Weight«: empty 19,000 Ib (8620 kg); max-

imum loaded 30,000 Ib (13600 kg)

Dimension«: length (including probe) 57 ft

(17.37 m); span 29 ft 3V2 in (8.93 m); height

15 ft 5 in (4.7 m)
Armament: two 30 mm NR-30 cannon in

wing roots, plus four wing and two ventral

stores pylons, all capablc of carrying weapons

(rocket pods and bombs form main armament)

Operators: Afghanistan, Algeria,

Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Hungary, India, Iraq,

North Korea, Poland, Romania, Syria, l SSk
.

Vietnam

Striking desert Camouflage idorns a Force Aenenne Algenenne Su 7BMK supphed by the Soviel Union

Indian Air Force Su-7B strike aircraft in crudely-apphed Camouflage for Operations over Pakistan in the December 1971

The Sukhoi Su-7B is still widely used by many Arab air forces. Probably operating from an Egyptian base, this Su-7 is not carrying the twin

tanks needed for most missions.
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Sukhoi Su-9/11 Fishpot

Never as widely used or as well known as the

contemporary Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21
'Fishbed' or Su-7 'Fitter-A', the Sukhoi

bureau's delta-wing prototype of 1955-56

nevertheless led to the Su-9 'Fishpot-B' the

most numerous supersonic interceptor in the

PVO (Air Defence Forces) fleet for many
years. The type was supplanted by the Su-15

'Flagon' on the production lines in the late

1960s, but some 600 remain in Service.

The Su-9 was designed as an all-weather

fighter based on the same tailed-delta con-

figuration as the MiG-21. Entering Service in

1958-59, it typified Soviet practice in that it

combined a new engine and airframe with an

existing weapon, the K-5M 'Alkali' air-to-air

missile already in Service on the MiG-19P
'Farmer'. The small radar fitted quite simply

into the nose of the Su-9, which was closely

similar to that of the Su-7. However, the all-

weather capability of the Su-9 is fairly limited,

as this radar lacks search ränge. In practice, the

type presumably operates in close co-operation

with ground control.

An Su-9 development aircraft was probably

the type which, under the designation T-405,

established a 100-km (62-mile) closed-circuit

speed record of 1,299 mph (2091 km/h) in

May 1960. This was probably close to the

ultimate 'clean' maximum speed of the early

type, which like early production Su-7s was

powered by a 20,000-lb (9000-kg) engine.

The 1961 Tushino air display, however, saw

the appearance of a new derivative of the basic

type, featuring a longer and less tapered nose.

The inlet diameter was considerably larger,

and there was a proportionate increase in the

size of the centre-body radome to accom-

modate a new and more powerful radar know
to NATO as 'Skip Spin'. The new type

replaced the Su-9 on the production lines, and

was designated Su-11, with the codcname

'Fishpot-C'; it appears to be Sukhoi practice

to apply new designations to reflect relatively

minor changes, the Su-11 being no more dif-

ferent from its predecessor than some MiG-21

versions differ from others.

It is possible that the aircraft designated

T-431, which established a series of records in

1959-62, was an Su-11 development aircraft.

The T-431 's Performance suggests that

Western estimates of the Su-lls Performance

may be on the conservative side; its records in-

clude a sustained altitude of 69,455 ft (21170

m) and a speed of 1,452 mph (2337 km/h)
round a 500-km (311-mile) closed circuit. The
improved performance of the Su-11 can pro-

bably be attributed to greater power and more

efficient inlet design.

A measure of the comparative worth of the

'Alkali' and later 'Anab' missiles is the fact

that the Soviet air force was prepared to accept

two of the more potent later weapons on the

Su-11 in place of four 'Alkalis' on the Su-9. It

is probable that, like many first-generation

missile Systems, the performance of the K-5M
Izumrud System was barely good enough for

operational clearance. The 'Anab' has clearly

been more successful, and has remained in Ser-

vice and under development for many years.

Sukhoi Su-9 Fishpot B

Like most Soviet interceptors, the Su-9/11

series has never been exported, even to the

Warsaw Pact. The Su-11 is closely comparable

to the British Aerospace Lightning, lacking

the British fighter's combat performance but

possessing radar-guided missiles. It presented a

credible defence against the high-flying

bomber armed with free-fall weapons, but is

increasingly an anachronism in the age of low-

level aircraft armed with stand-off weapons, as

it lacks the ränge for long-range patrols. Its

importance in combat units, together with

that of the Su-9U trainer variant, is likely to

decline rapidly in the late 1970s and early

1980s.

Type: all-weather interceptor

Powerplant: one 22,000-lb (10000-kg) after-

burning Lyulka AL-7F turbojet

Performance: maximum (clean) 1,400 mph
(2250 km/h), or Mach 2.1; maximum speed

with two AAMs and external fuel tanks 1,000

mph (1600 km/h) or Mach 1.5; Service ceiling

65,000 ft (20000 m); ränge about 700 miles

(1125 km)
Weights: empty 20,000 lb (9000 kg); max-

imum loaded 30,000 lb (13500 kg)

Dimensions: span 27 ft 8 in (8.43 m); length

(including instrument boom) 60 ft (18.3 m);

height 15 ft (4.9 m)
Armament: (Su-9) four K-5M (AA-1 'Alkali)

beam-riding air-to-air missiles on wing pylons;

(Su-11) two AA-3 'Anab' semi-active bomb-

ing (almost certainly) AAMs
Operators: USSR

Sukhoi Su-15 Flagon
The Sukhoi Su-15 'Flagon' interceptor is a

demonstration of the Soviet Union's practice

of constantly improving a basic design over a

period of many years to produce a highly effec-

tive definitive production aircraft. It is now
the main interceptor in Service with the PVO
air-defence force, some 850 being reported to

be operational. However, PVO re-equipment

needs are now being met partly by the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23S, and with the

next generation of interceptor likely to enter

Service in the early 1980s the importance of the

Su-15 could SOOll decline.

The Su-15 traces its origin back to a rcquire-

ment issued in the early 1960s for a supersonic

interceptor with better radar and speed than

the Su-11 then under development.

The Mikoyan bureau produced its E-152,

which was demonstrated at Tushino is 1961

but not put into Service. The Su-15 appears to

have evolved rather later, and as flown in

1964-65 appears to have combined the Tuman-
sky R-ll engines, 'Skip Spin' radar and AA-3
'Anab' missiles ot the Yakovlev Yak-28P with

the delta wing and tail of the Su-9 - 1 1 (almost

completely unchanged) and .1 new fuselage.

The two engines were fed by variablc-

geometry side inlets with auxiliary inlet doors.

The Su-15 thus represented a very low-risk

development, making use ol a large proportion

of components from existing aircraft, though

it evolved with an uncharactenstically low

power-loading and high wing-loading.

A pre-senes batch of Su-15s made their ap-

pearance at the 1967 Domodedovo air display,

but this basic type does not appear to have

been built in quantity, probably becausc it did

not represent enough of an advance over the

Su-11 to Warrant replacement of the Single-

engined type. Development of the Su-15 was

already under way, as indicated by the

presence at Domodedovo of an experimental

Version known to NATO as the 'Flagon-B'

(the designation 'Flagon-A' being allotted tu

the basic aircraft). The 'Flagon-B' was a

reduced-take-off-and-landing (RTOL) aircraft

similar to the Mikoyan 'Faithless', with three

Kolesov lift jets installed in the centre

fuselage. The sweep of the outer wing panels

was reduced, possibly in order to allow the

ailerons to be extended; one of the problems ol

such RTOL prototypes was the difficulty of

control in partially jetborne flight. Although

the Soviet Union abandoned research into such

aircraft, the wing planform of the 'Flagon-B'

foreshadowed the Compound sweep of the

later Su-15 variants.

The first major production Version of the

Su-15 is reported to have been the 'Flagon-D',

which entered Service in the late 1960s or early

1970s. Retaining the radar and missiles of the

'Flagon-A', the 'Flagon-D' probably m-

troduced more powerful engines and Com-

pound sweep on the outer wings, separated bv

a short unswept section from the inner wing.

This curious 'soft dog-tooth' is reminiscent ot

that fitted to the wing ot the Uvushin 11-62

airliner, the only other type to displav such a

feature. It is likely that the modification to the

Su-15 wing is intended to improve low-speed

handling and to reduce landing speeds; these

were very high on the earlier sub-types, which

are considerably heavier than the Su-11 despite

having a similar wing area.
.,

The 'Flagon-E', with more powerful R-13

engines, is said to be the most important pro-

duction Version so tar. According to the US
Department of Defense, it has improved elec-

tronics, but these do not appear to have ad-

vanced so far as to make the aircraft useful

against low-flying targets; this capability was

not credited to any PVO aircraft until the in-

troduetion of the MiG-23S. Neither are there

any firm reports of Su-15s carrving the AA-7
'Apex' missile which arms the MiG-23S.

although any new radar fitted to the later

'Flagons' could be the equal of the MiG-23S

equipment.

The latest production version of the Su-15 is

identified as the 'Flagon-F' by NATO, and is

distinguished by a new radome which mav be

able to aecommodate a larger aerial than the

unusual conical radome of versions, although

it is possible that the modification has been

made for ae^odynamic reasons.

Persistent reports that the Su-15 was to be

equipped with cannon appear to have been in

error. The type seems to be confined to the

high-altitude intereeption role, which it shares

with the MiG-25. Like other single-seat Soviet

interceptors, it operates under close ground

control. There appears, tor mstance, to be no

HUD display. suggestmg that the pilot need

never see the target except on head-down

radar and flight-director displays. In its

priniary role, the Su-15's attnbutes include

speed and respectable fuel capacitv; just how
niuch space there is in the airframe can be

judged by the fact that the tuselage of the

'Flagon-B' was little if any wider than Stan-

dard, despite the b.itterv ot litt engines. The
engines are tried and proven as is the AAM
system. Despite this, however, the Su-15 is

likely to see manv more years' Service with the

PVO.

Type: interceptor

Powerplant: two 16,000-lb (7500-kg)

Tumansky R-13 afterburning turbojets

Performance: maximum speed Mach 2 + at

medium altitude, equivalent to 1,320 mph
(2120 km/h) at 36,000 ft (11000 m); max-

imum speed at sea level 680 mph (1100 km/h)
or Mach 0.9; Service ceiling 55,000 to 60,000 ft

(17000 to 18000 m); combat radius 400 miles

(650 km)
Weights: empty 27,500 lb (12500 kg); nor-

mal loaded 40,000 lb (18000 kg); maximum
loaded 45,000 lb (20000 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 6 in (10.5 m); length

70 ft 6 in (21.5 m); height 16 ft 6 in (5 m);

wing area 385 sq ft (35.7 m 2

)

Armament: two air-to-air missiles, normally

AA-3-2 'Advanced Anab'; guns have been

reported, but are unconfirmed

Operator: USSR

Characterized by extremely high wing-loading and an abundance of power, the Su-15 is

in no sense a dogfighter but an all-weather interceptor. This is an Interim variant with new

wing but original radar known to NATO as Flagon-D.
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Sukhoi Su-17 Fitter D/Su-20/Su 22 Fitter C
The Sukhoi Su-17/-20/-22 'Fitter' family of

close-support fighters stems from what was
apparently a research aircraft, and the three

types are the only examples of production

variable-sweep aircraft derived from a fixed-

geometry design. They reflect the Soviet in-

dustry's traditional reluctance to terminate

production of an established design, and its

talent for filling an operational requirement in

a manner which may appear crude but is

nonetheless effective. Pending the emergence

of a specialized close-support type, the Su-17

and its derivatives continue to fill an important

role in the Soviet armoury.

It appears that the development of the Su-17

was a matter of chance. Soviet designers

became absorbed in the study of variable sweep

in the early 1960s, and discovered the same

fundamental problems as had plagued Western

designers. Among them was the tendency for

the aerodynamic centre to move aft with in-

creasing sweep, causing trim difficulties. The
answer, it was discovered, was to set the

pivots outboard, but only in the Soviet Union,

however, was this trend continued to produce

a 'semi-variable-geometry' layout, in which

only the outer panels move. This was adopted

by the Tupolev bureau for a supersonic

bomber in 1965-66, and a Sukhoi Su-7 was ap-

parently modified as a test-bed. This modified

aircraft made its public debut at the

Domodedovo air display in 1967, and was con-

denamed 'Fitter-B' by NATO. However, the

improvement over the Su-7 was so great that

it was decided to place this testbed in produc-

tion. The first were observed in Service in

1970-71.

The basic Su-17 is thought to be powered

by the higher-powered AL-21F, while the

Su-22 and possibly the Su-20 may have the

older AL-7. The Su-17 differs from the Su-7

and the 'Fitter-B' in having a more advanced

weapon-aiming System using a complex array

of aerodynamic sensors on the nose boom.

Control runs are relocated in a dorsal spine,

possibly to improve maintainability.

Compared with the Su-7, the Su-17 offers a

slight increase in maximum speed in clean con-

dition, but the main advantage comes in

weight-lifting and runway capability. The
outer wing sections are fitted with slats and

trailing-edge flaps, allowing the Su-17 to take

off at least 7,500 lb (3500 kg) heavier than the

Su-7 from a shorter runway. Two of the

pylons, attached to the massive wing fences,

are nearly always occupied by large tanks, but

even so the Su-17 can still lift more weapons

than an Su-7.

The Su-17 is not in the class of the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-27, despite its similar

thrust, because of its much smaller internal

fuel capacity (demanding the carriage of drag-

causing external tanks), its less optimized

unswept configuration, and its less efficient

engine. However, it remains an effective close-

support aircraft. At low level with tanks it is

probably subsonic, and would use the after-

burner only for take-off.

Poland was the first country to take delivery

of the Su-20, the initial export model. Some
sources suggest that the Su-20 has the AL-7
engine, and it has only two ventral pylons.

One possible explanation is that the Poles,

lacking MiG-27s, opefate their Su-20s as long-

range strike aircraft with four tanks, while

Russian aircraft are used in the close-support

role exclusively, for which wing tanks are

adequate.

The second export Version is the Su-22, the

first Soviet combat aircraft in South America

when delivered to Peru in 1977. The Su-22

carries AA-2 'Atoll' missiles, but otherwise is

equipped to a very basic Standard, lacking

radar-warning Systems and other items. Peru

has had great difficulty in turning the type in-

to an efficient weapon platform.

The Soviet forces, by contrast, are now tak-

ing delivery of an even more advanced version,

the 'Fitter-D'. First reported in 1977, this ap-

pears to have a new weapon-aiming System

with an electro-optical device or laser in the

centrebody and radar beneath the nose, pro-

bably matched with 'smart' weapons similar

to those arming the MiG-27. The Su-17

derivatives seem to have proved an unexpected

windfall for Soviet close-support units, and a

highly successful interim type.

Type: close-support attack

Powerplant: one 24,250-lb (11000-kg)

Lyulka AL-21F afterburning turbojet

Performance: maximum speed at 36,000 ft

(11000 m) 1,200 mph (1925 km/h) or Mach
1.8: maximum speed at sea level (clean) 830
mph (1340 km/h) or Mach 1.1; maximum
speed at sea level with external fuel (almost in-

variably carried) 650 mph (1050 km/h) or

Mach 0.88; service ceiling 55,000 ft (17000

m); ferry ränge 1,100 miles (1760 km); tactical

radius 300 miles (480 km)
Weights: empty 22,000 lb (10000 kg); max-
imum external load about 7,500 lb (3500 kg);

maximum take-off about 37,500 lb (17000 kg)

Dimensions: span (swept) 34 ft 6 in

(10.5 m); span (spread) 45 ft (14 m); length

(including probe) 58 ft (17.6 m); height 15 ft

(4.6 m)
Armament: two wing-root 30-mm NR-30
cannon, plus a total of six (some Su-17s have

eight) hardpoints for rockets, air-to-surface

missiles or fuel tanks, although 250-Imperial

gallon (1130-litre) auxiliary tanks are nearly

always carried on outer pylons; some aircraft

are fitted to carry AA-2 'Atoll' air-to-air

missiles

Operators: Egypt, Peru, Poland, USSR

Polish Air Force Sukhoi Su- 17/20; a regiment of three squadrons is operational with these aircraft

The swing-wing Su-17 is a vast improvement over the fixed-sweep Su-7 series, but still a basically old and limited design. This Frontal Aviation example is a common 'Fitter-C, but

there are several other versions, some better and some (export) worse.
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Sukhoi Su-19 Fencer

The Sukhoi Su-19 'Fencer' interdiction strike

aircraft brings a wholly new capability to

Soviet Frontal Aviation: the ability to niake

night or bad-weather precision strikes

throughout the European Central Region. It

is the first Soviet aircraft designed speeifieally

for non-strategic air-to-ground strike to be put

into produetion since World War II, and as

such represents a very important step forward

in the rise in strength and independence of

Frontal Aviation.

The Su-19 was first observed in 1971-72.
Its developnient appears to have taken a long

tinie, the first squadrons of the type not work-

ing up until mid-1977, and in early 1979 it had

still not been deployed in East Germany. Sug-

gestions that the type is so important that its

security cannot be compromised by forward

basing must be treated as speculation; especial-

ly with an aircraft which brings a new coneept

in crew Operation, the advantages of training

over the ground which may eventually be

fought over must outweight the risks of a

good-quality photograph falling into Western

hands. So far, very few illustrations of the

'Fencer' have been available to the West, and

the data below are based on what evidence is

available.

The Su-19 has been accurately described as a

'mini-F-111', and indeed resembles a slightly

smaller version of the US type, even down to

the side-by-side seating. It is the first Soviet

tactical aircraft to carry a weapons Operator,

and is probably the first to carry a multi-inode

radar for terrain-avoidance and ground attack.

The proportions of the airframe and air intakes

(the latter similar to those of the Su-15) sug-

gest that the powerplants are afterburning tur-

bofans.

If the Su-19 is to take advantage of its two-

crew layout, the avionic Systems must be well

in advance of anything seen on earlier Soviet

tactical aircraft. The radar, for instance, is

clearly large and powerful, and would be the

first confirmed multi-mode equipment on a

Soviet design. Some early aircraft are believed,

though, to have been fitted with an interim

avionic suite similar to that of the MiG-27.

Doppler radar is almost certainly fitted,

together with the avionic installations

associated with the latest Soviet guided and

unguided air-to-surface weapons and an exten-

sive ränge of active and passive electronic

countermeasures.

Annanient of the Su-19 is generally assumed

to mclude an internal gun, the most likely

weapon being the six-barrel 23-mm weapon

fitted to the MiG-27. Apart from gliding

'smart bombs' the Su-19 is also expected to

carry the AS-X-9 anti-radiation missile, with a

ränge of about 60 miles (100 km), and the

electro-optically guided Advanced TASM and
AS-X-10. For some reason NATO estimates

of total weapon load .are about half of what
one would expect from such a variable-

geometry aircraft.

The introduetion of the Su-19 is likely to

lead to some changes in the the Frontal Avia-

tion command strueture. The main attribute

of the variable-sweep, twin-turbofan con-

figuration is outstanding Performance in hi-lo-

hi profiles; this will be less significant if the

aircraft are to be based in Eastern Germany,
because in that event most missions would
have to be flown lo-lo-lo to avoid NATO air

defences. It would be logical to deploy Su-19s

well to the rear of the central region, out of

ränge of most enemy counter-air activities,

just as the USAFE's General Dynamics Fl 1 ls

are based in England. Su-19s based in the

Western Soviet Union would normally be at-

tached to the Air Army in the appropriate

Military District, which falls under the ap-

propriate regional command. If the aircraft are

to operate at the direction of the Commander
in the battle front, they will have to be attach-

ed for operational purposes to the 16th Air Ar-

my in East Germany. Thus Su-19 units are

probably free from regional command, mark-
ing the emergence of the FA as an independent

force in its own right rather than a unit in a

geographically defined command.
Su-19 units are likely to operate in close

conjunetion with FA MiG-25R reconnaissance

platforms in providing tactical surveillance and
strike over much of the NATO central

Region. Assuming that the whole of NATO-
held Europe is a low-level zone, Su-19s based

in the shelter of the Soviet Union can cover

the whole of western Germany on non-stop

missions; if they can land and refuel in East

Germany on the return trip, the radius of

action is extended to cover most of England.

This capability, like the all-weather strike

potential of the fully developed aircraft, is new
to Frontal Aviation and a major problem for

NATO. NATO's fears that the 'Fencer'

might use air refuelling to extend its radius of

Operations, however, were thought not to

have been realised by early 1979.

Future developments of the 'Fencer' with
greater weapon loads and combat radii of

1,000 miles (1600 km) are likely, but the

type's camera-shyness to date presents

something of a puzzle. In early 1979 there was
some speculation that the type may have en-

Head-on, the Su-19 closely resembles a MiG-27, and uses similar aerodynamics, but it is

larger and has a wider body, broad cockpit with round-topped canopy and a nose radome.

Twin venttal fins slope out.

The Su-19 is believed to carry the same six-barrel gun as the MiG-27, as well as at least

twice the load of external Stores on six fixed and two pivoting pylons The twin engines may
have thrust reversers.
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n .1 diffii ulties, tret) littk bavina been

rogreii lince i reporl of threc

regimenti working up in mid-1977.

Type: lwosc.it .ill-wcal her intcrdi« tum

sinke .urcraft

Powerplant: (wo unidentified afterburning

turbofans, cach rating about 18,000 Ib (8200

kg) with afterburnei

Performance: maximum ipeed at 36,000 M

(11000 tm) 1,320 mpli (2120 km/h) Mach 2;

maximum ipeed at sca level (clean)
(>00 mph

(1450 km/h), Math 1.2; cruising ipeed .n lea

level 600 mph (980 km/h); fc-rry ränge 3.750

mikl (6(XX) km), combat radiuv 7(K) milei

(1100 km) on hi-lo-hi profile

Weights: empty 35,(KK) lb (16000 kg); max-

imum normal externa] load 10,(XX) lb (45(X)

kg); maximum takt-off 65,000 lb (3(XXX) kg)

Dimensions: ipan (spread) 56 ft 10 in (17 J

in); (ipan swipt) 32 ft 8 in (10 m); length 72 ft

10 m (22.2 m); hcight 18 ft (5.5 m); wing area

(iwept) 430 iq ft (40 m2
)

Armament: one nxed cannon, probably «rne

ai c.n MiG-27; up to 10.(XX) lb (4500 kg )of

guided and unguided weaponi on tWC "i foul

iwivelling wing pyloni and othei hardpointi

undei wing gloves and fusclagc

Operator: USSR

Until 1977 no photograph had been seen in the Wes' <nportant Sukho, Su 19 all weather precision atta •

'980,. iss„ „ served as the bas.s lor

vanous artists' impressionsl

This is believed to be the most riecurate Illustration yet published in the West ol the

outstandmy Su 19 "Fencer", now widely used by Soviet Frontal Avial

The top and bottom of the nght half of the Su-19. emphasize the impressive 16°/72° ränge

of sweep of the swing wmgs. which are fitted with full-span slats and trailmg-edge high-hft

flaps.
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Swearingen Merlin 3A
Swearingen Aircraft gained a high reputation

in the early-1960s with their powerplant con-

versions of Beech Twin Bonanzas and Queen
Airs. As a natural development the Company
rebuilt a Queen Air with a new streamlined,

pressurized fuselage and a pair of 400-hp

(298-kW) Lycoming TIGO-541 piston

engines. As testing advanced, it became clear

that this aircraft — the Merlin I — was an

ideal mount for turboprop engines. The
Merlin I was therefore shelved, and the pro-

duction version was the SA-26T Merlin IIA

powered by two United Aircraft of Canada,

Pratt & Whitney PT6A turboprops. The first

aircraft flew on 13 April 1965, with FAA cer-

tification being granted on 15 July 1966.

In 1971, with brisk Merlin II sales in hand,

Swearingen announced the SA-226T Merlin

III. The gross weight was increased from

10,000 lb (4536 kg) to 12,500 lb (5670 kg),

the engines were changed to Garrett

AiResearch TPE331s in redesigned nacelles,

the vertical tail surfaces were redesigned and

the tailplane was raised to a mounting on the

fin. The Merlin III got a new landing gear

with forward-retracting nose leg and twin-

wheel main units, and an extra starboard cabin

window. Later, after Swearingen had been

acquired by Fairchild Industries, the Merlin

was further developed as the IIIA with detail-

ed changes and improved Performance. By the

end of 1978, over 100 of the Merlin III series

had been delivered.

First military use of the Merlin IIIA was
with the Belgian air force. Their Hunting
Pembroke C.51s had been in service for over

20 years and needed costly re-sparring. Accor-

dingly, six Merlins were ordered as

replacements and these were delivered in

mid-1976, entering service with the 21

Smaldeel, a mixed transport squadron based at

Brussels-Melsbroek. The second military user

of the Merlin is the Argentine army, which

started to take delivery of four aircraft at the

end of 1978 for use in the Communications

role.

Type: 11-seat light transport

Powerplant: two 840-shp (626-kW) Garrett

AiResearch TPE331-3U-303G turboprops

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

16,000 ft (4877 m) 325 mph (520 km/h);

maximum rate of climb at gross weight 2,530

ft (771 m) per minute; maximum Standard

Swearingen Merlin 3

ränge with 45 minutes reserve 2,860 miles

(4576 km); service ceiling 28,900 ft (8809 m);

stalling speed (flaps down) 96 mph (154 km/h)
Weights: empty 7,400 lb (3357 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 12,500 lb (5670 kg)

Dimensions: span 46 ft 3 in (14.10 m);

length 42 ft 2 in (12.85 m); height 16 ft 10 in

(5.13 m); wing area 277.5 sq ft (25.78 m2)
Operators: Argentina, Belgium

Swearingen Merlin 4A
The Swearingen Merlin IV is a general trans-

port manufactured by Fairchild-Swearingen

for executive and military use, and is derived

from the SA-226TC Metro airliner. In its

turn, the Metro was the result of stretching

the fuselage of Swearingen's Merlin III and fit-

ting it with up to 21 passenger seats for com-

muter airlines. The Metro first flew on

26 August 1969 and is designed for use in

passenger or cargo configuration. Similarly,

the SA-226AT Merlin IV can be fitted with a

convertible interior but its normal layout pro-

vides two passenger cabins with up to 1'5~

seats. There are cargo sections in the nose and

tail, and the aircraft has no direct competitor

among the light turboprop aircraft in current

production. The latest version, the Merlin

IVA, is distinguishable by its larger rec-

tangular cabin windows (replacing the round

windows previously used) and is powered by

two Garrett AiResearch TPE331 turboprops.

Some 49 Merlin IVs had been delivered to

customers by the end of 1978. The Royal Thai

Air Force received two in 1978: these were

luxuriously fitted out for use by the King of

Thailand and by the Crown Prince; regret-

tably, however, one of them crashed in

November 1978 following an engine fire and

attempted forced landing.

The main user of the Merlin IVA is the

South African Air Force which has seven in

Operation with No 21 Squadron. One aircraft

has been equipped for casualty evacuation and

two are used as government transports. The
remaining four Merlins carry out general VIP
and Communications missions. The Merlin

IVA is also operated by the Fuerza Aerea

Argentina, which has equipped its two aircraft

as mobile hospitals for use in both military and

civil emergency work.

Type: SA-226AT Merlin IVA 15-seat light

transport

Powerplant: two 840-shp (626-kW) Garrett

AiResearch TPE331-3U-303G turboprops

Performance: maximum cruising speed at

16,000 ft (4877m) 310 mph (496 km/h);
maximum rate of climb at gross weight 2,400

Swearingen Merlin 4 (Metro II)

ft (732 m) per minute; maximum Standard

ränge with 45 minutes reserve 2,095 miles

(3352 km); service ceiling 27,000 ft (8230 m);

stalling speed (flaps down) 99 mph (158

km/h); balanced field length 2,620 ft (799 m)
Weights: Empty 7,700 lb (3493 kg); maxi-

mum take-off 12,500 lb (5670 kg)

Dimensions: span 46 ft 3 in (14.10 m);

length 59 ft 5 in (18.11 m); height 16 ft 10 in

(5.13 m); wing area 277.5 sq ft (25.78 m2)

Operators: Argentina, South Africa,

Thailand

Transall C-160

The Transall (Transporter Allianz or

Transport Alliance) group was formed in

January 1959 by companies which now form

part of Aerospatiale, Messerschmitt-Bölkow-

Blohm and VFW-Fokker, with the aim of

producing the C-160 military transport for the

French and German air forces. The first pro-

totype made its maiden flight in March 1963,

and the initial production aircraft took to the

air in April 1967. By the time the production

line closed in 1972 the consortium had built

179 examples. The Luftwaffe has a large

number stored in reserve, but despite this, in

October 1977 the programme was relaunched

to provide additional aircraft for the French air

force and for possible export customers, main-

ly to maintain employment at Aerospatiale.

The C-160 is a twin-turboprop medium
transport which can carry troops, casualties,

freight, supplies and vehicles from semi-

prepared surfaces. The floor is stressed to take

large vehicles and is provided with lashing

points of 11,025-lb (5000-kg) and 26,455-lb

(12000-kg) capacity. A hydraulically operated

rear loading ramp is provided, in addition to a

front door on the left side and paratroop doors

on each side. A winch and roller conveyor

allows loads to be taken aboard, and single

loads of up to 17,635 lb (8000 kg) can be

dropped from the air.

The new batch of aircraft will incorporate

some differences. The loss of French bases in

Africa has led to a requirement for additional

ränge, which will be met by installing an extra

centre-section fuel tank with a capacity of

1,540 gallons (7000 litres) and by fitting a

probe so that the aircraft can be refuelled in

flight. The new C-160s will additionally have

improved avionic equipment, and the left

door, which is rarely used, is to be deleted.

The French air force is expected to receive 28

new aircraft, and up to 75 may be built in all.

First deliveries are likely to take place between

1981 and 1983.

Type: medium transport aircraft

Powerplant: two 6,100-ehp (4550-kW)

Rolls-Royce Tyne 22 turboprops

Performance: maximum level speed at

16,000 ft (4875 m) 368 mph (592 km/h);

economical cruising speed at 20,000 ft

(6100 m) 282 mph (454 km/h); ränge with

17,635-lb (8000-kg) payload, 10% reserves

and allowances for 30 minutes at 13,125 ft

(4000 m) 2,982 miles (4800 km); ränge as

above, but with twice the payload 1,056 miles

(1700 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

1,300 ft (396 m) per minute; service ceiling

25,500 ft (7770 m)
Weights: empty equipped 63,405 lb

(28760 kg); maximum take-off 112,435 1b

(51000 kg); maximum landing 103,630 lb

(47000 kg)

Dimensions: span 131 ft 3 in (40.0 m);

length 106 ft 3 Vi in (32.40 m); height

Transall C-160

40 ft 7 in (12.36 m); wing area 1,722 sq ft

(160.1 m 2

)

Payload: up to 35,275 lb (16000 kg), in-

cluding 93 troops, or 81 paratroops, or 62

stretchers and four attendants

Operators: France, South Africa, Turkey.

West Germany

Luftwaffe C.160D Transall of Flugzeugführerschule 'S' at Wunsdorf, one of 90 in service with the German Air Force.
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TS-8 Bies

A twiisc.it t r .in nr in the Harvard tradition,

the TS-8 Biet usei Poland'i firsl poat-wai «ro

engine, the 320-hp (239-kW) Narkiewicz

Deiigned by T. Soltyk, the Bie« fle» I

first tinic on 23 July 1955. By the time <>f the

Poznan Fair in 1956, the first public ap-

pearance of the aircraft, the third prototype

had been built. The tricycle landing gear was,

for its time, quite an advanced feature for a

trainer. Several class speed retords were

estahlished by the Bies and ratified by the FAI,

including 199.06 mph (320.3 km In

2000-m (1.24-niile) closed cireuit on 20 May
1957. Deliveries to the Polish air forte began

the following year from the Warsaw factory,

replacing Yakolev Yak-lls, and the Bies re-

mained in produetion for about five years,

Final produetion versions, designated TS-8

B-ll, had some changes in equipment and the

engine was uprated to 340-hp (254-kW).

Equipped for day and night training, the Bies

is fully aerobatic, and for gunnery training can

be fitted with a fixed machine-gun.

Its replacement, the TS-11 Iskra jet trainer.

began entering servicc in 1964, and it is

thought that only a fcw Bies are still in Ser-

vice.

Type: two-seat basic traun t

Powerplant: onc 320-hp (239 kW)
Narkiewicz WN-3 radial ptston engine

Performance: niaxitnuni speed 192 mph (309

km/h) at sea level; cruising speed at 75%
power 168 mph (270 km h); initial rate of

climb at sea level 1,340 ft (408 m) per minute;

service ceiling 19,685 ft (6000 m); landing

speed 56 mph (90 km/h); ränge 497 ihl

km)
Weights: emptv 2,359 Ib (1070 kg); loaded

3,417 lb (1550 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 5 in (10.5 m); length

28 ft in (8.5 m); height 9 ft 10 in (3.0 m);

wing area 205.6 sq ft (19.1 m 2
)

Armament: underwing racks can carry up to

440 lb (200 kg) of practicc bombs
Operators: Poland

TS 8 Bies

Tupolev Tu-4 Bull

Dcspite the age of this vcnerable aircraft, the

Tupolev Tu-4 'Bull' may still be in limited

service with the Chinese air arm. It was in fact

reported to be the carrier for the first Chinese

nuclear weapons in the late 1960s.

Faced in 1945 with a series of failures in the

Soviet industry's attempts to build a modern

heavy bomber, the Soviet leadership deeided to

produce a carbon copy of the Boeing B-29

Superfortress, several of which had force-

landed in Siberia during 1945 after raids on

Japan. The Tupolev and Myasishchcv burcaux

were assigned the task of copying the air-

fr?me, while the Shvetsov team worked on

producing a copy of the Wright R-3350
Cyclone 18 engine. Other teams copied the

many complex Systems of the American

bomber, including its System of low-drag

remotely controlled gun turrets. The for-

midable task of copying an aircraft so far in ad-

vance of anything previously seen in the Soviet

Union was aecomplished with remarkable

speed; the first aircraft of the type to fly, in the

spring of 1948, was not a true prototype but

the first of 20 pre-serics aircraft, and produe-

tion deliveries started in 1949. The main dif-

ference between the US and Soviet aircraft was

the latter's heavicr defensive armament,

23-mm cannon replacing the 0.5-in machine-

guns of the Boeing B-29.

About 1,200 Tu-4s were built, of which

some 400 were supplied to China. The type

was replaced as a first-line bomber by the end

of the 1950s in the Soviet Union, but con-

tinued to be used for the developmcnt of

flight-refuelling techniques and for maritime

rcconnaissancc.

Type: Strategie bomber, tanker and recon-

naissance aircraft

Powerplant: four 2,300-hp (1716-kW)

Shvetsov ASh-73TK 18-cylinder radial piston

engines

Performance: maximum speed 360 mph (580

km/h) at 33.000 ft (10000 m); ränge with

11,000-lb (5000-kg) bomb load 3,050 milcs

©^(IsV^55®^®3

Tupolev Tu 4 (B 291 Bull

(4900 km); ceiling 36.750 ft (11200 m)
Weights: emptv 75,000 Ib (34000 kg); nor-

mal loaded 105,000 lb (47600 kg)

Dimensions: span 141 ft 4 in (43.08 m);

length 99 ft 1 in (30. 19 m); wing area 1 ,680 sq

ft (156 m 2)

Armament: up to 11.000 lb (5000 kg) of

bombs in two internal bays; five remote-

controlled turrets (tail, two dorsal and two
ventral) each mounting two 23-mm NS
cannon

Operators: China (and formerly USSR)

Tupolev Tu-16 Badger

The development in the early 1950s of the

Mikulin bureau's massive AM-3 turbojet

marked the end of the Soviet Union's

dependence on Western technology in

engines. Rated at 18,000 lb (8200 kg) in its

initial version, the AM-3 made possible the

design of new bombers with fewer engines

than their Western counterparts, being twice

as powerful as most contemporary Western

engines.

Known as the Tupolev Tu-88 or Samolet

N, the prototype of the Tu-16 'Badger' was

flown in 1952; it was thus a contemporary of

the British V-bombers rather than the

American Boeing B-47. Like many Soviet air-

craft designs, it was a mixture of the radically

new and the conservative in its design

philosophy. The fuselage was generally similar

to that of the Tu-4, and the defensive arma-

ment, strueture and Systems were all based on

the Tu-4. The wing set the pattern for future

Tupolev aircraft, with a high degree of sweep

and a bogie landing gear retracting rearwards

into trailing-edge pods. The layout offered a

sturdy and simple gear, left the centre-section

free for weapon stowage and offered wide
track; in addition, the pods helped to delay the

transonic drag-rise. An apparent anomaly was
the fixed forward-firing gun, retained to the

present day.

The Tu-88 was ordered into produetion for

the DA (Long-Range Aviation) and entered

service in 1955. Later versions were equipped

with the uprated AM-3M, and most of the

type were eventually fitted with flight-

refuelling equipment. The System fitted to

Tu-16s so far seen is unusual, involving a tip-

to-tip connection; other Soviet aircraft have

nose probes. Some Tu- 16s were completed as

specialized tankers with a tip-hose or belly

hose-reel.

Soviet produetion of the Tu-16 probably

gave way to the Tu-20 and Tu-22 in the late

1950s, but in the 1970s the type was put back

into produetion in China, as a replacement for

the Tu-4. The Chinese designation of the

Tu-16 is unknown. The Tu-16 also formed

the basis for the Tu- 104, the first Soviet jet

airliner.

A new lease of life for the Tu-16 came with

the rising power of the Soviet navy in the early

1960s. Tu- lös were steadily transferred from

the DA to the AVMF (Soviet Naval

Aviation), and became that service's first

missile-carriers. The first missile-armed

variant, the 'Badger-B', of 1961, carried two
turbojet-powered AS-1 'Kennel' missiles

under the wings; these aircraft appear to have

been converted into 'Badger-Gs' with the more Tupolev Tu-16 Badger F

Called 'Badger-F' by NATO, this Tu-16 is an electronics platform probably operated by the

AVMF. the Soviet Union's naval air arm.

One regiment of the Egyptian Air Force still operates the Tu-16 Badger-G, although serviceability is thought to be low.
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Tupolev Tu-16 Badger

advanced AS-5 'Kelt' missile, and a number of

these were delivered to Egypt in the late 1960s

and early 1970s. The 'Badger-C also seen in

1961, carries a single supersonic AS-2 'Kipper'

missile, with a large radar installation replac-

ing the glazed nose. A similar radar is featured

by the 'Badger-D' maritime reconnaissance

aircraft, together with an array of radomes in-

dicating an electronic surveillance capability.

The 'Badger-E' and 'Badger-F' are generally

supposed to be specialized electronic in-

telligence (Elint) aircraft, with glazed noses

and a plethora of aerials. The reporting names

'Badger-H' and 'Badger-J' have been quoted

for further Elint aircraft.

About 350 Tu- 16s are still in service with

AVMF, including. tankers as well as strike air-

craft. The reconnaissance and Elint aircraft are

likely to be replaced in first-line service by the

better-optimized turboprop Ilyushin 11-38 and

11-18 while the missile-armed variants are be-

ing replaced by Tu-26s. However, there is life

in the 'Badger' yet, as is shown by the re-

equipment of some 'Badger-Gs' with a single

AS-6 'Kingfish' missile under one wing.

Type: Strategie bomber, missile platform,

reconnaissance aircraft, Elint aircraft and

flight-refuelling tanker

Powerplant: two 19,200-lb (8700-kg)

Mikulin AM-3M turbojets

Performance: maximum speed 620 mph
(1000 km/h) or Mach 0.91; cruising speed 530

mph (850 km/h or Mach 0.8; service ceiling

46,000 ft (14000 m); maximum ränge 4,000

miles (6400 m)
Weights: empty 80,000 lb (36000 kg); max-

imum take-off 158,500 lb (72000 kg)

Dimensions: span 113 ft 3 in (34.54 m);

length 120 ft (36.5 m); height 35 ft 6 in (10.8

m); wing area 1,820 sq ft (170 m 2
)

Armament: ('Badger-B') two AST 'Kennel'

ASMs (no longer in service); ('Badger-C') one
AS-2 'Kipper'; ('Badger-G') two AS-5 'Kelt'.

Bomber versions have provision for 13,000 lb

(6000 kg) of internal stores. All versions have

seven 23-mm NR-23 cannon: one fixed in for-

ward fuselage, two in tail turret and two each

in ventral and dorsal barbettes

Operators: China, Iraq, Indonesia (in

storage), Libya, USSR

Tupolev Tu-20 Bear

Unquestionably the most speetacular of con-

temporary warplanes, the vast Tupolev Tu-20

'Bear' remains in service with the AVMF
(Soviet Naval Aviation) by virtue of its unmat-

ched ränge. The Tupolev giants are the only

turboprop combat aircraft in use, and the only

swept-wing turboprop aircraft ever to see Ser-

vice. Their mighty propellers still defy conven-

tional design wisdom, which states that the

peak in propeller efficiency has been passed

long before the speed of the aircraft is high

enough to justify a swept wing.

The design of the Tu-95 (the design bureau

designation for the Tu-20) is directly descend-

ed from that of the Boeing B-29, copied by

Tupolev as the Tu-4 'Bull'. The refined Tu-80

development of the Tu-4 led to the much
larger Tu-85, whose speed was inadequate to

evade jet fighters. In view of the progress be-

ing made on turbine engines, it was deeided to

abandon the Tu-85 and develop a more ad-

vanced design using a similar fuselage.

Design of the Tu-95 started before 1952, in

parallel with the Myasishchev M-4 'Bison'.

The massive NK-12 turboprop was bench-

tested at 12,000 hp (8952-kW) in 1953 and the

first prototype Tu-95 flew in the following

year. In flight tests without military equip-

ment the Tu-95 attained a speed of 590 mph
(950 km/h), equivalent to nearly Mach 0.9, an

achievement matched by scarcely any other

propeller aircraft, and certainly by none of the

Tu-20's size.

Tu-20's Superlative ränge and endurance and

replace it in AVMF service, although the

Tu-26 offers a close approach to its ränge Per-

formance. According to the US Journal Avia-

tion Week, a large subsonic aircraft is under

development to replace Tu-20s in both these

roles. For many years, the force has been

dwindling due to aeeidents (several of the type

have been lost on patrol) and even structural

reconditioning can only delay the damage
caused by Vibration from the propulsion

system. Apart from the AVMF and DA, the

only Operator of the Tu-95 has been Aeroflot:

a rudimentary passenger and mail Version,

designated Tu-114D, operated some high-

priority Services in the early 1960s.

Type: Strategie bomber, missile platform and

maritime reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: four 15,000-shp (11190-kW)

Kuznetsov NK-12MV turboprops

Performance: maximum speed 540 mph (870

km/h); economical cruising 465 mph (750

km/h); service ceiling 41,000 ft (12500 m);

maximum ränge 11,000 miles (17500 km)
Weights: empty about 165,000 lb (about

75,000 kg); normal take-off 330,000 lb

(150000 kg); maximum overload, 375,000 lb

(170000 kg)

Dimensions: span 167 ft 8 in (51.1 m);

length 155 ft 10 in (47.5 m); height 38 ft 8 in

(11.78 m)
Armament: (original aircraft) six NR-23

Tupolev Tu-20 Bear

23-mm cannon on dorsal semi-retractable

barbette, ventral barbette and manned tail tur-

ret, plus a normal bomb load of 22,000 lb

(10000 kg); 'Bear-B' converted to carry AS-3

'Kangaroo' stand-off weapon
Operator: USSR

-*-W-

Tu-20 Bear-D long-range Strategie bomber. About 45 of these aircraft continue in Soviet maritime reconnaissance service.

The Tu-20 entered service in 1955 with the

DA bomber force, and caused something of a

panic in US defence circles; at that time most

of the all-weather/night fighters in US service

were still straight-winged, and would have

had trouble intereepting the Soviet bomber.

However, with the advent of the surface-to-air

guided missiles and radar-controlled, missile-

armed intereeptors in the late 1950s, the

Tu-20 became largely obsolete as a bomber.

To maintain a credible deterrent, the massive

AS-3 'Kangaroo' missile was developed,

measuring 49 ft (15 m) from nose to tail and

weighing nearly 10 tons.

About 50 of the DA's became 'Bear-Bs'

with the AS-3 missile and a large nose radar.

'Bear-C is apparently an MR type with the

same radar. The 'Bear-E' is similar to the

bomber, but equipped for Elint (electronic in-

telligence) and other reconnaissance duties.

The 'Bear-F' is a more recent MR modifica-

tion, with extended inner engine nacelles, and

conversion of Tu-20s to this Standard con-

tinues. The 'Bear-D' is a highly interesting

variant, with a large ventral radar in a bulged

radome. One theory is that the 'Bear-D' is a

director for over-the-horizon surface-to-

surface missiles such as the SS-N-3. Within

these types there are many sub-variants, and

no two AVMF Tu-20s appear to be exactly

alike. Recently, some aircraft have been seen

with some or all defensive armament deleted.

The 'Bear-F' has a small stores bay in place of

the ventral turret.

It is possible that the last 'Bear-Bs' will not

be retired until the mid-1980s. Equally, there

is no sign of any aircraft which can match the

This Tupolev Tu-20 'Bear-D' was one of those intereepted almost every day near the British Isles by the RAF Devoid of numbers or unit

markings, it is packed with electronics for Elint, missile guidance and other duties. Endurance exceeds 24 hours, and some routine missions

must reach close to this figure.
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Tupolev Tu-22 Blinder

( )ften considi i the 1 upolev Tu-22

'Blinder' appears in faci to be > workmanlike

design, and limited production ip|

consequence "I changing requirements and

political factori rathei than .1 tcilinn.il deci

mihi. The figures below refleci the Compiler']

l.iicsi eitimate, and in »ome reipecti contradii 1

earliei Information; the ränge quoted foi the

in. raft, toi exampje, lus gi ni 1 illj bi en doset

to the all-supersonic ränge capabilit) ol the

type, rathei than reflecting its normal
i|n 1 iting profile.

Development oi the Tu-22, unde: the

rupolev burcau designation Tu-105, was

initiated in 1955 56 Hv thal time it was cleai

that the effectivenesi ol Western aii defence

Systems was improving rapidly, and

supersonic, missile-armed all-weathei intercep

tors and medium high-altitude SAMs would

be in large-scale Service by the end ol thi

decade. The Tu-16, with 1 r s modesi cruising

altitude and defensive gun turrets, was aln ad}

obsolesceni foi penetration ol hostile territory

The design objectives "I the Tu-105 wi

produce an aircrafl with Performance generally

tonip.ir.ihlr with the Tu-16, bul Willi
1

increased penetration altitude and speed

The Tu-105 was thus designed to incoi

porate supersonic dash al high altitude

without excessively penalizing subsonii effi

ciency. The engines were mounted high on

the reai fuselage in slim cowlings to avoid the

wcight and drag penalties oi long inlel ducts.

Sweep was increased relative to thal ol the

Tu-16, but a compound-sweep layoul was
chosen for ininiiiHiin subsonii .iikI low speed

penalty. The fuselage, wing. landin

pods and engine nacelles were positioned and

designed in striel aecordance with the area

rule. Tbc elimination oi defensive armamenl
axeept the tail cannon saved wcight and

volume and the crew was reduced to three,

seated in tandem downward-ejeeting seats.

For the first time in .1 Soviel aircraft, bomb-
ing/navigation radar displaced the glazed

The source 01 the engines has mg bei 1

mystery, bul il appears they are Kolesov

VD 7s, siinilar to tnc engines fitted to the

Myasishchev M-50 The nacelles are fitted

wiih plam inlets; production I u-22s bave nar-

rowei inlets than early aircraft, and the bps

shde forward > auxiliary annular

ipi rturi al low ipeeds.

I hi I u 105 probably flew in 1959, in time

for 10 (including one with a missile) to be

demonstrated at Tushino in 1961. The type's

debut was .1 complete lurprise to Western in-

telligence, but progress in defence Systems lud

come to the ponit where a supersonn dash and

bettet iruise altitude were 111 practii

niuth of an advantage over the lubsonk

I u 16 In addition, the decision to rely solely

on inissiles foi Strategie attack lud alrcady

il en, leading to the temporary cessation

ibet development, and transfei oi many
to the Soviel naval air arm (AVMF).

There was, however, a continumg n

the In 22 m tlu precision strike and missile-

and aboul 170 ot the type were

delivered to 1 ong Hange Aviation (DA) units

iboul 1964 Ihese were Ol the varunt

known to NA'K) as 'Blinder-B',

i\ modifled to accepi the As 1 'Kit-

1 hen' in to ixfao missil 1 .seil as frcc-fall

wi apons, The designation 'Bhndcr-A' was ap

plied tO the nine iioii-nnssile .lire r.itt seen al

Iuslnno in 1961 I he AS-4 is tlu

equivalenl ol the defuncl British fiawkei Sul-

deley Blue Steel, rocket-powered and with a

i >20 km) ;

I hi main AVMF varianl ol the Tu-22 in

currenl Service is the maritime-reconnaissanc«

I linl 'Blindei (
' The 'Blinder-B' and the

AS-4 do not appear to be m AVMF Service In

the reconnaissanci role, the 'Bhndcr-( ' offen

id and fhght-retucllcd endurance sinnlar

to those ol tlu Tu-16, but less space foi the

I ii \s ( )nlv souie S(l are in AVMF Service,

Both tlu DA and AVMF operate a tew

'Blinder-D' (probably Tu-22U) conversion

trainers, with a separate second cockpii above

and behind the Standard (pupil's) cockpit.

Although the Tu-22 is tar froni being the

Tupolev Tu 22 Blinder A

failure il lus been considered in the U
has not found an importani nahe in thi

latc 1960s and carlv

ii. but

its importance in this role lus dmnnishcd with

the introduetion of l

d the Tu-2'i 'Backl DA and

AVMF The snull batchei ol 'Hlmdcr-Bs' sup-

phed tO Libva and Iraq (withoul AS-4 missiles

or nu. probably surplus to

I he Iraqi aircraft have been

used in action agamst Kurdish insurgents, and

one Libyan maenine at least against Tanzania,

in support ot Uganda. Tbc Tu-22 has thus

becomi arge bombi i

ceived since 1 v-4 S to drop bombi in anger.

In l'V74 it was reported that Tu-22s were

bemg converted to the intereeptor role to

replace ru-28Pi, but this report lus not been

substantuted

Type: bomber, reconnaissance and rnaritime-

Strike aireratt

Powerplant: probably two 31.000-lb

1
14i Mm kg) K >le • VI) " afterburning turbo-

jets

Performance: maximum speed at 36,000 ft

(11000 •
b) Mach 1.5;

cruisini 11000 m) SWJ mph
(900 km h) or Mach B cihng

with afterburning.

it, nuxinium ränge (sub-

4.0(X) nules (63(K) km), unrefucllcd

tactical radius with I WO km) supcr-

sonn dash 1,750 indes (280
NX'eights « 1.000 1b (40000 kg), inter-

nal fucl 80.000 Ib (36000 kg); maximum take-

ofl 1^1.000 lb (850«'

Dimensions: span 91 ft (27.5 m); lengtb 133

m); hcight 35 ft (10.7 m); wing arca

1.550 sq ft (14

Armament: one 23-mm cannon in radar-

directed tail barbette, and about 22.000 lb

(10000 kg) of internal stores or ('Bhndcr-B')

l 'Kitchen' truisc missile

Operators: Iraq, Libva, USSR

Though the sub type cannot be positively identified this Tu-22 is probably of the multi-sensor reconnaissance vanety called 'Bhnder-C by NATO, with battenes ot cameras
(and, since 1973, other sensors) in the fuselage and elsewhere. Surviving examples are beheved to operate also in the Elint and ECM roles, with the Soviet ADD and AV-MF.
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Tupolev Tu-26 Backfire

Fcw contcmporary combat aircraft have bcen

tlu- lubjecl of as much tontroversy as thc

Tupolev bureau's swing-wing bomber,

codenamed 'Backfire' by NATO and referred

to as the Tu-26 by the US Department of

Defense. Throughout thc Strategie Arms

Limitation Talks (SALT) negotiations, the

Soviel Union has maintained that the

'Backfire' is intendcd for maritime and Euro-

pean strikt- misiioni radier tlian long-range

strikt- against the USA; US negotiators, OD

the other band, have consistently argued that

the aircraft has Strategie ränge, and there have

been aecusations that some estimates of

'Backfire' performance have been deliberately

suppressed to suit the political line. However,

the aircraft is now regarded as a 'penpheral'

System, and unless it is equipped with long-

range cruise missiles (allowing it to fly its en-

tire mission to the launch point at subsonic

speed, while still threatening a large propor-

tion of the USA) it is not seen as a true

Strategie System. However, it still presents a

very serious threat to Western Europe, the

North Atlantic and above all to China, which

completcly lacks the air-defence capability

needed to intereept thc 'Backfire' at any

altitude.

'Backfire' developmcnt started in 1964-65, to

meet a Joint Soviet Naval Aviation (AVMF)
and Long-Range Aviation (DA) requircmei^

for a Tu-22/Tu-16 replacement. It is ques-

tionable whether or not, by that time, the

decision to abandon the bomber as a Strategie

weapon had been reversed. It was inevitablc

that any bomber developed with variable

sweep and turbofans would have very long

subsonic ränge, and thus some Strategie poten-

tial, as a corollary of improved low-level and

loiter performance.

The design of the 'Backfire' (reported

bureau designation is Tu-116, but this is not

confirmed) was typically evolutionary, com-

bining elements from a number of designs.

The NK-144 engines were already well

developed for the Tu-144 supersonic airliner,

while the general arrangement of the aircraft

was similar to that of the Tu-102/28, with

long inlet duets and a low-set wing. The
Tupolev bureau deeided to aeeept the Perfor-

mance penalties of the unique semi-vanable-

geometry layout, with pivot points at one-

third span, rather than take the much greater

risks of a fully variable configuration, as used

on the Rockwell BT. In addition, the initial

design retained the waisted fuselage and podd-

ed landing gear of the Tu-28. High-lift devices

were apparently conventional, with slats on

the outer wings, Fowlcr flaps and (possibly) a

droop on the glove leading edge.

The first prototype, representative of the

aircraft known as ' Backfire- A' to NATO,
flew in 1969 and demonstrated a considerable

ränge deficiency as a result of excessive drag,

probably affecting low-level performance most

severely. It was deeided to modify the aircraft

radically. The 'Backfirc-B' thus featurcs new
outer wings of increased span, with j distme-

tive double-taper on the trailing edge, and a

new landing gear, which retraets inwards intO

thc fuselage. There may have been other

changes, but the nosc and tail were httle

altcrcd. The first trials unit started working

up in 1975. Production is reported to be runn-

ing at a rate of 35 aircraft af ycar.

With refuelling, the 'Backfire-B' does sus-

tain a one-way threat to the Continental USA,
but its main role (particularly in view of the

long-range bomber anticipated in early 1979)

is in the European and maritime theatres. In

Europe, the 'Backfire' remains thc only air-

craft in the Soviet inventory which can cover

the whole of the NATO region at low level

from a 'starting line' on the Eastern bloc

border, operating on a hi-lo-hi profile from

secure bases in the western Soviet Union.

An equally serious threat is posed by AVMF
'Backfires', with their capability to launch

long-range strikes from the North Cape area

over much of the Atlantic. The 'Backfire'

force thus menaces NATO's vital resupply

route; NATO's main counter seems to be to

close the gap between Scotland and Iceland

with AWACS aircraft (BAc Nimrod AEW.3)
and long-range intereeptors (Panavia Tornado

F. 2). Another potential use of the 'Backfire' is

as a long-range 'air interdictor', armed with a

heavy load of air-to-air missiles for use against

transatlantic freight aircraft carrying priority

reinforcements.

This Tu-26 'Backfire-B' was one of many Soviet aircraft engaged in Elmt and photo-

reconnaissance missions durmg Exercise 'Northern Wedding' in early 1978 Intercepted by a

Swedish aircraft, it later radioed Tm going home now, he's got his pictures
'

Missile armament of the 'Backfire' is an area

of uncertainty. The Mach 3 AS-6 'Kingfish

anti-shipping missile was reported to be under

develoment for the 'Backfire', and at one stage

it was thought that two of these weapons

might be carned. However, as Seen in late

1977 the weapon appears to be larger than first

reported, and is more suited to a Single In-

stallation like that of the AS-4. on the Tu-22.

Armament of the 'Backfire' on long-range

missions is likely to compnse a Single AS-4 or

AS-6

In early 1979 the US Journal Aviation WteV
reported that a 'Backfire' developmcnt with

MiG-25-type ramp inlets was under test. Such

a version might be marginally faster at

medium altitude, but this would make httle

difference to its effectiveness. It is expected

that about 450 'Backfires' will be dehvered to

the AVMF and DA, and dehvenes to date ap-

pear to have bcen shared roughly equally bet-

ween the two sub-types.

Typ«: medium -ränge bomber and maritime

stnke reconnaissance aircraft

Powerplant: two 45,000-lb (20500-kg)

Kuznetsov NK-144 afterburning turbofans

Performance: maximum speed at 36,000 ft

(11000 m) 1,200-1,320 mph (1930-2120

km h) or Mach 1.8-2.0; cruising speed 560

mph (1900 km/h) at 36,000 ft (11000 m);

maximum speed at sea level 650 mph (1050

km/h); cruising speed at sea level 500 mph
(800 km h); service ceiling 55.000 ft (17000

m); ränge 5,000 milcs (8000 km); hi-lo-hi

combat radius 1,600 miles (2600 km); sea-level

combat radius 850 miles (1400 km)
Weightt: empty 110,000 1b (50000 kg);

internal fuel 105.000 lb (47500 kg); maximum
take-off 245.000 lb (11000 kg)

Dimension*: span (unswept) 113 ft (34.5 m)
span (swept) 86 ft (26.2 m); length 132 ft

(40.2 m); height 30 ft (9.1 m); wing area

1.785 sq ft (166 m*)

Armament: one 30-mm cannon "in radar-

directed tail barbette, plus one or two AS-4

'Kitchen', or AS-6 'Kingfish' missiles recessed

into fuselage or under wings; other Stores may
be carried in internal weapons bay, for a total

storcs capacity estimated at 17,500 lb (8000

kg)

Operators: USSR

This drawing was prepared chiefly from photographs of a Soviet naval 'Backfire' secured by

a Swedish reconnaissance aircraft in 1978 Colourmg is beheved to be correct though the

pictures were in monochrome

About half the lift comes from the fuselage, duets and large inboard wing which is of fixed

geometry Missiles, such as the 'AS-6 Kingfish', are carned on pylons at the outer ends of

the fixed wing
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Tupolev Tu-28 Fiddler

Originally developed as the Soviet Union's

counter to missile-carrying subsonic bombers

in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Tupolev

Tu-28 'Fiddler' remains the largest fighter in

the world. Most of the aircraft of this type

appear to be deployed along the northern edge

of the Soviet Union; in that sense, their

opposite numbers are the fighters of the Cana-

dian Armed Forces, with a vast periphery to

protect an inhospitable territory beneath

them.
The Tu-28P appears to have entered service

rather later than the Tu-22, but the design is

earlier in origin and carries the bureau designa-

tion Tu-102. It represented a development of

one of the most publicised but least used of

Soviet aircraft, the Tupolev Tu-98 'Backfin'.

It is difficult to work out the characteristics of

the Tu-98, because in 1956-60 it was the

object of a vast amount of speculation in the

West, by intelligence and press sources alike.

Some of this appears to have been picked up by

Eastern European sources and 're-trans-

mitted'. This speculation was aroused by the

inclusion of the Tu-98 among a collection of

(mostly cancelled) Soviet aircraft demonstrated

to the US Air Force in the summer of 1956 at

Kubinka near Moscow. The Tu-98 was then

ascribed by the West to the Yakovlev bureau,

and even designated Yak-42.

In fact the Tu-98 had been flown in 1955, as

a light transonic tactical bomber intended as a

successor to the Ilyushin 11-28. Like the con-

temporary 11-54, it was powered by two
Lyulka AL-7F afterburning turbojets of

20,000-lb (9000-kg) thrust. Unlike the Tu-16,

it had engines mounted inside the rear

fuselage, fed by long intake ducts curving over

the wing. The crew numbered three, with a

navigator in a pointed, glazed nose.

Both the Tu-98 and 11-54 were cancelled in

favour of the small Yak-28, but the Tupolev

bureau developed the Tu-98 into the refined

Tu-102, which was apparently intended to fill

the light strike role as well as having potential

as an interceptor. The Tu-102 is believed to

have made its first flight in 1959, and differed

from the Tu-98 in having a more sharply

swept wing, adjustable half-cone inlets and

podded main bogies.

In the event, the Tu-102 was to be adapted

as the carrier for a new long-range air-to-air

missile and its powerful 'Big Nose' radar. The
intended role of the eventual Tu-28P was to

intercept Western subsonic bombers before

they came close enough to launch long-range

missiles such as the North American Hound
Dog, Hawker Siddeley Blue Steel or Douglas

Skybolt. This demanded considerable

endurance at remote patrol points, and the

answer was an aircraft of considerable size.

Development of the radar, avionics and

AA-5 'Ash' missile (the largest air-to-air

missile in the world until the appearance of the

AA-6 'Acrid') appears to have run behind that

of the airframe. The Tu-28s demonstrated at

Tushino in 1961 carried only two AA-5s (both

apparently infra-red homing), a very large

ventral fairing and ventral fins.

Production deliveries are believed to have

started in 1963-64, but it was not until 1967

that the production Standard aircraft was

observed, at the Domodedovo air display. Pro-

duction Tu-28Ps carry two AA-5s under each

wing, and are reported to be armed with a mix

of semi-active radar and infra-red homing

weapons. The ventral fairing and fins are

absent. It is possible that the ventral blister

was a 'mission pack' containing stores of

avionics, designed for the Tu-102's original

multi-role function and deleted when the type

was assigned to interception. It is likely that

pre-production Tu-102s, like the Tu-98, were

powered by AL-7Fs; production aircraft, in

this case, would almost certainly have the

more powerful AL-21F, which may have been

developed for the Tu-28.

The Tu-28 continues to fill a niche in the

defensive cordon of the Soviet Union which

cannot be catered for adequately by any other

type, and it is likely to remain in service until

the new air-defence System expected in the

early 1980s becomes operational. The aircraft

referred to by US sources as the 'Super

MiG-25', the main air vehicle in the new
System, is the only other two-seat Soviet

fighter. It is also likely to match the ränge and

loiter capability of the Tu-28P; the present

MiG-25 lacks this by a large margin. The

effectiveness of the Tu-28P depends on the

degree to which it has been updated, but it is

Tupolev Tu-28P Fiddler

likely to fall well short of Western Systems

such as the AWG-9/Phoenix System carried

by the Grumman F-14. Even operating in con-

junction with the Tu-126 'Moss', the Tu-28P

is unlikely to be effective against low-flying

targets. However, its presence will still tend

to force them down on to the deck, reducing

penetration ränge; and rebuilding these

impressive aircraft with new radar and

weapons might be logical.

Type: two-seat long-range interceptor

Powerplant: two Lyulka AL-21F afterburn-

ing turbojets

Performance: maximum speed 1,200 mph
(1900 km/h) Mach 1.8 at 36,000 ft (11000 m);

maximum speed with four missiles 1,000 mph
(1600 km/h), or Mach 1.5; service ceiling

60,000 ft (18000 m); ränge 2,000 miles (3200

km); tactical radius 800 miles (1300 km)
Weights: empty 40,000 lb (18000 kg); max-
imum take-off 85,000 lb (38500 kg)

Dimensions: span 65 ft (20 m); length 85 ft

(26 m); height 23 ft (7 m); wing area 850 sq ft

(80 m 2
)

Armament: four AA-5 'Ash' air-to-air

missiles

Operators: USSR

Three of the world's biggest fighters. Tu-28P 'Fiddler' all-weather interceptors of the PVO of the kind still used in remote areas of the

Soviet Union They carry four 'Ash' missiles and almost 40,000 lb (18145 kg) of internal fuel, enough for eight hours

Tupolev Tu-124 Cookpot
After enjoying limited success in its designed

role as an airliner, the Tupolev Tu-124
'Cookpot', a scaled-down Version of the

Tu-104, has remained in service as a VIP and

government transport, for which its small size

and relatively good field Performance render it

suitable.

The Tu-124 was designed in the late 1950s

to meet an Aeroflot requirement for an

Ilyushin 11-14 replacement, designed to carry

44 - 56 passengers and to operate from small

and unprepared fields. The prototype flew in

June 1960, and possessed the distinction of be-

ing the first airliner to be designed specifically

for turbofan engines. The Tu
: 124's D-20P

turbofans were also the first engines to carry

the name of the Soloviev bureau, which since

then has powered a number of Soviet transport

types.

In general arrangement the Tu-124 is

similar to the Tu-104, but smaller in all

respects, with a narrower cabin cross-section.

The undercarriage is considerably shorter than

that of the Tu-104, to facilitate servicing

without insbection platforms, and the wing-

loading is lower. The wing is fitted with

double-slotted trailing-edge flaps and over-

wing spoilers for better short-field Perfor-

mance. Like the later Tu-134, the Tu-124
features a large door-type airbrake beneath the

centre section, to steepen the glide-path and
thus shorten the field length.

Initial production Tu-124s have 44 seats,

but the later Tu-124V seats 56 in a high-

density layout. Government and VIP versions

are the 36-seat and Tu-124K and the 22-seat

Tu-124K2.

Type: twin-engined 44/56-seat airliner and
government transport

Powerplant: two 12,000-lb (5400-kg)

Soloviev D-20P turbofans

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.82 or

540 mph (870 km/h); ränge with maximum
payload of 13,200 lb (6000 kg) 775 miles

(1250 km); maximum ränge with 30-35

Tupolev Tu-124 Cookpot

passengers 1,300 miles (2100 km); service ceil-

ing 38,400 ft (11700 m); take-off ground roll

at maximum take-off weight 3,380 ft

(1030 m); landing ground roll, 3.050 ft

(930 m)
Weights: empty 50,485 lb (22900 kg); max-

imum payload 13,200 lb (6000 kg); normal

take-off 80,500 lb (36500 kg); maximum take-

off 82,500 lb (37500 kg)

Dimensions: span 83 ft 10 in (25.55 m);

length 100 ft 4 in (30.58 m); wing area

1,285 sqft (119.37 m 2

)

Operators: (governments of) Czecholovakia,

East Germany, India, USSR
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Tupolev Tu-126 Moss
Hu- existence <>t • Soviel equivalenl to thc

Weitem Boeing B M Sentry uiborne warn

mg and control system (AWACS) was reveal-

ed in latc 1969, by wIikIi Nim- thc type lud

probably been flymg foi at Icast two years

Thc fact tlial thc type was nol jinoiig thoM

demonstratcd at thc 1967 Domodedovo air

display tnay bc significant: thc Sovict Union

would hardly havc anything to gain from at-

tempting to conceal so largc and distinctive a

weapon System while at thc same timc reveal-

ing so many smaller aircraft. It is thcrefore

likely that thc first flight of a dcvelopmcnt air-

craft took place in latc 1967, with the system

becoming opcrational in 1970. In 1971 a single

aircraft was detached with its crew to assist

thc Indian air force in the war with Pakistan,

indicating that the type was operational by

that time.

Carrying thc designation Tu-126 in Soviet

scrvicc, andeodenamed 'Moss' by NA'K), thc

Sovict AWACS reiemblei thc Boeing aircraft

in thc location of its main radar in a saucer-

shaped rotodome <>n a fuselagc. The location is

chosen to reduce che interference generated by

the wing and propellers while iiiiniiin/ing thc

effetts of the radome and its pylori on stability.

The Tu-126 is based on thc airframe oi the

Tu-114 airliner, and it is probable that aircraft

of t Ins type havc been lonvcrtcd Iroin In- 114s

surplus to Acroflot requirements I he advan-

tages of thc Tu-114 lor tlns role include its

roomy cabin (thc comparablc E-3A has a crew

of 17, including Systems Operators) and its im-

pressive endurance, cspecially at redueed patrol

speeds. Less favourable aspects of the design

probably include high Vibration Icvels at cruis-

ing speed, providing a less-than-perfect

environment for delicate electronic Systems.

In addition to the main radar, the Tu-126

carries a considcrable array of smaller aerials,

cnabling it to communicate with the fightcr

aircraft it controls and to interrrogatc the IFF

(identification, friend or foe) Systems of radar

contacts. Blister fairings around the rear

fuselagc presumably contain defensive and

offensive electronic countermeasures (ECM)
equipment.

The Tu-126 programme ran some eight

years ahead of the Western AWACS develop-

ment, and the US Department of Defense has

a low opinion of its performanec. According

to the DoD, the Tu-126 System is 'ineffective'

over land and 'only marginallv effective' over

water. If this unsubstantiated estimate is

aecurate, it would explain why only a small

number of these aircraft have been seen in Ser-

vice: Western estimates arc that fewer than 20

are in use.

The ability of the Tu-126 System to look-

down on targets in thc prcscncc of high sca

states or ground clutter depends on the

technological Standard of its radar and data-

processing equipment, and it is thought that

the Soviet Union has not progressed as far in

these areas as the West. Moreover, the Tu-126

is the first airbornc early warning (AEW) air-

craft of any sort to enter service with the

Soviet air forecs. This contrasts with the 35

years of continuous US experience in the field.

It would thus be surprising if the Tu-126 did

fully match Western Standards.

A more capable Sovict AWACS system is

expected to be deployed in thc early 1980s. It

is expected to incorporatc important advances

in the areas of data processing and radar Per-

formance and to have ovcrland look-down

capability. A likely carrier aircraft for the new
system is thc Ilvushin H-86 wide-body airliner,

first flown in December 1976. Tupolev Tu 126 Moss

It is still not known whether the Tu 126 Moss' AWACStype aircraft of the Soviet air-defence forces were new airframes or rebuilt

civil transports retired from Aeroflot Though used for nine years, only 12 appear to be operational

114

Type: airbornc warning and control

(AWACS) aircraft

Powerplant: four 15,000-shp (1190-kW)
Kuznetsov NK-12MV turboprops

Performance: niaxiniuni speed at 33,000 ft

(10000 m) 460 mph (740 km h); long

endurance patrol speed 320 mph (520 km h),

service ceiling 33,000 ft (10000 m); endurance

more than 20 hours

Weights: empty 200.000 Ib (90000 kg); load-

cd 365.000 Ib (165000 kg)

Dimensions: span 167 ft 8 in (51 1 in),

length 188 ft (57.3 m); height 38 ft (11.6 m);

wing area 3.350 sq ft (312 m ;
)

Operator: USSR

Tu-126 Moss serves with the IAP VO Strany in the airborne warning and control System role

Tupolev Tu-134 Crusty
Originally designated Tu-124A, the Tupolev

Tu-134 'Crusty' started life as a highlv

developed version of the Tu- 124 incorporating

the then-fashionable rear-engined layout. The
Tu-134 retains the fuselage section, under-

carriage layout and wing design philosophy of

the Tu-124, but the later aircraft is substantial-

ly larger and heavier than its predecessor.

The Tu-134 made its first flight in

1963 - 64, being contemporary with the BAC
One-Eleven and Douglas DC-9. As well as the

revised arrangement, the new aircraft had

more powerful Soloviev engines than those fit-

ted to the Tu-124. (The designation D-30 is,

however, something of a mystery: the Tu-134
powerplants have much more in common
with the earlier D-20 than with the much
larger and later Soloviev D-30K.)

The Tu-134 was followed into service in

1970 by the Tu-134A, with a fuselage streich-

ed to 124 ft 2 in (37.7 m) and capacity for up
to 80 passengers. Gross weight, payload and

fuel capacity have been increased, and thrust

reversers are fitted. Later Tu- 134As were fit-

ted with a solid nose containing weather

radar, in place of the glazed nose which had

been inherited from the Tu-104 and Tu-16

bomber.

Like the Tu-124, the Tu-134 features a ven-

tral door-type speedbrake, but this has been

wired shut on some aircraft because it closes

too slowly for safety in case of a missed

approach. Featuring a comparatively sharply-

swept wing and no leading-edge devices, the

Tu-134 has a high approach speed compared

with Western types, and thus never complete-

ly replaced older turboprop transports in Aero-

flot service. The Yakovlev Yak-42 has been

expected to replace the Tu-134 in due course.

The Tu-134D was a proposed 110-passenger

version of the design, but it does not appear to

have been proeeeded with.

Type: airliner (72 seats), VIP and government

transport

Powerplant: two 15,000-lb (6800-kg)

Soloviev D-30 turbofans

Performance: Cruising speed 530 mph (849

km/h) at 36,000 ft (11000 m); ränge with

maximum payload of 16,980 lb (7700 kg).

Tupolev Tu-134A Crusty

1,500 miles (2400 km); take-off field length to

international Standards 7,150 ft (2180 m);

landing field length to international Standards

6,730 ft (2050 m)
Weights: empty 60,500 lb (27500 kg); maxi-

mum landing 88,000 lb (40000 kg); maximum

take-off 99,000 lb (45000 kg)

Dimensions: span 95 ft 2 in (29.0 m); length

114 ft 8 in (34.9 m); height 29 ft 7 in (9.0 m);

wing area 1,370 sq ft (127 m2
)

Operators: Bulgaria, East Germany,
Hungary, Poland
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UTVA-66/60

Announced in 1968, the UTVA-66 is descend-

ed from the 1959 UTVA-56 four-seat Utility

aircraft, the production development of which

was the UTVA-60. This all-metal aircraft,

powered by a 270-hp (210-kW) Lycoming

GO-480-B1A6 engine, was produced in five

versions: the U-60-AT1 basic Utility model for

air taxi, light freight, liaison or sporting fly-

ing; the -AT2, a dual-control version for train-

ing; the -AG, an agricultural aircraft; the -AM
ambulance variant with accommodation for

two stretchers loaded via an upward-hinged

rear cabin canopy; and the U-60H, a seaplane

with a strengthened fuselage, flown in

October 1961 using Edo floats, although pro-

duction modeis used Yugoslav-built floats.

The seaplane was available in the same versions

as the landplane, and examples of both types

served in the Yugoslav air force.

Development continued with the

UTVA-66 with the more powerful 320-hp

(239-kW) Lycoming engine. The new model

was also available in Utility and glider-towing

configuration (UTVA 66), ambulance

(-66AM) and seaplane (-66H), and utilised a

number of UTVA 60 components. The wings

were the same size but leading-edge slats were

added, tail surfaces were enlarged and a servo

tab plus a controllable trim tab were fitted to

the elevator. Landing-gear shock absorbing

was improved, and a larger fuel tank with

55-gallon (250-litre) capacity was fitted. A
susbtantial number of UTVA 66s are in

service with the Yugoslav air force.

Type: single-engine Utility aircraft

Powerplant: one 320-hp (239-kW) Lycom-
ing GSO-480-B1J6 piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

143 mph (230 km/h); maximum cruising

speed 143 mph (230 km/h); initial rate of

climb at sea level 885 ft (270 m) per minute;

service ceiling 22,000 ft (6700 m); take-off

distance to 50 ft (15 m) 1,155 ft (352 m); lan-

ding run from 50 ft (15 m) 594 ft (181 m);

ränge 466 miles (750 km)
Weights: empty 2,756 lb (1250 kg); loaded

4,000 lb (1814 kg)

Dimensions: span 37 ft 5 in (11.40 m);

length 27 ft 6 in (8.38 m); height 10 ft 6 in

(3.20 m); wing area 194.50 sq ft (18.08 m *)

Operators: Yugoslavia

UTVA-60

Derived via the UTVA-60 from the UTVA-56, designed by Nikohc and Petkovic in the

1950s, the UTVA-66 appeared in 1968 and has become the Standard STOL u tili ty aircraft and

glider tug of the Yugoslavian air force.

UTVA-75
A replacement for the Aero 3 as the Yugoslav

air force's basic trainer, the UTVA-75 was

designed and built by a partnership consisting

of UTVA, Prva Petoletka and two Beigrade

institutes. Design work began in 1974 and

two prototypes were built the following year,

flying respectively on 20 May and 18

December 1976. An initial production order

covered 30 aircraft, most of which had been

completed by 1979.

In addition to its use as a basic trainer, with

side-by-side seating, the UTVA-75 is also

capable of glider towing. Construction is all-

metal, and racks beneath the wings can carry

light weapon loads, including rockets, for

armament training.

Type: two-seat trainer and Utility aircraft

Powerplant: one 180-hp (134-kW) Lycom-
ing IO-360-B1F piston engine

Performance: maximum speed 136 mph (220

km/h); economical cruising speed 102 mph
(165 km/h); maximum rate of climb at sea

level 885 ft (270 m) per minute; service ceiling

14,760 ft (4500 m); take-off run to 50 ft (15

m) 820 ft (250 m); landing run from 50 ft (15

m) 1,150 ft (350 m); ränge with drop tanks

1,242 miles (2000 km)
Weights: empty 1,433 lb (650 kg); loaded

2,116 lb (960 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 11 in (9.73 m);

length 23 ft 4 in (7.11 m); height 10 ft 4 in

(3.15 m); wing area 157.5 sq ft (14.63 m 2
)

Operators: Yugoslavia

Valmet Leko-70 Vinka
In nearly 60 years since its foundation in the

early 1920s the Finnish State aircraft industry

has manufactured nearly 30 different types of

aircraft, 18 of which have been designed in

Finland. First new indigenous product for

many years is the Leko-70, which emerged

from a modern design office set up in 1970 and

charged with finding a suitable basic trainer to

replace the Swedish-built Saab Safirs of the

Finnish air force. Valmet (a multi-faceted State

industrial complex which now embodies the

former IVL, or State Aircraft Factory) was
responsible for manufacture of the prototype,

which flew for the first time on 1 July 1975,

some 2 1/« years after receipt of contract.

Valmet is now producing 30 Leko-70s for the

Finnish air force, where they are known as the

Vinka (blast), ordered in November 1976 and

scheduled for delivery between 1979-81.

Configured as a side-by-side two-seater for

training, the Vinka is of all-metal low-wing

monoplane construction, with a non-

retractable tricycle landing gear. (For winter

Operation, the normal wheeled gear can be

replaced by skis.) Dual controls are of course

Standard, but one control column can be omit-

ted if required, and there are inverted-flight

fuel and oil Systems for fully-aerobatic

manoeuvres. The Vinka's cabin is roomy
enough for two more seats to be installed at

the rear (for touring), or for a stretcher and

one medical attendant in addition to the pilot

(for casualty evacuation). Instead of

passengers, the aircraft can carry 617 lb (280

kg) of cargo; be fitted with hooks for glider or

target towing; dispersal gear for crop-spraying

or dusting; carry cameras in the floor of the

rear cockpit, for aerial photography; or

transport 661 lb (300 kg) of supplies on four

underwing pylons.

Type: two-seat basic trainer

Powerplant: one 200-hp (149-kW) Lyco-

ming AEIO-360-A1B6 flat-four piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

149 mph (240 km/h); cruising speed (75%
power) at 5,000 ft (1525 m) 118 mph (190

km/h); ränge with maximum fuel 630 miles

(1015 km); maximum rate of climb at sea level

1,300 ft (400 m) per minute; service ceiling

16,400 ft (5000 m)
Weights: operating weight empty equipped

1,631 lb (740 kg); maximum take-off (two-

seat) 2,205 lb (1000 kg); maximum take-off

(four-seat) 2,645 lb (1200 kg)

Dimensions: span 32 ft 3V* in (9.85 m);

length 24 ft 7V* in (7.50 m); height 10 ft

10V4 in (3.31 m); wing area 150.7 sq ft (14.00

m 2

)

Armament: none

Operator: Finland Valmet Leko-70 Vinka
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Prototype of the Valmet Leko-70, popularly called the Vinka (blast), 30 of which are being dehvered as the Standard ab initio trainer of the

Finnish llmavoimat . As part of an offset deal British Aerospace may assist marketing, despite its own Bulldog.
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VFW-Fokker VFW 614

Ideas for a post-war German airliner I» ,

take shape in the early 1960s and, likc many

others, the design team at VFW turncd their

attention to the need for a Douglas I )( I

replacement. Their Solution was Bold and

imaginative. When a model of a 40-seatcr jet

was first shown at the 1963 Paris Air Show it

revealed overwing podded engines and a

hinged nosc- which swung sidcways CO allow

casy acecss to a tubby fuselagc. The aircraft

was designed to be capablc ot operatmg from

short grass airfields. AlthoUgh ainied prin-

cipally at civil Operators, the designers also had

militarv transport roles very much in nnnd.

In 1968, aftcr years of hesitation (when the

swing nose was abandoned and replaced by a

door on the right side), the German govern-

ment gave the aircraft full-scalc backing and

agreement was also reached with Sabca and

Fairey to build parts in Bclgium The pioto

type made its maiden fliglit in nud-1971, and

the type entered Service witli (jmber Air in

November 1975. In 1976 the VFW 614 was

an unsucccssful candidatc t< >r 1 US Coast

(iuard order for a low-cost, nicdiuni-rangc

surveillancc aircraft, but the type entcred

militarv Service as a transport /Communica-

tions aircraft with the Luftwaffe from April

1977. Though 44 seats can bc installed, these

aircraft scldom have this number and arc

usually operated in mixed passenger/cargo

configuration.

Although a number of airlincs and govern-

inents had expressed interest in tlie aircraft and

options camc and went over the years, it

became incrcasingly clear in 1976 and 1977

that sales had become firmly stuck below the

20 mark. Production officially ceased on 31

December 1977.

Type: medium-range transport/communi-

cations aircraft and VIP transport

Powerplant: two 7,280-lb (3302kg) Rolls

Royce M45H Mk 501 turbofans

Performance: (at maximum take-off weight)

maximum level speed 443 mph (713 km h).

maximum cruising speed 438 mph (704

km/h); ränge with 40 passengers and füll

VFM Fokker VFW 614

reserves 748 miles (1204 km)
Weights: empty 26,850 Ib (12180 kg); maxi-

mum take-off and landing 44.200 lb (19950

kg); maximum zero fuel 38,580 Ib (17500 kg)

Dimension*: span 70 ft 6'/2in (21.5 m);

length 67 ft 7 in (20.60 m);

(7.84 m); wing area 688.89

Armament: none

Operator: West Germany

height 25 ft 8 in

sq ft (64.0 m 2
)

Vickers-Armstrongs Viscount

The world's first turbine airlincr, the Vickers

Viscount 630 flew in July 1948, offermg

aecommodation for 32 passengers. Subsequent

upgrading of the engine power by 50% in-

creased this to 40 passengers in the first pro-

duction series, the V.700, the prototype "1

which was flown in April 1950.

British European Airways opened the

world's first schcdulcd turboprop .urinier Ser-

vice between London and Ronie, Athens and

Cyprus with V.7()ls on 17 April 1953, and

from then Orders began to flood in from the

world's airlincs. The Rolls-Royce Dart engine

proved to have considerable Potential for

'stretch', also the Vickers design team

lengthened the Viscount 's fuselagc, placed the

pressure bulkhead farther back and oftered .1

65-seat cabin in the V.800 series, Luinched

once again by BF.A. The last V.700 series new
deliverv was a batch of four V.794s to Turkish

Airlines between July and November 1958,

while the very last of 444 Viscounts built, a

V.828, went to All Nippon Airways in

Februarv 1963.

Comparatively few Viscounts were
delivered new for militarv Service; thev includ-

ed a V.723 and V.730 for the Indian air force

in December 1955 and January 1956 respec-

tively, a V.734 for the Pakistan air force (for

presidential use) in March 1956 and a V.742

for similar work with the Brazilian air force in

Februarv 1957. The Sultan of ( )man's air force

reeeived four ex-airline Viscount V.800 series

The Roval Australian Air Force operated a

V 816 3nd V.836. In Britain. the Empire Test

Pilots
1

School used .< paii of forma Capital

Airlines Viscounts. a V.744 and V.745, tor

scveral vears tor multi-engine conversion. The
only ones bclicved still to be used arc three ex-

Turkish Airlines V 794s based at Ankara with

the Turkish .i i r torce tor VIP and government

use, and a V.781D with No 21 Squadron,

South African Air Force, at Zwarkop in the

VIP rolc. The l'K Rov.il Signals and Radar

Research Establishment uses an ex-Austrian

Airlines V.837 and ,i toriner Ghana Airways

V.838.

Type: four-turboprop commcrcial airhner

Powerplant: four 1,740-ehp (1298-kW)
RolK-Rovce Dart 506 turboprops

Performance: cruising speed at 53,000 Ib

(24000 kg) at 20,000 ft (6100 m) 324 mph
(518 km h); rate of climb at 58,500 lb (26560

kg) 1,200 ft (366 m) per minute at sea level

and 700 ft (202 m) per minute at 15,000 ft

(4575 m); take-off to 50 ft (15 m) at 58,800 Ib

(26560 kg) 4.290 ft (1307 m), landing distance

Vickers-Armstrongs Viscount 80°

from 50 ft (15 m) at 52.000 Ib (23608 kg)

2,850 ft (870 m); ränge (no reserves and with

maximum payload) 1,785 miles (2872 km) at

309 mph (496 km h)

Weights: Empty operational 38,358 Ib

(17400 kg); maximum take-off 64.500 Ib

(29256 kg); maximum landing 57,500 Ib

(26081 kg)

Dimensions: span 93 ft 8 in (28.54 m);

length 81 ft 10 in (24.93 m); height 36 ft 9 in

(11.19 m); wing area 963 sq ft (89.45 m 2
)

Operators: South Africa, Turkey. UK

Vought A-7 Corsair II

In late 1962 the US Navy was considering the

procurement of a Supplement for the Douglas

A-4 Skyhawk, which had first entered Service

in 1956. Though aware since July 1954 of the

potential of the A-4, the US Navy saw the

need for an attack aircraft capable of carrying

twice the weight of disposable Stores over

twice the ränge. Thus in May 1963 the US
Navy initiated a design competition to find a

Supplement for the A-4 Skyhawk. At this

stage it was identified as VAL, signifying a

heavier-than-air lightweight attack aircraft,

and the speeification called for subsonic speed,

a maximum weapon load exceeding 10,000 lb

(4536 kg), and the ability to fly three differing

missions with a reduced weapon load.

In fact, the US Navy regarded the require-

ment as very urgent, and the ability to achieve

an in-service target date in 1967 was an impor-

tant factor. Four years in which to design,

develop and Start producing hardware is not

very long in terms of the highly sophisticated

aircraft needed by major powers in modern
times, and it was probably this factor which
limited to four the number of design proposals

reeeived by the US Navy. They came from
Douglas, Grumman, North American and
LTV Aerospace, and it was the last which, on
11 February 1964, was named as the winner of

the competition; little more than a month
later, on 19 March, LTV reeeived a contract

for seven test aircraft and the first 35 produc-

tion aircraft, these having the designation

A-7A. LTV bestowed the name Corsair,

resurrected from the famous Vought-Sikorsky
F4U carrier-based fighter of World War II,

Start of a 'cat shot' of a Vought A-7E Corsair II of 'The Clansmen' — who are not necessanly Scotsmen

action is rather like an American football game; all the crew colours have meanings.

from the JFK. A big flat-top in
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US Navy service on 14 July 1969. In early

1977 an A-7E FLIR (forward-looking infra-

red) Version entered production, this equip-

ment offering improved night capability.

Other versions of the A-7 Corsair II which

have been designated to date include the TA-
7C, a tandem two-seat trainer with opera-

tional capability, of which 60 are being con-

verted from A-7B/C aircraft (none of which

remain active); A-7H, a land-based Version of

the A-7E of which 60 were built for the Greek

air force; TA-7H two-seat trainer for the

Greek air force, to be powered by the Allison

TF41-A-400 engine, of which five have been

ordered for delivery in 1980; and the YA-7E
Corsair II

2
advanced trainer of which, so far,

only a prototype has been built.

During Operations in south-east Asia,

USAF and USN A-7s flew more than 100,000

sorties, proving that this subsonic aircraft was

more than capable of holding its own against

supposedly superior aircraft. It seems likely

that with improved sensors and equipment it

could well be around for some time to come.

The Allison/Rolls-Royce TF41 has the

remarkable time between overhauls of 1,500

hours.

Type: single-seat subsonic tactical fighter

Powerplant: (A-7E) one 15,000-lb (6804-kg)

thrust Allison/Rolls-Royce TF41-A-2 turbo-

fan

Performance: (A-7E) maximum speed at sea

level 691 mph (1112 km/h); maximum speed

at 5,000 ft (1525 m) clean 685 mph (1102

km/h); ferry ränge with maximum fuel 2,861

miles (4604 km).

Weights: (A-7E) empty 19,111 lb (8669 kg);

maximum take-off 42,000 lb (19051 kg)

Vought A-7 Corsair II

adding the Roman II to ensure that historians

would not get them confused.

The A-7A Corsair II was derived from the

Chance Vought F-8 Crusader, the last US
Navy fighter to emanate from that Company

before organisational changes brought in the

name LTV (Ling-Temco-Vought) Aerospace

(today Vought). It was, however, a very dif-

ferent aeroplane, with a less-swept, increased-

span, fixed-incidence wing of which the outer

panels folded upward, a shorter fuselage, and a

more robust wing and fuselage structure to

cater for the heavy weapons load. The fact

that supersonic Performance was not required

from the A-7A meant that a non-afterburning

engine would suffice, so for the initial version

the 11,350-lb (5148-kg) thrust Pratt &
Whitney TF30-P-6 was chosen, this being a

non-afterburning version of the engine which

had been developed for the General Dynamics

F-lll variable-geometry aircraft. Internal fuel

capacity was approximately 1,513 US gallons

(5728 litres), which could be supplemented by

up to 1,200 US gallons (4544 litres) in four

drop tanks. One of the requirements of the

VAL specification had been to provide the A-7

with greater ränge than the A-4, and two
A-7As aptly demonstrated this on 19 May
1967 when they flew non-stop and without

flight refuelling from Patuxent River NAS,
Maryland, to Evreux Airport, France, a

distance of 3,831 miles (6165 km), en route to

the Paris Air Show.

The first A-7A had flown for the first time

on 27 September 1965, and the first deliveries

to the US Navy's Air Test Center at Patuxent

River NAS were made between 13 and 15

September 1966. Deliveries to squadrons

began on 14 October 1966, and the first air-

craft involved in combat was an A-7A of Navv
Squadron VA-147, which was flown into

action off the USS Ranger in the Gulf of

Tonkin on 3 December 1967. LTV had more
than met the 1963 requirement for an in-

service date in 1967.

A total of 199 A-7As were built for the'

Navy and delivered by the spring of 1968, and

these were followed into production by an im-

proved version designated A-7B, the first of

which made its first flight on 6 February 1968.

These aircraft had the more powerful

12,200-lb (5534-kg) thrust Pratt & Whitney
TF30-P-8 turbofan engine, and the first of

these were used operationally in Vietnam on 4

March 1969. These engines were modified

later to TF30-P-408 configuration, providing

13,400-lb (6078-kg) thrust. The A-7C
designation was reserved originally for a two-

seat trainer version, but was used retrospec-

tively in late 1971 for the first 67 A-7Es which

were powered by the TF30-P-408 engines.

In October 1966 the USAF ordered a tac-

tical attack version which was to be powered

by a 14,250-lb (6464-kg) thrust Allison/Rolls-

Royce TF41-A-1 turbofan, derived from the

Spey, and this version has the designation

A-7D. The first two were powered by TF30-
P-8 engines, but all of the 457 aircraft built

subsequently for the US Air Force had the

Allison engine. The first flight with this latter

engine was made on 26 September 1968 and

the tirst production aircraft was accepted by

the USAF three months later. This version

had advanced avionics to provide its pilot with

continuous-solution navigation, and a weapon
delivery System that could ensure all-weather

radar bomb delivery. Under a programme
initiated in mid-1978, 383 A-7Ds are being

modified to carry a Pave Penny laser target

designation pod. The A-7D also introduced a

20-mm M-61 gun in the fuselage. The A-7E
was a developed version for the US Navy to

fulfil a light attack/close air support/inter-

diction role, the first 67 of which were

powered by TF30-P-408 engines and which

were designated subsequently A-7C. From the

68th production aircraft onward, the power-

plant consisted of the 15,000-lb (6804-kg)

thrust Allison/Rolls-Royce TF41-A-2 turbo-

fan. The first flight of an A-7E was made on

25 November 1968, and this version entered

Pilots of the "SLUF" (short little ugly fella) climb aboard in a way remimscent of scaling a

cliff-face. In the stubby nose is the APQ-126 radar, with ten modes of Operation, but a laser

(Pave Penny) has to be hung as an external pod Low on the left side is the M61A-1 gun
(early A-7 versions had two Colt Mk 12 cannon) fed by a drum contaming 1,032 rounds of 20

mm ammunition To the rear of the nose gear is the bulge for doppler radar.
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Dimensions: span 38 ft 9 in (11.81 m);

length 46 ft IV2 in (14.06 m); height 16 ft

J/4 in (4.90 m); wing area 375 sq ft (34.84

Armament: a wide ränge of stores totalling

more than 15,000 lb (6804 kg) can be carried

on two fuselage stations and six underwing

pylons, and these can include air-to-air and air-

to-surface missiles, TV and laser-guided

weapons, general purpose bombs, rockets and

gun pods; a 20-mm M61A-1 Vulcan gun is

mounted in the fuselage

Operators: Greece, US Air Force, US Navy



This late-model A-7D is the wing commander's aircraft from ihe 355th TFW at Davis-

Monthan AFB, near Tucson, Arizona Internal ALR-46(V) digital radar warning is fitted, but a

jammer pod (ALQ-1011 would have to displace bombs. For self-defence two early-model

AIM-9B Sidewinders are carried on the fuselage pylons. high on each side. Just visible under

the rear fuselage is the retracted sting hook, identical to that for carner use.
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Vought F-8 Crusader

At the beginning of the 1950s the US Navy
had a requirement for an air superiority fighter

with supersonic Performance. Requests For

Proposais resulted in eight submissions from

US manufacturers in 1952, and in May 1953

Chance Vought was awarded a contract for

two prototypes under the designation XF8U-1
(later XF-8A). The first exceeded Mach 1 in

level flight on its initial flight on 25 March

1955. The first F-8A flew on 20 September

1955, and entered operational service with

VF-32 in March 1957. A trifle less than four

years from contract award to in-squadron Ser-

vice of a highly supersonic carrierborne fighter

was no mean achievement.

The high-mounted folding wing is pivoted

and can be set to either of two positive angles

(these angles varying with sub-type) to keep

the fuselage level at low speeds, and to im-

prove the pilot's view. When the wing in-

cidence is raised to its maximum, the ailerons,

flaps and 'dog tooth' leading edge all droop
20° automatically.

Initial production F-8As were powered by a

Pratt & Whitney J57-P-12 afterburning turbo-

jet, but the majority had the 16,200-lb

(7348-kg) afterburning J57-P-4A. Armament
comprised four 20-mm cannon and two

AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles on the

sides of the fuselage, plus an underfuselage

pack of rockets. Production of F-8As totalled

318, and a small number of these were

remanufactured in 1965 - 70 to extend their

operational life, with the redesignation F-8M.

More than 400 of different variants were

treated similarly, the work involving struc-

tural reinforcement, the introduction of boun-

dary layer control (BLC), and the provision of

new landing gear and improved avionics.

Variants include the F-8B which has radar

to provide limited all-weather capability. First

flown on 3 September 1958, a total of 130

were built, 63 being remanufactured as the

F-8L, having wing stations for weapons added

at that time. The RF-8A is the reconnaissance

version of the F-8A, with five cameras in place

of weapons; 144 were built and 73 of these

were modified as RF-8Gs. F-8C production

totalled 187, with initial deliveries on 28

January 1959. These have the 16,900-lb

(7666-kg) J57-P-16, slightly reduced span,

two fixed ventral fins, new radar and im-

proved fire-control. 87 were remanufactured

as F-8Ks. The 152 F-8Ds, with the 18,000-lb

(8165-kg) J57-P-20, has a maximum speed ap-

proaching Mach 2. Improvements include ad-

vanced avionics, increased fuel capacity, and

revised armament of four Sidewinders and no

under-fuselage rockets; 138 were remanufac-

tured as F-8Hs. Final version for the US Navy
was the F-8E, with improved avionics and

detail refinements. Of 286 built, 136 were

remanufactured as F-8Js, with aerodynamic

and avionics improvements. The F-8E (FN)

for the French navy has BLC and two-stage

leading-edge flaps to reduce still further the

minimum flight-control speed for Operation

from the relatively small carriers Clemenceau

and Foch. These can be armed with Matra

R.530 air-to-air missiles and/or Sidewinders.

When the 48th of this model was delivered in

January 1965 it concluded the manufacture of

new Crusaders.

Special designations have included the DF-
8A for control of Regulus missiles, the QF-8A
RPV conversion, the TF-8A prototype two-

seat armed trainer, and the DF-8F RPV con-

trol aircraft.

Type: supersonic single-seat carrier-based

fighter

Powerplant: (F-8D/E) one 18,000-lb

(8165-kg) Pratt & Whitney J57-P-20 afterbur-

ning turobjet

Performance: (F-8D/E) maximum speed

about Mach 1.8 or 1,188 mph (1912 km/h) at

40,000 ft (12190 m); combat radius 440 miles

(708 km)
Weights: normal take-off (F-8C) 27,550 lb

(12496 kg); maximum take-off (F-8E)

34,000 lb (15422 kg)

Dimensions: span (F-8A/B) 35 ft 8 in

(10.87 m), (F-8C/D/E) 35 ft 2 in (10.72 m);

length (all but F-8E) 54 ft 3 in (16.54 m),

r M
Vought F-8L Crusader

(F-8E) 54 ft 6 in (16.61 m); height 15 ft 9 in

(4.80 m); wing area 350 sq ft (35.52 m 2

)

Armament: four 20-mm Colt-Browning

20-mm cannon in nose, two Sidewinder

missiles and underfuselage rocket pack, or four

Sidewinder missiles, and (F-8E) wing racks for

two 2,000-lb (907-kg) bombs, or two Bullpup

missiles, or 24 Zuni air-to-surface rockets

Operators: France, Philippines, US Marine

Corps, US Navy

This weatherbeaten Vought F-8E Crusader, since remanufactured into an F-8J, was
photographed early in the US involvement in Vietnam taking off from Da Nang AB in April.

1966 The only Crusaders still in US Service are a few RF-8G of the US Navy

Westland Sea King/Commando (see also Sikorsky S61

The Westland Sea King, of which the first ex-

ample for the Royal Navy made its initial

flight on 7 May 1969, is usually dismissed as a

licence-built version of the Sikorsky

S-61/SH-3 Sea King. This simple and unvar-

nished Statement has not really been acceptable

to Westland Helicopters from the first occa-

sion that it was used, because considerable

development work was carried out by the

British Company to produce an advanced anti-

submarine helicopter to meet the Royal

Navy's requirements. The central factor was

the inclusion of a tactical compartment so that

ASW Operations could proceed with no

assistance from a ship or other platform. In ad-

dition to its basic ASW role, this aircraft was

required also to fulfil such secondary roles as

cargo transport, casualty evacuation, search

and rescue, and tactical troop transport. Good
ferry ränge was considered essential.

The original HAS.l version for the Royal

Navy was developed from four imported

Sikorsky SH-3D airframes. Westland's licence

agreement allowed utilisation of the basic air-

frame and rotor System, and in addition to the

Installation of two Rolls-Royce Gnome tur-

boshaft engines and specialized avionics and

equipment to satisfy the Royal Navy's re-

quirements, numerous improvements have

been made to the airframe and Systems during

10 years of development. Production of the Sea

King was continuing in 1979, and specialized

equipment includes an advanced Newmark
automatic flight-control System, Plessey 195

long-range sonar, doppler navigation radar,

and AW.391 search radar.

The Commando, designed for tactical

transport, assault, close support and rescue

Operations, has a fixed tailwheel landing gear,

with the sponsons of the Sea King replaced by

small stub wings. The revised fuselage ac-

comodates a flight crew of two and up to 28

troops, and can be equipped to carry a wide

ränge of guns and missiles in a secondary air-

to-surface strike role.

Sikorsky S-61A IMuri, Sikorsky built aircraft

of which 38 had been supplied to Malaysia

by late 1979 for multiple military and civil

duties.

This Commando Mk 2A is operated by the

Qatar Emiri Air Force at Doha.
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Type: (< ommando) taitiul military

belii <>ptcr

Povverplant: tWO 1,660-thp (1238-kW)

Rolls-Royce Gnom« II 1400 I turbc

Performance: f< lommmdo) I ruising \pced at

sea level 129 mph (208 km/h); ränge with

maximum payload (28 troops), illowao

i ind W ininuic reserves 276 rnilcs (444

km), ferry ränge witli maximum Standard and

auxiliary fucl 937 milcs (1508 km)

Weight«: |< ommando) operacing empty

12,566 Ib (5700 kg); maximum takc-off

21,000 1b (9525 kg)

Dimension»: (Commando) main-TOtOS

diameter 62 ft in (18.90 ni); tail rotOI

tarnet« K) ft 4 in (3.15 m); lcngtli (rotori

turning) 72 ft 8 in (22.15 m); licigbt 16 ft 10

in (5.13 m); mainrotor disc arca 3,019 sq ft

(280.5 m 2

)

Armament: (Commando) can include guns,

rocket pods, misiiles, and aviooici to

cuitomer'i requirementi

Operators: (Commando) Egypt, Qatar, UK;
(Sca King) Australia, Helgium. Egypt, India,

Norway, Pakistan, UK, West Germany

continued

Federal German Marineflieger Sea King

Mk 41 of MFG5 a< K.el Holtenau

The RAF's Sea Kings have multiphed the ränge and mission capability of Nos 22 and 202 Sqns in the vital search and rescue role. This Sea King HAR.3 was pictured over Elgm,

neighbounng Community to No 202 Sqn D-Flight at Lossiemouth.
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Westland Sea King/Commando

shore-based at Cochin Naval Air Base.

1 Static dischargers
2 Fixed tailplane

3 Anti-collision beacon
4 Five-blade tail rotor
5 Tail rotor couplings
6 Hub spider
7 Tail rotor transmission shaft

8 Intermediate gearbox
9 Folding tail pylori

10 Glass-fibre access panels
11 Folding pylori attachment

lock

12 Tail pylon hinges
1 3 Antenna loop
14 Cable pushrod transition
15 Transmission shaft

16 Spine shaft housing
17 Fuselage "L"-section

stringers

18 Fuselage frames
19 Provision for internal

walkway
20 ESM (electronic surveillance

measurement) housing
21 UHFaerial
22 Thermal barrier bulkhead
23 Crew/freight area
24 Door latch

25 Pull-out emergency window
26 Transmitter/receiver
27 Electronics bays (ASW

recorders, amplifiers, etc)
28 Sliding door
29 AQS-13B transmitter
30 ASQ-81 MAD electronics
31 LN-66 power supply
32 IDF-7'5 digital analyser
33 Hydraulic winch motor

housing

34 Door rail

35 Fire extinguishers
36 Utility reservoir
37 Generator
38 Main transmission
39 Blade root fitting

40 Rotor head mechanism
41 Rotor head cowling

(damper reservoir)
42 Light-alloy blade spars
43 Cooling gr i lies

44 Turbine exhaust
45 Handhold
46 Tie-down lug

47 Soundproof bulkhead
48 Energy-absorbing bracing

strut
49 Pull-out emergency window
50 ASW sonar Operators (two)
51 Track-mounted ASW

console
52 Heater
53 Fuel control Computers
54 Cabin fresh-air inlet

55 General Electric T58-GE-10
turbine

56 Oil tank
57 Turbine intakes

58 Electric Starter bullet

^

Though the transducer is not visible here ihe dunking sonar of this Royal Navy Sea King

is probably a Plessey Type 195, which is also used by other navies

59 Pitot head
60 Intake ice deflection

shield

61 Overhead console
62 Pilot's seat

63 Co-pilot's seat

64 Side console
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65 Directional control pedal

66 Instrument panel shroud
67 Elcctrically de-iced

windscreen
68 Screen washer/wipers
69 Nose hatch

70 Battery

71 Fixed Unding lights

72 Electronics bay handle

73 Antenna:
74 Sea-anchor attachment

75 Ad|ustable landing light

76 Radio housing

77 Anti-colhsion beacon

78 ESM (electronic surveillance

measurement) equipment
79 Relay |unction box
80 Converter
81 Transmitter reeeiver

(LN66HP radar)

82 Amplifier

83 Forward fuel cell

84 "S"-band antenna
85 Port sponson
86 Twin landing whecls

87 MK.25 marine marker pack

(smoke-bomb launcher)

88 AQS-13B sonar hoist

89 Sonar funnel

90 MK.46 torpedo (or auxiliary

fuel tank)

91 Sponson stub

92 Starboard sponson

93 Navigation light

94 Bilge pump access sponsons

95 Auxiliary flotation bag

(stowed
96 Starboard twin landing

wheels
97 Highdrink re-fuellmg

Force Aerienne Beige >ea King Mk 48. at

40 Sqn lor SAR duties m 1976

Royal Norwegian Air Force Sea King Mk
43 of 330 Sqn (or SAR missions

Westland Commando



Westland Scout

Production of this compact five/six-seat

general-purpose helicopter ceased in 1970, but

the type remains in Service. Its main roles are

liaison, casualty evacuation, air/sea rescue

(although the Wasp is the truly naval variant),

air-to-ground attack, reconnaissance, training

and light freight work. Equipped as an air

ambulance, the Scout carries two internal

stretchers, and a further two can be carried on

externa] panniers. Normal seating is for five,

with three on a rear bench seat and two in the

front.

Early prototypes were powered by a 325-shp

(242-kW) Blackburn-Turbomeca Turmo, de-

rated from 400 shp (298 kW), but the produc-

tion prototype flew with a Bristol Siddeley

(now Rolls-Royce) Nimbus, which was

derived from the Turmo and adopted for all

subsequent examples. Originally a Saunders-

Roe design, the Scout first flew on 20 July

1958, followed by the Nimbus-powered

variant on 9 August 1959. The helicopter

entered service with the British army in the

spring of 1963, and some 120 examples are still

operated by the Army Air Corps. One hun-

dred Westland/Aerospatiale Lynx AH.l
general-purpose helicopters have supplemented

and largely replaced them, and these larger,

faster aircraft will carry TOW missiles for the

anti-tank role. Forming part of the 400-strong

Army Air Corps helicopter fleet, the Scouts

have seen extensive duty in Northern Ireland

on anti-terrorist duties. The AAC has put the

Scout 's versatility to wide use, the aircraft

having filled almost every role except heavy

lift: for anti-tank duty the Scout carries a roof-

mounted sight and SS. 11 missiles. Dis-

tinguishing features of the Scout against the

maritime Wasp are a skid undercarriage and a

low-set horizontal stabilizer under the tail

rotor.

A number of Scouts were sold for export,

including two to the Royal Australian Navy
for Operation from survey ships. Three went

to the Jordanian air force, one for the personal

use of King Hussein. The government of

Uganda bought two for police work; and a

further two went to the Bahrain State Police.

Type: (AH.l) five/six-seat general-purpose

helicopter

Powerplant: one 685-shp (511-kW) Rolls-

Royce Nimbus 102 free-turbine turboshaft

Performance: maximum design speed 132

mph (212 km/h); maximum cruising speed

122 mph (196 km/h); ränge (four passengers,

reserves) 315 miles (510 km); maximum rate

of climb 1,670 ft (510 m) per minute; vertical

rate of climb at sea level 600 ft (183 m) per

minute

Weights: empty equipped 3,232 lb (1465 kg);

maximum 5,300 lb (2405 kg)

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 32 ft 3 in

(9.83 m); length (rotors turning) 40 ft 4 in

(12.29 m); fuselage length 30 ft 4 in (9.24 m);

height (tail rotor turning) 11 ft 8 in (3.56 m);

main-rotor disc area 816.86 sq ft (75.9 m2
)

Armament: manually-controlled guns of up

to 20-mm calibre; fixed GPMG or other gun
installations; rocket pods or guided missiles

such as SS. 11 anti-tank

Operators: Australia, Bahrain, Jordan,

Uganda, UK

Westland Scout AH 1

The Westland Scout AH.1, of which 120 were deployed, has been the British army's chief

helicopter but is now being replaced by 100 Lynx. This Scout, XP897, has a new paint Job

and fin msignia, but lacks the pylons and roof sight for missiles.

Westland Wasp
The Westland Wasp general-purpose naval

helicopter was developed from the Scout for

the Royal Navy. It originated in a Saunders-

Roe design and differs from its land-based

counterpart in having totally different equip-

ment (for the anti-submarine warfare role), a

more powerful engine, folding tail, and special

landing gear for deck Operations. This last

consists of four non-retractable, fully castoring

wheels with sprag brakes and special damping.

Following an evaluation of three P.531s (the

designation of pre-production Scouts), the

Royal Navy ordered development and produc-

tion of the Wasp HAS.l for shipboard use.

The first flew on 28 October 1962, and some
60 were subsequently bought. Their main role

is to operate from small platforms on board

frigates and destroyers on anti-submarine

missions, for which they carry two Mk 44

torpedoes. The aircraft is also used aboard an

ice patrol ship for ice reconnaissance and per-

sonnel ferrying work, as well as for survey.

Deliveries to the Royal Navy began in the

second half of 1963, after more than 200 land-

ings had been made in February of that year on

board the frigate Nubian. They were con-

ducted with the wind Coming from all direc-

tions, by day and by night, in a rigorous trials

Programme. Standard equipment fit on the

Wasp includes UHF and UHF homing radio.

plus a standby set, blind-flying Instrumenta-

tion, and an autostabilization system/auto-

pilot with radio altimeter. Roval Navy aircraft

were later fitted with APX Bezu M.260 gyro-

stabilized periscopic weapon sights (for AS. 11

or AS. 12 missiles), licence-built by the Preci-

sion Products Group of BAC's Guided

Weapons Division. The Wasp has a crew of

two, with provision for three passengers or a

stretcher across the rear of the cabin. In place

of the two Mk 44 torpedoes, a variety of ex-

ternal stores can be carried. Well over 100

Wasps were built, some 40 for export. The
South African air force operates 11 of the type.

This country is the subject of an arms ban by

several nations, and the country is as far as

possible extending the useful lives of its

current inventory to maintain an effective

military posture. The 11 Wasps are deploved

aboard a number of South African navy ships,

serving with Maritime Command's 22 Flight

in the anti-submarine-warfare and com-

munication roles. Seventeen Wasps were

ordered originally. The Forca Aeronaval,

Brazil's naval air arm, has been a helicopter

since the early 1950s, using the Westland

Widgeon. This type was succeeded by two
Wasps, a number augmented in 1977 - 78

with the delivery of a further six. They fly

with a liaison and general-duties squadron

alongside three Westland Whirlwind 3s and

18 Bell 206B JetRangers. The anti-submarine

role will be filled by the Westland/Aero-

spatiale Lynx. Despite being surrounded by

water, New Zealand fields a very small truly

naval air arm, in the form of two Wasps.

When deployed they fly from the frigates

HMNZS Canterbury and Waikato, but when
shore-based they are operated by No 3 Sqn at

Hobsonville,. (Maritime patrol work is per-

formed by the air force's five Lockheed P-3B

Orions.) After South Africa, the Netherlands'

Marine Luchtvaartdienst is the largest export

Operator of the type. Designated AH-12A, 10

are still flown No 860 Sqn, although they will

be replaced by the uprated Lynx after 1983.

Type: five/six-seat general-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: one 710-shp (530-kW) Rolls-

Royce Nimbus 503 turboshaft

Performance: maximum design speed 126

mph (203 km/h); maximum level speed at sea

level 120 mph (193 km/h); maximum cruising

speed 110 mph (177 km/h); ränge with maxi-

mum fuel, 5 minutes for take-off and landing,

and four passengers 270 miles (435 km); maxi-

mum rate of climb at sea level 1,440 ft (439 m)

per minute; maximum vertical rate of climb at

sea level 600 ft (183 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped 3,452 lb (1566 kg);

maximum take-off and landing 5,500 lb (2495

kg)

r^S-/

Westland Wasp HAS.1

Dimensions: main rotor diameter 32 ft 3 in

(9.83 m); length (rotors turning) 40 ft 4 in

(12.29 m); height (tail. rotor turning) 11 ft

8 in (3.56 m); main rotor disc area 816.86 sq ft

(75.9m 2
)

Armament: two Mk 44 torpedoes

Operators: Brazil, Netherlands,

Zealand, South Africa, UK
New

This Westland Wasp HAS.1 of the Fleet Air Arm must be draughty with both main doors

Wide open It probably belongs to Mo 829 Sqn, which supphes the aircraft for all Royal Navy

frigates. Most Wasps can carry Mk 44 or 46 torpedoes and a few have AS. 11s.
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Westland Wessex (see Sikorsky S 58)

Westland Whirlwind (see also Sikorsky S 55)

Weitland Aircraft Lid ai Yeovil, Er

m e-righti to build che Sil

ssi in 1947, and 'Ins marked i

h

ut .in aiiCM iation with Sikorsky Am rafi whu li

im in 1979

l hi potential ol the larger Sikorsky s SS

w.is such that Westland 1< >st little time in ob-

t in, mit lii enci rights to build military versions

foi the fJnt ish armed t. >r<. <.s
. and tor export

within specified geographica! treai I
'<

prototype <>t Westlands Whirlwind HAK 1

(HAK helicopter, ;nr rescue) h>r the I' il

Navy tust flew on 15 August 1953. and initial

deliveries ol 1" production examples E

Fleet Air Ann began to entei Service with Nu
7o L

) Squadron soon aftei I he Royal N <

gained experieni i of thi l pi al in i irli

however, für some 2S Sikorsky H04S-3s had

been supplied to Britain under the Mutu.il

Defense Assistance Program, to equip ili<

Fleet Air Arm's tirst operational helicoptei

squadron (Nu 848) in Novembei 1952 I

initial ordei was followed by Mi generally

similar HAK. 2s für the KAI and British

army, these aircraft and the ensuing HAK V
ind 4s all being powered by 600-hp (447 \ W i

Pratt & Whitney R-1340 NX .tsp enginei I

HAR.5 für the Royal Naw was the firsr

Whirlwind to be powered by a British engine

(in 1955), the 775-hp (578-kW) Alvis

Leonides Major 7SS 1. .is were the KAI \

HAK. f. and RN's IIAS 7 (HAS helii

anti-submarine), This lattei aircraft \\ is the

tirst version to be designed toi an operational

combatant role, being equipped with r.id.u and

rüpping sun.ir, and armed with .i homing

torpedo für deploymem in an As\V capacit)

Twc Communications versions, designated

HCC.8, were the last piston-( n

Whirlwinds, equipped with VIP interiors foi

Service with The Queen 's Higlit.

In 1960 Westland designed the uprated

Whirlwind Series 3 with turbine power,

uprated transmission, increased weights and

downward-sloping tail boom to increase main-

rot oi clearance. First ut the Series 3 Wlurl-

winds entered service with the RAF's Nu 225

Squadron, at RAF Odiham, on 4 Novembei
1961, These were powered by the Bristol

Siddeley (now Rolls-Royce) Gnome, a licence-

built version ut the General Electric T58
turboshaft, and with tliis powerplant the

Whirlwind gained a new lease ut life. Sub-

sequently, piston-engined Whirlwinds were

retumed tu the factory tur conversion to tut

bine power, Royal Naw HAS. 7s becoming

redesignated HAK. 9s.

These Series 3 aireratt in British military Ser-

vice were used primarilv tor ambulante.

rescue, or transport duties. Two HCC.12s
were pruvided tor The Queen's Flight, and a

number were exported betöre production

ended in 1968.

Type: (HAR.10) light Utility helicopter

Powerplant: one 1,050-shp (783-kW) Rolls-

Royce Gnome H.1000 turboshaft

Performance: maximum speed 106 mph (171

km/h); cruising speed 104 mph (167 km h);

ränge 300 miles (483 km)
Weights: emptv equipped 4.952 lb (2246 kg);

maximum take-off 8.000 lb (3629 kg)

Dimensions: mam rotor diameter 53 ft in

(16.15 m); tail rotor diameter 8 ft 11 in (2.72

m); length (rotors turning) 62 ft 4 in (19.00

inj, heighl 15 ft 7

, 2.026 s,| tt (188 2 n. i

Armament: Can melude .i homing turpedo or

Nord AS 1 1 anti t.mk missiles

Operators: Hr.ml, Brunei, (luiij. '.

UK

XP346

royal air fo

/rescue

o

The RAF's Whirlwind HAR.10. of which this (XJ726I is a colourful example, is by far the best of all the many versions of the S-55 of 1949.

Powered by a Gnome turboshaft, they have many airframe and Systems improvements. This one is a tramer at Shawbury.

Westland WG.34
In early 1977 the Ministry of Defence (Naw)
completed feasibility studies to deeide the

features of an SKR (Sea King replacement)

helicopter. It was deeided that such an aircraft

should have very long ränge, the ability to

operate all missions independently of surface

vessels, the ability to carry sonobuoys (rather

than dipping sonar) and radar/radar intereept

equipment/MAD sensors, plus automated

data-handling, and general payload greater

than that of Westland Sea King in an overall

size no larger. Westland announced the

WG.34 SKR in spring 1978, and in

November ofthat year gave further details and

announced agreements with Agusta and Aero-

spatiale, and discussions with other possible

partners as well as the possibilitv of developing

troop-carrier and other versions.

In mid-1979 the only undeeided factor in

the basic design was the powerplant, which

will probably comprise three engines of 1,000

to 2,500 hp (746 to 1865 kW) (see below).

Crew will comprise pilot, observer and

acoustic Operator, with room for a second

pilot. The engines will have side-facing anti-

iced inlets, the landing gear will be fully

retractable, the weapon bays will be internal

and enclosed, and the airframe will of course

fit existing Sea King ship platforms. Equip-

ment will include an advanced Ferranti Sea-

sprav radar, an advanced development of the

AQS-901 acoustic processor, developed Lynx
ESM svstems, secure voiee Communications, a

JTIDS data link, and probablv the American

ASQ-81 towed MAD 'bird'. Marconi is

handling the acoustic processor and displays,

Decca the Doppler radar and Omega naviga-

tion and ESM, and Ferranti the radar and tac-

tical data-processing. Westland is responsible

for airframe and avionics integration.

Type: ASW and multi-role naval helicopter,

with land tactical and transport versions pro-

jeeted

Powerplant: Prototypes, General Electric

T700; production, probably Rolls-Royce

Turbomeca RTM 321

Performance: ränge and endurance greater

than those of the Sea King
Weights: design gross 24,000 lb (10886 kg);

will probablv climb with development

Dimensions: main rotor diameter not greater

than that of the Sea King; length overall 67 ft

6 in (20.57 m); fuselage length 56 ft 9 in (17.3

m); height overall 17 ft 10 in (5.45 m)

Armament: füllest spectrum of AS weapon

s

Operator: under development for UK
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Westland Lynx (Army)

Design leadership of the Anglo-French Lynx
helicopter rests with Westland, from whose
WG.13 design the Lynx is developed. It is an

extremely capable and fast helicopter, and is

being .produced in two basic versions: a

general-purpose and Utility variant for army
use; and a more specialized naval Version

(described elsewhere). In British army Service

the Lynx is designated AH.l, and 100 are

being delivered to replace the Army Air

Corps' 120 Westland Scouts. The first pro-

duction AH.l flew on 11 February 1977. In

December of that year the Lynx International

Trials Unit, established to test the aircraft in

the field and centred on Middle Wallop, was

disbanded after successful completion of the

proving programme. Army Air Corps

squadrons in West Germany were the first to

put the Lynx into Service, each division

operating one squadron of Gazelle light Obser-

vation helicopters and one squadron of Lynx
equipped with TOW missiles for the anti-tank

role. All the Army Air Corps Lynxes will be

so equipped, but they will also be tasked with

general duties such as tactical troop transport,

armed escort of other troop-carrying rotary-

wing aircraft, search and rescue, firefighting

and crash rescue, logistic support, recon-

naissance, Casualty evacuation and command-
post work.

The origins of the Lynx Stretch back to an

agreement between France and the UK in

February 1967, signed on 2 April 1968. Under
the terms, three helicopters were developed

jointly (Lynx, Puma and Gazelle). Westland is

responsible for 70% of the Lynx and Aero-

spatiale for 30%. The first of 13 prototypes

flew on 21 March 1971, and in June the

following year the fifth aircraft set a speed

record over a 25-km (15.5-mile) course of

199.9 mph (321.7 km/h). The helicopter also

demonstrated a rate of roll in excess of 100°

per second, dived at 230 mph (370 km/h) and

flew backwards at 80 mph (130 km/h), all

testimony to its outstanding flight Perfor-

mance.

A promising Start to exports augurs well for

a long and numerous production run. Under a

£50 million order announced in January 1978,

Egypt and other Arab countries will eventual-

ly be flying at least 250 Lynx helicopters,

having built most of them under licence. The
first 20 are being constructed in the UK,
before knocked-down components for a fur-

ther batch are shipped out for local assembly.

Self-sufficiency in manufacturing is envisaged

eventually, and the agreement also Covers

Rolls-Royce Gern engines. The figure of £50

million is likely to cover the costs of tooling.

A great variety of Stores and equipment is

available, according to role. For search and

rescue this can include a waterproof floor,

eight 4-in (100-mm) flares and an electric hoist

clipped on to the starboard side of the cabin

and capable of lifting up to 600 lb (272 kg).

On offensive missions such as anti-tank or air-

to-surface strike, armament can include a

cannon with 1,500 rounds or, mounted in or

out of the cabin, a 7.62-mm (0.3-in) Minigun

with up to 3,000 rounds. A pylon on each side

of the cabin can carry two Miniguns or thirty-

six 68-mm (2.68-in) rockets in two launchers.

A variety of air-to-surface missiles can be hung
on the pylons, such as six Hawkswing or

AS.ll, or eight HOT or TOW. Up to eight

more missiles can be stowed in the cabin for

rearming. Detection and guidance is perform-

ed with an Avimo-Ferranti 530 stabilized,

lightweight sight. If not actually destroying

tanks itself, the Lynx can deploy a three-man

team complete with anti-tank missiles and

associated equipment. For night-time opera-

Westland Lynx AH.1 (Army)

tions low-light TV and infra-red linescan can

be carried, as well as searchlights. As in all

Lynx versions, all-weather flight and naviga-

tion is largely automatic: with automatically

controlled twin-engine safety, this maximizes

safety and minimizes pilot work-load.

Type: twin-engined multi-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: two 750-shp (560-kW) or

900-shp (671-kW) contingency rating Rolls-

Royce BS. 360-07-26 Gern turboshafts

(uprated versions 1,050 shp/783 kW, later

1,200 shp/895 kW)
Performance: maximum cruising speed 175.

mph (282 km/h); maximum endurance speed

81 mph (130 km/h); radius of action, out and

return at maximum cruising speed, maximum
hover weight 9,500 lb (4309 kg), take-off and

landing allowances, 15-minute loiter in search

area, 2-minute hover for each of eight sur-

vivors, 20-minute loiter at end of mission 154

miles (248 km); maximum forward rate of

climb 2,180 ft (664 m) per minute; vertical

rate of climb 1,235 ft (376 m) per minute

Weights: empty equipped (troop transport)

6,144 lb (2787 kg); empty equipped (anti-tank

strike) 6,772 lb (3072 kg); empty equipped

(search and rescue) 6,532 lb (2963 kg); normal

take-off 9,500 lb (4309 kg); maximum take-off

10,500 lb (4763 kg)

Dimensions: rotor diameter 42 ft in (12.8

m); length (rotors turning) 49 ft 9 in (15.16

m); height (tail rotor turning) 12 ft in (3.66

m); main rotor disc area 1,385 sq ft (128.7 m 2
)

Armament: one 20-mm AME 621 cannon

(1,500 rounds); 3,000-round Minigun; each

external pylon on each side of cabin can take

two Miniguns or other self-contained gun
pod, thirty-six 68-mm (2.68-in) or fourteen

2.75-in (69.8-mm) rockets, or up to six BAe
Hawkswing or Aerospatiale AS.ll or eight

Euromissile HOT or Hughes TOW air-to-

surface missiles (see text for more details)

Operators: Egypt, UK, Germany,

This Westland Lynx AH.1 was photographed dunng type conversion training with the Lynx Intensive Flying Trials Unit at Middle Wallop. This unit has since disbanded, and Lynx are

building up In strength In Germany, with HOT missile sights and pylons.
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Westland Lynx (Navy)

A ihipborne veriion of the land-warfare Lynx

AH.l, thc naval Westland/ Aerospatialc Lynx

has bccn ordered by thc navics of cight coun-

trics In Royal Navy scrvicc thc aircraft is

designated HAS. 2 and is tasked with advaneed

ihipoorne anti-submarine dutiei and other

spccialiscd missions A total of 88 arc on order

by thc British scrvicc. In September 1976 thc

Royal Navy and thc Royal Ncthcrlands Navy

formed a Joint Lynx Intensive Flying Trials

Unit, No 700L Naval Air Squadron, at

Yeovilton in Somerset. Formed to prove thc

aircraft opcrationally, thc unit put thc Lynx

through a rigorous programmc which in-

cludcd deck handling trials on board HMS Bir-

mingham, operating from Portland. From thc

OUtset, thc naval Lynx has bccn designed to

operate in all conditions of sca and weather.

To this effeet, a different landmg gcar is fitted.

Whccls rcplacc skids, and for retrieval in thc

roughest seas thc main whccls arc toed out by

27°, thc nosc whccls can bc castored through

90°, and a harpoon deck-lock System is

available as an Option. This last aid mcans that

the helicopter is secured thc moment contact is

made, and allows landmgs on small decks in

otherwise Lmpossible conditions. In thc anti-

submarinc-warfarc rolc, equipment includes

two Mk 44 or Mk 46 hommg torpedoes

mounted extcrnally on singlc pylons beside thc

cabin, and six marine marking deviecs. Alter-

natively, two Mk 11 depth charges can be

carried. Thc Lynx can attack submarines in

two ways: cither thc parent ship is tasked with

detection when only rctractablc Classification

equipment is carried on thc Lynx, or thc heli-

copter can operate indcpcndcntly with an

Alcatcl DUAV.4 lightweight dunking sonar,

maintaining stability in thc hover with thc

help of an automatic flight-control System. In

rough seas and conditions of poor visibihtv,

surface vessels can be sought out and tracked

by thc lightweight Fcrranti Seaspray radar,

designed for overwater use. Once identified,

surface craft arc attacked by four British Aero-

space Sea Skua semi-active homing missilcs or,

until these are available, by up to four AS. 12

missiles launched with thc aid of a stabihzcd

optical sight. Although spccialiscd for anti-

submarine dutics, thc naval Lynx can be put to

work on many of thc gcncral-purposc

vcrsion's tasks. On search and rcscue missions

up to nine survivors can bc winched aboard.

The first Royal Navy Lynx squadron, No
702, was commissioncd in January 1978 First

ship to bc supphed by this unit is HMS
liirminyham, and 'Leander' class and Type 42

vessels will bc similarly cquipped. Frcnch naval

Lynx hehcopters, designated Lynx 2 (FN), arc

broadly similar to thc Royal Navy aircraft but

arc fitted with different detection equipment,

including thc ( )MF.RA Hercules radar.

Twcnty-six have bccn ordered to rcplacc anti-

submarine Sikorsky HSS-ls and Aerospatialc

Alouettc III*». Dchverics began in 1978.

Brazil's Foru Aeronavai operates ninc naval

Lynx from six 'Niteroi' class destrovers, and

Argentina has ordered thrce for Operation

from frigates in the anti-submarine role. Thrce

were delivered to Qatar in 1978 to mect an

order placcd in 1976. Scven aircraft have been

ordered by thc Danish navv. Based on frigates

and ashore, they will be used for recon-

naissance and fishery protection in Grccnland,

thc Faroes and thc North Sca Norway has

four on order. Apart from the UK and France,

the Ncthcrlands is thc largest Operator of thc

type yet, with 24 on order. De Kooy-bascd

No 7 Sqn was thc first unit to reeeive the type,

which is designated UH-14A or SH-14B in

Mannt Lucntvaartaietui Service. No 7 Sqn's first

six UH-14As replace Agusta-Bell 204s in the

scarch-and-rocuc. VIP and ship-to-shore com-

munication roles Thc SH-14B, a more power-

ful anti-submarine Version with dunking

sonar, will cquip frigates. Eight SH-14Cs
ordcrcd in January 1978 will bc fitted with

magnctic-anomaly detection (MAD) gear. A
rcpc3t order for a further 12 aircraft is ex-

pected to fi 11 the gap leit bv rctirine 10

Westland Wasps in 1983.

Type: twin-engincd multi-purpose helicopter

Powerplant: two 750-shp (560-kW) or

The Westland Lynx HAS 2 .. soon be the most important helicopter in the navies of

NATO, perfectly suited to all-weather multi-role duties on surface vessels This Lynx, armed
with Mk 46 torpedoes. is about to leave HMS Birmingham in a gale

900-shp (671-kW) maximum contingencv

(uprated aircraft 1.050-shp 783-kW) Rolls-

Royce BS. 360-07-26 Gern turboshafts

Performance: maximum cruising speed 16"

mph (269 km h), maximum cruising speed

(singlc-engine) 130 mph (209 km h); radius of

action, out and return at maximum cruising

speed, crew of thrce, maximum hover weight

9.500 lb (4309 kg), take-off and landing

allowanccs, 15-minute loitcr in search area,

2-minutc hover for each of two survivors.

reserves for 20-minute loiter at end of mission

157 miles (253 km); maximum forward rate of

chmb 2,020 ft (616 m) per minute; maximum
vertical rate of climb 1,235 ft (376 m) per

minute

Weights: empty cquipped (anti-submarine

strikc) 6,836 lb (3101 kg); empty equipped

(reconnaissance) 6,794 lb (3082 kg); empty
cquipped (dunking-sonar search and strikc)

7.515 lb (3409 kg); take-off (normal) 9.500 lb

(4309 kg); take-off (maximum) 10.500 lb

(4763 kg,

Dimension*: main rotor diameter 42 ft in

(12.8 m); length (rotors turning) 49 ft 9 in

(15.16 m); height (tail rotor turning) 11 ft

9'« in (36 m); main rotor disc area 1,385 sq ft

(128.7 m2)

Armament: two Mk 44 or Mk 46 torpedoes;

or two Mk 11 depth charges; dunking sonar;

Sca Skua or AS. 12 air-to-surface missiles (see

text for more details)

Operators: UK, Argentina. Brazil, Denmark,
Egypt. France. Netherlands. Norway, Qatar

Unquestionably the most important new multi-role military helicopter, already adopted by 13 countnes, the Westland-Aerospatiale Lynx is seen here in its naval version
with wheel landing gear, nose radar and extensive mission equipment. This is a Lynx HAS. 2 of Royal Navy 702 Sqn, probably over the fantail päd of HMS Sheffield.
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Westland/Aerospatiale SA.330 Puma (see Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330 Puma)

Westland/Aerospatiale SA.341 Gazelle (see Aerospatiale/Westland SA.341/342 Gazelle)

Yakovlev Yak-11 Moose
Although phased out by the Soviet Union and

the more advanced Warsaw Pact forces, the

Yakovlev Yak-11 'Moose' continues in service

with some users. Designed as an advanced

combat trainer, the Yak-11 is the last offshoot

of the long line of Yakovlev fighters of the

1939-45 war; the wing platform, and the

basic construction of the all-metal wing and

metal-and-fabric covered fuselage are similar to

the later Yak fighters.

The Yak-11 was Down in 1946 and entered

service in the following year. Production in

the Soviet Union totalled 3,850 aircraft, and

the type was the first aircraft used by the ex-

panding satellite air forces in the 1950s. In

1954 it was put into production in Czechoslo-

vakia, as the C-ll, and among the 707

examples of the type produced in Czechoslo-

vakia were a number of C-llUs, a modified

version of the type with a nosewheel landing

gear and mainwheels mounted farther aft. The
C-11U offered handling characteristics more

representative of contemporary combat aircraft

than the tailwheel version, but was heavier

and of slightly lower performance.

Replacement of the Yak-11 in the basic

trainer role started in 1963, but the type fulfil-

led a useful role as a transitional aircraft bet-

ween the basic trainers of the time and the

MiG-15UTI.

Type: two-seat advanced trainer

Powerplant: one 570-hp (425-kW) Shvetsov

ASh-21 seven-cylinder radial piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

263 mph (424 km/h); maximum speed at

7,380 ft (2250 m) 285 mph (460 km/h); ceil-

ing 23,290 ft (7100 m); ränge 800 miles (1290

km)
Weights: empty 4,190 lb (1900 kg); normal

take-off 5,290 lb (2400 kg)

Dimensions: span 30 ft 10 in (9.4 m); length

27 ft 11 in (8.5 m); height 10 ft 9 in (3.28 m);

wing area 165.6 sq ft (15.4 m)
Armament: one 12.7-mm UBS machine-gun

and two 110-lb (50-kg) practice bombs
Operators: Albania, Austria, Afghanistan,

Bulgaria, China, Czechoslovakia, Egypt,

Hungary, Poland, Romania, Syria, USSR,
Yemen

Yakovlev Yak-11 Moose

Yakovlev Yak-18 Max
The Yakovlev Yak-18 'Max' basic trainer has

shown extraordinary longevity; itself a

development of a pre-war design, the UT-2, it

remained under active development into the

1970s and its probable replacement, the

Yak-52, bears a close resemblance to its pre-

decessor. The original Yak-18 flew in 1946,

with the tailwheel undercarriage of its

predecessor and the same 'helmet-type' cowl-

ing over the five cylinder M-11FR radial

engine. The tricycle undercarriage of later

versions was introduced on the Yak-18U of

1954, but the main production version was the

Yak-18A, introduced in 1957, which added a

more aerodynamicallv efficient NACA-type
cowling and the much more powerful AI-14

engine. The aircraft is of metal construction

with fabric covering, in typical Yakovlev

style.

The first single-seat version of the Yak-18

was an unsuccessful prototype of 1946, but the

concept was revived in 1959 with the first

Yak-18P aerobatic aircraft. The prototype

Yak-18P had the single cockpit in the aft Posi-

tion, while the initial production aircraft had a

forward-set cockpit. The pilot was moved aft

of the wing again in the Yak-18PM of 1965,

which was strengthened to accept aero-

dynamic loadings of plus 9g to minus 6g, and

it was this aircraft which started the run of

Soviet success in international aerobatics. The
Yak-18PS of 1970 reverted to the tailwheel

landing gear of the first aircraft, to save

weight and led to the development of the

Yak-50.

The latest version of the Yak-18 is the four-

seat Yak-18T, first seen in 1967 and recently

reported to be entering service with the Soviet

Union's State flying clubs. The wing span is

increased by the installation of a wider centre-

section, and a new cabin-type fuselage is fit-

ted. The inwards-retracting landing gear is

basically similar to that of the Yak-18PM.
About 6,700 Yak-18 trainers have been built,

and the Yak-18T is still in production.

Type: (Yak-18A) two-seat basic trainer;

(Yak-18PM) single-seat aerobatic aircraft;

(Yak-18T) four-seat liaison and training air-

craft (specification for Yak-18A).

Powerplant: one 260-hp (194-kW) Ivchenko

AI-14R nine-cylinder radial piston engine

Yakovlev Yak 18A Max

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

163 mph (263 km/h); ceiling 16,600 ft (5060

m); ränge 440 miles (710 km)
Weights: empty 2,238 lb (1025 kg); normal

take-off 2,900 lb (1316 kg); fuel load 210 lb

(95 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 9 Vi in (10.6 m);

length 27 ft 5 in (8.354 m); wing area 182.9 sq

ft (17m 2
)

Operators: China, Czechoslovakia, East

Germany, Egypt, Hungary, North Korea,

Poland, Rumania, USSR

Yakovlev Yak-25 RD Mandrake/Yak-27 Mangrove
The original Yakovlev Yak-25 'Flashlight',

flown in 1953, was a twin-engined tandem-

seat night and all-weather interceptor, armed

with cannon and later modified to carry air-to-

air missiles. It had swept wings mounted in

the mid position, and bicycle landing gear

with small wing-tip outriggers. From this

stemmed a prolific ränge of later tactical air-

craft, many of which are still in service.

Closest to the original, and possily even

rebuilds of Yak-25s, are the Yak-25RD 'Man-

drake' long-range reconnaissance platforms,

with a mid-high wing without sweep and

having span increased from 36 ft (11 m) to

just twice as much. Roughly in the class of the

long-span Martin B-57 high-altitude plat-

forms, this extremely high-flying machine was

usually operated as a single-seater. In the

1970s surviving examples were being con-

verted into radio-controlled targets and RPVs
for electronic warfare.

The Yak-26 introduced a wing of greater

strength, area and sweepback than the

original, with many other changes, and was
usually seen with a glazed nose and three

seats. The -27 was a diverse family with the

same wing but afterburning Tumansky RJD-

9B engines each rated at 8,820 lb (4000 kg).

Most sub-types had a glazed nose and were

reconnaissance platforms (NATO name
'Mangrove') though the -27P was a tandem-

seat night fighter ('Flashlight-C'). Con-

siderable numbers were built, and though all

are thought to have been withdrawn from

first-line service the majority appear still to be

operational in second-line duties such as ad-

vanced trainers, trials platforms, engine test-

beds, target tugs and as RPVs of various

kinds. Recent photographs also suggest that

some Yak-27s are active in the EW
telectronic-warfare) role, with additional

fuselage-mounted avionic installations.

Type: various (see text)

Powerplant: (27) two 8,820-lb (4000-kg)

Tumansky RD-9B afterburning turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at altitude

686 mph (1104 km/h) (-25RD much slower);

ränge very varied, but usually about 1,675

miles (2700 km)
Weights: (typical -27R) empty about 17,640

lb (8000 kg); maximum loaded 24,000 lb

(10900 kg)

Dimensions: (-27R) span 38 ft 6 in (11.75

m); length 55 ft in (16.75 m); height 14 ft

6 in (4.4 m)
Armament: today, none

Operators: USSR and possibly other

Warsaw Pact air forces

^4g*

Yakovlev Yak-25 RD Mandrake
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Yakovlev Yak-28 Firebar/Brewer/ Maestro

Alexander Yakovlev's Yak-28 family of com-

bat aircraft, similar in concept and Perfor-

mance to the French Sud-Ouest Vautour

series, continues to fill an important role in the

Soviel air arm, although the numbers in Ser-

vice are declining. The last to be retired will bc

the 'Brewer-E' ECM aircraft, with some Yak-

28? 'Firebar-Es' carrying on in less strategical-

ly important areas of the Soviet periphery.

The current Yak-28s are direct descendants

of the original Yak-25, developed from 1950 as

the Soviet Union's first all-weather jet fighter.

The layout of the Yak-25, with engines under

the swept wings, was conventional and

followed wartime German studies; it was one

of the first aircraft to feature a 'zero-track

tricycle' undercarriage, with a Single twin-

wheel main unit on the centre of gravity and

singlc nose and outrigger whccls. Likc the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-19, the Yak-25 was

initially powered by Mikulin AM-5 engines,

but most aircraft were fittcd with the Tuman-

sky RD-9. Developments of the Yak-25 in-

cluded the Yak-25RD •Mandrake', Yak-26

and Yak-27 'Mangrove'.

The Yak-28 series bears little relationship to

these earlier aircraft, beyond a gcncral similari-

ty in configurations. Initially, the Yak-28

seems to have been developed as a transonic

all-weather fighter using two of the Tuman-
sky R-ll turbojets developed for the MiG-21.

The Yak-28's wing is more sharply swept than

that of its predecessors and is raised from the

mid to the Shoulder position. The landing gear

has a true bicycle layout, leaving space for a

large weapons bay between the main units.

On the Yak-28P intereeptor this space is used

for fuel; the strike version carries stores in the

internal bay, and drop tanks on underwing
stations.

Deliveries of the Yak-28P 'Firebar' started

in 1962, and the type is still widely used by the

PVO air-defence force. It offers considerably

better endurance than the Sukhoi Su-15,

which has similar engines but is lighter and

much faster. Latcr Yak-28Ps, seen from 1967,

have sharper and much longer nose radomes

and provision for AA-2 'Atoll' short-range

missiles on additional underwing pylons.

Developed in parallel with the Yak-28P was

a glazed-nose strike version with a second

crew member scated ahead of the pilot and a

bombing-navigation radar aft of the nose lan-

ding gear. Originally codenamed 'Firebar' by

NATO, the type was re-christened 'Brassard'

when its bomber role became obvious, and the

reporting name was then changed to 'Brewer'

to avoid confusion with the French Holste

Broussard. Because the designations 'Firebar-

A' and 'Firebar-B' has already been allotted,

the 'Brewer' series appears to have started as

'Brewer-C'.

The 'Brewer-C' was used as a replacement

for the Ilyushin 11-28 in Soviet Frontal Avia-

tion strike units, but was not supplied to any

aligned nations. The presence of an internal

weapons bay strongly suggests that its

primary role was tactical nuclear strike; the

small cross-section of the fuselage limits the

load that can be carried internally, but the in-

ternal bay may have been necessary for the en-

vironmental control and arming of a nuclear

weapon. The Soviet Union's reluctance to

supply the aircraft to its allies is understan-

dable if it is seen as basically a nuclear System.

The dosest Western equivalent was probably

the early BAe (HS) Buccaneer S.l. The type is

probably now used mainly in the 'Brewer-D'

reconnaissance and 'Brewer-E' ECM versions,

many 'Brewer-Cs' having been converted to

this configuration. The 'Brewer-E' appears to

carry active jamming equipment in the

weapons bay for the support of strike forma-

tions. The other operational version of the

Yak-28 series is the Yak-28U 'Maestro' con-

version trainer, which like many Soviet

trainers has separate cockpits for instruetor

and pupil.

Type: Yak-28 'Brewer-C strike; 'Brewer-D'

reconnaissance; 'Brewer-E' electronic counter-

measures (ECM); Yak-28P 'Firebar-8' all-

weather intereeptor; Yak-28U 'Maestro' two-

seat conversion trainer

Powerplant: two 13,000-lb (6000-kg)

Tumansky R-ll afterburning turbojets

Performance: maximum speed at medium
altitude 750 mph (1200 km/h) or Mach 1.13;

maximum speed at sea level Mach 0.85; service

ceiling 55.000 ft (17000 m)
Weights: empty 30,000 Ib (13600 kg); max-

imum loadcd 45.000-50.000 lb (20000-22000

kg)

Dimension«: span 42 ft 6 in (12.95 in).

length (except late 'Firebar') 71 ft (21.65 m);

length (late 'Firebar') 76 ft (23.17 m); height

13 ft (3.95 m)

Armament: ('Brewer-C') one 30-mm
NR-30 cannon plus underwing bombs or

rocket pods and 4.500 lb (2000 kg) of internal

stores; ('Firebar C) two AA-3 'Anab' air-to-

air missiles and, on some aircraft, two AA-2
'Atoll' air-to-air missiles

Operator»: USSR

Yakovlev Yak 28P

k
-^|',*r

Yakovlev Yak 28 Brewer C

Several Soviet commands, including Frontal Aviation and the 16th Air Army in Germany,
use the Yak-28 Brewer-D' multi-sensor reconnaissance aircraft, which retains a radar.

Soviet Air Force Yakovlev Yak-28P Firebar two-seat intereeptor of the IAP-VO Strany The type is now obsolete and is being phased out of use

Contrasting stripes adorn the 'Anab' air-to-air missiles (possibly inert training rounds) carried by the Yak-28P all-weather intereeptor, of which a small number are still in

service with the Soviet air defence of the homeland (PVO). This excellent photograph was taken in East Germany and probably shows an aircraft on temporary detachment.
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Yakovlev Yak-36 Forger

In the late 1960s US reconnaissance satellites

revealed that the Nikolayev shipyards on the

Black Sea were starting construction of a war-

shipfar bigger than the 'Moskva' class ASW
hehcopter cruisers. As work progressed, it

became clear that the new ship was to be a

Compound of missile cruiser and aircraft-

carrier, with an open angled flight-deck over

more than half its length. The new ship, Kiev,

the first of its class, was obviously designed to

carry V/STOL aircraft as well as helicopters,

and Western observers waited with interest

for the Kiev's first voyage in international

waters.

Some indication of progress in V/STOL
technology in the Soviet Union had already

been given. In the late 1950s, a group of

Soviet engineers flew a VTOL test rig called

the Turbolet, a simple wingless machine in-

tended, like the similar Rolls-Royce Flying

Bedstead, to explore the problems of zero-

airspeed reaction control Systems. Some years

later, the Kolesov engine bureau began to

study the design of specialized lift engines.

The Yakovlev bureau became involved in

the study of V/STOL airframes, and two ex-

amples of a small research aircraft of Yakovlev

design were demonstrated at the Domodedovo
air display in 1967. Codenamed 'Freehand'-by

NATO, the type appeared to be crude in com-

parison with Western designs; the third-

generation BAe Harrier was at that time

undergoing flight tests before entering RAF
Service, while the 'Freehand' appeared little

more advanced than the Bell X-14 of 1957.

The basic layout was awkward, with two
engines in the forward fuselage feeding rear

vectoring nozzles, and the type clearly had lit-

tle space for operational equipment. At the

same time, a number of conventional aircraft

fitted with lift-jets were demonstrated, show-
ing that considerable progress had been made
in this area. One of the 'Freehand' prototypes

was reported to be used for sea trials aboard

Moskva.

A considerable number of V/STOL pro-

totypes appears to have been tested in the

Soviet Union before the Yakolev Yak-36
'Forger' design was selected for large-scale

evaluation. The configuration is unique, with

only two rear vectoring nozzles on the lift-

cruise engine and two lift jets forward, and

imposes some basic limitations on the design.

The most important is that the Yak-36 is ap-

parently unable to make a short take-off. The
short take-off is the Standard operating modf
for the Harrier, and permits substantial in-

crease in payload: the aircraft rolls forward

with nozzles aft for 200 ft (60 m), the nozzles

are rotated partially down and the aircraft lifts

off with a combination of wing and engine lift

(with the 'ski jump' ramp the gains are even

greater). The Yak-36 cannot emulate this Per-

formance because the thrust of its lift jets has

to be balanced by füll vectoring of the rear

nozzles, and is limited to what can be achieved

with a vertical lift-off. Other drawbacks of the

layout include a far higher risk of engine

failure (more than tripled, because the lift

engines are started twice as often as the cruise

engine), which will usually result in loss of the

aircraft. Neither can the Yak-36 take advan-

tage of an incidental benefit of the Harrier's

V/STOL technique: the ability to use vec-

tored thrust for air combat (Viffing).

Theoretical advantages of the 'Forger'

layout include a cruise-matched main engine,

but the improvement in efficiency is at least

partly offset by the .higher fuel consumption in

transition. The 'Forger' is, however, notably

stable in transition, and the smoothness of

operational approaches to Kiev has led to

speculation about precision ship-guidance.

Other details include large cushion-

augmentation strakes under the fuselage.

When Kiev sailed into the Mediterranean in

the summer of 1976, details of the Yak-36
became quickly apparent. She carried a small

trials unit of about 12 Yak-36s, including two
or three 'Forger-B' trainers with an ungainly

lengthened forward fuselage and a balancing

'stretch' aft. The 'Forger-A' single-seaters

were apparently pre-production aircraft, some
being equipped with blow-in doors around the

inlets and others lacking them. At the time of

writing it appears that the aircraft embarked
on Minsk, the second of the 'Kiev' class ships,

are not greatly different from the Kiev's air-

craft; Minsk made her maiden voyage into the

Mediterranean in early 1979.

The avionic Systems carried by the Yak-36
limit them to a clear-weather role; the only

weapon-aiming system is apparently a small

ranging radar in the extreme nose. Although
the aircraft on Kiev carry AA-8 'Aphid'

missiles and gun pods, the unit seems to be

concerned mainly with operational trials of

VTOL operating techniques and control

Systems.

When a more effective Version of the

Yak-36, or a replacement for it, will appear is

hard to teil. Komsomlec, the third of the 'Kiev'

class ships, was launched in early 1979, and a

fourth is under construction. In the absence of

any consensus on what these ships are intend-

ed to do, it is difficult to define the role of the

Yak-36. If it is intended for point air defence

against, for example, Harpoon-carrying

Lockheed P-3s, its present Performance may be

adequate and the main modification needed

would be the addition of air-to-air radar; if it 's

regarded as a multi-role aircraft in the class of

the BAe Sea Harrier, however, it will probably

be necessary greatly to increase its payload and

offensive capability. However, the Soviet

Union may prefer to develop a completely new
aircraft which can exploit the angled flight-

decks of the 'Kiev' class by means of a rolling

take-off.

Type: light VTOL shipboard strike fighter

Powerplant: one 16,500-lb (7500-kg) class

lift/cruise engine (possibly a relative of the

Tumansky R-27/R-29 series) and two
5,500-lb (2500-kg) Kolesov lift jets

Performance: maximum speed at 36,000 ft

(11000 m) 800 mph (1280 km/h) or Mach 1.2;

maximum speed at sea level 650 mph (1050

km/h) or Mach 0.85; Service ceiling 46,000 ft

(14000 m); combat radius 150 miles (250 km)
Dimensions: span 23 ft (7.0 m); length 49 ft

2 in (15.0 m); height 10 ft 6 in (3.2 m); wing
area 170 sq ft (15.8 m 2

)

Armament: four external pylons for up to

2,200 lb (1000 kg) of Stores, including AA-8
'Aphid' air-to-air missiles and gun pods

Operator: USSR

Clearly an interim type, the Yak-36, called 'Forger-A' in this single-seat version, is deployed

aboard the first two large multi-role carners of the Kuril class, and is expected on the

remaming two ships. It cannot make a STOL takeoff, though as a training and mdoctrination

machine it is useful.

This Yak-36 was seen aboard the carrier Kiev, first of her class, on her initial cruise from

July 1976. It is probably that of the CO of the embarked jet VTOL unit, which was
undoubtedly of an evaluation and indoctrination Status. Operationally this aircraft, in either
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single-seat or dual form, is limited in roles, though it can carry gun pods, rockets and short-

range air-to-air missiles.
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Yakovlev Yak-40 Codling

The Yakovlev Yak-40 'Codling' has been onc

of the Sovict Union 'i mo»l lucceiifu] com
mercial airtraft, and as the only sniall jel

traniport to emerge in the Soviet Union it

fulfils a minor role as a VIP and governincnt

traniport,

The design of the Yak-40 was started in

1964 to mect an Aeroflot requirement for a

modern replacement for the unpreiiurized,

piston-engined Lisunov Li-2, llyushin 11-12

and 11-14. For its first transport design, the

Yakovlev burcau chosc the unusual combina-

tion of jet engines and an unswept vving, the

aircraft being optmiised for good STOL air-

field Performance ratlu-r than speed. Location

of the three engines at the rear of the fuselage,

dose to the centreline, also minimizei enginc-

out problems 3tid makes the aircraft reasonably

easy to fly. Manual controls are employed, and

the aircraft has been designed with regard to

ease of servicing at primitive ficlds. The high-

aspect-ratio wing is fitted with simple Fowlcr-

type flaps.

The first Yak-40 was flown in October

1966, and by September 1968 the first Version

was in servicc with Aeroflot Later aircraft had

greater payload and passenger capacity than

the initial vcrsions, and ( !SA took dehvery of a

COnvertible passenger /freight Version of the

aircraft. Considcrablc efforts have been made

to export the Yak-40 to the West, and three

aircraft of the type are opcrational in Italy.

However, efforts to certificate the type in the

UK and Canada have not been succcssful.

The last of Acroflots order for more than

800 Yak -40s was dehvered in 1978. and in that

ycar it was proposed that the tooling for air-

frame produition should be transferred to the

USA. A newly formed Company, IC'X Avia-

tion, planned to start production of an

Americanised Yak-40 in Ohio, with US
enginei and Systems Dehvcries of the new
version, called the X-Avia, are expected to

1 Systems

lled the X-

begin in 1981 -82.

Type: hght 32-seat transport or VII' Com-

munications aircraft

Powerplant: three 3.300 1b (1500 kg)

Ivchenko AI -25 turbofans

Performance: maxiiiiuiii speed 345 mph
(560 km h) at 24,000 ft (7320 in), long-rangc

CTuiiing speed 290 mph (470 km lij, ränge

Yakovlev Yak 40 Codling

with 3.750 Ib (1700 kg) payload Ol 19

pjssengers 1,300 nulcs (2100 km), ränge with

30 passengen 900 miles (1450 km);

field length at sca levcl 3.540 ft (1076 m). lan-

ding field length 3,100 I' (945 m)

Weights: empty 22.630 tb (10263 kg); max-

imu.n take off 35.280 lb (16000 kg). niax

imuin landmg 32.410 Ib (14700 kg)

Dirnentums: span 82 ft (25 m); length

66 ft 9 in (20 3 m). hcight 21 ft 4 in (6.5 m);

wing arca 753 sq ft (70 m 2
)

Operators: (airhnes) Aeroflot, Aviohgurc,

Balkan, Bulganan, C'.SA. Vietnam; (govern-

ments) Poland, probabry I ISSR

Yakovlev Yak-50/52

Whereas the Yak-18P scrics of acrobatic air-

craft was dcveloped from the original trainer,

the Yakovlev Yak-52 trainer is a dcvelopment

of the Yak-50 acrobatic type. The Yak-52 may
be adopted by many Eastcrn bloc air forces as a

replacement for the Yak-18.

Designed by Sergei Yakovlev and Y.

Yankevitch as an improved acrobatic aircraft

to sueeeed the Yak-18PM and Yak-181'S. the

Yak-50 first competed at the 1976 world

acrobatic championships Kiev. Design objec-

tives included better manoeuvrability and

inverted-flight characteristics than the Yak-18
series. As the new aircraft was designed to be a

single-seater, it could be slightly smaller and

lighter than the Yak-18; combined with a

more powerful, fan-cooled version of the

Yak-18's Ivchenko enginc, this would

markedlv increase the power weiglit ratio of

the aircraft. Likc the Yak-18PS, the Yak-50

has a rcarwards-retracting tailwheel landmg

gear, although drawings of a version with a

fixed, ipatted gear have been pubhshed. The
Yak-50 has a symmetrica] lerofbil, for good

inverted handling, and a variablc-mcidcnce

tailplane.

The two-seat Yak-52 appeared in 1977. It is

closely similar to the Yak-50 except in its

undercarriage layout: the Yak-52 features a

very basic scmi-rctractable tricycle gear. the

Zlin 42

Following its success with the Z.26 series, in

which the two oecupants were seated in

tandeni, Zlin designed and built a side-by-side

trainer, the Z.42, the prototype flying on 17

October 1967. It was put into production in

1971 with the 180-hp (134-kW) Avia M137
engine as the Z.42M. A nuniber, said to be

several dozen, were supplied to East Germany.

A later version has a revised fin and constant-

speed propeller, production ot this variant

beginning in 1974. Total production to date

amounts to around 180 aircraft, and other

known military customers are Czechoslovakia

and Hungary.

A contemporary of the Z.42M was the

Z.43, a slightly larger four-seat aircraft which

entered production in 1972.

Type: two-seat training and touring

monoplane

Powerplant: one 180-hp (134-kW) Avia

MI37 AZ piston engine

Performance: Maximum speed at sea level

140 mph (226 km/h); cruising speed at 1,975

ft (600 m) 134 mph (215 km/n); rate of ciimb

at sea level 1,025 ft (312 m) per mmute; Ser-

vice ceiling 13,950 ft (4250 m); take-off to 50

ft (15m) 1,245 ft (380 m); landing from 50 ft

(15 m) 1,345 ft (410 m); ränge 329 miles (530

km)

Weights: empty 1,422 lb (645 kg); normal

maximum take-off 2,138 lb (970 kg) or for

aerobatics 2,028 Ib (920 kg)

Dimensions: span 29 ft 11 in (9.11 m);

length 23 ft 2 in (7.07 m); height 8 ft 10 in

(2.69 m); wing area 141.5 sq ft (13.15 m 2
)

Operators: Czechoslovakia, East Germanv,
Hungary

whccls being completclv exposed even when

the legs are tolded. The type is heavier and less

agile than the Single scater. and is stressed to

lower 'g' levels (7g positive and 5g negative),

compared with 9g positive and 6g negative fof

the Yak-50).

The Yak-52 is being adopted by the

DOSSAF, the network of state-run flving

clubs in the Soviet Union which provides basic

training for Soviet air force rccruits and

refreshcr training for reservists

Type: (Yak-50) vinglc-scat acrobatic aircraft;

(Yak-52) two-seat trainer (speeification for

Yak-52)

Powerplant: one 360-hp (269-kW) Ivchen-

icenev M-l-JP nnu-ivlinder radial

engine.

Performance: maximum speed in level flight

175 mph (285 km h). permissible du mg
ipeed 225 mph (360 km h). ceiling 19.700 ft

(6000 in), ränge 340 milo (550 km)
Weights: empty 2.200 lb (1000 kg); normal

2,845 lb (1290 kg)

Dimensions: span 31 ft 2 in (9.5 m); length

25 ft 2 in (7.676 m); wing arca 161.3 sq ft

(15 m 2
)

Operators: l BSP

Zlin Z 42

Zlin 326 series

While the name Zlin invariably evokes

thoughts of exceptionally agile aerobatic

monoplanes, the Z.26 Treuer was designed as

a two-seat primary trainer to meet speeifica-

tions for Czech civil and military flying

schools, and a prototype flew in 1947, with a

105-hp (78-kW) Walter Minor 4 engine.

Following competitive evaluation, the

wooden Z.26 entered production and was
designated C-5 by the Czech air force.

An all-metal version, the Z.126, replaced

the earlier model in production from 1953, and
this in turn was supplanted by the Z.226 with
the 160-hp (119-kW) Walter Minor 6-III.

The Z.226B was a glider-tug which flew in

1955, followed the next'year by the Z.226T
Trener-6. A fully-aerobatic single-seat version,

the Z.226A Akrobat, also flew in 1956 and
this name was retained for the similar variant

of the Z.326, a derivative of the Z.226T with
retractable landing gear and other improve-
ments. Following tests with three prototypes,

the Z.326 entered production in 1959 and by
1965 1,540 examples of the family had been
built. Development continued with the

Z.526F which appeared in 1966 as the Trener-

Master and, in a single-seat version, the name
Akrobat was again used; with a one-piece

canopy the latter became the Z.526AS
Akrobat Special, and for advanced aerobatics

the Z.526AFS Akrobat was offered, a special

batch being produced for partieipation in the

1972 World Aerobatic Championships. To
provide more power, the Z.526L was fitted

with a 200-hp (149-kW) Lycoming AIO-360-
B1B engine, and first production examples of

this version were available in early 1972. Final

development of the series was the Z.726

Universal, similar to the Z.526F but with

shorter-span wings and a 180-hp (134-kW)
Avia MI37 engine.

Direct military use of the Zlin 26 series

seems to have been confined to four countries.

The Cuban air force reeeived 60 Z. 226/326

aircraft; East Germany uses the same types

alongside Soviet trainers; the Forai Populär

Aerea da Liberlacac de Mocambique has seven

Z.326s; and the Czech air force usts the

Z.526. Indirect military use includes countries

such as Hungary where, although aircraft are

Zlin Z 526

civil registered, they belong to the State and

therefore are used to train both civil and

military pilots.

Type: two-seat trainer and aerobatic aircraft

Powerplant: one 160-hp (119-kW) Walter
Minor 6-III piston engine

Performance: maximum speed at sea level

151 mph (243 km/h); cruising speed at 70%
power 132 mph (212 km/h); rate of climb at

sea level 866 ft (264 m) per minute; Service

ceiling 15.585 ft (4750 m); take-off run 820 ft

(250 m); landing run 540 ft (165 m); ränge

360 miles (580 km); ränge with tip tanks 610

miles (980 km)
Weights: empty 1,433 lb (650 kg); maximum
normal take-off 2,150 lb (975 kg) or for

aerobatics 2,006 lb (910 kg)

Dimensions: span 34 ft 9 in (10.60 m);

length 25 ft 7 in (7.80 m); height 6 ft 9 in

(2.06 m); wing area 166.3 sq ft (15.45 m2
)

Operators: Cuba, Czechoslovakia, East

Germany, Mozambique
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TheWbrlcfe
Air-Iaunched missiles

British Aerospace have developed overwing launchers for short-range air to-air missiles on
the Jaguar, leaving the attack payload undimimshed This impressive sequence shows the

launch of a Matra 550 Magic, and the AIM-9L Sidewinder is also compatible. An advantage
of these heat-seeking weapons is that they have so-called "fire and forget" capability.
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Aerospatiale Lasso AM. 10

The LASSO (Leger Anii-Snrface Semi-

automatique Oplique), also known as AM. 10, is

being developed to meet the French Navy's re-

quirement for a small anti-ship missile with

greater ränge than the Aerospatiale AS. 12.

The weapon could be launched from any

medium-sized naval helicopter, such as the

Westland 'Aerospatiale Lynx or Aerospatiale

SA. 365 Dauphin, and can be fired from ex-

isting AS. 12 rails. Typical t3rgets include at-

tack craft, landing craft, hvdrofoils or hover-

craft, and objectives on land can also be

engaged.

The helicopter is fitted with an APX 397

gyro-stabilized sight, which can incorporate a

thermal imager for engagements at night. In

this case the imager is mounted on the plat-

form which carries the sight mirror and

guidance infra-red localizer, with the night-

time image injected into the Standard eyepiece.

LASSO uses the TCA (teleeommande automati-

que) guidance equipment developed for the

Aerospatiale/MBB HOT anti-tank missile.

The localizer measures the angle between the

target and the missile in flight, with the aid of

flares on the round, and a Computer in the

launch aircraft generates steering Instructions

to keep the weapon on the desired interception

course. These corrections are transmitted

down trailing wires, as in HOT, although the

longer-range AS. 15 series also being developed

by Aerospatiale employs a radio link.

LASSO can additionally be emploved for

coastal defence, using a ground-based
periscopic sight and one or more two-round
launchers. The sight has two magnifications,

x3 and x 12, and the same method of

guidance is employed. Füll development of

LASSO depends on monev being made
available, and the longer-range AS. 15 series is

thought to have prioritv. A new tvpe of

guidance wire has been developed for LASSO
to allow its ränge to be extended to 6.9 miles

(11 km), but fürt her increases are impossible

with the existing guidance method.

Type: air-to-surface and surface-to-surface

missile

Powerplant: two-stage solid-propellant

rocket motor
Performance: average speed 615 mph
(275 m sec): maximum ränge 6.9 miles

(11 km)
Weight: 210 lb (95.7 kg)

Dimensions: span 2 ft 0.4 in (62 cm); length

6 ft 10.7 in (2.10 m); diameter 8.7 in (22 cm)
Warhead: 66-lb (30-kg) high-explosive

Operators: under development

Aerospatiale AM.39 Exocet

The AM. 39 air-launched development of the

MM.38 Exocet anti-ship missile entered Ser-

vice in the summer of 1977, following the

completion of six fully guided development

flights. The weapon has been deployed initial-

ly on helicopters but will also arm the French

Navv's carrier-based Dassault-Breguet Super

Etendard attack aircraft and the proposed

ANG (Atlantic Nouvelle Generation) maritime-

patrol aircraft. Additional potential overseas

customers have shown interest in mounting

the weapon on a wide variety of fixed- and

rotary-wing types.

The AM. 39 (AM = Air-Mer or air-to-sea) is

based on the ship-launched MM. 38 but is

shorter and lighter than its predecessor, allow-

ing the maximum ränge to be increased from

26 miles (42 km) to 47 miles (75 km). Other

changes include an increase in the area search-

ed by the Electronique Marcel Dassault Adac

active-radar seeker, since the flight time to ex-

treme ränge is longer and the target could

therefore have travelled a greater distance. A
high-impulse sustainer motor, with a thin

steel casing in place of the aluminium body us-

ed in MM. 38, has been developed to reduce

weight even further while increasing the

ränge, and the boost motor has been shortened

since the launch aircraft's forward speed pro-

vides some initial velocity.

Targets are detected by the aircraft's search

radar and the missile is fed with a heading to

steer and a time at which the seeker is to be

switched on. Once an AM. 39 has been launch-

ed it descends to low level under the control of

its inertial navigation System and a radio

altimeter. When the missile is near the

target' s predicted position the Adac homing
head Switches on automaticallv and sweeps

across the horizon until it acquires the enemy
vessel. The weapon is then under the control

of Adac for the rest of its flight and descends

One of the carriers of AM. 39 Exocet is the Super Etendard, the first prototype of which is seen here with a carry -tnals AM 39 under the

right wing. This large missile is also launched by the Mirage Fl, Atlantic and Super Frelon

to just above the waves in the final seconds

before impact. The AM. 39 penetrates the side

of its target before the warhead explodes, in

order to cause the maximum possible damage.

Type: air-launched anti-ship missile

Powerplant: (boost) Societe Nationale des

Poudres et Explosifs Condcr solid-propellant

rocket motor, burning for 2 seconds; (sustain)

Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs

Helios solid-propellant rocket motor

Performance: speed Mach 0.93 or 702 mph
(1130 km h); maximum ränge varies from

32.5 miles (52 km) to 47 miles (75 km) depen-

ding on launch height

Weight: 1,455 lb (660 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3.4 in (1.00 m);

length 15 ft 4.6 in (4.69 m); diameter 13.8 in

(35 cm)

Warhead: GP1 blast 'fragmentation,

weighing 364 lb (165 kg)

Operators: France. Iraq, Pakistan

Aerospatiale AS. 11

The AS. 11 air-launched Version of the SS. 11

anti-tank missile is operated by a large number
of air arms, equipping both helicopters and

fixed-wing aircraft. The round itself is iden-

tical to that used in the surface-to-surface role,

the main difference in airborne applications be-

ing the adoption of a stabilized sight so that

the weapon can be controlled from a

manoeuvring launch platform. Helicopters

such as the Westland Wasp, Aerospatiale

Alouette II Astazou and Alouette III can easilv

be modified for AS. 11 Operation by attaching

launcher arms on each side of the fuselage (the

normal number is two rails per side) and in-

stalling the roof-mounted sight.

The Operator acquires his target in the sight

and begi is to track it manually, launching a

missile once he is in ränge. He then continues

to keep cross-hairs in the sight positioned over

the target throughout the round's flight and

steers the missile by means of a Joystick so that

it remains on his line of sight. Movements of

the Joystick are converted into steering com-

mands which are transmitted down trailing

wires to the missile, where they operate deflec-

tors in the sustainer-motor effluxes to

manoeuvre the weapon. The AS. 11 can carry

any one of three types of warhead, aecording

to the target being engaged.

More than 160,000 AS.ll/SS.lls had been

built by the time the produetion line closed in

the late 1970s, 50,000 of these being con-

strueted under licence in the United States,

where the weapon was designated AGM-22A.
The missile remains in service in manv coun-

tries, although it is being replaced in France's

ALAT (Aviation Legere de 1'Armee de Terre) bv

the Aerospatiale MBB HOT weapon
mounted on Aerospatiale/Westland Gazelle

helicopters. The AS. 11 also formed the basis

for the scaled-up AS. 12, which allows even

light helicopters to pack a powerful punch,

and some forces use AS. 11 as a training round

for the larger AS. 12.

Type: air-launched anti-tank missile

Powerplant: (boost) Simplet solid-propellant

rocket motor, burning for 2 seconds; (sustain)

Sophie solid-propellant rocket motor. burning

for 20 seconds

Performance: cruise speed 335 mph
(150 m/sec) average; maximum ränge 3,300

yds (3000 m)
Weight: 67 lb (30.4 kg)

Dimensions: span 19.7 in (50 cm); length

4 ft (1.21 m); diameter 6.45 in (16.4 cm)

Warhead: three interchangeable types: 140

AC anti-tank. 104 AP 02 high-effect, or 140

AP 95 fragmentation

Operators: Abu Dhabi, Argentina, Brazil,

France, Iran, Iraq, Netherlands, Peru, South

Africa, United Kingdom & others Firing an AS. 11 from Alouette III, a combination widely used by the French ALAT and

several other countnes. Replacements for different roles include the anti-tank HOT and the

anti-ship AS. 15, still under development
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Aerospatiale AS. 12

I he As 1 2, togi thei with the ss 12 land

launched version and (he ss I2M naval

win.ini
, has morc than i

'•• ol th«

imallei As II and carriei a warhead more than

ms as powerful I hi w arhi "I i

cIim ribed by <li< manufai tun i

bis i puni li as i 6 9 in ( 1 75 nun) jhell,

missile i an be launi hed froi mpai

sin.ill helle opti ' Hu

target typ« wliuli AS 12 can engagi to in

clude ships and heavily fortified emplai

in addition <
l ml and othi r vel

rhe AS. 12 is very limilai in Operation to

AS 111 he 1 1 1
1

• 1 1 < i fired from rails iti

to the side ol i helii opti i oi beneath the wings

ol .i fi (i d .-. ii." tii ifi

opi ratoi . w ho trai \ i hi i targi i w ith tl

.i stabilizi d ighi Early AS.12 insi

quired the aimei to control thi

throughoul its flighl 1»', M ,.
| ,, k. m

the same w .i\ .is Asil. bui müh aui

ind i" lim ol i since

trod I
i in option In i hi

knov> n b) i he French i
I

( S (fi mmanat

automatique), the opera ly tracks the

ii.l i he missile's position is mi

im .ii H ill) b) ifra-red en i aligned

wuli tlu- sighl .ixis. Tlu- sensoi

on thi missili and a small -
1 imputi i i ili ulates

w hi( Ii ss ill bring i he

hi in the desired
:

These commands are then transmitted down
traüing wires in the inxin.il wa)

Aerospatiale is developing a ranj

weapons, sui h as the As 1 s, to

AS. 12. but the oldei weapon is likelj

tnain in service foi many more years

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powcrplant: (boost) SNI'I Aerospatiale

Aehille solid-propellani rockei motor, burning

Due for replacement

foi I 15 so onds; (sustain) s\ l'l

Hermione solid-propellant n

Performance: speed 580 mph (260

niJ ol Flight; maximum ränge 1.97 miles

1 8 k m ) w hen i aunt h 10 mph
(368 km h)

W.-.gl.t.

DiiiiiiiMoiiv length
-

\\ arhead threec inter-

changi i harge,

OP.3C anti-tanl nnd fragmen-

Operatorv Abu Dhabi, Argentina. Brazil.

. Iraq. Iran. Italy. Ncthcrlands,

ted Kingdom &: others

Aerospatiale AS.15/AS.15TT
Aerospatiale is developing .1 series ol

surface missiles to nun the requirement foi a

successoi to AS.12. Potential expori

customers have speeified a i l 9 I

miles (15 km) for such .1 weapon, to allow the

launch aircraft to remain safi from retaliation

by the vessel undet attack, so the manufai

turer has designed a faii weather version

(AS 15) and the all-weather AS.15T1 ill

/ .'ns Tempi).

The basic AS. 15 can be fired from existing

AS.12 launchers and incorporates a warhead

based on that used in the earlier weapon. The

aimer acquires Ins target with tlu- aid ol a

gyro-stabilized ciptn.il sight, which can Ix- fit-

ted with .i forward-looking infra-red sei tor

um- .n night, and tracks the enemy ship

manuall) A missile is fired and is controUed

;hout its Aigin by i version ol thi I '

"^

(lelecommanae automatique) semi-automatii

command to line-of-sighl System developed fot

the Aerospatiale MBH HO! anti-tank

missile An infra-red sensoi aligned with the

operator's sighl detects flares on the AS 15

and measures the angle by which they are

displaced from the sightline, allowing a small

computei to calculate appropriate steering

commands foi transmission to the missile. The
AS.15 differs from both AS.12 and HOT.
however, in that the corrections are sent over

.i radio link rather than down wires; this over-

comes the problem ol wire breakages

• .1 with earl

princi-

ple, despite its smnlar designation. The- missile

Folios* • laun-

ching until u comes under the control ol an

on-board radio altimeter, which allow i i

le launch air-

lormally a helicopter, is fitted

Thomson-CSF Agrion 15 radar which tracks

both tlu- missile and I he angle- bet-

ween the two is measured, and steering cor-

rections are automatically transmitted to the

round via a radio link. Both the AS.15 and

AS 15TT will be operational in theearlv 1980s

it tull development funding is made available.

I jrpe: air-launchcd anti-ship missile

Powcrplant: solid-propellant rocket i

Performance: speed 625 mpl (280m sec);

maximum ränge 9.4 miles (15 km)
Weight KS.15) 212.1 II

(AS.15TT) 211.61b (9<

Dimensions: span (AS.15) 1 tt 11.6 in

-
I ii (53 cm);

(AS.15TT) S ft 6.8 in (2.61m); diameter
".1 in (18

Warhead: 65 5-lb (29 7-kg) high-explosive

Operators: under development

Aerospatiale AS.20
The AS. 20 was developed by Nord-Aviation,

now Aerospatiale. as .1 weapon to allow

fighter-bombers to attack ground targets from

reasonable stand-off ranges. The missile can be

fired from any aircraft capable ol sustaining

the Mach 0.7 speed needed foi launching, and

is normallv controUed manually by the pilot,

who tracks his target visuallv and generates

steering commands by means of a Joystick;

these Instructions are then transmitted over a

radio link to the round, where they result in

deflection of batfles in the sustainer-motor

nozzle. The missile carries flares to aid Visual

tracking. The AS.20 can also use TCA
(telecommande automatique) guidance, in which

steering corrections are computed automatic.il-

ly. In this case the pilot keeps an optica! sight

aligned with the target and an infra-red sensor

measures the angle between the missile and its

objeetive. A small Computer in the launch air-

craft calculates the amount ol exhaust deflec-

tion needed to bring the AS. 20 back on course

and this Instruction is transmitted over the

normal radio link

The AS. 20 is used b\ several air forces as a

weapon in its own righr. and it is also widely

employed as .1 training round for pilots who
would normallv tire the larger AS. 30. More
than 1.000 rounds have been built under

licence in West Germany foi this purpose.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: (boost) SN'l'E Aerospatiale

Aspit solid-propellant rocket motor. burning

for 16.3 seconds (sustain) SNPE Aerospatiale

/i.jr,-' solid-propellant rocket motor

Performance: speed Mach 1.7 or 1.304 mph
(2100 km h) at low level; maximum ränge

4.4 miles (7 km) when fired at Mach 0.9 or

ph (1100 km h) at low level

Weight: 315.3 Ib (143 kg)

Dimensions: span 2
_

. ii (80 cm); length

in (2.60 m); diameter 9.85 in (25 cm)
Warhead: 66-lb (30-kg) high-explosive

Operators: France. Germany, Italy, South

Atnca and one other

Aerospatiale AS.30
The AS. 30 was developed bv scaling up the

AS. 20 and adding flip-out tail fins, thereby

producing a formidable air-to-surface weapon.

The speeification called for high aecuraey: the

ability to impact within 33 ft (10 m) of its

target when launched from a distance of at

least 6.2 miles (10 km), with the aircraft hav-

ing to approach no closer than 1.8 miles

(3 km). The missile can be launched at any air-

craft speed above Mach 0.45 and is steered

either manually by the pilot, using a Joystick

in his cockpit, or by the TCA (telecommande

automatique) method. In the latter case an

infra-red sensor, aligned with the pilot's op-

tical sight, detects flares on the missile and

thus allows the off-boresight angle to be

measured. Steering commands are then

transmitted over the radio link.

Aerospatiale is now developing the AS.30L,

a laser-guided version which is scheduled to

arm the French air force's SEPECAT Jaguar

attack aircraft from the end of 1981. The new
variant carries an electronics pack to compen-
sate for missile roll and is fitted with a

Thomson-CSF Ariel laser seeker in the nose.

The launch aircraft carries a Thomson-
CSF Martin Marietta Atlis (Airborne Track-

ing Laser Illumination System) pod containing

a CILAS ITAY-71 laser designator; this il-

luminates the target, and the AS.30L homes

on to reflected radiation. The launch aircraft

can turn away after firing the missile. Caprive

carry triak of the Ariel seeker began in late

1977 and firings of unguided rounds from a

Jaguar, to check Separation from the aircraft,

took place during 1978. The first fullv guided

AS.30Ls were expected to be launched early in

1979.

The Atlis AS. 30L combination may later

arm the French air force's Dassault-Breguec

Mirage 2000 strike fighters, and the pod can

be used to designate targets for other weapons
such as laser-guided bombs.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: SNPE Aerospatiale two-stage

solid-propellant rocket motor
Performance: speed up to 1.120 mph
(500 m sec) at impact; maximum ränge up to

7.5 miles (12 km) when fired at Mach 0.9 or

683 mph (1100 km h) at low level

Weight: 1.146 1b (520 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3.4 in (1.00 m);

length 12 ft 5 in (3.785 m); diameter 13.4 in

(34 cm)

Warhead: 507 1b (230 kg) interchangeable

semi-armour-piercing or general-purpose

Operators: France. India. Peru. South Africa.

Switzerland
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Aerospatiale ASMP
The ASMP (Air-Sol Moyetme Portee air-to-

surface medium-range) is being developed to

arm some of the French air force's Dassault

Mirage 2000 strike-fighters from 1985, and

will probably also be carried by that service's

SEPECAT Jaguar attack aircraft. The weapon
is to be used mainly in the tactical role against

targets such as tank marshalling areas, bridges,

railway depots and military headquarters, but

could also have a Strategie role, since it will

carry a nuclear warhead. The ASMP was

originally intended to arm the proposed

Dassault Super Mirage, and development was
frozen when that projeet was abandoned. The
programme was revived in March 1978 when
Aerospatiale, which had been competing with

Matra, was awarded a füll development con-

tract.

The ASMP will be powered by a ramjet be-

ing developed by ONERA (Office National

d'Etudes et de Recherches Aeronautiques); a

solid-propellant boost charge supplied by

SNPE (Societe Nationale des Poudres et Ex-

plosifs) will be cast inside the ramjet's combus-

tion chamber to accelerate the missile to its

cruise speed. Once this charge has burnt out

the ramjet comes into Operation, burning

kerosene oxidized by air drawn through two
lateral intakes. Mätra's unsuccessful proposal

was powered by a turbojet.

The weapon is expected to be launched at

medium altitude, then climb to high level for

its supersonic cruise phase before descending

to hug the ground in its final attack. The max-

imum ränge on this type of mission will be

about 62.5 miles (100 km), although this

would be reduced to 47 miles (75 km) for a

completely low-level flight. ASMP will use an

inertial navigation System, possibly with some
form of terminal homing, and is expected to

carry a thermonuclear warhead with a yield of

100-150 kilotons. Development is likely to

cost about Fr500 million, and the weapon may
also be supplied to the French navy for use on
its carrier-based Dassault Super Etendard at-

tack aircraft.

Aerospatiale/MBB HOT
HOT (Haut-subsonique Opliquement Teleguide),

developed jointly by Aerospatiale in France

and Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm in Ger-

many, has been ordered to arm a variety of

helicopters and ground vehicles. At least three

export customers have awarded contracts for

the weapon to equip Aerospatiale Gazelles,

and the French Army's ALAT (Aviation Legere

de l'Armee de Terre) will itself introduce this

missile/helicopter combination in 1980. The
German Army is due to reeeive the first of 212

PAH-1 helicopters (the military designation of

the MBB BO-105 used in this role) in

September 1979; each PAH-1 carries six

rounds, whereas the Gazelle is limited to four

under some conditions. The PAH-2 helicopter

gunship which the French and German armies

are planning to introduce in the late 1980s

may also carry HOT, at least as an interim

weapon. Firing trials held in August 1978

demonstrated that the missile could be in-

tegrated with the Westland/ Aerospatiale

Lynx with no difficulty, and the aircraft of

this type which are to be built in Egypt are ex-

pected to carry the Franco-German missile as

Standard.

HOT uses TCA (telecommande automatique)

guidance, so the Operator has only to keep his

gyro-stabilized sight centred on the target for

the round to strike its objeetive. An infra-red

sensor aligned with the sight measures the

angular difference between the target and the

missile, and steering corrections are

automatically transmitted to the weapon over

a wire link. Night sights for use with HOT
are being developed in both France and Ger-

many for service from the early 1980s, and a

mid-life improvement programme is being

planned to increase the missile 's lethality and
cruise speed. The manufacturers have already

examined the possiblity of providing a ränge of

interchangeable warheads, including one
designed speeifieally for the anti-ship role and

another for use against troop concentrations.

Type: anti-tank missile

Powerplant: (boost) Societe Nationale des

Poudres et Explosifs Bugeal solid-propellant

rocket motor, burning for 0.9 seconds; (sus-

tain) 52.8 lb (24 kg) Societe Nationale des

Poudres et Explosifs Infra solid-propellant

rocket motor, burning for 17.4 seconds

Performance: cruise speed 580 mph
(260 m/sec); maximum ränge 4,375 yards

(4000 m)
Weight: 48.5 lb (22 kg)

Dimensions: span 12.2 in (31 cm); length

4 ft 3.2 in (1.30 m); diameter 5.63 in

(14.3 cm)

Warhead: 13.2-lb (6-kg) hollow-charge

Operators: Egypt, France, Germany, Iraq,

Kuwait, Syria

Standard new anti-tank missile of many countnes including the Sponsors, France and
West Germany, the Euromissile HOT is seen here in a four-barrel Installation on a Gazelle of

the French ALAT. The German Heer (Army) BO105s carry six rounds.

Anti-Surface Euro Missile ASSM
The ASSM (Anti-Ship Supersonic Missile or

Anti-Surface-Ship Missile) is a collaborative

NATO projeet aimed at developing a replace-

ment for first-generation anti-ship missiles

such as the Aerospatiale Exocet and MBB Kor-

moran. A memorandum of understanding

signed by France, Germany, Britain, the

Netherlands, Norway and the United States in

April 1977 led to a feasibility study aimed at

defining the most cost-effective way of

meeting all the laid-down requirements,

which included a supersonic cruise speed,

maximum ränge of some 113 miles (180 km),

improved penetration of defences by means of

altering the motor thrust during the attack

phase, and autonomous Operation after laun-

ching. The ASSM is intended to arm fixed-

wing aircraft and helicopters, in addition to

surface vessels and submarines.

The missile, which is unlikely to enter Ser-

vice before 1990, is expected to be powered by

a solid-propellant ram-rocket. Inertial mid-

course guidance will almost certainly be

employed and a dual-mode seeker, with an ac-

tive-radar homing head backed up by infra-red

sensing, has been speeified for the attack

phase.

If the projeet proeeeds into development and

produetion, it will be organised by the ASEM
(Anti-Surface Euro Missile) consortium, com-

prising British Aerospace, Aerospatiale and

Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm. The active-

radar seeker is likely to be a collaborative effort

by Electronique Marcel Dassault and Marconi

Space and Defence Systems, while the con-

tenders for the powerplant contract are the

Aerospatiale/ONERA team in France and

Bayern Chemie in Germany.
" By the beginning of 1979 no firm decisions

on the future of ASSM had been announced,

although the initial 14-month feasibility study

is believed to have been completed successful-

iy-

ASRAAM
The designation ASRAAM (Advanced Short-

Range Air-to-Air Missile) Covers Joint US
Navy/Air Force studies of a replacement for

the AIM-9 Sidewinder. A common opera-

tional requirement was established in January

1978, and guidelines as to the Performance re-

quired have been provided by the ACEVAL/-
AIMVAL series of comparative guidance trials

and the Pave Prism programme, which has

evaluted infra-red and laser seekers. The
ASRAAM has a lower priority than the

AMRAAM, since the AIM-9L and newer

variants of Sidewinder are expected to remain

viable for several more years, and the new
weapon is unlikely to enter service before the

end of the 1980s.

Boeing AGM-69A SRAM
The Boeing AGM-69A SRAM (Short-Range

Attack Missile) is one of the main weapons
carried by the Boeing B-52G and B-52H
Stratofortress bombers of the USAF's
Strategie Air Command, and the weapon also

arms SAC's General Dynamics FB-llls. The
first operational round was delivered in March
1972 and all 1,500 were in service by July

1975, equipping 17 wings of B-52s and two of

FB-llls; the former type can carry eight

rounds in an internal rotating dispenser and a

further 12 missiles under the wings, while the

latter has room for two SRAMs in the

weapons bay and four more on swivelling

pylons beneath its wings.

The SRAM can be used to attack the

bombers' main targets or to destroy defences

in their path, even when they are off to one

side of the launch aircraft. The weapon 's iner-

tial navigation System is fed with its current

position and Information relating to the

target, and is then launched on one of four

types of flight path: semi-ballistic, in which it

climbs to high altitude before diving on to its

objeetive; terrain-following, using a radio

altimeter to help it hug the ground; all-inertial

at medium altitudes; or a combination of iner-

tial and terrain-following to make use of

natural cover such as mountain ranges.

The SRAM's rocket motor has two stages

of Operation, boost and sustain, and the inter-

val between the two can be preset for any time

between 1.5 seconds and 80 seconds aecording

to the distance to the target and the type of

mission to be flown. The proposed AGM-69B
SRAM-B, powered by a new motor and carry-

ing an improved thermonuclear warhead, was
abandoned following cancellation of the

Rockwell B-l Strategie bomber in the summer
of 1977, but existing SRAM-As are being

upgraded with longer-life motors and more
versatile guidance.

Type: Strategie air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: one Lockheed SR75-LP-1

(LPC-415) two-pulse solid-propellant rocket

motor

Performance: burnt-out speed Mach 3 + or

at least 1,980 mph (3187 km/h) at 40,000 ft

(12190 m); maximum ränge 100 miles

(161 km); minimum ränge 37 miles (60 km)
Weight: 2,200 lb r998 kg)

Dimensions: length 14 ft (4.27 m); diameter

1 ft 5»/2 in (44.5 cm)

Warhead: W69 thermonuclear, 200 kilotons

yield

Operators: United States Air Force
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Boeing AGM-86B ALCM-B
PBghi triab d tbc Boeing A(,M B6B ALCM-
B (Air Launchcd Cruise Missilc modcl B) arc

duc to bcgin im tbc suiiimer Ol 1979, and the

weapon will take |)art in a fly -off COIDDCtitiOD

wuli tbc General Dynamics A(iM-109

TALCM (Tomahawk Air-Launched Cruise

Missilc). Thc winner is cxpected to arm thc

USAF Strategie Air Command's Boeing B-52

Stratofortrcss bomben, each of which might

be modified to carry eight ALCM-Bs in a

rotary launcher in thc wcapons bay and a fur-

tbei 12 on undcrwing pylons.

The ALCM-B has replaccd tbc AGM-86A
ALCM-A programme, the later missilc having

an extended fuselage and longer wings; inter-

nal fuel capacity is inercased, thus improving

thc wcapon 's maximum ränge. Thc greater

length mcans that the missilc will not fit thc

AGM-69 SRAM launcher Missilcs would be

launched against Strategie targets while thc

bomber was still at least 230 miles (370 km)
from hostilc territory, using iiicrtial guidance

for thc carly part of the mission. Oncc over

land, however, ALCM-B can update the

navigation Computer by means of a pro-

gram known as Tcrcom (Terrain ( .oiiti >nr

Matchingl. The missilc-' s radio altinieter takes

a senes of readingS, giving a profile of thc- tc-r-

rain bring flown over, and the Computer mat-

chei tliis pattern with i itored map of tbe

planned flighi path fbii piocess allows the

wc-apiHi be corrected 10 'hat u rc-

iN in. within HX) ft (30.5 m) or so of thc

desired flight path tbrougboul tbc terminal

ii its mission 1 ast sie ond i ora

an- n lade under the COOtrol oi j SMA( (Scene-

Matchina Area ' orrelator), which compares

the niissilc's view of its target area with a map
Itored on board

Thc fly-off is cxpected to involve 10 rounds

from each contractor, and the sclcctcd wcapon
is planned to bc operational by mid-1981. The
USAF hopes to buy about 2,300 air-launchcd

cruise missilcs and may dcploy them on addi-

tional types of aircraft, although thc whole

programme has many hurdles to cross, and

could be abandoncd if such wcapons arc pro-

hibited by any new Strategie arms limitation

agreement.

Type: air-launchcd cruise missilc

Powerplant: one 600-lb (272-kg) Williams

Research F107-WR-100 turbofan

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.7 or

535 mph (861 km/h) at sea level; maximum
ränge at least 1,730 miles (2784 km)
Weight: 2,800 1b (1270 kg)

Dimension«: span 12 ft (3.66 m); length

20 ft 9 in (6.32 m); diameter 2 ft (61 cm)
Warhead: 270-lb (123-kg) W-80 thermo-

nuclcar, 200 kilotons yield

Operators: I (planned)

Inside the Seattle facility I Boeing Aerospace the long ränge Ai

m the foreground packaged for mstaliation in or under a B-52 Beyc

A, with everything (or aifbreathing cruiSing flight

Bofors R653 Bantam
Although deployed primarily with surface

forces, the Bofors Rb53 Bantam anti-tank

missilc has also been mounted on helicopters

and fixed-wing aircraft, including the Agusta-

Bell AB 204 and Saab Supporter. The Operator

tracks his target with the aid of an optical

sight and steers the round by means of a

Joystick: movements of the stick result in

commands bring transmitted down traihng

wires to thc missilc, where they operate

spoilers for control. The Bantam has been in

service with thc Swcdish army since 1963.

Type: anti-tank missilc

Powerplant: (boost) one 145-lb (66-kg) solid-

propellant rocket, burmng for 1.2 seconds,

(sustain) solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed 190 mph (305

km h), maximum ränge 2,190 yards (2000 m)

Weight: 16 7 lb (7.6 kg)

Dimentiom: span 15 7 in (40 cm), length 2 ft

9 8 in (84.8 cm); diameter 4.3 in (11 cm)
Warhead: 2 2-lb ( 1 -kg) high-cxplosive anti-

tank or general-purpose

Operators: Argentina, Sweden, Switzerland

British Aerospace Dynamics Firestreak

The Firestreak, originally code-named Blue

Jay, was one of a trio of first-gencration air-

to-air missilcs developed in Britain during the

1950s; the Fairey Pireflasb entered service only

briefly and the Vickcrs-Armstrongs Red Dean

was cancelled, leaving Firestreak as the only

one to become fully operational. Thc missilc

entered service in 1958, originally arming

Gloster Javelins of the Royal Air Force and the

Royal Navy's de Havilland Sea Vixens; each of

these types carried four rounds, while the later

BAC Lightning was limited to two. The

Firestreak was designed when the main thrcat

to Britain tarne from slow, unmanoeuvrable

bombers, yet thc missilc was still operational

more than 20 years after it entered service.

Missilc design was still in its infancy when
Firestreak was coneeived, with the result that

the weapon is heavy and has only poor

manoeuvrability. Its infra-red sceker is not suf-

ficiently sensitive of detect a target head-on, so

Firestreak-armed fightcrs arc limited to

engagements from thc rear, where the hot

engine parts of the opposing aircraft can be

detected and tracked by the weapon 's homing
head. Many of these difficulties were over-

come in the Firestreak 's successor. the Red
Top (originally known as Firestreak Mk IV).

and tbe tWO missilcs remain in limited service

as primarv armament for the Lightning

fighter.

Type: air-to-air missilc

Powerplant: boost and

propellant rocket motors

Performance: speed Mach 2

sustainer solid-

or at least

1.320 mph (2124 kmh) at 40.000 ft

(12190 m); maximum ränge 4 miles (6 km)
Weight: 300 lb (135 kg)

Dimension»: span 2 ft 6 in (76.2 cm); length

10 ft 5» j m (3.19 m); diameter 8.75 in

(22.2 cm)
Warhead: 50-lb (23-kg) high-explosive

Operators: Saudi Arabia, Royal Air Force

British Aerospace Dynamics P3T
The British Aerospace Dynamics P3T is a

turbojet-powered derivative of the Matra/BAe
Martcl, and is being developed to arm the

Royal Air Force's anti-ship BAe (HS) Buc-

caneer and Panavia Tornado aircraft from the

early 1980s, replacing the present rocket-

powered AJ 168 version. The P3T will also be

carried by the Royal Navy's BAe Sea Harrier

strike-fighters aboard the 'Invincible' class

anti-submarine cruisers. The weapon will

carry a mid-course guidance packagc compris-

ing an incrtial-navigation System coupled with

a radio altinieter, allowing it to cruise just

above the sea surface. Terminal homing will

be under thc control of a Marconi Space and

Defence Systems active radar seeker which has

been under development in its basic form for

many years, thc previous projeeted applica-

tions (Ship Martel and Sub-Martcl Undcr-Sca

Guided Weapon) having been cancelled.

Type: air-launched anti-ship missilc

Powerplant: one 787-lb (357-kg) Microturbo

TRI 60-1-067 turbojet

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.9 or

685 mph (1102 km h) at sea level; maximum
ränge approximately 62 miles (100 km)
Other data similar to those of the Martel.

though the P3T is heavier and longer

British Aerospace Dynamics Red Top
The Red Top, originally known as the de

Havilland Firestreak Mk IV, entered service in

1964 as a complement to and partial replace-

nient for earlier marks of the Firestreak.

Unlike its predecessor, the new missile can

engage targets from any direction, and both

the launch aircraft and its target may be

travelling at speeds of up to Mach 2. The Red
Top, which carries a larger warhead than the

Firestreak and uses semiconduetors in place of

valves, was designed for use against low-level

manoeuvring targets rather than high-level

bombers, and may be fired without having to

aim the launch aircraft in the exaet direction of

its objeetive. The position of the target to be

engaged may be supplied by the interceptor's

fire-control radar (the Ferranti Airpass in the

BAC Lightning, which is the only type still to

carry the weapon) or by the pilot.

The Red Top remains in service and will

continue to do so as long as the Lightning is

retained in service. Hawker Siddeley

Dynamics (now BAe), which absorbed de

Havilland, designed the QC434 SRAAM

(Short-Range Air-to-Air Missile) to sueeeed

Red Top, but this programme was reduced to

the Status of a technology-demonstration pro-

jeet injanuary 1974, and the Royal Air Force

has since ordered the AIM-9L Sidewinder as

its short-range air-to-air missile for the 1980s.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one two-stage solid-propellant

rocket motor

Performance: cruising speed Mach 3 or

1,980 mph (3186 km/h) at 40,000 ft

(12190 m); maximum ränge 7 miles (11 km)
Weight: 330 lb (150 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft (91.4 cm); length

10 ft 9 in (3.276 m); diameter 8.75 in

(22.2 cm)
Warhead: 68-lb (31-kg) high-explosive

Operators: Royal Air Force, Kuwait, Saudi

Arabia

Red Top, carried by the nearer of these early Lightning intereeptors, was the improvea
IR-homing air-to-air missile that replaced Firestreak (carried by the more distant aircraft) in

RAF service. Red Top remains in use at RAF Binbrook.
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British Aerospace Dynamics Sea Skua
The Sea Skua, formerly known as CL834, is

being developed to arm the Royal Navy's

Westland/Aerospatiale Lynx helicopters from

the early 1980s, this combination replacing

Wasps equipped with Aerospatiale AS. 12s.

Lynxes carrying the Sea Skua will operate

from frigates and destroyers to seek out and

destroy small vessels such as fast attack craft,

hydrofoils and hovercraft before they can

launch their own missiles at the helicopter's

parent ship or others in the task force or con-

voy.

The Lynx would be despatched to intercept

such targets while they were still 60 miles

(97 km) or more away. As the helicopter ap-

proached the enemy craft the crew would
identify it by means of visual sightings or

cross-bearings taken on its radar transmissions;

this information would then be fed into the

Lynx's Decca TANS (Tactical Airborne

Navigation System) Computer so that the

target to be attacked can be correlated with its

blip on the helicopter's Ferranti Seaspray

radar. Seaspray is then switched from its

surveillance and navigation role to target

tracking and illumination for the Sea Skua 's

semi-active radar seeker.

The pilot selects which of the four rounds

carried by his Lynx is to be fired, and he can

instruct the missile to cruise at any one of four

heights depending on the sea State. The round

is then released and descends to the selected

height, just above the waves, with its homing
head tracking the target by means of the radar

energy which is transmitted by the Seaspray

and reflected from the enemy craft. The Sea

Skua is a comparatively small missile and its

warhead is designed to disable attackers rather

than to sink them: once the vessel's anti-ship

missiles and radars have been put out of action

it is effectively neutralised. This means' that

small helicopters can carry several 'disabling'

missiles rather than perhaps just one 'destroy-

ing' missile.

BAC, now British Aerospace, was in-

structed to proceed with development of Sea

Skua in March 1972, but the programme has

Specially designed for compatibility with the naval versions of Westland Lynx helicopter, the BAe Dynamics Sea Skua is the most

effective weapon in its class in the world though it relies upon Illumination of the target by the helicopter's radar.

several times been delayed by lack of funding

and firing of guided rounds had not begun bv

the end of 1978.

Type: helicopter-launched anti-ship missile

Powerplant: one solid-propellant rocket

motor

Performance: maximum ränge 8.75 miles

(14 km)
Weight: 323 lb (147 kg)

Dimensions: span 2 ft (61 cm); length

8 ft 3 in (2.5 m); diameter 10.6 in (26.9 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive, weighing 77 lb

(35 kg)

Operators: ordered by Royal Navy

British Aerospace Dynamics Sky Flash

The Sky Flash is a development of the US-
designed Raytheon Sparrow air-to-air missile

and incorporates a number of new British

Systems, including a Marconi Space and

Defence Systems semi-active radar seeker and

an EMI Electronics proximity fuse. The
weapon, previously known as XJ521 or UK
Sparrow, is based on the AIM-7E2 version of

the US missile and uses that type's airframe,

rocket motor and warhead. The later AIM-7F
has an uprated motor, giving it a much longer

ränge, but this was thought to be unnecessary

for the type of air combat normally found in

Europe.

The US forces have themselves been sear-

ching for an improved version of the Sparrow,

and the US Navy has received the results of

flight trials in exchange for providing the

launch aircraft and facilities. The first round

was fired from a McDonnell Douglas F-4J

Phantom fighter of the USN at the Pacific

Missile Test Center in November 1975, and

the Sky Flash performed so effectively that it

was adjudged to have proved itself after only

17 of the planned 22 shots. Further firings

followed on behalf of the US Navy, and the

first production rounds were delivered to the

Royal Air Force in July 1977. The missile

became operational the following year, arming

Phantom interceptors, and will later equip the

RAF 's Tornado F. 2 air-defence interceptors.

The Sky Flash can easily be integrated with

existing fire-control radars and has additionally

been ordered for the Swedish air force's Saab

JA37 Viggen fighters. In 1978 the weapon

was fired from a General Dynamics F-16 to

demonstrate that it was compatible with that

type, and a number of F-16 customers have ex-

pressed interest in buying the Sky Flash. The
initial production run is thought to total 1,350

rounds, and British Aerospace hopes to seil

between 6,000 and 8,000 in all.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one Rocketdyne Mk 38 single-

stage solid-propellant rocket motor

By late 1979 all the Phantom FGR.2's interception duties in the RAF were armed with the BAe Dynamics Sky Flash. Though using many

Sparrow airframe and motor parts, this weapon has many times greater lethality, especially under conditions of severe clutter or jamming.

Performance: speed Mach 3.5 or 2,310 mph
(3718 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 m); max-

imum ränge 28 miles (45 km)

Weight: 425 lb (193 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 4 in (1.02 m); length

12 ft (3.66 m); diameter 8 in (20.3 cm)

Warhead: continuous-rod, weighing 66 lb

(30 kg)

Operators: Swedish air force, Royal air force
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British Aerospace Dynamics/Matra Martel

Tlic Martel has bccn built in two versions, as

its lunir (which is dcrivcd from Missile Anti-

Radar and Television) suggests. The
television-guidcd AJ 168 vanant was developed

undcr British control, with the French having

prime responsibility for the radiation-homing

AS. 37, although the project as a whole was

run on a collaborative basis. The two types

share the same main structurc, wings, fms,

Eowcr system, most of the control System and

oost motor, although the sustainer motors

are different (becausc of varying launch

envelopes and flight profiles) and the

warhead/fuse combination is matched to the

specific type of target which each weapon is

likcly to attack.

The AJ 168, which arms British Aerospace

(HS) Buccaneer attack aircraft of the Royal

Air Force, can bc launched at any hcight bct-

ween 50 ft (15 m) and 7,000 ft (2134 m). It is

normally cmployed in the anti-ship role but

can also bc operated ovcr land. The rcar-scat

Operator in the Buccaneer launches one of his

three missiles (the fourth underwing pylon is

used to carry the associated command/video-

link pod) and watchcs his cockpit display,

which shows the view as seen by a tclevision

camera in the weapon's nose. He can make the

missile climb, divc or turn to eithcr side dur-

ing the mid-course stage by means of a

Joystick; the commands are transmitted over a

microwave link which carrics the TV picturcs

in the oppositc directum. When the Martel

nears its target the Operator places the cross-

wircs on his display over the desired impact

point, and the missile is automatically steered

to hit that position.

The AS. 37 version carries an Electroniquc

Marcel Dassault AD37 passive radiation seeker

which homes on to transmissions from enemy
radars. The missile can be launched from an

aircraft flying at subsonic or supersonic speed

at any height betwecn 50 ft (15 m) and

45,931 ft (14000 m). the AS.37S warhead is

the same size as that in the AJ 168 but is

detonated by a Thomson-CSF proximitv fusc

in order to cause the maximum damage,

whereas the AJ168 explosive charge is

detonated on impact.

Type: tclcvision-guided or anti-radiation air-

to-surface missile

Powerplant: (boost) Hotchkiss-
Brandt/SNPE Basile sohd-propellant rocket

motor, burning for 2.4 seconds; (sustain:

AJ168) SNPF. sohd-propellant rocket motor;

(sustain: AS. 37) SNPF. Cassandrc sohd-

propellant rocket motor, burning for 22.2

tecondi.

Performance: speed about Mach 2 or

1,520 mph (2446 km/h) at sea level; max-
imum ränge (AJ168) 35 miles (56 km); max-
imum ränge (AS. 37) 19 miles (30 km) when
launched at Mach 1 or 760 mph (1223 km h)

Under the rtght wing I ,m RAF Buccaneer S 2B can be seen an AS 37 anti-radar Martel

(leftl and the British AJ 168 TV guided version (nghtl Surpnsingly. the French, who
collaborated on both versions, never bought the more versatile 'British' version

at low level

Weight: AJ168 1.213 1b (550 kg); AS. 37

1.170 1b (531 kg)

Dimension»: span 4 tt (12 m), length

(AJ168) 12 ft 8 in (3.87 m); length (AS.37)

13 ft 6 in (4.12 m); diameter 15.7 in (40 cm)

Warhead: 331 -1b (150-kg) high-explosive

Operators: French air force, Royal Air Force

Ford Aerospace/Raytheon Sidewinder
The Sidewinder is one of the world's most

widely operated missiles and has been produ-

ced in more variants than almost any other.

The weapon derives its namc from a type of

rattlesnake which detects its prey by means of

body heat, in much the same way as the

missile homes on to infra-red radiation. Test

firings began in September 1953 and the

original version, now known as AIM-9B,

entered service in mid-1956. More than 60,000

of this variant alone had been built by the time

US produetion ended dunng 1962, and a fur-

ther 9,000 or more were construeted under

licence by a European consortium led by

Bodenseewerk Gerät Technik.

Although developed for the US Navy, the

Sidewinder was also adopted by the USAF.
The AIM-9B was lacking in Performance, so

improvements were soon introduced. The
USN and USAF originally planned to work
together on this programme, but in the event

they went their separate ways. Those

developed for the USN were designated A1M-
9C, -9G and -9H, while the USAF's versions

were the AIM-9D, -9E and -9J. The -9D had

far greater ränge than the -9B and carried a

warhead more than twice as large; the respon-

siveness and Performance of its infra-red seeker

were also much improved. Further refine-

ments were introduced in the -9G and -9H.

The US Air Force retained thermo-electric

cooling for the seekers in its new versions, and

the original rocket motor, but made up for

these deficiencies by introducing im-

provements in other areas.

The radar-guided AIM-9C (matched to later

modeis of the Vought F-8 Crusader) was soon

withdrawn from service, but the USAF and

USN streams have now rejoined in the form of

AIM-9L Super Sidewinder. Although retain-

ing some existing features, the AIM-9L is

Though the AIM-9L series is designed to be manufactured by a consortium in Europe for European air forces, most F- 16 flymg so far has

been done with the earlier AIM 9J series with double-delta cropped - tip flight controls.

almost completely new under the skin and

looks set to remain in produetion well into the

1980s. 1t has a completely new infra-red hom-

ing head (with some features of the German
BGT weapon cancelled to make way for it)

and long-span pointed control fins. It will be

built by a European consortium including Bri-

tain, which cancelled its own (technically

superior) SRAAM. The AIM-9L is expected

to be replaced by the ASRAAM (Advanced

Short-Range Air-to-Air Missile).

Type: (AIM-9L Super Sidewinder) air-to-air

missile

Powerplant: one Rocketdyne Mk 36 sohd-

propellant rocket motor

Performance: cruising speed Mach 3 or

1,980 mph (3168 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge 11 miles (17.6 km)
Weight: 186 lb (84.5 kg)

Dimension*: span 2 ft QVi in (63 cm); length

9 ft 4 in (2.85 m); diameter 5 in (12.7 cm)

Warhead: about 25-lb (11.4-kg) high-

explosive with preformed rods

Operator«: (all modeis) Argentina, Australia,

Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Greece,

Iran, Israel, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia,

Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Portugal,

Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Spain,

Singapore, Sweden, Taiwan, Tunisia, Turkey,

UK, US Air Force, US Marine Corps, US
Navy, West Germany

General Dynamics AGM-78/RGM-66D Standard ARM
The Standard ARM (Anti-Radiation Missile)

was developed from 1966, using the RIM-66A
Standard surface-to-air missile as its starting

point, in order to give the US Air Force and

Navy a larger, longer-range and generally

more effective complement to the Texas In-

struments AGM-45A Shrike for use in

Vietnam. In order to save time the original

AGM-78A version of the Standard ARM used

as much existing equipment as possible, in-

cluding the RIM-66A airframe and rocket

motor (which was modified so that the missile

could be carried at high altitudes for long

periods), together with the Texas Instruments

seeker which was already operational in the

Shrike.

Flight trials began in 1967 and the weapon
entered service the following year, initially

equipping the US Air Force's Republic

F-105F/G Thunderchief Wild Weasel
(defence-suppression) aircraft and the USN's
equivalent Grumman EA-6A Intruders. The
weapon's performance was found to be only

marginally acceptable, however, so work
began in 1967 on the improved AGM-78B; in

this model a new Maxson Electronics anti-

radiation seeker replaced the Shrike-type hom-
ing head. The family has since been extended

to AGM-78C, -78D and -78D2, with the cost

per round falling steadily although Perfor-

mance has increased. The most recent modeis

are carried by USAF McDonnell Douglas

F-4G Wild Weasels, which are replacing

Thunderchiefs, and by the US Navy's Grum-
man EA-6B Prowlers.

Aircraft equipped to operate Standard ARM
are fitted with a TIAS (Target Identification

and Acquisition System), which analyses

enemy radar transmissions and computes the

trajeetory which a missile should fly to engage

the transmitter to be attacked. The weapon is

then programmed to follow this flight path

even if the enemy radar is switched off after

launching — a trick which North Vietnamese

forces quickly learnt was effective against the

Shrike. If the radar keeps transmitting, the

Standard ARM 's seeker will home on to its

emissions to update the missile's trajeetory un-

til impact. The RGM-66D is the shipborne

surface-to-surface model of the AGM-78.

Type: anti-radiation missile

Powerplant: one Aerojet Mk 27 sohd-

propellant rocket motor
Performance: speed Mach 2 or 1,320 mph
(2124 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 m); max-
imum ränge 15 miles (25 km)
Weight: 1,400 1b (635 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 7 in (1.09 m); length

15 ft (4.57 m); diameter 13.5 in (34.3 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operators: US air force, US navy
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General Dynamics AGM-109 Tomahawk
The General Dynamics AGM-109 Tomahawk
cruise missile is being developed in a number
of versions for both the US Air Force and the

US Navy, and for a variety of Strategie and

tactical roles. The AGM-109 TALCM
(Tomahawk Air-Launched Cruise Missile) was

due to take part in a competitive fly-off against

the Boeing AGM-86B ALCM-B (Air-

Launched Cruise Missile) during the spring of

1979 to deeide which of these weapons would

be ordered to arm the Strategie Air Com-
mand's B-52G/H Stratofortress bombers. The

US Navy is additionally evaluating an air-

launched Version of the tactical (anti-ship)

variant of Tomahawk.
In its Strategie role, TALCM would be

launched in large numbers from B-52s patroll-

ing outside the Soviet Union's borders, thus

flooding the defences — if enough were

bought — and guaranteeing a massively effec-

tive strike against military targets such as in-

tercontinental ballistic missile silos. Both the

AGM-109 and the competing AGM-86B use

an advanced form of guidance, known as Ter-

com (Terrain Contour Matching), to confer

extremely high aecuraey — about 100 ft

(30.5 m), irrespective of the ränge. Tercom is

fed with signals from a radar altimeter, thus

building up a relief map of the terrain over

which the missile is flying. This is compared

with a map stored in the computer's memory
after being prepared from reconnaissance

satellite photographs, until a match is found,

allowing the Tomahawk's inertial navigator

to update its position exactly. Up to 20 such

maps can be stored, and the last stages of an

attack are carried out with the aid of SMAC
(Scene-Matching Area Correlator), which
compares a television view of the target with

stored film of the surfounding area.

This version is also intended for service with

the USAF Tactical Air Command and USAF
Europe as a Ground-Launched Cruise Missile

(GLCM). This would release tactical aircraft

for other duties.

The tactical anti-ship version of Tomahawk
uses a modified active-radar seeker of the type

developed for the McDonnell Douglas AGM-/
RGM-84A Harpoon, combined with mid-

course inertial navigation, and is not fitted

with Tercom. It also carries less fuel, giving it

a shorter ränge, and employs a conventional

warhead rather than a thermonuclear payload.

Type: air-launched Strategie cruise missile

Powerplant: Williams Research 600-lb
(272-kg) F107-WR-102 turbofan.

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.7 or

760 mph (1223 km/h) at sea level; maximum
ränge more than 1,730 miles (2785 km)
Weight: 2,520 lb (1144 kg)

Dimensions: span 8 ft 4 in (2.54 m); length

18 ft (5.49 m); diameter 1 ft 9 in (53.3 cm)

Warhead: (Strategie version) W80 ther-

monuclear, 200 kilotons yield

Operators: under evaluation by US Air

Force, US Navy

Hughes AGM-65 Maverick
The Hughes AGM-65 Maverick has been

developed in several versions, fitted with dif-

ferent homing heads, to meet a wide variety of

requirements. The first variant was the AGM-
65A, for which Hughes was awarded a

development and testing contract injuly 1968.

This model is fitted with a nose-mounted

television camera which is locked on to its

target before launching. The pilot or second

crew member of the parent aircraft has a

monitor on which he can see the view from

the TV camera, and he steers cross-hairs by

means ofa Joystick, to place them over the ob-

jeet to be attacked. The AGM-65A, which hit

a tank during its first guided flight in

December 1969 and entered service three years

later, was designed to attack hardened point

targets such as armoured vehicles, fortifica-

tions, bunkers, parked aircraft and radar or

missile sites.

Hughes built several thousand AGM-65As
to arm the USAF Tactical Air Command's
McDonnell Douglas F-4D/E Phantoms,

Vought A-7D Corsairs and Fairchild A-10

Thunderbolt I Is before switching to the

AGM-65B. This model, known as the Scene

Magnificatio'n Maverick, entered service in

1976 and is fitted with magnifying optics so

that it can be locked on to targets at greater

ranges.

Production of 17,000 AGM-65A/Bs was

completed in April 1978 but three other

variants continued in development. The
AGM-65C is fitted with a Rockwell semi-

active laser seeker in place of the television

guidance, allowing it to home on to low-

contrast targets illuminated from the air or by

ground-based designators. This Laser

Maverick, which was still being tested in

1978, is intended for use in both the interdic-

tion and close-support roles. The AGM-65D is

a version fitted with an imaging infra-red

(HR) seeker so that it can attack targets at

night or when they are obscured by smoke or

haze. Up to 15,000 AGM-65Ds are expected

to be built. By the end of 1978 the latest

Maverick type to be revealed was AGM-65E,
carrying a 250-lb (113-kg) penetration anti-

ship warhead in place of the lighter payload

employed with earlier types.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: one Thiokol TX-481 dual-

thrust solid-propellant rocket motor
Performance: speed Mach 1.2 or 912 mph
(1468 km/h) during boost phase, subsonic

during glide after burn-out; maximum ränge

about 14 miles (22.4 km)
Weight: 465 lb (211 kg)

Dimensions: span 28.3 in (72 cm); length

8 ft 2 in (2.49 m); diameter 8 in (30 cm)
Warhead: hollow-charge, weighing 130 lb

(59 kg)

Operators: Greece, Iran, Israel, Korea, Saudi

Arabia, Sweden, South Korea, Turkey, US
Air Force

Hughes AIM-4 Falcon

The Hughes AIM-4 Falcon was the world's

first operational guided air-to-air missile,

entering Service in 1956 as an anti-bomber

weapon arming Northrop F-89 Scorpions and

then Convair F-102A Delta Daggers of the US
Air Force's Aerospace Defense Command.
Hughes built 4,000 of these AIM-4As
(originally designated GAR-ls), the missile

being fitted with a semi-active radar seeker

which homed on to energy transmitted by the

fighter's fire control radar and reflected from

its target. These were followed by 12,000 ex-

amples of the GAR-1D (also known later as

AIM-4A) and were joined in 1956 by the first

of 16,000 GAR-2/AIM-4Cs. This version

employed infra-red homing rather than radar

seeking and was carried by McDonnell F-101B

Voodoo fighters in addition to the F-102As.

By fitting a combination of IR and radar

Falcons, the intereeptors could engage targets

at any height, in both fair and bad weather.

An additional 9,500 AIM-4Cs were built as

GAR-2As, while 4,000 were construeted

under licence by Saab in Sweden (3,000 as

Rb28s for the Swedish air force, and 1,000 as

HM58s for the Swiss air force).

The AIM-4D/GAR-2B was the first mark
of Falcon designed for tactical air combat

rather than bomber intereeption and was car-

ried by USAF Tactical Air Command fighters

until replaced by late modeis of the AlM-9
Sidewinder, having proved ineffective in com-

bat. By this time the AIM-4E/GAR-3 was in

service, being joined in 1960 by the AIM-4F/
GAR-3A (semi-active radar) and AIM-4G/
GAR-4A (infra-red) modeis. The heavier

AIM-26 entered production in 1960 and was

built in two versions: AIM-26A, with a

nuclear warhead; and AIM-26B, carrying a

conventional payload. The latter was also built

by Saab as the Rb27/HM55. The AIM-26B is

the only version of Falcon remaining in US
service, some 600 rounds being deployed by

Aerospace Defense Command. The AIM-4H,
with an active optical seeker, was abandoned

during development, as was the Mach 6,

100-mile (160-km) AIM-47A carried by the

YF-12A intereeptor.

Type: (AIM-26B Falcon) air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one 5,800-lb (2630-kg) Thiokol

M60 solid-propellant rocket motor

Performance: burn-out speed Mach 2 or

1,320 mph (2124 km/h) at 40,000 ft

(12190 m); maximum ränge 10 miles (16 km)
Weight: 250 1b (113 kg)

Dimensions: span 2 ft (61 cm); length

6 ft 9 in (2.06 m); diameter 11.5 in (29.2 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operators: Canada (AIM-4D/AIM-26B),
Greece (AIM-4D), Sweden (Rb27/Rb28),

Switzerland (HM55/HM58), Turkey (AIM-

4D), Taiwan (AIM-4D), USAF Aerospace

Defense Command (AIM-26B)

Hughes AIM-54A Phoenix
The Hughes AIM-54A Phoenix was originally

developed to arm the US Navy's General

Dynamics F-111B fleet air-defence fighter, and

guided firing trials from this type began in

March 1968. The F-111B was abandoned,

however, and its place taken by the Grumman
F-14 Tomcat, which inherited both the

Phoenix and its associated Hughes AWG-9
fire-control System from its predecessor. A
Tomcat launched its first Phoenix in April

1972 and the missile entered service in 1974.

An F-14 can carry six AIM-54s, all of which
can be guided simultaneously to intereept dif-

ferent targets. The Tomcat's pulse-doppler

search and tracking radar can detect fighter-

sized targets at any altitude while they are still

at least 133 miles (214 km) away; this

coverage extends across a 174 mile (280 km)
front, giving a surveillance volume more than

10 times that which can be achieved by the

AWG-10 radar in the F-4J Phantom, which

the F-14 has replaced. The radar can track 20

targets simultaneously while continuing to

search, and six of these can each be attacked

with a Phoenix, the targets being illuminated

in turn; the semi-active homing head in

AIM-54 does not need continuous Illumina-

tion in order to home on to its objeetive. In

the last 10 miles (16 km) or so of the intereep-

tion, the Phoenix Switches to active radar

seeking and is independent of the Tomcat's

radar. The missile's main drawback is its high

cost.

The Phoenix has proved itself capable of

engaging targets at very long ranges, and of

Six Phoenix AAMs are seldom carried at once by F-14A Tomcats on inventory duty, but this photograph was taken during the AIM-15A

development Programme. Current AIM-54B missiles have cheaper sheet-metal wings and fins, and part-digital guidance.

intereepting low-flying cruise missiles in addi-

tion to high-altitude intruders. Aircraft flying

in close formation, manoeuvring in an attempt

to break the radar seeker's lock, or jamming
the Tomcat radar have also been attacked suc-

cessfully.

In early 1978 Hughes was awarded a con-

tract to develop the improved AIM-54C ver-

sion, which is intended to counter any threat

which might be introduced in the 1990s.

Type: long-range air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one Rocketdyne Mk 47 solid-

propellant rocket motor

Performance: cruise speed at least Mach 3.8

or 2,500 mph (4023 km/h) at 40,000 ft

(12190 m); maximum ränge 125 miles

(201 km)
Weight: 975 lb (442 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3 in (99 cm); length

13 ft (4.26 m); diameter 15 in (38 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive, weighing 132 lb

(60 kg)

Operators: Iran, US Navy
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Hughes TOW
The Hughes 1K.M-71A TOW (Tube-

launched, Optically lighted, Wire-guided

inissilf) lias been widely deployed in botfa the

! baied and air-launched rolcs I

Brom helicopteri began in < >< tobei 1 966, uiing

a Bell UH-1 M I hu . i the launch platform,

and two of thete aircraft fitted with the XM26
T( )W tystem were sent nun u rion to liclp dc-

fi-nd Kontum in Vietnam from May 1 *>72.

I In
|
destroyed 62 targets between thi

proved the value of helicopteri anned with

i I< in anti-tank missiles.

Development of the UH-1B XM26 Com-

bi natii m had b i mpleted in mid-1968 attei

a total of 62 firings, tlns programme overlapp-

ing woik carried out between mid-1967 and

the end of 1972 on fitting TOW to the

Lockheed AH-56 Cheyenne attack belicoptei

A total of 110 launches from this platform

were made, including 16 at night, but the

Cheyenne was eventuallv abandoned and em-

phasis switched to the new XM65 Installation

for the AI 1-1 HueyCobra. Firing trials began

in February 1973, and bv the earlj 199

US Army will have ncarly 1,000 ol the

uprated AH-1S Version equipped with eight

T( )W launchers each.

The XM65 Installation uses .i ( hin-mounted

gyro-stabilized sight, with which the gnnner

in the HueyCobra's front seat tr,n.ks Ins

target. A missile is then hred from one of the

eight launchers, four on each stub wing, and is

lutomatically gathered on to the gunner's line

of sight by means of an infra-red sensoi align-

ed with the sight; tlns detects radiation n

lamp on the T('W. and a smaU Computer

calculates steering corrections which are

Frame from a high speed cinefilm showing

transmitted down trailmg wires to the missile

process continues until nnpact.

("he TOW XM65 has also been fitted in

other helicopters, including the Hughes

500M-D Defender, the Italian Agusta A 109

and the Westland Aerospatialc Lvnx The

Defendei has been ordered by a number of

customers; although the A 109 carried T< »\1

for trials, i| was tor su<.h puiposes onlv and

will be sueeeeded bv the A 129 as the Itahan

army 's definitive TOW-armed belicoptei

he departure of a Hughes anti tank missile fror

The British Arrny will operate TOW from its

Lvnxcs Total produetion ol all versions ot the

It'VA, missile exceeds 200.000 roum:

bablv a record tor guided missiles

Type: anti-tank missile

Powerplant: sohd-propcllant boost and sus-

tain rocket tu

Performance: cruise speed Mach 1.05 or

798 mph (1284 km h) at sca level, maximum
ränge- 12.300 fl i

rj0 m)

an AH IQ TOWCobra of the US Army

Weight: 46 1b (20.9 kg)

Dimensions: sp3n 13 4 in (34 cm); length

3 ft 10 in (1.17 m); diameter 6 in (15 cm)

Warhead: hollow-charge. weighing 8.6 lb

(39 kg)

Operators: Canada, Denmark, Germany.

Greece. Holland. Iran. Israel, Italv, Jordan.

Kenva. Kuwait. Lebanon, Luxcmbour,

'man. Turkey. Morocco, South Korea.

Swcden. Saudi Arabia. L'K. US Ar-

Marine Corp

Hughes/ Martin Walleye
The family of AGM-62 Walleye television-

guided unpowered glide bombs has been

dcveloped by the US N.iv.il Weapons Center

at China Lake and built bv both Hughes and

Martin Mariett.i. The latter reeeived a produe-

tion contract for Walleye I in January 1966,

with the tormer starting produetion as second-

source contractor the tollowing ve.ir. This

original Version is operated bv both the US Air

Force and the US Navy, seeing action during

the war in Vietnam, and has additionally been

supplied to the Israeli Defence Forces

The larger Ys .ilk-vr II forms the b.isis tor the

tatest Version, Extended-Range Data-Link

Walleye, which has enlarged wings to give n .1

greater glide ränge All W.illeves are titted

with .1 nose-mounted television camera with

the launch-aircraft pilot 01 weapons Operator

locks on to Hs target bv means ot .1 Cockpit

monitoi and Joystick, Once the camera cross-

hairs have been pl.iced over the bonib's ohicc-

tive Walleye can be released and swll

automatically home on to thal poini The US
Naw favours a two-aircraft collaborative at-

tack with the extended-range Version, one

dropping the weapon and the other eithcr

in its I \ imcra aftcr launch or steer-

ing the Walleye all the wav to impact. using

the data link to carrv video Signals trom the

bomb and steering commands in the reverse

direction.

Although unpowered, Walleye can glide

considerable distances and has been considered

bv the US Naw as a possible alternative to the

powered Condor air-to-surtace missile, which

was abandoned desptte its much greater ränge

Type: (Walleye I) glide-bomb

Powerplant: none

Performance: glide speed. subsonic; max-

imum ränge 16 miles (25 km)
Weight: 1.100 lb (499 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 9 in (1.14 m|; length

llft3in (3.44 m); diameter 12.5 in

(31 7 cm)
Warhead: high-explosive, weighing 850 lb

(386 kg)

Operators: Israel. US Air Force. US Naw

Hughes/Raytheon AMRAAM
The US Air Force announced in Februarv

1979 that it had selected Hughes and

Raytheon to build prototype AMRAAMs
(Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air

Missiles) for competitive evalation. The
losing contenders were Ford Aerospace,

General Dynamics and Northrop. This so-

called Validation phase will last 33 months,

after which the winning design will enter full-

scale development. AMRAAM is expected to

enter service in about 1986, arming the US
forces' Grumman F- 14 Tomcats. McDonnell

Douglas F-15 Eagles, General Dynamics F-16s

and McDonnell Douglas Northrop F-18

Hornets, replacing the AlM-7 Sparrow family.

The new missile may be built in Europe to

equip other NATO air forces.

The AMRAAM will have greater Perfor-

mance than the Sparrow but is intended to

cost less to produce and weigh only half as

much. Requirements include the use of an ac-

tive rather than semi-active radar seeker,

allowing the launch aircraft to break away or

launch other weapons immediatelv an

AMRAAM has been fired. A high-impulse

rocket motor will be used to give a short flight

time. All electronic components are to use

digital techniques, and a 'strapdown' mid-

course inertial guidance unit. in which the

assemblv is attached directlv to the airframe

rather than being gimballed, is speeified.

Launch aircraft will need few modifications

to adapt them for AMRAAM Operations, but

improvements in fire-control equipment and

long-range target identification will be in-

troduced to complement the new weapon.

Martin Marietta/Maxson Bullpup
The US Navy began development of the

Bullpup in 1954 under the designation ASM-
N-7, using a USN-designed solid-propellant

rocket motor mated to a Standard 250-lb

(113-kg) bomb; the pilot of the launch aircraft

steered the weapon by means of a jovstick

which generated manoeuvre commands for

transmission over a radio link. This Version,

later «designated AGM-12A, entered service

with the US Navy in 1959, but was soon sue-

eeeded by the improved AGM-12B (formerly

ASM-N-7A) Bullpup A, with a packaged

liquid-propellant rocket motor, extended

ränge and more effective warhead. In 1961 the

USAF also adopted AGM-12B, which it

designated GAM-83 for a time, incorporating

a modified guidance System so that attacks

could be made with the launch aircraft flying

off to one side of the target. Kongsberg
Vapenfabrikk construeted the missile under

licence in Norway from 1963. Produetion

totalled 22,100 rounds in the United States,

both Martin Marietta and Maxson Electronics

setting up assembly lines, plus about 8,000

more construeted by Kongsberg.

The much larger AGM-12C Bullpup B

(originallv known as ASM-N-7B bv the US
Navy and GAM-83B by the USAF) entered

service in 1964, produetion ending in 1969

after 4,600 rounds had been construeted

(mostly by Maxson). Some 840 examples of

the AGM-12E version with a fragmentation

warhead were built for service in Vietnam, but

this programme was then abandoned. Other

variants which failed to enter service were the

AGM-12D with a nuclear warhead, the Mar-

tin AGM-79A Bulleye using electro-optical

homing, the Chrysler AGM-80A Viper

employing inertial guidance, and the laser-

guided Texas Instruments AGM-83A
Bulldog. Development of the last-named

began in 1969 with the intention of fitting

new seekers to existing rounds in order to pro-

vide the US Marine Corps with an aecurate

close-support weapon; a number of Bulldogs

were built, but this plan has now been aban-

doned.

Type: (AGM-12B Bullpup A) air-to-surface

missile

Powerplant: one 12,000-lb (5433-kg)

Thiokol LR-58RM4 packaged liquid-

The four Chief members of the Bullpup ASM family are: (thin missile) ATM-12A training

weapon without warhead, (largest missile) AGM-12C Bullpup B; (upper left) AGM-12D with

Option of nuclear warhead; and (lower left) the common AGM-12B Bullpup A.
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Martin Marietta/Maxson Bullpup

propellant rocket motor
Performance: speed about Mach 1.8 or

1,370 mph (2205 km/h) at sea level; max-

imum ränge 7.5 miles (12 km)
Weight: 571 lb (259 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 1 in (94 cm); length

10 ft 6 in (3.20 m); diameter 1 ft (30.5 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive 250 lb (113 kg)

Operators: Argentina, Australia, Brazil,

Chile, Denmark, Greece, Israel, New Zealand,

Norway, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan,

Turkey, US Air Force, US Navy, Venezuela

Type: (AGM-12C Bullpup B) air-to-surface

missile

Powerplant: one 33,000-lb (14969-kg)

Thiokol LR-62RM2 storable liquid-propellant

rocket motor
Performance: speed about Mach 2.0 or

1,520 mph (2446 km/h) at sea level; max-

imum ränge 10 miles (16 km)
Weight: 1,785 lb (810 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft lOVi in (1.18 m);

length 13 ft 4 in (4.07 m); diameter 17.3 in

(44 cm)

Warhead: 1,000 lb high explosive

Operators: US Air Force, US Navy

Matra Super 530

Despite its similar designation, the Matra

Super 530 is very different from its

predecessor, R.530. It has twice the ränge of

the earlier missile, and its seeker can lock on to

targets at double the distance. Whereas the

R.530 has interchangeable infra-red or semi-

active radar seekers, the Super 530 has only

one type: the Electronique Marcel Dassault

Super AD26, developed from the SAR head

employed in the earlier weapon, and which
began airborne captive trials in September

1972. Targets are illuminated by the launch

aircraft's fire-control radar, allowing the Super

AD26 to home on to reflected radiation.

Flight trials of inert rounds began in 1973,

with the first target interception being achiev-

ed the following year. The Super 530 is plann-

ed to arm the French air force's Dassault

Mirage F.l and Dassault Mirage 2000 in-

terceptors, entering service on the former type

in 1980. The project was announced in 1971,

and at that time a service-entry date of the late

1970s was announced. The missile will be able

to snap up or down after launching, being

capable of intercepting an intruder flying at a

height of 75,468 ft (23000 m) after having

been fired at 59,054 ft (18000 m).

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: Thomson-Brandt /SNPE
Angele dual-thrust solid-propellant rocket

motor with a 2-second boost burn and

4-second sustain burn.

Performance: speed Mach 4.5 or 2,951 mph
(4750 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 m); max-

imum ränge 22 miles (35 km)
Weight: 529 lb (240 kg)

Dimensions: span 35.4 in (90 cm); length

11 ft 7 in (3.54 m); diameter 10.24 in (26 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operators: ordered by French air force

Replacing the unsatisfactory Matra R.530, the Super 530 is a high Performance air-to-air

missile carried by the Mirage Fl, as shown here, and intended for the Mirage 2000.

Matra R.550 Magic
Matra's R.511 and R.530 air-to-air missiles

were developed to arm interceptors operating

under ground control, with engagements tak-

ing place head-on at comparatively long

ranges, but many of the company's actual and

potential customers wanted a weapon to com-

plement the cannon in the air-superiority role.

The requirement was therefore for a highly

manoeuvrable weapon which could be fired at

short notice and acquire its target over a wide

angle, allowing the missile to be effective in

dogfights as well as straight-on interceptions.

Matra began full-scale development of the

R.550 Magic in April 1969, following comple-

tion of a two-year feasibility study, and the

first fully guided round made its maiden flight

in January 1972. Advances in technology since

the R.511 and R.530 were designed have been

combined to give Magic an impressive Perfor-

mance. The SAT AD3601 infra-red seeker can

acquire targets throughout a 140° cone ahead

of the missile, which can be launched from an

aircraft manoeuvring at up to 6g. The Magic

itself can pull more than 35g, being steered by

a set of canard cruciform wings. A similar set

of fixed fins mounted just ahead of these sur-

faces guides the airflow and prevents the

wings from stalling at high angles of attack.

The R.550 can be mounted on Standard

Sidewinder attachment points, allowing it to

be fitted to p wide variety of existing aircraft,

and it may be launched at speeds up to

777 mph (1250 km/h).

The first production rounds were delivered

in December 1975, and by the end of 1978

more than 5,000 missiles had been ordered to

arm a broad selection of Western and Russian-

designed fighters. These include the Dassault

Mirage III, 5 and F.l; the SEPECAT Jaguar;

the Vought F-8 Crusader; the Dassault Super

Etendard; the Northrop F-5E and F-5F; and

the Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21.

Impressive view taken by a fm-mounted camera of finng of a Matra 550 Magic dogtight missile trom the left overwing launcher of a Jaguar

International export version at about 20,000 ft (9000 m) in a moderate turn.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one Societe Nationale des

Poudres et Explosifs Romeo solid-propellant

rocket motor, burning for 1.9 seconds

Performance: speed at least Mach 2 or

1,312 mph (2112 km/h) at 40,000 ft

(12190 m); maximum ränge 6.25 miles

(10 km) at medium altitudes

Weight: 198 lb (90 kg)

Dimensions: span 2 ft 2 in (66 cm); length

8 ft 11 in (2.72 m); diameter 6.2 in (15.7 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive, weighing 27.6 lb

(12.5 kg)

Operators: Abu Dhabi, Egypt, Ecuador,

India, Iraq, Oman, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia,

South Africa, Syria, French air force, French

navy and others

Matra R.530

Matra began development of the R.530 in

1958 as a successor to its first air-to-air missile,

the R.511, and the weapon entered service

with the French air force five years later. Its

design reflects the level of technology available

at the time: control is by a combination of

cruciform rear fins for manoeuvring in pitch

and yaw, combined with ailerons for roll con-

trol. The R.530's angle of attack for stable

flight is limited to 15°, only marginally better

than R.511's 12°, and the Israeli air force —
an early customer — soon found that the

missile did not live up to its expectations.

The weapon has, however, been ordered by

many customers for the Dassault Mirage

fighter, more than 4,000 rounds having been

built. Alternative seeker heads are available:

the SAT AD3501 infra-red homing head or

the Electronique Marcel Dassault AD26 semi-

active radar seeker. The former can detect and

track a target from all angles by means of its

heat signature, while the latter senses radar

energy transmitted from the launch aircraft

and reflected by the target. The R.530 can

engage intruders at any height up to 68,897 ft

(21000 m). In Armee de l'Air service the R.530

is to be replaced by the Super 530.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one 18,739-lb (8500-kg)

Hotchkiss-Brandt/SNPE Antoinette dual-

thrust solid-propellant rocket motor with a

2.7-second booster burn and 6.5-second sus-

tain burn.

Performance: speed Mach 2.7 or 1,771 mph
(2850 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 m); max-

imum ränge 11 miles (18 km)
Weight: 423 lb (192 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 7.3 in (1.10 m);

length (radar) 10 ft 9.1 in (3.28 m), (infra-

red) 10 ft 5.6 in (3.19 m); diameter 10.35 in

(26.3 m)
Warhead: Hotchkiss-Brandt interchangeable

fragmentation or continuous rod, weighing

60 lb (27 kg)

Operators: Argentina, Austria, Brazil,

Colombia, Egypt, Lebanon, Libya, Pakistan,

South Africa, Spain, Venezuela, French air

force, French navy
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McDonnell Douglas Genie

The McDonnell Douglas AIR-2A (.cur-.

lally designated MIM, resulted frorn the

lis Au Force's Ding l)'>ny> and High Card

. entering service in fanuary 1957

inten eptors "I the I 'S Air Force'«

Aerospace Defense Command. The nucleai

warhead, with a vidi' ol sonn- 1.5 kilotons,

had an ctfective radius ol more tli.in 1 ,0(K) tt

(305 m) against large aircraft, . and rciidercd

.inv form ol precision guidance superfluous;

Genie was controlled only bv a stabüizing

ope and fins to counter the drop causcd

by gravity.

In |uly 1957 a Northrop F-89J Scorpion

fired a Genie carrying a live nucleai warhead

over the Nevada desen in order to tesi the er-

; t group ol observers sunding beneath,

The warhead was detonated at a heiglit ol

15,000 fi (4572 in) after the weapon had

(lowtl 3 indes (5 km), and n<> ill effectS were

reported. More ihan 10, (XX) deines are

thought to liave been built between 1957 and

1962 to arm USAF Convait F-102A Delta

Daggers and the later P-106A Delta Dan

Tbc weapon is still carried by the latl

thesc types, as well as bv McDonnell I I

( I 1011 VoodoOi "perated bv the ( anadian

Armcd Forces Plans for a guidcd Version, the

AIR-2B. were abandoned in 1963 and a 1966

propusal for an air-to-surface variant smnlarly

failed to come to truition

Type: air-to-air unguided rocket

Powerplant: onc 36,500-lb (16556-kg)

Thiokol TU-289 (SR49-TC 1) solid-

propellant rocket i;

Performance: cruise speed Mach 3 or

iOO ft

(12190 m). niaximum ränge 6 miles (10 km)
Weight: 820 1b (372 kg)

Dmtrntioni: span 3 ft 3 iength

2 92 m); diamet.

(44 1

NX arhrad: nuclcar. approx 1.5 kilotons yield

Operators: ( Jiudj. I S Ail I

McDonnell Douglas Harpoon
The McDonnell Douglas Harpoon is the

United States Navy's Standard anti-ship

missile, and can bc launched from aircraft, sur-

face ships or submarines. The weapon is

designed to make as much use as possible of

existing equipment such as launchers and fire-

control Systems. It entered servicc in 1976-77

aboard the USN's 'Knox'-class frigates. on

which it is fired from normal Asroc launchers,

and it is also planned to arm 'Spruance' and

DDG destroyers, CG cruisers, 'Oliver lla/.ird

Perry' class patrol frigates, PI IM hydrofoils

and nuclear-powered att.uk submarines

Aircraft which are expected to carrv the

ACM-84A air-launched Version include

the Lockheed P-3C Orion, Lockheed S-3A

Viking, Grumman A-6F. Intrudei and Vought

A-7E Corsair.

When mounted on aircraft, Harpoon is at-

tached to Standard weapon pylons and needs

no boost motor. Information about the target

ship's position, course and speed is derived

from existing sensors such as radar and is fed

to the missile via a matching unit tailored for

that particular application. On surface ships

the weapon may be fired from specially design-

ed canisters or from multi-role launchers

which can also handle surface-to-air missiles,

in addition to the Asroc equipment. The Har-

poon is enclosed in a buoyant capsule which

fits into Standard torpedo tubes when it is car-

ried aboard submarines, the encapsulated

round floating to the surface before the missile

flies free and begins its mission. A rocket boost

motor is used for surface and subsurface laun-

ches.

The Harpoon is guided dunng most of its

flight by an inertial navigator working in con-

junction with a radar altimeter; these keep it

flying just above the sea surface so that it can-

not be detected by its target. As it approaches

the enemy ship, the Harpoon automatically

switches on a radar seeker which searches for

the target and locks on to it. This homing

head then feeds Information into the autopilot

so that the weapon steers to intcreept its

target. The Harpoon can 'pop up' in the final

stages of an attack and then dive on to the

ship, thus making it more difficult to shoot

down.

Type: (RGM-84A) anti-ship missile

Powerplant: one 660-lb (300-kg) Teledyne

CAE J402 single-spool turbojet; also one

15,000-lb (6800-kg) Aerojet sohd-propellant

rocket booster in surface- and submanne-

launched versions

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.85 or

650 mph (1040 km/h) at sea level; maximum
ränge 70 miles (110 km)

One of the most versatile modern missiles is the McDonnell Douglas Harpoon. which

can be fired from surtace vessels (USS High Point shown), submarines and aircraft By late

1979 Harpoon had been adopted by 13 countnes. mcludmg Bntam

Weight: 1.460 lb (664 kg) with booster,

1,160 lb (527 kg) without booster

Dimensions: span 3 ft (91 cm); Iength 15 ft

(4.58 m) with booster, or 12 ft 7 in (3.84 m)
without booster; diameter 13'/2 in (34 cm)

Warhead: 500-lb (227-kg) blast high-

cxplosive

Operators: Austraha, Denmark, Iran, Israel,

Japan, Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, South

Korea. UK. US Navy. West Germanv

McDonnell Douglas/Martin ASALM
The supersonic McDonnell Douglas /Martin

Advanced Strategie Air-Launched Missile

(ASALM) is intended for use against both air-

borne and surface targets, including aircraft

used for early warning and control, surface-to-

air missile sites, and ballistic-missile silos. The

ASALM could thus replace both the Boeing

SRAM and the proposed new generation ol

subsonic cruise missiles such as the Boeing

ALCM-B and General Dynamics Tomahawk.
Martin and McDonnell Douglas were ex-

pected to reeeive competitive airframe-

development contracts in 1979, leading to six

demonstration flights in 1981. The winning

contractor could then proeeed with engineer-

ing development, with service entry in 1986.

The ASALM is to be powered by an integral

rocket' ramjet, Martin and McDonnell

Douglas being teamed with Marquardt and

United Technologies (CSD) respectively as

their engine contractors. Raytheon and

Rockwell are amongst the companies working

on guidance technology which could be ap-

plied to the ASALM.

Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm Kormoran
The MBB Kormoran (Cormorant) has been

developed to arm the German navy's

Lockheed F-104G Starfighters and later its

Panavia Tornado muiti-role combat aircraft,

allowing warships of frigate size and above in

the Baltic and North Sea to be attacked from

outside the ränge of their defensive weapons.

The missile entered service in December 1977,

the initial produetion contract covering 56 air-

craft installations and 350 rounds for deliverv

by 1981. Starfighters can each carry two Kor-

morans and the Tornado will be armed with

up to four.

The missile has been designed so that it can

be launched at very low levels, down to 100 ft

(30 m). This allows the fighter-bomber to

make its attack without being detected by its

target, since at that heiglit it is below the

radar horizon from the enemy ship. The radar

in the launch aircraft supplies Information

about the target' s position, course and speed

while it is still some 50 miles (80 km) distant,

and a final updating is carried out just before

the missile is launched. The pilot can aim the

Kormoran with the aid of an optical sight if

the radar is not operating effectively.

The weapon accelerates rapidly off its laun-

cher and descends to a cruise height of about

65 ft (20 m) under the control of an inertial

navigator and radar altimeter. During the final

stages of an attack the Kormoran drops to

10-16 ft (3-5 m), depending on how rough the

sea is, and switches on its Thomson-CSF ac-

tive radar seeker. This locks on to the target

and issues steering commands so that the

round hits its objeetive. The Kormoran carries

a specially designed warhead which has a

First air-launch of the German MBB Kormoran anti-ship missile from an IDS Tornado, over the Sardinia test ränge in July 1978. The first

Kormoran-equipped Tornado unit will be Marineflieger wmg MFG 1 at Schleswig Jagel in 1981 This missile is active-hommg.

devastating effect even on large targets. The
missile penetrates the side of the ship before

the warhead detonates, and 16 individual

charges produce high-speed slugs which

penetrate bulkheads and other internal struc-

tures.

Type: air-launched anti-ship missile

Powerplant: (boost) two 6,065-lb (2750-kg)

Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs

Prades solid-propellant rocket motors; (sus-

tain) one 630-lb (285-kg) SNPE Eole solid-

propellant rocket motor
Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.9 or

685 mph (1095 km h) at sea level; maxiumum
ränge 20 miles (30 km)
Weight: 1,320 lb (600 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3 in (1 m); Iength 14 ft

6 in (4.4 m); diameter 13'/2 in (34.4 cm)

Warhead: 365-lb (165-kg) high-explosive

Operator: West Germany
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Mitsubishi AAM-1
The Mitsubishi AAM-1 (Air-to-Air Missile

No 1) was Japan's first weapon of this type

and is thought to have entered limited Service

in 1970 as a replacement for the AIM-9
Sidewinder on North American F-86 Sabre

and Lockheed F-104J Starfighter interceptors.

The missile was designed in collaboration with

the Japanese Defence Agency's Technical

Research and Development Institute and ap-

pears to be based on its US counterpart. The
initial production run is thought to have

totalled 330 rounds, but it is not known
whether the planned purchase of 3,000

AAM-ls in all was completed.

In 1968 the Mitsubishi/TRDI team started

development of AAM-2, which was planned

to replace the Hughes AIM-4D Falcons

bought as an interim weapon to arm the Japan

Air Self-Defence Force 's McDonnell Douglas

F-4EJ Phantom fighters. The AAM-2 would
have overcome the main drawback of AAM-1,
the fact that it can intercept targets only from
the rear because its infra-red seeker is relatively

insensitive, but development has been aban-

doned and US weapons are likely to be bought
instead.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket motor
Performance: speed unknown; maximum
ränge 3 miles (5 km)
Weight: 167 lb (76 kg)

Dimensions: span 1 ft 8 in (50 cm); length 8

ft 2'/2 in (2.5 m); diameter 5.9 in (15 cm)
Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: Japan

Mitsubishi ASM-1
Development of the Mitsubishi ASM-1 air-

launched anti-ship missile was begun in 1973,

and firings of two unguided prototypes took

place from a Mitsubishi F-l fighter-bomber

over Wasaka Bay in December 1977. Trials

continued in early 1978, and eight rounds

were due to have been fired against static

targets from low altitude in the middle of that

year. Tests against moving targets were

scheduled to follow in the first four months of

1979, with final acceptance testing taking

place in the winter of 1979-80.

The ASM-1 was originally planned to be

powered by an air-breathing engine, but a

solid-propellant rocket motor was adopted for

early trials. The designers have since reverted

to jet propulsion, however, which will allow

operational weapons to have at least double

the ränge achieved by the prototypes. The
rocket-powered ASM-1 may still enter Service

in that form, with the longer-range Version

being used for surface-launched applications by

the Japanese Ground and Maritime Self-

Defence Forces.

ASM-1 cruises at a height of between 16 ft

(5 m) and 65 ft (20 m), depending on sea State,

under the control of an inertial navigator and

radio altimeter. The final stage of the attack is

made with the aid of an active radar seeker,

which locks on to the target and Updates the

missile's course.

The initial production run is expected to

total 150 rounds, with the missile arming F-l

attack aircraft and possibly Lockheed P-3C
Orion maritime-patrol aircraft. The eventual

requirement could run as high as 800 rounds.

Type: air-launched anti-ship missile

Powerplant: Nissan Motors solid-propellant

rocket motor; may be replaced by air-

breathing engine in production missiles

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.9 or

685 mph (1095 km/h) at sea level; maximum
ränge 28 miles (45 km) with rocket motor,

and at least double this with jet propulsion

Weight: 1,345 lb (610 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 11 in (1.2 m); length

12 ft ll'/2 in (3.95 m); diameter 13.7 in (35

cm)

Warhead: 44Hb (200-kg) high-explosive

Operator: Japan

Rafael Shafrir

The Mk 1 Version of Shafrir (Dragonfly), the

first air-to-air missile designed by Israel's

Rafael armament development authority, did

not live up to expectations and was abandoned

in the early 1960s. Work on the Mk 2 began

in the middle of that decade, using informa-

tion published in the West since 1959. The

missile was not, according to its designer,

copied from the US Sidewinder or Russian

AA-2 'Atoll' which it closely resembles in ap-

pearance. Rafael is normally responsible for

research and development only, leaving pro-

duction to a commercial Company, but an ex-

ception was made in the case of the Shafrir in

order to save time. Production of the rocket

motor, of which the pre-series batch was built

by Rafael, has since been handed over to a sub-

contractor, but assembly of the weapon re-

mains Rafael's responsibility.

The Mk 2 Version entered Service in time for

the October 1973 war with the Arabs, in

which it was credited with the destruction of

more than 100 aircraft. Overall kill rate is

claimed to be as high as 60%, part of this

resulting from the great emphasis placed on

reliability during production. The Shafrir arms

the Israeli air force's Dassault Mirage fighters

and the various types of indigenously

developed derivatives, including the IAI Kfir.

Warning lamps and a tone in his headphones

inform the pilot that the Shafrir' s infra-red

seeker has locked on to its target, and the

missile can then be fired. The warhead is com-

paratively large for the size of the weapon and

is said to have an effective radius of 23 - 26 ft

(7-8 m) against a typical target.

A Mk 3 version of Shafrir is reported to be

under development. This will be able to attack

targets from all angles, with greater

manoeuvrability and a larger firing envelope.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket motor

Performance: maximum ränge 3.1 miles

(5 km)
Weight: 205 lb (93 kg)

Dimensions: span 1 ft 8 Vi in (52 cm); length

8 ft 1 in (2.47 m); diameter 6.3 in (16 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive, weighing 24.3 lb

(Ukg)
Operators: Chile, Israel, Taiwan, possibly

others

Raytheon Sparrow
The current Version of this long-serving US
air-to-air missile is the Raytheon AIM-7 Spar-

row III, which entered Service in August

1958. The earlier AIM-7A Sparrow I, which

employed beam-riding guidance, is no longer

operational and the active radar AIM-7B Spar-

row II was cancelled. The latest variant to

enter service is the AIM-7F, incorporating

several improvements compared with the

AIM-7E and -7E2 which saw extensive service

in the Vietnam war. The maximum ränge of

-7F is nearly twice that of its immediate

predecessor, and a larger warhead is fitted.

Raytheon is now developing a new homing
head, the advanced monopulse seeker (AMS),

to enter service in 1980; like the monopulse

seeker of the British Aerospace Sky Flash, this

will have greater resistance to counter-

measures than earlier seekers and will allow

the Sparrow to intercept targets against a

background of clutter.

The Sparrow III employs semi-active radar

guidance: the fire-control radar in the launch

aircraft illuminates the target, and the missile

homes on to reflected energy. Large cruciform

wings mounted in the mid-fuselage position

are used for steering, with fixed fins at the rear

for stability.

The Sparrow is Standard armament on the

McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom fighter

operated by the US forces and export

customers, and the weapon also arms the

In all configurations, as here with 18 conven

Aeritalia F-104S version of Lockheed's Star-

fighter. The AIM-7F will replace earlier

modeis on the USAF's McDonnell Douglas

F-15 Eagle fighters and the US Navy's Grum-
man F-14 Tomcats in addition to the Phan-

toms, and it will also equip the USN's new
McDonnell Douglas F-18s. The Sparrow has

been adapted for surface-launched applications

in the form of Sea Sparrow and Land Sparrow,

and the design forms the basis of both the

British Sky Flash and the Italian Selenia

tional bombs, the F-15 Eagle retains its pnmary

Aspide. The missile is due to be replaced from

the late 1980s by the AMRAAM (Advanced

Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile).

Type: (AIM-7F Sparrow III) air-to-air missile

Powerplant: one Hercules Mk 48 or Aerojet

Mk 65 solid-propellant rocket motor

Performance: cruising speed Mach 4 or

2,640 mph (4224 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge 62 miles (100 km),

although half this figure is more usual in

äd of four Sparrows

typical engagements, and the AIM-7E's ränge

is seldom over 20 miles (32 km)

Weight: 500 lb (228 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3Vi in (1 m); length 11

ft IIV2 in (3.65 m); diameter 8 in (20 cm)

Warhead: 88-lb (40-kg) continuous-rod

Operators: (7E) Germany, Greece, Iran,

Israel, Italy, Japan, RAF, South Korea,

Turkey, US Air Force, US Navy, US Marine

Corp.

(7F) US Air Force, US Navy, Israel

Rockwell Hellfire

The Rockwell Hellfire is being developed to

arm the Hughes AH-64 Advanced Attack

Helicopter, of which the US Army plans to

buy 536 for delivery from 1982; each will carry

up to 16 missiles. Hellfire derives its name

from Heliborne Laser Fire-and-Forget, and the

first version to be deployed will indeed employ

semi-active laser guidance. The seeker being

developed by Rockwell for this application is

also planned to equip the AGM-65C version of

the Hughes Maverick, along with a variant of

the GBU-15 glide bomb. Targets will be il-

luminated by laser designators mounted either

in the launch aircraft or on some other
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platform. In the former case the illuminator

fornr part of the AH-64's TADS (Target Ac-

quisition and Designation System). Ground-

based alternatives may include the Hughes
PAQ-1 LTD (Laser Target Designator),

TVQ-2 GLLD (Ground Laser Locator

Designator) or MULE (Modular Universal

Laser Equipment).

Hellfire has been developed from the Hörnet

test vehicle and may form the basis of other

weapons. Alternative television and imaging

infra-red terminal seekers have been

developed, and the same airframe could be

adapted for defence suppression by fitting a

dual-mode infra-red/radio-frequency homing

head. In this form it becomes ADSM (Air

Defence Suppression Missile).

The AH-64 gunner/co-pilot uses TADS to

search for, detect and recognise targets to be

attacked with Hellfire, employing the

System 's direct-view optics, television or

forward-looking infra-red sensor either singly

or in combination. He can then track a target

either manually or automatically and, once it is

being illuminated by a laser, launch a missile

against it. The advantage of using a designator

on the ground or in another vehicle is that the

AH-64, unlike helicopters armed with the cur-

rent generation of anti-tank missiles, can

escape from the target area as soon as a round

has been fired.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket motor

Performance: cruising speed subsonic; max-

imum ränge 3.75 miles (6 km)
Weight: 80 lb (36 kg)

Dimensions: span 13 in (33 cm); length

5 ft 9 in (1.76 m); diameter 7 in (18 cm)

Warhead: Firestone hollow-charge,

weighing about 20 lb (9 kg)

Operator: US Army

Hfl



Rockwell/Hughes GBU-15
The GBU-15 MGGB (Modular Guidcd Ghdc

Bomb) ii a (jinily <>f weaponi which can be

built up froni vanous combinations of payload

(warhead), guidance, control Systems and

wiii« strueturcs. The family forms part of the

US Air Force'» Pave Strikc defence-

supprcssion programme, which is intended to

retain the basic features of the carher

Rockwell Hobos (Homing Bomb System)

weapons deploycd in Vietnam from 1969

while improving dclivery ränge and conferring

the ability to operate in all weathers.

Initial produetion of the basic Version,

known as the CWW (crueiform-wing

weapon), was authorized in the autumn of

1978. This is built round a Standard Mk 84

2,000-lb (907-kg) bomb, with crueiform

wings fitted fore-and-aft for stability and con-

trol. A tclevision seeker is normally fitted,

although this can be replaced by either the im-

aging infra-red seeker used in the AGM-65D
version of Mavcrick or the semi-active laser

seeker planned for AGM-65C Mavcrick and

Hellfirc. Similarly, the Mk 84 bomb can be

replaced by other payloads such as the SUU-54
lubmunitions dispenser.

TriaK of che GBU-15 CWW luve taken

place .ii heights of between 200 and 1,000 fl

(60 and .MX) m), and the bomb will be used for

low-level attacks against ships and ground

targets. Total procurement is expected to run

to 5,000 rounds, including the PWW (planar-

wing weapon) Version being devcloped by

Hughes but not likely to be ordered into pro-

duetion before the autumn of 1979. The
PWW has flip-out wings to inercase its ghde

ränge, allowing it to be launched against

hign-value targets from B-52 bombers or

fighters at comparatively long distances.

GBU-15 can be launched before its seeker

locks on to the target, if desired, being guidcd

by command until the homing head can ac-

quire its objeetive. The Operator may be in the

carrier aircraft or in anotner, giving flcxibility

in the type of attack.

Type: unpowered glidc bomb
Powerplant: none

Performance: cruising speed subsonic; max-

imum ränge varies with launch height, but up

to about 5 miles (8 km) for CWW
Weight: 2,240 lb (1016 kg) with Mk 84

warhead
Dimeniions: varies aecording to tvpc: typical

span 3 ft 8 in (1 12 m); length 12 ft 4 in (3.75

m); diameter 1 ft 6 in (46 cm)

Warhead: intcrchangcable, including

2,000-lb (907-kg) Mk 84 bomb
Operator: US Air Force

Oeveloped under the USAF Pave Strike : ; [Zession pro : CWW
(Cruciform-Wing Weaponi is designated GBU-15 (VI and adds preciaon electro-optical

guidance to a large Ml 18 bomt this case is an F-4E Phantom of TAC

Saab B83
The Saab B83 was planned to arm the pro-

jeeted Saab B3LA light attack aircraft, but

doubts about the future ofthat type could well

result in the missile being cancelled, as has

happened several times to Swedish weapon

projeets in the 1970s. The B83 uses an infra-

red seeker which benefits from development

work done on another abandoned projeet, the

Saab Rb72 air-to-air missile, Targets would be

acquired by an LM Ericsson Munin pod

mounted on the launch aircraft. The Munin,

named after one of the ravens which perched

on Odin 's Shoulder and reported back enemy
movements in battle, contains a forward-

looking infra-red (FLIR) camera mounted on a

stabilized platform. The pilot can lelect widc

or narrow fields of view and stecr the camera

in azimuth and elevatum by means oi l

Joystick. Outputs from the camera arc proecs-

sed digitally and the FLIR will lock on to and

track not objeets such as tanks.

The missile'l infra-red seeker can then be

automatically lockcd on to the target being

trackcd by Munin, thus allowing the pilot of a

singlc-scat aircraft to acquirc and attack

targets at high speed and low level without

detraumg from Ins ability to control the air-

craft B83s would be mounted in tandem on a

launch rail, the wholc asscmblv being attached

to the launch aircraft as one unit

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed subsonic; max-

imum ränge not rcleased

Weight: 134 lb (70 kg)

Dimeniions: span not rcleased; length 5 ft 5

in (1.65 m); diameter 7.9 in (20 cm)

Warhead: high -explosive

Operator: under development for Sweden

Saab Rb04E
The Saab Rb04E is the latest in a series of anti-

ship missiles dating back to 1949, when the

basic Rb04 reached the design phase. In 1959

the Rb04 entered service as armament for the

Swedish air force's Saab A32 Lansen attack air-

craft. This original model was sueeeeded by

the Rb04C and, from 1971, the Rb04D; in

that year Saab was awarded a contract for

series produetion of the improved Rb04E,
which has modifications to the strueture and

guidance equipment to confer a higher hit pro-

bability, better reliability and increased

resistance to electronic countermeasures, as

main armament for the Saab AJ37 Viggen.

The missile is designed to attack Unding

craft, transport ships and escorts, and carries a

warhead which is focussed downwards so that

it disables the target. The Rb04E can be laun-

ched at any speed between Mach 0.4 or 264

mph (422 km/ hl at sea level and velocities just

below the speed of sound. After having been

fired the weapon descends to low level, under

the control of its autopilot and radio altimeter,

until it is within about 4 miles (6 km) of its

target. The PEAB active radar seeker then

automatically searches for its target and locks

on, providing steenng commands for the at-

tack phase of the mission. The warhead is

detonated by a proximity fuse as the missile

flies over its target.

Produetion of the basic Rb04E was com-

plcted in 1978, but Saab has proposed a version

known as the Rb04 Turbo. This would have

the wings and fins replaced by a crueiform

strueture and an air-breathing powerplant.

The Rb04 Turbo has been offered to the

Swedish navy as possibly armament for its

'Hugin' class fast attack craft.

Type: aii to-surface missile

Powerplant: one Imperial Metal Industries

solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed high subsonic;

maximum ränge 25 miles (40 km)
Weight: 1,325 lb (600 kg)

Dimensions: span 6 ft 8 in (2.04 m); length

in (4 43 m); diameter 19.7 in (50 cm)
Warhead: 440 to 550-lb (200 to 250-kg)

fragmentation

Operator: Sweden

Saab Rb05
Saab began development of the Rb05 in 1960

as a light air-to-surface missile for use against

small craft, surfaced submarines, land targets

and slow-flying aircraft such as helicopters.

The weapon normally arms the Saab AJ37
Viggen attack aircraft, although it can also be

carried by lighter types such as the Saab 105.

In a typical attack the launch aircraft ac-

celerates to high speed at a height of only

70-165 ft (20-50 m) above the sea surface and

then climbs to about 1,000-1,300 ft (300-400

m). After levelling out into horizontal flight,

the pilot searches visually for his target. Once
he das found it, and closed to within the

missile's ränge, the pilot fires an Rb05. The
weapon automatically flies up into his field of

view, ahead of the aircraft, within 1.5 seconds

of being launched.

The missile is steered by means of a Joystick

mounted on the cockpit side wall and designed

for comfortable, efficient Operation so that the

pilot can continue to fly his aircraft effectively

while Controlling the weapon. Commands
generated by movements of the stick are

transmitted to the Rb05 over a radio link.

Flares are mounted on the rear of the weapon
to help the Operator keep it in sight, and the

warhead is detonated by a proximity fuse.

The operational version is the Rb05A. A
version designated Rb05B, in which the

manual command to line-of-sight control

Saab's all-Swedish Rb05A is a simple command-guidance air/surface missile, here being mated to an AJ 37 Viggen. A more advanced

TV-guided RB 05B was cancelled by the Swedish defence board, which bought the American Hughes AGM-65A Mavenck instead.

method was replaced by automatic television

homing usüig the Saab TVT-300 camera

mounted in the missile's lengthened nose, was
abandoned when the Swedish air force selected

the Hughes Maverick in its place.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: one Volvo Flygmotor VR35
rocket burning storable liquid propellants:

hydyne oxidised by fuming red nitric arid

Performance: cruising speed supersonic;

maximum ränge 5.6 miles (9 km)

Weight: 671 lb (305 kg)

Dimension»: span 2 ft 7>/2 in (80 cm); length

11 ft 10 in (3.6 m); diameter 11.8 in (30 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: Sweden
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Selenia Aspide
The Selenia Aspide is a multi-role missile

which has been developed to form part of

naval and land-based anti-aircraft Systems in

addition to its air-launched role. The weapon
is based on the Raytheon Sparrow, which

Selenia has built under licence, but the Italian

manufacturer claims that this similarity is

limited to general layout and that there are no

Sparrow components in the Aspide. Develop-

ment began in 1969, and airborne captive

carry trials preceded the firing programme,
which started in May 1975. The initial series

of tests were made from ground-based laun-

chers, since this application has been given

priority. The Aspide entered Service in the

autumn of 1978 as part of the Selenia Albatros

naval SAM System, and deliveries of land-

based Spada batteries, which also use the

weapon, are expected to begin in 1980.

Test launches from aircraft may also Start in

1980, but money for this part of the pro-

gramme had still not been made available by
early 1979. The only difference between the

air-launched Aspide and its naval and land-

based counterparts is that larger wings are fit-

ted for air-to-air Operations. The Aspide is

scheduled to replace AIM-7E Sparrows as ar-

mament for the Italian air force's Aeritalia

F-104S Starfighters, and the weapon is also

likely to be carried by that service's Panavia

Tornadoes. The radome and forward fuselage

of the Italian missile have been redesigned to

give more efficient Operation at hypersonic

speeds than its US counterpart, since the

Aspide is both faster than the Sparrow and is

claimed to have about one-third more ränge

than even the AIM-7F version. Selenia's

guidance equipment is also completely new,

and is said to have better resistance to jamm-
ing, improved performance at low level and a

greater ability to track targets flying in ground

clutter.

The Aspide will be able to fit present

Sparrow-armed fighters with only minor

modifications, however, and the missile will

compete with Sparrow itself and the British

Aerospace Sky Flash for export Orders.

Type: air-to-air and surface-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed Mach 4 or

2,640 mph (4224 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190
m); maximum ränge at least 32 miles (50 km)
Weight: 485 lb (220 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3 in (1 m); length 12 ft

lVi in (3.70 m); diameter 8 in (20.3 cm)
Warhead: 77-lb (35-kg) fragmentation

Operator: under development for Italy

Sistel/SMA Marte
The Sistel/SMA Marte is an airborne weapon
System using an air-launched derivative of the

Sistel Sea Killer Mk 2 anti-ship missile, and has

been developed to meet a requirement which

the Italian navy issued in 1967, calling for a

helicopter-launched weapon which could

disable ships from stand-off ranges. SMA
(Segnalamento Marittimo ed Aereo) was

awarded a contract to develop the APQ-706
radar for navigation, target acquisition and

missile guidance.

In the early stages of the project both the

Sea Killer Mk 1 and Mk 2 were evaluated, the

former being suitable as armament for

helicopters in the Agusta AB 204/205 class.

The Mk 2 version was adopted as Standard,

however, and it is planned to equip the Italian

navy's Sikorsky SH-3D Sea Kings. Sistel has

repeatedly asserted that Marte is virtually

ready for production, but the weapon System

may not now be deployed until the early

1980s.

Targets are detected by the APQ-706 radar,

using a frequency-agile channel. A typical

target ship is acquired at a ränge of 31 miles

(50 km) with the Sea King at medium
altitude. The helicopter then descends to 130

ft (50 m) and approaches to within missile

ränge. Finally the SH-3D climbs to 650 ft (200

m), after the missiles have been checked and

the radar switched on again, to launch a Sea

Killer at a ränge of about 12.5 miles (20 km).

The round is tracked in flight by the

helicopter's radar, which allows steering cor-

rections to be computed and transmitted to

the missile over a radio link so that it remains

on course. The weapon 's height is controlled

by an on-board radio altimeter, and it can be

steered manually by means ofa Joystick, with

the aid of an optical sight, if the radar is in-

operative.

Type: (Sea' Killer Mk 2) air-launched anti-ship

missile System

Powerplant: (boost) one 9,680-lb (4400-kg)

SEP 299 solid-propellant rocket burning tor

1.7 seconds betöre being jettisoned; (sustain)

one 220-lb (100-kg) SEP 300 solid-propellant

rocket burning for 70 seconds

Performance: cruising speed 670 mph (1080

km/h); maximum ränge 16 miles (25 km)
Weight: 661 lb (300 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 3 in (1 m); length 15 ft

5 in (4.70 m); diameter 8.1 in (20.6 cm)
Warhead: 154-lb (70-kg) semi-armour-

piercing

Operator: under development for Italy

Texas Instruments HARM
The Texas Instruments AGM-88A HARM
(High-speed Anti-Radiation Missile) is being

developed jointly for the US Navy and US Air

Force, the former Service taking the lead. The
weapon was due to begin a new series of flight

trials in early 1979, following design changes,

and a decision on whether to start production

is not expected before 1980.

HARM is, as its name suggests, faster than

present anti-radiation missiles and is intended

to combine the best attributes of the present

NWC Shrike and General Dynamics Standard

ARM, which it will augment and replace.

These advantages include comparative

cheapness, light weight and simplicity, the

ability to arm non-specialized aircraft, use of a

sensitive broadband receiver, and a large

launch envelope. Ground radars to be attacked

with HARM are detected by a radar warning

receiver in the launch aircraft or by the

missile's own seeker operating in the search

mode. Threat priorities are automatically

calculated, allowing missiles to be fired against

the most dangerous ones, those engaged in

guiding surface-to-air missiles, for example.

Recent improvements made to the weapon's

design include the ability to home on to con-

tinuous-wave radars and to manoeuvre rapidly

as it approaches the target.

The US Navy and US Marine Corps plan to

carry HARM on Grumman A-6 Intruders,

Vought A-7F. Corsairs and McDonnell

Douglas/Northrop A-18 Hornets, while the

US Air Force will arm its McDonnell Douglas

F-4G Wild Weasel defence-suppression air-

craft with the missile.

Type: (AGM-88A) air-launched anti-radiation

missile

Powerplant: Thiokol solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed more than

Mach 2 or 1,520 mph (2432 km/h) at sea

level; maximum ränge 11 Vi miles (18.5 km)
Weight: 807 lb (367 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft 8V2 in (1.13 m);

length 13 ft 8 in (4.17 m); diameter 10 in (25

cm)

Warhead: about 145-lb (66-kg) modified

Shrike fragmentation

Operators: under development for US Air

Force, US Marine Corps, US Navy

Texas Instruments Paveway
The Texas Instruments Paveway laser

guidance kit was developed in the mid-1960s

to allow conventional free-fall bombs to be

converted into guided weapons, thus greatly

increasing their accuracy. Trials began in April

1965 and the weapons were introduced in

Vietnam from 1968, permitting small, dif-

ficult targets such as bridges to be destroyed

with a fraction of the number of attacks nee-

ded previously. The kit consists of asemblies

which are attached to the nose and tail of Stan-

dard bombs. The guidance and control units

are identical for all weapons, but the sizes of

the canard steering surfaces and tail assemblies

vary from type to type.

The nose section comprises a laser seeker,

small Computer and four steerable control sur-

faces. The seeker head is mounted on a two-

axis gimbal and has a ring mounted at the

rear. After the weapon is released, air flowing

over this ring causes the seeker assembly to

weathercock into the local wind and therefore

to point approximately at the target, which is

illuminated by a laser designator mounted in

an aircraft or operated by ground forces. The
laser energy reflected from the target is

detected by a Silicon quadrant in the seeker

head. The on-board Computer commands the

control surfaces to manoeuvre the weapon un-

til the Outputs from the four elements in the

quadrant are the same, indicating that the

bomb is on course for its target, and this' con-

trol loop continues until impact.

Weapons in the Paveway family include the

GBU-2, -10, -12 and -16, which are laser-

guided bombs based respectively on the SUU-

54/B Pave Storm Cluster bomb, 2,000-lb

(907-kg) Mk 84 demolition bomb, 500-lb

(227-kg) Mk 82 demolition bomb, and

1,000-lb (454-kg) Mk 83 demolition bomb
used by the US Navy. The Paveway kit can

also be fitted to the Mk 20 Mod 2 Rockeye

500-lb (227-kg) anti-tank cluster munition,

Ml 17 750-lb (340kg) demolition bomb, or

M118E1 3,000-lb (1361-kg) general-purpose

bomb. A modified version of the British Mk
13/18 1,000-lb (454-kg) bomb is being

adapted for use by the Royal Air Force.

Type: family of laser-guided bombs
Powerplant: none

Performance: cruising speed depends on

launch speed; maximum ränge depends on

launch height

Weight: varies according to weapon: ex-

amples are GBU-2 2,064 lb (938 kg), GBU-10
2,052 lb (932 kg), M118E1 LGB 3,066 lb

(1394 kg)

Dimensions: varies according to weapon:

length (GBU-10) 14 ft (4.27 m)
Warhead: varies according to basic weapon

Operators: Australia, Greece, Iran, Nether-

lands, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Turkey,

UK, US Air Force, US Navy.

Texas Instruments Shrike

The Texas Instruments AGM-45A Shrike,

based partially on the Raytheon Sparrow air-

frame, was the first US anti-radiation missile

(ARM). Development began in 1961 with the

aim of countering Russian surface-to-air

missiles by destroying their search and track-

ing radars. The missile entered service with

the US Navy's carrier-based attack squadrons

in 1964 and has also been deployed by the US
Air Force. At least 13 variants have been built,

each carrying a passive radiation seeker tailored

to counter a different threat or combination of

them.

The missile's seeker locks on to the radar to

be attacked, and the weapon is then fired. It

can either home directly on to the enemy
transmitter, or it may first climb and then dive

on to its objective. This latter method allows

the missile to arrive at the same time as

weapons delivered by other aircraft. The US
Navy uses the Shrike on its McDonnell

Douglas A-4 Skyhawk, Grumman A-6 In-

truder and Vought A-7 Corsair attack aircraft,

but the US Air Force has a specialist Shrike-

armed defence-suppression force in the form of

McDonnell Douglas F-4G Wild Weasels. The
F-4Gs, which are replacing Republic F-105

Thunderchiefs in this role, carry the McDon-
nell Douglas APR-38 radar homing and warn-

ing sytem to find and classify targets which are

to be attacked with the Shrike and other

weapons. The APR-38 uses 56 antennas

spread over the aircraft to derive its Informa-

tion.

More than 25,000 Shrikes have been built,

and those in service are being updated to im-

prove their performance. The missile is due to

be replaced eventually by the Texas In-

struments HARM.

Type: air-to-surface anti-radiation missile

Powerplant: one Rocketdyne Mk 39 Mod 7

or Aerojet Mk 53 solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed Mach 2 or

1,520 mph (2432 km/h) at sea level; max-

imum ränge at least 10 miles (16 km) and

possibly up to 25 miles (40 km)
Weight: 390 lb (177 kg)

Dimensions: span 3 ft (91 cm); length 10 ft

(3.05 m); diameter 7.9 in (20 cm)

Warhead: 145-lb (66-kg) fragmentation

Operators: Israel, US Air Force, US Navy
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Soviet Missiles
Liki; Russian aircrafl Ihe guided weapons ol the Soviet Union are produced by a

State industrial Organisation undei the direction ol a central gi

department, and few ol the offii ial designations have leaked past the tighi security

th.it surrounds mosi Soviel weapons Foi this reason the foliowing
i

by theii Western (NATO 01 ASCC, Au Standa rdinating Comrn
design.ition and reporting names AA is the prefix foi air to aii weapons and AS for

air to surface missiles

A poinl worth emphasizing is that there was -

ion tactical missile foi use by tat tica •
such weap- d by a Soviet generai

exists, we
one mr

Soviet AA-1 Alkali

Tlic First Russian air-to-air missile, the AA-1

'Alkali' supplanti-d the morc traditional arma-

ment ofeannon in Mikoyan-Gurcvich MiG-17

and MiG-19 fightcrs. The MiG-17PFU
'Fresco-E' venion carried four rounds on r.nK

head of the main undercarriage wclls and was

Btted with an Izumrud (Emerald) fire control

radar (known as 'Scan Fix' by NATO) I In

MiG-19PM 'Farmer-D' likewise carried four

AA-ls in place ofeannon, and was fitted with

a 'Scan Odd' radar. The third and last type to

bc armed with the 'Alkali' was the Sukhoi

Su-11 'Fishpot-B', which could also carry four

rounds and was fitted with an R1L (Spin

Scan') fire-control radar. The AA-1 is no

longer in front-line service.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed between Mach

1 and Mach 2 or 660-1,320 mph (1056-2112

km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 in); maximum
ränge about 5 indes (H km)
Weight: about 198 lb (90 kg)

Dimensions: span 2 ft (61 cm); length about

6 ft 6 in (2 m); diameter 7 in (18 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR (no longer m front-line Ser-

vice)

Called AA 1 Alkali' '.

. this canard-control AAM formerly used on the MiGT9PF and Su-9 has semiactive radar l

guidance

Soviet AA-2 Atoll

The Russian AA-2 'Atoll' air-to-air missile

closely resembles its US equivalent, the AIM-9
Sidewinder, and may be based at least partlv

on captured examples of that weapon. Two
are carried on underwing pylons on the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21F 'Fishbed-C'

fighter and its ininiediate successors, the max-

imum load being doubled to four rounds ou

the MiG-21PFMA 'Fishbed-J' and later

modeis. Early versions of the missile are

designated K.13A by the Russians and AA-2
'Atoll' by NATO, and thosc arming variants

from the MiG-21PFMA onwards are thought

to be of an improved design known as the

AA-2-2 'Advanced Atoll'. The AA-2 certainlv

employed infra-red guidance, although the

AA-2-2 may bave interchangeable infra-red

and semi-active radar seekers: this is not con-

firmed, however.

The 'Atoll' is Standard armament on

MiG-21s which have been exported or built

under licence in lndia, and the missile is also

carried by the MiG-23 'Flogger-B' export Ver-

sion in place of the morc advanced AA-7 and

AA-8 which cquip Russian-operated versions

of this fighter. The Sukhoi Su-22s supphed to

Peru are reported also to carry the 'Atoll'. The
AA-2 has been used cxtensivelv in combat in

the Middlc East, Vietnam and Indo-Pakistani

wars, although its performance is no better

than that ol early Sidewinder models The pre-

sent versions are thought to bc capable onlv ol

pursuit-course interceptions, although an all-

aspt-it seeker, which would allow attacks tobe

nüde From any direction, may be under

development.

Type: (K13A) air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed Mach 2.5 or

1,650 mph (2640 km h) at 40.000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge 4 miles (7 km)

Weight: 155 lb (70 kg)

Dimensions: span 1 ft 9 in (53 cm); length 9

ft 2 in (2.8 m), diameter 4.7 in (12 cm)
Warhead: 13 2-lb (6-kg) fragmentation

Operators: Afghanistan, Albania. Algena.

Angola. Bangladesh, Bulgaria. China, Cuba,

Czechoslovakia. East Germany, Ethiopia.

Finland. Hungary. India. Ira

Libya, Mozambique. Nigeria, North Korea,

Peru, Poland, Romania, Somalia. Sudan,

Syna, Tanzania, Uganda, USSR, Vietnam,

Yemen, Yugoslavia (in some cases, missile

supplied but not operational)

By 1980 the chief carrier of the AA-2 Atoll AAM in Soviet PVO Service was probably the MiG-23S all weather intereeptor.

Soviet AA-3 Anab
The AA-3 'Anab' can be fitted with either an

infra-red or semi-active radar seeker, the latter

homing on to radar energy transmitted from

the launch aircraft and reflected from its

target. The missile is carried by the Sukhoi

Su-11 'Fishpot-C', this model replacing the

'Fishpot-B' armed with the AA-1 'Alkali',

and also the Su-15 'Flagon'. Both types carry

two rounds, one with each type of guidance.

In both cases the fire-control radar is known
by NATO as 'Skip Spin', and the same
missile/radar combination was also carried by

the Yakovlev Yak-28, which is no longer in

front-line service. The most modern variant of

the missile is known by NATO as AA-3-2
'Advanced Anab', but even this is now ob-

solescent and the latest versions of the Su-15

carry the AA-6 'Acrid' in place of the 'Anab'.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed probably about

Mach 2 or 1,320 mph (2112 km/h) at 40,000

ft (12190 m); maximum ränge at least 10 miles

(16 km)
Weight: about 606 lb (275 kg)

Dimensions: span about 4 ft 3 in (1.3 m)

length 11 ft 10 in to 13 ft (3.6 to 4.0 m)
diameter about 11 in (28 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR
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Soviet AA-5 Ash
The AA-5 'Ash', like the AA-3, exists in both

infra-red and semi-active radar versions. The
only type known to be armed with the 'Ash'

is the Tupolev Tu-28P 'Fiddler' interceptor,

which was developed to patrol the boundaries

of the Soviet Union where cover from surface-

to-air missiles was not available. The 'Fiddler'

probably remains in Service, despite reports

that it is being replaced by an interceptor Ver-

sion of the Tu-22 'Blinder'. The Tu-28P car-

ries four AA-5s, two of each type (twice the

load originallv fitted). The radar-guided

rounds home on to energy transmitted by the

Tu-28P's 'Big Nose' fire-control radar and

reflected by the target. A common method of

interception is to launch an infra-red missile

first, followed by a radar-guided round about a

second later. This gives a better chance of

destroying the target.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed probably about

Mach 3 or 1,980 mph (3168 km/h) at 40,000

ft (12190 m); maximum ränge about 19 miles

(30 km)
Weight: about 441 lb (200 kg)

Dimensions: span about 4 ft 3 in (1.3 m);

length about 18 ft (5.5 m) for infra-red Ver-

sion, 17 ft (5.2 m) for radar Version; diameter

about 11.8 in (30 cm)

Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR
Though some have also been seen on early examples of MiG-25 Foxbat the main carrier of the missile known to NATO as Afi

the Tu-28P long ränge interceptor. It is still in limited Service, each aircraft usually having two IR and two radar homing missiles.

Soviet AA-6 Acrid

The AA-6 'Acrid' is one of the three air-to-air

missiles (with the AA-7 and AA-8) developed

by the Soviet Union to replace the earlier

AA-2 'Atoll', AA-3 'Anab' and AA-5 'Ash'.

The 'Acrid' was revealed to the West in 1975,

when the Russians released a photograph of a

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-25 'Foxbat' intercep-

tor carrying four rounds. As in the case of

many Russian AAMs, the 'Acrid' is opera-

tional in two versions, one with an infra-red

seeker and the other a semi-active radar hom-

ing head. The MiG-25 normally carries two of

each type; a tvpical interception would involve

bring .in IR round first, followed by a radar

missile about a second later, against the same

target, provided that it was within the ränge

of the IR seeker.

The AA-6 is virtually twice the size of the

West's largest air-to-air missile and is probably

built of titanium. The missile has replaced the

AA-3 'Anab' in the most recent versions of

the Sukhoi Su-15: the 'Flagon-D' and

'Flagon-E' carrv two AA-6 missiles each. It

could also arm an interceptor Version of the

Su-19 'Fencer', but there is no evidence that

such a combination has been deployed.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed about Mach 4.5

or 2,970 mph (4752 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge about 31 miles (50 km)

for radar Version. 12.5 miles (20 km) for infra-

red Version

Weights: about 1.655 lb (750 kg) for radar

version, 1,545 lb (700 kg) for infra-red version

Dimensions: span about 7 ft 5 in (2.25 m);

length about 20 ft 8 in (6.3 m) for radar ver-

sion, 19 ft 5 in (5.9 m) for infra-red version;

diameter about 1 ft 2 in (36 cm)

Warhead: about 132.3 to 220.5-lb (60 to 100

kg) high-explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AA-7 Apex
The AA-7 'Apex' is the Soviet Union's new
medium-size air-to-air missile and, like its

Eredecessors and contemporaries, exists in

oth infra-red-guided ana semi-active radar

homing versions. The Mikoyan-Gurevich

MiG-23S 'Flogger-B' fighter carries two
rounds (one of each type) on its glove pylons,

and some examples of the MiG-25 'Foxbat-A'

interceptor are fitted with four AA-7s in place

of AA-6s. There is also some evidence that the

'Apex' is intended to replace the AA-2 on late-

model MiG-21s.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed about Mach 3.5

or 2,310 mph (3696 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge about 20 miles (32 km)

for radar version, 10 miles (16 km) for infra-

red version

Weight: about 705 lb (320 kg)

Dimensions: span about 4 ft 7 in (1.4 m);

length about 14 ft 9 in (4.5 m) for radar ver-

sion, 13 ft 10 in (4.22 m) for infra-red version;

diameter about 10.2 in (26 cm)

Warhead: about 88.2-lb (40-kg) high-

explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AA-8 Aphid
The AA-8 'Aphid' is a replacement for the

AA-2 'Atoll' air-to-air missile and may be

derived from the earlier weapon. A version us-

ing semi-active radar guidance is reported to

exist in addition to the variant employing

infra-red seeking, but the small diameter of the

weapon must have caused difficulty (as it did

with the AIM-9 Sidewinder). The 'Aphid' is

designed for short-range engagements of

highlv manoeuvrable targets, and mav be fit-

ted with fixed vanes, similar to those installed

on the Matra R.550 Magic, to straighten the

airflow at high angles of attack before it

reaches the canard steering fins. Two 'Aphids'

are carried beneath the belly of Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-23S 'Flogger-B' fighters, and

up to four can arm the Yakovlev Yak-36

'Forger' shipboard VTOL fighter. Other

types are expected to carry the AA-8, both as a

primary weapon and for self-defence.

Type: air-to-air missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed about Mach 3

or 1,980 mph (3168 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge about 4.4 miles (7 km)

Weight: about 121 lb (55 kg)

Dimensions: span about 1 ft 8V2 in (52 cm);

length about 6 ft 7 in (2 m); diameter about

5.1 in (13 cm)

Warhead: about 13.2-lb (6-kg) high-

explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AS-3 Kangaroo

The AS-3 'Kangaroo' is the Soviet Union's

largest stand-off missile and remains in service,

although it has been operational since the early

1960s. The weapon arms Tupolev Tu-95

'Bear-B' bombers of both the Soviet Long-

Range Aviation and Naval Aviation, and

would be used against large targets such as

cities, ports, marshalling yards, convoys or

task forces.

The AS-3 is apparently derived from the

Sukhoi Su-7 'Fitter-A' fighter-bomber, with

the tail redesigned. The dorsal fin is smaller

than in the aircraft, allowing the 'Kangaroo'

to fit into the Tu-95's bomb bay, and a ventral

strake is added to restore directional stability.

The air intake in the missile's nose is covered

by a fairing while the AS-3 is being carried by

its launch aircraft, since the weapon is too

large to fit completely inside the bomb bay and

drag would otherwise be excessive. This fair-

ing may also supply the missile with high-

pressure air from the Tu-95 's engines im-

mediately before launch, allowing the missile's

own powerplant to be started.

Any description of Russian missile Opera-

tion must be speculative, but the AS-3 is

thought to be launched at a height of

39,090-39,370 ft (11000-12000 m), then clim-

bing to about 59,055 ft (18000 m) at a speed of

Mach 1.6 or 1,056 mph (1690 km/h). Dunng
these early stages of the mission the

'Kangaroo' is thought to use beam-riding

guidance, flying along the centre of a beam
transmitted by the launch aircraft 's radar. The
mid-course guidance is probably under

autopilot control (updated by radio commands
from the bomber or other aircraft) with the

missile beginning its desecent towards the

Called AS-3 'Kangaroo' by NATO, this air. surface missile carried by the so-called 'Bear-B

and C versions of the Tu-20 is the largest air-launched weapon ever developed in numbers
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target Iroin 1 distancc ol about 100 iml

km) and at a speed of Mach 1 8 A low-level

in issit >n can also bc flown as an alternative.

The AS-3 is nol thought to carry any form of

terminal honung and is therefore rclativcly in-

aecurate, but thi\ is overconic by tlic sticer si/c

of its mtended targets and the usc of a large

thcrmonuclear warhead.

Type: Strategie air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: one afterburnine turbojet

Performance: cruising speed Math 1.6-l.fl

M 1.056-1.188 mph (1690-1900 km h) at

40.000 ft (12190 m), maximum ränge 400

milcs (650 km)

Weight: arx.ut 24.250 It

Dimensiont: span 32 ft 10 in (9 15 m).

length 49 ft (14 V m); dumeter 6 ft (1 85 rn)

Warhead: 5.070-lb (2300-kg) thermonuclear

Operator: LSSk

Soviet AS-4 Kitchen

With the AS-4 'Kitchen
1

the Soviet air force

began its move away from air-brcatlung stand

off missilcs to typei powered by rocket

inotors. The wcapon entered lervice in the

mid 1960s (various sources quote dates spann-

ing 1962 to 1967) as armameni fot the

Tupolcv Tu-22 'Blinder -B' bomber. The AS-4

is of conventional aircraft-type layout but haj i

ventral fin in place ol the morc normal dorsal

type, allowing the nnssile to bc scnn-rcccsscd

in the launch aircraft's weapons bay, the doori

of which arc shaped so th.it thev can fit round

the 'Kitchen' wnen it is being carried ye\ bc

closed normally if the wcapon is not bang iar-

ried or has beeil dropped.

The AS-4 would normally bc launched .ii .i

height of about 36,090 ft (11000 m), then

either dive or clinib depending On the type ol

mission to be flown. Against targets .it max-

imum ränge the nnssile would clmib at 2 speed

ol ibout Mach 1.8 or 1,188 mph (1900 km h)

until reaching a height ol some 88,580 ft

(27000 m) at a ränge of 150 milcs (250 km)

from its objeetive, then descend in a shallow

dive at up to Mach 2.5 or 1,650 mph (2640

km h). If the targct is less than about 200

milcs (320 km) distant, howevei , 'Kitchen' is

thought to descend foi •* low-level cruise at

Mach 1.2 oi 912 mph (1460 km h).

Most of the flight is carried out with the aid

of inertial guidance, and some tonn "t ter-

minal homing is used fot attacks on ships.

Both active radar and nitra-rcd have beeil

Duoted .is the type ol terminal seeking, and

alternative homing heads could possibly bc lit-

ted fot dittercnt missions. The AS-4 has also

been secn .irming the Tu-26 'Backtin H

bomber, possibly as an interim wcapon before

the AS-6 'Kingfish' bccanie gcnerally

available. (All data are approxnnations
)

Type: air-to surfacc nnssile

Powerplant: one huuid-propcllant rocket

Performance: cruising speed up to Mach 2 5

..r 1,650 mph (2640 km h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m); maximum ränge 450 milcs (720 km)
Weight: 13.230 Ib (6000 kg)

Dimension*: span 10 ft (3 in), length 37 ft

(11.3 m). diametei 3 ft (90 cm)
Warhead: 2,205-lb (1000-kg) high-explosive

or thennonucleai

Operators: l'SSK. L ibva (possibly on Tu-22)

In this dramatic but puzzling picture ' i Tu 22

MF

Soviet AS-5 Kelt

The first Soviet second-generation air-to-

surface missile, the As 5 'Kelt' was deployed

in 1966-67 ,is .i replacement for the AS-1 "Ken-

nel'. The newer missile is carried by the

'Badgcr-G' Version of the Tupolcv Tu-16

bomber, whcreas the 'Kenncl' had armed the

'Badger-B' variant. The 'Kelt' is bigger and

heavier than its predecessor, employs rocket

propulsion rather than an earlv turbojet, and is

the only Russian ASM known to have been

used in action; up to 25 are thought to have

been launched by the Egyptian air force in the

Yom Kippur War of 1973, of which thrce are

believed to have hit their targets.

Two 'Keks' are normally carried bcneatli

the wings of the 'Badger-G'; the missile is of

conventional aircraft-type layout, with swept

wings and a normal tail arrangement, and it

may incorporate the same nose section as the

surface-launched SS-N-2 Styx anti-ship

missile. The AS-5 would normally be launched

at a height of about 29,530 ft (9000 m), before

climbing for a long-range mission or diving if

the target is at a comparatively short distance.

In the former case the weapon cruises at a

speed of about Mach 0.9 or 595 mph (950

km/h) until it reaches a height of some 59,055

ft (18000 m) and levels out; it then begins to

descend once it is about 100 miles (160 km)
from its target. On a low-level mission the

Two AS-5 'Kelt' rocket-powered cruise missil

missile descends immediately after launching.

Control during the cruise part of the mis-

sion is provided by the missile's autopilot, and

an active radar seeker is thought to be used for

the last 19-25 miles (30-40 km) of an attack.

The 'Kelt' can home on to the transmissions

from target radars if they are not switched off.

widely used Tu-16 Strategie pl<

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: liquid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed up to Mach 0.9

or 595 mph (950 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190

m), possibly as high as Mach 1.2; maximum
ränge 110-200 miles (180-320 km), depending

on the type of mission, but effective Operation

may be limited to about 125 miles (200 km)
Weight: 7,715 lb (3500 kg)

Dimensions: span 15 ft (4.55 m); length 31 ft

(9.5 m); diameter 3 ft (90 cm)
Warhead: 2,205-lb (1000-kg) high-explosive

Operators: Egypt, USSR

Soviet AS-6 Kingfish

The definitive version of the Russian AS-6

'Kingfish' missile is thought to have entered

Service in 1975-76 as armament for the

Tupolev Tu-26 'Backfire-B' variable-geometry

bomber and perhaps also some Tu-16 'Badger-

Bs', although a weapon designated AS-6 by

NATO was reported to be operational as early

as 1970. The 'Kingfish' is thought to have

been developed from the AS-4 'Kitchen', but

there must be some doubt about this because

the new missile is shorter than AS-4, has a

dorsal rather than a ventral fin, is said to be

powered by a solid-propellant rather than a

liquid-propellant rocket, and probably employs

different guidance methods.

The AS-6 can be carried in pairs, one

beneath each wing, or as a Single missile slung

beneath the bomber's fuselage. On a

maximum-range mission the 'Kingfish' is

thought to be launched at a height of about

36,090 ft (11000 m) from a bomber flying at

approximately Mach 0.8 or 528 mph (845

km/h), then accelerating to Mach 1.8 or 1,188

mph (1900 km/h) as it climbs to 59,055 ft

(18000 m). The AS-6 is then thought to begin

a gradual dive towards its target, reaching a

speed of Mach 2.5 or 1,650 mph (2640 km/h)
and possibly accelerating to as much as Mach
3.5 before impact. On a low-level mission the

weapon is thought to cruise at a speed of

about Mach 1.2.

Mid-course inertial guidance is likely to be

used, with an active radar seeker assuming

control for the last 30 miles (50 km) or so of

the mission. The 'Kingfish' is thought to be

intended for attacks on shipping and land

targets, possibly including seaboard cities in

the United States, although the published

estimates of its ränge disagree wildly and the

use of a solid-propellant rocket motor seems

continued 377



Soviet AS-6 Kingfish

questionable, for an air-breather would be far

superior. (All data are approximations).

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed possibly as high

as Mach 3.5 or 2,660 mph (4250 km/h) in the

xfjnal stages of an attack, but otherwise pro-

bably no more than Mach 2.5 or 1,650 mph
(2640 km/h) at 40,000 ft (12190 m); max-

imum ränge possibly no more than 135 miles

(215 km), although distances of up to 500

miles (800 km) have been quoted

Weight: 10,500 lb (4800 kg)

Dimensions: span 9 ft 6 in (2.9 m); length

33 ft (10 m); diameter 3 ft (90 cm)

Warhead: interchangeable 2,205-lb

(1000-kg) high-explosive or 200-kiloton ther-

monuclear

Operator: USSR

Designated AS-6 'Kingfish' by NATO, the missile under the left wing of this Tu-16 'Badger-H' is a Standard weapon of the 'Backfire'

Soviet AS-7 Kerry

Perhaps the most surprising thing about the

Russian AS-7 'Kerry' is that it was not

developed 10 years or more earlier than was

the case. The Western approximate

equivalents, the Martin-Marietta Bullpup and

Aerospatiale AS. 30, have long been in service

but the AS-7 was not deployed until the

mid-1970s. It is a visually command-guided

weapon which allows targets to be attacked

from beyond the ranges possible with unguid-

ed rockets and has been installed on attack air-

craft including the Sukhoi Su-7B 'Fitter-A'

and Su-17 'Fitter-C/D' and Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-27 'Flogger-D'. The weapon
may also be carried by the Yakovlev Yak-36

'Forger' shipboard VTOL fighter and is

reported also to arm the Su-19 'Fencer' as an

interim missile until more advanced all-

weather types are available.

The AS-7 is guided by the pilot or second

crew member by means of a Joystick,

movements of which result in steering correc-

tions being generated and transmitted to the

missile over a radio link. Semi-automatic com-
mand guidance or semi-active laser homing
may be adopted in subsequent variants.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed Mach 0.6 or

456 mph (730 km/h) at sea level; maximum
ränge 6 V« miles (10 km)
Weight: up to 2,650 lb (1200 kg), but pro-

bably less

Dimensions: not known
Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AS-8
The Russian AS-8 air-to-surface missile,

which is thought to be fitted with a passive

radiation seeker so that it will home on to

radar transmissions and is autonomous after

being launched, has been developed to arm the

Mil Mi-24 'Hind' attack helicopter and its suc-

cessors. The weapon could also be carried by

fixed-wing aircraft such as the Mikoyan-

Gurevich MiG-27 'Flogger-D'. Targets to be

attacked with the AS-8 are probably acquired

by a receiver in the launch aircraft, allowing

the missile's homing head to be locked on.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed between Mach
0.5 and Mach 0.8 or 380-608 mph (608-973

km/h) at sea level; maximum ränge 5-6 miles

(8-10 km)

Weight: not known
Dimensions: not known
Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AS-9
The Russian AS-9 is believed to be an anti-

radiation missile which will allow the Sukhoi

Su-19 'Fencer' attack aircraft to engage enemy
transmitters from comparatively long ranges.

Little eise is known about the weapon.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed subsonic; max-

imum ränge 53-62 miles (85-100 km)
Weight: not known
Dimensions: not known

Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AS-10

The Russian AS-10 missile, which uses televi-

sion guidance, is understood to be a comple-

ment to the radiation-homing AS-8. It is

thought to arm the Mil Mi-24 'Hind' attack

helicopter, and is probably locked on to its

target before launch with the aid of powerful

electro-optical sensors carried by the parent

aircraft. The AS-10 would be equally suitable

for fixed-wing attack aircraft such as the

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-27 'Flogger-D'.

Type: air-to-surtace missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed between Mach
0.6 and Mach 0.8 or 456-608 mph (730-973

km/h) at sea level; maximum ränge 6 miles

(10 km)
Weight: not known

Dimensions: not known
Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AS-11

The Russian AS-11, also known as the Ad-
vanced TASM (Tactical Air-to-Surface

Missile), is thought to use television guidance

combined with a data link. This would allow

it to be command-guided during the mid-

course phase of its mission, either by the

launch aircraft or by an Operator in another

vehicle, and to be locked on to its target for

the final stages of an attack. This method of

Operation is most suitable in a two-seat air-

craft, and the AS-11 is assumed to arm the

Sukhoi Su-19 'Fencer'.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed subsonic; max-

imum ränge 25 miles (40 km)
Weights: not known
Dimensions: not known

Warhead: high-explosive

Operator: USSR

Soviet AT-2 Swatter

The AT-2 'Swatter' is thought to have armed

the Russian Mil Mi-24 'Hind' attack

helicopter as an interim weapon before m-
troduetion of the AT-6 'Spiral'. 'Swatter' is

believed to be guided by radio command,
possibly with infra-red terminal homing. Early

modeis deployed with ground forces are

believed to have been steered completely

manually, but a semi-automatic version is

reported to have been introduced and it may
be this variant which has been adapted for air-

launching. The AT-2 is unlikely to be retained

in service once the AT-6 is fully operational.

Type: anti-tank missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed not known;

maximum ränge 2,735 yards (2500 m),

possibly more in air-launched role

Weight: about 44 lb (20 kg)

Dimensions: span 2 ft 2 in (66 cm); length 3

ft 9 in (1.14 m); diameter 5.2 in (13.2 cm)

Warhead: hollow-charge, capable of

penetrating 11.8 in (30 cm) of armour

Operator: USSR

Soviet AT-6 Spiral

The AT-6 'Spiral' is a Russian replacement for

the AT-2 'Swatter' which was deployed as an

interim weapon on Mil Mi-24 'Hind' attack

helicopters. 'Spiral' is thought to employ

semi-active laser guidance, with targets being

illuminated by designators mounted on

ground vehicles such as tanks and presumably

also by infantry.

Type: air-to-surface missile

Powerplant: solid-propellant rocket

Performance: cruising speed not known;

maximum ränge probably 4.4-6.3 miles (7-10

km)
Weight: not known

Dimensions: not known
Warhead: probably hollow-charge

Operator: USSR
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Huskie (Kaman H-43F) 218

1-115 (AISA) 79
IA-35IFMA) 173

IA-50 (FMA) 173
IA-58IFMA) 173
II-38 (llyushin) 208
II-76 (Hvushin) 209
llyushin II-38 May 208
llyushin II-76 Candid 209
Impala Mk 2 (Aermacchi Atlas) 61

India 39
Indonesia 44
Instructor (Fokker S. 11) 174

Intruder (Grumman A-61 186, 187

Invader (Douglas) 161
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Iran 30
Iraq 28
Ireland (Eire) 13

Iroquois (Bell UH-1) 89
Iroquois (Bell UH-1H) 90
Iskra (PZL-Mielec TS-11) 302
Islander (Bntten-Norman) 130

Israel 29
Israel Aircraft Industries 201 Arava 210

Barak 210
Kfir 211

Nesher 216
Westwind 216

Italy 16

Ivory Coast 32

Jaguar (SEPECAT) 313
Jamaica 47
Japan 41

Jastreb (Soko) 327
JetRanger (Agusta-Bell AB-206) 77
JetRanger (Bell Model 206) 91

JetStar (Lockheed C-140) 227

Jetstream (British Aerospace) 118

Jet Provost (British Aerospace) 117

JodelD.140 216
Jolly Green Giant (Sikorsky HH-3) 323
Jordan 26

Ju 52/3M (Junkers) 217
Junkers Ju52/3M 217

K
Ka-25 (Kamov) 218
Kaman H-2 Seasprite 217

H-43F Huskie 218
Kamov Ka-25 Hormone 218
Kampuchea 43
Kangaroo (Soviet AS-3) 376
Kawasaki C-1 220

P-2J 220
KC-10A (McDonnell Douglas) 257
KC-97 (Boeing) 99
KC-135 (Boeing) 100

Kelt (Soviet AS-5) 377

Kenya 34
Kerry ('Soviet AS-7) 378
Kfir (Israel Aircraft Industries) 211

King Air (Beech 200 Super) 88
King Air (Beech Model 65/90) 87

King Air (Beech Model 100) 88
Kingfish (Soviet AS-6) 377

Kiowa (Bell OH-58) 91

Kiran (Hindustan Aeronautics HJT-16) 202
Kitchen (Soviet AS-4) 376
KM-2 (Fuji) 175

KM-2B (Fuji) 175

Korea (North) 41

Korea (South) 41

Kormoran (MBB) 371

Kraguj (Soko) 328
Krishak Mk II (Hindustan Aeronautics

HAOP-27) 202
Kudu (Atlas C4M) 83
Kuwait 28

1-39 (Aero) 64

L-42 (Neiva) 282
Lama (Aerospatiale SA.315B) 69
Lansen (Saab-32) 307
Laos 40
Lasso (Aerospatiale AM. 10) 362
Learjet 25B (Gates) 177

Lebanon 28
Leko-70 (Valmet) 344
Liberia 32
Libya 25
Liftmaster (Douglas) 162

Lightning (British Aerospace) 119

LM-1 (Fuji) 176

LM-2 (Fuji) 176

Lockheed C-5 Galaxy 221

C-121 Constellation 222
C-1 30 Hercules 223
C-140 JetStar 227

C-141 StarLifter 227
CP-140 Aurora 227

Electra 228
F-80 Shootmg Star 237

F-104 Starfighter 228
P-2 Neptune 230
P-3 Orion 231

S-3 Viking 232
SR-71 236
T-33 237
TR-1 237

U-2 237
Lynx (Westland, Army)
Lynx (Westland, Navy)

354
355

M
M-4 (Myasishchev) 281

Madge (Beriev Be-6) 96

Maestro (Yakovlev Yak-28) 357
Magic (Matra R.550) 370
Magister (Aerospatiale CM. 170) 69

Mail (Beriev Be-12) 97
Malagasy Republic 36

Malawi 36
Vlalaysia 44
i/lah Republic 32
Malta 17

Mandrake (Yakovlev Yak-25RD) 356

Mangrove (Yakovlev Yak-27) 356

Mangusta (Agusta A 129) 76

Maritime (Fokker-VFW F27) 174

Marte (Sistel/SMA) 374

Martel (British Aerospace
Dynamics/Matra) 367

Martin B-57 Night Intruder 238

Martin Manetta/Maxson Bullpup 369

Marut (Hindustan Aeronautics HF-24) 203

Matra R.530 370
R.550 Magic 370
Super 530 370

Mauntania 31

Mavenck (Hughes AGM-65) 368

Max (Yakovlev Yak-18) 356

Max Holste MH.1521 Broussard 239

May (llyushirvll-38) 208

MB. 326 (Aermacchi) 61

M.B. 326K (Aermacchi) 61

MBB. 223 (Flamingo) 135

BO-105 258
HFB 320 Hansa 200
Kormoran 371

McDonnell Douglas A-3 Skywarnor 161

A-4 Skyhawk 240
AV-8B Advanced Harrier 243

C-9A Nightingale 243
C-9B Skytram II 243
F-4 Phantom II 244

F-15 Eagle 250
F-18 Hörnet 254

F-101 Voodoo 256
Genie 371

Harpoon 371

KC-10A Extender 257

YC-15 257
McDonnell Douglas/Martin ASALM 371

MD. 315 (Dassault) 144

MD. 450 (Dassault) 144

MD. 452 (Dassault) 145

Mentor (Beech T-34) 85
Merlin 3A (Sweanngen) 336
4A (Sweanngen) 336

Mescalero (Cessna T-41) 136

Messerschmitt- Bölkow-Blohm
223 Flamingo 135

BO-105 258
HFB 320 Hansa 200
Kormoran 371

Mexico 48
MFI-17 (Saab) 308
MH.1521 (Max Holste) 239
Mi-1 (Mil) 272

Mi-2 (Mil) 272

Mi-4 (Mil) 272
Mi-6 (Mil) 273
Mi-8 (Mil) 274
Mi-10 (Mil) 273
Mi-14 (Mil) 274
Mi-24 (Mil) 275
Mi-27 (Mil) 275
Mid East and North Afnca 24

Midget (Mikoyan-Gurevich 15UTI) 259
MiG-15 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 259
MiG-17 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 259
MiG-19 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 260
MiG-21 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 261

MiG-21U (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 261

MiG-23 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 266
MiG-25 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 268
MiG-27 (Mikoyan-Gurevich) 270
Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15 Fagot 259

MiG-15UTI Midget 259
MiG-17 Fresco 259
MiG-19 Farmer 260
MiG-21 Fishbed 261

MiG-21U Mongol 261

MiG-23 Flogger-A, B, C, E 266
MiG-25 Foxbat 268
MiG-27 Flogger-D, F 270

Mil Mi-1 Hare 272
Mi-4 Hound 272
Mi-6 Hook 273
Mi-8 Hip 274
Mi-10 Harke 273
Mi-14 Haze 274
Mi-24 Hind 275

Mil (PZDMi-2 Hoplite 272
Milirole (Cessna) 140
Mirage III/5 (Dassault-Breguet) 148
Mirage IV (Dassault-Breguet) 153
Mirage 2000 (Dassault-Breguet) 151

Mirage F1 (Dassault-Breguet) 145

Mission Master (GAF) 176

Mitchell (North American B-25) 283
Mitsubishi AAM-1 372
ASM-1 372
F-1 278

MU-2- -279

T-2 279
Mohawk (Grumman OV-1) 196
Mongol (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 U) 261
Mongolia 41

Moose (Yakovlev Yak-1 1 ) 356
Morane-Saulnier MS-760 Paris 280
Morocco 24
Moss (Tupolev Tu-126) 343
Mou|ik (Sukhoi Su-7U) 329
Mozambique 36
MS. 760 (Morane-Saulnier) 280
MU-2 (Mitsubishi) 278
Mudry CAP 10 280
CAP 20 280

Musketeer (Beech Model 24) 84
Mustang (North American F-51) 283
Myasishchev 201 Bison 281

M-4 Bison 281

Mystere IV (Dassault) 145
Mystere-Falcon 20 Series G

(Dassault-Breguet) 149

N
NAMCYS-11 281

Navajo (Piper PA-31) 301

Navigator (Beech) 84

Neiva C-42/L-42 Regente 282

T-25 Universal 282
Nepal 39
Neptune (Lockheed P-2) 230
Nesher (Israel Aircraft Industries) 216
Netherlands 14

New Zealand 46
Nicaragua 48
Niger 33
Nigeria 33
Night Intruder (Martin B-57) 238
Nightingale (McDonnell Douglas C-9A) 243

Nimrod AEW.3 (British Aerospace) 122

Nimrod MR (British Aerospace) 120

Noratlas (Nord) 282
Nomad (GAF) 176

Nord 262 (Aerospatiale) 68
3202/3212 (Aerospatiale) 282
Noratlas (Aerospatiale) 282

North America 53
North American B-25 Mitchell 283

F-51 Mustang 283

F-86 Sabre 284
F-100 Super Sabre 284
T-6 Texan 286
T-28 Trojan 286

Northrop F-5A 286
F-5B Freedom Fighter 286
F-5E/F Tiger II 287

F-18L 290
T-38 Talon 289
YF-17 290

Norway 18

0-1 (Cessna) 137

0-2 (Cessna) 140

OH-6 (Hughes) 204
OH-58 (Bell) 91

Oman 27

One-Eleven (British Aerospace) 122

Orao (Soko-CIAR-93) 328
Orion (Lockheed P-3) 231

Osage (Hughes TH-55A) 204
Otter (de Havilland Canada) 157

Ouragan (Dassault) 144

OV-1 (Grumman) 196

OV-10 (Rockwell) 305

P3T (British Aerospace Dynamics) 365
P-2 (Lockheed) 230
P-2 (Pilatus) 297

P-2J (Kawasaki) 220

P-3 (Lockheed) 231

P-3 (Pilatus) 298
P-95 (EMBRAER) 163

P.148 (Piaggio) 296
P.149D (Piaggio) 296
P.166 (Piaggio) 297
PA-23 (Piper) 300
PA-28-140 (Piper) 300
PA-31 (Piper) 301

PA-34 (Piper) 301

PAF T-610 Call 290
Pakistan 38
Panama 49
Panavia Tornado 291

Papua New Guinea 45
Paraguay 52

Paris (Morane-Saulnier MS. 760) 280
Paveway (Texas Instruments) 374

Pazmany PL-1B Chiensou 296
PBY-5 (Consolidated) 142

PC-6 (Pilatus) 298
PC-6 Turbo (Pilatus) 299
PC-7 (Pilatus) 299
PD-808 (Piaggio) 297

Peacemaker (Fairchild/Pilatus) 170, 299
Pehcan (Sikorsky HH-3) 323
Pembroke (Hunting/British Aerospace) 122
Peru 50
Phantom II (McDonnell Douglas F-4) 244
Philippines 43
Phoenix (Hughes AIM-54A) 368
Piaggio P.148 296

P.149D 296
P.166 297
PD-808 297

Pilatus P-2 297
P-3 298
PC-6 Porter 298
PC-6 Turbo Porter 299
PC-7 Turbo Trainer 299

Piper L-18/U-17 Cub 300
PA-23 Aztec 300
PA-28-140 Cherokee 300
PA-31 Navajo 301

PA-34 Seneca 301

U-11A 300
U-17 Cub 300

PL-1B (Pazmany) 296
Poland 20
Porter (Pilatus PC-6) 298
Portugal 8

Provider (Fairchild) 170

Prowler (Grumman EA-6B) 188

PS-1 (Shm Meiwa) 318
Pucarä (FMA) 173

Puma (Aerospatiale/Westland

SA. 330) 74, 356
PZL-104 Wilga/Gelatik 302
PZL-Mielec TS-11 Iskra 302

Qatar 27

QU-22 (Beech) 85
Queen Air (Beech -Model 65)

R.530 (Matra) 370
R.550 (Matra) 370
R.653 (Bofors) 365
Rafael Shafrir 372
Rallye 100S (Aerospatiale) 71

Ranger (de Havilland Canada) 159

Raytheon Sparrow 372

Rb04E (Saab) 373
Rb05 (Saab) 373
Red Top (British Aerospace Dynamics) 365

Regente (Neiva L-42) 282
RF-4 (Fournier) 175

RFB ATI-2 Fantrainer 303
RGM-66D (General Dynamics) 367

Robin HR 100 303
Rockwell A-5 Vigilante 303

B-1 304
Commander 500/Shnke Commander 304

Hellfire 372
T-2 Buckeye 306
Turbo Commander 690 307

Rockwell (North American) OV-10
Bronco 305
T-39 Sabrelmer 306

Rockwell/Hughes GBU-15 373
Romania 21

RU-21J (Beech) 88
Rwanda 35

S-2 (Grumman) 197

S-3 (Lockheed) 232

S.11 (Fokker) 174

S-55 (Sikorsky) 321

S-58 (Sikorsky) 321

S-61A (Sikorsky) 322
S-61B (Sikorsky) 322
S-61R (Sikorsky) 323
S-64 (Sikorsky) 324

S-65 (Sikorsky) 324, 326
S-70 (Sikorsky) 326
S.208M (SIAI-Marchetti) 319
SA.313B (Aerospatiale) 65
SA.315B (Aerospatiale) 69
SA.316B (Aerospatiale) 65
SA.318C (Aerospatiale) 65
SA.319B (Aerospatiale) 65
SA. 321 (Aerospatiale) 72

SA. 330 (Aerospatiale/Westland) 74, 356

SA. 332 (Aerospatiale) 75

SA. 341/342 (Aerospatiale/

Westland) 73/356
SA. 365 (Aerospatiale) 67

Saab-32 Lansen 307
-35 Draken 307
-37 Viggen 308
-91 Safir 312
-105 312
B83 373
MFI-17 Supporter 308
Rb04E 373
Rb05 373

Sabre (North American F-86) 284
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I] 306
Hispano HA 220) 203

Safir (Saab 91) 312

Salvador 48
Samantan (Convair C 131) 142

Saudi Arabia 26
Scottish Aviation BuiWmj (British

Aerospace) HO
letstream (British Aerospace) 118

(Westland) 352

Sea Harrier (British Aerospace) 123

Sea Hawk (British Aerospace) 123

Sea Hawk ISikorsky SH 60B) 326

Sea King (Sikorsky SH 3) 322

Sea Kniyht (Boeing VertOl

CH 46/UH 46) 106

Sea Pnni e (British Aerospace) 122

Sea Ranger (Bell FH-57) 91

Sea Skua (British Aerospace
Dyn.jrnii .1 <Mi

Sea Stallion (Sikorsky H 53) 324

Seabat (Sikorsky) 321

SeaCobra (Bell AH U) 94

Seahorse (Sikorsky) 321

Search Master (GAF) 176

Seaspnte (Kaman H-2) 217
Solünu A',|)irli: S/4

Si.'iiiinolf; (Beech U 8) 86

Seneca (Piper PA 34) 301

Senegal 31

lentry (Boeing E-3) 102

SEPECAT Jaguar 313

SF 260 (SIAI Marchetti) 320
SH 2 (Sikorsky) 322
SH 3D (Agusta/Sikorsky) 322
SH-60B (Sikorsky) 326
Shackleton AEW.2 (British Aerospace) 124

Shackleton MR-3 (British Aerospace) 124

Shafnr (Rafael) 372
Shenyang F 4 317

F 6 317

F 12 318
TF-4 317

Type 6bis Fighter Fantan A 317

Shin Meiwa PS 1 318

US-1 318
Shoo'ing Star (Lockheed F 80) 237

Shorts Skyvan 3M 319
Shnke (Texas Instruments) 374

Shnke Commander (Rockwell) 304
SIAI Marchetti S 208 M 319
SF 260 320
SM. 1019 320

Sidewinder (Ford Aerospace/
Raytheon) 367

Sierra Leone 31

Sikorsky CH-3 Pelican 323
CH-53E Super Stallion 326
CH 54 Tarhe 324
H-3 Sea King 322
H-19 Chickasaw 321

H-34 Choctaw 321

H-53 Sea Stallion 324
HH-3 Jolly Green Giant 323
HH-3 Pelican 323
S-55 Chickasaw 321

S-58 Choctaw/Seabat 321

S-61A 322
S-61B 322
S-61R 323
S-64 Skycrane 324
S-65/CH-53E Super Stallion 326
S-65/H-53 Sea Stallion 324
S-70 326
Seabat 321

Seahorse 321

SH-3 Sea King 322
SH-60B Sea Hawk 326
UH-60 Black Hawk 326

Singapore 44
Sioux (Bell H-13) 88
Sistel/SMA Marte 374
Skycrane (Sikorsky S-64) 324
Skyflash (British Aerospace Dynamics) 366
Skyhawk (McDonnell Douglas A-4) 240
Skymaster (Cessna) 140

Skymaster (Douglas) 162

Skyraider (Douglas) 160

Skyservant (Dornier) 160

Skytrain (Douglas) 162
Skytrain II (McDonnell Douglas C-9B) 243
Skytrooper (Douglas) 162

Skyvan 3M (Shorts) 319
Skywagon (Cessna Model 207) 137

Skywagon (Cessna U-17) 137

Skywarnor (Douglas) 161

SM.1019 (SIAI-Marchetti) 320
SO 4050 (Sud-aviation) 328
Soko Galeb 327

Jastreb 327
Kraguj 328

Soko/CIAR-93 Orao 328
Somalia 34
South Africa 37

South America 47
South Yemen 27
Soviet AA-1 Alkali 375
AA-2 Atoll 375

AA-3 Anab 375
AA 5 Ash 376
AA-6 Acnd 376
AA-7 Apex 376
AA-8 Aphid 376
AS-3 Kangaroo 376
AS 4 Kitchen 377
AS-5 Kelt 377

AS-6 Kingfish 377

AS -7 Kerry 378
AS-8 378
AS -9 378
AS 10 378
AS 11 378
AT 2 Swatter 378
AT-6 Spiral 378

Spam 8
Sparrow (Raytheon) 372
Spiral (Soviet AT 6) 378
SR 71 (Lockheed) 236
SRAM (Boeing AGM-69A) 364

Sn Lanka 39
Stallion (Helio AU 24A) 199

Starfighter (Lockheed F 104) 228
StarLifter (Lockheed C 141) 227

Stratofortress (Boeing B-52) 97

Strikemaster (British Aerospace) 125

Su-7 (Sukhoi) 329
Su-9 (Sukhoi) 330

Su n (Sukhoi) 330
Su-15 (Sukhoi) 330
Su 17 (Sukhoi) 332
Su 19 (Sukhoi) 334

Su 20 (Sukhoi) 332

Su-22 (Sukhoi) 332

Sud SO 4050 Vautour 328
Sudan 33
Sukhoi Su 7 Fitter 329
Su-7U Moujik 329
Su-9 Fishpot 330
Su 11 Fighpot 330
Su-15 Flagon 330
Su- 17 Fitter D 332
Su 19 Fencer 334

Su 20 332
Su-22 Fitter C 332

Super 530 (Matra) 370
Super Etendard (Dassault-Breguetl 152

Super Frelon (Aerospatiale SA 321) 72

Super Mirage 4000 (Dassault-Breguetl 152

Super Mystere B2 (Dassault) 154

Super Pinto IAJI) 290
Super Puma (Aerospatiale SA 332) 75

Super Sabre (North American F-100) 284
Super Skywagon (Cessna Model 206) 137

Super Stallion (Sikorsky CH-53E) 326
Supporter (Saab MFI-17) 308
Swatter (Soviet AT-2) 378
Sweanngen Merlin 3A 336

Merlin 4A 336
Sweden 18

Switzerland 15

Syna 28

1 (Fuji) 176

2 (Mitsubishi) 279
2 (Rockwell) 306
3 (Fuji) 175

6 (North American) 286
23 (Aerotec) 75

25 (Neiva) 282
28 (North American) 286
29 (Convair) 142

33 (Lockheed) 237
34A (Beech) 85
34B (Beech) 85
34C (Beech) 85
37 (Cessna) 139

38 (Northrop) 289
39 (Rockwell) 306
41 (Cessna) 136
42A (Beech) 87
43 (Boeing) 105

44 (Beech) 87
T-610 (PAF) 290
Taiwan (Republic of China) 42
Talon (Northrop T-38) 289
Tanzania 36
Tarhe (Sikorsky CH-54) 324
TB-30 (Aerospatiale) 71

TC-4 (Grumman) 198

Tchaika (Benev Be-12) 97

Texan (North American T-6) 286
Texas Instruments HARM 374
Paveway 374
Shnke 374

T-CH-1 (AIDC) 79

TF-4 (Shenyang) 317
TF-9T (Grumman) 199
TH-55A (Hughes) 204
TH-57 (Bell) 91

Thailand 43
Thunderbolt II (Fairchild) 164

Thunderchief (Fairchild Republic) 171

Tiger II (Northrop F-5E/F) 287
Togo 32

Tomahawk (General Dynamics
AGM 109) 368

Tomcat (Grumman F- 14) 191

Tornado (Panavia) 291

TOW (Hughes) 369
TOWCobra (Bell AH-1T) 94

TR 1 (Lockheed) 237
Tracer (Grumman El) 197

Tracker (Grumman S-2) 197

Trader (Grumman CD 197

Transall C 160 336
Tndent 2E (British Aerospace) 125

Tnslander (Briuen-Norman) 130

Troian (Aermacchi AL 60) 61

Trojan (North American T 28) 286
TS-8 Bies 337
TS-11 (PZL Mielecl 302
Tu 4 (Tupolev) 337
Tu- 16 (Tupolev) 337
Tu-20 (Tupolev) 338
Tu-22 (Tupolev) 339
Tu 26 (Tupolev) 341

Tu -28 (Tupolev) 342
Tu 124 (Tupolev) 342
Tu-126 (Tupolev) 343
Tu 134 (Tupolev) 343
Tunisia 24
Tupolev Tu-4 Bull 337
Tu 16 Badger 337
Tu-20 Bear 338
Tu-22 Blinder 339
Tu-26 Backfire 341

Tu 28 Fiddler 342
Tu 124 Cookpol 342
Tul26Moss 343
Tu 134 Crusty 343

Turbo Commander 690 (Rockwell) 307
Turbo Porter (Pilatus PC 6) 299
Turbo Trainer (Pilatus PC 7) 299
Turkey 17

Tutor (Canadair CL-41) 131

Twin Bonanza (Beech Model 50) 86
Twin Otter (de Havilland Canada) 159
Twin Two Twelve (Bell UH IN) 95

u
u 2 (Lockheed) 237
U-3 (Cessna) 138

U-8 (Beech) 86
U-10 (Helio) 200
U IIA (Piper) 300
U-17 (Cessna) 137

U-21A (Beech) 87
Uganda 34

UH 1 (Bell) 89
UH-ID(Bell) 90
UH-1H Iroquois (Bell) 90
UH-1N (Bell) 95
UH-46 (Boeing Vertoll 106

UH-60 (Sikorsky) 326
Uirapuru (Aerotec T-23) 75
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 22
United Arab Emirates 27
United- States of America 53
Universal (Neiva T 25) 282
Uruguay 51

US-1 (Shin Meiwa) 318
Ute (Beech U-21A) 87
Utva-66/60 344

75 344

Valmet Leko-70 Vinka 344
Vampire (de Havilland) 156

Vautour (Sud-Aviation SO 4050) 328
VC10 C 1 (British Aerospace) 126

Tanker (British Aerospace) 126
VC-11A (Grumman) 199
Venom (de Havilland) 156
Venezuela 49
VFW 614 (VFW-Fokker) 345
VFW-Fokker VFW 614 345
Vickers-Armstrong Viscount 345
Victor K. 2 (British Aerospace) 126

Vietnam 43
Viggen (Saab-37) 308
Vigilante (Rockwell A-5) 303
Viking (Lockheed S-3) 232
Vinka (Valmet Leko-70) 344
Viscount (Vickers-Armstrong) 345
Voodoo (McDonnell Douglas F-101) 254
Vought A-7 Corsair II 345

F-8 Crusader 348
Vulcan (British Aerospace) 127

w
369Walleye (Hughes/Martin)

Wasp (Westland) 352
Wessex (Westland) 353
Western Europe 8
Westland Commando 322, 348

Lynx (Army) 354
Lynx (Navy) 355
Scout 352
Sea King 322, 348

Wasp 352
Wessex 353, 321

WG34 353
Whirlwind 353. 321

Westland/Aerospatiale SA 330 Puma 356
SA 341 Gazelle 356

Westwind (Israel Aircraft Industries) 216
WG 34 (Westland) 353
Whirlwind (Westland) 353
W.lga (PZL 104) 302

Xingu (EMBRAER) 164

Yak 11 (Yakovlev) 356
Yak 18 (Yakovlevl 356
Yak-25RD (Yakovlev) 356
Yak 28 (Yakovlev) 357
Yak 36 (Yakovlev) 358
Yak -40 (Yakovlev) 359
Yak 50 (Yakovlev) 359
Yak 52 (Yakovlev) 359
Yakovlev Yak- 11 Moose 356

Yak 18 Max 356
Yak 25RD Mandrake 356
Yak-27 Mangrove 356
Yak 28 Brewer 357
Yak 28 Firebar 357
Yak 28 Maestro 357
Yak 36 Forger 358
Yak 40 Codlmg 359
Yak 50 359
Yak-52 359

YC-15 (McDonnell Douglas) 257
Yemen 27
YF 17 (Northrop) 290
YS 11 (NAMC) 281

Yugoslavia 21

Zaire 35
Zambia 36
Zephyr (Aerospatiale/CM 175)

Zimbabwe-Rhodesia 36
Zlm42 359

326 Senes 359-
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Piaggio SpA
Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG
Piper Aircraft Corporation

Ronald T. Pretty

RFB (Rhein-Flugzeugbau GmbH)
Robin, Avions Pierre

Rockwell International Corporation

SIAI-Marchetti Societa per Azioni

SOCATA (Societe de' Construction d'Avions
de Tounsme et d'Affaires)

Saab-Scania Aktiebolag
Shin Meiwa Industry Ltd

Short Brothers Ltd

Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United

Technologies Corporation

R.W. Simpson
Soko
Swearingen Aviation Corporation

Transall Arbeitsgemeinschaft
United States Air Force Information Service

United States Army
United States Navy
Valmet oy Kuorveden Tehdas
Vought Corporation
Wassmer Aviation Societe Nouvelle

Westland Helicopters Ltd

Aviation Letter Photo Service:

p 20 (Tupblev Tu-134)

p 273 (Mil Mi-6)

Camera Press Ltd:

p 29 (McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom)
p 99 (Boeing KC-97)

C.E.V. Cazaux:

p 370 (Matra Super 530)

Keystone Press Agency:

p 25 (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21)

p 29 (Dassault Mirage III)

Klaus Niska:

p 19 (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21)

p 206 (llyushin 11-18)

p 261 (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21)

p 266 (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23)

p 274 (Mil Mi-8)

p 344 (Valmet Vinka)

Peter Steinemann:

p 259 (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15)

p 266 (Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23)
p 272 (Mil Mi-18)
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Michael J Hooks
Officer at the S B A C and was EoV
1 977 and 1 978 editions A freelano

publications such as Air Pictonal Aeroplane Moi
Airports International. Rotor&Wmg Internationa 1

erty Editor/News Editor of Air,

1969-75

Nigel Moll is an active private pii'
I

widely m the course of wnttng ^or Flight International Now
freelance. he wntes for a number of European and US
magazmes and publications. mcludmg Flvmg magaz i

David Mondey. F R Hist S . aviation histonan and

Journalist, has edited and wntten many books, mcludmg a

definitive history of the Schneider TrophyContests Heis

an Assistant Compiler of Jane s All the World s Airdtaft

responsible pnmanly for the US aircraft section

Kenneth Munson A/rote his first book. entitled Enemy
Aircraft of World War II. in 1 960 Smce then he has

wntten some forty others all on aviation subjects. and

has been a major contnbutor to several others Smce
1 968 he has been one of the prmcipal Compilers of

Jane s All the Worlo's Aircraft and its Assistant Editor

smce 1 973 He is an Associate of the Royal

Aeronautical Society and Royal Histoncal Soc^'

Malcolm Passingham has wntten for Air Pictonal

Aircraft lllustrated. Wmgs and Weapons and Warfare He
was a contnbutor and advisor on John W R Taylors

celebrated Combat Aircraft of the World He is a member
of Air Britam and the American Aviation Histoncal Society

Anthony Robinson has been the Editor of the aviation

part-work Wmgs for the past two years He formerly

worked on the staff of the Airforce Museum at Hendon

Roderick Simpson is a Consultant with the light aircraft

industry and a contnbutor to American and British aviation

publications He has also been General Aviation Editor

of Air Britam Digest and \he Aviation Year senes

Bill Sweetman is a freelance aerospace wnter with a

special mterest m Soviet mihtary aviation For four years a

staff member of F/ight International, he is now a

contnbutor to numerous newspapers and magazmes.
mcludmg The Observer and New Scientist and has

published books on mihtary and civil aviation

Alex Vanags-Baginskis is an Assistant Editor at

Macdonald and Jane's with a special mterest in World
War II German civil and mihtary aviation He translated

Mano Ziegler's book Rocket Fighter and has been a

contributor to many aviation and military publications

Barry C. Wheeler, who compiled the air force entnes.

joined Flight International in 1 960. becommg Production

Editor in 1 970 He recently became Head of Research at

Airfix Products, and is a frequent contributor to

magazmes on world air force subjects

Michael Wilson is a scientist. engmeer and Journalist

He jomed Vickers-Armstrong's design team in 1 956,

moving to Flight International in 1 965 as Technical

Editor He wntes and broadcasts extensively on

aviation and Space subjects
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The Encyclöpedia of World Air Power is the

world's most comprehensive book on military

aviation. It includes more than 600 entries

and 1 000 illustrations featuring

• the world's military aircraft

• the world's air-launched missile Systems
air forces of the world and their inventories

ISBN 0-517-53754-0


